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II. The Orocodilians, Lizards, and Snakes of North America.
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By

CTNI'l'ED S'l'A'l'ES NATIONAL MUSEUM,
lJNDER DIHECTION 01•' THE S:VIITII~ONIAN lKSTITUTION.,

Washington, July 1, 1898.
Srn: I have the honor to submit· herewith a report upon the present
eomlitio11 of the United States National Museum, an<l npon the work
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,June 30, 1898.
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REPORT
UPON

THE CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM
DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1898;
BY
CHARLES

D.

wALCOTT,

Acting Ass-istant Sem·etary, Srnithsonian ·Institution, in charge of the U. S. National
Museurn.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
ORGANIZATION. 1

In the introduction to the Report for the :fiscal year ending June 30,
1897, attention was called to a new plan of organization, which went
into effect July 1, 1897, and the statement was made that the results
of its 'operations would be considered in the Report for 1898.
The various divisions and sections of Anthropology, Biology, and
Geology, which had previously been conducted independently of one
another, the curators and custodians reporting directly to the Assistant
Secretary in charge of the Museum, were united under three head curators, one of anthropology, another of biology, and a third of geology.
This secured direct expert supervision and properly correlated the
work of each department. Before, such correlation had been impossible, owing to the large number of independent · heads of sections and
divisions in each department, who planned and executed the work more
or less independently of one another. The official correspondence was
also more closely centralized in the executive office of the Museum.
A.nthropology.-In the Department of Anthropology a large amount
of work was done by Mr. W. H. Holmes in reorganizing and installing
the exhibits 1 under a general scheme approved early in the year. The
organization of the department, the personnel, and the details of the
work will be found in his report. There are a number of sections that
have not yet been assigned to any division, remaining for the present
under the direct supervision of the head curator. Moreover, the classification of material and the division of work among the various members of the present staff, so far as it has progressed, is largely tentative,
owing to the staff being composed of specialists in limited portions of
the :field of anthropology; this necessitates a somewhat arbitrary
1

The organization of the staff is given in Appendix I.
3
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cl~ssification and organization. As the various branches of the work
develop, and increase is made in the number of curators, reclassification of material and readjustment of the force will gradually lead to a
satisfactory and permanent organization.
The accessions to the department were numerous and valuable.
Among those of more notable importance is a collection of antiquities
and ethnological material, the bequest of the late Mr. W. Hallett
Phillips, of Washington, t9 the Smithsonian Institution. This collection is not only of great extent, but of exceptional value to arcbreological science. It contains 12,467 ancient relics, mainly stone implements
from the Potomac region, and 106 ethnological specimens from Polynesia. By transfer from the Bureau of American Ethnology the
Museum received material from Arizona, Arkansas, and Georgia; and
by transfer from the Army Medical Museum, a collection of 2,206
human crania, representing mainly the Indian tribes, ancient and modern, of North America. There was received on deposit, and at the
same time offered for sale, an extensive collection of stone implements
and other ancient relics from various parts of Georgia, together with
a collection of ethnological material from the Indians of the Great
Plains and the Rocky Mountains, made by Emile Granier, of Paris.
Valuable deposits were made by Prof. Alexander Graham Bell. These
include a large number of pieces of apparatus made and used by him in
his expedmen ts and researches in various branches of electrical f.cience. The General Electric Company also deposited many pieces of
original apparatus connected with the early use of electricity for ligh tiug, the transmission of power, and like purposes. Other valuable
deposits are described in the report of the head curator.
Durmg th.e year there were prepared by the curators and expert
preparators of the department a number of models illustrating pdmitive
life, processes, implements, utensils, etc.
The re earch work of the department duri11g the year was extensive,
the tudy, comparison, and classification of the collections before installation being essential to their intelligent utilization.
'Ihe system of installation inaugurated by Mr. Holmes is somew hat
elaborate. The primary arrangement is founded, first, on the geographical or ethnographical assemblage, and, second, on the developmental or genetic a emblage. Other methods may be classed as special.
They are the chronological, the comparative, the individual, etc. The
primary method are adapted to the presentation of the general truths
of anthropology, and the special methods are available for limited portions of th . field. A full description of the method of installation will
be found in Mr. Holmes's report.
Biology.-The Department of Biology was embarrassed by reason of
Dr. True' time being largely consumed in executive work, and it was
not until late in the year that he secured an assistant curator to take
charge of the work in the Division of Mammals.
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In many ways the Department of Biology, when established at the
beginning of the fiscal year, was in much better condition than either
of the other two departments. The several zoological divisions already
existing and the Division of Plants were brought together under a
separate administrative head. As mauy of these divisions have been
in existence since the reorganization of the Museum in 1881, and
several of them for a much longer period, the organization of the
department was a relatively simple matter. The biological specimens
constitute the larger part of the Museum collections. They had been
in charge of curators and assistants who followed the well-defined and
long-established methods of systematic zoology and botany, and therefore no radical changes in the scientific metl10ds or in the business
administration of these divisions were required. The efforts of the
head curator were largely in the direction of developing those features
which, from various eases, had not had due prominence. He found the
same difficulties met with by the other head curators in regard to
laboratory and exhibition space and the force at his command. A large
amount of the biological material is displayed in the Smithsonian building. The bringing together of all the invertebrates in this building ·
was accomplished during the year, and this is a great gain in the classification of the exhibits. · These collections include insects, mollusks,
and all other classes of invertebrates. The display in Musuem building includes the mammals, batrachians, reptiles, fishes, and the collections representing comparative anatomy. The birds remain in the
· Smithsonian building, it having been found impracticable to transfer
this large exhibit to the Museum building.
The erection of galleries in the Museum building-a subject adverted
to later-while not involving great changes in this department, as in
the departments of Anthropology and Geology, rendered necessary the
complete reinstallation of the large exhibition series of mammals. In
the reinsta11ation Dr. True arranged the zoological exhibition on a
faunal basis, special prominence being given to the faunas of the United
States. This principal series is to be supplemented by various smaller
series illustrating important topics in biology.
The additions to the zoological and botanical collections were numerous, and in some directions unusually important. The generous
donation of Messrs. Hubbard and _Schwarz of their collection of Coleoptera~ principally North American, comprising about 200,'000 specimens
and representing approximately 1~,000 species, is of great importance, ,
as it places the National Museum in advance of all others as regards
North American Coleoptera. Dr. W. L. Abbott continued his liberal
gifts to the Museum by presenting large collections of birds, mammals,
reptiles, insects, and other animals from lower Siam and Kashmir; and
Dr. W. L. Ralph supplemented his valuable additions to the collections
of birds' eggs. The largest acquisition to the mollusks consisted in
the ~ift by Dr. R. Ellsworth Call of a collection including over 86,000
specimens.
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Great activity prevailed during the year in the Division of Plants.
Accessions to the number of 307 were made, including the purchase of
all of the most valuable sets of American plants offered for sale that
were needed to fill out the Government collections. This division is
more fortunate than others in the Museum, having funds from which
such purchases can be made.
The scientific bureaus of the Government, including the Fish Commission and the Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture,
continued to make very valuable additions to the national biological
collections. A full description of these, and also of numerous additions
from individuals, is given in the report of the head curator of the department, where also will be found the changes in the personnel and an
account of the work for the year.
.
Geology.-In the Department of Geology Dr. Merrill gave a large portion of his time during the year to studying various ·European museums
for the purpose of obtaining information as to the best cases and methods
of installation of collections in museums. In addition to the head
curator's absence, nearly all work was suspended in the exhibition halls
during the constru~tion of the 11ew galleries and exhibition cases, so
that little progress was made in the exhibition series during the :first
half of the year. Dr. Merrill resumed active charge of the department
early in November, when he began a systematic examination of the
written and printed records of the various exploring expeditions and
surveys, with a view to ascertaining what geological material had been
collected which could properly be considered the property of the Government, and what disposition had been made of the same. The law
provides that collections made for the Government shall, when no
longer needed for investigations in progress, be deposited in the National
M useum. 1 It was found that this law had not in all cases been enforced,
with the result that several important collections had not been transferred to the Museum, although several of the earlier exploring expeditions had passed out of existence, and in several instances the
individuals making the collections bad likewise passed away. lt was
decided to investigate all such cases. A fine collection of fossil fishes,
made by the Hayden Survey, was obtained from the executors of
Professor Cope's estate, and some other material is soon to be transferred by them. A request was made to the Geological Survey for
any material that could be transferred without detriment to iu vestigatfons in progress, assurance being given that the Museum could take
charge of extensive collections. The Survey soon transferred a large
1
"And all collections of rocks, minerals, soils, fossils, and objects of natural history, archreology, and ethnology, made by the Coast and Interior Survey, the Geological Survey, or by any other parties for the Government of the United States,
when no longer needed for investigations in progress shall be deposited in the
ationalMnseum." (Supplement to the Revised Statutes of the United States, Vol.
I, second edition, 1874-1891, page 252.)
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amount of good material, including in one instance two carloads of
vertebrate fossils from the laboratories of Prof. 0. C. Marsh, in New
Haven, Connecticut.
The collection of fossil invertebrates was greatly enriched by two
most important gifts. Through the bequest of the late I. H. Harris,
of Ohio, the Museum came into possession of his private collection of
over 20,000 specimens of fossils; this is particularly rich in many rare
forms and a number of original types. From Mr. R. D. Lacoe, of
Pittston, Pennsylvania,, to whom the Museum was already so largely
indebted, there was repeived a large collection of fossil insects, comprising upward of 4,600 specimens, of which more than 200 are types.
Other valuable accessions are mentioned in the report of tb.e head
curator.
In the Division of Mineralogy satisfactory progress was made in the
installation of the exhibition series. An immense amount of detail
work in overhauling and classifying collections stored in boxes and
drawers was accomplished. Owing to the pressure of other matters
and the unsatisfactory condition of the exhibition halls, scarcely any
investigations of note were undertaken by the curators.
GALLERIES,

The erection of the galleries in three of the halls and the four courts
of the Muse um building, under the acts of Congress approved June 11,
1896, and June 4, 1897, was completed during the year, with the exception of the permanent railings. This increased the available floor
space of the Museum 17,000 square feet, or about one-sixth of the former
exhibition space. The various wall exhibits that formerly extended to
a greater height than the base of the galleries were removed early in
the year, and after the galleries were completed many cases containing
exhibits were placed on them. In addition to the galleries already
completed, it was decided to construct other galleries affording a further floor space of 6,468 square feet, mainly for the purpose of securing
more room for the library and for the preparation of exhibits.
ACCESSIONS.

During the fiscal year there were 1,441 accessions, containing upward
of 450,000 specimens, the largest number for any one year during the
past decade. The total number of specimens recorded to July 1, 1898,
exceeds 4,000,000.
·
ATTENDANCE.

Owing probably to the national disturbance and distraction caused
by the war, the attendance was less than during the previous year,
when the multitude attending the Presidential inauguration ran the
record unusually high. The following table shows that the number of
visitors to the Museum since 1881 is 3,972,987.
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Year.

1881-1895.......................... ••. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1895-96................ .• . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . .
1896-97.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Museum.

Smithsonian.

1897-98·. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3,385,622
180, 5()5
229, 006
177,254

1,080,254
103,650
115, 709
99,273

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 972, 987

1, 998, 886

ADMINISTRATION,

The administrative work of the Museum was conducted most efficiently during the year, mainly by Dr. F. W. True, as executive curator,
and for short intervals by Dr. G. P. Merrill and Mr. W. H. Holmes,
respectively. Mr. J. L. Willige was acting chief clerk during the absence
of Mr. 0ox in connection with the Nashville and Omaha expositions.
As chief of buildings and superintendence, Mr. J. E. Watkins took
charge of the erection of the new galleries, and much of the success
attending their construction is due to his careful supervision.
In conclusion. it is a pleasure to me to state that commendation
is due the head curators and their assistants for the euergy and
patience they have shown and for their willingness to subordinate individual desires and preferences to the general welfare of the work of
the Museum. It is owing to this esprit de corps that the work of the
Museum progressed so satisfactorily during the year.
CONDI'.l'IONS AND NEEDS.

A national museum should be the center of scientific activity in the
country in which it is located. In England the British Museum is
the mecca of scientific men. The national museums in Paris, Copenhagen, Vienna, Berlin, and other capitals of Europe stand in similar
relations to the scientific work of their respective countries. Such a
relation the National Museum should hold to scientific men and affairs
in America. It should receive and take care of all classes of material which have been or may be valuable for investigation or for the
illu tratiou of the ethnology, natural history, geology, products, and
resources of our own country or for comparison with those of other
countrie . It should furnish material for all kinds of scientific investigation which deal with specimens or types, and give aid to such
r earches and publish their results. It should present by illustration
u b of the results of the scientific investigations of its corps of officers
a are u ceptible of such representation. It should cooperate with all
of the higher educational in titutions of learning in the country, and
a i tin the promotion and diffusion of knowledge in all of the lines of
in e tigation which are carried on by them. It should provide library
f ciliti
and, as far a can be done with justice to itself, aid an postgr dua.te students who may wi h to take advantage of the generous
provi ion made by the Government for cientific investigations.
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SP.A.CE.

The growth of the U.S. National Museum was rapid under the successful charge of the late Dr. G. Brown Goode. When the character
of the building and the funds available for its maintenance are considered, it compares favorably with any modern museu~. It has received
large collections from the scientific departments of t~e Government, and
through private contribution (with some additions by purchase and
exchange), all of which have been accommodated as well as could be in
the inadequate laboratories, storerooms, and exhibition space. The
galleries j ust completed have added 16,000 square feet of :floor space,
which will help to a certain ~xtent to relieve the crowded condition of
the exhibition halls and courts below. As an illustration of the present conditions and the necessity for more room, attention is called to the
anthropological collections, which illustrate the development and progress of man and his works. If the material now in the possession of
the Govern ment in this department should be properly placed on exhibition, it would occupy the entire space in the present Museum building. The great collections in zoology, botany, economic geology, general geology, and paleontology should be entirely removed and placed
in a building properly constructed for their study and exhibition.
L aboratory space.-In the present building there is a great deficiency in laboratory facilities. Curators and assistants are hampered
for want of room in which to lay out, arrange, classify, mount, and
label specimens. There should also be rooms in which students could
bring together and compare various series of objects,. and have at
hand books and scientific apparatus. The present Museum building contains a few rooms suitable for the purposes mentioned, but
the majority have to be used as storerooms, laboratories, and offices,
and are t herefore too much crowded to serve in any one of these
capacities. Owing .t o the pressure for space, courts, halls, and galleries intended for exhibition purposes, both in the Smithsonian
building and in the Museum building, are unavoidably occupied to a
considerable extent as laboratories and storerooms. This lack of laboratory space is extremely detrimental to the interests of the Museum.
Quarters for storage.-Beyond six small basement rooms under two of
the corner pavilions the present building has absolutely no provision
in the way of basement or other rooms for the storage of collections
which come in from day to day from Government field collectors or
private donors, or such as are separated for distribution or held for the
use of students. To remedy this defect many expedients have necessarily been resorted to, such as placing storage cases (faced with
mahogany to make them presentable) in the exhibition balls, hiring
storage rooms .in private buildings, and filling up offices, entrances,
staircase-landings, and passageways not absolutely indispensable.
The ingenuity which has been exercised in this direction by some of
the curators is very great and the annoyances that are daily endured
in the interest of preserving the collections deserve notice. What is
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. needed is a series of spacious :fireproof basements for the less perishable objects, the collections preserved in alcohol, and the ordinary
stores and tools, and equally spacious dry lofts and rooms for those
collections and stores which require protection from dampness.
Exhibition space.-The present Museum building, though large in
extent, is overcrowded. It was built with the cheapest materials and
under the cheapest system of construction. Its lack of architectural
dignity and the indifferent character of the materials of which it is
constructed give it the appearance of a temporary structure and tend
to cheapen the effect of the really good cases and the very valuable
collections which it contains. The visitor is everywhere confronted
with rough walls, unfinished ceilings, and obtrusive trusses and supports. It should also be remembered that a considerable portion of the
collections are still in the Smithsonian building, where the crowding
is scarcely less than in the Museum building.
INCREASE IN THE SCIENTIFIC STAFF.

The head curators, curators, assistant curators, and aids, constituting
the scientific staff of the National Museum, number in all 63 persons,
divided among sixteen divisions. Of these, 26 are compensated for
tlleir services and the remainder serve gratuitously, being for the most
part connected with other bureaus of the Government. The system of
honorary curatorship, while _admirable within restricted limits, is a disadvantage when carried to the present extent. Such a system has a
disintegrating effect upon the organization, as the men are not entirely
at the command of the administrative officers and are not obliged to
serve at definite hours or under the ordinary restrictions of the paid
curators. The number of honorary officers should be reduced by the
substitution of a larger number of salaried officer.:;.
The total number of scientific assistants should be very considerably
increased, as nearly all of the divisions are short-handed and many of
the collections do not receive the care they should have. At present
there are not enough assistants who can serve as acting officers in a
higher grade when the regular occupants of those offices are ill or
neces arily detailed for service outside of Washington. Moreover, a
museum can not be successfully carried on with intermittent service,
and it is extremely desirable that there should always be a considerable number of young meu learning the duties of scientific assistants,
and thus making themselve capable of taking the places of the older
men when the latter become incapacitated. · There are now only four
or :five uch JOung men in the Museum service.
PUROHASING AND COLLECTING FUND.

The ational Museum has at present no regular fund for the acquiitiou of collections and special objects, and can only make purchases
from a contingent fund which rarely exceeds $3,000 or $4,000, and which
i likely at any time to be required for other necessary expenditures.
For thi reason,· every year valuable collections which should be in the
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hands of the Government, go abroad or to municipal museums or pass
iuto the hands of private citizens. Money is also needed to fill out and
make significant the various series already established in the Museum.
The American Mus-eum of Natural History in New York expends
annually $60,000 for the increase of its collections, and the Field
Columbian Museum in Chicago has spent for collections during the
last five years over $419,000. Much of this was expended the first
year, but material is purchased from time to time as it is needed to
make collections more nearly complete.
No effort on any scale commensurate with the importance of the
Museum has hitherto been possible in the direction of acquiring collections by field work and exploration. There are ·many kinds of collections that can be obtained only by scientific men working in the field.
Collecting expeditions are often costly, but in many cases their results
are such as can be obtained in no other way. There is no d~ubt whatever that it would be a very great advantage to the :National Museum
if it could every year, besides purchasing a reasonable amount of material, send out collectors to various regions to obtain objects which are
never offered for sale, and which, if gathered by unskilled collectors,
would lose all their value.
The experience of many years has shown that however active surveying and exploring expeditions may be, collections can not thus be
made to grow symmetrically. There are always gaps which can be
filled only by purchase of mr1terials. It is often necessary, for purposes
of comparision and for study, that the Museum obtain collections from
abroad, and such as can be had also. only by purchase or exchange.
This fact is well recognized abroad, and the British museums and some
of those on ·the Continent contain rarer and better specimens from
America than do the American museums.
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS.

It is well known that the Museum distributes great quantities of
duplicate specimens. This is a very important work and could be much
extended if the scientific staff were larger. The work of bringing
together, identifying, labeling, and preparing for shipment sets of specimens for educational institutions is very considerable, and consumes so
much time that it can not be properly entered upon by the present
force.
.A. NEW MUSEUM BUILDING.

The immediate · and greatest need is a suitable museum building.
The present building is 375 feet square. The space on the ground
floor is 140,625 square feet, and that in the galleries 16,000 square feet;
exhibition space 96,000 square feet. The entire cost was $315,400.
For comparison with the above figures the following statistics
relating to the American Museum of Natural History in New York are
given. Total floor space, 294,000 square feet, divided as follows: Exhibition space, 196,000 square feet; laboratories·, library, etc., 42,500
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square feet; work rooms, storage, etc., 42,000 square feet; lecture hall,
13,500 square feet. These figures include the portions of the building
now being completed. The total cost of the museum to date, including
the completion of the new wings, is $3,559,470.15. The buildings and
the care of them are provided for by the city of New York. The
expenses of the scientific staff, increase of collections, etc. (the income
for which the present year is approximately $185,000), are defrayed
from endowments, membership fees, and contributions.
The present National Museum building was erected with the view of
covering the largest amount of space with the least outlay of money.
In this respect it may be considered a success. It is, in fact, scarcely
more than the shadow of such a massive, dignified, and well-finished
building as should be the borne of the great national collections. There
is needed at once a spacious, absolutely fire-proof building of several
stories, constructed of durable materials, well lighted, modern in equipment, and· on such a plan that it can ·be added to as occasion demands
in the future. A site for such a building is already owned by the Government; only the building needs to be provided for. What the Capitol building is to the 11ation, the Library building to the National
Library, the Smithsonian building to the Smithsonian Institution, the
new museum building should be to the National Museum.
E xhibition and laboratory space.-If the present building were devoted
to the Department of Anthropology, in the new building there should
be provided fully 115,000 square feet of exhibition space for the Department of Biology, and for its laboratory and office rooms 75,000 square
feet, making a total of 190,000 square feet. The space mentioned is
based upon careful estimates of what will be needed for the proper
housing of and work on the collections now in hand and that will probably come to the Museum within the present generation. It would be
provisionally assigned among the different divisions of the department
as follows:
Space needed by the Department of Biology.

I

Exhibition Labora~ory
space.
and office
space.

Division.

Mammals . _........ ___ ............ _.... . _. ___ . ___ . __________ . _____ .
Birds and birds · eggs· ----- .... __ . . ___ . . __ ...... ...... ... __ .. _.... .
Reptiles and batracbiaus ....... _. __ ..... __ . _. __. ______ . __ . ___ . . . _.
Fis bes ... . ....... . __ .. _. _. __.. ___ ..... _... _. _.... _.. _. _.... __ .. ___ .
Mollusks ........ . .... ...... .......... ·----- ... .. . ...... .... _. ..... .
Insects .......... .. _.... _..... __ . .... __ ... ____ ..... . __ . ___ .. __ .. _. .
Other invertebrates. ___ ... ____ .. _. ___ . __ .. ___ ............... __ ... _.
Comparative anatomy ...... .......... _......... _.... . _........ . _..
Rerbariu m .. ..... ... . __ .. . . __ ... _...... _. .. ....... _..... _........ _.
A' Cotaceum,' · or special ball forwhales ................. ........ .
Special eerie :
Synoptic series, proLective coloration, mimicry, albinism, mela.
nism, etc . ........................................ . .......... .
T ial
0

Sri.feet.
23,500
12,000
4,500
8, 000
4,200
3,500
10,000
5,000
20,000
2. 500

Sq.feet.
14, 000
7,600
3,600
8,300
8,000
. 7,000
10,500
3,500
12,500

...................

Grand
total.
Sq.feet.
37,500
19,600
8,100
]6, 300
12,200
10,500
20,500
8,500
32,500
2,500

22, 000
----·· ·----75, ooo I 190, ~00
- - - - ' - - -----'----"-- -

·········-···-·-···········: ··~~·· ······-··· ·· ·1

22,000

115, 200
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It is estimated that 6,5,000 square feet of exhibition space will be
needed in the Department of Geology and 18,000 square feet for its
offices and lagoratories.
In addition to the laboratories for biology and geology there should
also be provided 5,000 square feet of laboratory space for the use of
· post-graduate and special students who come to Washington to avail
themselves of the exceptional opportunities for study offered by the
materials brought together in the National Museum and by the investigations carried on in the various scientific bureaus.
There will also be needed a considerable portion of the basement of a
building for rough storage, preparators' shops, taxidermists' rooms, etc.
Lecture hall.-Tbe need of a suitable lecture hall is imperative. The
lecture hall of the American Museum of Natural History has 13,500
square feet of floor space and that of the Field Columbian Museum
4,250 square feet. A suitable hall for the National Museum should
bclude at least 6,000 square feet~ and there should also be one or two
smaller rooms that could be used for lectures on special topics, when a
small audience only is expected.
Summary of space neecled by the National Museurn.

Square feet.

Department of Biology ... _... - ... - - ...... - ... __ ..... _. . - __ ... - - - - .. - __ - _- . 190, 000
Department of Geology ...... -.. .. _.. _..... . - _.. ____ . . ___..... _... __ . __ .. _.. 83, 000
Special laboratories for students _.... ___ ..... _..... __ .. - ... ___ ..... _.... __ 5, 000
Rough storage, workshops, etc .......... - ....... . - ... -·.... - .. - - - - ..... - - . . 20, 000
Lecture hall . - .... - .. _............... - .. -- - ..... - - - ...... - .... - . - . . . . . . . . .
6, 000
Present Museum space, to be devoted to the Department of Anthropology._

304,000
96,000

Total ... _.. _. _.............. ____ ........ _- - - - ... __ ... - . - . - - ... _____ . 400, 000

The American Museum of Natural History, which has 294,000 square
feet of space, has so planned its buildings that additions can be made
to them as rapidly as funds are available and the increase of the collections demand the space. Less than one-fourth of the structure as
originally planned is completed.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
With suitable buildings provided, the immediate development of
the National Museum naturally lies in three directions. First, the
occupation of the present building by the anthropological collections;
second, the housing, developing, and installing of the great biological
collections, and third, the development of a great museum of practical
geology.
First.-The collections in anthropology, as they stand to-day, cover .
a wide field in a broken and disconnected way. It is difficult to use
them effectually to illustrate the great features of this branch of science. They do not present a connected story of the peoples and cultures of the world. This arises ·from the gaps in the collections and
the absence of suitable laboratory and exhibition space. This depart-
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ment should have adequate representations of the American peoples
and their culture, not only of our own country, but of the whole
American contment. Our nation is the · only one in America that can
reasonably be expected to do anything of importance toward the preservation of the materials necessary for the illustration of this vast
field, and as the American race is a unit, of which the tribes in our ,
own territory constitute but a fragment, it appears to be our duty to
take up this work in a comprehensive way. Thus would be built up
not only a national museum but an American museum in the widest
sense. This applies not on]y to anthropology but to the other great
departments of the Museum. It will be impossible to carry on such a
work without turning over to -the Department of Anthropology the
entire present building, with all of its laboratory and exhibition space.
Second.-The Department of Biology now occupies a large exhibition space in the Smithsonian building and 55,000 square feet in the
National Museum building. Large collections, which would be placed
on exhibition if space were available, are stored in laboratories and
inclosed spaces in the exhibition halls. As has already been explained,
in a new building there should be available for the Department of
Biology 190,000 square feet of exhibition, laboratory, and storage space.
The present exhibit is more complete than that of the other departments of the Museum. Of birds there is a large mounted series, one
of the fine~t in existence, but it is so indifferently housed that it fails
to make the impression· it should. Of mammals there is a good North
American series and some excellent examples of exotic species. There
is a good and rather large exhibit of the various groups of the lower
forms of animals, including an especially fine series of corals and
sponges.
These are the only series at present exhibited which can be considered
at all comprehensive. Of the great groups of fishes, reptiles, and
amphibians there is room only for an outline representation. The
wonderful variety of form among insects can be scarcely more than suggested in the space available. Of plants there has hitherto been no
exhibit worthy of the name, and the space which it has now been possible to set aside is entirely out of proportion to the vast extent and
importance of this great kingdom of nature.
Every natural-history museum of the first class should have at least
two comprehensive exhibition series-first, the Systematic Series, representing the natural groups among which all animals and plants, from
the highest to the lowest, are divided; second, the Faunal and Floral
Series, showmg the animals and plants characteristic of each of the
grand divisions of the earth's surface which naturalists have established
as a result of their studies of these two kingdoms of nature.
These two great comprehensive exhibits should be supplemented by
a number of Special Series, illustrating the more interesting phenomena
and phases of life, such as the macroscopic and microscopic structure of
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animals and plants and their development from the germ to the fully
adult individual, and special modifications of form and color by which
animals are protected from their enemies, the adaptations for peculiar
environments and modes of life, the characteristics of youth, maturity,
an d old age, the variation in form, size, and color among individuals of
the same species, the domiciles and othe:r; works constructed by birds,
mammals, insects, and the like.
·
To these series should be added another of great importance, the
E conomic Series, representing the animals and plants as related to the
activities and needs of man.
Any one of these principal series.in its full development would more
than fill the entire space now available.
Third.-There should be developed a museum of practical geology in
t he broadest sense, which will be of service to every producer and consumer of .American mineral products, and to all students of geology who
are engaged in either economic or purely scientific investigations.
In a ddition to the series of rocks and fossils illustrating the stratigr aphy and succession of the sedimentary rocks and the systematic collection of minerals and ores, an exhibit showing how geologic work
benefits the daily life of the people should be developed. An illustrat ion of this would be a representation of the artesian water supply of
the semiarid region, showing the stratification and structure of the
sedimentary rocks, and how hydrographic and geological investigations .
clearly indicate the regions in which artesian water development may
be carried on successfully. Mining and areal geology could also be
illustrated in such manner asto place before the student and intelligent
observer the import and value of such work.
In most museums the principal effort b a s been to inake a collection
of useful mineral products. This is desirable, but from a broad view of
illustrating the practical in addition to the scientific side of geology it
should be secondary. The best b asis for classification on the practical
side of the museum exhibit appears to be the finished mineral product.
For instance, if pig iron be taken as a key material in classification,
the iron ores from which it has been obtained should be arranged so
as to show the various kinds whose combination has resulted in the
final result as pig iron. In connection with this should be grouped the
geological phenomena, which should include representations of any
geological conditions connected with the original deposition and the
occurrence of iron ores. This might include the conditions which have
led to the oxidation of pyrite and other sulphur compounds of iron, and
to the development of hydrous oxides of iron; also an illustration of what
h as been demonstrated in regard to the solution of widely distributed
minerals in certain rocks and their subsequent' concentration in ore
bod ies by metasomatic action. All of the metals could be arranged
under such a classification, as also the nonmetallic products. To prepare such an exhibit would require many years of work, the details of
which would be considered as each mineral prQdu,ct wa.s t~ken in hand.
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Some of the preceding suggestions have been adopted by the Museum
authorities and partially put into execution, and the carrying of them
out is dependent upon enlarged faciliti~s for laboratory work and exhibition space. During the administration of Dr. Goode, the Museum
developed as far as possible under the conditions surrounding it. No
one knew better than be that only hy securing new buildipgs and expanding the Museum could it take the place in America that the several national museums of Europe had taken in their ·respective countries. It is well recognized that a public museum is a necessity in
every highly civilized community, aud that, as has been so well stated
by Dr. Goode, "the degree of civilization which any nation, city, or
province has attained is best shown by the character of its public museums and the liberality with which they are maintained.'' At present
New York City is, in this respect, in advance of all other American cities and of the National Government. Whether the latter will take its
proper place by developing the National Museum as it has developed
the National Library remains to be seen. The question whether they
are willing to be represented by the Museum as it is to-day is before
the American people.
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
FOR THE YEAR 1897-98.
By WILLIAM H. HOLMES,

Head Curator.

It is convenient to present the matter of the present report under the
following heads :
I. General administrative work.
II . .Acquirement of Museum materfals.
III. Preservation of collections.
IV. Classification and research.
V. Installation.
VI. The .Anthropological exhibit at the Trans-Mississippi and
International Exposition.
GENERAL ADMINIS1'R.A TIVE WORK .

.A partial reorganization of the Museum made at the beginning of
the year resulted in the formation of three departments, one of which
is Anthropology. The various divisions and sections dealing with man
aud his works, which have been conducted independently of one
another, the curators and custodians reporting directly to the Assistant Secretary in charge of the Museum, are now united under a head
curator of anthropology. This operates to give direct expert supervision of all the divisions and properly correlates the various branches
of a complex work. The head curator took charge October 1, 1897, and a
number of changes were made in the scientific staff of the department
and in the limitations of the fields occupie<l. by the various curators
and custodians. The present organization is indicated in Appendix I.
There are a number of sections included in the department not yet
assigned to any one of the above divisions, and these remain for the
present under the direct supervision of the head curator. The present
classification of the material and the assignment of the staff are by
no means final. It was found impossible to devise a scheme that
would satisfy the requirements of scientific classification and at the
same time accommodate itself to the acquirements of the present
staff, which is composed of persons devoted each to special portions of
the field of anthropology. It is expected that as the various branches
of the work become fully developed and the collections are enriched
and rounded out so that a systematic treatment of the whole field is
possible, the questions of reclassification and rearrangement of the
force will gradually adjust themselves.
l9
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The clerical and other nonscientific work of the department has been
conducted as in preceding years, save that some changes in routine,
intended to facilitate the transaction of business, have been introduced.
Official correspondence is carried on almost wholly through the Museum
Office of Correspondence and the executive officer of the Museum. The
records are thus less scattered and more generally accessible than if in
the hands of many individuals. The work of receiving, recording,
marking, and placing accessions is well provided for in the official routine, and the necessary poisoning of specimens, . repairs, making of
replicas and models, the building of group exhibits, etc., are in the
hands of expert preparatOJ'.S,
During the year two notable episodes have diversified the work of
the department, viz, the building of galleries, and the preparation of
exhibits for the Trans-Mississippi Exposition held in Omaha. Iron
galleries were constructed in four of the seven anthropological halls
and this has not 'only seriously interfered with the progress of installation, throwing; the halls affected into confusion for several months, but
has made it necessary to reinstall the major part of the exhibits in all
the halls. From year to year the spaces have become gradually overcrowded with exhibits, and the opening of the galleries afforded the
opportunity of relieving the congestion in part. The first step in this
reassemblage of collections was the selection of furniturt. to accord
with the spaces and the collections, and the head curator has devoted
much time to the utilization of the various styles of cases to the best
advantage. Necessary alterations and repairs were made in cases,
pedestals, screens, etc., as the work progressed. In reassembling the
furniture, much attention was given to the opening of thoroughfares,
the widening of spaces; and in systematizing and simplifying the installation. The work on the main floor is now well advanced, but, in the
galleries where wall cases are in process of construction and in halls
where floors are being laid, it remains far from complete.
For a period of three months, ending with June 1, the energies of
the department were largely devoted to the preparation of an exhibit
for the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, a detailed account of which is
given in another place.
ACQUIREMENT OF MUSEUM MATERIALS,

A primary function of the department is the acquirement of Museum
materials. These materials include specimens and the data relating to
them. Specimens consist of the actual objects, derived from every
part of the anthropological field, and of models and casts, as well as
of photographs and other representations of the actual objects. The
channels through which they are acquired are (1) gift; (2) transfer (from
the Smithsonian Institution and departments of the Government);
(3) purcha e ; (4) collection; (5) exchange, and (6) manufacture. To
the e materials are added deposit or loan collections, the treatment of
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which is identical with that of bona fide acquisitions. The administration of the function of acquisition in the department is uniform
with that of other departments.
Gifts.-The accessions for the year have been numerous and valuable,
and details relating to them will be found in another place. Among
the gifts are some of notable importance. A collection of antiquities
and ethonological material, the bequest of the late W. Hallett Phillips,
of Washington, is not only of great extent but of exceptional value to
archreological science, having been collected and recorded with care by
Mr. Phillips, who was a conscientious and discriminating devotee of
archreological research. The collection contains 12,467 ancient relics, .
mainly stone implements from the Potomac region, and 106 ethnological specimens from Polynesia. The latter material was collected by
Mr. Henry Adams, of Washington, during a prolonged voyage among
the Pacific islands.
Transfers.-The Smithsonian Institution, through the agency of its
Bureau of American Ethnology, has acquired ·by purchase and transferred to the Museum two collections of importance-a valuable series
of ancient stone and earthenware utensils from graves and mounds in
Arkansas, and a collection of antiquities from mounds of the well-known
Etowah group of Georgia, made by Dr. Roland Steiner, of Grovetown,
Georgia. The latter lot, together with the material previously obtained
from the same locality by agents of the Bureau of Ethnology, forms
one of the most instructive assemblages of archreological material ever
brought together from the mound region.
A noteworthy accession of the year is a collection of 2,206 human
crania transferred to the Museum from the Army Medical Museum,
through the courtesy of Surgeon-General G. M. Sternberg. This collection has been accumulating for many years and represents mainly
the Indian tribes, ancient and modern, of North America. Much of
the material was acquired through National Museum agencies and was
turned over to the Medical Museum for the benefit of the corps of
students of physical anthropology connected with that institution. It
includes only nonpathologic remains and is to form the nucleus of a
division of physical anthropology in the Anthropological Department.
Deposits.-Of the various collections loaned to the Museum during
the year, and at the same time offered for sale, two are of more than
usual importance. ·(1) A very extensive series of stone implements
and other ancient relics from various parts of Georgia, owned by Dr.
Roland Steiner, and (2) a collection of ethnological material from the
Great Plains and Rocky Mountain Indian tribes, made by Emile
Granier, of Paris. It is expected that these collections will be acquired
by the Museum at an early date. Other loan collections worthy of note
are (1) a series of personal mementos of Gen. W. S. Hancock, deposited
by Cadet G. R. Hancock, of West Point Military Academy, and a number of important Jewish religious ceremonial objects deposited by Mr.
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H. E. Benguiat. A valuable collection of Japanese porcelains, loaned
by Miss E. R. Scidmore, is now installed in the Gallery of Ceramics.
The Section of Electricity, Division of Mechanical Technology, has
been especially fortunate in acquiring material, an~ the following statement of Mr. G. 0. Maynard, custodian of the Section of Electricity, is
quoted from the report of Mr. J.E. Watkins, curator.
One of the most important accessions received during the year is an extensive_
~ollection of apparatus deposited by Prof. Alexander Graham Bell. This deposit
embraces a large number of pieces of apparatus made and used by Professor Bell in
his experiments and researches in various branches of electrical science. The invention and development of the speaking telephone, from the first crudt· experimental
• device to the most perfect instrument now in use, is clearly illustrated by a series of
objects showing the various advandng steps by which the new art of t elephony was
created.
Another interesting portion of the collection is the apparatus devised and used by
Mr. Bell in his photophonic experiments, including the original instrument with
which, on the 2d of June, 1880, he · Ruccessfully transmitted articulate speech by
meane of a beam of light from the roof of the Franklin School building, in Washington, to his laboratory on L street, a distance of 213 meters. Mr. Bell contributed his
original induction balance apparatus, including that devised by him for the purpose
oflocating the bullet in the body of the late President Garfield, and similar apparatus of later dates. In addition to the above the accession includes Bell's multiplex
telegraph instruments, his ·induction balance audiometer, for testing hearing, and
an Edison phonograph of the earliest pattern, in which the sound waves are recorded
on a sheet of tin foil.
The deposits made by the General Electric Company are of much interest and value.
Among t he historical objects are the first Thomson-Houston three-coil, arc-light
dynamo, made in 1879, which formed the basis of the Thomson-Houston electric
lighting system, the first automatic regulator used with this machine, a dynamo and
electric motor used in the Thomson-Houston factory at New Britain in 1880-1881, the
:first electric welding machine made by Thomson, and many other pieces of original
apparatus connected with the early use of electricity for lighting, the transmission
of power, and other purposes. Another contribution from-the same company 1s one
of the first incandescent electric-lighting dynamos, made and put in operation by
Edison in 1879, on board the steamship Columbia, of the Oregon Steamship Navigation
Company, which was the first steamboat equipped with incandescent electric lights.
This dynamo was continueu in active use for a peTiod of nearly twenty years, and
is still ser viceable. Especial interest attaches to this machine for the reason that it
is one of the first lot of four dynamos made in this country for commercial incandescent electric li ghting. One of the others formed part of the e4.uipment of the polar
exploring vessel Jeannette, commanded by Captain De Long, on its cruise into the
Arctic ea, wh re it was lost in 1882. Contributions of a series of historical incandescent lamps and specimens of insulated conductors have also been received from
the eneral Electric Comp:i.ny.
Th Coe Bra s Manufacturing Company, of Ansonia, Connecticut, through its
pre ident, Mr. George F. Brooker, presented to the Museum ten dynamos made
l>etw en tl.te years 1873 and 1879, by William Wallace, for the generation of electricity for el ctric lighting, electroplating, and other purposes. Some of these
machines were in practical operation during the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, and are said to be the first arc-light dynamos used for public lighting in this
country.
An electric g nerator of still earlier elate than any of those referred to was made
by harles A. , 'e ley in 1867. In regard to this machine it is said that early in the
year 1867, when the principle of self-excitation in dynamos was n ew, and in fact
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practically unknown except to a few of the most advanced electricians in this count ry, the subject of electric lighting was broached by Professor Seeley to Mr. Horace
Greeley. _Mr. Greeley became deeply interested and highly amused at the idea of
grinding out electricity with a crank and then making light of it, as he expressed
his understanding of Professor Seeley's description of an arc light operated by a,
dynamo. Mr. Greeley suggested that Seeley should build a dynamo and other apparatus, which were accordingly started at once. The satisfactory results of the
experiment led to the publication of an editorial in Mr. Greeley's paper, the New
York Tribune, on March 28, 1867, which foreshadowed the success that has since
been attained in the art of electric lighting. The Seeley dynamo and the original
electric motor and railway devised in 1834 by Thomas Davenport, who was the first
inventor of a method of applying galvanism to produce rotary motion, were received
as a deposit from the American Institute of Electrical Engineers through Ralph W.
Pope, the secretary of the organization.
The dynamos added to the section during the year represent almost the entire
range of American inventions which form the basis of the practical methods of electric lighting, both by arc and incandescent lamps, and mark an important epoch in
the hist.ory of artificial illumination. Duplicates of few, if any, of these machines
are in existence.
A Morse telegraph register, presented to the Smithsonian Institution by Prof.
Henry Ortmann, of Baltimore, by direction of the late Rev. Henry Schieb, appears
to be of especial interest. The instrument was in the possession of Mr. Schieb for
many years, and is said to have been used on a private telegraph line operated by
him and Professor Morse prior to the building of the public line between Washington
and Baltimore in 1844.
Mr. Edward L. Morse has during the year deposited several instruments and documents relating to his father's telegraphic inventions.
There have been added to the Henry collection a number of experimental electrical
instruments found by :M:iss Mary A. Henry in the possession of Miss Annie Wrightsen,
of Albany, from whom the apparatus was purchased.

Results of exploration.-Explorations begun during the preceding
year, under the auspices of the Bureau of .American Ethnology, have
yielded material of great value. Excavations conducted by Dr. J.
Walter Fewkes, near Tucson, .Arizona, have resulted in the acquisition
of some 1,300 specimens of pottery and other classes of relics, and Mr.
J.B. Hatcher, collecting for the Bureau of Ethnology, has forwarded a
number of unique ethnological specimens from Patagonia. Explorations undertaken in Brown County, Ohio, by Mr. Gerard Fowke, also
for the Bureau, yielded a limited collection of relics from stone-grave
burials of the mound-builders.
Exchange.-The exchanges have not been important, although collections of considerable value have been acquired, aR follows: (1) Various ethnological and archmological objects from South .America in
'3xchange for pueblo col1ections with the Field Columbian Museum, of
Chicago. (2) .A series of flint nodules, flaked flints, and flint working
tools from the gun-flint factories of Brandon, England, in exchange
for chert quarry refuse from Indian Territory.
Manufacture.-The department relies for many of its most interesting and instructive exhibits upon the skill of its curato:rs and expert
preparators. During the year a number of models have been prepared
illustrating primitive life, processes, implements, utensils, etc., and
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numerous reproductions of objects of interest. in plaster, have been
made.
Notwithstanding the large number of accessions and their undoubted
value, it should be noted that the results of the year's collection are not
wholly satisfactory. The meagerness of funds for purchase has made
it impossible to secure some of the most important collections offered,
and as no provision is made for exploration and systematic expert collection, it is found that, save for the occasional well-ordered collections
donated or transferred, the acquisitions are fragmentary and lack the
detailed data so essential to the student engaged in research.
·
PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS.

Following the acquisition of museum materials are various steps
looking to their preservation. The collections for the year have been accessioned, recorded, and marked as usual, and have been stored or
placed in the study or exhibition series by the curators. The department suffers much inconvenience from lack of space and facilities
for handling the collections. Instead of a well-ordered laboratory in
which to open, spread out, examine, compare, and classify specimens as
they arrive or as subsequent research goes on, small portions of the
exhibition balls have been screened off for the purpose, thus interfering
with installation, and often rendering hasty removals and premature
storage necessary. At the close of the year one entire gallery is
devoted to laboratory uses and is thus necessarily closed to the public.
I regard the lack of laboratory space as extremely detrimental to the
interests of the department.
A large part of the ethnological collections require expert attention
on their arrival in the Museum. They are unclean and infested with
destructive insects, and experienced preparators are required for cleaning and preserving. The latter work is carried on in a small shop in
an outbuilding. This is very inconvenient and requires the removal of
the collections to be treated from the Museum building to one which
is by no means a safe repository for valuable specimens.
The question of storage of material has arisen many times during the
year, and numerous collections have been removed to storage. The
exhibition balls, although much less crowded than at the beginning of
the year, still contain more material than can be properly exhibited.
The total surplus i , therefore, very great. The present exhibits occupy
60,000 quare feet of space, the entire floor space of the Museum being
only about 100,000 feet. The anthropological collections properly
installed would fill the entire Museum building.
CLASSIFICATION AND RESEARCH.

The third important function of the department relates to the use of
the oll ctions in conducting researches looking to exhibition and publication. All possible information relating to the specimens is secured,
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and they are studied, compared, and classified. This work is essential
to their intelligent utilization, and necessarily precedes installation and
publication. It is the work which most constantly employs the attention of the ·curators and is referred to at length in the reports which
they have submitted.
Researches having in view publication of results have been conducted
by Prof. O. T. Mason, Dr. Walter Hough, Mr. J. E. Watkins, and Dr.
Thomas Wilson. In several cases collectors have engaged in the study
of the collections made by themselves. This is true especially of Dr.
Fewkes, Mr. Cushing, Mrs. M. 0. Stevenson, and Mr. Stewart Culin.
Mr. J. D. McGuire has prepared a monograph on tobacco pipes, employing the collections of the Divisions of Ethnology and Prehistoric Archmology, and Dr. Edward Eggleston, and Dr. H. Carrington Bolton have
made studies of portions of the Copp collection of colonial relics in the
Division of History and Biography.
INST .ALLATION.

Display of collections constitutes a most important function of the
Museum; it may be regarded as the essential function, since all others
are as well subserved by the storehouse and laboratory. Public display is the feature that gives the Museum its status as an educational
institution. The all-important question then is, in what way and by
what methods shall the department undertake to instruct by means of
its exhibits¥ Exhibition is not regarded simply as the presentation of
the materials of a museum so that the public may see them. The
essential point is the presentation in such logical order that the great
truths of human history may be told in the briefest and clearest way.
There are several methods of presenting the materials of anthropology, but two of these are of primary importance and are used to the
practical exclusion of the others. The first is the geographical or
ethnographical assemblage, and the second ' the developmental or genetic
assemblage. Other methods may be classed as special; they are the
chronological, t he comparative, the individual, etc. The first mentioned
methods are adapted to the presentation of the general truths of
anthropology, and the special methods are available for limited portions of the field-for special or limited ideas which are to be fully
elaborated.
T ITE GE O GRAPHICAL OR ETHNOGRAP H I CAL A R R AN GE MENT.

The most natural assemblage of the materials illustrating the peoples
of the world is in groups related one to another as are the peoples
themselves in more or less well-defined geographical divisions. Thus
assembled it is possible for the student or the ordinary museum visitor
to make his studies pretty much as he would make them in traveling
from country to country. The museum on this plan is a miniature
world, so far as the objective materials of anthropology are capable of
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constituting such a world. Under this method of classification all
collections coming into the possession of the M useurn may be intelligently assembled. From this assemblage, whether as exhibition or
study series, selections of duplicate objects may be made for bmlding
up exhibits illustrating the history of man as seen from other points
of view.
The materials employed in this grand division of the exhibits are
not yet brought together in the Museum in their final relationships.
The collections relating to living tribes and nations are separated from
those representing prehistoric peoples of the same areas, the latter
occupying the great hall of the Smjthsonian Institution. It is hoped
that in the near future the construction of a new building, or a
reassignment of the present Museum spaces, may lead to the proper
correlation of these important exhibits.
THE DEVELOPMENTAL ARRANGEMENT.

The second grand division of exhibits assumes to present selected
portions of the collections on a totally different plan from the preceding, and they are thus made to record and convey a totally distinct
class of ideas. The story told by these exhibits is not that of tribes
or nations and their connection with particular environments, but
that of development of the race along the various lines of culture progress, each series beginning with the inceptive or lowest stages and
extending to the highest. These series are synoptic in character.
The following exhibits arranged on this plan have already been
assembled or are in process of segregation:
Fire making ...................
Hunting .......................
Fishing .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W capons.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tools of general use . . . . . . . . . . . .
Culinary arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illumination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Houso building. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Textiles ........................
Costume . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ceramics

1 series
1 series
4 series
2 series
6 series
8 series
4 series
3 series
1 series
3 series
2 series
3 series

Glass ......................... 1 series
Enamel........... . . . . . . . . . . . . ·1 series
Metallurgy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 series
Sculpture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 series
Graphic arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 series
Metric arts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 series
Music....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 series
Medicine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 sades
Photography.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 series
Transportation.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 series
Electricity.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 series

Each specimen in these series stands not as an isol~ted ·product of
activity, but for an idea-a step in human progress; each series is a
logical assemblage of these ideas-these steps in human progress, and
the order is such as to suggest to the mind the broader truths of human
history. The group of series properly arranged serves to illustrate the
development of human thought and the gradual expansion of human
interests.
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLAG:E-CHRONOLOGICAL 1 CYCLOPEDICAL, COMPARATIVE.

There are innumerable subjects coveri11g limited portions of the
anthropological field that call for special elaboration and separate
assemblage of materials. The history of a single nation may be thus
treated, ·as, for example, the history of the United States, a most
appropriate subject for our National Museum; the history of France,
appropriate to a French museum, tlle order of presentation being chronological. An elaborate assemblage of exhibits may be made for cyclope<.lical or reference use merely, as in, the case of our former section of
materia rnedica, but this method is not applicable to any large portion
of the field of anthropology. Other exhibits still may serve for purposes of comparison of what different peoples do living under distinct
environments, as, for example, the series of drinking vessels in the
East Hall; of what has been accomplished by different nations or
establishments, as in the ceramic section.
PLACEMENT 01<' EXHIBITS.

The accompanying ground plan will serve to indicate the distribution
of the grand <livisions of exhibits in the Museum building. The collections of prehistoric arch::eology, placed in the great hall of the Smithsonian Institution, belong to Group A.

Grancl divisions of anthropological exhibits in the Museum uuilcling.

The areas occupied by the three grand divisions are indicated by letters as follows:
A. Geographical presentatio; of men and culture.
B. Developmental presentation of human activities.U. Special presentations of activities and phenomena.
Four great halls and their galleries are devoted to exhibits assembled on the geographical plan (A), ·t he peoples of the world be.ing repre-
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sented with as much completeness as the limitations of the national
collections will permit. Three of these halls are occupied by American
materials and one by exhibits representing tbe remainder of the world.
In the West North Range or Catlin Hall (formerly the lecture ball)
are brought together, for the first time in any degree of comp!eteness,
very extensive collections obtained from Indian tribes of the great
region which extends from the Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains.
These are arranged primarily by provinces, and secondarily by stocks
and tr;ibes, but as yet they are only tentatively placed, as the entire
hall is to be cleared in the near future for laying a floor and building
galleries.
·
The walls of this hall are completely covered with portraits and
scenes representing mainly the great group of tribes assigned to the
hall. They are the wbrk of George Catlin, the noted traveler and
artist. To this hall are assigned also various groups of lay figures
illustrating the tribes concerned, and the windows are to be embellished
with a series of photographic transparencies covering the same ground.
The hall known as the Northwest Range contains collections from
numerous Indian tribes of the northwest coast region, assembled at the
north end, and very cwnplete exhibits from the Eskimo tribes of the
arctic regions, assembled in the south end of the hall. ·
The Northwest Court (Pueblo Court) contains exhibits pertaining to
the great group of town-building tribes of Arizona, New Mexico, and
adjacent sections, known as Pueblo (town) Indians. 'rhe antiquities of
the region are also included, as they are known for the most part to pertain to the same general group of peoples. The collection of pottery
is very extensive, and the series of lay-figure industrial and ceremonial
groups make the display more than usually attractive.
In the gallery of this court are assembled, though not yet fully
installed, collections from the tribes of the great arid region of the
Southwest, other than the Pueblos, as well as limited series of objects
representing the tribes of Mexico, Central America, and South America.
The West Hall contains extensive collections from a multitude of
peoples of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and the gallery in the north side
is occupied by materials from Australia and the Indo-Pacific Islands.
Grand Division B, which includes exhibits arranged to illustrate the
progress and achievements of the race in many of its principal arts
and industries, occupies three halls and two galleries in the northeast
section of the building. A few additional exhibits belonging to this
divi ion are still installed in other sections of the Museum. The principle upon which they are assembled have been explained elsewhere.
In Ea t Hall adjoining the Rotunda is placed a group of exhibits
epitomizing the history of various arts, domestic and industrial. In
the ea tern portion of the hall are collections illustrating transportation, electricity, phy ical experimentation, etc.
The ortheast Range (Boat Hall) is occupied by a very extensive
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collection of boats, models of boats, and other exhibits exemplifying
the development of water transportation, and especially the progress
in steam navigation achieved in recent years by American inventors.
The Northeast Court, main floor, contains the remarkable collections
illustrating the graphic arts brought together by Mr. S. R. Koehler, ,
honorary curator, and the gallery is devoted to ceramics and examples
of art products in glass, enamel, lacquer, metal, and ivory.
The exhibit of materia medica, brought to a high degree of completeness by the honorary curator, Dr. J.M. Flint, U.S. N., is installed
in the East Hall Gallery (north side). The more comprehensive title
of Division of Medicine having been substituted for that of "materia
medica," heretofore used, it is proposed to arrange and develop the
collection on the lines adopted for other branches of human activity,
and to attempt to illustrate the history of medicine, or the evolution
of ideas concerning disease and its treatment. The following provisional classification is taken from Dr. Flint's annual report:
A. Magical Medicine.
1. Exorcism, invocation, and incantation.
2. Amulets, talismans, and fetiches.
B. Psychical Medicine.
1. "Laying on of hands."
2. Suggestion.
3. Hypnotism.
4. Faith cure.
C. Physical and External Medicine.
1. Baths, massage, exercise, electricity.
2. Surgery, including acupuncture, cautery, bloocl letting, and surgical
operations in general.
D. Physiological or Internal Medicine.
1. Drugs (illustrations arranged in the following groups: (a) Egyptian
medicine; (b) Greek medicine; (c) Hindoo medicine; (d) Arabian
medicine; ( e) Oriental medicine; (f) Indian medicine; (g) Modern
medicine.
E. Preventive Medicine.
1. Water.
2. Air.
3. Food.
4. Beverages and condiments.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Soils.
Habitations.
Clothing.
Climate.
Disposal of the dead.
Disinfection.

The third grand division of exhibits, the Special, is represented by a
number of collections of importance. The North Hall is occupied by
a large series of exhibits arranged chronologically to illustrate the
. history of the United States. Beginning at the left, just within the
north door, the period of discovery is presented. This is followed in
order by the Colonial and Revolutionary periods, the war of 1812-14,
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the Mexican war, etc. Continuing on the west side are collections
· illustrating the period of the civil war and notable personages and
episodes pertaining to it and to succeeding periods.
The Division of Religions occupies the West Hall G3Jllery (south side),
where interesting exhibits are assembled in groups illustrating the
Jewish, Mohammedan, Buddhistic, and other religions. The large collection of musical instruments occupies the wall cases of the North Hall;
various collections of ceramic products, glass, metal work, etc., grouped
by peoples or manufacturing establishments, are placed in the gallery
of the Northeast Court, and exhibits illustrating the composition of
the human body and the analysis of foods and drinks occupy part of the
East Hall Gallery (north side).
ANTHROPOLOGICAL EXHIBIT OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM AT
'l'HE TR.ANS-MISSISSIPPI AND INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION.

The frequency with which the National Museum has been called upon
to prepare exposition exhibits has made it somewhat difficult to secure
fresh and interesting material for display. To obviate this difficulty in
the Department of Anthropology it was decided to assemble the limited
group of exhibits required on a plan differing essentially from that
adopted for previous expositions.
Heretofore the materials have been brought together in a somewhat
disconnected way, to illustrate particular peoples, or especial arts or
industries as represented by their products. On the present occasion
the activities of man are treated from the point of view of their development. The various lines of progress are represented by a series of
objects, each- typifying a step in the industrial and intellectual evolution
of the race.
As the exhibits required had to be drawn from all divisions of the
department, a single series of objects in many cases being made up
from the collections of two or more divisions or sections, members of
the anthropological staff were called upon to act as committees in assembling the exhibits in which they were personally concerned. The full
resources of the Museum were thus drawn upon, yet the objects taken
were so few in number as not to interfere seriously with the present
Museum installation.
Each series of exhibits epitomizes a single branch of art or industry
and occupies a single case-front or fraction thereof, and may thus be
conveniently seen at one view. The scheme of treatment or presentation is just such as the systematic student would adopt in writing the
hi tory of the subject, begiuning with the inceptive stages and moving
forward step by step to the highest development. The following subjects
are presented, beginning at the left in the cases and progressing toward
the right:
The 'Use of.fire.-The story begins with the fire of volcanoes and lightning and the carrying of :firebrands from the sources for rekindling,
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illustrated by means of colored drawings; it is continued in a series
of exhibits showing progressive steps in the making of fire, illustrated
by rubbing sticks, revolving drills, flint and steel, the lucifer match,
and devices for producing the electric spark.
lllumination.-Two series of objects are chosen, the first illustrating
the t orch in its.many forms, arranged progressivly; the second, the lamp,
beginnin g with the stone cup with oil and wick and ending with the
argand burner and the arc light.
Fishing.-Of the various exploitative activities, so necessary to the
sustenance of the- race, only one group-the art of fishing-is represented, others having been omitted for want of space. Series 1 illustrates the dart in,its multiplicity of forms; series 2, the various toggle
devices; series 3, the hook; series 4, the sinker.
Domestic arts.-Household arts are represented by four series-one
epitomizing the history of cooking, and three illustrating utensils and
devices employed in eating and drinking (the cup, the spoon, and the
knife and fork).
Tools of general use.-The history of the more essential tools _o f human
handicraft is epitomized in seven series, each beginning with the simplest forms-mere splinters and masses of stone-and ending with the
highest forms, the marvelous machine-operated tools of to-day. They
are the hammer, the ax, the adz, the knife, the saw, the drill, and the
scraper.
Wea,pons.-Weapons of war have performed a most important part
in the history of progress, and the steps that led up from the stone and
the club held in the band to the steel sword and compound machine
gun are strikingly suggested in two series presented: 1, weapons for
mm in the band-piercing and slashing weapons; and 2, projectile
weapons-the bow and arrow, the crossbow, the pistol and gun.
Transportation, marine.-Tbe history of water transportation is epitomized in four of its leading lines of elaboration: 1, the bull, beginning with the log raft and ending with the magnificent substructure of
the modern ship (represented by models); 2, band propulsion-the
pole, the paddle and the oar (in part models); 3, the paddle wheel
(models) ; and 4, the screw propeller (models).
Transp ortation, land.-Land transportation is shown in six series
(models): 1, the burden bea,r er, man and beast; 2, the sliding load; 3,
tlie rolling load; 4, the wheeled vehicle; 5, the steam locomotive; and
6, the railway track.
The great group of elaborative activities concerned in manufacture
is illustrated in four exhibits: The ceramic art, the textile art, metal
work , and sculpture.
Ceramic art.-In this exhibit are included four series: 1, implements
and devices employed in manufacture-modeling tools, decorating
tools, stamps, molds, and the throwing wheel; 2, the vase, showing
progressive steps in shaping, decorating, and the results of firing on
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the paste and surface finish; 3, glass making in its relation to ceramics;
and 4, enamel.
Textile art.-W eaving is represented by three series: 1, the spindle;
2, the shuttle; and 3, the loom; the latter illustrating in a remarkable manner the rapid transition from primitive to highly developed
appliances.
Metal working.-The history of this important branch is partially
presented in three series: 1, metal reduction; 2, products of manufacture, showing progressive order in processes, forms, and embellishments;
and 3, tools and appliances of manufacture.
Sculpture.-The stone-shaping arts begin with the simplest known
artificial modifications of natural forms and advance to the achievement of the highest ideals as represented in Greek art. Four series
are shown: 1, prehistoric stone shaping (Europe); 2, aboriginal Ameri_:_
can sculpture; 3, sculpture of civilized nations; and 4, implements used
in stone shaping. Series 1, 2, and 3 are separated for the purpose of
contrasting the work of distinct periods and peoples.
Photography.-This art, the product of advanced culture, is represented by three series of objects, epitomizing the development of: 1, the
camera; 2, the lens; and 3, the picture.
The book.-A limited series of objects is devoted to the history of the
book, the method of assembling the several parts-the tablets and
sheets-being the feature considered.
Electricity.-Electrical inventions, representing one of the youngest
and most marvelous branches of human activity, are shown in three
limited series-1, experimental apparatus (Henry); 2, transmitting
apparatus (Morse and subsequent inventors); and 3, recording apparatus.
Miisic.-Four series are devoted to the history of as many varieties
of musical instruments-1, wind instruments; 2, reed instruments; 3,
stringed instruments; and 4, percussion instruments.
The system of arranging these series is such as to make them fully
intelligible to the average museum or exposition visitor. A large label
or sign is framed and placed outside of each case at .the top; a general
label for each exhibit, giving briefly the history of the subject treated,
is framed and placed inside the case. Also a label explaining each
progressive series is placed at the beginning of the series, and individual labels describing the specimens are placed with the specimens.
Associated with these developmental series are a number of lifesize figures, modeled in plaster and appropriately costumed, intended
to illustrate the practice of the arts in their primitive stages. They
give a vivid impression of primitive processes and serve to contrast
these with the methods and machinery of advanced civilization. The
subjects presented are as follows:
The fire maker.-A Ute Indian making fire by twirling, between the
palms of his hands, a wooden shaft with its point set into a second
piece of wood.
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The flintflaker.-A Powhatan Indian roughing out stone implementE:1
from quartzite bowlders.
The hominy kuller.-A southern Indian woman pounding corn in a
wooden mortar. Figure in plaster, with costumes restored from drawings made by members of the Virginia colonies.
:[he skin dresser.-A Sioux woman using a scraping or graining tool
in preparing a buffalo robe.
The potter.-A Papago Indian woman modeling an earthen vessel.
The metal worker.-A Navajo Indian making silver ornaments.
Processes probably introduced, in part, at least, by whites.
The belt weaver.-A Zuni girl, with primitive loom, weaving a belt.
N.A.'l' MUS
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
FOR THE YEAR 1897-98.
By

FREDERICK

w.

TRUE,

Head Curator.

The Department of Biology was established at the opening of the
fiscal year, ,Tuly 1, 1897, by bringing together under a separate administrative head the sevp,ral zoological divisions already exi.sting in the
Museum, and the Division of Plants. The co11ections represented by
these various divisions together constitute the larger part of the
Mm;eum, and p.ave been accumulating for nearly half a century. The
majority of the divisions themselves have been in existence since the
reorganization of the Museum, in 1881, and several of them for a much
longer period . .
On account of the great length of time that the collections have
been in existence, and the well defined and long-established methods of
systematic zoology and botany, no raii.ical changes in the mode of conducting the administrative or scientific business of the divisions has
been necessary or in contemplation. The efforts of the head curator
in the past year have been, as they probably will be in the future,
largely in the direction of developi11g those features which in the past,
for various causes, have not had due prominence.
The conditions prevailing as regards space and amount of assistance
are far from ideal, aud uutil much increased facilities in these directions have been provided it seems improbable that any great general
advance can be made.
On the side of the exhibition of collections (the matter which appeals
most directly to the public) the deficiency is in the nature of insufficient and unsuitable space. Without a rearrangement which would
involve both of the other departments of the Museum and an amount
of work incommensurate with the result obtained, the proper sequence
of exbibition collections can not be had in the present quarters.
At the close of the last year tile birds, reptiles, fishes, and mollusks
and other invertebrates, except insects, were displayed in the Smithsonian building, while the mammals, insects, and collections representing
comparative anatomy were displayed in the Museum building. As any
general transfer of the birds is impracticable at the present time,
endeavor was made to at least somewhat improve · the sequence -by
removing the insects to the Smithso:gian building and transferring the
exhibits of batrachians, reptiles, and fishes to the Museum building.
This was accomplished without a great amount of labor or expense,
35
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and is a gain to the extent of bringing all the exhibits of invertebrates
together in the Smithsonian building.
The erection of galleries in the Museum building, while it did not
involve as much rearrangement in this department as in those of
anthropology and geology, nevertheless made a complete reinstallation of the large exhibition series of mammals unavoidable.
_
This change brought to view the desirability of having the zoological collections, for the most part at least, arranged in accordanc~ with
some one comprehensive plan. While many schemes of more or less
merit suggested themselves, the limitations as regards the extent ~wd
character of the space at commaud were such as to preclude most of
them; while the anticipation that a new building may be provided at
no very distant time in the _future, made the a<loption of others seem
undesirable. After giving the matter serious thought, I decided that
the zoological exhibits should be arranged on a faunal basis, special
prominence being given to the faunas of the United States. This principal series is to oe supplemented by various smaller special series,
illustrating important topics in biology. The adoption of this plan, it
is believed, will cause the exhibits to be more significant and more
attractive to the public than hitherto, and at the same time the labor
and expense involved iu effecting the modificatiou will be limited.
A good start in this direction bas been made during the past year in
connection with tlle ma,mmals, batrachians, reptiles, and :fishes. The
greatest change, as already stated, was made necessary in the Division
of Mammals on account of the erection of galleries in the south ball of
the Museum building, in which the exhibits are placed. The cases containing groups of large mammals could no longer stand in the center
of the hall, and were therefore arranged at the sides under the galleries.
The main floor is now devoted to an American faunal collection, and
the galleri s to the faunas of the rest of the world. It is the intention
to make the orth American series complete, but other faunas can only
be repre ented by genera, even if it were desirable to do so, on account
of lack of space. The old wall cases were removed to the gallery, and
it i the intention to add to them at the beginning of the next fiscal
year, o that they will occupy the whole of the wall surface on both
ide of the gallery. Floor cases along the railings will be employed
for the maller species.
Tbe American batrachia11s, reptile ~ and fishes were brought together
in th
uth a t range.
t the close of the year the cases in the Smitbonian building containing marine invertebrates were rearranged, 1.mt
a comp] te rein tallation of the specimeus and a· modification of a
maj rity of the ca, es will be needed. The cases containing exhibits of
iu t w re removed, a' already stated, to the Smithsonian building,
but no work ha a yet been done on them. No extensive change is at
pre, 11t in contemplation in connection with the exhibits of birds, mollu 'k , or ·omparative anatomy.

.
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Hitherto the Museum has had no botanical exhibition series, except
a small colleetion of specimens of native and foreign woods, pictures of
trees, etc., intended to illustrate the subject of forestry. This collection
was withdrawn from exhibition some years ago. To form a really
significant botanical exhibit it is recognized that it will be necessary to
begin de novo. Any advance in this direction is hedged about by difficulties because of insufficient space. A beginning has, however, been
made by mounting under glass a representative series of seaweeds.
To these it is the intention to add outline series representing other
groups of plants, and to supplement these by special exhibits, such as
illustrations of poisonous plants, models of poisonous and edible fungi,
etc. The plans for these are, however, subject to modification in the
coming months, and it is even possible that the construction of galleries
in the ranges, and in particular in the southeast range, fov which provision was made by Congress, will prevent any further installation of
exhibition collections during the coming year.
The additions to the zoological and botanical collections during the
year have been very numerous, and in some directions unusually
important. First should be mentioned the donation by Messrs. Henry
G. Hubbard and E. A. Schwarz of their collection of Coleoptera,
principally North American, comprising about 200,000 specimens, and
representing, approximately, 12,000 species. The addition of this great
and important collection places the National Museum in advance of all
others as regards North American Coleoptera, and the generosity of
the donors in presenting this vast amount of material, which they
have accumulated with so much labor and expense, can not be too
highly extolled.
The labors of Dr. W. L. Abbott, wLo for so many years has been a
most generous benefactor of the Museum, demand liberal commendation. During the past year this indefatigable collector presented to
the Museum large collections of birds, mammals, reptiles, insects, and
other animals from Lower Siam and Kashmir. The Abbott collection
comprises the larger portion of the most valuable Old World material of
the Museum. Dr. W. L. Ralph has continued his valuable gratuitous
additions to the collection of b_irds' eggs, and iu this connection should
also be mentioned the gift of Prof. Dean 0. Worcester, of Aun Arbor,
Michigan, comprising more ~han 600 bird skins, 900 eggs, and 250
birds' nests from the Philippine Islands. The friendly cooperation of
Dr. L. T. Chamberlain has resulted in large additions to the collection
of fresh-water mussels. The largest acquis~tion of the year in tlJis direction was the gift of Dr. R. Ellsworth Call, of Cincinnati, comprising
over 86,000 specimens. Mr. Outram Bangs, of Boston, Massachusetts,
presented a very interesting series of bird ski:.J.s, 170 in number, from
Santa Marta, Colombia.
The additions to the herbarium for the year exceed 40,000 specimens,
of which about one-half were obtained by purchase. Gifts of plants
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have been numerous and amount together to about 4,000 specimens.
Prof. 0. F. Cook presented 6112 specimeus of Liberian plants in excellent condition and of mueh interest. Dr. B. L. Robinson, of Oambri<lge, Massachusetts, presented a large series of valuable Mexican
plants, numberiug in aII about 1,700 specimens. These were admirably
suppleme11ted by another collection of Mexican plants presented b.v
Mr. E. A. Goldman, of Alila, California. About 6,000 plants were
acquired by exchange during the year.
As already stated, about 20,000 herbarium specimens were purchased. Every importaut - .American collection offered for sale was
obtained, with the result that the National Herbarium has been greatly
enriched.
The scientific bureaus of the Government, partic11larly the U.S. Fish
Commissiol1 and the Biological Survey a11d Division of Botany of the
Dep~rtment of .Agriculture, have continued to make very valuable
additions to the national collections. Especially to he mentioned are
the invertebrates collected by the naturalists of the Albatross, in 189li,
on the coasts of California, Japan, and Kamchatka, and in Bering Sea,
and the specimens obtained by the assistants of the Commission during
the past thirteen years, comprising more than 600 lots. Numerous
valuable types and cotypes of different species of fishes collected by
the Commission have also been transmitted. Tbe Biological Sarvey
collected in Mexico a large series of land shells, which are regarded by
]\fr. Dall, the curator of the Division of Mollusks, as the most intrinsically valuable acquisition of the year in that direction. Mr. Dall
remarks:
This series, collected at various times and localities, contains an unusual number
of fine nndescribed species and numerous others new to tl1e collection. The proportion which may be described as really valuable is unusually large.

The accumulation of valuable specimens received singly or in small
lots from numerous .friends of the Museum deserves notice. .An enumeration of these will be found in Appendix II.
With the exception of plants, few purchases of importance were made
for the Department during the year, but a series of rodents from Patagonia, collected by Mr. W. A.. Peterson, comprising 239 specimens is
de erving of notice. The collection of mammals is very deticient in
outh American specimens, and this material was especially desirable.
n extended reference to the explorations of members of the Museum
tatf will be found on page 69. Collections were made by Messrs.
R se and Pollard in Mexico and Florida, respectively; by D:r:, Leonhard Ste:jn ger in the vicinity of the Commander Islands; by Messrs.
Schuchert and White on the coast of Greenland, and by Mr. Robert
Ridgway in Florida. The explorations of Mr. R. r. Currie in Liberia
w re referred to in the last .Annual Report, although the larger portion
of tlle mat rial obtained wa not received until after the beginning of
tb pre en t fis ·al year.
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Some important changes were made in the personnel of the department during the year. In the Division of Insects, Dr. Harrison G. Dyar
was appointed custodian of Lepidoptera. · Dr. William L. Ralph succeeds the late Maj. Charles Bendire as custodian of the Section of
Birds' Eggs. Mr. W. T. Swingle was appointed custodian_of the Section of .Algrn and Mr. D. G. Fairchild of the Section of Lower Fungi.
These gentlemen have rendered exceedingly valuable services in their
several sections during the year. The department is indeed dependent
for its successful operation at the present tiine very largely upon the
gratuitous, disinterested efforts of its honorary curators and custodians, the value of whose services can not bP, overestimated.
In the Division of Marine Invertebrates Miss Harriet Richardson
and Miss Mary B. Smith served as volunteer assistants.
The routine work of entering, classifying, aud caring for the collections in the several divisions has been carried on continuously, and it
may be said that the condition of the collections in general is· better
than ever before. Th greatest drawback has been found in the lack
of sufficient laboratory space 1 the working rooms jn some of the divisions being crowded to such an extent that it is almost impossible for
the assistants to move about in them. This crowding a:ffeets the work
in many ways, making the arrangement of collections unavoidably
unsystematic, to a large extent, and rendering nearly impossible those
operations which require the use or inspection of large numbers of
specimens at the same time. The extensive collection of mammals of·
the Department of Agriculture, including especially the large forms,
were brought together in a part of the southeast range, which has
been screened off for the purpose, no other space being found for this
bulky material. This encroachment upon the exhibitioll space is considered undesirable, but can not be avoided unless additions are made
to the Museum building or a larger structure provided. A similar
provisio11 was made for the National Herbarium, in the Division of
Plants, a portion of the East Hall gallery being given up for the purpose. The collection of plants has grown to great size and importance
and has entirely overflowed the quarters assigned to it a few years since.
In the Division of Mammals the type specimens were brought together
and carefully labeled with special red tags where ueeded. They will
be kept hereafter in special cases. The overcrowding in the upper
laboratory was somewhat relieved by a rearrangement of specimens,
but the case room is at present inadequate. The study series is in an
excellent state of preservation, but much in need of a rearrangement,
which, however, can not be accomplished until more ~ase room is
provided.
In the Division of Birds Mr. Robert Ridgway, curator, reports that
a large portion of the series, including all the water birds and waders,
was thoroughly overhauled and rearranged in new dm,t-tigbt cases,
which have been provided for the purpose. Some twenty families still
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require attention, and are now, for the most part, crowded into cases
which are unsuitable and are practically inaccessible. A special effort
has been made during the year to bring together type specimens of
birds and to see that they were properly labeled and arranged in cases
made for the purpose.
Doctor Ralph devoted a large amount of time to clearing away the
accumulation of work in the Section of Birds' Eggs since the death of
Major Bendire. The collection now numbers over 64,000 specimens,
and is by far the most extensive in existence. While the eggs themselves are in excellent condition, the collection of nests is only indifferently provided for, and new cases will be needed.
As is fully recognized by the curator, the exhibition series of birds is
by no means satisfactory. The cases in the Smithsonian building are
old and not dust tight, and are furthermore very much crowded together,
on which account, and because of the insufficient lighting in the ball,
the collection can not be appreciated at its tr·ue value. As already
stated in another part of the report, an attempt. will probably be made
during the coming year to remedy these defects to a certain extent, but
the problem is a very difficult one, and it is doubtful whether the
exhibit can be brought up entirely to modern standards without more
expense than would be justified under present conditionR. Special
attention was given to some of the series, such as the hornbills, a very
striking group, of which the Museum possesses a full collection. This
series was entirely overhauled and new forms added.
A special series arranged for children has been for some time exhibited in a small room adjacent to the main hall, and was relabeled
throughout during the year.
In the Division of Reptiles and Batrachians, the exhibition series
was removed from the Smithsonian to the Museum building, as already
stated, and rearranged to form a fauna! North American series. The
exotic mounted skins, which were indifferent in quality and insufficie11t
in number and variety to form a series of any significance, were boxed
and stored, duplicates of American species were removed, and the
remainder arranged in systematic order. The curator, Dr. Leonhard
Stejneger, reports the general collections as being in excellent condition, but 110 extensive operations were carried on, as he was necessarily
absent a considerable portion of the year in connection with his duties
a a member of the Fur Seal Commission.
The exhibit of the Division of l?ishes at the close of the last fiscal
year consisted of several cases of casts and a large number of alcoholic
pecimens in jars, all of which were displayed in one of the smaller
ball," in the Smithsonian building. For reasons previously stated, the
ca t ' were removed to the Museum buildiug, where they were installed
in tbe outheast range in cases more suitable, and in such manner that
the characteristics of the American fauna could be appreciated at a
glance. The large collection of alcoholics was withdrawn from exhibi-
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tion, it having been shown that they could scarcely be made interesting
or instructive to the public. A place was found for them in the laboratory, which for some time had been occupied by mammals, a change _
which has the advantage of allowing them to be protected from the
light and make them accessible to students without intruding upon
the public. Type specimens were placed in special cases and guarded
from the light, which causes deterioration.
The cases formerly used for the exhibition of fishes being old and of
a pattern not now considered suitable for such purposes, they were
removed to the laboratory and there made use of for the better arrangement of the general study series.
Mr. William H. Dall, curator of the Division of Mollusks, reports
the great collections of that division in good condition, but calls atten- ..
tion to the inconvenience arising from overcrowding, which increases
year by year. A very large amount of material, comprising no less than
3,500 species of shells, was identified for correspondents of the Museum
during the year. In connection with this work, however, the Museum
receives many valuable specimens.
There has been very great activity in the Division of Insects during
the year, which the honorary curator, Dr. L. 0. Howard, regards as a
phenomenal.one in the history of the division. He writes:
The surprising part, however, is in the fact that the actual number of specie1:1 and
specimens and their i-cienti:fic.value surpasses anything in the history of t,he division,
since, notwithstanding the wonderful increase and value of the specimens received
last year, clue to tlle extensive exotic material presented by Dr. W. L. Abbott, those
received during tlle present year will more than equal those received during the past
dAcade. This increase is due principally to the very large and valuable collection
of North American Coleoptera presented by Messrs. Hubbard and Schwarz, while it
is worthy of note that the additions, without this collection would be nearly three
times as large as those in the previous fiscal year.

The collections are in a better state of preservation than ever before,
and a large amount of work bas been done in rearranging and classifying specimens. The material in each order has been divided according
to continents and arranged systematically, by which plan the labor of
identifying new material is considerably lessened. Dr. Dyar, custodian
of Lepidoptera, has rearranged the collections of that order, adding
many species from his private collection, an<l in both ways very greatly
increasing 1he value of the collections. This voluntary work is of much
irnportance to the Museum and is highly appreciated. All the types and
cotypes at present in the collection have been properly labeled during
the year aHd recorded in a special catalogue. The whole number of
tllese specimens js nearly 6,000.
The chief operation of the Division of Marine Invertebrates was the
preparation of 100 sets of duplicate specimens, designed for distribution to high schools throughout the country. Each set contains specimens representative of about 100 species, and more· than 30,000
specimens are included iu the entire series. About one-half of these
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sets have already been distributed. 'rhe distribution of this large
amom1t of material has relieved the storerooms and cases. As already
stated, a considerable change is contemplated in the exhibition series
of the division, and at the close of the year work was hegun by a
readjustment of. the the l'ases in the exbibition ,ball.
The curator of the Division of Comparative Anatomy, Mr. F . A.
Lncas, was ab8ent a considerable portion o'f the year in connection
with his duties as a member of the Fur Seal Commission. On that
account, and because be is also charged with the general care of the
vertebrate fossils, a large amount of work has not been done on the
osteological collections. So far as the exhibition series is concerned
this is not detrimental to the Museum, as the series is already very full
aud very carefully arranged and labeled. The condition of the reserve
series, however, is not satisfactory, the curator reporting that more
than double the number of drawers now in use are needed for tbe
accommodation of specimens and their proper arrangement and to
permit the withdrawal from storage of the large amount of material
now practically inaccessible.
In the Division of Plant Mr. F. V. Coville, honorary curator, reports
that several importaut changes and improvements have taken place.
In order to provide a circulation ai le for vi itor~ arouud the East
H all gallery it was neces ary to move the screen at the ea tend Lack
ome 4 feet into the botanical laboratory. The lo of space was compen ated for by as embling a double row of case on the south side of
the gallery for its whole length, makiug in all about .'..!00 runuiug feet.
Whether this arrangerneut can be maintained permanently is perhaps
doubtful.
Two rooms in the east tower were fitted up for the collection of
cryptoo-amic plants, which, however, is likely to soon outgrow these
quarter .
The ectional herbarium, numbering some 30,000 specimens, which
wa, formerly kept iu the ection of Paleobotany, was returned to the
g"n ral collection, and th work of distributing the specimens to their
prop r pla ·es ha progre~ d i-iati, factorily during tlrn rear.
Th s paratiou and marking of type specimens has been contiuued.
During tll y ar 2 2 uch pecimens were marked, making a total thus
far of 1,596.
cieutific iuve tigation of Il!0re or Jes wide scope have been carrie<l
on in th everal divi ' ion of tlie depal'tment duriug the year, and tl1e
r ult:-; btained are very creditable to the staff. Mr. Robert Ridgwny
ha rnad ati factory progre ~ on the comprehensive manual of North
and li<ldle m rican bird, which he has had iu preparation for a couiderable tim . The h a<l curator of the department has continued
tudi on th cetacean .. , and ha completed a paper on the nomen·latur
f th whalebon whale· of the orth Atlantic. Mr. G. S.
l\liller jr., ha ' been engaged in an investigation of the Free-tailed bats.
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He has published several mi11or papers on mammals during the year.
· Dr. T. B. Bean bas continued work on the collections of :fishes made lly
the Fish Commission steamer Alba,tross in South American waters,
and has made investigations in the waters of New York with special
reference to :fish life. l\lr. B:uton A. Beau has continued investigations on the collection::; of Mexican :fishes and has completed one portion
of the work, the results of which are now iu hand for publication. He
also made a study of the :fishes of Wallowa Lake, Oregon, for the U. S.
Fi::;h Comm ission, tbe results of which are giveu in a report already in
the hauds of the Commissioner. Mr. W. H. Dall has devoted considerable time to a revision of the bivalve shells in connection with his
work on the Tertia,ry· invertebrate fauna, and has made various minor
investigatio11s, The study of the fresh-water mussels has been continued by Mr. C. H. Simpson with important results. Dr. L. 0. Howard bas continued studies on the parasitic insects of the family Encyrtime, especially those parasitic on the Cocci<lre, and has completed one
paper Oil that group. Mr. W. R. Ashmead has Hearly completed his
monograph of the insects of the family Braconidre, which he has had in
hand for several years, and has worked up four large collections of
Hymenoptera. The collections of insects made · by Messrs. Stejneger
and 13arrett-Bami1ton, of the Fur Seal Commission, on the Commander
Islau<1s, liave been worked up and reported upon by Messrs. Schwarz,
Dyar, Uoquillett, Banks, and Cook. The results will be _published in
the report of the Fur Seal Commission. Mr. Uoquillett comvleted his
monograph of the flies of the family Tachinidre and his revision of the
Simuli<lm, and both have been published. He also worked up the
Japanese Diptera, received from Professor Mitsukuri, and completed a
revision of the family Scatophagidre. He has under hand revisions of
the Ilelomyzidre and Sapromyzidre. Prof. 0. F. Cook has continued
studies on the Myriapoda and the Orthopteran insects of the families
Mantidre and Pha midre. Mr. J.E. Benedict has completed. his studies
of several groups of Isopod Crustaceans and published re.ports on the
AreturidcB and the genera Synidotea and Idotea. He has continued
work on the Galat.heidre and has in preparation a paper on the genus
Munidopsis. Miss M. ,l. Rathbun completed a paper on the Decapod
Crustaceans of Jamaica and on the Brachyuran Crustacea collected by
the Iowa University expedition of 18fH to the Florida Keys and Bahamas. She also comp1eted th ree minor papers on Crustaceans and made
otlJer F-tuclies in that group.
Mr. J. N. Rose, assistant curator in the Division of Plants, has
devoted a considerable P'>rtion of the year to the determination of the
botanical material collected by him 'in Mexico, with a view to the publication of the results of his OQServations.
The collections of the department have been made use of extensively
by naturalists throughout the country and abroad, various series and
single specimens being loaued, as in previous years, for investigation.
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(For a detailed list of loans see page 64.) The loans of botanical
material have been very numerous, aggregating in all about 3,900
specimens. Included in the records of loans are the names of the
botanical departments of Columbia, Cornell, and Harvard universities
and other universities and colleges, together with botanical gardens
and museums at h~me and abroad. In addition to these loans of
specimens the collections have been studied in Washington by numerous specialists during tbe year. The naturalists of the U. S. Fish Commission and of the Biological Survey and other bureaus of the Department of Agriculture have of course had free access to. the collections,
and have made use of them to a considerable extent.
The publications for the year (a list of which· wm be found in the
Bibliography) show a gratifying activity on the part of the scientific
staff of the department, and indicate also the large extent to which
the collections are being used by naturalists generally.
Considerable time was occupied during the year in preparations for
au ~xhibit at the rrrans-Mississippi and International Exposition, at
Omaha, Nebraska. The exhibit which was planned by the head curator, and assembled with great success by the heads of the several divisions, c~msists of a representation of the aquatic fa,unas and marine
plants of the United States. Every group of animals inhabiting our
waters is inc1uded, from the lowest to the highest, and au extensive
and most excellent series of seaweeds. The large mounted birds and
the casts of fishes and reptiles are displayed in a large wall case constructed for the purpose. The remainder of the exhibit is shown in
narrow floor cases, with full plate-glass fronts. It includes some novelties, such as jelly fish preservell in formalin, which have probably not
been seen at any previous expositiou. The whole series is carefully
labeled.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
FOR THE YEAR 1897-98.
By

p. MERRILL, .
Head Curator.

GEORGE

The past year has been _o ne of great, if not unparalleled, progress in
the department. This for the reason th.at under tbe reorganization
which was effected early in the year, proper coordination of the various
divisions was for the first tirrie rendew~d possible.
Owing to the suspension of work of all kinds in the exhibition halls
during the construction of ·the new galleries and exhibition cases,
together with the prolonged absence of the head curator in Europe, it
is true, however, that but little of this progress is as yet evident to the
public.
Since actively assuming charge of the department~ early in November, the head curator has devoted much time to going over the written
and printed records of the various United States exploring expeditions
aud surveys with a view to ascertaining what geological materials had
been collected which could be properly considered the property of the
Government, and what disposition had been made of the same. This
bas resulted in bringing together some of the scattered materials
which had been loaned in years past for study purposes, or which bad
never been turned over to th~ custody of the Museum. Moreover, so
soon as it became apparent that the department was ready and more
than willing to take charge of the materials, Prof. 0. C. Marsh
announced his readiness to turn over the large series of vertebrate
fossils collected under his direction during his connection with the
U.S. Geological Survey under J. W. Powell. Mr. Lucas, the acting
assistant curator of the Division of Vertebrate Paleontology, spent
four weeks, with proper assistance, at New Haven in May and June of
this year, with the result that two carloads of these fossils, comprising
many specimens of Triceratops, besides Dinoceras, Elotherium, and
other Miocene forms, have already been received.
Arrangements have been made, through the administrator of the
estate of the late E. D. Cope, for the return to the Museum of the
extensive series of Eocene fishes, collected principally during the years
1872-73 in Utah and Wyoming, and retained by Professor Cope for
study. It is confidently expected that these will reach the Museum
even before this report appears in print.
In addition to the collection of vertebrate fossils already noted, the
division bas obtained, through purchase, a valuable collection of Mosa45
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saurs from the Cretaceous of western Kansas, two collections of Elasmobranch teeth and spines from the Carboniferous of Iowa, ~d an
unusually :fine skull and fore-limb bones of Olaosaurus.
Through the U. S. Geological Survey was obtained a small collection
of vertebrates, including a new species of Dinictis and a Suilline from
the Miocene of Dakota.
The Section of Invertebrate Paleontology has likewise been greatly
enriched, the two most important accessions be1ng gifts. Through the
bequest of tbe late Mr. I. H. Harris the Museum has come into the
posses ion of his private collection of over 20,000 specimens of fossils.
This is one of the finest collections ever made from the rocks of the
Cincinuati group, and is particularly rich in starfishes, crinoids, and
trilobites, and, moreover, contains a number of original types.
Mr. R. D. Lacoe, of Pittston, Pennsylvania, to whom the Museum is
already so largely indebted, has presented bis extensive collection of
fo il in ect'. This comprises upwar<ls of 4,640 specimens, of which
more tban 200 are types. In additi011, he also presented 97 other invertebrate fo sils, 408 vertebrate fossils, and added 132 specimens to bis
rie,• of fossil plants. From the U.S. Geological Survey was received
a serie' of over 600 specimens of Kinderhook crinoids, corals, and mollu ca, and 450 crinoids from the Burlington group in Iowa. In addition,
1 sr . chuchert arid WbitP., of the Museum and Survey, made a
valuable collection representing the :flora of the various Cretaceous and
T rtiary horizons of North Greenland. Other valuable materials,
in •luding an excellent Placenticeras, 22 inches in diameter, from Dakota,
w re obtained either by purchase or otherwise.
The Divi ion of Mineralogy has materially benefited during the year
tbroug11 the acquisition of much new material, including several new
and rar pecie .
The Divbion of Physical and Chemical Geology reports the acquisiti n of a large clu ter of basaltic columns from near Bonn , Prussia;
m large ma es of a beautiful orbicular gra11ite from Sweden; ful<YUrit
n ande ·ite from Little Ararat in Armenia, besides a large
am nut of petr graphic material from the U . S. Geological Survey and
o 11 r . ur · . The Economic Series have been enriched through the
a ·c1ui:iti n f ome beautiful elear masses of rock salt from Heilbron,
Pru ,.·ia, collect d l>y the head curator; kaolins and clays from Germany
and ax ny· an xceilent eries of telluride ores from the Cripple
'r k di tri ·t 'olorad , and other materials which need not be mentail h r .
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nearly every curator and those of his assistants were fully occupied in
the work of preparation for the Trans-Mississippi Bxposition. The
details of this work have been the subject of a special report, and need
not be repeated here.
.
Mr. Lucas reports that in the Section of _V ertebrate Paleontology
a large amount of preparatory work bas been done incidental to
strengthening, restoring, and preparing for exhibition the skeleton of
Zeuglodon. Two skulls of Oreodon, and one of Mesohippus from the
Evans collection have been cleaned, a fine skull of Olaosaurus and the
upper portion of a magnificent Triceratops nearly prepared for exhibition, and smaller skulls and parts of skeletons wholly or partially prepared for exhibition or study. Work of this nature is extremely slow
and laborious, and additional preparators are sadly needed. When it
is remembered tltat, exeepting when aided by Mr. Schuchert and others
in the Section of Invertebrate Paleontology, the entire work of this
division bas thus far been carried on by Mr. Lucas, with the assistance ,
of 011e clerk and one preparaitor, it will be recognized at once that ·
surprising progress has been made.
The prolonged absence of Mr. Schuchert, incidental to the purchase
of materials for the ~rrans-Mississippi Exposition, and a subsequeut
trip into Missouri, together with his Greenland trip earlier in the
season, has necessarily greatly retarded bis work. Satisfactory prog·ress has been made in instailing the study series and in the preparation of exhibition material, though this, too, is /delayed, owing to the
condition of cases and exhibition balls. Practically nothing has been
accomplished with the paleobotanical series. It is expected that the
appointment of an assistant in charge of this collection, and the completion of the gaJleries and cases, will enable me to report more satisfactory progress another year. Up to this time all Museum work done
011 these collections bas been voluntary by members of the paleobotanical
I
staff of tbe Geological Survey, or by Mr. Schuchert and bis assistants,
whose time was already more tbau occupied by the work of their own
division.
In the Division of Mineralogy I have to report satisfactory progress
in the instaJlation of the exhibition serieR. The Systematic Series, the
collection of meteorites, and several special series are 110w, for the first
time, satisfactorily h1stalled, and Mr'. Tassin, wbo bas had immediate
clrnrge of the work, is entitled to much credit, not merely for his energy
and ind us try, but as well for the taste he has manifested in the selection
and display of the material.
.
Much work yet remains to be dorn:~ in the way of supplying deficiencies and labeling, but it is not too much to sa,y that the collect.ions as
a whole are in excellent condition.
In the Division of Physical and Chemical Geology (systematic and
applied) of which the head curator has immediate charge, no progress
whatever has beeu made with the exhibition series until within a
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period of some two weeks, owing to the delay in the completion of
the gallery cases and Mr. Newhall's absence in Nashville and Omaha.
The work is now progressing satisfactorily.
An immense amou,.nt of detailed work has been accomplished in overhauling and classifying collections stored in boxes and drawers, but
much yet remains to be done.
Scarcely any investigations of note have been undertaken by any of
the curators, owing to the pressure of other matters and the unsatisfactory condition of the exhibition halls. The head curator was himself
absent in Europe during the first five months of the year, attendant
upon the meetings anJl excursions of the Seventh International Geological Congress, and engaged in a study of European museums. Mr.
Lucas has nearly completed his work on the Fossil Bison of North
America, and Messrs. Charles Schuchert and David White have made
a preliminary study of the fossils collected by them in Greenland during the summer of 1897. Their result:; are now in press.
With the exception of the collections made by Messrs. Schuehert
and White iu Greenland and the necessarily limited amount of material brought back by the head curator from Russia, scarcely anything
has been done toward the enrichment of the collections through the
direct effort of Museum officials. The collections made by the U. S.
Geological urvey and obtained by gift, purchase, and exchange have
been already referred to.
The u ual cu tom of loaning collections for study has been adhered
to. Two small lots of vertebrate materials were loaned during the
year, the one to Prof. H. L. 0 born, of ew York, and the other to Dr.
. . Ea tmau, of Cambridge. Dr. J. F. Whiteaves, of Ottawa, Canada,
wa in like manner loaned a collection of Hamilton fossils, and Dr.
George H. Girty, of the U.S. Geological Survey, has had the loan of a
oll ction of English Carboniferous pelecypods for comparison with
m rican specie . A collection of thin sections of roofing slates was
loaned Prof. T . .r elson Dale, of William town, Massachusetts, and the
eol<wical Survey has on sundry occasio11s been granted the
u, ual courte ie .
he condition of the laboratories and exhibition halls has been such
a.' to afford little encouragement to tudents and investigators. Prof.
0. P. Ilay ha tudied the large Cretaceous fishes from Kansas, with a
view to de idin ertain point in the structure of the skull and vertebral column, aud al. o to ascertain whether or not the genus Portheus i~
ynonymou with Xiphact-inas. Several new points on the structure
a11d affiniti ., were a c rtained and the conclusion reached. that Xiphactinas L itly, wa identical with Portheus Cope. Similar results were
rea h d ind pendently by Alban Stewart, of Lawrence, Kansas. Prof.
H nry I. born ha likewi e studied the type of such species of Oory·
phodon a are r pre nte<l in the collection ,.
ide from the ·tudie of member of the U.S. Geological Survey,
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no investigations of 11ote liave been carried on iu the Museum by other
tlJan its officers, either in the sections of Invertebrate Paleontology
or Paleobotany. In the Division of Physical and Chemical Geology,
Mr. Thomas L. Watson, now of the State survey of Georgia, and
Dr. E. C. E. Lord have each spent severa,l months, the one conducting
investigations relative to the weathering of basic eruptive rocks and
the other working on the rocks collected by Dr. Edgar A. l\Iearns
along the line of the Mexican Boundary Survey, and a series of
eruptive rocks from Casco Bay, Maine.
The reasons already enumerated have necessarily cut down the number of papers that might otherwise have been published by the curators.
Such as have appeared are sufficiently noted in the Bibliography.
The rapid. accumulation of materials, and particularly large materials
like vertebrate fossils, bids fair to tax to the utmost our resources for
handling, preparation, a11d proper care. When it is recalled that the
preparation of a single skull may require the serv~ces of a skilled
preparator for months. it will be seen at once that our present force is
quite inadequate. .:\foreover, work and storage rooms are pitifully
cramped. ·when further, one recalls tbe strikingly interesting character of the display that is possible with this class of material, as well
as its great value from a purely scientific standpoint, the desirability
of pushing the work with all possible vigor becomes at once apparent,
and I feel that I can not too strongly urge the granting of additiou.al
funds for the purpose.
The work of rearranging the collections in physical geology, involving the actual moving of upward of 100,000 specimens, labeling, numbering, and bringing the card catalogue up to date, will consume a very
large portion of the coming year.
The same may be said regarding work in the sections of Invertebrate Paleontology and Paleobotauy. There are at present not far
from 1,000 boxes of fossil materials of all kinds in storage, which must
be overhauled, identified, duplicates assorted for exchange and distribution, worthless portions rejected, and the remainder made available
for study and exhibition.
The amount of detailed labor essential to the proper care of the collections can be appreciated only by those who have bad experience.
This applies to other departments than my own.
Notwithstanding the fact that we are for the time being overburdened with materials, no opport,unity shoul<l be lost for securing more,
even though the same may remain years in storage. It is too much to
expect that the present favorable conditions for collecting will always
exist. Every reported discovery of interesting material, by members
of the U. S. Geological Survey, or other parties, should be iL vestigated, aod where the character of the matePial warrants, immediate
steps should be taken toward its procurement by purchase or otherwise. It must be borne always in mind that delays in these matters
NAT MUS
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re ult di astrously. This is partjcularly true regarding vertebrate
remain which, once exposed, become quickly ruined, unless promptly
and properly cared for, and inexperienced collectors often do more
harm than good. l\foreoyer, other institutions, both American and
foreign, are ever on the alert to obtain that to which we naturally feel
the atio11al .Museum is best entitled.
I can not refrain, in conclusiou, from stating that too much praise
can scarcely be awarded the individual curators and their assistants
for the untiring energy and patience manifested, aud their williugness
always to lay aside individual desires and preferences for the welfare
of tbe department as a whole. But for this, the work of the head
curator would be disheartening in the extreme.

8UMMARY OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE YEAR.

THE MUSEUM S1'AFF.

On July 1, 1897, Mr. W. H. Holmes, Dr. Frederick W. True, and Dr.
George P . Merrill were appoin I ed head curators of the newly organized
departments of Anthropology, Biology, and Geology, respectively.
Mr. W. H. Holmes, who bad been connected with the Field Columbian
Museum in Chicago, assumed his duties at the National Museum dn
October l.
·
Mr. William H. Ashmead, of the Department of Agriculture, was
appointed aissistant curator of tbe Division of Insects in the National
Museum on July 1, and Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, jr., was given a temporary
appointment as assistant curator of the Division of Mammals.
Dr. W. L. Ralph, of Utica, New York, was made honorary custodian
of tbe Section of Birds' Eggs on November 12.
Mr. W. T. Swingle and Mr. D. G. Fairchild, both of the Department
of Agriculture, were appointed custodians of the Sections of .Alg::e and
LO\rnr Fungi, respectively, in the Division of Plants. These appointments took effect December 7.
Dr. Harrison: G. Dyar was appointed custodian of the Section of
Lepidoptera, Division of Insects, on November 12.
On April 30 Dr. J. Walter Fewkes was appointed a collaborator in
the Division of Ethnology.
Dr. F. W. True was appointed Representative of the Smithsonian
Iustitution and National Museum for the Trans-Mississippi and Internatio11al l!]xpositiou (Omaha), and Mr. M. V. Cox, chief special agent.
In tbe absence of Mr. W. V. Cox, Mr. J. L. Willige continued to act
as chief clerk.
A complete list of the members of the scientific and administrative
staff is given in Appendix I.
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDI1'URES.

The amount appropriated for the National Museum for the current
fiscal year was $233,000. The total expenditures under th-is appropriation aggregated $227,473.54, leaving a gross balance of $5,526.46. From
the appropriations for the previous fiscal year expenditures to the amount
of $10,492.95 were made, leaving a balance (subject to liabilities) of
$391.76.
51
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Tht? appropriations for the fL,cal year just ended were $25,275 in
excess of those for the preceding year, there being an increase of $6, 775
in the amount appropriated for the preservation of collections, an
increase of $1,000 for heating and lighting, an increase of $15,000 in
the amount allotted for furnittire and fixtures (to be used for the construction qf cases, etc., for the new galleries), and an appropriation of
$2,500 for removing and rebuilding storage sheds. It may be remarked
that the amount allotted for the preservation of collections fell short
of the estimate to the extent of $20,000, and that the appropriation for
beating and lighting was $1,000 below the estimate; also that the sum
asked. for to be used in repairs to buildings was cut down one-half, the
amount provided being only $4,000. The sum of $18,000 was requested
for printing and binding, but only $12,000 was appropriated.
The following tables show the expenditures from the various appro
priations during the year and the amounts on hand J nne 30, 1898 ·
.Appropriations and expenditures for thefiscal year ending ,Tune 30, 1898 .
Object.

Balance on
Appropriations. Expenditures. hand June
30, 1898.

Preservation of collections ...... .... ... ...... ........ .. .
Furniture and :fixtures .................................. .
IT ating, lighting. and electrical service ............ ..... .
Postage ............ . . .... . .............................. .
.Iluilding repairs ..................... .... __ ... ........ . _.
Rent of workshops ...... __ ........... ___ ................ .
Galleries ........................... _... ____ ........... __ _
Rebuilding sheds ........... ....•......... ... .......... _.
Printing .......................... . . ...... ..... . ... . .. .. .
Total ...................... ____ ........ ___ . . __ ... __ .

$160, 000. 00
30,000.00
14,000.00
500. 00
4,000.00
2,000.00
8, 000.00
2,500.00
12, 000. 00
233, ooo.

oo I

$157,636.49
$2,363.51
28,289.54
1,710.46
13,183.13
816. 87
500. 00 ....... .... .
3,968.02
31. 98
1,999.92
. 08
7,448.13
551. 87
2,471.10
28. 90
11,977.21
22. 79
227,473.54

5,526.46

Disbnrsernents from unexpended balances of appropriations for the fiscal year
ending .Tune 30, 1897.
Object.
Pn!servation of collections ........ ___ .. __ ._ ... ____ . __ ._ ..
Furniture and fixtures ...... ..... __ ... ___ .. ____ . ____ . __ . _
H ating and ligbting ............... _______ .. ____ ___ _____ .
Building r pail's ........... _. ___________ _. _. __ . __ . __ .... .
alleries ................ _.. ___ . _. ___ .. ___ .... ___ _... . ___ .
Total. ............. _..... _____ . _____ . _.. _. _. __ . __ . __

Balance ,Tune I~xpenditures. Balance June
30, ]897.
30, 1898.
$4,201.93
1,801. Oi
742.11
115. 25
4,024.35

$3,821.94
1,792.77
739. 27
114. 67
4,024.30

10,884.71

10. 492. 95

$379. 99
8. 30
2.84
. 58
. 05

- --- -

I

391. 76

The unexpend d balance of appropriations for the :fiscal year 1895-96
r m, in the , ame a at the clo ·e of the last fiscal year, and are as follow.,: Pr , rvatiou of collectiou , 1.82; furniture and fixtures, $0.20;
heating and lighting, 0.42; building repairs, $1.38. No further claims
lrnving been pre ented against th e a.p propriations, the balances will
r v rt into the Tr a nry, to be carried to the credit of the surplus fund,
und r th provi ions of ection 3090 of the Revised Statutes.
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The following statement concerning the estimates for appropriations
for the :fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1899, is quoted from the report of the
acting chief clerk, Mr. J. L. Willige:
In October estimates were prepared of the appropriations r equired for the maintenance of the National Museum during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899. In
addition to the regular appropriations for furniture and :fixtures, heati;1g arid lighting, preservation and increase of collections, building repairs, rent of workshops,
postage, and printing and binding, the following special appropriations were
requested: For illustrations for Museum publications, $5,000; for the purchase of
books, pamphlets, and periodicals for reference, $2,000; for the continuation of the
construction of galleries in the Museum building, the building of skylights in the
four courts, and the erection of a Yentilator upon the roof of the lecture hall, $10,000;
for the erection of a fireproof building for wor~shop and storage purposes, $50,000;
for the purchase of the herbarium of the late M. S. Bebb, of Rockford, Illinois,
$5,000; for the purchase of the library of the late G. Brown Goocle, $5,000.
An increa1:,e of $20,000 was requested in the estimates for the coming fiscal year
for the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the Museum collections. The
importance of the grant of this additional sum for the purpose of developing the
Department of Geology and expanding jt in the direction of a museum of practical
geology and to enable substantial increases to be made in the compensation of the
higher grades of assistants in the Museum was strongly urged upon Congress.
The latest conference report on tho sundry civil bill states the item at $165,000, an
increase of $5,000 over the appropriation for 1898.
In the estimates for appropriations for the coming fiscal year is an item of $15,000
for heating and lighting, being $1,000 in excess of the current appropriation.
In view of the considerable sum of money paid from year to year by the Museum
for the preparation of drawings for use in the Museum publications; it was endeavored to have a specific appropriation @f $5;000 provided for the purpose. It was
explained that this item of expenditure is an important one in carrying out the
policy of disseminating information regarding the Government collections among
educational institutions throughout the country, and the hope expressed that it
would not be necessary to continue the cost of illustrations as a charge upon the
appropriation for the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the Museum collection s . Tho sundry civil bill, while not, however, containing a specific appropriation
for drawings, authorizes the expenditure for this purpose, from the preservation of
collections appropriation, of a sum not exceeding $5,500.
In the estimates submitted to Congress for the coming :fiscal year is an item of
$17,000 for printjng the Bulletins and Proceedings and labels and blanks for the
National Museum, and binding books and pamphlets for the Museum library. It is
urged that the entire sum asked be appropriated, in order that an edit.ion of the
Museum publications large enough to supply the principal scientific and educational
establishments may be assured.

The sundry civil bill had not become a law at the close of the fiscal
year, but the appropriations for the year ending June 30, 1899, as
agreed to by the conferees of the Senate and House of Representatives
are as follows: 1
Furniture and :fixtures (including $20,000 for furnishing new galleries) ..... $35,000
Heating and lighting ............. ____ .... _. ________________ . _____ .. _____ . 14,000
Preservation of collections .... _.. ___ . ____ .. _________ . _______________ .. ___ _
165,000
Purchase of books of reference. _____ . ___ . __________ ... _~ _______ ..... _.. __ _ 2,000
Building repairs .. _. ___ .... __ ... ___ . ___ .... _ ... ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ________ _
4,000
1

The sundry civil bill, as :finally passed, carried the appropriations indicated.
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Rent of workshops and storage quarters .............. - .... -.... -- - - . - --- - $4-, 500
Po tage stamps . ... ... . . ... . ... ...... ...... ~ ..... - . - . .. - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - 500
Galleries (incluc;ling skylights and ventilator) ................... - - - ...•.. - 10, 000
Purchase of Goode library ........................ -- . - -- - - --- - --- • --- - --- - 5, 000
Printing and binding ............................ - - - - - --- -- - - -- -- -- - - -- - - - 17, 000
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257, 000 •
BUILDINGS.

In the acts of Congress approved June 11, 1896, and June 4, 1897,
provision was made for the erection of iron gaHeries in tlie Museum
building. Under these appropriations, amounting altogether to $16,000,
galleries have been erected in the four courts and in three of the halls
of the building, thus increasing the exhibition space by 17,000 square
feet.
During the fiscal year just closed the work of constructing the galleries has been under the direction of the Superintendent of the Library
of Congress.
In the estimates submitted to Congress for appropriations for the
coming :fiscal yea,r the sum of $10,000 was asked for, to be used in
erecting galleries connecting the courts with the adjoining halls, supplyino· railings, painting the ironwork about the gallerie~, and placing
kylights above the courts. This item is included in the sundry civil
bill a pa sed by both Houses of Uongress and sent to the President
for approval.
It was requested in the estimates for 1898-99 that provision be made
for the construction of a special building auapted for workshops and
for torage purposes. A preliminary plan for a building 50 feet front
by 130 feet deep, to be entirely :fireproof in its construction and corresponding in its materials and workmanship with the Museum building,
wa prepared aud submitted. The cost of the proposed building was
e timate<l at $50,000. The Government reservation between the
ational aud Army Medical museums, with frontage on B street south,
wa ugge ted a an advantageous site for the building. The proposition was not favorably acted upon by Congress, but, in addition to the
'2,000 cu tomarily granted for the rental of a building for storage purpo ·e,•, the um of $2,500 was appropriated for the rental of additional
quart rs in which to place the carpenter and cabinet shops and for the
torage of the material contained in the wooden shops near the Fish
C mmi ion building.
rnhe torage beds south of the Smithsonian buildings were removed
during the year. They had long been regarded as a source of danger
to the main building in ca e of fire. Some sections of the sheds were
r moved to the yard of the storage building on Ninth street. The
remaining erviceable material was used in the erection of a -two-story
w rk hop.
The wooden :floor in two of the ranges were taken up an<l substantial concrete floors laid in their stead. Mahogany wall cases and
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screens Lave been constrncted and placed in position on several of the
gall eries.
In order to accommodate additional floor cases, the steam radiators
in some of the exhibition halls have been raised to a ,con venient height
and attached to the piers. Improvements in the water-supply system
li ave also been made.
The walls in many of the halls and ranges and in two of the courts
were painted during the year.
ACCESSIONS AND REGISTRATION.

The a mount of material received during t.he year was unusually large,
a ggregating 457,096 specimens. These were embraced in 1,441 separate accession lots. In the division of insects aloue 2~G,000 specimens
were received, due to the acquisition of the Hubbard and Schwarz
collection , which is specially referred to elsewhere. Large quantities of
material were received by the Division of Mollusks and ~he Division
of Paleontology, and there have been notable increases in the collections of the divisions of prehistoric al'chreology; mammals, birds, and
plants. The following tables show the number of specimens added to
the various collections during the year and the total number of specimens in each collection on June 30, 1898:
N urnber of specimens received in 1897-98.
Antliropology :
Ethnology .. ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .... - - - __ . ____ .. ________ _ 1 4,528
II istoric archreology . ___ ... _____ . ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. ____ . ___ ... ___ . ___ _
1
Prehistoric arch re ology .. _... ____ .. ____ .. ________ .. _____ . _____ ... _ . __ .. 27,335
Technology .. ____ . ___ . ____ .. _____ . _. _ . ____ .. ____ .. __ .. ____________ ....
304
Graphic arts···--· ___________________________________________________ _
328
Me<licine .... .. _____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ ... ___ ... _. _......... ____ .
746
Religio ns . ..... · ··--· · - · · ........ _______________ ._________ . . · -·· ______ .
81
Histor y ancl biography . .... _... ____ .. ____ . .. ___ .. ____ . . . ___ . __ . _ . ____ .
1,366
Biology:
Ma111mals ·- · · ·----- ____________________________ .... ____ ··-· __________ .
5,762
Birds .. .. ·-·· ____________________________ ··---· ___ ... ___ . ____________ .
8,211
Birds' eggs . . . .......... ____ . . .. _.... ___ ... _. ___ .......... ___ . _... ____ _ 1,545
Reptiles a nd batracbians . . ...... ··-· ...... ________ ........ ___________ _ 1,345
Fishes . ... . _... _____ . __ ... __ ..... ____ .. _... ____ .. ___ ..... _... __ . _____ _
600
11ollnsks. __ __.... __ .. ____ . _____ .. ____ .. __ .. _____ . ____ . __ ... ___ . ____ .. _ 91,657
Insect s . . .. . . . ..... ____________________ .... ____ .... ________ .... ______ _ 226,236

Martne invertebrates -- ----- . ---- ---- --·- ....... ---- ---- -------- ---------2,612
H elm inthological collection._ ... ___ ..... __ .. ___ . _. _ . ___ .. _______ .. ,
ll 247
Compar ative anatomy . . . , ...... _.. _. _.. ____ .. __ .. _.. ___ . ____ . ______ .. .
96
Plants ............ ........ ___________________________________________ _ 49,508
_
Geo logy :
Ph ysical and chemical geology .. _.. _.. ____ .. _.. _... ___ .. ___ ... __
1,105
Mineral ogy . . . . . ................ _. ____ ..... __ . _ ... ·_.... __ .... _.... __
410
Str atigraphic paleontology ........ ·-······--·· ........ ···-·· ......... . 33,073
Total . .. _... . ............... _..... _.......... _. _... _........ _. _.... . 457,096
1
2

Including 2,20n specimens relating to physical anthropology.
Number of catalogue entries.
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Number of specimens in the Divisions of the Museum Ju,1w 30, 1898.

Anthropology:
Ethnology .................... .................. - - - - .. - . - . - - ·; ... - .
Historic archreology ........................ - - - .. - - . - - - .. - - ........ .
Prehistoric archreology ............... .. ....................... .... .
Technology .................................... . ... . ....... ....... .
Graphic arts .................. --- - ........ -------- ................. .
Medicine .......................................................... .
Religions . .............................. . ................. ......... .
History and biography ............................................. .
Biology :
Mammals ............ . ................................... . ... ...... .
Birds .... ................... - -...... - - - - .. - - - - ... - - - - - - - -- - : - - - - - -- Birus' eggs ............................. - .......... - - - - ... - - .. - . - - ..
Reptiles and batrachians . ..................................... .. . .. .
Fishes . . ......... . ................... -...................... - - - - -- -.
1-Iollusks ........................................................... .
Insects ............................... - .... -- .. -....... - .. - - - - -. - - -Marine invertebrates ...... .. ............... ..... .......... ......... .
Helminthological collection . . ............ .:-............ ......... .
omparative anatomy .. ..... ·.· .................................... .
Plants .... ....................... , ................... - ..... - .... - - - Forestry ........................................... : .... . ..... .
Geology:
Physical and chemical geology ..................................... .
J'i,1ineralogy ...................... - .... --... - ...... -- .. -- - - - - - -- - - -- •
tratigraphic paleontology ........................... ....... ....... .

1

4.51, 655
1,872
276,540
30, 421
7, 2347,000
1,858
36,156
21,985
112,274
64,272
38,122
150,600
725,036
869,236
510,765
3 4,746
15,491
368,241
749
2

77,662
Q9,308
355,185

Total .... _........ _... _... _.. . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 156, 408
NoTE.-The Division of Ethnology embraces the ethnological and pueblo collections of 1896-97; the Di vision of Historic Archreology, a portion of the collection
of oriental antiquities and r eligions ceremonials; the Division of Technology, the
collections relating to transportation and engineering, naval architecture, physical
apparatus, electricity, musical instruments, pott,ery and porcelam, paints and dyes,
oil anu. gum , chemical products, animal p:rotlucts, foou.s, fisheries, textiles, domestic
ani111al · ; tlle Division of Graphic Arts, the collections of graphic arts and photograplls; the Divi ion of Religions, a portion of the collections of oriental antiquities
aud religious eremonials.

Mor than 27,000 entries have been made in the catalogues of the
variou <li vi fon s.
A ·ompl te li t of the specimens acquired during the year by gift,
depo ·it, exchange, and purchase will be found iu Append.ix 11.
1
Iu lnding a series of specimens relating to physical authropology received during
the fi cal year e~ding June 30, 1898.
~ Iucludin, tho o sp druen which were added to the Department of Agriculture
·oil ction duriug 1 97-98.
3
umber of catalogue entries.
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The number of accessious during each year since 1881 is shown in
the following table:
Year.

1881 ......... .•. ....... - - - .. - ... - - - - - · -- · · - - · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.
188~ . ........ . ..........•..•.• .. .......... -· .......... . ............. · · .. · · · · ..
1883 .. . ............•...................... . · .. · · · .. .. - · · .. · .. .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1884 .......... ...........•...... ·----- · · .. -----· ... · .. ..•.. • · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · ·
1885 (January to June) .. ...................... .... ........... ········· --- ····
1886 .............................•• .. - ... - - .. - ... - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1887 ... .... ............... .................•............... · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · ..
1888 .... . .. . ................... .•...... ..... . .. .. .. - ......... · .. · .. · - · · · · · · · · ·
188!) ..............•......................... ----·· ...... · ........ · · · · · · · · · · · -1890 ...•..........•........... .. .......... . --· ·•·•·· .................. ... .. .. .
1891. ........................................... ··.--·· ······ · .. · ............. .
1892 ................. -·· ... .. ............. -- ...•.•............................
189:.l .......................................................... ~ ........ .. ... ..
189J .... -- .•.•••.. .•.. ------ ................................................ ..
1895 ................... ........ .. -• - - - ..... . - - . . - - - - - - . · -- · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1896 ...........•...•...• . , •. ·.................. - ........... · · .•• · · · · · .•.•.. · · · ·
1897 ...........•........ ·····• ·•• ..•.... · · · . ........ · · ...... · · · · · · · · · · · ... · -1898 .. ······ ······ ..................•............ ·····•·· ......... ······ ..... .

Number of
Accession accessiom:
uumbers
during
(inclusive). the
year.
!)890-11000
11001-12500
12501-1E900
13901-15550
15551-16208
16209-17704
17705-19350
19351-20831
20832-22178
22179-23340
23341-~14527
24528-25884
25885-27150
27151-28311
28312-29534
29535-30833
150834-32300
32301-33741

1,111
1,500
1,400
1,650
658
1,496
], 646
1,481
1,347
1,162
1,187
1,357
1,266
1,161
1,223
1, 29(1
1,467
1,441

During the year, 25,405 packages were received. by the Registrar. Of
tliis number, 690 contained specimens for the Museum collections (an
iucrease of 79 over the record for the previous year), 1,724 contained
supplies of ,various kinds for use in the offices and shops of the Museum,
and 11,522 consisted of publications. Three thousand and seventythree packages were sent out.
The entries on the outgoing transportation record numbered 1,482
and 011 the incoming transportation record 3,137.
~even carloads of material were shipped to the Trans-Mississippi and
foteruational Expositiou at Omaha.
Two hundred and twenty-one packages were placed iu storage and
57 were withdrawn.
DIS'l'RIBU'l'ION .A.ND EXCHANGES.

Thirty-two thousand three hundred and sixty-three specimens were
sent out as gifts or iu exchange, and 7,461 specimens were lent for
study during the year. A number of sets of marine invertebrates
have been prepared with a special view to supplying the needs of
schools, and these have been distributed to the number of about 17,000
specimens. Many collections of rocks and ores and casts of prehistoric
implements were also presented to educa.tioual establishments.
A complete list of the distributions of the year is printed in Appendix III.
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The following statement, arranged geographically, shows the numbel'
of "lots" of specimens sent out:
Alabama ...... ···--· ____ .·----· ... .
Arkansas. ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. --..... .
California. _. __ .. ____ . ___ . _. _.. ____ .
Colorado . ____ .. - - - - .. - .. _. - - .. - -- ..
Connecticut .......... ____ ..........
Delaware ...... ,....................
District of Columbia ... - . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida ...... .... __ .... __ .. . . . . . . . .
Georgia ...... ···--··----···----....
Illinois .. ___ .. _... _........... __ - . . .
Indiana ____ ·--···--··..............
Iowa .... ···--· .· ·--·· ...... ---- .....
Kansas .... --·-·---------··.........
Kentucky. _____ ........ -----·-----Louisiana ... __ ... __ .. -....... _.... .
Maine ..... ·-····----······--···--··
Maryland .... ____ .... -----· ____ ....
Massachusetts .... --·-..............
Michigan ______ .... ----·----·......
Minnesota ...... _. _............. - - - .
Missonri ..... _. __ .. __ .... _........ .
Montana ................ ______ .... .
Nebraska ...... ..... .............. .
New Hampshire .... -----· ........ . .
New Jersey ............... _..... _.•
r ew York ....... __ .............. _..
orth Carolina.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio .... ·-·--· .... ···--------·.....
Oregon ............... .. ---- ....... .
Pennsylvania .......... ... __________
Rhode Island .... ·----· . ............

1
1
15
4
4
3

15
1
3

15
4
23
4
1
1
7
5
30
3
3

6
1
4
1
1
42
5
4
1
14
1

South Carolina .... ·----· ... . ··---·.
3
Tennessee . __ .. - -.. - _- _..... -- -.... .
l
Texas . ____ .. _-.. - - .. - . - -........ - ..
3
Utah .... ----·-·-.·-.--·. -- ---· .... . 2
1
Vermont .... ·----·--··-----·--·--·.
Virginia .... ____ -----· ............ .
3
2
Washington .... ··---· .... .......... .
Wisconsin ......................... .
6
Wyoming ......................... .
1
Foreign countries :
Africa . . . . . . . . . ...... - - ........ .
2
Argentina......................
1
Australia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Austria .............. ··--·· ....
2
Canada........................
3
Denmark ............. ·----·....
1
England....................... 10
FrP,nce . __ .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Germany.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
India . : ........... __ . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Italy. _____ .....................
1
Japan ................ --···--·-·
2
Netherlands ........ ____ ........
2
Norway .................... --··
1
Russia . _...... _.. _....... _. _. . .
3
Scotland ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Sweden ...... ··--- · ........... .
2
Switzerland....................
1
Total . _. _..... __ .. _. . . . . . . . . . 288

Several exchanges have been conducted with institutions aud individuals in foreign countries, resulting in the acquisition of some va.Iuable material.
It i que tionable whether this branch of the Museum work is: taken
a a whole year by year, very profitable. It is difficult to arrange satisfactorily the details of au exchange with an establishment several thouand of mile away. The necessity of determining one uncertain point
may ·au ' 0 a delay of several months, during which time other opportunitie for utilizing the material intended for exchange may have
ari en.
aluations placed on specimens vary, and what may seem to
u · a generou · offer on our part may be regarded as far from being au
equivalent to the other party. In certain cases it i impossible to furni h fir ·t -la specim n , and the failure to do so, although explanation may bav been made in the corre pondence leading to the exchauge,
ha not unfrequently placed this Museum in an undesirable an<l underv d po. ition. Furthel'more, it eldom happens that the establishrueut with whi h au exchange i being conducted is willing to part
with it be t mat rial, especially if sending first. Specimens which
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we.re in good condition when shipped often deteriorate before reaching
their uestinatiou, and this again furnishes ground for dissatisfaction.
It is not likely, however, that transactions with establishments al)d
individuals who have been exchanging material with tllis Museum, to
the satisfaction of both, will be discontinued, although it is doubtful
whetller special pains will be taken to extend negotiations of this
character into untried :fields.
A number of exchanges which have been pending for special reasons
were completed during the year just closed. .Among the most important
transactions the following may be mentioned :
From the Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, Vienna, .Austria,
66 specimens of Tertiary corals were received in exchange for Lower
Cretaceous fossils. The Paleontological Museum of the Royal Academy, Munich, Bavaria, received from the TT. S. National Museum 16
specimens of Cambrian fossils, in exchange for material sent some time
ago. Thirty-three specimens of fossil plants, representing 20 species,
were received from the Natural History Society of New Brunswfok,
St. John, and 90 specimens of fossil plants have been sent in return.
The Bra11icki Museufn, Warsaw, Russia, has received 170 bird skins
from the National Museum, in continuation of excllanges. Land shells
from Transcaspia au d the Caucasus and marine shells from the coast of
Russia have been received from the Zoological Museum of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, in exchange for about 2,000
specimeus of shell s from the National Museum. Mons. M. Cossmann,
Paris, France, sent a collection of shells in exchange for publications.
Sixty-two specimens of Actinians have been transmitted to the Roya]
Museum of atural History, Stockholm, Sweden, ill exchange for
material yet to be forwarded. Crustaceans have been sent to the
Musenm of atural Hi t?ry, Geneva, Switzerland, in return for specimens aJn,ady received and in continuation of exchanges.
Mr. T. Wayland Vaughan, of the U.S. Geological Survey, was authorized to arrange excha11 ges with several foreign museums during bis
visit to Europe in the summer of ·1897. He made an especial effort to ·
obtain corals from the Cretaceous a,nd Tertiary formations of Europe.
Series of specimens have already been received from the GeologicalPaleontological Jm;titute, Munich, Bavaria, and the Geologieal Society
of London; also from the Imperial Royal Natural History Museum,
Vienna, as stated above.
LABELS.

Ninety-eight requisitions were received from the various divisions of
the Museum during the year. Twelve of these were sent to the Government Printing Office to be filled, namely, requisitions for binding
482 books; for printing 3,958 labels, representing 197 forms, for printing 700 specifications for supplies; for binding 13 volumes of vouchers;
for 500 manila pads, and 9 record books. There were printed at tbe
Museum 209,205 labels (representing 6,640 forms), of which 48,998 (representing 3,902 forms) were for use in connection with the Trans-
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Mississippi and International Exposition. More than 160,000 letter
beads, envelopes, circulars, blanks, etc., representing 68 forms, were
also printed.
VISITORS.

There were 276,527 visitors to the Smithsonian and Museum build.
ings during the year. The following tables show respectively the num.
ber of visitors during each month of the fiscal year just closed, and the
total number during each year since the Museum building was opened
in 1881:
Number of visitors during the fiscal year 1898.

~\~~SO·

8
Museum
building. building.

Year and month.
1897.

July . .................................................. ... ...................... .
d.Ugust ....... . .... .. ... .. ........ .. .............. ..... ........................ . .
September ...... ... ..... ... ..... . . ....................... . ................ . ..... .
October .......... ............................ . . .. ................. .. ....... . .... .
November .. ... . .......................... .. ................... ..... .. .. .. .. .... .
D ecember ... ... . . .... .................. . ...... . .. ... ........ .. ...... . .......... . .

13,827
14,827
15,500
14, 800
13,013
13,236

6, 019
6,347
7,704
7,105
7,668
8,154

11,908
13,214
18,294
21,310
15,910
11,410

6,281
7,510
10,453
13, 929
10,694
7, 400

177,254
566

99,273
317

I

1898.

January ....... . .. ..... .. ......... . ..... .. ....... ... .... .. ........ . .... . . .. ...... .
February ................................... .. .. .................. . ..... . .. . .... .
Ma"ch . ..... . . .................. . .... ·-----···· .. ................ . .... ...... . . .. .
April .... . ..... . .. .. .. ............ . . ..... . ......... . ... .... .. ..... .. . .. . . ....... .
May .... ........ . .. . .. ........ .... ..... .. .................•....... . ..............
June . . .. . .... ... . . ... ....... ... ....... .... •......................... .... ......... .
Total ...... . . .... ........................................ . ..... ... .. .. . ... .
.A pproximato daily average on a basis of 313 days in the year ..... .. . . ..... . . .. .

-------

Nurn ber of 1,isitors to the Museum and Srnithsonian buildings since the opening of the
jorrner in 1881.
Year.

1881 .... ..... . ......... . ........ . ................ . ...... .... ..... .
1882 ......... ......... . ··• ·· · ....... ..... ........... ..... .. .
1883 . ... .. ............... . .. ······ ....... . .............. ....... .. .
1884 (half year) ....... . . ................... .... . ..... .. .. ........ .
1884-85 1 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••• • • •
l 885-86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.. . . ...... ... ............. .
1886-87 ..... ......... ... ... ... . ..... . . ...... ... . .......... ... .. .. .
1887-88 ······ ·· ············· · ·· · ··· · · ··· ········· · ······ · ······· ··
18 8- 89 I •• • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 89-90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .
1890-0l ... ...... . ... .
)891-92 ···· ···••············ ·· · ··· ····· · ·· ······· ··
] 92-!JJ I ••••••••••••••• ••••••• ••••• •••• ••• ••••••••• • •••• •• •••••••
1893- 94 ... ..................• .. .. ..... .... . ...................... .
1891-9::i
1895-96 .... ................................................... . • .•
1896-97 I •••••••••••• ••••••• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
1 97-9 ··························-··· ·· ··· ··· ···· ····· ·· ······ ····

'.rotal. ...... .... .................................. . .... .... .
1

Museum
building.

Smith so•
nian
building.

Total to
both
buildings.

150,000
167, 455
202,188
97,661
205,026
174,225
216, 562
249,665
374,843
274,324
286,426
269,825
319,030
195, 748
201,744
180,505
229,606
177,254

100,000
152. 744
104,823
45,565
105,993
88,960
08, 55'.!
102,863
149,618
120,894
111,669
114,817
174,188
103,910
105,658
103,650
115,709
99, 273

250, 000
320,199
307,011
143,226
31 1,019
263, 185
315, 114
352,528
524, 461
395,218
398,095
384,642
494, 118
299,658
307,402
284,155
345,315
276,527

3, 972, 987

1, 998, 886

5, 971, 873

- -- - · - - - - -- - -

Years of Presidential inaugurations .
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STUDENTS AND INVESTIGA 'l'ORS.

During the year covered by this report the following persons have
been accorded access to the collections in the Musenm:
Mr. E. W. Nelson, of the Department of Agriculture, bas spent much
time in the study of Eskimo co11ections and bas completed a monograph on the subject. Mr. P. C. Boyle, of Oil City, Pennsylvania,
studied the collection of lamps and illuminating devices. Mr. Stewart
Culin, Director of the Museum of Arch::.eology and Pal::.eontology, University of Pennsylvania, has bad access to the collections of games
in connection with the preparation of a paper. Mr. J. D. McGuire,
of Ellicott Uity, Maryland, has continued his work upon the pipes of
the American aborigines. The results of bis investigations have been
embodied in a paper which will appear in the Report of the :\I useum
for 1897 (now in press). Major J. W. Powell, Director of the Bureau
• of American Ethuology, examined the pipes collected by himself in
Utah many years ago. Dr. J. Walter Fewkes has prosecntecl investigations upon .the material which be recently collected in the Southwest,
and bas prepared a report upon his exp lorations during 1897-DS. In
the Division of Historic Arch::.elogy information has been given to the
following: Mr. Richard Fisher, San Antonio, Texas; Mr. F. W.Hodge,
Bureau of Ethnology; Hon. Oscar Straus, Mr. George W. Moon, London, England; and Prof. H. Hyvernat, of the Catholic University,
Wa~bington.
Prof. James Hine, of the Ohio State University, consulted the Museum
collection of Neuroptera. Mr. Arthur C. Bradley, of Newport, New
Hampshire, examined the Noctuid::.e for the purpose of identifying
specimens collected in New Hampshire. Mr. Nathan Banks, -of the
Department of Agriculture, has frequently examined the Aracbnida
and allied classe8 for purposes of study a,nd identification. Prof.
Roland Thaxter, of Harvard University, speut several days during
March examining the collection of Coleoptera for minute fungi found
growin g on their elytra. He secured some very rare species from the
exotic beetles. Professor Thaxter is engaged in monographing this
group of fungi (the Laboulbeniace::.e). Mrs. Annie T. Slosson an<l Doctor
Prime, of Franconia, New Hampshire; Mr. 0. W. Barrett, of Clar.endon, Vermont; Dr. J. W. Rolland, of Pittsbu;g, Pennsylva"Qia; Dr. H.
G. Griffith and Mr. William J. Fox, of Philadelphia; Prof. F. M. Webster, of Wooster, Ohio; and many others have consulted the collections
in the Division of Insects during- the year.
Mr. E.W. Nelson, Department of Agriculture, speut three months
or more studying the Museum collection of Mexican birds in connection with the determination of the mat~rial collected by him in Mexico for the Biological Survey: Mr. H. C. Oberholser, Departme.nt
of Agriculture, studied the Horned Larks, with a view to revising
the group; the forms of Thryothori1s bewicki, with a view to the prep- ,
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aration of a revision of the group; the series of Amazilia cervimventris, in order to determine the distribution of a new form; the series
of Megascops flammeolus, for the purpose of ·determining the forms
embraced under that name; also two small collections of birds from
We~t Africa. Dr. A. K. Fisher, Depar-tment of Ag~iculture, examiued
the collection at various times in connection with his determination
of certain ty,pe specimens and the identification of material for the Biological Survey. Mr. Outram Bangs, of Boston, Massachusetts, made
use of the Museum collection in identifying a series of 700 birds from
the Santa Marta region of Colombia. Mr. J. W. Garrett, of Baltimore,
ill aryla,nd, consulted the library preparatory to identifying a collection
of Patagonian birds. Mr. F. M. Chapman, of the American Museum of
Natural History, New York, studied the petrels, ·i n order to determine
tbe validity of a Pacific coast form. Mrs. George C. Maynard and Miss
Florence Merriam, both of Washington, examined certain North American birds, for the purpose of describing them. in popular works on birds.
Miss Jennie E. Letson, of Buffalo, New York, devoted considerable
time to the study of mollusks. Mr. Outram Bangs spent a few days in
March, and again in May, making comparisons of North American
species of mammals. Professor Mitsukuri, of the University of Tokyo,
stuuied the collection of seals, in order to familiarize himself with their
taxonomic clrnracter. Mr. E.W. Nelsou, of the Department of Agriculture,_ was given facilities for an extended study of the squirrels of
Mexico and Central America. Mr. George R. Wieland, State College;
Pennsylvania, examined specimens of marine and fresh-water turtles.
Dr. David S. Jordan, president of the Leland Stanford Junior University, examined fishes in connection with a report upon the investigations of the Fur Seal Commission, and in connection also with the preparation of additional volume.s of the work on the "Fishes of North
and Middle America." 1 Dr. B. W. Evermann, who is associated with
Doctor Jordan as joint author of the above work, also made frequent
use of the co1lections. Dr. H. M. Smith and Dr. W. C. Kendall, of the
U. S. Fish Commissiou, compared specimens of fishes in the collection
with others recently obtained by the Commission.
Miss Harriet Richardson made a study of certain groups of Isopoda,
including species of the genera Rocinela and ..l/JJga, and is preparing an
annotated list of the Isopoda of the west coast of North America. In
ovember Prof. K. Mitsukuri, of the p niversity of Tokyo, spent about
a week at the Museum studying the Holothuroidea obtained during
the cruise of the Albatross to the Galapagos Islands in 1891. fo
February, Mr. K. Kishinouye, of Tokyo, was engaged for two weeb
in tu<lying the Medu re and the Peureidre. Since early in May Dr.
barl s M. Blackford, jr., of the Medical College of Georgia, has beeu
engaged in tudying the Protozoa aud other low forms of life.
Miss m1a Murray Vail, of the Torrey Botanical Club, New York
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City, spent a few days at the Herbarium in individual work on the
Asclepia<lacere, which she is engaged in monographing. Dr. John K.
Smal1, curator of the Herbarium of Columbia University, New York
City, consulted the Herbarium frequently during a short visit to Washington i;1 August, and in connection with his work he greatly assisted
the Museum by making a number of critical determinations. Mr. C.H.
Thompson, of the Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis, was engaged
for a few days in the study of Lemnacere. Prof. L. M. Underwood,
Columuia University, New York, visited tlie Herbarium in November
and studied the Pteridophyta. Prof. E. L. Greene, of the Catholic
University, Washington, frequently consulted the collection. He bas
made many valuable suggestions, and has generously placed his library
at the disposa,l of members of the l\1useum staff. Through the opportunity tlms afforded of studying certain works not to be found elsewhere
in the city, the members of the staff have been materially aided in
certain lines of investigation. Mr. William Canby, of Wilmington,
Delaware, made several visits to the Herbarium, and bas contributed
some valuable plants. Mr. Canby has long been a· correspondent of
tlie Museum, and bas added many rare plants to the collection. Mr.
Hermann von Schrenk, of the Missouri Botanical Gardens, spent a
short time at the Herbarium in June. Prof. F. A. Waugh, of the
University of Vermont, examined certain specimens. Professor Ruth
of the University of Tennessee inspected the arrangements in the
Her barium.
·
In the Division of Strat.igrapbic Paleontology many visitors have
requested tlie privilege of examining specimens, and their wishes have
been a<·ceded to whenever practicable. Dr. E. 0. E. Lord, of the U. S.
Geological Survey, and Dr. Thomas L. Watson, of Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, studied the collections in the Division of Geology.
Prof. 0. r. Hay has examined the large Cretaceous fishes from Kansas with a view to deciding certain points in the structure of the
skull and vertebral column, and also to ascertain whether or not the
genus Portheus is synonymous with Xiphactinas. Several new points
in the structure and affinities of Xipha.ctina.s were ascertained and the
conclusion reached that Xiphactinas Leidy was identical with Portheiis
Cope, the latter name being a synonym. Prof. Henry F. Osborn
stndied the types of such species of Ooryphodon as are contained in the
collections, with the intention of making a revision of the species of
that genm,.
On January 7, 18!)8, Miss Mary Bartlett Smith was given permission
to serve as volunteer assistant in the Division of Marine Invertebrates.
The privilege granted to visitors to the Smit,bsonian and Museum
buil<lin gs of photographing and sketching objects in tue exhibition
balls bas been availed of by a large number of persons. Many classes
from the public and private schools of Washington visited the Museum
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during the year, and pupils from a number of schools outside of Washington al o inspected the collections.
It may be stated here that permission can not be granted to photograph objects on deposit and not the property of the Museum, until the
written consent of the owners bas been obtained, nor can prints from
Museum negatives be furnished in such cases without the consent of
the owners.
Material ·has been sent out for examination as follows:
Objects of pottery, jade and serpentine axes and ornaments, ceremonial axes, banner stones, and drilled and tigured tablets were sent to
Mr. F. H. Ouohing, Bureau of Ethnology. Bone gaming implements
were transmitted to Mr. Stewart Uulin, of the University of Pennsylvania, for use in the preparation of a paper on games. A collection of
games from the Philippine Islands was also sent. A series of Ute pipes
was lent to Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of the Burea,u of Ethnology.
From the Division of Fishes the following material has been sent
out for study: To .pr. D.S. Jordan, Leland Stanford Junior University,
California, specimens of Sebastes marinus, Sebastolobus alascan.us, certain
species of the genera Zeits, Chcetodon, Holocentrus, and Ammodytes, and
a small collection of fishes made near the Commander Islands in 1897,
by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger; to the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, at the request of Professor Garman, two
specimens of Phycis regius; to Dr. T. H. Bean, specimens of I'antostew,
plebeius; to Dr. C. H. Eigenmann, Indiana University, Indianapolis,
Indiana, specimens for study in the preparation of a review of tbe l>lind
fishes; to S. Watase, Chicago, specimens of phosphorescent fishes, for
study in connection with the preparation of a paper upon the phosphorescent organs of animals.
Frequent use of the collection in the Division of Mammals has been
made by pecialists of the Department of Agriculture, an<l a number
of specimens were borrowed, including types of Reithrodon montanus,
Perogna.thus monticola, P. californicus, Microtus edax, M. calffornicus,
Peromyscits boyli penicillatus, Hesperomys melanophrys, Perognathus
penicillat1ts, and P. spinatus. There were sent to Mr. Outram Bangs,
Bo ton, 1\Ia sachu etts, 5 skulls of certain species of Putorius and 5
kulls of species of Erethizon; to Mr. S. N. Rhoads, Academy of Natural cience , 7 skulls of mammals; to R. Lydekker, Ilarpenden,
IIertford hire, England, 1 deer skull; to Dr. E . .A. Mearns, Fort Clark,
Texa , 457 rodents from the Mexican boundary; to Mr. L. McNally, 1
mu. krat; to Dr. J. A. Allen, American Museum of Natural History,
... ew ork City, 196 red squirrels, and to Mr. J. D. Sornborger, Cambridg , :Ma.' achu ett , 1 white-footed mouse. The specimens sent to
Dr. :\learn were for use in completing his report on the mammals of
tbe Mexican boundary, an<l. those to Dr. Allen for use in a revjsion
of the reel quirrel .
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F rom the Division of Birds there were sent to Mr. Joseph Grinnell,
Pasaden a, California, 24 specimens of -Spinus tristis, to enable him to
determine the forms inhabiting California, 32 specimens of Salpincte8
obsoletus, for use in determining the identity of a form inhabiting
the islands off California, and 22 specimens of Harporhynchus; to
Mr. W itmer Stone, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 25
specimens of Oalidris arenaria, for use in connection with investigation s relating to the molting of birds; to Mr. F. M. Chapman, American Museum of Natural History, New York, 7 specimens of Oarpodacus
mexicanus, for use in the determination of a form collected by him in
Mexico, 1 specimen of Kirttand's Warbler, and 42 specimens of Seaside
Sparrows, for examination with a view to determining the different
forms; to Prof. Alfred Newton, Cambridge, England, 1 specimen of
Phceo.r nis for examination; to Edwin Sheppard, Academy of Natural
S.ciences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 12 specimens of ducks and geese
in down, to be used in preparing illustrations for a work by Professor
Elliott; t o Dr. E . A. Mearns, Fort Clark, Texas, 96 Canyon Wrens, for
use in a study of these birds, and to Mr. 0. W. Knight·, Bangor, Maine,
8 specimens of Oistothorus stellaris, for examination.
F rom the Division of Reptiles and Batrachians, thirty-four specimens
of frogs were sent to Mr. Reginald Reber Howe, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, MassachusettR, for examination in connection
with his forthcoming paper on the Wood Frogs of North America.
F rom the Division of Insects the following material has been lent:
To Prof. W illiam Beutenmii.ller, American Museum of Natural History,
New York City, 8 specimens of Sessiidm, for use in a revision of this
family; to Mr. John Hartley Durrant, Merton Hall, Thetford, England,
7 'ri neids, required by Lord Walsingham in his revision of the Tineidm ~
to Mr. II. 0. F all, P asadena, California, all the material in the genu~
Acrnccorlera, for t he purpose of drawing up a synopsis of the species; to
William J. F ox, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, material
for use in monographin g the family Mutillidm; to Prof. James S. Hine,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, material in the genus Bittacus,
for formulating a synopsis of the species; to Dr. George D. Hulst, 15
Himrod street, Brooklyn, New York, 284 specimens belonging to the
fam ily Geometridm, for determination; to Dr. R. Ottolengui, 4 species
of Plusia; and to Prof. John B. Smith, New Brunswick, New Jersey,
168 N octuidre, for study and identification.
The following material has been sent out from the division of marine
invertebrates: To Dr. F. Meinert, Zoological Museum, Copenhagen, the
general collection of Pycnogonida, for the purpose of monographing
the group ; to Prof. F. H. Herrick, Adelbert .College, Cleveland, Ohio,
the general collection of Alpheid re, to be used also in monographic
work; to Dr. David S. Jordan, Stanford University, California, the
compound ascidians collected at the Commander Islands by Doctor Stejneger, to be transmitted to Dr. William E. Ritter~ who is making a special
NAT MUS 98-5
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study of the compound ascidians of the North Pacific. Dr. Walter
Faxon, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
asked for the loan of three cray:fi.1$hes, for use in the preparation of a
paper, which was afterwards published in the Proceedings of the
National Museum. A specimen of Lithodes mquispinus Benedict was also
sent to Doctor Faxon for comparison-with Japanese specimens. Seven
lots of crabs, for use in a report on the Crustacea of the western coast
of the United States, were sent to Mr. S. J. Holmes, Chieago, Illinois.
From the Division of Plants, the following material has been lent:
To Mr. W.W. Ashe, State Geological Survey, Raleigh, North Carolina,
67 specimens of .Asarum; to Pro_f. L. H. Bailey, Cornell University,
Ithaca, ew York, 385 specimens of Rubus and 1 specimen of Carex;
to Mr. 0. D. Beadle, Biltmore, North Carolina, 68 specimens of Philadelphus; to Mr. T. S. Brandegee, San Diego, California, 1 specimen of
Cereus alamosensis, aud 8 specimens of Cacti; to Dr. N. L. Britton,
Columbia University, New York City, 31 specimens of Nabaliis, 1 specimen of Lacinaria, 1 specimen of Eupatorium, 638 specimens of Asclepias,
2 specimens of Aster, 35 specimens of Ophioglossum, and 77 specimens
of Viola; to Mrs. E.G. Britton, Columbia University, New York City,
17 pockets of mosses; to Prof. E. S. Burgess, Normal College, New
York City, 483 specimens of Aster; to Mr. George E. Davenport, Medford, Massachusetts, 69 specimens of Mexican plants and 2 specimens
of ferns; to the director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England,
54 specimens, mostly of Eryngium; to Mr. J. M. Greenman, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 92 Mexican plants, 49 specimens of Galium
and Relbunium, and 373 specimens of Mexican compositffi; to Mr. A. J.
Grout, Plymouth, New Hampshire, 199 specimens of Eurhynchiiim.
Mr. Theodor Holm, Washington, District of Columbia, received for
study 71 miscellaneous specimens of plants; Dr. 0. F. Millspaugh,
Columbian Museum, Chicago, Il1inois, 8 specimens of Mexican plants;
L. H. Pammel, Ames, Iowa, 153 specimens of plants; Dr. B. L. Robinson, Gray Herbarium, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 3 specimens of Anoda
and 157 specimens of other plants; Prof. W.W. Rowlee, Cornell Univer ity, Ithaca, ew York, 124: specimens of Salix; Mr. C. S. Sargent,
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, 2 specimens of Populus; Dr. John K.
Small, Columbia University, ew York City, 107 specimens of Eriogo~iimi, 1 pecimen of Styrax, 11 specimens of Scutellaria, and 7 specimens
of Cyrtopodium; Prof. William Trelease, Missouri Botanical Gardens,
St. Louis, Mi souri, 138 pecimens of Lemna and 268 specimens of Croton; Prof. L. M. Underwood, Columbia University, New York City, 8
spe imen of fern allies and 15 sheets containing 34: pockets of Riccia.
collection of fossil belonging to certain species of the Hamilton
group collected by Mr. 0. Schuchert at Thedford, Ontario, was sent to
Prof. J. F. Whiteaves, Ottawa, Canada. Mr. Whiteaves is monographing the p cie of tbi locality.
ome molars of Coryphodon were sent
to Prof. Henry L. Osborn to aid iu bis revision of the species of the
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genus, and plates of Dinichthys pustulosus were lent to Dr. C.R. Eastman of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
English Carboniferous pelecypods were sent to Dr. G. H. Girty of the
U. S. Geological Survey. A collection of thin sections of slates was
lent to Prof. T. Nelson Dale, Williamstown, Mass.
In the foregoing paragraphs allusion is made only to specimens sent
in response to special applications. In addition, a large number of sets
of marine invertebrates, minerals, rocks and ores, etc., have been distributed among educational establishments desiring such material both
for study and exhibition . . In this connection it may be stated that very
few of these collections are left, and unless special provision be soon
made by Congress which will enable the Museum to engage the services
of competent assistants to select the duplicate specimens from the
various collections and make them up into sets, that branch of Museum
work will have to be practically suspended. It is quite impossible for
the present force of assistants in the scientific divisions to leave their
regul ar duties for special work of this character, which, while very
desirable and intended to be helpful to other museums, colleges, etc.,
has in it no element of gain whatever to the National Museum.
COOPER.A.'l'ION

OF

THE .EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMENTS

OF

THE

GOVERNMEN'.11 •

The cooperation of the various Executive Departments and Bureaus
of the Government bas continued during the year, and has resulted,
as usual, in the addition to the collections of valuable and interesting
material. This is especially so in the case of the U.S. Geological Survey, the U. S. Fish Commission, and the Department of Agriculture.
The Museum not only benefits largely by the law providing that all
Government collections shall be turned over to it after they have served
the purpose for which they were obtained, but it also profits materially
by the hearty cooperation and courtesy so frequently manifested by
Government officials. A statement of the material transmitted by the
various Departments will be found in the Accession List (Appendix n).
The collections of particular interest are also referred to by the head
curators in their annual reports.
Especial mention should be made of the valuable services rendered
without remuneration by many of the members of the scientific staff
of the Museum. There are now thirteen curators, one assistant curator, and fifteen custodians who serve the Museum without pay. The
majority of these are in the employ of other Departments or Bureaus
of the Government, but have willingly given to the Museum such time
and attention as could be spared from their regular official duties.
There are also 't wo collaborators, three associates in zoology and one
in paleontology who are attached to the staff in an honorar/capacity.
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IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIMENS .A.ND INFORMATION FURNISHED.

During the year 576 "lots" of specimens (Nos. 4494-5069, inclusive)
were received for examination from individuals and educational establishments in various sections of the country. Of this material tbe
percentage which has been of sufficient interest for addition to the
Museum collections is very small. This branch of the work yields
little or no profit to the Museum, since the senders of valuable material
almost invariably request its return . Moreover, the condition in which
material is received is frequently a source of delay in securing prompt
determinations. In many instances the specimens are almost eut-irely
destroyed during transmittal, owing to insufficient packing.
Pamphlets describing the manner in which specimens of various
kinds may best be collected and prepared for shipment have been
widely distributed, and it is hoped that persons desiring to avail themselves of the facilities which the Museum affords in the identification
of specimens will comply with the suggestions which they contain.
Technical information on various subjects has been furnished to a
large number of correspondents during the year, and drawings or blue
prints of Museum cases have been transmitted to those who have
applied for them. There is hardly a day when from thirty to forty
letters are not written in response to communications received from
persons seeking definite knowledge of some kind.
PUBLIC.A.1'IONS.

The .Annual Report of the Museum for 1895 has been published, and
the papers in the .Appendix have also appeared in separate form. The
Report for 1896 is now in type, with the exception of the index, and
the proof reading of the administrative portion of the volume for 1897
has been completed.
Volume XIX of the Proceedings has been published. Most of the
paper in this volume were issued in separate form during the preceding fi. cal year. The last four, however, were published since July 1,
1 97. Pap rs 1124-1139, inclusive, constituting Volume xx, have
appeared.
The title of all papers which have been published in separate form,
during the year are given in .Appendix v .
TJie text of Bulletin 47 is now all in type, with the exception of the
"addenda." The work, when completed, will consist of three volumes
and an atla .
nother of the eries of pamphlets containing directions for collect• ing and pre ·erving natural l1istory specimens has been issued. 1 This
paper i by Prof. T. D . .A. Cockerell, and contains instructions for the
colJ tion of seal iu ect . Circular 48, whiclt has also been published
.
1

Bulletin 39, Part L.

'
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relates to collecting and preserving the bones and teeth of specimens
of Mastodon and Mammoth.
The titles of a large number of papers published during the year by
officers of the Museum &ind other investigators are given in the Bibliography (Appendix IV). Many of these papers appeared in publications other than those of the Museum. The number of authors re1)resented is 83, and the total number of papers mentioned, 234. The sub" jects treated upon are indicated in the following table:
Subject.

Papers
by Mu•
seum
officers .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - Administr ation ...................•..•..........•......•....... • • • • • • • • • ·
.Archmology .......................................•••.......... • • • • • • • • • ·
Bibliogr aphy ....................................•................ ········
Biography .... , ...................................•.......................

Papers

rl v°e~l!~
-

-- - -2

2
1

1

3

3

1
Biology . . .. .......................•.. •············•·······················
15
Birds ...... . ............................................................. .
19
1
Birds ' eggs .. ................ . .......................... • • • • • • • • • • • • · • · · · ·
Botany .................................................................. .
19
Comparative anatom y ...................................•....... , .. •.••••
1
Ethnology . ... .. .......... . .............................................. .
7
Exploration . ...........................................................•.
Fi shes . .......................................................... ••·······
6
Forestry .... . ....... . ................................................... .
2
Fossils . ................................................................. .
11
Gen eral n at ural history ..............................•.•.............••.•
1
Geology .. . . .. ........................ , .................................. .
4
In sects . . ................... . ............................................ •
38
14
Mamm als .................... . .......................................... .
9
4
M arin e in Yer tebrates .................................................... .
10
3
Mollusks . .. . . .. . ........... . .................................. . ......... .
15
12
Parasites . ... ...... : .....•.......... .. ....................................
12
5
Reptiles and hatrachian s . ... . . ...... . .... . .. ... . ........................ .
1
Taxi!l<'rm.1·. .... . . . ...... .. ........ . . . . .. . . .. ........ ... . .. . .... .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ... . . .
1
Mi scellaneous. ...................................................... . ....
4 .•••••.••.

Total .. .......... . ...........................•......................

165

Total.

gators.
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1
34
2

19
11

1
12
2

11
1
4
52
13

13
27

17
1
1
4
234

The Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in an order dated
March 19, 18D8, placed 5,800 copies of the Museum Report at the dis•
posal of the Museum, retaining 1,200 copies, out of the edition of 7,000
allotted to both establislunents, for distribution by the Institution
itself. This increase enables the Museum to supply a large number of
public libraries and schools which had not heretofore received the
volume.
In the last Annual Report mention was made of an arrangement by
which members of the seientific staff might, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, print papers based upon
Museum material in publications other than those of the Museum.
During the year permission has been given to publish sixteen papers
in this way. The names .of ·the authors are as follows: James E.
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Benedict, Miss M. J. Rathbun, J. . Rose, Gerrit S. Miller, jr., Walter
Hough, Robert Ridgway, David White, Charles Schuchert, and Miss
Harriet Richardson. The titles of those papers which have been published within the fiscal year will be found in the Bibliography (Appendix IV).
LIBRARY.

The librarian, Dr. Cyrus Adler, states that the accessions for the _
year were as follows: Books, 84:8; pamphlets, 1,945; parts of periodicals, 16,746; total, 19,539. These :figures include the publications
retained from the accessions to the library of the Smithsonian Institution, which were as follows: Books, 407; pamphlets, 1,148; parts of
periodicals, 11,817. One thousand books belonging to the Smithsonian
d~posit and 409 belonging to the Museum were bound.
More than 10,000 books were borrowed during the year, a considerable proportion of these bt.>ing assigned to sectional libraries. A.bout
17,000 books were consulted in the library.
The work of transferring titles to the new catalogue is progressing.
Two new sectional libraries have been organized during the yearTechnology and Stratigraphic Paleontology. There are now twentythree authorized sectional libraries, as follows:
Administration,
Birds,
Botany,
Comparative anatomy,
Ethnology,
Fishes,
Geology,
History,
Insects,
Mammals,
Marine invertebrates,
Medicine,

Mesozoic fossils,
Mineralogy,
Mollusks,
Oriental antiquities,
Paleo botany,
Parasites,
Photography,
Prehistoric archreology,
Reptiles,
Stratigraphic paleontology,
Technology.
EXPLORATIONS.

quantity of valuable material has come into the possession of the
Mu um through explorations conducted by members of the Museum
tafl~ by other individuals, and by various bureaus of the Government.
Dr. . L. Abbott bas ent in large collections of birds, mammals,
r ptile in ect , and other animals collected by himself in lower Siam
and I a hmir, thu very materially adding to the valuable series of
pe imen which have been received from him in past years.
Prof. Dean C. orce ter, of nn Arbor, Michigan, contributed a
:erie of bird kins, eggs, and nests collected in the Philippine

,

tin erie, of bird skins collected in Santa Marta Colombia, wa r iv d from Mr. Outram Bang , Boston, Massachusetts.
Bi l foal urvey of the Department of Agriculture, the U. S.
ommi ion, and other overnmental bureaus have continued to
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send in valuable collections obtained by their representatives in the
field.
A large lot of invertebrates collected by the naturalists of the steamer
Albatross in recent years on the coasts of California, Japan, and
Kamchatka and in the Bering Sea should receive special notice.
A large series of land shells collected in Mexico by the Biological
Survey constitutes an addition of more than ordinary value.
·
The expedition made by Mr. R. P. Currie in the neighborhood of
Mount Coffee, Liberia, West Africa, under the auspices of the Museum
and with the valuable assistan~e of Prof. 0. F. Cook, of the Colonization
Society, resulted in the acquisition of a large number of insects, spiders,
and myriapods, numbering in all about 5,000 specimens, and some
valuable reptiles, birds, and mammals. Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, while
pursuin g investigations on the Commander Islands as a member of the
Fur Seal Commission, collected birds, in~ects and other animals for the
Museum. Of the insects 28 were found to represent new species and
others were very rare. Mr. Robert Ridgway inade an exploration for
the Museum in the vicinity of Lake Okechobee, Florida, and obtained
a considerable number of rare birds.
Mr. J. N. Rose was engaged for four months in the summer and fall
of 1897 in making a botanical collection in western and central Mexico.
H e visited a little known part of the country and succeeded in bringing
back a large and valuable collection of plants. The collection includes .
more than 6,000 specimens and con t ains more than 100 species new to
science. Mr. Rose also succeeded in obtaining some interesting ethnological specimens, including spinners, reels, etc., used by the natives in
converting cotton and Agave fiber into thread, strings, and rope. This
collection also includes uative cups, spoon s, mats, hats, ropes, etc. In
each case botanical specimens were obtained which show definitely the
origin of the products.
Early in March an opportunity was presented for a botanist to accompany an expedition to the Keys of south Florida, undertaken by Messrs.
E. L. Morris and G. N. Collins for the purpose of making general scientific collections. Mr. Pollard was authorized by the Acting Assistant
Secretary in charge of the Museum to accompany the expedition, leave
of absence for two months on full pay being granted bim on condition
that the Museum receive a set of the botanical specimens obtained, and
that it should not assume payment of transportation or other expenses.
On March 4 Mr. Pollard proceeded directly with his companions to Key
West; the party there engaged a boat and made a complete circuit of
the Keys, reaching Miami, on the coast of Florida, April 5, After a
week spent at the latter place, the expedition returned by steamer to
Key West and thence to Washington. About 250 species of plants were
obtained. These have since been determined by Mr. Pollard and will
form the subject-matter of a report to be ·presented for publication at
an early date.
1
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Dr. F. W. True and Mr. D. W. Prentiss, jr., obtained natural history
material, including about 80 specimens of reptiles and batrachians in
Maine.
Dr. George P. Merrill, during his visit to Russia in the summer of
1897, collected some interesting geological material.
Mr. Charles Schuchert, assistant curator of the Division of Stratigraphic Paleontology, accompanied an expedition under the direction
of Lieutenant Peary, U. S. N., in July, for the purpose of gathering
fossils and other natural history material in the region of N oursoak
Peninsula, Greenland, and with a view especial!y to obtaining specimens from tbe vicinity of Disko Island, to serve as a basis of comparison with related material gathered from the .Cretaceous of the United
States. Mr. David White, of the U. S. Geological Survey, accom .
panied Mr. Schuchert. A large collection of Cretaceous and Tertiary
plants was secured;· also some interesting specimens of fishes and
mollusks.
About 1,300 specimens of pottery and other relics from the vicinity
of Tucson, Arizona, have been received from Dr. J. W. Fewkes as a
further result of his explorations in that region. Dr. Walter Hough,
assistant curator of the Division of Ethnology, accompanied Dr. Fewkes
in the summer of 1897.
A number of unique ethnological specimens obtained by Mr. J. B.
Hatcher in Patagonia were received from the Bureau of Ethnology.
Material of great value obtained by the exploring parties of the
Bureau of Ethnology has also been received.
Collectors' outjits.-Outfits have been furnished to the following persons, who have undertaken to collect material for the National Museum:
Mr. Edward J. Brown, Lemon City, Florida; Mr. John G. Webb,
Osprey, Florida; Rev. D. W. Snyder, for collecting in Africa; Dr.
Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. A., Fort Clark, Texas; Hon. J. D. 1\11.itchell,
Victoria, Texas; Prof. A. E. Verrill, Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut; Mr. George D. Wilder, Pekin, China; Mr. J. A. Loring, Owego,
New York, for collecting in European countries; Mr. J. S. Holmes,
Bowman's Bluff, Henderson County, North Carolina.
Several members of the Museum staff have also been furnished with
collecting outfits, as follows: Mr. Charles Schuchert, Mr. David White,
Do ·tor F . W. True, Miss M. J. Rathbun, Mr. William Palmer, Dr.
Walt r Hough, a1id Mr. Robert Ridgway.
In additi n to the collecting trips undertakea by members of tbe
Mu eum taff, several of the curators ~md assistants were absent from
time to time during tbe year on other business pertaining to the
ifu eum. Some were temporarily in the employ of other departments
or bureau of tlie Government.
r. F . .A. Lucas was absent for several months during 1897,
Thu.
h~ in been d tailed by the President to visit Alaska as a member of
th Fur Seal Cornmi sion. Dr. Stejneger was also a member of this
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Commission. Mr. Barton A. Bean, assistant curator of fishes, was
placed on detached service, with instructions to report on July 4 to
the U. S. Fish Commission, to accompany in the capacity of temporary
field assistant, a ·party sent out by the Commission for the purpose of
conducting an examination of the fish fauna of the group of lakes lying
east of the K lamath Lakes in southern Oregon. All necessary expenses
in connection with Mr. Bean's trip were defrayed by the Commission.
Dr. Thomas Wilson, curator of the Division of Prehistoric Archffiology,
was requested, in connection with bis duties as Commissioner from the
Government of the United States to the International Exposition held
at Brussels, Belgium, in 1897, to avail himself of the opportunities .
offered by his stay in Brussels to make excursions to points of archffiological interest within convenient reach of the Belgian capital, and to
visit especially the newer anthropological museums of Belgium and
Holland. He was directed to give particular attention to collecting
information concerning the buildings occupied by these museums, the
interior arrangements (exhibition halls, laboratories, storage facilities,
etc. ), and their methods of preparing, labeling, and installing specimens. He was also a.u thorized to attend, as delegate from the Institution and Museum , any congresses or other scientific meetings relating
to anthropology held in Brussels during the exposition.
In September Mr. J.E. Watkins, chief of buildings and superintend. ence, proceeded to New York City for the purpose of examining the
exhibition cases in the American Museum of Natural History and the
Metropolitan Museum of .Art.
Prof. 0. T. Ma on, curator of the Division of Ethnology, visited Chicago in November for the purpose of examining the collections in the
Field Columbian Museum.
On December 22 Mr. Charles Schuchert, assistant curator ·of the
Divisi011 of Stratigraphic Paleontology, was directed to proceed to
WayBe ville, Ohio, for the purpose of representing the interests of the
National Mu eum in tb.e matter of shipping to Washington the collection of fossils and other specimens bequeathed to the Museum by the
late J\fr. I. II. Harris.
On February 25, 1898, Mr. Scb.uchert visited localities in New York
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Kentucky for th;
purpose of inspecting fossils in the bands of private collectors, with
a view to completing the series to be exhibited at the Trans-Mississippi
Exposition. He was directed to report upon the collections examined
and make recommendations for the purchase of desirable material.
On April 16 Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, curator of the- Division of Reptiles and Batrachians, proceeded to P hiladelphia to examine collections
at t~e residence ~f the late Prof. E . D. Uope, with a view to identifying
specimens belongmg to the Government but which had been temporarily
in Professor Cope's han ds for study. He was requ ested at the same
time to avail himself of tlie opportunity offered by his presence in
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Philadelphia to visit the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences
for the purpose of arranging for the transmission to Washington of
specimens belonging to the National Museum. Dr. A. C. Peale was
also detailed to assist in this w0rk.
On May 1 Dr. Stejneger left Washington for the purpose of visiting
England and the continent of Europe, at his own expense, with a view
to examining, in certain European museums, types of American species
of reptiles and batrachians, and specimens of the birds and reptiles of
Japan and of the north Pacific coast and adjacent islands. Dr. Stejneger
attended the International Fisheries Exposition, which opened at Bergen, Norway, on May 16, with the expectation also of attending the
Fourth International Zoological Congress, which convenes at Cambridge, England, on August 23. He was especially requested to secure
information concerning new museum methods in northern Europe.
Mr. F. A. Lucas, acting assistant curator of Vertebrate Fossils,
journeyed to New Haven on May 4 to receive from Prof. 0. C. Marsh
a number of fossil vertebrates for the Museum collection.
'l'AXIDERMY AND OSTEOLOGY.

Seventy-three mammals were received and skinned during the year.
A considerable proportion of these came from the National Zoological
Park, as shown in the following table:
From
other
sources.

Mammals received in the flesh.

6
Primates ...................................... -............................. - -.
1
Carnivora ........................ _..... _....... _.............................. .
13
2
Ungulata .. .... . . ............................. ." .. ............................ . .
10
ChiropLora.... ........ .... ... ............. .... ....... .......... ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Rodentia............ ....... ...... ........................... ........ . . . . . . . . . . .
1
34
Marsupialia ............ ..... . ......... ......... ... ........ . _...................
1 ......... .

Total ... ..........................•.................. ..... -............. -.

31

42

In addition, 35 other specimens were received and immediately turned
over to other departments of the Museum.
Two large crocodiles were received from the Zoological Park. One
of the e was skinned and preserved for mounting. A skin of an elk
wa. made up for the study series; also the skin of a kangaroo, the
keleton being taken out entire in each instance.
ixty.eight kin were received, as follows:
arni vora. . ........ . ....... ______ ............................ ______ ............
ngulata. ... __ ........ __ .. __ .. ___ .... ___ ... _. _...... ____ .. _. __ .. __ . ___ .. ___ . . . .
Rod ntia. .............................. ____ .............. ____ ..................
C tacea ... ......... _. __ ..... ... _... _. __ .. ___ . _ .. __ .... ___ ....... ·.. ____ ..... ___

21
2
44
1

Total .. ___ .... _..... __ .. _. _... _. __ .... ___ ... _....... _ .. __ .. _. _. ______ . _.. 68
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The following table shows the number of dry skins made up for tile
study series :
· Primat es ... . ... .......................... ··--·· .......... ____ .. . .............
Carnivora . . .. ...... _.................... _..... __ ... _. _. ... _... ___ ........ ___ .
Ungulata .. .... . ..... _. . ........ ___ ... ___ . _.... _.... _............... ___ ... __ ..
Cbiroptera . ... : .. . . _.......... _... _......... _....... _.. _.. . . . .. _. _... _. _. . . . .
Insectivora . .. . ... ... _. . ......... _.............. _........ __ .... __ .. . ...... - . . .
Rodentia . ...... . ........... . .............. . .............. --·· --·· .... -- · · . ...
Marsupialia ... _ ... _... _. _. . ..... . ........ . ...... .. .. _... ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7
21
11
5
5
79
1

Total . .. .... . ........ . ........ .. ......................... ··-·-· ____ ·---·· 129

A specimen of Bassaricyon ga,bbii was mounted.
Several hundred large skins, both dry and in pickle, are on hand.
· A large number of skulls of mammals were cleaned.
Improvements were made in the groups exhibited in the mammal
hall as follows: The two caribou groups were overhauled and renovated,
as were also the African monkey group and tlrn sea-otter group. A
large number of single specimens were cleaned. A group of humming
birds was designed and a·rranged for the Division of Birds, and a large
number of minor matters received attention.
Mr. W illiam Palmer, chief taxidermist, was in Nashville for nearly a
month, engaged in repacking portions of the exhibit sent by the Museum
to t he Tennessee Centennial E xposition. Considerable work was also
done by Mr. Palmer in ·c onnection with the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition at Omaha. The taxidermists' shop was removed
t o new quarters during the year.
In the Division of Birds the taxidermists have cleaned and renovated
about 2,500 specimens, and have mounted or remount.ed a number of
others, a portion of them being intended for exhibition at the TransMississippi Exposition. A collection of birds which was exhibited at
the Tennessee Centennial Exposition was overhauled upon its return.
Various causes have combined to prevent satisfactory progress in
osteological work during the period cover ed by this report. Considerable work has been accomplished, however, under adverse circumstances, as shown b y the following table:
M ammals .

Birds. Reptiles. Fishes.

Total.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - 1- - - - - - - - - _ __

Received in the flesh:
Entire skeletons .... .. ..... . ....... . . . ... .. _. . _. .
6
14
3, .... . .•. .
Cleaned:
Entire skeletons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
2
1
11 ........ .
Incomplete skeletons . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 .............. . . . . .
Skulls ... ... . .. . ;··....... .. .. .. .. .... .. ..... . ....
1,276• ... . ....
2 . ••.. . ••.
Mounted :
E ntire skeletons . . . .. . . . . . .............. . ..... . . .
4
4 ·••···•·•·
2
I ncomplete skeletons ... . . . . .. . . . . . ....... . . . ... .
1 ······ · · .......... · ········
Skulls .• . . ... ... . ... . .. . . .... .. .. ., .... ; ...... •... .
6 .• • ...•. ·••·••••••• •• • ·•••·
T otal. ...... .... . . ..... . . . ...... .. . ..... . ...... .
1, 295
20

23

14
1

1,278
10

1
6
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Seven hundred and forty-six negative , 790 platinum prints, 686 ·
silver prints, and 62 cyanotypes have been made for the various departments in the Museum. The catalogue of negatives in the custody of
the photographer, Mr. T. W. Smillie, has been completed; 9,650 blue
prints having been made for this purpose during the year.
EXPOSITIONS,

Tennessee ·centennial E xposition.-This expos:tion opened at Nashvi1le on May 1, 1897, and continued until October 31. An appropriation of 130,000 was made by Congress for the preparation of a
Governm'3nt exhibit, the sum of $14,500 being allotted to the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum from this amount. A slight
increase in the Smithsonian allotment was afterwards made. Oollection s were exhibited by the following divisions and sections of the
Museum: Mammals, birds, reptiles and batrachians, fishes, mollusks,
insects, marine invertebrates, comparative anatomy, paleontology,
geology, minerals, ethnology, prehistoric archmology, religions, technolorry, electricity, historical co1lections, and medicine.
The Report of the Smithsonian Institution for the present fiscal year
contains a full account of the participation in the exposition by the
In titution and its various bureaus.
Tra.ns-Jltlississippi and International Exposition.-The Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition opened at Omaha on June 1, 1898,
and will continue for fl ve months. An appropriation of $50,000 for the
erection of a Government building was made by Congress, and this
amount was afterwards increased to $60,000, with an additional appropriation of $2,500 for the erection of a building for an exhibit by the
Life-Saving Service. The sum of $137,500 was appropriated for an
exhibit by the Executive Departments, the Smithsonian Institution,
incluu.ing the National Museum, and the U. S. Fish Commission. Of
thi amount, 19,491.71 was allotted to the Smithsonian Institution and
its bureaus.
Exhibit have been prepared by each of the three scientific departmentsof the Museum-anthropology, biology, and geology. The Department of Anthropology has sent series illustrative of fire-making and
illumination, exploitative industries, domestic arts, ceramic art, metal
working, culpture, photography, land and marine transportation, and
the pro 0 Te in certain bran elms of electrical engiueering; groups of
life- ized figure. repre en ting people engaged in primitive arts; series
of w apon , tools, and mu ical instruments, and objects showing the
hi. tory of tht development of bookmaking. The exhibit of the Department of Biology includes eries of the lower invertebrates, mollusks,
in ects, ii he , reptiles and batrachians, bird. , mammals, and aquatic
plant . The geological exhibits include series prepared in the divisions
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of physical and chemical geology, mineralogy and stratigraphic
paleontology. Each of the sections of the last-named division (namely,
paleobotany, vertebrate and invertebrate fossils) is represented.
International Fisheries Exposition at Bergen, Norway.-Exbibits from
the :fisheries collection in the National Museum were Jent to the U. S.
FiRh Commission for use in connection with its exhibit at the International Fisheries Exposition which opened at Bergen in May, 18!)8.
International Exposition at Pa,r is.-The sundry civil bill, making
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899, contains au
item providing for the participation of the United States in the Internation al Exposition to be opened in Paris on the 15th day of April,
1900.

APPENDIX I.

THE. MUSEUM STAFF.

[June 30,. 1898.J
S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Keeper, Ex-Officio.
Charles D. Walcott, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in
charge of the U.S. National Museum.
Frederick W. True, Executive Curator.
SCIENTIFIC STAFF.
DEPARTMKL~T OF ANTHROPOLOGY:

W. H. Holmes, Head Curator.
(a) Division of Ethnology: 0. T. Mason, Curator; Walter Hough, Assistant Curator; F. H. Cushing, Collaborator; J. W. Fewkes, Collaborator.
(b) Division of Historic Archmology: Paul Haupt, Honorary Curator; Cyrus
Adler, Honorary Assistant Curator; I. M. Casanowicz, Aid.
(c) Division of Prehistoric Archmology: Thomas Wilson, Curator.
(d) Division of Technology (Mechanical phases): J.E. Watkins, Curator.
Section of Electricity: G. C. Maynard, Custodian.
(e) Division of Graphic Arts: S. R. Koehler, Honorary C'' nrator.
Section of Photography: T. W. Smillie, Custodian.
(f) Division of Medicine: J.M. Flint, U.S. N., Honorary Curator.
(g) Division of Religions :
Section of Historic Religious Ceremonials; Cyrus Adler, Custodian.
( h) Division of History and Biog1·aphy :
Section of American History: A. H. Clark, Custodian; Paul Beckwith, Aid.
D EPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY:

Frederick W. True, Head Curator.
(a) Division of Mammals: Frederick W. True, Acting Curator; G. S. Miller, jr.,
Assistant Curator.
(b) Division of Birds: Robert Ridgway, Curator; Charles W. Richmond,
Assistant Curator; J. H. Rileif, Aid.
Section of Birds' Eggs: William L. Ralph, Custodian.
(c) Division of Reptiles and Bat1·achians: Leonhard Stejneger, Curator.
(d) Division of Pishes: Tarleton H. Bean, Honorary Curator; Barton A. Bean,
Assistant Curator.
(e) Division of Mollusks: William H. Dall, Honorary Curator; C. T. Simpson,
Aid; Paul Bartsch, Aid.
(f) Division of Insects: L. 0. Howard, Honorary Curator; W. H. Ashmead,
Assistant Curator; R. P. Currie, Aid.
Section of Hymenoptera: W. H. Ashmead, in charge.
Section of Myriapoda : 0. F. Cook, Custodian.
Section of. Diptera: D. W. Coquillett, Custodian.
Section of Coleopterous Larvre: E. A. Schwarz, Custodian.
Section of Lepidoptera: Harrison G. Dyar, Custodian.
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(g) Dii;ision of Marine fnr ertebratcs: Richard Ratlihnn, Honorary Curator;

J. E. Boneclict, First As istaut Curator; ~I. J. Rathbun, ,'ecoud
Assistant urntor.
Section of Hellllinthological Coll ction ; C. W., 'tile.·, Custoiliau.
(h) 1Jil'i8'ion of Comparative Anato1ny: Frederic A. Lucas: Curator.
(i) Division of Plants ( alional lferbarill1n ): Frederick V. Covill<', Honorary
Curator; J. N. Ro e, Assistant Curator; C. L. Pollar,1, As:-;istant
Curator; O. F. Cook, Assistant Cnrn.tor; Miss Carrie Harrisou, Aid.
ection of Forestry: B. E. Fernow, Honorary C urator.
Section of Algro: W. T. Swin°fo, Custuclian.
Section of Lower Fungi: D. G. Fairchild, Custodian.
Associates in Zoology (Honorary): Theodore N. Gill, C. Hart Merriam,
R. E. C. 'tearns.
DEPARTMENT OF GBOL GY:
G orge P. Merrill, Head Curator.
(a) Division of Physical and Chernical Geology (Systemat-io and Applied): George P.
Morrill, Curator; W. H. Newhall, Aid.
(b) D'ivision of Mineralogy: F. W. Clarke, Honorary Curator; Wirt Tassin,
Assistant Curator; L. T. Chamberlain, Honorary Custodian of Gems
and Precious Stones.
(o) Division of Stratigraphio Paleontology: Charles D. Walcott, Honorary Curator; Charles Schuchert, Assistant Curator.
ection of Vertebrate Fo sils: 0. C. Marsh, Honorary Curator; F. A.
Lucas, Acting Assistant Curator.
ection of Invertebrate Fossils: Paleozoic, Charles Schuch ert, Custodian; Mesozoic, T. W. Stanton, Custodian; Cenozoic, W. I-I. Dall,
Associate Curator.
Section of Paleo botany: Lester F. Ward, As1:1ociate Curator; F. H. Knowlton, Custodian of Mesozoic Pla.nts; David White, Custodian of Paleozoic Plants.
Associate in Paleontology (Honorary): Charles A. White.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF.
'hief Clerk, W. V. Cox.
'hief of Buildings and Superintendence, J.E. Watldns.
Chief of Correspondence and Documents, R. I. Geare.
Photographer, T. W. Smillie.
Registrar, S. C. Brown.
Di bursing Clerk, W.W. Karr.
Property Clerk, W. A. Knowles (Acting).
Libraria.n, 'yrus Adler.
A si tant Librarian, N. P. cudder.
Editor, Marcus Benjamin.

APPENDIX II.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS DUIUNG THE YEAR ENDING . JUNE

30, 1898.

[.A.11 accessions marked "N" and '' 0" indicate material obtained primarily for exhibition at the
Nashville and Omaha expositions, respectively.]

ABEL, J.C., Lancaster, Pa.: Stone implements from the banks of the Susquehanna River, near Turkey Hill, Pennsylvania (32510); hammer stones,
pestles, grooved axes, arrow and spearheads found on the Conestoga Hills,
near Lancaster (32545, 33082) ; hammer
stones, rude notched implements,
grooved ax, arrow and spearheads
(33626).
ABBOTT, Miss MOLLIE, Vineland, N. J.:
Nine plants. 3:-3729.
ABliOTT, W. H., Washington, D. C.:
Sword cane from New Orleans, twobarreled pistol, probably of German
make, from Muskegon, Ill., and a baton.
Loan. 33282.
ABBOTT, Dr. WILLIAM L., Bombay,
India: Five hundred and sbdy-nine
birds' skins, 61 birds' eggs, 13 birds'
nests, reptiles, ethnological objects,
insects, mammal skins, sk ulls, skeletons of mammals, reptiles, and birds,
and worms from Trong, Lower Siam
(32376 ) ; 78 mammal skins, 17 alcoholic
mammals, 75 birds' skins, skeletons,
insects, ethnological objects, and 8
lizards in alcohol fromLadak and Kashmir (33299) .
ADAMS, C. C., Urbana, Ill.: Eight specimens of Brachyneni-urus 4-punctatus
Currie (sp . nov.), from Phamix, Ariz.
33494.
ADAMS, Prof. P. D. (See under Interior
Department, U. S. Geological Survey.)
_ADAMS, HERBERT, New York City: Plaster model of statue of the late Prof.
Joseph Henry. 33682.
ADLER_, Dr. CYRUS, Smithsonian Institution: Pair of Syrian sandals. 32928.
N.A.T MUS 98--6

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF, Hon.
James vV ilson, Secretary: Land shells
collected in Mexico by E: W. Nelson
(32677); three beetles and a grasshopper (32691); land shells collected
by E. A. Nelson in Mexico, and freshwater shells collected by Vernon
Bailey in Washington (32752); crus- ·
taceans from Mexico collected by E.
W. Nelson (32756); phyllopod crustaceans from California collected by
Vernon Bailey (32821); crustaceans
and leeches, :fishes, shells, insects,
reptiles, and batrachians collecte<l. by
Professor Swingle and H. I. Webber
in Florida (32829); pupa of Dynastes
tityus· (32899); guano of an insecteating animal (32932); fresh-water
shrimp from Mexico, and two crayfishes from Oregon and Virginia
(33063) ; 944 specimens of Coccinellidm collected by A. Koebele in Australia, China, Formosa, Japan, Hawaii, and Mexico (33079) ; small collection of fishes made by E.W. Nelson in Mexico in 1897 (33093); specimens of Livoneca californica, a :fish
parasite (33139); land and freshwater shells from Mexico, and marine
shells from Bermuda (33439); land
and fresh-water shells from Mexico
(33632).
Material deposited in the National Herba.rium: Specimen of Nandinia domestica (32371); specimen of Napoleona
imperialis (32394); 47 western plants
(32-'135); 1,800 plants collected by G.
R. Vasey in Washington (32503); 63
plants collected by W. M. Canby and
J. N. Rose in Virginia (32511); 59
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AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF- ont'd.
Material deposited in the rational ITerbariu1n--Con tiuued.
plants from the traits of Magellan
(32562); 4 plants (32695); 600 plants
(32738); specimen of E1lp h orbia
(32810); 30 specimens of plants from
New Mexico and Texas collected by
J. K. Metcalfe (32827); 581 plants from
Alaska collected in 1897 by W. H.
Evans (32909); 28 specimens of Juncacem collected by A ven olson, Larami , Wyo. (32944); specimen of Isoetes
obtained by Prof. Will iam Trelease
at Como, Azores (32956); • 7 plants
collected by 0. Metcalf in New Mexico (33000); 5 specimens of plants
collected in Washington (33009); 55
specimens of dried plants (33012);
plant collected by Prof. J. W. Tourney in Tucson, Ariz. (33013); 3 plan ts
collected by C. V. Piper at Pullman,
Wash. (33021); specimen of Ginnarnomum camphora Nees and Eberm, collected by Dr. E . Teller at Nicholson,
Miss. (33043); specimen of Stapelia
varieg!],tct L., sent by N. Wolverton,
Marshall, Tex. (33042); 9 plants collected by Dr. Peyton Turner, Navasota, Tex. (33066); 2 specimens of
dried plants from Llano, Tex. (33067);
2 specimens of dried plants from Prof.
II. Ness, of College Station, Tex.
(33090); 2 specimens of Clematis, received from Dr. A. Gattinger, Nashville, Tenn. (33124); specimen of Btlrnelis lannginosa, received from C. D .
Beadle, Biltmore, N. C. (33128); 7
plant collectecl byF. F. Crevecoeur,
Onaga, Kans. (33132); 638 plant collected by Robert M. Horner in southeast Wa hington (33199); 564 plants
from Washington collected by E. P.
, 'helclou in 1897 (33200); plants collected byWalterH. Evans in Alaska
(33232); 10 specimens of Juncacere
and Cyperacere, collected in Washington by F. H. Lamb (33337); 183
plant collected in Mexico by Dr. E.
Palmer (33434); 30 plants collected in
\ yoming and , outh Dakota (33638);
11 specimens of dried plants collected
in revada by Vernon Bailey (33712).
( ee under Mr . R. L Austin; C. D.
Beadle; Berlin, Germany, Royal Bota11 ical ~In eurn · F. F. Crev couer;

1

AGHICULT rrn, DEPART1'IENT OF- -Cont'd.
Matericll deposited in the .National Jierbariurn-Continued.
Prof.W. G. Farlow; C. Forkert; Benjamin Heritage; James S. Hine;
George B. King; J. H. Lovell; L. H .
Pammel; R. H. Price; Dr. W. W.
Rowlee; C. S. Sargent; R. S. Williams; J. Medley Wood; Rev. J. L.
Zabriskie.)
AIKEN, C. E., Colorado Springs, Colo.:
Two type specimens of Leucosticte
atrata and Gentro11yx ochrocephalus.
Pmchase. 33105.
AINSWORTH, E. E. Seattle Fish Company. (See under J. O. Cates.)
ALBANY MUSEUM. (See under Grahamstown, South Africa.)
ALDRICH, Hon. T. H., Birmingham, Ala.:
Unios from Alabama, representing 3
species. 32916.
ALEXANDER, E. P., Greytown, Nicaragua. Snake from Nicaragua (32788) ;
seeds supposed to be an antidote for
snake bites, reptiles,- and batrachians
(~3083); bat and 7 snakes (33344) ;
plant (33606).
ALGER, Gen. R. A. (See under War Department, U.S.)
ALLEN, C. A., San Geronimo, Cal.:
Seventy-one birds' skins from California. Purchase. 33054.
ALLEN, CLARENCE GALE, \Va.,bington,
D. C.: Framed portrait of Prof. Leonard D. Gale, associated with Prof. S. F.
B. Morse in the University of the City
of New York in connection with his
work on telegraphy. 33541.
ALLEN,
Dr. HARRISON
( decease<l.):
Skeleton of a young sperm whale.
33148.
ALLEN, JAMES w., Ophir, Mont.: Fossil"
shell. 32518.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE Oll' ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS, New York City, transmitted by R. W. Pope: Seeley dynamo;
Davenport motor; an old-style and a
new-styl badge of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Deposit. 33438.
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, New York City: Five reptiles
from Bisbee, Ariz., belonging to the
Lumholtz collection. 33158.
.A.NDRl~W , MrR. GEORGE, Knoxville,
Tenn.: Living nnios, representing 21

LI T OF ACCESSIO S.
ANDREWS, Mrs. GEORGE- Continued.
species (32639); living Unios, representing 12 species from tho Holston
River, Tennessee (32662) ; 2 living
unios, from Knoxville (32718).
ANDRUS, FRED., Elkton, Oreg.: Land
shells, representing 2 species, from
Elkton. 33259.
ANTHONY, A. w., San Diego, Cal.: Larval
eel (gift) (32546); 7 specimens of fishes,
repre enting 2 species, shells, birds in
alcohol (gift) (32682); reptiles, crustaceans (purchase) (32853) ; transmitted
by F. M. Chapman: 2petrels, including
types pecimen of a new species (deposit)
(32905); transmitted by Dr. W. L.
Ralph: 2 specimeus of Shearwater in
first plumage (gift) (32963); nest of
Troglodytiis tanneri from Clarion Island
(gift) (32974 ); 17 birds' eggs from
islands near Lower California (gift)
(33056); 250 plants collected in Lower
California (gift) (33219); 13 eggs of
petrels from Lower California (gift)
(33345 ).
ARMINIUS CHEMICAL COMPANY, Mineral
City, Va. : Iron and copper pyrites.
33329.
ARMSTRONG, E. B., Waterloo, Va.: Loon
( Gavitt imber) in the flesh, from Virginia. 33566.
ARNIIEIM, J. S., San Francisco, Cal.:
Land, fresh-wat er, and marine shells
from the western coast of North America. 33227.
Asirn, W. W ., Raleigh, N. C.: Orchid,
(gift) (32571) ; 321 plants ( exchange)
(33630).
AsnMUN,Rev.E.H.,Albuquerque,N.Mex.:
Land.shells from Colorado, NewMexico,
and vicinity (32630); shells (32786);
land and fresh-water shells, representing 17 species (33118); 5 specimens of
pup as from Arizona and New Mexico
(one new to the collection) (33595);
land and fresh-water shells, representing 12 species, from New Mexico (33660).
ASKEW, H.G. ,Austin, Tex.: Living unios
from Texas (32538) ; 20 specimens of
living unios, represent ing 5 species
from the Sabine River (32548); unios
from Texas (32838); living unios, from
Texas, representing 5 species (32581);
Unionidre, r epresenting 2 species
(33065); nnios from Texas (33169).
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ATTWATER, H. P., San Antonio, Tex.:
Fourteen birds' eggs and one nest from
Texas (33156); nest and 3 spotted eggs
of Black-throated sparrow, from T exas
(33556).
AUSTIN, Mrs. R. M., Quincy, Cal.: Five
hundred plants (purchase) (32676) ;
plant collected at Eureka Mills, Plumas
County, Cal. (gift)(33327), (transmitted
through Department of Agriculture);
1,037 speci.mens of plants collected in
California (33713) .
BABCOCK, W. B., Washington, D. C.:
Specimen of Sphmrophthalma occidentalis L.
BADIE, MARTIN V. D., u. s. Army, transmitted by Charles Parker, hospital
steward, Fort Robinson, Nebr.: Specimen of Thalessa atrata Fabr. 32520.
BAER, Dr. H., Charleston, S. C.: Plant.
33140.
BAILEY, VERNON. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
BAILEY, W. S., Waterville, Me.: Six specimens of aporhyolites from Vinal Haven, Me. 33535.
BAIRD, Miss Lucy H. (See under Smithsonian Institution.)
BAKER, Prof. CARLF., AlabamaPolytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala. : Diptera,
representing 80 species (32685); 11 insects (32324); 237 specimens of Jassiche (33245).
BALI , C. S., jr., Breaux Bridge; La.: Butterfly, fossil wood, and sample of clay.
33694.
BANGS, OUTRAM; Boston, Mass. : One hundred and seventy birds' skins from
Santa Marta Mountains, Colomljia
(33498) ; 2 birds from Santa Marta
(33722).
BARBER, A. W., General Land Office, Interior Department, Washington, D. C.:
Sandstone concretion and fossil bones
from North Dakota (33265); 4 specimens of Helix sp. from White River,
Bad Lands (33281); skin of Badger
(Taxidea americana) (33563); Longbilled Curlew, Numenius longiroBtris,
from South Dakota (33572 ).
BARLOW, C., Santa Clara, Cal.: Nine
birds' skins. 32404.
BARNES, HAMLIN, Wellsville, 0. : Broken
arrowheads and spearheads, illustrating the method of restoration. 32979.
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BARNUM, Lieut. M. H., U.S. Army, Fort
As inniboine, Mont.: Wood rat, eotoma cine1'ea. 32816.
BARRE'IT, 0. W., Clarendon, Vt.: Diptera from Mexico (32993); 57 specimens
of Mexican lep i<loptera (33078); collection of insects from Mexico (33168);
Mexican coleoptera (33224); 27 specimens of Mexican cliptera (33310); small
collection of Mexican diptera (33440).
BARTSCH, PAUL, U.S. National Museum:
Specimen of Brunnich's Murre, Uria
lonivia, from the Potomac River, near
Washington (32400); 28 shrikes and
red polls (ex.change) (32580); 2 snakes
from Virginia (32719); 3 salamanders
from Virginia (32799); 15 podurids
(33335) ; 2 frogs from .Glen Sligo, Maryland (33624).
BATE , GEORGE L., Benito, West Africa:
Collection of mammal skins and skulls.
Purchase. 33492.
BATTER, JorrN D., London, England:
Chromosylogr aph: "Eve" (Japanese).
Presented to the mithsonian Institution and deposited in the National Museum. 32331.
BAXTER, R. T., Fishkill, N. Y.: Specimen
of Photiwis pennsylvanica De Geer.
32304.
BEADLE, C. D., Biltmore, N. C., through
Department of Agriculture. Plan ts
(gift) (32372); plants (exchange)
(33389); (exchange) (33570). ( ee under Agriculture, Department of.)
BEADLE, H. M., Washington, D. C.: Copper ore from near Linden, Va. 32563.
BEAN, Dr. 'f ARLETON H., New York
Aquarium, New York City: Three specimens of Silversides, from Water Mill,
Long Island (33187); specimens of Elagcitis bipinnulatus; Polydactylus octonenws; combe1· pneumatophorus; hybrid
trout, S . .fario x S. fontinalis; crustaceanA (33577); specimen of Venus mercena1'ia ( 33644).
BECK, Dr. G. VON. (See under Vienna,
Austria: K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum, Botaniscbe Abtheilung.)
BECK, R. H., Berryessa, Cal.: },ive birds'
kins from islands near California.
33603.
BECKETT, W. H., Woodbury, N. J.: Rude
leaf-shaped implements and arrowheads found in Gloucester County, . J.
33391.

BECKWITn, PAUL, U. S. ational Museum: Badge of first lieutenant of the
Union Veteran Corps (32939 ) ; pocket
clock (33041 ); souvenir gilt medal
struck by the Omaha Exposition Company (33727).
BELL, ALEXANDER G.,Washington, D. C.:
Phonograph; 40 pieces of telegraphic
apparatus; 19 pieces of induction balance apparatus; an audiometer; 20
pieces of photographic apparatus.
33721.
BELL, Hon. JOI-INC., House of Representatives: Ten photographs of rock inscriptions, from Colorado Valley,
33018.
BENEDICT, A. L., Buffalo, N.Y. : Twenty
archreological objects, consisting of
arrowheads, fragments of bone, and
pottery from a kitchen-midden near
Buffalo. 33610.
BENEDICT, J.E., u. s. National Museum:
Two salamanders from Nash ville, Tenn.
32973.
BENEDICT, J. E., jr., Woodside, Md.:
Snakes and salamanders (33395, 33444).
BENGUIAT, HADJI EPHRAIM, San Francisco, Cal.: Silver pointer for Pentateuch, seventeenth century, Morocco ;
manuscript of Book of Esther iu a silver case, Fez, Morocco; washbowl and ·
pitcher of Turkish gilt work used at the
Passover; piece of tapestry "Golden
Calf" sixteenth century, Spanish;
"Judgment of Solomon," "French
petit point" tapestry, seventeenth century. Deposit. 33164.
BENJAMIN, Dr. MARCUS, u. s. National
Museum: Badge of a Judge of
Awards, Tennessee Centennial Exposition (33029); small glass lamp for
burning whale oil, from Ware, Mass.
(33086)
BENJAMIN, Mrs. MARCUS, Washington,
D. C.: Badge and button of the Union
Veteran Union, and of the Sons of Veterans. 32833.
BENTLEY, W. A., Nashville, Vt.: One hundred photographs of snow cryetals.
Purchase. 33452.
B1muN, GERMANY: KoNIGLICHEs BoTANISCHEs MUSEUM, transmitted by Division of Botany, Department of Agricul.ture: Sixteen specimens of dried plants
from various localities in the Old World.
33001.

LIST OP ACCESSIONS.
BER ADOU, Lieut. J.B., U.S. Navy: Twohanded sword, anrient Chinese or Korean. Deposit. 32730.
BETTI , R. L., Sebesta, Tex.: Specimen
of Bcilaninus obtusns Blanchard. 32665.
BEYER, Dr. GEORGE E., Tulane University, New Orleans, La.: Stone idol
(Maya) from Costa Rica. 33681.
BEYl\mRand HARTLEY, Rockyford, Colo.:
Specimen of fossil rock (purchase)
(33661); specimens of fossils (gift)
(33683).
BIBBINS, Prof. ARTHUR, Woman's College, Baltimore, Md., received through
Interior Department, U. S. Geological
Survey: Fossil plant from the Peach
Bottom slates, Harford County, Md.
33611.
BIEDERMAN, C. R., Goldhill, Oreg.:
Specimens of serpentine from Rogue
River Mountains, near Goldhill (32664);
scorpion (Scorpiops boreus Girard)
(32854); specimen of Lepisesia clarki<E
Boisduval (33533).
BILTM ORE HERBARIUM, Biltmore, N. C.:
Three specimens of Hicoria glabra 1;illosa. 32927.
BrsuoP, JAMES N., Plainville, Conn.:
Two plants. 33250.
BIXBY, M., Salt Lake City, Utah: Specimen of wood opal from Idaho. Purchase. " 0" 33551.
·
BLANJCINSHIP, J. W., Cambridge, Mass.:
Three hundred botanical specimens
from Indian Territory aud Oklahoma.
Purchase. 32970.
BLUNT, TAYLOR W., · Alexandria, Va.:
Specimen of "Tuckahoe"-Indian
bread. 32440.
BOGUE, E. E., Stillwater, Okla.: Acorns
from Quercu s macrocarpa (32900); specimen of Canavalia (33552).
BOLTON, A. L., Palo Alto, Cal., transmitted through the Bureau of Ethnology:
Two well preserved skeletons of "Digger" Indians. 33283.
BOLTON, Dr. H. CARRINGTON, Washington, D. C.: Engraving of Joseph
Priestley (gift) (33095); cane from Malacca, with black horn top, once the
property of Joseph Priestley (deposit)
(33141).
BOND, L. W., Port Henry, N. Y.: Sixtytwo slabs of Cambrian sandstone with
tracks of Clirnatichnites.
Purchase.
32903.
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BOURKE, Capt. J. G., U. S. Army (deceased), transmitted thro11gh Mrs. Mary
T. Bourke, Omaha, Nebr.: Collection
of ethnological objects. 33332.
Boumrn, Mrs. MARY T. (See under
Capt. J. G. Bourke.)
BOWERS, STEPHEN, Los Angeles, Cal. :
Insects from San Nicolas Island. 32598.
BOYLE, P. C., Oil City, Pa.: Astral lamp
from Quebec, Canada. 32652.
BRADLEY, A. C., Newport, N. H.: Two
specimens of Homoglrea carnosa. 33366.
BRAENDLE, Fmm. J., Washington, D. C.:
Specimens of Monarda fistulosa (32322,
32358); 8 plants (32531); 14 plants
(32553, 33671); land and fresh-water
shells from Alabama (33734).
BRANDEGEE, Mrs. KATHARINE, San Diego,
Cal.: Three specimens of Cacti (gift)
(33044); plant. (33521.) Exchange.
BRANDEGEE, T. S., San Diego, Cal.:
Plant. Exchange. 33433. (See under
Interior Department, U. S. Geological
Survey.)
BRATLEY, J. H., Lower Cut Meat Creek
Indian School, Rosebud, S. Dak., received through Bureau of Ethnology:
Saddle made by Sioux Indians. 33315.
BREBNER, CHARLES, Newberry, Mich.:
Two photographs representing stone
jmages and an inscribed table, the
original of which was found near Newberry. 32978.
BRENIG, G. M., New Milford, Conn.: Rose
quartz from Southford, Conn. 32982.
BRETHERTON, B. J., Newport, Oreg.:
Specimen of Pachycheles 1·udis Stimpson. 32861.
BRETON, Miss ADELA, Bath, England:
Thirty-eight small terra.-cotta heads,
statuettes, spindle-whorls, etc., from
Metepec, near Toluca, Mexico. 33176.
BRETTON, F. L., Oakland, Cal.: Land
snails from California, representing
two species, and a specimen of Fusus
from Monterey. 32717.
BRIDWELL, ARTHUR, Baldwin, Kans.:
Specimen of Nucu.la anadontoides Meek;
specimen of Nuculana bellistriata Stevens; specimen of Edrnondia aspenwallensis Meek; 3 specimens of Bellerophon stevensanus McChesny; specimen
of Meelcella Btriatocostata Cox; nodule
with undetermined fossil, from the Upper Carboniferous_of Douglas County,
Kans. 32328.
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BRIGG , Dr. A. A.., Ea t Antlover, . II.:
Four plant . 3 737.
BRDILl~Y, . , ., Ra1 •io-h, . C.: Twelv
moth (3A72) ; larvm of wingle a fi male of Pliengodes laticollis L coute
(32667);
BRnfLEY, II. II. and . ., Raleigh, . . .
, kin and skull of Floritla mole, calo1>s
aqualicus australis (g ift) (32604); 4 skins
and ·kull of mammals (purchase)
(33275) ; 4- snake and 3 1:1alamander
from Mis i sippi (purchase) (33127);
reptiles (purchase, "0 '') (33405); catfish, chilbeoides f11riosus, from rabtree re k (gift) (32438); Musk Tnrtle,
.Aromchelys odonata, from Florida (gift)
(33513) · t errapin from orth arolina
and Florida (gift) (33609); mink (purha e) (33571); skin and sknll of a
Florida Mole (Scalops aquaticttB aust?-alis ) ( o-ift) (32711).
BRITT , Dr. J. M., Clinton, Mo.: Freshwater shell· from Clinton, representing
9 p •cies (32904); land and fresh-water
shells (33039).
BRODNAX, Dr. B. H., Brodnax, La.: Medicinal plants (32480, 33569).
Bn OKDALR Mu E ·M: OF NATURAL HIST RY, received through Charles F.
Newell, pro ident, West Newbury,
Ma . : Twenty-three birds' skins from
Egypt. 33573.
BRO KE, Mrs. H. C., Lexington, Va.:
Land and fr sh-water shells from Lexington, a. 33393.
BR 01rn, Mrs. Jo1m M., Lexington, Va.:
pecimens of Peni1>higus acei·iola found
on mapl tre s. 32726.
BR KER, IlAllLE F. ( eo under Coe
Bra s Manufacturing ompany.)
BR K , ALFRED IL ( ee under Professor Alfr d Lacroix.)
BROW ' HARLES F., Hot prings, Ark.:
, pecim n of 1 auxite from Pulaski
County, Ark. and specimen of quartz
from alin
ounty, rk. 33112.
Bno, N, J~UWARD J., Lemon City, Fla.:
ven bird ' kins. 32349.
Bn w ·, II. E., i on, Cal.: Two specimen f mb llifen (gift) (32707); 227
plant (purcba ) (32591); 239 plants
from al ifornia (purchase) (3330-1).
BR ".·, Mrs. ,_-r. M., A htabnla, Ohio:
ine hundred Mexican plants collected
by :E. ·w . .,. l on (323 0); 965 ~1exican
plants (32 7 ) . Purchase.
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BRU "ER, Prof. L., Lincoln, N hr.: ine
specimens of 'chislocerca paranense
Bruner, from Argentina, outh America. 32918.
Buc11ANAN, CHARLE MILTO~, Tula.lip
Indian Agency, Tula.lip, Wash.: Edible bulb belonging to the genus Sagittarict (33374); 2 specimens of Urtica
collected at the Tula.lip Indian Agency
(33656).
Bu K1 Dr. D.S., Lepanto~ Ark.: Pottery
ves el with two cham 'oers connected by
a Y-shaped neck, from a cemetery
mound near Lepanto.
Purchase.
33226.
BULL, CrrARLES P.,jr., Ojus, Fla.: Snake •
33J45.
.
BURGE3SER, C. C., York, Pa.: Elm-tree
leaves affected with the elm-tree beetle. 32483.
BURKHART, Rev. N., Baltimore, Md.: Fosil coral from Dorchester County, Md.
33268.
BURNS, FRANK. (See under Interior Department, U.S. Geological Survey.)
Busn, B. F., Courtney, Mo.: One hunand twenty-nine plants collected in
southern swamps (33350); 337 plants
(33402). Purchase.
BUTLER, Mrs. MARY, Rockford, ·wash .:
Picture made by a Coeur d'Alene Indian. 33119.
BUTLER, ROBERT, Forsyth, Mont. : Skull
and fore feet of Clcwsaurus, from the
Cretaceous near Forsyth. Purchase.
33376.
B TLER, WALTER, Chicago, Ill. : Larva
of sawfly, Cimbex arnericana. 32516.
BUTTON, FRED, Oakland, Cal.: Land and
marine shells from California, representing 11 species. 33051.
BUYSSON, M. le Marquis 1 HENRI DU,
Brou t -Vernet (Allier), Franco : One
hundred and fifty--two examples of Scoly biclre, representing 27 species, and 3
parasites. 32494. Exchange.
CAHN, LAZARD, New York City: Specimen
of thaumasite from vVest Patterson, N.
J., and a specimen of pollucite from
Mount Mica, Paris, Me. (gift) (33316);
10 specimens of minerals (purchase)
"0" (33336); minerals (purchase) "0"
(33380) .
CALCUTTA, INDIA, Indian Museum, trans-·
mitted by :Mr. Frank Finn: pecimens
of birds in alcohol. Exchange. 32731.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
CALL, R. ELLSWORTII, Lawrenceburg,
Ind. : Minerals, reptiles, insects, crustaceans, mollusks, specimens of blind
fish, specimens of Myotis lucifugits from
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. 33228.
CAMMANN, B. H., Empire City, Oreg.:
Fossil porpoise skull. Purchase. 33386.
CANBY, WILLIAM M., Wilmington, Del.:
Plant from Vancouver Island, British
Columbia (33137); 273 plants collected
in the northwestern part of America
(33284). Exchange. (Sec under Agriculture, Department of.)
CANDLIN, H., Kerrville, Tex.: Turtle and
two snakes from Texas. 33613.
CANTWELL, GEORGE G., Howcan, Alaska:
Twenty-tfVO birds' skins from Alaska,
bird's egg. 32414.
CARINTHIA, AUSTRIA, Die Freie Vereinigung Tiroler Botaniker, Dellach
Oberdranthale (tra.nsmitted by Hans
Simmer, secretary): One hundred
and eighty-six plants collecteu in Austria and other localities. Exchange.
33174.
CARNEGIE MUSEUM, Pittsburg, Pa.(transmitted by Herbert H. Smith, curator):
Unionidre from Pennsylvania, representing 28 species. 33062.
CARNSE, S. P., Port Angeles, Wash.:
Butterfly. 32396.
CARPENDER, J. NEILSON, jr., New York
City: One hundred and thirteen
specimens, representing 54 species of
Trenton formation fossils, from Baffin
Land. 32959.
CARI'ENTER, FRANK G., Washington, D.
C.: Twelve prints illustrating the
destruction of missionaries. 33251.
CAIUUCO, E.T., Stithton, Ky.: Archooological objects found in Salt River
bottom, near Stithton (32776); rudely
chipped flint imp] ements and arrowheads from Hardin County, Ky. (33188).
CARRIGER, HENRY W., Sonoma, Cal.:
Specimen of Parus rufescens from California. 32596.
CAR1JR, G. W., Tuskegee, A]a.: Medicina,l plants. 33568.
CATES, J. 0., Port Townsend, Wash.,
received through Seattle Fish Company, E. E. Ainsworth: Specimen
.Ac1"otus willoughbyi. Purchase. 33369.
CATLEY, H., Syracuse, N. Y.: Lady-bird
beetle, Coccinella bipunctata Linn.
(33307); beetle (33733).
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CAWSTON AND Coc1rnuRN, South Pasa~
dena, Cal. : Skin of an ostrich. Purchase. 33293.
CERAMIC ART COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.:
Loving cup. Purchase. 32887.
CHAMBERLAIN, Dr. L. T., New York City:
Living unios from Alabama (32773);
living unios from Alabama, to be added
to the " Lea Collection" (33123);
Unioni.dm (33183); living unios from
Alabama (33240); unios from Alabama,
representing 2 species (33252); 2 specimens of living Unioniclm from Japan
(33527). Presented to the Smithsonian
Institution and deposited in the National Museu·m.
CHAPMAN, F. M. (See under A. W. Anthony.)
CHAPMAN, GEORGE W., Cawker City,
Kans.: Specimen of paint rock (gift)
(33161); 2 septarian nodules from Kansas (exchange) (33547).
CHINANFU, CHINA, Chinanfu Museum:
Collection of Chinese medicines. Col-.
lected by Rev. V. F. Partch. Exchange,
32931.
CHINANFU MUSEUM. (See uncler Chinanfu, China.)
CHITTENDEN, F. H., Department of Agriculture: Pupa of Dynastes tityus.
32899.
CHRISTIE, MILLER, Chelmsford, England:
Photograph of a Hawaiian feather
cloak. 32995.
CHRISTMAS, J.M., Croome Station, Md.:
Tooth of a fossil shark. 32814.
CHURCHILL, WILLIAM: War club from
Samoa. 33454.
CLAPP, G. H., Pittsburg, Pa.: Land
and fresh-water shells, and Unionidm
(32541,32582,32653,33163).
CLAPP, Maj. WILLIAM H., Washington,
D. C.: Tooth of a mastodon. 32801.
CLARK, Rev. AARON B., Rosebud, S. Dak.:
Photograph of Sioux Indian women.
33314.
CLARK, Dr. C. K., Kingston, Ontario, received through William Palmer : Pair of
sbri kes from Ontario; ( 33585) ; prairie
horned lark from Ontario. (33680.)
CLARK, PRENTIS, Berea, Ohio, transmitted by G. H. Girty, U.S. Gt5ological Survey: Seven specimens of Carboniferous
. invertebrates, and8spccimensofLower
Carboniferous fossil plants from northern Ohio. 32~23.
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CLARK, ANDA, \Vashino-ton, D. . : Two
skins of Fibel' zibethicits. Purchase.
33201.

CLARK, Dr. WILLJ.Al\f1 Berea, Ohio, transmitted by George H. Girty, U. . G O·
logical urvey: Pish spine found in
Berea shales, nnd a lamellibranch from
Cleveland shale. 32770.
CLEVELAND, D., San Diego, Cal.: Four
specimens of F1·ankenia palmeri. 33561.
CLEVELA:ND, Dr. W. N., Toledo, Ohio:
Typo specimens of Echinognathus clevelandi Walcott, and Utica shale fossils
from near Holland Patent, New York.
33447.

COCKERELL, Prof. T. D. A. ( ee under
ew Mexico Agricultural Experiment
Station.)
COE BRA s MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Ansonia, Conn., transmitted by Charles
F. Brooker, president: The Wallace
collection of dynamos and el<:,ctrical
machinery. 32363.
Comm, Rev. HE RY, Galveston, Tex.:
Copy of Jubilee Liturgy, in Hebrew,
Marathi, and Engli h, of the synagogue
at Bombay. 32757.
COIT, J. C., Denton, Tex.: Ammonite
found in Denton County, Tex. 33472.
COLE, Mrs., Washington, D. C.: Shuttle
for weaving rag carpet. 33516.
COLLAMARINr, Dr. G., Naples, Italy:
Specimens of selenium. Purchase.
32921.

Conrn , F. S., Malden, Mass.: Fiftytwo plants (33008 ) ; fascicle of plants
(Phycotheca Boreali-Americana ro. 8).
(3300 ). Purchase.
COLLI , G. . : Photograph of the Golab
tribesofAfricaplayingthegarne "Mancala." 33145. ( ee under New York
olonization ociety.)
OLo.·1zATIO
OCIETY, Washington,
D. C.: Five ha.is from Liberia, Africa,
mu trating twined and coiled weaving.
33539.

(33253).

COLT, J.B., & Co., ew York City: ix
transparencie illustrating animal locomotion. Purchase. 33415.
CO:\li\tOX , A., Wilmington, Del.: Five
specimen of Ophioglossum, vulgatum L.
32907.

CO:\I TOCK, F. M., Cleveland,
Plant . Exchange. 33507.

COOK, Mrs. ALI E, ·wasbington, D. C. :.
no hunclrecl plant from the Canary
I lands. Purchase. 33460.
COO K, H. L., Front Royal, Va.: , 'phinx
moth, Protoparce 1·nstica Fabr. 32461.
COOK, Prof. 0. F., Washington, D. C.:
Two lily bulbs from Africa (gift)
(32635); 2-l beetles from Paguna, Teneriffe (gift) (328 4); 506 plants collected
byF.C. Straub in Liberia (gift) (33110) ;
more than 5,000 specimens of Myxom.yce.tes, constituting Professor Cook's private collection (purchase) (33123); 23
vials containing African mollusks (g ift)
(33295); 3 bats and a specimen of C1'ocidurct from Mount Coffee, Liberia, West
Africa (gift) (33400); 156 plants (gift)
(33432); specimen of Cyclodennas hubba1'dii Cook (type) and a type and 5
cotypes of Desmonus earlei Cook (gift)
(33496). (See also under New York
Colonization Society.)
COOKE, Dr. CLINTON T., Hutchinson,
Minn.: Fourteen birds' eggs from Minnesota. 33096.
Co01m, Miss J. M., San Diego, Cal.:
Shells, representing 67 species, from
Lower California and the Gulf of California (gift) (32775); specimens ofwestcoast shells (exchange) (33526) .
Coo1m, M. P. B., Lockport, N. Y.: Nest
of oriole. 32868.
COOPER, W. B., U.S. National Museum:
Silver watch with detached lever or
anchor escapement. 33309.
COOVER, A. B., Roxabell, Ohio: Photograph of a carved stone found a.t Baum
Village, Ross County, Ohio. 33165.
CoQUILLETT, D. W., Department of Agriculture: Seven hundred and eightytwo specimens of North American diptera and 28 specimens of European dip
tera, including several type specimens
(32830); 487 specimens of diptera
(32915); marmoset, Hapale jacchus

Ohio:

CORDLEY, A. B., Corvallis, Oreg.: Thirtyseven specimens of diptera. 32841.
CORNELL, Mrs. THOMAS L., Derby, Conn:
Twelve specimens of Etruscan pottery.
Exchange. 33303.
CORNING, Dr. G. A., Hampton, Iowa:
Eight specimens of dried plants collected in Iowa and Wisconsin. 33351.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
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COSBY, L. J., Cuckoo, Va.: Four hun- CREVECCEU.R, F. ]:<" .-Continued.
transmitted through Department of
dred and forty-two archre ological obAgriculture: 40 specimens of lepidopj ects from Louisa County, Va. 33514.
t era, 103 of hymenoptera, and 11 of
COSTA RICA, INSTITUTO-FISICO-GEOcoleoptera (32864); 230 specimens of
GRAFICO DE COSTA RICA, San Jos e,
hymenoptera, coleoptera, and diptera,
Costa Rica, transmitted by H. Pitetc. (33270); 14 specimens of hymenoptier, director: Ten specimens (repretera and other insects (33361). (See
sen ting 3 species) of fresh-wa ter crabs.
under Agriculture, Department of.)
32399.
Coum~Aux, EUGENE, St. Louis de Lau- CROCKETT, JAMES, Irish Lane, Pa., (received through Bureau of Ethnology):
zerin, Saskatchewan, Can ada, NorthSpade-like natural formation (33510);
west Territory: Two birds' skins
stone pestle (33730).
(exch ange) (32384); 16 birds' skins
from n or thwestern Canada (exchange) CROSBY, F. W., Naples, Italy: Geological
material from Sweden (purchase)
(33081) ; 5 birds' skins (gift) 33697);
(32602); geological material from Nor5 b ir ds' eggs and a bird's nest (gift)
(33679) .
way and Sweden (purchase) (32760);
basaltic columns from Bennan, near
COURTIS, W. M., Detroit_,Mich., received
through G. Heinemann : Fourteen fragAsbach, Rhenish Russia (gift) (38126).
ml\nt s of pottery and 6 rude flint arrow- Cnoss, Miss FLORA, Millport, N. Y.: Clear
wing sphingid, Hernaris diffinis Boisd.
h eads found 12 feet below the surface
n ear Yorkville, Ga. (32420) ; celestite
32517.
from P ut-in-Bay Island, Lake Erie, CULIN, STEWART, University of PennsylOttawa County, Ohio (33555).
vania, Philadelphia, Pa.: Head of bone
COVILLE, F . V., Department of Agriculforeshaft and copper-barbed head of a
ture: one thousand three hundred
sea-otter harpoon from Kadiak. (Rea nd sixty-nine herbarium specimens
turned.) 33034.
(32320); plant (32693) ; 34 specimens of CUMMINGS, MiRs C. E., Wellesley, Mass.:
Hepatica collected previous to and in
Sixty-one lichens (32826); 44 lichens
1890 (32948).
(33647). Exchange.
CowLF;s, CALVIN J., Wilkesboro, N. C.: CURRIE, ROLLA P., National Museum:
Specimen of flexibl e sandstone from
Ethnological and natural-history speci"Bonding Rock Mountain," North Carmens from Mount Coffee, Liberia. ( Colo]inrh 32777.
lected for the N atioual Museum.) 32601.
Cox, LISBON A., Keokuk, Iowa: Twelve CURRIER, Rev. C. W. Necker, Md. Sixfish spines, and 126 t eeth of fish es from
t een arrowlieads and spearheads from
th o Keokuk group n ear Keokuk, Iowa.
Belmont County, Maryland. 32997.
One geode with millerite. Purchase. CURTISS, A. H., Jacksonville, fla.: Six
"0." 33429.
roots of Tradescantia (gift) ( 32615) ; 93
Cox, PHILIP, Chatham, New Brunswick,
dried plants (purchase) (33210) .; 139
Canada: Two specimens of Killifish,
plants collected in Florida and 25
Fnndnlus diap hanus. 32564.
species of Algrn (purchase) (33349).
Cox, W . V., U.S. National Museum: En- CUSICK, WILLIAM C., Union, Oreg.: Ten
graved print of Don M. Dickinson.
plants collected in Oregon· (gift)
33540. (See under Yan Foo Lee.)
(33115); 199 plants from Oregon (purCOXE, H on. MACGRAUE1 Southfi.elds,
chase) (33374).
N. Y.: F our plants. 32634.
CuzNER, A. T., Gilmore, Fla.: Plant.
CRAIN, W . E. , Tacoma, Wash.: Five pho33372.
togr aphs of whales. Purchase. 33360. DAGGETT, Governor JOHN, 32659, San
CRAWFORD, Dr. J. D., Philadelphia, Pa.:
Francisco, Cal. : Basket in process of
Plants. 33637.
·
being weaved (32659); 4 photographs
CREVECCEUR, F. F., Auburn, Ala.:
of Klamath River Indians (32747); 16
Ninety-tw o insects from Alabama,
photographs of Klamath, Trinity River,
Colorado, Arizona, and Mexico (32409);
and Hoopa Indians (33160).
50 specimens of lepidoptera (32410); DALE, T. NELSON. (See under ·w. N. Ir185 insects (32491); 151 insects (32828);
win.)
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DALL, \V. H.,
eological Surv y:
Marine shells from Coo Bay, Oregon,
representi110' 10 specie . 32 95.
DANIEL, Dr. Z. T., Browning, Mont.:
Wood carving mad' uy a Piegan Indian b y (32657); butterfly from the
Rocky ~fountains of fontana (326 4);
Indian food, obtained from a Blackfeet
Indian of Montana (3345 ).
DANIEL , L. E., Brookton, Ind.: Living
nionidm (32431) ; living nioni(he,
repre enting 10 pecies, from tho vVabash River (324.98); living Unionidro,
repre euting 3 species (32 74); living
Unionidm (32936); 5 nodules (10 specimens) of Mazou Creek animal remains
(33354.).

DAUGHTERS 01!' TIIE AMERICAN REV0LUTIO , transmitted by Mrs. Eleanor
Holm s Lindsay, Washington, D. C.:
Two-dollar hill issue of 1776, Maryland, 1>hotograph of Nancy Cloes Ray,
autograph letter of Sarah A. Exton.
24.43.

DA YI , HOMER ., Rosa, Idaho: Bone
from th gills of a large chub. 33701.
DA VI , M. C., Portland, OreO',: Doublebarrel cl rifle hidden in the lava l>eds
by Captain Jack during the Modoc
war. 32648.
DAVI ' , WILLIAM T., New Brighton, N.
Y., r ceived through C. L. Marlatt:
'ynipi<l gall repre ·enting 3 species.
3353 .

DI TO 'HENRY & 0NS, Philadelphia.,
Pa.: eventeen saws manufactured by
Messrs. Disston & ons. "0." 33413.
DODGE, BYRON E., Richfield, Mich. : Collection of arcbmologfoal objects from
Greene County, Mich., human skull
from a mound in Lapeer Cour.ty; and
a polished hatchet from Germany. Deposit. 33493.
D0GGET'r, J. OTTO, Piedmont, S. C.: Hammer stones, polished hatchet, gr6oved
ax, drilled ceremonial object, and arrow or spearheads from Greenville
County, S. C. (33437), minerals (33476).
D0LLFUS, ADRIEN, Charron, Paris,
France: Five specimens of Zenobiaprisrnatica. 32852.
DOREMUS, C. A. (See under Henri Moissan.)
DOUGLAS, J., New York City: Apache
arrow. 33098.
DRAKE, C. M., Tacoma, Wash.: Six starfishe8 representing 4 species, from
Puget Sound, Washington (exchange)
(32302); shell of Physa from California
(gift) (32701); specimens of Miocene
fossils from Eel River, California (gift)
(33162); sp ecimens of .Asterias brcvispina
Stimpson and A.sterias och1·acea Brandt
(gift) (33503); starfish, sea-urchin, and
2 snails (33715).
DRAKE, Mrs. C. M., Tacoma, Wash.:
Land, fresh-water, and marine shells.
32312.

DAY, A. ' ., Beirut, yria: Sixty-seven
apecim ns of lepidoptera. 32643.
DEL ,Al>0 1 EULAGIO. ( ee under Lima,
P rn, 'o ie<lad G ografica.
DWfROIT )Iv E M FART, Detroit, Mich.,
transmitted by II. E. argent: Twentythr e species of shell , fresh-water and
marin . 32466.

l>ispo,
species.
ational Museum:
trifolium Hentz.
ILL, II RHY P., P ort Hope, ntario,
C'anada: rnfini hed Indian arrowh ad. 3240 .
If.LEI!, J. , .
under Interior D partm n, 1~. ,' .
ol gi al ' nrvey.

DRAKE, N. F., Nampa, Idaho, transmitted
by W. Lindgren: Stone pestle from
near Snake River. 32972.
DRAPER COMPANY, Hopedale, Mass.:
Four spi ndles, 4 shuttles, and 2 photographs of looms. 33404.
DREW, Prof. GILMAN, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.: Marine
mollusks, representing 3 species. 33515.
DUBLE, J. C., Williamsport, Pa.: Specimen of Thomisus aleatorfos. 32512.
Du BOIS, RHESA GRIFFIN, Washington,
D. •.: Basket and photograph, t o be
exhibited with t he Horton basket machine. 33049.
DUBOI , Dr. EUGENE, The Hagne, Holland: Plaster cast of the skull of a
specimen of Pithecanthopus erectus.
32865.

DUCKWORTH, A. S., Poplar Bluff, Mo.:
'pecimen of Habenaria para1namci.
32572.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
DUGES, Dr. A., Guanajuato, Mexico:
Cincture made from the inner bark of
a tree (gift) (32656); 4 plants (gift)
(32806); specimen of Crotalus polystictits (exchange) (32988); 3 birds' skinR
(gift) (33028); 12 plants (gift) (33136).
DUNN, M., Burlington, Iowa: Sixty-two
specimens of Burlington group fossils.
Purchase. "0." 33353.
DuNTO~, J. J. (See under Treasury Department, U.S. Life-Saving Station.)
DURGUS, G. B., Nasbie, Va.: Geological
specimens. 33716.
DURY, CHARLES, Cincinnati Society of
Nat ural History, Cincinnati, Ohio:
Specimen of Eudesma iindulata Welsh,
n e w to the Museum collection; three
specimens of aculeate hymenoptera.
32722.
DuVALL,G.S.andF. F.,Conaways, Md.:
Chipped and partly polished hatchet
and 64 arrowheads from Anne Arundel County. 33714.
DUVALL, H. C., Washington, D. C.: Paint
stone, found in a quarry workshop, in
Pulaski County, Ill. 32429.
DYER, E. G., Warren, Ohio, transmitted
b y David White, U . S. Geological Survey: Three specimens of Arthraria ba1·bala and one specimen containing trails,
from Squaw Creek, near Girard, Ohio
(32851); 153 specimens ot hymenoptera
(32728) ; 150 specimens of diptera
(32749); 150 of l epidoptera, principally
new to the collection (32881).
EAKLE, A. S., Washington, D. C.: Geologicalmaterialfrom Tyrol. Exchange.
32557.
EARLE, Mrs. ALICE MORSE, Brooklyn,
N. Y.: Four photographs of tapel ooms . Exchange. 33649.
EARNEST, JOHN PAUL, Washington, D.
C.: Brick supposed to have been taken
from the foundation of the house where
George W ashington was born. 33247.
EATON, B., Department of Agriculture:
Four plants. 33373.
E CKELS, Rev. C. E., Petchaburee, Siam:
Two Siamese tracts written by a
native (3:1277) ; 106 ethnological objects from Siam (33477).
ECKSTEIN, vV. c., Washington, D. c.:
Specimen of Cucullcea gigantea Conrad,
from the Eocene formation at Fort
Washington, Md. 32393.
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EDMAN, J. A., transmitted by H. W. Tur-:
ner: Specimen of Loftusia columbiana
Dawson. 33190.
EDWARDS, H. S., Sparta, Ga.: Specimen
of Chauliodes pectinic01·nis. 33719.
EDWARDS, S. M., Argusville, N. Dak.:
Thirteen specimens of unios, representing 7 species, from Argusville. 32479.
EGGLESTON, W. W., Rutland, Vt., received through F. H. Knowlton: Thirtythree plants. 33580.
EIGENMANN, Dr. C. H., Bloomington,
In<l. : Three specimens of Amblyopsis
spelceus. 33243.
ELERICK, W. L., Cannons burg, Mich.:
Larva of Eristalis tenax Linn. 32611.
ELY, T. N. (See under Pennsylvania
Railroad Company.)
ENGLISH, GEORGE L., & Co., New York
City: Minerals. '' 0." (33341); ores
and minerals. "O." (33398). Purchase.
ENOS, Mrs. ANNA F., Saratoga, N. Y.:
Specimens of Maple-tree Pemphigid,
Pemphigus acericola Riley. 32336.
E"VANS, W. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
EVERETT, JAMES J., National Military
Home, Kans.: Spore-cases of one of the
lower cryptogams, Marsilia sp. 32723.
EYRE, M. K. (See uncler General Electric Company.)
FAIRCHILD, D. G., Department of Agriculture: Collection of Javanese insects. 33677.
FALL, Prof. H. C., Pasadena, Cal.: Six
specimens of Pheidole hyatti Emery;
new to the collection. 33481.
FARLOW, Dr. W. G., Cambridge, Mass.,
transmitted through the Department
of .Agriculture: Eleven specimens of
fungi. 33151.
FAXON, Dr. vVALTER. (See under Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.)
FAY, J. A., & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio:
Five cuts of planing machines. "O."
33525.
FEATHERSTONAUGH, Dr. THOMAS, vVashington, D. C.: Human skull from New
Mexico. 33617.
FEILDEN, Colonel, Wells, Norfolk, England: Six plants representing the flora
of Nova Zemhla. 32795.
FERNALD, Prof. H. 'I'., State College,
Pa. Parasites. 32342.
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FERNALD, M. L., Gray Herbarium, Botanic Garden, Cambridge, Mass.: Fifteen specimens of Antennaria. 33628.
FERRISS, J. H., Joliet, Ill.: Living
Unionidre, representing 2 species (gift)
(32627); living specimens of Margantanas from the Kankakee River, Illinois
(gift) (32742); land shells from Teunes ee (exchange ) (32792); fresh-water
shells, representing 25 species, from the
eastern United States (gift) (32837);
land shells, representing 2 species, from
Illinois (gift) (33614).
FEw1rns, Dr. J. WALTER, Washington,
D. C.: Twenty-five dolls illustrating
the symbolism of Zuui gods (33194);
13 "breath feathers," naqua kwoci of
the Soyaluna Ceremony; 4 Soyaluna
pabos, obtained from tl;le Mokis, Walpi,
Arizona (33689). (See also under a. F.
Potter.)
FIEGE, .WILFRED A., Dragoon, Ariz.:
Blood-sucking Cone-nose, Oonorhinus
sanquisuga Leconte. 32889.
FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM, transmitted by W. H. Holmes, Chicago, Ill. :
Ethnological objects and a miscellaneous collection of archooological objects
from Mexico and South America. Pottery and bronze objects from an Etruscan tomb (32689); 811 specimens of
plants from Yucatan, collected by C. F.
Millspaugh. (32737.) Exchange.
FIGGIN , J. D., Kensington, Md.: Turtle
(gift) (32309); 85 birds' skins from
reenland (purchase) (32708); skins
and skull of a Greenland hare, Lepus
gramlandica (purchase) (33592).
FI N, FRANK. (See under Calcutta,
India: Indian Museum.)
FI rr COMMI SION, T. S., lion. J. J. Brice,
Com mi sionor: farine invertebrates,
fi , bes, mollu ks, insects (32348); marine shells and mollnsks representing
4 pecie (32607); crabs ( Portunus sayi
and Planes minutus) from Vineyard
, onnd (32672); types and cotypes of
fishe collected in the North Pacific
cean, Bering ea, Oregon, Florida,
and ew York (32960); fishes from
Florida, irgini a, and L o u is i an a,
(32992); type specimens of four new
pecie of fishes collected by the steamr Albatross in 1 96 and 1897 (33011) ;
, tilt, llimantopus mexicanus, from Texa (33428); tran mitted by the Leland

FI n U0:\IMISSION, U. S.-Continued.
Stanford Junior University, Stanford
niversity, California: type specimen _
of Oligoplites mundus from San Juan
Lagoon, Mexico, collected by steamer
Albatross (33459); specimen of Oaulolepis longidens from the Pacific Ocean,
collected by the steamer Albafross
(33490); type specimens of A1,e1-ru110us
sterletus· and Radulinus boleoicles collected in the North Pacific Ocean by
the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross (33502); fresh-wat er shells
collected by Dr. C. H. Gilbert while in
the service of the Fish Commission in
Oregon and California (33534); type
specimens of Notropis chambe1·laini and
Notropis loiiisianmj four cotypes of Notropis charnberlaini (33658).
FISHER, H. L., Stockton, N. J.: Specimens of Psocus venosus (32427); larvoo
and imago of Epilachna borealis Fabr.
(32482.)
FISHER, WILLIAM H., Baltimore, Md.:
Photograph of double nest of a Chipping Sparrow from Talbot County, Md.
32794.
FITCH, Mrs. CLARA, Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.: Photograph of a stone object
found near Sault Ste. Marie. 32468.
FLEMI~G, J. H., Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Eleven birds' skins from Canada.
32418.
FLINT, Dr.JAMES M., u. s. Navy: Leather
pocket-book, the property of the grandfather of Dr. Flint (Dtmiel Flint of
Hillsboro, N. H.), containing 47 coins.
32406.
FLORIDA TIMES- UNION AND CITIZEN,
received through G. W. Wilson, Jacksonville, Fla. : Spotted Snake Eel, Ophichthys guttifer, from Nassau Sound.
33463.
FLOYD, FRENCH, Washington, D. C.
pecimen of Horned Grebe, Oolymbus
auritus. 33167.
FLYNT, FRANK, General Land Office,
Washington, D. C.: Pottery bead found
about one-Lalf mile from the McIntosh
trail from Indian Springs to Alabama,
6 miles northwest from Griffin, Ga.
33408.
FOOTE, Dr. A. E., Philadelphia, Pa.:
Specimen of roeblingite, from :Franklin, . J. (33607); specimen of mineral
(33731). Purchase.

LIST 01'' ACCESSIONS.
FOOTE, wARREN M., Philadelphia, Pa.:
Minerals. Purchase. "O." 33368.
FORD, JOHN, Philadelphia., Pa.: Land
shells from the Bahama Islands, representing 2 species. 33292.
FORES TIER, J., keeper of Saluria lighthouse, :Matagorda Island, Tex., received
through Hon. J. D. Mitchell: Deformed
claw of a specimen of Callinectes sapidiis from Espiritu Sancto Bay, Texas.
33653.
FORKERT, c., transmitted by Departm ent of Agriculture: Seven specimens
of plants from Mississippi. 33711.
Fow1rn, GERARD, (See under Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.)
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Philadelphia, Pa.,
transmitted by H. Heyl, actuary: Two
bronze medals of the institute. 32919.
FREDHOLM, A., Baltimore, Md.: Three
hnndrecl and twenty-nine plants collected in Jamaica in 1897. 33171.
Freie Vereinigung Tiroler Botaniker
[Die]. (See under Carinthia, Austria.)
Fmc, V., Prague, Bohemia: Specimen of
hessite on quartz. Purchase. "0."
33443.
FRIEL, F. W., Victoria, Tex.: Seven
arrowheads. '33430.
FRIERSON, L. S., Frierson's Mill, La.:
Three specimens of unios (gift) (32540);
un ios, representing 2 species, from Logansport, La. (gift) (32843); unios
from the Sabine River (gift) (32767);
2 specimens of unios (gift) (33064); 6
specimens of Tertiary fossils ( exch ange) (33267).
FRIESS, Dr. H., Innsbrnck, Austria: Nino
h undred and seventy-four specimens of
bees . E x change. 32869.
FHOBENIUS, Dr. L., Swiss Museum of
Ethnology and Arch reology, Basel,
Switzerland: Archreological objects
from Swiss lake dwellings. Exchange.
32763.
F ucHs, Dr. Theo. (See under Vienna,
Austria: K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmm eum, Botanische Abtheilung.)
FULTZ, Prof. F. M., Washington, Iowa:
Four hundred and fifty specimens of
Burlington crinoids. Purchase. "0/'
33465.
.
FURLONG, E. B., Livingston, Ariz. : Modern Turkish "spiel-pfennig," fo.uncl in
ruins in t,he Sierra Ancha Mountains,
Arizona. 32493.
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FURNESS, Dr. W. H., Philadelphia, Pa.:
Thirty birds' skins; turtle skeleton;
mammal skins from Borneo. 32415.
FUR SEAL COMMISSION, U. S.: Fur seal
(32745); transmitted by Leland Stanford Junior University: bones of mammoth and bear (33382).
GAILLARD, Mons. FELIX., Morbihan,
France: Fae simile of a sc ulptured
sign on a dolmen near Carnac, France.
32445.
GANE, HENRY S., Chicago, Ill., received
through Bureau of Ethnology : Stone
hatchet and a sock made of turkey
feathers. Purchase. "O." 33483.
GARNER, EDWARD, Quincy, Cal. : Eleven
butterflies (gift) (32457); skin and skull
of chipmunk, Tam.ias quadrimaculatus
Gray (exchange) (32678); 20 birds' skins
from California (exchange) (32803); 5
birds' skins from California, and 3
mammal skins from California (gift)
(32961).
GATLING GuN COMPANY, Hartforu,Conn. :
Photograph of a Gatling gun; also photographs of a Gatling gun mounted on a
tripod. 33518.
GATTINGER, Dr. A. (See under Agriculture, Departrnen't of.)
GEDDIS, THOMAS R. T., Bassett, Nebr.:
Specimen of Monohammiis confuso1·
Kirby, and Crab-spider, Xysticus lirnbatus Keyserling. 32732.
GEIGER, Dr. G. B., Manning, S. C.: Specimen of Sus scrofa domest-icus. 32527.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Schenectady, New York: Nineteen specimens
of porcelaiu, and 15 pieces of insulated
wires (gift) (33184); 18 pieces of electrical apparatus ( deposit) (33185).
Transmitted through M. K. Eyre,
manager, lamp works, Harrison, New
Jersey: 'rwenty-seven incandescent
lamps (gift) (33407).
Transmitted
through S. D. Greene: Edison bi-polar
dynamo, originally used in the steamer.
Columbia, 1878 (gift) (33703).
GENOA, ITALY: Mnseo Civico di Storia
Naturale, Genoa, Italy, transmitted by
Dr. R. Gestro: Alcoholic specimen of
Heterocephalus glaber, from Somaliland,
Africa. Exchange. 32890.
GEOLOGISCH - P ALAEONTOLOGISCHES INSTITUT.
(See under Munich, Germany.)
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GEOLOGICAL -(0 IETY 01!' Lo DON. (See
under London, England.)
GESTRO, Dr. R. ( ee under 'enoa, Italy,
Museo ivico di toria Naturale.)
GETMAN, Dr. A. A., Chaumont, . Y.:
Specimen of Lit11ites undatus Conrad
(33291); trilobite, Illamus crassicaudus
a1nerican11s Billings, from the Trenton
formation (33387); 3 specimens of'l'renton cryolites (33593); 3 trilobites from
the Trenton formation (33697) .
GILBERT, Mrs. A., Plainfield, N. J.: Larvre
of the Hickory aw-fly, Selandria carym
orton. 32316.
Gn,nERT, B. D., Clayville, N. Y.: Perns
from Bermuda. 33554.
GILBERT, Dr. C. H. ( ee undor U. S.
}i h Commission; Leland Stanford
Junior University.)
GILllERT, Prof. G. K., U. S. Geological
urvey: Unionidro from Erie Canal,
New York. 33699. ( ee also under
Interior D partment, U. S. Geological
nrvey.)
GILLMORE, R., Creston, Iowa: Sphinxmoth. 32499.
GrnTv, G. H. ( ee under Prentis Clark;
Dr. William Clark; 'l'homas Piwonka.)
GLATFELTER, . M., St. Louis, Mo.: Ten
pe imens of willows (gift) (32783); 26
plants (exchange) (33047).
Gorn ·G, Dr. F. W., Rutland, Ill.: Specim n of Telamona, representing 4 species,
new to the collection (32389); type
sp cimen of Stetheophyma doranii Goding (33221).
GOLDMAN, E. A., Tampico, Mexico:
Tw nty-fivo plants collected in Mexico
(33091); 14.0plantsfromMexico (33583);
receiv cl through Department of Agricult1ue: 13 plants coll cted in Mexico
(33 -5). ( ee under Agriculture, Departm nt of.)
' LL, Rev. . P. (See under ew York
olonization ociety.)
Go DFELL w, EDWARD, . S. National
Iu eum : Atlantic cable signal-key
us cl in t leg raphic longitude deterruination between Europe and America
in 1 6!J-1 72. Purchase. 32985.
01nn E, F. G., ewYork City : Trilobit , Ill<l'1itt8 americanus, from Silliman's Fo il fount, Baffin Land. 32882.
;oooYEAR R BUER COMPANY, Washingt n, D. '. · elo ip d madeaboutl 70.
l nrchase. 3- 07.

GORDON, R. H., Cumberland, Md.: Six
specimens, repre enting 2 species, of
lint on group brachiopoda, and 18 1:>pecimens, representing 2 species, of iagara group brachiopoda. 32855.
GORMAN, M. W. (See under Interior
Department, U. S. Geological Survey.)
GOULD, C. N., Winfield, Kans.: Thirtyseven flaked flints, from quarries at
Maple City, Kans. 33640.
GRAHAMSTOWN, SOUTII AFRICA: ALBANY
MUSEUM, transmitted by Dr. s. Schonland: Skeleton of an African el ephant.
Exchange, 33147.
GRANT, Col. CHARLES COOTE, Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada: Box containing 53
specimens of Niagara graptolites and
other fossi11:>. 33672.
GRAVES, C. B., Groton, Conn.: Plants
from Connecticut. 32908.
GRAVES, JAMES A., Susquehanna, Pa.:
Specimen of Hieracium pilosella. 32458.
GRAY HERBARIUM, Cambridge, Mass.:
Fifty-eight specimens of Mexican
plants, and 12 specimens of Mexican
Umbellifer£. Exchange. 33506.
GREATA, LOUIS A., Los Angeles, Cal.:
Specimens of Bawia tenella. 33453.
GREEN, LYDIA OLIVE, Chicago, Ill.: Two
pieces of music written in commemoration of the union of the Blue and the
Gray at the unveiling of the Logan
monument in Chicago, July 22, 1897.
· 32369.
GREENE, Prof. E. L., Catholic University,
Washington, D. C.: Specimen of Viola
atlantica collected in Anne Arundel
County, Md. 33605.
GREENE, S. D. (See under General Electric Company.)
GREGER, D. IC., Fulton, Mo. : Land shells,
representing 2 species (32486); 42 specimens of brachiopods, representing 6
specfes from the St. Louis formation of
Missouri (32644) ; 35 specimens, representing 19 species of Carboniferous fossils, and 2 specimens of calciferous fossils (32858) ; 4 specimens of Seminula
from the Kaskaskia formation (33033)'.
GRINDELL, Dr. C. S., Baltimore, Mel.:
Trumpeter pigeon, in the flesh. 33007.
GRINNELL, Jo EPH, Pasadena, Cal.: Six
·pecimens of .Agelaius (32315); 3 goldfinches, including a specimen of Spinus
tristis salicamans (32506); type ·pecimen of kinglet, representing a new

LIS'r OF ACCESSIONS.
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HAMILTON, JAMES M.-Continued.
GRINN!<~LL, JOSEPH- Continued.
Grande Mountains, Brewster County,
subspecies (32507) ; 6 birds' skins
Tex. (32393); 9 fossils from the Co(32524); specimen of Vigor's Wren
manche series of Texas, and a chipped
Thryothorus b. spilurus from California
fl.int knife (32741); specimen of Eucnide
(33157); 7 birds' skins from California,
bartonioides (33068); transmitted by T.
including t yp e of a new subspecies
W. Stanton; fl.int spearhead of Aparock wren (33181); 6 birds' skins,
che origin, found at Semiside Spring,
including a type of Harpo rhynchus
Chisos Mountains, Foley County, Tex.
redivivus pasadenensis · from California
(33203).
(33450) .
GROSS, H. L.W., Alexandria,'renn.: Spec- HANCOCK, G. R., cadet, u. s. Military
Academy, West Point, N. Y. : Collecimen of Sphmrophthalma occidentalis L.
tion of personal relics of the late Gen .
32533.
Winfield S. H a ncock, U. S, Army.
GROSSE, HERRMAN, Paraguay, RepubDeposit. 32876.
lic of Paraguay: Thirteen beetles.
HANHAM, A. Vv., Winnepeg, Manitoba,
32628.
Canada; Fifty-two specimens of miDE GROSSOUVRE, M.A., Bourges (Ch er),
crolepidoptera, mostly new to the
France: Cast of t ype specimen of
Museum collection (33077); collection
Schluteria larteti. Exchange. 33276.
of microlepidoptera (33257).
GUMP, H. D., JohnsonCity,Tenn.: Indian
hatchet from Johnson County, Tenn. HANSEN, GEORGE, Berkeley, Cal.: Sixteen
specimens of Junci. 32957.
Purchase. 33543.
HABIGHURST, C. B ., Las Cruces, N. Mex.: HARDING, JOHN H., Washington, D. C.:
Snake. 33545.
Specimen of gypsum from near TulaHARLAN, H. H. (See under Harris, I. H.,
rosa. 33378.
estate of.)
HACKNEY, W. H., Glenns Ferry, Idaho:
HARPER, THOMAS. (See under W estern
Two teeth of a fossil bison. 33120.
Pennsy 1vania Historical Society.)
HAGGARD, Dr. J. B., Parsons, Tenn.:
Specimen of Garyocrinus ornatus. 33529. HARRIES, GEORGE, Hankow, China, received through Miss E. R. Scidrnore:
HALL, B. H ., Washington, D. C.: Kearney
Two bricks of tea made for the Tibetan
cross. 32849.
trade. 33455.
HALL, Mrs. CHARLES CUTHBERT, Westport Point, Mass.: Abnormal specimen HARRINGTON, RAYMOND, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.: Arrowheads, scrapers, et0., of
of Botrychium ternatum. 32489.
quartz and quartzite, found in the DisHALL, IL M., Riverside, Cal. : Ono huntrict of Columbia. 32333.
dred and sixty-five plants obtained
principally from San Jacinto Moun- HARRIS, I SAAC, Georgetown, D. C.: Harmoni flute. Purchase. 33286.
tains, California. Purchase. 32875.
HAl\lllURG, DAVID T., London, E ngland : HARRIS, ISRAEL H., estate of, transmitted
Collection of p hotographs taken in
by the administrators, H. H. Harlan
Central Asia. 32640.
and R. F. Mosher, Waynesville, Ohio:
HAMILTON, JAMES M., received t llrough
Seventy-five boxes containing the
Dr. R. W . Shufeldt, of T akoma Park,
"I. H. Harris dollection" of fossils and
D. C.: Eight specimens r epresenting
archreological objects, consisting of
new species of Holospira from Rio
about 20,000 specimens. 1 33149.
1 Mr. Charles Schuchert, of the National Museum, was deta iled to make an examination of the collection before its transfer to Washington. Upon the completion
of his work he addressed the following letter to the a dministrators·:

WAYNESVILLE, OHIO, D ecem!be1· 29, 1897.
Messrs. R. F. MOSHER and H. H. HARLAN,
.Aclministrators of the I. H. Harris Estate.
GENTLEMEN: In making a survey of the nat ural-history specimens b elonging to the late Mr. I. H.
Harris, of vVaynesville, Ohio, consisting of fossil s, archreological specimens, shells, and minerals,
about 15,546 specimens wer e found, as per appendecl list. The number of specimeus here given is not
exact, but it appears safe to state that there will be moro than that number present when the collection is completely brought together. T·be total includes ihe duplicate specimens which Mr. Harris
agreed s hould be exchanged l.Jy th e U. S. Natioual Museum whenever favorable opportunity offers.
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HARRISON, Miss CARRIE, U. S. rational
Museum: Three plants. 32573.
BARRISO -, S. R., Clarksburg, W. Va. :
Specimen of Corydalus cornutus. 32312.
HART, GEORGE B., Baltimore, Md.: Living pigeon imported from England.
33604.
HART, W. W. & Co., ew York City:
Kadiak bear skull. Purchase. 32351.
HARVARD HERBARIUM, Cambridge,
Mass.: Specimen of Stylosanthes elatior
from Tennessee, and specimen of
Stylosanthes proounibens from Florida.
32977.
HASBROUCK, Dr. E. M., Washington, D.
Two hundred alld eighteen birds'
skins from North America (32403); 585
birds' skins from North America(33014).
Purchase.
Ha ALL, Dr. ALBERT, Department of
Agriculture: Parasites. Deposit.
32341.
HA ETT, BURDETT, Reliance, Va.: Ovenuird, Seiurus aurocapillus, in the flesh.
32549.
HATCHER, ,J. B. (See under Smithsonian
Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.)

HAWKIN , ARMAND, :rew Orleans, La.:
Print from a copperplate by Diego de
Villegas. 33032.
I-:lAwKs, A. McL., Tacoma, Wash.: Pho.
tograph of specimens of Glycime1·is
generosa Gld. 32496.
HA.Y, Prof. 0. P., U.S. National Museum:
Eggs of Arnphiuma means from Arkansas. 33058.
HAY, Prof. W. P., Washington, D. C.:
Specimen of Necturus from Cayuga
Lake, Ithaca, New York. 33468.
HEIDF.MANN, 0., Petworth, D. C.: Six
specimens of Nmtroctenus simplex Uhler.
32637.
HEINEMANN, G. (See under William M.
Courtis.)
HEINRICHS, W. F., Indianapolis, Ind.:
Mole cricket, Gryllotalpa colurnbim
Scudder. 32528.
HELLER, A. A., Minneapolis, Minn.: Three
plants (exchange) (32705) ; 345 plants
from New Mexico (purchase) (32796).
(See under Minnesota, University of.)
HENDERSON, JoH:N" B., jr., Washington,
D. C.: Two valves of Unio duclirci from
Siam, and two unios in alcohol from

The speoimons thus obtained in exchange are to be added to the permanent portion of the '· I. H. Har.
ris Coll ction." The number of duplicate specimens, however, can not be given until the entire col•
lection has been studied if, W ashington.
The following is a list of the specimens in the collection :
Number of
specimens.
Crinoids from the Cincinnati group .............................................................• 1,018
Crinoids from Crawfordsville, Ind.................. . .................... ....... ........ ... ...... 860
Crinoids from Burlington, Iowa......................................... . ......... .. . .. .. ...... .. 131
Crinoids from various other localities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Criuoid slabs from the Cincinnati group.........................................................
50
Agelacrinus ancl related forms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117

..

--

•.rotal crinoids .....................: ......... ..... .... ...... ...... ... . ........... ... ..... ... 2, 285
Palroa. t r iu bank ofli-ce ...... ....... .............. . ...... .. ................... .... .. ....... ...... - tarfisbes in Washington, D. C. .••. ... ....•...••.. . ..... .. . . .. .... ... ..... . ........ ....... .. .. . . .
40

Total starfishes ............. . ..............................................................~
Calymena. senaria (a.trilouite) ........ ........................................ .... ..... . .. .. ... .. --888
Other Cincinnati group trilobites... ............ .... .................... .. .......... ....... . ... . . 294
Trilobi
from other geological bol'izons. .. .. .... ... ... . ...... . ... .. .. . ... ...... .. . .. . ... ... . . . .
8!
Total trilobites.... ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 266
Brachiopoda. from the Cincinnati group ...................................•...................... 1,200
Brachiopoda from all other geological horizons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
Gastr podafrom tile Cincinnati group.. ........ ....................................... . ......... 170
aslropoda Jfom all othor geological horizons . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
35
Lamellibranchiata from the Cincinnati group . . . . . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 601
C phalopoda. fro m the Cincinnati group. . ........................................................
38
Total mollu ca .... ............ ..... ................................... ... ............. ... .. 2, 213

~i

Mi ·cllan ous fossils from the Ciuc·11m1li group ... ................ ·~ .......... ........ ..........
Pal ozoic fo~ ils from all horizons other than tbe Cincinnati group .. ........ .... ................ 1, 416 ·

, i>rondary and tertiary fossils . ....... ........................·...................................

254

Totalfos ils ..... .. .... ....................... ... .. .. . . ...... . ............................. 8,226
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LIS'r OF ACCESSIONS.
HENDERSON, JonN B., jr.-Continued.
Europe _( 32432); specimen of F'issnrella
from Acapulco, Mexico (32834); musical
instruments from Pekin, China, (33113).
HENDERSON, L. F., University of Idaho,
Moscow, I<laho: Three specimens of a
new Aster. 33220.
HENSHAW, H. W., Hilo, Hawaii: Skin of
.Acridotheres tristis from Hilo, Hawaii
(32624); 2 skins of Flycatchers (33621).
H1mITAGE, BENJAMIN, receiYcc1 throngb
Department of Agriculture: Four
plants. 32411.
HERRICK, C. L., Albuquerciue, N. Mex.:
Plants collected on the Tres Maria
Islands and western coast of Mexico.
33305.
HEYL, Mrs. EMMA L., Washington, D. C.:
Dance 'shirt (ghost dance) and a hoop
("signal"), obtained from the Sioux
Indians, South Dakota. 33383.

HEYL, I-I. L. (See under Franklin Institute.)
HEYWARD, W. N ., Hardeeville, S. C.:
Speciman of .Actias luna Linn. 32529.
HIBBARD, D.R., Sturgis, Mich.: Marine
shells from New Smyrna, Fla. 33651.
HICKS, G. H., Department of Agriculture:
Specimen of Polygonum tenue (32510);
4 plants from the greenhouse of the
Department of Agriculture (82568).
HILDBURGI-I, L. W., New York City:
Seven unmounted prints of objects, consisting· of . Indian implements, ornaments, etc. 33646.
HILDEBRAND, A. M., College Station,
Tex. : Specimen of Gidiewezia berlandieri , 32570.
HILLS, R. C., U. S. Geological Survey:
Four specimens of crustacean trails
from the Cretaceous Apishapa formation of southern Colorado. 32364.

Arch mological specimens:
Pottery.... ..... . .... . ....... ... ... .... ...... .. .... . .... . ... . ................................
86
Axes, pestles, and other stoue implem ents .................. .. ..... _..........•••..... . .... .. 1, 147
Spear and arrow points and other flint implements .. .. .. .. ................••................. 4,508
Copper pi eces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Stone pives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
Stone mask found at Fort ,Vayne, Ind .... ........ •....... . ......... . ........••••..... .. .....
Bone implements from Madisonville, Ohio.. .. .............. . ........................... . ....
100
Total archmological specimens .............•... .......... ............. ....•........ . ...... 5, 864
Minerals..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . •. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

306

Land and fresh-water shells......... .. .. ... . ....................................................
Marine slrnlls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

650
500

Total shells ....... .•. . . • •. . . ..... ...... ........................•......••..•••••............ 1, 150
SUMMARY,

Fossils... ... . ... . ................... .. ....................................................... ... 8,226
Arch:~ological specimens ... ... .... . . .. ................... ... .......... . ....... .. .... _........ . . 5,864
Minerals .. ...... . ........•............................ .... .......• _.............................
306
R ecent shell s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .• .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 150
Total specimen s in the "I. H. Harrifl collection" . ... ..... ..... _.. _.. ..... ...... . ........ 15,546
In bequeathing · this collection to tho U . S. Nation al Museum, Mr. Harris also provided that
"my beloved wife, Edith, and my daughters Laura H. Mosl1 er and Minnie Mildred Harris shall
have the privilege of selecting from any part of the collection any an<l all such specimens as they mav
respectively desire as souv~nirs . ''
•
Iu compliance with this provision of tho will Mrs. Harris and her daughters, Miss M innie Mildred
Ha rris and Mrs. Laura H. Mosher have selected the following as souvenirs:
Spec:.im on,;.
Minerals ............................................. _................. _... .. ... ___ ... _... _... __
306
R ecent sh ells ........ .. . . ....... .. ... . ........................... .... . _.. ____ . __ . _. _.... _.. __ .. . 1, 150
Arrow points from Oregon . .............. .... . ....................... _............. _._._ ...... .
100
Other archroological specimens .. .... .... ...........................•................. _. __ .... _.
50
Second ary and T ertiary fos sils ............. . . . . . ....... _. _... _.. _.............. _.. _. _.. _.. __ .. _
250
Calymena callicephala (a trilobite) ...... _. ...... . ................ ___ ... .... . ..... _. ____ . _...... .
100
Paleozoic fos sils .................................................... _... _.. _...... _. _. _.. . . .... .
250
To Lal . ..... . ....... .. ...............................•. .. .......••... _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yours respectfully ,

2, 206

CHARLES SCHUCHER'l',

For U. S. National Jlluseum.
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al. : Collec-

:rational

sp.

A ,
"DWARD A., Brooklyn, . Y.:
B tle (Alaus ooulatus Linn.). 32317.
lJ urn , . J., Woods Hol , Mass.: Hermit crab (Pag11.,1·ua annitlipes timpson)
(32426) ; 2 specimens of an Isopod from
an Pedro, Cal. (33296).
LME ,
rof. W. H. ( e under ] ield,
olnmbian Museum.)
L n, Dr. EMIL, Vienna, Austria: Boh miau Cambrian fo il , collect d by
1 r. J~ira Jaus .J. Jahn; lJil'ds' eggs and
eol gi al mat rial from , outb Africa.
'27 6.
rof. J. ., Winona, Minn.:
Taraxac·um aall and parasites. 32456.
R LZ ER, F . .: ., an Di go, al. : Two
sk 1 ton of arpoclaous. 32488.
li D, LE\ I , E., outh Boston, Mass.:
m 11 inlaid 1'urkish dagg r from Erzeronm, A.rm nia; old miniature shell
p ketbook, brought from England to
.Ameri a in 1 00; old bronz candlei k from northern pain, brought to
the nited tate in 1876; small arrowpoint and other tone implements found
in Franklin Park, Boston, Mass., June
5, 1 9. 33152.

n mn, ROBERT f. (See under .Agriulture, D partm nt of. )
II RTO , W. W., Washington, D. C.:
Twelve teeth of fos il shark. 32481.
HOUGH, Dr. GERRY DE ., ew Bedford,
Ma s. : Fifty specimens of dip t er a
(33522); 50 specimens of diptera including type specimens (33717).
HOUGH, Dr. WALTER, u. s. National
Museum: Twenty-five specimens of
Triassic fossils, and 51 specimens of
Cretaceous fossils from Arizon:;i, (32762) ;
pecimen of Poor Will (Phalc.en optilus)
from Arizona (32785) ; miscellaneous
natural history material, collected in
Arizona (32815).
HOWARD, L. 0., Department of Agriculture. Salamander from Californfa.
33706. (See J. M. Stedman.)
H BBARD, HENRY G., Detroit,. Mich.:
Twenty-one specimens of Eccritotarsus
ino1.wm.lB Distant, from Phrenix, Ariz.
(new to the collection) (32305); 105
specimens of insects from Arizona
(32319); 4 specimens of Lycomorpha
latercula Hy. Edwards (new to the collection) (32333); 121 specimen~ of hymenoptera from Arizona (32613); 81
beetles from Arizona (32626); 96 specimens of diptera and neuroptera from
Arizona and California (32638); 17
specimens of Myrmeleonidre from Arizona (32671); 164 specimens of lepidoptera from Arizona (32746); 115 specimens of insects from .Arizona (32831);
51 insects from Arizona (32897); 53
specimens of larvre and other insects
from Arizona (32942); 5 larvre of Dinapates wrightii Horn (new to the collection) (32984); collection of coleoptera
of North America, representing about
12,000 species, and constituting the
private collection of Messrs. Schwarz
and Hubbard (33101); 1,057 specimens
of hemiptera from Arizona and California (33248).
HUBBARD, Lucius L., Houghton, Mich.:
Two specimens of powellite from Calumet, Mich. Exchange. 32981.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
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HUBER, WILLIAM. (See under Smith- INTERIOR DEP ART.!'tIENT-Continued.
United States Geological Survey- Cont'd.
sonian Institution, Bureau of Etharrowheads, chips, flakes, etc., of
nology.)
obsidian found in Inyo County, Cal.
HUFFMAN, S. C., Pleasant Lake, Ind.:
(32975); 310 plants collected i~ Idaho
Larva of Attacus cecropia Linn. 32416. _
and Montana by J. B. Leiberg
HUGHES, Mrs. S. M., Corpus Christi,
(32990); 87 specimens of fossils from
Tex. : Specimen of Heterogamia bollithe Middle Cambrian ( f) Ocoll, and
ana Saussure (32778); beetle (Eleodes
Chickamauga limestone of Tennessee,
carbonaria Say), and a caterpillar (Pacollected by E. 0. Ulrich (33004);
pilio cresphontes Cramer) (32950).
geological collect!ons representing
HULST, Dr. GEORGE D., Brooklyn, N. Y.:
Types of 42 species of North American
the Bidwell Bar, Downieville, and
Geometridre. 33384.
Chico quadrangles, collected by H.
HUNTER ROBERT, St. Johns, NewfoundW .. Turner (33010); selected collecland: Skull of Porpoise ( Phocmna) from
tion of rocks representing the Sonora
Greenland. 32891.
and Jackson quadrangles in the gold
HUNTER, WILLIAM, National Zoological
belt of California, collected by H.
Park; specimen of Dryopteris crist,.,,ta,
W. Turner (33040); 33 fossil plants
(32388); plants ( 32567, 32700, 32709,
from the San Pablo formation, north
32879, 33130); reptiles and batrachians
of Mount Diablo, Arizona, collected
from Missouri, Illinois, and Indian Terby H. W. Turner (33048); 9 speciritory. 33154.
mens showing spheroidal weathering
!HERING, Dr. H. YON, Museu Paulista,
of shale, from the Cretaceous Shale
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Shells, represent(Chico), ShastaCounty, Cal., obtained
ing 41 species, from San Sebastian
by .J. S. Diller (33108); fossil speciIsland, Brazil. 32768.
men from the Carboniferous strata of
lJIMA, Dr. I. (See under Tokyo, Japan,
Gordon, Palo Pinto County, Tex.,
Science College, Imperial University).
transmitted by Frank Burns (33122);
ILLINOIS, UNIVERSITY ,w, Urbana, Ill.
specimen of goniatite; 3 Jurassic
Twelve birds' skins from the East
insecvs, 15 Ammonites and a slab
Indies. Exchange. 33340.
of Triassic :fishes, obtained from
INDIAN MUSEUM. (See under Calcutta,
the Nashville Exposition exhibit
India.)
.
(33172); geological material from
INGERSOLL, J. c., Bowie, Md. TwentyJudith Mountains, Montana1 colfive shells, bird in alcohol, 10 insects,
lected by L. V. Pirsson and W. H.
representing 6 species, 11 reptiles, 85
Weed (33189); 7 specimens of fulgubirds' skins from Honduras. Purchase.
rite from Telluride quadrangle, Roll32579.
ing Mountain, Colorado; 2 speciINGERSOLL-SERGEANT DRILL COMPANY,
mens of telluride from Crested Butte
New York City . Photographs of vaquadrangle, Crested Butte; 4 specirious types of drills a nd mountings.
mens from the Elk Mountains quad"0." 33523.
rangle, from Castle Creek (33217);
INLAND PRINTER COMPANY, Chicago, Ill.
collection of rocks from
the
Specimen of" nature printing." 33338.
Little Rocky Mountains of Montana,
lNSTITUTO FISICO-GEOGRAFICO DE COSTA
assembled by Messrs. Walter H.
RICA. (See under Costa Rica.)
Weed and L. V. Pirsson (33320); 49
INTEIUOR DEPARTMENT:
specimens of Canadian rocks, colUnited States Geological Survey: Four
lected by Prof. P. D. Adams, Monboxes containing rocks and other
treal, Canada (33274); vertebrate
material from California, Oregon,
and invertebrate fossils from Misand Montana (32323); 39 specimens
sissippi, collected by Prank Burns
ofinvertebrate cretaceous fossils and
and L. C .•Johnson (33318); 26 speciabout 24 specimens of plants (32654);
mens of Cretaceous invertebrates,
3 slabs of lingulas from the Medina
collected by L. C. Johnson from the
sandstone at Lockport, N. Y., col"'rombigbee Sand," nea,r Columbus,
lected by Prof. G. K. Gilbert (32917;)
Miss. (33326); 285 plants, collected by
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JARYJ. P. '' ., 'olonial Bank, King ton,
United, late11 Oeolo9ical 11rl'e.1J- 'out d.
.Jamafra: Two spedm ns of J,iomera
orruan in ,va hington Forest,
1li11p,u· and l'a1wpc1113 from Ja,maica.
Reserv (:3:3356); 200 plants, coll etc-cl
:tl;38 .
by T. . Bi·and ge in tli Teton For- JR.'KIN ·, ' . .FRA. crs, Washington, D. C.:
est Reserve (3B:~57 ) ; 67 crinoitl8, 170
<..:ollection of chrono-photographic nipsh lls, 3 5 shark't1 t eth, a,ncl 38
parntus. Loan. 33057.
shark's spine , from the Lower Car- J1<,NKI ·, "\V. D., Tarpon, Tex.: Four
honiferouR a.t narry, .M arshall Connt1pecimens of Thread Herring, Opistltoty, Iowa (pnrcha Nl hy the Museum,
nema ogliniun, and a specimen of Scaled
on the authority of . , ·. Geological
'arcliue, ardinella pensacolre. 33223.
urvey, for th<, Omaha Expo ition) JEN 1c, ELlJREV L., Coupeville, Wash.:
(3B396); 36 1wciwens of acgerite yeLand, fresh-water, and marine shells
nitefroni th Judith Mountains, Monfrom Washington, representing nine
tan,h (334.01); a suite of rocks, colspecies. 33611.
lec·tetl and prepared by the , 'urvey JENNEY, W. P., Black Hills, S. Dak.:
under the tlirec:tion of Mr. ,J. ' . Dill r
Specim<'D of Viola delphinifolia from
(33403); 562 criooidsfrom the Kinder- I near D ad wood. 33674.
hook formation at Q11arry, Man,hall JEPSON, W. L., University of California,
Berkeley, Cal.:
Eighteen plants
<Jonoty, Iowa (pun'.hai,ocl from J. :McCabe thi-011gh the Geological Survey,
(32704); 27 plants from <Jalifornia
(33117); 20 sp cirn rlA of fossils (from
(330116).
0111 ha Exposition Exhibit) (33668); JERMY, G. (Seo under J. G. Smith.)
rocks from Hear Paw Mountains Jon , ANDRRW, Washington, D. C.:
ancl Judith Mouutains, Mouta11a, colSnow-snake, Irocp1ois wooden cradle,
I ctecl by W. II. Weerl (33t69) . (See
hoard, b11skct, and 11 headed reticule
nu<l r Arthur Hihbins; ,Ja,111os F.
(purchase) (33084); samples of corn
Kemp; J. E. Olive; R. , '. Spence.)
and beans raised by the Iroq nois IndiImn , W. ., Bckington, D. C. : Spocians (33142); 2 loaves of bread made
men of an evergreen blackberry
from Indian corn ancl boiled beaus
(32665); plant (3270G); 71 specimem, of
(33271).
dike rocks from eastern New York and JonNSON, A. J., Astoria, Oreg.: Speciw1•stern Vermont, and 4.5 thin sectious,
mens of Oreobroma lweedyi (32412); 6
colle1·ted by Prof. T.
elson Dale
plants (32696).
JonNSON, Prof. C. W., Wagner Insti{33710).
.JAc1c ·o., VrcTORU, Howling Green, Ky.:
tute, Philadelphia, Pa.: Type speciLan<l shells, representing two species.
. mens of diptera, representing four
:{3739.
species (32560); 7 specimens of hymen.JAi! ', Dr . .JARASLAU J. ( eeunderDr.
optera (32885) .
Bntil £Ioluh.)
Jon 'S01T, .J. L., Duffield, Va.: Nine ar.f Al'lm:, FORE."l', Grand Mound, Wash.:
row poiuts, stone ax, a pebble, and a
Longi orn-b ct]e, Ro-~alia funebriB Mots
1nass button. Exchange. 32326.
(32117); specim n of Dasyllis pesticata JOHNSON, L. C. (See under Interior Deay (33676) .
partment, U.S. Geological Survey.)
.JA:\LE:, I. B., Pittston, Pa..: Earth- JOIINSON, \V. II., Olaa, Hawaii: Coffee
worms an11 mncl from a oal mjne near
leaves infested with a species of AleyPitt ton (32379); Horn-tailed Sawfly
rode.~. 32444.
JOHNSON, WILLIAM I-I., Wamsley, Ohio:
(32:-0 ).
.JA)DIE,, Prof. L., Mazere,, Areige, J
Crab spider, Am·oso,na spinea Hentz .
France: Implements, ornaments of
324.60.
titone, bone, ivory, ancl shell, and pot- 1 JOHNSTON, Mrs. ELIZABETH. E ., Los Angetery from
amlJodia, Indo-China.
les, Cal.: Marine shells from San Pedro,
Purchase. 33074. 1
Cal., representing 7 species. 33499.

I.,, .

I

1
Thi.· acce ion was entered in the MuAenm Report for 1894 as a deposit by Dr.
Thomas\ ilson.

LIS'.r OF ACCESSIONR.
JOHNSTON, FRANCES B., Wrashington, D.
C. : Collection of pictorial studies, portraits, etc. Purchase. 33061.
JOHNSTON, FRANK .T., New Carlisle,
Ohio: Horse-hair worm. 32353.
JOHNSTON, Mrs. H. D., Los Angeles, Cal.:
Marine shells, representing two species
from California. 33643.
JONES, Prof. A.H., Kansas "\Vesleyan University, Salina, Kans.: Nine specimens
of Cretaceous invertebrates from the
Dakota and Mentor beds of Central
Kansas. 32702.
JONES, MARCUS E., Salt Lake City, Utah:
One hundred ancl fl ve plan ts (exchange)
(33030); 536 plants (exchange) (33089);
800 plants (purchase) (33306).
JORDAN, Dr. D. S. (See under R. C. McGregor.)
JUDSON, Mrs. ISABELLA FIELD, DobbsFerry-on-Hudson, New York: Seal of
Cyrns ,v. Field, calico mask worn by
him in South America, and seven of his
autograph letters. Deposit. 32555.
Jusn, HERMAN, Nashville, Tenn.: Souvenir badge of "Nashville Day" at the
Exposition, 1897. 32996.
K. K. NATURHISTORISCHES HOFMUSEUM,
Botanische Abtheilung. (See under
Vienna, Austria.)
KANE, Miss, Washington, D. C.: Crayfish,
Ca1nba1'lls prop'inquns Girard. 33511.
KA SM,, STATE UNIVERSITY OF, Lawreneo, Kans., transmitted through Prof.
J. W. Williston: Fossil bones representing the genera CUrlestes, Tylosaiinu, and Platycarpu8 (purchase), "0."
(33487); 2 boxes Carboniferous shale
with crinoids (exchange) (33488).
KEARNEY, T. H.,jr., ·w ashington, D. C.:
Two hundred and seventy-seven plants
from Tennessee (purchase) (32910); 61
plants from Washington, D. C. (gift)
(33208); 42 plants (33738).
KEATLEY, J. H., Washington, D. e.:
Eight carved-horn spoons from Alaska,
and an ivory carving of a bird's head
(33437\; totem carvings in black slate
from Alaska (33170, 33482). Purchase.
KEILEY, JOSEPH T., New York City:
Forty-seven Indian relics from North
Carolina and T ennessee. 33216.
KELKER, WILLIAM A., Harrisburg, Pa.,
transmitted by· the Bureau of Ethnology: Clay model of a hoat-shapeu ob- ·
ject found in Harrisburg. 32866.
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KELLY, HARRY M., Cornell College,
Mount Vernon, Iowa: Specimen ofliv• ing unio (32797); specimens of Unio
tuberculatus from Illinois (33687).
KELSEY, F. W., San Diego, Cal.: Marine
shells from California and ,Japan, representing 50 species. 33574.
KEMP, Prof. .JAMES F., New York City,
transmitted by the U. S. Geological
Survey: Geological material from New
York. 32346.
KENT SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE, received
through C. A. "Whittemore, Grand Rapids, Mich. : Specimen of Bassaricyon
gabbii (for remounting in exchange for
specimens). 33099.
KETCHAM, Mrs. L.A., Mount Pleasant, D.
C.: Hurdy-Gurdy, owned by the
Ketcham family for seventy-five years.
32522.
KIMBLE, G. W., Placerville, Cal., received
through H. W. Turner: Two specimens
of Ammonites. 33673.
KINCAID, TREVOR, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.: Shells from
Alaska, representing about 60 specie;.
32883.
KING, Dr. C. L., .Jacksonville, Fla.: Two
tomato caterpillars with parasitic cocoons; spider. 32459.
KING, GEORGE B., Lawrence, Mass., received through Department of Agriculture. Types of two new species of ants,
Pheidole townsendi Andre, and Pheiclole
lcinui Andre, from Mexico (new to the
Mnseum collection). 33339.
KING, vV. H., Langdon, D. C.: Ferns collected in 1876 and 1885 at St. Helena,
Cape Town, Africa, islands in the Indian
Ocean, Mada,gascar and Brazil. 32971.
KINGMAN, C. C., Reading, Mass.: Specimen of Salix bebbiana (33581); 8 specimens of violets (33020).
KINGSLEY, Prof. J. S., Tufts College,
Mass. : Three specimens of Shrimp
( Ca,radina pasadenae Kingsley) from
Pasadena, Cal. 32356.
KINGSTON, JAMAICA, Institute of Jamaica: Seven specimens of crustaceans.
33100.
KIRKLAND, Dr. R. J., Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Living unios from Michigan
(32539); livinguniofrom Grand Rapids,
representing one species (32633); nnio
from Georgia (32765); unios from Alabama (32964).
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KIRKPATRICK, J. A., Sparta, Ill.: Specimen of Pleistocene oniferou fossil
wood found in a coal bank about 80.
feet below the surface. 32987.
Krn CH, Dr. P.H., Phamix, Ariz.: Shell
of Pyramidula st1-igosa (32471·) ; specimens of Epiphragnophora from Catalina
Isln.nd, California (32679); 10 specimens of Lower and Upper Si.lnrian fossils from Mount Franklin (33464) .
KISHINOUYE, K.' Imperial Fisheries
Bureau, Tokyo, Japan: Type specimen
of Chrybsaora gilberti Kishinonye, from
California. Exchange. 33244.
KIZER, Dr. D. T., Clinton, Mo.: Land and
fresh-water shells from Clinton, representing 7 species. 33027.
KLAGE , EDWARD A., Grafton, Pa. : Pinetree lizard. 32608.
KNOWLES, c. J. A., Tampa, Fla.: Specimen of Castalia flava. 32955.
K OWLTOs ' F. H.' u. s. Geological Survey : Thirty plants. 33698. (See under
W.W. Eggleston.)
KN WLTON, W. J., Boston, Mass.: Specim n of calcite and galeua from .Toplin,
Mo. (32350); gem (32587). Purchase.
KOEBELE, A. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
K{h IGLICTlES BOTANISCHES MUSEUM.
( ec under Berlin, Germany.)
K.RAU s, ALFRED, U. S. consular agent,
Zittau, Saxony, Germany: Nineteen
specimens of Mesozoic European fossils, and33 geological specimens. 33285.
KRUEGER, P. W., Cleveland, Ohio: Int . 33332.
LA OE, R. D., Pittston, Pa.: Seventy-two
mount c1 microscopic sections of Carboniferou fossil plants from the lower
coal mea ores of Great Britain (33195);
15 boxes containing a collection of
fossils (33678); 38 specimens of fossils
from Peru, South America (33696) .
LACROIX, Prof. ALFRED, Paris, France,
received through Alfred R. Brooks, U.
. eological urvey: Minerals. 33365.
LA:\ID, F. H. ( ee under Agriculture,
epartment of.)
LA:\1BIE, J. B., Washington, D. C.: Tools
to complete a special series for exhibition at the Omaha Exposition. Pnrch e. 33414.
LANDVOIGT,EDWARD,Washington, D. C.:
, 'p cimen of Red Phalarore, Crymophi-

DVOIGHT, EDWARD-Continued.
lus fulicarius, from Potomac River.
32713.
LANGDON, AMANDA, Canaan, Conn. :
Specimen of Sphinx carolina L. 32986.
LANGSHAW, J. P., New Bedford, Mass.:
Stone pestles, gouges, hatchets, and arrow heads. 32454.
LAZIER, Dr. A. M., Morgantown, W. Va.:
Unfinished banner stone. 32790.
LEE, HARRY A., Denver, Colo.: Ores from
Colorado. Exchange. 33319.
LEE, J. W., Baltimore, Md.: Specimen of
zoisite and thulite in albite, from
Wight's gneiss quarry, Stony Run,
North Baltimore, Md. 32307.
LEE, THOMAS, Washington, D. C.: Thirteen ethnological objects from Alaska
and Arizona (33019); specimen of
Shoveler, Spatula clypeata (33451). (See
also under Smithsonian Institution.)
LEIBERG, J.B. (See under Interior Department, U.S. Geological Survey.)
LA

LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY,

Stanford University, Cal., received
through Prof. C. H. Gilbert. Cotype of
Rimicola muscarum from Monterey Bay,
also type of Oligoplites rnundus. 33421.
Exchange. (See under Fish Commission, U. S., and Fur Seal Commission.)
LEMMON, J. G., North Temescal, Cal.:
Specimen of Podistera nevadensis. 33582.
LETSON, Miss JENNIE E., Buffalo, N. Y.:
Seven specimens of living unios from
Buffalo, N. Y. 32537.
LIMA, PERU: Sociedad Geograflca: transmitted by Enlagio Delgado: Miscellaneous collection of insects from the Valley
of the Pichis and the Perene, central
Peru, 2,000 to 3,000 feet altitude. 32362.
LINDGREN, W. (See under N. F. Drake).
LINDSAY, MRS. WILLIAM. (See under
Daughters of American Revolution).
LINK, E. S . . Jefferson City, Mo.: Specimen of moss. 32724.
LINTNER, Prof. J. L., Albany, N. Y.:
Specimens of Lasius intmjectus Mayr.
32629.
LOCHMAN, C. L., Bethlehem, Pa.: Fortytwo photographs of medicinal plants.
Purchase. 33600.
LONDON, ENGLAND: Geological Society
of. Seven specimens of fossil coral.
Exchange. 33598.
LONG, Hon. JOHN D. (See under Navy
Department).

LTS1' OF ACCESSIONS.
LONG, SAMUEL S., York Pa. : Stone disc
from Havana,, Mason County, Ill.
32690.
LOOMIS, Rev. H., Yokohama, Japan:
Land, fresh-water, and marine shells
from Japan, representing 40 species
(33575); marine shells from Japan
(33618).
LORING, J. ALDEN, Department of Agriculture: Stone pestle obtained from n,
''Siwash" grave at Orovi11e, Wash.
32655.
LOTSPEICH, A. C., Newport, Tenn. : Larva
of Citheronia regalis Fabr . . 32618.
LOUNT, S. D., & SON, Phrenix, Ariz.:
Specimen of Solpugid, Datames formidabilis Simon. 32576.
.LOVELL, JOHN H., Waldoboro, Me.,
trn,nsmitted by Department of Agriculture: Sixty-nine species of bymenop~
tern. 33255.
LowE, HERBERT N., Long Beach, Cal.:
Marine shells, representing 7 species.
33634.
LOWE, V. H., Geneva, N. Y.: Three specimens of Aphidius polygonaphis Fitch.
32490.
LOWERY, C. 0., Smithland, Ky.: Crab
spiuer, .A crosoma rugosum Hentz. 324.22.
Lozrnn, Mrs. A., Washington, D. C.:
Shuttle for a primitive heddle frame.
32041.
LUCAS, F. A., U. S. National Museum:
Birds from Pribilof Islanus (32597);
skins and skulls of mammals (32743).
LUGGER, Prof. 0., St. Anthony Park,
Minn. : Ten specimens of .Apanteles sp.
from Germany. 332154.
LUMHOLTS, Dr. (See under Dr. B. L.
Robinson.)
LUMSDEN, G. R., Greenville, Conn.; Forty-one specimens of insects. 32519.
LYONNS, HERBERT F. \V., Boston, Mass.:
Fourteen proofs of wooden engravings
executed by the donor. 32721.
McCABE, JOHN, Quarry, Iowa: Three
· small slabs with Kinderhook crinoids.
33348.
MCCARDLE, JOHN, Leamington, Utah, received through the Bureau of Ethnology: Trilobite. 33627.
McDANIEL, W. L., Sulphur Springs, Tex.:
Land shells, representing 3 species.
32818.
MCDILL, J. T., Sparta, Ill., Specimens of
Pleistocene coniferous fossil wood,
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MCDILL, J. T.-Continued.
found on a coal bank about 80 feet below the surface. 32987.
McFARLAND, Miss MARY, Washington,
D. C.: Toy model of a stove, rice-pot,
rice-stirrer, curry-pot, and water-ladle,
from Siam. 33358.
McGREGOR, R. C., transmitted by Dr. D.
S. Jordan, Stanford University, Cal.:
Type specimens of .Apogon africauda,
Fo1·cipiger flavissimus, and Brachy·istius
frenatus, from Socorro and Guadalupe
Islands (gift) (32819); 4 specimens of
ground owls from California (gift)
(33166); 22 birds' skins from California
and the western section of the United
States (exchange) (33180); skin of
A.mmodrarnu:J ha,lophilus and 2 skins of
.Ammodramus sancto1·um (gift) (33625).
McKINLEY, Hon. WILLIAM, President of
the United States: Mounted head of a
Texas stear. 33495.
McLANAHAN, J. KING. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad Company.)
McMILLAN, P.A., Banyan, Fla.: Skull of
Black Skimmer,
Bynchops nigra.
33546.
MCQUEEN, E. L., Dublin, Tex. : Larva of
a small moth (Lagoa pyxidifera A. and
S.). 32681.
MACDONALD, Mrs. MARSHALL, Washington, D. C.: Oil portrait of Gen. George
Washington. 33381.
MACEY, C. F., Council, Idaho: Two specimens of Cantharis cyanipennis Say.
33616.
MACKAY, GEORGE H., Boston, Mass.:
Thirteen skins of birds of the Un ited
States and Cape of Good Hope. 33205.
MAGER, Miss ERNESTINE, Walhalla, N.
Dak.: Collection of plants. 33144.
MAGRUDER, Mrs. E. A.H., Tennallytown,
D. C.: Collection of Roman antiquities,
consisting principally of pottery and
bronze objects. 33321.
MANN, GUSTAVE, Munich, Germany :
l<'erns from the province of Assom.
Purchase. 33419.
MANN, Miss LIZZIE J., Upperville, Va.:
Great Horned Owl, in the flesh. 32675.
VON MARENZELLER, Dr., Vienna Museum,
Vienna, Austria: Parasite (lent); parasites ( exchange). 32344.
MARINO, FRANK, Washington, D. C.:
Snake from the District of Coiumbia.
33418.
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MARLATT, . L. ( e under "\ illiam T. MEARN , Dr. E. A.-Continued.
land and fr sh-water shells and alcoavia .)
holic specimens from Texas (33589);
MAR Il.\.LL, :,-EORGE, U. S. ational Museries of mammals, 51 birds' skins,
seum: Two young specimen of Lepus
crustaceans, insects, fossil shells and
sylvaticus from Laurel, Md. (33422);
plants (33693).
crayfi h and aunO h from Lamel, :Md.
(33530); frog, Rana sylvatica, from MEARNS, LOUIS DI Z., Fort Myer, Va.:
Specimen of Silla canadensis, from VirMaryland (33623).
ginia (gift) (32386); specimenofScalops
MAit HALL, HE , RY, U.S. National Muaqttaticns (gift) (32501); 38 birds' skins
seum: Pair of Florida Gallinules from
(deposit) (32867); 2 caterpillars of
Flori ia. 334-23.
Citheronia regalis Fabr. (gift) (32980);
11As N Prof. 0. T., U. S. National Mu2 alcoholic specimens of caterpillars of
seum : even photographs of PolyneCitheronia 1·egalis Fabr., bat, mole,
sian object . 3374.0.
and 3 snakes from Fort Myer, Va.
MATrmw , E. 0., Mexico, Mexico. Forty(32980).
two archroolo 0 ·ical objects from Mexico.
MEEK, F. B., estate of, received through
Pnrchaa . 33214.
W. J. Rhees, administrator : Marine
IATTffALL, L. C., Snoqualmie, Wash.:
shells from the coast of Florida, 5 starpider, Epeira trifolium Hentz. 32612.
fishes, 3 echinoids, and a land tortoise.
:MATTHEW, Dr. G. F. (See under New
33520.
Brun wick, Canada: Natural History
MEEKER, L. L., Darlingt~n, Okla. : Re, oci<lty of re w Brnnswi k.)
ceived through Bureau of Ethnology.
MATTmtw , ROBERT, Home City, Ohio:
Indian game. 33596. (See under
pe im n of Canis farniliaris. 32525.
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of
IA URY, lies ARLOT'l'A J., Cornell UniEthnology.)
vrJ· ity, Ithaca, N. Y.: Specimens of
Anoclonl<t e<lentula from Chautauqua MEIJmrn, Dr . .J. C. H. DE, Amsterdam,
Holland: 'rhreo hundred and seventyLake,
w Yorlc. 33088.
three specimens of diptera. Exchange.
lAXO , W. R, Oneida, N. Y.: Specimen
33424.
of Dryoplel'is boottii. 32515.
MA YF.R,
r. . B., ewberry, S. C.: Two MERRIAM, Dr. C. HART, Chief, Biological
Survey, Department of Agriculture:
ap ·im ns of a scarabreid beetle, DyCollection of mammals, consisting of
t1cistes tityus Linn.
about 5,000 skins and 6,000 sknllls (pri1AY
RD, GEORGE c., u. s. National
vate collection of Dr. Merriam (33212);
Mnsenm: Collection of telegraphic apmarine shells from Bermuda (33633).
1mrat11 (33261); electric gas-lighting
tor<'h ( 3298). Deposit. (See also un- MERRILL, Dr. G. P., u. s. National Mus(ler 'J' legraphic Historical Society of
eum : Fossils, minerals, and shells from
1
orth America.)
Russia (32761); specimen of Coccinella
lEAJJ, 0. JJ., San Francisco, Cal.: Bird's
7-punctata from Budapest, Hungary
n et. 33650.
(32925); salt and grapllitic schist from
MEA E, Ii sFLORE CE, West Salisbury,
Germany and andesite from Turkey
t. : peci men of Dicerca divaricata
(32940); berry basket made of birch
2666.
bark from east European Russia (32947) ;
MEAH '.
• S. Army; Fort
9 plants from Europe (32949) ; rocks
Iy r,
calop8 aquations,
and ores from a silver mine in Pribram,
from li'ort Iyer, Virginia (32325) ;
Bohemia, and coal from Karbitz, Boheapeciu1en of .A chillect -rnillefoliwni (32359);
mia; shells from Budapest, Hungary
6 bird ' skins from Virgima (32385);
(32958); phosphate nodules, 115 speci2 pecimen of Rptesicus fuscus from
mens of fossils (32991); shells, fossils,
, a ·hington, D. C. (32469); land and
and geological material from Russian
fr ·h-water shells (33256), (33311),
Armenia and the Caucasus (33094);
(3:332:- ), (33375) · living tmio. from
specimens of rock salt from Heilbrun,
Texa:, repre ntin rr three species
Prussia (33399 J; photograph of Osse(33! 0 ) · 3 birds' skins from the westtos, soldiers of the Caucasus mountains,
ern part of the United States (335-0) ;
Rn, sia (33588) .

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
METCALF, O. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
METCALFE, J. K. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
MIDDLETON-WAKE, Rev. CHARLES H.,
Kent, England: Copy of "Catalogue
of the engraved work of Albert Durer,"
by Mr. Middleton-Wake (32720); a.ndof
"The Invention of Printing" (33053).
MILLEH, GERRIT s., jr., u. s. N·a tional
Museum: Lizard from Kensington, Md.
(33597); snake and 2 plants from Kensington, Md. (33645); moths representing 17 species (gift) (33704).
MILLER, H. M. A., San Francisco, Cal.:
Twelve photographs of plants from
Lower California, Mexico, 33231.
MILLS, E.W., Webster Grove, Mo.: Rude
notched axe from Missouri. 32308.
MILLSPAUGH, C. F. (See under Field.Columbian Museum.)
MINNESOTA, UNIVERSITY OF' Minneapolis, Minn., transmitted by A. A. Heller: Violets from different localities.
Exchange. · 32888.
MrssouRr BOTANICAL GARD ENS, St. Louis,
Mo.: Two specimens of Cleome gigantea
and 15 specimens consisting principally
of Lernna (gift) (32780); transmitted by
J.B. S. Norton: specimen of Lilmopsis
carolinensis (exchange) (33069) .
MITCHELL, G. E., Washington, D. C.:
Three eggs of woodcock from Virginia.
3334-7.
MITCHELL, Hon. J. D., Victoria, Tex.:
Crabs, shrimps, and insects from Texas
(32447); specimen of Glaudina and
eggs from Victoria (32470); 2 specimens
of 1mios (32536); living Unionidffi from
Victoria (32605); collection of insects
(32668); living Unionidffi (32791); flatfish (Bmostoma brachi.ale) and crustaceans from Matagorda Bay, Texas
(32802): marine shells, representing 10
species (32809); laud, fresh-water, and
marine shells from Texas, represeu ting 8
species (32934); 3 specimens of Callinectes from San Antonio Bay (33652); 2
plants (33725), (See under · J. Forrester.)
MITSUKURI, K., University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan: Alcoholic specimen of
shark (Chlamydoselachus). 32839.
MoCI<:, M. G., Muncie, Ind.: Three fl.int
arrowheads and a photograph of stone,
copper, and shell objects. 32583.
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MOFFATT, Dr. S., Wheaton, Ill.: Thirty
plants. Exchange. 33508.
MOFFATT, W. S., Chicago, Ill.: Medicinal plants. 33567.
MOHR, Dr. CH4RLES, Mobile, Ala.: Sixteen plants (32321); specimen of 1elanthera philoxeroides Moq. (33198).
MOISSAN, M. HENRI, Paris, France,
transmitted by Mr. C. A. Doremus:
Series of specimens of metals, carbides,
and borides, illustrating the products
of the electric furnace. 32448. Presented to the Smithsonian Institution
and deposited in the National Museum.
MONROE, Charles E., Milwaukee, Wis.:
Twenty-four specimens of Hamilton
group brachiopods. 33707.
MONROE, W. A. (See under R. J. Redding.)
MOONEY, JAMES. (See under Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.)
MOORE, C. R., Birdsnest, Va.: Mold
for making 1>ewter tablespoons, used
by the early settlers of Virginia.
32509.
MOORE, CLARENCE B., Philadelphia, Pa.:
Three shell drinking cups and a large
number of shell beads obtained from a
mound _ in the northeastern end of
Creighton Island, McIntosh County,
Ga,. (33038); fossil oysters from Grif'..
fins Landing, Ga. (33328); transmitted through Army Medical Museum:
3 skulls of Florida mound-builders
(33669).
MOORE, P. A., Rifle, Colo.: Flint chippings ancl broken arrow points from
Garfield County, Colo. 32558.
MORAN, C. A., Baltimore, Md.: Specimen
of Dynastes tityiis L. 3254 7.
MORGAN, Dr. E. L., Wa,s hington, D. C.:
Specimen of chipmunk ( Tamias striatns), from Fauquier County, Va.
(32660); flying squirrel, Sciuropte1·us
volucella (32926); specimen of Scim·opterus, two specimens of Scalops aquaticus (33659); gray squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis (33202).
MORRIS, E. L., Washington, D. C. i Twenty-five plants. 32989.
MORRIS, W. C., Marcus, Wash:: Specimen of Mantispa brunnea Say. 32610.
MORSE, EDWARD LIND, Washington,D.C . :
Pocket telegraph instrument, Professor
Morse's note- book, passport; autograph
letters. Deposit. 33377.
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Anibal vma, Barranquilla,
olombia, outhAmerica: p cimen of
"Enforbina,' au antidote for nal<e
bite. 330~0.
AVY DEPARTi\IENT, transmitted by Hon .
John D. L n(Y, Secretary: Medal of
honor be towed by the Navy Departm nt upon nlistecl men of t h e Navy
and Marine Corps for extraordin ary
services. 33363.
EAL, DANIEL R., jr., Washin gt on, D. C. :
"Popper-box" revolver, 1837. 32994.
EL o. , AVEN, Laramie, Wyo. : Twentytwo plants collected in Wyoming. Exchange . 33143. (See under Agricultnr , Department of.)
NELSO , E . W., Washington, D . C.: T wo
photographs of women : Valiey of
Mexico. 33294. (Seo under Agri culture, Department of, and Mrs. N. M.
Brown.)
ESMITH AND CONSTANTINE COMPANY,
New York City: Large block of urnbogany bored by Teredo. 33213.
NES , Prof. H. (See under Agricult u re,
Department of.)
NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA : Natur al H istory Society of New Brunswick, St .
John, transmitted by Dr. G. F . Mat thew, curator: Thirty-three spe~imens,
representing 20 species of fossil plants
from St. John, New Brunswick. 33308.
NEWELL, CHARLES F. (See under Brookdale Museum of Natural History.)
NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURAL E XPERIMENT STATION, Mesilla Park, N. Mex.,
received through Prof. J . D . A. Cock erell: Miscellaneous collection of insect s ·
from ew Mexico, including 128 specimens containing types and oot ypes
(32357); 2 specimens of hemiptera and
15 specimens of bymenopter a (32395) ;
23 specimens of hymenoptera (32774);
24 specimens of hymenoptera, 34 specimens of lepidoptera, including 4 t ypes
and 6 cotypes (33601); specimen of H esperaspis elegantula (33705) .
NEW YORK AQUARIUM, New York C'ity :
Secirnen of Mullus auratus . 33003. ·
NEW YORK COLONIZATION SOCIETY, New
York City: Marine shells, r epr esen ting
6 species, crustaceans, fish es, rept iles,
r AY RR '

. : VerIVJ O DI TORIA NATURALE.
enoa, [taly.)
OMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY,
amhritlge Mass., transmitt d by Dr.
"\ alter li'axon: Fr~sh-water crabs, repr S<•nting 5 specie ; excbango (32750);
rnb ( Po1·tiinidre), representing 12 spei s (gift) (33323).
I ZEI IMPER. AKADEMII AUK.
ee
nn<l r t. r tersburg, Ru sin..)

F

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
NEW YORK COLONIZATION SOCIETY-Cont inued.
and mammals from Monrovia, Liberia,
West Africa, collected by Mrs. J. D.
Sharp, Mr. G. N. Collins, Rev. G. P. Goll,
and Prof. 0. F. Cook. 32600.
NrnDERLEIN, GUSTAVO, Philadelphia,
Pa. : Eighteen plants from Central
America. 33536.
NIX BROTHERS, Mount Pleasant, near
Charleston, S. C.: Specimens of insects
infesting asparagus. 32521.
NORRIS, ISAAC T., Baltimore, Md.: Four
photographs of seine-hauling at Havre
de Grace. 32733.
NORTON, ,J. B. S. (See under Missouri
Botanical Garden.)
NozAWA, Prof.~- (See under Dr. L. Stejneger.)
NYLANDER, O. 0., Caribou, Me.: Five
hundred specimens, representing 40
species of land and fresh-water shells,
from northern
Maine (exchange)
(32606); specimens of Margaritana margaritifer (gift) (32661); land and freshwater shells from Maine, representing
15 species (exchange) (32862).
OEHME, Dr. F. G., Roseburg, Oreg.: Specimen of Polycaon conje1·tus Lee., and its
work. 32505.
OGBURN, B., Phoonix, Ariz., transmitted
through Bureau of Ethnology: Fragment of an ancient ceremonial cigarette
fonnd in a sacrificial cave near Tempe,
Ariz. (33023); 2 specimens of a Darter
(Etheostoma sciotense) from Big Walnut
Creek, Scioto River, near Columbus,
Ohio (33135).
OGDEN, Capt. T. S., transmitted by C. H.
Townsend, U. S. Fish Commission:
Crab (Calappa calappa Linnams), from
Guam Island, Ladrone ·Group. 32584.
OGILBY, J. Douglas, Livingston road,
Petersham, Sydney, New South Wales:
Alcoholic 8pecimens of Australian
fi shes. Exchange. 33031.
OLDROYD, Mrs. IDA M., Los Angeles, Cal.:
Marine shells, representing 3 species,
from California (gift) (33117); corals
from the coast of California (exchange)
(32301) ; marine shells from San Pedro,
California (32822).
OLDS, H. W., Woodside, Md.: Specimen
of Polemonium reptans (32360); plant
(32574).
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OLIVE, J.E., Bastrop, Tex., transmitted
by U. S. Geological Survey: Decomposed feldspar. 32453.
OLNEY, Mrs. M. P., Spokane,Wash.: Two
species of .Anodonta. 32641.
OMAHA EXPOSITION EXHIBIT. (See under Interior Department, U. S. Geological Survey.)
ORR, LYCURGus,Gallop,Mont.: Ironstone·
concretions. 325:35.
ORTMANN, RICHARD. (See under Smithsonian Institution.)
OSBORN, H. L., Hamline University,
St.. Paul, Minn.: Fresh-water shells
from Minnesota. · 33557.
Osaooo, W. H., Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture: Twenty-five
skins of birds of the United States.
Exchange. 33182.
OTIS, FRANK I., Mescalero, N. Mex. : Virginia rai.l in the flesh. 33150.
OTTENBERG, Miss, Washington, D. C.:
Mezuzah. 33524.
PAINI~, R. G., Washington, D. C.: Boa
constrictor. 32354.
PALMER, EDWARD: Earthworms and
entomostraca, fresh-water shells, in_sects, geological material, archreological objects, and reptiles from Mexico
(purchase) (32559); specimen of Oapsiciim annum (gift) (32933); 2 plants from
Mexico (gift) (33111); 2 photographs
of palm-wine tuba sellers, Colima, Mexico (gift) (33191); shells, crustaceans
an cl earth worms, archreological objects,
ethnological objects from Mexico (gi ft)
(33215). (See under. Department of
Agriculture.)
PALMER, ,JOHN W., Delaware County
Institute of Science, Media, Pa.: Microscopic slide containing Hommoaladia
filijormis. 33280.
PALMER, J. W. (See under Royal Arch
Masons, Grand Chapter, State of New
York.)
PALMER, WILLIAM, u. s. National Museum: Seventeen mammal skinR and
skull from Dismal Swamp, Virginia
(32306); fox squirrel, Sciuru,s cinereus,
from Hampstead, King George County,
Va. (32329); specimen of Lynx rnfus
(gift) (32338); specimen of salamander
from Virginia (32377); queen snake,
Tropidonotus leberiB (3244-9); specimen
of Neotoma flo1·idana, specimen of Vesperugo, and 3 specimens of Ata11,ph.a
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boreali1J (32475) · shrike fr m Fall
hurch, Ya. (gift) (33- ) · oil rtiou
of n::i.tural - hi tor.
pecimeu from
mith'slsland, Virginia, (326-1) ; kunk
Mephiti8 1nephitica (32744) ; plan.t from
, rott Rnn, l• airfax County, Ya.
(327 2) · spe ·im ,n of Tnrn tou , . trenaria 'rnori.nella (H27 7) ; 2 pla.nts from
ra hville, 'l'e1111. (32923); 5 specime11H
of Tr nton fos il. from rashville,T 1111.
(3296 ) ; small collection of in ects from
TaHh~ill , Tonu. (329 3) ; HH1,ri11e sh<'lls
aod invertebrates from , 'mith 's Island,
Virginia (33631 ) ; 2 rabbits from Hmith's
alld • ishermnn 1s Islands, Yi r gin i a
(3 G6G) · 2 sp cimens of Rub11s odorata
from Gr a.t F'idls, Va. (33670). ( 'ee::i,lso
uucler I 1·. (J. K. lark.)
PAMMT~L1 L. Tf., Am s, Iowa, received
tlnot1gh Department of Agriculture:
Tw hun<lrecl an<l forty-eight plants
<·oll ct <1 in Iow,t (33435); 122 plants
(:·:S:~G29) e chanrr .
P i,1,:, '. W., Manhattan, Kans.: Fivo
I in an<l Rl ullR of rnn,mmal I consiAtiug of 3 spotted sk.11.n ks, mole, ancl
goph r. '2623.
PaR!Sll 1 S. H.,, an HernarcHno, Ca,l.: One
hnndrocl pJa,nts from 1;011thern California. Pnrcha ·e. 82969.
J>Amrn, DA vis & ()0. 1 Detroit1 Mich.:
, rirs of' pooimens ill11stratb1g biologi al prodncts an<l cnrative sem.
, 3:-.12.
,,mom, RAHLES. ( ' ee under M. V. D.
Bacli .)
PAninm, Dr. E. PJ~ DLwroN,Waohingto11 1
l . ' · , 'p cimens of oligochmtou~
wor111 from the J>otornac River. 33092.
ARtom, .r. B., Danville, Ollio. : Unionrn:~ from Ohio. 33724.
P,,m<tm, J • \VAYNE , ewark, . J.:
, '.p ·iiuens of zinc ores from New J el', y minr . 3268 .
PA.tt:L1,-1 .T.
'., 1 orth Berwick, Me.:
, 'e\' 11 pecimens of ..cintennaria pa1·linii.
:33509.
PAlt'f ·u
(Se uuder Chinanfu,
( 'hi nan fa Iuseum.)
A'M'J;I!
. J.,
. ,'. consul, Demerara, British ' niana: Fi v birds' skins
from Briti h Guiana. 32920.
PA L, 1is FLORE..: cE,Washington, D.C.:
Larva. of Lagoa crispata Peck. 32526.
PALMER,

P
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Y~ E, ELIA S .1.) 1, mpia, Wash.: Speciuwns of hnilcling s tone . 32523.
PE l{IIAJ\11 Prof. G. \\ ., Ilaitland, \Vie.:
Three specimens of fossorial wasps
(new to the rollection ). 32428.
P1mur K, W. E., Interior Department,
. , . Geological Survey, transmitted
through C. W. Cro. s: , pecimen of
tetrahedrito from Good Hope Mine,
Colo. 33723.
PEMHECK, H. C. (See under National
Pearl Button Company.)
PENNOCK, F. M. (See under Quaker
City Fruit Company.)
PlCNNHYLVAXIA RAILROAD COMPANY,
(trnm~mitted by T. N. Ely., chief of
motive power, Philadelphia1 Pa., and
J. King McLanahan, Hollidaysburg,
Pa. ) : Piece of strap 1:ail used on the
incline plane of tho Portage Railroad
(32811) ; received through R. P. Snowdon, assistant engineer, Camden, N. J. 1
16 Jiieccs of stone blocks and a box
containing railroad spikes used in constructing railroad beds in 1831 (33467);
received through J. T. Richards, engineer, maintenance of ways 1 Philadelphia, Pa., section of 100-ponnd rail with
splice bar attached (33619).
PERGANDE, TIIEO., Washington, D. C.:
Collection of insects from Central America (33260); qun,rtzito pebble resembling a hammer stone found on Corcoran Hill, Washi11gton, n. C. (32759).
PERIOLAT, C. li'., Chica.go, Ill.: Skin and
skull of a Mount St. Elias bear, Ursus
emmonsi. Pnrchase. 33159.
P.rcRRY, WALTER C. 1 Bainbridge, Ga.:
Specimen of ..cinhinga, in the flesh.
33290.
PETERSON, 0. A., Princeton, N. J.: Two
hundred and thirty - nine rodents
from Patagonia, consisting of Gavia,
Ctenomys, Notomys, etc. Purchase.
33355.
PHILLIPS, Mrs. EUGENIA. (See under
Smithsonian Institution.)
PHILLIP, , Dr. W. A., Evanston, Ill.:
Photograph of an Indian woman engaged iu spinning, and samples of fiber
and cord used. 33022.
PIETERS, A. J., Department of Agriculture: Plant. 32698.
PIL BRY, H. A. 1 Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa. : Six specimens
of unios from Lake Okeechobee, l<'lor-

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
PILSBRY, H. A.-Continued.
ida (gift") (32645), mounted jaw and
raclula of Binneya notabilis from Guadelupe Islands, California (exchange)
(33489).
PINE, GEORGF., Aripeka, Fla.: Marine
shells from Florida. 32370.
PIPEH, C. V., Pullman, Wash.: Plants.
33196. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
PrnssoN, L. V. {See under Interior Department, U.S. Geological Survey.)
PITTIER, H. (See under Costa Rica, Instituto Fisico-Geografico.)
PIWONI(A, THOMAS, Cleveland, Ohio,
(transmitted by G. H. Girty): Twentyfour invertebrate specimens from the
Bedford shale, Cleveland, Ohio, and 3
invertebrates from the Cleveland shale,
Bedford, Ohio; also a specimen of
travertine containing leaf impressions.
32769.
PLEAS, C. E., Oolagah, Ind. T.: Unios,
representing 6 species (gift) (32647);
living unios (exchange) (32808).
PLITT, CHARLES E., Baltimore, Md.: Two
plants. 33728.
POLLARD, C. L., U. S. National Museum:
Plants (32413); specimen of Viola sagittata (32566); 300 plants obtained principally in Pennsylvania and New Jersey (32755); 6,800 plants (purchase)
(32896); 2 plants (33173); specimen of
Antennaria ncodioica, obtained in Laurel, Md. (33537).
POLLOCK, W. M., Morgantown, \V. Va.:
One hundred and seventy-two specimeus of dried planLs collected in West
Yirgiuia. Exchange. 33207.
POPE, CHARLES A., Trenton, N. J., received through Bureau of Ethnology:
Eight specimens of earthenware from
Colombia. 33239.
POPE, RALPH w., New York City: Three
snapper sounders. 32772. (See under
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.)
POPENOE, Prof. E. A., Topeka, Kans. : One
hundred and thirty-nine specimens of
coleoptera from Kansas. 33259.
POTTER, A. F., Holbrook, Ariz. (trans. mitted by Dr. J. WalterFewkes): Stone
cup. 32789.
PRATT, F. C., Departtnent of Agriculture:
Eighty-one insects (32845); Crambiclia
sp., and specimen of Crocata nigricans
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PRATT, F. C.-Continued.
(33005); 17 imagoes, 6 larvffi, and 3
pupffi of Clydonopteron tecornre (33565).
PRATT, Prof. HENRY S., Haverford, Pa.:
Parasites. 32343.
PRENTISS, D. w., jr. u. s. National
Museum: Reptiles, mammal skim, and
skulls, birds' skins, fishes, invertebrates (32542); curved knife, used for
hollowing out canoes, obtained from the
Yakutat Indians (gift) (33385).
PRICE, R. H., College Station, Tex., received through D~partment of Agriculture: Sixty-nine specimens of dried
plants. Exchange. 33594.
PRIDE, H. A., Holland Patent, N. Y.:
Specimen of woodcock, Philohela minor
(mounted). 33379.
PRINGLE, C. G., Charlotte, Vt.: Five
hundred Mexican plants (purchase)
(32999); plant (gift) (33249).
PURPUS, C. A., Daunt, Cal.: Five hundred
and forty plants. Purchase. 33635.
QUAKER CITY FRUIT COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa. (transmitted by :F. M. Pennock, Baltimore, Md.): Five specimens
of Agave from Jamaica. 33578.
RADDJCRS, V. C., Marion, N. Y.: Eight
insects. 32586.
RALPH, Dr. W. L., Utica, N. Y.: Three
birds' skins (gift) (32650); 37 birds'
eggs from islands off the coast of Lower
California (33055); (presented to the
Smithsonian Institution and deposited
in the National Muse um) ; 2 birds' skins
and two mounted birds (gift) (33242);
26 eggs and 4 nests, representing 5
species, from Texas (gift) (33333); 21
birds' eggs and 5 birds' nests from Florida (gift) (33390). (See also under A.
W. Anthony.)
RAMBO, M. ELMER, Philadelphia, Pa.:
'rhree birds' skins. 32373.
RANKIN, WALTER N., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. : Two specimens of
Fiddler crab, Uca leptodactylus, from
the Bahamas. 33343.
RATHBUN, Miss M. J., u. s. National
Museum: Insects, mollusks, and marine
invertebrates from West Goldsboro,
Me. 32589 .
REBER, Judge THOMAS, Natchez, Miss.:
Currency note for $2.50, issued at Jackson, Miss., May 1, 1862. 32924.
REDDING, R. J ,, director Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station, Experi--
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ROBE ON, Mrs. M. !.-Continued.
REDDING, R. J.-Continned.
made from the skin of a Polar bear.
ment, Ga. : Isopod crustactians from a
33186.
well at Metcalf, Ga.; collected by W.
ROBIN o T, Dr. B. L., Botanic Gardens,
A. Monroe. 33052.
Cambridge, Mass.: Four hundred and
REID, Dr. S. L., Routt, Ky.: Ten specifort~·-six plants from northwestern
mens of Odontota doraaliB Thuub, and
Mexico, collected by Dr. Lumholtz in
specimen of Dynaatea tityua Linn. 32497.
1890 and 1892 (purchase) (32913); 1,700
REYNOLD , A. J., Connersville, Ind.:
specimens of plants belonging to the
Arcbreological objects. 33087.
John Ball collection; miscellaueous colREYNOLDS, Dr. E. K., Wa hjngton, D. C.:
lection of plants from the Gray Herbaixty-five plants. 33636.
rium (gift) (32922); 1,711 specimens of
RHEE , W. J. ( ee under Meek, F. B.,
the J oho Ball collection of insects (purestate of.)
chase) (32937).
RICE, Miss S. T., Worthington, Mass.: ROCKHILL, Hon. W. W., U. S. minister,
Three specimens of gentian. 32614.
Athens, Greece : One hundred and nine
RICHARD , J. T. ( ee under Pennsylvastereoscopic slides illustrating his journia Railroad Company.)
ney through Tibet (32439); crossbow
for tiger killing, from Amoy, China
RICHARD ON, James E., Ipswich, Mass.:
(32669 ); photograph of a cart used in
B ad of citrine quartz. 33059.
Sicily ( 32748).
R1 HMO ' D, C. W., U. S. National Museum: In ects, marine frrvertebrates, ROE, FRANCIS A., Rear-Admiral, U. S.
Navy: Sword from Congo River, Africa,
birds' skius, plants, shells, mammal,
obtained by Lieutenant T aunt. 32739.
bird skeleton . 32651.
Rnm TOUH, WILLIAM B., Scranton, Pa.: ROPER, E.W., San P.edro, Cal.: Marine
upa of Sphinx-moth. 32337.
shells, representing 15 species, from
California (38426, 33685) .
RID WAY, ROBERT, Myers, Fla.: Specimens of Cariacus 013ceola., an<l of Sciurua ROSE, J. N., U. S. National Museum:
sp.; 2 birds' skins from sonthern
Herbarinm specimens collected in MexFlorida (33300) ; 83 birds' ski11 s, reptiles
ico (32303 ) ; 40 specimens of insects
and batrachians, :fishes, marine invertefrom Mexico (33070) ; 45 plants (33197);
brates, from Florida (33359); marine
marine shells, representing 4 species,
shells, representing three sp ecies, from
from Guaymas, Mexico (33222); 6,000
Florida (33436) ; specimens of Song
plants collected in Mexico in 1897
panow, in the flesh (33665); crocodile
(33695); 32 specimens of plants (33324);
e gs from Ii'lorida (33709).
land shells from Mexico, representing 3
species (33642). (See also under AgriRm ' WAY, Dr. TH. EDWA.Rl>., Washingculture, Department of.)
ton, D. '.: atural formation (concretion) with two cavities, found near Ro TAN, Dr. A., Piemont, Germany: One
hrew bury,
. J. (32401) ; "clayhundred and fifty-seven plants. Purm r ,' from he battlefield of Bannockchase. 32621.
burn, used as a stage sword uy J. Wilkes ROTHROCK, Dr. 'rHOMAS, Howard, Pa..:
Booth (32405). Deposit.
Stone implement, and teeth of a horse.
32599.
rn , HEI men, ew York ity: Clays
and ka lins from Germany, axony, ROWLEE, Dr. W.W., Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y., transmitted by Departancl other c untries. 332 9.
ment of Agriculture: Fifty-three speci"
RILEY J. H., Falls 'bur h, Va.: Three
mens of dried plants collected in Greenpe im n of Buteo latisainma and Oeoland. Exchange. 33233.
thlypiB forrnosa, from Virginia (33104);
2 birds' gg (8 sets) from Virginia ROYAL ARCH MASONS, GRAND CHAPTER,
TA.TE OF NEW YORI(, transmitted b:r
(3334 ).
J. W. Palmer, Secretary: Bronze medal,
, Mr . M. I., Trenton, . J. : MaR BE
commemorative of the centennial of
lay kris, and a short sword from Gilthe G. C.R. A. M. of the State of New
b rt I land made f sharks' teeth seYork. 33234.
ur d to a co oa-wood handle; robe
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RUDISILL, J. F., Arkadelphia, A.la.: Speci- SCHMID, EDWARD s., Washington, D. C.:
men of Albnio worm-snake, Celuta
B1ack Swan (32906); 2 specimens of
Black Swan, Chenopis atmta, in the
aniama, from Alabama. 33531.
flesh (32969). Exchange.
RUGGLES, BYRON P., Hartland, Vt.: PhySCHONLAND, Dr. S. (See under Grahamstonomus sp. 32779.
town, South Africa: Albany Museum.)
RuscHERVEYH, G., Buenos Ayres, Argentina: Sixty-six specimens of lepidop- SCHOOLCRAFT, Mrs. LUKE, Washington,
D. C.: Glazed lithograph (framed)
tera. Exchange. 32886.
illustrating war scenes; Confederate
RusH, Dr. WILLIAM H., U. S. Navy.,
money. 33264-.
League Island Navy-Yard, PhiladelSCHUCHERT, CHARLES, U.S. National Muphia, Pa. : Marine shells from Maldosenm, and DAVID, WHITE, U.S. Geologinado Bay, Uruguay, representing 6
cal Survey: Paleo;oic invertebrates
species. Exchange. 32945.
from the vicinity of Nashville, Tenn.
RUSSELL, I. C., U.S. Geological Survey:
(32419); shells and fossils from Green.Fossil bones. 32436.
land and Baffin Land (32658); 2 speciRYAN, W. J., Garden, Okla.: Larva of
mens of Benthosemamiilleri and Aster·nopArgeus labruscm Linn. 32532.
terix gunelliformis, a very rare and interesting fish, from Omenak-Fiord, GreenRYDBERG, P.A., Brooklyn, N. Y.: Thirty
land; Eskimo dog skull, porpoise skull,
plants collected in Mont,a na. 33116.
and skull of a Polar bear; Innuit skull
SAI<'FORD, Prof. JAMES M., State Geoloand 5 fmtal pinnepedia; collection of
gist, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
plants from New Campbelltown, Cape
Tenn.: Phosphate rocks, ores, etc.,
Breton, Baffin Land, and the following
from Tennessee. 32953.
localities in Greenland: Omenak, PagST. PETERSBURG, RussIA, Muzei Imper.
torfik, Atane, Atanekerdluk, Sarfafik,
Akademii Nauk: Land shel1s from
and Godhaven; 26 specimens of insects
Transcaspia and the Caucasns; marine
from Signuia, near Cape Haven, Baffin
shells from the Morman coast of
Land, bryozoa from Greenland (32686);
Russia. Exchange. 33639.
piece of native iron from Karsak and
SALMON, Dr. D. E., chief, Bureau of Ani9 specimens of other minerals; 228
mal Industry, Department of AgriculInnuit stone implements from Sarkak,
ture : Parasites. Deposit. 32345.
Greenland; 3 Innuit stone implements
SALON A, MANUEL, San Mateo, .Fla. : Birds
from Greenland, and 20 Innuit stone
from .Florida. Collected at the inchips from the same locality; 84 rock
stance of Dr. William L. Ralph. 38654.
specimens from Greenland, Baffin Land,
SANFORD, E. L., Watertown, Conn.:
and Cape Breton; native fishhook from
Humming bird (_Trochilns colubris), in
Godhaven, Greenland, and anativesnmthe flesh. 32383.
mer costume consisting of four pieces
SANFORD, J. A., Stockton, Cal.: Six
(32709); meteorite from Iowa (33732).
plants. 33700.
SCHUMANN, Dr. K., Berlin, Germany:
Three hundred and seventy-three speciSARGENT, Dr. C. S., Jamaica Plains,
mens of Austro-African plants. 33441.
Mass. (transmitted by Department of
Agriculture): Eight specimens of dried SCHWARZ, E. A., Depart:::nent of Agriculture: Collection of coleoptera of North
plants. Exchange. 33238.
America, repres en ting about 12,000 speSARGENT, H. E. (See under Detroit Mucies, and constituting the private col:.
seum of Art.)
lection of Messrs. Schwarz and HubSAUNDERS1 Miss BELLE, Department of
bard. 3'~: ll . (See under Henry G.
Agriculture: Herbarium specimen.
Hub1JaL'd.)
32699.
SCIDMORE, MissE. R., Washington, D. C. :
SCHALLE, GUSTAVE, Sweet Springs, Mo. :
CoP.ection of rubbings of reliefs on the
Mastodon tooth and parts of two other
chapel of the Wa Family (147 A. D.), of
fossil teeth. Returned. 32952.
Shantung, China (gift) (33036); set of
.Japanese ceremonial knots, 17 plates,
SCHEIB, Rev. HENRY. (See under Smithand 2 Japanese books (deposit) (33456);
sonian Institution.)
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SCIDMORE, Miss E.R.- 1011tinned.
lac uracelet from J ypore, India (gift)
(33473) ; Chine e and Japanese pottery
and bronzes (gift) (3355 ) . ( ee under
George Harrie . )
SCIENCE COLLEGE, Imperial University.
( ee under Tokyo, Japan.)
SCOTT, Prof.W. B., Princeton niversity,
Princeton, . J.: keleton of condor
eagle (32378); 43 birds' skins from
Patagonia (32774) . Purchase.
Scuomrn, Prof. S. II., Camuridge, Mass.:
Twenty-one specimens of Acridiidre,
rE\pre enting 13 species (new to the
Museum collection) (32534); 10 specimens of diptera, illnstrating cotypes
of Williston's (33006); 151 specimens of
hymenopterous parasitel:! including
some types and cotypcs of Dr. A. S.
Packard and Dr. L. 0. Howard (33071) .
SEAL, "\Vn,LIAM P., Delair, N. J.: Two
specimens of Clwlogaster oorniitus and
2 specimens of Elassorna zonata. 33107.
SEATON-KARR, II. W., Wimbledon, England: 'ollection of rude chipped implementA of flint and quartzite (Somaliland paleoliths). Purchase. 32485.
SEATTLE FISH COMPANY. (See under
J. 0. Cates.)
SHARP, Mrs. J. D. (See under New York
Colonization , ociety.)
SHAW, ALirRED V., Newton Highlands,
Mass.: even specimens of Baffin Land
fossils from the Ordovician (Trenton)
formation. 33002.
SHAW, Lieut. C. P., U.S. Navy, Alberene,
Va.: pecimeu of Diadophis punctatus.
32622.
rIAw, G. vV., Corva,l lis, Oreg.: Specimen
of tripolite. 33532.
, 1mL1>0 , Prof. C. ., Oswego, N. Y.:
Three heetles (32578) ; 25 specimens of
diptera (33517); (, ee nnder Agriculture,
Department of).
UEPARD, Dr. C. U., Cba,r leston, S. C.:
Indian money from South Carolina.
33109.
, 'uEPfIERo, LYDE,OklabomaCity,Okla.:
1 wo living specimens of Unio tiibercitlatus. 3279 .
, HERMA , CHARLES E., 'oucepcfon,
h ile: 1' ourt en photographs of Pueblo
Indian s enes. 33317.
BIRLEY, HARRI o • F., Enterprise,
!daho: R ar bone of gill of fish founcl
rn sedllllentary sand tone. 33.J.56.
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BOCK, "\V. H., commander, U. S. Navy,
"\Vashington, D. . : Operculum an<llingual ribbon of a specimen of F1tlgur
carica. 33241.
SHRIVER, HOWARD, Cumberland, Md.:
Land shells, representing two species.
32715.
SnUFELDT, Dr. R. W., Takoma Park,
D. C.: Eight specimens, representing
a new species of Holospfra, from Rio
Grande Mountains, Brewster County,
Tex. (32392); specimen of Conorhinus
rtthrofasciatits De Geer (3242fi) ; 2 photographs of a stone ornament or charm,
found near Stonington1 Conn. (32500);
Cliff mouse, Perornyscus t1·uei, from Fort
Wingate, N. Mex. (32550); crustaceans,
insects, an<'l shells from Fort "\Vingate,
N. Mex. (32625); specimen of Lam1_Jropeltis 1·hombomaculatus from the District
of Columbia (32636); 4 photographs of
birds and 3 photographs of mammals
(32751). (See also under J.M. Hamilton.)
SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W., and PERCY SHUFELDT, 'fakoma Park, D. C.: Water
snake ( 1'ropidonotus sipedon) . 32452.
SIMMER, HANS. (See under Carinthia,
Austria: Die Freie Vereinigung Tiroler
Botaniker, Dellach Oberdrauthale.)
SIMPSON, J. H., Manatee, Fla: One hundred and thirty-uve plants collected on
the Keys of Florida (exchange) (33505);
61 plants from Florida (exchange)
(33560); 99 plants (gift) (33735) ,
SIMPSON, R. L., Eufauln, Ind. T.: Specimen of Corydalus oornutus Linn. 32314.
SLOSSON, Mrs. ANNIE T., Franconia,N. H.:
Ten specimens of diptera (32311); 16
specimens of diptera and 9 specimens of
byruenoptera (32423); 9 specimens of
hymenoptera (32848); moth, Hypopta
anna Dyar (type specimen) (33599).
SMALL, J. K., Columbia University, New
York: One thousand five hundred
plants from the eastern section of the
United, tates (exchange) (32556) ; specimen of Cassis mississippiensis (gift)
(33045).
SMITrr, CHARLES L., Wayne, Iowa: Five
hundred n.nd eighty-four specimens of
dried plants from Mexico and Central
America. Purchase. 32805.
SMITH, HARLAN I., Amer-ica,n Museum of
NaLuralHistory, New York City: Crustaceans from British Columbia. 33334.
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SMITHSONIAN I:-.'STITUTION-Continued. ·
Collection of ethnological and archreological objects from the South Sea
Islands. Received through Mrs. Eugenia Phillips and Mr. Thomas Lee.
Lent. 32873.
Mol'Se telegraph register. Presented
to the Smithsonian Institution by
Rev. Henry Scheib; transmitted by
Mr. Richard Ortmann, and deposited
in the National Museum. 32976.
Transmitted frorii the Biireau of Ethnology, Maj. J. W. Powell, Director.
Collection of ancient pottery and other
ethnological objects from Arizona,
made by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes
(32434); mescal bread obtained from
the Mescalera Apache Indians of
New Mexico (32592); 3 shields and
other paraphernalia belonging to a
Kiowa Indian camp (32642); insects,
marine invertebrates, birds' skins,
plants, snake, mollusks, vertebrate
bones, 2 specimens of Phoca from
Greenland, and 5 pairs and pieces of
caribou antlers, Eskimo skulls and
other bones from Eskimo graves, Eskimo lamps, a pair of Eskimo woman's boots, and a model of an Eskimo igloo, from Greenland, collected ..
by Robert Stein (32683); human
skulls (32754.); collection of ethno.Jogic::tl objects from Patagonia and
Terra del Fuogo, made by J. B.
Hatcher in 1896 and 1897 (32817);
collection of stone implements, etc.,
from an old village site in Wichita,
on North Fork of the Red River,
Kiowa and Comanche Reservation,
Okla. (32847) (collected by James
SMITIIHONIAN INSTITUTION, Mr. S. P.
Money); 22 boxes containing collecLangley, Secretary:
tions of Dr. J. Walter Fewkes in
Ten pieces of electrical apparatus.
Arizona during the snmmer of 1897,
Deposit. 32407.
compnsrng ancient pottery, etc.
Engraving of Lewis H. Morgan. Gift.
(32857); stone implements collected
32753.
by William Huber, Hamilton, Ohio
Collection of photographs taken by
(32912); archreological objects obthe Hayden antl other surveys, and
tained from stone graves on the qhio
a portfolio containing specimens of
River near Maysville, Ky. (33411)
Algre. Received through Miss Lucy
(collected by Gerard.Fowke); "medH. Baird. 32842.
icine stone" or feti sh of the "Dog
Collection of ethnological and arch reoSociety'' of the Indians, transmitted
logical objects from the District of
by L. L. Meeker, Darlington, Okla.,
Columbia. Receive(l through Mrs.
and transferred to the National MuEugenia Phillips and Mr. Thomas
seum (33449) ; pair of sandals obtained
Lee. 32872.
from the Pima Indians, from Salt
NAT MUS 98--8

SMITH, HERBERT H. (See under Carnegie Museum.)
SMITH, Dr. H. M., U.S. Fish Commission:
Small collection of dried plants collected at Lake Tahoe in 1896 (33037);
suake from Monroe County, N. Y.
(33178); 2 sknll bones and a _ dermal
plate of an Alligator Gar, Lepidosteu,s
tristwchus (33229). (See also under
Fish Commission, U.S.)
SMITH, Prof. J.B., New Brunswick, N. J.:
Type specimen of .Llcronycta manitoba
Smith (32943); 7 specimens of La11ipronota ocoidentalis Cr. (33312); 14 Cuban
and Mexican plants (32877).
SMITIT, · .JARED G., Washington 1 D. C.:
OnP-hundred and forty-two outline
sketches of the a,chenia. of Sagittaria
(33129); 255 specimens of plants collected by G. Jermy in Mexico, Texas,
and IInngary (33279); galena (sulphide
of lead) (32484).
SMITH & W1~ssoN, Springfield, Mass.:
Thirty-eight caliber hammerless safety
revolver and a, solid frame hand-ejecting revolver. "0." 33409.
SMITH, WILLIAM R ., superintendent,
Botanic Garden, Washington, D. C.:
Six specimens of Yucca. 32694.
SMITHE, J. CURTISS, Washington, D. C.:
Tonmlrnwk found on the grounds sturoundiug the monument erected in
memory of Pa.ther Rale and the Norridgewock tribe, who wen, killed by
the English in 1616. 33209.
SMYTH,
C. II., jr., Clinton, N. Y.:
Weathered anu unweathered alnoite.
33501.
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Transmitted froni the Bureau, of Ethnology-Continued.
River alley, Arizona (33579). ( ee
under A. L. Bolton, J. H. Bratley,
James Crockett, Henry . Gan , W.
A. Kelker, John Mc ar:d 11, B. gborn, C. A.. Pope, . F. Spiegelbera,
V. W. Taylor, H. G. Webb.)
Transmitt ed from the 1 ational Zoological
Parle; Dr. Frank Baker, superintendent:
Marmoset, mink, seal, five young panthers, and a lynx (323,30) ; snake
( Opheosa:urus ventralis), from New
Smyrna,Fla. (32355 ) ; Blue Jay, Cyanocitta stelleri annecteris (32446); 2 specimens of J1onachus tropicalis, A.uchenia
llama, Felispardus, Putorius vi8on, and
Zalophus ca,lifornianus (32473): s1)ecimens of Cervus canadensis, Cariacus
virginianus, and Putorfas vis on (32590) ;
Pittoriua vison from Virginia, and
CynoceJJhalus anubis from New York
(32609); Clark 's Nutcracker, in the
flesh (32674); Farancia abacura, from
Virginia (32714); osprey, in the flesh
(32727); nake (Rhinochilus lecontei),
from Texas (32824) ; lizard ( Basiliscus
viltatus), from Honduras (32825);
Puma, Felia concolor, and California
Sea Lion, Zalophua calif01·nic11s
(32846); specimen of Crotalus conjluentus, from Kansas (32892); Coluber
obaoletu:J, from Maryland (32893);
Ophidolus doliatus, from the District
of Columbia (32894); kangaroo (Macropus giganteu,), in the flesh (32946);
jay (Perisoreus), in the flesh (32!162);
.Mitua tuberosa, in the flesh (32965);
rotalus conjluentus from Kansas
(33072); Virginia deer, Cariacus virginianus, elk ( Gervus canadensis)
(33075); Crotalas adarnanteus, from
Florida (33073); anubis baboon,
ynocephalus
anubis, hamadryas,
CynocephahtB hamad1·yas, peccary,
Dicotyles tajacu, lynx, Lynx r·ufus
rnaculatus (33106); Mule Deer, Cariacus macrotis, Spider Monkey (11. teles)
(33177); brant, White Ibis, Canada
goose, Toulouse goose, diamond rattle nake (33206); crocodile ( C1·ocodilus americanus ), from Honduras
(33225); hamadryas, Cynocephalus
harnadryas, lynx, Lyn x 1·ufus macu-
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NIA. IN 'l'ITUTI0N- ontinued.
Transmitted from th e riational Zoological
Park- ontioued.
latus, puma, Pelis concolo1· (3325 ) ;
ntilocapra anierica-ua anu Vulpes
velox (33427); Alligator mississippiensis (334.71); lynx, Lynx rnfus, peccary, Dicotyles tajacii, Black Bear,
rsus americanus (33548); Pronghorn Antelope, Antilocapra americana, Kit Fox, Vulpes velox (33559) ;
Dryrnarchon corais conperi, from Florida (33562); Cebu,s hypoleucus (33667);
parrot (35702); skeletons of Golden
Eagle, Wood Ibis, Red-tailed Hawk,
an<l. three magpies (33708).
SNOWDEN, R. P. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad Co.)
SNYDER, D. T., Washington, D. C.: Sheet
of tickets issueu by the Potomac and
honan<l.oah Navigation Lottery, No. 2,
in 1812. 32856.
SNYDER, Dr. ELIZABETH, Philadelph ia,
Pa. : Four photographs of Moki and
Yava Supai Indians. 33151.
SNYDER, Dr. F. D.,Ashtabula,Ohio: Parts
of two human skeletons; implement;
notched sinker, 6 water-worn pebules,
plaster cast of polished stone hatchet;
also map showing the location of the
mound. in which it was found. 336~2.
S0CIEDAD GEoGRAirICA. (See under
Lima, Peru.)
SORENSEN, P. H., Jakobshavn, Greenland: Ethnological objects; birds,
mammals, :fishes, Holothurians; and
crustaceans; from Jakobshavn, Greenland. Exchange. 33134.
Sourn, THOMAS R., Bisbee, Ariz.: Two
specimens of polished stalagmites,
from Copper Queen mine, Arizona.
32421.
So THWICK, W. C., Raritan, N. J.: Specimen of Swainson's Thrush. · 32347.
SPAINHOUR, Dr. J. M., Lenoir, N. C.:
Specimen of Monohammus conjuso1·
Kirby. 32804.
SPENCE, R. S., Paris, Idaho, transmitted
through U. S. Geological Survey : Three
specimens of Triassic Ammonites (Meekoceras) from Idaho. 32365.
SPEELMAN, M. R., Washington, D. C.:
Bat, in the flesh, from the District of
Columbia. 33342.
SPERLING, ESTELLA, ·w ashington, D. C.:
Abnormal hen's egg. 33620.
MlTH
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STEINER, Dr. ROLAND-Continued.
Mountain, Columbia County, Ga.
(32871); stono relics from Columbia
County, Ga. Deposit. (32930).
STEITZ, ADAM, Baltimore, Md.: Fourteen
plants collected in Maryland. 32361.
STEJNEGER, Dr. L., U. S. National Museum: Natural history material from
Japan and Kamchatka (33024); 2 bear
skulls from Yezo Island, Japan, obtained b y Prof. S. Nozawa, at Sapporo,
32551.
Yezzo (33114); natural history maSQUYER, HOMER, Wibau x, Mont.: Freshterial from Commander Islands (33192);
water shells, representing three species
snapping turtle from Maryland (3351.2).
(33410); 23 specimens of Upper Cretaceous invertebrate fossils, r epresenting STERKI, Dr. V., New Philadelphia, Ohio:
8 species, from Montana (33461 ); land
Living unios, representing 4 species,
and fresh-water shells from Montana
from Marietta, Ohio. 32649.
(33497); living unios. Purchase. 32870. STEVENS, M. A., Newark, N. J.: Badge
STANTON, T. W. (See under James M.
of the Woman's R11lief Corps ( auxiliary
Hamilton.)
to the Grand Army of the Republic).
32929.
STANTON, Rev. W. A., St. John's College,
Belizt~, British Honduras: Shells, cor- STEVENS, S. GEORGE, . Lincoln, N. Y.:
als, Echini, and other marine inverteSpecimens of Pemphigids. 32575.
brates from St. Georg es Cay, near Belize STEVENSON, Mrs. CORNELIUS, Philadel(32631); 3 specimens of sea-urchin,
phia, Pa. : Four photographs of ancient
coral, aud marine shells (33060); corals
arbalists. 33287.
and barnacles (33237); crustaceans STEWART, Mrs. JUNO, Washiugton, D. C.:
from Belize and vicinity (33442); 17
Portraits on wood of President and Mrs.
corals and 2 sea-urchins from Spanish
Madison, and a photograph of their
Cay, near Belize (33474).
home at Montpelier. 32487.
STEARN!'., ELMER, Salt Lake City, Utah: STEWART, Dr. R. E., Goldendale, Wash.:
Seeds of Dasylfrion sp. 32424.
Photograph of an arrowhead and bone
STEARNS, Dr. R. E. C., Los Angeles, Cal.:
holders. 32646.
Specimen of Tive la crassatelloides from STEWART, Dr. T. B., Lockhaven, Pa.:
California. 32464.
Broken gunstock with the name " L.
STEDMAN, Prof. J. M., transmitted
Wetzel" cut on one side, found in a
through Dr. L. 0. Howard, Columbia,
creek at Waynesboro. 33591.
Mo. : Type specimen of Nothris maligem- STILES, CHARLES WARDELL, Department
mella Murtfeldt. 33416.
of Agriculture: Parasites (32339, 32340).
STEELE, E. S., Washington, D. C.: SpeciD eposit.
men of Onoclea st1·u,thiopteris (32327); STILLWELL, L. W., Deadwood, S. Dak.:
specimen of Gyrostachys simplex.
Two specimens of Placentice1·as and
(32513); 8 plants from in and near
one specimen of Prionocychus. PurWashington, D. C. (32880).
chase. "0." 33425.
STEIN, ROBERT. (See under Smithsonian STONE, Gen. ROY, Department of AgriInstitution, Bureau of Ethnology. )
culture: Twenty geological specimens
STEINER, Dr. ROLAND, Grovetown, Ga.:
and 12 fossils from phosphate beds.
Collection of stone implements and
32740.
archooological objects from an aborigi- STORMS, Prof. J. W., Ashland, Oreg.:
nal village site, KiokeeCreek, Columbia
Three specimens of fossiliferous sandCounty, Ga. (32334) (32670); arch restone from the Chico formation, south
ological objects from shell-heap on the
side of Bear Creek, Ashland, Oreg.
Savannah River at the mouth of Kiokee
32366.
Creek (32800); 7 boxes containing STRAUB, Professor and Mrs. CARL, Port
arclu.eological objects from an aborigiOrange, Fla. : One hundred and sixtynal quarry and village site near Burts
one specimens of cryptogamic plants
SPIEGELBERG, A. F., Santa Fe, . Mex.,
transmitted by Bureau of Ethnology:
Rude stone image (deposit) (32585) ;
2 stone images from a n ancient pueblo
in ew Mexico (gift) (32766).
SPINDLE, H. H., Shenandoah, Va.: Specimens of Harrisinaamericana Boisduval.
32725.
SPRATT, M. B., New York City: Specimen
of Phobetron pithecium, Abbott & Smith,
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STRAUB, Profe. or ancl ~Ir. ( 'AHLContin.u('cl.
belonging to the late Prof. l!'. U.
Stn:Lnb (3278-1); 3 ho.·es containing
1,403 plants collected hy the late I'rof.
F. C., tranh (334-16). tSee under Prof.
0. F. Cook.)
STRICKER, J., Philadelphia, Pa.: Shuttle
1,elonging to an ancient loom. 33475.
STRODE, Dr. ,v. ,•., Lewiston Ill.: , even
1:1pecimens representing 2 species of
unio from Georgia (B~-130); 2 living
uuios from Illinois (32462); li viug
Unionitlm (32463); living Uniouidn·
representing 6 8pecie~ from the Illin'.>is
River (:32478); B 11mo shells contarning animals (32951).
SunL1nT, FHANK L., , 'taunton, Va.:
Cr11b-spider, Llcrosonw gracile \Valek.
32390.

'or.zmmcwit, DAvrn, Philat1clpbia, Pa.:
Jewish hurial prayers (pa,rchment
Illftnnscript on board). 33602.
Sv:mVALT, ('. II., Kew York City: Specimcu of l'elidnota sumptuosa Vigors.

:1:n:w.

'EU I, 1 9 •

TIIAYER,A. II., Dublin, N. IL: ,'pecimen
of Brewster's \Varhler, lfelrninthophila
leucobronchialis (32663); snake (Storeria
clekayi) (32673).

! THOMPSON, J. F., Anacostia, D. C.:

Hand
grenade found on a battlefield near
Bladensburg. 33179.
TIIOl\11:,SON, J. F., Anacostia, D. C.: Powderhorn, probably of Revolutionary
era; sword found .1t Fort Greble, D. C.,
during the civil war, 1861-1865; bridle,
bit, and lariat captured during the
Mexican war by G. H. Miller, assistant
architect of the Capitol. 33686.
T1'.1oMSON ELECTRIC WEL~ING COMPANY,
Lynn, Mass. (transmitted by Prof.
Elihu Thomson): Nine specimens of
electric-welded work, consisting of
pa,rts of bicycles. 33015.
THOMSON, ELIIIU. (See under Thomson
Electric Welding Company.)
I TrruRow, F.W., Harvester,Tex.: Twentynine plants from Texas. 32902.
TICllENOR, G. H., Washington, D. C.:
Nest and four eggs of English Sparrow.

I

32433.

oamrn, THADDEUS, White , 'ulphnr TODD, AURELIUS, Dunedin, Fla.: Speci8priug:;, W. Va.: Twelve rnammals
men of .Aglcistrodon piscivorus from
I
(gift) (327:35); 2 skim, of Fox Squirrel,
Florida (32850) ; Elaps fulv~us from
, ci111·us ludovicianus vicin11s (exchange)
Florida (33273).
TOKYO, JAPAN, Science College, Imperial
(32844).
·w1 GLE, Prof. W. T. (See under AgriUniversity (received through Dr. I.
culture, Department of.)
I
Ijima) : Reptiles and batrachians from
'fAtarn, l\liss MARY A., Mabel, Minn.:
the Islanil of Formosa. 33448.
Leaf-cntting Bee, Megachile Jrigida TOLLIN, OSCAR, Marco, Fla. : Shells from
~mith. 32455.
near Cape Romano, Florida (32632,
TAFT, H. K, Leadville, Colo.: Upper por32680).
tion of a £•mur of Procamel1u. ::l3412. TONER, Dr. J. M. (lleceased): Badge of
TA llNT, Lieutenant. (See under Rearthe Ninth International Medical ConAcl lrliral l•'rancis A. Roe.)
gress, 1887. 32813.
T,\YLOH, \'. W., West ,vinstecl, Conn.
TOPPING, D. LEROY, Washington, D. C.:
(transmitt<-cl through Bureau of EthFifty-two plants. · Exchange. 32577.
nology): , 'tone impleme11ts from Far- TOUM I~Y, Prof. J.W., Tucson, Ariz.: Specmiiwton River valley. 32860.
imen of Ligusticuni 8Copu lorum. 32703.
TA, urn, \VILLIAM TATE, Hannock,
(See · also under Agriculture, DepartIout.: 'prcimon of molybdenite from
lJartment of.)
)fa(\ison C'ounty; )font. 32375.
TOWNSEND, CllARLES H., u. s. Fish CoruTLLE0HAPIIJC Hr. TORI 'AL SocmTY OF
mission: Bones obtained from an anToHTII A:\mRICA (transmitted by Mr.
cient shell heap at Agattu Island.
Jeorge C .• faynard, Washington, D.
32595. (See also under Ogden, Capt.
'.) : Mor. e tele~raph register made in
T. S.)
18GO anc1 lved on the Elmira, diYision TRACY, S. M., Biloxi, Miss.: Fifteen
of th 1 orthern 'entral Hailway from
plants from Mississippi. 33218.
TRASK, Mrs. BLANCHE, Avalon, SantaCat1 62 to 1868. Deposit. 33262.
TELL"F,n, Dr. E.
(, ee under Agriculture,
alina Island, (;al.: One hundred plants
Department of.)
from California. Purchase. 32954.
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TRIMSURY DEPARTMEN'r, u. s. Life-Sa1;- VASEY, Miss FLORAN., u. s. National Museum: Eighty plants from Nantucket,
ing Station, transmitted by Capt. J. J.
Mass.; (32552); 6 plants (32616); 2
Dunton, keeper, Ocean City, Md.: Specplants (32692): 2 specimens of Acer 1·uimen of Trichitiru8 lepturus. 32554.
brum (32781).
TRELEASE, Prof. WILLIAM, Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis, Mo.: Five VASEY, G. R. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
specimens of Agaves and 9 specimens of
Dasylirion. 32911. (See under Agri- V AUGIIAN, 'l'. WA YLA.ND, U. S. Geological
Survey: Eocene fossils from Louisiana
culture, Department of.)
(gift) (32374); 17 Tertiary corals from
TRICE, V., Prague, Bo~emia: Eight alcoEurope and Cret,aceous Rutistidre (gift)
holic preparations of cartilagenons
(33288); 7 Tertiary corals from Europe
fo;he . Purchase. 33564..
(purchase) (33367); land and freshTRUE, F. W., U. S. National Museum:
water shells from Alabama (gift)
Mammal skins and skulls, reptiles,
birds' skjns, insects, marine inverte(33734).
brates, fishes, from Maine. 32542.
VIENNA, AUSTRIA: K. K. Naturhistoris-.
TURNER, H. W. (See under ,J. A. Edman;
ches Hofmuseum, Botanische AbtheilInterior Department, U. S. Geological
ung, transmitted by Dr. G. von Beck:
Snrvey, and G. W. Kimble).
One hundred plants (33272); transmitTURNER, L. M., ·washington, D. C.:
ted by Dr. Theo. Fuchs; 65 specimens
Danish lantern. Purchase. 33547.
of Tertiary plants r~presenting 9 speTumrnn, Dr. PEYTON. (See under Agricies (32698). Exchange.
culture, Department of.)
VOLLAND, Mrs. LARlSSA, Gettysburg,
TYLER, A. A., Schenectady, N. Y.: FiftyPa.: Shell-cap from the Gettysburg
seven plants from Staten Island seabattlefie-ld. Purchase. 33675.
board. Purchase. 32687.
w ACKS:'11UTH, Mrs. CHARLES; BurlingULirn, HENRY, ·w ashington, D. C.:
ton, Iowa: Eight crinoid1::1 and 2 blastSpecimen of Bernbidiu1n vile Lecoute,
oid,; from the St. Louis formation of
from California (new to the collection).
Alabama. 33352.
32716.
WAGHORNE, Rev. A. C., Bay of Islands,
ULRICH, E. 0. (See under lntevior DeNewfoundland: 'l'hirty-nine specimens
partment, U. S. Geological Survey.)
of dried lichens (gift) (33016); 85 LabUNDERWOOD, C. F., National Museum,
rador lichens and a specimen of SphagSan .J osc, Costa Rica: Twenty-one
num (purchase) (33193).
birds' eggs. Exchange. 33155.
WAGNER FREE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE,
VA"N DEUSEN, Mrs. ALYS B., Hartford,
Philadelphi a, Pa.: Type specimen of
Conn.: Large platter aud dinner plate
Pectunculus virginiw Wagner. 33478.
(32710); small plate and cream pitcher WAKE"HAM, Dr. WILLIAM, Department of
(33500); 3 dinner plates and a tea plate
Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, Canada:
(32504). Deposit.
Diatoms, marine invertebrates, fishes,
aml mollusks. 33479.
VAN HORNE, C. P., Glen, N. Y.: Rude
chipped implement (gift) (33076); frag- w ALCOTT, Hon. CHARLES D., Acting Asments of pottery from prehistoric Mosistaut Secretary U. S. National Museh:v,vk camp sites, also 1 :flint implement
um : Three pairs of antlers of Cervns
(exchange) (33266) .
carolinensis, from Yellowstone National
Park. 33544.
VAN HYNING, T., Des Moines, Iowa:
Fifty-five shells from vatious localities. WALKER, BRYANT, Detroit, Mich.: Three
32492.
unios from Alabama (32764).
VANNEss,jr., Jo1-rn, DeSoto, Miss.: Thir- WALKER, Mrs. S. B., Castle Rock, Colo.:
teen specimens of Tertiary invertebrate
Teeth of fossil shark. 33302.
fossils, rib of fossil cetacean, and tooth
WALLINGSFORD, w. w., u. s. National
of fossil shark. 33121.
Museum: Gold button of the Union
VANDEVENTER, G. B., Huntsville, Ala. :
Veteran Corps (32938); pearl from a
Pentremite from Madison County, Ala.
specimen of Venus rnercenariaj Chesa33485.
peake Bay, Maryland (33236).
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\VALPOLE 1 F. A., Department of Agriculture: Plant. 32569.
WAMSLEY, F. W., Bridgeton, N. J.: Two
jellyfishes and a specimen of coral.
33263.
WAR DEPARTMENT, transmitted by Gen . .
R. A. Alger, Secretary of War: Medal
of honor, and bow-knot issued to officers and soldiers for gallantry in military service (33431); Army Medical
Museurn, a collection of 2,205 specimens
of Indian crania (33553). (See under
Clarence B. Moore.)
WARD, Prof. LESTER F., U.S. Geological
Survey : Ninety-two plants from Chicago, Ill. (32561); 100 plants collected
in Kansas (32697).
WARDER, BUSHNELL & · GLESSNER COMPANY, Chicago, Ill.: Four photographs
of "Champion" binders. 33576.
WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT, Rochester, N. Y.: Thirteen lemurs (purchase) (32381); 5 mammal
skins and skulls (purchase) (32382);
32 birds' skins (purch ase) (32594);
collection of sponges, corals, echini,
(purchase) "N" (33:d35); 74 Upper Carboniferous fossils from Graham, Tex.;
12 crinoids from the iagara of Perryville, Tennessee (exchange) (33362) ;
or s from various localities (purchase)
'' 0" (33370) ; skin of Wandering Albatross (purchase) "0" (33388); series
of Beecher Brachiopod models, consisting of 20 specimens (purchase) "0"
(33406); septarian nodules (purchase)
(334-62); photographs and negatives of
a l<'inback Whale skull (purchase)
(33690) ; nickel and cobalt specimens
(purchase) "0" (33663); skull of porpoi e (purchase) (33684); skeleton of
fr sh-water dolphin (gift) (33684).
\ A 'HINGTON, HENRY S., Locust, N. J.:
Ty pical Italian and other volcanic
rocks. 32734.
WATANABE, KANo, Hongoku, Tokio, Japan: Two hundred and thirty-four
pecimens of Japanese plants. Purcha e. 33657.
""\ ATKINS, J.E., U. . ational Museum:
An etched ha1 f-tone picture of the Monitor and Merrimac,froma wash drawing
by heppard. 32758.
WATSON, T. L., Chatham, Va.: Fresh and
decomposed diabase. 33486.

WA.YMA , G. TURNER, Trinidad, West
In dies: Cicada pupa, affected witl..t Entornophora. 32318.
WAYNE, ARTHUR T., Mount Pleasant,
S. C.: Three birds' skins (exchange)
(32387); 2 birds' skins (gift) (32388).
WEBB, H. G., Castle Gate, Utah (tran8mitted by Bureau of Ethnology):
Small piece of cordage from a cave
dwelling on Minnie Maud Creek, Utah.
32967.
.
WEBB, JOHNS., Disputanta, Va.: Barred
owl. 33301.
WEBBER, H.J. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
WEBSTER, Prof. F. M., Wooster, Ohio:
Nineteen specimens of Blissus leucopterus Say. 32451.
WEED, W. H. (See under Interior Department, U.S. Geological Survey.)
WEEDEN, W. C., U. S. National Museum:
Five rats. 33718.
WENTZ, J. F., Ellsworth, Wis.: Specimen
of Sorex personatus. 32502.
WENZEL, F. W., Philadelphia, Pa.: Insects representing species new to the
Museum collection. 32820.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA HISTORICAL
SOCIETY, Bellevue, Pa. (transmitted. by
Thomas Harper, curator): Carboniferous plants found on Peters Creek, Washington County. Exchange. 33085.
WESTGATE, W.W., Houston, T ex.: Specimens ofliving Unionidre . 32593.
WETMORE, GEORGE H., Hilo, Hawaii:
Plant. 33420.
WETZLER, Juuus, Holbrook, Ariz. : Toy
ladle, obtained from a ruin near Holbrook. 32476.
WHEELER, C. F., Michigan Agricultural
College, Agricultural College, Miclligan: Five specimens of Tradescantia
from the grounds of the Michigan Agricultural College. Exchange. 33322.
WHITE, A. HOLLIS, Braintree, Mass. : One
hundred and sixty-two specimens of
Baffin Land fossils, representing 39
species. Purchase. 33146.
WHITE, DAVID, U.S. Geological Survey:
specimen of Turnstone ( Arenaria interpres) from Greenlancl (32712); woman's
costume and snow knife, obtained from
the Eskimos of Greenland (33587).
(See a.lso under E.G. Dyer and Charles
Schnchert.)
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WHITED, KIRK, Ellensburg, Wash.:
Twenty-nine plants from Washington.
32812.
WHITING, Dr. C. A., University of Utah,
Salt Lake, Utah: Toad (Bufo colwrnbiensi11) (32477); fresh-water crustaceans
(33102); specimens of algre, insects,
and marine invertebrates from Salt
Lake City (33484).
WICKHAM, Prof. H.F., Iowa City, Iowa:
Pompiliid, .Agenia architecta Say, and a
specimen of Trachelas tranquilla Hentz.
32441.
WILDER, G. D., Pekin, China: Twentythree skins of Chinese birds, received
in exchange. (33017, 33230, 33741.)
WILLIAMS, F. H., Greene, N. Y.: Two
hundred and ninety paleozoic fossils,
representing 101 species. 33103.
WILLIAMS, Dr. F. H., Bristol, Conn.:
Four photographs of rock bowlders
with curious markings. 33138.
WILLIAMS, ISAAC, Meadville, Pa.: Geometrid moth, Hrematopsis grataria Fabr.
32544.
WILLIAMS, R. S., Columbia Falls, Mont.
(received through Department of Agriculture ) : Twelve plants collected in
Montana in 1897. 32901.
WILLIAMSON, E. B., and OGBURN, R. C.,
Colnmbus, Obio: Two specimens of
a supposed new Darter, Etheostoma
sciotense, from Big Walnut Creek,
Scioto River, near Columbus, Ohio.
33135.
WILLIAMSON, Mrs. M. BURTON, Los Angeles, Cal.: Specimens of Modiola capax
Conr., from San P edro and Redondo,
Cal. 32793.
WILLISTON, Prof. I. w. (See uncter Kan
sas, State University of.)
WILSON, G. W. ( See under Florida TimesUnion and Citizen.)
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.: Three modern rifles. 33491.
·
WINSLOW, Lieut. HERBERT, u. s. Navy,
Boston, Mass.: United States flag used
on board the U. S. S. Kearsarge at the
time of the surrender of the Confederate steamer Alabama 33686.
WINTON, Rev. GRORGE B., San Lnis
Potosi, Mexico: Twelve photographs
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WINTON, Rev. GEORGE B.-Continued.
of scenery near Lake Patzcuaro, Mexico. 33519.
WOLTZ, GEORGE w., u. s. National Museum: Sharp's carbine, issued by the
United States Government to Baker's
Cavalry and nsed throughout the war
of therebellion(deposit) (32832); specime:ras of Mus decumanus from Washington, D. C. (33586, 33622); 3 specimens
of Miis decumanus (33664).
WOLVERTON, N. (See also under Agriculture, Department of.)
WooD, C. F., Marion, N. Y.: Parasites
( Pelecinus polytm·ator Drury, and Thalessa lunator Linn.). 32514.
WOOD, J. MEDLEY, Natal Botanic Gardens, Serea, Durban, Natal, Africa (received through Department of Agricu ltnre): One hundred and seventy-five
plants. Exchange. 33648.
WOODDELL, G. P., Seven Oaks, Fla.:
Sea-urchin, fragment of Pterogorgia
acerosa Ehrenbers, and 2 marine shells.
32474.
WOOLMAN, Lours, Philadelphia, Pa.:
Tertiary fossils from the Dismal
Swamp. 33080.
WOOSTER, A. F., Norfolk, Conn.: English
half-penny: George III. 33720.
WoRCESTRR, Prof. D. C., An11 Arbor,
Mich. : A large collection of birds'
skins and birds' eggs and nests from
the Philippine Islands. 32543.
WORTHEN, C. K., Warsaw, Ill.: Skin
and skull of mink. 33608.
WRIGHT, B. H., Penn Yan, N. Y.: Unios
from Eastern and Sou tbern parts of the
Unjted States (32367, 33397, 32450,
32504, 32619, 32914, 32935, 32998, 33026,
33133, 33175) .
'
WRIGHT, W. G., San Berna_·dino, Cal.:
Lizard, Scefoporus magister. 32835.
WRIGHTSEN, Miss ANNIE, Albany; N. Y.:
Fifteen pieces of electrical apparatus.
Purchase. 33204.
WYNKOOP, A. G., Charlestown, W. Va.:
Caterpillar of Sphinx moth, Thy1·eus
abbottii Swains. 32442.
YAN Poo L~E, New York City (transmitted by Mr. W. V. Cox): Three agricultural implements. 33033.
YOUNG, Dr. G. B., lT. S. Marine-Hospital
Service, DP-]aware Breakwater (.,)uarantine Station: Snake.
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Rev. J. L., Flntbn h Long Z1ur.LEH, RE 'E-Continned.
I lancl (h'ansmittccl thron rh l)ep, rtfrom , rki.·-B ' uear
masra, A, ia
ment of Agricnltnre): Porty-fi,, fip•ci- 1 \Iiuor, and 3 . pecim ns of .1Ycm·optel"iH
1Jcheebani , 'tnr, from nortliern Fran e.
mens of coleoptera b miptera, aucl
hymenopt ra (33211); 24 ·pecimen of
32840.
Z CK, I". A., Ilolhrook, Ariz.: Silici liecl
hymenoptera (33331).
wood from Arizona and Iontana. PurZmLLER, RENE, Pari , France: Two specchase. "0." 33662.
imens of .J.Yeu1·01Jteris sche1whzeri Roffm.

ZAHRI JOE,

APPENDIX III.
S'.l'ATEMENT OF THE

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS DURING THE

YEAR ENDING JUNE

AFRICA.
Albany Museum, Grahamstown, South
Africa: Bird skins (84 specimens).
Exchauge. (D.11237.)
AMERICA.
NORT~ AMERICA.
CANADA.

New Brunswick.
Natnral History Society of New Brunswick, St. John: Fossil plants (90
specimens). Exchauge. (D.11717.)
Onta1·io.
Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa:
Fossils from Thedford, Ontario (276
specimens, 43 species). Lent for
stndy . Sponge (Grantiamonstruosa) .
Gift. (D.11105, 11763.)
UNITRD STATES.

Alabama .

Ni11th District Agricultnral School,
Blonntsvil1e: 1 ocks ::mcl ores (104f;ped rnens, set 37). · Gift. (D.11566.)
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa:
Cambrian Medusm (4 specim ens).
Gift. (D. 11609.)
.Arka.nsas.

Arkadelphia Methodist College, Arkaclelpbia: Marine invertebrates (312
specimens, Series VI, set 18). Gift.
(D .11446.)
California.
Branclegee, Katherine, San Diego:
Plants (2 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 11553.)
Brandegee, T. S., San Diego: Plant (1
specimen). Lent for study. Plants
(3 specimens). Exchange. (D.11368,
11773.)
California Academy of Sciences, San
Francisco: Isopods (15 specimens).
Gift. (D. 11806.)

30, 1898.

California-Continued.
California College, Oakland: Rocks
and ores (103 specimens, set51). Gift.
Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,
Series VI, set 31). Gift. (D. 11091,
11485.)
Cooke, Miss J. M., San Diego: Shells(103
specimens). Exchange. (D.11839.)
Fall, H. C., Pasadena: Beetles (136
specimens). Lent for study. (D.11361.)
Golden Gate Mnseum, San Francisco:
Original stone implements (210 specimens, set 16); casts of arrowheads
and spearheads. Exchange.
(D.
11296. )
Grinnell, J osepb, Pasadena:
Bird
skins (57 specimens). Lent for study.
(D.11177, 11233.)
Jordan, David S., Leland Stanford
Junior Unjversity: Alcoholic :fishes
(3 specimens); Lamprey eel from
Kamchatka (1 specimen). Lent for
study . Commn,nder Island :fishes (15
specimens) . Exchange. (D . 11405,
11750, 11692.)
McGregor, R. C ., Palo Alto: Bird skins
('14 specimens) . Exchange. (D.11601.)
Colorado.
Lee, Harry A., Denver: Geological material (48 specimens); volcanic rocks
(7 specimens). Ex:cha11ge. (D.11613,
11841.)
Richarclson, D. A., Denver: Leptosynapta girardii (1 specimen.) . Lent for
stndy. (D. 11391.)
University of Denver, University Park:
Rocks and ores (set 45). Gift. (D.
11262.)
Connecticut.
Cornell, Mrs. Thomas L., Derby: Pottery (15 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11856.)
Wesleyan University, Middletown:
Fossils (32 specimens). Gift. (D.
11622.)
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Con11eotiout- ontinued.
Illinois.
Yale Un iversity Mu eum, ew Haven:
Coulter, J. M., Univer ity of Cbicago,
Palcemonetes antr01·nrn (6 specimens)
Chicago: Miscellaneous plants (10
and Cirola11ides te:censis (3 specimens).
specimens). Exchange. (D.11423.)
Exchange. (D .11729. )
Field Columbian Museum, Chicago:
Delaware.
Cyprinoid fishes (3 specimens). ExCaul>y, W. M., Wilmington: Ferns (22
change. (D.11678.)
High chool, Farmington : Marine inspecimens); Mexican plants (838
vertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
specJ.meos); plant!i (265 specimens).
set 11). Gift. (D.11427.)
Excbange. (D .11511, 11923, 11950.)
District of Col,u mbia.
High School, Pittsfield: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
Bartscb, Paul, Wasbington: Plants (12
set 22). Gift. (D. 11450.)
specimens). Excbange. (D.11558.)
· High School, Princeton: Marine inverCentral High Scbool, Washington: Matebrates (315 specimens, Series VI,
rine invertebrates (315 specimens, Seset 41). Gift. (D.11565.)
ries VI, set 5). Gift. (D .11384. )
High School, Springfield: Rocks and
Easi::ero High School, Washington: Maores (104 specimens, set 40). Gift.
rine invertelJrates (315 specimens,
,D.11362. )
S ries VI, set 5). Gift. (D. 11384.)
High School, Streato1~: Marine inverteGm, Theodore, Washington: Starfishes
brates (312 specimens, Series VI, set
(6specimens) . Forstudy . D.11549.)
25) . Gift. (D.11470.)
'irty, Geor"e H., U. S. Geological SurHigh School, Table Grove: Marine invey, Washington: English carbonifvertebrates (315 specimens, Series VI,
erous fossils (211 specimens). Lent
for study. (D.11392.)
set 43). Gift. (D.11628 .)
Howell, E. E., Washington: Fossils (47
Holmes, Samuel J., Chicago: Lophoxanth1ts (3 specimens). L ent for
specimens). Exchange. (D.11742.)
stncly. (D.11587.)
Powell, .T. W., Bureau of Ethnology,
Washington: Pipes (25 specimens).
frying Park School, Chicago: Rocks
Lent for study. (D.11850.)
an<l ores (104specimens, set32) . Gift.
(D .11708.)
S ·bmid, Edwards., Washington: Three
Millspaugh, C. F., Chicago: Plants (8
lJird. kins; mounted peacock; skeleton of monkey. Exchange. (D.
specimens). Lent for study. (D.
11465. )
11396, 11497, 11858. )
Walcott, C. D., U.S. Geological Survey:
Moffatt, W. S., Wheaton: Plants (24
One piece of Pueblo pottery. Exspecimens). Exchange. (D. 11954.)
·lrnnge. (D . 11846.)
Ottawa Township High School, OtWestern :High School, Washington:
tawa: Marine invertebrates (312
Marine invertebrates (Series VI, set
specimens, Series VI, set 15). Gift.
6).
ift. Plants (46 specimens).
(D. 11434.)
Exc·bange. (D. 11385, 11536. )
University of Chicago, Chicago : Vollflo1·ida.
canic rocks (50 specimens). Eximpsoo, .J. H., Manatee: Rocks and
change. (D.11527.)
minerals (70 specimens). Exchange.
Watase, S., Chicago: Three species of
(D.11 6L. )
phosphorescent fishes. Lent for
Georgia.
study. (D.11658.)
e r1ria Female eminary, Gainesville:
farine invertebrates (312 specimens, Indiana.
City public schools, Washington: Maerie VI, s~t 10). Gift. (D .11426.)
rine invertebrates (315 specimens,
Lucy obb Institute, Athens: Marine
Series VI, set 1). Gift. (D.11364.)
invertebrate (312 specimens, Series
Daniels,
L. E., Laporte: Shells (208
I set 24). Gift. (D. 11452.)
specimens). Exchange. (D. 11278.)
orth
eorgia Agricnltura.1 College,
Dahlon ga: Marine invertebrates
High School, Evansville: Marine fo(312 specimens, eries VI, set 36).
vertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
Gift. (D. 11528.)
set 28). Gift. (D. 11471.)

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS.
Indiana-Continued.
'Lilly, Eli, & Co., Indianapolis: Plants
(11 specimens). L ent for study. (D.
11965.)
Iowa.
Agricultural College, Ames: Plants (38
specimens). E xchange. (D.11955.)
City schools, Osage: Rocks and ores
(104 specimens, set 47); marine invertebrates (315 specimens, Series VI,
set 4). Gift. (D.11263, 11383.)
Cox, L. A., Keokuk: Specimen of CriJ~oiu ( Pentacrinus decorus ). For
study. (D.11770.)
Denison Normal School and Business
College, Denison : Rocks and ores
(104 specimens, set 44); marine invertebrates (315 specimens, Series VI,
set 3). Gift. (D. 11268,' 11382.)
Des Moines College, Des Moines: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,
Series VI, set 16). Gfft. (D. 11444.)
High School, Algona: Minerals (57
specimens, set 191).
Gift.
(D.
11764.)
High School, Clarinda: Rocks and ores
(104 specimens, set 36). Gift. (D.
11617.)
High School, Cresco: Rocks and ores
(104 specimens, set 42) . Gift. (D. '
11349.)
High School, Inn wood: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
set7). Gift. (D .11386. )
High , chool; Lake ·Mms : Ma,rine invertebrates (318 Eipecimens, Series VI,
set 45). Gift. (D . 11701.)
High chool, Marion: Marine invertebrates (318 specimens, Series VI, set
46). Gift. (D . 11732.)
High School, Marshalltown: Marine
invertebrates (312 specimens, Series
VI, set 32) . Gift. (D. 11486.)
High School, New Hampton: Rocks
and ores (104 specimens, set 34).
Gift. (D. 11629.)
Oceola County public schools, Sibley :
Rocks and ores (104 specimens, set
35). Gift. (D.11616.)
Public schools, Forest City, Marine
invertebrates (312 specimens, Series
VI, set 51); rocks and ores (104
specimens, set30). Gift. (D.11788.)
Public schools, Logan: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI, set
21). Gift. (D.11449.)
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Iowa-Continued.
Public schools, Paullina: Marine invertebrates (318 specimens, Series VI,
set 40). Gift. (D.11556.)
Public schools, Spencer: Marine invertebrates (315 specimens, Series VI,
set 34). Gift. (D.11508.)
Public schools, West Bend: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
set 9). Gift. (D. 11425.)
Sac City Institute, Sac City: Marine
invertebrates (318 specimens, Series
VI, set 48). Gift. (D.11711.)
Western Normal College, Shenandoah:
Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,
Series VI, set 27). Gift. (D.11467.)

Kansas.
Agricultural College, Manhattan:
Plants (18 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11953.)
Campbell University, Holton: Rocks
and ores (104 specimens, set 43).
Gift. (D. 11332.)
Chapman, George vV., Cawker City:
Corals (34 specimens); shells ( I 33
specimens). Exchange. (D. 11907.)
Cooper Memorial College, Sterling:
Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,
Series VI, set 33.) Gift. (D. 11498.)
High School: Lacygne: Dried marine
invertebrates (126 specimens). Gift.
(D. 11435.)
K entucky.
High School, Hopkinsville: Marine invertebrates (318 specimens, Series VJ,
set 39) . Gift. (D. 11561.)
Louisiana.
Frierson, Lorraine$'.., Frierson: Unioni<l m (77 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11775.)
Maine.
Bayley, W. S. 1 Waterville: Geological
material (5 specimens). 1lxchange.
(D. 11792.)
Parmer, Miss Sarah J., Elliott: Photographs o{Professor Henry and of experimental apparatus used by him.
Lent for exhibition. (D. 11133.)
High School, Presque Isle: Marine invertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
set 57) ; rocks and ores (104 specimens,
set 29). Gift. (D. 11905.)
Knight, O.W., Bangor: Cistothorus stellaris (8 specimens). Lent for study.
(D.11933.)
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Maine-Continued.
Lee, L. A., Brun wick: Twenty specimens each of erolis and Apus. Exchange. (D. 11321.)
-ormal School, Gorham: Min rals (57
specimens, set193). Gift. (D. 11 35.)
Williams, Mrs. Mary vVood, Monn t Desert: Casts of Assyrian seals. Exchange. (D. 11175.)
Ma1·yland.

Maryland , chool for the Blind, Baltimore: Marine invertebrates (102
specimens). Gift. (D. 11421.)
Ortmann, Richard, Baltimore: Three
photographs of the Morse telegraph
register. (D. 11641.)
, mitb, .J. Donnell, Baltimore: Plants
8 (specimens). Exchange. (D. 11407,
11596.)
oman's College, Baltimore: Cambrian
fossils (12 specimens). Exchange.
D. 11610.)

,v

.MaFJsach1isetts.

I Massachusetts-Continued.
Howe, Reginald l!eber,jr., Cambridge:
Frogs. (31 specimens). Lent for
study. (D.11864.)
Hyatt, A., Cambridge: Fossil nautiloids (2 specimens). Lent for stndy.
(D.11746.)
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge: Collection of crabs; fishes
(Phycis regiiis) (2 specimens); crabs
(7 specimens).
Exchange.
One
bird skin. Lent for study.. (D.
11387, 11672, 11734, 11918.)
Robinson, B. L., Cambridge: Plants
(514 specimens). Lent for study.
Plants (293 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11187,11611,11713,11851.)
Sargent, C. S., Jamaica Plain: Miscellaneous plants (11 specimens). Exchange. (D. 11454.)
Sornborger, Jewell D., Cambridge:
One white-footed mouse. Lent for
study. (D.11875. )
Williams College, Williamstown: Minerals (30 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11815.)

Rang, Outram, Boston: Mammal skulls
(10 specimens); 73 <1,lcoholic specimens of mice; 1 sknll of mink. Lent
for study. (D. 11482, 11716, 11758: Michigan.
]1930.)
Agricultural Experiment Station, AgriBotanical Gardens, Cambridge: Miscultural College: Plants (4 specicellaneous plants (29 specimens).
mens). Exchange. (D. 11956.)
Exchange. (D. 11408.)
High School, Menominee: Rocks a,D(].
Dal , T. Nelson, Williamstown: Minores (104 specimens, set 31). Gift.
emls (54 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11752.)
(D.11887.)
Hubbard, Lucius L., Houghton: MinDavenport, George E., Medford: Plant
erals (2 specimens). Exchange. (D.
(1 specimen). Exchange. Mounted
11933.)
plants (61 specimens) . Lent for
.Minnesota.
study. (D.11466, 11590, 11683.)
Bethlehem Academy, Faribault: Mal~astman, C. R., Cambridge: Four
rine im'ertebrates (300 specimens,
plates of Arthrodires and p~1rt of craSeries VI, set 49). Gift. (D.11718.)
nium of Dinichtl1ys pwitiilosus. Lent
Heller, A. A., Minneapolis: One plant.
for study. (D.11731.)
Lent for study. (D. 11638.)
Faxon, w·alter, Cambridge: Cmyfishes
High School, Slayton: Marine inverte(3 specimens); dried crab (1 specibrates (315 specimens, Series VI, set
men). Lent for study. (D. 11257,
. 2). Gjft. (D.11381.)
11357.)
Greenman, J.M., Cambridge: Mounted Mis11ouri.
plants (126 specimens). Lent for
Bayley, Mrs. A. V., Clarence: MinerHtucly. One plant. l~xchange. (D.
alogical specimens. For study . (D.
Jl52t, 11525, 11774.)
11612.)
Hayue:, H. W., Roston: Arrowheads
LaSalle Institute, Glencoe: Marine in(13 specimens). For study. (D.
vertebrates (312 specimens, Series VI,
11502.)
set 8). Gift. (D. 11431.)
Hough, Garry d N., ew Bedford:
Long, M. E., Kansas City: Stone imDiptera (70 specimens). Exchange.
plements (133specimens). Exchange.
(D.11885.)
(D. 11161.)

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS.
Missoiwi-Continued.
Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis:
Miscellaneous plants (3 specimens).
Exchange. (D. 11410.)
Trelease, W illiam, Missouri Botanical
Gardens, St. Louis: Lemnacere (138
specimens); 268 herbarium specimens. Lent for study. (D. 11183,
11286. )

Montana.
Publi0 schools, Phillipsburg: Marine
invertebrates (318 specimens, Series
VI, set 37). Gift. (D.11546.)
Nebraska.
Fremont Normal School, Fremont: Marine invertebrates (318 specimens,
Series VI, set 44). Gift. (D.11615.)
Normal School, Wayne: Marine invertebrates (318 specimens, Series VI, set
47) . Gift. (D.11710.)
Ward, H. B., Lincoln: Helmintliological specimens (5 bottles ). Len t for
study. (D.11727, 11831.)
New Hampshire.
Grout, A. J ., Plymouth: Plants (199
pocket s). Lentforstudy. (D.11499).
New Jersey .
Ortmann, A. E., Princeton: Fossils (23
specimens) . Lent for study. (D.
11360.)

N ew York.
A111erican Museum of Natural Ili8tory,
Now York: Philippine birds (65 Hpecimms). Exchange. Red squirrels
(196 specimens). Lent for study.
!'laster ca8t of the "Temple of the
Cross" ,Lt Palenque. Gift. (D. 11309,
11802, 11719.)
Bailey, L . II., Cornell University, Ithaca: Plants (388 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 11282, 11785. )
Bean, T. H., New York Aquarium, New
York: Fishes. Lent for study. (D.
11579. )
Bentenmuller, William, New York:
Moths (8specimens) . Lent for study.
(D . 11462.)
Biological Laboratory, · Cold Spring,
Long Island: Marine invertebrates
(328 specimens, Series V, set 98.)
Gift. (D.11908.)
Boys' Iligh School, New York: Marine
invertebrates (306 specimen8, Series
VI, set 60.) Gift. (D. 11960.)
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New York-Continued.
Britton, Mrs. Elizabeth G., New York:
Moss (9 pockets). Lent for study.
(D.11656.)
Britton, N. L., Columbia University,
New York: Plan ts (94 specimens) ; violets, mounted (77 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 11229, 11295, 11886.)
Burgess, Edward S. 1 New York: Her barium specimens ( 483). Lent for study.
(D. 11483.)
Chapman, Frank M., New York: Bird
skins (7 specimens). Lent for examination. (D.11333.)
Columbia University, New York: Fossil
plants (54specimens); plants (62specimens). Exchange. (D. 11652, 11951.)
Morgan, Mons. Jacques de, New York:
Orig in al stone implements (208 specimens); arrowheads and spearheads
(141 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11173.)
l?abius Union School, Fabius: Marine
invertebrates (312 specimens, Series
VI, set 29). Gift. (D.11479.)
Froelick, P. vV., New York: Chips of
eruptive rocks. For examination.
(D.11842.)
High School, Norwich: Marine invertebrates (306 specimens, Series VI, set
59); rocks and ores (104 specimens,
set 27). Gift. (D . 11925.)
Hulst, George D., Brooklyn: Moths (50
specimens). Exchange. (D. 11756.)
Kemp, J. F., New York: Specimens of
vein rocks. Exchange. (D. 11513.)
Kunz, George F., New York: T en specimens of jade and nephrite. Exchange. (D. 11938.)
New York Botanical Garden, New
York: Plants (907 specimens). Exchange. (D. 11639.)
New York Collegiate Institute, New
York : Marine invertebrates (312
specimens, Series VI, set 23). Gift.
(D.11451.)
Osborn, H.F., New York: Two teeth of
Coryphodon. Lent for study. (D.
11772.)
Ottolengui, R., New York. Moths (9
specimens). Lent for study. (D.
11266.)
Public Schools, Ithaca: Marine invertebrates (309 specimens, Series VI,
set 58); rocks and ores "(104 specimens, set 28) . Gift. (D. 11910.)
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T

ntinu d.
r h Hi h ch ol, olumbu : farine
invertebrates (3L sp cim n , seri s
I, s t 1 ).
ift. ( .11447.)
Pennsylvania.
arn gie Museum, Pittsburg: Mold of
OotopM sp. Lent for study. (D.
11265.)
(154
Crawford, J. G., Wilkinsburg: Porami( .
nifera (1! vials). Lent for study.
(D.118 1.)
I rbal'inm, Columbia
ickin 011 ollege, Carlisle: Marine inw ' ork: lants (767
vertebrates (312 specimens, series VI,
(D.
s t 20). Gift. (D.11448.)
High School, Greensburg: Marine inix phovertebrates (318 specimens, series VI,
crustaset 35). Gift. (D.11509.)
Philad lphia Academy of Sciences,
Philadelphia: Miscellaneous plants
(7specimens). Exchange. (D.11409.)
Pul>lic Schools, Reynoldsville: Marine
invertebrates (312 specimens, series
VI, set 30). Gift. (D. 11480.)
Rhoads, S. N., Philadelphia: Skin of
chipmunk; 7 skulls of otter. Lent
for study. (D.11580, 11655.)
Rush, W. H., U. S. N., Philadelphia:
Shells (569 specimens) . Exchange.
(D.11438.)
rorlh Carolina.
Stone, Witmer, Philadelphia: Bird
A he, W. W., Raleigh: Plants (67
skins (25 specimens). Lent for exsp cimens). Lent :fir study. (D.
amination. (D.11210.)
11205.)
The Western Philadelphia Historical
Beadle, C. D., Biltmore: Plants (68
Society, Bellevue: Stone implements
specimens. Lent for study. (D.
(137 specimens); plaster casts of
11541.)
stone implements (16 specimens); 18
Biltmore Herbarium, Biltmore: Plants
strings of beads. Exchange. (D.
(327 sp cimens). Exchange. (D.
11488.)
11949.)
University of Pennsylvania, Philadel• Ion 'ollege, Elon College P. . : Maphia: Fishes (59 specimens); marine
rine invertebrates (318 specimens,
invertebrates ( 465 specimens, series
erie VI, s t 50); casts of stone imV, set 51); sponges from Florida and
plem nts (99 specim ns, set 61).
Nassau. Gift. (D.11293, 11677.)
if. ( . 11736. )
Wagner Free Institute of Science,
Wake 1' or st oilege, Wake Forest:
Philadelphia: Marine invertebrates
invertebrates (312 specimens,
(440 specimens, series V, set 52).
I, set 17). Gift. (D. 11445.)
Gift. (D. 11814. )
ltio.
II rric - Francis H., Cleveland: .A.1- Rhode Ialand.
ph idre ( -7 pecimens). Lent for
Brown University, Providence: Bird
tudy. (D.11730. )
skins (2 specimens). Exchange. (D .
11521.)
High chool, Lewistown: Rocks and
re (104 sp cimen , set 38). Gift. South Carolina.
( .11406. )
Manigault, G. E., Charleston: Figure
Hine, Joseph ., Col um bus : Insects
ofnegro boy. Exchange. (D. 11723.)
( pecimens) . Leut for study. (D .
Wayne, Arthur T., Mount Pleasant:
11236.)
Bird skin. Exchange. (D.11093.)
hio-

DISTRIBU'l'ION OF SPECIMENS.
South Carolina-Continued.
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College, Rock Hill: Marine invertebrates
(318 specimens, series VI, set 38).
Gift. (D. 11560.)
Tennessee.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville:
Casts of prehistoric implements (99
specimens); marine invertebrates
(448 specimens, series V, set 48).
Gift. (D.11351.)
Texas.
Mearns, Dr. E. A., U. S. Army, Fort
Clark : Mammal skins and skulls
(421 specimens); bird skins (96 specimens). Lent for study. (D. 11659,
11660.)
University of Texas, Aust,in: Plants
(2 specimens).
Exchange.
(D.
11633.)
Utah.
Joues, Marcus E., Salt Lake City:
Plants (346 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11453,11942.)
Verrnont.
Stickney, W. B. A., Woodstock: Plants
(19 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11849.)
Viryinia .
Bridgewater College, Bridgewater :
Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,
series VI, set 13). Gift. (D.11457.)
Stephens City Academy, Stephens City:
Marine invertebrates (309 specimens,
series VI, set 26). Gift. (D. 11463.)
Surber, Thaddeus, White Sulphur
Springs: Skins anu skulls of Sperrnophilus franklini and Sci·urua alberti.
Exchange. (D.11365.)
Washington.
Puget Sound University, Tacoma:
Marine invertebrates (452 specimens,
series V, set 47). Gift. (D.11284.)
Whitman College, Walla Walla: Marine
invertebrates (315 specimens, se1·ies
VI, set 42). Gift. (D. 11614.)
11'isconsin.
High School, Evansville: Rocks and
ores (104 specimens, set 33). Gift.
(D. 11709).
High School, Marinette: Rocks antl
ores (104 specimens, set 41). Gift.
(D.11348.)
High School, Sparta: Rocks and ores
(104 specimeus, set 48). Gift. (D.
11149.)
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Wisconsin-Continued.
Milwaukee Public Museum, Milwaukee: Bird skins (21 specimens). Lent
for study. (D.11121.)
West Division High School, Milwaukee: Marine in vertebrates (312 specimens, series VI, set 12). Gift. (D.
11432.)
Whitewater High School, Whitewater:
Marine invertebrates (312 specimens,,
series VI, set 14). Gift. (D. 11433.)
Wyoming.
Wyoming Collegiate Institute, Big
Horn: Rocks and ores (104 specimens, set 38). Gift. (D.11474.)
SOUTH AMERICA.

ARGENTINA.

Ruscherveyh, G., Buenos Aires: Lepidoptera (75 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 11400.)
ASIA.
INDIA.

Indian Museum, Calcutta: Bird skins
(54 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11520.)
Royal Botanic Gardens, Bengal: Plants
(188 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11961.)
JAPAN.

Imperial Fisheries Bureau, Tokyo: Lucernarians (6 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11650.)
University of Tokyo, Tokyo: Marine
in vertebrates (44.4 specimens, Series
V, set 50); Lamprey eels (4 specimens). Gift. (D.11458, 11694.)
EUROPE.
AUSTRIA.

Imperial Royal Natural History Hofmuseum, Vienna: Lower Cretaceous fossils (41 specimens). Exchange. (D.
11603.)
Wohlgemuth, Karl, Bozen, South Tyrol:
Ethnological specimens (13). Exchange. (D.11669.)
DENMARK.

Meinert, .F ., Zoological Musenm, Copenhagen : Specimens belonging to the
genus Pycnogonid~. Lent for study.
(D.11347.)
Zoological Museum, Copenhagen: . 22
specimens of Pycnogonida. Exchange. (D.11347.)
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FRANCE,

SCOTLAND,

Co smann, L, Pal'is: Fossils (6 specimens). Lent for study. Shells (149
sp cim ns). Exchange. (D. 11779,
11890.)
Koehler, R., Lyons: Collection of Echinoderms (52 pecimens). For study.
(D.11095.)
Micha ls, J. Porter, Paris: Human teeth
frolll mounds and burial places (39
specimen ). Lent for study. (D.
11378. )
GERMANY.

Botanical Museum, Berlin: Plants (135
sp ·imens). Exchange. (D. 11948. )
Frobenius, L., Leipzig: Pottery (21
specimens). Exchange. D. 11624).
Helmolt, DL, Leipzig: Photograph of
model of the Tower of Babel. (D.
115 1.)
Paleontolo ¥ical Mn eum of the Royal
A<:acl •rny, Mn11i h: 'ambriuu fo . ils
(16
tW ·im ns). Excha11g . (D.

Museum of University College, Dundee:
Marine invertebrates (448 specimens,
Series V, set 49). Gift. (D.11424.)
ITALY.

Zoological Museum, Turin: American
water crustaceans (54 specimens) .
E:x:change. (D. 11086.)
NETIIERLANDS,

Ethnological Museum, Leyden: Plaster
cast of pa,tu - patu.
Gift.
(D.
11625.)
do Meyera, .Johannes C. H., Amsterdam :
Insects (366 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 11468.)
NORWAY.

Geological , ' urvey, Christiania: Selenite
·rystal. Exchange. (D. 11625. )
RUSSIA.

11 21. )
lUCAT BRITAJ
ti:

Ual

' f,/\ 'D .

.

Branic]ri Mus nm, Warsaw: Bird skins
(170 Hpecimens). Exchange. (D .
11]]0.)

Melnikofl', M., t . .E etersbnrg: Specimen
of met •orite. Exchange. (D.11675.)
Zooloo-i<"al Mmleum of the Imp •rial Academy of' , ·iences, t. J >eters burg:
Slt lls (2024 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 11085.)
Sw1mEN.

SWITZERLAND.

of Natural History, Geneva :
Crustacea (46 specimens). Exchange.
(D.11184.)
OCEANICA.
A

STRALIA.

ew outh Wales, Ogilby, J. Douglas,
Sydney: Fishes (9 specimens). Exchange. (D. 11626.)
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE MUSEUM.I
ANNUAL REPORT.

Annual Report I of the I Board of Regents I of the I Smithsonian Institution , I Showing I the Operations, Expenditures, and Condition I of the Instit~tion I for the I year ending June

30,1895. I - I Report I ofthe I U.S. National Museum. I - I Washington: I
Government Printing Office. j 1897.
8vo, pp. I-xx, 1-1080, 156 pls., 382 figs.

PROCEEDINGS.

Smithsonian Institution. I Uniten. States
National Museum, I - Proceedings I
of the I United States National Museum, I- I Volume XIX. 1- 1Published

under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution. I - I Washington:
I Government Printing Office. I 1897.
8vo, pp. I-;-VIII, 1-864, pls. 1-LXVIII, 53 figs.

BULLETIN.

Smithsonian Institution. I United States
ationalMuseum. 1-Directionsforcollectiog and preserv I ing Scale Insects
(Coccidae). I By I T. D. A. Cockerell, I
Entomologist of the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. I - I Part

L of Bulletin of the United States.National Museum, No. 39. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. I
1897.
8vo.

pp. [l]-[9].

PAPERS BY OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM ANJ> OTHERS, BASED UPON
MUSEUM MATERIAL.

AGASSIZ, ALEXANDER. Reports on the
dredging operations off the west coast
of Central America to the Galapagos, to
the west coast of Mexico, and in the
Gulf of California, in charge of Alexander Agassiz, carried on by the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer Albatross, during
1891, Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner,
U.S. Navy, commanding. XXIII.-Preliminary report on the Echini.
Bull. Mua . Comp. Zool. , Harvard College,
xxxrr, No. 5, June, 1898, pp. 71-86, pls.
1-Xlll and pl. A.
Five new genera and 24 new species are
described and figured, the descriptions being
prefaced by general remarks on the distribution of Pacific Echini.
·

ANTHONY, A. W. Two new birds from
the Pacific coast of America.
Auk, xv, No. 1, Jan., 1898, pp. 36-38.
Anous stolidus ridgwayi and Oceanodroma
kcedingi are described as new.

- - Four sea birds new to the fauna
of North America.
Auk, xv, No. 1, Jan., 1898, pp. 38-39.
The following species, new to the avifauna
of North America, are announced from the
coast of Lower California: Diomedea immutabilis, Puffinu11 auricularis, P. cnneatus, and
Phrethon rub1·icaudus.

ASHMEAD, WILLIAM H. Descriptions
of two new fossorial wasps.
Psyche, VIII, Oct., 1897, pp. 129-130.
Describes .Astata leuthstromi and Plenoculus

1
The titles of the papers from the Report, Proceedings, and "parts" of Bulletins which were published in separate form dnring the year are given in Appendix V.
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ASHMEAD, WILLIAi\1 H .-Continued.
peckhami. The types are iri the National
Museum.

- - Notes o:µ some European Hymenopterous parasites of the Hessianfly, Cecidomyia destructor Say, and other
insects, bred by Dr. Paul Marchal, the
French Government entomologist.
Psyche, vm, Nov. , 1897, pp. 135-138.
Records the hosts of 13 species of parasites
bred by Dr. Paul Marchal, and describes 2
new speci es, Bceotomus coxalis and Holcoeus
cecidomyice.

- - Description of fi V\3 n ew genera in
the Cynipidre.
Oanadian Entomologist, xxrx, Nov.,
1807, pp. 260-263.
DescribesXybtoteras, n. g., typeX. vol1itellce;
Zopheroteras, n, g., type Biorrhiza forticornia
Walsh; l'arateras, n. g., type hubbardi, n. sp.;
.Asclepiadiphila, n. p:., type atephanotidis, n. sp.

- - An egg parasite of Snie1·inthus astylus Drnvy.
Ent.News,IX,Jan., 1898,p.124.
Describes Anastatus pearsalli, n. sp.

- - Description of five new Hymenopte1·011s parasites ou Cana1·sia hammondi
Riley .
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., rv, 1898, No. 2, pp.
124-131.

Describes nnd fignres Spilocryptus canarsire, Lim·meria (Sinophorus) carnarsire, .Apanteles canarsice, Elasmus meteori and Tetrasli•
chttB coe1·ulescens.

- - A new species of Roptronia.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., rv, 1898, No. 2, pp.
132, 133.

D scribes Roptronia garmani, n. sp., and
giv •s a table of tho known species, in which
auothcr species from Califomio. is characteriz1•1l uncler tho name R. californica.

- - [Table of the genera of the Xyelidm.J
Psyche, vm, :\fay, 1898, p. 214.
This is a table of the genera of tho family
Xyelidro furnished to Dr. 11. G. Dyar for liis
M8., in which two new genera, Meuaxyela, and
.Manoxyela are characterized. The types are
in the .1.:'"ationnl Museum.

- - Cla sification of the Horntails and
awflies, or the suborder Phytophaga.
Canadian EntomolooiBt, xxx, June, 1898,

ASHMEAD, WILLIAl\1 H.-Contiuued.
insects into 15 distinct families, and gives
dichotomous tables for their recognition.

(See also under GEORGE DIMJ\'IOCK.)
BANGS, OUTRAM. On some birds from
Santa Marta, Colombia.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XII, June 3, 1898,
pp. 181-144.
.A briefly annotated list of 134 species obtained in the Sa.nta Marta r egion of ColomMa, of which the followiug are new: Galbulariijicaiida pollens, Melanerpes wagleri sanctce-martce, Dendrocincla olivacea anguina,
Sycalis browni, Oyanocompsa, concreta sanctcemartce, A1·remonops conirostris canens, P iranga face.ta, Oyclarhis ftavipectus canticus,
Dacnis napcea and Merula incompta.

BAR'fSCII, PAUL. U1'ia lonivia. An addition to the Avifauna Columbiana.
Auk, XlV, No. 3, July, 1893, pp. 3.J.2, 313 .
Tbe taking of 6 specimens of' this species
on the Potomac 11 ear Wasbingtou is here recorded. Tliis record adds the family Alcidre
to the Avifat1na Columbiana.

- - A few notes on the Avi fauna Co-

lnm 1Jiana.
.A1ik, xiv, No. 3, July, 1897, p. 326 .
Notes on the occurrence of Elanoidesforfi•
catits and Geothlypis agilis. An early breeding date of Oathartes aiira (in the spring of
1897) is here mentioned.

Summer birds of the Oneota Valley.
Iowa Ornithologist, III, No. 4, Oct., 1897,
pp. 51-62.
· A paper read at tho Third Congress of the
Iowa Ornithological Association, discussing
the birds observed on tl1E1 expedition to the
Oneota Valley in the summer of 1895. .A list
of 98 species, with copious notes uudel' each,
follows the general discussion of the surface
features and climatic conditions of the region.

- - Th e breeding of the Carolina Paroquet in captivity by Dr. Nowatny.
Aiik, xv, No. 1, Jan., 18ll8, pp. 28-32.
Translation of a letter by Dr. Nowatny in
"Die F1·eundlandischon Stubenvogel ihre
Naturgeschichte, l'flege und Zuch t." (Vol.
m, Pt. 10, p. 838 et seq.)

- - An early morning ramble in autumn
in the will-be Potomac Park .
Bull. Wilson Ornithological Chapter of the
Agassiz Association, No. 18, ,Jan., 1898,
pp. 1-3.

This paper g,i.ves an account of a visit to the
park on October !?, 1897, with n otes on the
fauna and flora.

pp. 141-145,

In this contribution, which represents No.
1 of tho series, the author separates these

BEAN, BARTON A.
(See under TARLETON H. BEAN.)

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
BEA , TARLETON H. Notes on Mexican
fishes obtained by Dr. Carl Lumholtz.
Bull . .Am,P.r. Mus. Nat. Hist., x, May 7,
1898, pp. 165-168.

BEAN, TARLETON II., and BARTON A.
Descnption of a new ulenuy-like fish
of the .genus Opisthocentrus, collected
in Vulcano Bay, Port Mororan, Japan,
by Nicolai A. Grebnitski.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1127, pp.
463,464, pl. XXXV.

BENEDICT, JAMES E.
the genus Synidotea.

A revision of

Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1897, pp. 389404, figs.1-13 .
Of the 15 species referred to the genus
Synidotea, 7 are described as n ew and 12 are
in the National Museum collection. The
species are distributed chiefly in the North
Pacific and .A.retie oceans, though a few are
from the North Atlantic and South African
ocean s. The bathymetrical range is from
shallow water to 695 fathoms.

- - The Arcturidru in the U.S. National
Museum.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., xu, Mar. 24, 1898,
pp. 41-51, :figs. 3-11.
Twenty-five species are recognize<l in tl1e
genus .Arcturus, 6 of which are new. Two
new species of .Astacilla are described, 1 of
wl1ich is a blind form from deep water off
Marthas Vineyard .

- - Two now Isopods of the genus
Idotea, from the coast of California.
Proc. Biol. Soc. lVash., XII, Mar. 24, 1898,
pp. 53-55, figs.12, 13,
Tho Rp<'cies described belong to Idotea as
d<'fined by Miers. ldotea rostrata, n. sp.,
together with 1. carinata Lucas, may, however. eventually form a distinct genus.

Bl~RNARD, FELIX. Anatomie de Ch lamydoconcha orcutti. Dall, lamellibranche
a coquille interne.
.Ann. Sci. Nat., Zoologie, 8me ser., 1v,
Paris, 1897, pp. 221-252, pls. 1, 2.
·This paper is based upon dissections of a
duplicate specimen of the species mentioned,
furnished by the Di vision of Mollusks. The
original types of the species form part of the
national collection.

BOAS, FRANZ. 'The social organization
and the secret societies of the Kwakiutl
Indians.
Rep. Smithsonian lnst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
. 1895 (1897), pp. 311-738, pls. 1-51, figs.
1-215.
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BUSH, KATHARINE JEANNETTE. · Revision of the marine Gastropods referred to Cyclostrema, ..Adeorbis, Vit1·inella, and related genera, with descriptions of some new genera and species
uelonging to the Atlantic fauna of
America.
Trans. Oonn. A.cad. Sci., x, .July, 1897, pp.
97-144, pls. XXII, XXIII.
This paper, the scope of ~hich is indicated
by its title, is-based in large part on deep-sea
material collected by the U. S. Fish Commission, and now belonging to the National
Museum.

(See also under A. E. VERRILL.)
CANTWELL, GEORGE G. Notes on the
egg of the Marbled Murrelet.
.Auk, xv, N o.1, .Jan., 1898, p. 49.
Reference is made to an egg of thi.s species
which was removed from a dead bird. The
egg is described by Dr. W. L. Ralph.

CHAPMAN, FRANK M. Preliminary descriptions of new birds from Mexico
and Arizona .
.Auk, XIV, No. 3, .July, 1897, pp. 310, 31L
Oontopiis pertinax pa,llidiventris, from Arizona, and Ooccothraustes vespertiniis mexicanus, from 2\1exico, are described as new. The
name Spinus pinus macroptera (DuBus) is
used to distinguish the Mexican form or the
Pine Siskin.

CHITTENDEN, FRANK H. Notes oncertain species of Coleoptera that attack
useful plauts.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric., No. 9
(New series), Oct. 21, 1897, pp. 20-24.
Records of n ew food plants and of biological
facts concerning certain species of Coleoptera,
chiefly Chrysomelidie.

- - On the parasites of adult Coleoptera.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., IV., .Jan. 12, 1898,
pp. 75-79.
Mention of certain species of i;rarasitic
Hymenoptera and Diptera (belonging to the
families Sarcophagidai, Braconid::e, Chalci didai. and Tachinidre), which affect the adults
of some species of ·Coleoptera.

- - The Celery Leaf-tyer, Phlyctmnia
fe1·rugalis Hbn.
Weekly Flori1,ts' Review, 1, Mar. 3, 1898, pp.
571,572.
.A. popular account given in answer to a
correspondent.

- - Notes on Cucumber Beetles.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., No. 10
(New series), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 26-31.
The species considered are Diabrotica vittata and D. 12-punctata.
\
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CHITTENDEN, FRANK H.-Co:ritinued.
- - Insects that affect Asparagus.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., No. 10
(New series), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 54-62.
Notes on Orioceris asparagi, 0. 12-punctata,
Diabrotica 12-punctata, with shorter notes on
about twenty other species of insects observed
on asparagus.

- - The Bean Leaf-beetle,
trifurea ta Fdrst.

Cerotonia

Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept.A gric., o.10
( ew series), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 64-71.
.A. de.ailed general account of this species
with 01iginal observations, including descriptions of the egg and larva.

- - The Tobacco Flea-beetle, Epitrix
parvula Fab.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., No.10
( ew aeries), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 79-82.
Observations ui,on the biology of this species, with a review of its economic literature
and a brief description of its different stages.

- - A little-known Tineid moth of in-

door habits.

CHITTE DEN,

FRANK

H.-Continued.

.A. general consideraticn of Saperda candid a,
S. cretata, and OhryBobothris femorata, with
particular attention to remedial treatment.

COCKERELL, T. D. A. The food plants
of scale insects (Coccidre).
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xrx, No.1122. Aug.
2, 1897, pp. 725-785.

- - Directions for collecting and preserving scale in ects ( Coccidre).
Bull. U.S. Nat. MuB. , No. 39, Pt.
pp. (1)-[7].

COOK, 0. F.

L,

1897,

Ou Anodontostoma.

Brandtia, Nov., 1897, pp. 61-63.
Emends the original descriptions of Haase
and r ecognizes .a nodonio,toma and .A.lip es as
types of distinct families of Chilopoda.

ew Gomphodesmidre.
Brandtia, Nov., 1897, pp . 65-67.
Synopsis of subfamilies and genera, seven
of the latter being new.

- - The species of Alipes.

Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., No.10
(New serios), Mar. 26, 1898, p1,1. 90, 91.
A noto on the occurrence of Monopis (Tinea)
ferruginella indoors; its habits, appearance,
and distribution.

Brandtia, Nov., 1897, pp. 69-72.
Unites .A. lipeB grandidiera Lucas, .A. crotal'U8
Gerstiicker and A. multcostis Imhoff, and describes 8 new species. Also contains a note
on the stridulating organ s of this aberrant
Chilopod.

- - Another moth likely to be mi taken
for 1'inea granella.

ew relati vos of Spiro bolus giganteus.

Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. D ept . .A.gric., No.10
(New series), Mar. 26, 1898, p. 91.
A short note on Tinea misella.

- - Para ites of
weevils.

bean and

cowpea

Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., No.10
(New series}, Mar. 26, 1808, p. 94.
Mentions Eupelmus cyaniceps, Bruchobius
laticollis, Oephalonomia sp., and .A.plastomorpha prattii.

- - ~he Fruit-tree Bark-beetle, colytus
rugiilosus Ratz.
Oirc. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric., No. 20
(Second series), Mar. 80, 1898, pp.1-8.
popular ee-0nomic account with some
original ob ervations.

--Th
Strip d Cucumber
Diabrotica vitlata Fab.

Beetle,

ire. Div . Ent. , U. . Dept. Agric., ~o. 31
( econd series), May 5, 1808, pp.1-7.
popular economic consideration of this
spec! s, with special attention to methods of
otrol.

- - The larger apple-tree borers.
Gire.Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., No. 32
(Second eeries),June, 1898, pp.1-11.

Brandtia, Nov., 1897, pp. 73-75.
Describes 6 new species under the new
genus Pachybolus, all from tropical Africa.
Following is a synopsis of allied African
genera, of which 3 are new.

- - A revision of tropical African Diplopoda of the family Strongy losomatid re .
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, 1898, pp. !195-708.
Descriptions of the 6 genera and 14 species
thm1 far known, of which 3 genera and the
same number of species are new.

COQUILLETT, D. W. Revision of the
Taohinidae of America north of Mexico.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric. (Technical series), No. 7, Oct., 1897, 156 pp.
This paper treats of the habits of these insects and gives a list of the insect hosts of
the bred species, together with a description
of the species represented in the National
Museum. Describes 11 new genera and 90
new species.

- - On Cuterebra emasculator, with descriptions of several allied species.
Oanadian Entomologist, xxx, Jan., 1898,
pp. 9-11.
Describes 5 new species.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
COQUILLETT, D. W.-Continued.
- - The Buffalo-gnats or Black-flies of
the United States.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric.,· No. 10
(New series), Mar., 1898, pp. 66-69.
A brief account of the habits of these :flies,
together with a synoptic table of the species,
two of which are new.

- - On the habits of the Oscinidre and
Agromyzidre reared at the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Bull . .Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric. (New
seriei,), No.10, pp. 70-79.
Records the breeding habits of 36 species.

- - Notes and descriptions of Oscinidre.
Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc., VI, Mar., 1898, pp.
44-4.9.
Gives a synoptic table of the 13 gen era,
one of which is new, and describes 13 new
species.

COVILLE, FREDERICK VERNON. Notes
on the plants used by the Klamath
Indians of Oregon.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, v, June 9,
1897, pp. 87-108.

- - Observations on recent cases of
mushroom poisoning in the District of
Columbia.
Oirc . .Div. Botany, U.S. Dept . .Agric., No.
13, Dec. 1, 1897, 21 pp., with fig. Rev.
ed., Jan. 4, 1898, 24 pp., fig. 27.

- - The Shasta Fir, .Abies shastenBiB.
Garden and Forest, x, Doc. , 1897, p. 516.
- - Forest growth and sheep grazing in
the Cascade Mountains of Oregon.
B u ll. Div. Forestry, U.S. Dept . .Agric., No.
15, 1898, 54 pp.

CULIN, STEWART.
games.

American Indian

Bull. Mus. Science and Art, Univ. Pa.,
No. 3, pp. l - 15, 9 illus.

I,

CURRIE, ROLLA P. New species of
North American Myrmelionidm. 1.
Canadian Ento1nologi1t, xxx, Apr., 1898,
pp. 93-96.
De11cribes Brachynemurus coquilletti.

- - New species of North Amel'ican Myrmelion idre . 2.
Canadian Entomolo{Jist, xxx, May, 1898,
pp.134-140.
Describes Brachynemuru11 niger and B.
quadripunctatas.

DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY.
the new gold fields.

Alaska and
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DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY-Continued.
Forum, Sept., 1897, pp. 16-26.
A summary of the meteorological, geographical, ::tnd geological conditions in the region
referred to.

- - Synopsis of the Pinnidre of the
United States and West Indies.
Nautilus, XI, No. 3, July, 1897, pp. 25, 26.
This paper contains a revision of the nomenclature and a list of the species.

- - Notes on land shells from the Malay
Peninsula.
Nautilus, XI, No. 4, Aug., 1897, pp. 37, 38.
A short list of species collected by Dr.
W. L. Abbott. One species, Nanina (Macrochlamys) diadema, is described as new.

- - On a new Holospira from Texas.
Nautilus, XI, No. 4, Aug., 1897, p. 38.
Holospira (Haploatemma) hamiltoni, from
Brewster County, is described as new.

- - Glimpses of southern Oregon.
Nation, New York, LXV, Sept. 9, 1897, pp.
201,202; Sept. 16, 1897, pp. 221, 222.
A brief summary of topographical and
sociological features of the region mentioned.

- - Letter to the editor.
Science (New series), VI, No. 147, Oct. 22,
1897, pp. 633, 634.
A letter calling attention to the dangers in
the use of formalin for museum purposes.

- - New land shells from Mexico and
New Mexico.
Nautilus, XI, No. 6, Oct., 1897, pp. 61, 62.
Holospira (Haplostemma) cockerelli (p. 61),
Eucalodium hippocastanwm (p. 61), Coelocentrum astrophorea (p. 62), and Schaz·icheila
hidalgoana (p. 62) are described as new .

- - Editorial correspondence.
Nautilus, XI, No. 6, Oct., 1897, p. 66.
A letter summing up the shore fauna of
mollusks observed by the writer at Coos
Bay, Oregon.

- - Notes on the paleontological publications of Prof. William Wagner.
Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., v, Oct.,
1897, pp. 7-11, pls. I-III.
This paper comprises a synopsis of Professor Wagner's publications, and an expla•
nation of three plates prepared in 183!) for
Professor Wagner, but unpublished hitherto,
although a few copies with manuscript names
had been sent out. The following species
appear to be new: Arca virginiw (Wagner
MS.), p. 9, pl. I, fig. 3; Arca carolinensis
(Wagnet'MS.), p .9, pl. I,fig.4; Modiola gigas
(Wagner MS.), p. 10, pl. II, fig. 3; Oancellaria
antiqua (Wagner MS.), p.11, pl. III, fig. 3. The
types of several of these species exist in the
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collection of the Wagner Institute and have
been generously shared with the Tational
Museum. They are from the Chesapeake
Miocene of Maryland and Vfrginia.

ew species of Mexican land sbells.
Nautilus, XI, No. 7, Nov., 1897, pp. 73, 74.
Helix (LyBinoe) queretaroana (p. 73), Helix
( Lysinoe) lfebaBtiana (p. 73), Polygyra nel8oni,
and a variety colliBella (p. 74) are described
as new. The types are in the Xational
Museum.

- - Tew West American shells.
Nautilus, XI, No. 8, Dec., 1897, pp. 85, 86.
Sigaretus oldroydi (p. 85), from Catalina
Island, Cali1ornia; Pecten palmeri (p. 85),
from the Gulf of California; Pecten randolphi
(p. 86), from the coast of Washington, and
Pecten davidBoni (p. 86), from Bering Sea, are
described as new. The types of Pectenare in
tbeNational Museum.

otice of some new or interesting
species of shells from British Columbia
and the adjacent region.
Bull. Nat. Jiist. Soc. British Ool'umbia, II,
1897, pp. 1-18, pls. I, II.
.
'l'bo following species described as new:
Orenella columbiana (p. 4, pl. I, :figs. 3, 5), Orenella Zeana (p. 4, pl. I, :figs. 6-7), Orenella
japonica (p. 5, pl. I, fig. 2), Modiolaria taylori
(p. 5, pl. r, ilgs.17, 18) , Modiolaria seminuda (p.
5, pl. I, fig. l), Nucula carlottenais (p. 6, pl. r,
:figs.15, 16), Leda eellulita (p. 7, pl. II, figs. 5, 7/,
Leda extenuata (p. 8, pl. rr, fig. 2), Yoldia
ensifera (p. 9, pl. II, fig. 4), Yoldia martyria
(p. 9, pl. n, :fig. 15), Malletiafaba (p. 10, pl. II,
fig. 10), JJfalletia gibbsii (p. 10, pl. 2, fig. 14),
Malletia pacifica, Malletia (Tindaria ) kennerleyi (p. 11, fig. 9), Macoma liotricha (p. 12, pl.
I, fig. 21), Oadulus hepburni (p. 12, pl. I, fig.13),
Oadulus tolmiei (p. 13, pl. I, fig. 8), Gythara
-victoriana (p. 13, pl. I, fig. 9), JJfiimiola tenuis
(p. 13, pl. I , fig. 10), Odostomia (Miralda) injlecta (p. 14), Ri8soina newcombei (p. 14, pl. I,
fig. 12), Molleria quadrce (p. 15, pl. I, figs. 14,
14a), and Eiwosmia lurida (p.15, pl. I, fig. 11).
I'oldia scisaurata Dall (p. 8) is proposed for
Y. arctica Brod. non Gray, and the unfigured
JJiodiolariavemicosa Mi<ld., L edafossa Baird,
L eda cellulita Dall, Leda leonina Dall, and
J'oldia montertnJensis Dall, are figured. All
are from the N ortb Pacific and most of them
from the northwest coast of America. The
types are in the U.S. National Museum and
tho Colonial Museum of British Columbia.

- - On a new species of Vitrea from
lfaryland.
Nautilus, XI, No. 9, .Jan., 1898, pp. 100-101.
Vitrea radcri (p. 100), from Cumberland,
Md., is described as new, and the varietal
name Olinomani is proposed for the large form
of Zonites wheatleyi Bd., from Clingman's
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l'eak, :North Carolina.
National Museum.

noth types are in the

- - Florida's interesting fossils.
Florida Times- Union, Feb., 1898.
This article is contained in a special edition
of the Times-Union devoted to the resources
of the tate.
The paper discusses tho Tertiary fossil
faunas of the State, and figures (from specimens in the Nation<1l Mnseum) six of the
most remarkable ancl characteristic species.

- - Recent progress in malaeology.
Science (New series), vn, No.167, Mar.ll, ·
1898, pp. 334-337.
A summary of new facts bron g-ht out in
recent malacological and paleon tological
papC1rs. The term "provinculum" is suggested for the lai·val binge of bi valves, recently shown by Bernard to precede the
devolopmont of the regular binge.

- - How phosphate came.
Florida, Times-Union, Mar.13, 1898.
A summary of' tho present opinion of geologists as to the source anti formatio n of the
Floridian deposits of pbospbato of lime.

- - Coal and lignite.
Map of Alaska, U.S. Geol. Su1·v. (descriptive toxt), Mar., 1898, pp. 30-44.
This article is contained in the descriptive
text of a map of Alaska prepared by the
United States Geological Survey in accordance with a resolution of Congress. Mr. Dall
giYes a synopsis of our knowledge of tile
coal ant! lignite of Alaska.

- - Synopsis of the reccn t and Tertiary
Psammobiida:i of North America.
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Ph-ila. for 1898, Apr.
5, 1898, pp. 57-62.
A synopsis of the species, with a revision
of their generic and specific synonymy. The
section Grammatomya with Psam.mobia
squamosa as the type; Nuttallia with Sanguinolaria nuttallii as the type; and Ga-tum
with Psammobia fllosa Conrad as an example
are new. The name of' P. cal'ifornica (rubroradiata Cpr.) is restored, and the .P. edentula,
described as a fossil Si'.iquaria by Gabb, is
placed in its proper genus, and noted as oc curring in the recentfauna of San P edro, Cal.

- - The future of the Yukon gold fields .
Nat. Geograph. Magazine, IX, No. 4, A.pr.,
1898, pp. 117-120.
A discussion of the condition s of fuel and
food supply in the Yukon region.

- - A Yukon pioneer, Mike Lebarge.
Nat. Geooraph. Maoazine, IX, No. 4, Apr.,
1808, pp. 137-139.
A biographical sketch, with portrait, of a
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member of tbe original expedition for scientific r esearch in Alaska, sent out under Robert Kennicott by the Smithsonian Institution
in 1865, with tbe cooperation of the Western
Union T elegraph expedition.

- - A new subgenus of Coralliophaga.
Nautilus, XI, No. 12, Apr., 1898, p. 135.
Oryctomya, n. subg., with the type O. claibornensis, n. sp., from the Eocene sands of
Claiborne, Ala. The types are in the National
Museum.

- - Contribution to the Tertiary fauna
of Florida, with special reference to
• the silox beds of Tampa and the Pliocene beds of the Caloosahatchie River;
including in many cases a complete
revision of the generic groups treated
of ancl their American Tertiary species.
Part IV: (1) Prionodesmacea, Nucu,la
to Julia; (n) Teleodesmacea, Teredo to
Ervilia.
Tran,. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., III, pt. IV,
April- June, 1898, pp. I-YIU, 5il-960,
with 13 pls.
This memoir formR part IV of tho discussion
of tho Tertiary mollusk-fauna of the Gulf
States and adjacent region. Nearly all the
types of new species are in tbe National
Museum. The sum of all the new names
amonnts lo 3 genera, 1 subgenus, 8 sections,
about 22 new names for species benring 11an1es
whicu arc no longer tenable, Hl2 new speci!ls,
and 27 varieties. These names are given in
the ind ex to tho work.

- - On the genus lialia of Risso.
P.roc . .Acad. Nat. Sci. J>hila., May 4, 1898,
pp. 100-102.
'.L'his paper discusses tho syRtewatic position of Ilalici and concludes that it is a clogcnerate type allied to Aurinia ancl belonging in
the facmly Scaphellidre of the Volutacea.

' - - Ou a new species of Fus us from California.
Naiitilu.s, XII, No. 1, May, 1898, pp. 4, 5.
Fusus roperi from San Pedro, Cal., is described as new and taken as the type of a new
section, Roperia.

DIMMOCK, GEORGE, and ASHMEAD,
WILLIAMH. Notes onparasiticHymenoptera, with descriptions of ~ome new
species.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., IV, No. 2, Feb.,
1898, pp. 148-171.
This paper is divided into two parts, the
first being by Dr. Dimmoek, who r ecords the
hosts of 70 distinct parasites bred by him, 25
of which proved to be new. These are described by Mr. Ashmead iu part 2. Mr.
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.Ashmead also gives a table of tho genera of
the Microgasterince, in which he characterizes
6 new genera.

EASTMAN, C. R. Tamiobatis vetustus; a
new form of fossil Skate.
Am. Journ. Sci., IV, No. 20, Aug., 1897, pp.
85-90, pl. and fig.

ELLIOT, DANIEL G. A list of a collect,ion of shells from the Gulf of Aden.
Pub. Field Columbian Museum, No. 26,
Zool. series 1, No. 9, Chicago, Mar., 1808,
pp.187-189.
The specimens enumerated in this list were
labeled in the Division of Mollusks. A series
was donated to the National Museum .

EYERMANN, BARTON W ARR1;;N, and
KENDALL, WILLIAM C. Descriptions
of new or little-known genera and species of fishes from the United States.
Bull. V. S. Fish Oom., 1897 (Feb. 9, 1898) ,
pp. 125-133.
In tbis paper are described 3 new genera and
8 new species of fishes collected in Florida,
Louisiana, and Mississippi.

EYERMANN, BARTON W A.RREN, and
MEEK, SETH ECGENE. A report upon
salmon investigations in the Columbia
River Basin, ancl elsewhere on the Pacific coast, in 1896.
Bull. U.S. Fish Com., 1897 (Jan. 6 1898),
pp.15-84..
This paper lists 40 species, 5 of which are
described as new.
1

}.,AXON, WALTER. Observations on the
Astacidre in the U.S. National Museum
and in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, with descriptions of new species.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1136, Feb.17,
1898, pp. 643-694, pls. LXII-LXX.
The first part of tbe paper embodies the
results of an examination of the material
which has accumulated in tho U. S. National
Museum and the Museum of Comparative
Zoology since the pnblication of the author's
"Notes on North American Crayfishe,," in
1890. The second part relates to the crayfishes of the Southern Hemisphere-the Parastacinre.

FEWKES, ,J. WALTER.
nas.

Tusayan katci-

15th Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., 1897, pp.
245-313, pls. CIV-CXI, figs. 39-48.
An account of the masked dances at w· olpi,
a Tusayan pueblo, and an attempt to explain
them.
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FRIERSON, LORRAINE S. Unio ( ampsilis) amphichcenus, new species.
Nautilus, XI, Feb., 1898, pp. 110, 111, pl. 1.
Unio {Lampsilia) ainphichamus Frierson.
Specimens of the type lot are in the National
Museum collection. This specimen was collected in the Sabine River at Logansport, La.

GILBERT, CHARLES HEN HY. The fishes
of the Klamath River Basin.
Bull. U.S. Fish Oom., 1897 (.Jan. 6, 1898),
pp.1-13.
A list of 15 species, 6 of which are described
as new.

GILBERT, CHARLES HENRY, and SCOFIELD, NORMAN BISHOP. Notes on a
coll ctiou of fishes from the Colora,do
Basin in Arizona.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1131, .Jan.19,
1808, pp. 487-499, pls. XXXVI-XXXIX.
Of the 19 species listed, 3 are described as
new.

GILL, THEODORE. Oceanic Ichthyology.
Natural Science, XI, .July, 1897, p. 71.
A refutation of some animadversions on
Goode and Bean 's "Oceanic Ichthyology" in
a review published in a previous number of
Natural Science {X, pp. 338-340).

- - Edward Drinker Cope, naturalist.
A chapter in the history of science.
cience (New series), v r, Aug. 13, 1897, pp.
225-243.
This biographical sketch appeared also in
the Scientific American Supplement, the
American Naturalist, and the Proceedings
of the American Association for the .Advancement of Science.

- - On the relationships of the Nematognaths.
Science {New series) , VI, Aug. 13, 1897, p.
434.

- - Amphibia or Batrachia.
cience ( ew series), VI, Sept.17, 1897, pp.
446,447.

It is maintained that the Linnrean name
mphibia should be u sed as the name of the
class, because i t was :first used as a class name
and also first restrkted to the class.

- - Tbe Agonoid genn Percis of Scopoli.
cience (N wseries),VJ, D ec.24, 1897, p. 058.
Tbe name P ercis, given b y Scopoli in 1777,
11bould supersede the name Hippocephalus,
" nerally used but not published until 1839.

- - The distinctive characters of the
Molin~ and Ranzaniinre.
cience ( ew series) , VI, Dec.24, 1897, p. 966.
The .Molinre have the skeleton mostly carti1 Omitted

GILL, THEODORE-Continued.
laginous and the dorsal and anal :fins invested
in the common skin, while the Ranzaniinre
have the skeleton "subosseous" and the rays
distinct.

- - The Crustacean genus Soyllarides.
Science (New series), vn, .Jan. 21, 1898, pp.
98, 99.
It is shown "that the only species of Scyllarus known to Fabricius in 1775, when he
:first made known that genus, was S. arctusthe Ganeer arctut of Linnreus. That, being
the only species, is necessarily the t.ype, and
therefore the name Scyllarus must be retained
for it." For· the ScyUarus of Dana and modern authors the new n ame Scyllarides is
proposed.
•

- ·- Huxley and his work.L
R ep. Smithsonian Inst., 1895 (1896), pp.
759-780.
A memorial address given on .Jan.14, 1896,
before the scientific societies of Washington.
Reprinted, with additions, from Science
(New series), III, No. 60, Feb. 21, 1896.

GILL, THEODORE, and TOWNSEND,
CHARLES H. Diagnoses of new species
of fishes found in Bering Sea.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. , XI, Sept. 17, 1897,
pp. 231-234.
Description of 14 new species and 1 new
genus of :fishes obtained by Mr. Townsend as
naturalist of the U.S. Fish Commission steamer
in 1895. The n ew species described are Raia
· rosispinis, Raia obtusa, Raia interrupta, Macdonaldia altct, Macdonaldia longa, Ericara
salmonea, Lycodes digitatus, Lycodea concolor,
Macrurus lepturus, M. dorsalis, M. flrmisquamis, M. magnus, M. suborbitalis, Hippoglossoides robustm. The new genus described
is Ericara of Alepocephalidre.

GILLETTE, CLARENCE P. American
Leaf-hoppers of the subfamily 'ryphlocybinre.
Proc . U. S.Nat.Mus., xx, No. 1138, April
20, 1898, pp. 709-773, figs.1-149.

GODMAN, F. D.
(See under OSBERT SALYIN.)
GOODE, G. BROWN. Report upon the
condition and progress of the U. S.
National Museum during the year ending June 30, 1895.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
1895 (1897), pp.1-308.

GORE, J. HOWARD.
(See under THOMAS WILSON.)
GRI NELL, JOSEPH. Description of a
new Towhee, from California.

from the Bil>liography in the last Annual Report.
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.Auk, xtv, No. 3, July, 1897, pp. 294-296.
Pipilo clementre, from San Clemente Island,
is described as new.

- - New race of Spinns tristis from the
Pacific coast.
.A1tk, XIV, No. 4, Oct., 1897, pp. 397-399.
Spinus tristis salicamans is described as
new.

- - Summer birds of Sitka, Alaska.
.Auk, xv, No. 2, April, 1898, pp.122-131.
An annotated list of 66 species found by
the author in the vicinit.y of Sitka, Alaska.

HANSEN, H.J. Reports on the dredging operations off the west coast of
Central America to the Galapagos, to
the west coast of Mexico, and in the
Gulf of California, in charge of Alexander Agassiz, carried on by the U.
S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross
during 1891, Lieut. Commander Z. L.
Tanner, U. S. Navy, commanding.
XXII.-The Isopoda.
Bull. Mus. Oomp. Zool. Harvard Oollege,
XXXI, No. 5, Dec., 1897, pp. 95-120, with
6 plates and chart.
The 0oll ction contains 15 species. Fourteen of these are marine species and are n ew
to science. The other, a land species, i11
well known. Of the 14 marine species, 8 are
free-living aud 1 is parasitic on fishes. These
9 species belong to known genera. Th e remaining 5 species are peculiar forms of the subfamily Bopyrinro, and occur in the brancbial
cavities of' deep-sea decapod crustaceans.
The chart show!! the rout of the Albatros.,.

IIASl .ALL, ALBERT.
( 'ee under C. W. STILE .)
HOFFMAN, WALTER ,TAMES. The
graphic art of the Eskimos. (Based
upon collection s in the ational Museum.)
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat . .Mus.),
1895 (1897) , pp. 739-968, pls. 1-82, figs.
1-154.

HOUGH, WALTER. The origin and range
of the Eskimo lamp.
.Am. Anthropologist, XI, Apri.l, 1898, No. 4,
pp. 116-122.
This discussion is germane to a monograph
on Eskimo lamps, which will be published
later. The author points out that the Eskimo could not live without lamps, which they
have possessed from time immemorial. The
fact that their lamp11 originated from beach
stones with \).atural concavities, and that they
range from this simple form to highly :finished
examples of stone and pottery, shows that the
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size and form of the lamps bear so distinct a
relation to the isothermal lines and zone of
winter darkness, that it is possible by comparison to assign the geographical position of
any specimen.

- - Environmental interrelations in Arizona.
Am.Anthropologist, XI, May, 1898, No. 5,
pp. 133-155.
A study of the effect of environment upon
the Moki and upon the plants of the region,
together with their mutual interrelations.
The paper contain11 a list of plants formerly
printed, but amplified by the results of the
:field work of 1897.

HOW ARD, LELAND 0. The desirability
of an inspection system against foreign
insects.
Proceedings National Convention for the
Suppression of Insei;t Pests, Washington,
U.S. Dept. Agric., Aug., 1897, pp. 11, 12.
An estimate of the comparative number of
imported injurious insects and a consideration
of the possibilities of a quarantine and inspection system which should keep out future
importations of this class.
Reviewed in the Ha.waiian Planter's Journal for .January, 1898.

- - The spread of land species by the
agency of man with especial reference
to insects.
Science (New series), vr, No. 141, Sept. 10,
1897, pp. 382-398.
An address delivered before the American
Associat.ion for the Advancement of Science,
at its Detroit meeting, 1897.
The methods of the spread of land species
by the agency of man are described, and the
most frequent methods of such spread are
noted, with a general consideration of the
biological principles involved.
The article was reprinted in the Scientific
American Supplement, Nos. 1134, 1135, and
1136, Sept. 25, Oct. 2, and Oct. 9, 1897.
Author's separates published September,
1897.

- - Additional observations on the parasites of Orgyia leucostigma.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., No. 9
(New series), Oct., 1897, pp. 15-17.
An account of the rearing of parasites from
the host-insect mentioned, showing a greater
preponderance of dipterous parasites. Comparative tables of mortality ratios are given.
This account is supplementary to that which
appeared in .Bulletin No. 5, Technical series.

- - Temperature experiments as affecting received ideas on the hibernation
of injurious insects.
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HOWARD, LELAND O.-Continued.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. A.gric., No. 9
(New series), Oct., 1897, pp. 18, 19.
An account of cold storage experiments
which indicate that a consistent low temperature is much more favorable for successful
hibernation than alternating high and low
temperatures.

- - A useful American scale insect.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric. No. 9
(New series), Oct;, 1897, pp. 38-40.
A. review of the commercial uses of scale
insects with an account of Oerococcus quercus,
its chemical composition, abundance, and
commercial possibilities.

- - Mosquitoes and fleas.

HOWARD, LELAND O.--Continued.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., IV, No. 2, pp.133139, 3 figs.
Remarks on the geographical distribution
of some common coccid parasites, with
descriptions of the male of A.rrhenopha,gus;
A.rchenomus, new genus; bicolor, new species; .A zotus, new genus; marchali, new
species.
Author's extras published Feb. 11, 1898.

- - (Review of) Les Cecidomyies des
cereales et leurs parasites, by Dr. Paul
Marchal.
Science (New series), vrr, Feb. 18, 1898,
pp. 246-248.

- - The San Jose Scale in 1896-97.

Gire. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. A.gric., No.13
(New series), Dec. 1, 1807, pp. 1-4. Revised edition.
An account of the life histories and remedies to be used against mosquitoes and ilea.s.

Bull. Div. Ent ., U.S. Dept. A.gric., No. 12
(New series), Mar. 25, 1898, pp.1-31, fig, 1.
A general account of A.spidiotus perniciosus
supplementary to that published in Bulletin
No. 3 (New series), Division of Entomology.

- - Report of the Entomologist for 1897.

- - The Fig-eater or Green June Beetle.

Rep. Secy . A.gric., 1897, pp. 111-116.
A reYiew of the work of the Division of
Entomology of the U. S Departmeu t of .A griculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897.
Author's extras, Dec. 20, 18!)7.

Bull . Div. Ent. , U. S. Dept. A.gric., No. 10
(New series), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 20-26,
fig.1.
An account of the life history of A.llorhina
nitida L., with some consideration of the remedies to be used against it.

- - The Mexican Cotton-boll Weevil in
1897.
Gire. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. A.gric., No. 27
(New series) , Jan. 5, 1898, 7 pp .
A. review of the spr ead of A.nthonomus
grandis in Texas during ]897, and of the
investigation of the subject in the field.

- - The Box-elder Plant . Bug, Leptocoris tririttatus Say.
Gire. Div. Ent., V. S. Dept. A.gi·ie., No. 28
(Now series), Jan.12, 1898, 3 pp., 1 fig.
An account of the life history and remedies
to be W!ed against L eptoeoris trivittalus, togolber with some account of its geographical
distribution.

- - The Gipsy Moth in America: a summary account of the introduction and
!!pr ad of Porthetria clispar in Massacb us tts, and of the effort made by the
State to repress and exterminat e it.
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., No. ll
(New series), Jan. 11, 1808, 30 pp., 8 figs .

A. new parasite of the Harleqnin
Cabbage Bug.
OanadianEntornologist,xxx, No.l (Jan.,
1898}, pp. 17, 18.
D scribes Eneyrtus johnsoni, 11ew species,
with remarks on Triasolcus murgantice Ashm.

n some para ites of th Coccidre,
with cle criptions of two new genera
of Apheliuime.

- - l?urther notes on the House Fly.
Bull. D'iv . Ent., U.S . Dept. Agric., No. 10
(New series), Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 63-65.
An account of experiments with air-slaked
lime, land-plaster, gas-lime, chloride of lime,
ll.nd kerosene again~t Musca domestica, with
some observations on the development of this
insect.

- - General notes.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., No. 10
'<New series), Mar.26, 1898, pp. 87-97,lfig.
A peculiar injury to apples; another leadboring insect; Icerya purchasi in Portugal
and the Azores ; injury by the W estem fleabeetle; windrow remedy for blister beetles;
white grubs of A.llorhina nitida invading a
cellar; damage by Lioderma uhleri; food
plants of Dysdereiis suturellus; collecting
locust eggs in Morocco; poisoning grasshoppers in Natal; collecting grasshoppers in
New Hampshire.

- - Notes from correspondents.
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dep t. A.gric., No. 10
(New aeries),Mar. 26, 1898, pp. 97-99.

- - Recent laws against injurious insects
in North America
Bull. Div . Ent., U. S. Dept. A.gric., No. 13
(New series}, Mar. 31, 1898, 68 pp.
A compilation of the rooent laws relating to
injurious insects in the United States and
British .America, together with the laws relative to foul brood.
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- - A new egg parasite of the periodical
Cicada.
Oanadian Entomologist, xxx, No. 4, April,
1898, pp. 102, 103.
Description of Lathromeris cicadre, new
speci es.

- - On the entomological results of the
exploration of the British West Indian
Islands by the British Association for
the Advancement of Science.
~8th .Ann. Rep. Ent. Soc. Ontario, 1897
(April, 1898), pp. 62--64.
A brief history of the exploration in question, with a summary of the material reported
upon and of the comments of the different
authors on geographical distribution, together
with a plea for similar work in little known
parts of the United States.

- - Insect life underground.
Nature and .Art, Chicago, r, No. 4, May,
1898, pp. 155-159, 1 pl.
An account of the insects which live
beneath the eurface of the ground, with a
popular consideration of the value of their
work in producing soil changes.

- - Work of the Division of Entomology.
rearbook U. S. D_ept . .Agric., 1897 (May 31,
1808), pp. 84-89.
A popular acconnt of the work which is
carried on in the Division of Entomology,
U.S. D partment of Agriculture.
Author's extras of this paper were publisl1 tl Mny 17, 1898.

- - Dauger of importing insect pests.
l'earbook V. S. Dept . .Agric., 1897 (May 31,
18!18), pp. 52!l-552, figs. 25- 43.
A 1-(0neral consid ration of the subject,
including specific mention of Europe as a
source of danger; injurious insects from the
tropi s; ins cts from tbe Pacific regions;
insects from other parts of the world;
methods of importation of insects; the
Morelos orange fruit worm; injurious Australian insects; the Bermuda peach maggot;
a few European destructive insects; some
dangerous Japanese insects; national quarantine and inspection.
Author's extras of this paper were issued
Juno 6, 1898.

KE -DA.LL, WILLIAM C.
( See under B. w. EYERMANN.)
KNOWLTON, FRANK HALL.
ness of the Sundew.

Sensitive-

Plant World, I, Oct., 1897, pp. 7, 8.

- - Note on Artocarpus.
Plant World,

I,

Oct., 1897, p.12.

KNOWLTON, FRANK HALL-Continued.
--A remarkable lily.
Plant World, 1, Oct., 1897, p. 16.

- - Some early American botanists.Amos Eaton.
Plant World, 1, Nov., 1897, pp.17, 18.· Portrait.

Gelsemium and its habits.
Merck's Report, VI, Dec., 1897, p. 723.

- - National forests and their preservation.
Plant World,

I,

Dec., 1897, pp. 40, 41.

- - The Rta:nding fossil forests of the
Yellowstone National Park.
Plant World,
plate.

I,

,Tan., 1898, pp. 53-55, with

- - The Elephant Tree.
Plant World, 1, May, 1898; pp.113-116, pl. v.

- - [Note on taking up of copper by pine
trees. J
Plant World,

I,

.June, 1898, p. 142.

LINELL, MARTIN L. New species of
Coleoptera of the family Chrysomelid:n, with a short review of the tribe
Chlamydini.
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1130. .Jan.
5, 1898, pp. 473--485.

LINTON, EDWIN, Notes on the larval
cestode parasites of fishes.
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No.112:1, Oct. I,
1897, pp. 787-824, pls. LXI-LXVIII.

- - Notes on cestode parasites of :fishes.
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1125, D ec. 24,
1897, pp. 423-456, pls. XXVII-XXXIV .

- - Notes on trematode parasites of
fishes.
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1133, ,Tan. 20,
1808, pp. 507-548, pls. l(L-XLIV.

LUCAS, FREDEmc A. The tongues of
birds.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat. Mus.),
1805 (1897), pp. 1001-1019, pls. 1, 2, figs.
1-13.
.
A somewhat popular account of the structure of the tongues of birds and their modifications according to the food of the various
groups.

- - A right royal robe.
St. Nicholas, Sept., 1897, pp. 914, 915, 1 fig.
A description of the Hawaiian. feather cloak
in the U.S. National Museum.
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LUCAS, FREDERIC A.-Continued.
- - The Fur~seal investigation of 1897.
Science (New series), VI, No. 145, Oct. 15,
1897, pp. 568, 569.
A resume of the work of the Fur-seal Commissh,n of 1897.

- - Report of death of pups from Uncinaria.
Ob&ervations on the Fur-sea ls of the Pribilof
Islands. Second Preliminary Report, by
:David Starr Jordan, 1897, (Appendix 1),
pp. 32-34.
Shows that large numbers of young Furseals die from the r.ttacks of a para11itic worm
of the genus Uncinaria; describes the symptoms and duration of the plague, and shows
that deaths from this cause are not to be confused with deaths from starvation.

McGREGOR, R. C. Note on Speof.yto
cunicularia obscura Stephens.
Auk, xv, No. 2, April, 1898, p.187.
:Measurements and comparisons made by
the ,vriter tend to show that Speotyto cuni<!'lilaria obscura St,ephens is merely a small
individual of the ordinary l3urrowing Owl of'
the west.

MEEK, RETH EUGENE.
( See under B. w. E VERMANN.)

"
MERRIAM, C. HART.
Syrnium occidentale caurinum, a new owl from the Puget Sound region.
Auk, xv, No.1, Jan., 1898, pp. 39, 40,
.A. new owl from Mount Vernon, Wash., is
here described.

MERRILL, GEORGE PERKINS. Notes on
the geology and natural history of the
p en insula of Lower California.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst., (U. S. Nat. Mus.),
1895 (1897), pp. 969-994-, pls. 1-10.

MILLER, GERRIT S., jr. Revision of
the North American bats of the family
Vespertilionidce.
North Am. Fauna, No. 13, Oct. 16, 1897,
pp. 1-140, pls. I-III, figs. 1-40.
A detailed synopsis of the Vespert'ilionidai
known to occur north of Panama and in the
West Indies. Special attention is given to
nomenclature, keys, and descriptions. Nine
new forms are recognized among the 46 forms
known to inhabit the region.

MA ON, OTIS TUFT0N. Geographical
distribution of the musical bow.
Am. Anthropologist, x, Nov., 1897, No. 11,

--.Description of a new rodent of the
genus ld-iurus.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., xn, Mar. 24, 1898,

pp. 8i7-880.
This paper de:1cribes the musical bow fo1111d
among African and A.merican tribes. The
nutbor expresses bis belief that stringed instruments were not known to any of the aborigines of the Western Hemisphere before
Columbus.

- - A new rabbit from Margarita Island, Venezuela.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash ., xu, Apr. 30, 1898,

MEARNS, EDGAR A. Descriptions of ::;ix
new mammals from North America.
Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No. 1121, July
17, 1897, pp. 719-724.

reliminary diagnoses of new mammals of tb genera Lynx, Urocyon, Spilogale, and Mephitis, from the Mexican
h nndary Jin~.
Proc. . . !fat. Mus., xx,
1897, pp. 457-461.

o. ll26. Dec. 24,

- - Pr liminary diagnoses of n ew mammal of the gen ra Mephitis, Do1·celaphus, and Dicotyles, from the Mexican
border of the nited tates.
Proc. . . Nat. Mus., xx, o. 1129, Dec. 24-,
]897, pp. 467-471.

- - relimina.ry diagno e of new mammals of th genera Scforus, Castor,
.,.eotoma, and iornodon, fr m the Mexican bord r of the United tates.
Proc. . . Nat. Mus., xx,
1 8, pp. 501-505.

o.1132, Jau.17,

pp. 73- 76. figs.15-19.
Idiurus macrotis, n. sp., is described.

pp. 97, 98.
Lepus margaritai, n. sp., is described.

- - A new chipmunk from northeastern
China.
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Aug.1, 1898
· pp. 348-350.
E'!,l,tamias senescen&, sp. nov., is described.

- - List of bats collected by Dr. W. L.
Abbott in Siam.
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., July 25, 1898,
pp. 316-325.
Oynopterus angulatus, n. sp., Keriroula minuta, n. sp., and Ernballonura penin&ularis, •
n. sp., are clescribed.

MOORE, CHARLRS. The Ontonagon
copper bowlder in the U. S. National
Museum .
Rep. Smithsonian In,t. (U.S. Nat.Mus.),
1895 (1897), pp.1021-1030, pls.1, 2.

NELSON, E. W. Descriptions of new
birds from the 'fres Marias Islands,
western Mexico.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., xn, Jan. 27, 1898,
pp. 5-11.
Eleven species and subspecies from the Tres .
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NELSON, E. W.-Continued.
Marias Islands are described as new, viz:
Golumba jf,avirostris madrensis, Leptotila capitalis, Buteo borealis fumosus, Polyborus cheriway pallidus, Trogon ambiguus goldmani,
Nyctidromus albicollis insularis, Myiopagis
placens minimus, Gardinalis cardinalis marice, Vireo hypochryseus sordidus, Melanotis
ccerulescens longiroatris, and Thryothorus lawrencii magdalenre.

- - Descriptions of new birds from
Mexico, with a revision of the genus
Dacty lortyx.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XII, Mar. 24, 1898,
pp. 57-68.
Heleodytes brunneicapillus obscurus, Vireo
nanus, Progne sinaloce, Phrenicothraupis rubicoides roseus, .A mphispiza bilineata gri1ea,
Guiraca chiapensis, Grallaria ochraceiventris,
.Amazilia cinnamomea saturata, DactyZortyx
chiapensis, and D. deviiis are described as
new. Four forms of Dactylortyx are recognized, D. thoracicus, D. thoracicus lineolatus,
and th e two new species above dflscribed.

- - Notes on the wild fowl and game
animals of Alaska.
Nat. Geograph.Magazine, IX, No.4,April,
1898, pp. 121-132, 6 figs.
A popular account of some of the game
birds and mammals of Alaska.

- - Notes on certain species of Mexican
birds.
.Auk, xv, No. 2, April, 1898, pp.155-161.
These notes treat of the geographical distribution, nom enclature, a11d relationships
of various Apecies of Mexican birds.

OBERHOLSER, HARRY C. Description
of a new Ernpidonax, with notes on
Ernpidonax difficilis.
.Auk, XIV, No. 3, Jt1ly, L897, pp. 300-303.
Empidonax insulicola is described from
Santa Rosa Island, Cal., aud its relationship
to E. cineritius is explained.

- - Critical notes on the genus Auriparus.
.Auk, XIV, No. 4, Oct., 1897, pp. 390-394.
.Auriparus jlaviceps larnprocephalus is described in this paper as n ew.

- - Description of a new Arnazilia.
.Auk, xv, No.1, Jan., 1898, pp. 32-36.
.Amazilia cerviniventris chalconota, from
Brownsville, Tex., is described as new, and
its relationships pointed out.

--The birds of Liberia.
Liberia, Bull. No. 12, American Colonization Society, Washington, D. C., Feb.,
1898, pp. 16-25.
A popular sketch of the birds of Liberia ..

PALMER, WILLIAM. TheSitkanKinglet.
.Aiik, XIV, No. 4, Oct., 1897, pp. 399-401.
Regulus calendula grinn!lli is here described as new.

--An addition to North American
Petrels.
.Auk, XIV, No. 3, July, 1897, pp . 297-299.
Oceanodroma cryptoleucura is recorded
from North America, based on two specimens found in Washington City after the
great storm of Aug. 26, 27, 1893. This species
and O. leucorhoa are described, and the differences between them pointed out.

PILSBRY, HENRY A. Manual of Conchology. Parts 66 and 67.-Dentaliidre.
Man. Conch. Struct. and Syst.., Pt. 66, pp.
81-144, pls. 10-26; Pt. 67, pp. 145-224, pls .
27-37.
The entire collection of Dentaliidre in the
National Museum was studiecl by Professor
Pilsbry, and the present monograph is in part
based on this material. A number of the
types of new species, etc., are contained in
the Museum.

POLLARD, CHARLES Lours.
violets.

Two new

Bull. Torrey Botan. Club, XXIV, Aug. 29,
1897, p. 404.
This paper describes V. jlavovirens, from
Idaho, and V. porteriana, from Pennsylvania,
with a :figure of the last named. The types
of both species are in the U. S. National Herbarium.

- - The genus Oxytria of Rafinesque.
Bull. Torrey Botan. Club, XXIV, Aug. 29,
1897, p. 405.
This paper revises the nomenclature of the
genus Oxytri0,, which replaces Schoer.olirion
of Durand. The study is based on Museum
material.

- - The families of flowering plants.
Plant Wo~ld, I, Oct., 1897, to Mar., 1898, pp.
5, 19, 37, 56, 71, 88.
A series of popular descriptive articles on
the characters distinguishing the flowering
plant families. The series thus far includes
only the monocotyledons.

- - Note on Di'oscorea batatas in cultivation .
Plant World, I, Dec., 1897, p. 48 .

- - Note on the Egg Plant as a perennial
in the far south.
Plant World, I, June, 1898, p.143.

- - Note on a hermaphrodite willow
(Salix bebbiana Sargent).
Plant World,

I,

June, 1898, p.144.
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RATHBUN, MA.RY J. List of the decapod crustacea of Jamaica.
Ann. Inst. Jamaica, I, No. 1, ept., 1897,
pp.1-46.
The crustacca in the collection of Mr. P. W.
Jarvis, Kingston, and iu tlrn museum of the
Institute of Jamaica, form the basis of this
list, which includes also the results of exploration by tbe Johns Hopkins University and
by tho U. ,·. Fish Commission.

- - Descriptions of three new species of
fresh-water crabs of the gen11s Potamon.
Proc. Biol. So,;. Wash., XII, Jan. 27, 1898,
pp. 27-30, pls. 1, 11.
One species is a typical I'otamon from tho
Malayan Peninsula; two are members of the
subgenus Geothelphusa from tlie Loo Choo
Islands and from West Africa.

- - The brachyura of the biological expedition to the Floricla Kess and tbe
Ba.llamas in 189 .
Bull. La/JoratorieB Nat. Ilist. , tate Univ.
Iowa, 1v, Jun , l 98, pp. 250-294, 1>ls.

EUM, 1898.

RICH1I D, CrrARLE ·w. (Review of)
:rotes on birds observed in Yucatan,
by Frank M. Chapman.
Auk,

XIV,

No. 3, Jnly, 1897, p. 333.

- - The Western Fielll Sparrow, Spizella
pusilla arenacea Chadbourne.
.A1tk, xiv,

To. 4, Oct., 1897, pp. 345-347, pl.

III.

The paper presents nn aecount of this subspecies.

- - Tlie Cayenne Swift, I'anyptila cayenensis ( Gmelin).
Attk, xv, No. l, Jan .. 1898, pp. 7-JO, pl. 1.
In this paper is prosontcd an account of
the disLribution, lrnl>it11, ancl uoating of this
species.

RIJ GWA Y, R1 nm T. Description of tlie
nest ancl eg"S of Bachmau's \Varhler.
.Avk, XIV, o. 3,July, 1897, pp. 309,310.
Th 11wst ancl egg,; found l>y Mr. Otto \Vidm:mn ar horo deHcrih cl.

of crabs

- - An e:irlier namo for A11u,wd1·am11s
leconteii.

D RC'.ription
,v crnstaccan of th genus
, 'pha•roma, from a warm spring in. ' ew
foxico.

.11?1k, XIV,
o. 3, 1807,J>.320.
J,'ri1117illa ca11<1a1·1,ta of Lnthnm is found to
apply to Lcco11to"ti Sparrow, th o prcsout na1uo
of which '10011 11ot <'hnngo, sinco Frin17illa
ca11clac11ta of Latham is antodatod by Oriolus
caudacutus of Gm lln.

I-IX.

Des riptions of I ven now sp ci
in th Natioual Mus um.

IJ

, HARRIET.

I'roc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1128, Dec. 2·1,
1897, J>p. 405, 406.
'!'his crustacean, Sphceroma thennophilum,
was taken from a warm sp riog n ar Socorro,
_ ew Mexico, by Mr. T. D . .A. Cockerell. It
is contrasted with S. dtt!JeBi Dollfus, a Mexican species, and tbe only otber S11ha1roma
inhabiting fresh water.
An advance edition of this paper was pnbli1Jbcd Feb. 6, 1897.

- - D cription of a new parasitic isopod of the er nns lEga, from tbe southern coa t of the ni ted tatc . .
Proc. Biel. Soc. Wash., XII, Mar. 24, 1898,
pp. 39, 40, figs. 1, 2.
Th specimens were obtained by the . S.
Fi. h 'ornrnission steamer .Albatroa,-one off
Littl e Bahama .Bank, and the other in the
Gulf of .Mexico.

- - De cription of fonr new specie of
Rocinela, with a synopsis of the genus.
Proc . .Am. Pltilo,oph. Soc., xxxvn, N o.157,
.Tune, 1898, pp. 8-17, figs.1-10.
'ineteen 1Jpecies are included in tbe genus
Rocinela. A chronological li t and a synopsis
of the specie1:1 are givon. Tbe n •w species
are all from the dredgings of the .Albatross.

- - Ou the status of Lanins rob1111tus
Baird as a rorth American bird.
.Auk, XIV, No. 3, July, 1897, p. 323.
This supposed species is considered to be
an ''aberrant" sp Ci!llen of Lanius al17eriellsis,
ancl consequently not a North American
bird.

- - (Review of) Bird Lifo, by Frank M.
Chapman.
Auk, XIV, No. 8, ,Tnly, 1897, pp. 336-338.

- - Descriptions of supposed new genera, species, and subspecies of American
birds. I-Fringillidre.
Auk, xv, No. 3, July, 1898, pp. 223-230.
Fourteen genera and oight !lpecies and subspecies are described as n'3w, viz: Melanoapiza, Brachyapiza, ][yoapiza, Plagiospiza,
Rhynchospiza, P1,elliophorus, Lysurus, Serinopais, HeteroBpingus, Mitrospin17us, Rhodothraupis, llemithraupiB, StelgidoBtomus, .A imophila ruficeps sororia, Aimophila, sartorii,
AtlapeteB pileatus dilutua, Arremonops venezuelenaia, ArremonopB richmondi, Oyanncompsa concreta cyar.scens, Amphispiza /Jilineata deserticola, A mphispiza, belli clementece.
.Author's extras issued May 13, 1897.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
ROSE, JOSEPH NELSON. Studies of Mexican and Central American plants.
Oontrib . U. S. Nat . Herbarium, v, No. 3,
.Aug. 27, 18.)7, pp.109-144, pls. I-IV,
This paper is a technical study of' some
Mexican and Central .American plants, including the revis10n of some difficult genera,
and the description of more than 50 species
new to science.

- - Agave washingtonensis
Agaves.

a:nd other

Ninth .Ann. Rep. ]l[issouri Botan. Garden,
.Apr. 20, 1898, pp. 121-126, pis. 29-31.
.A. short account of four .Agaves which flowered in Washington during the year 1897, one
of which had not been previously described.
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SMITH, HUGH M. The fishes found in
the vicinity of Woods Hole.
Bull. U. S . Fish Oom, 1897 (.Jan. 6, 1898),
pp. 85-111.
The :fishes listed in this paper represent 88
families, 160 genera, and '..:l09 species, and
were collected by the D. S. Fish Commission.

STA~TON, TIMOTHY WILLIAM. A comparative study o.f the Lower Cretaceous formations and faunas of the United
States.
Journ. Geol., v, Sept.-Oct., 1897, pp. 579624 .
.A portion of the paleontological material
treated of in this general discussion is in the
collection of the National Museum.

Loeselia cordifolia, n. sp.
Booker's Icon. Plant., xxvr, Pt. 3, 1898,
pl. 2551.
.A new species from Mexico which Mr. Rose
describes in connection with Mr. W. Botting
Hemsley, of Kew, England.

l-iALVIN, OSBERT, and GODMAN, F. D.
An account of the ow ls of the Central
American region.
Biologia Oentrali-Americana, Aves, III,
Nov., 1897, pp. 1-40, pls. LXI, LXII.
This account embraces 34 species, of' which
Syrnium Julvescens and Scops trichopsi.~ are
figured.

SCHUUHERT, CHARLES. A synopsis of
American fossil Brachiopoda, including
bihliography and synonymy.
Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv., No. 87, 1897, pp.
1-464.
The contents of this volume are: Geological
development and geograpllical distribution of
.American fossil Brachiopoda; brachiopod
t en11inology, applied to fossil forms; biological
development of the Brachiopoda; morphology
of the brachia, by Charles E. Beecher; classification of the Brachiopoda; index and bib ·
liography of' A.merican fossil Brachiopoda.

- - (See also under DAVID WHITE.)
SCOFIELD, NORMAN BISHOP.
(See under CHARLES HENRY GILBERT.)
SCUDDER, SAMUEL HUBBARD. Revision of the Orthopteran group Melanopli (Acridiidre) , with special reference
to North American forms.
.Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1124, Dec. 28,
1897, pp. 1-421, pls. I-XXVI.

SHUFELDT, R. W. Taxidermical methods in the Leyden Museum.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.).
1895 (1897), pp.1031-1038, pls.1-6.

- - Supplement to the annotated catalogue · of the published writings of
Charles Abiathar White, 1886-1897.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1135, Feb.12,
1898, pp. 627-642 .

STEARNS, ROBERT E . C. . Quarter-d ecks
and Jingles.
Nautilus, XI, No. 4, .Aug., 1897, pp. 38-40.
'' Quarter-decks" and ".Jingles" are the
names locally applied to the shells of certain
marine mollusks properly known as Orepidula
jornicata Linne, and A nomia simplex Orbigny.
Large quantities (thousands of bushels) of
these shells are taken by dredging in the
neighborhood of Greenport, N. Y., and sold to
the oystermen of that general region to be
used as "catchment objects" or material for
forming spawning beds for Ostrea virginica.

- - Modfola plicatula Lamarck, an extinct locality .
Nautilus, XI, No. 9, Jan., 1898, pp.102, 103.
That portion of the city of Boston west of
the Public Garden and extendi11g to Roxbury,
known as the Back-bay section, was fifty
;fears ago simply a salt marsh, with occasional
patches of mud flats. In the greater part of
this area the well-known mussel, M odio la p li catula Lamarck, was abundant, and millions
must h ave been destroyed when the marshes
were filled up.

STEJNEGER, LEONHARD.

Stjernen.

Bergens Tidende , .Jan. 21, 1898, p. 2.
A popular account of a Christmas custom
on Bering Island .

- - Ross's Gull, Bhodostethia rosea, on
Bering Island.
Auk, xv, No. 2, .Apr., 1898, p.183.
This is the first record of the occurren ce of
this bird on Bering Island, and the :first authentic record for Kamchatka.
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STEJ EGER, LEONHARD-Continued.
- - The rookeries of the Commander
I ·land .
Observations on the Fur-seals of the Pribilof Islands. Second Preliminary Report,
by David Starr Jordan, 1897 (Appendix
II), pp . 35-38.
Condensed from the full report.

- - Report on the rookeries of the Commander Islands, season of 1897.
Doc. No.1997, Treas. Dept. (Office of Secretary, Special Agents Division), pp.
1-17.

STILES, CHARLES WARDELL. The flukes
and tapeworms of cattle, sheep, and
swine, with special reference to the
inspection of meats.
Bitll. Bureait Animal Ind1tatry, V. S.
Dept. A.gric., No. 19, 1898, pp. 11-136, figs.
1-124.
The inspection of meai,s for animal parasites.

S'rILES, CHARLES w ARDELL, and HAS' ALL, ALBERT. Notes on parasites
48.-An inventory of the genera and
ubgenera of the tl.ematode family
Fasciolidre.
Arch. d. Parasitologie, I, pp. 81-99.

T.A , IN, WIRT. The mineralogical collections in the U.S. National Museum.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat. Mus.),
1895 (1897), pp. 995-1000, pl, 1.

TOWN E D, CHARLES H.
( ee under THEODORE GILL,)
VERRILL, ADDISON E. A study of the
family Pectinidre, with a revision of
the genera and subgenera.
Trans. Oonn. A.cad. Sci ., x, July, 1897, pp.
48-95, pis. XVI-XX!.

This paper comprises some of the preliminary tudies upon which a later paper by
V rrill and Bush in the Proceedings of the
nited States National Museum (Vol. xx,
. ll39) was l>ai.ed.

W .ALCOTT, CHARLES D.
Cambrian
Brachiopoda: Genera Iphidea and
Yorkia, with descriptions of new
species of each and of the genus
.Acrothele.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xrx, No. 1120, Aug.
17, 1897, pp. 707-718, pls. LIX, LX. ·

WHITE, DAYID. Omphalophloios, a new
Lepidodendroid type.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., IX, May, 1898, pp. 329342, pls. 20-23.

WHITE, DAVID, and SCHUCHERT,
CHARLES. Cretaceous series of the
west coast of Greenland.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., IX, May, 1898, pp. 343368, pis. 24-26.

WIDMANN, 0. The summer home of
Bachman's Warbler no longer nnknown. A common breeder in the St.
Francis River region of southeastern
Missouri and northeastern Arkansas.
Auk, XIV, No. 3, July, 1897, pp. 305-309.
An account of the breeding habits, nests,
and eggs of Bacbman's Warbler, until now
unknown.

- - Investigation in the sand-pits of the
Lalor Field, near Trenton, N. J.
Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci.,
pp. 381-383·.

XLVI,

1897,

WILSON, THOMAS. The antiquity of the
red race in America.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
1895 (18!)7), pp.1039-1045.
This article appeared in substantially th.e
same form in J.'he Archceologist, also in Popular Science News, xxx1, No. 2, Feb., 1897, pp.
35, 36, and No. 3, Mar., 1897, p. 60.

--Arrow-points and spear-heads. Class
A, beveled edges.
Am. Arclu.eologist, 11, part 6, June, 1898, pp.
141,142.
A description of experiments made by the
author regarding the rotary motion of
beveled-edged specimens.

ERRILL, ADDI N E., and BUSH, - - Description and history of lace.
KA'l'HAIUNE J, Revision of the deep[Special] Rep. No. 9, U. S. Dept. A.gric.
(Fiber Investigations), Appenuix C,
wat r mollu ks of the Atlantic Coast
pp. 359-361.
of orth America, with descriptions of
This article forms a part of "A descriptive
new genera and species. Part 1.catalogue of the useful fiber plants of the
Bivalvia.
world, including the structural and economic
Proc. U . . Nat . .M1'8.,XX, To. 1139,June
16, 1 9 , pp. 775-901, pis. LXXI-XCVII.
The material upon which this paper is
based forms a part of the collection of mollusks in the United States National Mu eum.

classification of fibers," by Charles Richards
Dodge.
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Report of the Commissioners of
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A. B., and Frank S. Bourns, M. D. Gives a
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the last-named group. The distribution of
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In the first article Unio pinei, n. sp., from
an unnamed lake. in the Withlacoochee River
region of Hernando County, Fla., is described.
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small lakes in Marion County, Fla., is described, and Uriio suttoni from near Lake
Candler, Marion County, Fla.

--A new _plicate unio.
Nautilus, XI, Dec., 1897, pp. 91, 92.
Unio walkeri, from Suwanee River, Madison County, Fla., is described.

- - A new undulate unio from Alabama,
Nautilus, XI, Jan., 1898, pp.101, 102.
Unio triumphans, from the Coosa River,
St. Clair County, .A.la., is described.

- - Description of a new unio.
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Leon County, ]'la., is described.

- - New varieties of Unionidre.
Nautilus,
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Nautilus, XII, May, 1898, pp. 5, 6.
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of U. cylindricus are described.
The types of Mr. Berlin H. Wright's new
unios were donated to the U. S. National
Museum.
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Professor of Zoology and Cornpa1·ative .Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, and
Member of the U. S. National .Academy of Sciences.

PREFACE.

~

The scope of the present work is to give an account of the physical
characteristi_cs of the reptiles of the orders of Loricata and Squamata,
wliich inhabit the N earctic zoological realm, so far as they are known
to the writer. That the work is far from complete I am well aware, but
that it is much in advance of other works in this respect may be well
admitted, as no general work of the kind has appeared. since that of
Holbrook, half a century ago. With my book on the Batrachia, published in 1889, and Dr. Baur's on the Testudinata (in preparation), the
access to North .American herpetology becomes equal to that which
the science of ornithology has long enjoyed.
The principles of classification which have been followed are those
which the nature of the case requires, so far as the author has been
able to discover them. One general statement may be made as an
abstract proposition, and that is that the taxonomy of organic beings
is n, r egister of structural or anatomical characters from the most comprehensive to the smallest divisions. This is generally recognized in
t he case of the former, but there are many naturalists who fail to recognize it in the case of the more restricted divisions, and especially as
applying to genera. An indefinite idea of the" naturalness" of the
collocation of species necessary to constitute genera still lingers in
their minds. By this idea of a ''natural" association of species, they
mean a_ group which coin~ides in possessing a certain community of
species characters, as color, and color pattern, size, nature of surfaces,
geographical range, etc., all of which, while of importance in their place,
are quite irrelevant to the question of generic divisions. I long since
pointed out that generic characters may, and in fact generally do, arise
in the process of evolution quite independently of the specific, so that
certain species of different genera resemble each other in the so-called
"natural," that is, specific characters, more than they do other species of
their own genus. The same phenomenon is well known among higher·
155
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groups, where I have called it " heterology;" that is, the genera of a
family may parallel more or less the genera of another; or the families
of one order those of _another order. It is not, then, remarkable that
sometimes one or more species of two or more genera should parallel
each other. The reason why the aggregate of appearances is sometimes
preferred to single structural differences as definition of the genus, is
because it is supposed that the contents of a genus must possess closer
"affinity" than specie~ of separate genera. But this is not the case in
many instances, and may not be so in any instance where the evolution
of generic characters becomes known. Certain it is that i_n the embryonic life none of the specific characters appear before the generic.
Hence, species may be polyphyletic as regards genera.
The essential of systematic biology is exact definition. Taxonomy is
science only in so far as it is exact. If it be all~ged that gradual evolution of characters must preclude the possibility of exact definition, I
answer that this will only become a practical truth when all intermediate forms have been discovered. And it will never be a practical truth
for the botany and zoology of any single geologic epoch or .period-:as,
for in tance, the present one-since most of the connecting forms belong
to past periods and are not treated of in works in zoology, but in those in
paleontology. There is therefore no excuse for the loose and inexact definitions which some taxonomists are accustomed to inflict on the world,
which are both unscientific, and serve at the same time to obscure the
subject and render it inaccessible to the student. It must be admitted,
however, that in a few instances it occurs that tramition between two
important anatomical characters is discoverable in series of species of
the existing period. The special nature of such a case will determine
whether definitions with exceptions stated are admissible or not.
Iu the matter of nomenclature the author necessarily follows the rule
of priority now adopted in all codes, and the definitions of priority
contained in the report of the committee of the .American .Association
for the Advancement of Science of 1876. According to these rules, a
name can only have a sta,tus when accompanied with a description or
diagno ·i of that to which it is applied, whether species, genus, or division of higher rank. In the ca. e of species, a recognizable figure is
regarded as of equal validity with a description, but a figure possesses
no di criminative character a a definition of any higher group. I must
here in i ton another point, which it has not been thought neqessary
hith rto t incorporate into any syst,em of rules, since it is one wh~ch
Ii at the ba i of all language. That i that names shall be properly
p 1Ied. Thi i nece ary on account of the attempts on the part of
m r r le illiterate per ons to construct names for the use of bioloi t and n ace unt of the fact that certain other naturalists, not so
il1it rat , fi el bound to adopt their misspellings, and typographical
error a well on account of the supposed exigencies of the law of
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b h. d the rules of the
priority. Most of these persons take refuge e m
· d f rni he
American Ornithologists Union, and if the code of that bo Y u
defense for these violations of the elementary principles of ladnhgubao-~d'
. should be corrected. Among misspellmgs
•
·
. t O be include
Y. rI
•
It
are
words and words which retain the Greek and other non-Latm spe11 m . ·
It may be repeated here that the language of scientific nomenclatur 1
Latin and words derived from Greek and other languages are 8 1 .ll d
' to the rules of the Latin language.
according
It is stated above that the geographic-al scope of the present_ b
the Nearctic realm. The southern continental boundary of thI r Im
is however not yet entirely clear. It evidently includes a large P rt f
' Mexican
' state of Sonora and the Mexican Plateau for a con 1'd r ·
the
ble distance farther south. Owing to lack of collections, it is diffi ult
to state what the limit is in this direction, but I have included the tat
of Guanajuato, where Dr. Alfredo Duges has traced many of the orthern species. On the east coast the fauna of the Tierra Caliente ext nd
northward to and even a little beyond the Rio Grande. In south
tern Texas the presence of the genera of snakes, Sibon, Ooniophanes, < nd
Drymobius, indicates the northern limit of that fauna.
The results contained µerein are derived chiefly from the collec i n
of the United States National Museum. To these I have added information based on my own collections and observations in the fi lcl.
The whole constitutes the first general work on the North Ameri < n
Sauria since that of Holbrook in 1845, and the only one on th
Ophidia since the book of Baird and Girard, published in 1853. Professor Baird had such a work on the Sauria in contemplation during
his lifetime, and he placed his manuscript in my hands about the
ar
1864 for completion. Of this manuscript I have made considerable u
in the following pages, the greater part of the descriptions of fl.ft -on
of the one hundred and nine known species of that suborder beiu
from his pen.
In the description of the general characters and distribut·
f tl
..
f h .
IOU O
l
genera of th e f:amI110s_ o t e 1Izards I have frequently copied th 1 nguage of Boulenger m the Catalogue of the Lizards in th B • . ,
· ·
· .
M useum, WI·th om1ss10ns
and a d d1t10ns.
In the system t· e nt1 h
t f th
f f: T
f r
a ic arran . mt en o . e bgetnera _o ·t adm1 iesbo 1zards, of which I have been c bl
o examme u a 1Im1 e num er of species preserved 1•
..
the Geckonidre, Agamidre, and Gerrhosauridre I hav
~ spirit
Boulenger.
·
'
e a so follo
Besides the collections of the U.S. National Muse
I
· d, m
· th e preparat·10n of this
· book, material belon um,
have
mme
·
emy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and to
~:~he Cc~museums, to whose officers my thanks are especiall du
Ilad _Iphm
acknowledge also my indebtedness to Dr. Alexand y .A. e. .1 WI h t
opportunity of examining some Australian species. toer p gassiz for th
'
rof. Charl s.

~~:g
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Dolley for a collection from Hainan, China, and to Professor Wright,
of Oberlin, Ohio, for a small but valuable collection from South .Africa;
to Mr. George K. Cherrie for a fine series from Costa Rica, and Drs.
Ferrari-Perez, Bernad, Duges, and Villada for Mexican species. To
Messrs. J. B. Wood and George Pin(; I am indebted for collections from
Florida; to Prof. W. T. Cummins for material from Texas, and to Dr.
Joseph Corson, U. S . .Army, for specimens from Mobile, .Alabama. I
am also especially indebted to the Zoological Society of Philadelphia
and its superintendent, Mr. Arthur E. Brown, for specimens froni the
Gardens.

Class MONOCONDYLIA.
Subclass REPTILIA.

The subclas Reptilia is one of the two into which the members of
the class Monocondylia naturally fall. It is defined as follows:
Basicranial axis ossified. Vertebral column consisting chiefly o(
centra. Limbs of the nonpiscine type, that is, em bracing a single proximal element, two propodials, several mesopodials, metapodial, and phalangeal elements. One occipita lcondyle. A distinct quadrate bone, or
suspensorium of the lower jaw. Mandible segmented. Carpal, tarsal,
and metapodial elements not coossified with each other.
Cerebral hemi spheres larger than mesencephalon, whose moiet.ies are
fully exposed above, and not laterally. Cerebellum small. Heart with
three chambers. Aorta derived from two aorta roots, which consist of
one or two bows on each side. Lungs cellular, functional. Gan bladder, pancreas, and fat-bodies present. Integument scaly. Mammary
glancls, none.
Reproduction viviparous or ovoviviparous. Fertilization internal.
Copulatory organs present. Embryo with amnion and allantois; placenta, none.
The Reptilia are definitely known to appear in geological time in the
Coal Mea ures, near the close of the Carboniferous system, althougb
they probably appeared earlier during that system. They are represente<l by a number of orders, which are distinguished as follows:
I. Qnadrate bone united w ith adj acent elements by suture; temporal regions with
roof of a few symmetrical segments. No dil'ltinct postorbital
bars ; vertebrre amphiccelous; ilium narrow, vertfcal; feet ambulatory . - . - ... - - - - .. - - - - . - -. - - - . . - - - - .. - - - - ... - - - ... C0TYLOSAURIA.
II. Q1~adrate bone united by suture to adjacent elements; one longitudinal postorbital bar (Synaptosauria).
a Scapular and pelvic arches not within thoracic and abdominal bones.
Paroccipital not distinct; no supramastoid; vertebrre amphiccelous.
ribs with one head on centrum; the capitulum, when present, inter~
central; scapula simple .... - - ........ __ .. - __ .....• _... THEROMORA.
Paroccipital not distinct, a snpramastoid; vertebrre amphiplatyan. ribs
with one h ead, and that not intercentral; scapula triradiate. '
. PLESIOSA URIA,
Paroccipital and supramastoid distinct; vertebrre with two-rib articulations on centrum; phalanges, carpals, and tarsals of similar
form ... - - .. ·- - - - - . - - - - .. - • - ..... - ... -- . -..... - .ICHTHYOPTERYGIA.
159
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aa Scapular ancl pelvic arches within thoracic and abdominal bones.
A paroccipital; no supramastoid; a large proscapula, no precoracoid,
coracoid free from sternum behind; ribs one-headed, intercentral ....... ____ .... ·- __ ...... --· ... _... ·- ............ TESTUDINATA.
III. Quadrate immovably articulated; two postorbital bars (Archosauria). (No paroccipital bone.)
Ribs two•headed; no interclavicle; external digits greatly elongated to
support a patagium; a distinct p ectinea l bone .... ORNITH0SAURIA.
Ribs two-headed; no interclavicle; acetabulum perforate at middle of
ilium; feet ambulatory ............ - .................. DIN0SA URIA.
Ribs partly two•headed; an interclavicle; acetabulum closed; feet
ambulatory; no pectineal bone ..... ···-·· ....... ....... L0RICATA.
Ribs one-headed; an interclavicle; no pectineal bone; acetabulum
closed; feet ambulatory ........••............. RHYNCH0CEPHALIA.
IV. Quadrate bone loosely articulated, and at proximal extremity only; one or no
po::itor bi tal bar ( Streptosty lica).
a A paroccipital bone.
Ribs one.headed; no pectineal bone; acetabulum cloaecl; feet not
volant ................................... . ............. SQUAMATA.

Of these orders, .five are extinct and four still exist. Their affinWes
and time relations may be expressed by the followin g table. The Yertical lines represent duration in geologic time.
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LORICATA.
Loricata MERREM, Tentamen Systematis Amphibiorum, 1820, p. 7. ·
Ernydosauri GRAY, Annals of Philosophy (2), X, 1825, p. 195.
Crocodili WAGLER, Syst. Amphib., 1830, p. 139.
C1·ocodilia OWEN, Rept. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XI, 1841, p. 65.

Quadrate bone united by immovable suture with the adjacent elements; 2 postorbital longitudinal bars; cervical and dorsal ribs mostly
two-headed, the capitulum articulating with the centrum, with or without parapophyses, and the tuberculum with the diapophyses. Sacrum
composed of but few vertebrm. Acetabulum closed. Sternum and
interclavicle present; abdomiual ribs not connected with the true ribs,
and composed of , eparate egments. Bones of proximal series of carpus and tarsu p cialized. Teeth in alveoli.
Ventricle of the heart divided. Two aorta roots. Epencephalon with
vermis and flocculi. Copulatory organ single. Anal orifice longitudinal.
The order of the Loricata appeated in Triassic time, and has continued up to tbe pre nt day. The Triassic types differ from those of
subsequent ages, so that they represent a suborder distinct from tbe
latter. In Jura ic a11d Cretaceous time the order was represented by
the greatest number of genera and species. Their distribution bas
been cosmopolitan since their appearance. The affi nities of tbe order
are witb .the Di110 auria, with which they are connected by the suborder Sauropoda of the latter.
Tllo suborders differ as follows:
External narcs post rior; internal oar s less posterior; pterygoids articulating
with qua.drat ; postfrontal, n<l po torbital bones distinct .... __ .. PARASUCIUA.
Internal 11n.res mor pos erior; xterrrnl nares anterior; pterygoids not reaching
qnadratos; postfrontal all(l postorbital bones not disLiuct .......... EusucrnA.

Tlte Para uchia includ , o far as yet known, the single family of the
Belodontidm. They are restricted to the Triassic system. The fam ilies of the Eu nchia are the following:
I. Vertebrrn amphiplatyan.

Posterior narcs more anterior; sphonoid axis horizontal; postorbital border
on plane of adjacent bones .. ·----- ...•.. ____ .............. TELE0SAURIDM.
Postorbital border internal to plane of adjacent bones .. . _. GoNIOPIIOLIDIDJE.
II. Vertebrro procoolous.
Sphenoid vertical; postorbital border internal to adjacent plane. Cnoc0DILIDJE.

The first two families do not extend beyond Mesozoic time. The
Crocodilidm commence in North America in the Upper Cretaceous; in
other parts of the world in the Eocene. We have to do with this family only in the present work. Its genera differ as follows:
I. A preorbital foramen.

•
Dorsal vertebr ro with rudimental hypapophyses ; muzzl~ elongate, nasal b~nes
not reaching nares .....•....... ___ ___ ......•.......•. Thm·acosaurus Leidy.
N.A.1' MUS

98-11

•
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II. No preorbital foramen:
a Dorsal hypapophyses rudimental.
Muzzle elongate, nasal bones not reaching nares.
Holops Cope.
aa Dorsal hypapophyses elongate.
/3 Mandibula.r teeth projecting on each side of the maxilla; muzzle
elongate, nasal bones not reaching nares nor premaxillaries .... _.. _...... __ .............._... _. Gai,ialis Cuvier.
/3(J Mandibular teeth received within the margin of the maxilla.
y Muzzle elongate, nasal bones not reaching nares.
Nasal 1>ones reaching premaxillaries .. _.. Tomistoma Miiller.
yy Muzzle short, nasal bones reaching nares.
oFourth mandibular tooth filling a notch in tlie upper jaw.
No bony nasal septum ... ~ ......... _... Crocodilus Laurenti.
No bony nasal septum ..... _. __ ...... __ ... Osteolmmus Cope.
oo Fourth mandibular tooth received within the· maxillary border
(one exception).
Claws three; a bony nasal septum; ventral scutes not or
little ossified.-----· ........ ·-·-·· ______ .Jlligator Cuvier.
Claws three; no bony nasal septum; veqtral scutes osseous;
su pratem poral foramen open ........ _... _. _. J acare Gray.
Claws three; no bony septum: ventral scutes ossified; supratemporal foramen roofed over ... ___ ..... _.. Caiman Spix.
Claws t~o; no bony septum; ventral scut,es ossified (roof over
inferior canine ,van ting on one side) .... _. Perosnchus Cope.

The genera Thoracosanriis and .Holops are restricted, with present
knowledge, to the Upper Cretaceous formations of North America.
The other genera still exist, and are restricted to the warmer regions
of the earth. Tomistoma. is Malaysian; Orocodilus iR cosmopolitan;
Osteolannus is African, while the other genera are South American,
except Alligator. This genus includes one Nor.th American and one
east ARiatic species and one of unknown habitat. Ga,via-lis is Indian.
In North America we have to do with the widely distributed Alligator
rnississippiensis and the Orocodilus americanus, which ranges to the
soutbern·part of the peninsula of Florida from an extensive habitat in
tropical America.
Many remarkable pecuHarities characterize the osteology of this
family.
The pterygoids hav-e a very peculiar form. They are much expanded
tran versely J)ostel'iorly, resembling in tliis respect the Cotylosauria and
ome of the Theromora of the Permian, but with tliis the resemblance
ear the middle line of tlie skull each 011e directs its free
cea es.
po terior margin upwar,1, a suming the direction of the basicranial
axi and, nrrounding the posterior nares behind, unites with the
infi rior de. cending axi of tbe sphenoid by a transverse serrate suture.
Tbe pt rygoid plate doe. not continue it vertical direction for Jong, but
n unit with the quadrate pm:;teriorly a11d tbe alisphenoid anteri rly by a errate uture. Thi union of the pterygoid with the proximal extremi y of th quadrate, in tead of the distal, is a specialization
1 eculiar to thi family among reptile . The superior prolongation of the
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zygomatic (quadratojugal) to the supratemporomastoid and postfrontal
is equally peculiar to it. Another peculiarity is the non-entrance oft.he
exoccipital bone into the occipital condyle. Another remarkable peculiarity is the union, a short distance below the brain case, of the Eustachian tubes into a single median vertical canal, which descends to the
pharynx between the vertical axes of the basioccipital and sphenoid
bones.
The mandibular ramus is characterized by the distinctness of all the
elements and by two especial peculiarities. One of these is the absence
of coronoid process, the coronoid bone being a scale on the interior side
of the ramus. The other is the presence of a very large foramen
between the angular and surangular bones on the external face of the
ramus, which communicates with tlJe large dental canal.
The vertebne are procmlous throughout. There are no intercentra
except the chevron bones and a preatlantal element, which articulates
with the lower part of the occipital condyle in front, and underlaps the
os entatum, or centrum of the atlas; posteriorly. This first and only cerviGal intercentrum sends out, posteriorly and downward on each side, a
long intercentral rib. The atlas consists of separate elements, viz,
centrum, neurapophysis, and neural spine. The centrum is united by
suture with that of the a-xis vertebra, and the ueurapophyses are in contact anteriorly below with the intercentrum. They narrow upward to
a sq uamosal suture with the neural spine, which is a thin, curved element. The cervical ribs are short, and unite with a parapophysis and
diapophysis. The dorsal ribs have the capitular articulation on the
centrum, and the tubercular on the diapophysis for a short distance,
but the capitular articulation soon rises to the diapophysis, remaining
distinct from the tubercular. There are two sacral vertebrre, and no
sacral ribs.
There is no clavicle, proscapula, or <:'picoracoid. The coracoid is in
contact with the anterior lateral border of the sternum. The suprascapula is represented by a cartilage. The ilium is short anteroposteriorly and does not extend anteriorly to the acetabulum, but does
extend for a short distance posteriorly to it. The pubis is excluded
from the acetabulum, articulating with the anterior base of the
ischium. The pubes are dir~cted forward and have no symphysis, being
connected by cartilage only. They have no connection with the ischia
on the median line. The ischia are directed downward to a median
symphysis.
There are three elements in the proximal carpal series. Of these the
radiale and intermedium support tbe foot, and are remarkable for their
longitudinal elongation. The carpalia are more or less aborted. The
tarsa,Jia are remarkable for the specialization of the bones of the first
row. They are two in number; the large aJ,tragalus consisting, apparently, of the tibiale and intermedium tarsi. The fibulare (calcaneum)
has what has not been shown to exist elsewhere among Reptilia, a tuber
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calcis. Both these elements have a distal convex condylar surface for
the elements distal to them. The tarsalia are partially aborted.
No urinary bladder. A rudimental diaphragm. The viscera are
more particularly described under the genus Alligator.
ALLI GA TOR Cuvier.

•

.Alligato1· CUVIER, part, Ann. Mus., X, 1807, p. 30.-DUMlCRIL and BIBRON, E11).
Gen., III, 1836, p. 63.-STRAUCII, Syn. Crocod., 1866, p. 9.
Charnpsc,, WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 140 .
.Alligato1· GRAY, Cat. Tort., 1844, p. 66.-HUXLEY, Journ. Linn. Soc., IV, 1860, p.
3.-GRAY, Cat. Sh. Rept., II, 1872, p. 28.
-

Fourth mandibular tooth fitting into a pit in the upper jaw. Snout
rather short; nasal bones forming a septum dividing the nasal aperture; supratemporal fossffi open, sple::iial bones not entering the man. dibular symphysis. A dorsal shield formed of juxtaposed, keeled,
bouy scutes; gular and ventral scutes without or with thin ossifications.
Osteology.-My knowledge of the osteology of this genus is derived
exclusively from the A. mississippiensis.
Premaxillaries with the spine very short, and uniting by suture with
the produced apices of the nasal bones. Lateral plate jn considerable
sutural union with the nasals posterior to the nares. Frontal produced
iu a narrow process between prefrontals. A small supraorbital bone
anteriorly placed. Parietal-like frontal, undivided, not sendfag out
supramastoid processes, and extending to the posterior border of the
superior table of the skull. Supratemporo-mastoid sending out a lateroposterior process almost to the extremity of the exoccipital, and bounded
below posteriorly by the quadrate, medially by the rneatus auditorius,
and anteriorly from before backward, by tbe quadrate, the superior
process of the zygomatic, and by the postorbital part of the postfrontoorbital. Anteriorly jt is bounded by the postfrontal part of the postfronto-orbital. The articular surface of the quadrate is directed as
mu ·h backward as downward. The zygomatic reaches its distal
extr mity in front, while the jugal is continued three-fourths way from
it fir t point of contact with the zygomatic to its extremity. The
p, ri to-quadrate arch is not entirely fused with the elements lying
below it, as it i not united with the snpraoccipital by suture, except
on the middle line. The lateral part of the superior border of the supracipital is a mooth tuberosity, and a foramen passes entirely below
tlie upratemporo-ma toid bone to the supratemporal foramen. Another
anal pa
between the exoccipital and quadrate from behind forward and inward to the temporal fossa. The supraoccipital does not
r < h the for amen 11nagniim below, but the latter is in closed above by
th
o ipital . The latter do not enter into the composition of the
o ipital c ndyle, which con i t erttirely of the basioccipital.
The qnadrate is remarkably extended forward. Below, it sends
down a broad pro
to join the pterygoid, medially it joins the
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petrosal, while above it joins the alisphenoid, and to a less degree the
parietal. In its junction with the petrosal it overlaps that bone so
far as to almost exclude it from the external wall of the brain case, and
it can only be seen by looking within the posterior border of the trigeminal foramen. The alisphenoid is well developed, and joins above
the decurved border of the parietal posteriorly, the postfrontal medially, ·
and the frontal anteriorly. The alisphenoids meet on the middle line,
leaving a large foramen above for the rhinencephalon, and a large
8-shaped foramen below. The inferior part of the latter is immediately
posterior to the keel-like anterior process of the sphenoid. A strong
process descends to the pterygoid, bounding the trigeminal foramen in
front. This represents the epipterygoid of the Sauria. No orbitosphenoid or other interorbital bone.
The anterior half of the basioccipital has its longitudinal axis vertical. The long axis of the sphenoid is also vertical. The medullary
part of the brain case is roofed by the exoccipitals only, but the supraoccipital bounds the epencephalon above. The petrosal is much more
conspicuous on the internal than on the external wall of the brain case.
It is suboval, and is bounded by the alisphenoid, sphenoid, exoccipital,
supraoccipital, and to a small degree by the parietal. It is deeply
notched in front by the trigeminal foramen. Although 'the sphenoicl is
mainly vertical in position it sends forward between the alisphenoids
a vertically compressed plate, already mentioned. The occipital and
. sphenoicl elements are coarsely cellular at various points. The pterygoids unite together on the median line and join the sphenoid behind.
the posterior nares. The pterygoids send forward a process above the
palatines to the front of the orbits, where they cease. Here a strong
process of the prefrontal descends on each side and rests on the adjacent parts of the palatine and pterygoid. These processes are separate
on the middle line above and below, but touch at the middle of their
length. The ectopterygoids are large and each sends a process forward
on the maxillary, and a longer one on the pterygoid. The palatine and
maxillary bones are in mutual contact on the middle line, and no part
of the vomer or ethmoid is visible on the externaL surface.
The mandibular ramus has a rather elongate angle, which has its
superior concave surface divided lengthwise by an obtuse ridge. The
articular bone forms the greater part of the angle, the angular being a
narrow strip on its inferior side, which forms the apex, the surangular
sending a narrow splint on the external side, which does not extend so
far as the two other elements. The cotylus is not divided by a ridge,
but a transverse section is gently sigmoid, descending inward. · The
coronoid is a large scale in front of the very large dental foramen, and
does not extend anterior to the vertical line of the angular. A large
foramen is inclosed between the latter and the splenial. The latter
element forms the entire internal side of the ramus, terminating acutely
below and within the fourth tooth. The groove in front of its apex is
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closed with a straight suture at the fund us. Tliere is a foramen on the
inner side of the splenial opposite the eighteenth tooth, counting from
the front. The angular extends farther forward than the surangular,
and its narrow apical portion is on the inferior face of the ramus, terminating at the eighteenth tooth.
In young specimens the posterior alveoli are not separated from eacl 1
other, and the crowns of tbe teeth are more compressed than in adults.
The atlant,al neural spine has no spinous process, but it is well developed on the other vertebne. The atlas sends posteriorly a slender rib,
which is slightly bifurcate proximally. The other cervical ribs send a
distal process forward as well as backward. The dorsal ribs have a
small cartilaginous uncinate process near their distal extremities. The
abdominal ribs consist of four ossicles, forming a chevron directed forward. The interclavicle has no transverse branch, and extends well
in advance of the sternum and nearly to its poste_rior border. The
h rnmal ribs unite with the sternum, as follows: Two pairs unite directly,
and four pairs with a median xiphoid cartilage.
The coracoid is an elongate element, distally truncate, without
notches or processses; the usual foramen pierces it near the base. The
capula is of somewhat similar form; it has no pro- or rneso-scapular
process or angle. The humerus has one compressed tuberosity at a
con iderable distance distad of the head. The distal extremity muc11
resembles that of the femur. The ulna is robust proximally, and 1,lie
olecranon is represented by a large sesamoid bone. The shaft of tlie .
radiu ' Jes compressed than that of the ulna, but is not very different
iu actual sectional area. Its distal articular surface is a little larger
than that of the ulna, and is at nearly a, right angle to it. In the
carpu the radiale is a much larger bone than the intermedium, but
both are imilar in form, being much longer than wide, and having
e, pauded extremities and contracted shafts. Their distal articular
face are coucave. The ulnare projects freely backward. There is
but one carpale, antl that corresponds with the third digit. The I and
II ar represented by a cartilage. No centrals. Digits five, of which
the third is louge t . and the fifth shortest. The I, II, and III only
hav the di.·tal phalanges unguiform and sheathed with horny claws.
h ilium project as far as the diapopbysis of the first caudal vertebra but do not fu e with it. The proxfmal end of the ischium is deeply
n tch d, , hi ·h cau e a perforation of the acetabulum. The femur
i l n ,, r thau t he lrnm eru. · and the head is less compressed. There
i, n di iu ·tion into t\1 h ad and neck. There is but one trocbanter
and that i 011 tlle po ,t rior a pect and presents its tuberosity distad.
h
u l I of h f mur i not divided; no patella. The fibula is
mu h more I n<l r han b tibia at all points. The astragalus articuh t · wi h th fl ul a a well a with the tibia; it. face of articulation
i h h · l · n um i e~ cavate<l. The latter ha a convex fibula surfa
whil 1i ti ial urfa e f th a tragalu. i concave. Po. terior to
h fibular · n<l l th cal an um i: xcavate<l, and the tuber calcanei is
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somewhat recurved at the apex. It is obliquely truncate behind and
below. The inferior face is exmwated and the distal plane. There are
three tarsalia corresponding to four external digits; the first digit
articulating directly with the astragalns, the second digit joins one tarsale, the third aud fourth one, while the fifth digit is lacking. The fifth
tarsale is produced like a rudiment.al metatarsal. The three interior
digits ouly have uuguiform distal phalanges with corneous sheaths.
l
Viscera. -The heart is situated in the anterior part of the body cav-1
ity, and the luugs extend about half their length posterior to it. The
latter extend considerably cephalad of the bronchi, which enter at
about the posterior third of their length, at right angles to the axis of
the body. The liver is completely divided into right and left moieties, each of which sen<ls posteriorly a process of its external portion.
The alimentary canal is distinguished for the strong differentiation
of the stomach, which much· e:x:ceeds anythiug known in the Sauria.
The cardium and pylorns are each small orifices, and the stomach has
a fundus at eitller end external and caudad to each. Toward the
pyloric fundus the walls are very thick with muscle. At its apex is a
small diverticulum in the A. niississippiensi~. The small intestine is of
relatively small diameter and the large intestine is large, and is not
distinguished i11to colon and rectum, :;ind has no c::ecum. The kidney
is coarsely lobate.
The mesenteries are not so simple as in the Sauria, as they are less
less distinct from each other, and send branches in different directions.
The resophagns has, besides the dorsal connectio11, connection with the
pericardium. The lungs are connected with both, and distally with
the cephalad surface of the liver. The liver has connection posteriorly
with all of tlrnse viscera, which is not muscular, but which represents
t.lte dorsal part of tl1e pericardium. A longitU<linal fold connects the
pericardium with the two halves of the liver and the stomach, representing the gastrohepatic mesentery of the Sauria. From the caudad
margin of the Ii ve1· on the right side a sheet extends to the body wall,
remaining free from the latter · as far posteriorly as ~he kidney. A
corresponding sheet extends from the distal aspect of the ·stomach on
the right side. Both are connected with the body wall by bands and
threads. Fro11t each_lobe of the liver near the median line a sheet
extends to the median body wall below, which is strongly muscular.
This is regarded as homologous with the inferior portion of the diaphragm of the mammals, and this with the posterior transverse hepatodorsal sheet may correspond with that structure. If so, the important
difference remains t_hat in the alligator it includes the Ii ver between
its two layers, while in the mammals it is entirely superior to the liver.
The tympanic drum is deeply set beneath the superior postorbital
bar. It is protected by a fold of the integument which forms a flap,
which is suspended from the postorbital bar, closing the orifice like a
lid.
Geolog·io history.-The genus Alligator is of much more modern origin
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than Orocodilus, no undoubted extinct species having been discovered.
The neocene Orocodilus spencerii of England has been found to vary in
the direction of Alligator, and on such an individual was proposed the
A. hantoniensis, but the characters are said not to ·be normal.
Species.-Three species of this genus are known. One is the North
American; the other is found in China, and the habitat of the other is
unknown. Their characters are as follows:
The broadest series of dorsal scutes composed of eight scutes ; four large nuchal
acutes; upper eyelid bony anteriorly; fingers web bed; end of tail strongly compressed and crested ...••..•.•..••••.•.••••....••..•.•.. A. missisBippiensis Daudin.
The broadest transverse series of dorsal scutes composed of eight acutes; two large
nuchal acutes ; fingers free; end of tail little serrated abovo, scarcely compressed.
A. helois Cope.
The broadest transverse series of dorsal acutes composed of six acutes; six large
nuchal scutes; upper eyelid entirely l,ony; fingers free; enu of tail strongly compressed aud crested ...................... : .................. .. A. sinensis Fauvel.
ALLIGATOR MISSISSIPPIENSIS Daudin.

Alligator rnississippiensis GRAY, Syn. Rept., 1831, p. 62.-HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp.,
II, 1842, p. 53, pl. YI.-GRAY, Cat. Tort., 1844, p. 66.-STRATJCH, Syn. Crocod.,
1866, pp. 15, 66.-GRAY, Trans. Zool. Soc., VI, 1869, p. 168 ; Cat. Sh. Rept.-,
• II, 1872, p. 29.-CHAFFANJON, Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon, XXVIII, 1882, p. 83.
Crocodilus mississippiensis DAUDIN, Rept., II, 1802, p. 412.
Crocodilus lucius CUVIER, Ann. Mus., X, 1807, p. 32; Ossemens Fossiles, V, Pt. 2,
1824, p.32, pls. I, II.-TIEDEMANN, OPPEL, and LIBOSCIIITZ, Nat. Amph. 1817,
p. 58, pl. 1v.-HARLAN, Med. Zool. Res., 1835, p. 146.
Crocodilus cuvieri LEACII, Zool. Misc., II, 1815, p. 117, pl. cu.
Alligator lucius BORY DE ST. VINCENT, Diet. Class. d' II. N., V, 1824, p. 100.DuMf.:RIL and BrnnoN, Erp. Gen., III, 1836, p. 75, pls. xxv, xxv1.
Alligator cuvieri BORY DE ST. VINCENT, Dist. Class. d' H. N., V, 1824, p.104.

ineteen or twenty upper and as many lower teeth on each side;
bead nearly twice as long as broad; snout much depressed, broadly
rounded at the end, with the lateral outline nearly straight; a very
hort ridge in front of the orbit; upper eyelid bony anteriorly; two
pair of large nuchal scutes, forming a square, separated on the median
line, with a pair of small.ones in front and another pair behind; sevente nor eighteen tran ver e series of dorsal seutes, the broadest comp . d of eight scutes; fingers hardly half webbed, outer toes about twotl1ird · webbed; tail strongly compressed and creste<l posteriorly. Dark
gr nor bt ki h above, young with yellowish cross bands, lower parts
11 wi.·h.
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are nearly smooth, or feebly ridged ·1ongitudina1ly. The froutal, postfrontal, parietal, and supratemporo-mastoid are alway~ pitted. Tliere
is a low longitudinal median ridge of the frontal bone between tlie
anterior parts of the orbits. The olfactory groove of the frontal is
narrow, and their lateral walls robust and low. The posterior part of
the suraugular bone is honeycombed, while the dentary is smooth, but
is perforated by numerous small foramina . .
The vertebrIB number }1S follows: C., 8; D., 10; L., 7; S., 2; C., 36.
The neural spines of the cervicals are narrower anteroposteriorly than
those of the dorsals, except that of the axis, which is much the longest,
but is not more elevated than the others. The hypapophysis of the second cer;ical is very low, but those of the other cervicals and of the
anterior four dorsals are well developed; there is a low one on the fifth
dorsal. The mntual surfaces of the ce11tra of the second sacral and
first caudal are flat. But three of the ribs articulate with the vertebral
centra, the remainder haviug the capitular articulations with the
diapophyses at increasing distances from their bases. Of the caudal
vertebne the anterior 18 have diapophyses. The first and second have
no chevrons, which are present on the following 21. The terminal centra are much compressed. rrhe last abdominal rib is much more robust
than the others. It is similarly composed and posteriorly joins the
pubes at their bases. The phalanges are as follows: Manus, 2-3-4-3-3;
pe , 2-3-4-3. These details are derived from a skeleton in the museum
of the School of Biology of the University of Pennsylvania.
The alligator is characteristic of the Austroriparian region, ranging
from North Carolina to the Rio Grande of Texas. I have examined
crania of individuals t aken in the Nueces River, Texas, and do not find
them to differ in any respect from those taken in Florida.
As regards the rauge of the alligator up the Mississippi, I have
gain d the following information through my friend, Mr. Julius Hurter,
of t. Louis, who bas for many years made a study of the batrachians
and reptile of Missouri. He states that the oldest residents of the
uthea tern county of that State have uo knowledge of the occurrence
of the pecie: in that locality. The most northern locality with which
Mr. Hnrter i personally acquain1 ed is Rodney, Jefferson County, Miss.,
ab ut latitude 320.
Dr. IIu 0 ·h M. mitli,1 of the United States Fish Commission, says
thatTb lllaternal allio-ator i11 April or May eeks a sheltered spot on a bank and there
b11il<l a, mall lllonncl. Tho foundation of the mound i8 of mud and grass, and on
tb i be layH Rom<• e,Yg .
be covers the eo-gs with another stratum of grass and mud,
11poo wb ich h 11 po it ome more eggs. Thus she proceeds until she bas laid from
1 0 to 200 rn .
'I'll
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provides them with food which she disgorges, showing much anxiety for their safety.
At this early period of their existence tlley are exposed to many dangers, being a
favorite prey of .fishes and turtles. Alligators' eggs [ire sometimes eaten by the
Florida crackers. Tho rob uing of the nests for market is helping to hasten tho inevitable <lestruction of the alligator fishery, which has b een an important and profitable industry in J?lorida. Facts recently gathered by the Fish Commission show
that the reptiles can not long escape practical extermination. Already they are
becoming scarce, and the price of hides bas gone up.
It is estimated that 2,500,000 a,lligators were killed in Florida between 1880 and
1894.
In 1890 about 250 pounds of alligator teeth were sold, hunters receiving from $1
to $2 a poun<l for th.-m. 'I'hey are removed by burying the heads antl rotting out
the teeth. Of the best teeth, about seventy m~Lke a pound. The stuffing of alligators and the polishing of tlle teeth give employmen t to forty persons. Unfortunately, alligators grow very slowly. At 15 years of age they are only 2 feet long.
A 12-footer may be reasonably supposed to be 75 years old.
The artifical propagation of alligators has been recently undertaken to supply the
trade in Florida curiosities.
Tlle incubator system employed is quite simple. The eggs, which are about the
size of those of a goose, are placed in boxes of sall(l and coverell up. The boxes are
exposed on a roof to the toni<l rays of n, tropical snn, and in a few days the yonng
reptiles are hatched.
A lligatur mississippienis Dau,din.
Catalogue nu111ber.

Locality.

Donor.

14R03............................... Tampa, Florida................ .... Charles R. Ellis.
l792l. .............................. Florida ........ ... ............. .... UR .. Bs_o~n1·seh. Comm1·ss1·on.
2L;jlil..................... .. .. .. .. • '.l.'ampa, Florida . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . ..
F

CROCODIL US Laurenti.
Crvco<lil11s LAun1rnn, Syn. H.opt., 1768, p. 53.-STRAUCH, Syn. Crocod., 1866, p. 28.Cuvrnn, Ann. Mus., X, 1807, p. 40. --WAGLEH, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 40.D M{.:nu, and BrnRON, EL'p. Gen., III, 1836, p. 93.-GRAY, Cat. Tort., 1844,
p. 5 .-H xrnY, Jotll'n. Linn. oc., IV, 1860, ·p. 6.-Gt'.INTHEH, Rept. Brit.
Ind., 1864, p. 60.-GRAY, 'at. Sh. Hept., II, 1872, p.14.
Champse MERREM, Teutamen Systematis Amphibiornm, 1820, p. 36.
Mecistops RAY, p tLrt, ()at. Tort., p. 57.
Oopholis GRAY, Cat. Tort., p. 58; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, p. 8.
Palinia GRAY, Cat. Tort. , p. 60; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, p.13.
Molinia GRAY, Cat. Tort., p. 60; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, p.17.
M ecistops HuxL1~Y, Journ. Liun. Soc., IV, p.15.-GRAY, Cat. Sh-. Rept., II, p. 21.
Bombifrons GRAY, Ann. and Mag. N. H. (3), X, 1862, p. 269; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, p. 9.
Temsacits GRAY, Cat. Tort., p. 272; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, p. 18.
Philas GRAY, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1874, p.177.

Fifth maxillary tooth largest, the fourth mandibular usually fitting
into a notch in the upper jaw. Snout more or less elongate· nasal
bones extendiug to the nasal aperture, which is undivided and' larger
than the supratemporal fossae; a very small anterior bony plate in the
upper eyelid. Splenial uones not entering the mandibular sympbysis.
A dorsal shield formed by four or more longitudinal series of juxtaposed, keeled, bony scutes. Africa, Southern Asia, North Australia
Tropical America.
'
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Concerning tllis genus Boulenger remarks: 1
Notwithstanding all that has been written on the specific characters of the crocodiles, their distinction and definition remains a matter of considerable difficulty.
Although the extreme forms, viz, C. cataphractus and C.palustris, differ very widely,
tho passage is so complete as to render even subgeneric divisions imadvisable. Tho
following key will, I hope, suffice in most cases for the exact determination of the
species, except with r espect to newly born specimens, which can only be named by
comparison with older examples.

Boulenger then gives the following table of the species:
J. Snout very slender, gavial-like, at least twice as long as broad at the base; man-

dibular symphysis extending to the level of the sixth, seventh, or
eighth tooth; premaxillo-maxillary suture, on the palate, produced
posteriorly.
Nuchal scutes in two longitudinal series, continuous or subcontinuous
with the dorsals ........ - . •... ...... .... .... .. C. cataphractus Cuvier.
Nuchal scutes six, four in a square with one on each side, subcontinuous
with the dorsals .. .• . ....................... ...... C. johnstonii Krefft.
Nuchal scutes six, four in a square with one on each side, widely separated from tho dorsals ... _..................... C. intermedius Graves.
II. Snout more than once and a half, and not more than twice and a one-fourth as
long as broad at the base; mandibular symphysis extending to the
level of the fourth or fifth tooth; premaxillo-maxillary suture, on the
palate, produced posteriorly.
A. No longitudinal ridge in front of the eye; anterior nuchal scutes (postoccipitals) well developed.
A longitudinal swelling or ridge along the middle of the snout.
C. amel'icanus Laurenti.
A longitudinal ridge between the orbits, none on the suout.
C. siamensis Schneider.
No ridges on the forehead or snout . ............... C. niloticus Laurenti:
B. A longitudinal ridge in front of the eye; anterior nuchals usually absent.
C. porosus Schneider.
III. Snout not moro than once and a half as long as broad at the base ; mandib ular
symphysis extending to tho level of the fourth or fifth tooth, premaxillomaxillary suture, on tho palate, transverse or curved forward.
A. Snout wit.hoot ridges.
Dorsal shield usually composed of four longitudinal series of scutes, the
median of which are broader tban long ........... C. palustris Lesson.
Dorsal shield composed of six longitudinal series of scntes in the middle .............................. C. robw1tus Vaillant and Grandidier.
B. A more or less distinct oblique ridge in front of the eye.
Scales ou upper surface of limbs keeled ............ C. rhombifer Cuvier.
cal es on limbs perfect~y smooth ............ _.. C. rnoreleti,i A. Dumeril.

Speci of tllis genu are abundant in the Cenozoic formations from
th' !Do ene onward, but they become rarer iu the later beds. The
above-mentioned exi ting species are distributed as follows:
Indica.
tropica.
Etlliopica..
C. americanus.
C. ccitaphrcictus.
C. siamensis .
. internie<liu. .
C. niloticus.
C. porosus.
'. rhombifer.
0. robit:-Jtus.
C. palitstris .
. moreletii.
Aus tralasica.
0. johnstonii.
'h louia.ns, I hynchocephalians, ancl Urocodilcs, Brit. Mns., London, 1889,
1'· 277.
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CROCODILUS AMERICANUS Laurenti.
CrocodUus amerfoanus LAURENTI, Syn. Rept., 1768, p. 54.-SCI-INEIDER, Hist.
Amph., II, 1801, p. 23.-GEOF.Ll'IWY, Ann. Mus., II, 1803, pl. xxxvn, fig. 1.GRAY, Cat. Tort., 1844, p. 60.-:-HUXLEY, Journ .. Linn. Soc., IV, 1860, p. 11.BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex. R.3pt., 1870, p. 30, pls. vrn, fig. 1; ix, fig. 1.GuNTI-IER, Biol. C. Amer. Rept., 1885, p. 19.
Orocodilus acutus CUVIER, Ann. Mus., X, 1807, p. 55, pls. 1, 11.-GEOFFROY, Ann.
Mus., X, 1807, p. 70.-TIEDEMANN, OPPEL, and LrnoscmTz, Nat. Ampb., 1817,
p. 78, pl. xm.-DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., III, 1836, p. 119.-CocTEAU
in R. de la Sagra, Hist. Cuba Rept., 1843, p. 62, pl. v.-STRAUCH, Syn.
Crocod., 1866, pp. 56, 102.-WYMAN, Amer. Journ., XLIX, 1870, p. 105,
CrocodU,us biscutatus CuvrnR, Ann. Mus., X, 1807, p. 53, pl. 11, fig. 6.-.-TIEDEMANN, OPPEL, and LIBOSCIIITZ, Nat. Amph., 1817, p. 77, pl. XII.
Molina americana GRAY, Ann . Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), x, 1862, p. 272; Trans. Zool.
Soc., VI, 1867, p. 150; Cat. Sh. Rept., II, 1872, p. 17.
Crocodilus pacificus BocOURT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rcpt., 1870, p. 31, pl. ix, fig. 5.
C. lewyanus BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., p. 33, pl. VIII, :fig. 2.
C. mexicanus BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., p. 34, pl. VIII, :fig. 3.
C. jloridanus HORNADAY, Amer. Nat., IX, 1875, p. 504-, figs. 211-213.

Eighteen or nineteen upper teeth on each side. Snout variable in
length, one and three-fifths to two and OI~e-fourth as long as broad
at the base; a median ridge or longitudinal swelling along the snout;
mandibular symphysis extending to the fourth or fifth tooth; premaxillo-maxiUary suture, on the palate, directed backwards; maxillaries
forming a short median suture above or narrowly separated by the
nasals. Usually four large nuchals forming a square, with a smaller
one on each side of the anterior pair; the large nuchals sometimes followed by one or two detached pairs of smaller scutes; usually two pairs
of smaller nuchals in a transverse row behind the occi put. Dorsal scutes
well separated from the uuchals, in fifteen or sixteen transverse and
fou r or six longitudinal rows; the scutes of the two median rows regular1 y arranged, the others more or less irregular and more strongly
keeled; sides with scattered k eeled scutes. A slight web l,etween the
secon d and third fingers; outer toes extensively webbed. A serrated
fringe on the outer edge of the leg; scales on the limbs keeled~ Blackish olive above, yellowish inferiorly; young pale olive, dotted and
spotted with black. (Boulenger.)
The largest specimen in the collection measures 3-&. meters.
Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Central America,- Southern Mexico,
West Indies, Florida.
This species varies a good deal in the number and arrangement of
tlle nuchal scutes. Specimens from Tehuantepec, on the west ·coast of
Mexico, exhibit from two to four nuchal scuta and from two to five
cervical. Several specimens present the irregularity of having scuta
of the external dorsal series to join on the middle line of the back,
replacing the median row of scutes at those points. 1
1 Proceedings,

American Philosophical Society, XI, 1869, p. 161.
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CROCODILU S AM:ERICANUS LAURENTI.

= 1.
From a young specimen from Santo Domingo.
Cat. N o. 10259, U .S.N.M .
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Mr. W. T. Hornaday originally observed this species to be an inhabitant of the seacoast, streams, and lakes of southeastern Florid-a,1 ranging north as far as Lake Worth, a hundred miles north of the southern
extremity of the State. From thi"s point Mr. Ward, of Rochester, New
York, obtained a specimen 9 feet in length. Mr. Hornaday supposed
these indivi<luals to represent a species different from that of more
soutllern waters, but I have been unable to detect any difference. The
largest specimen he obtained measured 14 feet in length.
In its preference for salt water this species differs from the alligator.
It is said also to be more vicious in its disposition. A specimen
between 4 and 5 feet in length was once sent me by my late friend,
Professor Poey, of Havana. I kept it tethered in a yard and .observed
its manners. It was ill-natured and not afraid to attack either by
snapping its jaws or striking with its tail.
A specimeu of this species was sent to the National Museum from
Mazatlan, on the coast of Sinaloa, Mexico. This is the nean~st point
-to the Nearctic realm at which it has been found on the Pacific coast.
SQUAMATA.
1. GENERAL ANATOMY.

No quadratojugal (zygomatic) arch; quadrate therefore articulated
by its proximal extremity only. No os tabulare. Paroccipital present;
opisthotic early fused with the supramastoid, probably fused with the
parietal. Nostrils, both external and internal, subterminal. Maxillopalatines, pa.la.tines, and pterygoids distinct, paired; ectopterygoid
present and distinct. Teeth on maxi11ary and dentary bones. Stapes
with a long shaft, or co]umella, terminating in a cartilage.
·
Vertebral centra procmlous, rarely amphiccelous; caudals with chevrons. Neural arches coossified with centrum, excepf atlas, which has
neura,pophy es separate from body and from each other; odontoid
process distinct. Not more than two vertebrffi in sacrum. Cervical
ribs. Dorsal ribs single (i. e., tubercular) headed, articulating with
diapophyses; one to several pairs articulating with sternum. No
sacral ribs. No tegume11tary abdominal bones.
Scapular arch, when developed, consisting of suprascapula, scapula,
precoracoid, coracoid, clavicle, and interclavicle; frequently a proscapula,. The scapula js not coossified with the other elements. Ooracoid articulating with tlie simple plate-like sternum. Pelvic arch,
when complete, embracing the three elements, which inclose below a
large obturator fora.men. Ilium directed backward and upward.
Brain with large olfactory lobes, which are not as large as the hemispheres. The latter are larger than the thalami, and their ventricles
are on the external side of their nucleus (corpus striaturn). Thalami
exposed above as well as laterally. Cerebellum small, without :flocculi.
1

American Naturalist, IX, 1875, p. 498.
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Central canal of spinal cord present. The eye possesses the usual
character of the Monocondylia in the presence of the pecten, which
extends from the choroidea to the sheath of the lens. It is not so
plicate as in birds. The organ of hearing conforms to the same type
in the absence of a helix and the presence of a lagena and sacculus.
The sympathetic nervous system is well developed and presents the
series of subvertebral ganglia.
The alimentary canal is little specialized in the different parts of its
course, but the stomach is distinguished by its greater diameter and
generally more muscular walls. The diameter of the rectum generally
exceeds that of the preceding parts of the canal. Gall bladder and
pancreas present. Adipose bodies present.
Heart with three chambers; two auricles and one ventricle. The latter gives origin to a truncus communis arteriosus, which sends off one
or two aorta bows on each side, which combine to form a single aorta
root on each side, which fuse into the single aorta on the middle line
below the vertebral column. A sinus venosus. Posterior vena cava,
formed from the renal veins and traversing the liver after receiving
tlle portal vein. It is received, together ·with two jugulars, into the
sinus venosus. Posterior vertebral veins running below the ribs.
Sexes distinct. Testis and vas deferens distinct from renal ducts,
discharging separately into cloaca. Males with two prehensile organs,
each inclosecl in a sheath, one on each side of the base of the tail.
They are everted toward the cloaca! orifice when in use and are
retracted by invagination by the contraction of an axial muscle. They
are traversed by a groove, the sulcus spermaticus, which, beginning at
the base on the inner side, winds to the apex on th~ outer side, uniting
ibto a short, common vagina opening into the cloaca from above to
receive the male prehensile organs. Oviducts distinct. The oviduct
con ists of a tuM, which, when not containing eggs, js collapsed, falling into numerous parallel, transverse folds. These folds are held in
place by an lastic band on each opposite border. The margin of the
fontanelle is of delicate membrane, and it is attached to the body wall
by a delicate fold of peritoneum.
The integument is characteristically divided into small areas or
seal , by confluent inflections. These are occasionally the seat of
o eou deposit (Scincidre, Gerrhonotidae), but tliis is exceptional. No
o eou scuta, other than the cases mentioned. This description
applies as well to the extinct Pythonomorpba as to the Sauria and
Ophidia. Abdominal scales generally different from the dorsal.
The integument of the head is divided in many types into pJates of
<le.finite relation , which are homologous throughout the various subdi vi. ion , and even between the suborders of Sauria and Ophidia. In
gen ral, it may be believed tbat these plates have resulted from the
fu ioi1 of cales, both because scales are the primitive covering of tbe
bo<ly and are le
pecialized tllan the head plates, but also because
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the types of affinity with the extinct types have scaly beads; for
instance, the Sphenodon of the RhynchocepbaHan order is approached
closely in scale characters by the Pachygloss lizard. The Boidre,
among snakes, recognized as the most primitive forms, also have
generally scaly beads and few or no plates. The scaly head also characterir.es some of the higher types of snakes, as many Solenoglypha,
as well as the degeuerate Epanodonta and Catodonta; while most of
the degenerate Sauria have head plates, bnt more or less fused.
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Fig.3.
DETAILS 01•' EUill:ECES QUINQUELINEA'l'US LINNAWS

(female).

Cat. No. 9953, U.S.N.M.

Fig.~DETAILS OF OSCEOLA D0LIATA SYSP ILA COPE.
Cat. No. 13361, U.S.N.M.

R, rostral plate; In, internasal; Ifn, interfrontonasal; P ej, prefrontal; F , frontal; · Soc, supraocular;
Fp, frontoparietal; P, parietal; IP, interparietal; Oc, occipital; M, menfal; PM, postmental; IaL,
infralabial; N, nasal; PL, preloreal; L, loreal; Sc, superciliary; T, temporal; Sy, symphyseal; G,
genial; Pea, preorbital ; Pso, postorbital; Pr.A, preanal; Ga, gastrosteges (scuta); Ur, urosteges
(scutella).

The nomenclature of these plates is explained on the above cuts of
the heads of a Scincoid lizard and a Colubrine snake.
NAT MUS 98-12
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2. DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS.

The Squamata are found in all except the Arctic and Antarctic
regions of the earth. Their numbers, both in species and individuals,
increase as we approach the Tropics. They are preeminently terrestrial
animals, and are never found :far from shore, excepting certain snake~
which live in the ocean. On land they inhabit all localities that supply
food and shelter, whether in trees, on the surface of the earth, or
beneath the surface, or along the shores of bodies of water. They are
for the greater part carnivorous, but certain lizards and a very few
snakes are herbivorous.
The Squamata, like other reptiles, possess much muscular power, and
above all others many of them are capable of great speed of motion.
Many of the arboreal species climb with wonderful rapidity, and others
get over the ground with great swiftness. Such are especially the
Teiidre, or swift lizards, who are almost invisible when running, and
some of the snake . A few lizards '(Amblyrhynchu,s) are _good swimmers,
while along all bodies of fresh water dwell snakes which are such
expert swimmers that they readily capture the :fishes on which they
prey. The prehensile power of the Peropodous snakes is well known,
enabling them to kill small and medium.sized mammals by involving
them in their coils. Certain of the snakes have none of the remarkable
powers of ~ peed, prehension, or swiftness possessed by others, but are
protected by a formidable poisonous biting apparatus, which enables
them to inflict mortal wounds on their prey, and which places them in
the front rank of dangerous animals.
The Squamata exhibit a low order of intelligence. Most of them
give few exhibitions of it, and it is then generally in connection with
obtaining food. They sometimes appear to recognize the person that
feed them, and will overcome their timidity so far as to take food from
the hand. I give an account, under the head of Liopeltis vernalis, of a
ru e adopted by thi pecie for the purpose of taking prey; and under
Heterodon platyrhinus, of actions apparently intended to inspire fear in
a venomou snake with which it was confined.
3. CLASSIFICATION.

The quamata are known under three principal modifications or sub•
order , a follows:
uadrate bone articulatinO' with exoccipita.l; parietal bones not closing the brain
a e in front! generally an epipterygoid and sternum; teeth with d entinal roots;
phalange with condyle ................................................ SATJRIA.
aa.drat bone articalating with paroccipital; parietal bones not closing brain case
in front; epipterygoid and sternum present; teeth with osseous roots; phalanges
trancate ..... ................................................. PYTIIONOMORPHA.
nadrate bone arti nlating with paroccipital; parietal and frontu.l bones closing
brain a in front; no pipterygoid or sternum; teeth rootless; no phalanges
• • · · • • · • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · • • • · • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...•......•••. • •... OPHIDIA.
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Of these three suborders, the Pythonomorpha is extinct, having
begun and ended with Cretaceous time. The Sauria and Ophidia are
the subjects of the present work. Both begin in Cretaceous time, so
far as our present knowledge extends, but it is at the existing geologic period of time that they present the greatest multiplication of
individuals and species. This statement is, of course, provisional and
dependent on future discoveri_es in paleontology for its verification or
contradiction.
The superficial characters given by systematic writers generally as
distinguishing the Sauria and Ophidia are quite insufficient for that
purpose. Johannes M tiller 1 first placed the distinction on a sound
basis by showing that in the Ophidia the frontal and parietal bones
descend to the basi-cranial axis as in no other vertebrates, thus closing
the brain case in front, while in the Sauria this does not occur, and
as the ali- and orbito-sphenoid bones are rudimental or wanting, the
brain case is without osseous wall in front. Some lizards present a
distinct approximation to the ophidian type in the strong decurvature
of the parietal bones at the rides; these are the Annulati and the
Annielloida. These groups display a similar approximation in the continuous sutural union of the occipital and parietal elements, a condition
universal in Ophidia and rare in Sauria.
I have pointed out 2 another point of distinction between the two
divisions, viz, that the supratemporal (" squamosal" olim) is present in ·
the Sauria and absent in the Ophidia. .A.s it is, however. absent in
the .Annielloida and Amphisbamia, I have not included it, in the definition of the former suborder. This definition has not been adopted by
those authors who erroneously regard the suspensorium of the quadrate bone in the Ophidia as identical with the supratemporal of the
lizards. I pointed out in the above essay (1871) that this element in the
snakes is homologous with the paroccipital of the Sauria, an opinion
which was not agreed with at that time, but which has now received the
assent of various anatomists, notably Professor Baur.
·
Baur and some others do not, however, agree that the element in question is the paroccipital, but call it squamosal and other names. I was
led to identify it with the former element of the Testudinata, etc., by a
consideration of its structure in the Pythonomorpha, 3 where it is much
more largely developed than in the Sauria, and where it supports the
quadrate bone as in the Ophidia, which it does not do, or does only
partially in a few cases, in the Sauria. I have made this more clear
than heretofore I hope in a recent essay. 4 The paroccipital bone is
received deeply between the exoccipital and the petrosal in the Pythonomorpha in the same manner as in the Tortricine snakes, a structure
which does not occur in the Sauria. This structure is somewhat
1

In Tiedemann u. Treviranus, Zeitschrift f. Physiologie, IV, p. 233.
Proc. Am. Ass. Ad. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 221; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., XIV, 1870, p. 29.
3
Idem; The Cretaceous Vertebrata of the West, Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur. Ter., II,
1875, p. 113.
~ American Naturalist, September, XXIX, 1895, p. 855.
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masked in some genera of Pythonomorpha by the extension of the
exoccipital over the paroccipital as a thin lamina on the posterior side;
but its true relation to the petrosal can be seen on the anterior side.
There can be 110 doubt that the Pythonomorpha form a line distinct
from the Sanria, and that their resemblances to the Varani are the
result of a paraliel evolution rather than an indication of near affinity,
as supposed by Cuvier.
The failure of Cuvier, Owen, Dono, Baur, and Marsh to perceive this
fact is due to their want of information as to what the differences
between the Ophidia and Sauria really are. Boulenger only has
reached correct views on the subject, although not on account of the
tructure of the paroccipital, l>ut on account of the character of the
dentition and of the limbs. 1
The third character which I have pointed out as distinguishing the
suborders of Squamata is the difference in the mode of articulation of
the.quadrate bone with the adjacent cranial elements. In the Sauria
it articulates with the exoccipital, being also in contact with the paroccipital and the supratemporal. The contact with the paroccipital is
insigni..fi.cant, owing to the small size of that element; and that with
the supratemporal is only important where that bone is well developed.
In many Sauria it i feeble or wanting. In the Pythonomorpha and
Ophidia on the other hand the quadrate articulates with the paroccipital, ometimes touching the supratemporal in the former. In some
of the degraded Ophidia, as the Typhlopidm and Stenostomidre, the paroccipital is not distinct, so that the quadrate appears to rest on the ex occipital and the petrosaJ. It will, however, be necessary to subject these
types to more searching investigation before it can be known that the
paroccipital is absent.
As exceptions to the rule in the Sauria, Boulenger has pointed out that
the quadrate does not reach the exoccipital in the Agamid genus Ohlamydosaurus,2 and I have found the same condition in Phrynocephalus. 3
4. PHYLOGENY.

]rom thi point of view the Ophidia and Pythonomorpha must be
trac d to some type in which the paroccipital bone i::; less remote from
the brain case than i. seen in the Sauria, where it has become a mere
rudiment.
uch a phylogeny would be expressed as follows. An
inv tigation of the Dolicho auria of the Cretaceous might yield intere ting re ult .

ao~onomo,p/di,
Common ancest,or, with ambulatory limbs and sessile paroccipital.
1

Proc. Zool. oc. London, 1891, p. 117.
Ann.1fag. at. Hist., XVI, 1895, p. 367.
3
American aturalist, 1896, XXX, p. 150.
2
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This common ancestor is a land reptile with the peculiar character
of the paroccipital seen in. the Pythonomorpha. Whether it would
enter this suborder remains to be ascertained. From it the Saurian
type has been derived by the reduction of the paroccipital, and its wide
removal from the cranial wall. The ophidian order has resulted from
an enlargement of this element, together with its exclusion from the
cranial walls, to which it nevertheless remains adherent. Boulenger 1
suggests that the Dolichosauria occupy this poeition.
The Squamata display among Reptilia tendencies which reach their
extreme e.x pression in the Ophidia. The'5e are, as already pointed out,
first, the disposition to reduction in the use of the limbs as supports of
the body, and a consequent increasing tendency to rest the body on the
ground when in motion; second, the increasing mobility of the suspensorium of the mandible, permitting an increase in the gape of the
mouth, and the consequeut capacity for swallowing large bodies.
These tendencies are seen, first, in the successive shortening of the
limbs and reduction in the number of the digits, and finally reduction
and abolition of the limbs themselves. It is characteristic of the entire
suborder that the ribs have only the tubercular articulation with the
veterbrre, having lost the capitular, thus reducing the strength of the
suspension of the viscera from the vertebral columu. It thus becomes
first comfortable, and finally necessary that the body should be supported by the earth or object on which the animal rests, the process
being identical with that which bas taken place in the Cetacea, which
have also lost the capitular rib articulations after long suspension of
the body in the water. This change is, of course, completed by the
total loss of limbs, as is seen in many Sauria and in all Opbidia. The
freedom of the distal extremity of the ·quadrate bone gives mobility
to the mandible; but this function does not reach any ·great development in the Sauria, and is but little more obvious in the inferior
Ophidia (Angiostomata). In the Ophidia generally it acquires ari.
enormous development, most of all in the highest venomous forms
(Solenoglypha ).
5. HISTORY.

The order Squamata was first correctly delimited by Merrem in 1820,2
who included in it only the Sauria and Opbidia. The name was proposed by Oppel 3 in 1811, but he included in it the crocodiles. The
character viewed by these authors as definitive was the possession of
tegumentary scales, in contrast to the osseous carapace of the Testudiuata. They were unacquainted with the various anatomical characters
which distinguish the order from all others. The Sauria and Ophidia
were regarded as orders by other authors, including Dumeril, in accordance with the system of Brongniart (1799).
The first author to define the Squamata by anatomical characters
1

Proceedings, Zoological Society of London, 1891, p. 118.
Versuch eines Systems der Amphibien, Mar burg.
3
Ordnungen Famili en n. Gattnngen dcr Reptilien, Miinchen.
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was Latreille. In 1825, in his Familles Naturelles du Regne Animal,
he separated the Squamata, under the name Sq uamosa, from the tortoises and crocodiles, on account of the slight fixity of the quadrate
bone, ~he double male intromittent organs, and the structure of the
feet. He was followed in this after a long interval by Stannius, who
in 1856 reviewed the Squamata under the name of Streptostylica,1
including in it tlie two orders Sauria and Ophidia. I adopted this
name as that of a snperorder in 1871,2 including in it the Sauria and
Opbidia, and a third order, the Pythonomorpha, which I had already
proposed in 1869 for the mosasauroid reptiles. This arrangement was
retained in a synopsis of the families of Vertebrata published in 1889,3
except that the term Squamata was employed instead of Streptostylica,
and was applied to an order instead of a superorder. This arrangement
is continued in the present work. Dr. BoulengC'r has adopted this
system, but added the chameleons, or Rhiptoglossa, to the list of orders,
increasingthenumbertofour. This change is 11ot adopted in the present work. The solidarity of the order Squamata is attested by the
reproductive system as well as by the osseous, and especially by the
,~haracters of the maleintromittentorgan, as I have recently pointed out.

SAURIA.
I. ANATOMY.
l.

OSTEOLOGY.

The following summary of the osteology of the Sauria is based on
examinations of the specimens contained in most of the museums of
Europe and of this country. For North American forms I am principally indebted to the United States National Museum, my private
collection, and that of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,. The characters observed during my study of material in EtirOJJe,
which I found to be of the greatest taxonomic importance, I enumerated
in a paper which is printed in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia
Academy for 1864, p. 224. The use then made of those characters has
b en generally accepteu. by subsequent writers. 4 There are, however,
many other characters whose value is of uncertain taxonomic value,
which were not then mentioned, and whieh I now record.
The fir t de cription of the osteology of the Sauria is that of Cuvier,.
wbich i contained in his Ossemens Fossiles. 5 This is au excellent
one, but the many types di covered since his time render it neces1

'iebold und tannin , Handbuch der Zoot omie, Berlin .
Proce clings, American Association for the Ad~ancement of Science, XIX, p. 233.
:i Amorican
aturali t.
e also Tran actions, American Philosophical Society
1 92 n th O t ology of the ku 11 of Reptilia.
• 'ee Bonleng r, Ann. Mag. at. Hit., XIV, 1 84,p. 117; and Catalogue of LizarCIB
in Briti h foseum, I, 1 5; II, 1885; III, 1887. rrbis author has added osteological
haracters of t he Eublepharidm, Uroplatidm, Pygopodidm, and Dibamidre.
6
olnme X, edition of 1836.
i
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sary that a new survey of the subject should be made. In 1856 the
Zootomie der Amphibien, by Stannius, appeared. The account of the
osteology of lizards given in this work is more complete than that of
Cuvier, but it is incomplete in many points, and is not up to the requirements of the present time. The present study is made with especial
reference to the necessities of the paleontology of the order, therefore
the description of characters is made as specific as possible. The
principal novelty will be found in the references to North American
genera and in the descriptions of the hyoid apparatus. · The description of the scapular and pelvic arches in certain genera with the
extremities degenerate or wanting, where they have not been previously d escribed, is contained in a separate illustrated paper, which has
been published. 1
Skull.-The pre.maxillary bone is single, except in the Scincidm, Acontiidre, and some Geckonidre (Phyllurus sp.). It is very small in the
Iguanid genus Phrynosoma, and in the Agamidm it is excluded from
contact with the vomer by processes of the maxillaries, which meet on
the middle line. In the Chamreleonidre the premaxillary is still smaller,
the body being· narrower than the superior spine, and supporting but
one tooth. In the Anguidre the premaxillary is bounded posteriorly
on each side by a foramen which is sometimes large, but is wanting
in other families, including the Helodermidre. In Lepidosternum it is
principally on the inferior face of the muzzle. The nasal bones are generally distinct, but in the Varanidre they are fused into a single narrow median element. In the Chammleonidre they do not , attain the
nasal border, being cut off by the junction of the prefrontal with the
premaxillary and maxillary bones. In the genus Feylinia the nasal
bones are fused into a broad plate. In Lepidosternum they are completely cut off from the nasal border by the maxillary, which is broadly
in contact with the premaxillary spine. In Rhineiira the nasal bone
reaches the nares, as in Arnphisbcena. The frontal bones are separate
in the V aranidre, Helodermidre, Anguidre, Scincidre, Anelytropsidre;
Anniellidre, and Amphisbrenidre, and in some Ge'ckonidm. They are
coossi:fied in some Geck.onidre; in the Iguanidre, Agamidm, Xen,osauridre, Eublepharidre, Uhamreleonidm, and Teiidre. The parietals are
generally fused, the only exception being the Geckonidre, U roplatidre,
and Xantusiidre. Prefrontals are always present, and in Anniellidre,
Helodermidre, and Ohamreleonidre they extend posteriorly to the postfrontals, excluding the frontal from the orbital border. Lachrymals
are present, but they are fused with the prefrontal in the Scincidm.
The jugal is generally present, even when there is no postorbital arch,
as in Geckonidre, where it is a splint; but in the Amphisbrenia,
Annielloidea, and in Feylinia, the splint-like element attached to the
maxillary extends to the pterygoid posteriorly and the prefrontal
anteriorly, and may include the lachrymal. The jugal extends anteriorly as far as the lachrymal except in the Scincidffi. The postfrontal
1

Journal of Morphyology, VII, 1892, p. 223.
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is wanting and in most cases is fused with the postorbital in t he
Varanid::e and Agamid::e ; but in other families it is distinct, with
sporadic cases of fusion, as in Onem-idophorus. Superciliary bones
are present in Varanus, Phrynosoma, and several genera of Agamid::e.
They belong to the tegumentary system, and articulate the anterior
with the prefrontal, the posterior (absent in Varanus) with the postfrontorbital bone. The supraoccipital is undivided and forms the
superior part of the edge of the foramen magnum. Its anterior border is generally loosely articuhtted with the parietal, joining it by
a rudimental or developed median gomphosis with the supraoccipital
process. It is generally overhung by the parietal, -always so when
the parietoquadrate arches are present. It is entirely overroofed by
tbe parietal iu the Xautusiid::e, the two elements being connected by a
vertical laminiform septum. It is not overhung in the Annielloidea
and Amphisb::enia, and in these the articulation is a firm complete
transverse union. The parietoquadrate arch consists proximally of a
process of the parietal, which js directed outward and posteriorly,
which may represent tlle supramastoid element of the primitive Coty-.
losauria. Distally this process receives an ascending process of the
paroccipital on its inferior aspect, sometimes anteriorly, sometimes posteriorly. This arch is shortened and depressed in the Anelytropsid::e
and is absent from the Anniellid::e and Arnphisbrenia. In the Charnreleonid::e it is differently composed, consisting of a superior posterior
process of the supratemporal, which rises upward and reaches the
produced apex of the undivided parietal. The supratemporal is accompanied for a short distanc~ above the quadrate by the ascending
process of the paroccipital. The pineal forarnen is present in the
Chamc leonidre, Agamid::e, Iguanidro, Anolidre, Xenosaurid::e, Anguid::e,
Lacertiuro, Varanid::e, and Scincidre. It is wanting in the Helodermid::e,
Eub1epharidro, 'reiid::e, Anniellidre, and in the Amphisb::enia. It perforate. the parietal bone clear of all _sutures iu most of the families, but
it i near to or on the frontoparietal suture fn Iguanid::e and Anolid::e,
, nd i in the frontal in Dipsosa1.1,riis and the Oham::eleonid::e. The occipital condyle i compound, consisting of portions of the exoccipitals
and ba ioccipital. In many genera these segments become so thoroughly coo sifted at maturity as to be undistinguishable. In some of
tl.Je Geckonidre (as Gecko, Uroplates) the occipital segment is so reduced
a, to give the appearance of t wo condyles. In the .Amphisbrenia the
c n lyle i tran verse and concave at the center, leaving the lateral
l rti n prominent.
The po torbital bone when present sends a process posteriorly to the
,•upratemp ral, formin g the supratemporal arch. In the genera without
hi ar ·h the po torbital may be wanting, as in Heloderma, or be rudim n a1, a in A nniella. In the genera whose degeneration is advanced
th
upratemporal b ne is appressed to the parietal, inclosing no
foramen upratemporale, as in Feyl-inia. In limbless genera of .Anguidre
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the supratemporal touches the parietal anterior to the paroccipital, thus
reducing the supratemporal foramen. This occurs also in Gerrhonotus,
Oelestus, Xenosaurus, and Xantusiidrn. In Heloderrna the supratemporal is a rudiment on the external side of the base of the paroccipital.
The remarkable upward production of the supratemporal in Ohammleon has been mentioned. Here this process takes the place of the .
parietoquadrate arch. The exoecipitals are produced laterally, each
embracing, with the petrosal in front, the small paroccipital. This sustains the superior extremity of the quadrate. In the snake-lik_e genera,
as Feylinia, Anniella, and the Amphisbrnnia, this lateral elongation does
not exist. The exoccipital is snake-like, and the quadrate is sessile on
the side of the skull. The q uadrate is generally con vex at the upper part
of its anterior face, and its external anterior border is produced outward
so as to embrace a longitudinal concavity or conch, with the vertical mass
or column of the bone. This column is itself more or less concave, its
upper extremity being produced a little backward. In the Iguanidrn
there is another concavity, internal to the column, eimilar to the external.
This is much narrowed in the majority of the families, and in the Varanidrn and Helodermidrn, and in Phrynosoma, Eublepharis, and Oelestus
it is wanting. In Ohammleon, Anniella, and the Am phisbrnnia there is
no external conch, the quadrate being simply a rod, while in Feylinia it
is flattened in an anforoposterior plane. The mandibular articulation is
more or less bilobate in all except Varanu-s , where it is plane. In Gecko
the bilobation is strongiy marked, as in the Permian Theriodonta. The
pterygoid bones extend forward from the quadrates, with. which they are
in contact fo_ all forms except Chanimleon, toward the middle line. This
portion is generally grooved, but in Xenosaurus it is a slender rod. They
are received on the basipterygoid processes of the sphenoid, and then
diverge and assume a longitudinal position without meeting on the middle
line. They are produced in an angle or process toward the posterior
extremity of the maxillary bone, from which they are separated by the
ectopterygoid. The pterygoids then join the palatines. In a few genera
they bear a few small teeth. The palatines are separate from each other
and from the maxillaries, but send a process outward and forw3;rd to
the latter. They join in front each its corresponding half of the vomer.
The internal nares are situated each between the vomer and the maxillary, and it notches more or Jess deeply the palatine, which forms its
posterior border. The vomers ar~ separate in all forms excepting
Ohammleon, and they have various ~·orms. In Geckonidrn and .Anolidrn
they are flat and fit closely together, and they have the same character
in many .Agamidrn and Iguanidrn. In a few members of these families
( Uromastix and Saurornalus) they are divided by a groove, which
becomes a fissure posteriorly, which is the character in most other lizards. In the Varanidrn each vomer is produced posteriorly on each side
this fissure to a greater distance thau in other forms. The planes of
the palate differ much in different families and groups. Thus, the vomer
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is on a much higher plane tban the palatines in Cham::eleonidre and
Geckonidre, the palatines curving downward to meet the pterygoids.
The latter are generally horizontal, but in Chammleon they are in a subvertical plane, their free rounded extremities descending and fitting on
the inner side of the mandible. They do not quite reach the quadrate.
In the Agamidre, lguanidre, and Geckonidre the internal extremity of
the ectopterygoid is directed inferiorly, forming a downwardly directed
angle on each side of the palate. In the Amphisbrenia the structure of
the palate is much more compact than in other lizards. The palatines
are in contact on the middle line and there is no palatomaxillary foramen. That is, the palatine is in close contact with the maxillary, the
ectopterygoid being tightly wedged in between them. The pterygoids
are in contact throughout their length with the sphenoid, and the proximal end of each is tightly wedged between the latter and the quadrate.
The character of the petrosal must be attended to by anyone who
desires to understand the relations of the Sauria among themselves.
Iu no member of the Sauria is the trigeminus foramen closed anteriorly by bony tissue, but it is inck,sed by the membrane which forms
the anterior wall of the brain case. The petrosal is divided into two
parts by the deep notch whose fund us forms the posterior border of this
foramen, which may be called the supra and infra foraminal portions.
The infraforaminal portion is divided in most of the families by a longitudinal, keel-like ridge, which forms the superior border of a_ groove
who e inferior wall is formed by the sphenoid. This groove is not present in H eloclerma and is very shallow in Xenosaurus. It is wanting in
the Anniellidre and Amphisbrenia. In the Geckonidre it does not exist,
nor is the petrosal notched by the foramen, while the anterior border of
the petrosal forms a free crest which extends from above downward and
backward. In the Chamreleonidre, Agamidre, Iguanidre, and .Anolidre
(familie with papillose tongues) the supraforaminal part of the petrosal i hort and is bounded by a convex anterior border which marks
the poRition of the anterior semicircular canal. In the N yctisama,
' heca 0 lo a, Diploglossa, Leptoglossa, and Amphisbrenia (families
with ·mooth or quamous tongues, except Ann·iella, Diploglossa, and
ti aura) the petro al is produced beyond this curved border below
the pari tal. In many form an outline of the semicircular canal
which form the boundary in the other superfamilies may be tracerl,
wh nee I have termed thi part of the petrosal posterior to it "the
ar bed b dy" in my former system of the Sauria. 1 The petrosal is
r due d fartbe t beyond this arcade in the snakelike forms of the
nniella, and mphi bamia, reaching almost to the orbit in Lepidost minn. The relation to the parietal differs, the differences resulting
fr m h crreater or Jes reduction of the primitive supratemporal roof
and he r at r or le s entrance of the parietal into the lateral wall of
the brain ·a e. In mo t of the families it is little or not decurved to
1
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meet the petrosal; and in the Iguania, where it is decurved, it does not
come in contact with the· petrosal, owing to the shortness of the latter.
In eertain families where the petrosal is produced beyond the arcade,
and the parietal is decurved, the two elements are in contact -for ·a
short distance, as in the Varanidrn. In the Teiidrn and Scincidrn the
contact is mainly effected by a short descending process of the parietal. This process is especially elongate in the Scincidrn. The arcade
is the anterior border of the petrosal in the Permian Theriodonta, and
it marks the position of the anterior semicircular canal. The membranous wall of the brain case, anterior to the petrosal, contains an ossification which is of uncertain homology. It reaches or approaches by its
superior extremity the frontal, and might hence be supposed to be the
orbitosphenoid; but this homology is vitiated by the fact that its inferior portion passes behind the optic foramen. The latter position is
that of the alispbenoid, and so the bone is named by Parker 1 • But
there is another element, the epipterygoid, posterior to it and immediately anterior to the petrosal, which has been supposed to be the true
alisphenoid.
Leaving ·this question, and adopting for the bone in question the provisional name of postoptic, I remark that it is typically triradiate, sending two branches upward and one downward. This is its character
in Agamidrn, Varanidrn, and Teiidrn. The posterior superior branch is
much reduced in many Iguanidrn and Lacertidrn and in some Agamidm
(Megalochilus), and it is absolutely wanting in Gerrhosaurus and
Ohammleon. There is no postoptic in Heloderma. In the Rhynchocephalian genus Sphenodon these two elements coexist with an orbitosphenoid, lying between the optic and trigeminal foramina. The two
together may be homologous with the mammalian alisphenoid. The
epipterygoid is present in all Lacertilia excepting the Chamrnleonidrn
and Annulati (Amphisbrnnia). Its superior connections are quite characteristic of the different families. Inferiorly it rests on the pterygoid
posterior to its ectopterygoid process, excepting in the Geckonidm,
where its point of attachment is opposite to that process. In the same
family it does not reach the parietal, but the superior extremity rests
on the apex of the supraforaminal part of the petrosal. In the remaining families there are three modes of superior attachment. In most of
the Iguania and Acrodonta it reaches the parietal and does not touch
the short petrosal. In the other superfamilies it is in contact with the
petrosal. In the Varanidrn, Helodermidrn, and mostAnguidrn it reaches
the parietal, which does not meet it with a conspicuous descending
process. In Scincidrn and Teiidrn a con8picuous descending process
meets it. In a certain number of genera of various families it does not
quite reach the parietal. Such are Eublepharidrn, Gerrhosauridrn,
Anguis, Lacerta, Phrynosoma (where it rests on the arcade of the
1 Transactions Royal Society, 1879, p. 605, on the Development of the Skull in
Lacertilia.
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petrosal), Iguana, Uromastix, Agama, and Gonyocephal'tls (subcristatiis).
In Lyriocephal1ts and Phrynocephalus the epipterygoid is very short.
The semicircular canals perforate the supraoccipital, the exoccip1tal,
and the petrosal. The intGrnal is in a subtransverse vertical plane,
causing a convexity on the internal side of the supra- and exoccipitals,
and in some types a visible rib on the superoexternal suface of the
same. The external canal is in a horizontal plane and perforates tbe
base of the exoccipitopetrosal suspensorium, causing a horizonta1 rib
on the anterior face of the latter in some forms. The anterior is in a,
vertical anteroposterior plane, and perforates principa1ly the petrosal.
occupying its anterior border, which forms the'' arcade" in most of the
thick-tongued superorders, but crossing the bone much behind the
anterior border in the slender-tongued superorders and the Diploglossa.
The fenestra ovalis is tightly closed by the disk of the stapes, which is
continued externally as the rodli~e columella. This rod is slender
except in inniella, where it is remarkably robust. In the other Amphis..
brenia its tympanic extremity is somewhat thicken~d. The columella
is continued externally into a cartilage,which is more or less expanded
in the vertico-transverse plane, the distal portion always so, forming a
vertical lamina in contact with the tympanic membrane. This is the
epistapedial cartilage. It is frequently produced upward beyond its
point of attachment into a suprastapedial process. The ·plate thus
formed is almost separate from the proximal axial part of the cartilage
in Heloderma. 1 The axial portion has a descending· process, the infrastapedial of Parker, in Lacerta, Heloderma, but not in Eublepharis,
Thecadactylus, and Phyllodactylus.
The rami of the lower jaw are united at the symphysis by ligament
only. The angle is a prolongation of the articular bone; it is elongate
and simple, except in Anniella and Ohanu£leon, where it is absent.
The angular bone never reaches the angle, and bas an anterior position, being sometimes fused with the articular. The relations of the
seO'ments of the lower jaw are very characteristic in the divisions of
the Sauria. The splenial bone is wanting in the Chammleonidm,
and is very small in the Agamidre ; in other families it is well developed. The dentary extends posteriorly on the external face of the
ramu , as the splenial diminishes, having the greatest posterior extent
in the two families mentioned. The coronoid is differently extended in
a irnilar ratio. Thus it is extended posteriorly on the external side of
he r, mu , and not anteriorly, in the Chamreleonidm and Agamidre;
b th forward and backward in the Geckonidre ; and forward in tllc
ther familie . The angular i ab ent (fused with the articular, Boulenger) in the GeckonidP, Anolidm, Acontiidre, Anelytropsidm, Anniellidre, and the nnulata, and is distinct in all other families. The
articular and snrangular are fu ed in several genera of Iguanidre ; and
ther are but three bones in the ramus of Xantitsia, which see. The
1
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angular extends well anteriorly ou the interior border of the jaw in this
order, but is differently developed on the inner_and outer faces. The
Obammleonidre and Agamidre again show their similarity in having this
element chiefly exposed on the interior side, while in .other typ~s the
exposure is ext,e rnal. The Meckelian groove is open in the Chamreleonidre, Agamidre, and Varanidre, but is roofed over more or less completely in all other families.
The hyoid system is not connected with the skull except in Geckonidre,
Eublepharidre, and Lepidophyma, so far as I have examined them ..
Thus in Theoadactylus, Phyllodactylus, and Eublepharis the ceratohyal
is continuous with a cartilage which projects from the paroccipital
above the posterior part of the auditory meatus. In Lepidophyma the
free epibrauchial is attached to the inferior lateral angle of the basioccipital. In forty-two genera of other families enumerated below this
is not the case. In no genus have I discovered any connection with
the stapedial cartilages. The hyoid system in lizards consists of a
glossohyal which is continuous with a basihyal tract, a hypohyal
often continuous with the basihyal tract, a ceratohyal, a first ceratobranchial, and a second ceratobranchial which is always continuous
with the basihyal tract. There maybe in addition an epibranchial, which
belongs to the first ceratobranchial. In some genera there is a free
epibranchial, which may be then closely approximated to the ceratohyal
(Eumeces, Oligosoma, Gerrhonotus), or to the second ceratobranchial
(Lacerta, Xantusia, .Lepidophyma). The only constantly ossified element is the first ceratobranchial. The genera and families differ in the
presence or absence of the second ceratobrancbials and epibrauchials,
and the proximity or separation of the former. In general the Varanidre,
Anguidre, Zonuridre, Gerrhosauridre, Scincidre, Lacertidre, and Xantusiidre have epibranchials, while the thick-tongued and most degraded
t.ypes are without them. In the Teiidre the hypobrauchials are much
produced anteriorly ·beyond the bases of the ceratohyals, and there
are no second ceratobranchials. In A.nguidre the hypobranchials are
also greatly produced forward, but carry the ceratohyals with them.
Oeratobranchials of the second pair are also wanting iu Varanidre,
Ilelodermidre, Chamreleonidre, Anguidre, A.nniellidre, and Rhineilra;
Phyllodactylus, Thecadactylus, and Gecko, among Geckonice; and Egernia, and Gongylus in Scincidre. Oeratohyals are wanting in Chamiwleon,
Anguis, Anniella, and A.nnulata generally. In both A.gamidre and
Iguanidre the second ceratobranchials are separated from each other
in the depressed genera of terrestrial habits, and in close contact with
ea.ch other in those of arboreal habits; but they are in close contact in
Callisaurus and Crotaphytus, both terrestrial genera. In Calotes,
Iguana, and Anolis they act as the rim on which the gular pouch or
fan is stretched. The characters of Saurian hyoids may be tabulated
as follows: Most of the genera referred to are figured in Plates Ill
to VI.
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II. Cer.atohyal absent.

I. Ceratohyal present.
A. A second ceratobranchial.

a. Free epibranchials present.
Scincidro.
Lacertidro.
Xantusiidoo .

aa. No fr ee epibranchials.

(Scincidoo) Mabuia agilisj Gongylus ocellatus.
Anolidoo.
·Iguanidoo.
Agamidro.
Zonuridre.
Eu blepharidoo.
(Geckonidoo) Aristellige1·. ·

Chirotidoo.
Am phis brenidoo.

AA. No second ceratobranchial.

a. No free epibranchials.
Geckonidre.
Varanidre.
Helodermidw.
Teiidre.
Gerrhosauridre.
Anguidre.

Rhineiira.
Chamooleonidro.
Anguis.
Anniellidre.

Vertebral column.-Except in the families of the Geckonidrn and
U roplatidre, the vertebral centra are proccelous. In the families named
they are amphiccelous. The zygosphen articulation is present in the
Teiidre and the larger Iguanidre, including a rudiment in Orotaphytus.
In maller Iguanidre (Sceloporus, Phrynosoma) and in Sauria generally
thi ' kind of articulation is wanting. In a good many families the
caudal vertebrre are divided by a transverse fissure or suture in front
of the middle, which often splits the base and sometimes the lengtll of
the diapophysis. Such a structure is seen in Iguanidrn (Iguana, Sauromalus, Sceloporus, Dipsosaurus), Anolidre, Anguidre ( Celestus), Teiidre
(Tupinambis, Onemidophorus), Lacertidrn (Lacerta), and Scincidre
( Gongylus, Eumeces). Iu Dipsosaur1us, Anolis, and Lacerta the neural
pines of the caudal vertebrre are double; in the other genera named,
iogle. In Varanidre, Helodermidre, Gerrhonotus, Orotaphytus, and
Phryno oma, the caudal centra are undivided, and the neural spines
are ingle. In Ophi aurus the centra are undivided and the neural
pine double. The centra are excessively thin in Ophisaurus, so that
they break mor readily than they disarticulate. There are two sacral
v rt br except in genera with the posterior limbs rudimental or
a ent. In some of these, however, especially the dege11erate genera
f the ngnid , th rudimental ilium is attached to two diapopbyses
bi h join each other distally.
Int r otra are pre ·ent in the cervical and caudal regions in the
la ter, supporting the chevron bone . Besides the intercentra there
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are inferior processes of the cervical.centra in some forms, the hypapophyses of Owen. These have been confused with the intercentra by
Boulenger, and have been renamed catapophyses by Baur. 1
The first dorsal vertebra is that one which is first connected with the
sternum by a hremapopbysis. In genera with a well-developed sternum
the number of vertebrre anterior to the first dorsal is eight, except in
the Varanus niloticus (Cuvier) and V. griseus, where it is nine. In the
extinct Dolichosauria of the Cretaceous period the cervical vertebrre
are stated by Owen to number seventeen.
The number of ribs attached to the sternum diminishes with the
reduction of the limbs, from the normal of four on each side to one, and
total disconnection. A common hremapophysis or "xiphoid rod" succeeds these on each side, which gives attachment to two separate hremapophyses for ribs. The common hremapophysis is a segmentation of
the anterior part of the fifth hremapophysis, and it is not distinct
in some genera, as, Sauromalus. In Heloderma the fifth hremapophysis has no sternal segment or connection, ana the sixth is wanting. In Varanus the fourth, fifth, and sixth are wanting. In genera
with the two appendicular hremapophyses they are closely appressed
on the middle line in the majority of the genera, but in genera of
depressed form they are separated, often widely. They are separated
in Stenodactylus guttatus, in Phymaturus, Crotaphytus, and Sceloporus.
They are more widely separated h1 Dipsosaurus, and most widely in
Sauromalus and Phrynosoma. Cervical ribs are present in varying
numbers, and the posterior ones are geuerally quite elongate. In certain genera and families the ribs posterior to those attached to the
sternum have their h remapophyses fused on the middle line below, thus
constituting a series of abdominal ribs. In the lguanid genus Scartiscus there are two such ribs. In the A.nolidre there are four and five
pairs; in the Polychroine Iguanidre there are seven to ten. In the
Chamreleonidre and Geckonidre there are several pairs. The ribs of
L epidosternum are remarkable for the presence of a capitular process
which bas no distinct capitular articulation.
Scapular arch.-The clavicle is present in all the families except the
Chamreleonidre, and in certain genera with degenerate fore limbs. In
such genera it is the last portion of the scapular arch to remain, and it
is the only element present in Feylinia (A.nelytropsidre). It is always
osseous. The form of its proximal extremity varies in the different
families. It is simple in the Nyctisaura, Uroplatoidea, Acrodonta,
Iguania, Diploglossa, and Thecaglossa, and expanded and generally
perforate in the other superfamilies where present, except -in some
degenerate genera where it is simple (see Plate II, fig. 2). In Trachysaurits and Oophias its proximal end is dilated, but not perforate. The
scapula varies in form from elongate to short and wide. It presents a
1

Proceedings, U.S. National Museum, XVII, 1894, p. 351.
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proscapular proce s in many fa,milie · aud geuera. It i present in
Iguania and Nyctisaura, iu the la t named <,fteu decurved and acuminate, and iu Loph-ura, in Acrodonta. It is present amoug Leptoglos a
in Onemidophorus, and iu some Ameivre, while in other Ameivre it is
wanting. It is wanting generally iu Acrodonta, Diploglossa, The..9..aglossa, and Leptoglossa, but it is preseut in Oelestus striatus. It is
wanting in Rhiptoglo.s sa. The coracoid is extended anteriorly to tlrn
sternum, and it is generally deeply emarginate on its anterior interior
border. These emarginations are closed by the procoracoid, which
extends to the middle line, and is only partially or not at all ossified.
'l'bere are two coracoid emarginations in most Iguania, exceptions being
the terrestrial genera Urocentrum, Sceloporus, and Phrynosorna, and
the Anolidre. There are also two in Varanidre and Teiidre. The Agamidre generally have but one, but Uromastix is an exception. There
is but one in Anguidre and Scincidre (two in Tiliqua), and none in Helodermidre aud Obamreleonidre.
The interclavicle is a very characteristic element in the Sauria.
It i wanting in Chamreleonidre and in some genera with fore limbs
rudimental or absent. It is a simple splint in Helodermidre an,d some
degenerate genera. In other families it has a transverse limb on each
side, which may be anterior, producing the ''anchor-shaped" form, or
median, producing the ''cruciform" type. It is anchor shaped in Acrodonta, Iguania, aud rrhecaglossa, and cruciform in Diploglossa and
Leptoglossa; In N yctisaura it is cruciform, with the lateral processes
wide at the base. The sternum is a broad subrb.ombic plate which
articulates by its anterolateral borders with the precoracoid and coracoid, and by its- posterolateral borders with the ribs. In genera with
well-developed limbs its principal differences are seen in the nature of
its fontanelles when present. In the Agamidre there are two, and in
mo t Iguanidre there is one. Exceptions are the genera Polychrus
Sauromalus, and Dipsosaurus, where there is no fontanelle. There is
none in the Anoli<l.re. In Teiidre and Lacertidre it is present, but in Scincidre it is mo tly absent, exceptions being the North American species
of Eumeces. The fontanelle is wanting in Geckonidre, Diploglossa,
Helodermatoidea, Thecaglossa, and Leptoglossa, with the exceptions
above noted. The ingle median fontanelle is frequently concealed by
the median limb of the interclavicle. It is nearly divided in some specie of Sceloporus.
The pelvic arch.-It is characteristic of the Sauria that the ilium
i dir cted upward and posteriorly, and that the obturator foramina
are well d veloped. The latter are only separated from each other by
ligament or cartilacre, which may sometimes contain some lime salt. It
is produced po terior to the i chia in a triangular process, and less
frequently into a similar one in frqnt of the pubic symphysis. The
pubic foramen i always present. The pectineal process is present
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except in Geckonidre, but it is rudimental in some forms, as Phrynosoma.
The following table shows the forms of the pubis in twenty-three genera
of different families:
I. Pubes uniting at an acute angle.
1. Pectineal process anterior .. _____ . ___ ... ____ .. _____ . ___ - .. - - - - - . - - -.. Chamceleon.

2. Pectineal process median .... __ .. ____ .. - _... - - -.. - . - ... - .. -... - - - . Calotes, Draco,
Iguana, Dipsosaurus, Anolis,
Gerrhonotus,
Tupinambis, Cnemidophorus.
3. Pectineal process near acetabulnm . ____ .. _-: _- - - ... - - - .. - - - . -- . - - - ..... -Scincus,
Lacer-ta,
Eumeces (rndimental).
4. No pectineal process ... ___ ....... __ .... _.... ___ ... _. ___ . - - - ...... Gonyocephafos. •
II. Pubes uniting at an obtuse or very open angle.
1. Pectineal process median ........................... Iguana, Oyclura, Crotaphytus,
Histiu,rus.
2. Pectineal process near acetabulum __________ ........ ---· --·· ---· ·-·· .... Agama,
Phrynosoma, SauromaZ.us, Sceloporus,
Helode1·ma,
Varanus.
3. Pectineal process none . ___ ....................... Gecko (Ph1·ynosoma, rudiment).

There is a tuber ischii in all of the genera which have come under my
observation except Varanus. In Heloderma and some other forms it is
small.
The anterior limb.-The humerus is much alike in all Sauria, Ohammleon only presenting peculiarities. The proximal end is expanded
nearly in one plane, and the middle portion of the :flattened extremity
forms the oval head. This is not distinctly isolated, except by tlie presence of articular surface, from the greater and lesser tuberosities which
occupy tbe angles of the expansion. The shaft betrays no twist. The
distal end is chiefly occupied by the condyles; but there are epicondyles, of which the internal is the more prominent, except in Ohamceleon, where they are wanting. The condyles consist of an external
rib and a medio-internal roller, which is generally bounded at the
internal extremity by a tuberosity, which is, however, wanting ill
Ohammleon. The ulna articulates with the median roller, its external
edge being beveled by the external rib; The bead of the radius articulates with the external rib, having shifted from its primitive position
on the inner side. It results from this that in pronation the radius
crosses the ulna. There is a short olecranon, except in Ohammleon.
The ulna and radius have about an equal share in the carpal articulation, sometimes the ulna a little the greater.
The constitution of the carpus is very uniform in Sauria, with
developed anterior limbs, the principal diversity being displayed by
the Chamreleonidre. In all, we have in the proximal row three distinct
elements-the radiale, intermedium, and ulnare ( = pisiforme), the latter mainly external to the ulna and directed posteriorly. Distal to the
radiale and intermedium, and between them and the carpalia, of the
N.A.'l' MUS
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secoy.d row, is a, single small centrale. There are five carpalia, each
corresponding to a metacarpal. I have failed to find in any of the
genera at my disposal any of tbe carpalia fused together or wanting.
In Oha,mceleon, on the contrary, Cuvier has shown that there is no
ulnare, and that the centrale and carpalia are fused into a single round
median piece, to which the metacarpals are articulated. In all the
normal Sauria tbe iendons of tbe :flexors of the digits ·a re combined
on the palm, and the point of junction is occupied by a large fiat sesamoid bone. The number of pllalanges is also remarkably uniform.
They number in each digit, commencing with the pollex, 2-3-4-5-3.
The sole exception in the genera with well-developed extremities is
Ohamceleon, where the numbers are 2-3-4-4-3. This genus differs also
from other forms in the shapes of the metacarpals. Normally they are
cylindric and subparallel in position and united in a common integument; but in Ohamceleon they are :flattened, with expanded extremities,
and divided into two bundles by a :fissure, three within and two without, enabling the three inner digits to oppose the two outer round a
branch of a tree. The number of digits in Sauria is normally 5-5,
but reductions take place presenting variations from 4-5 to 1-1, the
posterior limb usually displaying a lesser degree of degeneracy than
tbe anterior, although not always.
Posterior limb.-Tbe femur differs from the humerus in having a distinct head, which is marked off from a trocbanter. The former is not
hemispherical as in Mammalia, but is somewhat compressed, aud is
oval in section. Tl.le trochanter is on the inferior anterior side of the
bead, or in the position of the little trochanter of the mammalian femur.
There is no great trochanter nor third trocbanter. The condyles of the
femur are not as well defined as in the Mammalia, and the patellar
groove is represented by a shallow concavity without lateral ridges.
Patella none, with some exceptional rudiments, as, for example, in
Varanus. In Ohamceleon all the prominent features of the femur are
toned down, the trochanter being represented by a ridge. The fibula
i more lender tban the tibia, and is larger distally than proximally,
the rever e of what obtains in the tibia. The latter bas no crest. ·
Like the carpus, the tarsus is very uniform in the Sauria, the sole
important modification being exhibited by the Ohamreleonidre. There
ar two fused proximal elements, which are probablytibiale-intermedium
and ftbulare. They are only distinct in Heloderma among North American g nera, but a trace of the suture is seen in Varanus. In most
anri th re i. then but one bone of the proximal row, which is fiat
and wid r than long. No centrale, and but two tarsalia, the third and
£ urth the latter much the larger. The second metatarsal proje~ts
long ide of t. rn, o a to approximate the tibiale; its head is :figured
by uvi r a a distinct bone, but he does not describe it as such. In
Ohcim leon th re i a ingle proximal tarsal element, which is not :flattened in other lizard , and this articulates with a single subglobular

'
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tarsale, from which the metatarsals radiate. 1 The phalanges number,
like those of the anterior foot, · 2-3-4-5-3, in ordinary Sauria, and
2-3-4-4-3 in Ohamooleonidoo.
2.

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM.

The alimentary canal in the Sauria is not very highly specialized into
distinct regions: There can always be distinguished stomach and
small and large intestiues, the former by its muscular walls and the
intestines by their respectively different diameters. The stomach is
always simple, and is curved to the right at the pylorus, though in
some of the serpentiform genera the curve is very slight. The small
intestine forms a sigmoid which forms a loop cephalad just distad of
the liver. This sigmoid is rarely simple, but is generally plicated, frequently highly so. The large intestine may or may not be distinguished
into colon and rectum. The latter is constricted off at its extremity
from a cloaca, which has common orifice with a short common genital
chamber immediately above it, into which enter the oviducts, usually
at the extremity of two papilloo.
The liver is not subdivided except at its distal border. Its form
differs in the different supel'.families and families, and it is more elongate and originates further posterior to the heart in the serpentiform
genera in each. The gall-bladder is always situated at or within its
posterior border, and not at a distance from it. Spleen and pancr~as
present.
3. CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

The heart is not situated far posteriorly in any form, not even in the
serpentiform. There is sometimes a second anterior aorta bow in front
of the usual aorta root. A carotis communis issuing from the right
aorta root. Anterior abdominal vein joining the renalis revehens near
the posterior border of the liver, and forming with the portal vein the
posterior cava. This vein passes tp.rough the liver, receiving numerous hepatic veins. Two anterior cardinals (jugulars) enter the sinus
venosus with the posteri.,r cava.
4. RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.

The Sauria have two lungs, excepting the Annulati, which have but
one. These are situated behind and on each side of the alimentary
canal opposite to that portion which immediately follows the heart,
excepting in the Annulati, where the lung lies ventrad of the alimentary canal for part of its length a,t least. Trachea with or without
1
Cuvier (Ossemens Fossiles, ed. 1836, p. 98) describes a distinct tibiale and :fibulare
in Chamceleon, and figures them (pl. 245, fig. 52). 'l'hese are not r epresented by Boulenger (Proc. Zool. Soc., London, 1891, p. 118). They are, in fact, not distinct tarsal
elements, but are the epiphyses of the tibia and fibula, such as exist also in Heloderrna
and other genera. The tibiale and fibulare are fused into a single element as in
other Saurians.
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bronchi, which, when present, are u ually very short, but are elongate
in the Thecaglo sa. Laryngeal cartilages only pecialized as to the
terminal one which forms a pair of shell-like arytenoids, which bound
the rima glottid.is.
5. UROGENI'.l'AL SYSTEM.
Te te single, situate wen anterior to the cloaca. Ovaries occupying
a corre ponding position. Oviducts transversely plicate when empty,
with nonplicate borders, and with fontanelle a little anterior to 11osition
of ovari ; orifice into vagina small; vasa deferentia convolute, adherent to kidneys. Kidneys posterior, symmetrical; ureters short. Urinary bladder generally present, but rudimental in some and absent in
a few form , as, for instance, the Teiidre.
The male intromittent organ or hemipenis presents much variety of
stru ture, howing ome parallels to the corresponding part in the
nake . It i , however, rarely spinous, as is so generally the case in the
Ophidia, the only spinous forrus being, so far as I have examined, the
American Diploglo inre aud genera allied to Oophias. The higher
auri have the apical parts modified as in the Ophidia by the presence of calyculi. Such are characteristic of the Rhiptoglossa and
Pacbyglo sa. The yctisaura possess the same feature. The Diploglo a, Relodermatoidea, and Tbecaglossa have the organ flounced, the
flounce often pocketed or repand on the margin. In the Leptoglossa
we have laminre only; in the Teiidre mostly transverse, and in the
Scincid mo tly longitudinal. In various genera terminal papillre are
pre ent. The organ may be imple or bifurcate, or merely bilobate. I
have not met with the case so common in Ophidia where the sulcus
permaticu i bifurcate and the organ undivided.
Th tructure of the bemipeuis have a constant systematic value.
, in the Opbidia, the value differs with the character, but it varies
from generic to superfamily.
6. TEGUMENTARY SYSTEM.

the dermal, the mucous, and the serous structures. I
ttenti n to the erou or peritoneal membrane, which presents a
con id rabl variety of tructure among the Sauria.
i e

<

A fold u pend the alimentary canal from the median dorsal line forming the
dor al m ntery.
o other mesenteries bind the canal, except the stomach, and
om tim an adj cent portion of the small intestines, which have other connectiomi.
Th liv r, on the other hand, bas several mesenteric connections, as follows: Its
v ntral face ha u ually a single sheet connecting it with the median ventral lim·,
bu_ . in rare in tan
it i bi fur ate posteriorly (Trachvsaurus), or even double
( Til1qua ). Thi beet, or n of them, is continu d along to the anterior abdominal
art ry t the v ntral wall, and sometime along the gall duct to the pyloric part of
th m~ll in tine. Each border of the liver is oncave above, in adaptation to the
lung , in th type wher they ext nd o far posteriorly, which is the usual arrangew nt. Th m dian portion of the liver is concave above, usually in adaptation to the
toma b. Fr m the left-band ridge thuH produced a sheet or mesentery extends to
th
oma h, forming th gastrohepatic m sentery. From the right-hand superior
1 ' we entery xt nd.s to the right dor al body wall, forming the right hepatic
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mesentery. The three mesenteries now described are the only ones which are
universally present which bind the liver. The following sheets are present in
various types: Generally the right hepatic and the gastrohepatic give off sheets
to the right and left lungs respectively, constituting the right hepatopulmonary and
gastropulmonary mesenteries. A sheet occasionally goes off from the gastrohepatic
to the left body wall, forming the left gastro-parietal mesentery. This is frequently
represented by a narrow band, and occasionally, as in Dipsosaurus, it joins the
small intestine just beyond the extremity of the gastrohepatic sheet. This is not
represented on the accompanying diagram. In Heloderma a_ distinct sheet extends
from the left border of the liver to the left body wall, forming the left lateral hepatic
mesentery. In Polychrus and Anolis the left lung, instead of being attached to the
gastrohepatic mesentery, is attached by a sheet to the left border of the liver, forming the left hepatopulmonary mesentery. In Varanus salvator there is a short median
gastrohepatic sheet. In Varanus, owing to the anterior position of the lungs, they
have no hepatic or gastric connections. In no Saurian have I observed a right
hepatopulmonary sheet, as the right hepatic mesentery takes in the right lung in
its course. The l atter ext,ends along the apical strip of the right lobe of the liver

Fig. 5.
DIAGRAM OF PERITONEUM OF SAURIA, WITH ALL THE FOLDS DISPLAYED BY A TRANSVERSE SECTION
NEAU THE MIDDLE OF T HE LIVER.

L, liver; ST, stomach; RL, right l ung; LL,_left lung; EG, epigastric peritoneal fold; LHV and
RHV, left and right bepatoventral folds; RLH and LLH, right and l eft lateral hepatic folds; RH,
right hepatic; GH, gastrohepatic; LHP and RHP, left and right hepatopulmonary folds.

to the g enital mesentery in many genera. In Tupinambis, Draccena, and some others
the right h epatic extends as a strong sheet to the right body wall, forming, with an
equally strong gastroparietal of the left side, a kind of diaphragm. In many genera
the right hepatic sheet is conn ected with the stomach, especially at its proximal part.
Besides the hepatic and gastric mesenteries, there are those which inclose the
internal genitalia., the urinary bladder, and the corpora adiposa. The genital
mesentery is sometimes quite extensively free, and is always so anteriorly, especially wh ere it supports the wide fontanelle of the oviduct. There is no mesentery
of the corpora acliposa, and a pouch only in those cases where those bodies project
freely into the abdominal cavity, as is frequently the case. The cystic mesentery
is a tran sverse fold of the peritoneum which lines the inferior wall of the pelvic
cavity, and which incloscs the urinary bladder when it is present.

The integument of the Sauria is divided into scales of a great
variety of structure. Some of them are ossified, and in such cases are
traversed by canals (Scincidrn ). Others are produced into acute apices,'
which are ensheathed by a yery hard epidermis, which becomes formi-
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dable as a horny weapon. Ou the po terior part of the inferior face of
the thigh in many genera the cale of one or rarely two rows are
deeply fo sate, and the fo
are occupied by a waxy plug, which projects beyond the general level. The use of this substance is uncertain,
but it is probably an important aid to the animal in maintaining its
hold on smooth surfaces. Lizards which move on the ground rest
much on the thigh , w hicb are not elevated above the ground in many
types, but erve as the principal point of contact from which they make
their leaps. The same is true of some genera which leap among trees
from branches and trunks. A similar secretion issues from the preanal
scale in some Ignanidre (Liolaemus, etc.), and in an African Lacertid
a rudimental structure of this character is found on many of the abdom. inal scales (Poroidogaster). An approximation to this structure I have
seen on the preanal scales of an adult male of Sceloporus horridus of
Mexico. Here the epidermis is greatly thickened above the middle
posterior part of the scale, so much so as to make a deep impression
in the true skin, simulating a true preanal "pore." I suspect that
the nator6 of these structures is similar to that of corns in higher
Vertebrata.
When the tails of lizards are fractured a cartilaginous rod is devel.
oped from the centrum of the last vertebra remaining, on which muscles
and integument appear. The scales are not similar ·to those of the
normal tail, but re emble generally those o( snakes, having a rhombic
shape. Sometime , as in various Scincidre and Geckonidre, a series of
transverse plates is developed on the under side, which does not exist in
the normal tail. According to Boulenger the new scales in Lacertidre,
Gerrbosauridre, and seine-like Anguidre reproduce scales of the normal
type. This author shows that in the Teiid genus Gymnophthalmus,
which has scincoid scales, the reproduced scales of the new tail resemble those of the chalcidiform Teiidre, which are totally different. In
Dopasia, which bas Gerrbonotid scales, those of the reproduced tail are
cincoid.1
Lizard which live in sandy deserts sometimes have the lateral scales
of the digit produced into spines. These probably aid in securing a
good foothold in the unstable surface. Such a structure appears in the
Geckonid genus Ptenopir,s, of South Africa, in the Agamid genus Phrynocephal1ts, in
ia, and in the Iguanid genus Uma, in North America.
This is an intere ting example of homoplassy.Z
7. NERVOUS SYSTEM.

The br, in of Sanria may be distinguished as to external form from
that f the Ophidia by the le s po terior expansion of the prosencephalon, the h mi pheres having about the same width posteriorly as the
m en ephalon. In the Ophidia the hemispheres spread laterally
behind o a to be wider than the mesencephalon. The rbinencephalon
1

1

Boalenger, Proce ding , Zoological ocicty of London, 1888, p. 351.
Cope, American Naturalist, XXVIII, l 94, p. 435.
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is generally much more elongate than in the Ophidia, each consisting
of a slender peduncle and distal hollow bulb. In the genus Gongylus,
and probably in other Scincidre, the olfactory process is not longer than
in the Ophidia. The ventricles of the mesencephala are distinct from
each other, and these bodies are also separate from each other, except
at the base. The cerebellum (epencephalon) does not differ materially
from that of the Ophidia except in the case of the Geckonidre. In as
many of the genera as have been examined this region is represented
by two commissures covering the fourth ventricle instead of one, the
usual number in vertebrata.
The epiphysis is large in Sauria, while it is rudimental in Ophidia.
It extends to the superior cranial wall, and its investing membrane is
oppressed, tympanum-like, to the parietal foramen. Its superior expansion contains a varying amount of pigment, according to the type, and
a layer of cells, forming a cup-like structure with concavity upward.
This structure bas been supposed to be an organ of special sense ~Hied
to sight. It is present in various conditions in most members of the
Sauria, but is more or less rudimentary in all. In some forms there
is no axial nervous connection with the brain. It is not unlikely that
this is a remnant of an organ of special sense which was functional in
some of the extinct Reptilia. There is a very large parietal foramen in
the Plesiosauridre, and I have found it still larger in the Permian
Cotylosaurian family of the Diadectidre. In a number of Reptilia
similar median body has been discovered close by the epiphysis-tbe
parepiphysis. It resembles the former, but is more rudimental.
The sacculus endolymphaticus of the internal ear sends upward a
branch, which differs in its extent in the diff~rent families. In the Geckonidre it extends to the neck and terminates in a sac on either side
behind the auditory meatus. This sac is filled with a mass of lime
salt similar to that which composes the otolites. This protuberance on
the neck of these reptiles has excited not a little curiosity, and this
feeling is rather stimulated than allayed by the knowledge of its
direct connection with the organ of hearing.

a

II. SYSTEMATIC RELATIONS.
Frdm the center of multiplicity of forms of typical Sauria, we can
pursue three series-one toward the serpents by A.mphisbmna, one to
the partially degraded type of the Geckos, and lastly through the
highest or pa.chygloss series, to Ohammleon.
In the first case, the prolonged development of the superior part of
the prootic is follow:ed by a decurving of the parietal border, the closer
attachment of the occipital sclerotome, and shortening of the supratemporal and paroccipital. Finally the petrosal, with the pieces adjoining
anteriorly, begin to restrict a foramen ovale, the orbitosphenoid is
developed, and the articular and angular pieces of the mandible are
represented by but one piece; the columelJa disappears. In the last
direction, the petrosal is not elongate, nor is t9ere any tendency toward
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a more complete closure of the cranial cavity. The inferior wing of the
petrosal is directed inward instead of forward; the parietal fontanelle
does not diminish, and the premaxillary bone is seen to form a regularly decreasing series. The interclavicle and columella diminish in
length and disappear, and the splenial becomes smaller and smaller to
extinction. The subarticular strengthens the inner rather than the
outer wall of the mandible, and the external direction of the coronoid
is reversed.
In approaching the Geckos, the bones of the palate are seen to be
thinner and more expanded, and the articular piece of the mandible is
lost. In the full type the ossification is of the lightest description, and
the fascial and basement membranes often present incomplete deposits
of bony tissue; thus the parietal and sternal fontanelles disappear.
The parietals are not, as usual, united, and there is a diminution (in
Uroplates nearly obliteration), of the median or basilar segment of the
occipital condy le. There is a temporal ala peculiar to this suborder.
The following is a synopsis of the prevailing characters of the
suborders.
The arrangement adopted in this work is in general that of my system published in 1864,1 but I have subordinated the divisions somewhat differently. This consists chiefly in distributing the divisions of
the group I then proposed under the name of Pleurodonta, and regarding them as of equal rank with the other three primary subordersPacuyglo sa, Nyctisaura, and Opheosauri. This distribution establi hes five additional suborders, and two new ones are added, the
Geccovarani and the Anguisauri. The former of these is based on characters brought out by Boulenger in his essay on the classification of
the auria, 2 the latter is made necessary by a different estimation of
the characters I de cribed in the memoir above mentioned. The number of suborders is thus eleven, and the families they embrace number
twenty-two. For the characters of five of these families I am indebted
largely to Boulenger.
.
1 ewhere, the orders and families of Sauria can not be arranged
in a linear erie . There are three lines whose terminal groups are the
Cham· le ntidre, the Geckonidre, and the Scincidre respectively, and
b w en the e mo t of the families can be arranged. The suborders
nd f mili ' are a follows:
I. P trosal not produced anterior to semicircular canal and not articulating above
with the p arietal; olfactory lobes not underarched. Hemipenis
mo tly calyculate.
i 7 it. , including metapodials, in opposing groups of two and three about a central carpi an l tarsi respectively; tongne papillose, extremity
heath d j 110 clavicles ..................... __ . _RHIPTOGLO SA.
igit all dire t d forward; clavicles proximally simple; interclavicle anchorhaped; tongue papillose, not sheathed __________ PACIIYGLOSSA..
1

Pr ·eedings, Academy atural cienceR, Philadelphia, 1864, p. 224.
Ia,. 'at. Hi ., XI , 1 4 p.117.

z Ann.
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I I. Petrosal produced anterior to semicircular canal, not articulating above with
parietal.
a. Clavicle proximally expanded; olfactory lobe underarched by frontal.
Tongue papillose or smooth; hemipenis calyculate ................ NYCTISAURA.
aa. Clavicle proximately simple; olfactory lobes underarched by frontal.
Vertebrre amphicrelous; no supratemporal arch; tongue papillose. UROPLATOIDEA.
Vertebrre procrelous; a supratemporal arch; interclavicle anchor-shaped; tongue
smooth; hemipenis :flounced ..................... THECAGLOSSA.
Vertebroo procrelous; no supratemporal arch; tongue papillose; interclavicle
simple; hemipenis flounced .... ·----· ...... HELODERMATOIDEA:
a a a Clavicle simple proximally, olfactory lobes not underarched by frontal.
Interclavicle cruciform; tongue papillose; hemipenis :flounced .... DIPLOGLOSSA.
a a a a Clavicle proximally expanded, olfactory lobes not underarched.
Vertebrre procrelous; tongue scaly; hemipenis flounced or plicate .. LEPTOGLOSSA.
III. Petrosal produced anterior to the anterior semicircular canal, articulating above
with the border of the parietal.
Olfactory lobes underarched by frontals; no supratemporal arch, nor scapular
arch, nor sternum; cervical and caudal intercentra coossitiecl
with the middles of the centra ...................... ANNULATI.

The extinct family of theDolichosauridIB probably represents another
super-family, but its characters are not well known. lt is so far only
known from the Cretaceous bed of Europe. The genus Dolichosaurus
(Owen) is remarkable for the large number of cervical vertebrIB, there
being not less than seventeen in the series.
Ill. PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONS.
The degradational . tendencies of the Sauria have been already referred to, as especially exhibited in the reduction of the limbs. This
has been associated with a close adhesion to a life on the ground, and
ultimately with a life beneath the surface of the ground. Coincidentally with this habit there has taken place a reduction in the efficiency
of the sense of sight. The eyelids have disappeared and the epidermis
bas become thickened over the cornea, and has ultimately assumed the
character of the epidermis of the other parts of the head and body.
The corium has in some cases closed over the 9rbit, so that total blindness has resulted.
These reductions are seen least in families and genera of arboreal
habits. No member of the Rhiptoglossa, Nyctisaura, Acrodonta, or
Iguania displays any of them. They are first seen to a limited degree
iu the Diploglossa, while they are very common in the Leptoglossa, and
universal in the Typhlophthalmi and AmphisbIBnia. I give the following table which displays at once the degradational series of the limbs
in the respective families in which it occurs. I also include some fusions
of cephalic dermal plates.

N:>
0
N:>

Degradational sel'ies of the limbs of Lacertilia.

I. Limbs, two pnir:
(a) Digits,

Py\~~i·
I

Zonuridre.

Tejjdre.

.A.nguidre.

I

(d) Digits, 4-3 ........... , ........... .
(e) Digits, 3-3 .......... .

I

I

I

•••••••••••• , •••••••••••• , •••••• • •••••• 1

;:; ~:;::::=: :::::::.-::r::::::::::

Typhlophtbalmi.

Leptoglossa.

Diploglossn.

Normnl; limbs,t"·o
pair; digits,5-5.

~auresia .. .

Gerrho .
sauridre.

.A.contiidre.l Dibamidre. I An~lytro•
p1dre.

Scincidre.

.A.nielli•
dre.

.A.mphis•
brenia .

···1······ ······1······ ······1······ ·····,·1······ •···•······ •·····

Tretiosciucus .............. .
Meneti::L
Ristella .......
............... .... ................................. .
Microblepbarus
Gymnophthalmus 1
Heteropus ............ ................ . .. ............ ..... . . .. , . •·· •· • ··· · ·

J .......... .
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Sepomorpbus . ..
::;:~.o·s·c·i~.~~:: : ,:::::: :::::: , ........... .
Sepsina ....... . .
.A.llodactylus ... . . . . . . • · y .. , ..... • • • • • • •
1
Chelomeles .... .
Hemipodium .. .

Digitswithothercom• 1............ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Herpetochalcis ..
binations exclusive
of monodactyle.
(h) One or both limbs
Chamre• Panolopus.
.. . . . Cretia ..... l Rhodona ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Ch~cides .................... Soridia ....... .. Evesia .......... ..... ... ... ............................ .
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Oph1ognomon ...............
.A.nomalopus ..................................
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.., ...... .
1
1
1
1
1
1
Caloscincus ....
(J)
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Chiamela . ...... • . . • • • • • • • • •
1
Rhinoscincus .. .
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Miculia ........ .
Chalcidoseps . . .
Zygnopsis ..... .
.
. ... . . "T
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TI. Fore limbs only
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III. Hind limbs only. . . . . . Pygopus. . ::Mancus.
Opheodes ... - - - -.... -.... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B1pes ...... . ........ .. ................................ ....... .
C ryptod elma .
.
Dumerilia ...... 1. . . . . _ . . . . . . 1 Dibamus . ,............ ,.......... ,........... .
Delma .... ,............ Hyalosau-

I
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IV. No limbs
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I
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Comparison of Diploglossa.-The degeneracy in this series is tolerably
consi tent in the order of its progress. In none of the genera are fore
limbs present, and in three of them hind limbs are prese11t. Notwithstanding the universal absence of fore limbs, a scapular arch is always
present. This region shows, however, successiv'3 stages of degeneracy,
as follows: In the three genera without posterior limbs the sternum
has costal articulations; in the other three, none. In the genera with
costal articulations the number of the latter di~inishes regularly: in
Mancus, three; in Opheodes, two; in Pygopus, one. Of the three genera
with ce,stal articulations, the interclavicle is present in two; in one
(Pygopus) it is wanting. In the other genera it is present in a much
modified form aud position in one genus ( Ophisaurus). Clavicles and
coracoids are osseous in all of them; but the procoracoid is osseous in
only two genera ( Opheodes and Pygopus); while in the third genus with
costal articulations (111ancus) it is cartilaginous, as in the genera without costals. The genera with costal articulations are also the only ones
with os eous scapula. So we observe a certain order in the loss of
I arts. Thus, tlrn part to disappear first is the interclavicle (to reappear
in Ophisaur'tls); second, costal articulations and osseous scapula; third,
ternum, which diminishes in size unj:il grea·tly reduced, as in Anguis
and Dopasia.

regards the pelvic arch, reduction of its elements precedes the loss
of limb . Thus, Jl1.ancus is the only genus where the pubis and ischium
me t (or in the ischium, are connected by an osseous hypogastroid) on
the middle line. In Opheodes, where the posterior limbs are much
a in Mancus, these elements are separated below the pubes widely.
Iu -Pygopus, where the limbs are better developed than in either, the
inferior pe1 vie elements are rudimental and widely separated, being
mer ly proce ses of the ilium. In the genera without limbs ( Ophisauru with a minute rudiment) this reduction is carried still further, the
ill~ rior element· not being distinguished from each other or from the
ilium, the entire arch having a lateral position. Muller remarks of
tile· parts in Pseudopus, Ophisaurus, and Anguis, that they are'' zwar
hr ahnlich." The order of degeneracy, then, in the pelvic appendin the Dip1oglo , a, is, first, reduction of inferior pieces; second,
of limb ; third, fu. ion of all the elements into a single lateral bone.
omparison of the Leptoglossa.-In Ohalcides we have nearly normal
c pular and pelvic arches, while tlrn limbs are very much reduced,
th ngh n t to be t rmed rudimental. In the next stage of reduction,
wh •r all th limbs are pre ent, but rudimental, the two arches show a
r bl degradat.ioH, which i more marked in the scapular than
p Ivie.
Ile pel vie elements remain much as in Ohalcides, but
d in iz merely. In the scapular arch the sternum loses two
. t l , and h int r lavicle lo e the tra11sverse processes. · The clavi1
impl , and he o . Hication of the scapula and coracoid is
t nt. Iu Propu , where the fore limbs are much as in
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Evesia, while the hind limbs have disappeared, the scapular arch has
many points in common with Evesia. Thus, the clavicle and interclavicle are simple, and the sternum has only two costals. The scapular
and clavicle are much better ossified. On the other hand, the pelvic
arch displays a great reduction. In Anelytropsis, appropriately to the
absence of fore limbs, there is no scapular arch. The pelvic arch is
greatly reduced; but, curiously, there appears an element which resembles a corresponding element in the snakes. This arrangement is quite
different from anything observed in the other Leptoglossa or in the
Diploglossa, but is not without parallel in other Sauria, to be described
later on.
The reduction of the scapular elements proceeds in the Leptoglossa
on much the same lines as observed in the Diploglossa. The early sim-plification of the distal end of the clavicle is peculiar to the Leptoglossa,
as it is always simple in the Diploglossa. The late stages of reduction
of the sternum seen iu the limbless Diploglossa are not exhibited by
an y of the forms here described, although they probably exist, since
we have the Anelytropsis, where the scapular arch is wanting. On the
other hand, the extreme reduction of the pelvis seen in Propus, where
the ilium only remains, has not yet been observed in the Diploglossa
without posterior limbs.
Observations on Annulati.-The wide diversity between the pelvic
structure in Chirotes, as compared with that of A mphisbcena, emphasizes
the evidence furnished by the scapular arch in favor of regarding it as
representing a family distinct from the Amphisbamidre. Even ~ith
the pelvic elements of Ohirotes before us, it is difficult to be sure of
the homology of the corresponding part in Amphisbcena and Rhineura.
It can only be one of the two inferior elements, or femur. Against the
latter supposition, wbich is suggested by the structure of the Anelytropidre, its anterior position is strong evidence. For the reason that
it approximates closely the vent, its claim to be ischium is rather
stronger than the supposition that it can be pubis. It is homologized
by Fiirbringer with the iliopectineal bone of the snakes.
General conclusions.-One conclusion is obvious, and this is that
degeneracy of the scapular and pelvic arches follows degeneracy and
loss of limbs, sooner or later. More special conclusions may be
expressed as follows:
I. Anterior limbs have disappeared more generally than the posterior
in the Diploglossa.
·
II. The limbs iucline to degenerate and disappear more nearly pari
p assu iu the Scincidre.
III. The anterior limbs have a tendency to persist longer in the Teiidre
and Amphisb~ nidre. Future research may not sm,tain this proposition.
IV. The degeneracy in the scapular arch is delayed long after the
degeneracy and loss of the anterior limbs.
V. Degeneracy of the pelvic arch precedes the loss of the pelvic limb.
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VI. The order of degeneracy of the elements of the scapular arch is
(1) limb; (2) interclavicle (generally); (3) costal attachment; (4) sternum.
VII. The order of disappearance of parts in the pelvis is (1) pubis

and ischium together (generally; see Amphisbmna); (2) limb; (3) ilium.
The conclusion that the rudimental condition of the arches and limbs
is due to degeneracy is supported by paleontologic evidence, which
shows that the ancestral orders of the Reptilia (Cotylosauria and
Theromora) had well-developed limbs. Similar evidence shows that the
Sauria and Ophidia bad a common ancestor; but, as already remarked,
whether that ancestor was a Theromor or a Rhynchocepbal remains
uncertain.
Within the limits of the Sauria the series of affinities expresses in
some degree the phylogenetic succession. We can express these in a
tabular form as follows:
RHIPTOGLOSSA

NYC TISA URA

This phylogeny presupposes that the superfamilies in which the
petrous bone extends iu advance of the anterior semicircular canal are
of later origin, or were derived from those, in which this is not the case.
It must be borne in miud, however, that this difference is of very ancient
origin, since in the Permian epoch the Cotylosauria have the petrous
bone developed forward, and the Pelycosauria have it much abbreviated. The Pythonomorpha of the Cretaceous also have the abbreviated petrosal in strong contrast to the existing Thecoglossa, where
it is produced.
evertheless the Pachyglossa display such affinities in
many direction that they are probably ancestral to the other superfamilie . The dentition of the Agamidre is quite identical with that
of many of the Rbynchocephalia, and with that of the Chameleons
a well. It i a modification of the primitive rhizodont dentition which
pr vailed during the Permian. The pleurodont dentition is another
modification which points to the Iguanidre as the starting point of the
famili whi h al o po se • that type of dentition.
The int rmediary po ition of the Diploglossa between the thick and
tbiu tongu d lizard I pointed out in 1864, and its tendencies toward
the ye i aura a1 o are unmistakably seen in Xenosaurus. The yetiaura hav degenerated in the characters of their vertebrre, for I do
not b lie e hi cbaract r to b of primitive origin, or to indicate that
the uperfamily i related to the Permian Pelycosauria, which have
imilar vert br .
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The Rhiptoglossa (Chameleons) form an extremely specialized type,
modified from the Agamidre by loss of parts and modification of the
feet. Their cranial characters are in some respects not a little like
those of the Laramie Dinosaurian family of the Agathaumidre, but
this resemblance does not indicate affinity. Finally, the Amphisbrenians (Annulati) are a group of whose origin it is difficult to learn. They
may have come off from the common ancestors of the Sauria and
Ophidia, but their resemblances to the Annielloidea render it possible
that their point of origin may have been later in the scale. Their dental types differ quite like those of the Pachyglossa, and it is therefore
clear that they were not derived from a pleurodont type, but like the
Pachyglossa developed a pleurodont type independently. The dis,covery by Baur of this superfamily in the American Oligocene shows
it to have been contemporary with the Diploglossa, which I discovered
in the same horizon. In any case the Annulati show a nearer tendency ,
toward the Ophidia than any other group of the Sauria.
IV. HISTORY.

The suborder of Sauria was first correctly defined and distinguished
from the other di visions of Reptilia by Owen in 1841, under tile name
of Lacertilia. Previous 'to this date the division which included it was
either toe;> comprehensive on account of the admission of the Loricata,
or deficient by reason of the reference of the serpentiform lizards to the
Ophidia. Indeed Laurenti in 1768 included lizards, crocodiles, and
salamanders in a division which he termed Gradientia, for which reason
this name is not available for any natural division of animals. Brogniart in 1799 first proposed the term Sauria, but included the crocodiles,
as did Daudin (1802), Dumeril (1806), and Oppel (1811). Merrem in
1820 first separated the crocodiles from other reptiles under the name
Loricata, and retained Oppel's name, Squamata, for the order as now
generally adopted. The contents of the Squamata were, however, very
incorrectly arranged and no progress was made in correctly distinguishing the Sauria from the Ophidia. Wagler in 1830 included the
scaled reptiles in three groups, Lacertre, Serpentes, and Angues,
excluding the crocodiles as Crocodili. The Angues includes both Saurian and Ophidian genera.
In 1834 Dumeril and Bibron issued the first volume of the Erpetologie Generale. The crocodiles are included in the Sauria. In 1841
Owen proposed a system of Reptilia based on studies of both the
extinct and recent forms. He did not recognize the order Squamata,
but regarded the lizards and snakes as representing orders, using the
names £acertilia and Ophidia. For the crocodiles he employed the
name Crocodilia instead of the older Loricata. It was reserved
for Johannes Miiller to distinguish more exactly than his predecessors
the Sauria from the Ophidia, his only error being the retention of the
Amphisbrenia (Annulati) in the latterL He wrote in 1837, and employed
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the term, auria and Ophidia for th two divisiou ' . Stannius in 1856
gav th first clear })re entation of the contents of the Squamata in
thefr natural relation . He embraced under the Sauria the three diviion , mphi bmnoidea, Kionocrania, and Cbam::eleonida, which are
the form now generally included by author iu the suborder.
A regard8 th contents of the suborder, Wiegrnaun first gave in
the Jierp tologia Me 'icana an intelligible system based on structural
character . Hi work formed the basis of the later ones of Dumeri l
and ray. The characters employed by these authors were, however,
external. In 1864 1 the present writer published a Rynopsis of the
o teological character of the Sauria, and proposed a system based on
them. I u ed the names given by previous authors for groups where,
a i u ually the ca e, the characters of the skeletori coincide with those
in<li ated by tbe tegumentary structures and tongue. In 1896 I reinforced th e definition' by characters derived from the peuial structures.2

RHIPTOG LOSSA.
Rhiploglo88i WIEGMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 13.
Dendroeaura GRAY, at. Liz., 1834, pp. 5, 26-!.
Chamceleonidea TANNI-CS, Zoot. Amph ., 1856, p. 7.
Rhiptoglossa
PE, Proc. Acad . Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 226 .
Cha1nceleonoidca G .. KTHER, Phil. Trans., 1867, CL VIII, 1867, p. 626.
Rhiptoglossa BOULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5) XIV, 1884, p. 120.

etro al bone not produced anterior to the anterior semicircular
canal, and not articulating with the parietal above. Olfactory lobes
not underarched by the frontal bones.
igit!-3 including metapodials in opposing groups of two and three
about a centrale carpi and tarsi respectively. No clavicles. Tongue
papillo e, with . heathed extremity. Hemipeuis ca1yculate.
Many otlJer peet11iarities characterize the lizards included in this
uperfamily, but they are not such as appear to me to characterize
a <livi ion of such high rank, but to pertain rather to the defi.nitiou of
the iugle family which it iucludes.
ome autllor · think. that the Sauria should be primarily divided into
thr e <livi ion : the Chamreleonida ( = Rhiptoglossa), Kionocrania (remaining auria), and Amphisbi:enia Boulenger divides the Squainata.
int four primary di vi ions, of which the Rhiptoglossa forms one, and the
o her· a,re the lizard·, Pythonomorpha, and the snakes. These views
are du to the importance attaclrnd to an aggregate of characters, each
ne of which can be hown to be of no wide systematic value in the
quarnata. Thu the ab ence of epipterygoid characterizes forms not
widely remov~d ( ome of the Leptoglossa) from those which possess it.
Tb inter -Iavicle i ab ent in the chameleons, but it experiences great
r 'dnction to ex inction in omo other groups. Other characters wi11 be
mentioned under the family definition.
: roceediuirs, A ad my of ~atural 'ciences, l'lliladelphia, 1864, p. :J24-230.
Id m. , 1896, p. 461-467.

·!
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Boulenger, 1 in enumerating these characters, includes "vomer single" and "a supratemporal bone present~' as of such importance as to
require their separation as a suborder. The character "vomer single" 1
is, however, an error, as the "vomer" ( = maxillopalatines) is paired as
in other Sauria. What is here called voin.er is the inferior spine of the
premaxillary. The supratemporal is homologous with that found in
nearly all other Sauria.
But one family of Rhiptoglossa is known, as follows:
Teeth acrodont-that is, rooted in alveoli and coossified with t,heir walls; external
nasal opeuings bounded by tho prefrontal and maxillary bones only; no epipterygoid; usual cranial arches present; vertebrm procmlous; a sternum; no interclavicle; no osseous scales .... _...... ___ ............. ___ .... _- _CHAMlEL_E0NIDlE,

0HAMAJLEONIDAJ.
Cameleoniens CuvrnR, Regne Anim., II, 1817, p. 50.
Prendentia MERREM, Tent. Syst. Amph., 1820, p. 161.
Chamreleonidw GRAY, Ann. Phil. (2), X, 1825, p. 200.
Chamreleonoidea FITZINGER, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p.15.
Thecoglossw WAGLER, part, Syst: Amph., 1830, p. 163.
Chamceleontes \VIEGMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 13.
Cameleoniens or Chelopocles DuM1i:RrL and BrnnoN, Erp. Gen., III, 1836, p. 153.
Chamrelontes FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 41.
Chamwleonidw GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 264.
Chamreleontidw COPE, Proc. Acad. N..at. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 226.

This family possesses numerous peculiar characters besides those of
the superfarnily to which it has been referred. Some of these are
found also in the Agamidre. They are as follows:
0oronoid bone produced posteriorly on outside of ram us.
Articular present; separate from angular. Splenial reduced, more
frequently wanting. Subarticular small on outer, much prolonged on
inner face of ramus.
Groove from splenial to mental foramina not closed over Meckel's
cartilage.
Premaxillary nearly always separated from vomer by maxillaries.
Pterygoids not touching body of sphenoid or reaching quadrate.
Parietal single, receiving the gomphosis' of loosely attached occipital
segment internally. Frontals united.
Sternum without fontanelle.
No angular process of mandible.
Abdominal ribs present.
The viscera present the following peculiaritie~: The observations are
made on Ohamccleon basiliscus and O.planiceps. The liver is adjacent to
the heart, and is compressed, so that the vertical diameter much exceeds
the transverse. It is two -lobed, the left lobe much ·smaller in every
way than the right. The gall bladder is entirely posterior to, but
adjacent to, the liver. The alimentary canal exhibits stomach, small
1 Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2cl ed., III, p. 437.
NA'l' MUS U8-14
•
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inte tin , colon, and rectum. The mall intestine is short aud little
pli ate and the colon i bor and ha a crecum.
ccording to tannins, the lungs are digitate at the extremity and
along he inner border . Wiedersheim states that the proximal part
f the lung i hortly divided longitudinally into three parts, each of
which ha a eparate connection with the brouehus.
The me enterie include the u ual hepato-ventral, epigastric, gastroh patic, and right hepatic, the la t including the right lung. The left
luug i included in a left hepatogastric, a feature seen in few other
group , notably as the noline Iguanidre. There iR also a left hepatolateral, from the liver to the left body wall, having a direction diagonal
to the long axis of the liver in 0. basiliscus.
The greater part of the surface of the hemipenis is coarsely calyculate, generally in a transverse direction. There are remarkable papillre
at the apex, which differ in the different forms. In the 0. pardalis
th re is a kind of membranous apron proximad of the papillre, which
pre ent an apex pro imad opposite to the sulcus spermaticus. In the
0. vulgaris and 0. _qracilis the papillre ar~ erect, laminiform, and transver e, a.ncl rrate on the edges. The principal pair have a few papillre
in front of and behind them, and in the 0. gracilis there is behind
these, on eacli i:;ide, an oval body which is composed of three serrate
Jamin~ packed. obliquely together. In the 0. gracilis the proximal
laminre are low and have a margin of acute tubercles, and each serves
as a collar to a much larger papilla. The latter is largely free and
tongue- haped, with the apex proximad, and its flat external surface is
1
cover d with three or four rows of conic papillre.
ouleoger thu summarize the general characters of the Chameleons :
Tongue cylindrical, extrem ]y extensile and projectile, sheathed at the base, clubbaped ancl viscous at the end, with an exceedingly elongate glossohyal bone.
The head usually forms n, bony casque, ornate with crests or tubercles. The interrhital septum is pre ent, and a sm11 1 columella cranii distinguishable. (This is not
th olum Ila (epipterygoid), but the postoptic Cope.) Premaxillary extremely
small, dentulons (sometimes. C.); orbit bony all around, the pre- and postfrontals
often joining to form a supraorbita.l roof; a pair of supranasal fontanelles, bordered
by the nasa.1 , th pr frontals, and the frontal; latter bone single; parietal foram n, jf pre ent, pierced in the frontal; parietal single, often much narrowed and
·ompr sed, forming a re t, and meeting posteriorly the extremities of a pair of
bon s, tbe supratemporals, which on each side connect it with the squamosal.
(This sh uld be paroccipital. C.) In some species the parietal in the adult may be
mu h xpanded, and form a l)ony slab from which the supratemporals are no longer
o be di tin 1 uished. Dentition acrodont; teeth compressed, triangular, more or less
distin tly tri uspid. Palate t othle s. Eyes large, covered by a thick granular lid
pierc d with a small entra.l openjng for the pupil. No tympanum. Body compr s ed · neck very short. Vertebrro procooJian. Abdominal ribs present. Limbs
long, rai ing th body. Digits arranged in bundles of two and three; in the hand
the inn r bnndle i formed of three, the outer of two digits; it is the reverse in the
foot. Tail prehen ile. Head and body covered with granules or tubercles.
Physi lo ica.lly as well as anatomically Chamroleons stand by themselves among
r ptil s, a is evidenced by the mobility and independent action of their eyes, the
projectility of their tongu , the slow and deliberate movement of their limbs. The
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cha,ngeable hue of their skin, first noticed in them, is a peculiarity shared by many
other lizards, and to an equal if not stronger degree by Galotes.
About one-half of the species occur in Madagascar and neighboring islands, the
other h alf in Africa; the common Chamreleon is Mediterranean, occurring in Europe,
however, only in Andalusia; a species inhabits Socotra, another South Arabia, and
a third India and Ceylon.

Synopsis of the genera:
Claws simple; scales on soles smooth; tail at least as long as the body.
Ghamreleon Laurenti.
Claws simple ; scales on soles spinose; tail shorter than body ....... Brookesia Gray.
Claws bicuspid; scales on soles spinose; tail shorter than body. Rharnpholeon Gunther.

Siebenrock 1 has described the osteology of the Broolcesia superciliaris Kuhl, which he shows possesses a nutnber of peculiarities which
distinguish it from the species of the genus Ohammleon, and, in fact,
from all known genera of Vertebrata. From the fourth cervical vertebra to the eighteenth caudal, inclusive, the zygapophyses of each side
are connected by a longitudinal osseous bar. This bar gives origin on
the dorsal vertebrre to a transverse process which is above the true
transverse process and more prominent. It is called by Siebenrock
'' accessorischer querer Fortsatz," which may be classicized into epidiapophysis. Further, the prezygapophyses are connected by a bony arch
which is fused on the middle line with the neural spine, on the dorsal
vertebrre, from the second to the ninth, inclusive. In the cranium the
frontal and parietal are greatly expanded. The former reaches the
orbit, excluding the pre- and postfrontals. The parietal excludes
the occipital from view when seen from above. There are teeth on the
premaxillary bone.
• In the genus Ohammleon the prefrontals and postfrontals exclude the
frontal from the orbit. The vertebrre are normal.
In pite of the peculiarities of the Rhiptoglossa I supposed that they
were derived from the Pachyglossa. Many of their characters are present in genera of the Agamidre, leaving but few to be accounted for, as of
later and separate origin. Of the latter kind are the peculiarities of
the external nostrils, and metapodials. The characters of the premaxillary, mandibular composition and scapular arch are nearly approached
or imitated by some of the Agamidre; and in some of the latter the
epipterygoid becomes much abbreviated.

PACHYGLOSSA.
Pachyglossa WAGLER, Nattir. Syst. d. Amphib., 1830, p. 144.-FITZINGER, Syst.
Rept., 1843, p. 43.-GRAY, part, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1st ed'., 1845, p. 5.
Strobilosaura GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1st ed., 1845, p. 5.
Acrodonta pachyglossa
Pleu1·odonta iguania COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
1864, pp. 225, 226.

+

Petrous bone with superior plate not produced anterior to anterior
semicircular canal, and with a longitudinal wing only. Vertebrre procoe1

Sitzungsber. K. K. Akad. ·wiss. Wien, CII, 1893, p. 71.
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lou,. tlavi le imple proximally. Interclavicle anchor-shaped. Prem mar undivided. Parietal single, receiving the loosely articulated
ipital in£ ri rly. ]'rontal not underarching olfactory lobes. Tongue
papillo th apex not retractile.
to the i eral anatomy, the following points are characteristic:
Liver hort and contracted proximally or semjpyriform, the posterior
bord r more or Jes emarginate by one or sometimes two notches; the
right l be more produced than tlle left, and terminating in a narrow
trip which reache the reproductive cells. Gall bladder partly exposed
on th I ost rior margin.
limentary canal with tomach, smaU intestine, and rectum well
di tinguisbed and al o a hort colon adjacent to the rectum, which
fr quently pre ents a short proximal crecum. Corpora adiposa free
anteriorly. Kidneys posterior in position; a urinary bladder. Ventral me ntery extending to posterior border of liver and beyond it to
fold of the man intestine.
Thi· uperfamily embraces the most vigorous branch of the order
, nd include tl1 larg st species, excepting the Thecaglossa. Its point
f nta t with the other superfamilies is through the Diploglossa, and
p ially the Zonuri<l, . In my first system of the Sauria I divided
h Pachyglo a, as bad been done by others, into two superfamilies,
nd a o iated one of them with the Ohamreleonidre, and the other
with tb Lepto lo and Diplogloss superfamilies. This was because I
h, d di" ov r d numerou osteological characters which appeared to
ju tif tbi arrangement. It i , however, clear that, as various authors
hav ,•hown, the Ohamreleonidm represent a distinct superfamily. I
, m of th opinion a1so that the points of agreement which I have dis, v r d in the anatomy of the acrodont and pleurodont divisions o
th Pa hyglos a are more important than the differences, and as these
p int ar f the exact grade which define the superfamilies, I return
t he ·y, t m of agler and Fitzinger, pointing out at the same .t ime
h ari u o teological character in which the pleurodont division
with th r lizard and differs from the acrodont division.
wo divi ion or familie differ as follows:
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In the Iguanidre, the premaxillary is very seldom separated from the
vomer on the palatal face. The coronoid bone is produced anteriorly
and not posteriorly on tbe external face of the ramus. The splenial
bone is well developed, and the Meckelian is more or less roofed over.
The angular bone is much more developed on the external than the
internal face of the ramus. In these characters the Iguanidre agree
with the majority of the Diploglossa and Leptoglossa.
In neither family are the temporal foss re overroofed with ossification,
nor do any of their members exhibit osteodermal plates.
The Agamidre are restricted to the Old World. The Iguanidre inhabit
the New World, Madagascar, and the Fiji Islands.
AG AMID1E.
Igi,.aniens CuvrnR, part, Regne Anim., II, 1817, p. 29.
Ascalabotm MERREM, part, Tent. Syst. Amph ., 1820, p. 39.
Stellionidm GRAY, part, .A.m. Phil. (2), X, 1825, p.196.
Pneustoidea, Draconoidea, Agamoidea FrTZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826,
p.11.
Agamidm GRAY, Phil. Mag. (2), II, 1827, p. 57.
Pachyglossm WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1835, p. 141.
Dendrobatm emphyodontes and Htitnivagm emphyodontes WIEGMANN, Herp. Mex.,
1834, pp .13, 17.
Jgua11ie11s acrodontes DUMBRIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 375.
Gonyochep hali, Calotae, Semiophori, Octocryptae, Lophiwm, Dracones, Trapeli, Stelliones, Leiolepides, Phrynocephali FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843.
Agmnidm GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 5,230.
Agamidce COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 227.
Agamidce and Uromasticidce THEOBALD, Journ. Linn. Soc., X, 1868, pp. 33, 34.
Agamidro BOULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 119; Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2d ed., I, 1885, p. 250.

The following are some of the osteological characters of this family:
Teeth in alveola, coossified with them in adults (acrodont.)
Premaxillary generally separated from maxillopalatines by maxillaries, small, undivided.
Splenial small, or more frequently wanting; Meckelian groove open;
angular and surangular distinct, the former small on outer, much prolonged on inner face of ramus. Coronoid produced posteriorly on
external face of mandible.
·
An examination of twelve genera of this family shows that the visceral characters agree in general with those of the Iguanidre. The
liver is bilobate posteriorly in Oalotes and in Uromastix ; more conspicuously so in the latter, where the posterior border is deeply emarginate.
In A.mphibolurus barbatus and ]lfegalochilus a11,ritus the border is trilobate; in the former the middle lobe is more than usually distinct and
lies superior to the right and left lobes. In these two species also the
ventral mesentery is bifurcate to the proximal end of the liver. In the
A. barbatus the cystic mesentery is short, and the urinary bladder is
rudimental. In Megalochilus the small intestine is rather short. The
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.l!'ig. 6.
lGUANID.li<:.

BASILISCUS PLUllfIFRONS COPE:

lGU.ANIDJE,

!GU.AN.A TUBERCUL.AT.A LINN.lEUS •

l OUANID.lE .

PIIYMATURUS PALLUl\fA MOLINA.

.Fig. 7.

.Fig. 8.

Fig.9.
lOOA.NID.iE.

PB.RYNOSOM.A CORNCJTUM 11.ARLAN.

CROCODILIANS, LIZARD S, AND SN.AKES.

Fig.10 .
.A.GAMIDJE.

LOPHURA AlvIBOINENSIS SCHLOSSER .

.Fig. 11.
OAM!D..IE.

PIIYSIGNATIIUS MENTAGER GUNTHER.

Fig.12 .
.A.GAMID..IE.

UROMAs·rrx SPINTPES DAUDJN.

Fig.13.
AGAMIDJE.

MOLOCH HORRIDUB GRAY.
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colon is generally present, and the coocum is quite conspicuous in
Draco, Stellio, and Agama (aouleata), and less so but present in Lophura,
Oalotes, Urvmastix, and Phrynocephalus.
The mesenteries present the usual sheets, hepatoventral, gastrohepatic, left gastropulmonary, right hepatic, which includes the right lung.
I have noted the following modifications: In Agama colonorum the left
gastropulmonary ha become a right gastrohepatic by its continuing to
the liver, a character observed in Ohamreleon and the A.nolinoo. There
is also in this species a left hepatomarginal. In Megalochilus auritus
there is a right hepatoventral, as in Phrynosoma.
I have had the opportunity of examining the hemipenes of a rela.
tively small number of species of this family. As already remarkedr
the urface is generally calyculate. I have not found terminal papilloo
in the genera Uromastix, Agamc.i, Liolepis, Physignathu,s, or Oalotes.
The general construction is, that opposite the sulcus spermaticus is a
strong longitudinal welt. Near the apex this welt becomes adherent to
the ide on which the sulcus runs, dividing the organ into two apical

Fig.14.
l GUANlD.tE.

CROTAPHYTUS WISLTZENII BAIRD .AND GIRARD.

p rtion . The sulcu, bifurcates and passes along the base of this partiti n. In Liolepis there are two welts inclosing a smooth space
b ween them. In Oalotes cristatellus there is a lesser welt on each
i of the principal one. In all the genera the basal part is smooth
and it i ometime. thrown into longitudinal folds.
1lencr r make the following general remarks on the A.gamidre :
Th hi f character by which the lizards of this family are at once distinguished
from th ir alli is the acrodont dentition. The teeth may usually be divided into
thr kincls, viz, incisors, canines, and molars. The latter are more or less corned, fr qnently tri cnspid; regular canine teeth are present, one or two on each
id , in most of th g nera; in rornastix and .Aporoscelis, however, these enlarged
th ar ab ent, and the anterior lateral teeth wearing out with age, a toothless
cu tin dg is left b etween tbe molars and the incisors, which, in these two genera,
unite in the adul t form a large single or divided cutting tooth.
Th kull i 1 ·s depressed and more strongly ossified than in the preceding famili , :.m d p t rbital and pos fronto-squamosal bone arches are well developed; in
L yrio ,phalw1, as in s v ral Icrnanoid , another arch is formeu by processes of the
prm and po tfr nt, ls which unite urrounding a large supra.orbital fossa. The premaxillary i singl , th n asals are double, and the frontal and parietal single; the
p t rygoi
are n na.lly widely separated and constantly toothless; the os transversuru i s s ngly rl v loped; a olumella, crauii is present. Dermal ossifications on
the k nll a.rec n t antl y absent. The fore limhs are well developed, and, except in
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Sitana, which l acks the outer toe, pentadactyle. The clavicle is not dilated, and
the interclavicl e is T-shaped or anchor-shaped, frequently small; the sternum usually presents two foutanelles, which however, are missing in Lyriocephalus and
Moloch, the latter genus being especially remarkable for having the sternum divided
longitudinally.
The tympanum is either exposed or concealed under the skin. The eye is small
and the pupil round; eyelids well developed. The tongue is thick, entirely attached
or slightly free in front, not, or but slightly, nicked anteriorly; it is more free, protractile, and more distinctly incised in the hel'bivorous genera Lophura~ Liolepis,
and Uromasti.:r.
Femoral and prreanal pores are absent in the majority of the genera; it is a remarkable fact that they exist, at least in the males, in all Australian genera but one
(Chelosania, known as y et from a unique specimen), whereas they are missing in
all others except Uromastix and Liolepis. There are no symmetrical plates on the
head or on the belly; and ornamental appendages, such as crests, gular pouches, etc.,
are frequently present, either in the males only or in both sexes. The tail is usually
long and not fragile; it is prehensile only in the genus Cophotis, and sbme Phrynocephali have the curions facnlty of curling upward the extremity of that organ.

Fig. 15.
AGAMID.2E.

LIOLEPIS BELLII GRAY,

The digits are usually keeled inferiorly or denticulated l aterally. The shape of the
body as well ns the sealing vary considerably, according to the genera, and in
adaptation to t he mo<les of life. Generally speaking, ground Agamoids have the
bo<ly <lepresse<1, and arboreal compressed, bnt a division of the genera into terrestrial and arbor al, which has hitherto been almost generally accepted, must be given
up as impracticable and unnatural. Most Agamoids are exclusively insectivorous;
Lophura, Liolepis, and Uromastix are herbi- or frugivorous, while some species of
.Agarna have a mixed tliet; again, a systematic division into insectivorous and herbivorom;, as has been proposed by Theobald, would be as unsatisfactory as that into
terrestrial and arboreal.
Leaving out the strongly specialized genera Draco and Moloch, all the forms pass
very gradually one into anoth er in different. directions, rendering a sharp generic
division, and, still more, a serial arrangement, a matter of great difficulty.
The Agamidro inhabit Africa, Asia, Australia, and Polynesia. 'l'hey are most
numerous in species as weU as in genera in the Indian region. In Afric-a they are
r epresented by only three genera, viz, .A.gama, .Aporoscelis, and in the northern parts,
Uromastix. l!'our species extend slightly beyond the limits of Asia and Africa
into southeastern Europe. They are absent from Madagascar and New Zealand.Boulenger.
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Boulenger defines the genera of this family as follows:
I. Mouth large; teeth erect in both jaws.
A. Incisors small, ·c onical.
1. o true prreanal or femoral pores.
a Ribs much prolonged, supporting a wing-like dermal expansion .
Draco Linnmus.
aa ro wing-like lateral expansion.
· a. Body not depressed.
" Four toes only .. _...... ................... Sitana Cu vier.
** Five toes.
t Tympanum hidden.
Fifth toe short, not longer than first; no dorsal
crest .................. Otocryptis Wiegmann.
Three parallel longitudinal folds on each side of
the midd1e of the throat, curved and converg•
ingbackwards, forming a U•shaped figure .
Ptyctolm1nus Peters.
A dorsal crest; scales small; no fold across the
throat nor in front of the shoulder .
.Aphaniotis Peters.
A dorsal crest; scales very large, subeqal, irregular; tail prehensile ......... Cophotis Peters.
No dorsal crest; a large rostral appendage, at
least in the male ........... Ceratophora Gray.
No dorsal crest; dorsal scales small, intermixed
with very large conical tubercles.
Phoxophrys Huber.
A dorsal crest; a V•shaped gular fold; a l,ony
supraorbital arch ...... Lyriocephalus Merrem.
A dorsal crest; an oblique fold in front of the
shoulder ................ ...... Japalura Gray.
tt Tympanum exposed.
Digits not keeled inferiorly.
Lophocalotes Gunther.
Snout ending in a long compressed appendage.
Harpesaurus Boulenger.
A strong fold across the throat.
Gonyocephalus Kaup.
No fold across the throat; dorsal scales unequal;
no gular pouch ....... ••.. .11.canthosaura Gray.
No fold across the throat; dorsal scales large,
unequal; males with a gular pouch.
Salea Gray.
o fold, or a very feeble one, across the throat;
dorRal scales equal ... ___ ..... Calotes Cuvier.
No fold across the throat; scales minute, equal;
a gular pouch ............... Chelosania Gray.
f3 Body more or less depressed.
Tympanum exposed; males without calose prreanal scales ................... Charasia Gray.
Tympanum exposed; males with calose prre•
anal scales ................... .Agarna D audin.
Tympanum concealed .... Phrynocephalus Kaup.
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2. True prroanal or femoral pores, at least in the males.
Body depressed; tympanum distinct; femoral
and prreanal pores ____ .Amphibolurus Wagler.
Body depressed; tympanum hidden,
Tympanocryptis Peters.
Body slightly depressed; no femoral pores,
Diporoplwra Gray.
Body compressed; toes denticulated laterally,
Physignathus Cuvier.
Body !!lightly compressed; neck with a large
frill-liko expansion. __ .. Chlamydosaur·us Gray.
Body compressed; toes lo bate ____ Lophura Gray.
Body depressed; no prreanal pores,
Liolepis Cuvier.
AA. Incisors united into one or two large cutting teeth ; tail short, with whorls
of spines.
Femoral and prreanal pores .. Uromastix Merrem.
No true pores .. ____ . ____ . Aporoscelis Boulenger.
II. Mouth very small; teeth in the upper jaw horizontal, directed inward; body
covered with large spines ...... ---· ____ ------ ______ ·---·· ..••.. Moloch Gray.

No genus of Agamidre is found in America, where the Iguanidre represent them. The two families present some interesting parallels, which
show the effects of identical causes in producing simi13:r effects on the
organism. 'rhe e parallels are seen in tlrn depressed form of the ter•
restrial forms in both families and the relatively compressed form of
the arboreal types. In both families the former have representatives
with horny proces e on the head and on the scales of the body; and in
both are type with horny spines on the tail. Among arboreal forms
we find. genera of both families w·i th series of horny processes forming a
median dorsal crest, and in others a prolongation of the spines of the
dorsal and caudal vertebrro, producing a like result.
lGUANIDM.

AGAMIDA!: .

Abdominal rihs.
I olychrns.
No ahdomin:tl ribs .
Ribs greatly proloncr d into a ht;eral w~ng.

Draco .
Ribs not prolonged.
Arboreal types, g nerally compresse<l .
A dorsal and caudal fin supported b y bony rays.
Basiliscus (no fem. pores). Lophura (pores ).
No vertebral fin.
No femoral pores.
Form slender, scales jn
equal series.
Form elongate; eyebrows
elevated, tail compressed.
Form stouter, scales l ess
regular.

Calotes.
}
Bronchocela.

L:emanctus.

Gonyocephal us.

Ophryoessa.

Hypsibates.

Tiari s.

Femoral pores.

Low crested; small hyoid
di'sk.
Brachylophus.
High crested; l arge hyoid
disk.
Iguana.
Tail wit.h spinous whorls. Cyclura.
' Terre:,trial types of flattened form.

Diporopl10ra.
Physignathus.

"

"
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Femoral pores.

Tail with whorls of spiny
scales.
Hoplocercns.
T ail lon g, simple ; scales
small.
Crotaphytus.
Tail simple, scales large.
Sceloporus.

Uromastix.
LiolepJs.

No fernoral pores; preana l pores.

Stellio.

T ail with whorls of spines.
Tail, simple, not elongate,
ear open.

Proctotretus.

Agama.

Neither f emoral nor anal pores.

Ear xposed .
Ear concealed.

Much flattened, tail short, scales irregular.
Phrynosoma.
Moloch.
Phrynocephalus.
(Doliosaurus, s. g.)
{ Megalochilus.

IGUANIDAE.
Iguaniens CUVIER, part, Regue Anim., II, 1817, p. 29.
A11calabotre MERREM, part, Tent. Syst. Amph., 1820, p. 39.
Pneustoidre, Agamoidea, FITZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 11.
Iguanidre GRAY, Ph1l. Mag. (2), II, 1827, p. 56.
Pachyglosscu WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 144.
Denclrobatcu prosphyodontes and Humivagr,e prosphyodontes WIEGMANN , Herp.

Mex., 1834-, pp. 5, 18.
Jguaniens plenrodontes DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 61.
Corythophanre, Hypsilophi, Ptychosauri, Polychri, Dactylom, D1·acontnrm, Hetert1'opides, Stei1'olepides, Doryphori, Phrynosomata FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843.
Jguanidm liRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 5, 178.
Anolidre, Igua·niclm COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 227.
Jguanidm Bourn GER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.118.-BouLE GER,

Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., 1885, II, p. 1.

teological characters of this family are as follows:
Teeth pleurodout, the roots anchylosed to the internal side of the
premaxillary and maxillary bones. Premaxillary not cut off from maxilla-pa1atines by maxillaries.
ple11ial well developed;· Meckelian groove mostly closed; angular
little d velopecl on inner, much on outer side of ramus; coronoid produced anteriorly, not posteriorly, on outer face of ramus.
Vertebr, procmlous.
Th varietie of vi ceral structure in this family are not very great.
n the , p iaily herbivorous genera tbe colon is much enlarged in
diam t r, and in Iguana it i8 divided by numerous partial septa. The
liver generally ha but a ingle posterior emargination, but in Anolis,
Mi ·rolepis, Orvtaphytits, and Phrynosoma there are two incisions, thus
producing a hort median lobe. The border is variously excavated to
a c mmodate the fold of the small intestine and colon. Thu in Holbrookia, rotaphyt1.ls, Lcemanctus, Sceloporus, Uta, and some Pbrynosomata he borcler i deeply concarn to the right of the middle line. In
·o ephalus, Liolcemus, Gallisaurus, and some Scelopori, and Phrynosom ta it i de ply excavated medially.
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The hepatic mesenteries conform to the general type, with certain
e ceptions to be mentioned. Thus there are no right or left lateral
hepatic mesenteries, and but one ventr_a l. The right hepatic supports
the right lung. There is frequently a rudimental right lateral hepatic,
which connects the long right apex of the liver with the right body
wall. There is a gastrohepatic which generally spreads caudad over
the space inclosed in the bend of the stomach. There is no left gastroparietal sheet or band. The most remarkable deviatiou from this type
(which I have verified in twenty genera), is found in the Anolime.
Here the left lung, besides its superolateral connection with the stomach,
is connected by a special sheet with the left part of the inferior face of
the liver, forming the left gastrohepatic. Thus the latter organ is .
suspended by two sheets to the left side of the middle line. In genera
where this is the case the two sheets are sometimes difficult to distinguish, owing to their easy adhesion together. They may be separated
by inserting a probe from the free caudad extremity of the lung.
Another variation from the normal type is seen in the presence of a
right lateral hepatic sheet in Phrynosoma arnl Polychrus (in P. gutturosus
it is wanting in the one specimen examined). A left lateral sheet is
present on the proximal half of the liver in Oyclura cornuta and Polychrus rnarmoratus. It is rudimental in Polychrus aciitirostris, and wanting in I'. gutturosus. There is a gastroparietal band in 0 . cornuta, which
is joined by the apex of the peritoneum of the corpus adiposum.
I have examined the hemipenis in thirty species of this family of the
following genera: Anolis, Xiphocercus,Polychrus, Basiliscus, Otenosaura,
Oyclura,, Iguana, Oorythophanes, Sauromalus, Orotaphytus, Dipsosaun,s,
Liocephalus, Sceloporns, Oallisaurus, Holbrookia, Enyalioides, Doryphorus, JJficrolophus, Uraniscodon, and Phrynosoma. These differ in the
bifurcation of the organ, varying from undivided ( Oyclura, Ig·uana) to
deeply bifurcate (Anolis, Doryphorus, JJficrolophus, Uraniscodon ). Other
differences are seen in the number of the welts and their surface structure, and the distribution and size of the calyces. Thus tlie calyces
extend to the base in Anolis, but are confined to the apex in Orotaphytiis. They exist in series only in Oyclura, Iguana, Otenosaura, Ooryth~phanes, and Sauromalus. They cover most of the organ in Sceloporus and Phrynosoma. The systematic arrangement of the genera in
accordance with the characters is as follows:
I. Calyces always present.
A. Three welts, ono opposite the sulcus sperra,1ticus, and one parallel on each
side of it, transversely laminate.
Ctenosaura, Cyclura, Iguana, Corythophanes, Sauromalus, C1·otaphytus.
B. Three welts, one opposite sulcus, the others one on each side of sulcus, converging to median welt and inclosing spaces with it. Surfaces
calyculate.
a. Welt confluent proximad.
Dipsosaurus, Liocephal-us, Phrynosoma.
aa. Welt projecting free proximad.
Callisau1·us, Holbroolcia.
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C.

o median welt; lateral welts from sulcus.
celoporus.

D. A median, no lateral welts; calyculate.
a. ot bifurcate; welt wide.
Enyalioides (calyces coarse).
era. Bifurcate; welt long anc1 narrow.
Anolis (calyces minute).
E. o welts.
er. Deeply bifurcate; calyces confined to branches.
Microlophus, Uraniscodon, Doryphorus.

aa. Shortly bifurcate; calyces extending proximad of branches.
Basiliscus.

II.

o cnlyces or welts.
a. Bifurcate; surface coarsely wrinkled.
PolycMus.

In the genera Otenosaura, Oyclura, Iguana, Sauromalus, and Enyalioides (laticeps) the organ is entire; in the others it is bilobate or bifurcate.
Boulenger makes the following observations on this family:
The lizards of this family resemble very closely, in external as well as internal
character , those of the preceding, or Agamidm, from which they are distinguished
by the pleur dont dentition. The distinct heterodontism, so frequent in the latter
family, is exhibited to a slight degree by one genus only ( Uraniscodon); in all others
the teeth a.r ubequal in size, and if, as is usually the case, the lateral ones differ
from th front ones, the change is gradual. In all genera, save Amblyrhynchus, Conolopluis, and Phyrnaturus, the anterior teeth are conical; the lateral ones are also sometim s imply conical or with obtuse crowns, but more frequently compressed and
tri u pid; in Iguana and Cyclura cornuta the crowns are finely denticulated on the
dge. In th above-named highly remarkable Amblyrhynchus, Conolophus, and Phymafarus a.II the teeth ~re deeply trilobate or fl.ower-de-luce shaped. The shafts of the
te th are constantly long and cylindrical and hollowed out at the base. Pterygoid
teeth are present in many species; I have not employed this character for the distinction of genera unless accompanied by others. Chamc,eleolis is one of the few
lizard in which teeth are in erted on the palatine bone.
not cliff r in any important point from that of the Agamidro. HowThe 1 nll d
v r, cl rmal 'I'aniitl o sifications, as, for .instance, the horn-like tubercles of Phryno11oma, may be present. A supraorbital arch, such as has been noticed in the
amoid g nu Lyrioce1Jhalus, Oorythophanes; and l'hrynosoma. The claviclo is slencl r pr ximally, xcept in the genera Basiliscus a.ud Lc,emanctus. The interclavicle
i T- r anchor- haped, except in Phrynosoma, in which the longitudi::J.al limit is
abs nt. Tho sternum is frequently perforated by a fontanelle. A more or less compl •t syst m of o ified or tendinous abdominal ribs ~s developed in many genera, in
om ( .lnolis, Polychrus, Liosaurus, etc.) to the same extent as in the Geckonid:n.
Tho t ngue i thick and villose, entirely fixed to the floor of the mouth, or slightly
fr e ant riorly, and not, or but feebly, nicked. The pupil of the eye is round and
th y lids well developed. The tympanum is distinct, except in Holbroolcia.
moral pores exist in all orth American genera, and are absent in the great
m J ri Y of th outh American. In some of the latter the males have a series of
por · n th anterior border of the vent. When femoral pores are present in North
Am ri ·an g u ra. th y ar pi reed in an undivided scale.
Th calin of th head and body varies extremely, and gular appendages, crests,
and other ornaments are not infrequent. The upper head scales are usually small,
bu in , mo g n ra sum a shield-like disposition. An enlarged scale is usually
pr nt, r pr nting the interpari tal of other lizards, and through fusion with
adj
ot ca.I
ometimes acquires a remarkably large size. Followingtheexample
of pr vious authors, and for conv ni nee, I have used the term "occipital" for this
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shi lcl altl10ugh it i not homologou with that so called ; but I have had to depart
from this ml iu dealing with th genus Liolremus, in which, owing to the ~reater
developm nt of th parietals and the presence of a true occipital, that termmology
might have lo<l to onfusion.
.
.
.
Thehabits of the numerous members of this family are as vaned as their physiognomy. All the forms which we have observed in the Agamoids are repeated here
save the parachute-bearing Dragons, which have no pleurodont analogues. On t~-e
other hand, such types as the Anoles, with their digital expansions, and the semimarine algivorous Amblyrhynchns are unrepresented in the acrodont series. However, this apparent parallelism between the Agamoid and Iguanoid series of genera
is very superficial, n,nd there is, it appears to me, not one form so exactly repeated
in both as to deserve to ue united into the same genus were the character of the
dentition, on which the family distinction h based, not to be considered.
The great majority of Iguanoids are insectivorous; Iguana, Brachylopus, Amblyrhynchus, Conolophus, Phymaturus, Sauromalus, Basiliscus, and Dipsosaurus are herbivorous, and the Ctenosaura are reported to be omnivorous.

Mr. J. Per:cy Moore 1 states that the Liocephalus carinatu,s of the
Bahama Islands is carnivorous, "not even stopping at cannibalism,"
while from the stomach of an individual of the same species, also from
the Ba,hamas, I took parts of flowers, with seed vessels and seeds; so
that this form also is omnivorous.
Some species of Sceloporus and Phrynosoma are at present the only Iguanoids
known to be ovoviparous.
With the exception of two genera occurring in Madagascar and one in the :Friendly
and Fiji islands, the range of this family is restricted to the New World.-(Boulenger.)

Systematic.-The elements composing the mandible may be fused at
some points in certain genera, as may be discovered under the head~ of
the osteology of each. In Anolime the surangular is either wanting or
is fused with the angular. On this ground I proposed at one time to
separate this group from the remainder of the Iguanidce as a distinct
family, but the presence of similar variations in some genera of the
latter makes it proper to abandon this course.
There are three distinct subfamilies of this family, which may be distinguished by characters of the skeleton. The first is characterized by
the presence of numerous abdominal ribs, which do not connect with
the sternum. This is the Anolince of the present work, and the Gastropleurce of Wiegmann (1834). I have fortified this character by the
discovery of the peeuliarity of the left pulmonary mesentery, above
mentioned. In the two other subfamilies the mesenteric characters are
identical. In the Basiliscince the proximal extremity of the clavicle is
expanded and perforated, as in the Teiidce and other Leptogloss types.
In the Iguanince it is simple. These divisions may be tabulated as
follows:
Abdominal ribs; clavicle simple; a left hepatopulmonary mesentery _____ . ANOLIN1E
No abdominal ribs; clavicle proximally looped; no left hepatopulmonary mesentery .. - - - .. - - • - .• - . - - - - .. - - - ... - - - - .. - - - - .. - - . - .. - - - - .... __ ... _. BASILISCIN1E
No, or very few, abdominal ribs; clavicle proximaily simrle; no left hepatopulmonary mesentery ...... - - .......... ___ .. __ .... ____ . __ .. _. __ . __ .. _____ IGUANIN1E
1 Proceedings,

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1895, p. 433.
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The characters of the genera are as follows:
I. ANOLINJE.
A. Nostrils above the canthns rostralis; digits more or less dilated or depressed,
with smooth transverse lamellro below. No femoral pores.
a. Distal joint of digits raised above the penultimate.
Lateral teeth, with subspherical crowns; palatine and pterygoid bones
toothed .............................••......... Chamwleolis Cocteau.
Lateral teeth tricuspid; tail prehensile .......... Xiphocercus Fitzinger.
Lateral teeth tricuspid; tail not prehensile; no rostral appendage .
.Anolis Daudin.
Like Anolis, uut muzzle with a flexible appendage . . Scytomycterus Cope.
aa. Distal joint not raised.
Digits scarcely dilated ................................ . Norops Wagler.
AA. Nostrils below the canthus rostralis; digits not-dilated, and with keeled lamellro inferiorly. Femoral pores.
No gular fold uor dorsal crest; third and fourth toes equal.
Polyclirus Cuvier.
II. BASILISCIN.,E.
'foes with a free dermal border; back, tail, and head with compressed tegumentary
crests supported by the skeleton; no femoral pores or large gula.r sac.
Basiliscus Laurenti.
Toes without freo dermal border; no dorsal or caudal crest; skull produced horizontally behind; no femoral pores or large gular sac .......... Lwrnanctus Wiegmann .
III. IGUANINJE.
A. Femoral pores absent (or a few present in the male of Enyaliodesj Boulenger).
1. Premaxillary teeth conical.
a. Infradigital lamellro distinctly keeled.
a. Posterior part of head more or less produced. Agular sac; head with two
ridges uniting posteriorly into an elevated bony crest.
Corythophanes Boie.
(J. Ilea<l not produced posteriorly.
" On or more transverse gular folds, or a very large occipital (or interpa1
rietal) shield.
tern.nm without fontanelle.
t Body more or less compressed; a dorsal crest.
No abdominal ribs; no gular sac; no femoral pores,
Ophryoi!ssa Fitzinger.'
Abdominal ribs; male with a more or less developed gular sac and
u ually a few femoral pores .......... Enyctlioides Boulenger.
t I Body depre. sed.
A dorsal crest; toes denticulated laterally ....... Chalarodon Peters.
o dorsal crest; toes compressed ............. .... Hoplurus Cuvier.
o dor al crest; toes depressed, clenticula ted laterally,
Pristidactylus Fitzinger.
tt A tern al fontanelle; occipital shield very large.
t audal scales small or moderately large.
igi ts straight; no canine-like teeth ........ Tropidurus Wiegmann .
Digits strongly b nt at tbe articulations; anterior maxillary teeth
longe t . ................................ Uraniscodon Kaup.
t I audal scales very large and spinos .
fold aero s th i hroat; tail su bey lindrical. . Strobilurus Wiegmann.
Two folds across tbe throat; tail flat ............. Urocentron Kaup.
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"* No transverse gular fold; occipital shield small.
t A gular appendage.
·
Body compressed ....................... Tropidodactylvs Boulenger.

tt No gular appendage.
:j: Males with anal pores.

Dorsal scales smooth and juxtaposed ......... Helocephalus Philippi.
Dorsal scales keeled and imbricate ........... Liolcemus ·w iegmann.
:j::j: No anal pores.
§ Caudal scales forming verticils.
Abdominal ribs; dorsal and ventral Hcales large and keeled.
8-cartiscus Cope.
No abdominal ribs ............ . .... . Stenocm·us Dumeril and Bibron.
§ § Caudal scales not forming verticils.
No abdominal ribs; body slightly depressed; head-scales, small aucl
keeled .................................. Saccodei?'a Girard.
Abdominal ribs; body more or less compressed .... Liocephalits Gray.
b Infradigital lamellro smooth or indistinctly keeled.
a A transverse gular fold; no anal pores .
.. Body, cylindrical or feebly compressed.
A slight dorsal crest or denticulation ...... _....... . Enyalius Wagler.
No crest; dorsal scales uniform, granular,
U1·ostrophus I Dumeril and Bilnon.
*" Body depressed ; no dorsal crest.
Lateral teeth, tricuspicl ............ . Liosann1,s Dumeril and Bibron.
Lateral teeth with obtuse and subspherical crowns .. Diplolmmus Bell.
/J No gnlar fold; male with anal pores ................ Ctenoblepharis Tscbndi.
y No gubr fold; no anal pores ..................... Aptycholcernus Boulenger.
2. Premaxillary teeth, tricuspid.
·
Body much depressed ... . ............................ Phymaturus Gravenllorst.
B. l!.,emoral pores present.
1. Vertebrro with zygosphenal articulation.
* Premaxillary teeth, tricuspid.
A gnlar fold .................................... . ...... Amblyrhynchns Bell.
No gular fold ....... ............... ..... ............. Conolophus Fitzinger.
* .. Lateral teeth only, with denticufated crowns.
a. A more or less developed crest or row of enlarged 8eales on vertebral line.
(J. No horny combs on posterior digits.
y. A compressed denticulated gular pouch.
Body compressed; tail l~ng with homogeneous pholiclosi8,
Iguana Laurenti.
yy. Gular pouch, if present, not crested.
Agular pouch; tail long, not spinous ............. Brachylophus Cuvier.
Agular pouch; tail spinous at base ............. Ctenosaura Wiegmaun.
A gular pouch; tail spinous to cud ..... _............. _... Cachryx Cope.
No gnlar pouch; a transverse collar; tail not spinous.
Dipsosaurus Hallowell.
(J(J. Horny combs on some of the posterior digits.
A gular pouch; tail spiuous at base ............. _..... Cyclura 2 Harlan.
aa. No dorsal crest of scales.
Superciliary scales segmental; tail without spines; a gular foltl.
Saurornalus Dumeril.
1
2
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2. Vertebrre without zygosphen.
* Posterior cranial borders not spinous.
t Superciliary and labial scales segmental.
Tail short, spinous; a gular fold ..................... lfoplocercus Fitzinger.
tt ·• uperciliary scales im bricate; labials segmental.
Agular fold; occipital plate small ................ Grotaphytus Holbrook.
Agular fold, with enlarged scales; occipital plate large,
Uta Baird and Girard.
Agular fold without enlarged scales ; occipital plate large .Lysoptychits Cope.
o gular fold; occipital large ..... ................. Sceloporus Wiegmann.
tt Both superciliary and superior la.bi al scales imbricate. (Agular fold.)
Tympanum exposed; occipital plate small; digits fringed ..... Uma Baird.
Tympanum exposed; occipital large; digits not fringed,
Gallisaurus Blainville.
Tympanum concealed; occipital large; digits not fringed,
Holbrookia Girard .
.u Posterior borders of cranium with bony spines. Two hepatoventral mesenteries.
Labial and superciliary scales not im bricate; occipital scale small; a gular
fold; body short, depressed; ribs elongate.
Tympa.nic cl rum exposed ......................... Ph1·y1wsoma Wiegmann .
'fympanic drum covered with scaly skin ................ Anota Hallowell.

Twelve genera of this family enter the nearctic fauna. But one of
these (Sceloporus) is found in its Eastern and Austroriparian districts,
while four are found in the Central (Sceloporous, Phrynosoma, Holbrookia, Orotaphytus). The Pacific district includes four (Sceloporus,
Uta, Phrynosoma, Orotaphytus); while the remaining genera belong to
the Sonoran. Of these genera Phrynosoma and Sceloporus only occur
iu the Mexican di trict of the neotropical realm. ·
The geographical distribution of the genera is represented in the
accompanying table:

Geog1·aphical D ist1·ibution of Iguanidre.
N eotropical.

Nearctic.
Eastern.

Au,trodp~ian.l

C=tral.

I

PMific.

I

Sono,an.

Cenk!!,;'-merl·

W eat Indi=.

Col=bian.

Bm,ili,n.

Chile'"'.

Sceloporus .... -I Scelo_porus . __ .1Scelopo:rus . - --1Sceloporus. - - . Sceloporus. - - . Scelopor1ts. ____ . __ . __ . : -- ___ . __ .. _, ...... : .. _... ___ . _ ... _.. :--- ... __ .. _.. ____ . _. __ .. _... __ .
Anolis. _... _________ ....... _-· ---· -- ---· ------ 1- - - · •• - - - - - · • • • Anohs. _.. · ·· - .. Anohs ..... -··· . .A.nohs. __ -·-·· ·· .A.nohs ----- - ____ .. ____ .. ___________ _
Cbamreleolis. ___ ------·-·····----- ---····-· - ·-··-····· ······· ·· · ·· ···-··

i~~~i~~r-~~~:: :: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: ~5r~ ~~~~~~·~~-:::

0

: : : : : : _______ _ _ __ _

Polr,~hrus . . . . . . Polychrus ..... __ . . ...
. . Bas1,1scns . _. _..

0

~

0
0
0
t::,
H

t"'
H

>
z
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Crotaphytus .. Crotaphytus ..

>
~

Phrynosoma .. Phrynosoma _-
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J
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Liocephalus ... - I Liocephalus . _. .
Enyalioides . __ .
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The nearctic representatives of the Iguanidm agree in possessing the
following characters :
Tongue thick, fie hy, much depressed, attached firmly to the integument of the lower jaw, i:.lightly free along the sides and at the tip
only (not behind), which is sometimes free for one-fifth, sometimes
scarcely at all; end of tongue generally slightly notched (not at all in
A.nolis), never bifurcated, and with two oval or triangular smooth disks
beneath the tip, varying in _size with the extent of freedom, the terminal notch being between these anteriorly and deeper as these are larger;
tongue behind with a deep, wide notch, embracing the free end of the
larynx, which i separated from the tongue proper by a depressed
space (entrance in the notch); _surface of the tongue uniformly and
firmly papillose to the end; frenum of tongue single, median, and
fleshy. Teeth always more or less compressed and three to five cusped
posteriorly. Scales on the body rather small, genera1ly subrhomboidal
and arranged in slightly oblique series, more or less imbricated, most
distinctly so anteriorly.
Eyelids present in all. Males distinguished from females by the
plates behind anus larger than the rest. Scales on the back arranged
on each ide of a central dorsal series.
The uperciliary scales are imbricate in front and sometimes behind,
except in Sauromalus and A.nolis, where they are serial or segmental.
The genera which enter the nearctic fauna may be compared as fol, low . They agree in the characters enumerated in the first paragraph.
Thighs with femoral pores; no preanal ones. Orifice of posterior
nare much anterior to middle of palate. Digits more or less cylindri-.
cal; never partially expanded. Under surface of the digits generally
in one series of transverse lamellm, but these always have four or more
ridge , forming conspicuous longitudinal series and imparting to each
plate a trongly anterior serrated edge. Throat without longitudinal ·
fold.
median mental plate .
. Throat without any flat fold or collar. Head without spines.
Sceloporu .-Upperlabialsrectangular; notimbricated. No palatine
te th. Head covered with rather large, regular, plates, in definite
rie ; the supraorbitals distinct. Side of beck with a short oblique
fold overlapping a cavity lined with smaller sca,Jes. Scales above
keeled, u ually mucronate; all with more or less lateral denticulation.
ide of belly and u ually chin with large blue patch, varied with black
in males.
hysoptychus.- pper labials rectangular, not imbricate, and otherloose fold of integument crossing gular region,
wi ea celoporu .
without pecialization of cales into a collar. Sides of neck plicate.
. Throat with tr 11 verse folds, with marginal scales anterior to the
l>r a ' t. Head without spines. Sides of body usualJy with one lateral
fold of kin.
ide · of neck vadou ·ly plicated. External ear wanting
only in Bolbro kia.
ead covered with small, rounded plates in indefinite number, except in ta.
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(1) Upper labials rectangular, not imbricated nor oblique; outer face
plane, and vertical, nearly rouud, or compressed, never much depressed;
tail generally much longer ~ban the head and body, except in Sauromalus; no black spots on sides, except in Uta; nostrils mostly lateral
or supero-lateral.
a . With palatine teeth.
Sauromalus.-Tail shorter than the body, conical. Scales small tut
imbricated and angular throughout. Infraorbitals iu a series of small,
nearly equal plates. Plates above head numerous, all small; smaller
in the outer part of supraorbital region: Posfa:~rior cheek teeth with
five cusps. Claws very thick and strong, anterior larger.
/
0rotaphytus.-Tail much longer, slender, and rounded. s~ales above,
all about equal, small, rounded, not imbricated, and with much smaller
ones between them. Supraorbital spaces with plates abruptly much
smaller than the intermediate plate~. Infraorbital plates small, nearly
equal. Pallet beneath the tip of tongue large, ovate, very thin, sessile.
(:J. Without palatine teeth. A very long infraorbital.
Dipsosaurus.-Plates ou head all very numerous, small, angular,.
nearly equal, and in indefinite number. Tail long and compressed.
Body compressed. Scales on body rhomboidal. Body and tail with a
single median dorsal series of much larger carinated, but not crested
nor spinous, scales; the others on back and sides equal and smaller
than the ventral.
Uta.-Plates on the head, including occipital and supraorbitals,
rather large, angular, and in rather regular series of definite number.
Dorsal scales carinated, imbricated, larger than the lateral, which are
tessellated, but nearly equal to the ventral and, like them, lozengeshaped or hexagonal. Tail rounded, longer than head aud body. Sides
of belly, blue.
(2) Upper labials lozenge-shaped, much imbricated and oblique; outer
face with an oblique angular cariua or else plane and vertical. Body
<lepressed. Tail depressed, shorter than head and body. Nostrils
superior. Sides of body or of belly, and generally the under surface of
tail, with black patches. Ears distinct, except in H olbrookia. Lowest
infraorbital much longest. No palatine teeth. Scales above nearly
equal, much smaller than ventral. Claws long, nearly straight.
(a) Ears distinctly visible.
Uma.-Upper labials oblique, overlapping forward. Claws excavateu on one side, turned forward, long, slender, and straight. Sides
with a round black spot. A series of long scales movably articulated
at the base to the external side of the hind foot.
0allisaurus.-Outer face of upper labials with a long, oblique, angular
carina. Sides with black crescents; tail blotched beneath with black.
Feet simple.
·
(b) Ears concealed.
Holbrookia.-Outer face of upper labials angular, as in the last.
Interorbital space with a large central and a smaller irregular lateral
scale on each side.
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ANOLIS Daudin.
~

Anoli11 DAUDIN, Rept., IV, 1802, p. 50.-M:irnREM, Tent. Syst. Amphib., 1820,
p. 4t.-FrrZI.NGim, N. Classif. R pt., 1826, p. 17.-DUMRRIL and BrnRON,
l 37, IV, p. 5.-Boco RT, Miss. 'c. Mex., Rept., 1873, p. 57.-BOULENGER,
Erp. J(n., 'at. Liz. Brit. Mus., 18 5, II, p. 11.
Anolius t•vnm, Rrgoe- Animal, II, 1 29, p. 41.-GRAY, Cn,t. Liz., 1845, p. 199.
Xi11hosw·us FITZINGlm, . Classif. Rept., 1 26, and Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 67.-GRAY,
at. Liz., 1 15, p. 197. ,
lJactyloa WA LJ£R, ,'yst. Amph., 1830, p. 148.-WJEGMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834,
p. 16.-FITZINGER, 'yst. Rept., 1 43, p. 66.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 198.
JJraconura \ AGL1m, yst. Amph., ]830, p. 149.-WIEGMA~N, Herp. Mex., 1834,
p. l6.-l '1Tz1 1m, N. Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 69.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 207.
Acant11olis 'O T~AU, omptes Rendus, Paris, III, 1836, p. 226.-GRAY, Cat. Liz.,
1 15, p. 206.
'tenonotus Frrz1 GER, N. Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 64; Semiurus, p. 64; Microctenus,
p. 61; Ptycllonotus, p. 65; Istiocercus, p. 65; Eunotus, p. 65; Defroptyx, p. 66;
Tl'arhycmlia, p. 66; Ctenodeira, p. 66; Tropidopilus, p. 66; Eudactylus, p. 67;
Deterolepis, p. 67; Trachypilus, p. 67; P1·isticercus, p. 67; Ctenocercus, p. 68;
Oast,-otropis, p. 68; JJeteroderrna, p. 68; Dracontopsis, p. 69.
Rhi11osaurus R .\ Y, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 199.
1

ntep nultimate joint of the toes :flattened, expanded, and with
imbricat d tran ver e lamelhB. Throat with a long vertical compressed
fold, ·apable of expansion into a fan; femoral pores wanting. Roof of
mouth d ply and broadly excavated, with a narrow furrow on its post ri r half, widening behind and abruptly in front opposite the internal
n, r . Tongue thick, fleshy, triangular, rounded in front, emarginate
hind; no tril above the canthu rostralis.
h g nu. nolis, a defined by Dumeril and Bibron, embraces a
gr t numb r of pecie , differing widely in external characters, which
b v be u made the basi of generic and subgeneric characters by variu uthor ·, e p cially by Fitzinger. 1n general, the species may be
di iogu.i bed into five group . There are, :first, those that possess a
an al fin in the male ex; a few large species and one or two small
t Iudie . Second, species with compressed tail, with
ne from th
r , t of ·cales, and with smooth ventral scales; a moderate
numb r f , pe ie , chi fly from the West Indies, but several from Mexico
and n tral meri a. Third, pecies with tail like the preceding, but
ith k led entral cale"; a few spe ·ies characteristically West Indian.
1
ourth p ie · without median uperior crest of scales on the tail,
, hi h i mor r le round; ventral scales smooth; numerous species
from ou h merica
ntral mericn, Mexico, and a very few from tlrn
t Indie . ijfth, tail lik tl1e la t, ventral scales keeled; the major-
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ity of the species, chiefly from Oeutral America and Mexico, but a few
West Indian.
The species inhabiting the United States belongs to the second section of tlie genus. In size it is intermediate.
- The species of this genus are of arboreal habits, and they abound in
the tropical parts of America, and there only. They run with great
rapidity on the trunks and branches of trees, and dod·g e the pursuer
with great ease. Their food consists of insects, and to a large extent
of ants.
The A. vermiculatus of Cuba is said by Poey to dive into the water
after insects from bushes on the shpre. The species of Ohamceleolis
have a good deal the appearance of chameleons, but the posterior cranial
arches are not so elevated. All the species have wonderful powers of
metachrosis, in which respect they quite equal the chameleons. Within
the genus Anolis, which embraces 120 species, there is a great range of
size and form . Thus tl.te species A. cuvieri and ricordii of the Antilles
and edwardsii of J arnaica reach a foot and more in length, while the A.
dist-ichus does not exceed 3 inches. The species cuvieri and ricordii,
with the smaller cristatellus of the Virgin Islands, are peculiar in the
possession of a caudal :fin in the males, which is stretched on a frame
composed of the neural spines of the vertebr:;e, as in the genus Basiliscus. This structure disappears so insensibly in the allied species
that we cau not sustain the genus Dactyloa Gray, proposed for such
forms. In coloration the species display much beauty and variety.
Thus, the A. edwards·ii and cuvieri become a most vivid green under
appropriate circumstances.- The .A. heliactin of Mexico is a golden
yellow, and A. pulchell us of the Virgin Islauds is also a metallic yellow.
The A . cyanopleurus of Cuba is a brilliant blue, as is also the Haytian
A. ccelestinus. A. loysianus is of a kaolin white at times. The large .A.
insignis of' Oosta Rica displays delicate dove and fawn colors, mingled
with more brilliant tints. The fans of the males are generally marked
with pink, purple, blue, or golden spots.
Osteology.-Tlle following osteological de::icription is taken principally
from the A . carolinensis, but other species which I have examined do
not differ from it.
Prernaxillary with long superior spine, and no inferior spine, but a
notch. Nasals distinct, separated by premaxillary spine. Frontal and
parietal bones each undivided, the pineal foramen on the coronal suture.
Prefrontal large, not extending over orbit; lachrymal narrow, in contact with jugal. Postfrontal small, distinct; postorbital large. Supratemporal slender, forming the greater part of the supratemporal arch,
its anterior extremity in contact with the postorbital and postorbital
process of jugal bones. Paroccipital small; parietoquadrate arch well
developed. Supraoccipital loosely attached, coossified with exoccipital.
The frontal _bone is grooved on the median line below. The postoptics are within the epipterygoids, and are curved, inclosing a subcir1
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cular space, and have a , hort e.xterual branch. The epipterygoid
leaves the pterygoid behind the ectopterygoid proce ·s, and articulates
with the parietal, I assing some distance in front of the petrosal. The
petrosal is very short above; the subforaminal process is distinct, and
the inferior groove looks outward as well as downward. Quadrate with
wide external conch and no internal conch. Stapes not deeply sunk;
columella slender. The vomers are flat and elongate, and are not separated by a groove. The palatines are broad and flat, and the maxillopalatine foramen is small. The pterygoids are broad and flat in front,
and are then abruptly contracted from the outside to a narrow posterior part. This curves outward fr.om the long basipterygoid processes
to the quaclrate. The ectopterygoids are short and are deflected at the
proximal extremity. Presphenoid long and rodlike. Occipital condyle
convex, simple·, without exoccipital divisions.
The mandible has marked peculiarities. The Meckelian groove is
closed, and the splenial bone, if present, is minute. I do not detect it
in the .A. carolinensis. There is a fossa on the inside of the ramus at
the· base of the coronoid. The latter bone is developed much anterior
to its apex on the external face, and not posteriorly. The dentary is
produced far posterior to the coronoid. The angular and articular are
fused, and the angle is rather short and has an internal angular projection (Xiphocercus valenciennii, A.nolis equestris, A. marmorat,us, A.
carolinensis).
The hyoid apparatus has the extreme development seen in all the
lizards with a gular compressed pouch or fan. That is, the ceratobranchials of the second pair are closely appressed and produced to a
great length. First pair of ceratobranchials and ceratohyals simple,
the latter attached to the extremities of the moderately developed
hypohyals.
The scapular arch conforms to the Iguanid type. There is a procapula well above the coracoid, and a single coracoid notch. The
sternum has a smalI median fontanelle which is reached by the long
po terior limb of the interclavicle. Two ribs attached to each side of
sternum, and three to _each of the slender, closely appressed xiphoid
rod . There are five pairs of abdominal ribs in .A.nolis carolinensis, and
four, five, and six in other species.
The vertebrre have no zyosphen nor elongate diapophyses. There are
eight cervical vertebrre, of which only the last four have ribs, all of
which have imple heads, the last two being elongate and reaching to
the plane of the sternum.
he caudal vertebrre have no supplementary dividing suture, and
here i but one neural spine. The chevron bones are attached at the
extremity of the centrum.
The pube unite at an acute angle, and have well-developed pectineal
proce sat the middl of their length. The ischia have a prominent tuber.
The pr maxillary and anterior maxillary teeth are simple; the others
are tricu pid.
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Our single species is easily identified by the following characters:
Plates on head conspicuously carinated. Interorbital ridges continued between the no trils to the end of snout. Nostrils more superior
than lateral. Pallets distinct.
Dorsal and lateral scales all very small, the former gradually a little the larger;
much smaller than the ventral. Obscure green .... _.... ___ .A. carolinensis.
ANOLIS CAROLINENSIS Cuvier .

.Anolis carolinensis CUVIER, Regne Animal, I, 1817, p. 43; 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 50.DuMJi:RIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p.121.-DUMERIL, Cat. Coll. Rept.
I, 1851, p. 57.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., II, 1842, p. 67, pl. VIII.-COCTEAU,
in R. de la Sagra, !list. Cuba, Rept., 1843, p. 125, pl. XL-HALLOWELL, Proc.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.., 1856, p. 232.-BO ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II,
1885, p. 43.-CATESBY, Nat. Hist. Carol., II_. p. 55, pl. LXV.
f Lacerta. principalis LINNJEUS, Syst. Nat., I, p. 360.
_ , lnolis bullaris DAUDI -, part, Rept., IV, 1802, p. 69.
Anolis porcattts GRAY, Aun. Mag. Nat. Hist., V, 1840, p.112.-GRAY, Cat. Spec. L iz.
Coll. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 201.
Anolius porcatus GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 201.
A.nolius principalis GRAY, Cat. Liz., p. 202.
Dactyloa ( Ctenocercus) carolinensis FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 68.
Anolis principalis Boco RT, Miss. c. Mex., Rept., pl. xv, tig.1.-SuuFELDT, Amer.
Nat., XVJI, 1883, p. 919.

Fig. 16.
ANOLIS CAROLINENSIS CUVIER.

X

!-

Collection of E. D. Cope.

Head lengthened, narrow, roughened aboye, and resembling that of
an alligator. Two conspicuous crests of large angular plates, separated by two other rows, bordering the supraorbital space behind and
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internally, and ruuning forward distinctly between the uostrils. .r ostrils more superior than lateral; iuside of the canthus rostralis, which
extends nearly to end of snout. Cephalic plates all lougitudinally
rugose or carinated. No crest on back or tail. Tail rounded. Scales
on body and sides small, paved, slightly angular, and about equal;
those of belly larger, oval, carinated. Large scales of the leg confined
chiefly to the anterior surfaces.
·color green or brown above, whitish beneath. Cheeks with a long
dusky spot. Upper parts sometimes blotched with dusky, as also occasionally the imdde of legs. Chin with three dotted lines on each side
interrupted anteriorly.
Head very large, forming nearly or quite one-third of the distance
from suout to anus; much depressed and pyramidal; the sides plane,
strnigllt, and converging to near the rounded tip, and perpendicular to
tl1e plane upper surface. The width is about one-half tlie length to
tile ear. Nostrils entirely superior aud internal to the canthus rostra,lis,
opposite the junction of the first and second labial. Upper surface of
licad with ten ridges more conspicuous with age, which begin as a
J)O ·terior and inner border to the supraorbital region, wider a little in
frout of this, and then converge until they meet between the nostrils.
All the plates on the head large and longitudinally wrinkled. The
cephalic ridges am composed each of about twelve platesJ which, with a
few intermediate ones, are the largest on the Lead. The supraorbital
pace exl.ribits five or six large plates in two series (the inner largest)
and. bordered internally by one row, externally by thirteen or fourteen of
'mall tubercular plates. Tht, canthus rostrali8 is formed by six sharp,
long, imbricated plates; the side of the head below this to the labials is
1ougitudinally excavated, the space occupieu behind by five rows of
uearly equal plates. The rostral is very broad, but lo w. There are 10
long, low, upper labials and about 11 lower; there is no median plate at
the end of the lower jaw. The lowel' labials are margined by several
· l'ie of elongated narrow plates, three or four anteriorly and a larger
uumber behind, the third larger than the rest. AU the other plates
ou the und.er surface of the head are small, elongated, tubercular, and
paved. The ·cales are all small and nearly uniform on the back and
i<le , where they are tubercular, rounded, slightly carinated, but not
imbricated. The belly scales are larger, more imbricated and rbomboi<la], more carinated. The scales on the legs resemble those of the
id :, except on the anterior faces when the limbs are folded an<l drawJ1
up wli re the cale are larger, imbricated, carinated, and acute. Tlie
, ·ale n the tail ar larger, 1,trongly cari11ate, and iu wLorls. It is
ab ut twice th head and body, compressed and much atten uated,
wi h a central eri ' of larger cales aloug the upper edge. The lliud
1 g brougllt forward reach to the lower jaw; the hind foot is twotllird the h ad, and i · contain d about four times in the head and
bo<ly. It is about equal to the fore leg from the elbow. The fifth hind
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toe js not quite as loug a the second; the free portion of the longest
is les -. than half the heau. There are no crests aloug the dorsal line.
'fhere js a conspicuous longitudinal fold or flap of skin beginning
about the middle of the chin and extending back sometimes over the
entire che1::1t.
I find a good deal of apparent variation in the proportions of the
head, which sometimes seems to be shorter a11d broader than as
described. I am, however, unable, with the series in hand, to find
auy other characters to correspond. As far as I cau judge, the form
with broader bead is most abundant among specimens from the Mississippi Valley, those from tlie Atlantic States and Florida l>eing as
describe<l. above.
In the alcoholic specimen the color varies from light green to gray or
brownh;h olive; greenish white beneath, sometimes brassy or brnnzed,
a11d palest a.bout the pubic region. The edge of the upper jaw is
whitish, the space behind the eye (sometimes before it) blackish. Beneath the head are several faint longitudinal lines (two or three on
each si<le) of elongated spots, usually obsolete on the tip of the chin.
Sometimes there is an indistinct olivaceous yellow tinge along the
back; th e upper urfaces spotted with black, especially along this yel1owi h region.
Dumeril a11d Bibron find uo difference between the common Anolis
of the outhem 11ited tate and one inliabiting Cuba, beyond the
brighter color and the ab. nee of the dusky patch on the temples.
011 comparing pretty larg erie , however, I find that the cephalic
pla t Hof th ( 1 uba.n animal are moother and more regular, especially
tho on the Hi<l ; th bead mor truncate anteriorly; the nostriJappa,reutly fartlt 1· b ck; th cal on the fore part of back and, to a
lesH xte11t, the body g n ra,l ly decidedly larger. The dilation of the
toeH iH ah;o 111or con picuou . The cheek , as stated, are without the
brown IHLtch.
Tllo .,tnoli8 carolin n is i di tributed from the Rio Graude to Florida, i11clu.-iv , and extends as far north as Kiuston, North Carolina.
It is, moreover, common in the Bahama Islands and Cuba, where it
reacliei,; a, size rather superior to what is usual in the United States.
The following note as to the food, habits, and color changes of Anolis
prinoipalis were made by Rev. S. Lockwood, who had a specimen under
ohserrntion for a number of months. 1 ·
It was observed that ilnolis di<l not fancy beetles, but was fond of
diptera or flies, while an occasional spider was taken with a relish. In
capturin g its prey, which was put alive into the fern case where the
lizard was confined, the whole process was direct and neatly done, and
the food secured without a bit of leaf or straw. Its cast-off skin shed
' tlle
several times in one summer, was also invariably eRten, and even
bits that fell between the plants were carefully picked up.
1

American

aturalist, X, 1876, p. 4.
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Its two extremes of color are a deep, warm, bronzy brown aud a I al
but bright pea green. Throughout the day, although occa ioually
playing with diverse color , it was for the most part brown, and this,
too, although walking or nestling among green leaves. At night, wheu
su pended, l1ead up, from the posts at tlle corners of the fern case, it
was invariably found to be a bright green.
Its change of color while basking in the sun is given in the following language :
ow begins that wonderful play of color s. It appears :first in the normal bronze
brown of the back. Literally they are lively colors, such are the moYing changes,
as the folds of the skin, especially those on the neck, catch the sunlight. That deep
umber is now mellowing into a yellowish brown. A minute more and it has a bronze,
coppery tint. Now it runs into an olive green; anon, a leek green; at l ast, a pale
but bright pea green. Through all this color transformation th ere is on the back
a medial line extending from bead to tail which jg always of a hue paler than all
the rest. As to the under parts, the customary ashiness is all gone. It is white,
not glaring, but soft. I think the tiny scales aro set a little on edge, thus giving
the white the aspect of frosted silver. Over the green of the back is a bloom, so
that it looks like f!ostetl green. The top of the :flat head doggedly retains its dark,
normal brown. * -~ * In ordinary repose the e,yelids are p11le brown, but these
organs are equally susceptible of color change. Not only "·ill they run rapidly
through the whole scale, but·the positive colors will be s_pread in deciJed and rapid
contrast. These winking lids emulate the gems. Now a palish brown, they are
smoky topazes. Instantly they become green emeralds, and, quicker than one can
write, flash into the peculi~r blue of the turquoise.

The delicate markings of very dark brown on the back and. sides,
made up of straight lilies, zigzags, and chevrons, are constant, never
changing their color.
Only twice during the summer did Mr. Lockwood's specimen exhibit
the phenomena of inflating Hs throat. Then the colors of the dewlap
were very :flue, ending iI1 a perfect flame of intense scarlet.
When the :first sharp days of October set in, the lizard selected a
hummock of dry sphagnum in the fern case, and with its nose worked
a hole something after the man.oer of a toad while making its hole.
This burrow wa utilized for a sleeping place, and was occupied also on
col<l, dark days.
Anolis carolinensis Linnreus.
Catalogue
0

•

~5
2087

um b~r
of apec1•
j mens.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

1---43- PAnderson,
nsacola, Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Caro• ....... ... ... . .

29 3
11996
10594
10595

1
24
1
l
1
l
1
1

10596
10725

10724
11391
10 10

9490
6144
92 0
9291

Locality.

I

Dr. R. W. J effrey ...... Alcoholic.
Mrs.M.E.Daniel......
do.
Una.
wqrleans,L~uisiana .. ·····--·· ..... N. _0._Acade_my ...... .
do.
eorg1ana,Flor1da ...... ·······-······· Wilham W1ttfield .... .
do.
Clearwater, Florida . .... July 14-, 1879 S. T. Walker .... . .... .
do.
··-·-do-········· ·· ··-··· ..... do .. ..... ..... do .. ........... ... .
do.
..... do·····-············ ..... do .... ....... . do . ............... .
do
(1) ..... ······ · ···-···-·· ............... ........... . ........... .
d0
( 1) .......•..• ·· ·••••·•• · ..•..•••...•••..•...•.......•.•.• ···•··

dr,

i (1t~~:'.~.~~~~..~~~~~T'.~: ::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::
i ~:.~j.~~i~~~::::~:::::::: :::::: :: :: :::·:: -~-.~: ~~~~~:::::::::::

do
do
do.
do.
do.
do.

1

Milton, Florida ......... May 23, 1881

S. T. Walker ......... .

(1) ............................................................ .
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Anolis carolinensis Linnams-Continued.
Number
Cat;iloguc of speci•
No.
mens.

Kingston , North Caro· .............. .
lina.
Louisiana . . . . . . . . ................... .
Summerville, North Car• ............ - ..
olina.
New Orleans, Louisiana ............... .
Tocoi, Florida ...................... .. .
Pensacola, Florida ............... .. . - ..
Micanopy, Florida ... _. ................ .
Grand Couteau, Loms• ........... - . - .
iana.
Loufaiana ............. . .............. .
Lake Monroe, Florida ............... - .
Eutaw, Alabama .............. .. ...... .
New Orleans to Gal• .............. .
veston, Texas.

8335

5163
8903
5126
5124
.8985
5088
5147
9440
5123
5100
5218
4720
9965
11905
2988
11707
10001
9205
14805
15:183- 97
16511
1500:l
17070
17606

l 020

10

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

H. W. Welsher........ Alcoholic.

C.B . .A.dams .......... .
J. C.McNair ......... .

do.
do.

G. Wurdemann ....... .
Prof. F. B. Meek ...... .
Dr.R. W.Jeffrey ..... .
Dr. J. H. Bean . ....... .
St. Charlee College ... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

C. B. .A.clams ...... - ... .
Prof. S. F. Baird . ..... .
Prof. .A. Winchell .... .
C. B . .A.dams .......... .

do.
do.
do.
do.

f ·N~~tl~·c~;~u~·~::
:: :: ::: :::: :: :: ::::: :: ·c5_·:s: Ad~~~:::::::::::
Cat Island, Wisconsin . .......... ; . . . . . G. Wurdemann ....... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

5163
5158
5161
8305
4175
9439
5160

When
collected.

Locality.

1
1
4
3
7
12
2

1
6

7
4
6

\Visconsin .......................................... -. - ....... .
Charleston, South Caro- ........................ - .•.......... • •
lina.
Kemper County, Mi sis• ............................. ......... .
sippi.
1 Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. M. Stewart ... .... .
3 Micanopy, Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. J. H. Bean ........ .
2 Little Sarasota.. Bay, - - -, 1875 Prof. F. B. Meek ...... .
Florida.
ashvillo, Goorgin . .... . July 28, 1880 W.I. Taylor ... ....... .
Victoria, Toxas .... _. __ ............... . Maj. W. H. Emory,
U .S.A.
1 Camp Yuma, California .. ............. . R. O. A.bbott ......... .
1 Miclcllo ound, North .A.pr. 18, 1880 R. E. Earl ............ .
Carolin a.
Round Lake, labama .. ,Tuly 14, 1876 A. L. Knmllien ..... _..
'taul.v County,
orth ............... John S. Webb ........ .
Carolina.
owOrl ans, Lonisiana ....... . ..... .. . Dr. R. W. Shnfeldt ....
Gook 'ounty, T xas .................. . G. R. Ragsdale .... __ ..
I!Hliar'. lti~cr ····;; ···· · ............ .. . G. W urdemann ....... .
am 1011 011nt.v, Icxas ............... . C.K. Worthen ....... .
...... ....
·heH H.ivt r, l4 miles .............. . U. S. Fish Commission.

I

<i!\fltof P~l Hti n ,1.'.Pxafl

.. . ...... Tmlrnn Riv r,
Flori<lt.

:Miko, ............... Dr.Goo.Marx ...... . . .

mm I ::::::::: .~~.~1g~u.~I~'. ~('.~~~~I.L:::::: :::::: :: :::: ::: .~1:~':· ~:~-.~--~'i.~~~~~-:

! !~! i>)) :~.:f;.;~; A~:~: : : : ::>: ~: Ri1~'3ifX,:;:~:

2231:J . • . . . .. . . . Omngo Hammock, De ....... ... ..... Wm. Palmer ... _..... .
'oto 011nty, I•'lorida.
22345 . .... .. ... Lake
rh11ckle, l'olk .................... do .... _........... .

County, .I!'lorida.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.

CTENOSAURA Wiegmann.
Otenoscrnra WIEGMANN, Isis von Oken, 1828, p. 371.
JiJnyaliosaurus GRAY, Cat. Lir,. Brit. Mus., 1845, p.192.

The species of this genus are restricted to the Mexican and Central
American regions as Oyclura is to the West Indian. The species known
to me are six in number, as follows:
I. Caudal whorls complete; dorsal crest extending only on the anterior dorsal region.
Tail round,-whorls separated by one row of scales; brown, with a few black
cross-bands on anterior dorsal region .. _.... .... _... _.. 0. hemilopha Cope.
II. Caudal whorls complete; dorsal crest extending to rump.
a. Caudal whorls separated by one row of scales.
Three scales on can thus rostralis; dorsal crest interrupted at rump; black
or dark brown .......... ......... _............... _... C. multispinis Cope.
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aa. Caudal whorls separated by two or three rows of scales.
Head short, obtuse; three scales on can thus rostralis; dorsal crest interrupted at rump; black, with yellow cross-bands; sides of neck yellow.
C. brevirostris Cope.
Head wedge-shaped; three or four scales ·on can thus rostralis; all, except
the posterior one, <lee per than long; dors~l crest interrupted at rump;
black, with yellow and green cross-bands and speckles .... C. teres Harlan.
Four canthal scales, the posterior longer than deep; head elongate, wedgeshaped; dorsal and caudal crests continuous at rump; tail compressed;
green, with narrow black cross-bands to belly ........ G. completa Bocourt.
III. Caudal whorls interrupted; each represented by a median dorsal spine and two
on each side at the base.
Tail depressed, shorter; dorsal crest widely interrupted at rump; pale brown,
with black cross-bands on anterior dorsal region .. C. quinqueca1·inata Gray.

The genus Otenosaura includes species of large size, which inhabit
the forests of the Central .American region. In other parts of N eotropica they are unknown. In the West Indian region their place is taken
by the genus Oyclura, while Iguana ranges almost the entire realm.
One species enters the extreme limit of N earctica, at the southern part
of the Lower Californian Peninsula, and one occupies the Plateau to
southern Arizona.
The species are powerful and active, and can make a good defense
when necessary by the use of their small sharp teeth and of their
spinous tail. This organ is armed with rings of spinous scales, which
are very acute, and which inflict considerable wounds when driven
against the naked surface of the skin. In the smallest species, the
0. quinqueoarinata, the spines are especially large and are fewer in
number than the other species, the form approaching the allied genus,
Oaohryx Cope. In the latter, of which the species are also Central
American, the tail is abbreviated so as to be spinous to the end. In
Otenosaura the spines terminate a considerable distance cephalad of
the distal part of the long slender tail.
These reptiles are valued as food by the natives of Central America,
where they, like other large tree lizards, are called Iguanas.
CTENOSAURA -HEMILOPHA Cope.

Ctenosaura hemilopha COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 105.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., 1885, p. 197.-VAN DENBURGH, Proc.
Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 88.
Iguana (Cyclura) acanthura BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus., IV, 1835, p. 288, pl.
xx1v, fig. 1 (not of haw).
yclura acantlmra DUMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen. IV, 1837, p. 222.
Ctenosaura acanthm·a BocounT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p. 138.
Ctenosaura interrupta (DuGt ) BocoURT, Le Naturaliste, II, 1882, p. 47. ·

Breadth just anterior to the orbits equal to length froln line connecting tho, e points to end of muzzle. Rostral plate twice as broad as
high, upper outline an arc. Seven premaxillary teeth; maxillaries (in
one ·pecimen) 21, of which ix are conic, the third longest, and very
few of the remainder more than tricuspid.
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ca,l · on body very small, smaller ou the back than on the belly;
smooth. Dor o-nuchal crest extending to the sacrum in the male; not
beyond the anterior two-thirds of the back in the female; not continuous with caudal. Tail depressed at the base~ above with alternate rings
of large spinose and small mooth scales; only the first, four whorls of
spines separated from one another by two or three series of smaller
scales; the spines on the vertebral liu~ strong and forming a crest, but

less developed tl.lan those on the sides; scales on lower surface of t'a il
narrow and keeled, each segment, beginning from the seventh, composed of only two rings of scales. F~ve femoral pores. Olive gray or
green above, sides, sacral region, and limbs with fine dark-brown network; back with darker crossbands, of which a narrow one between
the shoulders and two broader ones behind it are black; lower surfaces whitish; lower lip with vertical dark-prown bars, throat marbled
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with brown, belly and lower surfaces of limb' with round dark-brown
.
spots. Foot short, sole not spinous.
Length from end of muzzle to gular fold, 160 mm.; from mastoid to
mastoid, 75 mm.; from edge of fold to vent, 435 mm.; vent to end of
tail, 825 mm.; posterior extremity, 333 mm.
Cyclura hemilopha Cope.
When
collected.

Locality.
5295

4

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Cape St. Lucas, L. Cali- ...•••......... J. Xantus ............. .Alcoholic type.
fornia.

12651
1 La Paz, L. California..... Feb.-, 1882.. L. Belding............. .Alcoholic.
12652
1 ..... do ..•............... Feb.-, 1882 ....... do....... .. ....... .
do.
21460 . . . . . . . . . . ( 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 1).......... . ( 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.

This species was known to De Blainville as long ago as 1835, and he
gives a figure of it. He and Bocourt, in his fine work op. the reptiles
of Mexico, regarded it as the Lacerta acanthura of Shaw. 1 This can
uot be correct, as Shaw tlistinctly states that the dorsal crest of his
species extends to the rump. It is probably one of the species of the
next section (II) of the genu~, but which one I am unable to ascertain.
CTENOSAURA MULTISPINIS Cope.

Ctenoeaivra rnnltiepinie
p.267.

COPE,

Proc., American Philosophical Society, XXIII, 1885,

- Head elongate, flat above, muzzle narrowed; nostril in the second
third of the length to the orbit. Three scales on canthns rostralis, each
deeper than long. Seven flat scales across muzzle between anterior
angles of orbits. Two rows between supraorbital series. Scales above
temporal muscles rather large, weakly keeled. Five series of infralabial
plates, not separated by smaller ones. Dorsal crest rather elevated
in adult, terminating at the rump. Median caudal crest composed of
conical scales, beginning above the posterior margin of the femora.
Tail cylindrical at base, covered by whorls of prominent scales with
conical point which project strongly and which are separated by one
row of smaller flat scales on the upper half of the tail. On the inferior
ide of the tail the whorl rows are separated by two intervening rows,
which are just like them, having a keel and a mucronate apex. Beyond
the middle of the length (end lost) the tail is strongly compressed, but
whether this due to shriveling-on drying I am not sure. Median series
of spinous cale uninterrupted. The abdominal scales are larger than
the dor al, which are longer than the lateral scales; all are subquadrate, and none are keeled.
Seven femoral pore . Color, above and below, black.
_J,feasnrenient .-Length from end of muzzle to vent, 255 mm.; length to
line of axilla, 125 mm.; length to line of auricular meatus, 62 mm.; width
---------!
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of head at auricula,r meatus, 42 mm.; width of bead above auricular
meatus, 35 mm.; length of anterior limb, 93 mm.; length of anterior foot,
37 mm.; length of posterior limb, 150 mm.; length of posterior foot, 76 mm.
I have before me two stuffed specimens of this species, a large one
and probably adult, and a smaller and younger one, which I described
above. This is No. 201 of Sumichrast's collection, and was procured by
him at Dondorningvillo, in the State of Oaxaca, and sent to the Smithsonian Institution. The other specimen was obtained near Batopilas,
Chihuahua, by Mr. Edward Wilkinson, and was recorded by ~e as
Oyclura acanthura in the catalogue of his collection. 1 It agrees with
the type specimen in having the distal two-thirds of the tail strongly
compressed. The dorsal crest is much less elevated, probably owing
to its younger age. The colors are paler, the prevailing tint being light
brown with indistinct darker brown cross bands. More recently a
specimen was sent to the U.S. National Museum from Nogales, a town
which stands on the line between Arizona and Chihuahua. The species
is clearly to be inclt;tded in the area of the Columbian Realm.
I :find a specimen of this species, enumerated as Var. B of Otenosaura
acanthura by Bouleuger. 2
Ctenosau.r a rnultispinis Cope.
Cata1ogne of
Number
speci-

No.

Locality.

men s .

I

Collector.

~ ,- - - - - 17178

1

Nogales, Arizona .. - ........ -·_- ···· ...... / P. L. Jouy.

DIPSOSAURUS Hallowell.
Dipsosaurns HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VII, 1854, p. 92.-B0COURT,
Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p.146.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885,
p. 201.
.

A gular fold. Sides of neck wrinkled. Dorsal and ventral scales
more or less imbricated, all distinctly rhomboidal, or lozenge-shaped,
and in nearly transverse series. Tail much longer than body; much
compressed. Back· with a crest of a single series of larger, strongly
carinated, but not spinous scales. Femoral pores. Nostrils terminal,
entirely lateral, anterior to end of canthus rostralis. Palate not
toothed, the portion between the posterior nares scooped out. Tongue
arrow-shaped, slightly bifid, with two large elliptical, sessile pads.
Teeth pleurodent, all compressed, and strongly 3-lobed, even the anterior ones.
But one species of this genus is knowu. It is of interest as approaching more nearly in its characters the large arboreal types of tropical
America than any other which enters our fauna.
Osteology.-The osteology of this genus presents a number of interl
2

Proceedings, American Philosophical Society, XVIII, 1879, p. 261.
Catalogue of Lizards in the BritiAh Mnseum, II, p. 197.
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e ting peculiaritie which con titnte difference from Orotaphytu ·, to
which its gen ral appearance suggest affinity.
Premaxi1lary bone with elongate,_uperior spine and posterior emargination of inferior face. Na als large, distinct, not shortened in front,
ince the no trils open forward. Frontal narrow, entire, grooved on
tbemiddleliue below, its posterior region pierced bytbe pineal foramen,
whicli i entirely anterior to the coronal suture (D. dorsalis). Supraoccipital lorn:;ely articulated anteriorly, and not distinct from exoccipitat. Prefrontals'large, not extending over orbit; lachrymal sma11er,
touched by ju gal. Postfrontal small, distinct from the large postorbital.
The latter articulates extensirnly with both the jugal and s11pratemporal. Paroccipital small. Parietoquadrate arch well elevated. The
vomers together· as broad as long, not produced posteriorly, with a
median fo sa. Palatine flat, with a short maxillary process; pterygoid
flat in front, concave on the inner side behind for contact with the long
basipterygoid process. Ectopterygoid decurved at its inner extremity.
Quadrate with a narrow internal and a wide external conch. Postoptic
an open sigmoid, reaching frontal above, with a me.d ian expansion with
rudiment of posterfor limb. Petrqsal very short above; subforaminal
portion prominent, with a wide inferior groove looking downward.
Epipterygoid leaving pterygoid behind ectopterygoid process, and
r a bing parietal without contact with petrosal. Presphenoid rudim ntal; ph noia and basioccipital united, and with prominent lateral
cl -e . Occipital condyle withexoccipital elements feebly distiuguished.
n the mandible the Meckelian groove is completely curved. The
c ronoid has little horizontal extent, and that is principally anteriorly
on the external side. The surangular and articular are fused together,
and the plenial is small. The dentary extends as far posteriorly as
th po terior border of the coronoid. The angle is prominent, :flattened
o a to be horizontal, and has an internal angle.
Th capula has a large proscapula directed upward, and the coracoid
he. one emargination, wbich is large. Tbe sternum has a narrow
m c1ian fi ntanel1e which is not covered by the interclavicle. There are
f nr pair,• of rib articulated to the StP,rnum, and two continue into the
approximat d xipboid rod . The ribs reach tbe sacrum.
rt · bri with a zygosphen articulation. Eight cervical vertebrre,
nt ri r with a, compressed hypapophysis, which soon becomes a
whiC'h i ab ent on the eighth cervical and all following vertebrre.
Four ant ri r vertebr without ribs; seventh and eighth with long
rib . Dia.1 phy e v ry hart, except in the caudal regiou, where they
, r pr nt fi r half it ] ngth, increasing in length to the ba e, where
th y r quite elon"'ate.
hevron bones intercentral. Neural spines
f dor al r i n low; f caudal region rather elevated, oblique, and
pre d db a mpr . d vertical prominenc~ or anterior neural spine.
he entra ar r u ver ly gmented ju tin front of the diapophysis,
h ant rior part of the eries.
f jun l n of tb pube i nearly right, and the pectiJrnal
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process is median, short, and decurved. The ischia have a long, common suture, and are deflected downward, meeting at less than a right
angle. Tuber a prominent angle. The ilium presents a short subacute
angle; representing the crista. ·There is a deep posterior notch of the
acetabulum.
In Dipsosaurus dorsa,lis all the teeth on the maxillary bone are tricuspidate; those on the premaxillary are mostly simple, but one or two
external ones show a rudimental lateral cusp .
.In the only known species the colon is well developed 1 and the smaU
intestine is elongate. Its habits are herbivorous, as I have taken
remains of :flowers from their stomachs.
DIPSOSAURUS DORSALIS Baird and Girard.

Dipsosaunis dorsal-is HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VII, 1854, p. 92;
Rept. U . S. Expl. Surv., XIII, Pt. 4, p. 7, pl. vr, fig: 1.-BAIRD, U. S. Me:i,:.
Bound. Surv., Herp., 1859, p. 8, pl. xxxn, figs. 7-13.-Boc0URT, Miss. Sc.
Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 146.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., 1885, II,
p. 201.--:-VAN DENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 92.
Crotaphytus dorsalis BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc ..Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 126.

Fig. 18.
DIPSOSAURUS DORSALIS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X}.

Fort Yuma, Arizona.
Cat, No. 27 30, U.S.N.M.

Head small, scarcely as wide as the neck, or more than half the
len gth of hind foot; rather longer than broad; muzzle blunt; forehead
sloping very rapidly. A single gular fold. The scales on the chin
large, granular, and nearly even. A conspicuous ridge on the back
from bead to middle of tail, formed of a single series of scales larger
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than el ewbere, each cale con picnou:ly k eled. The other cales
above about equaJ lightly reticu.lated a,nfl diamond- haped, each one
with a light keel.
cale on the belly imilar, but larger; tho eon the.
cale · on the tail keeled, on the belly
ide smaller than either.
smooth. Tail compre -eel· about twice as long as the body. Auditory
aperture v rtically elongated with the anterior edge dentated. Infraorbital chin compo ed chiefly of one single horizontal plate. Femoral
pore di tinct in the adult male.
Head very short, not one-fifth the length from snout to anus. Hind
foot not quite two-fifth this length. Tail twice as long. It is readily
fractured, differing in tlli respect from the species of Orotaphytus, where
it i quite tough.
General color in alcohol brownish yellow, th;e sides and legs marked
with line, of browni h red, which anastomo e to a greater or less extent
and inclo. e rounded or polygonal yellowish blotches, which are -less
di tin ct on the back; the under part generally yellowish; the tail with
an alternation of nearly equal yellowish and brownish rings interrupted
below.
In young pecimens there are two blackish spots above each shoulder.
The ide of the head is barre vertically with bluish, the chin and
throat faintly blotched with the same. The orbits are dusky, with a
yellow bar at each end of the eye.
Thi pecie ranges from Cape St. Lucas along the gulf coast of
Lower California to the Colorado and Mohave deserts. To the east it
e rt nds at lea t as far a the Colorado River, but how far beyond is
not known. Its northern range is indicated below.
In regard to the habits of Dipsosaurus dorsa,lis, Dr. Merriam remarks 1
as follows:
This r markable lizard is more strictly limited to the torrid Lower Sonoran Zone
than any other species, not excepting the gridiron-tail ( Callisaurus ventralis) . It
range acros the Lower Sonoran deserts of the Great Basin from the Mohave Desert
and Death Valley to tl1e Great Bend of the Colorado Rjver, and thence northerly in
east ru evada, through the lower part of the valleys of the Virgin and Muddy,
alway ke piug within the Larrea belt. In western Nevada it reaches its northern
limit in th Amargosa Desert, ancl wa. not found in Oasis Valley or Indian Spring
alley. In the northwest arm of Doath Valley it does not range northward beyoud
rapevine 'anyon, and in Owens Valley was not found much north of tbe lake. It
i a. strict v getarian, feeding on buds and flowers, which it devours in large quantities. 'o insects ,ver found in any of the stomachs examined; some contained
be, ntifnl houc1uet of the y How blos oms of Acacia, the orange Malvastrurn, the
rich purple Dal ea, and the mesquite (Prosopis julijlora); others contained leaves only.
1

orth American Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 164.
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Dipsosaunts cforsalis HaUowell.
,
I Number
Catalogue of speci•
Nu.
mens.

9373
2702

3

!)295
8635

1
.l

12634
12653
5294.

2
12

15966-68
19103
21728
21839
21854-5
21950-1
21952

U.S.
and
N.M. Sex
age .
No.

";~:fe3~1·

From whom received. Natu:~! .speci•

-, 1855 .. Ma,i. G. H. Thomas, Alcoholic.
U.S.A..
Colorado and Zuf1iEx• ....... . ........................... ... .
do.
perlition.
Colorado River . ...................... . H. Mollhausen ....... .
do.
do.
Pacific H,. R. Survey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. K S. ·wmiam•
son, U . S.A..
Sonora ...... ... .. ...... ............ .... . ...................... .
do.
do.
ColoradoDesert,Arizona -, 1875 .. Lieut. E. Bergland,
U.S.A.
do.
La Paz, Lower California -, 1882.. L. Belding .. .. ........ .
. . . . . do .................. ··-, 1882 ....... clo ................ .
do .
do.
Cape St. Lucas, Lower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,J. Xantus ....••.......
Cailfornia.
Colorado ............................... A. Schott ......... .. .. .
do.
do.
San Luis, Gozales Bay, ............... U.S. Fish Commission.
Gulf of California.
Yuma, Arizona .. ...... .. ................... do ............... . .
do.
do.
Colorado Desert, south . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Stephens .......... .
of Salton Lake, Cali•
fornia.
Quitovaquito, Mox. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ..... .
<lo.
Bound. Line, Arizoua.
do.
do . .
Arizona.
do.
Coyote Wells, Colorado ............... .. ... do ................ .
Desert, San Di e g o
County, California.
Gardners Laguna, Sal• .................... do ................ .
do.
ton River, Lower Cali•
fornia.
Fort Yuma, Caiifornia .. -

2730
9374

4178
15888-91

Locality.

1

6

~~!fo~!:~~a~~~~~tt ::::::::::::::::::J~: ::::::::::::::::

Locality.

Alti•
tucle.

Date.

Collector.

Feet.
18345
18346
18347
18348
18349
18350
18'351
18352
18353
18:i54
18355
18356
18357
18358
18359
18360

Male
adult.

Callville, Great Bend of Colorado, Nevada ................. May

4

3~~~g::::
:i~:::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::: :::: ::::::::::::::: :::: ::: ::::i~:::
Amargosa Dei-ert, Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 31
:i~~:: -~i:r'.a.~g~~~.~~~.~
.~~d~ ~:.
Arlnlt ThreA miles eai-t of Owens Lake, California... ..... 4,100 June 26
A<lnlt

1
:·.~~~~~-~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

Ad11lt
Adult
Adult
Adult
.Adult
.Adult
Adult
juv.
Adult

Pan!Lmint Valley, California . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,300
..... do ....................... . ............................ ..
Mohave Desert, Leach Point Valley, California ............
Borax Flat Water Station, California....... . ...... 2,100
Mesquite Valley, California........................ ... . . . ..
.Be1mett Wells, California ..................................
.... . do ............................... .............. .... .....
Furnace Creek, D eflith Valley, California ...................
Owl Holes, Death Valley, Califomia . .......................

May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
June
Apr.

15
24.
25
22.
13

1
4

21
26

.Merriam.
Bailey.
do.
Merriam.
Bailey.
Merriam.
Baile:v.
Nelson .
Bailey.
Merriam.
Stephens.
Baile:v.

do .

do.
Fisher.
Merriam.

CROTAPHYTUS Holbrook.
Crotaphytus HOLBROOK, North Amer. Herpt., II, 1842, p. 79.-BAIRD and GIRARD,
in Stansb. Expl. Gr. Salt Lake, 1852, p. 339.-BocoURT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept.,
1874-, 1?· 153.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 203.
Leiosaitrus A. DuMERIL, part, Arch . Mus., VIII, 1856, p. 532.

Throat and sides of neck wrinkled; a gular fold; femoral pores.
Scales above small, tuberculate, and paved; beneath larger, imbricated,
and hexagonal. Tail much larger than body, rounded. Head covered
with scales above. Occjpitals small; suborbitals of small plates. Ear
distinct. Nostril rather lateral, anterior to the end o~ can thus rostralis.
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The scapula has a well-developed proscapula, and there are t,ro deep
ernargination~ of the coracoid. The sternum has a narrow longitudinal
median fontanelle in the 0. collaris, and no fonta,nelle in 0. wisUzenii
(011e specimen of each examined). 'fhere are four ribs articulating
directly with the sternum on each side, and two by means of each
xiphoid rod. The latter are not closely appressed as in some, nor so
widely separated as in other Ig-uanidm.
Vertebrm without zygosphenal artieulatiou, but the prezygapopbyseal
faces concave. Cervic~l vertebrm eight, the anterior fi v€ vertebrm with
six free intercenti·a in 0. wislizenii and four vertebrm with five iutercentra in 0. collaris; anterior three vertebrm without ribs in both
species. The neural spines are very low on the dorsal vertebrm, aud
are a little more elevated ou the caudals. The latter have a projecting keel toward the anterior part in the 0. wislizenii (wanting
in O. collaris), which represents the anterior neural spine of Dipso sciurus dorsalis. The centra in Crotaphytiis are not segmented. Diapophyses are present, but are nowhere Jong. Short ribs extend to the
sacrum.
The teeth are tricuspid, but in the two species examined the lateral
cusps are rudimental. Anterolateral and incisor teeth simple, subequal.
The pubes unite at an exceedingly open angle, and the pectineal proceBs is submedian. 'ruber ischii prominent, a small angle, or crista ilii.
Acetabulum entire posteriorly.
The principal characters in which the skeleton of the Crotaphytus
differs from Dipsosaurus are the following: Nasal bones shortened in
front; no postfrontals; pineal foramen connected with coronal suture;
Meckelian canal partly open; two notches of coracoid; xiphoid rods
not appressed; no zygosphen; caudal cen tra uot divided; acetabulmn
not deeply notched.
There is a small median posterior lobe of the liver. The left lobe is
larger than usual in this family, so as to cause }1 deep excavatiou of the
posterior border. The colon is not so large as in Dipsosauriis, and there
is no cmcum. The small intestine is rather long.
The species of this germs are insectivorous. I have taken fragments
of grasshoppers from the stomachs of both 0. collaris and 0. wislizenii.
Interorbital scales in ono or two rows; other scales above head larger. Under
surface of fore and hind feet with the scales large, carinated, aud mucronate. Infraorbital chain in a series or six or eight subequal scales.
Scales on the gular fold equal to those below the fore legs. General color greenislJ
or grayish; the back thickly spotted. with whitish (in alcoholic specimens; red
perhaps in life). A double black collar on each side the neck. Cllin bluish or
green, reticulated with yellowish. Young with the large rounded or subpolygonal dark blotches in an ashy ground; the b ack and tail marked with
transverse bars of whitish . __ __ ____ . ______ . _________________________ C. collar-is.
Scales ou the gular fold much smaller than those between the fore legs. General
color above grayish, with a hexagonal reticulation of lighter. The interstices
here and there abruptly dark brown, a trace only of a black collar on the neck
in a single specimen. Chin and thr,.o at reticulated. No light spots _C. i·eticulatus.
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luterorbital seal · iu three or four rows (rarely in two rows). Other cales on
head above ·mall. Iufraorbital chain composed of a single large plate, with one or
two mall one at each end. lfnder surface of feet with small and generally almost
smooth scales.
ale on gular fold a larg a tho e between the fore legs. General color brownish
yellow, with hirge, dark, roun<l.ed 1:1pots, the intervals nsually sprinkled or dotted
witll re<l. (whitish in spirits); the tail and generally tho back with a succession
of transverse light bands. The chain broadly streaked longtudinally with
blui b, without any trace of reticulation. The light dots sometimes wanting,
aud, to a greater or le s extent, the dark spots; the ground color then being
dark ____ . __ . . . __ . ___ . _.. . _.. . __ ............. . ............... . ..... C. wislizenii.

1
Fig. IO.
CltOTAPHY'l'US COLLARI$ SAY,

X ~-

Lako Valley, New Mexico.
CollecUon of E. D. Cope.

CROT APHYTUS COLLAR IS Say.
CrotaphytuB collariB Il0LBR00K,

. Amer. Herpt., II, 1842, p. 79, pl. x.-BAIRD
aucl IRARD in Marcy's Red River, 1843, p. 235.-RALL0WELL, Proc. Acad.
Tat. c. Pbila., VIII, October, 1836, p. 238; December, 1856, p. '309.-WrnD,
'ov. ·t. Ac. Leop.- ar., XXXII, 1865, p. 58.-BAIRD, Rep. U.S. Expl. Surv.,
'III, Pt. 3, 1 57, p. 17, pl. xx1v 1 fig. 1; U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., 1859,
p. .- '0PI~, Proc. Aca.<l. at. 'ci. Phila., 18G6, p. 302.-B0C0URT, Miss. Sc.
1 x., I ept., 1 74, p. 151, pl. xvn bi , figs. 5, 6.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Brit. du ., 2<1 eel., II, 18 5, p. 203.
9ama collaris 'A.Y, Long' Expel. Rocky Mts., II, 1 23, p. 252.-HARLAN, Med.
Phy . R ., 1835, p. 1J2, pl., fi!J'. 4.
Liosaunu, collaria . D :'\n~:mL, Arch. Mus., VIII, 1 56, p. 533, note 1.

1 v ry br d it. width fully equal to the distance from snout to
ar.
upra rbit 1 I lat abruptly m1aller than tho~e ou the middle
and fr nt of head. Of the e there are two rows (t:;ometimes one row)
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between the middle orbits, and about seven between their anterior
extremities; about six between the nostrils. Infraorbital plates' nearly
equal in a chain of about eight. Scales on anterior border of ear subacutely tubercular, prominent. Sometimes two scales of the suborbital
series are fused, as in the specimen figured. Scales of gular fold as
large as those between the fore legs. Scales on belly sub hexagonal and
imbricated; on the back smaller, rounded, tubercular, and not larger
along the median line. Femoral pores about twenty-two. Scales on tlle
under surface of hands and feet larger, conspicuously carinated and
mucronate; on the hinder part of the tail moderately so; elsewhere
the scales smooth. CT pper parts of a variable shade of dark green or
bluish; the thighs, back, and sides marked pretty regularly and
closely with rounded or oblong light spots, which on the lower part
of back and tail above exhibit a tendency to transverse light l>ands.
The upper part and sides of head, the tibia, and tail marked with
similar dark spots. Two half rings of black, extending across the
back between the insertion of the fore legs, each bordered by yellowish. Under parts yellowish-white, tinged in specimens with greenish,
especially between the fore legs·; the chin and throat green or blue (sometimes nearly black), and quite regularly reticulated with yellowish.
The double black half collars are very constant; sometimes the
anterior is interrupted above and the bran0hes extended forward; this
also seen sometimes in the posterior one. Both begin on the shoulders,
and are seldom, if ever, connected below.
The colors of this species vary exceedingly. In life the light spots,
especially in young specimens, are of various shades of red, orange,
yellow, white. In the young the light dorsal spots exhibit a great tendency to arrangement in transverse bands, more or less continuous. The .
embryonic coloration appears to be a reticulation on the back and sides
of grayish or light ashy, the meshes rather- large, and inclosing blackish rounded, scarcely polygonal spaces, arranged transversely; the
back, with a succession of whitish (or perhaps reddish) bars at inter- ·
vals. Of these there are about ten from head to tail, while on the tail
they are much closer and even more regular, forming some forty to fifty
half rings. The black collars, and the blue and yellowish reticulations
on the chin are very distinctly marked. The light caudal rings are
scarcely ever visible in the a'dult (where, on the contrary, the darker 1
interspaces become more prominent) and but rarely the light dorsal
bands; the light reticulation of the back becomes broken up with
the light spots already mentioned.
Sometimes the ground color is much lighter than that described, the
under parts being quite pure whitish in alcohol, the upper light ashy
olive•
. In one specimen (Cat. No. 2721), the throat, upper part of breast, and
the flanks are indigo black, very strongly marked. The tail appears
unusually compressed.
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f large rounclecl ,lark
b bind tit fore leg, aucl tl.te upraorbital plates are
at. o. J'i6 fr m th 1 olorado River, al o shows
,t nt, but ther i not the same difference ju the
rbital plat . TlJ p •imen are not in ufficiently good condition to
forni h a i:fact ry jndication. on other points.
r. t Ju ger ha pointed out I that spe_cimens of this species from
tbe n r u r gion alway po ess two . eries of frontal scales, wllile
tho · fr m th
e11tral reo-iou and the Texan district present generally
but 11 row. He tates, al o, that the pecimens which enter tlle former
at er ry hav maller supraocular cales, a narrower bead, aud a longer
muzzl . Ile reg-ard the e a belonging to anotller species, which he
•all '. baileyi. He ob erves, farther, that "there can be no doubt that
b th form ar ubspecies of the same species, but whether the form
n w rrnmed for th .first time should receive a trinomial appellation or
n ti q nite another thing, depending, according to the code of zoologi al n m n ·lature adopted by the American Ornithologists' Union,
wlli ·h I adhere to in all my writings, on whether the two forms are now
1 11 wn to i11t r ra<le or not."
tejnege.r then goes on to observe that,
'111 th coll tion before me there are a few specimens which present
f atur .· wlli ·h at fir t ight might seem to indicate illtergradation,"
a11<1 lt, point , out three specimens of an intermediate character so far
a r 1 ard th character of the frontal scales.

o. 3, 1890, p. 103.
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intermediate between the two forms to thirty-six typical of the one,
and twenty-four of the other. The bottles in which specimens of different character occur are Cat. Nos. 2715, 2725, 8468, 8465, 12762, and
are from near the Canadian River; from Sau ta Fe, New Mexico; the Rio
Grande, Texas, etc., mostly localities intermediate between the ranges
of the two forms. In my own collection, in three specimens from Fort
Worth, in Texas, all the interorbital scales are divided but one in
oue, and all are divided in three specimens. In three, from near San
A11 tonio, two scales cross in one specimen, one crosses in one, and none
in one.
The superorbitals are rather large in typical forms of the 0. collaris
from the central region, as stated by Stejneger, but variability is seen in
these specimens quite as often as occurs in the frontal scaled. The same
form has the widest head, but this characLer is still less constant than
the others, the Sonoran form presenting the greatest variations in this
respect.
I found this species common in the rocks and open woods of the
plateau country from near San Antonio to Mason County, north of
Llano River, or as far as my observation extended. In the northern
part of the State, according to Boll, it first begins to be abundant nEpar
Weatherford, longitude 97° 5W, and exte11ds westward. 'rhis gentleman has never seen it in the cretaceous region of Fort Worth and Dallas.
I found it abundant in rocky ground along the eastern front of the Llano
Estacado as far north as Miami and northward to Fort Supply, Oklahoma. In the east it extends north to south west Missouri in the Ozark
region; also in northwest Nevada as far north as Py.ram id Lake. Dr.
J. L. Wortman obtained it for me on the Bruueau River, in southern
Idaho, its most northern station yet known. It runs very swiftly, carry-,
ing the tail over its back, like Holbroolcia texana and various other
iguanian lizards. In its manners it is perhaps the most pugnacious of
our lizards, opening its mouth when cornered, and biting savagely. Its
sharp teeth can do 110 more than slightly cut the skin.
Crotaphytus collaris Say.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
0
·
mens.
8468
8472
8474
8544
4757
7814
2766
5046
2733
5179
8295
8467
846il
8466
8465
8153

When
collected.

Locality.

4 Santa ]'e, New Mexico .. June 22, 1873
1 .. - .. do .................. July -, 1874
1 San Ildefonso, New .Aug. -, 1874

From whom received.

Dr. C. G. Newberry. __ . Alcoholic .
H. W. Henshaw. ··--· do.
Dr. H. C. Yarrow ..... .
do.

Mexico.
Fort Union, New Mexico -,1875 Peter Connell , _.... _..
Fort Riley, Kansas ..... --------------- ff.Brandt .............
2 ..... do ..... .... ......... -,1864 Dr. B. J , D. Irwin, U.
S.A.
3 Fort Bliss, Texas ....... --------------· Dr. S.W. Crawford, U.
S.A.
1 Fort McKavett, Texas .. --------------- Captain Plummer .....
1 Wes tern Texas ......... ---·----------- Dr. S. W. Woodhouse ..
2 Fort Stockton, Texas ... -------- ------1 Bonito Canon, Arizona .. --------------:ii: i
]
Apache, Arizona ....... Aug. 27, 1874 Dr.0.Loew ...... . ....
1 ..... do .................. Aug. 8, 1874
1 ..... do .................. Aug. -,1874 ~~:
1 Arizona ...... ···-·· ____ Aug. 1, 1874 Dr. C. G. Newberry ....
1 ..... do ................. .
-, 1871 F. Bischoff ............
7
4

t~.W. F: ~~y:::
8: i~~;~~~~?::::

-

Nature of
specimen.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
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rola]Jhytus collaris ay-Continued.
umber
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
8l14
4726
2768
5058
4363
9370
9369
2725

2701

2694

1

2728
5062
2695

1
3
1

8628
8629
9549

1
1

1

1

]1733
11860
11889

3

11733
11860
2684

5
2
3

2738
2688
4771
8471
2715

12762
14748
19704-7
22206
22207
22208

16807
15668
156 9- 92
16761
17181-3
19342-40
21956-60

22129
22268
14804
14!!14

When
collected.

1 Dome Caiion, evada ................. .
3 Chibuahua,Mexico .. ................. .
2 Colorado River ....................... .
1 Southern Utah ....... ....... . ......... .
4 Upper Colorado Ri\'er ...... . ......... .
3 California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .
1 Pesqueira Grande, New Apr. - , 1853
Leon, Mexico.
1 Los Nogales, Rio Grande .............. .
2 Fort Smith, Arkansas .............. . . .

9368

2732

Locality.

2

l

lfrom whom received.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow ..... . Alcoholic.
do.
Dr. J.B. Bean .... .. ... .
do.
Lieut. J.C. lves, U.S.A.
do.
J. A. Sn_yder .......... .
do.
Lieut. ,T.C.Ives, U.S.A.
do.
H.B. Mollhausen ..... .
do.
Lieut. B. Couch,U.S.A.

Dr. C. B. R. Kennerl.Y ..
Lieut. A. W. Whipple,
U.S.A.
Verdigris River, Arkan• ............... Lieut. B. Couch, U.S.A.
sat1.
W astern Sonora ...................... . Maj. W. H. Emory, U.
S.A.
Sta. Caterina, Mexico .............. ... . Lieut. B. Couch,U.S.A.
()arson's Pass, Utah .................. . C. McCarthy ......... .
Near 38° longitude .......... .. ........ . Lieut. E.G. Beckwith,
U.S.A.
Ca~1p M_ohave, Arizona. Aug. -, 1875 William Somers ...... .
California.... . . . . . . . . . . -, 1875 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ..... .
Mohave Desert, Cali for- · - -, 1874 Dr.O.Loew .......... .
nia.
Chihuahua, Mexico ................... . John Potts ........... .
Truckee River, Nevada. July -, 1867 R. Ridgway .......... .
Camp Whipple, Arizona -, 1&65 Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A .. .
Camp Supply, Indian -, 1870 Dr. J.E. Wilcox,U.S.A.
Tenitory.
Truckee River, Nevada. July -, 1867 Robert Ridgway ..... .
Camp Whipple, Arizona -, 1865 Dr. E. Cones, U.S. A .. .
Red River, Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CaJ'.l~' B. Marcy, U.

~ m;; a·s·0 io~gi·t·U:ci~:::::: ::::::::::::::: .~~~-~~~~.~ ~~~~'. "?:-.~--~:

1
1
5

Fort Riley, Kansas .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
SantaFe,NewMexico .. June-,1873
Near Canadian River ..................
2 Tehuacana, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. ....... .. FortHuachuca,Arizona, . ............. .
.............. . do ....... ..................... .....

Nature of
specimen.

H. Brandt ............ .
H.W.Henshaw ...... .
H.B. Mollb.ausen ..... .
Wm. Hudson ......... .
J3enson ............... .
Wilcox ............... .

~~1:1lB~~!~·frI~~~!~::: ::::::::::::::: ~?:~~f:::::: :~::::::::

FortHuachuca,Arizona .... ........... Loring ............... .
Nogales, Arizona .. .-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. L. J ouy ............ .
Oak Creek, Verde River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. W. L. Carpenter.
Prescott, Arizona ....... ............ ........ do ................ .
Fort Wingate, New . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. R. W. Shufeldt ... .
Mexico.
Nogales, Arizona....... . ............. P. L. Jouy . ........... .
Mexican boundary line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. 'Mearns ..... .
Cosfstniai:!~ ........... ....... .. do .............. .. .
Sau Diego County,
California.
Pinal Mountains, foot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Herbert J3rown ...... .
hills, Arizona.
Las Cruces, New Mexico ............... Dr. T. D. A. Cockerell .
Austin, Texas . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. C. Burns .......... .
Fort Verde, Arizona ................... Dr. E. A. ¥earns ..... .

M~l~;!~1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

15709-10
22131-2 .......... Irondale, Washmgton ............... Julius Hurter . .. ..... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

22315

clo.

15325

:::: ::: ::: ·Fo1:t v~~c"ie·,·xri;!;;~:: :: :: :: ::::::::::: .c~~t: w:i: o~;pe~~~·
County, Missouri.
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Crotaphytus collari8 Say-Continued.
U.S. Sexand
NN~ · age.

Alti.
tude.

Locality.

Date.

I

Collector.

Remarks.

- - - • l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - (1)

(?)

Feet.
Fort Huachuca, Arizona.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. Wilcox,

18310 Male... Diamond Valle'y, Utah, 10 miles north•
4,800 May 16 Mir~~!:. . On lava roclr.
west of St. George.
18320 Female ...... do . ......... .. '" ········· .. ··--··· 4,800 .... do ........ do.....
do.
18321 Female . ..... do . .. . . . . ... . . .... .. ...... .. ... . . . 4,800 .... do ........ do .. . ..
do.
18322 Female I Oasis Valley, Nevada ......................... June 1 ..... do ... - .
18323 Male ... Desert Mountains, Quartz Spring,
5,000 May 28 ..... do .... .
Nevada.
·
18324 Male . . . Juniper Mountains (25 miles east of
6, 200 May 28 Bailey .. - - . In junipers.
Panaca), Nevada.
183'.:!5 Male 1 • • North Kingston Mountains, Nevada .......... April28 ..... do .... .
18326 Male 1 • • • •• •• do ..................................... : ...... do .·...... do .... .
18327 Male ... White Mountains, Deep Spring Val•
5,600 June 9 Merriam .. .
ley Slope, California.
18328 Female . . . ... do .. __ ........ . ...... .. . . . . . . .. . . . 5,600 .... do ........ do ... . .
18329 Male ... Em igrant Canon, California, ~ana•
4,600 .... do ... Stephens ..
mint Mountains.
18330 Male ... Inyo Mountains, California........... 5,000 May 17 Nelson .... .
18331 Female. Death Valley, 5 miles from Bennett
Mar. 25 Fisher .... .
Wells, California.
18332 Male ... Coso Valley, near Maturango Spring,
May 11 Palmer ....
California.
18333 Male . . . Argus Range, Shepherd Canon, Cali.
April 27 Fisher ...•.
fornia.
18334 Female ...... do ........................................... do ........ do .... .
18335 Female ...... do ................... . ........ , ............... do . . ..•... do .... .
18336 Male .. . Argus Range, Maturango Spring,
May 3 .•... do .... .
California.
18337 Male ... Argus Range, Searl's Garden, Cali•
2,000 April28 Stephens ..
fornia.
18:l38 Male ... Panamint Mountains, Willow Creek,
4,500 May 19 Nelson .....
California.
18839 Male 1 ••••••• do . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .... . .. . ... . . 4,500 .... do ........ do .... .
J8:l40 Female 1 • • • • • do ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 4,500 .... do ........ do .... .
18341 Female I Panamint Mountains, Mill Creek,
4, 900 May 15 .... . do .... .
California.
18342 Male 1 • • Panamint Mountains,Surprise Canon,
April23 Fisher ...•.
California.
18343 Male ... Panamint Mountains, 3 miles a bove
5,000 A pril16 Stephens ..
Wild Rose Spring, California.
18344 Male ........ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 .... do ........ do .... .
1

Adult.

Dr. 0. H. Merriam 1 gives the following account of the habits of
Orota,phytus collaris:
The "ring-necked" lizard does not inhabit the Larrea belt of the Lower Sonoran
zone, bnt is ~ommon in suitable places in the Upper Sonoran, whence it descends a
short distance into the Grayia belt. It lives among rocks, frequently in canyons, and
is commonest in the desert ranges. In the Panamint Mountains, California,, it was
found in Surprise Canyon, in Emigrant Canyon,just above the Larrea(altitude, 1,400
meters,, or 4,600 feet). In the White Mountains it was secured in the canyon leading
from Deep Spring Valley up over the pass (alFtude, 1,700 meters, or 5,600 feet), and
also high up on the west slope, al ways among rocks, and Mr. Nelson collected it in
t he Argus Mountains and in Coso Valley. In Nevada it was rather common on the
west slope of the Charleston Mountains below Mountain Spring, and was found also
in Oasis Valley, at Quartz Spring, at the west part of the Desert Mountains (altitude,
1,520 meters, or5,000 feet); Utah (altitude, 1,830 to2,040meters, or6,000 to 6,700 feet),
and in the upper part of Pahranagat Valley.
In Utah a very dark form was found in company with a black form of Sceloporus
biseriatus on the black lava rock in Diamond Valley, between St. George and the
Upper Santa Clara crossing.
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - !

North American Fauna;No. 7, 1893, p.165.
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The 0rotaphytia1 collaris rang
tral Kan a tonorthern :revadaa
the mouth of the io rande; to
eastern California, to tli Sierra
been found. • tejneger, 1 remark
tion:

{ , E M, 1 9 .

fr m. outhern .i\li onri through cenit northernlimit; toTexas,a far a
the city of Chilmalrna and to southevada, b yoncl which it ha not yet
as to it distribution iu this direc-

Jo spite of the fact that this species, in certain localities at least, ascends the
mountain as high as 5,600 feet, it doe not occur anywhere ·w1tliin the interior valley
of 'alifornia, nor does it pass beyoncl the Sau llernar<lino range; in fact, it does not
seem to reach the coast anywher ; it is evidently an inland <lesert form.

CROT APHYTUS RETICULA TUS Baird.
CrotaphytuB reticulatuB BAIRD, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1858, p. 253.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 203.

Fig. 20.
0HOTAPIIYTOS RE'l'ICULATUS BAml>.

X 2.

Ringgold Barracks, Texas.
CnL. No. 2692, U. S.N. M.

• xt rnal baracter those of 0. collaris as to width of head, large
f plate divi ion of suborbitals into a series of 6 or 8 nearly equal
plat . The ales on the chin and tliroat, however, are much smaller,
th eon the ular fold carcely imbricated, and considerably less than
th e between the fore legs, instead of the s~me size, as in 0. collaris
and z ·i.-lizenii. Scale on the inferior surface of legs carinated;
mucronat rather maller than in 0. collar-is. Scales of the head, and
p iall tho eon the border.of the a,uditory meatns, less tubercular
ban in . collari ; hence no errate on border.
G n ral · lor in pirit , browni h gray; entire upper and outer surfa , f h ad body, limbs, and tail covered by a network of light ash,
' -orth .\m rfran Fauna, To. 7, 1 93, p. 165.
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the meshes quite regularly hexagonal, covering eight to twelve scales
in width, and here and there abruptly dark brown, instead of the pale
ground color. The chin with somewhat similar reticulations in one
specimen, in another the web coarser. The rest of the under parts
throughout are yellowish. In a female specimen with inconspicuous
femoral pores ther~ is no trace of a collar on t!Je neck as in collaris.
In a male with the pores very large and black there is a dull blackish
collar on the throat passing around the sides of the neck, but interrupted above the middle of throat is bluish. There are no indications
whatever of white spots, as in collaris.
This species is quite similar in form to the 0. collaris, but differs in
the smaller gular and less prominent auricular scales. Its coloration
is entirely different, Jacking the double interrupted collar on the neck
aud the white spots. Any approach to the reticulation described is
never seen in collaris, except in very young specimens, and then much
more irregular and combined with transverse light bands not found in
reticulatus.
This handsome species continues rare, the four · specimens below
mentioned being the only ones that have come under my observation.
Crotaphytus reticulatus Baird.
Catalogue Numbe_r
of speciNo.
men:,.
273t

2

2692

2

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received. Natuf!i~ _spec-

Laredo,Texas---········ ------········ M~j. W. H. Emory,
U.S.A..

Ringgold Barracks, Texas . _... _... .. .. .

.Alcoholic. do.

CROT APHYTUS WISLIZENII Baird and Girard.

Crotaphytus wislizenii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. ·Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, April,
1852, p. 69 (New Mexico); Stansbury Rept. G. Salt Lake, 1852, p. 340,
pl. III, and in Mex. Bound. Surv. Rept., 1859, p. 7, pl. XXXI.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p.155, pl. xvu bis., fig. 4.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 204.
Crotaphytus gambelii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August,
1852, p. 126.
Crotaphytus fasciatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, December,
1852, p. 206; Sitgreaves Rept. Zuni, 1853, p. 115, pl. v (same description as
preceding).
Leiosaurus hallowellii AUG. DUMERIL, Arch. Mus., VPI, 1856, p. 533, note 1.
Crotapliytus copei YARROW, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 441:
Crotaphytus silus STEJNEGER, North American -Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 105; No. 7,
Pt. 2, 1895, p. 170.
.

Head narrow; its width scarcely two-thirds the distance from snout
to ear. Supraorbital Rlates only moderately smaller than those in the
middle and front of head. Of these plates there are three or four series
between the middle of the orbit and eleven or twelve between their
anterior extremities. Infraorbital chain composed of one long plate,
and one or two short ones at either end, about eight between the r..os-
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tril .
cal on bel1y ubhe , gon, 1; u th back maller, rounded,
tuber ·nlar, and not larger along th middle line.
cales of gular fold
as large a tho e b tw n the for leg . Femoral pores about 18.
cal on th under urface o · the fi et hard and smaller; only obsoletely carinated or quite mooth; on the dor al surface of the tail
behind ob oletely keeled; el where rnooth. Tail about twice the
body; hind foot ab ut two-fifths the body; no dark collar; general
c lor a browni h yellow, with rather ob olete circular and pretty large
blotches distributed pretty uniformly over the back and sides of head
and body and exposed urfaces of the legs, the interspaces finely dotted with yellowish (on single scales). The tail is ringed alternately
with brown and yellowish, the brown rings forming two blotches on each

I
]'ig. 21.
()RO'l'APIIY1'US WISLIZENII BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X ~-

an Bornardino, California.
Collection of I,;. D. Cope.

ide, g n rally eparated narrowly above (sometimes confluent), but
mor r le
onfluent obsoletely below. The under parts are yellowi b, the ·bin with broad longitudinal stripes of obsolete bluish (not
reticulation ).
.
ometime the white t dot are disposed so as to constitute an indistin tr ticul tion with tbe large rounded blotches in the meshes. There
ar
nerally two dor al series of these blotches much larger than the
o b r:. There are usually more or less faint traces of transverse light
bar n tb ba k, e pecially toward the base of the tail, and sometimes
on th flank ; in young pecimens di tinctly traceable as far as the
hea .
In ung r ,'pe imen , the light potted reticulation is more continu-
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ous, and in fact confluent. It is then generally of an ashy gray color
(in akohol ), embracing large dark rounded or oval spots. Sometimes the
gro und color is ashy, with dis taut rounded spots. The yellow transverse
bands are very conspicuous, eight or ten from head to tail, and about
forty on the tail. The supraorbital region is generally faintly margined
internally with yellowish. An external margin extends to the nostrils. 'fhere is a yellow band across the snout anterior to the nostrils
and continu ous with a yellow edge of the upper lip; this sends back a
short branch between the nostrils. There is also a short yellow line
from behind the eye. The chin is always streake<.l longitudinally with
bluish.
With a large series of specimens before me I must confess my inability
to separate the 0. gcmibelii of Baird _a nd Girard from wislizeni-i, the supposed differences not being constant. The absence of the light spots
was the chief character of the type specimen, the greater size of the
scales being clue to its larger dimensions than the type of w·islizenii.
The Orotaphytus fasciatus of Hallowell (type No. 2736) is precisely
identical with the gambelii type, having very conspicuous transverse
bands. The white dots of typical wislizenii, however, are very distinct.
Dr. Stejneger has separated those individuals from California as a
distinct species under the name of 0. sil·us. 1 The sole definition given
is the following:
''S imilar to G. wislizenii, but with the snout much shorter and more truncate in
profile; greatest width of head equal to or greater th a n distance from nostril to ear
openiug; distance b etween nostriJ and inner anterior orbital ang le consideraLly l~ss
than vertical diameter of ear opening."

Were the above characters constant they would not alone characterize a species of lizard, and examination of the series in the national
collection shows that they are not constant nor correlated with any
other character. I find a more reliable peculiarity of the Pacific representatives of the 0. wislizenii to be the character of tbe scales of the
palm and sole, in which it resembles tbe two species already described,
0 . collaris and 0 . reticulatus. This cllaracter, however, fades out and
grades into the typical condition, even in Californian individuals. TI.ms
specimeus with palm and solar scales keeled are Oat. Nos. 8157, 9581,
11757, 11790, and 12663. The keels are not so strong in Uat. Nos. 2685,
2717, and 2722. They are wanting in Oat. Nos. 8632 and 14195; all from
the Pacific region. Specimens taken by myself near Pyramid Lake,
Nevada, have the subdigital scales keeled and mucronate. The ground
color is dark, and it is crossed by light orange crossbars, which inclose
subq uadrate areas. ln one specimen these areas tend to be broken up
into large oval spots. In the t ype of 0. copei, from the southern part
of Lower California, the subdigital lamell::e are equally carinate and
mucronate, and the quadrate color areas consist of from six to nine
round spots.
1
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We have here, theu, a tendency to the formation of a race, which is
not sufficiently pronounced to have produced a subspecies.
The Orotaphytus wislizenii belongs to the fauna of the Great Basin
division of the central region, ranging into the northern part of the
Sonoran and into the southern part of the Pacific. I found it· common
as far uorth as Pyramid Lake, in northwest Nevada, and Dr.Wortman
sent me specimens from the Brun'eau River, in southwest Idaho. It
does not range nearly so far east as the 0. collaris, not passing, so far
as kuow11 at preseut, the Pecos River of Texas.
Thi is a very active species, and is more or less carnivorous in its
habits. I took from the stomach of one a fully grown Uta stansburiana.
Crotaphytus wislizenii Baird ancl Girard.
,,

NumLer

vala 1oguo of speci•
0

•

·when col•
lected.

Locality.

mens.

From whom recefretl.

Nature of spec•
iruen.

- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1---,------· 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - --

Colorado ......... ~ ..................... H.Mollhausen ...... .. .Alcoholic type.
Dona Ana, Mexico...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. L. Sitgreaves, Alcoholic;
U.S.A.
type offasci-

2770
2736
2722

1

8080
8157

15

5001
4274
8175
4930
2720

1
1
1

1
3

2717

• 3

atus .

California ........................ . .... Dr. W. Gambel. ...... . .Alcoholic;
type ofgamDome Canyon, Nevada .. Arizona ....... . ........ -

0371
2608

2

2765
!Jjl6
8632
'05 l

3

4
1
2

26 5

11700
11 11

11!135
lJ R:;!J
11730
1]757
11771
10621
10620
10622
1573G
15820
:n 21

-, 1872
-, 1871

i:::: ::: :::: ::: ::::::::: ::: :::

0372

]1757
1177]
Jl730
11 33
11700
12UU3

beli.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow ...... Alcoholic.
Dr. W. A. Hammond,
do.
U.S.A.
Pecos River, Texas ........................................... .
do.
Laguna, New Moxico ... .'......... . .... Lieut . .J.C. Ives, U.S.A.
do.
Santa Fe, New Mexico .. July -, 1874 .H. W. Henshaw ...... .
do.
outhern Utah . . .................. ..... Dr. C. Brewer ....... ..
do.
Near 32° L.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. E.G. Beckwith,
do.
U.S.A.
California ..................... ~....... Lieut. R. S. William•
clo.
son, U. S. .A..
do.
·No;~.-ss0
.i'ii~t_":i ci."B~~i~~;i·ti;,"
do.
U.S.A.
. . . . . . . . •• . • • • . •• . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . • • . . • . . Col. .J. D. Graham,
do.
U.S.A.
Salt Lake to California.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .J. S. Bowman ......... .
do.
Pyramid Lake,Nevada. May-, 1877 H. W . .Honshaw ...... .
clo.
Southern California .... -, 1875 J . .A.. Hasson .. . ...... .
do.
Near Fort Tejon, Cali• -, 1803 .W. M. Gaub .......... .
do.
fornia.
Sonora.................. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . Col. J. D. Graham,
do.
U.S.A.
Fresno, California . . . . . . - , 187!) Gustav Eisen ........ .
do.
Camp 12, Nevada ..... .. -, 1867 Robert Ridgway ..... .
do.
Truckee River, Nevada. July - , 1867 ..... do . .... ........... .
clo.
Old Fort Cobb, 'l'exas . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. Dr. E. Palmer ....... ..
do.
Fresno, California . . . . . . --- -, 1879 Gustav Ei sen ........ .
do.
L.Jl Paz, Lower California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Belding ........... . Alcoholic ;
type of b.

1

1
4
2
2
5

7
2
1
l

3

5
1

1 56

10;;01
16

17180 ::::::::: .'

copei .

Gustav Eisen . ..•.... . Alcoholic.
·•·•···· ···· ........... .
do.
Dr. R. E. Lightburno ..
do.
Dr. E. Coues, U.S . .A. ..
do.
l~obert Ridgway ..... .
do.
Gustav Eisen ... _.. _..
do.
R. Ridgway .......... .
do.
do.
do.
do.
v1.utttleur~o·1.Ao rizd,ona .: ..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. Stejn~gor .... ·........ .
do.
L
ra o, .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merriam & Bailey
do.
Pa\n t_fd ~esert, Lower .................... do ............. ::::
do.
1
a 1 orma, western
Arizona.
Mountaio11, north e rn .......... ..... C.R.Orcutt .......... .
do.
Low r 'alifornia.
olorndo De ert, Cali . ........... .... ..... do ................ .
do.
fomia.
do.
. ~~~d~n:./~~~-~:::::::: :::::::::::::::
do.

1

~resno, California. .... . .
(.) ......................
Cami, Mol1ave, Arizona.
~amp Wliipple, .Arizona
Irn •k o R1:v~r 1 ~oYada .
Fresno, Cahlorn1a.....
Ct'mp 12, .Nevada .......

-, 1879
········--···--, 1877
- , ]865
.July-, 1867
-. 1879
- . ,1867

l(:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:·:·:·:·.:.:.:_:.:_: : : :
.~:.~d~~-~::::::::: :: :::
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Crotaphyt1is wislizenii Baird ~nd Girard-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
15Gl7-18
16807
16851
16856
16968
17150
l\!104

When collected.

Loci:i,lity.

From whom 1;eceived.

Nature of spec•
imen.

St. Tllo mas, Nevada __ ......... - . . . . . . . . Dr. E. Palmer . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Nogales,Arizona ...................... P . L . Jouy.............
do.
do.
Colorado Desert, San . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt . . . . . . . . . . .
Diego County, Cali•
fornia.
Mountains. northern ..•.......••••...... do .............. . . .
do.
Lower California.
do.
do.
Colorado Desert, south . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . F. Stephens .......... .
do.
of Salton L ake, Cali•
·
fornia,
Mexican boundary line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E, .A. Mearns . - .. ..
do.
do.
Snake River bottoms, . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . U.S. Fi sll Commission.
near Bliss, Idaho.
Yuma Desert, Mon. 200, . ..... . ........ Dr. E. A, Mearns ..... .
do.
Arizona.
do.
Gardners Laguna, Sal• .......... . ......... do ................ .
ton River, Lo wer
California.
New River, Colorado ..... . .... .. ........ do ... ... . .. ... .... .
do.
Desert, San Diego
County, California.
Coyote Wells, Colorado ... . ................ do_ ............... .
do.
Desert, San Di ego
County, California.
Gila River, Gila County, ... ... • .....••...... do ... .. ... . .... . .. .
do.
. Ari zona. '
Las Cruces, New Mexico . . ............. Dr. T. D. .A. Cockerell .
,do .

:: ::::: ::~ ?~~a~n:!~-!~~~.~: :: ::: :: ::: ::: ::::::: :: .~: \1~~~.::::::: ::~::::

Hl350-51
21477
21856-57
21953
21954
21955
22130
22267

U.S. Sexaud
NN~·
age.

A lti•
tude.

Locality.

D ate.

Collector.

Remarks.

Feet.
Male . . . St. George, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 13 Bailey .... .
Male... 10 ruiles northwest of St. George, Utah. 4,800 May 16 ..... do .... .
Male ... Mountain Meadows, Utah .... ... . ............. Ma.v 17 Merriam .. .
Female ...... do ......... .. ...... . ... ............... . ...... .. do . . . . •. .. do .... .
Female ...... do ................................. ... .. - ...... do .... .... do .... .
Female . .... . do ............................................. do .. ...... <lo .. .. .
Female. Panaca, Nevada . .. . ........................... May 19 Bailey .... .
Male ... Vegas Valley, Nevada ......................... May . 2 .. ... do .... .
Female. TuieCanyon, Mount Magruder, Ne:vacllt ........ June 5 Merriam .. .
Male . .. Quartz Spring, Novalht ...... .. ........ . . ...... May 28 ..... do .....
Male ... AmargosaDesert,Nevada .. _._··· ····· ........ May 31 ... .. do .... .
Male ... Sarcobatus Flat, Nevada .........·...... 4,600 Jun e 2 Bailey .... .
Female . East foot of Charleston Mountains
4,800 .Apr. 30 ... .. do .... .
(Cottonwood Springs), Nevada.
I
18271 Female. GrapevineMountains,Nevada ........ 4,800 Juuel0 Nelson .... .
18272
118273 Wea~~ai;: ?_i~sil~~l~-e-~~.~~~~'.~l~: ~~~-~~~:::: :: :.::: ::::::.~~Jo~~ .. ~.~i.l~~ :::::
18274 Female. Indian Spring Valley, Nevada ................ . May 28 Merriam . . .
18275 Female . ... .. do -··· ·· ·········· -········ ··· ·· ··· ........ May 29 . . . . . do .... .
18276 ]female. PaltrumpValley,Nevada ....... . .......... .. .. Apr . 29 ~ailey .. .. .
I 18277
Male .... .... do ............................................. do ........ do . ... .
18278 Male ... --·· -do ......................................... A pr. 28 Merriam .. .
18279 Male ... Pabranagat Valley, Nevada . .. ..... . .... .. ..... May 23 Bailey .... .
18280 Female . .. ... do ................... ...... ................ May 25 ..... do .... .
18281 Female. Pah_ranagat Mountains, Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ma:y 26 Merriam .. .
18282 Female. Oasis Valley, Nevada .......................... .June 1 ..... do .... .
1323a Malo... Darwin, California .......................... _. May 29 Palmer ... .
18284 Male ... Panamint Valley, Californ ia .. ..... ..... .. .... Apr. 24 Merriam .. .
18'.:!85 Male . . . Panamint Mountains, '\Vild Rose
5, 300 Apr. 16 Bailoy .... .
Spring, California.
1828G Male 1 ••••••• do .......... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 300 .. .. do .. ..... . do _... .
18287 Malo ... Panamint Mountain s, Cottonwoorl
4, 900 May 26 Nelson .... .
Canyon, Califomia.
18288
18289
i,i:
3,900 feet
above Salt
Wells.
1
18290 Male • • Garlick Spring, California.. . ......... . . . . . . . . . Mar. 14 Palmer ... .
18201 Male 1 • • 1)1~~~i:.alley (Saratoga Sprin g), Cali• . . . . . . . . Mar. 8 ... .. clo .... .
18268
18259
182GO
18261
18262
18263
18264
182G5
18266
182G7
18268
18269
. 18270

E:::l;'. :::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ~·.~~~. ·j--.;:i :::J~ :::::

18292 Male . . . Ar!:;i~ange, Shepllertl Can you, Cali•
1

Young:

Apr. 28

Fisher . ... .
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.M.

_ o_.

ex and
ag .

Allitude.

Lo ·ality.

Date.

Collector.

Juua 14
June 26

Palmer ... Mefl'iam .. .

.'ept. 11

Stephens ..

Remark;;.

'---1-- - - - - - - - - - - -1

Feet.
1 293 F male. Ow nsYalley, Independonce,Califo~1;1ia. ........
De
·ert,
outhern
Pacific
........
Mohave
1 2!>4 , ~fal .. .
J{ailroad, California, 2 mil s below
Cameron.
18295 Male .. . Mohave Desert, 15 miles east of Mo have, California.
18296 Mal . . . Mohave De ert, north base of Granite
.Mountain, California.
Havilah, California ......... ... ......... .......
R rnville 'alifornia ............ .. .............
'oloraclo 'Desert, Palm Spring, Cali- . . . . . . . .
fornia.
F mal . Co o, California ........ . . . ....................
Male• ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l\!al . .. Panamint Mountains (Emigrant
4,400
pring), Califor1;1ia. .
1'' •malo. 'aline Valley, Cahforma... .. . .. . . . . . . . 4,000
F male' ..... do................................. 2,300
F male.
wons Valley, 20 miles west of 4,500
Bishop, California.
Mal ... Lone Pine, California ..........................

I

.A.pr. 5 Merriam ...
June 24 ..... do .... .
June 23 Palmer ... .
Sept. 27 Stephens ..
May 28 Fisher. ... .
May 19 Palmer ... .
Apr. 14 Bailey .... .
June 30 Nelson .... .
May 22 ..... do .... .
July 3 Stephens ..
.
June 8 Fisher . ... .

tra!e:~a: :::Jg::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: .;:g}-:-:~:~1~~<:: :
•Young.

, to the food of this sp~cies Dr. Stejneger remarks:
f, r Hy and gre d of this species is well illustrated by several of the specim n, auo-ht. Thus the stoma.ch of a youn°· male (No.18291) was found to contain
two full- rown lizards, Uta stanbnriana, while au adult female (No.18276) wMn
p •ned g:ive up one full-grown horned toad, PMynosorna platyrhinos, besides remnant)! f a :rrown pecimen of her own species.

Th habit
foll \V

of Orotaphytus wislizenii are given by Dr. Merriam 1 as

'J'b loopartl li:-rn,rd js abundant in most, if not all, of the Lower Sonorau dose1·ts
Great Basin, from southern California eastward across southern Nevada to
l'izom and south vestern tah. While pxoperly belonging to the lower Sonora.n
z 11 , it ranges np a certain distance into the Upper Sonoran, occurring farther
north an<l higher on tlie mountain sides than uither Call'isaiwus or 1Jipsosaun1,s, and
u nall,r a little higher ev •n than Cne1niclopho1·us.
lt was found in abundance in all of the Lower Sonoran deserts traversed, from the
l\f ohav Desert, Panaroint and Death valleys, Ash Mea.dows 1 the Amargosa. Desert,
Incli:111 , 'prin ,, Pabri11np, and Ve as valleys to the Great Benfl of the Colora.do 1 and
th u · n rth riy through the valleys of the Virgin and J\f nddy, across the northW<·
·om r of .Arizona to t,h
anta. Cbra Valley in Utah, and Pahrana.gat and
~ I acl w 'r k valleys iu eva.da. The upper limit of its range was not reached except
in a. fr\\' llla s, as indi ated by the following localities. It was abuudant through
Ant 1 PP Yall y, at the xtreme west encl of th e Mohave Desert, ranging lhence
nor h rl,Y hronirh the wa h or open canyon lea.ding to Tehachapi Valley. (It was
11
seru in Tehar·ba.pi all y, wh ich is not strange, as a sharp 1 cold wind blew the
only day w w r ther .) It mngei, completely over.Walker Pass (altitude of divide
1 5- me rs, l' :- 100 fe t) a,nd is common in Owens Valley1 ranging as far north ·at
l a ta · Bi l.i p 're k, and a high as 1 9 0 meters (61 500 feet) a.long the west slope
f thr '\\'bi e and Inyo monnta.ins ( opposjte Bio- Pin ). On the east side of the White
I uu ain it i common in eep pring nncl Fii,h Lakn valle,vs1 and was found on the
J' th

1
·

or h

m ricau Fauua,

o. 7, 1893, p. 167.
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northwest slope of Mount Magruder (below Pigeon Spring) as high as 1,980 meters
(6,500 feet). It was seen at the same elevation in Tule Canyon, but do es not reach the
Mount Magruder plateau (altitude about 2,450 meters, or 8,000 feet). Coming up
t hrough Grapevine Canyon from the northwest arm of Death Valley it spreads dver
Sarcobatus Flat, and ascends the south elope of Gold Mountain a little higher than the
creosote bnsh (Larrea), which stops at about 1,640 meters (or 5,400 feet) on the most
fav orable southwest exposures. It is common in Oasis Valley (coming in from boti1
Sarcobatus Flat and the Amargosa Desert), and doubtless ranges over most of the
Ralston Desert. It was found on the Desert, Timpahute, and Pahranagat mountains,
as well as the intervening deserts, and on Pahroc Plain, and thence easterly across
Meadow Creek Valley and the Juniper Mountain plateau ( along the boundary between
Nevada and Utah) to the Escalante Desert in -Utah, and then co southerly through
the sage brush to Mountain Meadows ancl the Santa Clara Valley. It was common
on the Argus and Panamint mountains, and on the fatter was taken as high as 1,610
meters (5,300 feet) near wild Rose Spring, and may range higher.
Crotaphytus wislizenii, in company with two other Great Basin liza1'.ds ( Cnemidophorns tigris and Uta stansburiana), two desert birds (Harporhynchus lecontei and
Campylo1·hynchi1s b1·u11neicapillus), the antelope or white-tailed squirrel (Spermophilus leucurus), and a number of desert plants (among which may be mentioned the
tree yucca, Yucca arborescens, Tetraclymia spinosa, T. comosa, Lycium andersoni, L.
cooperi, Hymenoclea salsola, Eriogonum fasciculatnm, and Ephedra nevadensis) passes
over the low summit of Walker Pass (altitude 1,550 meters, or 5,100 feet), and
descends westerly to Kern Valley on the west slope of the Sierra. From Kern Valley Crotaphytns wislizenii ranges southward to Havilah, if not to Walker Basin.
The leopard lizard is chiefly a vegetarian, feeding on the blossoms and l eaves of
plants; but is also carniverons, devouring the smaller lizards, hurned toads, and even
its own kind, besides large numbers of insects, as determined by the examination of
many stomachs. In the Argus Range Dr. Fisher surprised one in the act of swa,llowing a scaly lizard (Sceloporus) two-thirds its own size.
Iu many lizards, as well known, the male assumes a special coloration during the
breeding season. The present species is a notable exception, the male remaining
the same, while the female undergoes a remarkable change. The whole under surface and sides of the tail become cleep salmon or even salmon red, and the sides of the
bocly assume tho same color, either nniformly or in blotches. The red markings on
the sides usually begin as spots, which soon unite to form transverse stripes. The
central part of the back is not affected by the change, and the dark markings on the
sides remain distinct. None were seen in this condition until May 20, when the first
reel one was found on Pabroc Plain, Nevada, lrnt dozens were ~een afterwards in
Pahranagat Valley, Indian Spring Valley, the Amargosa Desert, Tnle Canyon, and
numerous other localities. The change does not take place till late in the development of the egg. Many pain, were observed in copulation in Dialll.ond and the Upper
Santa Clara valleys, Utah, and thence northward to Mountain Meadows and the
Escalante Desert, and westerly across the Juniper Mountains to Meadow Creek Valley from May 17 to 19, but no trace of the reel coloration had appeared. The reel
individuals were always fonncl to contain large eggs, generally measuring from 12
to 15 mm. in length, with the coriaceous shell already formed.

SAUROMALUS Dumeril.
Saurornafo,s DUMERIL, Arch. du Mus., VIII, 1856, p. 535.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sc. Mex",
Rept., 1874, p. 149.-COPE, Proc. Amtd. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 177.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 202.
_
Euph1·yne BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 253.

A gular fold and one along side of body. Sides of neck much
wrinkled. Femoral pores. Scales everywhere small but lozenge-shaped
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and imbricated and uearly equal. Tail conical, shorter than the body,
with ver , p.ort whorls. Claws very thick and strong, anterior much
larger. Ear' not concealed.
o trils superolateral, in line with canthu, r trali . Tongue fie hy, with ten inferior terminal oval sessile
pad . Palatine teeth di tinct. Palate scarcely scooped out between
po terior nare , whi ·hare farther back than in Orotaphytus. Posterior
teeth (e pecially lower) with five lobes; anterior almost to very end of
jaw, with three.
Thi genu i allied to Uta, and an approacll to it is made by the Uta
tha las ina Cope.
.
The following description of the osteology of this genus is based on
a kel ton of the '. ater, belonging to the U.S. National Museum.
The premaxilliary has a long spine above and a transverse posterior
border below with the anteriorly directed button process. The nasals_
are well developed and distinct in spite of the large size of the nares.
1 rontal
ntire, rather narrow, grooved on the middle line below, and
in lu<ling pineal foramen, which touches the coronal suture. Parietals
divided, p rhaps abnormally in specimen. Supraoccipital loosely
attached, but fused with exoccipitals. Prefrontals large, not extend- ·
in · over orbits; lachrymals small, in contact with juga1. Postfrontal
di tinct, mall. Apex of po torbital cartilaginous, inferior face in long
on tact with jugal and supra temporal. Paroccipital not large; pariet uadrate arch well separated from exoccipital. Postoptic not reaching frontal, superior extremity · expanded backward and forward .
Petro, al very short above, prolonged below, inferior groove looking
lat rally. Fenestra, ovalis and foramen nervi octavi sunk in deep fossre.
V mer entirely separated from maxillaries, not produced, but separat d by a groove behind. Palatines with a short maxillary process.
a]atine foramen moderate; pterygoids divaricating from each other
ou w rd. 1 ctopterygoid produced downward at the posteroiuternal
u l .
terygoid grooved from basipterygoids backward on internal
i1 .
uadrate with two conchs, the internal one fl.at. The epistape<li, 1 ·artilage i. largely os ified.
r phenoid '1i slender rod; sphenoid and basioccipital confluent.
ipital ondyle with exo cipital elements slightly marked above.
n th mandibl Meckel's cartilage is completely inclosed. The
pl niaJ j produced but little beyond the splenial foramen. Coronoid
, t n 1 <l a Jit le anteriorly at base on external face of ram us, and a
lit l far her on the inner ide. Dentary extending as far back as
r noid.
rticular and 1:mrangular distinct.
be prernaxillary and anterior maxillary teeth are simple; the other
ma.·illari have two or three denticles anteriorly and one posteriorly.
n h d nt ry n the teeth (except in front) have two denticles on
·h , 1
h id , Pl aratn. di p1ay. a pair of parallel but separate second
nchi 1 about half a long as th :fir t ceratobranchials. Cera-
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tohyals slightly expanded proximally, articulated at end of moderately
long bypohyals.
The vertebrre display a zyg-ospbenal articulation. Five cervicals display free intercentra, and four of them have no ribs. Ribs extending
to sacrum. The two sacral centra and diapopbyses are distinct, but
t he second diapophysis bas a median longitudinal groove. Caudal
centra of the distal half of the tail segmented, and possessed for the
middle of the length of double diapopbyses, between which the fissure
passes. Diapopbyses long on basal third of taH. Neural spines low
everywhere; on the caudal vertebrre they stand at the posterior end,
and send a keel to tlrn anterior end, where it is elevated into a low
anterior spine. Chevron bones intercentral. Four sternal ribs and
two from the xiphoid rod.
Scapula very short, with a-large superior proscapula,. Ooracoid with
two notches. Sternum wide and emarginate posteriorly, spreading the
xipboid rods far apart. No fontanelle.
Pelvis with the pubis transverse and the pectineal process external.
Ischia rather slender, with a short sympbysis, and each with a long
tuberosity.
This genus is remarkable for the combination of characters it displays. The zygosphenal articulation allies it to Dipsosauriis :and the
larger Iguaniche, but the separated ceratobranchials, and tlle wide
sternum are like that of the Phrynosomas, 'Yith the exception of the
fontanelles. The transverse pubes have a similar significance.
Of the habits of the species of Saurornalus, Dr. Stejneger remarks :1
It bas long been suspected that these lizards live on vegetable food, in fact, Dr.
Streets' statement ( loc. cit. ) as to the nature of their excret ro made it almost certain;
but, to remoYo all doubt, I bad the stomach of one of the la,rge specimens (collected
by Mr. Townsend) opened, and Prof. W. B. Barrows, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, had the kindness to snbmit the cont ents to one of the experts in th at line
for examination. He reports that the contents are exclusively vegetable and that
the numerous seeds are those of a malvaceous plant, probably Sp hreralcea hastnlata.

Two species of this genus are known, which differ as follows:
Nnchal scales spiny, the largest almost as large as l argest preauricular spines; dorsal
scales ending posteriorly in a iong obtuse spine; dorsal scal e rows average 16 to
a head length; number of ventral scal e rows from gular fold to anus a verages
118; number of scales round thickes t part of tail averages 5:0; femoral pores,
12-15; larger average length, 540 mm. (Stejneger) _. _____ . __________ . 8. hispidus.
Nuchal scales tubercular or smooth, none of them half as large as largest preauricula,r spines; dorsal scales squarish, smooth, without spine; dorsal scale rows
average 32 to a head length; number of ventral scale ro ws from gular fold to
anns averages 165; number of scales round thickes t part of tail averages 76;
femoral pores, 15-18; size medium, length 314 mm. (Stejneger) ___ .... ___ S. ater.
1

Proceedings, U.S. National Museum, XIV, 1891, p. 411.
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SAUROMALUS HISPIDUS Stejneger.

auromaltis hispidus STEJNEG1rn, Proc. . S. at. fos ., XIV, 1891, p. 409.
aurornalus atM' TREET , Dull. . S. Nat. Mus ., No. 7, p. 36.-TOWNSEND, Proc .

. , . rat Mus., XIII, 1890, p. 144.

abit very tout, bead depressed, body less so; nostrils large, tubular, ope1iing npward and outward; upper head scales Jarge, considerably larger than the upraoculars, those of the parietal region largest,

Fig. 2?..
• A ROMALO

IJISPIDUS STEJNEOU:R.

X

½,

Ang 1 Island, Gulf of California.
Cal. No. 563, U. '.N .M.
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scales large, 16 in a head lengtl.J., ending posteriorly in an obtuse spine,
even the smaller scales above and back of the arms being spiny; ventral scales smaller and smoother, but the outer posterior corner somewhat projecting and pointed, about 118 scales in a line from anal opening to gular fold; scales on limbs large, about the size of those on
nape, carinated and obtusely spinose; femoral pores very large, 13 on
each side; scales ·on tail in verticils, large, about 44 in a verticil round
the thickest portion at base, on the upper surface carinatc and strongly
spinose behind. Color (in alcohol) apparently uniform brownish olive,
though in life they are said to be '' marked with one, two, or three
large, rounded, or irregular grayish blotches somewhere on their body.m
In addition to the type specimep. I have before me three others nearly
as large, co1lected by Mr. Charles H. Townsend in the same locality.
They agree in all essential characters with the type, some of the details
and measurements (in millimeters) being found in the following table:
Sau1·01nalits hispid·us.
rt)

I,:: •
o..d

U.S.

h~
Cl> A

N.M.
No.

Collector and
number.

Date.

Locality.

ce~
iii~

:A

.--<Cl)

HA
A
...

8563 Streets .. _. . . . . . . .Angel Island, Gulf of ........ . .•• - ..
California.
15873 Townsend, 24 ..•...... do................ Mar. 29, 1889.
15874 . __ .. do ................ do ..................... do ...... .
15875 ..... do ................ do .................... . do ...... .

w,d

1,:: .....

~

e~ ]=a

~t,j
cil-

Q

::I

w b.O

]$
w
A ::I

.µ

+' +'
'O'+-<
AO
::;:I +a
0 h
h c,;

wA
Cl).µ

rt)

~

0

A
~
h
0

..<cl

·t'o
•A

~

~
]g's s
E-,
~
-------- -

~§

0)

w.

0

:§
'+-<
0

~

b.O
A

0)

H

mm. mm,.

16

118

44

19
15
14

116
113
126

55
43
53

JS

585

285

16

552
562
462

275
292

I :i'

lf
T~t
H

240

- - · - - - - - -I- - - Average of four specimens .....•.................•....•...
16
118
49 ······ 1······ ·----r

This enormous lizard is closely a,llied to the much smaller species
which inhabits the arid _regions on the mainland to the north of the
Gulf of California., namely, Saitromaliis ater, with which it has been
confounded, but is readily distinguished by the characters given in the
above diagnosis. In. order to better emphasize the differences I herewitll give the corresponding diagnosis of the old species.
In all probability the young of Sa:uroma.lus hispidus is much less
spiny than the old ones, but the scales would be much larger than in
rorresponding specimens of S. ater and their number consequently
smaller. (Stejneger.)
1

Streets, Bulletin U.S. National Museum, No. 7, p. 36.
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SAUROMALUS ATER Dumeril.
au1·omalus ater DUMERIL, Arch. du Mus., VIII, 1856, p. 536, pl. xxrn, fig . 3.-

C0PE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 177.- B0C0URT, Miss . Sci. Mexique Reptiles, 1874, p. 149, pl. XVII bis, fig. 11.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mns., ~I, 1885, p . 202.
Euplwyne obesa BAIRD, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 253; U. S. Mex.
Bonnd. Sur., 1859, Reptiles, p. 6, pl. XXVII.

Fig . 23.
SAUROMALUS A'l'RR DUMERIL.

Xi.
Yampai Valley, .Arizona.
Cnt, No. 1221!4, U .. ,N .M.
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rows of scales along a broad medhtn space of the back much larger
than more laterally; those on the nape as large as those on the top of
t he head; they are imbricated and angularly tuberculated, but not
carinate. The scales on the sides of body and beneath from chin to
anus are excessively minute, almost Uke shagreen, and arranged in
qujncunx. The scales, limbs, and upper and lateral surfaces of the tail
faintly carinate. Femoral pores filled with a greenish mass. No anal
plates.
Width of head nearly equal to the dist'ance from tl.Je nose to ear.
In the young the general color is olive green, absolutely marbled
with dusky (or else dusky, spotted with olive green), with five broad
transverse bars between the head and tail. These bars are composed
of single red and yellow scales intermi.xed, and are scarcely distinguishable. The tail is black, with three or four broad rings of yellow, dotted
with red; much more distinct than the dorsal bars. The under parts
are pea green, dotted with black points, the chin and between the fore
legs with red. With increasing age these bars disappear to a greater
or less degree untH the general color above is reddish olive obscurely
reticulated with darker; the sides and beneath dotted with black, with
an occasional light dot on the back.
This species differs from those of Orotaphytus in the very heavy, squat
form (equal to that of many Phrynosomas), and short limbs and tail.
Tue _v entral scales and those along the middle of the back are much
larger than those more lateral, and all those beneath are much smaller.
The anterior margin of the ear is strongly dentate instead of only
crenate. There are no larger post.anal plates.
From Dipsosaurus dorsalis it is known by the obese proportions,
the absence of the siugle line of keeled scales on the back, and the
abse.n ce of carination on the upper scales generally. The tail is
depressed at the base, not compressed. The belly and gular scales are
excessively minute instead of quite large.
Dr. Stejneger gives the following table of details and measurements:
Saurornalus ater.
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Orcutt .......
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Yampai Valley ..................... .
Fort Yuma, Arizona ............... .
Colorado River ...... ... .. . ........ . .
SanDiegoCounty,Cal Apr. -, 1889
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au1'omalus ater D1t1n<fril.

~
Number
Catalogue of spcci•
No.
mens.
47';'2

1

85G3

1

122Gi

12033
11810
163,H
)0503

1

2
1

I

Locality.

Dale.

From wlio111 receiv cl.

Tatu re of sp ci·
men.

I Fort

Ynrnn, California .. ......•........ Maj. G. II. '£l1omns, J\lcobolic.
U. S . .A.
do.
Angel lslancl, Gu lf of . ............. . Dr. '£. II. Streets,
U
. . N.
Califomia.
do.
Yampai Valley, Cali• .............. . II. B. Mollbausen ..... .

fomia.

La Paz. Lower California Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding .......... .
Colorado River ....... .. ............... Li out.J.C.Ives,U. S.A.
Coroto Wells, Colora<lo .... ........... C. R Orcutt ..... ..... .
:i) irnrt, California.
Colorado Desert, Cali- .................... do ................ .

do.
do.
clo.

'outhwostern United . ... ... ........ National Zoological
tatos.
Park.

do.

do.

fornia.

222 0

U.l\fo.. lI .'exagand.

.A.lti•
tude .

Locality

.J...

Date.

Collector.

1------- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - 1 - - - --

·tnt i~;;·,1\rt!~Y~~.•.~.t~.~::::::::: :::::::::: ::: :::: .. a:ooo.

~~;

g

18021
Mal .
1 022
Mal .
J 623 Fen,alc. 1 . .... do . ..... .... ............................................ May 14
18021
Ad II It.
.Aclnlt.
180~5
1 020 .A.dnlt.
Lookout, In yo County, California .. ......... . .... . .......... Mar. 27
l 0'.!7 Yonng. Death Vall y, Furna eCrock, California ...... ..... ........ Mar. 22
1802!)
Malo.
Panamint Mountains, Widow Creek, California . . . . 4,500 May 19
18630
!lull. . . . . . do ...... ................ . .......... . .................... .Apr. 21
1803 1
Mal .
A.rgns Range, Shepherd Canyon , California .............. .. .Apr. 29
18032
Malo. ..... do ............... .... ....................................... do .. .
18633
Malo. ..... do . ....•. ..• ...••....••...........................•... ...... do .. .
l 63.f
Mal. . .•. . do ...................................................... .A.pr. 26
18035 Female. . •... clo ..•.....•............••..• •.. •••••..• ,.. ............. .. A.pr. 23
18030 2 .Aclult. ..... clo .............• ••...... ................•.........................
.Adult. . . . . . do ........................ .......................... . ... .Apr.
l 037
18038 Adult. ..... do ..................................................... . Ap r.
180:io
dnlt. ..... do ... .. ... .... . . ...................................... .. Apr. -

~~,~~~pa\r~~t?;/f:~'l'if&~~·i~·:::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :: ±1;: ~~

Dailey.
Morrmm .
do .
do.
do.
Railey.
1"isber.
Nelson .
Coville.
Fisher.
do .
clo .
do .
do.

I

1 .A. dult.

2

tlo.

rlo .
do .
do .
do.

Skin .

Dr. Stejneger remarks as to tbe distribution of this Apecies:
Beyond i-ath r vagne Htat ments as fo the general distribution of tl.Je present
sped v ry ]ittlo exact information in regard to its range has been published . It
i a vi<1 ot that the Joca1iti s.from which the expedition brought home its specim UR-almost four times a many as in any museum before-form the center of the
g ographical rang of tbt' "chuck.walJa." From here it extends southward along
th 'o]orncl l iv r for an 11uknown <li stance, ranging w estw::ml into the Colorado
I e rt nncl astwarcl alon<r the Gila into Arizona. Dr. Merriam has now, for the
Jir t tim I definitely demon +,rated its occurrence in southern Nevada and outhw i rn l tah.

'1 he habit of

auromalus ater are described as follows by Dr. Mer•

ria.111 in bi: rep rt on th re ult, of the Death Valley expedition:
Tho 'chuck.walla, by which name thi. remarkable liza.r<l is universally known
to both Indiaus and whites (except the Mormons ), inlrn.bits many of the Lower
'onoran D :ert rnng s in tb southern part of the Grea,t Basin from t.he Mohave and
'olornclo cl .- rt at rly across south ern :revada, to Arizona, and north to the southw t rn corner of tah. lt i th e ]argest lizard of the desert r egion except the Gila
,. fon.-t r (llclodenna), which only slightly ex ·eeds it in size. 'I'he broad body is bla.ck
or 1,lackisb and th Jarg blnnt tail 1s usnaJly marbled with white or entirely
whit . It wa, g n rally fo11ucl ou lava, or oth r clark rocks with which its coloration
harm niz . It i a veO' tarian, feeding entirely, so far as our observations go, on
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th e buds and flowers of plants, with the addition sometimes of a few leaves. It is
much prized by the Panamint Indians as an article of food. A number were eaten
by members of our expedition, and the flesh was reported. to
tender and palatable.

?e

Specimens were secured by the Death Valley expedition in tlie P{Lnamiut Range, the Amargosa Canyon, on a lava knoll on the west side of
Pahrump Valley, California, and in the Lower Sa:o,ta Clara Valley in
Utah. In the latter locality they are common both along the canyon of
the Lower Santa Clara and among the red sandstone cliffs near the
village of St. George, and are called "alligators" by the Mormons. Dr.
Fisher found them in considerable numbers in the Argus Range, west
of Panamint Valley, and examined a number of stomachs, in which he
foun d the following plants (either flowers or foliage, or both): · Daleci
frmnon tii, Leptosyne bigelovii, Amsinckia tessellata, Lotus, Sphmralcea
m:unroana, and Ephedra viridis.
CALLISAURUS Blainville.
Callisa·u rus BLAINVILLE, Nouyelles Ann. du Museum, IV, 1835, p. 286.-DUMI<:RIL
and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 324.-GRAY, Cat. Liz. Drit. Mus., 1845,
p. 226.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 158.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Brit-. Mus., II, 1885, p. 205.
Hornalosanrus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p.179.

A gular and lateral fold; the sides of neck and throat wrinkled;
scales nearly even; superciliary scales tectiform. Femoral pores present, pierced in undivided scales; upper labial oblique; occipital large;
plates between orbital spaces; nostrils superior within the euas of the
canthri.s; no palatine teeth; cheek teeth conical; posterior only faintly
tricuspid; tongue very little free at end.
This genus is represented by one rather variable species. Its habitat
is the Lower Californian and Souoran districts.
CALLISAURUS DRACONOIDES Blainv1lle.

-

Callisaurus draconoides BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. du Mus., IV, 1835, p. 286, pl.
xxrv.-GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. ·227.-D UMERIL and BIBRON,
Erp. Gen., 4, 1837, p. 326.-Bocou.riT, Mission Sci. Mexique, 1874, p. 158, pl.
XVII bis, fig. 10.-BOULE NGER, CQit. Liz. Brit. Mus., JI, 1885, p. 206.-COPE,
Bull. U. S.Nat. Mus., 1875, No. l, p. 47.-VANDENBURGH, Pro c. Cal. Acad. Sci.,
1895, p. 95.
Hornalosa11-rus ventmlis HALLOWELL, Proc. Phi1a. Acad. Na t. Sci., VI, October,
1852, p.179; Sitgreaves, Report, 1853, p.117, pl. rv.
Ca llisaiirus ventmlis BAIRD, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Reptiles, 1859, p. 8.-STEJNEGER, N. Amer. Fauna,, No. 7, Pt. 2, p.171.-VAN DENBURGII, Proc. Cal. Acad.
Sci., 1895, p. 97.

Hiud feet lialf as long as head and body; free portion of longest
hind toe nearly twice the cephalic plates; femoral pores 14 or 15.
Above and on sides light greenish gray or ash, thickly marked with
rounded lighter spots, beneath yellowish white. On mmp ten series of
blotches, which continued on tail become rings, which are intensely bJack
below; sides of belly blue, with ten oblique elongated indigo-black
blotches, the posterior largest and two-branched, the posterior directed
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backward . ~ emale without blue. on belly, the black of ide"' very
faintly i11dicated · the ide with a series of indistinct close blotches
extending on side of tail.

Fig. 24.
CALLISA JtUS O.RACONOIDI.<:

DllACONOIDJ~S BLAINVILLK

Cape Sau Luca , Low r California.
11t. No. 5300, U. • . i\l.
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imbricated oblique, as in the allied genera Holbrookia. There are seven
large oblique upper labials. The plates margining the lower labials
behind are decidedly larger than those on the cheeks. There are about
180 oblique series of scales from head to above anus, arranged in rather
irregular oblique series. The tail is rather longer than the body, much
depressed and flattened to the extrerue tip, and tapering regularly from
near the base. The hind feet are nearly or quite half the head and body,
the free portion of longest toe nearJty twice the length of cephalic plates.
There are 14 or 15 femoral pores.
The colors and markings of this species are quite similar to those of
Holbrookia texana. · The ground color iu the type specimen is a pale
yellowish gray, with teu series of dull blotches ou the lower part of the
back, becoming confluent on the tail and encircling this as a series of :five
or six rings, which are intensely black beneath. The :five more anterior
oues are blotches beneath, not spots. The most of the back and sides
is uuiformly and rather :fine1y marked with approximated rounded
lighter spots. The legs aro banded transversely with dusky. The
under parts are yellowish white; the whole posterior face of the thigh
similar, with a distinct stripe of dark plumbeous, bounded above by a
yellowish line, part of the ground color. Iu Holbrookia this line is
bordered immediately above by the ashy gray of the upper ground
color.
In the male there is a blue patch on each side of the belly (separated by twelve or fourteen scales) and not extending ou the colored
part of the sides. In this are situated two indigo-black patches on each
side; subtrianguiar, broadest and truncate at the base inferiorly, and
running obliquely forward a_nd upward. The hinder one (the largest)
has the posterior and iuferior angle extended backward, so as to constitute a kind of crescent, with the antero-inferiorface an obtuse isosceles
angle, tlle postero-superior a regular concavity. These two marks on
each side occupy about the middle of the space between the fore and
hind legs. The a11 terior runs rather farther up on the sides than the
posterior.
Oat. No. 4121 differs in having the grou_nd color darker; the back with
t en series of distinct dorsal blotches, about teu from head to above anm~.
The light spots are scarcely appreciable above, more so on the Rides,
where they show traces of having been reddish. Tile posterior angle
of the binder b1ack blotch is much exteuded, reaching nearly to the
groin and much lon ger than the anterior angle. The head beneath is
light plum beous and, with the jaws, varied with bluish.
In life it is probable that there is a good deal of red 011 the sides and
back.
The female lacks the blue 011. the side of belly, am( but faint indication, if any, of the black marks. There is a teD.dency to a series of dusky
subquadratic blotches on the sides, more than in the male, and extendin g along the side of the tail. There are in some specimens oblique
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In ext rnal form and general appearance this species is so very
similar to Jlolbroolcia texana a not to require any very elaborate
d cripti 11. The mo t prominent points of distinction are seen iu the
ce ,·iv ly I no·th n d £ et and distinct external auditory aperture.
Thi L· narrow, lliptical, and vertica,l ; the borders smooth, or with a
fain er natiou anteriorly. The dentate processes of the lower eyelid
r 1 ng r than in Holbrookia; the plates on the chin smaller, as also
th imbr1cated cale on the anterior edge of the humerus. The scales
n b id are rather more rounded and paved, as well as a . little
mall r than tho e of the back. The feet are excessively lengthened;
th hind ~ ot very nearly or quite half the head and body; the toes
v ry I nd r. The claws are all much longer, straighter, and more
·ompre d than in Holbrookia texana.
Thr e vari tie or ubspecies of the Callisaurus draconoides may be
ni.zed, but they are not sufficiently constant to be entitled to perm nent rank. They are represented, respectively, by specimens from
th outh rn part of the peninsula of Lower California, from the
n rtb rn part of tlle same, and from the southern part of .Arizona.
' h 'Y ar characterized a follows:
,•
I.

band of granular scales before as well as behind scales of collar. Superoiliary . ·al s mall er, separated on the middle line; smaller scales before ear;
collar seal pointed behind; three black lateral spots; legs shorter; wrist
ancl )1 ind foot not reachin•r end of muzzle ........... ____ ... C. cl. d1·aconoicles.
11.
b, n l of granular scales bohind collar only. Snperciliary scale::l equal frontals
ancl i u outact on middle line; larger scales bofore car; legs longer; wrist
b yon cl muzzle, hind foot mostly so ........... _.......... C. d. gabbii (Cope) .
m. yo granular bands on throat. Small sca1os before ear; collar scale, not pointed
b hind· two black spots on sides, tho posterior prolong-eel uackward; feet
loo r; wriat to beyond muzzle, hind foot equal or beyond muzzlo .. C. d. vent?-alis.
'allisa1trus draconoides draconoicles Blainville.
urnl, r
'atul gu
' o.
o1f 1-l P Ci•

uena .

12

71

32

Locality.

Date.

La Paz, L. Ca.Ji f'ornia .... -

-, 1882

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

L. Belding ............. Alcoholic.
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Callisaw·us draconoides veutralis H allo1cel l.
,
Number
CataJoguc of spec1·
:No.
meus.

Locality.

Date.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Westof Rio Grande, Tex . .............. Dr. S. W. Woodhouse. AJcoholic type.
Arizona ...................................................... . Alcoholic.
.Apache, Arizona ....................... H. W. Henshaw ...... .
do.
Mohave Desert, Cal..... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Dr. 0. Loew .......... .
do.
G Colorado River . . . . . . . . . . • .. • • . . . . . . . . . Lieut. .J. C. Ives,
do.
U.S. A.
3 .•••• do ...................................... do •............... .
<lo.
do.
1 (1) ..................................... ·······•······••····•·· •
1 Arizona ............................... Dr. R. T. Burr ........ .
do.
1 ..... do .................................... .. do ............... .
do.
1 .... . do ........................................................ .
do.
1 ..... do ................................. Dr. R. '.L'. Burr ........ .
do.
1 ...... do .................. ......... .. : .......................... .
do.
1 ..... do ....................................... .. ............... .
do.
1 ..... do ......................... . ...... . Dr. R. T. Burr ...... .. .
do.
•
1 ..... do . ............................... .. .... ........ .......... .
do.
do.
Puerto Refugio, Angel ............... U, S. Fisll Commission
Island, Gulf of Cali•
fornia.
San .Juan Lagoon, Rio .................... do ............... .
do.
.A.home, near Guay•
mas, Mexico.
do.
San Luis, Gonzales Bay, .................... do ............... .
Gulf of Mexico. '
Fort Yuma, .Arizona ........................ do .. ... .... ...... .
do.
Yuma, .Arizona . .... .................. .. .... do ............. .•.
do.
do.
Colorado Desert, San . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt . ... ...... .
Diego County, Cal.
do.
............... do ...................................... do ............... .
do.
Tempe, .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Edgar L. Storment ... .
Fort Huachuca.Arizona ............... Wilcox ......... . .... .
do.
"S. Lake to Cal." (1).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,J. S. Bowman (1) .•••.•
do.
vulture, .Arizona ... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L . Stejneger .. ....... .
do.
Guaymas, Mexico ....... Feb. 27, 1891 P. L. J ouy ........... .
do.
do.
. . . . . .. . . . Tucson, Arizona........ Mar. -, 1891 .•... do ............... .
.......... . .... do ...................................... do ............... .
do .
do.
Colorado Desert, Palru ............... F. Stephens .......... .
Spring, California,
do.
El Rosario, California... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. W. Anthony . ..... .
San Fernando, 20 miles .................... do .... ........... .
do.
from Pacific Ocean,
Lower California.
do.
Yuma Desert, Mon. 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Dr. E . A. Mearns ..... .
Arizona.
Seven Wells, Salton .......... . ....... .. <lo ............... .
do.
River, Colorado Des•
ert, Lower California.
Gardner's Laguna, Colo• ................... . do ............... .
do.
rado Desert, Lower
California.
Coyote Wells, San Diego .................... do ............. .. .
do.
County, California.
Mount Spring, east .................... do ............. .. .
do.
slope Coast Range,
California.
Oak Grove, ............... C.R.Orcutt ......... . .
: . . . . . . . . . West of
do.
San Diego County,
California.
1
1
I.
1

2670
8155
8481
8638
::!661

1141D
10615
10614
10613
10618
10612
10619
10617
10611
10616
15876
15878-79
15882- 87
15949
15956
16510
16519
17646
10708-22
15589
15734
16809
168L0-12
16938-46
19098-102
21504
21505-10
21858-73
2l!J41
21942
219411-44
21945-49
22581
1

U.S. Sex and
NN~- age.

Locality.

.A.lti•
tude.
Feet.

18207 Male ... . Death valley (Bennett W ells) , Cal. ...........
18208 Female ....... do ........................................
18209 Female ....... do ......... .... ...........................
18210 Female . ...... do ........................... . ............

18~]1

1821::!
18213
18214
18215
18216
18217
18218
18219
18220

Date.

Apr. 4
.A.pr. 1
.Apr. 4
.Jan. 22
Male ......... do .... . .................................. . .Apr. Male ......... do .......... . .............. . ...... . ....... Mar. 22
Male ......... do ....................... ... . ............ J an. 20
Female . . Death valley, Furnace Creek , Cal ... . ........ June 20
Female.. Argus Range. ShepbPrd Uafiou, Cal.. ......... Apr. 27
Malo .... Panamint Valley, Cal.fornia.. .. ...... . ...... .Apr. 24
Male ... . ..... do .. .. ...... . ... .... ... . ......... .. ........... do .. .
Malo ......... do ..................... ........... ............. . do ...
0

Collection.

Bailey ..... .
.... . do . .... .
..... do ..... .
..... do .. ... .
.. . .. do ..... .
Nelson ..... .
..... do ..... .
Fisher . .... .
..... do ..... .
Merriam ... .
..... do ..... .
Fisher ..... .
1

f;~ ai~:: :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::J~ ::: -~~i. tli ::::::
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Locality.

.A.lti•
tud .

Date.

Collection.

Remarks.

l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - -- -1 - - - - Feet.

1 221 Male, . . . Pauamint Valley, California .......... . ....... .A.pr. 24

Bailey .... ••

~sm l~:t::: -~~~t~ : T.~l.l~:.~-~~~t.~~~.~~~·~~~.8!:.~~: :::::::: .~~cl~ .s. -~.~~.d~r.::::
:
1
is~~i
~!~ ~ ::: :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..'.~~lo.~. -~·~.ctL::::
18226 F male . .
w us Lake, Olanclla, California...... 8,700 May 19 1 St phens .. .

18227 Male .... Wntor tation, Bor~x 1!'1.at, California. 2,200 Apr. 22 ..... do . --.. .
1 228 Male .... Garlic 'prings, Callforma ..................... Mar. 14 Pa;mer .. -..
18220 Male .... Panamint -.Mountains
(Emigrant . . . . . . . . Apr. 14 Bailey .... -18230
1 231
18232
18233
1823!

Spring), California.
Mnle 1 •• • • •••• do .... -....... --··· • • • • • • • • • • •· • • • •· • • • • -• · • - .do •· • · · - · .clo ··· ···
Male 1 ••• Funoral Mountains, California . ............... Feb. 6 Nelson ..... .
.Female 1 •••••• do ............. .. ................. •······· .... do•·· •····do······
Femalo .. Owon Vally (LonoPine), California ......... Juno 6 Palmer ... .
Male .... Cam ron, 8 miles northwest MohaYe, ........ Juno 26 ..•. . do ... - • California.
Malo .... Sa lino Valley, California.............. 2,500 Jan. 20 .Nelson ..... .
Mal . . . . ar ouatus .Flat, Nevada...... .... . ... J, 400 June 2 M~rriam ... .
Malo ...... ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,600 ... . do . . . B'.1'1ley ..... .
Mal .... AmargosaRiver,Novada ... ................ .. Mar. 21 Fisher ..... .
F male ....... do . ...... ....... .. ............................ do ........ do ..... .
MaleI . .. AmargosaRiver,California ............... ._ .. . .A.pr. 27 Bailey ..... .
Malo .... Ash Meadows, N vada .... ... ................ Mar. 20 Fisher ..... .

w!lt< :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: .~;L ~;- :~~~❖:::::::
1Th:}fr :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::J~ ::: :::Jg::::::
1alo.... Groat JJ nd of Colorado (Callville), . . . . . . . . May 4 •••.. do ..... .
vncla.
·

Mal .... Pabranagat Valley, Nevada .............. . . .. May 23 Bailey ..... .
Mal . ...... .. do ......... ..........,..... ... ..........••..... do . ... - - .. do .... . .
.Mal .. ..... .. do .................................. : .. ....... do ... ll'Ierriam ... .
1 0111alo 2 ••• •• • do ..................... ...... ................. do ..... ... do ..... .
Malo 1 •••••••• do ............................................ clo ... ..... do ..... .
Malo.... Pahrump Valloy, Nevada............. . . . . . . . . Apr. 29 Hailer -. -.. .
F mal ....... do .......................... .• ................ do ... Merriam ... .
J?omalo .. Desort Valier, evada...... .... . .. . .. 5,300 May 21 .... . do ..... .
.F male..
old Mountai11, evada ... . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 Juno 8 Bailey ..... .
Fem ale .. MohaY Desert, California, Leach . ....... Apr. 25 .... . do ..... .
Point Valley.
F male 1 ••••• • do ......... ................. ........ .......... do .. . ..... do ..... .
1

Young.

2 .A.dult.

n hi r port on tbe Reptiles of the Death Valley Expedition Dr.
t jneger remarks, '' It can be asserted with confidence that Oallisaurus
draconoide ventralis does not occur anywhere within the iuterior valI y f California, not even h1 Walker basin. Noris there any evidence
t how that it occur anywhere southwest of the Sau Bernardino
rang , wi bin the b undary of the State of California."
Dr. 1.erriam I give t11e following description of the habits of Oalli·aitrus clrci ·onoides ventralis :
The gridir n•tail ll lizard js the most characteristic reptile of the Lower Sonoran
d ·ert of southern 'alifornia, southern evada, southwestern Utah, and Arizona,
wh r it i nlrn t universally distributed and very much more abundant tha.n any
h r spe ie . It iHbabits the open deserts and runs with great swiftness over
tb an 1 and grav 1 led. , carrying its tail curled up over its back a1,1 if afraid to
1 it tou ·h h hot urfa.ce f th earth. It starts off at full speed, as H :fired. from
a annon, n.nJ stop with qual suddenne s, thus escaping or eluding its enemies,
th oyot 11awk , and laro-er lizards. When running it mo,,es so s,viftly that the
e ·e has difficulty iu followiug aocl when at rest its colors harmoni ze so well with
1

orth Am ricau F:rnna, No. 7, 1893, p. 171.
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those of t he desert that it can hardly be seen. The basal half of its tail is transversely barred underneath, and the bars are broad and distinct, suggesting the name
hero npp lied to the species in lieu of a better ou_e. During the 1Jree(1ing season the
males develop a conspicuous patch of metallic greenish-bh;e on the sides of the
body and have the power of inflating a pinkish sac under the chin.
The attitude of this lizard when at rest differs from that of most others, in thatthe knees and e1bow·s stand out at right angles from the body, nn<l are elevated to
such a d egree that they nearly reach the plane of the back. Like many other spe-
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cies, it has an odd habit of performing a singular gymnastic exercise, consisting in
rapidly dropping and elevating the body with the knees held stiff at right angles to
the trunk.
This species feeds on insects and the blossoms and l eaves of })lants in about equal
proportion; at least such was the case in the large number whose stomachs were
examined.
The gridiron-tailed li.zard is common throughout the Mohave Desert proper, but
docs not reach the ex treme western ernl of the desert in Antelope Valley, which,
owing to its greater altitude, passes out of the Lower Sonoran zone. It was last
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en in this direction about 10 miles east of Liebre ranch. In tho -..vash leading
from the fohave Desert to Tehachapi Valley it was seen up to 1,030 meters (3,400
fe t) and may rangf.\ higher. It i:5 common in the Lov,rer Sonorau zone at the
outh end of Owens yalley, and ranges up on tho warm east side of the valley as
far as Big Pine. It is common throughout Panamint aud Death valleys and in the
Amargosa Desert. In Nevada it inhabits the deserts of the southern part of the
tate, from Ash Meadows easterly across Pahrump and Vegas valleys to the Great
Bend of the Colorado, where it is very common, and ranges north through the valleys of tb Virgin and Lower .Muddy (where it is abundant) to Pahranagat and
foadow 'reek valleys. In western Nevada it comes through Grapevine Canyon
(from the northwest arm of Death Valley), rangeR easterly over: Sarcobatus Flat,
and a cendl:l tu warm south slope of Gold Mountain, with La1-rea, to about 1,640
meters (5,400 feet). In Utah it is common in tile Lower Santa Clam Valley, l>ut
does not range up into the sagebrush or Upper Sonoran zone of the upper part of
tho valley.
In Desert Valley, just cast of the Pahroc Mountains, a, form of this species was
found which seems to be sul>specifically distinct from the ordinary type. It is much
hort rand broader, with shorter tail, and is bhiish gray in color. It may be the
same a the animal inhabiting the desert at Pyramid Lake, Nevada, which point is
about 2° farther norLh than Desert Valley, though in the same zoological subzone,
for tl1e low altitude of a series of narrow and i:uregular deserts in Wflstern Neva<la
carric this zone much farther north than elsewhere. These specimens suggest the
xi tence of a, form peculiar to the upper division (or Grayia belt) of the Lower
, 'onoran zone, CalUsauriis ventralis proper being closely restricted to the lower di vii n ( or Larrea belt) of the same zone.

a

UMA Baird.
l 'm<i T3ArnD, Proc.

cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 253.-COPE: Proc. Acad. Nat.
'ci. Phila., 1866, p. 310.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, ]~85, p. 206.

gular fold. Femoral pores present, pierced in an undivided scale.
up rciliary cale tectiform. Ears exposed. Occipital small. Nostrils
1perior, within tlle canthus rostralis. Upper labials oblique, angular• .
T ngu
arcely notched at the end; attached almost to the very tip.
h k teeth tricu pid: Claws long, acute, with an internal excavation
whi ·h pr duce a sharp edge, the base inclosed in a sheath of two large
cal .
fringe of free scales on each side of some of the digits and
on b ext rnal icle of the ole.
Thi intere ting genu differs from Oallisaurus in the lateral instead
f rti ·al <lir ctiou of its claw , and in the presence of fringes on the
r r of it dio-it and soles. The latter character occurs elsewhere
Ptenopus (Gray), which inhabits the deserts
in th
f
Phrynocephalus, a genus of A.gamidre which
ia. As the genus Uma is also found in deserts
tructure has a direct relation to the mode of
animal. It i · probably, like its allies, a swift runner, but
r · in the and i very difficult. The long fringes of stiff
cl
th lizard materially iu maintaining a foothold by their peneratino- h
nd. ti int re ting to find tlli tructure present in two
f :u ·h wid ly div r e affinity and habitat. I append n, figure
fi
f th Ptenopw; {JO,rrulns, taken from a, specimen for the
f tudying which
am i11d btecl to Dr . .Alexander
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.Agassiz, the distinguished director of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The species of Uma may be distinguished by the. following characters, among others:

2
:Fig. 26.
PTENOPUS GARRULUS SMITH.

1, posterior foot from below; 2, a digit from lJelow, enlarged .

.

I. Black crescents on the throat and a, black spot on each side of the belly.
Labial scales strongly keeled; 6 keeled suborbital scales; 8 loreal rows; hind
foot shorter, one-third head and body; femoral pores 40-50; dorsal spots
black ...... _...... _..... _............................. _., U. scoparia Cope.
II. Bla,ck spot on side of belly, but no crescents on throat.
Labial scales strongly keeled; 3 or 4 keeled suborbitals; 5 or 6 loreal rows; 10
·
or 11 supraocular rows; hind foot shorter, one-third hca,d and body; femoral
pore.s 24-28; dorsal spots rufous ................ - ..... U. rufoj:rnnclata Cope.
Labial scales weakly keeled; 9 loreal rows; 14 supraorbital rows; hind foot
longer, two-fifths head and body; femoral pores 19 ......... U. notata Ba,ird.
III. No !?lack spots on belly or crescents on throat.
Labial scales strongly keeled; 5 or 6 loreal rows; 10 or 11 supraocular rows;
hind foot shorter, one-third head and body; femoral pores 19.
U. ino1·nata. qope ..

In the young the disciform areas are imperfectly outlined.
All the species are from the Sonoran region.
UMA NOT AT A Baird.

Urna notata BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 257.-COPE, Proc. Aead.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 360.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II,
p. 207, 1885.

Occipital plate small; nearly circular; surrounded by small plates;
smaller posterior1y. The supraorbital region bordered interna1ly on
the median line of the head by a series of small frontal plates, those of
opposite sides in contact along the vertex, which are separated from
the larger occipital behind by two rows of plates. Plates on the snout
nearly equal, tllose between nostrils and orbit as large on the sides as
in the middle, eight or nine between the canthal rows; canthal row
including one long posterior and one short anterior scale. Plates O'l
supraorbital region very small, and showing aboutfourteen series trans-

1 hP RT

1'1

1 98.

r half are laro· r than

ll1·11d from 1~hovt>.
111.011n.

x:1.
1 I

~ o. 41%1, I .·. ·" •

ie is a light 1 ea-green above, marked uni. p t of darker greeu apparently arranged in
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face, instead of being concealed, as in Holbrookia texana. The greater
length of feet is specific rather than generic.
The difference from Oallisaurits ventralis is seen first in the ear, which
is deeper and concealed above by a fringe of large scales, wanting in
the other. There are also several series of small tubercles to the lar_ge
plates of the cheeks, instead of the aural aperture being immediately
behind thesA. From both Oallisaurus ventralis and Holbrookia texanct
it dif!.ers in the much smaller and more numerous plates of the supraorbital regions; the two well-defined rows of plates intervening between
these, instead of only one indistinct one; the equality of the lateral and
median plates in the snout frontal region; the absence of carina externally on the upper labials, or at least their more vertical sides; the
inequality of the middle and lateral scales on the breast; the abrupt
difference in size of the scale on the under surface and anterior edge
of humerus and femur (especially the latter), instea·d of a gentle gradation. The femoral pores are more numerous; the large occipital plate
smaller and more encircled by small plates. Other differences would
doubtless be appreciable in a larger specimen.
Urna notat<;i.

Locality.

4124

1

Donor.

1\foh::tvo Desert, .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr . .A. L. Heermann.

UMA RUFOPUNCTATA Cope.

U1na riifopunclata

COPE,

American Naturalist, XXIX, 1895, p. 939.

This species is represented in the collections ·of the U. S. National
Museum by ten specimens, of which five are adult, one half-grown and
four young. The description of the squamation already given in the
case of the U. scoparict applies in the main to this species, but there are
many important differences, which I proceed to enumerate.
, The dorsa,1 scales are very small and round, and not transversely
diamond-shaped; in a specimen where the bead and body measures 03
mm., three and a half measure a millimeter, transversely. The large
scales of the front of the humerus and femur are abruptly contrasted
with the smaller ones of the inferior faces of the same regions, instead
of graduating into them, as iu the case in the U. scoparia. Thus there
arc fifteen rows of small scales .anterior to the femoral pores, instead of
only :five or six, as in U. scoparia. The femoral pores number from 24
to 28. In two specimens they are 24-24; in one, (')-24; in two, 25-25;
in one, 2G-27; in one, 27-28, and in one, 27-( ')· This irregularity has
no r~lation to age, as the young <lo not differ from the adults in this
respect. The number of loreal rows of scales do not differ in the specimens, and the supraorbital scales are also uniformly less numerous than
in the U. notata, numbering eleven and_twelve rows. · There is one well-
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dev lop d row b •lw 11 tb louo- uborbi al cale and th superfor
la~ia1 and a, ~ w gr, nular . al above it in two of the specimen ,
in tead of 1/e t:wo w 11-d velop d rows in the . scoparia. The end
ca1e of the ubol'bita1 eric ar omewhat var1able i11 number and
character, but there i n ua11y lJu t one keeled cale posterior to the
loug m dian scale in pla of tll tliree of tlie U. scoparia. The feet are
of about the ame 1 ugth a in the U. scoparia, measuring one-third the
I ugth of th head and body, or les ; and they are thus distinctly
shorter than i.u the U. notata.. Tlic claws of the manus are not excavated n arly o far proximad nor so deeply as in the U. scoparia, nor
ar they t~i t d o that tbo edges are directed outward, as in the latter.
In coloration thi' pecies differs widely from the U. scopa:ia. On the

Fig 28
UllfA RUFOPUNCTA.TA COPE . .

X

t,

Arizona..
Cnt. No. 21997, U.S . . M.
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tiuct than in the latter. · On the sides of the neck aiicl body and on the
superior aspect of the tail the l>lack is broken up jnt.o small spots.
In the young the discoid areas are not well outlined, and the central
spots are not distinct and are blackish. The ground-color tends to run
more into irr:egular longitudinal lines. The paler color appears rather
as tlie ground, and it is pea-green rather than the brownish yellow of
the adult.
On the posterior faces of both femul" and tibia, proximad., there is a
patch of enlarged keeled scales, with the keels and their mucronate
apices rlireoted iipward. On the lower anterior border of the humerus
a row of enlarged scales presents produced apices, which are recurved,
· forming a serrate line, mo~t prominent near the elbow.
'rhe tail is very wide and is much depressed for some distance from
the base, and only the terminal part is cylindric. Along the widened
portion the lateral scales are imbricate, and have recurved apices,
giving a rough appearance. The median superior scales are like the
dorsals, smooth, not imbricate, and rounded.
Measurernents.-Total length, 188 mm.; length to vent, 92 mm.; length
. to axilla (axial), 40 mm.; length to auricular meatus (axial), 17 mm.;
width at auricular meatus, 17 mm.; width of base of tail, 18 mm.; length
of fore limb, 45 mm.; length of fore foot, 16 mm.; length of hind limb,
73 mm.; length of hind foot, 31 mm.
Uma r11fopunctata Copp.

I

Catalogue ~umbe_r
Donor.
Locality.
No.
o~~~~~1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 21846 }

to

21852
21997 't.
21:!98 J

7

Yumn, Desert, Arizona ...................... Dr. E . .A.. Mearns, U.S . .A..

2

Gardner's Laguna, Lower California .....••.

clo.

UMA INORNATA Cope.
Uma inornata

COPE,

American Natnralist, XXIX, 1895, p. 939.

Specimen Cat. No. 16500 represents perhaps a fourth species, which
agrees in most respects with the U. rufopunotata, but differs in the number of femoral pores and in coloration; is immature and about the size
of tile one which served as the type of the U. notata. of Baird. It was
caught on the Colorado Desert of San Diego County, California, at a
distance of from 100 to 140 miles south of the Mohave Desert of Ari- .
zona where the type of the U. notcita was taken.
In the character of its coloration it resembles the U. notata aml the
you11g of the U. rufopunctata, except in the abse11ce of the conspicuous
black spot on each side of the belly, which ii-; present in every individual
of this genus hitherto discovered. In its squamation it resembles
ratLer the U. rufopunotata than the U. notata, and like it, unlike the
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latter, it has a ·liort llin<.l foot, which i only oue-third the length of the
head and L>ody. lt agrees with the same pecies in the reduced number of loreal and supraorbital cales, and the larger number of small
scale on the inferior face of' the femur. There are even black spots
on the inferior side of the tail, tho anterior smaller than the posterior.
Femoral pores 19, as in U. nota.ta.
Uma inol'nata Cope.

I

Catalogue Nn~berof
o.
, specmiens.
16500

I

1

Locality.

Donor.

Colorndo Desert, San Diego Uounty, California.. C.R. Orcutt.

UMA SCOPARIA Cope.

Urna scoparia COPR, American Naturalist, XXVIIf, 1894, p. 435, figs. 3, 4.
Unw notata COPE, Proc. Acn.d. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 310; not of Baird.

_

r
Fig. 20.
'JllA SCOPA RIA COPE.

X ~-

Tucson, Arii;ona.
Cot.

o. G(ltl3, U.S.N.M.

G n ral form depres ed. Prebrachial region rather elongate; posterior part of a d m n xpanded posteriorly. Tail of medium length,
1 pr • cl throu hout, an,1 v ry wide for the basal half, equaling at its
ba th wWth at h gr in. The .fore limb extended posteriorly just
r ·b
he gr in; the end of tbe longe t toe of the hind. limb when
ex.t 11d d r a ·be th po terior
rd r of the orbit. The length from
th xtr mi y of he muzzle t.o the axilla e(Juals the length from tlle
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latter to the posterior border of the femur. 'file upper lip has a subacute median angle which projects beyond the lower lip. The profile
<lescends in a nearly straight line to the depressed and slightly prominent border of the muzzle. The fifth finger extends a little beyond
the extremity of the first, and the extremity of the fifth toe marks a
point between the extremities of the first and second.
There are thirty-two femoral pores in a continuous line and a second
series immediately posterior to it, in which we can count fifteen additional pores. Of these, ten near the middle of the series are consecutive.
There are two rows of rather small frontal scales w·h ich posteriorly
foUow the orbital border, and are separated from the rather small occipital by two rows _of smaller scales. There are about eleven rows of
scales on the supraorbital region, which are smaller than the frontals,
excepting three rows 'inside the center of the region. The scales on
the muzzle are larger, nine rows intervening between the canthal rows
at the middle. Four rows between the nostrils. Oanthal row consisting of one long and one small scale, the latter below the nostril. Six
loreal rows. Six infraorbital plates, the third below the orbit and
much longer than the others, and, like them, keeled. Three ~uperciliaries in front of and three posterior to the median or key scale. Superior labials oblique, overlapping each other forward above and obtusely
keeled longitudinally. Scales of the quadrate region rather small.
Auricular meatus protected by six elongate free scales which spring
from the anterior border. The meatus is about equal in vertical diameter to the eye slit. Inferior labial scales smooth, in contact below
with a series of infralabials which exceed them in size, which become
posteriorly several rows. Gular scales small, a little larger at the middle of the throat. All the scales of the head smooth.
The dorsal scales are small, smooth, smaller than those of the belly,
and transversely diamond-shaped. The scales of the inferior surface
are smooth, and are arranged i~ open chevrons with the angle forw'ard.
The greater number are parallelogrammic, but the anterior are regularly diamond-shaped. Those of the anterior pectoral region are
reduced in size,.. and are smaller than those of the posterior gular
region. The latter are similar to the edge of the collar, _except four
scales in the middle, which are a little larger. Collar with uniform
border. There are some longitudinal folds on the side of the neck, but
as the specimen has been somewhat dried, it is not certain whether
they are present in life. The scales on the anterior faces of the
hume-rus and femur a.re enlarged and their acute apices. a.re free and
more or less recurved. They graduate into the other scales on the
humerus, which are rather larger than those of the dorsal region. On
the femur they graduate into those of the inferior side, which are larger
than those of tbe dorsum, but are separated rather abruptly from those
of the superior face, which equal those of the dorsum. The scales of
the tibia are about equal to those of the belly. .A. few rows on the
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internal bort1er are k eled and hn.ve th ir elongate apice. · dire ted
upward. With this exception the cale of the limbs are not keeled.
The inferior scales of the digit are not keeled or conspicuously
angulated. The lateral rows are produced into free fl.at spinous processes on the three middle fingers, and ou the adjacent (inner) side of
the fifth. On the toes the fringes are conspicuous on the third and
fourth, n.11d are wanting on the first and fifth toes. On the .second they
are pre ent, but less elongate on the side next the third, and on the
inner side are only present near the extremity. They extend on the
external border of the sole to near the base of the fifth digit. The terminal exterior scale i much enlarged aud folds over the inner edge of
the basal half of tbe claw. It is obliquely truncated, distally presenting a prominent angle at the internal corner, which is pinched and
acute. The superior scale in like manner enfolds the external edge of
the unguis, and has a pinched external border which terminates in an
acute apex. The two form a conspicuous basal sheath. The inferior
plate i longitudinally ridged, while the superior is smooth. Each
ungual h atb is excavated for the distal half of its internal inferior
urface, giviug a thiu, sharp interior edge to the claw.
Meas·u rements.-Total length, 217 mm.; length to vent, 100 mm.;
length to line of axillre, 47 mm.; length to collar, 30 mm.; length to
line f anterior border of ear, 21 mm.; length of anterior limb, 45 mm.;
length of anterior foot, 17 mm.; length of posterior limb, from groin,
77 mm.; length of tibia, 27 mm.; length of posterior foot, 30 mm.;
wi<ltl1 of head at auricular meatus, 16 mm.; width at shoulders, 23 mm.;
width of ba e of tail, 18 mm.
The ground color of the upper regions is black, and of the lower,
apparently white. The doe al region is covered with disciform rouud
potH of white (or possibly yellow or red in life), whose borders nearly
or jn , ome places quite touch. In the center of each disk is a black
pot. The pattern resembles that of the pieces of a buttonmaker's
r fu e.
n the neck and occiput the pale disks become confluent, and
tb , up rior urface of the head, from the posterior border of the orbits
f, rward i a uniform dirty white. On the ends the pale disks are conflu ut l ~aving rie · of rather numerous small black spots. On the
upper ·nrface of the tail the disks are confluen.t longitudinally, leaving
m lon gitudinal black lines. The greater part of-the t.ail is pa1e, and
j
ry indi tinctly marked. The limbs are pale, with minute black
p k on th
uperior a pect of' the humerus and femur. On the
ur at f. , bla k ·re cent, with the horn turned anteriorly and termi1 atin b l w h
xternal meatus of the ear. Posterior to this is another
bl, ck r ent of r ater tran verse extent, whose horns terminate
w n tho. ' f th anterior ere cent and the auditory meatus. Sides
f he, d and 11 1 bl ck potted. lnferior surfaces unspotted, with the
f, 11 win
.· pti n : 011 a ·h ide, halfway betweell axilla an<l groin,
lar ,•ubrouu black ·po . On tlte iuferior surface of the tail, on the
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distal third, four black spots. The anterior is round, and the others
increase in length to the fourth, which is elongate.
This species, the most peeuliarly marked lizard of North America,
differs in numerous respects from its congener, the Umci notata, with
which I at one tip:ie identified it. Thus, the number of femoral pores is
more than twice as .g reat; the la9ial plates are keeled; the digits and
claws a~e shorter, and the latter are not excavated farther proximally;
the transition from the small to .the large scales of the humerus and
femur is gradual and not abrupt; the fringes of the borders of the eyelids are of equal length, the inferior not being longer, as in U. notataj
and finally, the fringes of the digits and sole are lo11ger in the U.
sooparici than iu the U. no'tata.
Uma scoparia Cope.
Catalog ue Number
of speciNo.
men s.
6603

1

Locality.

Fort Buchanan (Tucson),
Arizona.

Collector.

Character of specim en.

Dr. B. .J. D. Irwin, U.S. A ... Alcoholic.

HOLBROOKIA Girard.
Holbrookia GmAim, Proc. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci., IV, 1851, p. 201; Stansbury's Exp.
Gr. Salt Lake, 1852, p. 341.-A. DUMERIL, Arch. Mus., VIII, 1856, p. 545.BocoURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 160.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., VII, 1885, p. 207.
Cophosau,·us ,TROSCI-IEL, Arch. f. Nat., 1850, [issued 1852], p. 389.

Agular fold of large scales, sides of neck variously plaited. Scales
above and on sides small, nearly even, considerably less than the ventral, all rhomboidal, imbricated. Tail moderate, not brittle. Femoral
pores distinct. No external ear. Nostrils superolateral, anterlor to
the end of the can thus rostralis. A large infraorbital plate. Upper
labials very oblique, imbricated. Head plates, including interparietal,
small. Tongue barely notched at tip, with two sessile subtriangular
pallets beneath. No palatines. Cheek teeth conical, posterior only
faintly tricuspid.
This genus bas a distribution throughout the Sonoran district extending nearly to Oregon on the north, and entering the Central district as
far as Kansas inclusive. It is abundant in Texas, but is wanting from
the Pacific and Lower Californian districts, where its place is supplied
by Calli8aurus. The species are not numerous, ancl are as follows:
I. Tail flattened, longer than head and body. Frontal scales larger than supraorbitals ; postinfralabials few.
Hind foot one-half length of body; tail with black spots below; male with
black crescents on the sides.·----· .... -----·--·· .... ·-·--· ____ .... H. texana.
II. Tail cylindric, longer than head and body. Frontal scales smaller than impraorbitals; postinfralabials many.
Hind foot three-fifthi:, length of body; no spots 011 under surface of tail; sides
with oblique black spots; scales miuntc ___ ..... ___ . _ ... _ ... .. . H . propinqua.
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III. Tail ylindric, h rter han hea<l and boc.ly. , 'cales as in II.
Hind foot tw -fifth length 9£ body; black spots present or ab. cnt on tail; two
mall ones on a, h side; a. few larger npraorbitals -- -. -. _- ___ - - JI. macnlata.
l lind foot on -half length of body; n o lateral or candal spots; nuruerous larger
supra r bital cale ______________________________________________ H. elegans.1

Of th
peci the H. mciculata is much the most variable, as many
a. four ub peci havingbeenpointedout. lthasalsothewidestrange,
xt nding throughout tb e Central and Sonoran di tricts and the Texan
nb<li tri t. H. texanci inhabits the Sonoran district and the Texan
1

HOLBROOKIA TEKANA Troschel.

Jfolb1'ookia te.:cana BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August,
1852, p.125 (, an P oclro, Texas); U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Rept., 1859, p. 8, pl.
., ·xx.-Bo OURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 163.-C0PE, Bull. u. s. Nat.
fus., XVII, 1 80, p. 14.
ophoeaurue texanus TR0SCIIEL, Wiegman's Archiv., f. Naturges., 1850 (published
1 ~:J), p. 3 9, pl. VI.
Eolbl'ookia affi11is BAIRD and GIRARD, P r oc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August,
18.'3'.!, p. 125 ( an P ·dro).-BArnD, U. S. Mex . Bound. Surv., 1859, p. 8.H ·ou1tT, Mis . ci. Mex., Rept., 187t1, p. 163.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz . Brit.
Iu . II, 18 5, p. 207.

Fig-. 30.
IlOLBROOKIA 'l'EXANA '.l.'HOSOllEL,

X ~-

El Paso, Texas.
Cot.

1

o. 2666, U . . . M.

Bocourt; Mazatlan.
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with two black crescents, widening below; the posterior double its own
width from the groin, from which sometimes springs a third. The
interstices and borders lighter than the ground color on the sides
above; below and on the belly blue. Chin mottled with blue and white.
Sides anterior to the crescent spotted with whitish. Thighs with a
plumbeous stripe behind.
In this species the scales of the entire back are rather larger than
those on the sides for a width of at least twenty scales. The number
in a line from occipnt to above anus is at least one hundred and sixty.
1'he hind foot is rather more than two-fifths the head and body; the
free portion of hind toe oue and one-half times the head. There are
seven upper labials on eaeh side. The tail is very much depressed to
the tip.
The upper parts of this species are of an olivaceous or reddish gray.
The back with the series of nine or ten small, <lusky rounded blotches,
sometimes very obsolete; continued on the upper surface of the tail as
a single series of undulating or somewhat w-shaped bars. All these ·
marks are suffused behind with a lighter tint than the ground color.
In the posterior half of each side are three parallel black crescents,
extending from back to belly, the convexity posterior; the extremities of
opposite ones separated above and below by ten or twelve scales; of
these the posterior starts from the groin and is quite indistinct; the two
others are widest inferiorly (where they are truncate), and taper ahuost
to a point on the back. The borders and intervals of these crescents
are generally yellowish~ lighter than the ground color. Anterior to the
crescents the sides are conspicuously and quite uniformly marked with
rounded, yellowish spots, almost in ' a netwmk of the ground color;
they sometimes have a darker areola. The under parts are yellowish,
suffused witt. greenish on the sides of belly (especially about the black
marks) and sometimes across it. The head has sometimes a greenish
or light plumbeous tiuge; the under part of the head is faiutly blue,
varied with yellowish. The under surface of the tail shows from three
to eight·conspicuous, transverse, large bluish or black spots in continuation of rings encircling the tail, which are quite indistinct above and
laterally. The posterior surface of the thigh shows a broad, longitudinal plumbeous stripe, and below it a yellowish one, cutting off a second
fainter lead-colored one, sometimes wanting.
The rings around the tail are more indistinct laterally than above.
The female has a series of plumbeous blotcltes along the sides, nearly
as broad as high, subcrescentic, with the tips truncate and close.
. There are two oval spots on the side of the belly, and in its white
ground, just below two of the lateral blotches mentioned.
.
Sometimes there is a trace of an additional crescent (or even two)
anterior to the others. This, however, is only faintly indicated; is not
continuous, and does not extend on the belly.
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Profe ·or Baird distiugudied a Holbrookicr, a._ffenis as distinct from
the H. texancr,, but I :fiud the following note in his manuscript:
The difforence between the typical H. texana and the supposed species II. affinis
will be found indicated, as far as I have been ab1e to appreciate them, under tho
ln,tter hea(1. I must confess, however, n, very gretLt difficulty in assigning mauy
spe ·irnens to one ratlier than to another of these species.

He then defines the typical H. texana. as follows:
Legs rather short, the Lind foot litlle more than one-third length of head ancl
body; femoral pores, twelve or thirteen. Above olive gray, with ten dorsal series of
rounded tlusky blotches, which on the tail behind anus become six or eight rings,
intensely black below. Posterior half of sides with ten long crescents widening
l)elow, the posterior twice its width from the groin; the interspace and border lighter
on the sides above, but below and on the belly blue. Sides anterior to the crescent
spott <1 with wllitisb. Chin strongly mottled witll blue and white; thigh behind
with a longitudinal plumbeous stripe; a black spot on shoulder, and one or two
bebinc1 it ou humerus. Pcmal with the lateral crescents replaced by oval spots .

ln ome ,·pecimens of I-I. texana (Oat. No. 2u69) there is a tendency to
a continuation of the lateral crescent in a series of rapidly dhninishing,
broad, ·ubquadrate, plumbeous, crescentic blotches close together, of
which four may be counted to above insertion of hind legs, continued
a, broad ·tripe almost halfway along the side of tail. This is more
evident in females than males.
'rlle Ifolbroolcicr, a.ffinis is defined as follows:
Thi pecies differs from H. texana in several points, chief among
them the larger ize of the dorsal scales and the greater length of limbs.
Tho e in JI. texana are scarcely larger on the back than on :the sides ;
aucl tbe arrangement into oblique series can hardly be observed. There
are a.bout one hundred and seventy-five of the scales from head to above
auu . In H. affinis there are one hundred and fifty scales in the same
di ·tance; larger and more regularly rhomboidal. The free portion of
the hind toe in texana is only about 1½ the length of the head above
from n ut to end of occiput, and equal to the length f'rqm snout to end
f jaw r of large lateral plates on the cheeks. In H. ajfinis this is
n an I one-half time the length of bead and one and one-fourth or
ii ~nd one-third times length of side of jaw.
The scales on the upper
fac of the thigh appear more abruptly smaller than the anterior ones
in fe,l'{tna than in a_ffinis.
Tb •r, ppear to be little difference in coloration. The bands beneath
b ail appe, r more distinct in H. texana, more tinged with the blue of
i l · and hin deeper. The crescents on the sides are farther back in
If. c~{Tini ·; he po t rior are eparate'<l from the groin only by its own
wi,l h in ·t ad of twice tbi amount. The edge of the anterior crescent
hi tucuur, r ach about two-fifth from fore to hiud leg, instead of only
ab ut one-third a in c~ffenis. H. texana exhibits no trace of a thfrd cresut pringin from the groiu . It, however, has a conspicuous- black
J on th houl<ler with one or two behind it on the anterior face of
hum m.
ry in<li · inctly een in ( pecimens of H. affinis.
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It is, however, evident that there is really but one species, as many
specimens are so strictly intermediate as to render it very difficult to
say where they should be assigned. In the largest individuals, however,
the average of characters as assigned is generally preserved.
This lizard is the characteristically abundant form of western Texas.
I found it in the first plateau country to the heads of the Medina and
Upper Llano. l\fr. Boll states that it does not range east of Fort
Worth, in northern Texas. I did not observe it in the low country of
Washington County. It evidently belongs to the plateau fauna. It
runs with great rapidity, with its tail generally curved upward, displaying the black spots on the lower side. It prefers rocky ground,
an<l does not ascend trees under ordinary circumstances.
Holbroolcia texana ranges oyer part of the Sonoran subregion at
least. I have takeu it at Lake Valley, New Mexico, and E. Wilkinson
at the city of Chihuahua. The western limit of its range has not been
determined.
Holb1·ookia texana Troschel.
Numl,er
"
Cat~lo,.,uo
of H 1•eci.N o.
mens.
2676
4857

4914
265[)
2666
::!663
'2787

2822
2672

2677
2660
15460
22152-3

1
2
2

7
3
2
1
1
1
1

2

Locality.

Western Texas .............
Pecos Ri,-er, Texas .........
Neuwied, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . .
San Pedro, Texas...........
El Paso, Texas ..............
Castaneulas, Mexico. . ......
California ..................
Monterey, New Leon .......
San Antonio, Texas .. .......
Alamos de Parros. Mexico..
San Antouio, Texas .........
San Diego, Texas ...........
Waco, Texas ................

From whom r eceived .

Nature of specimen.

Dr. S. W. Woodhouse .. .. . :.

J. K. Townsend ........... . . '.:tlloei10lic.
Prof. L. C. Ervendberg ..... .
do.
Col. J. D. Graham, U. ::,. .A. .. .
do.
J. H. Clark ................. .
do.
Lieut. B. Couch, U.S. A .... .
do:
Dr. W. Gambel ............ .
do.
do.
Lieut. B. Couch, U.S . .A. ..•..
Dr. U. B. R. Kennerly ..... . Type.
Lieut. B. Couch, U.S . .A. .••..
do.
Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ...... .
do.
do.
W- J. Taylor ......... ...... .
H. and C. Brimley . ......... .
do.

HOLBROOKIA PROPINQUA Baird and Girard.

Holbrookia propinqna BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August,
1852, p. 126 (Indianola to San Antonio).-BocoURT, Miss. Sc. Mex.~ Rept.
1874,p. 162.-COPE, Bull. u. s. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p.15.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Li.z. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 208.

Scales on back very small. Not appreciably larger than those on
sides. Head flattened; plane from middle of orbit to snout, narrow;
longer than broad. Hind foot two~fifths the head and body; free
part of largest toe considerably longer than cephalic plates. Temporal
plates large, few in number; fully equal to those margining under
labials behind. Upper labials ceven.
Above olive or ashy gray or green, with dorsal blotches, color generally similar to those of H. maculata, but the lateral spots (in anterior
half of sides) are more elongated vertically, ap.d extend into the gray
of the sides. They are scarcely visible from below.
Holbroolcia propinqua is easily distinguished from other species of the
genus. The tail is slender, cylindric, and longer than the head and.
body; the hind foot is elongate, being two-fifths the length of the head
NH' MUS 98-19
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audbody. 'Ienormor upraorbital uta· plate. ofmuzzle:flat; labial
exceedingly nn,rrow five in number, followed by a flat one.
emoral
pore 16-18.
pair of blue pot~ on the ide; none under the tail.
This specie , in addition to the general characters of the type H.
rnaculata, differs iu the exce sive minuteness of the dorsal scales, which
cau . carcely be counted, even with a good lens. 'fhe bead is more
elongated and quite plane from above tbe end of the eye, instead of
slightly convex. Its width reaches only from the encl of snout to middle of occipital, inst ad of behind it. There are seven oblique upper
labial instead of six. The legs are all much longer; thus the hind
foot i decidedly more than two-fifths the head and body instead of
only one;third 01· even less (two-sevenths). The free portion of bind

.Fig. 31.
HOLBROOKIA PROPINQUA .BAmD AND GmARD.
X 3.

C,1t.

o. 15659, U . . . M.
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The posterior edge of the hinder blotch is just half way between the
fore and hind legs.
Specimen, from the lower Rio Grande differ from the types from ne~r
Indianola in lighter colors, less conspicuous mottling on chin, and st1ll
flatter an d more depressed head. The cephalic plates are more flattenecl and les pyramidal; the tail longer.
I diu. not observe the H. propinqua, in any part of Texas visited by
myself. Mr. Marnock fin<l.s it abundant near Helotes, and Professor
Baird's types came from south of San Antonio. It is doubtless a
southwestern species.
Holbrookia propinqua.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -1- - - - - -- - - - 1 - - - - -- 4954

2788
5187
2671
2661:l
2664

2817
15659

2
1
1
6
6
2

16

Pecos River, Texas .........
Ringgold Barracks, Texas ..
Fort Stockton, Texas . . . . . . .
Indianola, T exa s............
Castanuelas, Mexico .. . .. ...
Alamos de Parros, Mexico ..
Laredo, Texas...............
San Diego, Texas ...........

Uapt. John Pope, U.S . .A. .••. .Alcoholic.
do.
Dr. Thos. Webb ............ .
do.
PC . DI.Jnif_ry_.G· r. a.. .a.m
..,·u·-.·s· .· .: ;:::
do.
11
0
D
-''do.
Lieut. .B. Conch. U.S . .A. •••..
uo.
. .... do . ................... . .
do.
A. Schott .................. .
W.J. Taylor ............... .

HOLBROOKIA MACULATA Girard.

Holbrookia niaculata GIRARD 1 Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., IV, 1851, p. 201; Stansbury, Report, 1852, p. 342, pl. IV, figs. 1-3,· Rept,iles.-BAIRD and GIRARD, .
Marcy Red River, 1853, p. 236.-HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila._, VIII,
October, 1856, p. 239.-A. D01v1(.:Ru,, Ar~h. Mus., VIII, 1856, p. 546.-BocounT,
Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p. 161, pl. XVII bis, fig. 7.-COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat.
Mus., XVII, 1880, p. 15.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. ¥us., II, 1885, p. 209.
- - approxirnanB BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 253.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p. 163.

Scales on back rather large, wider for 6 or 8 scales, then more laterally; about 125 from head to anus; head broad, very short and convex;
the lateral profile of upper part gently or rapidly convex to the mouth.
Upper labials six; temporal plates smaller than those on the side of
chin. Hi nd toe about one•third the head and body; free portion of its
longest toe equal to length of cephalic plates.
Above olive or ashy gray or green with sometimes a dorsal series of subq uadrate dark blotches into lighter areola. Beneath white, the tail
beneath without bands. A whitish stripe from eye along the sides
b~low the dorsal blotches. A second less distinct from mouth in line
with lower edge of colored sides. Both sometimes broken up into small
spots also seem more or less thickly on sides and above. Two ,oval
indigo-black spots in anterior half of each side scarcely visible from
below.
'fhere are four subspecies of this species, which differ as follows:
I. Snout more pointed; anterior supralabials narrower; muzzle plates smaller.
Under surface of tail black spotted; ~o black spots on sides; dorsal spots large,
transverse, yellow bordered, digitato posteriorly ............... H. rn. lacerata.
Spots absent or rarely present on inferior side of tail; two small ones on each
side; dorsal spots smaH ................................ ...... H. m. maculata.
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nout shorter; anterior suprala.bials broad, prominent; muzzle plates larger.
Dorsal spots distinct, back not yellow speckled; lateral spots posterior and
inferior ........................ . ......... ............... . . H.1n. approximans.
Dorsal spots obscure or wanting, back yellow speckled ......... H. ni. jlavilenta,

These , ubspecies have definite geographical ranges. The H. m.
lacerata belongs to central Texas; the H. m. niaculata to the central
district generally and uortbern Texas. H. m. approximans is the Sonoran representative; while H. m. flavilenta is found in western New
Mexico and Arizona, excepting the desert region o{ the extreme south,
according to Stejneger. 1
HOLBROOKIA MACULAT A LACE RAT A Cope.

Holbrookia niaculata lacemta STEJNEGER, N. Am. Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 109.
Holbrookia lacerata COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.17, 1880, p. 15.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d eel., II., 1885, p. 209.

Fig. 32.
HOLBROOKIA MACUL.A.TA LACER.A.TA COPE.

X

l•

at. 'o, 13621, l ' ... N.~l.

ail ylin~ric, l nder, a little longer than body; hind foot short, less
th n n -thud of h ad and body; ix or eight upraorbital scuta ur1

Torth American Pa.una., ro. 3, 1890, p. 109.
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rounded by minute tubercles; scales of muzzle tubercular. Labials less
elongate, ft ve oblique, one fl.at; femoral pores 12-13; no blue spots on the
sides ; t rans verse blue spots on the inferior side of the tail. Color light
brown, with six pairs of transverse dark-brown bars between the scapular region and groin, which extend downward and backward on the
abdomen. Their posterior border is serrate or digitate, and edged with
yellowish, producing a variegated pattern. The inner part of the spots
is frequently cut entirely off. The spots are continued on the upper
side of the tail, and there are six i:rregular longitudinal brown bars on
the neck. .A. brown band across supraorbital regions, and spot on upper
surface of muzzle. Limbs brown cross-banded. .A. pale band on inferior p art of side, which is crossed by the ends of the lateral spots.
Below this are :five or six small · dark spots, sometimes obsolete. Total
length, 99 mm.; to collar, 15 mm.; to vent, 56 mm. This is a shortlegged species allied to the H. maculata, but with longer tail and very
different coloration. .A.s compared with the variety of H. maculata,,
above described, the labial scuta ar~ shorter and less oblique, resembling more nearly those of H. texana. In coloration it differs from the
H. maoulata in a point not above mentioned. The dorsal ground color
is every where the same, a rich yellowish brown. In the H. rnaculata
the median dorsal region is paler, and the sides of the back are of a
dark shade, which connects the spots as by a wide band.
The most northern locality for the Holbroolcia lacerata with which I
am acquainted is in E rath County, west of the Upper Brazos. Mr. Boll
found it rather abundantlythere .and in Comanche County. Southward
it has been found by Mr. Marnock on the Guadalupe River in Kendall
or Comal Oounty. It t hus belongs to the :first plateau fauna, and is not
widely distributed.
The specimens above mentioned do not exhibit lateral spots, but they
are present on the follo wing specimens, which have been received by
the Smithsonian Institution :
Ifolbroolcia maculata lacerata Cope.
,
Number
Catalo~e of specimens.
N o.
4693
22146-9
22150-1

3
3
2

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen .

N eosbo, Kan sas .......... .. .. . ........... . ....... ·.. . ..... .Alcohol.
Waco, Texas . . .. ... .. .. .... H . H. and C. S. Brimley . . . . .
<lo.
Chin a Springs, T exas .. . . ....... . do .. . ... . ..... ..... . . . · :
do.

HOLBROOKIA MACULAT A MAC ULA TA Girard.

I n this subspecies the body is moderately stout and depressed;
much more so in the females. The head is broad and short, as wide as
long, pointed anteriorly to the broad and rounded muzzle. The lateral
outline of the bead is very convex posteriorly, then slopes frqm the
middle to the head nearly in a straight line to the line of the mouth.
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The head above is covered by small polyhedral or pyramidal plate ,
except on the supraorbital region. The occipital plate is large and
polygonal, the edges are raised, and it bas also a central tubercle; it
is situated in the midst of small plates, of which there are two series
to the supraorbitals. There are two small vertical plates in line, but
anterior to these there is no regular arrangement, the most symmetrical
specimen showing one plate in the center of a circle of seven otllers,
aud th~n four median in line to rostral. . There are, however, three
series of hexagonal plates above the eye parallel to the inner border of
small plates; anterior to which the plates on the supraorbital region
are smaller than elsewhere on the upper surface of bead. The eyelids
are granular, with a series of longer fiat plates along t,he edge. The

Fig. 33.
HOLBROOKIA MACULATA MACULATA BAIRD AND GIRARD.
X ~-

Fort Kearny to Laramie, Wyoming.
Cat. No. 9366, U.S.N.M.

loral and supralabials are small and tubercular. The nostrils are superior, ituated in a single plate, except anteriorly, but closely surrounded
by tbers wbicli appear to form their outer .border.
The cale of tlrn back and sides are all excessively small, almo t
granular. Tho e on the central line of the back for six or eight scale.
b ing rath r larg r (by an in en ible gradation) than the others, and
uit di tinctly but obtusely carinated; the lateral scales around the
f h tail are all imilar to the dorsal. The scale immediately back
f th head are maller than el ewbere on the back. About one hundred
an twenty-five cales can be c unted, as nearly as may be, from head to
ab
rm . The belly cale are rhomboidal, decidedly larger than any
f h d r al; they are 1·h mboidal and mooth. Tho e in front of arms
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are largest. The plates on the side of the c bin (one row anteriorly; three
behind), margining the lower labials are hexagonal, paved, and much
larger than the intervening ones, as are also those on the temples.
There are two transverse :folds on the tp.roat, the covered portions of
which are lined with smaller scales, the narrow space between the two
being covered with large rhomboidal scales like those on the breast.
The scales between the fore legs are perhaps larger than tho~e on the
belly; t,hose covering the shoulder considerably so. All the scales on the
body are arranged in quincunx, except on the belly and beneath the
tail where they are in transverse series of small, nearly square, alternating plates. The scales on the under and inner surface of the bind
leg are larger than elsewhere, especially on the tibia. Those on the
shoulder and inside of forearm are also large. The male has two plates
behind the arms not seen in the female. The femoral pores are distinct.
In the alcoholic specimen the upper parts are ashy gray. On
each side the back is a series of U-shaped blotches, the convexity
poster10r; sometimes angular or emarginate behind; some 8 or 10
pairs from head to above anus. Those blotches anteriorly are somewllat obsolete or not filled up; they are bordered behind (sometimes all
round) by a light yellowish suffusion or spotting, lighter than the
ground color. In some specimens there is a narrow, horizontal, light
line from the orbital region above the arms and below the edge of the
dorsal blotches fading out on the sides. This sometimes forms the
dividing line between another lateral series of blotches corresponding
with the dors~l; this series is, however, generally obsolete or else
broken up with obscure mottling, the posterior border of light suffusion or spottings indicating the position of the blotches. The sides
occasionally show minute points of whitish. The dorsal blotches are
continued in two series on the thickened portion of the tail; the attenuate<l portion, however, is usually plain gray. The under parts are
yellowish white. The jaws with transverse bars of plain bluish continued obliquely backward on the under surface of the bead which is
.
1y mottled with the same. On each side below and adjacent
'
various
to
the outer edge of the belly are two very distinct indigo-blac~ blotches
with a suffusion of bluish around them. These are rather elongated
transversely, placed one in advance of the other, and both situated in
t~e posterior extremity of the anterior half of the region from fore ·to
hrnd leis. They do not extend up the side as far as the lower lateral
dus.'.ry blotches.
~n some spec_imens there is a decided, indication of a second light
stripe ~n the side of the neck, continuous with the light edge of the
upper Jaw and extending, with several interruptions, to the arm.
~he upper. surface of the limbs is transversely banded with dusky.
'lhe poster10r s~1~face of the thigh is without conspicuous marking.
Th~ female <lifters very little, if at all, in color, although possibly the
markmgs above are more obsolete.
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There is sometime , but very rarely, a third spot on the sides behind
the others; as also a trace of a light yellowish line on the flanks,
exte11ding between the legs.
The hind feet are short, being barely more than one-third the distance from snout to arm, the free portion of longest toe not. reaching
from snout to end of large occipital.
Specimens from western Texas are larger and much sprinkled, sometimes all over, with small rounded white spots, the dark blotches even
being at times entirely wanting. The ground color in these, as from all
localities, varies from dark to light ashy, with sometimes even a tinge
of reddish brown. Some of these more Southern and Western specimens (Cat. os. 2813, 2771, etc.) seem to have the upper labial and radial
plates projecting more horizontally all round, so as to form a kind of rim
or shelf. In fact, it is quite possible that Oat. No. 2813 may belong to a
specie different from any here described. Compared with types from
the Platte, the plates of the head above are larger, those on the anterior
portion of the supraorbital space being nearly equal to those between
the orbit , in tead of conspicuously sma1ler. The head is narrower,
more pointed, and less convex; the scales on the cheek and inside of
th thigh larger and more equal; the legs and tail longer. If not
di tinct, this may at any rate be considered as a variety.
I did not observe this species in the parts of Texas I examined, but
a variety ofit with a longer tail than the usual form was obtained from
Mr. Boll, who probably took it near Dallas. Its characters are: Tail
1 nd r, cylindric, a little longer than body; hiud foot less than onethird head and body. Eight or ten supraorbital scuta; scales of muzzle
tub rcular; labials very narrow, five; femoral pores thirteen. A pair
of blue pot on the side; none under the tail. West of Dallas, Messrs.
Boll and Isa a obtained this species from Weatherford to Fort Concho,
and Mr. I aac ent it from the Wichita country. Professor Baird
record it as found between San Antonio and El Paso.
Holbrookia maculata maculata.
Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received. lNatu~e of spec1men.

- - - - - - 1 - -- --1
an .Antonio, Texas ..... _. __ . . _.... __ . Col. J. D. Graham, U.

2771

8470
4853
4954
8-!60
8477

:l

1
2

8521
8523
8522
78

4

84 0

1

8525
8154
526
5025

2

816!)

2
3
4

3

l
3

l

antaFe,NewMexico .. June --,1874
Pecos River, Texas --·-· ····-· .. __ .. --·
• - - •. do ..... - ...... -... -.. - - ... _. __ .. - _.
.Abiqttin, ewMexico .. Sept.-, 1874
Sanlldefonso,NewMex- .Aug.-, 1874
ico.
'
Santa.Fe, ewMexico .. June-, 1874
NewM.exico.·-···-···-· Oct.-, 1874
-----do··-····-·--··----- Oct. -, 1874
Plaza del .Alcalde, New .Aug.-, 1874
Mexico.
Camp Crittenden, .Ari- .Aug.-, 1874
zona.
1 Ca.~e pring, .Arizona... July - , 1874
.Ar1zollll , _____ ------ ---- -, 1871
Ci nfta, rizona. _____ _ .Aug.23, 1874
Fort ucba.nau, .Arizona .......... ___ ..
.Arizona.. ___ --·-·-·-·--· -, 1871

Alcoholic
s. A..
type.
H. W.Henshaw __ ____ _ .Alcoholic.
J. K. Townsend. ____ _
do.
Captain Page ...... __ .
do.
G.Thompson _________ _
do.
Dr.H. C. Yarrow _____ _
do.

H.W.Henshaw ______ _
Dr.O.Loew .... ______ _
G. Thompson·--·· ___ _
Dr. H. C. Yarrow _____ _

do.
do.
do.
do.

J. H. Rutter .. _.... ___ .

do.

H. W. Henshaw.···-··
F. Bischoff _____ --·- ...
J.1-1. Rutter .. ______ __ _
J. Xantus. ___ .... ____ _

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Exp. W.lOOM ... , .. __ _
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Holbrookia 'rnaculata macnlata-Continued.
,
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
9366

14

4867
8524

1
2

5055

8

9365
8182
6277
9367

1
1

8086

8637
9283
9631

2

~

2
1
2

9632
2809
2773
2798
2667
2662
14749
17559
21259-65

1
5
3
1

1
O

Locality.

When
collected.

Fol't K earney t.o Lara• . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
mie, Nebraska.
Nebraska ..............................
Colorado Springs, Colo• July --, 1874
rado.
Platte Valley ....... : ................. .

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. J. G. Cooper ........ Alcoholic.
Dr.W.L.Jones ...... .
John Yarrow ........ .

do.
do.

Capt. J. H. Simpson,
U.S.A.
Fort Bridger, Wyoming ............... C. Drexler ............ .
Utah .................................. Exp. W.100 M ....... .

do.

( 1) •••..•.••••••••••...•....•••.••••.••.

(1) . ..,••••.... •••··•••••

m~h::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::
·:o;.ii:c."Y~l:;~~::::::
Dome Canyon, Nevada .. -, 1872 ..... do ................ .

Fort T ejon, California ........................................ .
Colorado Chiquita, New July 30, l 872 Dr. C. G. New berry ... .
Mexico.
Apache, Arizona ....... - · -, 1872 H. W. Henshaw ...... .
Santa Rita ..............•............. Dr. Thos. Webb ..••...
.Red River Exp ......... 1............... Capt. R. D. Marcy, U.
.
I
S.A . .
Platte River .................................................. .
Sonora ...•••............ , ............... Col. J.D. Graham, U.
S.A.
San Pedro, Texas ................... .. ....... do ................ .
Fort Huachuca, Arizona . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. H. C. Benson .. .
Fort Supply, Oklahoma. , .. ............. Dr. 'I\~- Wilcox... _. .. .
Long Pme, Nebraska ... ............... U.S. ]1sh Comm1ss1on.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
. do.

HOLBROOKIA MACULATA APPROXIMANS Baird.

Holbrooki maculata approximans BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p.
253.-B0C0URT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1874, p. 163.

Body squat, ·depressed. Tail shorter than body. General form of
H. maculata. Head swollen, ·as broad as long; profile very convex.
Upper labials, six. Large plates on temples, smaller than those marginin g lower labials behind, the labials thickening. Scales rather
large; about one hundred and thirty from hea,d to above anus; largest
in middle of back. Femoral pores about thirteen.
Above ashy brown. Back with ten dorsal (and sometimes an obscure
lateral) eries of nearly equidistant angulated blotches, seven to ten
from head to above anus, and continued above the tail, the lower
surface of which i plain. Sides and sometimes fore part of back
rather thickly crowded with whitish spots. No indications of light lines
on sides of neck and back. Beneath whitish; the sides of the belly
with a light blue patch, in which are situated ten transversely elongated indigo.black blotches, which do not extend into the dark part of
the sides and are entirely visible from below. The middle line of the
sides falls between the ten blotches. Faint traces of a third more pos.
terior are occasionally visible. Female with the indigo blotches and
blue patches less prominent.
This subspecies is most similar to H". m. maculata, but is considerably
larger and has the head wider, still more convex. The scales are rather
larger. The feet are of about the same proportional length. The·spots
on the back are quite distinct, with a light areola. Behind they are
irregularly U- or W-shaped. There is a decided indication in most speci-
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men of a econd lateral eries on each side. There is no indication of
th ten lateral light tripes on the ide, nor of the pale stripe along the
back eparating the dor al blotches. The sides and back are more
regularly spotted with whitish. The jaws are banded transversely
with blui h, which passe obliquely backward on the chin.
The mo t triking differences from its allies seen is the much more
ba kward po ition of the two indigo-blue blotches and their inferior
ituati non the side and in the whitish of the belly, and not on the
id of the body, partly in the brownish. They are also completely
enveloped in the blue patch instead of having only an occasional slight
uffu ion of the ame . . They are almost entirely, instead of very
slightl , vi ible from below.
HOLBROOKIA MACULAT A FLA VI LENT A Cope.

JTo lbrookia maoulata jlavilenta CorE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 10. T IUN E ~ER, . Am. Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p.109.

Fig . 34.
HOLOROOKI A. M.A.CULA1'A F LA. VILENT.A. COPE .
X

£.

L ak Valley, New Mexico.
Collection of E . D . Cope.
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UT A Baird and Girard.
Uta BAIRD and GIRARD, Stansbury's Exped'n, Great Salt, Lake, 1852, p. 344.B0GLENGE H, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 210.
Urosaurus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, p. 92.
Phymatolepis DUMERIL, Archiv. d. )-fuseum, VIII, 18156, p. 548.
Petrosau1·us B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 205.

A Jarge interparietal, and the plates on rostrum_ and above orbits
large and rather regular. Scales on sides smaJI, granular; those ·on
back imbricated, angular. Digits pectinate below. Femoral pores.
Tail long. Ears distinct. .A well-marked gular fold of large scale8.
Sides of neck folded; upper labials square; plane externally, not imbricate. .A long infraorbital; nostrils lateral, subterminal. Tongue
scarc.e ly emarginate; lip slightly free with distinct pallets beneath~
No palatines. Posterior teeth only tricuspid.
The preceding diagnosis is intended to define a well-marked group of
diminutive North .American Saurians, which would be taken for Sceloporus but for their very small dorsal scales and the sharp constriction,
or fold, on the lower throat with a band of scales larger than those
anterior or posterior to it. The plates on the head are nearly as regular
as in Sceloporus. It is easily known, by the presence of external ears,
from Holbroolcia, which has a similar fold on the throat, and which has
also the lateral folds of neck and body less distinct, or almost wanting.
There are three well-marked sectious in this group; one with the
dorsal scales very small, and only gradually larger than those on the
sides, and another with fo'u r to six central series of very large carinated scales, those on either side abruptly smaller and tuberculate.
The type specie , U. stansburiana, belongs to the fi.rst; U. ornata to
the second division. Dr. Ha,llowell bas proposed a genus Urosaurus
for the latt r division based on a second species, U. graciosus. The
gradation from this species, however, to the U. stansburiana through
U. schottii and ornata i so very gentle that it is very difficult to draw
tbe line. In all external characters there is little difference between
U. .i:;tansburiana, a~d ornata, except in the character of the dorsal scales,
tbe proportions of tail and body and other features being almost precisely the same. U. ornata and graciosa,, on the other hand, agree perfectl y in the character of the dorsal scales, and yet differ widely in
proportions and shape of head, body, and tail.
The species of Uta differ as follows:
A. Dorsal scales small, smooth, nearly uniform in size. Caudal scales small, smooth,
not spinous. Collar not denticulate. Tail depressed; no blue ou
belly. (Large species.)
Median dorsal scales a little larger than lateral dorsals; body stout, depressed;
green, with three dorsal black crossbars._ .. ____ U. thalassina Cope.
Similar to U. thalassina, but "with hind limb much shorter, snout shorter and
more truncate, and four black transverse dorsal bars."
U. repens Van Denburgh.
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B. Dorsal scales small, smooth, ubequal. Caudal scales larger, keeled, and spinou . .
Collar not denticulate. Tail slender. Some blue on belly.
Dorsal scales e::;_nal; scales of anus and legs strongly keeled; color olive, with a
black line from shoulder to shoulder across back. Tail crossbarrecl
with black ........ __ .............. --- .... __ . U. niearnsii Stejneger.
C. , cales on the back and sides all small, increasing very gradually from the sides
to the dorsal line, where there is an obsolete carinatfon. Tail slightly
depressed towanl base with enlarged keeled scales. No blue on the
belly. Sides with a round black spot behind the fore leg. Back
with ten seri s of blotches, and two light stripes on each side.
Upper lateml fold of skin obsolete behind the arm, the cales on the
crests of the folds scarcely larger. Tail, 1-½ times the body.
Dorsal blotches encircled by blue dots which are sometimes scattered irregularly. Sides dusky between the indistinct greenish white line8;
below this sometimes with vertical light bands.
U. stansburiana Baird and Girard.
"Larger, fore legs longer; scales on edge of collar much smaller; bluish drab
above with numerous small ,vhitish dots, two or three scales large,
scattered over the body; no dusky markings; blue blotch behind
axilla" .. _...... ___ .. ____ .. ___ ..... _.......... U. palrnerii Stejnegcr.
D. Iid<lle of back, with 4- to 6 rows of very large rhomboid al, carinated scales, commencing some di8tance from the head and running to the tail. The
remaining scailes on either abruptly much smaller and almost granular. Tail compressed from the base. Two very distinct lateral fol<ls
of skin along the neck and body. Tail lengthened, compressed. Coloration, ashy hrown. Sides with transverse, dusky bands, separated
along the back, and a more conspicuous one on either side the neck.
Entire sides of belly in male pale blne, dotted with whitish.
a. Dorsal scales in five or six irregular series, four larger, the scales intermixing
and varying in size, although the centrnl ones are smaller than tho
external, but the outer smaller thau that internal to it.
IIeacl short, depressed, broad, nearly twice as wide as deep; enlarged scales on
sides; hind legs shorter than from vent to collar; a lateral series of
enlarged scales . __ . _.. ____ .... _..... _.. U. ornata Baird and Girard.
o lateral series of enlarged scales; ta,il less than twice length of head and
body; olivaceous and withont spots above .. _.. . .. U. leris Stcjneger.
aa. Dorsal scales in fonr regular series, two on either side of the median small r
ones; continued regularly. Enlarged lateral scales in a series.
II nd short, depressed. Head one and a half times as wide as deep. Hind
leg equal or longer than from vent to collar. General color, light
brown; the l>elly quite white. Tail, l i tim~s th e head and body.
U. symmetrica Baird.
Tioacl pointed, narrow; nearly or quite as high as wide. General color, nearly
black, scare ly lighter beneath; back with small blue spots; tail
banded faterally with the same . _.. _.. _........... U. schottii Baird.
aaa. I or al scales with one principal larger row on each side of smaller ones on
the me 1 ian line. A lateral band of larger scales.
Dor al median line with flat scales; frontal plate transversely divided; no
frontoparietal plates; gray with black spots above.
U. lateralis Bonlenger.
Dor al m dian line with fiat scales; frontal plate transversely divided; a
crest of acute seal s above the tympam1m; a hove blno, with two
rows of spots .......... _..... _.......... _.. .. .. U. auricidata ope.
aaaa. Dor al seal s with irreo-n]ar larger rows; larger scales of sides irregularly
distributed.
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Median dor sflil scales granular; frontal undivided; frontoparietal plates present; brown above, dark spotted·----- ....... U. bicarinata Dumeril.
Median dorsal scales granular; frontal plate undivided; frontoparietals
present; greenish gray with black cross band above.
U. irreg1tlaris Fischer.
aaaaa. Larger dorsal scales jn five or six regular series of nearly equal size.
J!'routal plat undivided; larger dorsal rows fewer; caudal scales much
l arger t han ven t rals, strongly keeled; dark brown with black
eros -b ands ; t a il, blackish; gular color orange .. U. nigricauda Cope.
Frontal pl ate u n<livided; dorsal scales s maller, graduating into granular
laterals; gular · color blue . .. . .... _.. U. parviscutata Van Den burgh.
Body very slen der; head n arrow a nd elongated, but wider than high. An
add itional r ow of plat es on the rostum; front al plate divided;
t ail, two a,nd one- half t imes or. more the h ead and body; general
olor licrh t r ddi h gr ay ; t h e b and s distinct .. U. g1·aciosa Hallowell.

The genu s ta belong · to the N earctic Fauna, only two species
( U. bicarinata and U. auriculata) extending beyond its limits. In the
Nearctic F auna it is nearly restricted to the Sonoran district. It does
not occur in the Eastern nor Austroriparian, and one species only
ranges from the Sonoran into the Pacific ( U. stansburiana). One
species is confined to the St. Lucas region ( U. thalassina), and another
r augcH fro m that eeuter to the Pacific ( U. nigricauda). From the
Sonora.u t wo species range into the Great Basin, U. stansburiana and
U. graciosa, the former of them extending far northward. One species,
U. meurnsii, i found near the south border of California, while two
others belong to different parts of the peninsula of Lower California
( U. repcns and U. parvisoutata). The U. aiirioulata is from the Revillagig-edo Islands, a r egiou who e fauna! relation is doubtful, but is probably with the eotropical Realm.
UT A THALASSIN A Cope.

Uta thalassina COPE, P roc ..Acad. a t. ci. P hila ., 1863, p. 104.
l'etrosaurns llt alassinttB Bo LE GER, at. L iz . Brit. Mus. , II1 1885, p. 205.

}'orm much depressed. Median dorsal scales larger, smooth, graduating into th lateral, smaller than those of the abdomen, not separated by median maller one~. Abdominal scales nearly rectangular,
iu transverse series. Brachia! scales a little larger, more imbricate,
keeled. Occipital plate large, longer than broad, triangular, with
rounded angles, separated by two plates Hom those bounding supraorbital region. One series of interorbitals. Supraoculars in three
series, five in the interior largest. Internasals, two series of four, each
followed by two pairs. Scales of the collar but little larger than those
anterior; gular scales equal. A narrow entire suborbital. Eight
superior labials, bounded above by two series of similar plates.
Eight oblong inferior labials. Symphyseal larger, followed by two
trapezoid infralabials. .A. scapuloinguinal dermal fold on each side.
Extended posterior extremity reaching anterior border of ear orifice.
'11ail broad and depressed at bas~, slender and slightly compressed,
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less th an t wice the length of tlte head and body. Total length,533 mm.;
tail, 450 mm.; body, 135 mm.; from collar to end of muzzle 56 mm.
Color above sea green; a narrow black cross band separates the
nuchal from the dorsal region; a broader black band, which presents a
convexity anteriorly, cro ses the latter anterior to its middle. Between
these some indistinct.undulatory bands, three similar on the posterior
dorsal region, followed by numerous caudal annuli, which become very
broad. Beneath, bluish green, darkest on the gular region; tail and
femora beneath yellow.
This is the largest species of the genus and is handsomely colored.
It appears to be confined to the cape region of Lower California. It is

Fi g . 85.
UTA T IIALASSINA C OPE.

X

k·

La P az, Lowe r Cali fornia.
111 . No. 12635, U.S.N.M.

regarded by Boulenger as the type of a distinct genus, on account of
th maller pholido ·is of the tail. 'rhe U. mearnsii furnishes such a
compl te tran itiou to tb.e other forms of the genus that this course
do not e m to be nece sary.
Uta thalassina Cope.
ntalOj!U
'o.
5302

12635
1559l

'umb r

of specimen .
2

LocaHty.

D ate.

F rom whom r eceived. Na tu~i!.sp Ci•

aforn;~. Luca.'!, L. Cali - ... . ....... . . . . J . X ant us .. . ... .. .. ... Alcoholic type.

6 La Paz, L . Cnliforn ia... . -, 1882 L . Belding . _. .. _......
1 .... do. . .. .. . . ......... . . . .. .. .. . . .. . ..
(1)

<lo.
do.

R
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UTA REPENS Van Denburgh.

('ta reprn .~

v

N

J ,~ n

H

.rr, Proo. Cal. Aoacl. Soi., 1895, p. 102, pls. vn, vnr, figs. A-E.

vidently quite near to the D. thalassina. I only
kn ow it fro m tll cle ription above cited, which I.quote below:
ThiH , pcci

i

0.

Fig. 36.
UTA REPENS VAN DENBURGH.

Fig . .A., X 2; other figures various sizes.
Lower California.
From Vnn Denbnrgh.

very broad and l ow, with a median superior projection. The frontal is transversely
divided. The largest supraoculars are separated from the frontals, frontoparietals,
and parietals by two series of small plates. The interparietal is very large. There
are five superior and seven inferior labials to below the middle of the eye. There
are several series of enlarged sublabials. The gular region is covered with small
granules, which are slightly largest centrally. There is a weak anterior gular fold,
follow ed by a strong posterior fold. 'l'he latter is covered with small subgranular
plates, the largest of which, on its edge, are about equal in size to the first scales
on the chest. The back and sides are covered with round granules, which are larger
medially than laterally. The tail is somewhat depressed and expanded at its base,
ancl is covered with whorls of small weakly ~~{)le.d. f!.C~l~s, '!'he scales on the
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• nt rior . urface. of the limbs a.re la.rge a,nd weakly keeled. The ventral plat es a.re
l:ir rthnu th cn.udals. The color above is dull grayish olive, with fonr distinct
nut rior antl thr e fainter po terior transver e black bands. The tail is similarly
b rr <l wit:h tln ky. The throa~ is brownish, marked with blackish centrally. The
cl.t t iind abdom n ar white, clouded with slate.
Measllrements.
Uta repens.

mm .

no11t to vent ........ ......... ................................... .
nont to fo ld .................................................... .
.'nont to orbit ......... ..... ............ ......................... .
,·11o ut10 nr ................................................... .. .

~{:~1~tt~/'1~c:Uo~·. '.~~~?~.r.i~~~~:::::: :: ::::::: :::::::::::::: :.: :::::
limb ...•.............. ...... ....•. ........ ......•....... .. ..

1nm.

mm.

103
34

103
35

7

\)

22

24

18
18

20
18

H ind limb ..•.••............ .......................... . . .•.•••....

45
62

llae of fifth to nd of fourth toe ........ . ........... .. . ........ .

22

For-

Uta thalassilia .

42

69
27

95
33

8
23
19
15
41
63
25

bi8 pecie is represented by a single specimen. Its general aspect
i v ry much like U. thalassina; not at all like U. mearnsii.
TY]) . 1

lifi rnia·

o. 633, California Academy of Scfonces; Comondu, Lower
. 1 • Bryant, April, 1889.

Fig. 37.
TA ~IEARNRII 'TE,JNEOER.

South rn 'alifornia.
Cal . . o. 21 •2, U. . , .l\l.

UTA MEARNSII Stejneger.
1/ ta

111

mi ii

THJ 'E ' ER,

roe.

. , ·. •at. 11u . , ..

II,

1

94-, pp. 589-591.
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tejneger description of this well-marked species is so full that I
quot it at length:
Description of the type.-Female. Head moderately depressed, _snout narrow; canth us rostralis well marked ; nostrils rather large, almost superior, much nearer ~o
the tip of th snout than to the orbit; ear opening large, wit~ four very long, trian rrnlar, pobitcd cal and three smaller ones i~ front; hea~ shields smooth; frontal
di viclNl tmn v rsely; about eight of the posterior supraorb1tal scale~ enlarge~, one
lwing particnl::irly large, these separated from the frontals by a srngle series of
grnoule ; up r •iliarics, particularly the anterior ones, v(lry Ion~ and narrow_; a
v ry lon" a.nJ. narrow infraorbital ; occipital .as l arge as ear op~nmg; suprala?ials
six, and, Jiko ro tra.l, very wide and low; infralabials scarcely higher, but eons1dera.bly narrow r; scales on throat small, rounded, smooth, those _on the middle and
near the eclg of the gular fold somewha t larger; only one transverse gular folcl,
not denticulated; sides of neck strongly folded; scales on back and sides rather
largo, roun ded and convex granules, those on. lower surface of body larger, flat,
hexagonal; limbs with enlarged, keeled scales, and rather long, the anterior when
pressed to the side reaching to the insertion of the thigh, the posterior when
stretched forward reaching to the orbit; twenty femoral pores on each side; tail
depressed a.t base, slender, its length more than one and three-fourths that of head
and body, covered with rings of rather large scales which, on the upper surface and
the sides, are provided with a very strong keel ending in a projecting spine.
Color above olive, more brownish on head and tail, with irregular dusky, nearly
blackish, cross bands; lighter spots, or marblings, on the interspaces; a very distinctly marked, straight, a,nd intensely black band from shoulder to shoulder across
th e back; limbs irregularly cross-banded with dusky; basal two-thirds of tail pale
brownish olive with wide black crossbars, terminal third uniformly blackish; under
surface greenish white, bluish on flanks, with lighter dots; chin and throat with a
network of bluish gray.
Dimensions.-Total length, 229 mm.; head and body, 79 mm.; tail, 150 mm.; fore
limb, 37 mm. ; hind limb, 61 mm
Variation.-In addition to the type, Dr. Mearns's collection contains six other
specimens, wh ich fully establish the characters of the species. The individual variation is comparatively slight, and but few deviations from the above description of
the type are noticed. In some specimens there seems to l,e a slight anterior gular
fold, but it is not marked by any difference in the scutellation. In one specimen the
frontal is not divided transversely, but in about one-half the large supraoculars are
separated from lihe frontal by a double row of granules. Other discrepancies will be
noticed in the list of specimens given below.
The males have enlarged postanal scales.
Th e individual differences of coloration consist mainly in the outline and intensity
of the dusky crossbars, while the black collar is equally distinct in all.
The sexes are alike in color, except that tho blue flank patch is somewhat darker
and wider in the males.
Comparison with Uta thalassina.-Although closely allied to Uta thalassina,
descri bed in 1863 by Professor Cope from specimens collected at Cape St. Lucas, the
present species differs in many essential points, most of which have been indicated
i.11 the diagnosis.
In addition to these it may be remarked that the granules on the back are larger
in Uta mearnsii, but that the ventral scales are smaller; it lacks the well-defined
anterior gular fold of U. thalassina; the legs and tail are comparatively longer, and
the femoral pores are more numerous; each of the latter, moreover, is bordered
behind by two granules, while in U. thalassina there are three. The last-mentioned
species appears also to be mu~h the larger, as the specimens collected by Dr. Mearns
seem to be quite adult.
·
The most striking difference, however, are the long preauricular spines and the
NAT MUS 98-20
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large1 , trongly keeled and spinons caudal scales of Uta niearnsi 1 together with the
absence of the two posterior dorsal black bands so characteristic of U. thalassina.
Geographical distribution.-Dr. Mearns found this species "extremely plentiful n
among the rocks on the eastern slope of the Coast Range of California, near the Mexican boundary line1 from the lowest water in the canyon at the base to tbe summit. o
far this is the only locali'ty wher e it is known to have been taken. I would suggest,
however, that it was most probably this species which Mr. Lockington has recorded
from Ensenada1 'rodos Fiantos Bay, Lower California, 75 miles southeast of , an
Diego 1 as Uta thalassina.
List of specimens.
U.S.
N . M.
No.
21882
21883
21884
21885
218?6
21887
218 8

Sex.

Loca~i ty: Coast Range, California,
n ear t be Mexican boundary._

Female ....
Female ....
Female ....
Female ....
Male .......
Male ...... .
Female ....

Summit of range ...................
Mountain Spring, eastern slope .....
Eastern base ........................
Eastern liase ........................
Mountain Spring, eastern slope .. ...
Mountain Spring, eastern slope .. ...
Lowest water, eastern base . ........
1

Body and
Femoral SupraTail.
head.
pores.
labia.ls.
--- --- --- --mm.
?nt,n.
79
74
78
75
79
88
73

i50
(I)
(I)
140
(1)
(1)
(1)

20
22
20
21-22
2~-25
21-24
19- 20

0
5-6
5
5

5-0
6
6

Tail reproduced.

In descrjbing this species Dr. Stejneger remarks:
The accidental nature of reptile collecting is well illustrated by the discovcr,y of
this very con ·picuous and distinct species in a region which bas been visited before
by some of onr 1, st collectors.
The treQchant character of the distinctions between the present species and its
nearest ally inhabiting the Cape St. Lucas region emphasizes the gap between the
ape region proper and the rest of the Lower California peninsula.
'Ibis discovery, moreover, is quite important, in asmuch as it bridges over the
supposed difference between Uta thalassina and the other species of the genus Ula.
Boul nger, in 1 85, established the genus Petrosaurus for that species because of its
small caudal scales, the smoothness of the dorsal granules, and the absence of denticulation on the border of the posterior gnlar fold. The present species, however,
has th caudal scales large, keeled, and spinose, in fact, exactly as in the typical
species of the gcnu Uta; the dorsal scales are larger, more convex, nearly tubercular on tho sides, thus approaching the other Utas, while the question of deuticulatiC1n to the collar is one essentially of degree only. However, the species which I
am i dicatiog to its discoverer, Dr. E. A. Mearns, U. S. A., naturalist of the International Boun<lary Commis ion (United States and Mexico), is undoubtedly nearly
relat tl to . thalassina and more so than to any of the other species of the genus.
UTA STANSBURIANA Baird and Girard.

ta stansbziriana BAIRD .and GIRARD, Proc. Acad . Nat. Sci. Phila., .,:I, April,
1 52, p. 691 alt Lake Valle~, ; Stansbury, Exp. Gr. Salt Lake, 18521 p. 345;
l: eptile , pl. v, figs. 4-6.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed.1 II, 1885,
p. 211.- A DENBURGrr, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. 1 V, 1895, p. 104.
la el gans YAHR w, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 442; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
o. 24, 1 3, p. 55.-B0ULENGER, Cal,. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, 2d ed., p. 211.
na scllottii YARR w, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 18831 p. 55, in part.

cal on he back very small and only obsoletely carinated, dimini bing very reo-ularly in ize to the sides, without any conspicuously
larg cale anywhere. Head short, broad, .depressed. Tail one and
one-half time , hiud feet one-third, the head and body.
!

- - -- - - - - - -- - -

American N atnralist1 18801 p. 295.
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Above dark green, with two dorsal series of crescentic dusky blotches,
bordered by light blue dots, the blotches sometimes obscure and the
blue dots irregularly scattered and mixed with black ones. Two light
stripes on each side the neck and body, sometimes broken up into
rounded spots, the lower especially where they are often elongated,
forming transverse bars. The interspace of these are light lines, sometimes plain dusky, sometimes spotted with black and light blue.
Beneath, greenish white; sides of jaw.sand. the chin banded with blue.A round black spot on the anterior third of the side, sometimes.encir• cled by yellowish; a second spot sometimes on the side of the neck.
Female with the lateral spot less distinct.
The general appearance of the typical U tas is that of the Scelopori
with small scales, but easily distinguished at the first glance by a well-

Fig. 38.
UTA STANSBURIANA BAIRD AND GIRARD .

X 2

Between Nogales and Rio Grande.
Cat. No. 9571, U .S.N.M.

marked gular fold. This is very closely pressed to the subjacent skin,
the internal surface lined with very small scales. On the edge of the
fold a single series of about fourteen scales considerably larger than those
immediately before them or on those on the breast, about equal. There
are slight indications of one or two constrictions anterior to the first,
but they do not form regular folds, and there is no marked difference
in the size of the scales. There is also a lateral fold or cavity on each
side of the neck, lined with smaller scales, as in Sceloporus, but less distinct. The dorsal scales are tubercular or granular, subhexagonal,
becoming gradually smaller on the sides; abruptly much smaller in the
groin. They are without spines above, and barely imbricated. On the
sides they are plain tubercular and almost pa,ved. They are arrang.e d
in ~ather oblique series. The belly scales are flat, subrhomboidal; in
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nearly transverse but slightly oblique series, and considerably larger
than those on the back. The scales on the tail are verticillate, strongly
carinated except below, and abruptly much larger than those on the
rump or back. The scales on the thigh are about equal except on the
posterior surface, where they become abruptly smaller. They diminish
very gradually below from the anterior edge to the femoral pores. All
the scales on the legs are strongly carinate, except on the inferior surfaces. There are fifteen femoral pores.
Th~ plates of the head are quite regularly arranged and large, somewhat as in Sceloporus. There is a la.rge occipital encircleu laterally and •
behind by one or two series of plates which are larger than those on
the nape. It is separated antero-laterally from the supraorbital region
by two plates on each side, the anterior in contact or separated by a very
small median one. These are in contact with a single interorbital vertical, followed by another.
The arrangement beginning with the verticils is l, 1, 3, 3, 3, 2, and
4 internasals. The third set of 3 sometimes has the median divided
transversely, and there is usually an additional very small exterior
plate. The nostrils are superior, large, and rounded; in one plate with
narrow margin and surrounded, except externally, by small ones. All
these plates are somewhat depressed, pyramidal, or raised in the
middle, sometimes conspicuously so, but they are not wrinkled. The
upraorbital region shows an inner series of small plates, then a series
of large transverse smooth plates with a smaller one in its concavity;
exterior to these are two series of very small plates and the anterior
extremity of the supraorbits is filled with a confused mixture of the
ame. The loral region is filled with three or four large angular plates;
the upper labials are five or six, long and narrow, not conspicu~msly
imbrfoated, and rounded externally; they are bordered above by one
erie of plates, above which is a second shorter one. The lower labials
are very similar to the upper, and bo.rdered internally behind by three
row of plate much larger than those on the chin, the innermost alone
running forward to the mental plate, and much larger than the rest.
Th remaining plates on the chin are rounded and larger than those on
the back. The cheeks are covered with tubercles as large as the doral cal ; there are ix or even much larger behind, where they are
parat d by a few mall ones from the ear. This is small, rounded,
and partly cover cl by a eries of two or three long-pointed triangular
cale 011 the anterior border. The limbs are short and stout; the ltind
foo a ut one-third the head and body, the claws very short and blunt.
The tail i rather longer than the body, tapering gently throughout;
d pre d to near the end, which is cylindrical and much attenuated.
Th g neral color above and on the ides i a dark, greenish-olive,
varied with mall blue pot on ingle scales, and with larger black
dot int r per ed more par ely. There i in reality a, serial arrangement of two row of U-shaped dark blotches on the back, punctate
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faterally and behind with blue. A faint light greenish line from the
eye arnl another from the angle of the mouth embrace between them
on the sides a dark stripe, quite continuous in some specimens and
darker than the ground color; they are sometimes very distinct on the
tail. The under parts are greenish-white; sometimes strongly greenish,
varied with paler, and with a brassy luster. The jaws are banded
transversly with blue and yellowish, extending obliquely backward on
each side of the chin. In the male is a distinct rounded black spot,
encircled by a 1yellowish border, situated in the olive of either side and
in the posterior portion of the anterior third of the space between fore
and hind legs. This is less distinct in the female. The legs are banded
above. The under surface of tail is without markings.
In some specimens there is a tendency to a second large black spot
on each side of the neck.
In nearly all the more Western specimens of this species, as in Cat.No.
4122 from the Colorado River, there are certain differences from the types
Cat. No. 2753. Thus the dorsal scales become gradually larger from the
head along the rump to the tail, instead of having the rump scales like ·
those of the back, and both abruptly smaller than those on the tail.
Along the middle of the back the scales are all carinated, showing about
20 longitudinal ridges. Over this space the scales become gradually
smaller from the central line, then on the sides they change quite
abruptly to smaller, more tubercular, and ecarinate ones, smaller in the
groin and above the arm. There are twelve or fourteen ridges on the
rump between the hind legs, instead of sixteen or twenty in U. stansburiana. The scales on the lower part of back and rump are quite as
large and even larger than those on the belly, not smaller.
The colors are quite similar; the upper part dark green, spotted with
lighter. Few dorsal series of blotches. The under parts are blue in
very old specimens; the chin darker; the lateral black spot very
conspicuous.
The sides are frequently quite uniformly dark green, with a series of
light vertical bars behind the lateral black spot. In Cat. No. 2753 there
are two black bars across the nape. In this variety there is an evident
approach to the peculiar characters of Uta ornata.
This species is abundant in the entire region between the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada. I have taken it as far north as
Summer Lake in central Oregon, north of which I have no record of
its existence. It inhabits rocky places, especially the basaltic cliffs so
common in the Great Basin, and deligl:J.ts in the hot sun. It is very
active in its movements.
Dr. Merriam, in bis report on the results of the Death Valley Expe- .
dition, makes the following remarks concerning the distribution of this
species:
This tiny brown-shouldered lizard is common over nearlv the whole of the desert
region traversed by the expedition from California to Utah and Arizona, and occurs
also on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada, as the subjoined list oflocalities shows.
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Whether the form inhabiting the upper San Joaquin Valley is identical with that
from the deserts remains to be seen.
ta stansburicina is common throughout the ·Mohave Desert, ranging westward to
tho extreme west end of Antelope Valley and down through the Canada de las Uvas
to old Fort Tej ou. It ranges also over Walker Pass and clown into Kern Valley. It
is common in Owens Valley and thence easterly in the Coso Mountains, Panamint
Valley and Mountains, Death Valley, the Amargo a Desert, Ash Meadows, Pahrump
and Vegas valleys, and at the Great Bend of the Colorado, whence it ranges northerly in the valleys of the Virgin and Muddy to the Santa Clara Valley in southweste1:n Utah, and the Pahranagat Valley, Nevada. In western Nevada it was not
found north of Sarcobatus Flat.
Uta stansburiana Baird ancl Girard.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
mens.
No.
2753
4957
4857
4855
8529
2800
8530
8480
8172
8146
8149
9377
8616
8642
019
0517
8614
8630
618
8621
4122
8569
8570
9484
9480
8615
5306
l'.!671-72
11973
ll976
119 2

9571
15877
15 l
15804
15009- 17
[5038-39
15(J63-6-!
16518
1:1eo2
14131
l65m-0

Locality.

Date.

From whom received.

Salt Lake City, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. H. Stansbury, U. Alcoholic
S.A.
type.
1 Pecos River, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt.John Pope, U.S. A.. Alcoholic.
2 ..... clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. K. Townsend .. ...... .
do.
3 .. ... clo ............ .. ..... ............ .. . ..... . clo ........... . ...... .
do.
1 San Ildefonso, New Mexico Aug.-, 1874 Cope and Yarrow .. .... .
do.
1 Albuquerque,NewMexico ............... Lieut. A. W. Whipple,
do.
U.S.A.
1 Cave ,pring, Arizona ..... July -, 1874 H. W. Henshaw .. ...... .
do.
1 Camp Urittenden, Arizona Aug. -, 1874 J. H. Rutter . .. .. ...... .
do.
-, 1871 F. Bischoff ............. .
5 Arizona........ .. ......... do.
2 Southern Utalt ....•..... .................. .. .......................
do.
2 Dome Canyon, Nevada ... . -, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
clo.
clo.
2 ············ ················ ........................................ .
10
anta Barbara, California. June -, 1875 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
clo.
5 Olamchu Peak, California. Sept. -, 1875 ..... do .................. .
clo.
2 Santa Cruz Island, Cali• June -, 1875 Dr. O. Loew . . .......... .
do.
fornia.
do.
2 Fort 'l'ejon, California . . . . Aug. -, 1875 J.Brown ............... .
1 Southern California....... •-, 1875 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
1 Mohave D esert, Arizona .. -, 1875 J . A. Hasson ........... .
do.
2 Fillmore, lJtah ............ Sept. -, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
3 Mohave Desert, Arizona . . -, 1875 Dr.O.Loew ............ .
clo.
3 Colorado River .. ... ............... . .... . Lieut. J.C. Ives, U.S . .A..
do.
1 Cerros Island, Lower Cal• .............. . Dr. T. H. Streets, U. S. N.
clo.
ifornia.
1 Low t· California .............. . .......... . ... do ... . .. ............ .
tlo.
1 Ralston, Arizona ......................... Dr. C. G. Newberry ..... .
do.
3 Cottonwood Canyon, Utah ............................ .... .. . ..... .
do.
-, 1876 Expl. W. of 100th M .. •..
1 Virginia City, Nevada .... clo.
12 Capo ~t. Lucas, L. Cali• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Xantus ... ........... .
clo.
iorma.
7 La Paz, L. California.. . . . .
-, 1882 L. Belding .............. .
do.
-, 1882 ..... do .................. .
1 . .. .. do .................... do.
-, 1882 ..... do ............ . ..... .
4 ..... do .................... do.
-, 1882 ..... clo ... .. . ............ .
1 .... . do ... . ................ do.
4 Between Nogales and Rio ... ........ .. .. Dr. C. B. R. K ennerly ... .
do.
Graucle.
Carmen Island, Gulf of Mar. 8, 1889 U.S. Fish Commission ..
do.
California.
Sau Luis Gonzalea Bay, Mar. 27, 1889 ..... do . ...... . .......... .
do.
Gulfof California.
clo.
acJffo~~f~ .Bay, Lower Apr. 11, 1889 ..... do .................. .
Santa Cruz Island, Cali•
fornia.
San Clemente Island, Cal•
ifornia.
Yuma, Arizona .......... .
Colorado Desert, California
an Diego, California .. .. .
Lower California ........ .
()olorado D sert, Califor.
nia.

7, ll:!80 .•... do .................. .

do.

Jan. 23, 1880 .... . do ............. ..... .

Feb.

clo.

-, 1889 ..... do . .........•........
-, 1890 C.R. Orcu tt . ........... .
June 16, 1884 . ... . do .................. .
May 14, 1885 ..... do .... .............. .
A.pr. - , 1890 .... . clo .................. .

do.
clo.
clo.
do.
clo.

:::::::::: ?~~~~D.'...~~-~~~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::: .~.'.\.!~~:?:::::::::::::::
r.........
lt~i:}i:::: :: :::: .~~~:n: -~~~~~-~:: : : :::: :::::: :: ::: :::: -~~\~~~~: ::::::: :::::::
m~t~~

155
15877
15881

Nature of
specimen .

La Paz, Lower California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Belding ............. .
'annen Island, Gulf of ............... U.S. Fish Commission ..
California.
aouh~lscr~r:~t:. "Bay, ....... . . ........... do . ..... .. .......... .

do.
do.

do.
clo.
llo.

clo.
do.
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Uta stansburiana Ba-it'd and Giranl-Continue<l.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
17152-54
17402
17412
17645
17913
19361-70
19477
20212-13

Locality.

Date.

Nature of
specimen.

From whom received.

Tucson, Arizona.......... . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . Herbert Brown .......•. Alcoholic.
Alhambra, California..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. W. Richmond ........ .
<lo.
Pasadena, California .......................... do . ................. .
110.
Tempe, Arizona........... .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. Edgar L. Storment ..... .
do.
.......... Frisco, California ................... . .... Gust.ave Eisen ........ '-do .
. . . . .. . . .. Mexican boundary line... . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. Dr. E. A. Mearns .. ~ .... .
do.
do .
............... do .. ................................ . ..... do ................. .
do .
.......... Witch Creek, Santa Ysa• ............... H. W. Henshaw ........ .
uel, San Diego County,
California.

20342-44 ............... do ............ . ............... ..... ....... <lo ................. ..
20400 ...... : ........ do ........................................ do ................. ..
San Fernando, Lower Cal• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. W. Anthony ........ .
21524-fl7

<io •

21543-52

do.

21555-57
21729
21731
21732
21733
21734
2173/i-36
21737-39
21740
21741-46
21747-48

t~~l!!: s~WI.\r.i.ic:f..;· ::::::::::::::: :::::i~::::::: ::::::::::::

21889-93
21894
21895
22266
22582-84
22585-86

U .S. Sex and
age.

t~·
18508
18509
18510
18511
18512
18513
18514
18515
18516
18517
18518
18519
18520
18521
18522
18523
18524
18525
18526
18527
18528
18529

do.

do.

do.
<lo.
«lo.

do.
tlo.

i~~~ytd~AE~~~a s~~~~;;· ::::::: ::: :: :: : ::: ::~~::::::: :::::: ::::::
Mexico.
Warsaw Mill, M. B. L., .... . ............... do .................. .
Arizona.

21749-55
218~8-81

do .

ifornia.
San Clemente Island, Cal• .................... do ................. ..
ifornia.
Santa Catalina Island, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. S. Tangier Smith ....
California.
Gila City, Yuma County, ............... Dr. E. A. Mearns ...... ..
Arizona.
Adonde Siding, Arizona ...................... do .................. .
Yuma, Arizona ............................... do .................. .
TinejaAlta, YumaCounty, .................... do ... .............. ..
Arizona.
Gila River uear Adonde, .................... do .................. .
Yuma County, Arizona.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Arizona.
Fort Lowell, Arizona ......................... <lo .................. .
San Clemente Island, Cal• .................... <lo ................. ..
ifornia.
Mo11ntain Spring, east ........ .' ........... do . ........... ..... ..
edge Coast Range, Cal•
ifornia.
Jacumba Hot Spring, .................... do ............ ~ ..... .
mon. 233, California.
Mountain Spring, San .................... do . . : ............. .. .
Diego County, Califor•
nia.
Las Cruces, New Mexico ................. Dr. T. D. A. Cockerell ..
StrawberryVallcy, River• ............... C. H,, Orcutt .... ........ .
side County, California.
San Diego County,Califor..................... do .... ·............. ..
nia.

Locality.

.Alti•

tude.

Date.

do.

do.
tlo.
do.

do.
do.

do.
tlo.

Collector.

Feet.
Male ... St. George, Utah... ................................ 3,000 May 13 Bailey.
Male .. . ..... do .... ...... ..... ................. ............. .. .......... do .. ..
do.
Male ........ do ......................................................... do ... . Merriam.
do.

i:::l::: :: ::i~:::::: :::: :: ::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: .~~~. ~~.

~:::}::
::::j~:::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::: :::::: :: :::::::::: ::::: ::: .~ai .~~.
Female ..... . do ......................................................... do ..•.

do.

do.
Bailey.
<lo.

Female ...... do ......... . ............ ....................... .. ........ .. do .. ..
do.
Male ... Virgin River, Nevada ..................................... May 6
do.
Male ... Charleston Mountains, Mour.tain Spring, Nevada.. 5, 60U Apr. 30 Merriam.
Female ...... do.............................................. 5,600 ... do ... .
do.
Male ... Pahrump Valley, Neva<la. ................................ -· Fell. 19 Nelson.
Male ........ do............................................. . .. . . . .. ]'eu. 26 Palmer.
Merriam.
Bailey.
Male ... PahranagatValley, Nevada ................................ May 23 Merriam.
Male ... Vegas Valley, Nevada .................. ·. ... ... ..... 1,800 Mar. 12 Bailey.
do.
~e;,fea~~: .
·M~~- .. Nelson.
Male ........ <10 ...................................................... Mar. 4
do.
Female ...... do ...................................................... Mar. 17
do.

:e%8aie: :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: !~~: ~g
A~/;i~a:ci~~;; ie~~da::: :::::: ::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: .. ~~ ~~~.
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Uta slansburiana Baird and Girard-Continue<!.

1
U . 8 · Sex and

N. M.
No.

I

age

Locality.

·

.Alti-

Date.

tude.

Collector.

- - - ----1-----18530
18531
18532
18533
18534
18535
18536
18537
18538
1853!)
18540
18541
18542
18543
18544
18545
18546
18547
18548
18549
18550
18551
18552
18553
18554
1 555
18556
18557
18558
18559
18560
1856 1
18562
18::io;i
1856!!
18565
1R566
18567
1856~
18569
18570
18571
18572
18573
18574
18575
18576
18577
18578
18579
185 0

18581
18582
I 5 3
18584
1858.5
18586
l 587
1 588
18589

18590
18591

Feet.
Male... A!!b Meadows, :revacla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 13
M.ale 1 ••••••• do ... ............ . ................................... ... Mar. 14
Female ...... do...... .. ..................................... . . . . . . . . . Mar. 10
Female ..... . do... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l\1ar. 11
Female ...... do ..................................................... . Mar. 13
Female ...... do ...... .... ...... ~ .................................. ... Mar. 2
Female2 ••••• do .......... ... .. . ..................................... .... do . .. .
Male ... Death Valley, California ................. . .................. Jan. 23
Femalt, ...... clo ... .. .................................... . ... ... .... ..... do ... .
Male ....... . do.......................... .... ................ . . . . . . . . Mar. 22
Male ........ do ............................................ ... ... . . .. . . do ... .
Female. Doath Valley, near Salt Wells, California ................... Jan. 20
Male ... D eath Valley,BennettWells,California ................... Jan. 21
Male . .. ..... do ...... . .................... .. .......... .... ....... ....... do ... .
Male ........ do ......................................................... do ... .
.Male ........ do ......................................................... do ... .
Male ........ do ................... ... .................................. . do ... .
Male ........ do ...•...................... ..... ..... . ............. .... Jan. 22
Male ........ do ............... . ............................... ..... .. Jan. 24
Male .. . ..... do ...................................................... Jan. 26
Male ........ do ......... .. .......................................... .... do ... .
Female ...... do ......................................................... do ... .
.Femal .. .... do .................... . ................................. Jan. 28
Femal ...... do .................................... ....... ........... Apr. 28
Male ... Death Va,lley, Mesquite Well, California ............... . .. . Jan. 20
Female ...... do ......................................................... do ... .
Mal ... D ath Valley, Furnace Creek, California ................... Feb. 1
Male .... .... do.............................................. . . . . . . . . Jan. 26
Malo ........ do ..........••..................................... . .. . . Jan. 24
Malo ........ do . ..... .............•........... . ............... . .. : ... Jan. 23
Malo ....... . do .................................. . .................. . Jan. 30
I<' male ..... . do............................. . ................ . .. . . . . . Apr. 10
F male. Funeral Mountains, California ............................. Feb. 0
.F emale . .... . do ...................................................... . .. do ... .
Male .. . D eath Valley, Saratoga. Spi;ings, California ................. Feb. 3
Male ........ do ............... .. ........... .... ............... ... .... Jan. 30
Male ........ do ... ... ... ....................•.•......................... . do ... .
Female . . ... . do ... .. . ................................................... do ... .
Female .... . . do ...... .. .•............................................ F eb. 2
Mal .. ...... do ... . .............. ............................... ..... .. . do . .. .
.Female . Resting Springs, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . F eb. 13
Adult .. Bora:x:]'lat, Water Station, California.............. 2,100 Apr. 22
Male ... Panamint Mountains, Johnson Canyon, California ......... Mar. 30
Male ........ do ...................... . ................................. . do ... .

Fisher.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Stephens.
do.
Bailey.
do.
N elson.
do.
Bailey.
Palmer.
do.
Fisher.
do .
do.
Nelson.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Bailey .
do.
Fisher.
do.
Palmer.
do.
do.
Fisher.
do.
Stephens.
Nelson.
do.
Bailey.

do.

do.
do.
Nelson.
do.
Fisher.

i,,1:E~;~s.
do.
do.
Nelson.
do.
Bailey.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Fisher.
Bailey.
do .
Fisher.
Merriam.
do.
do.
Bailey.
Nelson.
Palmer.
do.
Bailey.
do.
do.
do.
Palmer.

~E:~~: :::JL::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i:m ~f :I
w~:a;:: :::JL:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J_;~; ..;:f~ .~;.
Male ... PanamintValley, California .........•...•.................. Jan.

5

Feooal . ..... do.............................................. . . . . . . . . Apr. 20
Mal . . <.:o!!O Mountains, Coso, California ...... . .............. _... .. May 22
Female. Panamint Mountains, Emigrant Spring, California ......... Apr . 14
Mal . . . Mohave Desert, L ach Point Spring, California.... . . • . . . . . Apr. 25
.F male. Ke ler, California .. .. . .. .. .. .............. ................. June 3
Male... Fort 1'ejon, California ............................... _...... June 28
Male ... .... . do .... . ..................•.•.•................ _............ do ... .
Femal . Antelope Va.Hey, Liebre Ranch, California ................. ... do ... .
.Male... Walker Pass (west slope), California............... 4,600 Julv 3
Male ... Ro es Station. California ................................... Oct: 13
Mal . . . Kern ville, CaJifornia ....... _....................... . . . . . . . . June 23
Male ........ do ............. . ........................................... do ... .
Male. .. Kern Riv r, Muth Fork, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 700 July 9

18592
1 593
1 504
1 505
~r- .~no~•.~~~~~~~~:: :::: :::::: ·. :: ::::::::::::~:::~~: : : : : : : : : .
18596 Male... Lone Pine, alifornia, (Lone Pine Canyon)......... 7, 000 Dec. 19
18507 Male ... Cali nte,California .........•......................... . . ... June24

~~J~ .~~.

J!I!::: .

1 I.mmature.

2

Young.
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UTA PALMERII Stejneger.

Uta palmerii

STE,JNEGER,

North American Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 104.

Similar to typical U. stansburiana and with the same dorsal lepiclosis, the scales
being small, tuberculate, and not carinated for their entire length, but me.ch larger
an d with longer fore legs, the tips of which when adpressed reach to or beyond the
insertion of the thigh; scales on edge of collar much smaller; large prefronta1s,
about twice as large as the largest snpraoculars; number of femoral pores about 17;
about thirty dorsals in a head length; color (in alcohol) above, uniform bluish drab,
with numerous small whitish dots, two to three scales large, sprinkled over the body,
and no dusky markings whatever; dark-blue blotch behind axilla present, though
rather indistinct.

Fig-. 39.
U'l.'A PALMERIJ STIUNEGER.

X

il,

San P edro Martir Island, Gulf of California.
Cat. No. 16003, U.S.N.M.

Habitat.-San Pedro Martir Island, Gulf of California.
Type.-No. 16002, U.S. N. M. , Edward Palmer, collector.
Dirnensions of largest specimen (female).-Total length (tail reproduced), 158 mm.;
bead, 15 mm.; width of bead, 14 mm.; snout to posterior gular fold, 25 mm. ; gular
fold to v ent, 48 mm.; fore limb, 33 mm.; hind limb, 52 mm. Stejneger.
UT A LEVIS Stejneger.

Uta levis

STE,JNEGER,

North American Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 108.

A band ofabout six longitudinal, somewhat irregular rows of enlarged
and only slightly carinated scales along the middle of the back from the
shoulders backwards; the two median rows smaller; no lateral line of
enlarged scales or tubercles on body or neck; frontal divided transversely; tail much less than twice the length of head and body; length
of hind leg considerably less than distance from posterior gular fold to
vent; no dark spot behind axilla.
This form, of which both male and female (Oaf. Nos.11474, 8554) were
collected by myself at Tierra Amarilla, about 110 miles northwest ot
Santa Fe, New Mexico, at an altitude of about 7,800 feet, is easily distin-
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guished from U. ornata, its nearest ally, by the ab ence of the lateral
enlarged scales, or tubercles, those on the dor o-lateral fold being
carcely perceptibly larger than the other dorsal granules; nor are
there any pointed tubercles or clusters of tubercles on the neck. In
addition to these characters the carination of the enlarged dorsals is
rather feeble. As in typical U. ornata, the hind legs are short and the

flg. 40.
U•rA Ll£VIS STEJNEOER.

X 2.5.

Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico.
Cnt. No. 11474, U.S.N.M.

dorsal cale rows very irregular. The color of both specimens above is
uniform pale without the slightest trace of markings; the male has
flank patches of a pale sky-blue (in alcohol).
Uta levis Stejneger.
' umber j
Catalogue ofspecio.
mens.

- -- - - 8554

11474

x.

I
!

Locality.

From whom Nature of specimen.
r eceived.

1 Male . . Tierra .Am11rilla, New Mexico ...... E. D. Cope .. .Alcoholic.
1 Female!' .... do .....................•........ ..... do ......
do.
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UT A QRN AT A Baird and Girard.

Uta ornata BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.• Phila., VI, 1852, p. 126
(Sonora and Texas); U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv. Rept., 1859, p. 7.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 213.

Head short and broad, depressed. The large dorsal scales five or
six in number, all quite irregular in direction and shape, the external
smaller than the next, the median smallest. Tail about one and onehalf times the bead and body. Above dark gray, with broad transverse bars of black on each side, bifurcating or expanding· above; a
more conspicuous -band on each side the neck; beneath grayish, the
male with two elongated patches of light blue on each side the belly.
Spotted with whitish.
Variety linearis.-:--Four broken longitudinal black stripes.

Fig. 41.
UTA ORNATA BAIRD AND GIRARD

X 2.

San Pedro.
Cat. No. 2750, U .S.N .M.

This species has much the same form and general characters of U.
stansburiana, the principal difference being in the character of the dorsal
scale. These in the type are all very minute, but carinated, diminishing gently toward the sides. In U. ornata there is a dorsal series of
three or four very large cariuated scales, beginning near the head and
running to the tail for an average width of half the head. These a.re
not very regular, varying much in size at different points, sometimes
with small ones intercalated. On either side of this the scales are
abruptly very small and granular, becoming smaller to the lower part
of the sides, where they are much as in stansburiana. The folds of
skin on the neck and back generally have a series of larger scales
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along their ummit, e pecially on the dorsal fold .. , di tant abont the
width of the head, where the larger scales occur at interval . The
scales on the tibial joint are larger and more angulated than in the
other. The hind feet are short, not one-third the heacl and bocly; the
hind feet are shorter, the fingers considerably longer than in stansburiana. The head is broad; the width equal to the distance from snout
to middle of occipital, the free portion of long hind toe a little less.
The tail i a little longer than the body, or possibly longer, as it has
been renewed; depres ed or trigonal at base, then cylindrical or even
a little compressed. The femoral pores are about eleven in number.
The scales on the chin are quite small and rounded or paved,
decidedly maller than the imbricated rhomboidal scales of the space
between the gular folds.
The fold of skin, where they can be made out, appear to run in
the followin g manner: The longest starts in a line with the edge of the
head above and a short distance behind the head, running back to the
upper edge of the insertion of the thigh. This is crowned at intervals
by large scale . The second begins on the lower part of the sides,just
back of the axilla, and after rising a little runs back llearly to the
groin parallel with the upper fol<l. This likewise shows occasional
larcrer cale . The fold crossing the throat and shoulders anteriorly
ontinued a little obliquely backward to the upper or dorsal fold.
nterior to this, another fold begins on either side the throat and
xtend balf way rouucl the side of tlie neck, where it covers the gular
avity seen here and in Sceloporus. Here it meets a short fold running
downward from the upper border of the ea,r (continued behind to
the fir t tran ver e fold), and from this point of intersection there proeed two folds acros to the upper or dorsal one, united below. A second hort fold runs from the lower edge of the ear back to the second
tran ver e fold.
Thi

of interrupted
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Uta omata Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of s p PciN o.
m en s.

l

Locality.

When col•
lected.

2

1 Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -, 1871
3 San Carlos, Arizona . . . . Oct. 7, 1874
1 .....'do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 17, 1874
1 Gila River, Arizona.... Oct. -, 1874
2 Southern Arizona . . . . . . Oct. -, 1873
3 Fort Yuma, California ................ .
1 Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -, 1872
1 Col.
Chiquita, New Jnly 21, 1873

2763

2

3

8641
8667
1
2
4
1
7

8668
8665
8666
!)479
12665
4~75

2

15841
U786
15693

1

l
1

Nature of spec:
imen.

San Pedro ............................ . Col. J. D. Graham, Alcoholictype.
U.S.A.
F. Bischoff . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
H. W. Henshaw.......
do.
J. H . Rutter...........
do.
Dr. 0. Loew . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
H . W. H enshaw . . . . .
do.
do. ·
Expl. W. of 100th M .. .
do.
do.
H. W. H enshaw ...... .
Mexico.
Colorado River, Colorado ............. . Lie ut. J. C. Ives, U.
do.
S. A.
Arizona 1 • • •• • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • •• • • • . Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U.
do.
S.A.
Nevada ..... .
- - -, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ..... .
do.
do.
Virgin River to Fort Aug. -, 1875 William Somers ...... .
Mohave, Arizona.
do.
Southern California . . . . - - - , 1875 J. A. Hasson ......... .
. .... do . ............. .. ... - - -, 1875 . .•.. do ......••...... ...
do.
MohaveDesert,Arizona. July -, 1875 Dr. 0. Loew .......... .
do.
Ralston, Arizona . . . . . . . - - - , 1874 Dr. C. G. Newberry ... .
do.
La P az, L. California .... - - -, 1882 L. Belding ........ ... . .
do.
San ] ' rancisco Moun• .... . ...... : . . . Lieut. Ives ........... .
do.
t ain , A ri zona.
. ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. H. Merriam .. .. .
do.
I'lateaL1 Creek, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. D. A. Cockerell .... .
do.
Prescott, Arizona....... . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . Capt. Vv. L. Carpenter.
do.

2750
8156
8476
8527
8528
8557
9376
818 1
85~,6

5030

From whom r eceived.

A single specimen obtained in middle Utah in 1872. In 1873 and
1874 the species was found to be quite numerons in Colorado, Arizona,
and New Mexico, frequenting rocky places and exceedingly hard to
catch. Color of throat, yellowish orange; of abdomen, white,_ranging
to greenish olive. The general coloration depends much upon the color
of the rock upon which they are found.
UT A SYMMETRICA Baird.

Uta synirnetrica BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat . Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 253.-COUES,
W heeler 's Report Surv. W . l00th Mer. , V, 1875, p. 597.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., 1885, p. 213.-STEJNEGER, North American Fauna,,
o. 3, 1890, p. 108.

Head broad, short, depressed. Two regular series of large dorsal
scales on each side the back, with two others much smaller between
them along the median line. Tail about one and a half or one and
three-fourth s times tlle length of hoad and body.
Above dark or light brownish gray. Sides with broad transverse
bands of blackish, sometimes bifurcating above. Sides of neck with a
more distinct and linear band. Sides of belly in male blue, spotted
with white.
Stejneger remarks 1 that this species differs from the U. ornata in
the greater length of its legs, as well as in scale characters. Thus
be says in the U. ornata the hind leg is shorter than the distaDCe
bet ween tbe vent and the collar, while in the U. symmetrica this length
is equal to or greater than that dimension. In four specimens of Utas
1

North American Pauua, No. 3, 1890, p.108.
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in my private collection f~om Sonora the dorsal scales are precisely
those of the U. symmetrica, but the posterior legs are shorter than the
distance between the vent in collar in all of them.
The difference in the regularity of the dorsal scales in specimens from
Texas and Utah and California (as Cat. No. 2742) is so strongly marked
that I am inclined to separate them as a decided variety, if not as a
good ·species. The coloration is.much the same.
They have the fine set scales above smaller and more regular. The
dorsal plates are in four pretty regular series from near head to tail,

I
Fig. 42.
U'l.'A SYMMETRICA BAIRD.

X 2.5.
Cat, No. 8557, U.S.N.M.

embracing along their median line two series of smaller ones, making
ix in all. Sometimes the median small scales are in greater number.
The plates on the cheeks and chin appear more mirlute.
The head is very broad; the width reaching to the posterior extremity of the occipital. The tail is from one and one-half to two times the
length of bead and body. The coloration is very much the same; the
round tint above darker.
Cat. o. 4275 from the San Francisco Metropolitan National Museum
ha the scales on the back quite uniform and regular, much as in
. gracoisa.
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Uta symnietrica Baird.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
ru~ns.
2760
2744
1583!}.-40

1
16

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

Fort Yuma, Arizona ..............~ ............ ... . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
do.
do.

3 . G~~i~~~~y-◊-~ ·~i c~i~;;d~; ..

1
. . . .... . ..
...... ....
..........

From whom received.

v: ii;ii~y:::::::::::::::::::

.................................................. . . .... . : ..
Fort Huachuca, Arizona.... Benson ............•........
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wilcox .................... .
. . . . . do ...............•...... Fisher .................. . .. .
Rerdo, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. Fish Commission ..... .

8537
14750-51
17786
22236-60
15977
19690-703
17220-24
17225-26

....•. . : •. 32 miles south of Nogales, ..... do ..................... .

do.
do.
do .
do .
do.
do.
do.
do .

17218-19
16896-907
16909-16
16918-20
16859-87
16889-95
16813-16
15946
21896-908

Arizona.
.
. . . . . . . . . . Tucson, Arizona .....•........... do .......•..............
............... do ...............•........... do ..•..•................
............... do ........................... do ..................... .
............... do ...............••.......... do ..................... .
............... do ........................... do ..................... .
........... . ... do .....•...•••.......•....... do ..................... .
............... do .......••....•••.. ~ ........ do ........•.............
. . . . . . . . . . Fort Yuma, Arizona ........ U.S. Fish Commission ..... .
.. . . . . . . .. Fort Yuma, California ...... Dr. E. A. Mearns ........... .

do.
. do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .

: :: : : : : ::: ~~~ta~~~fr1~!~t:'.~~~.~::::

ft~~~~;;:::::::::::·:::::::

UTA SCHOTTII Baird.

Uta schottii

BAIRD,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc_i. Pbila., 1858, p. 253.

Head pointe<J.; narrow and nearly as high as wide. Dorsal scales in
two regular series aloug either side of the median line, which is occupied
by two or three rows of smaUer ones. Tail probably twice the body.
· General color, nearly black; brownish beiow. Sides with broad,
dark bands; upper parts spotted thickly with light blue, especially on
the back. The sides of the tail with bands of t_he same. Sides of
belly in male blue, with white spots; chin blue.
In this species the head is elongated and pointed, compressed and
narrow, nearly or quite as deep as broad. The plates on the occiput
on either side of the large median one are unusually large, much more
than in U. ornata and tubercular. In front of the two verticals (1, 1)
the plates are 2, 3, 3 and 4 to the two large internasals. The nostrils
are quite oblique, though within the canthus rostralis. There are four
rows of supraorbital plates exclusive of the inner margin. The sea.Jes
in the middle of the chest are mueh smalJer than in its exterior. The
lateral folds appear as in ornata. The solitary plates in the upper lateral
fold seem unusually large. The dorsal large scales are in two very
regular series on either side of the median line (making four), and
iuclose an interval filled with two or three rows of much smaller,
though irregular carinated scales. The largA scales appear much
larger than in allied species. Tl.le tail is broken off, but is probably
about twice the head and body.
The general pattern of coloration is much as in allied species, except
that the ground color appears nearly black all over. On the back,
however, the transverRe darker bars may be traced, and there exhibit
a tendency to unite on the back. The upper parts and sides of body
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and limb are dotted with well-defined blue spots, most abundant along
the back. There are blue bands on the sides and blue spots on the
back of uch portion of the tail as still remains. The whole under
surface of the head is blue; darkest on the point of the chin. The
sides of the belly (and even the central portion) are dusky bluish, the
blue deepest anteriorly; the whole under part with light bluish spots.
The remaining under-parts are of a dark pepper and salt mixture.
Although not much reliance can be placed on the rostral plates as
furnishing characters, yet in the single specimen of the present species
there are but four in the series behind the internasals, instead of the
five or six on the others. The occipital plates bn each side the median
one are much larger than usual. The head is elongated and narrow,
but n arly or quite as deep as wide, differing· in its narrowness from
ornata and in its depth from graciosa. The dorsal scales are unusually
large; they agree with U. symmetrica in the distinctness of the series
on each side, inclo ing smaller ones between, but are considerably
larger.
The colors are much darker than in others, and the light blue spots
above and on side of tail appea,r peculiar to it.
have b en unable to find the typical specimen of this species, and
the above description is taken from Professor Baird's manuscript. No
oth r pecimens have been correctly identified with it, those given in
arrow's ·heck list being the U. stansburiana.
UTA BIC.ARINATA Dumeril.

ta bicai·inata COP~, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p.177.
Phymatolepis bicarinatns A. DUMERIL, Arch. Mus., VIII, 1856, p.-549, pl. xxm, fig.
2.-Boc URT, Mis . Sci. Mex., Rept., 1874, p.165, pl. xvn bis, fig. 9.

Back with two series of large carinated scales, forming on each side
of th vertebral line a slightly raised keel, which begins at a level
with the boulder and is prolonged on the tail. Irregular black spots,
long r than broad, are scattered over the body, which form, on a ground
of a gr eni h-ye11ow, a partial collar on the neck, and on the tail narrow half-ring , regularly spaced. Legs aud toes crossed by spots of
the ame olor.
Trunk lightly depre ed; limbs feeble, especially the front ones.
T il rath r long , nd robu t. Head small, muzzle short, pointed, and
t; n tril r un<l, ach opened in a plate of similar shape and slightly
proj ting; ro tr, 1 pl te triangular, a little raised, but equaling in size
he p
compri ed betwe n the external borders of the nostrils· two
. f mterna
.
'
arr
al cales· prefrontal region with scaly sheets, rather
lar e and ol gonal; frontal plate pentagonal, slightly wider in front
th n b hi d in nt t at the posterior edge with the two frontopariet 1 hi h r l r b interparietal in front; this latter is quite
wjd r th r r d r th 1 n , qua-ling in breadth one-third the length
of the head; it i b rdere 1 on ea h ide by two parietals, and posteri-
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orly by three very small scales; supraocular scales equal in size, particularly in the female, four in number, broader than long, and surrounded
by scutella more numerous in front than on the other sides. The edge
of the muzzle protected by two scales with projecting keel, followed by
two overhanging scales, slightly elongated; a long narrow scutellum
forms almost the entire suborbital arch; on each lip there are five or
six pairs of plates; the upper ones are surmounted by another row of
scales just a little smaller. Mental plate pentagonal, as wide as it is
high, having an acute angle behind; and followed on each of the jaws
by rather large scutella,, which gradually diminish in size as they recede.
Auricular opening large, with the anterior border furnished with small

F ig . 43.
UTA BICARINATA DUME RIL,

X 1. 5.
Chihuahua, Mexico.
Cat. No. 14248, U.S.N .M.

conical scates, forming a feebly-toothed structure. Under the neck
there is a granulated pavement separated. from the larger and imbricated scales of the chest by the two transverse folds of the neck; the
scales of the posterior part of this region are better developed and
terminate in points; on the sides of the neck there are wrinkles edged
with little tubercles, forming longitudinal ridges, originating back of
the ear, one of which is prolonged underneath the arm. Trunk lightly
depressed, covered above and on the sides with small scales, almost
round, slightly convex, not imbricated, and among which th~ keeled
scales show like small tubercular elevations; scales of the abdomen
rather large, smooth, and imbricated. Tail longer than the 1rnad and
N.A.T MUS 98-21
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bo<ly, whorled. irregularly above and regularly below, presenting every-'
where the lar~e scales imbricated and keeled. Limbs short, the length
of the tibia scarcely equaliug the space comprised between the end of the
muzzle and the exterior border of t~e occipital plate; the front of the
arms and thighs and the external part of the legs furnished with keeled
and imbricated cales, nearly as large as those of the tail; the granulations resemble those of the flanks protecting the back of the thighs.
The feet are covered above and below with small keeled scales. Eleven
or twelve pores on each thigh. Male with two large glossy scales
behind the arm .
Measurements.-Total length of male, 140 mm.; length of head above,
125 mm.; length of head below, taken from chin to pectoral fold, 17
m.m.; length of head at the level of the temples, 11 mm.; length from
pectoral fold to arms, 38 mm.; length of tail, 83 mm.; length of tibia,
115 mm.
General color, a greenish gray, with limbs and tail shaded with reddi h brown; a black stripe forming a collar passes across the neck;
traces of the same color cross the head, back, and flanks; the limbs,
to , and tail equally crossed by small brown bands. Inferior regions
tinted yellow lightly stippled with brown; males have the entire abdominal region a bluish gray, a mode of coloration approaching that seen
in animals of the same sex belonging to the genus Sceloporus.
Thi species occurs throughout Mexico, as far north as the city of
'
Chihuahua. where it was obtained by Mr. Edward Wilkinson.
UTA NIGRICAUDA Cope.

Uta nigricauda COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 176; 1866, p. 312.-·
GARMAN, Bull. Essex Inst., XVI, 1884, p. 16.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2 ed., II, 1885, p. 212. -BELDING, W. Amer. Scientist, III, 1887,
No. 24, p. 98.-VAN DENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 106.

Serie of large dorsal scales narrow, embracing seven rows of uniform ize; the cales smal_ler than tbe smooth abdominals, keeled, those
po terior larg r than those in the anterior part of each row. Laterals
minute flat; caudals largest of all, very strongly keeled; antebrachials
and prefemorals la1'ger than dorsals, keeled. Two dermal folds on each
ide: and a. strong one in front of gular f~ld, besides a few cross folds
in froutof boulder. Ear large, with three small fringe scales. Lateral
oe i1 ital. smaU; frontal long, undivided, preceded by five large scales,
f whi h the po terior pair is in contact on tlie median line. Five
r th r br ad , upraorbital , separated from marginal row by minute
, l . Infral bials, five on ea.ch side, large, separated by one row of
m Iler ale. from labial ; the anterior pair in contact. Eleven and
w Ive fi m ral pore . End of muzzle to ear, 10.4 mm.; from ear to vent,
G mm.; vent to end of tail, 70 mm.; anterior limb, 19 mm.; posterior,
29 mm.; bi1Hl f, o , 1 mm.
r wn a ov oroetime very dark, with seven· , hort, lateral, black
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cross bands, sometimes light.edged behind, on·each side, never confluent
across the median line. ·Tail black or blackish brown. Head above
lighter, with a few superciliary brown specks or cross lines. Each side
of abdomen blue from axilla to groin, deepest and nearly meeting other
side on the median line. Throat in males orange.
This species is nearest U. gracfosa, of the Colorado region, but has a
shorter muzzle, broader front, and other distinguishing traits. It was
found in considerable abundance with U. stansbiirirr.na and thalassina.

I
Fig.44.
UTA NIGRICAUDA COPE.

X 2.5.

La Paz, Lower California.

.

Cat. No. 12614, U.S.N.M .

Uta nig1·icauda Cope.
rr
Number
Catalo.,ue of speci•
No.
mens.

5307

5245
12614
15588

Locality.

vVben col •
lected.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower ............... John Xantus .......... .A.lco holic;
California.
type.
1 ..... do .............................. . ....... do . ................ Alcoholic.
1 O La Paz, Lower California Feb.-, 1882. · 1 L. Belcliug.............
do.
do.
1 Cape St. Lucas .... ..................... John Xantus. .........
12

This small species is abundant in Lower California.
who bas seen many of them, says:

Van Denburgh,

There is a very great amount of variation in the size, shape, and number of the
head plates, even the frontal being sometimes divided transversely. The largest
dorsal scales are along tbe median line. They are replaced, sometimes gradually
and sometimes abruptly, by granules on the sides. Seventeen to twenty-four of the
largest dorsals are equal to the length of the bead to the posterior edge of the inter-
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parietal (occipita1) plate. The ventral cales are larger than tbe dorsals ancl rierfectly smooth. The caudals are the huge t of all and are very strongly keeled and
mucronate. The number of femoral pores varies from nine to thirteen . The color
of the throats of the mal s varies from canary yeJ1ow to deep Chinese orange.

This specie was referred to by Professor Baird as Uta ornata. 1
UTA PARVISCUTATA Van Denburgh.

Uta parviscutata VANDENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1894, p. 298 (microscutata);
189-, p. 106, pl. vm, figs. E, G; pl. rx.

Fig. 45.
UTA P.ARVISCUTATA YA:. DENBUR/JTI.

X 2.5.

Lower California.
From Va n Denburp;h.

The followincr i the description given by Mr. Van Denburgh in the
pul>li ation above cited:
Two spe imens of Uta from Lower California,, while manifestly related to U. ni,l]ri-

cauda, as shown by the presence of a single frontal, the general style of the dorsal
lepiclosi , and the coloration, differ so much from that species (by tlrn small size of
he dorsal scales, the very gradual change from the largest dorsal scales to the granular laterals, the blue iustea<l of orange gular patch in the male) as to make their
parati n imperati v .
·
A ingle frontal; fonr large snpraoculars; one large and two small projecting
seal
n the anterior border of the ear. The largest dorsal scales are along the
m diao lio , on each side of which they become gradually smaller, until a granular
form i a urned, at a distance varying from four to seven rows of scales from the
m diao line. Tbirty-fonr of the largest dorsal scales equal the length of the shielded
part f the bead. A slight dermal fold extends from above tbe thigh to near the
npp r ncl f th oval ear opening. There is a strong gnlar fold, edged with rounded
scale., which ar slightly larger than tho e just in front. The dorsal and posterior
1 Proc

dings, Philadelphia Academy of

atnral Sciences, 1859, p. 299.
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surfaces of the thighs and the posterior surfaces of the arms are finely granular.
The ot,her portions of the limbs are covered with scales, which are smooth on the ventral surfaces of the thighs, legs, arms, and forearms, bnt keeled elsewhere. Scales
on ventral parts of body smooth. Scales on back of tail much larger than those
b elow, both strongly keeled. Femoral pores, fourteen on the left side, thirteen on
the right. Enlarged postanal plates present.
Color sooty black, slightly paler below. Back with a few irregularly scattered
light spots, and with nine pairs of faintly marked vertebral bars of a deeper black.
Chest and belly indigo; chin and throat azure; pre- and post-anal regions tinged
with azure.
Length of head and body, 45 mm . ; of tail, 84 mm. ; of hind leg, 31 mm. ; of
fore leg, 21 mm.; of hind foot, 13 mm.; of shielded part of head, 10 mm.; of head to
posterior border of ear, 11 mm. Depth of head, 6 mm.; its greatest width, 8 mm.
Adult male (Type, No. 1221, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum, collected
by J. M. Stowell, in the San Pedro Martir Mountains, Lower California, June 20 or 21,
1893) .
Adult female (No. 1222, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum, collected by
J.M. Stowell in the San Pedro Martir Mountains, Lower California, June 20 or 21,
1893). Differs from male in having thirty-two instead of thirty-four dorsal scales
equal to the shielded part of head, and in having fifteen femoral pores. The general
color is slaty gray, almost white below. Back with dark markings, as in male. A
gular patch of lemon yellow.

This sp~cies approximates Section C of the genus in the increased
number and smaller size of tlie-dorsa.l scales. The larger dorsal scales
are, however, far less numerous than in U. stansburiana and U. palmerii,
there being only eight to fourteen rows, as compared with twice as
many in the latter. The blue colors also ally it to Section D.
The name applied to this species by Mr. Yan Denburgh being a
hybrid, I am compelled to modify it so as to express what the discoverer and namer of the species intended to express.
UTA GRACIOSA Hallowell.

Uta graciosa BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Reptiles, 1859, p. 7; Proc. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, p. 92.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II,
1885, p. 213.
Urosaurus g1·aciosu1J HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VII, June, 1854,
p. 92; R ept. U.S. Expl. Surv. Pacific R.R., X, Pt. 4, 1859, p. 4, pl. vu, fig. 1.

About one-third the body and head very slender; excessively elongated tail. Reau depressed, rather broader than deep; additional
plates on the rostrum. Large dorsal scales in about six quite regular
and equal series, not embracing much smaller ones.
Color above ligbt ashy gray, with sometimes a reddish tinge. On
each side a series of narrow, transveri:ie, dusky bars, sometimes widening above; a more distinct band on each side the neck. Beneath white,
veined with short~ mottled, grayish lines. Male with the sides of belly
blue, spotted with whitish.
The body of this species is very 'slender, the tail much elongated and
greatly attenuated, being about ten and a half times the head and body.
This is cylindrical at base, but soon becomes decidedly compressed,
the section being vertically elliptical to near the tip, where it is more
rounde<l again.
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The head i narrow and high; the width equal to the distance from
snout to beginning of large occipital, or three-fifths the leugth of lower
jaw. The snout is rather pointed. The occipital is margined behind
by three or four irregular series of small plates, larger than those on
the nape. There are two lateral occipitals, which are displaced by a
linear extension from the occipital in contact with the :first vertical.
The order of succession of cephalic plates, beginning with the :first vertical, is 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 5, 6, and ten large internasals besides the ten behind
each na al. The nasal plate is free, as in Uta ornata, the rim projecting
beyond the encircling plates. The nostrils are oval, and longitudinal,
instead of oblique. There are two rows of very small plates on the
inner margin of the supraorbita1 region, as in other Utas, one sometimes
wa11tii 10· :interiorly. There are three series of large transverse plates,

Fig. 46.
U'rA GRACIOSA HALLOWELL.

X 2,5.

outhern California.
Cat. N o. 8665, U.S.

,l\l,
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hind foot is not one-third the head and uody. The free part of longest
toe reaches to the end of large occipital from the snout. The claws are
short.
The prevailing color of this species above is a light yellowish gray or
ash, occasionally with a pale reddish tinge. The sides (to the belly) _
are marked transversely with narrow well-defined blackish lines or
vertical bars, those of opposite sides separated along the back by the
central three or four large scales, and their upper end sometimes extended with short longitudinal lines. There is an occasional tendency
to anastomoses of adjacent lines. Six or eight of these lines may be
counted between the legs and anterior to the forearm. Starting on
the shoulder is another, more distinct, forming a disj;inct cervical lateral band. There is a pale border to some of these bars, especially to
the cervical one. The shoulder shows the dark lines. On the sides
and back of the neck and sides of the head are numerous alternating
faint white and brown longitudinal lines. The under parts, including
the vent, are whitish, quite conspicuously marked with small spots and
short, generally longitudinal, lines of dark gray, formed by minute dots
on the scales. In the male there is a large light-blue patch on each
side of the belly exten<ling from fore to hind leg, becoming more
intense anteriorly, the two separa.ted on the middle line by from .one
to three rows of scales. These patches and the adjacent sides are
distinctly and closely spotted with white, arranged so systematically
as posteriorly to have the appearance of occupying the meshes of a
network of plumbeous gray, tinged more or less with blue. There is
little or no trace of blue on the chin, where the gray liues exhibit a
tende11cy to anastomoses. There ~re indistinct transverse bands on
the tail (interrupted below). T~e legs are also banded transversely.
The female lacks the blue of the belly, and exhibits an interrupted
dusky stripe on the sides, in continuation of one beginning back of
the eye and running along the upper edge of the ear.
There is little difference in form between this species and ornata,
except in the more elongated body and longer tail. The lengthening of .
the head is accompanied by an increase in the number of cephalic plates.
Thus the occipitals are more extensively margined behind, having two
or three more of small plates iustead of 011e. ,. There is also a greater
number anterior to the central verticals, although these vary a good
deal. There are, in general, where the symmetry of arrangement is
preserved, five transverse series to the internasals (which make six).
Some specimens, however, are scarcely different from ornata in this
respect. The tail is much longer, being two and one-half times instead
of one and one-half times the bead and body. - The dorsal large scales
are more regular, llaving no small ones interspersed.
The colors are lighter; the lateral bands narrower; the blue of the
belly better defined and lighter, also more conspicuously spotted with
wliite behind.
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oncerning the di tributiou of Uta graoiosa, Stejneger in his report
ou the reptile of the Death alley Expedition, states:
The knowu rang of this well-named specie has been considerably extended by
the few specimen bron,,.ht home by Dr. Merriam, inasmuch a it carries it into
evada, th first re ord for that tate.
ta graoiosa bas a very peculiar and considerably restricted distribution, for the
only definite lo alities so far recorded show it to be an inhabitant of a narrow strip
of onntry on both sides of the Colorado River, probably from its mouth up to the
beginuing of the Great Canyon, and, as now shown, some distance up the Virgin
iv r.

Dr. Merriam in the ame publication remarks:
This lender and agile lizard was not seen in any of the deserts of souther::i California. or T vada., xcept in extreme eastern Nevada, where it was common at the
reat n nd of the olorado; thence northward it was found in a few places in tl.Je
•a11 y of th Virgin as far north as the Mormon town of Bunkerville, a few miles
from t ho north we tern corner of Arizona. It. was never seen on the open desert bnt
11s11ally on mesquite trees and tho faces of cliffs, over "\"\'hich it moves with grace and
agility.
ta graciosa Hallowell.
Locality.
2!17

Dato.

From whom recoiYccl. Natufi!~!. spec-

'alifornia .........•.................... Dr. C. L. Hermann . . . . .Alcoholic.
do.
Colorado D sert ....................... H.B. Mulhausen. ... . .
Hunk rvill , Nevada.... May 8, ~..aeirler ya. n...__·_·_· _·_· -_ -_ -.·. -_ -_ -_ -.
cdlo .
Callvillo, ernda(Gr at May 4 , - = 1 1
0
.lknd of Colorado).
I 507 ............... do .................. ..... do ............ clo . ......... ... ... .
do.
15!Hl2
uma, Arizona..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. Fish Commission
do.
15!117- 8
do.
l:iOO:.!
f~\~in.~~a~on~~~~~:
::· :::::: :: : ::::::: ::: :~~: :::::: ::::::: :: :
do.
IOl!Ol~
Parker, Uoloraclo Rh-er, ...•...•....... Goorgo A. . .Allon . ...•..
do.
Indian A.gen •y, Arizona.
217:10 1·········· 1la 'ity,YumaCounty, ............. .. Dr.E.A.Mcarns ..... .
do .
.Arizo'na.
27 17

I 505
J 506

1

8

L YSOPTYCHUS Cope.
at. Mus., XI, 188 , p. 397.

Uta.

The loose
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L YSOPTYCHUS LA TERA LIS Cope.

Lysoptychus lateralis

COPE,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 397.

Integument of side of neck thrown into numerous folds. The most
prominent is continuous with the collar fold, and it sends out two folds
forward to the tympanic meatus. A second fold is concentric with the
humerus at its anterior base; its superior part is prominent and longitudinal, and continues to the fold in front of it. Tail round.
The scales of the sides are smaller than those of the belly, which are
sm aller than those of the back. The latter are rather small, counting
seventeen longitudinal rows between the small lateral scales of the

Fig. 47.
LYSOP'fYCHUS LATERALI8 COPE.

X 2.

San Diego, Texas.

scapular regions. The keels of th~ dorsal scales are in parallel lines.
Scales of the tail subequal, strongly keeled, except below. Fifteen
femoral pores. Two postanal platBs.
Interparietal plate large, subround; parietals small, subpyriform,
one-fifth as large as the interparietal. Five or six transverse supraorbital plates, separated from the frontals by one row and from the
superciliaries by two rows of scales. Frontal divided transversely,
the anterior part divided longitudinally. These plates are preceded
by two plates, and these by three in transverse relation; two large
internasals separated from the rostral by two small scales. All the
scales of the bead smooth.
Color above brown, with faint trnces of small darker brown spots.
Sitles blackish, the prominent parts of the folds of the neck paler.
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.Anterior border of meatus au<litorius paler. .A large blue, patch on
each side of the belly extending from axilla to groin, and not meeting
its fellow on the middle line. Throat yellowish, faintly reticulated
with blue. Posterior face of femur with a light band, bordered by
dark above and below. .A black spot on side over scapula.
Measurem.ents.-Total length, 180 mm.; length to vent, 59 mm.; to
collar, 15 mm.; of anterior leg, 27 mm.; of posterior leg, 44: mm.; of
posterior foot, 21 mm.
This species is about the size of the Sceloporus consobrinus. It seems
to be rare, as Mr. Taylor took only one specimen.
Lysopiychus lateralis Cope.
umber
of specimens.
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

an Diego, Texas.................. William Taylor................ . Alcoholic.

SCELOPORUS Wiegmann. '
celoporitB WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 369; Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 48.-FITZINGER,

Rept. Syst., 1843, p. 75.-BocoURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 167.-BouLE
ER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 216.
1.'ropidolepis CuvrnR, Reg. Anim., 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 38.-DuMERIL and BIBR0N,
IV, 1837, p. 294.-FrTZINGER, Rept. Syst., 1843, p. 76.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845,
}J, 208.
Tropiditrus WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p.146.

o gular constriction; one lateral fold on the neck. Femoral pores.
Scale all im bricated; rhomboidal, rather verticillate on tail; above
g nerally carinated. Head above with regular plates. Superciliary
plate imbricate toward a median keystone scale; labials not imbricate.
Ear <li tinct.
ostrils superior within the can thus rostralis. Tongue
fl by; arrow- haped; rounded at tip; broadly adherent, except at end,
where are two triangular disks beneath. No palatine teeth. Cheek
t th compr ed, the summit 3-lobed. ~rail rounded, very brittle.
Th genu. celoporus consists of Jierrestrial, _and therefore depressed
thoraeopleurou Iguanidre, with fiat scales and distinct parietal scuta,
and femoral pore , without preanal pores and gular, dermal fold, or
c 11c r. It e pecial habitat is Mexico and Central .America, the southw t rn part of the United States and California. .A single species
rang ov r the entire eastern district of the Neartic Realm. Outside
f th di.. tri t named it does not occur.
0 teology.a ba is for an examination of the osteology of this
genu I hav before me two skeletons of the S. undulatus and one of the
. rpinosu , from the . S. ational Museum.
be pr maxillary bone ha a long uperior spine, and is truncate on
the palatal face, and ha the button-like process. The nostrils are parially vertical, o that the na al are a little shortened in front. The
1a ter are r ther large and are di tinct. The frontal is simple and nar-
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row and is strongly grooved on the middle line below. The parietal is
short and wide, and is perforated by a large pineal foramen, which
touches the coronal suture. Parietoquadrate arch distinct. Supraoccipital broadly· but loosely attached, confluent with exoecipitals.
Prefrontals large, not reaching postfrontals above; ·lachrymal small
and joining jugal. Postfrontal a small splint; postorbital large, extensively in contact with jugal and supratemporal. Paroccipital small.
Vorners short, divaricate, and separated by a deep notch behind. Palatine with the vomerine process longer than the maxillary; palatine
foramen large. Palatines and pterygoids well separated from each
otherou the middle line; ectopterygoid deflected at its internal extremity.
Basipterygoid developed. Quadrate with two conchs, the internal the
narrower. Prespbenoid rudimental; spheuoid and basioccipital coossi:tied; descending lateral processes of the latter strongly developed. The
supraforaminal part of the petro::;al is very short; the infraforaminal
portion is produced beyond it and is nearly horizontal in position. T_h e
foramen of eighth nerve is at the bottom of a fossa. Epipterygoid resting on pterygoid-much posterior -to ectopterygoid and reaching parietal
without touching petrosal. Occipital condyle not subdivided by
groove8.
The hyoid system includes a pair of well-separated, short, second
ceratobrauchials, and rather long and slender first ceratobrancbials and _
ceratohyals, which have no expansions. Hypobranchials moderate,
supportiug ceratohyals at extremities.
Mandible with Meckel's cartilage exposed at the distal part. Coronoid not horizontally produced on external face. Articular and surangular united. Splenial moderately elongate; dentary extending
behind coronoid on external face and deeply notched. Angle short,
horizontal, with hort internal angle. Five cervicals with intercentra
in S. undulatu and ix in S. spinosus; three without ribs in both. Ribs
externling to acrum. Sacral centra not coossified. Sacral diapophyses
coossified di tally; the second with a posterior free angle distally.
Caudal cliapophy es well developed at base of tail. From about the
eighth caudal the centra arc segmented in front of the middle.
·
Scapula with prosc.a pular process; coracoid with one notch. Sternum
with a very large fontanelle. Two ribs join the sternal plate; one
comes off the base of the xipl10id rod, and .two articulate with the latter;
total, five pairs. The ilium has a small angulus cristce, and the acetabulum is not emargiuate behind. The pubes are nearly transverse, and
the pectineal angle is external. The ischia are rather slender, and thA
tuber is an angle.
The middle and posterior teeth are feebly tridentate; the others are
simple.
Viscera.-The liver is deeply emarginate posteriorly, and the left lobe
is larger than in many othe;r genera of Iguanidrn. There is a distinct
colon. The mesenteries are of the type most common in Sauria with
the exception that there are commonly two hepatoventral sheets.
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The hemipenis is bifurcate, and has a strong welt opposite to the
snlcus spermaticus. The surface of the organ including the welt is
covered with a rather close honeycomb structure without the interrup,
tions seen in the genera more nearly allied to Iguana, etc.
Reproduction.-The males are generally more brilliantly colored, and
larger than the females. The latter are generally oviparous, but the
species S. vfriparus of the warmer parts of Mexico is viviparous.
The species agree in possessing the following external characters :
Head, depressed, tetrahedral, rather broad; behind the forehead, sloping.
Oanthus rostralis continued nearly to the end of the snout; the nostrils
superior; plates on the top of head large, not many in number, and quite
symmetrically arranged. The supraorbital region, with one or two central series of large transverse plates, bordered internally by one, externally by one or two series of small plates independently of the elongated,
angular ones forming the extreme edge of this region or part of the
canthus rostralis. There is a large occipital, with a smaller on either
side, sometimes with a line of two or three. Next comes two plates
between the orbit, sometimes with a smaller interposed, sometimes displaced by the occipital. Next .a vertical, followed by a second, which is
sometimes divided into two lateral. Then come two plates, then three,
then four to the nasal plates, with four between them. An additional
rostral median plate is sometimes inserted, around which are grouped
four or five scales; this involves a different arrangement of the remaining ones. The nostrils themselves are rounded and situated in the
center of a single nasal plate.
There is no fold on the throat, the scales there being like those on
the brea t. There is, however, an oblique fold of skin on each side the
neck covered with large scales and overlying a pit lined with fine granular scales and u ually harboring .Acari.
11 the cales on the body are ovate, imbricate, and generally strongly
carinated, except below. The upper ones generaIJy have a prominent
pine behind, and the edges are more or less denticulated, rarely even.
Th~ cale of under surface are usually notched or emarginate between.
They are ometimes faintly carinated, with those on the inside of tibin .
The r lative proportions of scales on different parts of the bo<ly varies
c n i l r, bly with the pe ies.
Th ear are di tinct, u ually with a serrated margin anteriorly.
Tll rear eiO'bt to twenty femoral pores, but no anal ones. The male
ha wo or more large coucave plates just behind the anus, which are
wanting in tlrn £ male.
Tlle color varie with the species, though there i~ generally a ligllt
1, t ral tripe ( ometime two) on each side. The back is marked with
tr n ver dark lin or with blotches. The males have a blue blotch
n the und r 'urface and on the ides of belly.
r 11
p cir. ar rather numerou . Since Wiegmann described the
mo ·t abundant of the exicau specie·, ynop ·es liave been publi bed
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by Dumeril and Bibron, Boeourt and· myself. Bocourt has published
also, in the Report of the Mission Scientifique of Mexico, most admirable plates of many of the species. I have given a synopsis of the
species,1 twenty nine in number. The material which has furnished
the basis of the present work is largely the property of the U. S.
National Museum at Washington. It has been furnished by the following naturalists: Messrs. Riotte, Van Patten, Hague, Berendt, Sumichrast, Xantus, Sartorius, Duges, Potts, and Major. On my own part, I
have received specimens from Messrs. Duges, Hoege, Ferrari-Perez,
Villada, Herrera, and Bernad. To all of these gentlemen I wish to
extend my thanks for their kind attention in the matter.
The distinction of many of tlrn species of this genus is not accomplished without difficulty. I recommend it as an excel1ent piece de
resistance for tho e persons who do not believe in the doctrine of derivation of species. There are some characters, it is true, which are not
subject to uch variation as to be embarrassing. Such are the greater
or less number of femoral pores, and the granular lateral scales of some
of the species. The carination and wrinkling of the bead scales is frequently a valid character, but is especially unreliable in the S. undulatus,
and one or two other species. The size of the dorsal scales varies in
most of the species; the number entering a head length varying two to
three in the large-scaled spaces, and three or four in the small-scaled
ones. The division of the supraocular plates into two or more rows is
constant in a few species only; in others it is variable, notably in the•
S. torquatus. The longitudinal division of the anterior frontal is constant in the S. variabilis) S. siniferus, and S. squamosus, but is present
or absent indifferently in several others. The number of supraoculars
in the principal row may be four or five in most of the species.
The greatest difficulty is experienced in distinguishing the North
American species. They are much fewer in number than bas been represented to be the ca e, and the few that are admissible do not present
the strong characteri tic that most of those of more southern regions
do. The . undulatus has an almost continental distribution in North
America, within the range of temperate and subtropical climates.
The arrangement of numerous species of the genus into groups is a
matter of much difficulty, owing to their gentle gradations of form and
the sometimes slight difference in color. The number and arrangemeut
of the supraorbital plates and the verticals furnish good characters,
though sometimes varying somewhat in the species. The arrangement
of the cervical plates can not be relied on entirely for specific characters, although the average is much the same in the species.
While the species of Sceloporus possess brilliant colors, these are generally on the inferior surfaces and are therefore concealed. The throat
and sides of the belly are usually of some sha<le of blue (sometimes
purple), while the dorsal regions are,-in a majority of species, different
1

Proceedings of the Ame.rican Philosophical Society for 1885, p. 400.
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shades of brown, although in some (as S. malachiticus) this region also
is of some shade of green or blue.
When the animal raises the head, as it habitually does, the brilliant
colors of the throat are visible, but those of the sides are much less
apparent. All these colors are most conspicuous in the males, and in
many species they are absent from the females. They are to be regarded
as secondary sexual characters, and are probably visible to the females
at the time of copulation, since the inferior surfaces of the sexes are
then in juxtaposition.
The species of Sceloporus are conspicuous objects wherever one travels
in the southern United States and Mexico. In the eastern district of
N earctica the S. undulatus is seen running on fences and walls. In
Texas the S. spinosus runs up trees with great activity, dodging the
pursuer behind branches, with good result to himself. In southern
Texas and in Mexico S. torquatus is constantly seen on the vertical
faces of rocks that so frequently border the highways, hiding in :fissures
from enemies, and often attracting the attention of the most careless
observer. Throughout Mexico the S. microlepidotus runs over the horizontal rock surfaces and stone walls, where it finds concealment. So
the S. scalaris haunts the soil and sand, and hides in holes that are
always convenient.
Thirty-four species are known to me, and are distinguished in the
following analytical table. About halfof them belong to Nearctica and
half to the Central American region of Neotropica. None are found
elsewhere. In Costa Rica at qne extremity of the distribution there is
but one species (S. rnalachiticus), and there is but one in the eastern
region of N earctica (S. undulatus ).
I.

upraocular plates separated from supraorbitals by a row of scales, ·and from
superciliaries by one or more rows of scales
distinct in form from the latter.
A. Lateral scales granular.
-Femoral pores more than 10; head plates carinate,
frontal longitudinally divided; parietals 2, canthals 2; dorsal scales moderate, uniform, 10 in a
head length ..... ___ .. ____ .... S. utifo1·mis Cope.
Dorsal scales interrupted by smaller ones on the
median line_ ..... __ .... S. heterolepis Boulenger.
AA. Lateral scales sqaamons, in longitudinal series, like the dorsals.
Femoral pores more than 10; head plates carinate,
frontal single, 2 scales on can thus; light stripes
separated by brown spots above.
S. scalari's Wiegmann.
AA • La. ral seal s squamous, m series directed upward and l1ackward; dorsals parallel.
B. Head plate carinate or wrinkled; frontal divided longitudinally.
a. F moral pore less than 10.
Facial scales keeled; laterals smaller than dorsals; 2 cantbals; 2 parietals; colors bright.
S. siniferus Cope.
Facia,l scales keeled; laterals smaller; 2 pari ta.ls;
1 canthal; colors dull.... . squanwsus Bocourt.
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era. Femoral pores exceeding 10.
One scale on can thus rostralis; 1 parietal; 12 dorsal scales in a head length; dorsal stripes and
lateral spots yellow ....... S. chrysostictus Cope.
Two canthal scales; lateral scales small; 2 parietals; dorsal stripes yellow, side patches pinkpurple ................. S. va1·iabilis Wiegmann.
BB. Hea<1 plates smooth, or if rarely wrinkled, the frontal plate not divided.
er. Scales small; 12-22 in a head length.
f:J. One row of large supraoculars, with laterals.
Two or three parietals; frontal divided; nineteen
scales in a head length; lateral scales much
smaller thltn ventrals; 17-20 femoral pores ; a
black shoulder patch; a pale dorsolateral band.
S. couchii Baird.
Two parietals; lateral scales equal ventrals;
twelve dorsals in a head length; forty-five from
occiput to groin, mucronate; dark green above.
S. vandenburgianus Cope.
Three parietals; 14-15 scales in a head length;
color in longitudinal bands; frontal undivided.
S. graciosus Baird and Girard.
/3/J. Two or more rows of flat supraoculars.
Three or two parietals; 12-15 scales in a head
length; no bands ..... S. grammicus Wiegmann.
Three parietals; 18-22 scales in a head length;
color in narrow cross lines.
S. microlepidotus Wiegmann.
Two parietals; fifty non-mucronate scales between
occiput and groin; a black light-bordered collar ................. _- ......... S. ornatus Baird.
era. Scales larger; ten and fewer in a head length.
ee. Thirty to forty rows of scales between occiput and groin.
,. Dorsal scales not mucronate.
Two canthal scales; two rows of iarger supraorbitals; frontal undivided; two parietals; a complete black pale-bordered collar. S. jarrovii Cope.
,,. Dorsal scales mucronate.
17. One canthal scale; one row of large supraoculars.
0. No black neck collar.
One large parietal; large supraoculars undivided;
males blue green with black throat.
S. malachiticus Cope.
1717. A black neck collar.
"Collar incomplete above; head less than one-fifth
of length of head and body; throat blue;"
Bocourt ..... - ................ S. lunrei Bocourt.
Collar very narrow, not pale bordered, a little
interrupted above; head l ess than one-fourth of
head and body; throat dark slate, ye1Jow spotted - - -.......... -. - ....... S. ferrariperezi Cope.
Collar complete, yellow bordered before and
behind; liead about one-fifth head and body;
throat, belly, and groin black.
S. melanogaster Cope.
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((. Two canthal scales.
17. No black neck collar.
0. Two or more parietals.
Two rows of large supraoculars; scales large, sn bequal; green, a black shoulder patch.
·
S. taenioonernis Cope.
One row of large supraoculars; scales large, s11ueq11al, eight ju a head length; abdominals and
inferior tibials smooth; green, a black shoulder
patch ______ -··-··---· .... ____ s, viviparus Cope.
One row of large supraoculars; scales subequal,
smaller; eleven in a head length; abdominals
and inferior tibials keeled; brown, with lateral
stripes ............ S. thayet·ii Baird and Girard.
fJfJ. One parietal (sometimes postparietals).
Scales of sides of neck and shoulder smaller; 20
femoral pores; two rows of dorsal spots.
S. biseriatus Hallowell.
Scales of side of neck and shoulder smaller; 44
dorsal rows of scales, 9-10 in a bead length; femoral pores 12-17; males crossbarred, females
banded; head plates sometimes wrinkled.
S. undulat-ns Latreille.
Like nnd1ilat1is, but larger; scales larger, dorsals
jn thirty-three rows; femoral pores teri; brown
spotted above, throat not blue.
S. spinosus . Wiegmann.
1717. A black neck collar.
"On e . large row of supraoculars; dorsal scales
Atrongly mucronate; throat and sides of belly
blue; collar complete, not light bordered."
S. aoanthinus Boconrt.
One or two rows of large supraocnlars; dorsals not
or but little mucronate; collar complete, light
bordered; sides of belly blue, throat greenish or
spotted ..... _.... S. torquatus Greene and Peale.
AAAA. Both llorsn,l ancl lateral scale rows converging posteriorly.
Forty-three scales between occiput and groin; two
cantbal scales; two rows larger supraoculars;
collar a narrow black Jine directed backwai-d
from each shoulder, pale bordered behind, mostly
interrupted; throat not blue .. S. dugesiiBocourt.
One cantbal scale; very few scales between large
supraoculars and supercHiaries; two small parietals; two rows of blue spots on belly.
S. pyrrhooephaltts 1 Cope.
II. , upra.oculars eparatecl from npraorbitals by a row of scale~; from superciliaries
hy lauciform scales like nperciliaries.
A. Dor al row parallel, laterals large, obli<J.ue.
B. n parietal and two ca ntbal scale .
A black collar; seven scales in a head length;
h ead s ·ales mooth; back not cross-banded .
. serrifer Cope.
To hlack collar; twelve scales in a head lencrtb;
head scales smooth; inferior tibial and po tn.nal
seal s mooth; cro s-banded .. S. trislioh1is 'ope.
1

fany pecimens of thi. species nter Division II.
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III. Snpraocular plates only partly or not separated from supraorbitals by a row of
scales, and separated from superciliaries by but few scales.
A. Femoral pores from two to six; external supraoculars lanceolate.
Facial scales smooth; supraoculars wide; one
parietal plate; two canthals; no collar,
S. horridus 'Wiegmann.
AA. Femoral pores exceeding 10 in number; external supraoculars squamiform.
r.r. Two parietals.
Scales not keeled, serrate; seven in a head length;
dark, with narrow pale cross-bands; scales with
small spots of various colors.
S. orcuttii Stejneger.
Scales keeled, 6-7 in a head length; parietal scales
wider than interparietal; back with broad reddish longitudinal bands ..... . S. zosterornus Cope.
aa. Oue parietal.
Scales keeled in thirty-two dorsal rows from head
to tail; a cervical black collar interrupted
above; hack crossbarred with brown or spotted.
S. clarkii Baird and Girard.
Scales large, carinate, seven in a head length; parietal plates wider than interparietal and all wider
than long; head yellow; muzzle black,
S. melarwrhinus Bocourt.

The gcnns Sceloporits in Nearctica belongs especially to the Sonoran
r egion.
o peci ' ha, a range xclu ively outside of that region in any
other part or ear •tica, with th po ible exceptiqn of a species or two
i11 Low r California and the . thayerii in southwest Texas. S. torqw1tw;, S. spinosus, \ 1,ariabilis, and S. scalaris are not Sonoran species,
bnt they are M: i ·an whi h pa over our borders. From the Sonoran
center S. midulatu. radiate in one form or another all over the conti11e11t south of the anadian di trict. S. graciosus ranges the whole
Jeugth of the Oreat Basin, and S. clarlcii, in its forms S. liclcii and S.
zos teromus, into and to the end of the Lower Californian Peninsula.
Tile only possible exception to the above statement is tbe S. orcuttii,
which is found near the coast in southern California, alld with a few
other species of' reptiles characterizes a limited district, whose distinctness is so far uncertain . In N earctica the distribution of this genus is
closely similar to that of Cnemidophorus.
The geographical distribution of the species, so far as now known, is
as follo ws :
I.

l!'AUNA NEARCTICA.

a.

EASTERN REGION.

S. undulafas Latreil1e.
b. AUSTRORIPARIAN REGION.

S. nndulatus Latreille, S. spinosus Wiegmann.
C.

CENTRAL REGION.

S. 1mdulatus Latreille, S. biseriatns Hallowell, S. graciosus Baird and Girard,
S. consobt·inus Baird and Girard .
d. PACIFIC REGION.

S. undulatus Latreille.
NAT MUS 98--22
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e.

DIRGAN REGION.

S. orouttii $tejn eger, S. vandcnbm·gianus Cope, S. b·iseriaf1is Hallowell, S. zosterornus
Cope, S. lickii Van Denburgh.
_

f.

SONORAN REGION.

•

S. clarkii Baird and Girarrl, S. coiichii Baird and Girard, S. ,jarrovii Cope, S. 01·natus
Baird, S. dngesii Bocourt, S. minor Cope, S. microlepidotns vViegmann, S. gramrnicus
Wiegmann, S. sca laris vViegmann.
g. ST. LUCA8 REGION.

S. zosteromns Cope.

JI.
a.

FAUNA NEOTROPICA.

CENTRAL AME.RICAN REGION.

1. Tampicau Rnbregion.

S . 11ariabili8 Wiegmann, S. cene118 vViegmann, S. viviparus Cope, S. torqnatus Baircl
and Girard, S. serrifm· Cope, S. microlepiclotiis Wiegmann, S. grarnmicns Wiegmami,
S. cll?'ysostictus Cope, S. graciosus Baird an,1 Gira.rd, S . spinosus Wiegmann.
2. Coliman ,mbregion.
S.1itiforrnis Cope, S. pyrrhocephal11s Cope, S .1nelanorhinus Bocourt, S.horridns vViegmann, S. siniferns Cope, S. microlepidot11s Wiegmann 1, S. t01·quat1ls Greene and Pealef
S. hetcrolepis Bonlenger.

3. Platean of Gnatemala .

Gnatemaln,n subregion.

, . mnlachilicus Cope. 8 . squanio.rns Boconrt, S. chrysost.ict11s Cope, S. tmniocnemis
(Jope, S. lunmi Bocourt.

4. Plateau of Costa Rica.

Costa Rican subregion .

. malachiticus Cope, S. sq1ia.1nos11s Boconrt.

In this table is sliown a gradual transition of specific distributioll from
the 11orth to the south of tbe Central A.merican region, §!Orne species
being common to two districts. The same is true of tl.Je regions of the
earctic realm, and were the divisions of the latter determined by tlie
pecie of Sceloporus they would have no greater value than those of .
the Central American region of the N eotropical. They are, however,
di. tingui, bed by differences in the distribution. of other types of a,nirn, 1 , and are · of much greater significance tban the divisio11s of the
' ntra1 merican region.
~ ev ral ·pecies of the g·enus inliabit the adjacent areas of both
1 anna•.
Thus S. gramniicus and S. microlepidotus occur in both the
Ti rm T mp1ada(li.nearctica) and Tierra Caliente (R. neotropica,) of Mex.Th ~ '. variabilis and S. torq1wtus extencl from the eastern Tierra
aliente n,. liort di tance into Texas, and tbese species should perhaps
b omit.t d from our fauna. The 8. spinosits appeal's to be a full meml>er
of both of tu great Faunm, extending from the State of Puebla n,s far
n: 1 lori la.
he di tribution of the S. graciosus i still more anomalous.
Tt b lon R to h central desert region of the F. nearctica as far north
a: r gon but I l1ave, een , pecimen which I can not distinguish from
it from n nr ,Jalapa, which is well south in the Tierra Ternplada of
ra 'ruz.
he proper geographical lo ·ation of the S. thayerii Baird
<n l
irar l and . heterolepis Boulenger i. yet m1certain.
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For further observations, see chapter on "Geographical distribution."
The North American s;pecies may be compared in greater detail as
follows:
A. Cephalic plates perfectly smooth. Supraorbital region with one crescentic series
of very large plates, bordered externally and internally by a series of small
ones, making three in all. Two verticals.
Scales large, those on side of neck very spinous. Color grayish, without continuous cervical collar; back with median transverse bands.
a. Inner row of supraorbital scales wanting behind.
Color yellowish green. A black collar around neck, interrupted above. Dorsal
dnsky bars, with a tendency to two series of blotches behind.
Scales of back in thirty-two series. Scales strongly carinated, pointed, and
mucronate ..................................................... .. S. olarkii.
Eighteen aug. twenty rows of scales between rump and nape; parietals wider
than interparietal, which is not wi,ler than long; lateral scales larger than
alidominal. Yellow, with a wide red-orange band on each si<le, sometimes
coverin g the entire back, the middle of which is marked by indistinct
brown crossbars sometim<'s wanting; large ................. .. S. zosteromiis.
aa. Inner orbital marginal plates continuous.
Dorsal scales in thirty-three rows. Scales on inside of tibia carinated. Femoral
pores 13. Free portion of hind toe shorter than cephalic plates.
Color above greenish yellow, with two broad yeUow stripes, five rows apart.
Back with distinct transverse blackish bars. No blue on chin in males and
but little on the side of belly ....... : ............................ S. spinosu.s.
Dorsal scales in forty rows, well keeled and mucronate; interparietal wide
as long; four preanricular free scales.
A pale ban fl on each side connected by undulating black cross bands.
S. tristiclrn8.
B. Cephalic plates smooth . Supra.orbitals in one large series of transverse plates,
wi th one internal anfl two external of smaller ones equal in size, making
fo nr. Two verticals. No collar.
Free portion of hind toe shorter than cephalic plates. Dorsal scales ahont
equal to lateral; strongly carinn.ted, spinous and denticnla.te. Belly scale8
notc]1erl. About forty-one series of scales from head to tail.
Above yellow olive, with two lateral stripes on each side, the upper pair separated by eight rows of scales; a broa,d stripe along middle of back. A
series of oblique dark lines above ... _............... _........ S. consob1·inus.
Free portion of hind toe equal to cephalic plates. Edge of dorsal scales roundell;
scarcely mucronate or denticulate,l. Belly scales even . Dorsal scales in 50
obl ir1ne series. Dorsal scales larger than lateral.
Above olivacco ns gray, with two dorsal series of rounded blotches. No cervical collar .. ..... -· ............... _...... ___ ..... ___ . ........ . S. bis,wiatus.
Dorsal scales mucronate, in 41 rows from occipnt to tail, about equal to lateral
aud ventral scales.
Green, with a row of dark crescentic blotches on each side, the green sometimes restrictecl to bright spots on each si<le of the back ..... S. u. biseriatus.
C. Cephalic plates smooth . Two central series of snb hexagonal supra.orbital plates
in series; the inner or l arger twice as wide as the other, which is straighter,
and nmbracing it in its concavity. There is, besides, au intern al and generally two external series of very small plates, making five; the latter sometimes mnch confnseu.
A light line from the back nearly perpendicular to the shoulders with a black
ono nnterior to it, sometimes exte nd ed into a collar encircling the back of the
neck. No longitudinal dark line from shoulder to head.
a. A distinct, black collar complete above.
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Scales of back in about.forty series, all well carinated, spinous and denticulate
laterally. Scales of rump smaller than those of back. Femoral pores sixteen.
Above dark green, cervical collar bordered before and behind by greenish
yellow, the anterio border interrupted by black. A few spots on the nape
and back ... __ .. ____ ... _. _. ____ ..... . ........ __ .. - -... ___ .. _.. S. torquatus.
Scales of back in thirty-two dorsal series, the middle one very obsoletely carinated
and scarcely murocnate or denticulate; semicircular. J!'emoral pores eleven.
Above greenish yellow, with dusky, transverse bars. Cervical collar broadly
margined before and behind by yellowish . _.... ___ .. __ .... _.. S. t. poinsettii.
Scales of back in forty-two series; dorsal well carinated and mucronate, outlines
straight. Femoral pores twelve. Color above dark green; the cervical collar
without light margin ancl notched behind above. Back withrounded dark
spots ...... ··---· .... .. ... ... ·----· ................ ··-· ··--··s. t.Jormosus.
Scales of back in sixty-four rows; carination slight, with but little mucronation
or dentimilation. Femoral pores twelve. Above dark green, nearly black
centrally. Nuchal collar broad, margined an d banded with yellowish; back
with small spots of the same ....... _......................... : .. S. ornatus.
b. Collar inappreciable, not complete above.
Seal-es about equal, abrupt, much smaller than caudal. Dorsal scales in eighty
rows, longitudinal ridges above, nearly all con verging along the dorsal line.
Dark green above, with transverse waved lines of dusky above. A rectangular
black patch on side of neck, bordered above and behind by light greenish.
' ometimes a more distinct collar, interrupted above. Blue patches on each
side of belly in male, separated narrowly by several rows of scal es. Chin
uniform bluish sprinkled with white ....... ___ ....... ___ .. S. niicrolepidotus.
Rcales of body about eq ual, scareel,r smaller than caudal. Dorsal scales in fifty
rows. The longitudinal ridges on back more parallel. Middle supraoccipitals more unequal, less regularly hexagonal.
Olivo gray, with two distinct yellowish lines on each side, the upper separated
by about eight or ten rows of scales. Two series of crescentic dark blotches
on each side. A narrow, perpendicular, black line at the shoulder, with a
wh ite one behind. Male with the blue patches on belly widely separated.
Head beneath banded obUquely on each side with bluish ... .... S. graciosus.
D. Cephalic plates wrinkled at the end and sides of head. Supraorbital region with
one rescent,ic series of l arge plates, embracing a short, straight one of small
ones in its concavity. These, with an internal and external series of small
plates, making foul' (sometimes five) in all. Two verticals. About forty-four
rowa of scales from head to tail. Scales behind thigh smaller than above.
Dorsal cales from forty to forty-five . No collar.
Ba k with undulating dark lines or double series of crescentic spots, but no
ervical black collar. .A. longitudinal black patch on shoulder and a dnsky
stripe on the sides in the male.
al insicl of fomor, carinatcd; of belly smooth . About forty-one rows of
<lor a.l sea.le . Fr e part of long hind too about equal to cephalic plates.
Jun r orbitals ries sometimes wanting. ·
ry indistinct donial light stripes separated by about t en rows of scales.
a k cro ed by nearly continuous undulating lines. Sides dusky. Male
wi h wh le ·bin behind black, with two conflueut blue spots .. S. undulatus.
al p inte<l, elongated, scarcely mucronate or denticnlate. Femoral scales
rno th in id . Dor al scales fo forty-four series. Femoral pores twelve.
Ji'ru hind to e three-fourths the cephalic plates.
b v liv
ay, with two narrow yellow lines margined by black ( on one row
f cal ) and tweh~e rows apart. Back with two series of crescents in
w mall spots at the shoulder .... _... _. _... ___ ...... S. scalaris.
E.
mo th or rongb.
cipita.l plates laterally and behind, with
er than h d r al s ales ancl not b longing t o their sedes. One
Jar
ri of snpr rbi ta.1 , w ith two xternal and one internal much smaller,
ma,king fi or.
nly one ingle verti al.
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a. Lateral scales much smaller than dorsal. Scales all very minute. A short,
wliitish line to the shoulder perpendicular to the lateral stripe. No black
collar.
Plates of head corrugated. Scales on sides mostly in distinct oblique serial
arrangement. Oblique dorsal rows of scales about seventy. Femoral pores
twelve.
Plates of head wrinkled; anterior frontal divided; scales small, in sixty to eighty
cross series between occiput and tail; lateral scales much smaller than dorsal, sharply defined from them.
Brown above, with generally a pale, longitudinal band on each side; throat
and sides of belly blue, pale in the center in males.-----· .... .. S. variabilis.
Plates of head smooth. Scales on sides ·mostly paved and granular. Oblique
rows of scales above eighty. Femoral pores twenty.
Dark green above, with two lateral light stripes, separated by eighteen rows of
scales. Back with irregular spots. Sides with a white hand from groin.
An obsolete patch on each side the belly, widely separated below. Sides of
jaws transversely banded with blue and whitish, this arrangement extending on sides of chin ... _..... __ ........... _.. _.•••.. ___ .... _...... S. couchii.
aa. Lateral scales not minute; a black collar.
Plates of head smooth; dorsal scales in forty rows from head, very weakly keeled,
not mucronate; femoral pores fifteen.
Bluish black above, the scales with a light center; a black collar, light bordered
.before and behind, connected with a dark, longitudinal band on the side of
the head ... _...........•...........................•......•...•• S. jarrovii.
SCELOPORUS DUGESII Bocourt.

Sceloporus dugesii BocoURT, Mission Sci. Mex. Rept., 1874, p.188, pl. XVIII, fig. 7.C0PE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 396.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, ,. 224.
Sceleporus i-11,termedius A. DUGES, La Naturaleza, Mexique, IV, 1876, p. 29, pl. 1,
figs. 21-32.

A rather large species with the body depressed. Upper cephalic
plates smooth. Two scutella on the upper border of each angular ridge
of the muzzle. Supraocular scales relatively small, a very little wider
than long. On the anterior edge of the auricular border are flat
scales a little wider than those in front. Scales on the back of average
dimensions, obtuse, and feebly carinated; nine to twelve of these scales
equal the length of the upper surfa~e of the head. Scales on the flanks
just a little smaller; those of the belly one-third smaller than those of
the back. Tail covered with scales much larger than those on the back.
Thirteen to fifteen femoral pores. Upper part of the body shaded from
olive to dark umber, with a brown scapular collar border on the front
edge with yellow. The males have the breast yellow and the sides of
the abdomen blue.
Head relatively short, depressed, and wide through the temples; its
length is a little less than one-fifth the distance from the chin to the
anus. Seven polygonal prefrontal plates, the two anterior ones being ·
much smaller than the others; two frontal plates; the first, rather large,
is wide in front and slightly concave; the second is smaller, hexagonal,
and is in contact at the posterior angle with the anterior angle of the
occipital plate. This, in turn, so mew hat larger, is narrow in front, having
the lateral borders parallel, and is in contact, right and left, with a
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fronto-parietal and a temporal scute. Snpraocular scales polygonal, in
two or three longitudinal rows, surrounded by scutella; those of the
internal row are relatively large and are wider than long. Labial
scales rectangular, eight above and ten below; above the upper ones
there are one or two series of elongated; projecting scales. Auditory
meatus bordered anteriorly with flat scales, wide and pointed, larger
even than the keeled scales which border them in front. Scales of the
neck and back short, obtuse, with the keel not prolonged and the notch
indistinct; they are arranged in from forty-four to forty-eight oblique
rows, which converge posteriorly on the posterior dorsal region, from
the nape of the neck to the level of the posterior part of the thighs. The
scales on the flanks have the keel prolonged in a point, obliquely directed
from below. Tail rather long, depressed at the base, but rounded for
the rest of its length, covered with high-keeled scales, one-fourth larger
than the dorsal ones, forming transverse rows throughout nearly the
entire length. Legs short, covered with scales resembling those on the
upper part of the trunk, but a little smaller. Length of tibia scarcely
greater than t.hat of the upper surface of the bead. Scales of the
chest and belly one-third larger than the dorsals, not showing any hollowing out on their free borders. Femoral pores large, from thirteen
to :fifteen under each thigh. In the males there are two large concave
scales behind the anus, generally separated from each other by two
cutella.
Jlfeasurements.-Total length of the largest specimen, 190 mm.; length
of head from the end of the muzzle to the posterior border of the occipital plate, 15.5 mm.; width of bead through the temples, 17 mm.; length
of trunk from chin to anus, 80 mm.; length of tail, 110 mm.; length of
tibia, 17 mm.
Color o{ upper part of body burnt umber, varied with olive, with a
black spot in front of the arm and a brown scapular collar bordered on
it8 front edge with yellow. On the middle dorsal region there is a
double series of small, dark spots very close together; irregular black
spot on tbe ides form oblique lines extending from the front over the
flanks; brown bands cross the legs and tail. The males have the
throat blue, with dark lines directed obliquely inward. The sides of
the abdomen are also blue, and this color patch is bordered on the
inner ide with black from the armpit to the groin, from which point
he ame tint extends over the under side of the thighs. Breast yellow,
p tt cl with gray; median abdominal region yellowish white, as is also
he re t of th under side. The females resemble tb.e males in respect
t th up rior regions, but have their under parts yellow and the
thr t ray 1 with blue.
celoporu dugesii re emble , at -fir t sight, two distinct speciesceloporu ' torquati"s characterized by very large dorsal scales, and
j 'c loporu
gra1n11ii u with the ame cal es relatively small. But this
mbla11 · i nly apparent and is due to a similarity of coloration
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and t o the scapular collar found on all three species. Sceloporus d·ugesii
is Llistinguished by the characters given above and priucipally by the
small dorsal scales, which are wide, obtuse, without serrations, and
with the keel not ter·m iuating in a point. It is most nearly allied to
the Sceloporits ornatus Baird, with which it agrees in the form of the
scales and in the coloration, but the scales in the former appear to be
s maJler aud the blue of the belly lacks the broad black border.
Sceloporus dugesi·i Boconrt.
Number
CiLlaloguo of
speciN o.
JO OJJ S .

Locality.

Douor.

--9886
98!)3
9904,
9905

1
1 lnorders ' of States of GuanaJuato and Michoa}A. D11gcs.
1
can, Mexico.
l

r

SCELOPORUS PYRRHOCEPHALUS Cope.

S celoporus pyrrhocephalus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p.177; Proc.
Am. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 394.-BouLENGEP., Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d
ed., II, 1885, p. 235.

Dorsal scales much larger than ventral, strongly keeled, unimucronate, in about twenty-five transverse oblique series from nape to crural
region. Lateral scales larger than abdominal; of the latter, a portion
only slightly emarginate. Scales from ear to shoulder squamous; those
of ear fringe a little larger than those anterior to them. Tail much
compressed. Femoral pores twelve. Supraorbitals five, transverse, in
immediate con.tact with narrow marginals, not touching superciliaries.
Fronto parietal narrow; frontal broader than long, not divideJ. Parietals exceedingly small; interparietal large, much broader than long.
Frontonasals, two each side,' broader than long; posterior in contact;
anterior embracing broad hexagonal internasal. Infralabials small,
except the anterior pair, which are large and extensively in contact.
From end of muzzle to ear, 12.5 mm.; ear to vent, 19 mm.; length of
anterior limb, 12.5 mm.; of hinder limb, 23 mm; of hinder foot, 14.5 mm.
Greenish brown, with a broad black band from the scapular region
to the groin, light bordered above. Below yellowish, sides bluish ash
to near the median line, on each side of which is a series of from seven
to nine transverse blue bars. Upper labial and gular region striped
with a series of black or bluish lines, which couverge posteriorly on a
paler or deeper yellow ground. '11op of the head bright cbestnut-red;
the fontanelle white or pink, surrounded by a pale area. In females
the head is brown above, except the parietal spot; the lateral stripe is
obsolete, and the blue marks of the sides of the a,bdomen are replaceq.
by brown.
This liandsomely marked species is one of those which inhabits both
the Tierra Caliente and the plateau of the western part of Mexico. It
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was obtained in large numbers at
later from Guadalajara by Major.
appear to be extensive, as Gunther
nor Boulenger from J alisco. Duges

Oolima by Xantus, and was sent
Its range in latitude does not
does not report it from Guerrero,
gives Michoacan as a habitat.

Sceloporu,s JJ!Jrrhocephalus Cope.
Number
of Rpeci•
mens.
41
7

From whom r eceived.

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

Colima, Mexico . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . J olm Xantus .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . A lcoholic.
Guadalajara,Mexico ............... J.J.Major................... ..
do.

SCELOPORUS ORNATUS Baird.
Sceloporus ornatu.s BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 254.-C0PE, Proc.

Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 396.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II,
1885, p. 224.

Fig. 48.
SCELOPORUS ORNAl'US BAIRD.

X

9,

Coalmila.
Cat, No. 2845, U.S.N.:\I.

upraorbitals a· in . torquatits poinsettii, except that tbe inner ere.Su of large plat embraces that exterior to it in its convexity. Only
on m dian ·epbalic plate, but a econd probably suppressed. The porti n of bin l t
ab ut five- eventb the cephalic plates. Scales small;
al ,· 11arrow· the outline rounded, though rhomboidal; distin ly arinat d, but without free pine or lateral denticulations;
l w r , cal · ·arc ly emarginated. Dor al cal es equal to tho eon the
rump , hi ·h are a ruptly mu ·h maller thau tho e on the tail; not
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larger than those on the sides. About sixty-four series from head to
tail, or about forty-six from cervical fold; femoral pores about twelve.
Color above dark green, becoming nearly black on the middle of
back. .A conspicuous nuchal black collar, margined before and behind,
and banded transversely above with yellowish green; back spotted
with the same; head angular, rather pointed, but rounded at the end.
The first median plate suppressed, the second very large. Four rows
of plates on the supraorbital region; cephalic plates smooth; scales on
tlie body quite small, there being at least sixty around the middle of the
body. .A few only of the lower scales are notched. The under surface
of tibia and post anal region are smooth. The hind feet are short, the
free portion of length not reaching from snout to beginning of occipital
plate. The tail is much thickened, decidedly wider behind the an us
than at its root.
There is a broad black collar, which, beginning on and in front of the
shoulders, crosses the nape, where it is ten scales long. It is bordered
before and behind by yellowish green (the posterior band crossing the
shoulders) and crossed centrally above by a transverse bar of the same.
From this collar to above the anus, along the middle of the back, are
eight or ten indistinct transverse dotted bars of light yellowish green,
with smaller and more irregular ones on the sides. The under parts
are greenish white; the head beneath and the sides of belly blue.
This species, with the gene'ral · appearance of S. torquatus, is rea<lily
aistinguished by the much smaller scales, without denticnlation above.
Of these there are more than 60 oblique rows from head to tail, instead
of only about 40.
It differs from S. formosus in the smaller scales, and the presence of
light margins to the cervical collar and of light, spots on the back.
Sceloporus ornatus Baird.
Number
Catalogue of
speci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--2845
9050

1
1

Patos Coahuila, Mexico ..... Lieut. B. Couch, U.S. A ..... Alcoholic.
Redmond's Pass ...... _..... J. H. Clark···-·· ....... ·--·
do.

SCELOPORUS JARROVII Cope.

Sceloporus jarrovii COPE, Report Expl. Surv. W. of 100th Mer., G. M. Wheeler,
Zoology, V, 1875, p. 569, pl. xxn1, figs. 2, 2b, 2·c .-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 396.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 223.

Scales of moderate size, gradually increasing in size from the ventral
to the dorsal region, very weakly keeled, and not mucronate above,
entire beiow, except on the pectoral and gular regions, where they bear
an apical notch. Thirty transverse series between the interscapular
and middle sacral regions. Scales of the superior faces of tlie limbs
keeled. The large transverse supraorbital shields separated from the
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frontals by one and from the superciliaries by two series of scales.
Six interuasals, five prefrnntals, two frontals, and on each side posteriorly one frontoparietal aud two parietals. In terpariet al large; broad
as long. Tllree longitu<linal rows of superior labials; one triangular
loreal. Temporals small, keeled; two very large auriculars. Two
series uf infralabials, the inferior ones short, tra11sverse. Fifteen femoral pores. A short deep sinus on the side of the neck desceuding
forward. The heel extends to a little beyo11d the elbow and the fingers
to the groin.
Jlfeasurements.-Total length, 177 mm.; length to vent, 89 mm.; length
to posterior border of rnea,tus auditorius, 15.5 mm.; width of head a,t
border of meat us audi tol'ius, 14 mill.; width of head at nostril, 22 mm.;

Fig. 49.
SCELOPORUS ,1ARROVI I COPE.

X -~.

Arizona. •
f"nl.

o. 611, U .S.N .'.\J.

, iclth of frontal bone, 3} mm.; length of l1i11d limb, 5ln- mm.: le11gth
of hind foot, 21 2 mm.; length of fore lirn b, 39 mm.; length of fore foot,
1 mm.

The ground color n,bove is a bluish black, which becomes more dison the limb · and side·, t•xtending in a patch over the
ular r gion and along the iue ' of the auuomen. The chin, mi<ldle of
a d m n and tail on rn dfau line below, shade from a bluish green in
front t a y Bow on the la t regiou.
i a h
al
f t be upper urface of the body iH marked. by a light
p t whi ·h
m brilliant hade, probably yellow, during life.
bin cl t h iut l'-'Capula,r region and on the tail t hey a.re light blue; top
f h ad au<l 11 ·k b1ui ll l>la ·k, th' latter inclo e<l in a rectaugular area,
till tly hln
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bounded by a light band from each squarnosal region. Sides of neck
with a broad black collar, bluish· black; the collar with a light posterior border above; the dark color extending over the shoulder, the sides
of t he head, and the throat. . A light band above the upper labials and
a parallel one below the inferior labials.
A very handsome species, allied to the S. torquatus, S. ornatus, etc.,
resembling in a slight degree S. formosus, but is quite distinct, as the
following diagnosis will show:
The distinctive characters of these species are as follows:
S . jarrovii. -Parietals 2; scales in vertebral line from occiput to opposite groin, 39.
Dorsal scales all with yellow centers; two light bands on side of neck, the upper
fro m the eye and continuous with the anterior border of the collar, the lower commencing at the muzzle; nape black.
S. omatus -Parietal single; scales to opposite groin, 50; above black, with two
or more longitudinal rows of irregular light spots; no bands on side of neck; nape
spotted.
Dedicated to Dr. H. C. Yarrow, the surgeon and zoologist of the expedition for
"Explorations West of the One-hundredth Meridian."
This handsome species bas been found so far only in Arizona.
Sceloporus jarrovii Cope.
Catalogue ~umbe_r
No.

o~8Ji~~1-

8495
8494
10194

1
2
1

11863
21115-7
15756

2
3
1

15757-9
222~8-31
17252

3
4
1

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Arizona, _... _. ---...... - - - -, 1873 H. W. Henshaw....... Alcoholic.
Camp Apache, Arizona_ July-, 1873 ..... do_................
do.
White River Canyon, - - -, 1879 Dr. R. T. Burr . _... _...
do.
A.rizona.
Camp Rucker, Ari:uona _ .................. _.do_ .. ·........ _.....
do.
FortHuachuca,Arizona -····--··---··· Dr. Wilcox, U.S.A....
do.
Huachuca Mountains, ............... L. Stejneger...........
do.
Arizona.
Fort Huachuca, Arizoua -·····- ....... _ ..... do_ . . _...... _......
do.
-- ·--do .................. ...•••......... A.K.Fisher ... . .. ~.. ..
do.
Nogales .........•...............•...... P.L.Jouy.............
do.

SCELOPORUS TORQUATUS Greene and Peale.

Sceloporns torquatus GREENE and PEALE, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., VI, 1827;
1828, p. 231.-CoPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 401.-BouLENGER
(part), Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 219.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. au Mex.,
P t. 3, 1874, p. 1'71, pl. XVIII, fig. 9.
Sceloporus torquatus WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 369; Herpt. Mex., Pt. 1, 1834, p. 4-9,
pl. VII, fig. 1.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 75.
1'ropidiirus (Sceloporus) torquatus WIEGMANN, Wagler Syst. Amph., 1830, p.146.
Tropiclolepis torquatus GRAY, Synops. in Griffith's Anim. Kingcl., IX, 1831, p. 43.DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 301.-GRAY, Cat. Spec. Liz.,
1845, p. 208.-AUG. DUMERIL, Cat. Meth. Coll. Rept., 1851, p. 77.
Sceloporus poinseltii BAIRD antl GIRARD, Proc. A cad. Nat. Sci. Phila.: 1852, p. 126;
U.S. Mex. Bonnel. Surv., 1859, p. 5, pl. xx1x, figs.1-3.

Two external and one complete internal row of small supraorbitals,
with one large central row of four or five, the two or three median ones
divided transversely 1nto two each. Three median cephalic plates.
Four postnasals and four interuasals. Free portion of longest toe
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four-fifths the length of cephalic plates. Scales on back very large,
broader than long, all distinctly carinate semicircular or subrhomboidal
behind, with a free spine and three or four lateral denticulations.
Lower ones distinctly notched. Those on inside of tibia smooth.
Scales on middle of back decidedly larger than those on rump, but
smaller than those on tail; not conspicuously larger than those ou
sides. About forty oblique series from head to tail, or twenty-seveu
from the series intersecting the lateral gular fold. Femoral pores
about sixteen.

Fig. 50.
8CELOPORUS TORQUATUS PEALE AND GREENE.

X j.
Cnl,

o. 71 22 , U.S.N.M.

1 r <l rk green above, with a neutral black collar bordered before
and b hind by light yellowi h green, this anteriorly interrupted by
bla k. liddle of back and nape potted with light greenish. Beneath
ll wi h.
I ale with chin and ides of belly blue.
b mo:t difficult problem to ettle in the genus Sceloporus are the
limit. of th p cie S. torquat1.ts and S . 1.tndulatus. With considerable
material and 11 exp rience of Mr. Bocourt before me, I do not feel that
I can mak mor tban a ontribution to the question as regards the
'. torqitatu ·. The ollection of individual I include under that name
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em braces some with one row of large supraocular plates, and some with
two; some with mucronate, and others with entire dorsal scales in
numbers varying from twenty-five to thirty-five between occiput and
groin; specimens with the anterior collar border divided and those
where it is entire, and those with blue and those with gray throat and
chin. In the following synopsis of varieties I indicate the localities
where they are derived.
I. One row of large snpraocular scales.
Dorsal scales not mucronate; collar border not interrupted.
(From .Jalapa.)
S. t. torqnatiis.
II. Two rows of large supraocular plates.
Dorsal scales not mucronate; colla,r border not interrupted; nowhere ulue.
S. t. poinsett'ii.
(Four from S. W. Texas, Cope, and two from uncertain Mexican localities.)
Dorsal scales not mucronate; collar with anterior border divided; back dark
spotted, sometimes with light borders; chin, throat, and sides blue.
S. t. cyanogenys.
(Seven from Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Cope.)
Dorsal scales strongly mucronate; anterior collar border divided, and forming
two yellow spots on nape; sides blue; chin and throat not. blue.
S. t. mucronatns.
(Four from Vera Cruz, Sartorius.)
Dorsal scales strongly mucronate, n, little smaller ( eight equaling bead); collar
very slightly interrupted, borders very pale; green sides and narrow inferior
collar blue; chin and throat not blue ....................... .. s.-t.forrnosus.
Four from Jalapa, Montes de Oca.
As in S. t. cl}anogenys, but scales smaller; 8-10 in bead; smaller ...... . S. t. minor.
Two specimens from Duges, i locality.

Finally, the second form described under S. melanoga.<?ter may constitute another variety approaching the S. t. torquatus, but with the ante•
rior collar border interrupted as in S. t. cyanogenys, and the back
spotted as in S. t. formosus.
Should the interruption of the collar seen in the S. serrifer prove to
be an inconstant character, that form must be regarded as subordinate
to the S. torquatus, entering Section I, but related to the S. t. miwronat1ts.
Should the anterior canthal S'?ale appear in the S. melanoga.ster, nothing
but color will distinguish it from the S. t. torquatus, but the strongly
mucronate scales, and tbe very different color, which is, however,
weakened in importance by the S. t. cyanogenys with its blue chin and
throat.
Th e definition of the S. t. torquatus is taken from the type of Peale
and Greene, which is, however, in the Museum of the Philadelphia
.Academy. It is correctly jdentified and :figured by Bocourt.
Boulenger in the Catalogue of the Lizards in the British Museum
regards the S. t.forrmosus as a distinct species, and the S. melanogaster
and S.ferrariperezi as varieties of the S. torquatus. Be unites the var.
cyanogenys with the var. poinsettii.
The S. t. poinsettii is the only form which has been found within the
limits of the United States. '.l'he S. t. cyanogenys is found so near to
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our boundary that it is not unlikely to _be found within our limitA.
Indeed, I am not sure that I did not see this animal on the rocky banks
of the Rio Grande a t Laredo, Texas, in 1885.
SCELOPORUS TORQUATUS POINSETTII Baird and Girard.

celoporus torquatiis poinsettii COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 402.BOULRNGrm, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 220.
? Sceloporus torquatlls, var. B. ·wrnaMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 50.
Sceloporus poinseltii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Na.t. Sci. Phila.., VI, August,
1852, p.126 (San Pedro of Texas and Sonora, type); U.S. Mex. Bound., urv.,
1859, Rept., p. 5, pl. xxrx, figs. 1-3.-BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mexiq_uc, III,
Rept., p. 171, pl. xvu, figs . 9, 9a, 9b, 9c.-COPF:, Bnll. U. , . Nat. Mus., No. 17,
18R0, p. 17.

Fi~. 51.
.'f:1£1,0l'Oltl'fl TOllflUATl'~ l'OINSIJ:'l'TII BAlltlJ ANI) GIRARD.

X

g.

T cxaR.
C'nt.

o. ?~20, l' .!'l. .J\I.
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of whfoh about twenty-two are from the cervical fold. Femoral pores,
eleveD.
A bove yellowish green, with a well-marked neutral black collar,
margined l,efore and behind by yellowish. Back with transverse bars
of dusky: forming distinct half rings on the tail.
Body stout, thickened; much depreRsed. Head scarcely wider than
the neck. Tail cylindrical, except at the base, where it is much
depressed; its under surface flattened; its length about 1¼ times that
of head and body. Occipital plate large, nearly square; its width
equal to the distance between the outer borders of the nostrils. Supraorbital plates rather irregular; in two series of large, bordered interna11y by one row and externally by one or two of smaller (making four or
five), e·x clusive of those forming the extreme edge. Infraorbital series
formed of five or six plates, of which the horizontal one is twice as
large as that anterior to it.
Scales on the body v~ry large, spinous and crestless. Those on the
back are twice as wide as those on the belly; rather broader than
long; subcircular or Bnbhexagonal and very thin. These are smooth
on the under surface, except beneath the feet, but decidedly carinated on
the sides and above, most especially on the tail. Those along the middle
of the back (ten or twelve) rows are either very obsoletely carinated
(as in Cat. Nos. 2952, 293.3) or not at all. All the scales on the upper
surface of the back and tail are denticulated; a larger tooth or spine
in the center, and usua11y two or three on each side. On the back the
central spine is but little longer than tLe lateral, owing to the truncation of the scale; on the tail, however, it is much longer, the scale very
acute. There are al>out fourteen quite distinct femoral pores.
There are about forty-eigllt rows of scales encircling the body at the
thickest part. Of these about seventeen are on the back, as nearly as
can be estimated. At a distance from the anus equal to that from the
nose to the hinder edge of occipital plate the tail is encircled by thirteen
rows of scales.
11_1 alcohol tbe., color of this species is yellowish, with about seven
transven;e, broad, dusky bands above from head to opposite anus and
as many thence to tip of tail. There are a1so traces of two or three on
top of bead; of these the one wliich extends between the shoulders is
very <listjnct, crescentic in shape, and continuously black. The others
are only fajntly indicated l>y dusky sides to tbe scales. In the male
the chin or Rpace beneath the bead is blue, aud there iR an elongated
blue patch on eacl1 flank, margined internally and behind by black,
more extended in tlrn groin. The two patches are separated on the belly
by about ten scales; they are very indistinct anteriorly. The remain- •
ing under parts are plain yellow. A supposed female (Cat. No. 2052b)
has a trace of blue on chin, but none on the flanks.
In a specimen (Cat. No. 2!)55) the black collar on the neck above is
extended across the throat. The dark dorsal bands are confined to the
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central region for a width of some six scales, where the Rcales are more
continuously colored than in Cat. No. 2952. Some of these scales have
a tinge of green . The black cervical collar above is margined before
and behind by a lighter shade of the grouud color; as in Oat. No. 2952,
there is one dusky band on the nape. The scales on the supraorbital
region are more broken up and tubercular; the occipital plate narrower.
The blue or green of the sides bas no black margin anteriorly or externally. It extends nearly to the axillre.
In some specimens the chin is spotted with blackish. In many the
scales on the chin and sides are yellowish, but when removed the subjacent ,·kin is seen to be bluish.
In Oat. No. 2960 the ground color on the back is greenish, with an occaional yellowish scale; the blotches and cervical crescent, as described.
The chin is gr(-'enish, with a longitudinal line of yellowish; the lateral
region spotted with the same. There are obsolete bands of lighter·on .
the back between the dusky portions.
Thi species is very similar to S. torquatus Wiegmann in general
appearance and character, but differs in several appreciable points. The
plat son top of bead are much more irregular. Then there is no symmetri al lateral occipital, altl10ugh there is a plate larger than the others
adjac nt to it. The econd series of three plates is entirely broken up
into irregular small ones; the more anterior ones are pretty much the
am in botli . The , upraorbital plates are much more irregular and
tuber ,uJar, the central ones smaller. There is no tangible difference in
h infraorbital cries. The plates on the temporal region, between the
y an<l ear, and those on the un<ler surface of feet are considerably
larrrer. The fingers and toes are shorter. The scales on the middle of
th ba 1 are flatter, more mem l>ranaceous, more truncate behind, and
mn h le · conn ctecl-in fact, usually smooth.
h col r differs in being yellowish above instead of green; the dor, 1 lotch and the large blue patch on the flank, are more distinct.
Th bl, k collar i more crescentic or rouncll·r behind than V-shaped,
nd 1a ·k the di tin.ct proce s Reparating the yellowish anterior margin .
Th Ji ht marking anterior to the collar and its margin are in theform
f tr n. er band , not spot,.
' Ii l r
t of it · g nu founcl in Texas, this species has nearly the
ranrr of th . pino.·us. I found it Yery abundant in the first plateau
r •·i 11 a· far a th ur per water. of the Guadalupe. It differs in its
he bi : fr m the > • spino us, being exclusively a dweller in rocks. It
• n at any ime running over the limestone cliffs of th plateau
r rri n t which H · light olor pres nt but little contrast. The relation
tw n i · lor and habitat i quite a striking a in the S. spinosus.
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Sceloporus torq_uatus poi11settii.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
2952
2966
2933
2955
2960
2947
2946
2956
2958

2

3

3

84!)3
8150
0378
9379
o:180
8610

1
1

2920
]54.61
19687-9

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Sonora... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·Colonel Graham . ....... . Alcoholic.
Lieutenant Couch ...... .
do.
John Potts ............. .
do.
Major Emory ......... - ..
do.
..... do ...... . .... - .... - ..
do.
Dr. Webb . ... .......... .
do.
R.H. Kirn, esq ......... .
do.
Captain Pope .... ....... .
do.
Ojo Caliente, Chihuahua, ............... Dr. Webb .............. .
do.
30° on Rio Grande.
San Pedro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colonel Graham ........ .
do.
Between Los Nogales and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Major Emory .. ......... .
do.
Rio Granue.
Camp Apache, Arizona ... -, 1874 Dr. C. G. Newberry .....
do.
Arizona . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . -, 1871 .•.....••...•...••••.•••.•
<lo.
do.
do.
do.
s~~t~ i{it~·Mi~~i~~:: :: : :: ·.:.:.:.:. ·:.::,· is74.
~-i
do.
Ojo Caliente ...... . . . .................... Dr: 'l'hos. Webb ........ .
do.
Los Nogales .............. ... ... .... ..... Dr. C.H. R. Kennerly .. .
do.
San Diego, Texas ........................ W . .J. Taylor ........... .
Fort Huachuca, Arizona ....•.....•..... Dr. '.l'. ·wncox .....•....

2 Santa Caterina.... ...... .. Apr. -, 1855
1 l'lains of Chihuahua...... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .
1 Limpia Mountains, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Live Oak Creek, Texas .... Nov. -, 1854
1 Santa RitadelCobra .....................
1 .. ... ... .......................... . ........
1 Texas ...................................

2948
2920

2958

Locality.

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

E~-ui. ·,v~ iOOth·M:::::

.

SCELOPORUS TORQUATUS MINOR Cope . .
Sceloponis torq_natus rninor COPE, Proc. Amor. Phil. Soc., 1885, XXII, p. 402.

Two rows of large supraocular plates. Dorsal scales not mucronate;
co1lar with anterior border divided; back dark spotte<l, sometimes with
light borders; chin, throat, aud sides blue. Scales sm,aller; 8-10 in
head. Size smaller.
This small form iuhabits, so far as is known, only the plateau region
of Mexico.
Sceloporus torq_·uatus minor Cope.
N umber
Cata1ogac of
speciN o.
mens.
17656-9

4

Locality.

:From whom received.

Santn Ynez 111iue, Uharcas, Mexic~ .. ... · I r. L . .Jouy.

- - -- - - - - ' - - - - -

------ - - -- -- - - - -

Two specimens of this form were sent· me by my friend Dr. A.
Duges, which came from Zacatecas, Mexico.
SCELOPORUS HORRIDUS Wiegmann.

Sceloponis horr-idtis WIEGMANN, Herpetologia Mexicana, 1834, p. 50.-Bocouin,
Miss. Sci., Mex. Rcpt., 1874, p.178, pl. xv1rr, fig. 8.-COPE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc.,
1885, XXII, p. 394.
Tropiclolepis horriclu s D u M1huL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., IV, p. 306.-GRAY, Cat.
Liz. Brit. M11s., p. 209.
Soeloporus spinos us var. horriclus BoULENGE R, Cat. Li:,,;. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885,
p . 227.
Sceloporus olir;oporus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p.177.

Dorsal scales large, mucronate in twenty rows, from jnterscapular to
sacral reg ions, larger than laterals, which are larger tban ventrals;
last with a sharp rnucro and one or two emarginations. Tail cylindriN .A.'l' MU~ 98--23
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cal; femoral pores ouly two or three. Parietals large; iuterparietal
lou ger than broad. Frontal and froutoparietal broad; former longer,
undivided. Divided frontonasals and internasals in contact; supraorbitals in contact with both marginals and superciliary ridge, four on
each side. Three pairs infralabials, transverse, the anterior barely in
contact. 'rhree bordering scales of ear, not larger than those preceding. End of muzzle to ear, 23 mm.; ear to veut, 8G mm.; leu gth of tail,
75 mm.; length of anterior extremity, 17 mm.; posterior, 14. 7 mm.; bind.
foot, 25 mm. Males, above brown, with a yellowish dorsolateral band
and seven or eight pairs of yellowish, anteriorly black-edged spots on
the back. Top of head red, below whitish, sides faintly blue tinged.
l"emales brown-olive, with a paler dorsolateral band. Throat, a broad
band to shoulder aud sides of abdomen blue.
Thi Rpecies is especia11y characterized by the small number of its
femoral pore . It differs further from the S. spinosus and agrees with
the species of the S. clarlcii group in the absence of small scales
between the 'Upraoculars and frontoparietals.
Sceloporu s horridus 1Viegma1111.
Unlalogue1 '.uml.JO_r
.N O
ol spec1.
•
JlJ us.

I

-

I

Localif,y.

From whom received.

Nat11rcofspccimcn .

- - - - - - - - - - - - --1--------1--

2 Uolima, Mexico .......... ~ ........ Jno. Xantus ......... . .Alcoholic.
12 .. . .. do ........................... . ..... do ....... : ....... .
clo.
1 ..... do ............ .... ...... .. . ... ..... clo .... . . ........ . .
clo.
J ..... do . . ........... .. .................. do ..... ..... ..... .
do.
rlo.
do.
<lo.
<lo.
do.

J 179
1200
1220
1280
1299
1315
1377
]407

i•dLLti:::::;;:••:::•••:i:1:Jl.2::::::::::

1th ugh this pecies abouu<ls ju the tierra ca1iente of the west
·oa tat Oolima, it inhabits also tlle plateau of Jalisco.
SCELOPORUS ORCUTTII Stejneger.

c1•loporua orcuttii,
fig. 4.

TE.JNEGEH,

North American :Fauna, No. 7, 1893; p. 181, pl.

1,
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Seven dorsal scales in a head length, and twelve ventrals. Eighteen
scales between groin and humerus, and nine scales' from above middle
of humerus to inter parietal plate. Four superior labial plates, the last
very narrow, and separated from the orbit by two rows of scales and a
narrow suborbital plate. A. series of long, mucronate, chaffy scales in
front of the auricular meatus, wbich is followed by large chafty scales,
of which the posterior row overhangs a pocket which is lined with
granular scales. · Limbs aud digits rather short and robust, the longest
toe of the oppressed hind limb reaching the front of the auricular
meatus.

F ig. 52.
SCELOPORUS ORCUTT il S'l'EJNEGER.

X j.

Souther n California.
Cat. No . 21922, U.S .N.M.

Measurements (Oat. No. 21922).-Total length, 225 mm.; length to vent,
95 mm.; length to axilla (axial), 38 mm.; length to auricular meatus
(axial), 15 mm.; width of head at auricular meatus, 21 mm.· length of
fore limb, 41 mm.; length of fore foot, 19 mm.; length of hind limb
63 mm.; length of hind foot, 30 mm.
'
The coloration of this species is peculiar and striking. The ground
on the middle dorsal region is brown, and on the sides blackish. In
smaller specimens there are transverse rows of whitish scales which
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give a cro s-banded result; the tail is blackish, and the inferior urfaces are light bluish. In adults the colors are more brilliant. The
median dor al scales have. a blue spot at the base and a reddish spot
at each margin. On the laterals three or four spots are present, but
they may be blue, green, or reddish, giving on some scales an ocellated effect, the whole being quite kaleidoscopic. The head, limbs,
and tail are dark blue, as are all the inferior surfaces exceptiug an
ob cure paler space connecting the axillre.
This species is nearly related to the S. clarlcii Baird and Girard, but
differs in the presence of two parietal plates on each side, in the abseuce
of keels on the scales, and in the coloration. The p.o sterior parietal plates
articulate with the interparietal, and are not entirely posterior, as represented in Dr. Stejneger's otherwise excellent figures. The character
of the coloration is very handsome in adults and is unique in the genus.
In it geographical range the S. orcuttii is restricted to southwest
alifornia in the mountaino·us region near the coast. It is named for
Mr. . R. Orcutt: a well-known naturalist of San Diego.
Sceloportts orcutt-ii Stejneger.
U.S.
. M.
No.
16330
16522
20214-29
20:115 9
203 6-00
21165
21018- 10
21020
21021-27
2L!l28-20

,rnao

um her
of sp cimens.

Locality.

When col•
lected.

MilquatayValley, San Diego County, Jan. 5, 1800.. .
California.
Sa!l Diego County, California ...... _.··--·-·--··---·
W1tcb Creek, Santa Ysabel, San ··--···--· · ····
Di ego County, California.
·-·-···· -· .... . do·········--·-·-·--····-··-----· ··--····-······
········-··--·· do . . .. .... ........ ................ ..............
San Jacinto, California ............... ...... .... .... .
Mountain Spring, east slope Coast .... _...•. .. _..
Range, San Diego County, Califor.
nia.
Summit Coast Range, San Diego ............ .•.
County, California.
Jacumba Ilot Spring, San Diego .............. .
Couut.v, California.
····--· ··· Nochop:uero Valley, near United .............. .
States border, Lower California.
Mountain Spring, San Diego County, .............. .
California.
10

From whom received .

Chas. R Orcutt.
do.
II. W.llenshaw.
do.
do.
Chas. ll. Gilbert.
Dr. E . .A.. Mearns

I··········

clo.

do.
<lo.

do.

SCELOPORUS ZOSTEROMUS Cope.

OPE, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phil a., 1863, p. 105; Proc. Amer.
Phil. oc., X II, 18 5, p. 39-.-B ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p.
22:- .-VAN D:re BURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., V, 1895, p. 108-STJ~JNEGER,
rth Amer. Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 178, pl. 1, :fig. 3.
, c loporus clarkii zosteromus
PE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. Amer., 1 75, p. 49.
, <'eloponts rufidorswni YARROW, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 442.
"'ccloponts zosteromiis

1 rg , trongly ke led, 'lightly denticulate, in ten longitudinal
n rump and nape, and eighteen to twenty transver e between
point. ; ix in a head 1 ngth. Lateral scales larger than abdominal, n t granular abov and before houlder. Auricular scale much
long r tha1 th
a ljacen t. C phalic shield smooth; prefronta1longer
than broad, ingl ; upra ·ular in one serie , transver e, posteriorly
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in immediate contact with superciliary series . . Abdominal scales emargiuate, accumulated on the posterior gular region, where many are tricuspid. Hind limb extended, reaching orbit. Femoral pores 17-18.
Len gth from muzzle to vent, 2-!0 mm.; from muzzle to axilla, 106 mm.;
hind foot, 75 mm. Male, above bright olivaceous, with a reddish longitudinal dorsolateral band on each side, crossed medially by numerous
indistinct brown bars; often obsolete; under surface and sides of tail
yellowish. Anterior face of femur, groin, a large spot anterior to
brachium, a broad band connecting the latter with the former, and the
latter of each side, across posterior gular region, black, which shades

Fig. 53.
SCELOPORUS ZOSTEROMUS COPE.

X ~-

Lower California.
C<ll. No. 12fi419, U .S.N. M .

into blue on sides and throat. Chiu light green. Brachium black in
front. In younger specimens the prebrachial spot often does not connect with the lateral abdominal band.
A large species to be compared with the S. clarkii, which is found in
Texas and Arizona. The latter has a shorter prefrontal plate, greater
size, aud different coloration.
In two specimens received since the above description was written
(Oat. No. 11971) the entire inferior surfaces, excepting the chin, gular
region, tail, tibire, and feet, are bluish black.
Mr. Van Den burgh 1 reports this species from various localities in the
1

Proceetlings, Califor11i:1 Academy of Sciences, V, 1895, p. 108.
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Low r California peuin ula; a San Jose Island, San Pablo, Santa Margarita I land, :Iiraflorea, Magdalena I land, and San Jose del Oabo.
Sceloporus zosteromus Cope.
1

Cntalogu , Numb
of sp ·i-r
o.
m ns.
5298

12

12610

21

I

Locality.

When collected.

]19 I

15 !J:J

Nature of
specimen.

Capo St. Lucas, Lower ............... J. Xantus ............ . Alcoholic.
California.
La Paz, Lower Califor-, 1882 L. Belding ........... .
clo.
nia.

-, 1882
1 . . •. . do................. .
-, 1882
6 ..... do..................
-, 1882
2 ..... do..................
-, 1882
1 . . . . . do..................
1 Cape St. Lucas, Low r ...............
Califoruia.

12050
12667
11971

From whom received . .

..... do ..........•. .....
.. ... do .........•. ......
..•.. clo ...........• ..•..
..... do ................ .

U.S.FishCommission.

do.

do.
clo.
do .
clo.

SCELOPORUS CLARKII Baird and Girard.

, <·elopon1s olarkii, BAIRD a111l GrnARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August,
1 52, p. 127; onora.
'celopont8 ?nagister IIALLOw1,:LL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil a., VII, June, 1854, p.
9:3; :hort Yuma.-i TJt.J IWER, Nortll Amer. Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 178, pl. r,
fig.2.

Fig.M .
.'Cf:I.OPORUS ('1,Af!KII BAIRD AND

Grn~no.

X ~.

Arizona.
c•,t . • o. I , U.!'\ • . ,r.

e1:y lnr and r gular· only one series of five large,
1 t 1 plat , b 1· 1er d internally and externally by
int rn I uord r, anting b hind. Lateral occipi' - micl ll
phalic plat ; otherwise much as in
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S. torquatus, except that there are two single verticals. :F ree portion
of longest toe nearly equal to the cephalic plates, reaching from muzzle
to middle of occipital. Scales on back strongly carinated and acutely
pointed, with a conspicuous, but not entirely free, spine. Two or three
distinct lateral denticulations. Belly scales notched. No conspicuous
difference in size between scales of back, rump, and tail above; the first,
however, larger than those on sides. Scales smooth on the inside of
tibia. About thirty-two oblique rows of scales from head to tail,
twenty-two from cervical fold. Femoral pores, fourteen or fifteen.
Color, yellowisl.i green, with a distinct, cervical, black collar, broadly
interrupted above and continued below across the throat; not margined. Back with dull, obscure, transverse bars and a series of dusky
spots beneath a rather lighter lateral line.
In this species the head .is scarcely wider than the neck. The wide
space between the true marginal series of plates is occupied by one
_series of five, broad, short plates. Of these, the two posterior are in
immediate contact with the occipitals; the others cut off from the
median ones. The other plates which occupy the remaining portion of
the head are arranged as follows: Beginning with the posterior, or occipitals, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, and perhaps 2, 2 smaller ones, to the nostrils,
although this space is sometimes much broken up. The occipitals are
large; the two of the second row are separated by the contact of the
middle one of first row and the third; the two of the fifth row likewise
separated by the contact of fourth and middle fifth. The iDfraorbital
chain is composed chiefly of one large horizontal plate. The temporal
scales are large, about six series intervening between the orbital chain
and the ear.
All the upper and lateral scales, as well as those on the under surfa~e of the feet, are strongly carinated; the carina extended into a conspicuous spinous point. Those on both upper and under surface
herein, besides ending in a point, have the posterior edge denticulated
on each side of this, seen even on the chin.
The general color of this species in the alcoholic specimen is a yellowish olive above, with a series of transverse but obsolete dusky bars, of
which there are perhaps ten from the cervical collar to above the anus
and continued to the tip of tail. These appear to be separated by
rather lighter intervals and themselves to be almost broken up into about
four blotches. There is a slight indication of a V-shaped blackish-green
collar on the side of the neck, just against the shoulder; but this is
interrupted on the back, the branches rmming out to a point. Below,
it is con.tinue<l across the throat as a dusky green band, and the sides
of the chin being of the same color, they bound a triangular blue spot
beneath the head. There is also a blue patch on each side the belly,
extending from fore to hind legs and scarcely separated on the median
line. It appears to be rather <larker internally and behind.
A Eipecimen (Oat. No. 29G4) in lJetter condition than the type (Oat. No.
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2940a) differs mainly in having the cephalic plates of the first and third
series and tlle fourth aud sixth separated by second and fifth. The
upper parts sllow the four series of blotches above, about seven from
the collar to above anus. Tbey are arranged in two series of rounded
blackish spots close together along tbe back, occupying a bread.th of
some six scales; theu au interval of two or three rows lighter than the
ground color; then a lateral series of rounded ulotclies, or two or three
rows. They are all quite obsolete, however. The black, interrupted
half collar on tbe hinder part of the neck is indicated above by au
ob olete, dusky baud. The ceuter only of the chin is blue, the space
covered by blackish green iu Oat. No. 2940a being here only greenish
white. The ventral blue patches are only indicated behind, very
8lightly internally. The groin is much marked with blackish.
A specimen of this species seut me from San Beruardino, California,
by my frieu<l, Mr. J. S. Lippincott, lias six brown cross-ba,n ds on the
body, and a vertical prehurneral urown baud which nearly meets the
corre pondiug ouc 011 tbe other side. These Lands are broadly yellowbordered posteriorly, aud are continued with the yellow borders as
oblique bars on tlie sides to the belly. The individual is a female.
Thi pecie::; is reaLlily distiuguished from S. torquatus and poinsettii
by the large plat s in the supraocular region and other peculiarities
auout the head. The dark <lorsal bars, iustead of being continuous, are
broken up i11to four blotches. The cervical collar is greatly interrupted
above. The l,lne patch on tl.le belly is much closer, the blue of chin is
more restricted, mid usually encircled by dusky greenish.
Dr. St jneger regards I the S. rnagister of Ilallowell as a species di~ti11 ·t from the S. clarkii. The only characters which Le gives are the
longer preauricular scales of the former and tbe presflnce of dusky
l'
-marl-iugs 011 tbe forearm a11d hand. Ile gives figures of the heads
f the two Huppo ed ·pecies, but the differeuces there sllowu do not,
in my i)illion, warraut the recognition of tlle J:i. magister as distinct.
c · rdincr to Jouy, who observed tl,te species i11 life, tlie two form.
ar di,•tingui ·liable l>y their colors, and they liave <liffere11t habitats,
h on L iucr found only on high ground, aud ueing sliy and agile, auu
th tli r living on low ground aud climbing trees, and being sluggish
an 1 fear]
•t~jn ger l,eli ves these forms to have different distributi u. · thu , th '. magister inhabits the deserts of ·outhem California,
vada, aud ·outhw tern Utah, wLile the S. clarlcii illbal>its southa ·t ru rizon aml an unknown <li tance into Mexico. They o~cur
t geth r n ar Tu eon, rizona. These forms do not seem to rne to l>e
w rth
f' di Unction a su l, p •ies.
1

r ort,h Aru ricau Fauna,

o. 7, 1893, p. 17 .
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Sceloporus clarlcii.
Number
CataJogue of speci•
lb.
mens.
2924
3203
29-1.0
2967
2897
2890
2964
287.9
2965
2949
2957
4111
8483
8487
8485
8484
8488
8489
9400
2954
8663
8674
9518
8672
11979
2965
2967
17782
19684-6
21113-14
222 18-27
15746-47
16962-3
17250-1
]68~6
]4773
14815
]5748
16935
16961-3
)7240-44
17245-40
19353- 5
19427

l!H73
19684- 6
2056:J
16937
217!)4
21909-10
21911
21912
21913-]5
21916-17
22382
16803
1096-1.-6
172:!6- 9
22269

Locality.

When col•
lected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

California ............................ ................... ... .. . ... . Alcoholic.
do.
Colorado River ......................... . Lieut. Ives ............. .
do.
Sonora ............ .... ....... ........ ... . Col. Graham ........... .
do.
California .............................. . Williamson . ... ..... ... .
do.
.Alamo de Parras ...... . ................ . Lieut. Cou ch .... .. . .... .
do.
Rio Pecos . .... ....... . ... . .............. . Capt. Pope ............ . .
do.
El Paso aud Janoz, Mexico .............. . Maj. Emory ..... ....... .
do.
Jussou, l::it. Madelina .......... .......... . Jobn Potts ............. .
do.
Colorado River ..... ...... .............. . Ma.j. Emory ............ .
do.
Lient. Ives . . .......... . .
0
~ ~itI~a%a~i~e~ ~~~[~:::::: : : :::::::::::::
do.
do.
2 El Paso...... . . . . . . ... ............. . .. .
do.
2 Rock Canyon, Arizona ... . July -, 1874 J. H. Rntter ............ .
do.
1 Santa Rita Mountains, Aug. 28, 1874 H. W. Hensbaw ........ .
.Arizona.
do.
1 Camp Crittenden, .Arizona Sept.-, 187-! Expl. W.100 M ......... .
do.
1 .. ... do .................... .Aug.-, 1874 J. H. Rutter ........ .... .
1 Southeast .Arizona ........ Oct. -, 1873 ·vv. Summers ........... .
do.
1 .... ....................................... Expl. W.of 100 M ...... .
do.
2 Colorado River .......................... Dr. C. G. Newberry ..... .
do.
do.
(l
Matamoro~, Mexico ..... .. ......... : ..... Lieut. .B. Couch, U.S . .A .
do.
1 Fort Craig, New Mexico .. - - -, 187-1. Dr. H. C. Yarrow .. ..... .
1 Southern California . . . . . . - - · - , 1875 H. W. Hensl:)aw ....... . .
do.
1 Nevada .... ............... - - - -, 1877 . . . . do .... .. .. ... ... .. .. .
do.
- , 187ci Dr. 0. Loew ............ .
do.
] Mohave Desert, Arizona.. - do.
1 La Paz, L. California ...... :Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding .............. .
(l
Colorado Basin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. Schott .. . ... . ..... . .. .
do.
1 Pacific R.R. Exp ........................ Lieut. R. S. Williamson,
do.
U . S.A.
. . . . . . . . . . Fort Iluachuca, .Arizona .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. 'I.'. E. Wilcox ....... .
do.
.... ......... . . clo ........................................ do .................. .
do .
............... do ...... •................................ . do
.......... ... .
do .
do.
. . . . . ... .. . . . . . do ................................... Dr. A. K. Fisher ........ .
do.
do.
do.
M1·xico.
Tucson, .Arizona . ............................. clo .. ............... . .
do.
.Asl1 Creek, .Arizonn ................. . .... Capt. W . L. C.wpenter .. .
do.
I•'ort Verde, .Ari,1ona ........ .. ... . ....... Dr. E. A. Mear11,1 ...... .
do.
do.
1
do.
do.
............... do ...... ., ........................... .. .. . ,lo .................. .
do.
. . . . . .. . . . Nogales, .Arizo11a ... ... .. . .................... <lo ....... .... . . ..... .
do .
........ .. Mexican boundary line .................. Dr. E. A. J\frarns ....... .
do .
.... ...... . .... do ....................................... . do .................. .
do .
....... ... . .... <lo . . . . .......•.•. . ..• ..••••..•.. . . •• .. . .. . <lo . ................. .
do.
Fort II11acl111ca, .Arizona ..... ..... .. . .... Dr. T. E. vVilcox ....... .
do.
San Pedro River, Arizona ..... . .......... Ur. E. A. Mearns .....: .
do.
Tucson, .Arizona.......... . . . . . .
I'. L. Jony .............. . "S. macrie•
terHnYJ."
St1\, ineger
Ti 11 ej a .Alt a, Y n m n, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Dr. E. A. Mearns ....... .
do.
County, Ari,1onn.
Fort Ynma, Californfa ... . .................... do .... . . _...... __ ... .
do.
Unhwky Lako, Now ....... ..... .. : . .. .. <10 ...•••• •••••••••••
do.
River, San Diego,
Couuty, Cal ifomin.
Laguna StaLion, New .............. . ..... do ............ _..... .
do.
River, San Di ego
County, California.
Gardners Laguna , tialton .......... ........ .. clo . ••••.• ... ......••.
do.
River Lower California.
CooksW lls, Snlton River ..... . ............... <lo ........ .......... .
do.
Mesilla Valley, Now
T. D . .A. Cockerell ...... .
do.
Mexico.
Parker, Colorado River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. A . .Allen .... _........ .
do.
Indian Agency, .Arizona .
do.
do .
. ......... Las Uruccs, New Mexico ...... .. ......... Dr. T. D . .A. Cockerell .. .
do.
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
7

~~j~ff:oY.::: ~:::::::::

};~i;~: ;~t~~;: ~: 1~~~: :::::::::::::::.~.: .;tY.~~~~:: : : : : :

::::::::::.!~~i1~~~!?~.~{t~:~: : : :::::::::::::::.~.}:1~~T~::::::::::::·

...... .... ?~~<l~ll.'.~.~i~·O·~~::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::: .~.•_\l!~~?: ::::::::::::~:
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U.S.

Sex and
.A.lti•
Date.
Locality.
tude.
age.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
Feet.
18096 Female.. Pahranr,gat Valley, Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 23

NNr·

Collector.

Remarks.

Merriam ....

m~ ~El trn L/tttET /i,, :JJi~!f~\
18102
18103
1 104
18105
18106
18107
18108
181U!l
18110

!

Female .. Pahraoagat Mountains.Nevada ........... May 26
Malo .... PahrumpValley,Nevada ...... .... 5,000 .A.pr. 29
Male .... Callville, Nevada .......................... May 4
Male .... .Ash Meadows, Nevada ..................... Mar. 16
Male' . . . ..... do ................. ................ .... Mar.20
Male .... Vega~Valley,Nevada ..................... May 1
Male .... Indian SpringValley,Nevada . .•.......... May 29
Male ......... <lo .......... . ...... ....... ................. do .. .
Malet ... Grapevine Mountains, Nevada ............ . June 8

18111 MaJot ... Bunlrnrville,Nevada ................... ....
I 112
Iale.... 't. George, Utah.. .. . .............. . . . . . . . .
1 11:i Male ...... . . clo ................. ... .......... ...... .
18114 Male .... Diamond Valley. 10 miles north of 4,800
St. G orge, Utah.
18115 Mal ......... do ............................. 4,800
18110 Malo .... Panamint Mountains, Cottonwood ........
Canyon, California.
18117 fal ......... do ....... ......... ...... .. ..... 8,900
18118 Male.... Panamint Moun taius, W i 11 ow
3, 800
Creek, Cali.forui,t.
18110 Fomalo 1 ••••.• <lo ............................. 4,600
18120 ]<' male .. WalkerPass,California ...... ..... 4,000
8

May 8
May 12
May 13
May 16

Merriam ... .
.....do ...... . Yucca belt.
Bailey ..... .
Nelson ..... .
Palmer .... .
Bailey ..... .
M~rriam ... .
Bailey ..... .
Nelson_..... . 4,000feetn.bove
8alt "\Volls,
Mesq11ite
Valiey.
Merriam ... .
llailey ..... .
.... do ...... .
Merrhtm .... Lava rock.

May 16 .... do.......
Do.
June 14 Nelson ...... 4,400fef't,nbove
Salt Wells.
May 29 .... do .. : ... .
May 22 .•.. do ...... .
May 17 .... do ...... .
,Tuly 2 Bailey ..... .
1

fl 12:1
m:M.111
¥~:~: :..~.:. :::J~
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Ui~ .'~~ lo -~· :::·~~ :::::::
Mohave, Mohave DeRert, California . . . . . . . . Jnne 26 Palmr.r .... .
1 l:l-~

Malo .... Near Mohave, Mohave Desert, ............ do ... Merriam ... .
California.
. . ..... do ...... .
6 .... do ...... .
25 .13ailey...... On rocks.

1 125 Male . ........ clo . .....•.....•. ..... .....•.....•..•• ...... do
18126 }[nle ....... .. do............................ .
.Apr.
l J27 Male.... Mohavo Desert, near base of Gran•
.Apr.
ite Mountains, C~tlifornia.
18128 Ji' male.. .A.r~us Range, Shepherd Can you,
.Apr.

California.
1 120 F male ....... do ...... ............. . ......... .•.•.. ..
181:J0 F ruale..
rgas Range, Searl's Garden,
3,000
California.
18131 Mal .... Owens Valley (Lone Pine), Cali• ........
fomia.
l 132 Female 1 •••••• do .................................... .
18133 Male ..,.. Columbus, evada. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29 Fisher ..... .

Apr. 27 . .. . do ...... .
.Apr. 24 Stephens .. .
June 11

Fisher ..... .

June 12 .... do ...... .
Dec. '00 Bailey ..... .

1 Young .

Dr. M rriam, in hi report .upon the results of the Death Valley expe<litiou, give tlre habits of this species as follows:
' he larg scaly lizn.r<l. known a Sceloporus clctrlcii (magister) is a lower Sonorau
p ci , ranging across the uthern deserts and desert ranges of the Great Basin
frow 'alifornia to Arizona and southwestern Utah. Unlike most of the lizards
iuhabiting the am r giou, it docs not run auout on the open desert, but lives on
h tr yu a , th ruins of 1:1tone, or adobe dwellings, the nests of wood rats, and
th r object that afford jt sh ltcr and protection. At the mouth of Beaverdam
'r k, in uortln tern Arizona,, it was common among cottonwood logs and dead.
1 av . In ahr:1ua•rat all y it was abunuant about the ruins of stone houses aml
hf' fa c of c1i ffi . lu th loha.ve D ·ert and other localities it ii; common on
yu ·a.8 wher it was often found on the very summits of the highest branches,
and wli re it wa mther wary au<l <l.ifficult of capture without a gun.
In 'alifornia it occurs throu()'hout the Mohave De rt, ranging as far west as the
r yu ens io Ant 1 pe Valley au<l ·walker Pa s, and thence easterly in Owens Vall y, Dor:u Flat, and be Ar,~us aud Panamiu t ruounfaius.
u evada it was fonncl on the Grap vine Mountains, in Ash Meadows, in Pahruwp Vall ' Y, at the foot of the 'harleston fountuius, in egas and. Indian Springs
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valleys, in Pahranagat Mountains and Valley, at the Great Bencl in tlie Colorado
River, and in the valley of the Virgin.
In Arizona it was abundant at the point where Beaverdam Creek ioins the Virgin.
In Utah it was common in the lower Santa Clara or St. George Valley.
Sceloporns clm·kii (magister) is a mixed feeder, both insects and flowers being found
in the stomach examined. At the Gr eat Bend of the Colorado, Nev::i,da, and at St.
George, Utah, stomachs were opened that contained insects only. Ono from the
latter locality contained a large goldsmith beetle.

Mr. J. Van Denburgh describes some Scelopori from Lower California
as a distinct species under the name of S. lickii. The figures he gives
represent a smaller form than the true S. clarlcii, and one that is differently colored. Study of both the plates and description however fails
to reveal any other character by which it differs from that species. I
therefore for the present regard it as a local race. I append Mr. Van
Denburgh's description:
The head is considerably depressec1, with rounded snout. There are two scales on
the canthus rostrali s. The nostrils are forge, almost superior, and nearer to the end
of the snout than to the orbit. 'l'he ear opening is very large, almost vertical, and
with a stron g anterior denticufation of six pointed scales. The head shields are
smooth and somewhat convex. The snpraoculars are very broad. The superciliaries
are very long, narrow, and strongly imbricate. There are two series of small, and
one of large, su l>labial plates, bordered l>elow by the large, imbricate, bicuspid gulars.
There is a strong fold on each side of the n eck. The dorsal scales are slightly
smaller than the caudals, strongly keeled, very strongly mucrona te, and with serrate
edges. The lateral scales are similar to, but smaller than .the dorsals, arranged in
oblique series, and grnd uating into the dorsals and ventrals. The ventrals are much
smaller than the dorsals, smooth, and bi- or tri-cuspid. The caudals are very strongly
keeled and mncronate. The posterior surface of the thigh is covered with large,
pointed, l~eelccl scales. There are :fifteen femoral pores. Male, w ith enlarged postanal plates. There are thirty-three dorsal scales 1etweeu the iuterparietal plate
ancl the base of tho tail.
The b ack an<l s i<le am olive brown, many of the scales having cen tral markings
of deep ulue or grnen. A narrow line of verdigris green rnns along each side from
tho ey to the base of the tail. Below this, a narrower sim ilarly colored line runs
from the ear to a poiut a short distauce above and behind th e axilla. A patch in
front of the shoulder, tho central part of the belly, and the anterior and lower surfaces of the thigh a,re black, wh ich color g radually fades into the cyanine blue of
the sides of tho belly . Tho throat is olive gray with greenish-white lines which
converge to a point midway between th e neck pouches. The tail is brown suffused
with campanula blne aud b eryl green toward its base.
Snout to vent, 74 mm.; fore limo, 37 mm.; tail, 105 mm.; shielded part of h ead,
15 mm.; himl limo, 54 mm.; base of fifth to end of four th toe, 22 mm.
There is very little variation in color, either individua1, sexual, OJ: in accordance
with age. One male from Miraflores has a singl e l arge blu e patch on the throat,
through which the ordinarily whiti sh lines show as lines of paler blue.
This species may be eas ily distinguished from S. cons obrinus by its larger scales on
the back of the thigh; from S. biseriatus by its larger scales on the border of the
ear and the back of the thigh; from S. 01·cuttii by its smaller and much rougher
<lorsals; and from S . magister and S . z osterornus by its smaller and more sharply
mucronate scale . It differs from a11 these in coloration.

Mr. Yau Denburgh gives the following list of localities from which
he obtained specimens of S. liclcii: San Jose del Cabo, Lower California: Corral de Piedras, Sierra el Taste, Lower California; Miraflores,
Lower Califoruia; Sierra Sau Lazaro, Lower California.
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SCELOPORUS SPINOSUS Wiegmann . .
Sceloporus spinosus \VIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p . 369; Herpt. Mex., Pt. 1, 1834, p. 50,

pl. VII, fig . 3.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 75.-BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound.
nrv. Rept.: 1859, p. 5, pl. XXIX, figs. 4-6.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept.
1874, p. 174, pl. xvm, fig . 2.-COPE, Proc . Am . Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 395.BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 226.
·
Tropidolep·is spinosus GRAY, Syn . Rept. Griff. An . King., IX, 1831, p. 43.-DuMf.:mL
and BIBRON, Erp . Gen., rv, 1837, p. 304.-GRAY, Cat. Spec. Liz., 1845, p. 209.AuG. DUMJ~RIL, Cat. Col]. Rept., 1851, p. 77.
Tropidurus spinosus '\VAGLER, yst. Amph ., 18RO, p. 146.
Sceloporns jloridanus BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 254.-STE,JNEGER,
North American Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 181.

Fig 55.
SCEI.OPOR S Sl' JNOSUS WIEGMANN.

X ~-

Texas ,
Cal.

o. HJ793, U.S.N,1\l.

ne ,· ri . of four r:fiv , om time six, large transverse supraorbitals,
c
ionally two or thr e ,' maller external ones, bordered internally
ancl xt rnal]y b a r w of. mall ones, tbe former completely continuous,
·a 'ion~ Uy a :C w mall r plate . C phalic plates large, with two single
rti c 1. eal . on 1 acl v ry large, and bri tling, acutely poiuted;
,'tr 11 1. · ·ariJ1, t <1 wi 11 a. promin nt ,·pine, lmt the two or three lateral
i h

1
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denticulations indistinct. No conspicuous difference in width o'i.· scales
on back, rump, and tail, the first mentioned much larger, their lateral
scales about thirty-three oblique rows from head to tail, ten for cervical
fold. Scales on inside of tibia aml behind arms obsoletely carinated.
Free portion of hind toe as long as, or even longer, than cephalic plates.
Femoral pores about thirteen.
Color above greenish-yellow, with a series of dark transverse dorsal
bands, not interrupted centrally on five rows of scales, a faint light
lateral stripe beneath which are a few dusky blotches. Male with very
little blue on the chin and sides of belly and a longitudinal blackish
patch in point of shoulder.
The body of this species is stout, tapering from the middle to the
head, which is scarcely as broad as, or not broader than, the neck. Inner
orbital plates completely cutting off the large, supraorbital plates from
those along the middle line of the head; sometimes there is an irregular
indication of a smaller external series in a few plates. The cephalic .
plates are arranged as follows, beginniug with the occipital: 3, 2, 1, 1, 2,
3, with perhaps three more to the plates surrounding the nostrils, these
exclusive of the plates along the lateral ridge of the head. The lateral
occipital plates are nearly as large as the median, which is nearly or
quite in contact with that of tlie third series, separating the two of the
second row. The plates of the sixth series are large and nearly equal.
In one specimen (Cat.-No. 2961b) there is a third or median small plate
in the second and fifth series.
Scales not quite so erect on the tail as in some other species. Dorsal
scales acute, broader tban long. Those below are angular, but denticulated and smooth. The number of rows can not be readily made out,
but there appear to be about forty around the body in the tliickest part.
There are, however, but five rows on the middle of back, in a space the
breadth of the head.
The ground color of this species is a dull, light, olivaceous green
(sometimes yellow). On the middle of the dorsal surface is a series of
transverse bars, eight or nine in 1.mmber, from head to above arms, and
continued on the tail. These are sometimes sharply defined and black,
sometimes obsolete, and occupy five rows of scales, covering only the
inner halfofthe outer of these. On each side of these blotches is a clear,
light stripe about one row and two half rows wide, best defined above
the fore legs, where the light stripe is succeeded by a dusky longitudinal oue, which in the males is sometimes strongly defined. Posterior
to this the dorsal blotches are coutiuued obsoletely and narrowly across
on thr. sicles. There is a black patch across the insertion of the fore leg
in the male. The legs are barred transversely with yellowish and dusky,
and in addition have various Iongitudiual lines of dusky on the outer
surface, especially on humerus and tibia. The scales beneath, too,
often show short (sometimes Iengtlieued) longitudinal, well-defined
blackish lines, the grouud color being greenish-yellow or yellowish,
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each scale often with a central line of lighter. Tliere appear to be no
blue on the chin, and that on the flanks is very faintly defined. There
is -n ot the slightest trace of a · cervical collar, although sometime, a
black patch on the shoulder.
Sometimes the dorsal bands are quite close together, with but little
lighter interval. In Cat. No. 2935 the sides, between the fore and bind
legs, are blue, changing to blackish internally, where there is a light
interval of about six rows of scales. The color does not reach the groin.
Thi pecies has somewhat the appearance of Sceloporus clarkii, but

Fig. 56.
8CELOP01WS SPINOSUS WIEGMANN.

Type of S.jloridanus Baird.
X 2.

Pensacola, Florida.
Cat. No. 2 7-1, U.S.N.M.

i r adily di tinguishable.

The large supraorbitals are bounded compl t ly int rnally by a row of small plates, cutting them off from conta t with tb :fir t two serie , as in clarlcii. The scales on the back-are
v r much larger, and are disproportionately larger than those below.
Tb ol ration i entirely different. There is no blotch or interrupted
11 r on the ide of the neck nor blue on the chin; the barn.ls of tlrn
, ·k ar m re ran ver e and continuous over five rows of scales, instea<.l
f b ing ach in ten blotcbe . In high-plumaged males there i a black
1 ngitudinal patch xtending from the insertion of the arm to the bare
pa und r the lateral fold, carcely united. to the blacki h band
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immedi tely above the arm. This sometimes bas a few blue scales
anterior to it, but there are none on the chin. The S. spinosus grows
to twice the bulk of the S. undulatus, which is its nearest ally in the
genus.
Dr. Stejneger 1 thinks that the form above described is not the true
S. spinosus Wiegmann, which, he says, bas fewer femoral pores and is
an inhabitant of Mexico. I have not been able to detect any such difference in the specimens at my disposal.
Sceloporus spinosus Wiegmann is abundant in southwestern and western Texas, as far north as the heads -of the Medina and Guadalupe. I
did not see it on the Llano. There are specimens in Mr. Boll's Dallas
collections, but this gentleman informs me that it is very rare so far east.
It ranges in north Texas chiefly west of Fort Worth. This lizard is
especially arboreal, always ascending the trunks of trees when pursued. In this situation its somber colors afford it concealment. These
are of different shades of brown without the brilliant blue and other
colors of the two species of the genus already named. Tlie range of
this species extends as far east as Pensacola, Florida, whence Baird
obtained the type of his S. fioridanus.
Sceloporus spinosils Wiegmann.
Number
Cataloiue of speciN o.
mens.
2935
2994
2968
2835
2941
2862
2951
2943
2921
2942
2938
2849
2934
2939
2961
:!902
2852
2945

1

1

1
~

1
1
1

l
l

1
1
1
3
4

Locality.

When collected.

San Antonio, Texas ...... . .. .. .. .... .....
Point Isabelle, Texas ......... , ......... .
El Paso, 'l'exas ... . ....... . .......... . ....
San Diego, T exas . . . . . . . . . Apr. -, 1853
W::;;.i;;~~fl~~\~:!~l_i~_a_s_:: ::::::: : :: : : : : :
Indianola to Nences .....................
Indiauola ...... ......... ..... .. ..... . ....
:Fort Bliss, New Mexico ........... · r ...
Buena Vista.............. May - , 1853
San Antonio, Texas ...... . ..... . ..........
l{utersville, Texas........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brownsville, Texas ... .... . ........... _..
llrazos River, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charco Exomlido .......... Mar. -, 1853

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. Woodhouse .. ·...... . In alcohol.
G. Wiirdernann ........ .
do.
.J. H. Clark ............ .
do.
Lieutenant Couch .... _..
do.
do
do.
Captain Pope ......... . .
do.
Colonel Graham ........ :
do.
Dr. Crawford .. ........ .
do.
Lieuteuant Couch . ..... .
do.
Whipple . .. .. ........ _..
do.
Professor Forshey ..... .
do.
Van Vliet ............ . . .
do.
Dr. Shumard ...... _.... .
<lo.
Lieutenaut Couch ... . .. .
do.
do.
do.
Major Emory ......... __ .
do.

·v~itviiet::: ::::: :::::::

i2 Between
8t1~~~'.~~:::~::~::::~:::::
tt~:. =:= :::J~:::::::::::::::::::
Laredo a nd Ca- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
margo.

2954
2922
5063
!)397
296 1
2917
9'.!99
)07!)3
1079415-162

From whom received.

12 Matamoras, Tarnaulipas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Couch ...... .
12 ..... do ........ ...... .................... .. ... . do ............ _..... .

l

,

i1

Pecos River, Texas .....................·. Lieut. Charles Call. .... .
Matamoras, ¥exico ...................... }lieut. B. Couch, U.S. A ..
Charo Iscend1do .... ...... . ......... .. .. ... ... do .................. .
l::\an Antonio, Texas .... ..... ... ......... . Dr. S. W. Woodhouse ... .

~ :::it:t~~;·~~f~~~~~~~~~ }~~~f)t~~
1

.;J;: ~~:~~~~t~!~)~

Jortll American Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 178.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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SCELOPORUS UNDULATUS Latreille.
ScelopontB undulatus WIEGMAN , Isis, 1 28, p. 369; Herpet. fox., I, 183-1, p. 4. .-

Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 75.-GIRARI>, Herpet. . S. Expl. Ex., 1 5 ,
p. 379, pl. XIX, figs. 15-21.-BOCOlJRT, Mi s. Sci. Mexique, U >ptiles, 1 74, p.
195, pl. xvm bis, fig. 11.-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 395.-BouLENGim, Cat. Liz. Brit. !us. II, 1 85, p. 227.
Lacerta ~indulala Bo c, manuscript.
Stellio undiilatus LATREILLE, Hist. H.ept., II, 1802, p. 40.
Agama undulata DAUDIN, Hist., Rept., III, 1805, p. 384.-HARLAN, Jonrn. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1829, p. 13.
Lacel'lafasciata GREEN, Journ. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, 1818, p. 349. (Female.)
Lucerta hyacinthina GREEN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, 1818, p. 349.
(Male.)
Uromaslix undulatus ME1m1•:::\-1, Tent. yst. Amph., 1820, p. 57.
1'ropidolepis nndnlalus C vrnu, R'>gno An ., 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 38.-GHAY, Syn.
Rept. Griff. Cuv., IX, 1831,.p. 43; 'at. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 208.-DUMERIL
autl BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., IX, 1837, p. 298.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. l [orpt., 1st
ed., III, 1 3 , p. 51, pl. vm; 2d ed ., II, 1847, p. 73, pl. 1x.-Auu. Dm,1f!:mL,
Cat. Meth. Coll. Rept. Mus. J1i t. at., 1851, p. 76.
cclO]JOl'1l8 occidentalis BAIRD anc.l GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, Octohor, 1 i:i2, p. 175; Califoruia.-GrnARD, Horpet. U. S. Expl. Expecl., 1858, p.
B 3, pl. XIX, figs. 8-1•1.
ScPlopornsj1·01ttalis BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat., 'ci. Phila., VI, OcLolJor,
1852, p. 175, Orogon.-GIRARD, Herpot. U. S. Expl. Exped., 1858, p. 384., pl.
xrx, fto-s. 1-7.
celo1Jor11s mulnlatus lhayeri'i CoP1•:, B1111. . S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, 1875, p. 4.9; not
. thaytrii of Bair<l and Girard.
celoponis longipcs BA11w, Proc. Acad. at. 'ci. Phila., 1858, p. 254.
Sceloporus elongalus STE,J JJ;GER, N. Amer. Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 111.
F1TZINGER,

Cephalic plates sm9oth or longitudinally rugose, especially auteriorly, and lat rally. Supraorbital region with one crescentic Reries of
five or ix large, transverse plates, em bracing a sliort eries of three or
four additional outer aud inner series of small plateR in its concavity.
Two frontal plate , 011e before t be other, tlie anterior undivided, usually
wi ha third anterior and adjacent one. o arranged a to l>e surronuded
oy fi ur plat . 1 ree part of longe t hi11d toe equal to the length of
phali plate .
cales of back and rump about equal, smaller than
tho
of tail. Lateral cales smaller tbau dorsal. Dorsal

An indi 'tinct or ob olete light
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to boulder, black; the former with two usually confluent blue spots.
Sides dusky. A blue patch on each side of the belly; black internally
and behind. Female without the blue and black of under parts, which
are whitish, with short, dark longitudinal lines.
There are three well-marked color forms or subspecies of the S. undulatus, which differ as follows. The characters given are, however, not
without exceptions:
Head scales usually wrinkled; color brown, with undulating brown cross
b ars . _....... - - - . - ... - .. - - _.. - ___ .... _____ . _______ - .. _- . ____ . __ . S. u. undulat·us.
Head scales smooth; two pale dorsolateral stripes, or small, brown, dorsal spots;
s1naller .... --·· .... ------ ------ ·----- -----· -----· •... ---· ______ S.u.consobrinits.
Head scales smooth; green, with eight cross bands. __ ._ ... _.......... S. u. tristichus,

Fig, 57,
S CELOPORUS UNDULATUS LATREILLE.

= 1.
Alabama,
Cat. No. ~090, U.S.N.M.

Of these subspecies the S. u. undulatits is found across the continent•
• the S. u. consobrinus is Texan and Sonoran; while S. u. tristichus is'
only known from the Rocky Mountains.
NAT MUf~
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SCELOPORUS UNDULATUS UNDULATUS Latreille.

Sceloporus 'l.mdulatus 'l.tndulatus COPE, heck List Batr. Rept. N. Amer., 1875, p. 48.
Sceloporns 'l.mclu lat1t8 BAIRD, . , . Pacific R. R. Reports, X ; Whipple's Report,

Reptil s, p. 37.

This species is of rather sma11 size, plates on the anterior portion of
head above, with a teudeucy to being rugose carinate, the more posterior with a light trace of the same. Sma1ler supraocular scales sqamiform or imbricate and carinate. The neck is constricted and narrower than the head. The plates of the head exhibit a considerable
amount of variation, so that it is clifficu1t to say what is the true formula of arrangeme11t. There i , however, always a complete line of
mall cale along the inner edge of the supraorbital space separating
the larger plates from those along the central line of the head. The
rn t common plan, beginning with the parietals, is 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3. The
middle parietal fa ccnsiclerably larger than the lateral, and is generally
separated from the third single plate by the two of the second series.
Sometime each of the latter is divided into two, one before the other,
th anterior pair in contact, the posterior separated by the middle occipital. The fifth series of the plates has frequently (perhaps almost
alway ) a third median, much smaller one. The sixth series sometimes
Im :fiv plate transversely, exclusive of those on the lateral edge of
the bead. Anterior to the sixth series is another of three, five, or
more mall plate , separating it from those around the nostrils.
It is difficult to determine the number of smiles encircling the body,
owing to the obliquity of the rows on the sides, those on the back and
belly beiug longitudinal. 'rhere are, as nearly as can be ascertained,
about forty-four series, and about forty along 1he back from occiput to
( bove anu . The scale on the back are all acute, and strongly carinat d and pinous behind, witb, one or two rather obsoletedenticulations
11 acb, id.e. A, u uaJ, the belly scales, though denticulate, are smooth.
Th re are about even scales from the orbit to the ear. There are about
thirt en well-defined femoral pores. The feet appear to be leugthened;
b free part of Jonge t hind toe equal to the head to end of occipitals.
r hi
pe ·ie is of a browni ·h olive or gray auove. There is a central
d r al p rtion covering about ten d'or al rows, margined by a line of
till light r. On each ide of the back, from bead to anus, are eight or
t n narr w ratb r undulating V-sbaped uark angular bands, the angle
ant ri r and ituat d ill the edge of this light dorsal portion. The
inn r lerr f he e angl ' , ornetime nearly meet on the back, forming
un ul tin V with the angle behind. The space on the back, imrnei t ly b bind th dark ban L, is generally lighter than the gTound
1r
peci lly in the light lateral stripe. In the female the outer legs
f be lat ral V-mark' are pretty di tinctly visible. In the male they
are
n r lly (n t alway ) obliterated by a nearly continuous dusky.
band, whi h xt nd fr m the bla k in front of the shoulder to the
groin· 11
il1a how ,·er, un olored, a al o a narrow lateral line from
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it to the insertion of the hind leg. The male al.::io has the entire under
surface of the head black, with a large blue patch behind. The throat
and sides of neck, from th~ lateral fold to and along the anterior face
of the arm, are black. There is a large blue patch on eaCTh side of the
belly from (but not in) the axillre to tlie groin. This is black internally,
where the shape is elliptical, tlie two of opposite sides separated when
nearest by about two scales. In the groin the color is chiefly bhtek,
and this sometimes cover$ the whole anterior surface of the thigh and
the preanal region. The black along tlle belly is sometimes confluent
with that anterior to the arm, but there is usually an interruption cop_necting tlle grayish of the thoracic region with that of the inner surface
of the arm, and producing a distinct cross. The scales on the under
surface, where not colored as described, are white, finely punctate with
black, producing a grayish appearance. This mottling is sometimes
aggregated into distinct short lines, most conspicuous in the female.
The head bas some transverse dark lines above.
In the female the sides sometimes appear spotted with whitish, from the
tips, single scales being of this color. There is occasionally a trace ofb]ue
on the chin and sides, and generally of black a,t the insertion of the arm.
The shade of coloration varies considerably, being sometimes so dark
as entirely to obscure the markings. The tip of the chin in the male
is sometimes greenish white when not ve1·y highly colored; in fact, this
is most generally the case.
Many specimens exhibit a series of dusky lines about the.bead, amoug
them two or three crossing the uppe-r part, the median one opposite tLe
center of the eyes. There are also usually two lines backward from the
posterior canthus, one directed toward the occiput, the other crossing
the upper end of tlle ear and confluent with the dusky of the sides.
Professor Baird distinguished the Pacific slope representatives of
this pedes a a species under the name of S. occidenta,lis Baird. He
state the difference from Eastern specimens to be as follows:
The first positive tlifference is seen iu tho gre:1ter roughness of the dorsal and lateral scales, owing to th greater prominence of the keels of each scale. Each scale
·is more ·elongated and pointed owing to the greater prominence and backward extension of the mncro, and tl..te edges on each ,•ide the spine have tw o distin ct serrations
instead of scarcely any. On the other band, however, the belly scal es are many
entirely without notch, :1ncl this where present is alwa,ys very slight or obsolete,
while in 1indulatus ono or more :1re seen distinct a,ml angnlar in every scale; a difference which appears to be constant consists in tho entire smoothness of the scales
on the inuer or under surface of the tibial joint, and those on the under surface of
the tail for a distance behind the anus nearly equal to tl..te length of the head.. The
posterior edge of the&e scales is angular or trun cate, without any mucro, and with
or without a median notch. In S. undulatus the scales on the under side of the tibia
are all distinctly carinated, mucronated, and with lateral notches, those behinc.l the
anus being similarly constituted except one or two first rows. The plates unrler
the chin are decidedly smaller and more numerous. Those on the back appear
smaller likewiise.
The colors are so very similar that with the materials before me I can scarcely
indicate any constant difference. The colors appear rather darker, and the legs of
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the v-shaped marks are more thickened except at the extreme angle, so as to have
somewhat the appearance of being broken up into two series of blotches on each side,
the upper leg of the y separated from the lower by the light line a,nd thickened
so as to appear somewhat triangular.

I do not find the characters above mentioned to be sufficiently constant to warrant the recognition of these Pacific forms as either species
or subspecies, although I formerly 1 recognized them as Sceloporus

~

~
Fig. 58.

SCELOl'ORUS UNDULATUS UNDULATUA LATRECLLE.

= l.

California.
Cat. No. 8662, U.S.N.M.

u,ndi1,latus thayerii, a name which is properly applicable to a Texan
form.
Pro£ sor Baird also di tinguished a long-legged race from southern
California under the specific name of S. longipes Baird. I do not find
thi character con tant enough to warrant such recognition. Professor
Baird de cribes it a follows:
1

Hind foot and fore leg from elbow contained about two ard a half times in the
total length f head and body, the entire hind leg longer than the body alone, arid
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extended forward, r eaching almost or quite to the eye. Free portion of longest toe
longer than the cephalic plates. Tail one and a half times the head ancl body.
Femoral pores very distinct and large. Scales on inside . of femur and on belly
smooth. General characters of form and coloration as in S. undiilatus.

The general characters of this form are much as ascribed in S. occidentalis, the most striking difference consisting in the much longer
limbs, appreciable on the slightest comparison. It attains a considerably larger size, and the coloration is more vivid beneath, the blue of
chin and sides more extended. The femoral pores are much more conspicuous. Its range is different, being confined to southern California
or to the mountainous interior, while the other belongs to the northern
coast region and to Oregon and Washington.
A form from Arizona is described by Stejneger, under the name S.
elongatus, as having very elongate hind legs and tail. The hind leg
measures 52 mm., while the body measures 60 mm. The leg is therefore
not so long as in the long-ipes form. It does not differ otherwise from
the S. undulatus.
The Sceloporits undulatus, or "Fence lizard," as it is commonly called,
is abundant in dry and wild regions in the Alleghenian and Carolinian
districts of the Eastern region. It is usually seen running on fences,
Jogs, or trunks of trees with great activity, alternating with periods of
watching of the in,truder on his haunts. It is very expert in dodging
round the bodies on which it rests, defying for a long time attempts
to capture it.
Prof. 0. P. Hay 1 writes as follows about the habits of this species:
These little animals ar:e extremely active, and they are able to run with great
swiftness. Holbrook says that they are often found under the bark of decaying
trees. It chooses also old fences as its basking places. It is given to climbing trees
in search of insects and for safety from pursuers. De Kay states that when irritated
in confinement they elevate their spinous scales in such a manner as to present a
very formidable appearance. They ar e perfectly harmless, although they are often
regarded as venomous. De Kay further states that they are able to alter their colors,
the back assuming an azure tint.
The eggs are said to he laid in the sand, probably in little groups. They are
deposited about June 1, ancl are hatched about July 10. The egg s are long and narrow, are covered with a tough coat, and are without any calcareous material. The
eggs weighs about 20 grains . They are abandoned to their fate, but when the
young are batched they are treated with the utmost gentleness by all the adults.
Sceloporus undulatus undulatus Latreille.
Catalogue N um bt:r
of spem•
No.
mens .
2830
2869

1

2834
2840

2
1

2870
2894

1

2

Locality.

When col•
lected.

Red Fork, Arkansas... . ..
1850
Franklin County, Missis• .............. .
sippi.
St. Loui s, Missouri. .. ........... . ...... . .
Fort Towson, Red River, .............. .
Arkansas.
Pole Creek . ... ... .. ...... J u ly 27, 1856
NearmouthPoteauRiver, .... .... ... ... .
Arkansas .

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. Woodhouse .......... Alcoholic.
Dr. Evans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Dr. Engelmann ..... . ... .
Dr. L.A. Edwards ...... .

do.
do.

Lieut. Bryan ........... .
Lieut. Whipple ......... .

do.
do.

The Batrachians and Reptiles of the State of Indiana.

Indianapolis, 1893, p. 133.
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Scelopo1'us undiilatiis undulatus Latreille-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
_

_

_

Locality.

When col•
lected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - -I - - -- - - - - - -J- - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - f - - - -

Colombus,Georgia ....................... Dr.Gesner ............. . Alcoholic.
do.
Ea. tern Shor , Maryland ................ I. Keller ........ - ....... .
do.
.A.bbeville,SoothCarolina ........................................ .
do.
Delaware Count,y, Penn• ............... John Evans ............ .
Rylvania.
do.
8 Prairie Mer Rouge, Lou• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Fairie .. ........ ...... .
isiana.
do.
Charleston, South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Barker ............. .
clo.
Aiken, Soutl-1. Carolina.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. M. Raveuell ......... .
do.
Uolumbus,Obiu .............. ... .... ..... Lesquereaux ........... .
do.
Tarboro, North Carolina ....... - . . . . . . . . . Bridger , ............... .
clo.
East rn United States ............................................ .
clo.
'onth Illinois............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
Salem NorthCarolina ..•.. ............... J.T. Limbackandschool.
do:
Roan~ County, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P~~f. Mitchell. ......... .
do.
Mohile, Alabama ..... .... ..... .. . ........ P1hchody ............. .....
do .
.A.nclerson, South Carolina ......................................... .
do.
Soriety Hill, South Uaro· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M . .A.. Curtis ............ .
liua.
do.
Upper Darby, Pennsylva• .................................... . ... .
nia.
do.
Jackson, North Carolina ................. Fitzgerald ............. .
do.
Cumberland County, Ma• ........................................ .
rylaurl.
clo,
ri~.Orleans to Galves• .......... ..... . E.B . .A.ndrews .......... .

1

3074

12

4110
2911

2
1

2831
2873
2875

4196
4197
4198
4109

4200
4201

4202
4203
4204
4205

4200
4207
4208
4209

: fil1i~~;s!t~;•i . ~~•~~- ?~.r.~l:~.~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1
1 Summerville, North Caro ............... J.C. McNair ... . ....... .
liua.
14 Tvree Springs, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. Owen ............. .
10 K'. mper County, Missis• ........................ . ............... .
sippi.
12 Carlisl , Penw1ylva.nia ................... S. F. Baircl ............. .
2 Russellville,Kentucky ................... J)r. G. R. Bibb .......... .
12 St. Lonis, Missouri. ...................... Geo . Engelmann ........ .
4 Mouutilolly,NewJersey ... ... .. ..... ............................ .
2 Knoxville, Tennessee .................... Prof. J.B. Mitchell ..... .
2 Pearl River, Missi1,sippi. ................. Nort.hwest University ..
3 Eutaw, Alabama ......... ....... ......... Prof. .A.. Winchell ...... .
2 Tallahassee,]lori<la ..................... '!'. Glover ............... .
5 Union County, Tem1eAsee ... .... .... .... . ,J. N. B. Scarborough ... .
1
orthorn Alabama........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. M. Stewart ......... .
2 .Brookville, Imliana....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Hammond ( ?) .••.•••.
2 Tangipahoa River, Louisi• Aug.,
1875 Fred. Mather ........... ,
ana.
1876 P.L.Jouy .............. .
1 Rock Creek, District of
Colnmbia,.
Washington, District of ........................................ .
Columbia.

·u~·-·s~ii{i~~~ci:::::::::::

4210
4211
4212
4213

4214
4215
4210
4217

4218
4210

4220
4221
4222

8857
5214
4~38
8 58
8866
7818

i :f~i~~;t;?~~ti
::::: ::: ::::::: :::::: :: ·n;:j:iiBe~~:
:: ::::::::
.Belleville, Illinois ......... Sept.,
Dr. A. Reuss . . ......... .

8561
5066
774
4 52

2 75
2 31

89 0
6:!58
2 I~

1
5 .

I

21

50
00 2
!1090
03 l

o:m

6U
671
0 i

3830
11873

mm
11006
10593

20

1
7

~

1

1
1
1
4

do.

do.
do.
clo.

:ifo;t icss~i>; A~ka~. ;~-. ·.: ·. :::::: ::::::::: .Li~·~t_- E: ·G~. n~ck~iti,: ·

do.
clo.

·
U.S . .A..
alt Lake, tah . ...... .. ......... ............ . do .................. .
Fort Townsend, Oregon ..... .................. do .................. .
' orthern Texas . .. ...................... Kumlien & Bean ....... .
~~I t~evill , xrobgia..... JJulne 142, 188777 ..... ..•.... . . ...•..•..••.
n gom ry,
a ama. . . .
u y
, 1 6 ....•.....................

·ix.
·~t.v·. o~·~ij; o~o~gia:: :::::: :: :: :: ::: .~~~~ ~: ~~.~~~·t·e_-::::::::
B aver, Utah ............. Sept., 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
alif'oruia.... . ... .. . . .. . . .
P11{~r~la~r.rge County, May,

}Idllln::;~:rc:,scy~(i~~~~~~'.~-r·I
3
2
1

u.o.

clo.

Dr.John .A.. Wood worth.
Dr. S. B. Barker ........ .
John Evans ............ .

Fort Riley, Kansas........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norfolk, -Virginia . ....... ...... .........
·wnmington, North Caro• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
lina.
2 Memphis, T nnessee...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 Charleston, Hou th Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 Deh~ware County, Penn................
sylvania..
1

6~53

clo.
do.
do.
do.
J.o.
clo.
d.o.
do.
do.
do.
do.

J. K. Townsend ........ .
Lieut, 13. Coucb,U. S. .A. ..
Dr . .A.. Reuss ........... .

1874

l

8291

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

2
4

4 75

do.
do.
do.

1875 ... .. clo .................. .

1874

Dr. T. H. Bean .......... .

i~iy .i4,-1879 .. s: ~.r:,vaik·e~:::::: :: :::::

orgiana, Flor1d1t........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . William Whit.field ..... .
a hville, G orgia ....... July 15, 1880 W. J. Tavlor ........... .
Clearwater, Florida . ...... July 14, 1879 S. T.Waiker .......... .. .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
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Sceloporus unclu.latus undulatus Latreille-Contiuued.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
mens.
No,

Locality.

When col•
lected.
May,

1879

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

A. L. Knmlien ..... . ..... Alcoholic.

10100

1

Sontbampton County, Vir•

11390
9578
9763

1
1
2

Milton, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. T. Walker ............ .

9083
8330
8825
5391
8290
2175
9510
4933
8816
9300
8963
8806
5106
9082
9281
5136
15289
15290

45
41
1

gfoia.

3
1
1

2913
2851
2846
2928
2931
2837
29]9
2866
2838
2843
2839
2841
3072
2871
4355
4350
4357
9262
2851
2837

J . ..E- Springer . ......... .

do.

J ames Mooney ......... .
U. S. Fi sh Commission ..
C. F. lfatcl10lder ........ .
Chas. W. Richmond .... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

\ 1) ...... .. .... .. .. ... . .... · ·······••-,•·· ·•·· · ·••••·••••··• •••.•••.

m~ 'M:'i{a1:ici,"ii:i;;~{1~i: ::: ::: :::::::: :::: ..ii.'rr~~iii~~tt::::::::::::

17813-15
19037-8

2850
2860
2865
2857
2915
2901
2926
2918

H . W. Henshaw ........ .
James Mooney ......... .

Welsher & Quinn ...... .
J. N. B. Scarborough .. . .
Bis hop ................. .
J. Palmer ............. . .

Southern States .......... . .. .. ....... .. ....... ... .... .......•.....
Salt Lake, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
3 . Union Couut.Y, '.l'ennessee .... .......... . '. J. N . B. Scarborough ... .
1 Son th Carolina ...... .......... .... ....... Barry .................. .
1 Kinston, North Carolina ................. J. W. Milner ..... . ..... .
1 August.a, Georgia. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W illiam Phillips ....... .
1 (?) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . Prof. J.B. Mitchell ..... .
1 South field, Illinois ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
2
District of Columbia.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cher okee Nation, Indian ....... .. .. ... .
Territory.
B eave_r County, Pennsyl• .......... .....
va n ia.
Cher okee, North Carolina ........ ·~ .... : .
Roanoke, Virginia ... . .................. .
St. Marys, Georgia ... . .... . ........ . .... .
Great Falis, Maryland .. . .. .. ........... .

1
2

1
7

1
1

J
1
:J
1
1
4

1
1
1
2
40
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
~

~

4
5
1

do.
do.
do.
do./
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.

( 1) •••..... .•. ..•... . ...•.....•....•....... •••...••••• •. .....••.....

Kinston, North Carolina .................
Union County , T ennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Points v ille, N ew Jersey. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
District of Columbia .... . Nov.,
1874

2

l i'i574
]5982
16696-7
17381
17505
17697

1741 0-11
16178
17914-20
21167
2858

June 1, 1878 William M. Wilson ..... .
•

6

li'i532

19256
22181-2
22622
]7403

(?) ••••••........•......... .• ••••••.•.•••.......•.•••.••••••.••.•••.

Prince George County,
Maryland.

N eches River, 14 miles
eas tofPale~tine, T exas. . ...... ........ U.S. Fish Commission ..
do.
Mt.. Vernon, Alabama .... . ............... Dr. R. W. Shudfeldt .... .
do.
Takoma Park, District of
Col nm bi a.
. ................. .. do ..... . .. . ......... .
do.
Wvandotte, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George P. MerrilL ...... .
do.
Po.int Lookou t, Maryland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ridgway ...... .... . . .
do.
()xon Hill, Maryland ...... . ............. . J. W . Scollick .... ..... . .
do.
Alhambra, California .. .................. C. W. Ric.h mond ....... . . S . occiden•
talis, alco•
holi c.
Pasadena, California ............... ........... do ........• .. ........
do.
Salem, Oregon .......................... . 0. B. Johnson ... .. . .... .
do.
Fresno, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . G. Eiseu .. . ............. .
do.
Pal o A lto, California ........ __ .......... . Prof. C.H. Gilbert . ..... .
do.
Cape Flattery, Washing• ... . . ... ....... Lieut. Trowbridge . .... .
do.
ton .
Steilacoom.. .. ...... ... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Dr. Snckley ... ......... .
do.
Puget Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Govemor Uampbell. .... .
do.
Monterey, California . ........ .. ... . ... ... Dr. Taylor .............. .
do.
F ort R i>adiug, California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Hammond ...... . ... .
do.
Head of Humboldt River . ................. ... do .................. .
do.
F ort Dalles, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Suckley ............ .
do.
Fort Townsend, Oklahoma .............. ... . .. do .................. .
do .
From Mex i co to Rio .... . .......... Dr. Woodhouse .. .... .. . .
do.
Grande.
nalifornia .................••.... . .............••••••.......... . ...
(10.
Presidio, California . ......... . ........... Lieut. Trowbridge ..... .
do.
P etalum a , Californ ia ............. . ....... Mr. Samuels ..........•..
do.
Fort U mpqua . .. ......................... Dr. Vollum ............. .
do.
Northern Pacific R. R ... .. _... . ......... Governor Stevens ...... .
do.
Salt Lake .......... . . .. .................. Capt. Beckwith ......... .
do.
Monterey, California .................... L ieut. Trowbridge . ..... .
do.
Upper Willaruette Valley ................ Lieut. Williamson . ..... .
do.
B eni cia, California ....... . .................... do .................. .
do.
San .Francisco, California .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. R. D. Cutts ....... _..
do.
..... do ..... .............. ... ............. Dr. L e Conte ........... .
do.
Stei lacoom ......... . ..................... Governor Stevens ...... .
~ulf~t S?und ......... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~- SCE x . E x pedition .... S.jrodntalis.

g!~~i;: : i~~~:: :::: :::: ::: :::::: :::: : : :.~?.:F.~~~~~i~~:: : ::::::
Sacramento River . ............................ do...................
California . .......... ... ...... ... ......... Mr. L. Stone .... .. .......
Presidio, California .... .................. Li eu t . W. P.Trowbridge,
U. S.A.
Near 38° ... .. ....................... . .... Lie nt. E. G. Beckwith,
U.S.A.

~~:

do.
clo.
do.
do.
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celoporus 1mdulatus undulatus Latreille- 'ontinu d.
Cata Io~ue of umber
speci•
m ns.
No.

Locality.

When col·
le tod.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -2903
1 Fort Dallas, regon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18143
Monter y, California... ... Oct.
6
ct.
3
18144 ............... do...... ...... ..... .. .
29
18145 ............... do.................... ept.
30
18146 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ept.
15 FortTejon, California ........... ... ......
4358
10
.•..
.
do
..................
.......
.........
4359
1 Te.ion Valley, California ..................
4115
2 El Dorado County, Cali• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2872
2847
2923
2 03

2828
10511- 12

2
1
1
4
2

fornia..
alt Lake, tab .................... .. ....
an Diego, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
alt Lak . ........... ... ...... ...... . ....
California Mountains ........ .......... ..
ColoradoD sert, ' anDiego 1·... ...... .....
County, California..

Go:vernor tevens . ..... . .frontalill.
Bailey .................. .
do.
..... do ............ . ..... .
do.
.•.. . do .................. .
do .
•••. . do ............•.•....
do .
Q. X. DeVesey . ......... . S. longipell.
..... do .................. .
do.
Lieut. Williamson .... .. .
do.
Dr. Boyle ............... .
do.
Capt. Beckwith ......... .
Mr. Cassidy ............ .
Capt. Beckwith ......... .
Mr. Skilton ............. .
C.R. Orcutt ............ .

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

-----SCELOPORUS UNDULATUS TRISTICHUS Cope.

celoporus tristichus
1 75, p. 571.

OPB,

Report

. . Bxpl. Surv. W . 100th Mer., Zoology, V,

al of th head mooth; upraorbitals in only three rows; a median
erie of trau er plates bounded by a row of small ones internally
and externally; frontal divided transversely; interparietal wide as long; parietals
undivided; scales in forty
rows from head to base of
tai1, well keeled and strongly
mucronate, a little larger than
its lateral, which about equal
tbe ventral; four preauricular
free scales; a granular patch
behind lateral fold of neck;
when the short hind legs are
extended forward, the end of
the external toe reaches the
axilla and the longest toe
reache the prehumeral
pocket; femoral pores, ixt een. Color light olive-brown,
Fig. 5.1.
with a pale lateral band on
, ·,·i::LOl'Olll"
'OPE.
each side, separated by seven
rows of cales. This dorsal
spa e is cros ed by undulating, narrow, black cros · bands,
in be middle and pale-bord red behind; a brown
t the middle of the id , where it i broken into
i et la k- p kl l; ome black longitudinal lines on
f high· lu f be id well s parated below; a sub-
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round blackish-blue spot on each side the throat. This subspecies is
about the size of the S. u. consobrinus, but it rather resembles in color
the S. u. undulatus. It bas only one occipital plate on each side, and the
arrangement of the supraocular plates is unlike that of any other species.
Posteriorly the large transverse supraoculars are only separated from
the superciliaries by a single series of lanceolate scales like the superciliaries. For their anterior half they are separated from this lanceolate series by two or three wider scales, forming a single row. There
are two to three rows of rounded scales in the same position in the S. u.
undulatus and S. u. consobrinus. In the former subspecies from both
coasts there are two rows of scales between the suborbital plate and
the superior labials. In the S. u. tristichus there is only one such row;
_which consists of lanceolate scales. Thus this form differs from the S.
undulatus in a direction the opposite of the S. biseriatus.
As to colorations, there are eight cross bands between the groin and
axilla, while in the S. u. undulatus from both coasts there are :five or six.
Measurements.-Total length, 132 mm.; · length to vent, 59 mm.;
length to axilla (axial), 27 mm.; length to ear ca=ial), 14 mm.; length
of fore leg, 24 mm.; length of fore foot, 11 mm.; length of bind leg,
37 mm.; length of hind foot, 18 mm.
This form differs considerably in appearance from the S. undulatus,
but as it is represented by but one specimen it may turn out to Le a
variety of that widely distributed species.
Sceloporus undulatus tristichus Cope.
Number
Catalogue ofspeciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

- -8613

1

Taos, N ew Mexico ____________ ·__ ·--· - ___ U.S. G. G. Survey West of 100th Meridian. Dr. H. C. Yarrow.

SCELOPORUS UNDULATUS CONSOBRINUS Baird and Girard.

Sceloporus consobrinus BAIRD and GIRARD, Marcy's Report on Red River, Reptiles,
1853, p. 237, pl. x, pp. 5-12.-BAIRD, U.S. Pac. R.R. Surveys, Whipple's Report,
Reptilia, 1859, p. 5.-C0PE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p. 17.-STEJNEGER, N. Amer. Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 111.
Sceloporus garrnani B0ULENGER, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1882, p. 761_, pl. LVI.

Supraorbital region with one cresentic series of six large transverse
plates, embracing a-much smaller one (of four .or :five) in its concavity,
the whole bordered by a complete row internally and externally. Two
central single plates, with a third more anterior, surrounded by :five
ot hers, the plates all smooth. Occipital large, with two or three plates
on each side, free portion of longest hind toe reaching to middle of
occipital plate. Scales of back, rump, and sides of body not conspicuously different in size, those of tail alone larger. Dorsal scales angular, strongly carinated, mucronate with free spines and with lateral
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denticulations, the belly cale decidedly notched. Scales iu inRide of
femur and behind anu mooth. There are about forty-one oblique
series from head to above anus; about thirty from the lateral cervical
fold .
General color above, yellowish olive, with two we11-de:fined narrow
lines eparated by about eight scale._, and a broad median dorsal stripe
of the ground •color. Between each lateral and the dorsal stripe is a
series of well-marked oblique short lines about two scales wide. A

·--~
···.~

Fig. 60.
• CELOPORUS UNDUL.A.'l'U

OONSOBRINUS BAIRD AND GIRARD .

= 1.
Cat. No, 15695, U . . N.M.

du ky lateral tripe, with a yellowish one below it; a short horizontal
lin on tb hould r; beneath yellowish; tail without ba11ds; s0metimes
r w f du ky blotches above. Male with two confluent bluish spots
on a ·h ide the bin. Side of belly bluish; cephalic plates somewhat
a in '. thay i·i.
h pr vai1ing color of thi species is an olivaceous yellow, Reldom
gr <' nL h.
n ,ach ide are two unu ually well-defined stripes of clear
Y llow the up1 er e pecially, which begins a little above the lateral
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fold and runs back to the tail, which appears entirely without adjacent
bars. It occupies a width of two half scales, the innermost of opposite
sides separated on the back uy a width of six scales ( sometimes seven 1),
the outermost separated by about three rows from the lower lateral
- stripe, which is bordered below by dusky, the under parts being yellowish. Between the lateral light lines is a dusky stripe, quite dark iu
adult males, though spotted with yellowish and really commencing
behind the eye as a narrow line. .Along the central line of the back is
~ broad stripe of the ground color, without blotches, and four row~ of
scales wide, and the interval between this space and the lateral stripes
(one and two half scales) is crossed obliquely by a succession of about
ten oblique dusky bars, from head to above anus. These bars are
really the thickened inner legs of V-shaped marks, the outer legs in the
dusky lateral stripe, but more or less obscured there, and sometimes
quite indistinct on the back. I 11 the male there is a dull patch of bluish
on each side of the belly, but no black border. The dusky stripe below
the lower lateral line, however, runs on to the anterior face of the thigh.
The blue patches are sep~rated 011 the belly by a wide interval. There
is a blue patch, sometimes confluent and suffused with black, on each
side of the chin. There is a short blackish line from the lateral fold to
the shoulder, and several transverse ones across the top of head.
The general impression of color at a distance is that of a yellow-olive
sheen, with two lateral yellowish stripes and three dusky ones (the
upper a series of blotches), with a broad uncolored stripe down the middle of the back. There is no tendency to a meeting of the dorsal
blotches, nor are there any ballds on the tail.
This form appears to me to be rather a race of the S. undulatus than
a distinct species. I at one time supposed it to be characterized by the
presence of two parietal plates on each side, but I find, on examining
larger material, that this character is entirely exceptional. In fact, there
is no material difference in the plates of the head between this species
all(l itndiilatus, except that they are smoother. The scales of the hind
leg and undersurface of tail are, however, mucli smoother. The most
appreciable difference is in color, the latter never having the sharply
defined yellow lines on each side, nor tlrn broad unblotchecl stripe 011
th e back. Tlie tail of consobrinus also is al ways without blotches, except
occasion ally on the median line. The blue marks on the belly and chin
are less inten e.
The smoothness of the scales on the inside of the hind leg must be
relied on in many cases to distinguish the species from S. thayeri (of
much the same size) when the lateral markings are obscure. Even in
this case, however, the light dorsal interval will generally be found
well defined, and the tail without lateral, if any, blotches.
Specimens from the Upper Colorado region, Cat. Nos. 4360-4362, differ
in some respects from the type, with au approximation to S. undulatus.
This lizard is found all over Texas and is very varjable in its charac-
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ters. It alway ha about twenty-eight transverse series of keeled unimucronate cales between the interscapula and interfemoral regions, and
the lateral cale are not larger than the ventral. The head scales are
smooth. There may be three or two rows of supraorbitals between the
internal and uperciliary scales. The colors are often brilliant, especially '
n pecimen from near San Antonio, where thi sides of the neck and
head are often of a bright rufous and the tail reddish and yellowishbrown at the ba e. It i very abundant from Dallas west to Fort
Concho, and southwest to San Antonio, and in the first plateau region
to the head of the Medina River. It is found on the ground, but
always take refuge in trees, running on and around the limbs with
great agility.
ccording to Stejneger I this species is common in the cedar belt of
th San i ranci co Mountain plateau in Arizona.
ce lo]Jorus undulatus consobrin1is Bafrd and Gfrm·d.

atalogue
' o.

Locality.

4109
2910
2905
2 55
2 so

When col•
lected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

·an Pedro, Texas ... ..................... Colonel Graham ........ . A cobolic.
do.
do.
Red River ....................... ... ..... Captain Marcy ......... .
do.
Between Pe.cos River and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Major Emory .......... .
do.
an Antonio, Texas.
and Hills, ebraska. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Hayden ..... ... .... .
do.
Gi~:1:.lupe and Rio ............... Captain Pope .....•.....
do.

;!~~d',!~;dii~·:: ::::::: :: ::::::: :: :: :::: .::.~!f!.1.~: ::: :::::: ::: :: :

2 95

2 06

200

.Ileadwaters of Trinity .............. ..... . do .. ..... ........... .
River.
anta Ritadel Cobre ........ ............. Dr. Webl> .............. .
Fort Pierre, ebraska ................... Governor Stevens . .••...
T .x:as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Captain Pope ........... .
Betw en F.l Paso and - · -, 1855 Major Emory ........••.
Janos, Mexico.
V rdigds .. .............. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . J . H. Clark ... .... ...... .
onora ............... .................... Colonel Graham ........ .
City of Chihuahua ...................... J . Potts . ............... .
Betwe n Janos and San .. ..... .... .... Major Emory ... ........ .
Luis ~8ri~.
and H1 s, ebraska..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Itayden ............ .
Republican River . . ....... Sept. 27, 1853 Lieutenant Bryan ...... .
F~rt Pierre, ebra ka.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Warren .... .
Little Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . -, 1858 Lieutenant Ives ....... .
1

2 53

o:i

2876
2854

2936
29

:::1
~ 33

4360 1
43611
1362 1
t!ll

dt}rra:~?:t t ;,~·~t~i~~:
::::::: ::: :: ::: :: :: :~~: ::::::: ::: :: :··· ..
ew July 15, 1874 A. C. Barry ......... ~::::

Firxic:.'ingate,

520

an Juan River,
w . ............. .
M xi o.
Tao , , M xi o ..... ... .. ............ .

dn.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dQ.

do.
do.
do.

1
2
1
1
1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1
4

1

1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

3
2

8
l

2
1

1

~•

r h Am dean } auoa 3, 1

,p.111.
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Sceloporus undulaltts consobrinus Baird and Girard-Continued.
Catalogue
No.
9634
12673
15547- 9
15686-7
16827-84
16927-30
16958- 6
17234-5
21256-8
21488
22292-94
17648- 9

~u~~:{

Locality.

me·ns.
1
5

3
2

~

Pescao, New Mexico .... _.
La Paz, L. California·-···
Cook County, Texas ... __ .
Blackfoot Fork . _____ . .. ..

2 .•... do

1
3
2

]'rom whom n •ceived.

Nature of
specimen.

H. W. Henshaw ... - .. - - . .Alcoholic.
do.
L.Belding .. ---··---··--·
do.
G. H. Ragsdale. - - . ---·-do.
Dr. Hayden ........... -.
do.
do.
do.
···-······ .. - ·· ..... do ...... ·--···· .... ..
do.
·- ·· ····--···-· .... . do .......... . .. _.... .
do.
···----······ .. U.S. Fish Commission ..
do.
·--··· ......... H : H. & C. S. Brimley ... .
do.
.. . . . . . . . .. . . .. F. C. Test ..... -....... ..
...........•••..................•........ "S. ga,rmanii."

.July -, 18n
-,1882
·----- _-- · .. - - .
.. . . . . . . . .. .. ..

?~~d~n.'.~~i~~.~~:::::::::: :::::: ::::::: :: .~-.~di~~~~~~::::::::::::

3 ..... do ................ ....
3

When collected.

........... _..... ...
Long Pine Nebraska .....
Hot Springs, Arkansas ...
Monilton, Arkansas . _....
NearPine Ridge.A.gency,
South Dakota.

SCELOPORUS BISERIATUS Hallowell.

Sceloporus biseriatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Kat. Sci. Phila., VII, 1854, p. 93
(Posa Creek and El Paso); Report Reptiles Williamson's Exp.; Reports of
the Expl. and Surv. for Pacific R.R., X, 1835, p. 6, pls. vr, vnr.-Bocou1n,
Miss. Sci. au Mex., Rept., 1874-, p. 197, pl. XVIII bis, fig. 10.-STEJNEGER,
North American Fauna, No. 7, Pt. 2, 1893, p. ;184.
Sceloporus smaragdinus COPE, U. S. G. G. Survey West of the 100th Mer., Zoology, V, 1875, p. 572, pl. xxrv, fig. 2, 1874, not of Bocourt; Proc. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Phila., 1883, pp. 15, 18.
Sceloporus ·undulatus sm.aragdinus COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 399.
Sceloponts undulatus var. bocourtii BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II,
188~, p. 229.

Supraorbitals in one series of five large transverse plates, margined
internally by one series and externalJy by two of smaller hexagonal
ones within the superciliaries. Cephalic plates farge, regular, smooth.
Free portion of longest hind toe equal to the length of cephalic plates
above. No decided difference in breadth of scales on back, rump, or
tail above; the first, however, decidedly larger than those on sides.
Dorsal scales angular, Lut the edges rather rounded, with moderate
carination, very slight spine, and almost no lateral denticulation; the
belly scales scarcely or not at all notched. Scales on inside of tibia
smooth, without mucro. Femoral pores 14-16. About fifty oblique
series of dorsal scales; thirty-five firm gular fold. Femoral pores about
·twenty.
Above olivaceous gray (green to blue iu life), with the dorsal series
of rounded blotches, bordered behind with lighter gray. No cervical
collar, but one or two small spots on shoulder. Chin and sides of male
faintly blue.
Head large and broad. Plates 3 (occipital), 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, and 4 to
the four internasals. Lateral parietals large. External two rows of
supraoculars flat and smooth, hexagonal, and truncate posteriorly.
Only one row external to the last one or two large supraoculars. Five
acuminate free scales bounding auricular meatus in front.
The scales are small, there being but about fifty oblique series from
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head above to tail, and about sixty-five around the body. They become
smaller from the back to the sides, where they scarcely if at all exceed
the belly s~ales.
bdominal and gular scales slightly notched at apex.
The extended hind leg reaches to the orbit.
The ground color of this species above is a light olivaceous-gray with
ten dorsal series of about ten round blotches, bordered behind by a
lighter shade of the ground color. These blotches are three or four
scales wide. There are faint indications of a lateral series of the same
spotr.;, but without any intervening light line. The binder part of the
thigh shows two blackish lines. There is a small blackish spot on the
shoulcler and another above it, but no indication of a collar. This

Fig. 01.
, 'CELOPORUS IIISERIA'fUS HALLOWELL.

X ~-

tab.
at. No. 8612 C . . N.al.

r gion and tbat of the groin how a few light yellowish spots. The
, i<l , of the b l1y aud the uu<ler surface of the head are blue, the latter
with the blu po terior, and anteriorly with a median light line and
, ·a ter d pok In old male. the throat, middle of_ belly, and inferior
id of femur may be black.
his pe ·ie i quite well marked, and i not likely to be confounded
wi h any other fr m the We t, excepting, perhaps, S. undulatus. In
bi.' it differ in th lar ·er ize and the smoother and sma.ller ._·cales, as
well a iu the plat of h ad, and the bexagonal shape and smoothness
of the maller upraocular . It limb, are longer, greatly exceeding in
tb i r spe t , . und1.datu .
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This is the Great Basin species of the S. undu,latus group, ranging as
far southeast as San Bernardino, California. It is the handsomest of
them, but displays great variety in the coloration, which, however,
al ways displays greeu on the upper surfaces, and frequently blue. I
have taken it in the San Francisco Mountains, southwestern Utah, and
Summer Lake, Oregon, which is the most northern locality known to
me. In the specimen from the latter locality there is a row of turquoise
blue spots on each side of the back.
In regard to the distribution of this species, Dr. Merriam, in the
report on the results of the Death Valley expedition, remarks as fol.
lows:
Sceloporus biseriatus is one of the few lizards inhabiting· both the desert ranges of
the Great Basin and the interior valley of California. Specimens were obtained at
frequent intervals all the way from the Upper San Joaquin Valley, in California, to
the Upper Santa Clara Valley, in Utah, about 10 miles northwest of St. George. On
the east side of the Great Divide, in California, it was obtained on the Panamint,
Argus, Coso, White, and Inyo mountains, and at the east foot of the Sierra, in
Owens Valley (on Independence Creek). On the west side of the Great Divi<le it
was common on the west slope of Walker Pass, and thence down into Kern Valley
to tlrn neighborhood of Kernville, and southerly along the west slope of the Sierra
to Ilavilah and Walker Basin, and northerly to Three Rivers. It "as common also
in tile Cauada de las Uvas and in the Upper San Joaquin Valley, where specimens
were collected on the Charleston Mountains (:µear Mountain Spring), on Mount
Magruder, in the Juniper Mountains, and in the Grapevine Mountains.
A black form (having the belly intensely blue-black) was found on black lava rock
in Diamond Valley, Utah; on the Charleston Mountains (near Mountain Spring),
Nevada, where it was found both on rocks and OD jnniper trees, and on the White
Mountains, near the eastern boundary of California. In tlie latter locality it was
common on the snmmit of the Divide, near the roa<l between Deep Spring and Owens
valleys, where it was freC]_u ently seen on and among light-coloretl rocks, which made
it unusually conspicuous. It is entirely poAsible, however, that this very striking
contrast is a protection, causing the lizard to resem1,]e the dark cracks in the rocks
wheu v iewed from above by passing lJawks.
S celoporns biBeriatus Hallowell.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - -- ---- - ---~~~~~--------Locality.

283 6
282!J
8612

Nature of speci•
1nen.

Pacific R.R. survey ............ Lieut.Willliamson ......... . Alcoholic.
..... do ............ . .................. do ..... ................ .
do.
Beaver, Utah ... .. . .. ..... ... ... H. C. Yarrow .............. .
do.
Nevada ............................. . do .... ................. .
do.
Dome Canyon, Utah . .. ........... . . . do ..................... .
do .
Witch Creek, Santa Ysabel, San II. W. Henshaw ............ .
do.
Diego CoLmty, California.
...... . ... . . .... do ............................... do ..................... .
do .
. .. . clo ........... . ................... do ...................... '
do.
••••••..• •.. ••.. <lo ............................... do ................ . .... .
do:
. ......... . ... . . do ......... . ..................... do ..................... .
do .
... . .. . . . . . San Jacinto, California........ .. Chafl. II. Gilbert ........... .
do.
. . . . . . . . .. . Near San Diego, Ualifornio...... ~;. R. Orcutt ... ... __ ........ .
do.

1
1
1
1
1
20230- 5,:1 . .. . .......
20350-78
20391- 99
20486-88
20501- 12
21166
22588-91

From whom recei,,ed.

3 4
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F

ATIO rAL
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celoporus bis riatus llallowell- 'on tiuu d.
ex n:nd
age.
18147
18148
18149
18150
18151
18152
18153
18154
18155
18156
18157
18158
18159
18160
18161
18162
18163
18164
18165
18166
18167
11!168
18169
18170
18171
18172
18173
18174
18J75
18176
18177
18178
11!]7()
18180
18181
1 182
18183
18184
18185
18186
18]87
18188
1R189
113190
18191
18192
18193
18194
18195
18196

18197

lti•

Locality.

t d

1--------------------i~ (

I

Wbon
From whom
· ed
· tl
e1Y .
rec ·1~P- _·_

Feel.
Male ... Panarnint MountainR, California . . ... .. ....... ... . . 8,000 .Apr. 19
Male ........ do.............................................. 6,000
Male ........ do.............................................. 6,000
Male ........ do.............................................. 6,000
Male ... . ... . do.............................................. 6,000
Female 1 ••••• do.............................................. 6,000 .. . do ....
Female 1 ••••• do.............................................. . . . . . . . . Mar. -

elson.
do .
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Fisher.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
d o.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Palmer.
Merriam.
Palmer.
do.
clo.
do.
Fisher .

.~s~· ..~.
.~s~· ..~.

::~e:: :1· P·a~~~.i~·t· iri:o~~~ta1ns: wiiio~~ ·c~~· k,·c~iiio;~ii:: :: t g~~
2

::; io

~~:::: .~.~~d~!~.t. ~~~~~~~. '. ~.o.~~~~~ ?~!.~~: ?.~!~~~~.i~.: :::::::: .~a:~·.~~.

g~u :Jr:)::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : iii: ,i

~~rea~~: · c·os:Mo~1;;tai;;;,·c;;s~·.
~~ 1~
Male ...... . . do ...................................................... May 23
Male ........ do ....................... ....... .. .. .................... May 21
!ale ........ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 20
Female ...... do ........................ .......... ....... .... ............ do ... .
F males ..... do ......................................................... do ... .
fale... Old Fort '.l'ejon, 'alifornia.......................... . . . . . . . . June 28
fale . . ..... do .................................. . ...... ...... .......... do ... .
Jl!ale ... ·..... do .......... ...... ...................................... June 29
Foinal ...... do .... ......................... . ........................ July 3
:h,fale ....... . do .......................................... .. .......... ,July 5
Female ...... do ............................ .. ............. ....... .... July 8
.Male ... South ]fork Kern River, 25 miles above Kernvillo, .. ..... . July 7
California.
Male ... Kernville, Calalfornia ...................................... June 23
Male ........ do .................................. .. ..................... do ... .
Male... 'outh Fork Kern River, California................. 2,750 July 7
Male ... Walker Basin, California ................................... July 14
]!' mal ...... do ........... . ............................. . ............... do ... .
Male.. . Havilah, California ..............•.......................... June 24
Fomale 3 ••••• do ...........................•............................. do ... .
Female ...... do ................... ................. ..................... do ... .
Female. Fresno County, Horse Corral Meadow, California .......... Aug. 11
l!'emale 3 ••••• do ......................................................... do ... .
Female ...... do ......................................................... do ... .
Male . .. Walker Pass (west slope), Calalifornia ..................... July 7
Male... Cafiada de las Uvas, California..................... . . . . . . . . Oct. 14
Young ...... do .............................. .................. ......... do ... .
Male... White Mountains, California....................... 8,000 June 9
Female. Soda prings, Kern River, California............... . . . . . . . . Aug. 15
Male ... Three Rivers, California .................................... July 28
Female. Tulare, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 21
Male ... Kaweah River, East Fork, California............... 5,600 July 29
Male . .. an Joaquin River, California...................... 7,600 .. . do ....
Male . . . Argus Range, Shepherd Canyon, California . . . . . . . .
May 7
emale. East slope High Sierra, Independence Creek, Cali•
6,000 June 21
fornia.
fn.le ... Charleston Mountains, Mountain Spring, Nevada.. 5,600 Apr. 80
Mal . ....... do.............................................. 5,600 .. . do ... .
Male ........ do.............................................. 5,600 ... do .. .
I~ male . ..... do.............................................. 5,600 .. . do ... .
Male ... Mount Magruder, Nevada ............................. . .... June 5
E' male ..... do ........... . ................ .... ......................... do ... .
!ale... Juniper Mountains, 12 miles east of Panaca,
6, 700 May 19
Nevada.
F mal . Grapevine Mountains, Nevada....... .. ............ 6,400 June 10
Mal13 .. . T nrnileswestofSt.George,Utah 4 •••••••••••••••• 4,800 May 16

·v;iiio;~i~::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

I

Palmer.
do.
Bailey.
:Fisher.
do.
Palmer.
do.
Merriam.
Palmer.
clo.
Fisher.
do.
Nelson.
do.
Merriam
13ailey.
Fisher.
Baile:,.
do.
Nelson.
Fisher.
Stephens.
Bailey.

do.

Merriam.
do.
do.
do.
Bailey.
Nelson.
Bailey.

1
1

Yo11ng.

2

About.

a.A_dult.

4

On lava rock.
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SCELOPORUS THA YERII Baird and Girard.
Sceloporus tha,iJerii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p.

127.-BAIRD, U. S. and Mexican Boun<l. Surv., II, 1859, Reptilia, p. 6.-BoCOURT, Mi ss. Sci. Mex., 1874, p. 176, pl. XVIII, fig. 5.
Sceloporiis consobrinus BAIRD and GIRARD, Marcy's Rept. Nat. Hist. Red River,
1853, p. 237.

Cephalic plates much as in S. undulcitu,s. Frontal undivided. Free
portion of long hind toe reaching from mouth to middle of occipital
plate. Dorsal, rump, and caudal scales about equai, the front rather
larger than the lateral scales. Scales above angular-pointed, with
conspicuous keel and spine, with decided. lateral deuticnlations. Belly
scales are quite decidedly carinated, those on inside of the tibia and
behind anus still more so. There a.re about forty-two oblique series of
scales on each side the back, about twenty-eight or thirty from th0 cer-

Fig. 62.
SCELOPORUS THAYERII BAIRD AND GrnARD.

X 2.5.

Texas.
Cal. No. 5887 , U 'l.N. M.

vical folds. Femoral pores about twelve or fifteen. Light liues on each
side of the back, separated by six or seven scales only; betweeu these
two series of dark blotches. Male with a continuous, well-marked black
stripe on the sitles, from above the arm, and a blue patch ou each side
the belly; black internally and behind; a black patf\h on each side the
posterior half of chin, sometimes (not always) confluent interually, each
O!,le with another always distinct one of blue.
~'bis species has a close resemblance to S. iindulcitus, and sometimes
is distinguished with great difficulty. The interparietal is larger, the
parietals smaller, and two on each side instead of one. Tlle scales are
more strongly carinated. The light stripes on each side the back are
near together, being separated by an iuterval of only six or eight scales
jnstead of ten. The black lateral stripe is much more distinct. There
is a greater fr1terval between tlie blue patches on the belly. The l>lue
N.A.1' MUS 98--25
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on th chin i, in two pat ·h ' in tead of oue, a is more generally the
ca e (though not alway ) in undu,latus. The izo appears consideral>Jy
le . The dor al marking' are mo1 e in tho hape of tria11gular blotches,
a in the form S. occidenta.lis, than in undulating narrow lines.
The lack of distinct yellow lines and tlle presence of the lateral
black stripe, with tlle carination of inferior tibial and postanal scales,
will di tingni 'hit from S. u. consobrinus. This form is, so far as known,
re tricted to south we tern Texas. It is peculiar in the genus in tlle
cariuation and acumination of the ventral scales, and in the same
cliaracter of the scales on the inferior surface of the tibia.. The
ca1e externa,l to the large series of supraoeulars are less numerous
thau the ·pecies of this section, approaching very nearly to the type
of . tristichus.
Sceloporus thayerii.
,
., 1 JTumber
Cata~o,,no of i1pecio.
mens.

2900
2859
2!ll2
2850
28 7
28!l(i
2007
:1075
2 04

Locality.

From whom rec11ived.

Nature of specimen.

1 San .Ant011io, Texas ..... .... Dr. Woodhouse ............ . Alcoholic.
clo.
l Indianola, Texas ............
do.
J~ i~a!la;~f:~.::::::::::::::::: Capt.Pope ................. .
do.
3 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. Graham ............... . Type.
3
an rrdro, 'fexaii . ............... do . ........ . ........... .
do.
do.•
l Coal Cr?ek ·········:······· Lfout. Whipple ............ .

i~t~?o1f~::::: :: :::::::::::

4 Fort Bllas, New Mcx1co..... Dr. Crawford .............. .
2 Indianola to Nueces ........ Capt. Pope .... .......... ... .

do . .
do.

SCELOPORUS GRACIOSUS Baird and Girard.

Scelo1Jo1·us gracioFJiuJ BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852,
p. 69, pl. VII (Salt Lake), Typo; Stansbury Great Salt Lake Exped., 1852, p.
346, pl. v, :fig. 1.-CorE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 395.
celopon1s gracilis BAIRD anu. GrnARD, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, October,
1852, p. 75 (Oregon).-GJRAH.D, Herpt. U. S. Exp1. Expe(l. (Ch. Wilkos), 1858,
:p. 386, pl. xx, figs. 1-9.-B0C0URT, Miss. Sci. Mex. Rept., 1874, p. 190, pl.
, vm, fig.4.

nr raorbital region with a large crescent of transverse plates (much
br k n anteriorly) with a second smaller in its convexity. Two more
xt rnal rows and an internal, making five in all. Cephalic plates
m oth. Two middle verticals. Occipitals with a row of small, smooth
plate' b hind. Free portion of Lind toe reaching to middle of occipital.
01· al and lateral scales equal, acute, rather spinous; about fifty rows
f , cal from 11ead to tail. Femoral pores about fifteen.
Ii
re y with two light lines on each side; scales wide, not mar0'in d by black, eparated by eight rows of scales. Two series of elon' t d b1a ·ki h ere cents on each ide the back. .A. yertical black
lin fr m du ky lat ral bar on neck to shoulder, with a whitish one
hi11 lit.
blui b pot above in ertion of arms. Two black lines
n 11 .·terior fa e of tibia,. Chin in male marbled with blue; sides with
bin , tch parate<l below by seven or eight rows of scales.
·
ry, mall, almo t wanting; only indicated. by the
t ral gular fl, I
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small size of scales in the subjacent cavity. Occipital plate very lar ge,
subtriangular or pentagonal, broader than long, with three lateral
plates, all quite small. The series of cephalic plates is occipital, 1, 1, 2, 3,
and two or three smaller series to the nostrHs. All are perfectly
smootll. The supraorbital region shows one internal series of small
plates, then a series of six or seven moderately broad ones, then two
rather confused smaller series within the angular plates at the extreme
outer edge.
The scales on the body are all small, there being, as far as can be
ascertained, about fifty encircling the body at the thickest part. In a
male about fifteen rows may be counted in the middle of the back in a
space equal to the head in width; in a distended female only eleven.
The scales on the tail are wider than those on the back. The scales

I

Fig. 63.
SCELOPORUS GRACIOSUS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X 2.

·Oregon.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

on the back are but little wider than those on the belly, certainly not
one and a half times as wide. They are acute, conspicuously keeled,
and mucronate behind, but with only slight indication of lateral notches,
and tpat only close to the median point. The belly scales are very
rarely notcl1ed, generally angular, but sometimes a little truncate.
Those on the in,gide of the tibia and between the anal region are
smooth. There are about fifteen femoral pores.
The ground color of this species is brownish; olivaceous above, with
two conspicuous yellowish stripes on each side, the two inclosing a
rather darker stripe, and the lower with a narrow interrupted dusky
line below it. On each side are two series of U-shaped or crescentic
dusky blotches, one between the light stripes, the other above the
upper one. They are separated on the back by a plain grayish line,
equal to the width of two (sometimes three) scales. Tliey really begin

3
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all a,: , rip , 11 b bind the mi<ldle of tbe ye, tb other in a
lin wi h th ub rbital plate , but above tbe llould r th y hreak up into
the ere: nti bl ·hes, f wllicll there are niuc or te11, to al>0ve anu .
Th e blotche are form d by a U of L>la,ck, the co11vexity behind, and
the I g · fill cl up by da,rker olive than elsewhere. They are bordered
behind by narrow yello" i~h ere· ·eut , running iuto the lateral stripes.
There i, ar uud black pot immedia,telyabovc the insertion of the arm
on a liu with the lowermost dark stripe, and a short perpendicular bar
fr m the m dian du ky tripe ou the ueck to the shoulder; iu the male
running alon ff the anterior face of the arm, but alway separated from
the black pot mentione<l. There are two well-defined black lines on
the p :t rior face of the tliigl1. The legs are barred with dusky, each
bar bor<l red behind by yellowish. The under parts are yellowish
whit , h chin ·oarsely marb1etl or reticulated with bluish, sometimes
gr~ 11i ·h white. The tail is decidedly banded and blotched.
' h male ha· an oblong blue patch on each side tlte belly, extending
from (bnt not in ) axilla to groin. The me<lian light interspace is linear
a11d about ix .·cale wide. The upper series of blotches is contained in
a, width of about two and two half cales; the upper light line is about
ou ' and tw half ·cales.
1n 'Om larger ·pecimeu from the upper Missouri (Oat. No. 2888) the
dark ·r ,•cent are more obsolete, and the blue on the side of belly is
rnudt <larker internally, almost black, but does not extend on the anterior
fa, ·
f th thigb. In one specimen only, which appears to be very old
and highly olored (Cat. o. 2842), the whole under surface of tlie femur
i bla •ki h, thi color extending forward. from the inner edge of the blue
utral blotche to the breast, cparated there by a narrow light space
fr m a blacki ·h band across the throat. The space in front of the
,•h uld r i. l.,lack, with a white spot. The under surface of the bead is
blu , p ·1-1 d with whitish, and faintly blotched with black.
1'h typi ·al pecim n or S. gracilis (Cat. o. 306 '3), from Oregon, I
di ·tingui h from tho e of S. graciosus except by the more obso1 t nature of the marking·. They appear rather more slender, but
tbi, nuty b owing to haviug b eri pre erved in too stro ng alcohol. A
'I im 'It fr m upp r .Pitt ltiver (Cat. _ o. 2 '32) appears precisely like
o. from upper Mi onri; like them, having the blotches less
Ii, tiu ·t than in th typ pecimeus.
Thi,' ,•p ·i , th Uffh quit ·imila,r to S. scala,ris of Wiegmann, is
r t dil di. ·tiu rui bed, with th r feature , by the smoothness of the
hali plat , an l by the definite direction of the scales of the sides
f th b <ly.
hi i a r tty peci , which i e pecially abundant in the Great
a ·iu r a-ion. Th m t n rthern locality of it. range with which I am
acqu int di ummer Lake, regon, where I caught specimens. Stej11
rr
rel it fr m th
ainted De ert, rizona. I have ob erved a
1ight ari ty f it fr m n a,r the city of Jala,pa, Mexico, iu the collection of th
eographica t Explo1 a<lora of Mexico.
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The following account of the habit,s of Sceloporus grr.wiosus is given
by Dr. Merriam in his report upon the results of the Death Valley
expedition : ,
This species, which is a characteristic inhabitant of the Upper Sonoran and transition zones in northern Nevada, eastern Oregon, and Idaho, was very abundant on the
sage.covered plateau of Mount Magruder at an altitude of 2,450 meters (8,000 feet);
in the sage plains on top of the White and Inyo mountains near the boundary between
California and Nevada; and on the east slope of the Sierra Nevada west of Owens
Valley (at2,450 meters, or 8,000feet). It was common also among the sage and juniper on the Juniper Mountains, along the boundary between Nevada and Utah.
Scelopo1·us graciosiis is generally found in company with such Transition zone species as the sage thrasher ( Oroscoptes rnontanus), Brewer's sparrow ( Spizella brewerii),
the Nevada sage sparrow (Amphispiza belli nevadensis), the sage-plains chipmunk
(Tamias mini-mus picliis), the sage-brush pocket mouse (Pe1·ognathus oli1Jaceus) and the
sage-plain~ spermophile ( Spermophilus molUs).
Scelopo1·us g1·acios us Baird antl Giranl.
Catalogue Numbe_r
of speCI•
No.
mens.
2877
2861
2888
3073
2832
·2969
2842
28!l4
2881
:m.68
22587
8490
2P.77
4978
21478- 9

Locality.

From whom received.

3 SaltLake ............. : ..•.. CaptainStansbury .....••.. A..lcobolic.
1 .............................. Dr. Gambel ................ .
do.
5 Yellowstone, Nebraska ..... Colonel Vaughn ........... .
do.
2 Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ex. Expedition ...... _..... .
do.
1 UpperPittRiver,Oklahoma. Lieutenant Williamson .... .
do.
do.
1 Sierra Nevada ....................... ...... ... ··-·-·-·····
1 Salt Lake .. .. ............... Lieutenant Beckwith ...... .
do.
1 West of Rocky Mountains, Governor Stevens ......... .
do.
Oklahoma.
1 Salt Lake, Utah..... . . ...... Lientenant Beckwith . ..... .
do.
1 Strawberry Valley, Ualifor. Prof. C.H. GilberL ......... .
do.
nia.
Strawberry Valley, San Ja. C.R. Orcutt ................ .
do.
cinto Mountain, River•
side County, California.
1 A..biquiu, New Mexico ...... Dr. 0. L<,ew ................ .
do.
5 Salt Lake, Utah ... . ......... Capt. H. Stansbury, U.S. A...
do.
3 Utah .. ..... . ..... ... ....... C. McCartl1y ........ ....... .
do.
2 Umatilla, Oregon ........... ·U.S. l!'ish Commission .. ... .
do.

::J\1'
. Ageand
No.
sex.

Locality.

m:~ ~:~~:1:: .~~~rot ~~!~~ ~.~~•.~.~~~~l~.::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
1

18136 Female ...... do . .. ....... ....................... .
18137 Male.. Juniper Mountains, Nevada .......... .
18138 .Female. Jun!per Mountains, Sheep Spring, 15
rmles east of Panaca, Nevada.
18139 Male ... High Sierra, west of Lone Pine, .Cali•
fornia.
'
18140 Female . Panamint Mountain, Willow Creek,
California.
18141 Male . . .
(1)
1

Nature of specimen.

Alti.
tulle.

When From whom
collected. received.

Feet.
8,000 June G
8,000 ... do ....
8,000 . .. do ....
6,700 May 19
6,700 .. . do . .. .

Nature of
specimen.

Merriam ____ Sage plain .
..... do ......
do.
Bailey ......
do.
Merriam .. . . Injuni11ers.
Bailey ......

8,000

June 18

Merriam ....

6,400

May 12

Nelson .....

(1)

(1)

{1)

{1)

I

'Yithou~ a label, bntwith tho followillf note by C.W.Richmoml: "Received July 2, 1891,with
spec1ruens from Grapevine, Lone Pine, e tc.'
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SCELOPORUS VANDENBURGIANUS Cope.

celoporns va11cle11b1tr{Jicm11s

PE,

01 rican

atun1list, XXX, 1896, p . 834.

Thi i
mall p ·i with, mall al aud v ry dark colors. There
i not mu h differ n • in the ize of the dorsal, lateral, and ventral
cale.'. ?or y-five row may be counted betweeu the occiput and a line
c nn c iua the groin~·, and twelve in a bead Jen o-th. Between the groin
and a ·ill thirty-fiv : ale may l>e couuted to an axillary area of smaller
aud m th ,·cal ' . Th lor al and lateral cales are keeled and mucrona.te· th .- of the inferior ·urface mooth aud mostly feebly notched.
and l ,· •al , tro11gly keeled and mucro11at,c, and larger tban dorsals.
T'i o pari t( I.- on ead1 si<le, the auterior the larger, and extending to
th u, rrow Hmrgiua,l supraocular row, so that there is only one fronto-

Ji'ig. 64.

8

ELOPOIWS VANDENBUROIANUS

C

PE.

X 1.5.

Sau Diego Couuty, California.
'at. No. ~19:•1, U.S.N.M.

The

·t nd cl hind leg rea ·Iles to the auricular meatus. Femoral
JG. lal \ ith po tana,l plate .
lor of a lult male dark-green above, with faint traces of a paler
trip n ach ide of the back and of a few darker spots on each ide
of th wicldl line. Inferior urface"' dark blue, with a pale line iu the
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middle of the abdomen. Femur spotted with blue below; tibia and
tail light-greenish below.
Measurements.-Total lengtll, 127 mm.; length to vent, 57 mm.; length
to line of axilla, 22 mm.; length to line of iuterparietal plate, 13 mm.;
length of hind leg, 38 mm.; length of hind foot, 18 mm.; length of fore
· leg, 23 mm.; length of fore foot, 10 mm.
Sceloporus vandenburgianus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.

Loca~ity.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--21931

1

Summit of CoastRange, San Dr. E. A. Mearns---------- -- Alcoholic.
Diego Uounty, California:

..

· I have see11 of this species only one specimen, which is an adult male.
The colors of the female may be expected to be somewhat lighter. I
have dedicated it to Mr. John Van Denburgh, of San Francisco, an
able writer on herpetological subjects.
SCELOPORUS lE:MEUS Wiegmann.
Sceloporus amens WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 370; Herpet. Mex., 1834, p. 50.:FrrZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 75.-Bocouin, Miss. Sc. Mex., 1874, p. 205,
pl. XVIII bis, fig. 4, 4a, 4b.-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII; 1885, p. 394.
1'ropidolepis ceneus DuMERIL and RIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 309. -GHAY,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 210.-AuG. DUl\V~RIL, Cat. Meth. Mus. Hist. Nat.
Paris, 1851, p. 78 .

.A small species with an arched profile. Supracephalic plates keeled,
arranged as in S. scalaris, each cani:hus . rostralis having two roofshaped scutes; supraocular scales subhexagonal, in three rows, those
of the internal row scarcely wider than long. The two frontals creased
with a furrow; the posterior, nearly as large as the anterior, is articulated behind, along the shorter si<le, with the occipital plate. The
latter, as wide as it is long, narrow in front, is bordered right and left
by one or two frontoparietals and one parietal scute; behind, its outliue
is subroun<l, showing iu the middle a hollow in which is iuclose<l a small
nuchal scale, a little larger tllan those on the upper part of the neck.
Labial scales rectaugular, eig·ht above and ten below; above tlle upper
ones there are two longitudinal series of lengthened scales. Anterior
border of tlle ear bordered with scutella smaller than those which precede them. Dorsal scales not notched, rhomboidal, strongly keeled,
sharply poiuted, forming thirty-eight oblique series, from the nape of
the neck to tlle posterior l>or<ler of the thiglls, eight longitudinal to the
level of the shoulders, and twel vc in the trunk regiou; eight of these
scales equal the leugth of the top of the head; ventral scales an<l
~hose of the sides rather small, the latter feebly notclle<l, forming by the
junction of their keels longitudinal Hues parallel to those on tlie upper
surface of the body. Tail _scales smaller than those on the body, except
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dim n io11 . Tibia not quite so
The f, moral pore , le s distinct
in the f male, 1mm er
io-bte n mHler each thigb, and
almo t m r tog tlier at th iut rfi moral regiou.
ll[ea urement .-Total length of pe imen, 104 rnm.; length of upper
urf, e f b ad, 0 mm.· l ngtlt of bead at tbe level of tbe temples,
85 ·mm.· length of l> dy from cbin to anus, 44 mm.; length of tail,
GO mm.· 1 ng 11 of tibia, 0 mm.
pper urface of tb l>ody olive green, mixed with a coppery reddish
brown; two i11di tin ·t l>and extend along each side of the body;
b tw 11 a b two ther ar tracei-; of black dots. Lower surfaces bright
y 1] w.
, ay Borour(: ''',\'ie,rmann's type of this species is a female of small size, resem1,lin , celopont8 scalari8 in 1be following pa1·ticulars: (1) arrangement of supra. •plrnlic plat s; (2) cales on the l:lic1 s l1avc the carinm directed hack ward, forming
hy cont a t longitudinal Jim's parallel to those of the dor al scales; (3) femoral pores
m r<r togetb r in the int d~'moral region. There are some details, however, of no
gr 'at p •cilic valu , whi h distincruish celo1,01•u 9 wneus from its relatives; head and
limh. r Jativ 1y hort; Hcales of the upper part of the body rather large, a.n<l the
olorn,tiou <lifl'or markedly in some respects."

ording 1o J)uo-e , the Sceloporus ceneus is characteristic of the
T x ,oc·a11 di. tri ·t of the plat au. Ile records it from Guanajuato,
ilo.\ Tnpataro, Lamora., and Cbilcota.
SCELOPORUS GRAMMICUS Wiegmann.
; rlo11or118 fJrnmrnicu8 \Vrn ,MANN, Isis, 1 28, p. 370 ; Rcrpet. Mex., 1834, p. 51.-

Frrz1sc1m, yst. J ept., 1843, p. 76.-Bocomrr, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874-,
})l. xvm bill, fi0'.12.- OPE, Proc. Am. Plti]. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 395.

p. 192,

; c lopon18 pleuro.9ticlu8 WmGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 370.
J'ropidolcpus 9rnmrnicus A.]) Ml'hUL, Cat. l\16th. Coll. Rept., 1831, p. 77.-GRAY,

.lriff. Cuv. Auim. King., 'IX,

yn., 1831, p. 43.-D UMRRIL and BrnRON, IV,

I 37, p. 0 ; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1st eel., 1845, p. 209.
, 'c fopo1·uH ltt•l •r11r118 COPI•:, Pro·. A ad. Nat. Sci. Phi]a., 1866, p. 322.
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beyond the vent. Male with enlarged postanal scales. Fourteen to
seventeen femoral pores. The adpressed hind limb reaches the ear;
tibia as long as the shielded part of the head; the distance between
the base of the fifth toe and the extre!Ility of the fourth slightly
exceeds the rlistance between the end of the snout and the posterior
border of the ear. Olive above, with transverse black spots; n, narrow
black scapular collar, interrupted medially; a longitudinal line in

.Fig. 65.
SCELOPORUS a°RAMMICUS WIEGMANN.

Tebua.ntepec.
F. Sumichrast,

front of thigh; male with a blue, black-edged, elongated patch on each
side of tlle belly.
JJfeasurements.-From snout to vent, 40 mm.; head, 11 mm.; width of
bead, 8 mm.; fore limb, 18 mm.; hind limb, 26 mm. Reaches a size of
66 mm. from snout to vent.
This species is nearest the S. microlepidotus in affinity. It is not
uncommon in Mexico. I have noted it from Yucatan, and Boulenger
records it from Guatemala. Wilkinson sent it from Chihuahua, hence
it comes within the scope of the present work.
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SCELOPORUS MICROLEPIDOTUS Wiegmann.
Sceloporns rnicrolepidotus WIEG:',fANN, llerpet. Mex., 1 34, p. 51.
'. gra1mnicus var. a, WIEGMANN, Isis, 1 2 , p. 370.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843,
p. 76.-B0C0URT, Mi . ci. Mex. Rept., 1874, Jl· 194, pl. XVIII bis, fig. 13.'0Pl~, Proc. Arner. Phil. oc., XXII, 1 85, p. 395.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Bri . Mus., 2d ed., II, 1 5, p. 232.
1'ropidolepis rnicrolepidotus DUMERIL and .BIBRON, Erp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 307.GRAY, at. Liz., 1845, p. 76.-Aua. DuMERIL, Cat. Meth. Coll. Rept., 1851,
p. 77.
Sceloporus clispar BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. at. ScL Phila., 1852, p. 127.

Cephalic l lates generally mooth, arranged very nearly as they are
. variabili Wiegmann. Prefrontal scales rounded; two roof-shaped
eale on each acan.thu rostralis; occipital plate bordered posteriorly
by a row of thick scale a little larger than those on the anterior part
of th ne k; upraoculars arranged in three longitudinal rows, sometime in four or .five, making a region of hexagonal scales rather wider
than long; anterior border of the auditory meatus having a serrated
tructure, formed by flat-pointed scutella, slightly larger than those
immediately preceding; scales on the back small, rhomboidal and
keeled, arranged in from sixty-six to seventy-nine oblique rows extending from the nape of the neck to a line joining the posterior borders of
the thigh ; eighteen to twenty-one of the scales equals the length of
the upper nrface of the head; ventral scales and those of the flanks a
trifle maller; the keel of these latter scales are directed obliquely
upward; tail covered with scutella, strongly keeled, as large again as
tho e ou the back; fifteen to twenty-two pores under each thigh.
PI r part of the body olive green, with a very narrow collar and
band of striped brown, giving a mottled appearance to the flanks.
Ou the lateral part of the belly the males have two longitudinal black
baud , v ry clo e together, bordered on the outside with blue. The
c llar region i ometime crossed with black; throat a blue gray,
tlli ·kly dotted with mall, black spots.
1llea ·nrements.-Total length, 140 mm.; length of head from the end
f muzzl to tli po terior border of the occipital plate, 14 mm.; width
f head. at th temple , 15 mm.; length of trunk from chin to anus, 61
mm.; 1 ngtl.t of tail, 79 mm.; lenth of tibia, 15 mm.
~ 'celoporu microlepidotus, regarded by vViegrnaun in Isis as a variety
1
f , gra,mmi ·u diff r from it only iu having the dorsal scales smaller;
but a th
ar variable in ize in both ca e , it is very difficult to
di tin ,,.ui l.t 1way th pecies.
'
' lJ
'. rnicrolepidotu,s is abundant on the Mexican plateau, ranging
n rth t 'uau Juato, where it has been takeu by Dr. Duges.
Locality.- outh of Chihuahua. Donor, John Potts.
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SCELOPORUS COUCHII Baird.
Scelopo1·us couchii BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 254.

Cephalic plates smooth. Supraorbitals in one large crescentic series,
embracing a smaller one in its concavity; an internal and two external
series in addition, the latter sometimes confused with the exterior central so as to have but two external to the large ones. Occipital very
large, with large ones behind; oue vertical. An anterior median pentagon surrounded by fl ve plates. Dorsal and rump scales very small,
smaller than cau<l.al, but abruptly much larger than the entire lateral

Fig. 66.
SCELOPORUS OOUCHil BAIRD,

X 2.

Nuevo Leon.
Cat. No. 27 39, U.S.N.M.

series; dorsal scales without mucro or denticulation; belly scales entire;
about eighty-two series of scales from head to tail. Free portion of
hiud foot shorter than cephalic plates, in male longer than in female.
·
Femoral pores about eighteen or twenty.
Above greenish olive, irregularly varied with small <l.usky blotches,
with indistinct border behind lighter than ground color. Two lateral
stripes separated by about eighteen rows of scales. Side of neck and
body dark indigo; an oblique whitish stripe on sides from groin; a
perpendicular bar above the shoulder and several light blotches on
and in front of shoulder, circumscribing a subcircular indigo patch
with a central blotch. Sides of jaws with blue and whitish bars
extending round on the chin obliquely backward. Female almost
plain greenish blue; whitish beneath.
This species, among those with the smallest dorsal scales, is also one
of small dimensions. 'fhe head is depressed, rather pointed, but
rounded at the tip, and the distance from snout to end of occipitals is

3,
'Ih hind :!i tar J nc,,tlJ 11ed,th fr eportionof
being qual
r lono- r than th head above. The cephalic
plat ar ll I rfe tl m oth the anterior one finely punctured round
tbe ir •umfer n e. 'lhe fr ntal i longitudinally divided. The interpari tali large and ubquadrate r pentagonal and pointed anteriorly.
Th r
r two r bree pa,r ietal on each side and a pair in contact
c n teri r
o hi , then 1, ..,, 3, with three other. ' to the plates surrounding
the n tril with four uprana als. The plates on the snout are so
di
d ant rior to the single interna,·al as to form a pentagon of five
around < mall er. There are ,.ix transverse npraocular plates, with
on in rnal and two external erie , the latter sometimes indistinct.
Th
al on the body are all very small, at least eighty or more
11 ircling the botly. They are not very acute, d istinct]y keeled above
and on id , with moderate scarcely projecting mucro. No lateral
d nticulation can be observed; the belly scales, however, are faintly
notch d. Th cales on the ·ides are much smaller than those on the
back, , 'P ciaJly on the side of neck and above shoulders, where they
, r ahno, t pav d and tubercular, not imbricate.
Th upp r part in the male are greenish olive, mottled irregularly
wiLh mall blacki h blotche , in which 110 sedal arrangement can be
o rv d. On each icle of the back is a light-greenish line, the two sepr~ t .d by n,bout eighteen rows of ca,les, exhibiting as many lines of
., rination n arly parallel to each other. Below this there is no distinct
li 111 . rial arrangement of carinated scales, except, midway between
for and hind l g . The sides immediately below the light stripe are
abruptly blui h black, 0orclered posteriorly below by a, well-defined
whit , tripe pa ing obliquely upward and forward from the groin half
way t the axilla, and then broken 1-:.p the rest of the distance into a
, ri , of ob olete light mottliogs and spots. Below this light space is
c n jn ii o patch on ea 11 Hide of the belly, quite obsolete and indistinct
ntra11y and inferiorly, where there is an interval of eight or ten
'ctl a11 l 110 hla k inner margin, as iu variabilis. The sides of the
11 k
r cl p indio-o, with a distinct whitish band from the lateral
trip ]) rp ndi u1ar to the in ertion of the arm. Anterior to this is
n n ular lio-ht spot on the center of au indigo Rubcircular patch,
und d al,ov and b hind by the light lines mm1tionecl, below by one
r tw y 11 wi ·h spots.
uterior]y the sides of the neck are mottled
with ]iO'ht ,•pots, n<.l a yellowi h -horizontal lin e from the gape of the
ru u 11. Th
ide ' of he jaw, are cross d perpendicularly by five or
L n rr w ligllt lin , which, on the chin, pass obli()_uely backward, so
, . wi h th ir fi 11 w , to form a ·erie of indi ~tinct and interrupted Vs,
be int rval. b ing l>Jue.
u the point of the chiu, however the whiti h pr l miimt , . The po terior face of the thigh (covered ;ith paved
le ) i in li , with a light . tripe. The legs are banded transversely
witll du k. h1ui. b.
hi i the mo t highly varied of all the orth .American Scelopori,
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·a nd is very difficult to describe. It differs in coloration from its nearest
ally, S. marmoratus, by the absence of serial arrangement of dorsal
l>lotches; by the decided -shaped arrangement of the blue on the
chin and the lines on the jaws; the white line .on the flanks; the greater
sepa,ration of the patches on the belly, and the absence of a dark
inner border to them. The form differs very materially.
·
A. young specimen (Oat.No. 273 la) has a more decided serial arrangement of larger and more quadrate dorsal blotches, and there is an
iudication of a dark blue patch on the throat, with a transverse whitish
band connecting the yellowish patch on the shoulder.
In the four female specimens before me (Oat. No. 2743) the general
color is of a light bluish; greenish olive above, and whitish beneath.
There is.a faint trace of ten dorsal rows of small crescentic blotches;
and of a lateral light line, with a dusky stripe along tlrn sides, but this
is very indefinite. There is no decided indication of the usual blotches
or lines about the shoulder.
This species is readily distinguished from most of its allies with
small scales by the smoothness of the cephalic plates and the marked
inferiority in size of the lateral to the dorsal plates. Those on the side
of the neck and body for some distance behind the shoulders are almost
like fine tubercles, not imbricated nor cariuated.
,
I have referred Oat. No. 2739, males and females, to this species,
although there is an unusual differeuce in color for the sexes of the same
species and the hind toes are shorter. In coloration this is one of the
handsomest of the genus.
SceloponlS CO'ltch'ii 1Jai1'cl.
vYhen col• From whom received. Nature of
lected.
specimen.
- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - - - - - 1 - - -2904
1 ...... . . Pesquiera, Mexico .... -, 1853 Lieut. Couch .......· Alcoholic.
4 F emale Santa Caterina ........................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
2743
5 Male ....... do .................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . .• .
do.
2739
Locality.

SCELOPORUS CHRYSOSTICTUS Cope.

Sceloponts ch1·ysosticfas COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phi]a., 1866, p. 125; Proc.
Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 394.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d
ed., II~ 1885, p. 235.
Sceloporu8 cu,pre'us Bocou1rr, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., p. 210, pl. xvnr bis.

Near the S. scalaris, but without auricular marginal scales larger
tl1an tbe temporal, with smaller dorsal scales and different coloration.

Lateral aud ventral scales nearly equal; dorsals in forty-five rows from
occiput to rump, obtusely mucronate, not notched. No larger plates
behind parietals. Cephalic plates rugose; three pair supranasals; internasal small, flat; frontal nearly equally transversely divided, anterior
half longitudinally divided. Interparietal narrowed anteriorly, long as
broad; parietals obliq11e, longer than broad. Supraorbitals surrounded
by marginals, the external separated from them by a row of rhombic
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seal
ngni...' of ex.tended lliud limlJ to near nostril. From end of
muzzle to vent, 54.5 mm.
Brown, with two golden longitudinal lines from above ear to above
groin, separated by nine rows of scales. A series of short, indistinct,
reddi h-brown ro sbars on each ide t.be dorsum within these lines.
Sides darker, with golden spangles; axilla and scapular region black.
Head dark l>rown; below, pale brown; chin darker.
Thi mall pecie is widely di tribnted in Mexico. It was originally
de cribed from Yucatan, which is Tierra Caliente, but Duges reports it
from the elevated platea,u of San Luis Potosi. I have it also from
near the city of Guatemala from Van Patten.
Sceloporns chrysostictus Cope.
umb r
of sp

ru

i-

Locality.

]from whom recei 1•ed.

Nature of specimen.

D8.

2
1

Yucntan ... . .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . ... . .. A. Schott....................... A lcol1olic.
'ity of Guatemala .. .............. Dr. Yau Patten.................
do .

SCELOPORUS V ARIABILIS Wiegmann.
Sceloporus 1•ariabilis WEIGMANN, Herpet. Mex., 1834, p. 51.-FITZINGER, Syst.

Rept., 1 43, p. 75.-Bocouin, Misc. Sci. Mex., Rcpt., p. 200, pls. xvn1 bis,
fig. 1; xix, fig. 2.-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 394; Proc.
. . at. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 397.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885,
p. 236.- TEJNE 1m, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 485.
Tropidole]Jis variauilis DUMERIL and BrnnoN, IV, 1837, p. 308.-GRAY, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., 1 45, p. 209.-AUG. DuMElUL, Ca.t. Meth. Mus. Hist. Nat., 1851,
p. 77.
Sceloporus marmorntus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., VI, 1852, p. 178
( an Antonio); Sitgreaves Report, 1853, Reptiles, p. 112, pl. II.
Sceloporus delicalissimus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852,
p. 178 (, 'an Antonio); Sitgreaves Report, 1853, Reptiles, p. 109, pl. I.
celoporns scalaris OPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p. 17, not of
Wi gmann.

Supraorbital in one large series with one internal and two external.
One fr ntal plate; anterior to this, a central plate surrounded by five
ther . Occipital plate margined behind by smaller ones. Cephalic
plat , 11 trongly corrugated. Dor al scales in seventy series, from
b , d t t, il · about fi rty-five from gular fold, maller than caudal, larger
than l, t ral; pointed with moderate mucro, but no lateral denticulations.
r part f' hind to as loug as cephalic plates. Scales of sides of
n ·k much mall r than on neck above. Femoral pores eleven.
D rk r en abov with two lateral light-greenish ba11ds on each side,
by al> ut fourteen row,. Back with two series of subquadrate
parat d by light lincR confluent with the lateral. Sides
lJ rt, light line from the lateral stripe running perpendicuin ertion f arm.
black ellipse on each . ide exteuding
a,•illa t th lio-lJt line ju t mentioned; the outline internta ton the middle of the l>elly. ·
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The plates on the upper surface of the head are all conspicuously and
strongly rugose or wrinkled longitudinally. The cephalic plates, however, do not appear to differ materially from those of S. graciosus. The
occipital is large and subtriangnlar, with three nearly equal plates on
each side, the anterior pair in contact. Next comes one median plate1
then two, then three, but with a small plate between the two series
and surrounded by the five composing them. The six large supraorbitals are bordered internally by one row and externally by two of
small plates.

I
Fig. 67.
SCELOPORUS VARIABILIS WIEGMANN.

X ~.
Cat. No. 15655, U.S.N.M.

The scales are all very minute, much larger on the body than tail,
scarcely largest above, those on the throat being scarcely distinguishable. There are at least seventy in a series around the middle of the
body and about eighteen between the axi11oo beneath. Those above
and on the sides are very distinctly keeled and angular, with a decided
mucro and lateral notch. The belly and chin scales have all a decided
central notch but no carination, and the scales on the inner face of the
tibia and postanal space are perfectly smooth. The hind feet are very
long, the free part of longest toe e(_iualing the head from nose to end
of large occipital plate behind ancl nearly to ear. There are eleven
or twelve femoral pores.
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, Thi peci
. r u •olor, with a light greeni:sh-white
line on ach id , · parat d by fourt n or fifteen rows of scales.
Betw en the ear two eri of ubqua<lrate or <lark blotches, separated
by a faint dor c 1 gr eni h lin , the blotclte b r<lered behind by branches
from the upr r la,teral tripe. Below the light lateral line i a blue-black
tripe beginuing narrowly back of the eye and wi<leniug on the sides,
it lower edge not , harply defined. In the male there is a, well-defined
elongat d bla ·k ellip. eon each ·ide the belly; those of opposite sides
very nearly in conta t and the upper part wanting or diffused in the
du ky of th sid . 'Ilii ' anteriorly ruus into a large, intensely black
pat ·h in and above the axilla and extending along the posterior face of
he arm; Io teriorly it reaches the groiu, but does not exteud on tlte
femur. The c utral portion of the ellip e is whitish, with a violet
shade in the al oholic pecimen. There is a well-defined. narrow yellow
line running perpendicularly from the lateral stripe to the insertion of
tb arm abov . Tho m1der parts are whitish, irregularly dotted. with
bln - la ·k, mo~ t o on the chin, which appears speckled. with whitish.
Tb re i a trace fa short white line on the cheek in line with the gape
of m utb.
·
11 th
erie befor me there are no females from the same localities
with the mal ·. Tllo e referred to the same species are what Dr. Hallow 11 and Baird and 1 irard have called S. scalaris of Wagler. These
ar ·imilar in g n ral baracter, but lack the ventral elliptical marks
and the di tiuct lateral black band. There is, however, the same short,
ligl1t Jiu at tile shoul<ler, perpendicular to but not confluent with the
I t ral light ·tripe.
It may be prop r to state that the pecimen on which the description
l1a b n ba ed (Oat. o. 2889) ltas rather a blunter suout than the
th r and tlie cales ou the back appear rather smaller, but I can find.
11 o b r charact r, of importance.
Thi p i · rang
throughout the damper parts of eastern and
utb rn M ' i ·o, and in outhwe tern Texa as far north as the Jati1
tu l
f an utonio. The locality " alt Lake" of the Smithsonian
a,• iv n b 1 w, i.· probably incorrect. Stejneger was the first
li ·
r that thi.· peci i tlle 1• del-icatissim,its of Hallowell; and
th Ile 11 w 11 a,ntl Baird and Giraru had regarded other examples of it
a h 1 '. • ·alaris.
' b
. aricib ·us i pr bably named on ac ount of the wide difference
in l r b ween tl1 m le and female·. It is one of tile haudsomest
I e ·i · of b genus.
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Sceloporus 'rnriabil-is Wiegma.nn.
,
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
2!J17
2885
288!)

2892
4108
2!)16

29U
2882
2886

2848
4116
11457

Locality.

From wbon1 recei_ved.

Natlire of
specimen.

San Antonio, Texas ..................... Dr. Woodhouse ........ . .Alcoholic.
S:m Diego, Mexico . ..................... . Lieutenant Couch ... ... .
do.
nJd lagoons son th of Nuevo Leon ............ do ................. ..
do.
San .Antonio, Texas ...................... Dr. Woodhouse ........ . Type.
SaltLake ............................... . Captain Stansbury ..... .
do.
1 Medina .............. .......... ......... . Colonel Graham . ..... .. .
do.
1 San Antonio, Texas ................... ., . Dr. WoodhouRe .... ,.... .
do.
1 China, Nuevo Leon ...................•... Lieutenant Couch .. .. .. .
do.
1 Matamoros .................................... do . ................. .
do.
1 Charco Esl' ondido, in Tamaulipas ... , ......... do ................. ..
do.
1 Redmoucls Rancbe . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Major Emory ...... .... .
clo.
do.
~ ~~~o~~!~i·e!::~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
:J{!-~ro.~k::::: ::: : :
do.
1 Southwestern Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. B. Sennett ........... .
do.
1
2
1
1
1

~w

SCELOPORUS SCALAR-IS Wiegmann.

Sceloporus scalaris WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 370; Herp. Mex., p. 50, pl. vnr, fig.
2.-FITZINGER, Syst. R ept., 1843, p. 75.-BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept.,
1874, p. 202, pl. XVIII bis1 fig. 9.-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 1 XXII, 1885,
p . 394.
Tropi do lepis scalaris GRAY1 Zool. Beechey's Voy., 1839, p. 95, pl. xxx, :fig. 3.DuMERIL and BrnRON1 Erp. G6n., IV, 1837, p. 310.-GRAY, Cat. Spec. Liz.
Coll. Brit. Mus,, 1845, p. 210.-AUG. DUMERIL, Cat. Meth. Mus. Hist. Nat.,
1851, p. 77.

Gen eral plan of snpraorbitals as in S. undulatus, the outer central
series of supraorbital p]ates small. The cephalic plates anteriorly and
lateral1y rugose. Two ·iuternasals and four postnasals. Two frontals.
Legs very short; proportion of longest toe about three.fourths the
ceph alic plates. Dorsal, rump, and caudal scales· about equal, rather
larger than the lateral, the former elongated, acutely pointed, with
moderate spine, and one lateral deuticulation. Inside of tibia and
behind anus smooth. Femoral pores twelve. About forty-four oblique
rows of scales from occiput to tail; thirty from cervical fold.
Olive gray, with a narrow line of white on each side the back, on the
center of a row of scales, the rest of which ,is black, these lines separated by six rows of scales. Back with a central gray liue. Two rows
of elongated du ky crescents on the b ack, about thirteen from head to
tail, margined behind by lighter. Two other series less distinct in each
side, separated by a broken light line. Two small dark spots on and
above t he shoulder.
Oat. No. 2884. This species has rather a slender head, its length being
one and a halftimes the width. The large subcordate occipital has three
smaller oues on each side. The cephalic plates are 7, 1, 1, 2, 3, an.cl 4 to
tliose immediately posterior to the single nasal plate, six in number.
All are remarkably symmetrical in arrangement. The seven occipital
may perhaps be considered as five and two, the latter separated by
the large occipital. The last.mentioned series of four is composed of
two inner very large, and a lateral small. All are distinctly but moderately rugose transversely.
NA'l' MU S 08--2G
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Th lat ral gular fold are quite moderate. The scales above are
re:markabl for being longer than broad. They are thu very acuteancrl cl, decidedly keeled, and sharp, but with little or no projecting
mucro. They are notched on each side the point above, very few of
th :m on th belly, more on the chin. There are about thirty-nine or
forty cnle en ircling the thickest part of the body. The legs are very
hort; tlrn hind feet only about one and one-fourth times the head from
nout to nd of occipital plates. The scales on the inside of tibia and
behind anus are mooth. There are about fourteen femoral pores.
Th color resemble much those of S. graciosus. The ground color
above i olivaceous gray. There is a well-defined and narrow line of

I
Fig. GS.
, 'C ELOPOllUS SCALAltlS \YIIWMANN.

X ~at.

11.

23R·I, U.S.N.~1.

11 wi h white n each ide the back, begiuning distinctly 011 1he
t •mpl : in a line with th nperci1iary ridge. Thi· occupie:-.; the center
u_l f ' iugle row of cale , the outer portion of which, and to aceram .·t llt th inner al o, is traver cd by a well-marked line of black.
h
lin · ares arated 011 th back by ix rows of scales. A. centr J li li :b trip one and two half "cale wide traverses the back
·a f these i a e:r;ie of U- haped blotches (about fif-'
1
1 t ab v a11u ') bord red externally by the light lines.
ud , rie of U , on th side, bounde<l below by a second
llow line ou tli adjacent half rows, tlrn upper 011e being
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the third from that traversed uy tlie :first-mentioned yellow line. There
are even obscure indications of a third lateral series of dark blotches
below this last line. On the back, where most distinct, the U-marks
(the convexity behind) have their outline black, bordered behind by
whitish (on the tips of scales), the interior filled up first by olive brown
and tben by grayer. The lateral series are somewhat similar, the
lower ligh t fine being forn:'ied by light borders to adjacent U-sbaped
blotches of the second and third series. There is a V-shaped mark on
the occipital region, the angle anterior, and anotb.er behind the nostrils, with an intervening ·b lotch and a transverse bar on the sup<uciliary region. There is a short line above the insertion of the arm and
another on the shoulder below it, but no trace of a short perpendicular
line. The under ·parts are uniform whitish. The specimen is a female
and lacks the blue of the chin and sides.
This species has the general appearance of S. graciosus, but has the
scales above m·uch larger and more elongated. The upper light yellow
lines are narrower and more sharply defined, being ou one row of scales,
separated by six or seven scales, instead of on one and two halves, separated by nine or te11. The U-marks are better defined. There is no
trace of the short perpendicular black bar in front of the shoulder and
lit.tle of the two on the posterior face of t.he thigh. The U-rnarks on
the head are peculiar. The head is narrower; the plates anteriorly
more symm etric.al, and decidedly wrinkled instead of small. The feet
are much shorter.
From S. consobrinus it differs in the U-shaped ma.rks on the back, the
very narrow light lines on the middle of one row in stead of on the adjacent edges of t wo, the rugo e plates of the head, the weak feet, the
elou gated U.iiu scale .
ooloporus sccilari8 1Vier;mann.
,
N111111J r
C.:aLalog11r. of RpociNo.
Ill rn1.
832!)

l

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

BeLwO(m C.:hil111ah11a nnd C.:iLy of Mexico ...... . .... . John Potts.

PHRYNOSOMA Wi egmann.
l'ltryno80111a \VrnG 1ANN, Isis, 1828, p. 367; Herpet. Mex., 1834, p. 52.~wAGLER,
SyHt. Amph. 1830, p. 14-5.-Du 11:;RIL and Burno , Erp., Gen. IV, 1837, p.
311.-l!'ITZii'-Glrn, Syst. Rept .., 184.3, p. 78.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 227.GrnAHD, . . Bxpl. Exp . (Ch. Wilkes) ; H erpet ., 1858, p. 388.-HocotrRT,
Miss . Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 231.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II,
1885, p. 239.
JJalrachosonia FITZINGER, Syst,. Rept., 1843, p. 79.-GIRAirn, U. S. Expl. Exp.
(Ch. Wilkes), p . 400.-BocouRT, Mis. Sc. Mex ., p. 259.
Tropidogaste1· FITZI GER, Syst. Rept., 1843. (Not of Dumeril and Bibron.)
.Anota HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. P hil a., 1852, p. 182.-Boc omn, Miss.
Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 230.
Tapaya GIRARD, U. S. Expl. Exp . (Ch. Wilkes), p. 394 (not of Fitzinger).Bocouin, Mis.3. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 220.
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' h pr maxillary has a very hort alveolar portion which does not
un l th no ril below (or very little, P. coronatum ). It bas a superi r , in and on ave palatal border. The nasals are distinct and are
l in front by the large narial openings. The frontal is single,
i mu ·b nc rrow din front by the prefrontals, but extends transversely
ri rt b orbit , where it sends forward an acute process in the
r ilic r au l . The prefrontal is large and extends posteriorly to
nd h middl of the supraorbital border. It sends posteriorly
n
n
uper i1i ry pro e , which meets that of the frontal from
hiu
r tb
in P. cornutum; does not quite meet it in P . coro1 tum, n f il, t m et it by a longer interval in P. douglassii. The
l hr mal i
ncl i not r ached by the anterior angle of thejugal.
h
ari al i r ad aucl sl1ort, and the pineal foramen pierces it at
b
utnr . t later I border is very little decurved to meet
h
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rt, strong parietoquadrate arch supports a horn or tuberosity, and
in most of the specie& the middle of the posterior border supports
the same. The occipital is broadly articulated with the parietal in P.
douglcissii and P. coronatum; in the former loosely, in the latter closely.
Ju P. cornutum it affords a narrow but firm support for the parietal.
Paroccipital small, visible from behind. The postfrontal is visible as a
rudiment iu P . douglas8ii, but it is apparently coossified in the other
two species. The postorbital i slender, expanding below for union
with jugal and supratemporal. The former bears two sharp tuberosities in P. coronatum, and the supratempora.l two. In P. cornutum there
is none on the jugal, but there are three on the supratemporal; and in
P. douglassii the arrangement is similar. Owing to the inferior position of the supratemporal, the quadrate is oblique forward and downward. It presents one conch, the external. The vomers are short, and
are separated from each other for the posterior half or more of their
length by a hiatus, which continues posteriorly of about equal width
between the palatine and pterygoid pairs. The latter are short, wide,
and flat, and the palatine foramen is small; least and oval in P. coronatmn; small and round in P. cornutum; larger and elongate in P.
douglassii. The ectopterygoid is decurved at its inner extremity. The
presphenoid is wanting, and the suture between the sphenoid and the
basioccipital is persistent. The supraforaminal part of the petrosal is
very short, and the infraforaminal part is not much p roduced, and has
a wid.e inferior groove. The epipterygoid originates behind the ectopterygoid proces , and ha the peculiarity among Iguanidre of not reachin g the parietal, but of .re ting on the anterior border of the petrosal.
The occipital condyle bows trace of its tripartite composition. The
postoptic i. urv d and , imp]e and does uot reach the frontal bone.
The 1atter i.· o-ro ved on the middle line below.
The groov of Me kel' artilage i open throughout in P. cornutum
a nd 7'. coronatum and di tally only in P. douglassii. The coronoid is
not produ d horizontally on tlle external face of the mandible, and the
de11tary i not produ ed beyond its posterior border. This element bas
a rcllecte<l inferior border in the P . cornutum which is acutely dentate
po~tcrior to the middle, characters absent from P . coronatum and P.
dour;lassii. In P . douglassii the surangular is not coossified with the
articular, while it is so united in the other two species. 'rbe angle is
short, and is directed downward and obliquely inward.
The basihyal is wide and is ossified, and the second ceratobrancbials
are very short and widely separated. The hypohyals are short and
carry the ceratohyl s on their extremities. No expansions of lateral
elements.
The vertebroo have no zygospben articula.tion, but the prezygapopbyseal facet is carried upon the side of the neurapopbysis at an angle with
tbe usual position. Tllis furnishes the initial step in the production of
a zygospben. I find five cervical intercentra in P. cornutuni and P.
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coronatum, and i in P. douglassii, exclusive of the intercentrum of the
atla , whi •h has uo hypapophysis. Ribs extend to the sacrum, aud are
attached to very hort diapophy e . The two sacral diapophyses are
eparated by a wide fl sure in the P. coronatum and P. dou.glassii, but
are closely appre ed in P. cornutum. On one side of the ·skeletou of
P. douglassii the la t lumbar vertebra carries, abnormally, a third sacral
diapophy i · whicli reaches the ilium. Proximal part of caudal vertebr, with 10110- diapopby e . Caudal centra not segmented. Chevron
bone int rceutral, not uniting distally. Neural spines everywhere very
1 w, tbo e of the caudal vertebrre single.
The upra capula is exceptionally elongate, and the scapula is of
moderat length and has a proscapular process. The coracoid bas one
emargination. The interclavicle is remarkable for the shortness of its
p t rior limb, which is shorter than the transven;e limb in P. cornittum
nd P. (1o·u glas/ii, arnl.equal to it in P. coronatum. The sternum has a
v ry larg fontanelle which approaches the posterior border. In P.
coronatiwi a11d P. c101tglassii three ribs articulate with the sternum, but
in J>. cornutuni two only in my skeleton. The xiphoicl rods are widely
,' parat d, and carry but one rib.
Th ilium h a short angulus cristce, and the acetabulmn is entire.
'Ib 1,>ubi and i chium are slender and transverse in position, and
appr ach n •arly at their symphyses, which are connected by a short,
natr w cartil, ge. The pectineal process is obsolete, while the tuber
i. hii i , prominent angle.
.
Tw p culiarities especially distiuguish this genus among Ignanidre:
Fir. t, th conne tion of the epipterygoid with the petrosal, and, second,
th n.b en of symphysis of the chevron bones. The characters of the
t rnum are an extreme of what.is seen iu Sceloporus.
1 is era.-Tbe di tinction between the large and small intestine is
w 11 m, rl d, and there is a large colon, which is set off from the rectum
y a, tron · on trictiou. The liver is large, and extends farther post riorly than in any 0 ·enus of Iguauidre. The ·left lobe is larger than
iu any th r genu , extending in most species as far posteriorly as the
mu ·h narr wer right lobe. The posterior border is deeply excavated
b w en 11 m. The mesenteries are of the usual type, except that
th r i , ri ht hepatoventral in addition to the usual one. It has a
po iti n , f, r to the right side as to be as well termed a hepatolateral.
b u ual h p, toventral, in con equence of the elongation of the left
1 l.> f th li r, whi h it follows, extends to or nearly to the transic me ·ent ric fold.
ni in . a io i. short, and terminates glans-like, in which the
ppo it ide turn inward toward the obtuse apex on one
h turn ir ward they become SP,parated from the remainder
n · y, -roov , which becomes deep and defines a median lobe
n h m which forms the apex of the organ. The grooves do not
· n i n
n h id
ppo. ite to that on which they originate. The
urfa e f th rga n i deeply longitudinally plicate, but at the apex
0
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of both lateral and median lobes the plicre inosculate, forming a tripelike structure:
Species.-I distinguish eleven species of this genus, which differ as
follows:
I. One series of marginal abdominal scales.
a. No enlarged gular scales.
b. Nostrils in line with canthi rostrales.
Horns reduced to tubercles, the temporals larger than occipitals; infralabials and enl,arged dorsal scales not prominent; ventrals smooth.
P. douglassii Bell.
Horns short, occipitals longer than temporals in the same plane; infralabials not prominent; large dorsals not prom~nent; ventrals smooth.
P. orbiculare Wiegmann.
Horns short, occipitals longest, directed upward and not in plane of
temporals; infralabials not prominent; large dorsals prominent.
·
P. boucardii Bocourt.
aa. Enlarged gular scales present.
b. Nares within canthi rostrales.
A single large temporal horn on each side; occipitals rudimental; ventral scales keeled; tail very short ... _..... _... ____ .. P. tau1·us Duges.
Three temporals and the occipital subequal; ventral scales keeled; tail
very short ... _..... __ . __ ..... _... ___ .......... P. braconnierii Hocourt.
bb. Nares on line of canthi rostrales.
Occipitals longest; temporals prominent; the anterior below the orbit;
ventrals smoot~; enlarged dorsals prominent; enlarged gulars in several rows; a subrictal spine; two rows of marginals on the tail.
P. cerroense Stejneger.
II. Two marginal abdominal fringes of elongate scales.
a. Enlarged gulars present; enlarged dorsals prominent.
b. Nares within canthi rostrales.
Ventral scales smooth; four equal elongate occipital horns, formingwith
the temporals an uninterrupted series; inferior marginal abdominals feeble; one row of enlarged gulars ..... ----·· .... I'. solare Gray.
Ventral scales smooth; posterior temporal and occipital turned outward; anterior temporal below eye ; a subrictal not -followed by a
Apin ; sev ral rows of enlarged gulars; a median occipital spine.
P. coronatum Blainville.
Ventrals generally keeled; occipitals directed upward, the median
minute; temporal row posterior only; no subrictal; one row of enlargeil guln.rs . ......... _. . ......... . .... ... ..... P. cornuturn Harlan.
11b. ares on line of canthi rostrales.
V ntrals smooth; occipital1, and last temporals subequal, straight; temporal row, but no horn under eye; median occipital minute; a subri ctal followed by a spine; several rows of enlarged gulars.
P. blainvillei Gray.
Ventrals keeled; superciliaries, fast temporals, and occipitals subequal,
the last directed upward; no median occipital; temporal row not
extending below orbit; no subrictal; several rows of enlarged. gulars;
enlarged dorsals prominent at the sicles of the back only .. P. asio Cope.

These species may be also grouped as follows, by consideration of
certain characters of the squamation :
I. Several subrictal projecting pfates; temporal row of conic plates not continued
to below orbit. Large dorsal scales without rosette at base. Two occipital
horns. Femoral pores in the interior of scuta.
P. orbiculare; P. douglassii; P. boucardii; P. braconnie1·ii.
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II. One large subrictal projecting plate; temporal ro,,, of coni c plates contiuued to
below orbit; dorsal scales without basal rosette. Femoral pores on borders of
scuta. Two occipital horns . ..... .... P. coro 11attt1n; P . cerroense; P. blai1w illei.
III. No subrictal prominent scale; temporal row not eontinued t o b elo w orbit; four
occipital horns; large dorsal scales generally without rosette ; fem oral pores iu
interior of scuta . ........... - - .. - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - - • - - • - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - . P. sol are.
IV. o subrictal prom inent 1:;cale; temporal cones not co nt inued to b elow orbit;
large dorsal scales wi th basal rosette; one occi pital horn; fem oral pores at margins of scuta ..... . __ ........ ... .................. P. cornutum; P . asio; P. taiirns.

The attempt bas been made to define more than one genus from the
characters presented by the above species. One of the ch aracters
viewed as indicating this result is the varying position of the nostrils
as regard· the canth us rostraiis. On this .basis the P. coronatwm
might be as readily referred to oue division as the other, as it is in this
re pect exactly intermediate. Such a division would violate the affinitie expressed in the second table. This is, however, not an insuperable
objection, as allied genera not infrequently possess parallel series of
speci
Th large t species is the southwest Mexican P. asio. It is remarkable for the reduction of its temporal horns to two on each side, and
th larg size of its superciliary horn s, which equal th e posterior temporal and occipital in length. The P. faurus, from southeastern Mexico,
j remarkable for tlie presence of only one temporal spine, which i.:;
v ry large, and the abortion of all the other _spines, of which the occipital are represented by rudiments. Eleven species are known, three
being re tricted to the tropical parts of Mexico, namely, P. asio, P.
taiu-u , and P . braconnierii.
llabits.-Under tlie head of Phrynosoma douglassii, Dr. Stejneger 1
tltu write of the metachrosis, which is so observable in t his genus:
Mu h bas been writt •n in regard to the perfection with which t h ese animal s
"imitiit ' tl1 color of the grouud on which the.? live, anrl onr own observations
fully v rifi c1 the statement that th ey afford one of the most str ik ing examples of
pr tt• tiv mimi ry.
Iu th <' c1ar and pine belt of the San Francisco Mountain the dark color of t he
il an l t n c vering the urface is closely matched by the ground color of the
l'hrynosonws, wbil the greenish gray and orangt3 colored markings, w hich somewh t irr nlarly adorn their backs, are perfect imitations of the lichens covering th e
ro k , nd p IJbl
among which these oclcl-looking creatures live. Near t h e rim of
tb
rand auy n of the olorado, on the other liancl, tl1c ground is covered w ith
mall p hbl s of variously color d sandstone, rangin g from a clayey wh ite to bri ck
r cl and <lark brown, and tlle specimen which I collected there (No . 1572,l ) is s1:ch a
faithful 1 pr <lnrt1on of the snrroundings that it wonl<l undoubtedly have rcma incrl
undrt •c t Pel ha,1 i t not b n moving. Even more r emarkable aro tho specimens w h ic h
l r .• I rriam oll ·tecl in the black lava lJelt, east and northeast of the mountain .
(rTo. r 15 ) wa brouo-ht to camp aliv , enab1ino- me to make tho fo ln of th
lowing <l eription of the f1;,. h colors: "Ground color of upper s ide, inclncliug head,
entin>· hi c·k; l1 ht markin rr on median tuird of bocly clnll 'Xaple yellow,' abruptly
c·banrriurr int tu yellow ocher of tho on t h sides; tipR of most lateral spi n es
1
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white; tips of largest cephalic spines marbled wi_th ocher; underside yellowish
white, densel y marbled with ulackish; collar, light ocher yellow.'' In these specimens even the g loss of the ulack lava was imitated.
PHRYNOSOMA DOUGLASII Bell.
Phrynosoma douglasii WAGLER, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 146.-WIEGMANN, Herpt.

Mex ., 1834, p. 54.-HOL13ROOK, . Am. Herpet., II, 1842, p. 101, pl. XIV.GIRARD, Stansbury E xpl., 1852, p. 362, pl. vii, figs. 6-9.-COPE, Proc. Acad.
Nat. Sc i. Pbila., 1866, p. 302.-Coum,, Wheeler's Report Expl. W. 100th Mei:.,
V, 1875, p. 591.-GRAY, Synopsis, Rept. Griff., Cuv. Anim. Kingd., IX, 1831,
p. 4-! ; Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 227; Zoo!. Beechey's Voy., 1839, p. 96.-DUMERIL and
BrnRoN, E rp. Gen., IV, 1837, p. 323.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 78.BouLJrnGE R, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1885, p. 240 .
.Agama douglassii BELL, Trans. Linn. Soc., ;KVI, 1833, p. 105, pl. x.-HARLAN, Med.
and Phys. Res., p. 141, plate, fig. 3.
Ph1·y1wsoma orbicula1·e HALLOWELL, Sitgreaves Exped. Zuni and Colo. River, 1853,
p. 125, pls. v111, IX.
i Tapaya lternandesii GIRARD, U. S. Expl. E xpd. (Ch. Wilkes), H crp., 1858, p. 395;
U. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 1859, p. 8.-BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept.,
1874, p . 228.
Tapay a bl'evirostris GIRARD, U. S. Expl. Expd. (Ch. Wilkes), Harp., 1858,_p . 397.BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 229.
Tapaya doug lassii GIRARD, U. S. Expl. Expel. (Ch. Wilkes), Herp., 1858, p. 397,
pl. XXI, figs. 1-5.-BOCOUilT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept. , 1874, p. 226, pl. XI, fig. 5.
P hryno soma b1·evirostre Co1 E , Proc. Acad. Na t. Sci. Phila., 1866, p . 302.

Outline of head from above, parabolic; profile of muzzle descending
steeply and convex to a projecting lip border. Temporal region wide,
but not especially e panded.
o tril in the line of the canthus rostralis. Horn repre nted by conical protuberances on each side.
Three temporal and on o ipital, of which the occipital is about as
prominent as th e ond t mp ral and le s o than tl1e third temporal.
Occipital- wid ly par ted t b a . Th temporal row of scales is
contin ued to b 1 w tll r it, but the latt r are not prominent. Scales
of vertex onv ~, rug ; o ·ipital and two po t erior to it, with one
within ancl acljoinin th p t rior UJ er ·iliary, a little larger than the
ot11er.-. Six I
ri r in£ rior labial· enlarged, tbe most posterior with
produced an 1 , f rmio g a series of ubrictals. One series of enlarged
iufralal>ials, which a r not o prominent and do not extend as far posteriorly a t b ubrictal ·. '.rwo hort oblique rows of conic scales on
the side of t he n eck, the superior the longer. Two large scales in verti cal relation behind nasal, and separated from it by a row of smaller
scales. A small keystone superciliary. Gular scales rounded, smooth . .
Median dorsal scales fl.at, keeled, of irregular sizes, but not so large
as in the specie of the cornutum or coronatwm groups. Lateral dorsal
scales rounded, smaller, but not so small as in the corenatum group.
The large i olated keeled scales are less conspicuous than in the other
groups and are in aJ)out four rows on each side. They are not surrounded by a rosette at base. A single series of moderately elongate
closely placed marginal scales, commencing anterior to the groin and
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terminating .:tbove po terior to the axilla. · A single prominent scale
aboye the hurp.eru . A eries of conic scales on each side of the tail,
. which are ndt so prominent as the large keeled spinous scales which
project from among the flat ones of its superior surface. Superior face
of arm and cubitus covered with large acute keeled scales; of leg and
thigh with smaller scales, among which large prominent keeled and
pinous scale are mingled. Scales of inferior surfaces smooth, except
tho e of the di tal part of the cubitus, the distal half of the tail, and
of the palm and soles, which are keeled. Lateral digltal scales not
produced.
Th legs are shorter than in any other·North American species, the
po terior ones when extended reaching barely three-fourths the distanc to the axilla. Tlle tail varies in length in the· subspecies from
about twice the head in the typical form to more than three times in
th sub pecies hern<:f!ndesii. Femoral pores, sixteen on each thigh, the
rie approaching but not meeting on the middle line.
Mea urements.-Total length, 111 mm.; length to vent, 80 mm.; length
to gular fold, 19 mm.; length of head with occipital horn, 19 mm.; length
of h ad without a horn, 17 mm.; width at temporal region, 23 mm.;
length of fi re leg, 32 mm.; length of fore foot, 11 mm.; length of hind
1 , 40 mm.; length of hind foot, rn mm.
Th round color of the superior surface of this species is variable
ancl und r tbe control of the animal in a large degree. It may be pale,
a. hy, brown, reddi h, or nearly black. There is no distinct vertebral
rip . Th re i a large dark nuchal spot on each side and three double
dor al ·pot on each side of the body. These spots may be separate
or fu d, in the latter case forming a cross band with posterior bilobate
utlin . They are ill defined anteriorly, but posteriorly they are well
d fin d, and frequently have a pale or even bright colored border.
T il m1d limb obscurely cross-banded above; head uniform b•rown.
Int ri r urface unjform cream-colored, unspotted, except on the gular
r gi n, wh re mall bla k spot are frequently present. The small
·ranial 11 rn are fre uently pink.
Thi p i ha much the most northern range of all the Pbrynosoru , inb itin
r gon, part of Washington, and Montana. To the
, , , ari it
tends into Montana, Nebraska, and Kansas, au<l. to the
uth to c r , ew Mexico, and middle Arizona. It does 110t occur
in' , , . o f r a, kn wn. It i thu e pecially characteristic of the
· n r l r ion an<.l the northern part of the Paci.fie. Within this range
it pr · ut tllr m dification • Specimen from the northern Pacific
r i n ar f mall r ize than tho e from the Uentral region, and the tail
h rt· a lar r bri hter-col r d and also short-tailed form from the
rt. f h T
, , in, and a larger and long-tailed form from the
k 1. uut in r giou and astward.
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p cie as observed

Like other specie of the same g nu , this Phrynosoma i slow of foot and readily
captured; it makes an inter ting p t to one fond of obs rving the trait of lower
animals. It may readily be secured by a, thread ti ed b hind its "horns," and in
this state of partial liuerty itHhabits may be stnrli d to aclvautage. It is one of the
most inoffensive and amiable of r ptil s, though some of the largest and boldest
individuals sometimes make a slight cl moo tration in self-defense by l>itinrr weakly.
It nsually submits at once without r moustranc . When handled, it has a way of
making it elf perfectly flat, when, closing it. ey s, it will simulate death in thi
collapsed state. Under some circnm tances it will swell up tho l>ody prodigiously
till it assum1·s a nearly spherical all ape. It has a ly way of watching for a chance
to escape l>y bolting away when it thinks itself nnob ervecl, and a still more curious
knack of bnrying itself in sand or other loo. o soil. This is a ccomplished by a gradual lateral and forward insinuating wrigrrliug of th l>ody, with the muzzle pointed
downward and the lirubs drawn close to the sides. A :f •w moments suffice for its
disappearance. A certain slight moans of d £ use which the "horns" may sometimes afford is shown b y the use they are pnt to when the animal i irritated by
poking with a, finger or bit of a stick; then the h ad is lowered, the horns set forward, the l>adc arched up, and the whole attitnde b comes ludicrously like that of
a bull in min iatnre. Th horned lizards show special a.v rsion to dogs. On approach
of one they raise tbemselv s to the full length of the legs, puff out the body, open
the mon th, and hi s a1u1ibly, altorr ther presenting quite a formidable front. Their
food , in confinement and otbc rwisc, co11sists hie.fly of Jlio1:1 and other insects, which
they capturn hy a qni •k t hrn st of tho Jlesby tongue, lubricated with viscid saliva.
I ha ve not ohsorv d th time of co il,ion nor th e period of rrestation, l>nt most of the
frm alos ar<' fomHl pr rrn:tnt in July, mHl tho young appear in great numbers in
August. Tho malo is us ually 1;nrnll r than the female and of , l ncl rer form.

'fh e varieti of tbi, I i , l1a
b en di ingni 'heel by Girard as
specie., a11<1 they Jrn b 11 thu, d Jl11 rl by ~jneg r : 2

PHRYNOSOMA DOUGLASSII DOUGLASSII Bell.

I'hryno8oma rlouglassii clouglassii ST1t.JNEGER, N. Amer. Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p.112.
I'hryno sorna dottglassii var. R. exilis COPE, Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur. T errs.,
1871 , p . 46.
Phrynosoma dong lassii BELL, var. Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 20.
I'hrynosoma douglassii pygrnm~ YARROW, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 443 .

.A. small form not more th an one-half or two- thirds the usual size, but
nearly identical in details of structure and coloration, first described
from Carrington's Lake, Montana; Fort Hall, Idaho. The differences
1
2

Rept. U.S. G. G. Snrv. W. of 100th Mer., V, Zoology, p. 592.
North American Fauna, No. 3, 1890, p.113.
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observable are: The rather shorter muzzle, which i entirely vertical in
profile ; the smaller scales above the canthus of tlrn mouth and temporal bone , the le s prominence of the posterior superciliary angle, and
the much reduced size.
On the elevated land which represents the Sierra Nevada Range,
between Warner· Lake and Goose Lake, in the basaltic region nenr
the former, I found a peculiar variety of this species. The llorus are

Fig. 69.
PHRYNOSOMA DOUGLASSII DOUGLASSII BELL,

X

f.

Fort Walla Walla.
Cat. No. 10918, u.s.N.M.

ven more rudimentary than in the usual form, but are all represented.
The lH'Omin nt cale of tbe back are smaller and Jess prominent. In
m f the pecimen the bead i shorter r elatively to the body. Tlie
o1 r j an iron-ru t brown, with <larker lateral spots, each with a small
])O teri r yell w border. Individual s are abundant; some of those taken
11 are much maller than P. douglassii hernandesi.
r full f g
Thi -t rm i ' nfiued to the northern part of the Pacific district.
Pltrynosoma donglassii dougla.~sii Bell.
Locality.

ll473

2

10918

~~

When col.
lected .

From whom recei,erl.

D •s CbutosRiv r, Oregon

-

- , 1878

H. W . Henshaw . ...... .. .A.lcoliolic

ort Walla Walla, Wash•
ington.

-

-, 1880

Capt. Chas. Benrlire,
U. . A.

F~rn ~;1·:··~i~o~~::::.- ··=·~·.~~:~. ~~-1:?~M~~~;;::::::::

1~ ........ ~.

' ar h arl or Birch 'r ek, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tr. S. Department of .Ag•
ldabo.
riculture.
lli31 8-19 ..•...... . D . rt at ink of Big ............ .. ... ... do... ... . .. . . ........
Lo t Riv r, Idnh .
21473 ....... ... Cl ar Water Ri v r, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Fish Commission . .

16315- 17 , . . . . . . . . . .

I

I

1

NRtnre of
f!!pecimen.

A fl!i1e~lic.

i~:

do.
do.
do.
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PHRYNOSOMA DOUGLASSII HERNANDES! Girard.
Phrynosoma lrnrnandesi, Tl~.JNEGtm, . Am r. Fauna, No. 3, 1 90, p.112.
1'apaya henianclesi GrnARD, . . Expl. Expel. (Uh. Wilkes), Herpt., 1858, p. 395;

. . and Mex. Bouud. Surv., 1 59, p. .-Bo OURT, Miss. , ci. Mex., Rept.,
1874, p. 228.
'l'apayct brerirostris GIRARD,
. S. Expl. Expel. ( b. Wilkes), Herpt., 1858, P·
397.-Bo OURT, Mi s., ci. Mex., R pt., 1 74, p. 229.
l'llry11osonict breviroslre OPE, Proc. Acacl. at. ci. Phila., 1866, p. 302.-BouLENGER, Ca4;. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1 85, p. 240.

Ilead broader than loug, with the spines very mall; nostril pierced
in the liu e of the can thus rostrali ; tympanum naked; the beau spines,

J?iir. 70.
l'llltYNO OMA UO OLASSll llltHNANOU:S l GIHAIW.

X

f.

Arizona.
11l.

o. I I 68, U.S.N.M.

which are Rnbe(]_ual, not, or but slightly, larger than the Jargest spinose
scale:::; on the body, and turned upward; they number on each side, one
postorbita,1, one occipital, and three. temporals; in very young specimens
the spines are not distinguishable; lower labials terminating in a series
of four or five large, compressed, obtuse, or pointed scales; a series of
enlarged scales, as large or a little larger than, and parallel to, the lower
labials; gular scales equal, smooth; gular fold strong; a dermal thickening, bearing a few small, erect spines, on each side, between the gular
fold and the tympanum. Back and limbs with scattered, large, erect,
keeled, spinose scales, which are longer than broad; a regular lateral
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series of pin 8; pectoral aud ventral scales perfectly mooth. Ji ifte n
to twenty-one femoral pore on e< ch side in the male, twelv to :fifteen
in the female, the erie not joining ·medially. Male with enlarged postanal scale . Tail t, ice to two and a half times a8 long as the head.
Yellowi h, grayish, or browni h above, with more or less distinct, large,
dark, light.edged pots forming longitudinal and transverse series;
lower urfaces whitish, uniform or scantily dotted with gray.
Mea urements.-Total length, 94 mm.; head, 14 rum.; width of head,
18 mm.; body, 50 mm. ; fore limb, 26 mm.; hind limb, 33 mm.; tail ,
30mm.
This i the form characteristic of the central district generally, and
is found abundantly throughout the Great Plains and the Rocky
Mountains.
Phrynosorna clougla,ssii he1·11andesi Girarcl.
umb r
of speci•
mens.

Catalog11
ro.

G
1

"?:·.~a~.~~~·. ~~~~.c~\t~~~~::

?.~~h~~~~,~~-~::::::::::::

~Veii;~oo;1; :::: :::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .
West of llockyMountains .................... do . . --- ......... __ _...
Klanialh Valloy ·· ····--·· .... ........... Lieut.Williamson .. __ .. .
Klamath Lako ...... .. .... ···-· . ... . . . --· .... . rlo . ...... ·-· ........ .
NearFortl~euton .. ... ... ·-·-· · ··· ···· ·· Gov.Stevens ...... ... - ..
Fort Ben ton . ......... . - ........ .. - - .. - . . .. - .. do . . --- -- ........ -- ..
Yellowstone ..... _......... . . ··- ...... .. . Gen. Warren. ·-- · . ... .. . .
... . . clo ···--· .... ··· · ·-···· . .. ... ··-··· ... ·· -··clo .. ... .. ·--··--·····
... . . do··-······-· ···· ····· ...... .. . .. ......... do ....... ·-····· · · ···
NearFortUnion,Nebraslrn .................... do ........... . -- .... .
Medicine Bow ............. ··- ·- .. --· .... Ca.pt. Bryau ..... .. ·--··North Platte .. . ..... ... _.. ·- ·-· ····-··· · · ..... rlo ........ ..... ... .. .
tahBasin ........... . ... ·-· -·- ······-·· Capt. Beckwith···-·····
·--· ·do······· ···· ··-· ····· ···-·· ··- · ····· ..... do ... ·- ···- · ····· ·-··
.... . do ..... . . . ···· ·--·· ··· ...... ··--· .... · -·· ········ ........ .. . .. .
..... do··-·······-··········-·--· ···· ······-·-·····-·········· ..... .
Sal t Lake ..... _............ _....... _..... Capt. Slansbury ..... _. . .

~:n t!\~~

]

2
1

~.~~J~~~.:: :::: ::: :::: :::

·z~~i Yti~e~·i:::::::: :::::: ::: :::::::::::: .?~~~io~i.t~:~~~~~: :.·:: _-_-: .-

Santa Fe, New Mex ico .. - · ... ·-· ._ .... _..
New Mexico ···-·-· ······· ............ ·-·
Colorado. __... - .. - ........ July -,1873
Colorado Sprir1gs,Colorado July - , 1874
] .. _.. do· ········--········· July - ,1874
rosl:!ing Little Colorado ..... _... _.. .... .
l
2 Pagosa, Colorado ..... _... ept. -, 1874
1

1
5

5 Fort Lowell, Arizona.... .
1 . . . . . do··--·.··---·........
I
rizona ·--·.. ...... .... ..
l Tao!:!,
wMexico.·-···-·
1
antaJ•', ewM xico....
2
w Moxico ..... ···· · ·--· 'ept. -, 1876
2 Abiq 11iu, ow Mexico.... .Aug. - , 1874
]2
ow M xico ... -·- ··- · ·· ... _.. ...........
2 , 'nn Tidofon o, ewMexico A11g. -, 1874
:i RioColorado,NewMexico Aug.-, 1874

145
!iO
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Nature of
specimen.
- - - - - - - 1 - -- -

l•'rom whom received.

l
3
2
1
4
G
2
1
1
1
2
2
.2
1
1
1
3
I;-ig~lt·o~~·ia·::: :::::: :: :: : : : : ..
4
1 Swe Lwatorsof Platte . . _.···· ··-· · · ......... do ........ -········-·
4 ·· - ·-··--··-·····--····••··• ·-·-· ···-· · ···· Dr.Gambel._ . . ...... ... .

1!152
8513
l!i2
8515
J40
8440
8151
41

I

4
l

:i

o,o
I
91!10

1
4
2
3
1
G
J

4604

2

9-ll
4612
575
0106
0197

When col•
lected.

l
1 . ?.~~7l~n.:::: ::: :: : : : : :::::: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : .

214
2l5
2](j
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
2:18
2:!9
l!l8
8447
8J42
8l44
8514
45!)!)
113

5321
L02

Locality.

~~! ~~t ~ty,tafo:1~::::: :: : : :::~: :: : :::: ::

Governor._._ ·- ... · ·-·· ..
Dr. 0. Loew ....... ·- ····
Dr.C.G.Newbeny ..... .
pr. Il. C. Yarrow .. ..... .
JolmYarrow .- ..... . ... .
J,ie11t. J.C. Ives, U.S . .A..
Lieut. A . W. WJJipple,
U.S.A.
IT. W. Hensl1aw ....... _.
J. H . Rutter .. ··- .. ···-··
. --·· ... •···-· • - • •· -- · · --·
Cope, Yarrow, Shedd.- . .
IT. W.Ile11shaw .. _.... . .
W . G. 8hcr1<1. · -- -- · · ·--··
Dr. O. Loew .......... __ .
... . . do . . ·-.·-·· .. ··-· ... .
Dr. IT. C. Yarrow .. _.... .
·-- . . do .. .. ... . -·······-·.

g/11?r¥Ir;o~ ::::::::
1

Pe o River,T xas. ·-·· ·· ···· ····--···· · Capt.JohnPope,U. S.A.
FortB. nt-On,Montana. __ ........ _... . ... Dr.Geo. Suckley,U. S. A .
• rtR1ley, !{ansas ....... ···-········· .. 1 H .. nrandt ... ... _._ .. ... .
Apacl1 ,.A.rrnona._ ... ... _. .Aug. -, 1873 JJ1.0.Loew ·· · - -·-·· ····
Fort nion , e\vMexico .. -, 1875 R Connell ... ·--··- ..... .
,Te braska·--·······-····-· · ·-· ....... .. . H.B.Mollhausen .. . .... .
YellowstoneRivor . .. . -.. July -,1873 1 lJr.F.V.Rayden ....... .
1''ort Steilacoom, Wasll· ·····-···· .. ··· · ··-·· ··········- ··· ···-· ·
ington .
Fort Lara.mi , Wyoming .............. _.. Dr. J. R Warren .. _.... .

I

AlcoLolic.
<lo .

do.
do.
do .
do .
(lo.

do.
do.
rlo.
rlo.

do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do .
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
tl o.
do.
do .
Typo.
A1coholic.
do.
do.
do.
rlo.

do.
do .
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
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Phrynosoma do1~glassH hernanclesi Gi1'a1·d- ontinucd.
Cat.alogue _umbe_r
No.
O~B?u~~l·

~

0200
5115
4585
0-158
9635
0637

3
3

8652
10191

10

1

2

6

11858
11857
11862
11849
10191

18

~

8

10786

10 37
5277
5272
5455
5241

5
11

Locality.

When col•
lected.

From whom r cei\'cd.

Nature of
specimen .

~tii :li~::::::::~::::::: ::::::::::::::: .~;~~~-~~~~.~;~~~:~:::

A lcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
Upper Fire Hole Basin ............... ···/ C. IlaPt Merriam ....... .
do.
Santa Fe, New Mexico .... June - , 1872 Dr. C. G.Newberry ..... .
do.
White Mountains, Ari• Aug.-, 1873 1• • • • • do ............... ... .
zona.
<lo.
Beay r, Ut~h . ............ Ma_v -, 1878 Yarro'Y and Henshaw .. .
do.
White River Canyon, ............... Dr. R. r. Burr ........ .. .
Arizona.
I
do.
Fort Whipple, Arizona .... -, 1865 Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A ... .
do.
.•... do .................... . .. . ................ do .................. .
do.
do.
do.
\Vhite River Canyon,
-, 1879 1 Dr. R. T. Burr . ...... ••••
Arizona.
do.
Sydney, Nebraska ........ Feb. 10, 1876 Lieut. E . Crawford, U.
S.A.
do.
Camp Warren, Arizona. . Aug. 10, 1878 H. W. Hensl1aw ........ .
do.
Kansas . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Reynolds ........... .
do.
Fort Buchanan, Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr.B. ,J. D. Irwin, U.S.A.
do.
Fort Bridger, Wyoming .............. .. .
·ii:
do.
(?) .• .• ••....................•............
S.A.
do.
Kansas .. ............................................. ... ......... .
do.
do.
do.
.•••. clo ............ . ........................... do .................. .
do.
ebraska . ..•.. ............. .... .............. .......... . ..........
do.
Zuiii Riv •r, ew l\f xi ·o ........ ..... .... Dr. 8. W. Woodhouse ... .
do.
Bridiers Pnsf!, Wyoming. .. ......... .. W . ?·Wood ............ .
do.
Mex,cnn l3oundary LU'· •• •••• •• ••••••• MaJ. W. H. Emory, U .
Vy.
S.A.
do.
Bridgers Pass, W.yoming ...... ..... ..... W. S. Wood ........ ... . .
clo.
ColoracloSpriugs,Colorailo - , 1879 Miss A. B ach .. .. . .... . .
do.

I

·si: 11?0~~~:A~-i~o~~::·::::

·=· .~·.~~~~.:•n~.-~~r~i~~~·: ::: ::: ::::
c;ri: ·x~ci~~~~~·.· ·u: ·

1G~ N:~-~!:J~ it~\i ·;ico:::: :::::::::: :: :: : ~o1!~~d~~~:.::: :: :: :: :::
9

5142
4027
4866

4864
4820

14

321!)
9313
9312

3
2
1

9;! 08
!126:l

{mt :::::.:t·1i ;m~~~~1~ii~~~:.;f1~1~~~:: :::::::::::: ::: ~~~:~:it~~.~.·: : ·: : : : : :

Cnnron prmg, A ri7.0lll)- ...•.•••.•••.••••.• .- .. 1(0 •••.•••.•••.. ...•••
16000- l
M nrty's, '\111,I .n ·rn ... .......·..... Edwm F.Farr ......... .
County, N w f x1 o.
J6l!)8 .. ...•.... Hnn J?rnnris o fouutain , . . . . ...... . ....
. S. D pt. Agriculture ..
1572G ....... ..

J-· ·· ··· ···

clo.

do.
clo.
clo.

do.

Arizm1n..

'l'11c1rnn , A rizoun, . .. . ..••...•..••••• ..••.
17148
ft•xlr, 11 1,0111111 1·y Jin •...•••.•...•..••.
JO:l:38 11
222:l2 I ......... . Jt'orL Httnl'httrn., Arizou1i .. ........... ... .
22000

llll!JO 200

w M iro ... ·1· ............. .
I···· ..... . Chrnirrou,
Brldg r, Wyoming ........ . ....... . .
....... ..

•'orL

1,~-: j~.'E."M ·a;~~·::::::::
lT., .

ept. A g ri ·ulture ..

'l'h. Hin. ·ki f! ton ......... .

. '. D pt.

gricnlture ..

I

do.
do.
do.
<lo.
do .

PHRY NO OMA DOUGLASSII ORNATISSIM UM Girard.

l'hry110110111<£ <louylaHsii oniatisHi1nnrn
PE, h ck List Batr. Rept. N. Am., 1875,
p. ,l !l.
'f'apaya ornali11si111ri IRARl> 1 lferpt. . . Expl. Expd. (Ch. Wilkes) 1858, p. 396;
l T. , '. an<l Me • . Round. urv., 1 G9, p. 9.-DuMf.~RIL ancl BOCOURT, Miss.
Sc i. 1 x ., l 70, pl. n, figs. 61 Ga.-JJo 'OURT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 227.
J'hryno Homa orbioulcire llALLOWELL, 'itrrreavcs Exp ., 1853, p . 125, pls. VIII, IX (not
of D:u1diu).
J'hryno soma ornalissirnian •'T.1£,JNEGJut, N. Amer. Pauna, No. 3, 1890, p. 115, pl. xu,
fig. 3.

In this form the" temporal" (supratemporal) region is produced farther posteriorl_y than iu the typical examples of P. d. hernandesi, so that
the occipital emargination is deeper. The young present the form characteristic of the 1atter species; however, this character may be associated
with long• tailed specimens of obscure coloration. The tail of the female
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of th P. d. ornati ·imum i very hort, but in the male it i ometimes
more than half the length of the head and body, a.8 in P. hernandesi.
The typical coloration consi ts of dark -brown spots surrounded by a
yellow bord r on tl1 dorsal region, but the yellow border may be
vi ible on the po terior ide of the spot, as 1n P. hernandesi. The spot
may al o extend to the ide , a in that form I do not find the difference in the form of the bead to be constant, although in typical forms
that of the P. d. ornatissimum is more obtuse than in the P. d. hernandesi.

Fi,.71.
PllRYNO OJ\IA U UOLAS ' II OR NA'l'ISt-lMUJI[ GIHARD
y

~-

w Mexico.
Cat.

o. 190 (!) .

. 204, £ mal ).-Total length, 124 mm.; length

mm.
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Accordi11g to tejneger thi i the d ert form of the sr ecies. In
Arizona Dr. Merriam ouly found it on the Painted Desert, while be
found the P. d. hernandesi in the edar and pine belts in the San
Fraucisco Mountain region.
Phry11osoma clouglassii ornatissirnum.
Catalogue N,iimb~r
No.
o~~~~~1-

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - j' - -- - - - - - , - - - - - - - - , - - - 199

1

200

1

201
202
203
204
205
206
4785
8430
8088
4580
'/4584

3222
4502
4506
17140

~

Between .A. n ti o ch nod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Whipple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.lcoholic.
Cuesta.
Between t. Domingo and .................... do...................
do.
.Alhuquerque.

t~~~t
irJMo~~ta·i~~·:::: ::::::: :: ::::::j:::J~::::::: ::::::::: :::
Canadian ........................... . ..•...... do...................
1

~~:

do.
Zuiii Mountains.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . itgreav s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Typo.
1 Pecos Riv or nnd nio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Grande.
Betw on .Janos and Sau .................... do. .... ............. .
do.
Luis Spring.
anta Fe, New Mexico ................... Iloward........... . . . . . .
<lo.
2
5 Rock Canyon, Arizona .... .July -, 1874 J. Il. Rutter.............
do.
do.
CoveCr •ek,Utah ......... - - -,1872 Dr.H.C.Yarrow ........
Little Coloratlo Rive1· .. .................. Lieut . .J.C. Ives, U.S . .A.
do.
do.
pper Colorado region .. ...................... do .. ............._....
do.
N ar 38° JatiLuclo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. E. G. Beckwith,
u. '. .A..
2 rol Cr ek................ -, 1857 Lieut. F. T. Bryan,
do.
1

2

u. ' . .A. .

.Jalapa, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . R. M. D'Oca....... . . . . . .
Tue on, Arizo11a.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IlerlJort Brown ....... .

do.

PHRYNOSOMA ORBICULARE Wiegmann.

IIea<.l tlticl , wid r the u loug. C phalic spines avera.ge length; those
of tll e occipnt horizontal and a little more prolonged lmckward than
tbc longest temp ral ones. Two rather large tubercles back of the
occipital plate. Abdominal scales smooth and square.
Length of head from the end of the snont to the extremity of one of
tlie occipital points equa,l to its greatest width; width of bead double
the space between the superciliary borders; sublabial plates pointing
backward, rather larger than the inframaxillary scutella; the latter,
rectangular in form, are arranged in a row under each branch of the
lower jaw; a conical, pyramidal scale at the junction of the lips ,; nosNAT MUS 08--27
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trils pierced at the anterior extremity by the superciliary ridge; auricular cavity bordered in front by granular scales; occipital plate distinct, as large as one of the two tubercles which border the posterior
edge; sixteen to twenty pores on the inner part of the thigh; tail twofifths the total length of the animal, characterized h1 the male by a
thick base and by two rather large scales in the postanal region; two
or three cale, similar in shape beneath each arm; length of tibia not
equal to the di tance from the end of the snout to the beginning oftbe
occipital pines; scales of the belly, neck, and chest, and those underneath the tail smooth.

fig. 72.
PilltYNO!:!OMA ORBICULARE VAR. TYPICUM WrnGMANN,

X 1. 5.

Jalapa, Mexico.
Cat. No. 46%, U.S.N .M.

ienna. brown. On the neck and back, on e.ach side of
ertel>ral line, are four transverse brown or black spots ouWned
wi h yell w; tail and limb crossed likewise by brow11 bands. Undericl
ov r d with confiuent black spots on a yellowish-white ground
c 1 r. (Boe urt.)
.
court di tingui hes three varietie of this lizard, which differ as
foll w :
ccipi al horn lon r than temporal; occipital scales large ... . P. orbioularc typioiim.
ccipital horn bor r than longest temporal; occipital seal s large.
P. orbioulare var . .A.
ccipital borus aborter than longest temporal; oc ipital scales smaller, numerous.
P. orbioulare var. B.

CRO ODILIAN , LIZARD , AND
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The typical form has been received at the Mu 'eum of Paris from the
States of Vera Cruz aud .f ueblo, and from the Mexican Plateau. Our
specimens are from the northern plateau at Chihuahua aud southern
Arizona. The var. A came from the high lands of Vera Cruz, and the
var. B from Colima, on the west coast.
Phrynosoma orbiculare 1/'iegniann.
Catalogue Nrunl>el'
of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

- -8313

6

(1)

4596

(1)

'

3

Chihuahua, Mexico .................... . John Potts .
F ort Huachuca, .Ari:r.ona ............... Dr. '.l'. Wilcox, U.S. .A..
Jalapa, Vem Cruz, Mexico . .•.......... R.M. D o Oca.

PHRYNOSOMA BOUCARDII Bocourt.

420
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character Interorbital pace narrower; occipital spines implanted
obliquely; occipital tubercles smaller, and consequently more numerou ; tnhedral ale of all parts of the body more bristling; aml the
gular cale feebly keeled and not entirely smooth. (Bocourt.)
The rect direction of the occipital spines of this species distinguishes
it from tbe others of the orbioulare group.
o spe imens of the Phrynosoma boucardi·i are in the U. S. National
Mu eum. M. Bocourt's specimens came from the "Plateau of Mexico,"
without further specification of locality.
PHRYNOSOMA SOLARE Gray.
Phrynosorna solare GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1st ed., 1845, p. 229.-VAN DENnuu u, Proc. Cal. .A.cad. Sci., IV, 1894, p. 4.56.
l'hrynosorna regale GIRARD, Herpet. U. S. Expl. Exp. (Ch. Wilkes), 1858, p. 406.GIRARD (BAIRD), Rept. U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., 185!:I, p. 9, pl. xxv1u, .figs.
1-3.-BOCOURT, Mi s. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 235; 1870, pl. XII, :fig. 12.B ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 245.

utline of muzzle from above broadly rounded; in profile abruptly
de cending without conspicuous angle with front, nor prominent lip
border.
ostrils presenting anteriorly only, the nasal plates separated by a row of scales from the series of the can thus rostralis, which
pa e 'ternaUy to them. Temporal region considerably expan<1ed.
Po t rior superciliary angle produced horizontally. Four oceipital
born of ubequal lengtb, the external pair slightly divergent, and all
direct d backward 45°. Each horn depressed, and with tlle basal portion marked with flat tubercles. Only three· prominent temporal
ale,, and all of these produced into horns, which are flat and recurved
to the acute tips. The posterior, which is the longest, is not equal to
the ternal occipital. Temporal row of scales not produced to below
th orbit, but a row of protuberant scales above it reaches the same
p iut. Scale of top of head flat, tubercular. Two transverse rows
of ni cale , of four scales each, posterior to the occipital, the external of the po terior row the largest. No angle or row of larger scales
oune tino- tl10 posterior superciliaries. .A. well-developed keystone
plat . Infralabial eight on each side, all prominent except the anteri r be , the eventh largest an<l as long as the anterior temporal
pin , b ighth smaller and spiuiform. No subrictaJ. Enlarged
ul r iu a ingle row, with acute npices, the posterior not eularged.
Tw r w of pine on the icle of the neck, the s11pe1for shorter aud
:flat, the median much larger than the lateral, keeled,
1 wi h mall r rnd tubercle on the plane portions. Four spaced
f Jar r ke 1 d cale 011 each i<le of the middle line, those of
xt roal r w much maller than those of the median. These
xtr miti ar ·carcely fr e, but those of the penultimate row are
romiuent, e pe ially anteriorly, where the external row is
nting. Lateral fringe continued to above humerus from groin, its

, 11

mu

.T,

LIZ R .

AK ~• .

21

Jan eolat

J!'ig. 73.
l'llltV NOSO IA 1:1 LARE "RAY.

X ij .

01<1 indi v i<lunl with mitlclle horns worn.

Arizona.
Cal. N o. bH7 ,

.S.N.M.

Tail with t.wo lateral fringes of conic scales at the base, the inferior
row short aud. composed of small scales, the superior continued to
neRr th e end of tbe tail. Superior pholidosis of tail irregU:lar, with
larger and smallee keeled and tubercular scales, which are more
or less free at the apiees. Keeled scales of humeri continued across
thorax on clavicular angle. Median gular scales rounded. Scales of
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inferior urface smooth, except those of the tibia and forearm, which
are keeled and mucronate. Collar serrate except at middle. The hind
leg extended fall' short of the ax_illa. T_h e tail is rather long, exceeding by a little twice the length of the bead without the horns. First
and fifth toes of equal length on both extremities. Femoral pores
eleven to fifteen on each side, the rows continuous on the median line,
or nearly so.
Measurements (Sonora).-Total length, 140 mm.; length to vent, 89
mru.; length to gular fold, 19.5 mm.; length of bead with horns, 32 mm.;
length of bead without horns, 22 mm.; Width of head at temporal
region, 19 mm.; length of fore leg, 40 mm.; length of fore foot, 12 mm . ;
length of hind leg, 49 mm.; length of bind foot, 20 mm.
General color above light brown; median line pale; lateral nuchal
spots present, obscure; three or four pairs of blackiRh blotches on each
side of the median line, which are of irregular outline, concave forward, and not fused into transverse bands; tail and limbs with broad,
brown cross bands; inferior surfaces immaculate; head light brown,
horns paler.
Thi species occupies an isolated position in the genus for several
reasons. The presence of four equally developed occipital horn~ instead
of the two which characterize all the other species, the continuity of
the femoral pore series across the middle line, and the tuberculation
of the scales are the principal ones. The squamation is like that of
the coronatum group, but in the short series of scales ending in the
temporal horns it is more like the cornutum group, with which it
al o agrees in tbe matters of infralabials and inferior gular scales.
S1 ecimens of this species display some noteworthy differences. In
two Arizona individuals the temporal and occipital horns are in a
ingle slightly curved plane. In the specimen from Sonora, above
de cribed, the second and third (posterior) temporals a.re on a distinctly lower plane. In Cat. No.161, also from Sonora, these horns are
depr .s ed, but less so. In Cat. No. 8437, from Arizona, the series of
fi moral pore are separated on the middle line by four rows of scales,
aud the p re number on one side eighteen and on the other twenty. In
Cat. o. 17179, from Tucson, the series include twenty pores each, and
ar eparated by one s ale on the middle line. In my Sonoran individual but one cale eparates the adjacent pores of opposite rows, and
the latter contain 11-12 pore . In Cat. No. 161 each row contains sevent en pore , and five row, eparate them at the middle. In Cat. No. 8437
there i n each ide of the superior side of the tail, beyond the base, a
te rabedral oni cale lookiug directly upward, wbicb is wanting iu the
on ran p cimen. In Cat. No. 437 one bas seven and the other eigl1t
lar 0 ·e infralabial ; there are even in the Sonoran individual. Cat. No.
17179 ba even ou one ide and eight on the otl.ier.
o other differar b ervable.
en
The Phrynosoma solare i re tricted to the Sonoran region. lt has
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been obtained so far only in southern Arizona and the Mexic~n State
of Sonora. It is rare in collections. Besides one in my possess10n _from
near IIermosillo. Sonora, I llave seen the following in the U.S. National
Mm,eum:

I

Cataloguo umber
No.
J of speci mens.
161
84:17
17170

l
2
1

Phrynosoma so,are Gray.
From whom received.

Locality.

- - -- - - -- - - - - - 1
Gila and Colorado Desert, ..Arizona . . . . . A. Schott.
~ amp Lo we_ll, Arizona.................. Lieutenant Rutter.
Iucaon , ..ArJZona ................••••... . P. L . .Jouy.

Mr. Van Den burgh gives Las Animas Bay, Lower California, as a
.
locality fro m whi h be has seen a specimen.
1 t is with r gret that I adopt for this species the name of Gray in
prcfenmce t llat of Girard. The description of Gray is unworthy of
nly a line in length, and may apply to this or to some
o far aE3 its terms go. Moreover, he evidently did not
regard it a
go d pecie , but placed his specimen under the head of
P . ulai1111illei, a belonging to that species. An examination of the
specimen i n the Briti h Museum showed me that it is to an example of
the P. rcffa le, that the name P. solare applies, and as technically one line
is a dcHcripti n, I am compelled to side this time with the pettifoggers,
alHl adopt it.
PHRYNOSOMA BLAINVILLEI Gray.

J>hrynosoma 7Jlaini•illei GHA Y, Zool. of Beechey's Voy., 1839, p. 96, pl. XXIX, fig. 1;
'at. L iz. BriL. Mus ., lat d., 1845, p. 228.-COPE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. A.,
187r-:, p. ,J. ; Pr . A·: d. at. ci. Phila., 1883, pp. 28, 30.-STEJNEGER, North
AlllOl' i ('illl Jt'11,nu a ,
o. 7, 1 3, p. 187, pl. II, fig. 2,-VAN DENBURGH, Proc.
'nl. Acn<l .,' •i. , 2d r ., , Pt. 1, 1 94, p. 296; 1895, p. 118.
l'hryno110111a 01·mui lu1n B LBR
K, N. Amer. Uerpet., II, 1842, p. 97, pl. XIII.OrnA1t11, , nn bury s E ~p d. 't. Salt L ake, 1852, p. 36, pl. vnr, figs. 7-12.1
JJ A1.1, , J, T, L, , i
ll.V 8 6 ) ',Xp d. iufli, 1853, p. 122.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Brit. 1011., 2d d ., 11, 1 5, p. 243, in part; not of Blaiuville.
/latrn<:11 0110111" toronattw (hnARD, lI rp t . U. S. Expl. Ex., 1858, p. 4-00, pl. xx,
fi gs. 1 - 1:3. - ll ' It'r , 1i s . ci. M x . Rept., p. 239, pl. XII, :fig. 10.
l'ln·ynoaoma. Jrontal
lJre n R n, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., IV, 1894, p. 296.

Ontliue f mur,r,l from, ove narrowed elliptic; in profile desceuding ohliqu ly and n t parat d from frontal plane by a distinct angle.
Nostrils direct d a mu h lat rally a forward, in line with canthus
rostralis. Po terior upercili ry angle little produced. Temporal
region moderately e panded, terminating in a straight horn nearly as
long a~ the occipital, and diverging outward. Occipital horn elongate
straight, slightly divergent, depressed in section, and, like all the othe;
horns, finely grooved longitudi!}ally. Infralabial plates with prominent
angles from the :first, the median longer than the posterior, which are
small, except the very last, which is a conical spine. Between the
shorter scales the last inferior labial is developed into a large flat tri.

'

'
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angular spine, the infrarictal. The conic spine above mentioned is as
much oppo ite to this plate as to tlie infralabia]s. On the neck two
bort folds, one above and posterior to the other, with three conic spines
on each. Three rows of enlarged gu1ar scales on each side of the middi line, with conic apices directed externally; those of the external
row the largest, and followed by a few smaller spines on the gular fold.
cale of top of head convex and obscurely roughened; a transverse
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free apices directed posteriorly, without a circle of scales around their
bases. A marginal friuge of flat fanceolate scales, extending from
anterior to the groin to above the shoulder, and a lower marginal serie3
of much sm aller scales along the middle part of the lateral border.
Between the superior row and the farger dorsal scales are s·e veral longitudinal folds, surmounted each with a series of oval keeled scales
larger than those that surround them. Superior surfaces of fore limb
with large keeled mucronate scales, mixed with a few of smaller size.
Upper surface of posterior limb with small scales, and scattered large
keeled spinous scales. Tail with a lateral fringe of large, flat, lanceolate scales to near the extremity; the superior surface with irregular
pbolidosis of flat keeled scales, some with projecting apices. Scales
of a,11 the inferior surfaces smooth, except those of the lmmerus and
tibia, which are weakly keeled. Keeled scales of front of humerus not
continued across the middle line.
Extended bind leg reaching to axilla or middle of humerus. Tail
a little over twice as long as head without horns. Femoral pores
fifteen in each row, which is separated from the opposite one by a wide
interspace.
Measitrements (San Diego, Oalifornia).-Total length, 147 mm.; length
to vent, 92 mm.; l ength to gular fold, 20 mm.; length of head with
occipital born, 32 mm.; length of head without occipital born, 22 mm.;
width of head at temporal region, 23 mm.; length of fore leg, 43 mm.;
length of fore foot, 26 mm .; length of hind leg, 57 mm.; length of hind
f•>ot, 23 mm .
'
Color above light brown; head light-yellowish brown, without darker
marking . Temporal spines light red or pink, occipital horns mahogany brown, with reddi h apices; the ridge~ darker than the grooves.
Lateral nucbal brown spots large, we.II separated. Between these and
the gr in n ach ide three dusky bro wn bilobate cross bands,
obs ur 1y fin d anteriorly; iu young specimens with imperfect posterior Ii ht order. In-fi rior surface of limbs and tail with a few obscure
cro.. bar . In fi ri 1· urfac s immaculate, except a few obscure dusky
pots on b bdom n in some indi vid nals.
'fhis sp ie iuh bit th outhern part of the Pacific district that
is, Californi
uth f an Francisco Bay, and t he upper part ~f the
penirnmla of Low r alifornia, at least as far south as San Thomas
(Van Denburgh). In th northern part of the Pacific district its place
is faken by the £. dour1ias ii.
o other species occupies · the range of
the J>. blainvillei.
Mr. Van Denburgh state that specimens from the northern part of
this range have the head cales less convex and more rugose than in
those from tbe southern portion of it, and he proposes to reg-ard the
form er as a distinct species, under the name of P. frontale. No other
character is advanced by Mr. Van Denburgb, so that specific distinctn ess can scarcely be admitted. Perhaps a race is indicated. Its value
appears, h owever, to be problematical, as specimens in my pos8ession
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from Sau Diego, in the extreme south, have the head scales strongly
rugose, although convex.
Mr. Van Den burgh points out that this species differs from the P.
coronatum in the presence of a spine behind the subrictal scale, a character which I find to be quite constant. I may add that the P. coronatum is more horny as to the peripheral parts of the skull. There are
four horns of the temporal series, of which the anterior is below the
eye. In P. blainvillei this scale is little or not larger than the one that
succeeds it. In P. blainvillei a postorbital row of scales is very protuberant, and not so in P. coronatum. In P. blainvillei there is but one
row of scales in the marginal fringe of the tail, while there are two in
P. coronatum.
Habits.-Dr. Stejneger states that it is to P. blainvillei that the .published accounts about ejecting blood from the eyes should be credited,
and one of the specimens in the collection brought home (Cat. N o.18452)
is the offender who gave rise to Dr. 0. P. Hay's entertaining artic1e 1 on
this subject. It transpired afterwards that this specimen had been sent
me [Stejneger] alive for the very reason that it had been ejecting blood
repeatedly when caught. The letter from Mr. Bailey accompanying the
specimen turned up long after Dr. Hay's experience with the animal, and
it is to the following effect:
KERNVILLE, CAL.,

July 1-1, 1891.

DEAR Sm: I caught a horned toad to-day that very much surprised Dr. Fisher
and myself by squirting blood from its eyes. It was on smooth ground and not in
brush or weeds. I caught it with my hand and just got my fingers on its tail as it
ran. On taking it in my hand a little jet of blood spurted from one eye a distauco
of 15 inches and spattered on
shoulder. 'furning it over to examine the eye,
~nother stream spurted from the other eye. This he did four or five times from both
eyes until my hands, clothes, and gun were sprinkled over with fine drops of bright
red blood. I put it in a bag and carried it to camp, where, about four hours later, I
showed it to Dr. Fisher, when it spurted three more streams from its eyes. One of
the same species that I caught July 2 evidently did the same, as I found its head
covered with blood when I caught it, but supposed it was injured in the weeds. It
seems so strange that I send the horned toad to you alive.
·

my

VERNON BAILEY.

The specimen upon its arrival was handled a great deal, but gave
no evidence of its blood-squirting tendencies until the beginning of
Augu t, when it resented Dr. Hay's handling it somewhat roughly in
the manner related. Iu order to give the entire history of this animal,
I reprint Dr. Hay's account as follows:
About tb 1st of August it was shedding its outer skin, and the process appeared
to he a difficult ouo, since the skin was dried and adhered closely. One clay it
occurr d to me tliat it miglit facilitate matters if I should give the animal a wetting;
so, ta.king it up, I carried it to a wash basin of water near by and suddenly tossed
the lizard into th e water. The first surprise was probably experienced by the Phrynosoma, but the next surprise was my own, for on one side of the basin there suddenly appeared a number of spots of red fluid, which resembled blood . . . . A
microscope wa soon procur d ancl an examination was made, which immediately
showed that tha matter ejected was really blood.
1

Proc. U.S.

at. Mus. , XV, 1 92, pp. 375-378.
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The affair now became very interesting. Just where the blood came from I could
not determin e with certainty, the whole thing having happened so suddenly and
unexpectedly; yet the appearance seemed to indicate that the blood came from the
region about one of the eyes. There appeared to be a considerable quantity of the
blood, since on the sides of the vessel and on the wall near it I counted ninety of
the little splotches. A consultation was had with Dr. Stejneger the next day with
regard to the propriety of dashing the animal into the water again to discover, if
possible, where the blood came from. It was thought, however, that such blood
lettings must be somewhat exhausting, and that it would be better to allow the
animal a day to recuperate. While talking, I picked np the lizard and was holding
it between my thumb and middle finger and stroking its horns with my forefinger.
AU at once a quantity of blood was thrown out against my fingers, and a portion of
it ran down on the animal's neck; and this blood came directly out of the right eye.
It was shot backward and appeared to issue from the outer canthus. It was impossible to determine just how much there was of the blood, but it seemed there must
have been a quarter of a teaspoonful. I went so far as to taste a small quantity of
it, but all that I could detect was a slight musky flavor.
·
Phrynosoma blainvillei Gray.
Catalogt1e Numb~r
No.
of speci•
mens.

Locality.

When col•
lected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 1 - -- - - -1 - - - -- - - - - - - 1 -- - - ]52

1

]53
]54

H• ••••••

! ~~fi1•f;~f;,a.,~~~~~i.~: :: ::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: .sie~~~·;:::: :·.:: :::::::::

155
15G
157

i .;~~~?f~:~::: : : ::::: : ::::::::: :::::: :~~~!~·~·~~.~~:: : : : : :~

158
]50

1
1

160
4587
8862
]20
8645

12
1
2
1

8647

l

8648
9574
11033

3
1

1

~

11854
10784
10780
21462
21065- 67

California.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . Fremont •••••..

3 ..•.. do ........•.......... . ...... . ........ Williamson ............ .

1

San Francisco .................................. _................. .
Eldorado, California .............................................. .
J!'ort Tejon,California .. • .......•......... ,T. Xantus .............. .
San Francisco, California. Nov.-, 1875 .A. W. Cbase ........... .
Sonora.... . .... . .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uol. .J. D. Graham •......
MohaYeDesert,California . -, 1875 Dr. 0. Loew ...•.........
..... do .................... July - , 1875 .••.. do . .....•............
anta Barbara, California. July-, 1875 H. W. Henshaw .... .... .
San P dro, California ..... .July 24, 186a Dr. .J. G. Cooper ........ .
California .................. _...................................... .

('anta
t~~~ ~~~~·a·r·~•.~.~I~~-~~~:~.' ::::.' _'::::::::: . ~~-?~~~: -~~~-~:::: :.'.'::
Barbara, California ..... . .......... Prof. D.S. Jordan _..... .

.... .. .... ·.ri;!n-;;1~91:~;k; ·ni. Niio; · ::: : :: : :: :: : : : : ·ii;::il:: i:M~~~ns-~: ::::::

.Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. '
do .
do.

•ri~~nia'.ego ounty, Cali21008

21!l!l!J 70
21071

21!172
21\li:!

21974 70
2198il

21981 -01
21992

21993

I

Tia Jnann Riv r, Mon . ... . . .. . _. .......... do ............. ..... .
25 , l'a iLI
an, Cali.
f'ornla.
to,~. ~~i!~cillc cean, .................... do . ........ .... ..... .

do.

nmeron 's mnch
San Di go ounty, Cali'.
fornia .
.J. M. ray's ranch , San
Di go County, Califor•
nia.
Campo,, anDiogoCountY,
California.
·
Nacbogu ro Valley, U.S.
bord r, Lower California.
'ria Juana River, Mon.
258, Pacific O ean, San
D_ie~o CC111nty, Califorma.
Jacumba. Hot Springs,
Mon. 233, San Diego
County, California.
\Vest slope Coast Range,
~;~~'.ego County, Ca.li-

· •••••• •••••• • .....

do.

................ . ... do ........... ....... .

do.

11

.•••• •.•.. Th's

10

······ ·· · · · · ··· · · · · . c

do.

................... . do ... ............... .

do.

····:· ...... ....... . do . .... ..... ....... . .

clo.

d0

··· -··· ···· · s···-··

do.

.................... do .................. .

do.

................... . clo ..... .... . ........ .

do.

Campo.San Diego County, ... ................. do . ................. .
California.

do.

······ ··· ······ ···· ·

1
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Plirynosoma l>laim:illei Gray-Continued .
.Alt.itude.

Lo ality.

18440

m:~

When From wbom
collected. received.

1,emarks.

l--------------1--- ----1------, - - - - Feet.
Male.. Walker Pa s, California ...................... - July 2 Bailey . . ••. fu:eaT:~. : : :

J~ :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::j~ ::: .Fi;hde: ::::::

WO St Cr ll

slope.
Bailey .. ••. 7 - .... do .... - 23 Palmer -- . ..
.
11 Jla1ley ..... . EJectedblood
from eye.
Male' . Fresno, Californfa .................... - ... .... . Sept. 23 ..... do ......

18-149 Male .. Walker Ila in, California ............ .. -.... -. 18450 Female outh Fork, Kern lliver, California.... 2, 750
18451 Female K rnville, alifornia .................. . ........
1 52 Male .. 1·····do .......................... ... ............

Jul~·
July
June
July

18453
18454
18455
18456
18-157 Mal . Carrigo Plains, California ......................... do
18-158 F ma! ..... do .... ........................................ do
18-159 Female' Old Fort Tejon, California ................. ... . July
1 400 Male
Cauada do las Uvas, California . .. .............. July

14

!~~~ir~·I iJ~s~ii.:6~i;;~i~i~::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :b)~ ii:........
:~~1:AL::::/
do ......
··I

1

........ do ..... .
4 Palmer .... .
9 ..... do ..... .

1

1

Young.

PHRYNOSOMA CERROENSE Stejneger.

Phryriosom(I, ce1To1mse

TEJNEGER,

North American Fauna, No. 7, Pt. 2, 1893, p.187.

Fig. 75.
PBRYNOSOl\IA CEltROENSE STEJNEGER.

Cerros Island, Lower California.
Cal. No. 11977, U.S.N.M.

of muzzle 'from above narrowed, then rounded; in profile
ndin abruptly with prominent labial margin. Nostrils in line
nth
ro trali , pre enting equally laterally, and anteriorly.
n I not produ ed. Temporal region not especia1Iy
upp rtin on ach side four produced tubercles, the short
n atb he
and eparated from the second by a low
a t (t ur lJ) t m1 oral born the k,nge._ t, shorter than the
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occipital and divergent in direction. Occipital horn straight, acute,
divergent, slightly grooved at base, directed posteriorly at an angle of
450, Scales of front flat, rugose, large; those of supraocular series in
contact. No angle connecting superciliary angles. Four conic scales
in a transverse series in front of occiput; a median occipital conic
cale. No prominent scales between the temporal series aud the orbit.
Only five infralabials on each side, the last prominent and anterior
to the line of the larger subrictal. A conic scale or spine in the line of
the infralabials, behind the subrictal. Three rows of enlarged gulars
on each side, the external conic and acute, and continued to the gular
fold. Behind the line of the tympanic meatus two longitudinal rows
of scales, the inferior of two spiniform, the superior of five or six simply
conic.
Five to eight rows of flat-keeled scales on the median dorsal region;
some of which, forming an irregular row on each side, are much larger
than the others. External to these the scales are rounded and much
smaller, and are separated by granules. On each side of the middle
line are· three rows (including the one above mentioned) of large,
prominent-keeled scales, well separated from each other. A single
series of free lauceolate scales forms a lateral fringe, which begins
in front of the groiu and returns to above the humerus, with an interruption above the axilla. Below this the scales are granular, and then
gradually enlarge into tile ventrals, which are smooth and about as
large as the median dorsals. Superior sides of humerus and cubitus
covered with large keeled cales; femur and tibia above with small,
flat scale mixed with large accuminate ones. Tail with two series of
lateral marginal c nic cale , the superior row sparse. Scales of superior 'nrface f tail h t rog neou , but no produced cones. Scales of
inferior surfa
of limb rnooth, e cept those of palm and sole, which
are ke ·I d. Lat rail clirrital •ale not pr duced.
t ncl cl hind limb fall cousiderably short of the axilla. The
Th
tail is b t,w n 11 • and twi · the length of the head without horns.
Femoral p r . · 17 e 1 ju a ·h seri , which are well separated on the
mid<ll lin .
1liccurnrement, ( \ t. . 11977).-Totallength, 112 mm.; length to vent,
8f> mm.; l 11 h t gular fold, 17 mm.; length to base of occipital born,
17 m111.; Ieng h to nd f oc ipital horn, 23.5 mm.; width at temporal
regi011, 31.5 mm.; length of fore leg, 34 mm.; length of fore foot, 11
mm.; length of hind l g, L!G mm.; length of hind foot, 10 mm.
Gronncl color browni h a hen, l)aler on the limbs and tail. A large
browu lateral nuchal pot, and three irregular cross bands on the back
the third at the groin . Each cros:: ; band displays a deep notch poste~
rior~y, a?d the. external portion extends posteriorly, joining the one
bchmd 1t, causmg the flanks to be entirely brown. No distinct cross
bands on limbs ~nd tail; snout and muzzle brown; occipital horns
mahogany. Infer10r surfaces cream-colored, with a few indistinct dusky
spots on tl.ie abdomen.
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As already hown, thi pecies i an ally of the P. coronaturn and
P. blainvillei, between which it stands in some respects, while it adds
ome chara ter of its own. Of t he latter kind are the absence of the
inferior lateral fringe, the cylindric horns, and the continuation of
the nlarge<l gular to the gular fold. It agrees with the P. blainvillei
in the presence of a pine behind the subrictal, the absence of a promin nt row of tubercles behind the orbit, in the small size of the intero cipital scale, and the straightness of the occipital horns. It agrees
with the P. coronatum in the suborbital cone, the double fringe of the
tail, and the flat head scales. But one specimen of this species is
known. It was brought from Cerros Island, which iR off the west
coa t of Lower Oalifornia, at about the middle of its length.
Phrynosoma cerroense Stejncger.
umber
atalogue of speci0·
mens.
11977

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Cerros Island, Lower California. . . . . . . . L. Belding.

PHRYNOSOMA CORONATUM Blainville.
Phrynosonia ooronati,m DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp6tologie Generale, IV, 1837,
p. 318.-COPE, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p . 312.-BOCOURT, Miss . .
ci. Mox., Reptiles, Pt. 1, pl. xu, fig. 10, Pt. 4, 1874, p. 239 (part ).-COPE,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.1, 1875, pp. 50, 93.-YARIWW, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
o. 24, 1883, p. 70 (part) .-COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 39.STEJNEGER, North Amer. Fauna, No. 7, 1893, p. 187, pl. u, fig.1.-VAN DEN13 nan, Proc. Cal. Acad . Sci., (2) IV, Pt. 11 1894, p. 296; 1895, p. 115.
P hrynosorna BAmD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 299.
Phrynosonia oornutum YARROW, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, pp. 66, 67
(part).-BELDING, West. Amer. Scientist, III, 1887, p. 98.-STEJNEGER,
rorth Ame1·. Fauna, No. 7, 1893, pl. u, figs. 1-lc; not of Harlan.
Pltrynosonia asio YARROW, Bull. U . S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, p. 67.-BouLEN ER, at. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 244 (part).-BELDING, West. Amer.
ci ntist, III, 1887, p. 98; not of Cope.
Phrynosoma liernandezi YARROW, Bull. U . S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, p. 68 (part) .
.Jgama(Phrynosorna) ooronataBLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus., Paris, IV, 1835, p. 284,
pl. X V, fig. 1.

n , trils are pierced in the lines joining the superciltary ridges
h nd. of the snout. There are several longitudinal series of
p int <l, gnh>,r cales, the exterior of which are continued back
u on he ul r folcl . There i a series of fine, very large, pointed sub] bial plat . The head pine are very large. There are four temp r 1 , ue o ·cipital, and one postorbital on each side, and one large
i1 t r i it 1. Occa ionally mall spines are developed between the
t-e
r 1.
elow the rictu i a broad spine, usually without any, but
with a very small pine behind it. There is a row of four or
al in front of the occipital spines. The other head
ex I tfon , are flat and rugo e, usually with irregular
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ridges radiating from near the center of each scale. There are two
groups of spines on each side of the neck, the lower larger. The tail
is bordered with a single row of lateral spiues and bears a group of.
smaller ones behind the insertiou of the thigh. There are two series
of periphero-abdominal spines, the lower shorter than the upper and
formed of smaller spines. The scales on the chest are sometimes
faintly keeled. Those on the abdomen and basal part of the tail are
smooth; on the terminal part of tail, keeled. The tympanum is naked.
There are from sixteen to twenty-two femoro-preanal pores. The males
have enlarged postanal plates. The tails of the females are shorter
than the distance from the axilla to the front of the thigh, but those of
the male are considerably longer than this distance. The young of

Fig. 70.
PHRYNOSOMA COJtONA'l'Ul\I BLAINVILLE,

= 1.

8an Diego, California.
Cat. No. 145 7, U.S .N.M.

both sexes have bort tails. The color above is brownish, yellowish, or gra.yisb, <larker laterally. There is a large brown patch on each
8i<le of the neck, and a series of three more or less distinct brown bars
on each side of the baek. These bars are light-bordered posteriorly.
The tail is transversely banded with brown. The belly is often dott~d
or blotched with brown or black. All these markings are more distinct
in th e young. The larger dorsal tubercles are often tipped with orangerufous, and those on each side of the median line have seal-brown or
black keels. The occipital spines are ribbed with very dark brown.
The temples are yellow tinged with rufous. In very young individuals
the scales of the vertex are grayish or yellowish-white, with a few
minute brown or black spots. These spots, which are on the raised
portions of the scales, become more numerous as the animals increase
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in ize, until the whole crown appears black or dark brown, cro ed by
irregular line formed by the yellow posterior edges of the cales.
Phrynosoma coronatum was first described from a specimen collected
by otta. in "California." It has since been recorded from ape St.
Lu as and La Paz. The specimens enumerated below show that it
range far north of the limits of the ''Cape Region."
Phrynosoma ooronatum Blain-.ille.
Number
Catalogue of
speci•
No.
mens.

11538

1
3
5

14777
16506
16!l97

1
1
1

5246
12664

17171

1

14586
14587
14588

15
5
40

Locality.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower Californio,.......
La Paz, Lower California .... ........ ...
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California .. .....
San Diego, California ........... .. ......
Colorado Desert, California ...... .. .....
Twin Oaks Coast Range, San Diego
County, California.
Mesa Grande, San Diego County, California.
San Diego, California . ......... .... ...•.
..... do .......... ..... ... .... ............
..... do ..... ........ ... ... ...... .........

From whom received.

L.Belding.
John Xantmi.
R. E. C. Stearns.
C.R. Orcutt.
Dr. C. H. Merriam.
Nat. Zool. Park.
Miss Rosa Smith
tlo.
do .
do .

PHRYNOSOMA CORNUTUM Harlan.

Phrynosoma oornutnm GRAY, Syn. Rept. Griff., Cuvier's Anim. Kingcl., IX, 1831,
p. 45; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 229.-HOLBR00K, N. Amer. Herpt., II, 1842,
p. 87, pl. XL-GIRARD, Stansb. Expl. Gt. Salt Lake, 1852, p. 360, pl. vm, figs.
1-6.-E. BLAN HATID, Orgau. Reg. Anim., 1852, Pt. 5, pl. xu.-HALL0WELL,
itgr av s E.xpd. Zufti, 1853, p .119.-GmARD, Herpt. U. S. Expl. Expd., 1858,
p. 403, pl. XXI, figs. 6-9; U. ' .Mex.Bound. Snrv., 1859, p. 9.-B0COUJn1 Miss.
c. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 236, 1870, pl. xn, fig. 9.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
fos., II, 1 , p. 245.
gama oornuta HARLAN, Journ. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phila., IV, 1825, p. 299, pl. xx;
VI, 1 29, 14; Med. and Phys. Res., 1835, p. 141, plate, figs. l, 2.-GmFFITH,
uvi r' .A.nim. Kingd., JX, 1831, p. 216.
Tapaya oornuta uvrnu, Reg. Aniro., 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 37.
Tropidogaster oornutus FITZINGlm, 'yst. Rcpt., I, 1843, p. 79.
T1·opidogaster bufonium FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., I, 1843, p. 79.
.
Lacerte tapayaxin BARTON, Med. aucl Phy . Jour., III, II (180n), p. 68.
I'!trynosoma bufonium WmGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 367.-GRAY, Syn. Rept. Griff.,
'uvicr's niro. Kingd., IX, 1831, p. 4-5.
I'J11·y11osoma harlani'i Wm TMANN, Herpt. Mex., I, 1834, p. 54.-DUMERIL and Brnn , I , 1837, p. 31-!.- PRING and LAC0RDAIRIG, Anat., Pt. 2, 1842, p. 192
( Bull.
ad. Roy. Bruxelle ).-AuG. DUMERIL, Cat,. Meth. Coll. Rept. Mus.
Pari , 1 1, p. 28.
I'hrynosoma orbiciilare IT LBR0 K, . Amer. Herpt., II, 1842, p. 9~, pl. xn.
Phrynosoma planiceps HALL WELL, Proc. Acad. at. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p. 178;
,' itgr ave Exp., 1 3, p. 124, pl. v11.

d h r-t, muzile de cencling teeply in profile, but not separated
o trils directed forward and
p r t l fr m the cal s of the cainthus rostralis by a single scale.
t ri
er iliary a11gJe vro<luced into a hort born. Temporal
d d, upporting liree horn , the anterior short, the

fr w h fr ut by a on 'I icuou angle.
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media,11 equal to or longer thau the posterior one; all directed outwa:'<l
at an angle of 45 degrees. The series does not extend to below tue
orbit. Occipital horns moderate, acute, well separated, sliglttly diyero-ent and directed 45 degrees upward. Scales of front and vertex
;ngo' e three conic scales posterior to the occipital, tLe posterior a
. postcnor
.
median' occipital. A row of couic scales connectmg
superciliary angles in front of parietal. Infralabials promiL.ent and acute
posteriorly, the last equal to or longer than the first, t~mporal. One
. row of enlarged gnlars. No subrictal spi1le. On each side of the [)OSterior gular border a small spine. Two longitudinal folds on the side of

•

Fig. 77.
J>11RYNOSOMA CORNUTUM HARLAN.

X ~-

West 'l'exas.
Cat. 1'-o. 4!1 53, U.S.N.M.

the neck, several spinous scaies on the inferior and longer, and one ou
the superior and shorter. Below the inferior an oblique series descends
forward to the plane of the enlarged guhtrs.
Dorsal scales larger, flat, and keeled medially, graduating to smaller
011es laterally. A row of la.rge, flat, keeled seales on each side of the
vertebral ·line. External to these, on each side, about four series of
enlarged keeled scales, with free apices <lireeted posteriorly, and situated a.t considerable intervals. The scales of the internal row are considerably larger thau those of the external. Gular scales small,
rounded, sometimes keeled. Ventrals weakly keeled or smooth . Superior surface of humerus and cubitus covered with large keeled a11d
mucronate scales, with very few small ones intermixed. Femur and
tibia covered above with smaller keeled scales, with a few large spinous
scales intermixed. Large keeled scales of humerus extended across
the clavicular ridge. Two rows of spinous scales on each side, the
NAT MUS 98--~8
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, pine: and 011tinncd beyond the
in(' rior r w to ah
ti! hum rn.. Tail with a margina1 row of spines
n tli ba., 1 ha1f au 1 int rmix d lar ·er cales on tlie uperior surface.
A
c nd , 11d hort row of marginal cale below the longer one,
xt n li110' p t riorly from the po terior ba e of the femur. Scales on
foferi r fa
f limb. and tail, except the femur, keeled, the tail most
trongly.
TlJ hind limb are hort, not reaching the axma. Tail scarcely or
le. than twi e a long a,s head without tbc borns. Femoral pores .
pr 11 in mal only, 9-12 in each series, which are well separated on
tl1 nl><1omen.
Jll a 1trernents (Cat. o. 831G).-Tota 1 length, 148 mm.; Jeugth to vent,
104 mm.· 1 llO'th to gnlar fold, 24 mm . ; length to end of occipital born,
'"'mm.· 1 ngth to base of occipital horn, 21 mm.; width at temporal
pin , inclu. ive, 3G mm.; length of 1ore leg, 47 mm.; length of fore
fo t, 17 mm.; length of hind leg, 61 mm.; length of hind foot, 24 mm.
olor above brown, divided by a narrow paler vertebral stripe. A.
dark l>r wn F;pot on each side of the nape, and two rows of three oval
or round dark brown spots on each side of the back. Those of the last
two pairs are ometime confluent into two irregular transverse lJands.
TJ1c l>rown pot have some.time~ pale "uordcrs. 'Three dark brown
cro band on top of bead, and three dark urown bands from the orl>it,
the anterior two to the infralabials, the last to the extremity of tlir.
oncl temporal horn. Occipita1 horns reddish brown. Legs and tail
with rather smoke brown cross -bands. Inferior surfaces cream color,
metime with small scattered dusky spots.
The rallge of tlJis species exceeds that of any other Phrynosorvw,. It
extends from Dallas, Texas, on tlie east to Chihuahua, inclusive, 011 the
t11 we t, and from the Gulf of Mexico 011 the soutll to southern Kana,' and Uolorado on the north. It does not occur on the Pacific slope.
It i.' very common in Texas and south to Monterey, Mexico, and jn
w Mexico ns far north a~ Tao. . Like other species of tl1e genns, it
love: dry place and sun hine. It has a habit of rumiing in roads,
wl1 r a good many are killed in ruts, yet a larger 1mmber climb out
and
·ap , to the urprise of the traveler, who thinks they are doomed
to cl a h. Th y are favorite as pet , and if tbey \rill eat, live a coni 1 r, bl tirn in confinement. They not infrequently, however, starve
th m f'lv s to cleatb, though their capacity to live without food is marl n. . The horn of thi pecie are more acute than those of any of
th oth 1· wltich makes it more dangerous as an article of diet for
;nak :. I 11c found a dead snake witli the occipital horns of this
pr tnHling ou opposite ides of tl1e vertebra] column near tlle
1

im n wi h mo th abdominal scales was il1e basis of the 11om ·i . J>. plan ifron .
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Phrynosonui cornutunt Harlan .
Number
Cat~~~ue of speci_mens.
107
108
109

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

~~~J:;1~~~~.: :: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: -~.i~~:~~~~~~::::::: :: :::

1~ .

4 ..... do .................................. .... .. do .................. .

111
112
113
114

!i~~f~it~~i~}L: :\: : : : : : .~::;1~:ti:~::ii:iii:

115
116

~

~~~~~i:~o~
ci1~~ta~~;;: ::::::::::::::: :::J~·::::::::::::::::::
lipas.

117
118

i

We s~~f:r1~¾~!:de~N°:e~~

119

5

120
121
122
123

~

110

124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132

133
134
135
136

137
138
139

140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
45:)7
4953
5181

9408
8438
8439
8509
7814
4590
8510
1428
155
4580
10496
8576
8447

8442
8444
8514
4599
8443

1

huila.

0

0

: :::::::::::::: : ::::~~: :: :: :: : : ·: :: ::::::
Leon.
Galve~ton, Texas ........................ Dean ................... .
St.Joseph Isle, Texas..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wurdeman ............. .

~~~irn°l~~i~~a:;;;::: :: :: ::::::::: :::::: .~~~a~~:::::::::::::::::

Between Rio Puerco and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emory .....•............
Comm.
2 Betwefln Las Nogales and ..•..........•...... do .................. .
Rio Grande.
1 Chihuahua ................................... do ........... .. ..... .
6 EaglePass .................................... do .................. .
2 Rio Grande, west of San .... .. . . . ... . . . Churchill .............. .
Antonio.
4 Point L1abel, Texas ...................... Wurdeman ............. .
2 Sonora ................................... Graham ................ .
1 Texas..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . APrgoafs. sBiza1:r·d·::::: ·.::::: : ...·
1 Fort Gibson ............................ .
3 Fort McKavit, Texas .................... Anderson .............. .
2 Texas ......... ................. : .............. do .................. .
1 Fort Smith, Arkansas ................... Shumard ............... .
6

7

Nature of
sperimen.
Alcoholic.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

g;i!~l~ile:k;~e::ss.:::: :: : :: ::: : : :: : :::: ·io"tt~~::: :: : ::: :: :::: ::::
Red .River, Arkansas .................... Marcy .................. .
Between Pecos Riveraud ............... Whipple. ·.............. .
Rio Grande.
10 Near Rock Mary ........................ Lieut. "Whipple ........ .
do.
3 Near Canadian ............................... do .................. .
do.
5 Fort Chadbourne......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Swift ............... .
do.
1 Western 'l'exas ......... ... .............. Sitgreaves ............. .
do.
1 ..... do ..................•..................... do .................. .
do.
............... do ................................... Capt.J.Pope ........... .
do.
1 Rio Pecos ..................................... do .................. .
do.
1 FortThorno, New Mexico ..............•...... do ..... . ............ .
do.
2 Llano Estacado ...... .... ............... .. .... do ................. .
do.
1 Headwaters of Trinity .................... do .... .............. .
do.
River.
1 Rio Pecos ..................................... do .................. .
do.
2 Fort Townsend .......................... Dr. L . .A. Edwards ...... .
do.
2 Fort Mason , Arkansas .... ............... Maj. G. H. Thomas, U.
do.
::;.A.
3 Pecos River, Texas ..................... . Capt.John Pope, U.S. A.
do.
1 Fort Stockton. Texas ....• ................ P. Duffy . ............... .
do.
3 L rt M(lsila, Texas ......... -, 18i2 0. R. Woodworth ...... .
do.
1 Arizona .... : ....... ................. . ... . J. H. Rutter ............ .
do.
1 Ca~ Bowie, Arizona ..... Aug. 13, 1874 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
J . H. Rutter ............ .
do.
½ .io";t
Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U.
do.
S.A.
4 FortBliss,NewMexico .................. Dr. S. W. Crawford, U.
do.
S. A .
... .. do ................................... Exp. W. of 100th M ..... .
do.
Zuni and Colorado rivers ................ Dr. L. A. Edwards, U.
do.
S.A.
4 California ........ .. ...... ...... .... .... . Governor Stevens ...... .
do.
1 Little Colorado River ................... . Lieut. ,T. C. Ives, U.S.A.
do.
l Fort Supply, Indian Ter• Aug. -, 1880 Dr. A. W. Taylor ....... .
do.
ritory.
Southeastern Arizona . . . . -, 18i3 H. W . Henshaw ......... P.planiceps
New Mexico ............................ . Dr. 0. Loew . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Colorado ..... .......... ... July -, 1873 Dr. C. G. Newberry......
do.
Colorado Springs, Colo• July - , 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow........
do.
rado .
. . . . . do ....... ...... ....... July -, 1874 ,Tobu Yarrow ........... .
do.
Crossing Little Colorado ...... . ... ...... . Lieut. J.C. Ives, U.S.A.
do.
Pagosa, Colorado . . . . . . . . . Sept. -, 1874 Lient. A. W. Whipple,
do.
U.S.A.
2

23

4

ifr~:i,·x~~~~~-::::::: .~~~·.:~'- ~~'.~.
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PhrynoBoma cornutwrn Ilarlau- ontiuu~d.
Catalogu
No.

FroDJ whom l"ceiYed.

Nature of
specimen.

R. W. Henshaw . .. . .... . Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
ew Mexico .................. .. .............. do ............ ...... do.
an Ildefonso, New Mexico Aug.-, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
Rfo Colorado, New Mexico Ang. -, 1874 ..... do .................. .
do.
Box Elcler, Utah.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. McCarthy ........... .
do.
Deseret ity, Utah ....................... Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
Capt. John Pope, U.S. A.
Pecos River, Texas ......
Fort Benton, Missouri.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Geo. Suckley, U.
do.
S.A.
J!'ortRiley, Kansas ....................... H. Brandt .......... .. . .
do.
do.
.Apache, .Arizona.......... Aug. -, 1873 Dr. O. Loew ............ .
Fort Union, New Mexico. -, 1875 R. Connell .............. .
do.
ebraska ................................ H.B. Mollhausen ....... .
do.
YellowstoneRiYer ........ July -,1873 Dr.F.V.Hayden ... . ... .
clo.
Fort Huachuca, Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. T. Wilcox, U.S. A .. .
do.
Willcox, Arizona......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fisher ................. .
do.
Cook County, Texas..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . G. H. Ragsdale ......... .
clo.
Cameron County, Texas ................. C. K. Worthen .. .. ..... .
do.
Dallas, 'l'exas ............................ C. W. Richmond ........ .
do.
Southwest Missouri .......................... do . ............ . .... .
do.
M.exicau boundary line... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ... .... .
do.
Fort Clark, Texas ............................ do ........... .. ..... .
do.
Rockport, Aransas Coun- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H.P. A.ttwater ......... .
do.
ty, Texas.
Aug.-, 1874
Oct. 17, 1874

8452
8513
152

J. H . Rutter ...... .. .... .
-, 1871 ........•.................
Aug.-, 1874 /'ope, Yarrow, Shed .... .
June -, 1874 H. W. Henshaw ..... ... .
New M xico .............. Sept. -, 1876 W. G. Shedcl.. .... . ..... .
biquiu, tnv Mexico .... Ang. -, 1874 Dr. O. Loew ............ .
-

8515
410
8446
8451
844
8445
8450
5321
8102
4053
9414

-I·..............

4
2
3
1
6

4612
8575
0196
9107
9198
{1)

When
collected.

Loonlity.

(1)

22235
15538-40
170 1-2
17395
17397-9 .. ......• .
l9:!0:J-316
2G860-75 ..... .... .
20056 ......... .

I......... .

ANOT A Hallowell.
.Anota HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p.182.-BOCOURT, Mission
ci. Mex., l ept., 1874, p. 230.
Doliosaurns GIRARD, U.S. Expl. Exp. (Ch. Wilkes), Herpet., 1858, p. 407.

Thi genus only differs from Phrynosoma in the coucealment of the
tympanic drum by the integumeut, which is scaly. Girard. has propo d. another name for it on the ground that Anota is preoccupied.
>ut this i not the case, as such 11ames as Anotia, Anotus, etc., can not
b regarded a identical with A nota.
i our
pecies are known to me, which differ as follows:
l. , ·o marginal abdominal fringe of elongated sca1es.
a. To enlarg d gnlar scales.
b. ostrils above or within the cantbus rostralis.
llorns moderate; posterior temporal al>ont equal to occipital; enlarged
dorsal seal snot prom in nt; veutrals mooth; small.A. modesta Girard.
II.
eri ·s of elongate marginal abdominal scales.
·o enl. rged gular scales.
ccipital horna with acute tubercl, at external base; head scaleH nr.:ich
divided· tw lv labial a to middle of eye; caudal fringe coarse; crossspotted .................... ...... ... ................ . A. calidiarurn Cope.
III. 'l'wo seri of longate marginal abdominal scales (the inferior wanting post riorly).
a. •o 111nrgec1 gular
b. o trils within antbus ro tralis.
Tympanum n.ly· born w 11 dev loped; infralabin,la prominent; large
<lor al not promiuent; v ntral. smooth ..... ..... J. goodei tejneger.
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aa. Enlarged gular scales present,
b. Nares within canthus rostralis.
Horns shorter; tail less depressed, with coarse lateral fringe; median
dorsal scales irregular; cross-spotted ........... A. platyrhina Girard.
Horns longer; tail :flattened, with fine lateral fringe; median dorsal
scales in two parallel rows; a median brown dorsal stripe, llO cross
bars .................. ·----· ............ ..... :A. maccallii Hallowell.

The last-named. three speeiet:i resemble each other more nearly than
they do the .il. modesta. They agree in having the spinous scale with
its basal circle above the lrnmerus more conspicuously developed, mid
in the enlargement of those scales of the head posterior to the parietal.
Tlrn lateral scales of the digits are also more elongate and prominent.
Their femoral pores are at the margin of the large scale, the smalJer
posterior ones forming a half rosette. In the A. modesta they are
mostly pierced within the border of the large scale, and rarely in a
rosette.
ANOTA MODESTA Girard .

Phynosoma moclestum GIRARD, Stansb. Expd. Gr. •Salt Lake, 1852, p. 361, p1. vi,
ti.gs. 4-8.-B0C0URT, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1874, p. 232.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Liz. Brit. Mus., 1885, p. 248.-C0PE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1892, p. 335.
Doliosa1wus modestus GIRARD, U. S. Expl. Expel., Herpet., 1858, p. 309; U.S. Mex.
Bound. Sur .. 1859, p. 10.

Fig. 78.
.A.NOTA MODESTA GIRARD.

X 2.

Mexican boundary.
Cat. No. !68, U.S.N.!1-1.

The smallest of the species. Head broadly rounded; muzzle very
obtu e, tbe profile descen<.li11g steeply from a transverse angle aborn
the noi;;trils. Temporal regions expanded, supporting a series of acumi-
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nat tubercl from below the front of the orbit, of which the posterior
11ly i di tinctly a horn. It is directed posteriorly, having usually the
·ame dir ctiou and leugth of the occipital. One short acute occipital
horn on each i<l.e; no interoccipital. Posterior superciliary plate angular, but not prominent. Iufralabials increasing regularly in size to the
po terior, which are not very prominent. Gular scales equal. A strong
pr humeral fold, in front of which is a fossa, and in front of this a
emicir ular fold convex backward with a few larger tubercles on its
border. C pbalic scales rugose with points and ridges. Supraorbitals
p rtly eparated by a single row of scales. Central supraoculars equal
upraorbitab. ..Anterior and posterior superciliaries separated by two
cal s.
or al cale1::1 of irregular sizes, the median keeled. On each side of
tlie middle line four rows of widely separated transversely oval scales,
with a longitudinal keel and apex slightly raised al>ove the general
level and with a few large scales (smaller than those just mentioned)
t th ir ba e , which <lo hot form complete annuli. These large scales
alt mat in their respective rows, though not regularly, and a few flat
al of intermediate size are scattered between them. Seales of
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from this poiut as far north as Clarendo11, which is on the head waters
of the Red River. I found it common in southwestern New 1Vf exico,
and Potts obtained it from south of the city of Chihuahua. Its western
limit has not been ascertained.
In its habits this species resembles other horned lizards, delightjng
in bright sunshine, in dry and rocky ground, and in endeavoring to
protect itself with its sharp horns when caught.
.Anota rnodesta Gimrd.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

When collected.

- - - -l·- - - -- - - - - - 1 --

163
164
165
166

]67

8
2
4

168

1·
2

169

2

170
171
172
173

1
1
4

175
176

3
10
2
1
1

177

-1---~------ - I

B

3

181
182

1

183

1

184

Nature of
specimen.

Rio Grande, west of San . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Churchill................ .Alcoholic.
Antonio.
·do.
San Antonio to El Paso .................. Graham ........... . .... .
El Paso ............. . ..................... . ... do .................. .
do.
Sierrado laNarizo, Sonora ..................... do .................. .
do.
..... do ................................... Emory ................. .
clo.
Los Nogales and Rio .................... do .................. .
do.
Grande.
do.
Between Pecos and Rio .................... do ........... . . ..... .
Grande.
do.
::: :: : :::::::
do.
Near Canadian ........................... Whipple . ... ........... .
do.
do.
Rio Grande, between San ...... .... ....... ... do ....... ........... .
Domingo and Albuquer•
que.
Between Antonio and ........ .... ........ do .................. .
do.
Custer.
Plains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Garn bel ...... . ......... .
do.
Castanuelas, Coahuila ................... Couch .................. .
do.
AlamodeParras .............................. rlo ................. . .
do.
Buena Vista ................................... do .............. ... . .
do.
Rio N asas .................................... do .................. .
clo.
Pesq uievia Grande, N uevo . . . ................ do .................. .
do.
Leon.
Plains about Cbih uabua.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Potts ................... .
do.
Chihuahua River and trib• .................... do .................. .
<lo.
utaries.
110 miles north of Cbihua. . ...... .. ...... ..... do .................. .
do.
hna.
Between Gaudalupe ........ ..... . . Pope ................... .
do.
Mountains and Rio Pe•

~ t~~~~~ni~x~~i~~~~.~~:::::

174

178
179
180

- --

From whom received.

·~itg~~~;~;:: ::::::::::: ::1

COii.

185
186

187
188
193
8511

84~0
485-t
5176
8441
0401
4580
9402
10797
17396
19317- :37
22'!20

1

4
l
10
l
2

~

Head waters of Colorado ............ .......... do ... .... ........... .
Llano Estacado .............................. do .................. .
................................................ do ........... ....... .
Inclianola to Nueces ............... . ....... . .. do .................. .
Agua Nueva, Uoabuila .......... . ........ Couch .................. .
San Ildefonso, New Aug.-, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Mexico.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

~::i~Ji~!it1~~~~·s·:::::::
:::::: ::::::::: t:rr~i-~;~:e~tl·.:::::::::
Fort Stockton, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. Duffy ............... .

do.
do.

Camp Apache, Arizoua ... July -, 1874

do.
do.
rlo.

2
~

1 .
2

J. H. Rutter .. .. ........ .

Litti~ ·c::~i~~·ad~· Ri.;~;.::::: ::::::::::::::: .Li~·1;t·..j." c~ i".;~~: u." s: A:

5 ·w"i:;~~. ~fai:~~a·1i~!: ~~~.g.~.~.·. · A· · u.·.g.·.-_1.· 3. .-.i_s.7.3.·. . U.
ii:W.
w: Richmond
H~~sb·~~:::::::::
........ .
Mexican boundary line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ....... .
Las Cruces, New Mexico.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. T. D . .A.. Cockerell ..

rlo.

rlo.

do.
do.
do.
do.

ANOTA CALIDIARUM Cope.

Anota calidiarurn

COPE,

American Naturalist, 1896, October, p. 833.

A. single lateral fringe of conic scales, extending on three-quarters
the length between the axilla and groin; no trace of inferior fringe.
Enlarged lateral gular scales only traceable lw..low the rictus oris.
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0 · ·ipital horn moderate, ach with a, hort acce sory horn nt the
externa1 ba e. Internal temporal horn half as long as the occipital,
with a, . llort acce o:cy horn at tlie extemal base. External temporal
born ry hor , and. the tPmporals a,nterior to it presenting a serrate
edge only. Infralabial. pre entiug a serrate edge only. Parietal
region bounded on ach ide by an angulate border which overhangs
the temporal region.
Squamation of the head smaller than in other species. Superior
labial twelve to below the middle of the_ eye, iustead of eight or Hine
as in A. platyrliina, tbe neare tallied species. Seven subequa,l scales in

1·
Fig. 79.
A ' O'l'A CALIDJARUM COPE.

X 1.5.

Deat,h Vnlloy, California.
Cnt.No. l R!•ll, U.!; . . l\l.
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the ground , cales are smaller, fl.at, and not keeled. They are interrupted by a few keeled scales. Besides these there is a number of rows
of larger keeled scales, wliich are free posteriorly and are surrounded
by a, rosette at the base. The least prominent are those near the middle line; j m:it external to these are the la,rgest. They diminish in size
toward the lateral borders. Tllere are large keeled scales on the
shoulder. This tract divides, the wider band extending on the posterior
face of the humerus; the narrower, only one scale wide, extending on
the anterior side w the elbow. The scales of the external si<le are of
mixed sizes, and are larger tllan those of tlie internal side. The scales
of the external face of the femur and tibia are -like those of the dorsal
region. Tail subround, bordered by a fringe of rather widely spaced
conic scales.
Head scales moderately rough, tending to present a single tubercle
larger than the others; scales of inferior surfaces smooth. 'rhe extended
hind leg reaches to the humerus. Femoral pores G-8, in a rosette.
Measurenients.-Total length, 112 mm.; length to vent, 73 mm.; length_
to gular fold, 14 mm.; length of fore leg, 35 mm.; length of fore foot, 11.5
mm.; length of hind leg, 46 mm.; length of hind foot, 20 mm.; length of
head to interoccipital border, 17 mm.; length of occipital horn, 7 mm.;
length of internal temporal horn, 4 mm.; width of head (greatest), 20
mm.; width of head .between superciliary angles, 13 mm.; width of body
at middle, 38 mm.
Color above ashen, with blackish crossbars, which are well defined
posteriorly only, and which are interrupted on the middle line, except
on the tail, .where they are continuous. Each half of the two dorsal
bars presents a chevron forward. Those crossing at the groin aud
posterior t(? the vent are undulating. A large blackish spot on eac~
side of the neck; head unspotted; humerus, elbow, and forearm each
with a faint spot; femur and tibia each with a more distinct blackish
crossbar. Inferior surfaces cream-colored, except a few small black
spots on the posterior face of the femur a11d base of the tail and some
fainter ones on the posterior part of the abdomen .
.Anota calidiar·urn Cope.
-Catalogue Ori inal N_umber
No.
of spec1No .
/ mens.
0

8444

~1

1

--Locality.

From whom received.

Death Valley, California . ... U. S . .Agricultural Department.

Nature of
specimen.
.Alcoholic .

This species is nearest to the A. plcityrhina Girard, from which it
differs in various respects. The general proportions of all the parts
and the coloration are about as in tbat species, the difference chiefly
appearing in the squamation and the horns. The scales of the Lead are
much more subdivided, and tlie presence of accessory borns is unique in
the genus. ~rlte simplicity of the Literal fringe is also cliaracteristjc,
as is also tuo rudimental character of tlrn rosette on the neck.
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ANOTA GOODE! Stejneger.
Ph1·y11oso11w, gooclei TEJNE Im, r rth Aruerica,n Fauna,, No. 7, Pt. 2, 1893, p. 191,

pl.

II

tig. 3.

A.ltliough larg r th, n the A. modesta, this i , one of the smaller spei . 'Ill horn are well developed , and the temporal region is
ex1 an l cl an 1 produce<l on each 8icle, reRembling in this respect the
. macca llii. Three temporal plates especially prominent, the last
d veloped into a horn which equals the occipital in length. Like the
o · i1 ital they are divergent, ancl not parallel, as is the case in A.
1nodesta. Posterior superciliary angle prominent, but not produced.
Three la t infralabials prominently angulate, the last produced, and

J!'ig, 80.
ANOTA GOODE[ STEJNltGER.

Sonora.
Cat, No, 8567, U,S.N,M.
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the middle of the back. Tail with a lateral friuge of pointed scales
like t110se of the sides; the pholidosis of the superior surface irregular
but without spines.
The extended hind limb reaches nearly to the posterior border of t~e
orbit. The fifth toe equals or is shorter than the first. Femoral pores
8-10, not extended across the l>elly. Tail taperilig, depressed throughout, 2.5 times as long as head to base of occipital horns.
Jfeasurements (Cat. No. 8567).-Total length, 115 mm.; length to vent,
72 mm.; length to gular fold, 18 mm.; length to end of occipital horn,
20 mm.; length to base of occipital horn, 16 mm.; width at temporal
horns, 22 mm.; length of fore leg, 36 mm.; length of fore foot, 12 mm.;
length of hind leg, 4 7 mm.; leugth of hind foot, 19 mm.
In alcohol this -species is gray above and white below. A blackish
spot on each side of the nape, and three pairs of blackish spots about
the bases of the large scales on the dorsal region. On each side of
these the large scales have a blackish shade at the base, forming a
chain-like row of spots parallel with the convex lateral outline. Tail
with dusky cross liues above. Inferioi· surfaces immaculate.
But two specimens of this species are known, and these, in accordance
with their desert habitat, are of pallid colors. It is related most nearly to
the A. 1naccallii, and may be distinguished by the absence of the large
row of lateral gular scales, the more expanded temporal region, the relatively shorter horns, and the generally more slender proportions .
.Anota yoode·i Stejnegm·.
nl " e Number
Cat'~
o.,,u ' of speci1'. o.
mens.

8567

'.l

Locality.

From whom receive<l.

Sonora .......... .............. .......... j T. ll. Streets, U.S. Navy.

----

--

ANOTA PLATYRHINA Girard.
Ph1·yn0Bomu platyrhinoB GIRARD, Stansb. Exp. Gt. Salt Lake, 1852, p. 361, pl. vu,
tigs. 1-5.-Bocoun:r, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 232.-STE.JNEGER, N. Am.

:Fauna, No. 7, Pt. 2, 1893, p. 190.
PhrynoBoma platyrhinuB BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 247.
PhrynoBoma platyrhinmn COPE, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1883, pp. 8-15.
DoliosauruB platyrhinoB GrnARD, U.S. Expl. Exp. (Ch. Wilkes), Herp., 1858, p. 4.09.
Phryno801na maccallH YARROW, Check List N. Am. Bat. Rept., 1882, p. 65.-Bou-

LENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 248.

Ilead short, wide; muzzle abruptly descendiug from a transverse
interpreorbital augle. Nares directed anteriorly, separated from
cantha,l scales l>y two rows of small scales. Horns of moderate lengtll,
tlie occipitals divergent and a little longer than the divergent posterior
temporals. Temporal region less expanded than iu the A. maccallii
and A. goodei, tlie penultimate process litt]e longer than wide at the
base. Posterior supercihary angle little produced. Posterior infra-
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erie of e11larged
On the side of the neck

Fig. 81.
AN01'A l'LA'l'YRIIINA GIRARD.

Xi.
Utal1.
('111. No. 5:!-14, U.S.N.M.

;l/ra.•11r 11u·11t.1;.-'Io al JP.11gth 1~0 rnm.; l , ngth to vent, 6 mm.; length
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to gular fold, 19 mm.; length to base of occipital horns, 18 mm.; width
at temporal spines, 24 mm.; length of fore leg, 35 mm.; length of fore
foot, 16 mm.; length of· hind leg, 48 mm.; length of hind foot, 20 mm.
In life the ground color of the dorsal region is a pinkish gray or
grayish cream color, and this is marked with blackish, as follows: A
large spot on each side of the nape, which may or may not be fused
near the occiput. and which do not reach the humeri. From three to
five chevrons directed posteriorly along the lines of the larger scales,
well defined posteriorly only, and with the external extremities turned
backward. These marks may become obsolete on the posterior part
of the back, especially in old animals. Limbs distantly, tail rather
closely, cross banded with dusky. Inferior surfaces immaculate cream
color, with sometimes a few dusky specks posteriorly and on the femora.
The head above yellowish or reddish brown and without color marks.
There is sometimes a shallow fissure in the scaling in the position of
the tympanic membrane in this species, but I have never seen that
membrane exposed in even a rudimentary manner. This may, however, rarely be the case, but no specimen has been seeu, so far as I am
aware, with a distinct tympanic disk.
This is the Great Basin horned lizard, and is not found outside of its
limits. It ranges from southeastern California to northern Nevada and
southern Idaho. From the latter State Dr. J. L. Wortman sent mo a
specimen from the Bruneau River. I found it abundant near Pyramid
Lake, Nevada, and at the west foot of the San Francisco lVlouutains,
in southwestern Utah. Its colors are the most pleasing in the genus.
The stomach of an individual from northwestern Nevada was filled
with bodies and fragments of the large· red ant which abounds in that
region, which Dr. lVlcCook identifies as the Pogonomyrmex occidentalis.
Besides these there was a grasshopper, a Pentatoma-like hemipter, a
small beetle, and several insect larvre. The ant is evidently its principal food, and there is no scarcity of them in that arid region. TlJeir
sting is very severe, and the Anota must be proof against it to a degree
much superior to tbat possessed by the (to him) gigantic mammal, man.
Dr. Stejneger remarks of this species as observed by the Death Valley exploring expedition:
·
Anota plat.lJrhina inhabits the Lower Sonoran deserts of the Great Basin from California to Utah and ranges up a short distance into tbe Upper Sonoran. In California
it was found in greater or less abundance in the Mohave Desert, in Owens, Coso,
Panamint, Doath, Mesquite, and Deep Spring valleys, ·a nd in the Argus, Funeral,
an<l Panamint mountains (up to 1,740 meters or 5,700 feet on west slope northwest
of Wild Rose Spring). In Nevada it was aburnlant in Sarcobatus Flat, the Amargosa Desert, Ash Meadows, Indian Spring, Fahrump, Vegas, Pahranagat, and Meadow
Creek valleys, and the valley of the Virgin and Muddy. In the northwestern corner of Arizona it was very abundant about the month of Beaverdam Creek and
thence up on the west slope of the Beaverdam Mo~nta.ins. In Utah it was common
in the Santa Clara Valley ranging up through tli e sage brush to Diamond Valley
and Mountain Meadows.
At Ash Meadows in the Aruargosa Desert a very white form was found living on
the white alkali soil.
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.ihiota platyrhina Girard.
Cntnlogue Number
To.
i~pns.·

I

~ ----1-I
190

3
5

191

L

1·
oca 1ty.

When col•
lected.

Nature of
specimen.

From whom received.

alt Lake Valley ......• .' ......•••••••••. Stansbury ............. .
Beckwith ..•.•••........
Bowman ............... .

do
• •••••
:::::c10
:::::::::::::::::::: ::: .... :::: ......

:i! l !f;;~k~t::~:ii~:; :)::):::::-~,~?-t,;~'.'. <::::

..Alcoholic.
rlo.
do.

0

8158
228

2

910-1

1

ll-105
5344
9515
10 32

1
8
1

Utah.
Arizona .. ........ ........ - - -, 1871

z 1 Fort BucJ1anan, Arizona .................
5

Exploration
River.

do.
rlo.
do.

...........••.•..........

Lieut. F. T. Bryan,U.S . .A
Colom.do ............... Lient. J.C. Ives, U.S.A.

do.
do.
do.
<lo.

·ut~i1·: ::: :::: ::: :::::::::: ::: :::: :::::::: ·c:ii~cia:;th:v ·-·_ :: :: :: ::::
Prrnmid Lake.Nevada ... :May-, 1877
Fort Walla Walla, Wasl1- Jnne -, 1881

H. W. Henshaw ........ .
Ct}\. l_has. Bendire,

~!~

1

0

do.
do.
rlo.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

~·•••••••••••••.•••. June-, 1881 ..... do ........•..........
1 ••• ~
1 Old Fort Cobu, Texas. .... - - -, 1879 Dr. E. Palmer . ......... .
.....
do
....................
- - -, 1879 ..... do . ................. .
5
10 Neva<la .... ........ . ..... . - - -, 1867 Robert Ridgway ....... .
Virginia
City,
Nevada
....
July -, 1875 William Seckels ....... .
3
3
1
2
1
3 Fort Mohave, Arizor.a .................. . Dr. J. G. Cooper ........ .
2 Fort Whipple, .Arizona .. . ........................................ .
8 (1) .• •.••..••....•••••..••. ··•· ·•·•· ·· ··•· •••••••.•.••..••••.•••••••
10 Fort Iohave, Arizona .... Oct. -, 1875 Dr. R. E. Liglit,burne ... .
ti Camp •·12,·• Nevada ...... - - -, 18fi7 R.Ridgway ...... . ..... .
J!'.
1 ( 1) . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • .
1 (1) ........................ - --- ,1878 ..... do .................. .
(1)
..•....•..
..
.••••••..............
.•....
........••....••....•...•.
I
2 Fairfi Id, Utah ..••.. . ..... - - -, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .

10 3:J

ns:n

118'15
l 17i0
650
9191
9105
019
8651
0;;;6

:1~;t te~st~t~~~~~;~~! ·f~it·~:·im :~~-~ilt~\·:·:·:·: ;~~~:~~~

11 :;o

107 5
1077
11770
1078:1
lOi I
10 36
107

clo.
do.
do.
(10.

do.
do.
do.
do.

u. s. c............... .

x nncl l
ng .

.Alti-

Locality.

tude.

Whencol- From whom
lected.
r eceived.

clo.

Remnrks.

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- ----1-------1------

•

Feet.
Mn lo.. Virgin Valley, ..Arizona................ . . . . . . . . May
.Mal ... •. .. do ............................................. do
i fnl o ... . ... do . ............................... . ............ do
~fnle ....... do ............................................ . rlo
Mnl .. .... . do ............................................. do
l\1nlo .. .. ... do ............................... .. ... . .. .... . . do
Malo .. .•. .. do .... .................................... . .... do
?tfnl .. .. .. do ........................................ : .... do
Fl'mnl ... .. clo . ............... _....................... .... . do
Fo111nlo . . ... rlo . ............. . ......................... ..... do

Merriam ... .
........ do ..... .
.. ...... do ..... .
.. . .... . do ..... .
. ....... do ..... .
... ..... do ..... .
. . ...... do ..... .
........ do ..... .
........ do ..... .
...... .. do .... . .

10

J~il ;:r: ; ;,:":~: :'~\: : :::::): :: : : f:!: '.1: :Ji:::::
i~~:;p;JC ::I~L) .,L:): \ ::: iJ: '; JL :: '·!t:,,';:
l"l'mnlPI :Monnlnin 1 ndows, Utah . ............ . ....... May 17 ... .. do ..... .

:
1

)In! .. Lin oln

onnty, N va.da ....... . ..... ) . . ...... Mar. 12 ..... do . .. . . . C

1

Yo1111g.

:;:ei~a
do
River.
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.Anota 11Zatyrhina Girard-Continued.
U. s. jsex and
NN~·, age.

L
oca

l't
1

.A.lti- When col- Frreocme1·wvebdo.m
tude. _ 1e_e_·t-ed
_ . _,______

Y·

I

R,ma,ks . .

I~m
~:l::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~;;~·:: ::;: : i~~be~~.:::
18:HHJ Male __ ,._ .. do---········--·---- · ············-· . ....... Mar. 20 .. . .. do ..... .
1

18400 Male ....... do ........ -- .. -- .. ·--·······--·····--·- · •-·· . __ .do ... __ . .. do··- - · ·
18401 Male . .... .. do···---······-···-·-·· - -·········· ..... _.. Mar. 4 Nelf,on .. -·-·

m~~ ~!i:i: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

18404
18405
18406
18407
18408

18400 Female .Argus Range, bead of Borax Flat, Cali•
fornia ..
18410 Femal e Water Station, head of Borax Flat-,
California.
18!111 Male . . Death Valley, California ...... _: ..... _.
18412
18413
18414
18415
18416
18417

Female I
J<'emale
Male ..
Female!
Maie ..
Male . .

18418
J8-llD
]8420
J842l

Male . .
Female
Fema.le
Female

J8l22 Male ..
18~ 2'.l Female

~ ~!~t

~:r ~~ ¥i~1iri~:~~::::

Male ....... . do ___ .. _______ ............ · -·········-·-· ..... . do ...
Male 1 . . . . . . do ...... . ·-- ·· ·--·-·--·· ·· --···---·······- · . . . . do·-·
Male ... .. . . do ......................... ·--····· ...... . . May 30
Male .. .A mar gos a, Nevada ......... -. - .... - . - . . . . . . . .. Mar. 8
Female FuneralMountains,California ........ . .... _.. Mar. 16
3, 000

··---do·-····
.. - .. do··-···
Merriam_ .. .
Palmer .... .
·--··do ... . .. 1,000 feet
abo,e Ho.A.:pr. 21 Stephens . . .
ra.x works .

.A.pr. 22 ·---·do ..... .
5,000

Deat h Valley, Bennett Wells, California. . _... _..
Death Valley, l<'urnaceCreek, California ... . . __ .
.. - . . do····---····--·· · -·····-·····--- .. ·---·· - ·
lOmiles fromRest.ingSprings,California ..... _..
Saline Valley, California .... _. __ .... _. . 1, 500
Panamint Mountains, Wild Rose
5,300
Spring, California.
. ... . do······-·----·········· .. -· · ··--·· 5,300
..... do···--·-·-·---······--· · ···----- .. 5, 300
... .. do .. -•-······--······--···········- 5,300
5,000
Panarnint Mountains, W illow Creek,
California.
Panamint Valley, Wild Rose Spring,
4,500
California.
PanamintValley;California ·····-····· ---··--·

Bailey ... _. . Pan am i n t
Mountains.

.A.pr.
Jnn.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
,Tune
.A.pr.

21
30
10
17
30
16

Palmer···-·
Fisher··· ·· Stephens . . .
p,.1mer .. -··
Nelson ... --.
Bailey .•••..

. _.. do ....... . do·· -···
.... do ........ do .. . .. .
. _.. do ........ do ..... .
May 16 Nelson .. :- ..
Mar. 29

Bailey···-_.

Mar. 27 . _. .. do ..... .

i1~1ea~~ :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: .~~J~ ~~-:::::a~::::::
~:~~::
:::J~ ::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::: :::::::: .~~,d~ ~~- :::J~ ::::::
Male .. Owens Lake, .A.sh qreek, Califor~ia.... 3,700 May 29 Stephens .. .

184'.lfi Male .. ... . . do · ·· · ··-···--··--······-····--·········-- · .. _.do .. . .... _do·-· - ··

mm

18429
18430 .Femal e Oweni> Valley, l0m1les north of Bishop, 4,200 July 1 . _... do ..... .
California.
18431 Male.. .Argus Range, Maturango Spring, Cali- . __..... May 6 Fisher .... __
fornia.
18432 Female ... .. do···········--·-----·············· .. . ......... do . ....... rlo ···-··
184f!B Female 1 . . .. . do--··-·········-·--·······-··--·-- .. . ·--· ... . do ..... - .. do· - - · ··
1843-l Male .. .Argus Range, Coso Valley, California . ...... ... Mny 11 . .... clo . .. . . .
18435 Female 1 Coso, Cal!fornia .. - . . -. ·.· .- . . ·.- - .............. - . M ny 19 Palmer ... ..
184:-i6 Male .. DeepSprmg-Valley,Callforma. __ ... .. 5,~ 00 Jun e 9 M erriam.- ..
184:-17 Male .. LonePine,California ....... -. .. ............ ___ June 5 P almer .... .
184il8 Male 1 . . _... do·-·--·-···---··-··--········---- · ........ June 7 ..... do··-···
18439 Male .. Independence, California .. ........ . ........ _.. June 11 Bailey ... _..
18HO Male ....... do·--·-····--··--·---·······-- .. -------·--· .... do ........ do·----·
18441 Male .... _.. do·····-···--···---··········-··-·
Jun e 18 Stephens.,.
18142 Female Coyote H<>les, 20 miles northeast of
Mar. 13 Palmer_._ ..
Daggett, California.
18443 Male 1 . Coloraclo Desert, Palm Spring, CaliSept. 27 Stephens··fornia.
Received
18444 Female (1) ····-······--··--············ · ··· · ·· - ···---··
from Death
Valle.v Expedition,
Apri 1 28,
1891.
18445
Ul ·· ···-··--····· ----· ········-·····--· ·----·..
{?)
{1)
18446 Male .. .A.sh Meadows, Nevada .... . ..... - . - ..... _.... _. Mar. 4 N elson .. __ .

Catnlogne
No.
16505
15972
17922
21474
21962- 3
21064

Locality.

From whom receiYed.

Colorado Desert, California ....... _... _.. ... .. __ .. . C. R Orcutt.
Ari zona. _.... __ .. . _... _.. . __ ... ... .... _. _....... _.. U.S. Fish Commission .
C. M. Bryant .
.s~·~ci ·:r~i~·t.;-:ici~i1~ ~ ~:::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: U.S. Fish Commission .
Coyote Well1, 1 8an Diego Connty, California ...... . Dr. E . .A.. Mearn s.
Seven ·wens, Salton River, Lower California.- ... .
Do.
1

Yon ug .
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'ATT

AT,

1l.

mm

1 !l.

OT A MACCA Lll Hallowell.

Pro!:. Ar:11I. al., 'd. l'hiln., 1 '52, p. 1 ' ..? ; , 'it<Tr. Expocl.
Zuni uu1l G lor. l'iv ,r, 1 :i3, p. 1:.?7_, pl.. ·.-B( ·ot HT, :\11 ·i; . , 'C'. ;\l ·., H pt.,

.Juota m'rallii II \I.1.0\\"1•:1.

1 71 1'· '.! 0.

_

JJolio1J<11m111 11l(''mlli :mAJH> • . .'. Expl. E.·p. ( h. \ ilks) Herp., 1 ::>8, P· 408;
,·. ,'. ~1 •.·, Bo11rnl. 'tll'\'. H•pt., 1 i 'p. fl, pl. XX\'lII fig. J-fl.

l'hry,wam,w ,1w1w1tllii 'ol'E Pro·. A ·atl. ~ ·at. , ' ·i. Phila., 1 '6, p. 310.-BOULENtam, 'tit. Li1.. Hrit. Ius., 2d ,I., 11, 1 5 p. 217.
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enlarged lateral gular scales are not very conspicuous, aud ·form a short
series. The occipital horns are long aud acute. The internal temporals
are half as loug, and the external temporals are as long as the i11ternal.
They are directed nearly transversely, while the internal temporals are
t1irectecl at an angle of 45°, and tlie occipitals more nearly posteriorly.
The tail is broad and flat, and is bordered ou each side by a fringe of
rather closely placed spinous scales. Femoral pores numerous, iu
undivided scales. No accessory horns. Nares anterior.
The infralabial scales have anteriorly prominent angles, and are produced into short. horns posteriorly. The scales of the head arc larger
than iu most other species, aud they are obscurely rugose to nearly
smooth. There are five scales iu a transverse row between the canthals 011 the anterior frontal augle. Of these the laterals are quite
small, and the median three larger than in any other species, especially
those on each side of the median. Supraocnlars from two and three iu
a crossrow behind to four in front. Posterior superciliary angle not
much produced, the penultimate superciliary scale not prominent nor
even angular. Middle parietal region convex and not separated fr_om
the temporal region by an angle. Superior labials nine and ten to
below the middle of tbe eye, forming a serrate border except anteriorly.
In the temporal series of scales the one adjacent to the external temporal horn is very prominent, and the two anterior to it haye apical
angles.
The lateral cervical scales which are in line with the eularged gnlars
(at a considerable distance) are only two or three in number, instead
of formiug the usual series, while the lateral cervical rosette above them
is represented by a series of five or six large scales witli basals. The
ground scales of the back are fiat, smooth, of various sizes, and generally broader than long. The eulargecl scales are broader thau long,
keeled, and, except to a limited extent in one row, not free posteriorly.
There is a row of the smaller of the keeled scales on each side of the middle line, which is quite regular. The larg·est scales form a widely spaced
row just external to these. The other keeled scales diminish in size
externally, and they do not form regular rows. They become more
conic externally. Humerus and forearm covered with large keeled
scales with. free apices, except inferiorly. Scales of femur and tibia
keeled and of diverse sizes, except on the concealed surfaces, where they
are smaller, though generally similar. Scales of inferior surfaces
smooth, except on the thorax, where they are faintly keeled and graduate into those of the humerus.
Extended hind leg reaching the axilla in fern.ale, or to the front of the
humerus in male. Femoral pores 21-21 in the male, 18-17 in the female,
in undivided scales. In the male there are 3-3 additional pores ou an
adjacent row of scales. Lateral scales of the toes produced, most on
the external sides.
Measurements (Cat. No. 15955, male).-Total length, 108 mm.; Ieugth
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tylus but it is preseut and free in .Eublepharis. In Sphceroclactylus
nota;iis I observed the exceptioual cliaracter of a distinct digitiform
lobe of the liver on tlle left side, which partly em braces the stomach.
There are two families of this superfamily.
Vertebr::l.l proccelous; parietal bones united ................... - . - .. EUBLEPHARIDlE.
Vertebrm a.mphicmlous; parjetal bones separate ....... - ......... - . - - . GEKCONID.lE.

·rhese families are found in the ...warmer regions of both continents.
The species which they include are of insectivorous habits. I have
been ~ble to examine the mesenteries in relatively few genera of the
superfamily. I find the structure to be of the type most frequent in
the Sauria; that is, a siugle hepatoventral; a single gastrohepatic; a
left gastropulmonary, and a right hepatic, which embraces the right
lung.
This superfamily is most nearly allied to the Diploglossa in its produced petrosal and papillose tongue. The form of the petrosal is very
different, and the underarcherl frontals are very rare in that group,
while the expanded clavicles are like those of the Leptoglossa in
g·eneral.
GECKONIDJE.
Geckotie.ns CUVIER, part, Rogne Anim., II, 1817, p. 50.
Ascalabotce MERREM, part, Syst. Amph., 1820, p. 39.
Geclcotidce GHA Y, part, Ann. Phil. (2), X, 1825, p. 198.
Ascalabotoidm FrTZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 13.
Platyglossw WAGLER, ·part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 144 .
.Ascalabotce ·WIEGMANN, part, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 19.
Geckotiens or Ascalabotes DuM1<:RIL and BrnRON, part, Erp. G6n., III, 1836, p. 237.
A.scalabotce FrrzINGER, part, Syst. Rcpt., 1843, p. 89.
Geclcotidw GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 5,142.
Gecconidw 'OPE, part, Proc. Am . Assoc. Adv. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 236.
Geckonidm BOULENGEn, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.119.

0oronoid bone produced anteriorly and posteriorly on external side
of ramus. Surangular wanting. Angular largely developed exteriorly,
not interiorly. Splenial elongate; Meckel's cartilage covered between
tlie splenial and internal mental foramina. Premaxillary broad, in
coutact with vomer. Pterygoi.ds not touching sphenoid. Frontal
arching under olfactory lobes. Parietal bones distinct; attachment of
occipital segment very open; gomphosis interna1. Petrosal with auterior vertieo-oblique ring; superior plate produced beyond anterior semicircular canal, forming abutment for columella. Postorbital osseous
bars incomplete. Tongue papillose, no part retractile.
I ha,ve examined the hemipenis in the genera Thecadactylus, Platydactylus, Phyllodactylus, and Uyninodactylus. In these this organ is short
and wide, appropriately to the fragility of the tail at a point just beyond
tlie base. It is also more or less deeply divided into two branches.
Tlle entire surface is calyculate, generally minutely. In Thecadactylus
each fork has three strong welts. In Pl'atydactylus there is a, welt
oppo ite the sulcus, which is very large in P. mgyptiacus, and divides,
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11 Gymnodactylus pnlchellus the welts
h av. · b low the bifur atiou i a welt which incloses a cirin ompl te proximad.
tlle following interesting general account of thi

Th kull ; ren rally much de1•ressed, and its bones are thin. The nasals remain
di tin t· th frontal i either ioole or with distinct suture; the jugal is rudimentary, h orbit o t being bound posteriorly by a bony arch; the supratemporal arch
i lils. wi. al> eot; tbe pterygoicls are widely separated and devoid of teeth, and
r.olnro Ila •rani i i present. The mandible contaius only five bones, the angular
aocl a.rtic·ular bin.,. oal seed; the dentition belongs to the pleurodont type; the
t th are slllall, numerous, closely set, with long, slender, cylindrical shaft and
obtu1:1 point· the n w teeth hollow out the base of the ol<l ones. Only in a few
d s th derm of the bead coalesce with th~ skull, and a supraorbital bone
in tan
is pr s nt nl_y in a few species of Tarentola. Both pairs of limbs are constautly
w •11 <1 ,. l p d aud pentadactyle. The clavicle is dilated and perforated proximall~-, and the int rclavicle is subrhoml>oidal, or of a shape intermediate between
that and th ruciform. The vertcbrre are biconcave; the ribs are long, and so pro1 ng <l as to form more or less ossified hoops acros · the wl.iole of the abdominal
r rrion.
The digit vary considerably, and afford excellent characters for systematic
arran, m nt.
ome Geckos (living in barren regions) have the digits similar to
of many Agamoids, i.e., they are snbcylindrical or feebly depressed, and frequ utlyke l dinferiorlyordenticulatedlaterally; otherformswithnondilateddigits
b:tv th m angularly bent at the articulations and provided with strong claws; but
th gr at r number have the whole or part of the digits dilated into a<.lhesive organs
with ymm trical plates or lamelhe inferiorly, the arrangement of which varies cooid rably. Th •o, n,lso, the claw may be retractile, either between some of the
lam Jl, or into a pecial sheath. Membranes may unite the digits, but the web
s rves nly for the pnrpose of obfaining a greater adhesive surface, and never for
wimniing, 11one of the Geckos entering tho water.
The bocly i generally more or less depressed, and may be bord.ered by cutaneous
·pan ion , the ol>ject of which appears to be, in most cases, the same as that of the
int r<ligita.l membrane; but in the curious genus J>tycliozoou, in which the lateral
m mlm1nes attain the greatest development, they act as a parachute. The tail present nlmost every possible shape from the leaf-like tail of Gymnodactylus platurns
au<l the grot squ rudimentary tail of .1Yephrurns to tho slender, rat-like tail of
.Aganwra aud th comprcs ed crested tail of Pristul'lis. This organ is, except in
L19am11ra, • tr m ly fragile aud rapidly reproduced, in which case, however, it geurally a. 11111 an al,normal shape and lepidosis. In some forms the tail proves to
be 1,r h n il ', a fa ulty which is posse sed by few lizards other than the Chameleons;
and Tarn i11<l11 d to beli v that a careful examination of the Geckos, when alive,
will 1;1Jow this ·haracter to be not unfrequent.
Th
Y i. g ueraUy large and with vertical pupil, which, when contracted
tr ngly i fr qn ntly denticulatedor a sumesthe shape oftwosuperposedrliomus;
s ru diurnal forms have th eye smaller and the pupil circular. The eye is exposed
iu 1mak , cover cl by a tran parent lid under ·which it moves freely, the valvular
lid b in ru limeot:Lry; in .lElurosaur11s, however, there a,re connivent movable
lid and iu Ptenopus th upp r lid is sufficiently .developed to cover the eye nearly
om pl t ly.
Tb
·mpauum i mor or lea exposed, except in Teratolepis, in which genns it
app ar, to h
ou1plet ly oncealed under tue sca1cs. The tongue is fl eshy, mo<leratf'ly 1ongat very f ebly inci eel anteriorly, and capa.ulc of protrusion ont of the
month.
·
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The teguments are nearly always soft and consist generally of granules or tubercules on the dorsal surface, of small imbricated cycloid or hexagonal :,;cales on the
ventral surface. Some Geckos are entirely covered with scales of the latter description, which attain their highest development in Teratoscincus 1 Teratolepis 1 and
Geckolepis.
The habits of the Geckos are highly interesting and deserve special attention, as
but few observations have been made on them. Some inhabit arid regions, sometimes
burrowing in the sand; others are arboreal, living on shrubs or in woods, concealing
themselves under stones or under the bark of trees during the daytime; others live
on rocks; others have become the commensa]s of man, and they again may be divided
into two groups-those living inside, those living outside houses. Most are nocturnal, but some are diurnal. Colonel Tytler, in a very interesting paper on the
habits of Geckos, observes that, "although several species of Geckos may inhabit
the same locality, yet, as a general rule, they keep separate and aloof from each
other; for instance, in a house the dark cellars may be the resort of one species, the
roof of another, and crevices in a wall may be exclusively occupied by a third
species. Howe,er, at night they issue forth in quest of insects, and may be found
mixed up together in the same spot; but on the slightest disturbance, or when they
have done feeding, they return hurriedly to their particular hiding places."
Many Geckos utter sounds, probably produced chiefly by a movement of the
tongue against the palate, and in which yeclco, chucko, toc"kee, or something similar is
distinctly audible. A. Smith says that a South-African sand Gecko (Ptenopus
garrulus) utters during the day a sharp sound somewhat like chick, chicle; and be
ad<ls that the number thus occupied is at times so great, and the noise so disagreeable, as to cause the traveler to change his quarters.
The eggs are round and with a hard shell. Ovoviviparism has riot been observed
in this family. Males aro generalJy distinguished from females by a la,rger size, the
swelling of the base of the tail, and the presence of femoral or pr:eanal pores, which
are constantly absent in the latter.
The Geckonidro are represented in the hotter parts of all the regions of the world.
They are most nnmerons in the Indian and Australian regions.

The following synopsis of the genera is chiefly derived from Boulenger:
I. Digits short, cylindrical, the skin swollen on the paluu:tr surface and under the
articulat.ions.
Digits clawed; tail extremely short, terminating in a globular knob.
Neph1·urus Gunther.
No claws ______ -------------------- -- ____ -----· ________ Chondrodactylus Peters.
II. Digits straight, not dilated, clawed, without pa<ls.
Digits granular inferiorly, not fringed laterally; rostral and mental plates projecting, nail-like ..... - .. - - - ____ . - ... ____ ..... Rhynchredio·~ Gunther.
Digits granular inferioriy, strongly fringed laterally; dorsal scales large,
imbricate --- - . - . - . -- - -· - - - _·- _- - . -- _-- . _____ . Teratoscincus Stranch.
Digits covered inferiorly with small imbricate pointed scales; dorsal scales
small··---·------------·---------.-------- Ceramodactylus Blanford.
Digits inferiorly with a series of narrow transverse plates; toes strongly fringed
laterally; fingers not fringed _ . ____ . ____ . _. _____ . __ .. Ptenopus Gray.
Digits inferiorly with a series of narrow transverse plates, fringed or denticulated laterally---------- -- ·----- ---- ________ Stenodactyl-us Fitzinger.
Digits inferiorly with a series of narrow transverse plates, not fringed nor
denticulated laterally; dorsal scales juxtaposed; male with a series of
prreanal pores .... --------·--- ____ ···- ________ Alsophylax Fitzinger.
Digits inferiorly with a series of narrow transverse plates, not fringed nor denticulated laterally; <lorsal scales imbricate; no prreanal pores.
Homonota Gray.
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h ly lilat 1l a th ha· , th tw or tlir ,e di tal joint
1•ompr. r.d an<l ano·nlarly bent, in~.riorly with a cri s
plat•:· all th dirit law,cl.
A.
n w
al , a mall r up rior antl: largo hit ro-inferior.
l · tail fra~ill• ........... . ............... r: y1n11odactyltts 'pix.
P 1pil v rti 1 1; tail v ry 11lP1Hl r, 110 fr~wile ........... A r;aniur<t Blan vill .
Pupil r unll · hocly not cl pr , d; tail c·ompr s. eel ........ Pristurus Riipp .
Pupil round· body m r or l ss 1 pre eel; tail not compres ed.
Gonatodes J<'itzin•Ter.
AA. 'law l, tw n tbr• cal• ti small r up rior and two larg latero-inferior.
pp rand low1·r yeliu well dovelopou, oonivent; ungunl scales forming
:i Jarir compn•ss cl sheath ..... . ............ lElurosanrus Boulenger.
• •0111pr s •d 11urr1utl h ath ............................ . Ileforonota Gray.
I\' . J>i~it.. ,lilatccl at 111 apex, which j fnrnishecl inferiorly with two plates separat tl by a longitndinal groove.
JJigi t not cliln.tecl at the base, lawed, tho di tal expansion coverecl above with
al s ro1wly cliff rentiated from those of the basal part.
Phyllodactylus Gray .
, o •law ...................................... . .... . .... .. Ebenaria Boettger.
J i its not dilated at the ha e, cla.wcd, th <listal expansion coverell above with
small t11bercnlar sea] a similar to those on tl10 basal part.
Diploclactylus Gray,
irrits <lil:ited at the ba e, tho basal xpansiou anteriorly with paired oblique
lam •lla" ....................•.....••... . • . ......•...... illdura Gray.
I' tlllltimitto j int with a11 expansion ben,ring two plates exactly similar to t !Je
<li tal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Calodactylus Bcddart.
Y. JJigitl-:1 <lilat •d at tho ap x, whiclt i furnished infer iorly with two diverging
s •ri s of Ia,m 11:e; di 1rit,s clawed, the claw sessile and retractile in the
anterior notch of tho distal expan1:1ion .......... J'tyoclactyluis Cuvif'r.
VI. I>iiril1-1 (llltir ly dilated, with a donble s ric of lamellro inferiorly, clawed, the
claw Rcssile and r tractile in the median groove. T!tecadactyl'lts Cuvier.
YII. J>i rits dilated, the distal phalanges compre sod.
'!'ho di. fol joiirt long, Ire , rifling from within tho extremity of tho digital
xpaosion .
Infr:icligital plates in a double series; inner digit with compressecl clawed
phalanx; dor al lcpidosis compos d of small scales or tubercles.
Ifemidactyl1ts Cuvier.
Infracligital plat,s double; dorsal scales large, imbricate.
Teratolepis Gi_intlrnr.
Infracli •ital plats in a simple series; iuoer digit with compressed clawed
})halanx, similar to tl1e other digits ........ . ..... Phyllopez11,s Peters.
J nfraui rital plat in a in1ple series; inn r c1igit clawed, tbe claw retractile
lat .rally, inferiorly with a circular plate .... .. .. _.. Llristellige,· Cope.
Infrndigital plat s in n, siro1)le or double series; inner digit claw less.
Geliyra Gray.
Infracli rit< l plates in a simple erie ; inner digit rudimentary, of fore limb
c1awl , of bin,l limb ·lawe<l ................. Perochirus Doulenger.
AA. 'I'h fr
distal joint at the extremity of the digital expansioL; a double
ri of iofradigital lamellw.
Pupil verti al· digits narrow at tho ba e, the dilatation strong and d iscoid the <li tal joint loorr and lender; inner digit rudi1uental.
Spathoscalabotes Boulenger.
upil rouu<l · yelid distiu ·t all round the eye; digits narrow at the base,
tlt lilata i n tron • and disco id, the dista.l joint free; inner d igit
ru<lim utal, with stroorr, very distinct claw.
Micros cal abo Les Bo ulen ger.
lll.
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Pupil round; eyelid distinct all round the eye; digits narrow at the base,
the dilatation strong and discoid; the d istal joint strongly curved,
the claw retractile between the anterior lamellre; inner digit rudimental, with very small, frequently indistinct claw_ Lygodactylus Gray.
Pupil vertical; distal joint of digits short; thumb clawless.
Lepidodacty liis Fitzinger.
AAA. The free distal joint at the extremity of the digital expansion; a single
series of infra.digital lamellre.
1. The distal joint long.
Digits narrowing gradually toward the end, the .narrower portion not
forming an angle with the dilated basal part; eyelid distinct all aroun d
the eye ____________ ... ___ . ___ .. __ ... __ .. _____ .. ____ . Naultiniis Gray
The slender distal portion of the digit forming an angle with the dilated
basal portion ..... __ . ___ . _.. ____ . Hoplodactylu,s Dumeril and Bibron.
2. The distal joint very short.
Digits more or less webbed, inner clawed.---· Rhacodactylu8 Fitzinger.
Digits half-webbed, inner c1::twless ------ -----· ---· Luperosaurus Gray.
Digits free or slightly webbed, inner clawless. -----· ______ Gecko Gray.
Digits entirely webbed, inner claw less .... ____ .. ____ . Ptychozoon Kuhl.
VIII. Digits entirely dilated, clawed, without compressed ungual phalanx, inferiorly
with a single series of lamellre.
Body covered with small imbricate scales .. __ ... _____ . _____ Homopholis Smith.
Body covered with large imbricate scales.-----· .. ··----- Geckolepis Grandidier.
Body covered above with large juxtaposed scales, largest and subsymmetrical
on the head._. __ ......... ___ .. ____ ...... ____ . Eu1·ydactylus SauYage.
Body covered above with granular scales; the cl&.ws of the three inner digits
turned inward, those of the two outer turned outward .
.lEluronyx Fitzinger.
1X. Digits dilated, only the thirq. and fourth clawed ... _. _. _. __ . __ Tarentola Gray.
X. Digits (the fingers at any rate) more or less dilated, clawless.
Pupil vertical; tips of toes dilated, with simple transverse ~amellre inferiorly.
Pachydactylus Gray.
Pnpil vertical; tips of toes rather narrowed, with only two small lamellre inferiorly . _. - _. . _... - .... - . - ..... - - - ..... - . - ... __ .. ____ . Colopus Peters.
Digits dilated at the apex only, inferiorly, with transverse lamellre furnished on
their hinder edge with fine fringes . _... ___ . Dactychilikion Thominot.
I upil circular; eyelid distinct all round the eye ..... _.... ____ . Phelsurna Gray.
XI. Digits dilated at the apex ouly, with very small sheathed claw, the sheath
opening laterally.
Digital expansion with transverse lamellre inferiorly .. ____ . Rhoptropus Peters.
Digital expansion with a _circular plate inferiorly .. ___ . Sphmrodactylus Wagler.

The two genera which belong to our fauna may be very easily distinguished by the followi11g characters:
Phyllodactylus.-Digits all terminated by triangular pallets or disks,
with a longitudinal median groove beneath; claws exposed.
Sphcerodactylus.-Digits all terminated by circular disks, without
central groove, and ensheathing the claws.
Both of these genera enter the N ear~tic Realm at the borders only,
the Phyllodactylus on the southwest and the Sphcerodactylus on the
southeast, the former from the Mexican district and the latter from the
West Indian district of the N eotropical Realm.
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PHYLLODACTYLUS Gray.
l'hylloclaclyl118 \ IE MA ,',' Herp. M x., 1 34, p. 20.-DUMERIL and BIBHON, III,
1 36, p. 3 .-:F'ITZI~ 1rn, .'yst. Rept., p. 9J.-GRAY1 Cat. Liz. Brit. l\fns., 1845,
p.150; pi il. Zoo1., 1 30, p. 3.-Bo LENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Ius., I, 1885, p. 76.
, ~JhaToclactyluB WAGLER, part, yst. Amph., 1 30, p.143.
Euleples FITZ!." ER,, Y· t. Rept., p. 95.
J)' coclact11l118 FJTZI 'GE H, y t. Rept., p. 95.
Di11lo<lactylus \ rnm1ANN, part, Hcrp. Mex., 1834, p. 20.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept.,
p. 94.- RAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1 !5, p.148.
I'ara:pura Gl NTmm, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), III, 1879, p. 218.

J i it an lilated at their extremity into a disk, which is perfectly
.'mo th u neath, wit.11 a median furrow, all provided with distinct claws.
Th phyllo<lactyle are easily known by the smoothness below of
th ir digital di k and the distinct claws. Otller characters, accordi11g
to 1 nmeril and Bil1ron, are the vertical pupil, the nostrils flared at the
xtr mity of the snout, no second range of plates bordering the lower
le bi. L · the digits with transverse divisions beneath, posterior to the
<lilat cl p rtion.
Q.1;teology.-ln their o teology the specie:3 of this gen us conform
·tri i1 , to the Geckonid type as already described. I have before me
th sk 1 ton of P. tuberculosus, from whiclt the following description is
d riv d: Tb premaxillary is single and has a long superior spine;
inC riorly it ha tlle posterior border emargiuate. Nasals elongate, disti11ct, margin ate po, teriorly for the frontal. Frontal single, rather
narr w, ·ompletely underarching olfactory lobes. Parietals distinct,
wicl , without p~n al foramen, lying ratLer closely on supraoccipital,
nding ba ·kward the parietoquadrate arch, which iucloses a, small
f, ramen ,,ith tbe exoccipital. Supraoccipital <listiuguisbed from exoc·ipital by uture. Prefrontal narrow, forming the preorbital border to
th middle above; no lachrymal; jugal represeuted by a spliut which
xt ncl from the prefrontal to the extremity of the maxillary 011 the
up rior nrface of tbe latter. Postfrontal a ratber wide V-shape<l bone,
it long :t limb extending posteriorly more tbau halfway to the base
f h pari toquadrate ar 11.
o postorbital. Quadra,te with a single
larg
on av , ext rnal conch. Paroccipital i11 tLe usual position,
1 lint-lik .

m r. in ~lo ·ontact throughout, with a common convex posterior
rd r · au ext rna11ougitudinal convexity of the inferior surface, and.
11 ach side of the median suture, which divides a, keel.
J:>alain · b r and wid , and with a longer vomedne than maxillary proc,., an l curvin downward below the level of the vomers. Nari.II
fl ur -lik xcept Io teriorly an<l anteriorly, the external borrifi
nt~te proce of the maxillary bone directed posteriorly near
d n ith
th ' middl
terygoid' much expanded anteriorly, forming with the
id an 1 palatine. a tbin plate, wbicl1 closes np the palatine
on racting rath r rapidly po. teriorly to the ~ml>eylindric ro<l-
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like portion. Epipteryg-oid extending from the pterygoid at the basiptel'ygoid process, and resting on the apex of tbe petrosal. Latter
produced above anterior to semicircular canal; the anterior border contirmed into a crest which runs posteriorly above the trigerninal foramen.
~rbis terminates at the down-looking crest of the subforaminal portion,
which bouuds externally a wide down-looking groove. Basipterygoid
proeesses long. Spbenoid distinct from basioccipital. Occipital condyle subequally divided into three parts, two prominent exoccipitals
and a contracted basioccipital. The result is an apparently double
condyle.
Mandible with the Meckelian groove closed, aud with the splenial
small and but little produced beyond the splenial foramen. Coronoid
produced a little horizontally at the base. Angular uot distinct; suraugular and articular distinct. Augle simple, direct, spoon-shaped, with
superior concavity. I have observell the following peculiarities in the
otic and byoid regions. There is no infrastapedial cartilage, and the
suprastapedial and epistapedial cartilages are continuous. The_hyoid
system is cliaracterized by the fact that the ceratohyal is attached to
the paroccipital, which carries a cartilage on its extremity. There is a
short second ceratobranchial, and 110 free epibranchial.
VertebrIB amphiccelous. Intercentra present throughout the vertebral columu, continued into chevrons on the caudal region. Cervical
ribs wideued aud truncate at extremities. In the specimen described
the diapophyses of the second sacral vertebra are deeply longitudina1ly
grooved on the inferior side so as to be nearly split. Diapophyses of
auterior caudals elongate. Neural spines distinct but low throughout
the column. In the scapular arch I note the following peculiarities.
There is no proscapula, and the clavicle is much enlarged, and is perforate at the median extremity. The interclavicle is cruciform, with the
angles filled up so as to have concave borders. It is coossified with the
chwicle in P. tuberculatus, and extends but a little way posteriorly on
tbe sternum. The coracoid has one large foramen. The sternum has
uo fontanelle. There are four hoomapophyses attached to the sternum
on each side; and two to each of the slender closely approximated
xipboid rods. There are several very slen<ler abdominal ribs.
Tue ilium has no angulus cristce, aud the acetabulum is entire. The
pubes join at a little less than a right angle, and the pectineal processes
are short and a little posterior to the middle. Pubes uniting at less
tlian a right angle below, with the tuberosities distal.
The most distinctive feature of the skeleton of this genus is the presence of interceutra throughout the vertebral column, a point in which .
it resembles the extinct 'fheromora of the Permiau epoch.
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The

merican sp cie of Phyllodaotylus differ as follows:

I. Tubercles larg •r and more numerous, keeled :
Abdominal scale in 30 transverse and 17 longitudinal rows; two postmentals
ancl fonr cal es behind them ... - - - .. - - - . - - - - ... - - - P. veritralis O'Shaughnessy .
Longitn<linal eries uuinterrnpted; abdominal scales in 30 transverse and :dl
longitudinal rows; 3 postmentals and t3 scales in the row behind them.
P.julieni Cope. 1
Lonrritndinal , eries interrupted by scales; abdominal scales in 40 transverse and
25 longitudinal rows __ ._ ..... _. __ .. - - - - . - - .. - - - - -·. P. tuberculosu s Wiegmann.
II. Tubercl s fewer, smaller, and not keeled.
Tubercle in rows; abdomina,l scales in 56 rows; 3 postmental scuta; d'isks
hirger ... __ ... ____ .. ___ ..... _.. . _- .. __ .. ___ ...... __ ... P. gn lapagoensis Peters.
Tubercles in rows; abdominal scuta in 56 rows; 4 postmentals; disks very
mall.._·-··-····-· ______ ···-·----·-···-··- .. ____ .. _... . P. ·rnicrophyllus Cope.
Tubercl s not in rows very distinct; mental large; 1 postmental; disks large;
cross-banded. __ ..... ____ ._._ .. ··-··-·. -- - .. - . -· ... __ --· P. nigrofasciatus Cope.
Tub rel snot in rows, more obscure; abdominal scuta in 50 rows; two or three
p stmentals; di ks larger; cross-handed ... _... _...... __ ... P. incequalis Cope.
III. Tuber ·l s wanting.
·
Dor al s ·ales in 36 rows; larger than those of muzzle, which are but little larger
tl~:m those of occiput; 5 cross-bands between axilla and groin .. P. imctus Cope.
D r al seal s on -fourth as large as those of belly, minute; reddish-brown,
darker speckled .... --·· ···---·· .... ··-· .... ·-·· ........ -··· .... P. leei Cope.

Of the above pecies but two, the P. tuberoulosus and the P. unotus,
ar f, uml within the limits of the nearctic realm, and these 01lly iu its
xtr me uthwe tern regions. Besides them, Boulenger records firn
p ·ie from frica and Madagascar, five from .Australia and adjacent
i 'land , and one from the islands of the Mediterranean Sea west of
Italy. .P. galapagoensis and P. leei are natives of the Galapagos
I ·land , and P. miorophyllus, nigrofasoiatus and inrequalis are from
w tern
ru. P. jitlieni is from .Aruba, and P. ventralis from Nicarn.gua (Boulenger).
PHYLLODACTYLUS TUBERCULOSUS Wiegmann.

Phyllo<lactylus tliberciilosus WIEGMANN, Nova Acta Acad. Leop .-Carol., XVII,
1 r, p. 24.1, pl. xxm, fig. 2.-DUMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., 1836, III, p.
3. . - RAY, Cat. Liz. Coll. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 150.-A.uG. DuMERIL, Cat.
{cth, 'oll. Rept. M. P., 1851, p. 40; A.rch. Mus., 1856, VIII, p. 4-65.-BAIRD,
. '. 1 x. Bonnd . ...,Lu., 1 59, p. 12, pl. XXIII, fig. 1-8.-BOC0URT, Miss. Sci. au
M x. Rept., 1873, p. 43, pl. x, flg. 3.-O'SHAUGilNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.
(4),
I 1 i5 p. 262.-Bo LENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mns., 1885, I, p. 79.
I'hyllodaclylus tubcrc11lcitus GRAY, at. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 150.
Dis •odactylus tubercu,losns I•ITZINGmn, , yst. Rept., 1843, p. 96.
l'hyllocla ·tylus .ranlii ' PE, Proc. A.cad. r at. ci. Phila., 1863, p. 102.

Bed wi h t n or tw lv
ries of large trihedral tubercles among
b . mall r T, uula ion.
large m ntn.l plate, acutely angled behind.
· ntaiu 1 11 arly two ancl one-balf times in bead and body,
f rw, r l llalfway to the eye. Hind foot about as long as the
n ain d ' v n tim in th heacl and body. Heid to ear conhr e 11d n -fifth ime in head and body.
1

P . .lfartini

an Lidth de Jend ,

te L yd n Ius., IX, p. 130.
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The nostril i s situated in the middle of one plate with a narrow rim,
which is encircled by five others, instead of being a mere pit between
in the augle of four plates, one of them the first labial. The scales are
mncll finer on the back an<l coarser on the belly. The limbs are shorter.
The central line of sealcs beneath the toes is wider and less angular.
'rhe book on the side of the base of the tail is represented in the type
by numerous smaller scales. Above, light brownish or reddish yellow,
with a series of transverse blotches of darker on each side (about eight
or ten). A few seen on the tail. Beneath, uniform whitish.
Head and body much depressed; the neck somewhat contracted.
The earR are small and crescentic. The eyes are very large; the eyelids annular and apparently not capable of covering the eye. The
bony ring of the sclerotica is composed of many plates, as in birds. The
nostrils are small, very far forward,
and situated so close to the ]ow rostral as to appear partly excavated in
it. They are placed just above the
junction of the rostral and first labial,
with ten plates between them and
touching the rostral. Behind them
and against these internasals is another plate, smaller than the latter;
another tubercular plate still smaller
aud like the others behind it completes the border. 'rhe bead is injured so that the labial plates can
not be readily distinguished, but
there are apparently eight or nine upFig . 83.
per, the posterior becoming smaller
and four or five lower, becoming PHYLLODACTYLUS TUBERCULOSUS WIEGMANN.
X 2.5.
smaller behind and then changing to
La Paz, Lower Californi a.
a double series of tubercles. The
('at. No . 12646, U.S.N.M.
end of the lower jaw is formed by
a large, long plate, acutely angular behind, with a large subpentagonal
arc between it and the first labial. Behind this the plates become
ubhexagonal all(l diminish gradually in size to the general average,
occupying a patch extendiug as far as opposite the fourth lower labial
and bordered behind and laterally by small plates. 'l'hose "'bordering
the lower labials are not much larger than those on the back part of the
chi11, similar ones covering the upper part of the head, as far as to the
posterior borders of the orbit. The rest of the bead above, the back
and sides, with the throat, are covered with small, apprnximated granules, with much la.rger conical or trihedral ones interspersed. Of these
Urn back exhibits about ten regular series, five large oues on each side
of the median line, with an additional row of smalJer ones on each flank.
The belly is completely and regularly covered with smooth subhexagonal scales arranged in quincunx, altlrnugh but little imbricate<l. Of
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be e there are about 31 or 32 iu an oblique series across the belJy.
'Ibey extend from the throat to the tail and quite similar ones are to be
n on the ntire inferior surface of the hind legs and the anterior of
tbe front legs; the latter more convex.
The upper urfaces of the legs are like the l>ack, but the tubercles
are le regular. The posterior face of the arm and femur over the
id , except above, are covered with uniform small scales, those on the
i mnr being abruptly smaller behind than inferiorly.
The leg are b.ort, the hinder especially. The digits are all nearly
equal, increasing in length from the first to the third, which is about
qual to the fourth and fifth. They are connected at the base by a
web. They are depre.'sed, their under surface wit.h a series of short,
tran ver e, rather tubercular lamelhe, and they terminate in a :flattened
obcordate or subquadrate expansion, which is perfectly smooth and flat
beneath, with a central longitudinal groove, and emarginate or cordate
at the end, to receive the point of the sharp, apparently retractile, claw.
The tail is cyli11drical, thickened, but attenuated at the end, and not
quite a long as the bead and body; it is contracted at the base and
cov red pretty regularly with small scales in indistinct whorls, and about
a large a those on the belly. The unjler surface, however, is occupied
by a eri s of broad tranR?erse plates, beginning a short distance
b hind the anu. . On tbe upper surface, too, are four rows of the large
tub rcle , ontinned from the arch, on as many slight ridges, separated
by furrow , the central of which is the largest. The tubercles of each
" rie are parated by an interval of about three of the smaller scales.
On ach ide the base of the tail and above the anus is an oblique series
f three spinous tubercles. There are two exposed cavities behind the
anu ( ontaining the penes f), but there are no femoral or preanal pores.
Thi p cimen u:fficiently resembles the species described by Wiegm, nn t be1ong to it, except that the ventral scales are smooth, not
carim te<l, nd uniform, not mixed with smaller ones.
Ph.1Jllodaclylu s fobercn lo sis Wiegmann.
'ntu lo •u(J tun b<'r
.. 'o.
of 11p ·i•

I

T

Locality.

11Wll8,

------12616

1

·when coll ected .

La. Pnz, Low r Californi&.. Feb. -, 1882

o
on.

l<'rom whom received .

Nature of
specimen .

L. Belding............... Alcoholic.

locality, the city of Chihuahua yielded a specimen

It i abundant in southern and we tern Mexico.
PHYLLODACTYLUS UNCTUS Cope.

Phylloda tyl1111 unctus B CO RT, Miss. ci. de Mex. Rept., 1873, p . 43.-BOULENEH, a. Liz. Brit. fos., 2d d., I, 18 5, p. 94.-COPR, Bull. U . . 1 at. Mus.,
• . 32, 1 i. p. 2 .-VA~ Du; BURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 189-, V, p. 86.
Diplodaclylus unctus OP1~, Pro . .A.ca.cl. at. ci. Phila., 1863, p.102; 1866, p. 312;
ull. . . ' at. L ht ., LrO. 1, 1 TS, pp. 50, 93.- TRKETs, Bull. U . . Nat. Mus.,
• . 7, 1 77, p. 3-.-YAHROW, Bull. U. . Tat. Mus., To. 24, 1883, p. 73.- .
A ,1A ', Bull. E . x In t., . ' I, 1 4, p.12.-BELDI a, We. tAmer. cientist,
III, 1 7, p.
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Scales rounded, flat; in about 36 rows on the dorsal region; those of
the muzzle smaller than dorsal, little ]arger than those of the occiput.
Internasals in contact. Seven superior labials, including that under
the pupil; six inferior, to the same point, the last two very sm~ll, the
:first larger than the second, extensively in contact with the first pair
of mental plates, which bound the symphyseal posteriorly. Each of
tlie former is bounded by three sm_a ller, and these are succeeded by a
few rows which diminish iu size. Terminal disks with straight outlines.
Tail without tubercles. Anal scales similar to the abdominal. Auricular opening as long as pupil. Premaxillary teeth five. Above gray,
shining, with five broad, blackish, centrally pale cross bands, from base
of tail to interscapular region; a dark band from the ·muzzle through
the eye, a cross band on occiput, and various irregular spots on the
top of head and labial regions.
Length from end of muzzle to auricular meatus, 25mm; from the
same point to vent, 110mm.
Mr. Van Deuburgh, 1 of San Francisco, who has seen more specimens
of this species than any other person, thus writes of the variations in
its coloration:
There is great variation in the coloration of the head and back. In some specimens it is pale gray or creamy white,
while in others the prevailing tint is a dark
seal-brown. There are, however, some
fairly constant markings brighter in
young than in old individuals, but apparently subject like the ground color, though
Fig. 84.
to a less extent, to modification, in accordPHYLLODACTY LUS UNCTUS COPE.
ance with the amount of ligh t, or perhaps
in obedience to the will of the animal.
. Triunfo, Lower California.
These markings are of"a deeper seal-brown
C:it. No. 857 1, U .S. N.M.
than the ground color of the darkest indiv iduals. A line originates on the second labial plate and, passing through the eye
and the upper ear-opening, runs for some distance along the neck. The upper surface
of the head is blotched and spotted, as are also the limbs. The tail has about nine
crossbars on its upper surface. All the lower surfaces are creamy white, slightly
tinged with brown in the darkest specimens. The scales are everywhere minutely
punctulated over with dark brown.
·

'

xr

Phyllodactylns unctus Cope.
Catalogue! ~umbt:r
No.
I ofmens
spec1•
.
5304

1

8571

3

Locality .

w·ben col•
lected.

F roru whom received.

Cap e St. Lucas, Lower .......... .. ... . .John Xantus .... . ........ _. Typ e; al•
California.
cobolic.
Triunfo, L ower California . - - , 1874-75 Dr. T. H. Streets, U.S. N . .Alcoholic.

1
La Paz, Lower Californ ia. F eb. -, 1882 L . Belding ........... . ... .
1 ··· ·· ··· ····· ··· · ·-· ··· ···· · ......... ... .. . U.S. Fisu.Commission .. .

1261~
15892
1

Natnre of
specim ei1.

Proceedings, Californhi Academy of Sc iences, 1895, V, p. 86.

do.
do.
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SPH.A:!:RODACTYL US Wagler.
Sphcerodactylu8 \VAGLER, yst. Amph., 1830, p. 143.-BOULEl\WER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., I, 1885, p. 217.
Sphwrodactylu8 GRAY, Griff. Anirn. King. Syn., p. 52.-WIEGMANN, Herp. Mex.,
1 34, p. 20.-DUMERIL and BIBRON, III, 1836, p. 401.-BocouuT, Miss. , c.
Mex. Rept., 1873, p. 44.
SphcvrodcwtyluB FITZINGER Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 93.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p.168.CoPE, Pro . Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1861, p. 497.

Digits subcylindrical, without claws; expanded at their extremity
into subcircular pads; smooth, aud not grooved. beneath.
The Sphrerodactyles are easily d_istinguished from the Phyllodactyles
by the absence ,of any rnedian groove on the surface of the terminal
disk of tbe digits. They differ in other points of organization, though
more nearly related to them than to the other Geckonjdm.
The species described by Dumeril and Bibron all appear to have the
•ale of the dorsal surface small, granular, or else with those along
the middle of back smaller than the layer on either side. The single
one inhabiting the United States (Key West), on the contrary, has the
cale of the upper surface large, equal, strongly carinated, and larger
than the ventral. The S. richardsonii of Gray has the same character,
but differ in coloration.
SPH.lERODACTYLUS NOTATUS Baird.

phmrodactyluB notatu8 BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 254; U.S.
M x . Bound. Sur., Reptiles, p. 24, pl. XXIV, figs. 29-07.-COPJ~, Proc. Acad.
Nat. ci. Phila., 1861, p. 500.-BOUI"G:NGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 226.

Scales on back and sides large, equal, st.rongly carinated and acute ;
tho e on belly rather smaller, smooth, hexagonal. Tail cylindrical.
Th head i about half the body alone; the tail equal to both together.
The llind leg· i' contained about two and two-thirds times in head and
bod ; the hind foot about Gtimes. 'rlrn upper parts are light-brownish
y llow overeu. rather distantly, but quite uniformly, with small circular
pot' f reddi h brown, conspicuously so on the whole head; scarcely
11 11th belly; on the breast they almost seem arra,nged in regular
li11 . Ileacl broad and acutely pointed, depressed; width about twothird,• th length to ear. Rostral comdsting of a large triangular plate
fi rmiuo- the entire end of the muzzle. The nostril opening in its
p .terior margin ov r the junction of the :first labial, bordered above
a. light ' h 11. D~hi d the rostral are two triangular plates meeting
rnall by an acute angle, and coming by the antero-exterior angle.
onta ·t with th lat ral ro tra1. There are three large upper labials,
fir.- le rg . t the econd l>etwe n thi' and the third; posteriorly
tw r hr much maller. There i a very large mental plate like
ro tral and forming tu end of tue jaw; on each side of tbi i 011e
ry Jar 1 w r labial · rre,.ponding to tbe :fi.i?t aud , econd upper;
th n tw :mall r 11 .. . '1 her are 110 plate mH.ler the lower labials
u thr ·lti11. Th r' i a ha,llow <lepres ·iou in the
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hinder part of tlie rostral divided longitudinally by a shallow g-rooYc,
and possibly indicating a 'fusion with an internasal or uasal plate. Tltc
eyes are very large and much cxpo~ed; the eyelids appear to h e
annular, t he lower entering completely witliiu the orbital cavity. The
ears are very small and circular.
The head and upper part of neck, except as described, are coYrred
with uniform tubercles, which become a little larger anteriorly. The
upper parts and sides _of body are covered with quite large, imbri t·,ited,
acute, angular, and strongly carinated scales, of which there appP.:u· to
be about thirty across back and sides. On the belly the scales are a
little smaller, hexagonal, and smootb-a!Jout twenty in an obliqne
series. About fifteen ridges may be counte<l above between the hind legs.
The scales in front of the pubes are coarser~ thicker, and more tubercular
than more anteriorly. The scales above and behind the fore leg, 011 the
side of the neck, i11 front of the hind leg, and on the posterior face of

Fig. 85.
8r H ,1'HODAC'l'YLUS N OTAT US BAIJW.

X 2.

:Florida.
Cat. No. 3216, U.S.N.M.

fore leg aud of thigh are small, even, and granular, like those back of
the llead. The upper and outer surfaces of the legs are covered with
large, acute, carinated scales. The tail is cylindrical, as long as body
(alive), constricted at base, and :finely whorled, the scales in under sur-•
face broader. There are 110 pores about the anus nor spines at the
base of tail, as far as can be perceived. The legs are short, the digits
broad, depressed, and witliout any claws, each one expanded at the end
into a plain circular snbhemispherical depressed pad, plane on the
under surface; the digits anterior to this transversely lamellated.
This species in its large and strongly carinated scales, about of equal
size, differs widely from all those described by Dumeril and Bibron, but
approaches the S. richarclsonii of Gray. 1 The colors, however, are
entirely different.
Specimens from Cuba collected by Charles Wright are very similar
in cbaracter generally, but appear to have a more slender head and
1
Catalogue of the Lizard Collection in the Bri.tish Museum: p. 168.
" America."
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Thi peci occur a] o in the Bahama Islands.
Florida ha been o far very seldom observed.

Alcd~~lic.

Its occurrence in

EUBLEPHARIDJE.
Oeckonida:, part, of most a.nthoTS.
Eublepharidce B LE • ,ER, part Ann. Mag. Tat. Hist. (5), XII, 1883, p. 308; (5),
TI V, 1884, p. 119.

Except in tho procoelian vertebrre and the single parietal bone, the
ke1 ton i imilar to that of the preceding family, to wliich the Eubleph rid, are affin d. The teguments are also very similar, and of a soft
kind, th upper urfaces are covered with small scales or granules,
which are u ua1ly intermixed with enlarged tubercles, and the lower
surface of the body with smaU cycloid imbricated scales. The skin
of the head i free from the skull. The eyes are moderately large,
with elliptico-vertical pupil, aud are protected by thick, movable, connivent lids. The nostril is rather large, directed slightly upward,
tbough lateral, and separated from the rostral and labial plates. The
tympanum i expos d. The limbs are weak and the digits short aud
yliudrical; they are all provided with a small, sliarp, retractile claw
which, in Coleonyx, i entirelyconceale<linamuch-developed, compressed
heath; thi slleath, which differ ouly in size according to the genera,
i ·omp
cl of two lateral plates, tl.le superior suture of which is covr l by a third narrower one, a structure which -n-e have already met
with in the eek id geuu ..!Eliirosaurus. .A.sin the Geckos, the tail is
xtr ~m lyfragil . l\iale have preanal pores, forming an angular series.
'l'hr ..., ·p cie are natives of Central America, one of the southern
part f th
nited tate , two of southern Asia, and one of West
.A.fri a; the genu Eublepharis occurs in .America as well as in .Asia.
Thi extra rdinary di tribution seems to indicate that the few reprentati
ol' tbi mall family are the remnants of some ancient, more
g n r 11y di I r d gr up; it nevertheless remains a matter of wonder
how form now o wid ly separated have reta,ined so great a resemblau · not, nJy in ,• tructure but also in the pattern of coloratiou .
(Bouleng ·1·. )
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SYNOPSIS 01<' GENERA.

Claws partly exposed; lower surface of digits granular .... . Hemitheconyx Stejneger.
Claws partly exposed; lower surface of digits lamellar ........... Eublepha1·is Gray.

Hemitheconyx has one species, wllich is West African. Eublepharis
has six species, of which two are from India, three from Central America
and Mexico, and one from the Southwest of the United States.
EUBLEPHARIS Gray.
Eu.blepharis GRAY, Phil. Mag; If, 1827, p. 56; Zool. Journ., III, 1828, p. 223; Cat.
Liz., 1845, p. 170.-WAGLER, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 143.-FITZINGER, Syst.
Rept., 1843, p. 90.-GUNTI-IER, Rept. Brit. Ind., 1864, p. 119.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I _. 1885, p. 230.
Gymnoclactylus WrnGMANN, part, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 19.
Coleonyx GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., XVI, 1845, p. 162.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci.
Mex. Rept., 1873, p. 49.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz: Brit. Mus., 1885, 2d ed., I,
p.234.
Brachydactylus PETERS, Monatsber. Berl. Ak_a d., 1863, p. 41.

Belly covered with regular small hexagonal scales; rest of body and
bead (except on edges of mouth) covered with small regular granules,
sometimes mixed with larger scales. Jaws each margined with a single
series of labial plates, the granules margining these a little larger.
Eyelids mnch developed; pupil vertical. External ear distinct. ,A
short spine at each side of the base of the tail. Tail cylindrical all
round, with very short whorls of small square plates constricted at base.
Digits conical, not dilated; denticulated along the edges beneath with
two or three series of transverse tubercles, the central largest and
lamellar. Claws very small, not retractile, partially concealed by two
lateral and one superior scale. First digit not opposable to the others.
No crests or folds of skin. Skin of body very loose. No palatine teeth.
Jaw teeth straight, conical-truncate,and pleurodont. Hind feet shorter
than tibia. Male with preanal pores.
Dr. Bouleuger 1 distinguishes the E. elegans Gray, of Mexico and
Central America, as the type of a distinct genus Ooleonyx, following
Gray, on the ground that the claws are completely concealed in the
latter. I find the characters of the E. elegans and the E. variegatus
to be identical in this respect, and so can not separate them generically.
Anatomy.-Owing to the isolated position of this' genus, its osteology
is worthy of especial attention . The premaxillary is undivided, and
has a long superior spine, but no inferior spine. The nasals are distinct.
The frontals are coossified, and the interorbital space is very narrow.
The parietals are coossified, and there is uo pineal foramen. The
supraoccipital is loosely articulated anteriorly, but is coossified with
the exoccipitals. No lachrymal bone; prefrontal large, but not reaching
far posteriorly over orbit. Postfrontal small, crescentic; no postorbital.
~o postorbital or supratemporal arches. Parietoquadrate arch de1
Catalogue, Lizards of the British Museum, I, 1885, p. 234,
NAT MUS 98--30
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EUBLEPHARIS VARIEGATUS Baird.

l!:ubleplta1'i8 varie.gatus B ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., I, 1885, p. 233.
l nodartylus variegatus BAIRD, Proc. Acad. rat. ci. Phila., 1858, p. 254; U.S. Mex.
1 und. • urv., R pt., 1 59, pl . XXIII, figs. 9-27; XXIV, :figs. ll-19.-B0COURT,
Ji:s. 'ci. iex., Rept., 1873, p. 51.
ol onyx varieoatus
PE, Proc. Acad.
at. ci. Phil a., 1866, p. 125; Bull. U. S.
Ta . !us., :ro. 17, 1870, p. 13.

r br a , about one-fourth the heacl and body.

Hind foot

· ntain d i time in h ad and body. .Above brownish or grayi h
11
i h irr u] r mall blotch
of light reddi h brown, or el e

band' from head to tail.

Edges of jaw and
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rostrum with a few brown blotches. Edges of eyelids and whole under
surfaces opaque white.
Body everywhere ~ except on the belly) covered with perfectly uniform, excessively minute, rounded tubercles or granular scales, much
too small to be appreciable by the naked eye; they are, however, rather
smaller on the head all round. The lateral granules change gradually
on the belly to rhombic, imbricated, carinated scales, arranged regularly
in quiucunx and becoming a little larger to the center. They begin on
the lower part of the throat and cover the under surface of the bind
legs; th.ey are a little larger than elsewhere between the insertion of
the hind legs. The tail is occupied by a succession of short whorls of
nearly equal ~quare scales as large as those on the belly, the inferior
ones largest. The ear opens abruptly as an oval deep cavity. There
are no palatine teeth. The
only plates on the bead
consist of those margining
the jaws, consisting of a
large, nearly equal rostral
and mental and about 9
labials (upper and lower
each),theposteriorsmaller.
These are margined by
scales rather larger than
the average of those on
the bead. The annular
nostril is in the center of a
small plate with narrow
C-edges, placed above the
junction of the rostral and
Fig. 86.
EUBLEPHARIS V ARIEGA'l'US BAIRD.
the first labial. It is mara, X 3; b-e, X 2.
gined behind hytworather
Helotes, Texas.
square plates, and anteriCollection of E. D. Cope.
orly by a long, narrow one
applied against the rostral. The orbits are large, the eyelids very fol1,
continuous, and uniform with the supra- and infra-orbital region. Each
bas a series of narrow quadrate plates on its edge.
The toes have no lateral pallets, but are conical, tapering to the
claws, although depressed and slightly denticulated laterally. Beneath
they are covered with transverse tubercles arranged in two or three
longitudinal series 1 the central widest. The claws are very small,
quite straight, slender, and apparently not retractile; they are scarcely
visible in a sheath of scales. The fingers are long and nearly equal,
the first and fifth reaching opposite the same point-the penultimate
articulation of the third. The fourth toe is longest; the third and
second successively shorter by about a claw; the fifth about equal to
the first and much shorter than second. The hind foot is about as long

I
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as the tibia. On each side of the base of the tail is a short depressed
pine curved a little upward and forward like a spur; and just behind
the anu , but exterior to it, and almost covered by the anal flap, are
two quite large ones, frilled with a membranous substance.
second series of specimens (Oat. No. 3213), probably the males of the
prece<ling, from Camp Yuma, differs from that just described in haviug
a erie of well-defined preanal pores in the centers of six or seven large
circular cale between the centers of insertion of hind legs. The pits
behind the anus appear filled with erectile tissue, probably the penis,
a the pace behind is much swollen or subglobular, with a median
longitudinal depression and a deep constriction behind it, beyond
which the tail with the larger scales begins at a distance of about
twenty one-hundredths of an inch from the anus. This is very different from the majority of lizards where the tail comes close up to the
anal lit.
It may be that the specimens with preanal pores (Oat. No. 3213) are
really of a different species from the typical ones without them. The
central row of tubercles beneath. the toes is wider and more transversely
lamellar than in tpe type specimen.
The bead i large and broad; convex above and ovate; the width
ab ut two-thirds the length. · It is contained (from snout 'to ear) a little
more than four time in head and body. The hind legs extended forward twice, reach nearly to the eye, and are contained about two and
one-half time. in head and body. The hind foot alone is contained six
time in b ad and body.
'rhe color in Oat. To. 3217 is a light brownish yellow above, with small
rounded reddi h-brown blotches irregularly distributed. The edges of
th eyelid , the nostrils, the tip of rostral, a spot in front of the orbital
region, and t n spots on each side of upper jaw are white; the rest of
upper lauiaL and tip of rostrum reddish brown, like the dorsal blotches.
Th und r parts are opaque silvery white.
In a.notber, eries which appears i<l.entical with the preceding, though
f mall r ize, th ground rolor is brownish yellow, but the back js
l by i ' or seven broad bars of olivaceous brown, about equal to
h tber an l to their interspace~. These are continued on the tail
a fiv r ix ring juterrupted below, tbe borders considerably darker
han th enter . The most anterior har covers the whole head behin d
li
. The anterior portion of the head likewise is quite similar,
with a U- baped light mark above the anterior corner of the eye (the •
n vi y nt ri r), a Rquare spot in the rostral and one around and
b bin 1 h no tril. Th labials are yellowis}l, with a dusky spot on
h nd f tll 1 wer jaw and another crossing both ja,ws at about tbe
fi ur h nd fifth labials. The chin is slightly blotched_.
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Eublepharis variegatus Baird.
Number
Catalogue of specimens.
No.
3211
3213
22388
14795
15787
16808
19795
20962

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 Live Oak Creek, Texas . . . . Maj. W. H. Emory, U.S. A.. Alcoholic type.
2 Fort Yuma, California...... Ma.i . G. H. Thomas, U.S. A . Alcoholic-.
1 San Antonio, Texas . . . . . . . . H ..rnd E. I:rimley ......... .
1 Tucson, Arizona . • • • . . . . . . . Herbert Brown ............ .
1 ..... do ........................... do .........•............
l Nogales, Arizona ........... P. L. Jouy ................. .
1 Caiion del Oro, Pinal Horace F. Collins ...•.......
County, .Arizona.
1 Gila Bend, Arizona . . . . . . . . Dr. M. M. Crocker ......... .

This very pretty lizard is the only species of the Eublepharidoo thus
far found in Texas. Both the banded and spotted forms occur. I
found both rather abundant in the rocky hills of the first plateau
northwest of San Antonio, but did. not observe it in that region north
of that point either on tlle Guadalupe or Llano rivers. It is found in
holes under stones toward evening, and generally in pairs-a peculiarity
I have not observed in any other lizard. Its manners are also peculiar.
It carries its thick tail coiled vertically on one side of its back, like the
spitz dog. Its movements are quick but feeble, and its short legs forbid the speed of other lizards. Eu~lepharis has large, thick eyelids,
and as their movement in winking is slower than in other lizards the
physiognomy is quite peculiar. Wh.e n handled this species chirrups
and squeals feebly like a singing mouse. One specimen which I took
was about to shed its skin, so I placed it in a jar to observe the process.
This took place in the night, for next morning it was so clean and its
color so bright that it looked as though gotten up for some. special occa.sion. A.s no trace of the skin could be found, I suppose that it ate it,
after the manner of the Batrachia. In life the colors are very elegant;
the pale crossbands are citron yellow and the brown ones bright chestnut. The inferior surfaces and all parts of the limbs are flesh or rose
color.

UROPLATOIDEA.
Uroplatoidea GILL, Smithsonian Report for 1885, 1886, p. 799.
Geccova,·ani COPE, Bnll. U.S. Na,t. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 25.

Petrosal bone produced beyond anterior semicircular canal and not
articulating above with the edge of the parietal. Olfactory lobes
underar ched by the frontal bones. Clavicle proximally simple. VertebrIB amphicrelous. No supratempora.l arch. Tongue papillose.
But one family of this superfamily is known, which is defined as
follows:
Dentition pleurodont, parietals distinct; postorbita l and postfronto-squamosal
arches wanting; interclavicle minute; nasal bones united; tip of tongue not
retractile; occipital condyle divided ......... _............... _...... UROPLATIDlE
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Ul OPLATIDlE.
Geckonidce, part of mo t a11tbor .
Uroplatidre BOULENGER, Ann. autl Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.119.

The following de cription is from Boulenger:
Tongue moderately elongate, simply papillose, slightly nicked anteriorly. Dentition strictly pleurodont; teeth numerous, small, obtusely conical, with long cylindrical shaft .
o pterygoid teeth. Skull thin, much depressecl. A rather strong
ligamentons postorbital arch; no fronto-squamosal arch; premaxillary single; nasal
single; frontal single; parietals two. Vertebrre amphicrelian; abdominal ribs.
Limbs well developed. Clavicl es slender, not dilated proximally; interclavicle
minute.
kin of head free from skull; teguments soft, granular, and tubercular.
This family contains a single genus, the aberrant Uroplates of Madagascar, which
coo:bines with a Geckoid structure a peculiar sternal apparatus and the union of
the nasal bones.

Tbi family i allied to the Geckonidre in its separate parietals, amphic ,1ou vertebrrn, and reduced postorbital border and bar. · The undilated ·lavicle , however, justify Bou1enger's separation of it from that
family, and the fusion of the nasal bones emphasize the distinction.
It include but one genus, which is characterized as follows:
Digits depr secl, more <JI' less webbed, with very small equal scales inferiorly, the
,·tremity strongly dilated, with two diverging series of lamellre inferiorly; all
tl1 di"'its clawed, the claw retractile in the anterior notch of the distal expansion.
Body covered with small juxtaposed scales. Pupil vertical. No eyelids. Ear
opening distinct.
o prreanal nor femoral p<'re8 ........ _..... __ . Uroplates Gray.

Thi geuu includes three species, which are confined to Madagascar.

THECOGLOSSA.
Thecoglossa C PE, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1R64, p. 227; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
o. 32, 1887, p. 25.
Thecoglossre vleuroclontes WAGLER, part, Nat. Syst. A.mphib., 1830, p.163.

etr u bone developed anterior to anterior semicircular canal, not
arti ulating with the edge of the parietal. Olfactory lobes underar ·h d by frontal bone. Clavicles proximally simple. Vertebrre proo l u . Inter lavicle anchor-shaped. Tongue smooth; hemipenis not
c ly ulat .
But one fi, mily ent r this su perfamily, which is cltaracterized as
fi llow :
T

th att, b cl by obliqne auchylosis to jaws. Nasal bones coossified; supratemporal fora.m en not roofed by clermoossification. Premaxillary uones single.
VARA:NIDA•'. .

Thi. · family e i t ouly iu the tropical parts of the Old World.
VARANIDlE.
Lacertiens u nrn, part, R gn Anim., II, 1817, p. 22.
T1ipi11a1nbidw HAY, pnrt, Ann. Phil. (2) , X, 1825, p.199.
Llmeivoidea Frrzrn ,m, part, eue Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 24.
raranidro RAY, Phil. fag. (2), II, 1827, p. 54.
Thecoglossre pleurodontes WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p.163.
onitores v IEGMAN , Herp. Mex., 183.1, p. 7.
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Varan'iens DuMERIL and BnmoN", part, Erp. Gen., III, 1836, p. 437.
Monilorid(II GRAY, Ann. at. Hist., I, 1838, p. 392; Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 3, G.
Varanidro COPE, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1864, p. 227.
Varanidre BouLENGER, Aun. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 120.; Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2d eel., II, 1885, p. 303.

Characters of the skeleton in this family are the following:
Prernaxillary siugle, in contact with maxillopalatines. Splenial
bone well developed, Meckel's groove exposed; coronoid produced
auteriorly and not posteriorly on external face of ram us; angular little developed on inner, much developed ou outer side of ram us; dentary not produced posteriorly. Supratemporal fossa not roofed by
ossification. Nasal bones coossified.
The visceral characters of Varanus, the only genus of the family,
are milike those of other genera of lizards. The heart and liver
occupy a more posterior position than usual, the heart being much further posterior to the sternum than any other family, and adjacent to
the liver. The lungs do not partake in this peculiarity, since they
begin a considerable distance anterior to the heart and terminate
opposite the proximal extremity of the liver, instead of lying on either
side of that organ and coterminous with it, which is the position in
other Sauria.
The trachea bifurcates well cephalad of the lungs, presenting much
longer bronchi than any other type. The aorta roots in like manner
make their posterior curvature anterior to the usual position. The
liver is bilobate at both extremities, but the right lobe is much produced distally into a striplike process, as in most .other Sauria. The
gall-bladder is on the superior side of the liver within the posterior
border, and is not visible from below. The alimentary canal is of moderate length, and the small intestine is well specialized from the stomach. There is no dilatation constricted off as a colon. Urinary bladder
and corpora adiposa present. The latter do not project freely into the
crelom, l>ut lie between the peritoneum and the body walls.
The peritoneal folds have the following distribution: There are two
gastrobepatic sheets, but the right is much shorter caudad than the
left. There is no sheet ~onnecting the left lobe of the liver with the
body wall nor are there any connecting the distal border of the liver
with either body wall. A sheet, however, connects the right border of
the liver with the body wall. At the middle of the hepatic border
this sheet is single, but at the cephalad and caudad extremities it is
double, producing funnel-shaped sacs which open toward each other.
Ventral mesentery single, and not extending beyond liver. A strong
sheet of peritoneum connects the pericardium with the body wall on
each side.
The great ease with which the peritoneum is separated from the
body walls in Varanus has led authors to make some curious statements. Thus Gunther says I that the corpora adiposa are inclosed in a
1

The Anatomy of Begenia ocellatci, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, February-March, 1861.
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•har.. t rs of the genus Varanus are as follows:

• drrnrn l <·ran io.J o il1 ·ations; head covered with small polygonal scales. Eyelids
well cl v lop cl; ear-opening distinct. Limbs well developed; clavicle slender;
int r litviclo < n hor-shapcd. Dor al scales roundish, juxtaposecl, surronnded by
ring of minnte granules; ventral scales squari h, arranged· in cross rows. No
fi lllOral r pt· anal pores. Tongue sheathed at base. Tail very long. A single
g nu co11fin d to the Old World and Australia, and forming a perfectly isolated
gr np .. _....... . ....... ··--·· ______ 7 ___ ··---· ··-·-· ________ •••• Varan11s Mer'rem
or-

\

u th mandible, 1e kel's cartilage is not ovenoofed by tlie splenial
. 'Ih l ntary i not produced far posteriorly on the external side.
ur n ular bone i di tinct. The sympbysis mandible is not
l fltt d, but i more or less free.
Yaranu ineludes, according to Boulenger, 28 species.
are of mall ize, and some of them reacll a length of

HELODERMATOIDEA.
mithsoniau Report for 1885, 1886, p. 800.

11 lo<l ·rnwtoid a GILL

r al l>on pr duced anterior to anterior semjcircular canal. Olfacr 1 b und r rch d by frontal bones. Supratemporal arch wantla i ·l proximally imple. Vertebrrn procrelous, Tongue
rfamily embrace but one family, the American Helo~errna1

Proc. Zool. oc. Loud., 1888, p. 89.
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tidre. It is characterized as follows: Teeth anchylosed by oblique
bases. Premaxillary and parietals single; frontal and nasals double.
Interelavicle without transverse limbs. Hemipenis flounced. Liver
with hepatolateral mesenteries. Apical portion of tongue protractile,
smooth.
HELODERMATIDhJ.
Thecoglosc.e pleurodontes "\VAGL1rn, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 163.
Trachyde1·mis WIEGMANN, Herpt. Mex., 1835, p. 23.
raraniens DoMERIL and BrnRo.N', part, Erp. Gen., III, 1836, p. 437.
1Ielode1·midc.e GRAY, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1837, p. 132; Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 3, H.
Helodermidc.e COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 228; 1866, p. 322.
Trachydermi glyphodonta Bocomn, Miss. Sc. Mex. Rept., 1878, p. 296.
ITelodermat_idm BOULENGER, Amer. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.120; Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., 2d ed.; II, 1885, p. 300.

But one gen ns of this family is known, which is defined as follows:
Ear ex.posed. Ag ular fold. Digits 5-5, with a series of transverse lamelhe inferiorly. Upper surfaces uniformly tubercular; abdominal scales flat, juxtaposed.
Lauial shields preseut .•. ............ ___ .............. ____ . Helodenna ·w iegmann.

Heloderma is characteristic of the Sono'r an region of the nearctic
fauna and adjacent parts of the neotropical.
HELODERMA Wiegmann.

Heloderma "WIEGMANN, Isis, 1829, p. 624; Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 23.-WAGLER Syst.
Amph., 1830, p.164.-DUMERIL and BrnROK, III, 1836, p. 499.-GRAY, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 14.-Docomn, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1878, p. 296.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 301.
Trachyderrna WIEGMANN, Isis, 1829, p. 421; not of Latreille.

Teeth fang-like, with slightly swollen base, rather loosely attached to
the inner edge of the jaws, grooved in front au<1 behind; teeth on the
pterygoid and palatine bones. A strong postorbital arch; pterygoicls
an<1 palatines widely separated; infraorbital fossa bounded by tl10
pterygoid, palatine, transverse bone, and maxillary. Head with bony
tubercles. Eyelids well developed. Limbs well developed; clavicle
slender; sternum divided longitudinally. Skin of upper surfaces tubercular, some of tlle larger tubercles ossifying in the adult, of lower surfaces forming transver~e series of. squarish plates. No femoral or
preanal pores. Fore feet longer tltan hinder, with longer claws, the
digits nearly equal, the outer shorter. The roof of the mouth with two
separat e fossre for the posterior nares, and no median groove. Tongue
thick, fleshy, depressed, arrow-sltaped, and a little bifid at tip, attached
along the median line, except for the terminal third. Tail not brittle. ·
Several descriptions of the s·k ull and parts of the skeleton of Helodermri have been published, but all of them are seriously defective in
not t aking into account certain of the characters which are essential to
a true understanding of the taxonomic position of tlle genus. For the
following description I have before me two skeletons of the H. suspectrum belonging to the U. S. National Museum.
Premaxillary with a large spine and a short alveolar portion; pos-
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int rcentra of the cervical vertebrre, ·and
tla and two cervica1s only without ribs.
pophy ial ·urfac simpl . The two sacral
re not o Hied. Caudal ceutra not seg-
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mented, furnished with short diapophyses, chevron bones, and n~ural
spines to near the end of the series; the last-named standing at the
posterior border of the neural arch. Chevrons attached at posterior
eud of centrum, completely developed. Neural spines of cervical ver-'
tebrm moderate; those of lumbar region low.
Suprascapula short, wide; scapula short without proscapula; coracoid without emargiuation; epicoracoid large. Sternum with a small
anterior fontanelle and a posterior emargination and an unossified line
connecting the two; a groove diverges from the fontanelle on each side
parallel to the coracoid border. Four sternal ribs on each side and no
xiphoid rod. All the ribs with short, cartilaginous, free hmmapophyses.
Ilium slender, without a.ngulus cristce; acetabulum not emarginate.
Pubis subtransverse; pectineal process small, external. Ischium rather .
wide, tuber an angle only.
The teeth have been frequently described, owing to their seeming
acla.ptation to act as venom conduits to the wound they can inflict.
Tlley are p1eurodont and atta,ched by a very oblique base rather than
by the side. The crown is conic and compressed ~cutely at the tip.
The anterior face is marked by a deep groove which runs external to
the middle line. It is formed by the rolling in ward of the external
layer of the crown over the anterior face of the tooth, at the base, the
roll bP-ing less and less distinct upward.
The mesen teries of Heloderma are characteristic. There is a single
hepatoventral, and the gastrohepatic bas the usual position. The right
hepatic goes to the right side of the stomach, becoming a right gastrohepatic, and does not extend to the dorsal peritoneum, a character in
which it is unique in the Sauria. Posterior to the middle of the liver
they unite on the middle line as in the Teiidm. The lungs are attached
to the adjacent parts of the gastric peritoneum by separate sheets, the
right and left gastropulmonary. Besides these there is a strong sheet .
on each side exten<ling from the superior side of the liver near the
border to the body wall, forming the right and left hepatolateral. The ·
right hepatolateral does not extend along the right border of the liver
beyond the cephalad half. The right gastrohepatic extends along the
elongate right process of the liver to the genital fold of the peritoneum,
and the apex of the liver sends a recurrent sheet backward, which
forms with the former a funnel-shaped passage. This recurrent sheet
might be regarded as a caudad hepatolateral. Dr. Shufeldt states 1
thatHeloderma possesses the free ventral peritoneum found in Varanus;
but this is not the case, as this structure is the usual one.
The peritoneum forms a transverse fold at the posterior part of the
· corpora adiposa, supporting the urinary bladder, and forrrii.r;ig the
cystic mesentery. It is but loosely attached to the corpora adiposa,
which do not project freely from the body wall, and henee have no
special peritoneal pouch. They are elongate and coarsely subdivided.
1

Proc. ZooJ. Soc. Lond., 1890, pp. 193, 194.
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The two aorta root xt nd cou iderably anterior to the heart before
turning po t riorly; the right root receive near its origin the common
carotid, which 0011 th reafter <livid into the right and left carotid.
The right and left brou ·hi are di tinct, but not elongate. The lungs
are of ubequal length; they are :filled with coars'3 cells for about twothird their 1ength.
The liv r xtend cephalad to the heart by its left lobe, the right
falling a little bort. Th eutire organ is large and elongate, the right
lobe e ·tending cou iderably beyond the left, but not terminating in a
narrow trip a in many Pacbyglossa. The gall-bladder looks downward through a round foramen of the liver, between its two distal
lobe , which ar joined caudad to it. The alimentary canal includes an
lono-ate tomacb, followed by a rather elongate small illtestiue, which
gradually into a moderately large rectum. The muscular walls
Ia
of th stoma ·h are not thick. The kidneys are rather wide, and about
two-third of their leugth is within the pelvic cavity, t~e remaining
third pr~jecting anteriorly to it.
The h mipeni i. undivided. Opposite to the sulcus spermaticus is
w lt, which i mooth; between it and the sulcus are coarse plicate
trau v r e folds, which extend to the apex of the organ.
Tb ere are two pecies of this genus, which differ as follows:
1

Pt rygo-r alatine t eth present; tail equal or longer than body; head and neck about
half bocly; fore limbs to orbit; predominating color, black ......... H. horridurn.
opt ry1Y -palatine teeth; tail two-thirds body; head and neck one-third body; fore
Jim b t rbit; predominating color, yellow ........................ H. suspectum.

Th Heloderma horridum, Wiegmann has been brought from western
M xico, from Pre i<lio on the north to as far south as the Isthmus of
T huantepe . It ha· not been brought from eastern Mexico, so far as
I am aware. The H. uspectum, Cope is restricted to southern Arizona
n<l
w Mexico, so that a wide interval intervenes between the ranges
f th tw pecie .
HELODERMA SUSPECTUM Cope.

Ilelodenna suspecturn COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1869, p. 5.-BOULENGER, 'at. iz. Brit. fos., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. ?.02.
Hi loden1w horridurn BAIRD, . S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, Rept., 1859, pl. xxv1,
not of Wiegmann.-COPE, Pro . Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 303.B
RT, liss. ci. au. Mex., 1878, p. 297, pl. xxE, figs. 1-12; pl. xxG,
fig . 1, 3, , 7, , 9, 10, 11.

ad b ut ne-:fi.fth the bead and body; its width four-fifths the
b.
i1 ab ut half the head and body. Hind legs contained three
n b lf time in b ad and body; from the knee a little more than
:fi ur tim · bi ui tau ·e le than from elbow to end of claws. .A. shalIon median dorsal region of back and tail, with indical w gr
ti 11 f no h r Leneath.
ral · l r purpli. h brown or black, varied with about eight rings
, changing behind to orange. These are about two-thirds the
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Fig. 87.
HELODERMA SUSPECTUM COPE.

= l.

Arizona.
Collection of E. D. Cope.
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width of th br wn rings, which are almost eparated into two by an
imper£ ct bar be ea h and a eries of four round spots on each side
above, olored like be iuter pac . . and involving four to six tubercles.
One of the e ring above tlle shoulders crosses the forearm. Another
pas
ab e the arm and across the middle oft.be thigh. The rest of
the l g , wi h the entire bead and throat, are black, except at the top
of beau behind the eye , which is yellow. rrhe tail, including the tip,
bow four black ring and three yellow ones.
Thi r gular arrangement of pattern on the body is appreciable only
in the young. With increasiug age the rings become broken up, and
the pattern becomes an irregular, coarse reticulation of blackish,
mbracing the yellow tubercles, one or more looking like differently
c lored bead . The yellow predominates in some specimens, the black
in other . TL.e head is always black, with its yellow parietal patch.
Form clumsy and very heavy; head much broader than the neck,
much depressed aud flat above, the sides vertical and approaching each
oth r anteriorly at an acute angle, but the muzzle broad and rounded.
Th animal is covered everywhere except below with large tubercles,
ab ut tll size of grains of No. 6 shot, each with a bony nucleus.
The e are ubhemispherical, but generally somewhat calyptrate, exhibi in a blunted a,pex which is directed a little backward. Most of these
hibit a eries of circular ridges ancL furrows parallel with the base of
tb tub~rcle. These vary in number, never extend to the apex of the
tubercl , and are generally confine<l. to the base.
Th e tubercles are arranged in regular series, which run obliquely
backward from a hallow furrow along the back (from b~hind the shoulder to the tail) to the sides. They are, however, set in a frame of
much maller tubercular scales, generally in single series, sometimes
m r crowcterl. This framework constitutes a quite regularly hexagnal t ellation, with the rounded large tubercle set in the middle of
ch pi . Beside tbe obliquely longitudinal arrangement of the
larrr tub rcle , they may be traced in a more transverse one of fifteen
r ixt en on each ide.
11 the belly and beneath the tail the tubercles change to quadrate
11<.l n arly uare tes ellatecl plates, close together and without interv oiog mall r on . These also exhibit a tendency to arrangement in
r feren
a median Jine. They are placed in transverse series, correp n in r in numb r with those of the sides and back, the change from
th r n t being very strongly marked. There are about
one t th
-fi a r
tbe belly, and about sixty series from the end of the
be r in, with five or six more in the pubic region, where the
r m r irr ,rnlar, the anal slit bordered by two median ones
r h n h r . The tail shows about fifty-five whorls of tuberI t c rr ponding with tho eon the body. It is very thick
u te r 11 ural, and widening a little from the uase to the
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The legs are covered with tubercles much as on the back, but smaller,
and in places more depressed, especially on the under surface of the
bind leg and the upper of the forearm. They are still smaller and
more distant on the posterior face of the humerus.
The tubercles on the top of the head are larger than those on the
back, and compacted, without the intervening small ones, giving somewhat of a hexagonal shape. 'J.1hey become larger to the tip of snout
and are quite similar ou the cheeks. The nostrils are terminal, lateral,
large, and semicircular, the chord vertical and anterior, formed by
two nearly square plates, one above the other. The rostral is about
half as high as long, nearly quadrangular or depressed pentagonal.
On each side of it is one labial of equal height, succeeded by twelve
otliers, the first four or five of which have a second series above them.
The mental plate is as wide as the rostral. There are about twelve
labials on each side of this. There are four median pairs of large subq uadrate plates behind the mental, and four or five smaller, more hexagonal series between these and the labial. The rest of the under
surface of the head is covered with regular elongated ovoidal tubercles,
half as large as those ou the back, but without intervening smaller
ones.
The ears are vertical or a little oblique, quite.large, though not very
conspicuous. The eyes are small, the eyelids short, very thick, and
covered with tubercles, one series above and two below. Although
the entire head is covend with tubercles, there may be traced a series
of about six behind and below the eye, with a c·o ntinuation of four
more quadrate ones to the nostril.
The legs are short and stout, the hinder scarcely, if any, longer than
the anterior. The feet are all five-toed, with conspicuous cla~s. The
fore feet are decidedly larger and broader, with considerably longer
claws than the binder ones. All the digits exhibit inferiorly a series
of transverse, imbricated, coarse lamellre. The :fingers are nearly of
equal length, the claws of first and fifth reaching as far as bases of
those of second, third, and fourth. The toes are more unequal; the
third and fourth about equal, the second claw reaching the base of the
third~ the fifth that of second, the first that of fifth.
The teeth of Helodernia are acrodont, or on the summit of elevations
of the bones bearing them. They are long, conical, acute, slightly
recurved, and all have a conspicuous furrow on the anterior face from
the base to tip, apparently formed by the folding together of a triangular
plate. I can detect no evidence of any poison glands. The teeth are
few in number, distant, eight or ten on each side of each jaw, and
though long are so much embedded m the fleshy gums as to exhibit
only the points. They are confined to the anterior part of the jaws, and
do not come as far back as the posterior nares. The palate is deeply
but broadly excavated, the pterygoid bones are prominent, and in one
specimeu l,ear a siugle conical tooth.
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Boulenger 1 further adds the following differences between the two:
In the H. suspecturn the oral portion of the premaxillary is narrower, and its
ascending internarial bar wiuer than in the H. horrid·urn. Eight or nine premaxillary teet h are present in H. horridurn and only six: in H. suspectum. Dr. Shufeldt,
l1o wever, represents eight teeth in the latter species, but bis figu-re showing all the
t eeth as of the same size looks very diagrammatic. The postorbital arch is more
slender in H. suspecturn. Palatine and pterygoid teeth appear to be constantly
a bsent in H. suspecturn, whereas they are present in both skulls of H. horridiim
examine<.l by me, as well as in those described by Troschel and by Kaup

I remark on these statements, that in two crania of R. su8pectum before me there are no pterygoid or palatine teeth, except that in one
there are two rudiments on the palatine of one side and one rudiment on
the other. In both there are alveoli for eigllt premaxillary teeth, and
in both only one of these is unoccupied by a tooth. In both the premaxillary spine is wide at the base, as described by Boulenger for
the H. suspectum, but in both it is long, as d~scribed by him for the

H. horridum.
Habits.-lt has been shown that the bite of the Heloderma suspectum
is, under favorable circumstances, poisonous. Experiments tried at or
near Tucson, Arizona, by Dr. Irwin, United States A.rmy, in 1862-63,
did not demonstrate this fact, as fowls bitten by the Heloderma did not
die. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt was bitten by a specimen at the Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, and he describes his symptoms in a paper
published in the .American Naturalist.
The results were not serious nor different from such as result from
any lacerated wound. Experiments made by Drs. S. Weir Mitchell and
Edward F. Reichert, of the University of Pennsylvania, showed that
the saliva injected into the body is speedily fatal to pigeons · and fowls.
The history of observations as to the venomous characteristics of
this species is thus given by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt: 2
At the present writing the wide variance of opinion in these premises is truly
remarkable, for some of our most distinguished investigators still disagree in the
matter, and those, too, who have made the most exhaustive examinations of the
Raliva of this reptile.
As long ago as 1857, John Edward Gray, of the British Museum, in referring to_
N ectnrus, said, "I know of no other instance of a batracbi::tn. having this structure
of its teeth, nor do I know of any instance, except in the Mexican lizard called
IIelodenna horridnm, in which all the teeth are uniformly furnished with a basal
cavit y and foramen, and this lizard is said to bo noxious; but the fact has not been
distin ctly proved."
Prof. E. D. Cope, who first clearly characterized this reptile and gave it its present n ame of H elocle1'rna siispecturn, has stated that "though the lizards of this genus
could not be proved to inflict a poisonous bite, yet the salivary glands of the lower
j a w were emptied by an efferent duct which issued at the base of each tooth, and in
such a way that the saliva would be conveyed into the wound by the deep groove
of th e crown."
Then several years passed before much else was published upon this special topic
1
2

NAT MUS

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond, 1891, p. 110.
New York Medical Journal, May, 1891.
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Very evidently the last word upon this subject has not yet been said, and opinions
are very much divided, a host of supporters appearing upon either side.

In confinement, as in nature, the Helodernia suspectuni is sluggish in
its movements. It is not especially timid, and opens its mouth and
ejects air in bursts from its lungs at the intruder. Some individuals
will seize a stick presented to them and hold on tenaciously. Its breath
is fetid, which adds to the forbidding character of the animal. A
specimen sent me by Dr. J. G. Gibson from St. Thomas, Arizona, became
rather t ame, and showed a liking for having the top of its head
scratched with a stick. It showed more than usual interest in passing
events, raising itself on its fore feet and elevating its head as though
listening. Like most of the individuals kept in confinement it ate
readily of raw eggs, lapping them up with the protrusile smooth extremity of the tongue. They also drink water by inserting the nose into
the fluid. In climbing up steep places it utilizes its robust tail as a
support, and a very slight hold with the powerful claws of the fore feet
is sufficient to enable it to raise. itself.
It is not uncommon in the dry and desert regions of southern Arizona. I have heard of its occurrence in the adjacent regions of New
Mexico, but did not meet with it myself on any of several visits I paid
to that country. Dr. Stejneger reports that the Death Valley exploring expedition obtained a specimen from the Virgin River in southern
Nevada. Dr. Merriam was told by the Mormonl? that the species occurs
in the Lower Santa Clara Valley in southwestern Utah, but it is rare.
Heloderma suspecturn Cope.
Number
Cata1ogue of
speciN o.
mens.
2971
4271
8535
8167
8454
8225
10403
10686
15942
14769
17087
18011
19620
20562
20995

Locality.

When collected.

Sierra de la Union ........ . ... . .. . ...... .
San Pedro .................. : ..... ...... .
Mohave River .......................... .
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ....... .
3 ••••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -, 1871
1 Mount Trumbull, Arizona Sept. 19, 1874
1 A rizona ..... ........ . . ... . ....... ...... .
3
1

1
1

1
1

~

1

~

1
1

20996

1

20997-9

3

21000

l

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

Major Emory .......... .
H ays .... ... ......... . .. .
Whipple ...... . ........ . Head.
Captain Corliss, U.S.A. Alcoholic.
0
do.
~~~.~:::::
do.
do.
C~\. f~as. Bendire,
Fort McDowell, Texas.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ..
do.
Camp tT. A. Rucker, Ari- -, 1882 Dr. R.
do.
zona.

~~J?l: J:~~e~

T.Bu;;:::~~·_-.::::
I~fz~~-/~i.~~~~-::
:: :::::: :::: :: ::::::::: ·w: i:c~~·p~~i~~::·. ·.:::::
San Carlos, Arizona. ... ... . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . G. J. W esterdabl . . ..... .
.!.~~roe,
_~~~~~~~.:::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: ::: -~: \1~~~~-~~~~.t_::::::::::
NSan Pedro River, Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ....... .
i~gerhead Mountain,
Sonora, Mexico.
San Bernadino, Sonora,
Mexico.
Guadalupe Canyon, Mexico.
Near monument 88, Son•
ora, Mexico.

. .•.... . •........... do . . ................ .
1

. ..... . . . ....... . •• • do ... ... ....... .. ... .
.... ... . . ........... do .................. .
. ..... ... ........•. . do .. ... ....... . ..... .

,.,

•

,

. '

1 ,,

!

l•

A.
JJi11lo9fo a ; , Pt:, P or. ,
.. To,:J:? 1 7, p.2•,
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. Four families are referable to the Diploglossa, which are defined as
follows. The position of the Pygopodidre is somewhat uncertain:
I. Apex of tongue not retractile.
Cranial arches present; interclavicle cruciform; orbit bounded by frontal bone;
corpus adiposum projecting freely into body-cavity - ____ -- ---· .... Z0NURID.lE
Cranial arches absent; interclavicle rudimental are w anting; prefrontal and
pootfrontal united above orbit; articular, angular, and surangular bones not
distinct .. ...... -·· ·--·· ...... ______ ···-·· .. __ ··-··- _________ ... PYG0PODID.lE
II. Apex of tongue retractile. Corpus a<liposum entirely adherent.
Cranial arches present; no inferior frontal ar ch; interclavicle cruciform; teeth
pleurodont; osteoderlllal plates ... __ ... _._ . ... ____ .... _.. _-··. - .... ANGUIDJE
Cranial arches present; no inferior frontal arch; interclavicle cruciform; teeth
pleurodont; no osteodermal plates ................... _........ XEN0SAURID.lE

The families of Section I a,re Old World, the Zonuridre belonging to
the Ethiopian zoological realm, and the Pygopodidre to the Australian.
The remaining families are New World, except that among Anguidre
three genera belong to the palrearctic realm.
ZONURIDlE.
Cordyloidea FITZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p.18.
Autarchoglossce WAGLER, part, Syst. Ampb., 1830, p.152.
Cl1amcesau1·i, Ptycho1Jleul'"i WIEGMANN, part, Herp. Mex., 1834, pp. 11, 29.
Chalcidiens D...UMERIL and BIBR0N, part, Erp. Gen., V, i839, p. 318.
Zonuridce, Chamcesauridce GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 4, 45, 61.
Zonuridro COPE, part, Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 236.
Zon·uridce B0ULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 119; Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus ., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 251.
Tongue short, villose, scarcely protractile, entire or very fe ebly nicked at the end.
Dentition pleurodont; teeth numerous, small, with long cylindrical shafts, hollowed
out at the base. Palate toothless. Postorbital and frontosquamosal arches bony;
supratemporal fossa roofed over b y dermo-ossification; prremaxillary, frontal, and
parietal single; nasals distinct; palatines and pterygoid s widely separated media1ly,
both bordering the infraorbital fossa; bead with dermal bony shields. Clavicle
slender, not dilated proximally; interclavicle cruciform; sternum without fontanelle. No abdominal ribs. Head symmetrically shiel<led. Eyelids well developed.
Scales on the body, if not granular, arranged in transverse series. Osteodermal
plates present in one genus, but devoid of distinct tubules.
Like the preceding, this fam ily bas points of r esemblance with the Iguanidre and
with the Angui<lro. From the former it is distin guished by the cranial dermal ossifications and the cruciform interclavicle; from the l atter by the tongue, which, like
that of the Iguanidre, is not divisible into an anterior and a posterior part, the
ccnlodont dentition, and the structur e of the bony plates of the body when present.
( Boulenger.)

Six genera are known, inhabiting South and tropical Africa and
Madagascar.
·
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Zonunis Merrem.

o. t rior Zitnb.-Thi i about as long as the pubis and half the ilium.
f; mur, distiuct but closely apposed tibia and fibula,
about three-fifths the lengtll of the femur, and a simple conical tarsal.

It on i t of

PYGOPODID1E.
cinccidi ns CUVIER, part, R gne Anim., II, 1817, p. 52.
ymnophthalmoidea FrTZINGER, part, N eue Clas if. Rept., 1826, p. 26 .
.11.utarclioglossre WAGLER, part, Sy t. Amph., 1830, p.152.
+ymnophthalmi IE MAN~, part, Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 5.
cincoidiens DUMERIL and BIBRO , part, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 511.
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Pygopiclre GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. -J, 67.
Aprasiadre GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 4, 68.
Lialisiclce GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 4, 69.
Pygopodidw BOULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), 4lV, 1884, p. 119; Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., 2d ed., I, 1885, p. 239.

According to BoulengerThe premaxillary is single, narrowed, and much produced posteriorly between the
nasals, in the long-snouted Lialis quite as much as in the Varanida:1; the nasals are
distinct; the frontal is single; the prm- and postfrontals are in contact, separating
the frontal from the orbit; the parietals remain distinct, except in Lialis; the jugal
is rndimentary, there being no postorbital arch; a postfrontosquamosal arch is also
absent; the pterygoids are widely separated. and toothless. The mandible contains
only four bones, the angular, supra-angular, and articular having coalesced. The ·
dentition is pleurodont. The teeth are small, numerous, and closely set; in Lialis
they are recurved posteriorly, very acute, and swollen at the base, thus resembling
those of the Varanidre, whilst in the other genera they do not diverge from the
normal pleurodont type, being obtusely pointed anu with long cylindrical shafts.
The skin of the head is quite free from the cranial ossification and there are no supraorbital bones. The serpentiform body is destitute of functional limbs; the fore limb
is entirely absent, while the hind. pair is visible externally as a scaly flap, most
developed in Pygopus, in which the bones of the limb may be felt more or less distinctly; when the skin is removed in Pygopus the foot with five ossified toes is seen
most plainly, especially in the males; the iscbium appears externally as a small spur
on each side behind the anal cleft. The sternal apparatus exists in a rudimentary
state. The tail ' is long and fragile. The eyes are rather small, with ellipticovertical or subelliptical pupil, and not protected by movable lids. The ear is either
exposed or concealed under the scales. The tongue is fleshy, papillose, elongate,
more or less fully incised anteriorly 1 and extensible. The body is covered with
roundish imbricate scales and the h ead is more or less regularly plated. Prreanal
pores are frequently present.
SYNOPSIS OF GENERA.

I. Parietal bones distinct; head with 51 large and symmetrical shields.
A. Prmanal 1>ores.
Scales keeled ......... - . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. Pygopus Merrem.
Scales smooth .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . Cryptodelrna Fischer.
AA. No prreanal pores.
Scales smooth; parietal plates large; two rows of enlarged ventral plates.
Delma Gray.
Scales bicarinate ................. _.......... __ .... _... . . . . Pletholax Cope.
Scales smooth; subequal; no parietal pln.tes; ear concealed .. Aprasia Gray.
II. Parietal bone single; head covered with small scales .......... ____ Lialis Gray.

The degradational features of Pygopus lepidopus, the type of the
genus, are as follows: They have been already described in part by
llensinger,1 Cuvier,2 Mtiller,3 and Ftirbringer. 4 From Australia.
Scapular and pelvic arches present; no '1,nterior, and rudimental
posterior, limbs.
Scapular arch.-'-:-Elements present except interclavicle. Sternum a
small longitudinally oval cartilage in contact with coracoid cartilages
1

Zeitschr. fiir organ. Physik., III, Pt. 5, p. 489.
Regne Animal, 1817, II, p. 56.
3
Tiedemann u. Treviranus, Zeitschr. f. Physiologie, IV, 1831, p. 227.
4
Die Knocben u. Muskeln der schlangeniihnlichen Saurier, Leipzig, 1870.
2
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Clavicles

i ·chium.

It,

is about as long

a.

rv~ttion on thi genus agree with those of Fiirbringer
A GUIDlE.
Ophi11auroiclea, Chaldcloidea, Anguinoidea

FITZINGER,

part, Neue Classif. Rept.,

1 2 , pp. 20, 21.

A utarcliOfjl088{1) \ AGLER, part, Sy t. Amph., 1830, p. 152.
J'tychoplem·i,, cinci Wm MAN , part, Herp. Mex., 1834, pp. 29, 35.
'hal idiens, incoidiens J UMf.;RIL and BIBRON, part, Erp. Gen., V, 183H, p. 318.
Zonuridro, cincidce GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 5, 45, 70.
ilnguidce, Gerrhonotidre COPE, Proc. Acad. at. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 228.
Angui<l<.e BOULEN ER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.119; Cat. Liz. Brit.
fn ., 2d d., II, 1 5, p. 265.

oul nger' de cripti n i as follows:
toUIYU i composed f two distinct portions-a principal posterior, thick,
cov r d with villi£ rm papill. ; and a small anterior, thin, emarginate, covered with
Jepidoi(l imhricate papill• ', exten ible and more or less retractile into a sheath
form d by a tran v rs fold at the anterior extremity of tho villose portion. This
r tru tility of tb di tal part of the tongue appears to be constant, though more
• · n tnat ,l in ome species than in others; but it should be borne in min(l that
wh 1l tb t ngu j fully extended, every trace of th o transverse fold or sheath disapp ar , whi h n conut. f; r the se ming xceptions presented by spirit specimens
in that ouclition.
Th d n iti n vari l:l from the stri ·tly pleurodont tubercular teeth of I'seudopns
,,pu11 nucl ome J iplo9losei, through tho coni al teeth of the majority of l:lpecies, to
th ·,nv <l fangs of Anguis. The dentition of the latter has no other equivalent but
tba.t f If lodcrma, to whi hit bears considerable resemblance; and Ley dig has even
di · vPr d th pre en e of a slight groove along the anterior surface of the teeth
wbi ·h app nr to b homologou with the anterior groove of the poisonous lizard's
fang · th t th of .Llnguis are likewise remarkabl e for the comparatively feeblo
atta bro nt to the jaw , as in IIeloclerrna and the snakes. The new teeth do not holl w ut h ba of th old one , but originate between them. The palate is either
tootbles , rte th m y be developed on the pterygoids or even on the palatines and
v m r ( phisaurus).
Th , kull belong. i
aurian type. The premaxillary is single;
na ·al di.-tin t· frontal sin •l in Gerrlwnotus, double in the other genera; parietal
in 1 · pa.la io and pt rygoids w 11 separat d along the medial line; infraorbital
fo a. l und <lb' th palatin , terygoid, transverse bone, and maxillary. Dermal
ification are pre ent, which roof over the supratemporal fossa. The limbs
Tb
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m av b e more or less developed, or entirely absent externally, in which case, howev~r, the rudiments of the pectoral and p elvic arches are always present. Tp.e
clavicle is slender, and the interclavicle, in the species with well-developed limbs,
cruciform . Abdominal ribs are absent.
The b ody is protected by bony plates nllllerlying the scales, which are imbricate
and snbequal. These plates are provided with a system of fine tubules, as in the
Scincidm, which <liffer from those of the fatter family in being arranged irregularly
or fo r ming radiating or arborescent figures. The h ead shields present this peculiarity, tha t au occipital or azygous posterior shield is constantly present, a character
wh ich differentiates the Anguidro from most of the Scincidro.
These lizards are terrestrial. Anguis is ovovi vi parous. They are most abundantly
represented in Central America ( Gerrhonotus) and the "\:Vest Indies ( Celestus); a
fow species occur in North and South America; two in Europe and the borders of
tlie Mediterranean, aiul one in the Himalayas a.nil Burma.

This family I constructed from fragments of the old Zonuridrn and
Sciucidm, agreeing with Peters in referring the Old World representatives of the former to the Lacertidrn aud those of the New to the neighborhood of Heloderma. From the Scincidrn I have taken the New
World Diploglossinrn, finding them possessed of the same peculiar characters which associate Pseudopus with Gerrhonotus and Heloderma.
The families represented by these types do not possess the dilated
maxillary Iaminrn of the Scincidre.
There are four subgroups among the genera of .Anguidrn, namely:
Ophisaurime, with the anterior limb of the mesosternum very Rhort or
wa nting, the dorsal scales in crossrows and a lateral fold; genera Dopasia, Pseudopus,, Ophisaurus, and Opheodes. Anguinrn, with shortened
mesosternum and no lateral fold; Opheodes and Anguis. Diploglossinrn,
without lateral fold, with elongate anterior limb of mesosternum and
q nincuncial scales, containing Onida, Panolopus, Sauresia, Diploglossus,
Microlepis, and Oelestus. (In D. monotropis Peters I have observed an
apparent exception to the rule of the retractility of the end of the
tongue in this tribe.) Finally, in the preceding groups there is a large
foramen which connects the nasal meatus with the anterior part of the
palate on each side iu the premaxillary bone, which is wanting in the
Gerrhonotin m, and there are dermal shields on tbe parietal and occipital regions, which are represented by scales in the Gerrhonotinrn.
The llemipenis presents well -marked characters, which distinguish
the genera and perhaps the subfamilies. In Oelestus the extremity carries an osseous spicule of relatively large size. Distad of the flounces
are more ( 0 . stenurus) or less ( 0. badius) numerous longitudinal series
of recurved osseous spines, which are longer near the sulcus spermaticns. In 0. ~tenu'l'us the fl.ounces are apiculate at regular intervals.
Organ undivided. In the Gerrhonotinrn the fl.ounces are cupped and
continue to the apex without spines; in Barissia and Gerrhonotus the
organ is bifurcate; in Elgaria simple. In Anguis a welt on each side
of the sulcus has tubercular cross ridges, and the remainder of the surface is marked with oblique folds with tubercular margins, forming a
chevron which is directed distad. In Pseudopus apus the organ is not
symmetrical. Opposite the sulcus is a low, broad, smooth welt, and on
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each side the sulcus is margined by a thin welt or lip. This is coarsely
plicate transversely, the plicre extending to the welt. On the other side
the transver e plicre terminate at a band of fine longitudinal folds. In
Ophisaurus the organ is undivided, and there is a welt with one edge
and the proximal end free. It is covered with robust papillre.
The genera are otherwise characterized as follows:
I.

A premaxillary foramen; no lateral fold; anterior limb of interclavicle short.

Anguinre.
Rudimental posterior limbs ................................. Opheodes Wagler.
o rudiments of limbs ........................... ......... __ . Anguis Linnreus.
II. A prema.xillary foramen; anterior limb of interclavicle short or wanting; a l ateral fold of the integument. Ophisaurinre .
Rudiments of hind limbs only; meatus auditorius open .... Pseudopus Merrem.
o limbs; meatus auditorius open; are interclavicle. . . . . . . Ophisaurus Daud in.
o limbs; meatus open; no interclavicle ................. . ...... Dopasia Gray
Rudimental limbs; meatus closed ... _._ .. _... __ . __ . ____ . Hyalosaurus Gi.inther.
III. A premaxillary foramen; anterior limb of interclavicle generally well develope<l; no lateral fold. Diploglossinre. (Limbs, four.)
l!' et pentadactyle; frontonasal plates distinct._ ...... Diploglossus Wiegmann .
Feet pentadactyle; frontonasal plates united into a single shield.. Celestus Gray
Feet tetradactyle; one frontonasal ..... _... _____ ............ ___ . Sauresia Gray
Feet mono- or didacty le; one frontonasal. _.... _... _.. ____ . __ . Panolopus Cope.
IV. o premaxillary foramen; anterior limb of interclavicle well developed; a
lateral fold. Gerrhonotinre.
Interfrontonasal plate and frontonasal plates present ... Gerrhonotus Wiegmann.
Interfrontonasal present; frontonasals absent. __ . ___ .. _.. . . . . . . Mesaspis Cope.
Interfrontonasal wanting; frontonasal plates present .. __ .. ____ . Barissia Gray

The geographical range of these genera is as follows:
1

earctic genera: Opkisaurus, Gerrhonotus.
eotropical genera: Opheodes, Diploglossu.s, Celestu,s, Sauresia, Panolopiis, Gen·honotus, Mesaspis, Barissia.
Palearctic genera: Anguis, I'seuclopus.
Paleotropical genera: Dopasia.
• thiopian and Australian genera: None .

I have examined the osteology of three exotic serpentiform genera,
with the following result:
Anguis fragilis Linnreus. Described by Heusinger,1 Miiller, 2 and
imp d tly figured by Dumeril and Bibron. 3 It is well described and
£ ured by • "irbrinO'er. 4 Europe.
apular ~ nd pelvic arche pre eut; no limbs.
-.r apttlar arch.-Interclavicle wanting; other elements present.
Sternum r ugbl trau verse diamond shaped, with the posterior border
Ii btly conv . .
o co tal connections. Ossification slight. Clavicles
len er <lir~cted forward medially, and not quite meeting on
ian line.
capula cartilaginous, coracoid osseous. A large
ar ilag , wbi h lightly overlap that of the other side ante1 Z itschr. fiir rgan. Physik., III, Pt. 5, pl. m, fig. 9.
~Tiedemann u. Treviranus 1 Zeitschr. f. Physiologie, IV, 1831.
3 Erp.
~n., pl. vn, fig . 6, 10.
• ie .Knorh n. u. foskeln der ch Lan eniibnlichen Saurier, Leipzig, 18701 pp. 14,
42 pl. l fig. · pl. III, figs. 37, 3 .
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riorly, and is recurved at the anterior apex, to continue as tne slender
procoracoid cartilage.
Pelvic arch.-Three elements fused into one, as in the preceding
genera, the distal elements forming a suboval plate; the ilium a short,
curved rod, articulating proximally with a single robust diapophysis of
a single vetebra. The whole structure is entirely lateral.
Observations.-Dumeril and Bibron commit an error in their figure of
the Anguis fragilis, in representing the pelvic elements as meeting on
the middle line below, which is far from being the case. Fiirbringer's
figures are much more accurate.
Opheodes striatus Spix. Partially described by Miiller, 1 imperfectly
figured by Dumeril and Bibron, 2 and well described and figured by
Fiirbrin ger. 3 South .America.
Scapular and pelvic arches present; no anterior limbs; posterior
limbs present, rudimental.
Scapular arch.-.All the elements present; clavicles well developed;
distally simple. Interclavicle approximated to them, anchor-shaped,
with very short posterior axis, which is widely separated from the
sternum. Scapula, coracoid, and precoraeoid, osseouia;, confluent; no
coracoid cartilage. Precoracoid cart"ilage a slender rod, wedged between the interclavicle and the clavicle. Sternum subtriangular, with
shallow anterior notch, supporting two hmmal ribs on each side.
Pelvic arch.-.All the elements present, the pubis and ischium not in
contact on the median line. Ilium articulating below its middle with
the confluent diapophyses of two vertebrre. Pubis about as long as
ilium, the distal half rodlike, and separated from its fellow by a space
equal to its length. It terminates in a short cartilaginous rod, which
is directed forward ( ¥ epigastroid cartilage). The ischium is transverse in position, and somewhat expanded distally, sending for;.ard a
membranous sheet to the pubis. Posteriorly it gives origin to a cartilaginous rod (hypogastroid) which -speedily joins its fellow, and continues with it as a double median cartilage, terminating acutely. This
cartilage re emble that already described in Pygopus, where, however, the two do not meet on the middle line.
Posterior Zimb.-This is a little longer than the ilium. It consists of
femur, tibia and fibul a about two-thirds as long, and tarsal and metatarsal elements, all closely adherent.· The former are three in number
a.ud the latter two.
Observations.-In the figure by Dumeril and Bibron of the scapular
arch the precoracoid is omitted. The pelvis has been drawn from a
dried specimen where the inferior arches have been divided and the
lateral elements widely separated.. The cartilages are not represented.
Dopasia gracilis Gray. From the Himalayas. Not previously studied.
Scapular a_n u pelvic arches present; no limbs.
1

3 Knocken and Muskeln, pp. 11, 38.
Zeitschr. f. Physiol., IV, 1831.
2
Erpetologie Gcnerale, Atlas, 1854, pl. vn, figs.3-7.
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Scapular arch.-Interclavicle wanting; clavicles present, osseous,
meeting medially. Scapula cartilaginous; coracoid osseous. A large
coracoid cartilage, which is continued proximally into the short and
narrow precoracoid cartilage. Sternum without rib connections, of a
transversely crescentic form, the convexity anterior, with some ossific
deposit at the middle, on each sicle of the median line.
Pelvic a.rch.-The three elements fused into a single piece, of which
the ilium forms a slender proximal part and the distal elements an
oval plate, concave anteriorly and convex posteriorly; the whole
entirely lateral in position, and having a general resemblance to the
corre ponding parts of Ophisaurus. Ilium short, its proximal extremity
in contact with a very robust diapophysis of a single vertebra.
Observations.-The absence of the interclavicle justifies the retention
of the genus Dopasia Gray as distinct from Ophisaurus. I have
examined two skeletons of the D. gracilis and a half dozen of those
of 0. ventralis.
The characters of Ophisaurus are pointed out under that genus.
The vi cera do not display any exceptional features, except as to the
serpentiform genera referred to under the head of Diploglossa. The
me enteries are of the typical character, modified in Ophisa·urus by
the reductiou of the left lung. The hepatoventral sheet is very near
the left margin of the liver in Pseudopus apus, and the gastrohepatic
and right hepatic are near together when slack.
OPHISAURUS Daudin.
Ophisaurus DAUDIN, Hist. Rept., VII, p. 346.-FITZJNGEH, N. Classif. Rept., 1826,

p. 20.-WAGLER, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 159.-WIEGMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834, p.
11.-DUMERIL and BIBRON, V, 1839, p. 421.-GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 55.BOULENGER, part, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1885, II, p. 279.
Jfyalinus MERREM, Tent. Amphib., 1820, p . 79.

Body erpentiform, without external trace of limbs. A deep lateral
·1·oov from near head to anus. Scales hard, bony, in transverse
erie . An external ear, and scaly eyelids. Nostrils lateral, in a single
pl t . Tono-u arrow-shaped, notched, and flat anteriorly, where it is free
for about half it length. Palatine teeth. Tail much longer than body.
The genu Ophi aurus is similar to the Gerrhonoti in essent,ial character , but differ in the absence of limbs. The fold on each side is
· upi d by a oft kin whi.ch connects the dorsal and the ventral sheets
of plat , the latter folding or lapping over the upper and concealing
it ' low r dge. The plates on the body are quadrate and arranged in
tran v r
eri the dor al and ventral not corresponding in size and
p r t d, a tat d. On the tail the cales are in whorls, or bony ring ,
t en whi b fracture occur very readily.
In thi g nu th k letou re ernbles in many respects Gerrhonotus,
hi] pr nting ome important differences, which will be indicated
b l w.
r maxillary with elongate pine above, and concave palatal
m rgin int rruptecl by a hort po teriorly produced angle on the middle
0
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line. The nasals are elongate and distinct from each other. The frontal
is narrow and double; its inferior lateral plates converge below, but
are separated by a wide fissure. The parietal is rather elongate, and
the pineal foramen is near its middle. The parieto-quadrate arches are
horizontal, but well elevated above the occipital. The supraoccipital
is so loosely articulated as not to touch the parietal, and it is separated
by suture from the exoccipitals. The prefrontal is rather small and is
uot protuberant; it is not produced on the superior orbital border.
The facial plate of the maxillary is large, and forms most of the lateral
boundary of the nasals. The lachrymal is small and is barely reached
by the narrow jugals. Postfrontal distinct, triradiate, the inferior
limb shortest, the superior in contact equally, one with the frontal and
one with the parietal. Infratemporal splint-like, very little in contact
with jugal, separated by a narrow slit from parietal, and entering for
a considerable distance into the parieto-quadrate arch. Paroccipital
exhibiting a narrow wedge from behind. Quadrate a deeply excavated
external conch and a trace of the internal. Vomers elongate, each
traversed by an elevated ~edian keel; posterior ends separated by a
deep notch, continuous with the rather narrow space which separates
the palatines and the anterior part of the pterygoid. N arial :fissure
narrow, a portion cut off anteriorly as a small foramen by a lateral
expansion of the vomer. A rather large foramen between maxillary
aud premaxillary. Maxillary process of palatine a little longer than
vomerine process. Palatine foramen large; palatine bones rather narrow. Pterygoids rather narrow, the contraction of the external border
gradual. Ectopterygoid not decurved proximally. Sphenoid and
basioccipital coossi:fied; lateral processes of latter compressed, concave
posteriorly. Occipital condyle small, its tripartite composition faintly
indicated. Epipterygoid arising just in front of basipterygoid, not
reaching parietal, but resting on supraforaminal part of petrosal, which
is longer than the infraforaminal process. The latter possesses a shallow canal, which is presented externally behind.
In the mandible lVIeckel's cartilage is concealed, except distally on
the inferior face of the ramus. The external face of the coronoid is
produced anteriorly only, and the dentary is produced posteriorly very
little behind the line of its anterior angle. Angular mostly external;
splenial elongate; articular and surangular fused on the external face
· of the ramus. The angle is horizontal, short, and rounded.
The hyoid apparatus is cbaracterized by the absence of second ceratobranchials and free epibranchials. The first ceratobranchials are
rather short. The hypobranchials are rather long, and the ceratohyals
project a little beyond their extremity. The middle of the length of
the ceratohyals is membranous.
Scapular arch.-A ll the elements -present, but more or less rudimental.
Clavicles well de.veloped, simple, and nearly meeting distally. Scapula
cartilaginous, coracoid osseous, with a large cartilage which is pro~
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duced anteriorly and is continuous with the small cartilaginous procoracoid. Interclavicle posterior to the coracoid cartilages and overlapping
the anterior border of the sternum; its anterior axis very short, the
posterior still shorter. Sternum transverse, subcrescentic, cartilaginou , not supporting any ribs.
In the cervical vertebrre the odontoid process is short, and is coosified. There are six· intercentra; the sixth low, the rest rather prominent. .All the cervicals have ribs, except the axis and third. No zygosphene; prezy apophysial faces not reflected on neural arch. Diapopbyse very hort; neural spines moderately elevated, especially on
cervical and caudal regions. On the latter they are rather narrow and
stand at the posterior border of the neural arch, looking backward .
.At the anterior border is a second short spinous neural spine, which
look , forward. .A gap, which is roofed by membrane, separates the
anterior from the posterior borders of the neural arches. The centrum
i not segmented, but breaks very readily immediately behind the cup
and in front of the diapophyses. Chevron bones coossified with the
middle of the centra, and not intercentral. The centra, except at the
ball-and- ocket articulations, are quite as attenuated as the neural
arch , whence their great fragility.
Pel io aroh.-Iiium short, proximally in contact with a single vertebra, di tally confluent with the rudimental pubis and ischium, which
form tog ther an oval plate, entirely lateral in position.
Posterior limb.-This is an undivided short rod of cartilage, which is
loo ely articulated to the posterior concavity of the pelvic element,
tbu marking the position of the acetabulum. .All the teeth simple and
with acuminate apex.
id the peculiarities resulting from the reduction of the extremitie , tlli genu differs from Gerrhonotus as follows: The presence of
m illopremaxillary foramen; the isolation of the anterior part of the
po t rior narial fissure as a foramen; the coossification of the spbenoid
nd b ioccipital bones. The uonsegmentation of the caudal centra;
b
r n e of two neural spines on them, and the very peculiar
h ron b
p ci of this genus i known. Boulenger unites the genera
P udopu Hyalo ·awru , and Dopasia with it; but Pseudopus and Hyap terior limb , and I have hown that Dopasia has no
l ·al ru · h
int r ·I
Hyalo aurits al o ha the auricular meatus closed.
OPHISAURUS VENTRALIS Linnreus .

1

J urnal of lorpbol gy,

II, 1892, p. 229.
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HOLBROOK, Am. Herp., 2d ed., II, 1842, p. 139, pl. xx.-DUMERIL, Cat. Coll.
Rept., 1851, p. 144.-YARROW, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, p. 4f:.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1885, II, p. 281.
.Angui8 ventraliB LINN1EUS, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., II, 1766, p. 391.-DONNDORF, Zool.
Beytr., III, p. 267.-SHAW, Gen. Zool., III, pl. 2, p. 58!.-LATREILLE, Hist.
Nat. Rept., IV, p. 223.
Chamcesaw·a ventralis SCHNEIDER, Hist. Amph., II, 1804, p. 215.
Hyalinus ventralis MERREM, Tent. Syst. Arnph., 1820, p. 79 •
.Anguisfragilis GMELIN, Syst. Nat., 1798, p. 1112.
Ophisauruspunctatus CuvrnR, Re~ne Anim., 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 70.
Ophisaurus striatulus CUVIER, Regne Anim., 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 70.
Ophisaurus lineatus GRAY, Cat. Slender-tongue Saurians, Aun. Mag., I, 1838,
p. 391.
Ophisaurus ventralis HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VIII, 1856, p. 239;
1856, p. 307.

There is a large and broad oblong frontal plate, and behind it a pentagonal interparietal, bordered by an elongate parietal plate on each side.
The interfrontonasal is half as long as the frontal. There are two

Fig. 88.
OPHISAURUS VENTRALIS VENTRALIS LINNJEUS.

Xi•
Cat. No. 14584, U.S.N.M.

frontoparietals ~hich are in contact with the fourth supraocular plate.
There are two series of plates, supraorbitals and superciliaries, along
the edge of the head, above the eye. The eyelids are distinct, the lower
well covered with scales. There are two pairs of internasals and a
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serie of three more plate (one azygous) between them and the rostral.
The nostril p rforates a ingle mall nasal plate. The space between
this aud the eye i' occupied by two rows of five plates, with two other
row in a line above tllese posteriorly. Labials either bordering orbit,
or more frequently epa.rated by one or two rows of scales. Ten upper
labial . har a short longitudinal closed slit or foramen of varying
~ize in line between tlie mouth and lateral groove.
There are sixteen longitudiua,l series of plates in the dorsal sheet,
the outer on each ' i<le the na.rrower, and ten in the ventral, the outer
narrower; 126 in series from head to tail. The central six rows on the
back bave a distinct t.hough blunt carination, almost inappreciable on
the next row ; tlie rest of the lateral and all the ventral perfectly
smooth. Tail very long. Seven or eight preanal scales, a little larger
than the abdominal.
The color in most specimens from the Atlan.tic States is a very dark,
greeni h olive al>0ve; posterior border (in the corners) of each Reale, with
two blui h or greenish white tounded spots. The central line of each
serie , e'pecially where traversed by tlte ridge, is darker than the
ground color and 11ot spotte<l. The under parts are plain greenish
white. The top and sides of the head are spotted like the back.
few Atlantic pecimens have the central eight or nine rows of
scale,' brownish or- olivaceous yellow, the checkers or tessellation of
the fir,·t variety showing through either irregularly or as transverse
band · f black spotted with white. In many specimens three stripes
above the fold on each side may be indistinctly outlined, while in others
the three stl'ipes may be perfectly distinct. These may be reduced to
two r ev u one stripe, and occasionally traces of a fourth may be
pr ent. With these may or may not be associated a median dorsal
tripe.
Ther are considerable variations in the sqnamation of this species.
Th mo t u ual i that which coucerns the contact of the iuterfrontona al wi h the frontal. This contact is rarely wide, is frequently
narrow, an l less frequently does not exist, the prefrontals being in conta t u tlle middle line. r exhibit this and the presence of two interfronto11a al in th following table:
I.

u interfroul onaaal.
A. IntPrfrontona al broadly in contact with frontal; Cat. No. 15537 (a), halfgr wn; "\ it hita River, Texas, E. D. Cope, adult.
'on ta.ct narrow; Cat. os. 894 L, 1458J, 9358 (young), adult; (2 adults); Cat.
To .1414.2 (2 pee.); 5322, 15537 (b) adult; 12783, 13809, 49 5, 9360.
<>
ntact betw en frontal and iuterfrontonasal; Cat. Nos. 3201, 20811, 9358
( ·onn""), 15537 (c) adult; 5731half-grown; 5130, 16949, 10584.
int rfrontona als, anterior and posterior.
Ant rior interfrontona al fu ed with right poaterior internasal; Cat. o. 10584.
o rior interfrontona al distinct, Cat. To. 21359.

f th

a,rinatiou of the ca,le varie. con iderably, but it
on. picuou in the young than iu the adult. Usually a
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r, w of ~wales "eparates the labials from the eye, and sometimes there
ar two row . J n the type of the var. sulcatus one labial enters the eye
border, and in Cat. No. 21350 two labials enter it.
The color varieties may be presented in the following form:
I. Latera l scales of tl1e body with spots.
A. Dor al s ale.c:i spo t ted like laterals; Cat. Nos. 9350, 9358, ancl 20811.
B. Lat eral s pots larger; dorsal spots forming tL series on each row of scales;
Cat.Nos.4168, 5135,5138,5130,5137,9260,9687, 12751, 12783, 13685, 141i2, 16949;
Mob ile, Alal>a ma, E. D. Cope; Cat. Nos. 4985, 9359.
C. Spots ou three bteral rows; a median dorsal stripe, connected with lateral
spot s by cross-bands; Cat.No. 5322.
D. Three ro ws of lateral spots; no dorsal stripe, bnt large, brown, pale edbed
lateral d or sal spots; Cat. No. 14724. The spots are connected so as to form
complete dorsal cross-bands in a specimen from Gotha, Orange County,
Floritl a .
E . No dorsa l s trip es or spots; Cat. Nos. 6419, 13809.
II. Lateral s pots coufl:.ent int o stripes.
F . Three latera l stripes, one dorsal stripe, and lateral dorsal spots. Nos. 1535,.
153G, 1537, 18024.
G. Fonr la.ter,1 1 and one dorsal stripe; Cat. Nos. 3201, 5038.
H. Three lateral stripes antl no dorsal; Cat. No.11400 .• Two from Orange County,
F lorida, in tho Milwaukee museum.
I. Thre e l ateral ·an<l one dorsal stripe; Cat. Nos. 3193, 5129, 5131, 5089, 6078, 897,~,
9357, 12048, 13383, 14076, 14515, 6073, 9360; Volusia, Florida, E. D. Cope;
Wichita RiYer, Texas, E. D. Cope; Dallas, Texas, E. D. Cope .
.J. Ono lateral stripe and one dorsal; Cat. No. 10584.
K. O::ie lateral stripe and no dorsal; Cat. No. 21359.

Besides the stripes mentioned under II, there is sometimes a feeble
one on the superior row of abdominal scales. Many specimens also
ha ve vertical pale bars with a, dark posterior border on the side of the
bod y from the ~ar for a varying but not long distance posteriorly. Such
are Cat. Nos.8978,3201,5129,9357,6073,5089,6419,5135,5138,5130,9260,
12754, 12783, 13685.
It now rema.in s to be ascertained what indications these variations
in squam ation antl coloration present of specific or subspecific value. ,
In the first pl ace, it is to be observed that the greater number of individuals are grouped into two color types, which are marked in the above
Ii t by t li e letters B aud I, or the checkered and the striped patterns,
respectively. Do any other characters accord with these conspicuous
color varieties, I quoted on a former occasion the manuscript remark
of Professor Baird that the western variety of this species has but 14
rows of scales, as distinguished from tbe eastern type with 1G rows,
and t ha t he called the former by the subspecific name of attenuatus. 1 •
I might have added that Prof~ssor Baird in bis manuscript regarded
tbe striped form as pre<.lominatiugly western and the checkered type
as eas tern. Dr. Bouleuger 2 has adopted this form as a. distinct :-peBulletin U. S. National Museum, No. 17, 1880, p. 18.
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2t1·ec1., II, p. 282.
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Lo<ly ·lender, contained two and one-third times in the tail; dorsal
a,le in fourteen longitudinal series; ventral in ten; and one hundred
a11d twenty from head to anus. The carination of the dorsal scales is
confined chiefly to the two median rows, although it is · obsoletely visible on ten rows on each side of tllese. There is a conspicuous broad,
but shallow groove along the back between these ten median carinre.
Tlte head is very narrow, as high as broad.
The ground color is a light olive green, or greenish gray abO"\:e, wi~h
a median and five lateral (on each side) nearly equal stripes of <lar.k
brown (or sides brown with four narrow white lines). T,b.e mediQ,n
occupies the space between the dorsal carinre. Then co.mes. ,an olive
stripe of 1; rows, and then a brown stripe. For the rest of the lat~r~l
series there is a 11arrow, well-defined stripe of whitish in the central
fifth; the space between these lines is brown. These markings are
equally distinct on the tail, which has the stripes continued a little
below the level of those on the sides, though continuous with those
above the lateral groove. Near the head the dusky lateral stripes are
divided transversely by whitish lines, the sides of the head checkered
likewise. The under parts are greenish white.
The predominance of the fourteen rows of scales in the lineated
Western glass snake, in distinction from the sixteen of the mere checkered eastern form, appears to be well marked, at least in large specimens.
This is the case with Cat. No. 3193, from St. Louis, and a small one from
Knoxville, Tennessee, differing only in having the clay-colored stripe,
on each side the dorsal brown one, 2½ instead of 1! scales wide. The
latter was associated with a large one of the Atlantic type, with sixteen series of scales.
I did not observe this species in southwestern Texas, but obtained
it from near Dallas. The specimens are of t he Western variety, with
only fourteen rows of dorsal scuta, or the subspecies attenulitus of
Baird. A specimen from the same locality is similar in the characters
nam ed, but is remarkable for the strong carination of its sunerior
scal es. The carin m are elevated on tile ten median rows, so as to~leave
sulci between them. On the posterior part of the body the keels extend
to the lateral rows, and on the tail even to the inferior surface. There
are only ten Ruperior labial scuta, and no postparietals. The infracantbal row extends over tile eye, giving three rows between the latter
and the frontal plate. I am not sure that· these characters are constant, so I 11ote this form under the varietal name of sulcatus. It is
<le cribed from a half-grown animal.
The osteology of this species haR been described by Miiller,1 Dumeril
and Bil>ron, 2 Cope 3 (scapular arch in part), Flirbringer, 4 and Shufeldt.5
Observations.-M~Uler I erroneously states that the sternum is wanting in this genus. The figure of the scapular arch given by Dumeril
Zeitschr. f. Physiologic, IV, p. 227.
Erp. Gf n. Atlas, VII, figs. 5-9.
3 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 186,1, p. 228.
1

2

Knochen und Muskeln, pp. 14, 43, pls. 1,
fig. 8; m, fig. 36.
n Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., IV, 1882, p . 397.
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and ibron i · ery defe ·tive in proportions. The po ·terior limb rudiment i n t hown in the pelvic arch. This is figured by Shufeldt,t
but he omit the interclavicle from the scapular arch. The pelvic
I m nts and limb are well figured by Miiller. 2 Ftirbringer's description i g d, but he overlooks the rndimental femur.
Thi ' gla
nake" is a rapacious feeder, living principally on the
num rou
r hropoda which a.bound in the regions it inhabits. I took
from the toma h of a specimen from Florida three ground spiders
( , Jjy osa p.) a gra shopper, a cricket, a cockroach, a coleopterous and
a lepid pt rou Jarva, and a small snail. Its large intestine was packed.
with th fr, gments of coleoptera. It feeds readily in confinement,
taking in ct from the hand. If the insect is not promptly given up
t it wh n eized, it will pnll and struggle to secure it, as a dog will
try to g t a tick away from the hand of his master.
Ophisaurus 1'entr alis Linnams.
Locality.

4169
4108
4170
5137
5138
5038
9200

2

·w1ien col-

lected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Knoxville, Teuncssco ... . ............ .. .. Mitchell .... .... ..... .. . .Alcoholic.
do.
do.
Lib rty ouuty, Georgi:,, ................ Dr. W . L. Jones ........ .
do.
Fort ?l-1organ, Ueo rgia .. .. .. ............ . G. Wurdemanu ........ .
do.
do.

2 .Indian River, Florida..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Wurdemann ... . .... .
l

1
1

~

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Charleston College .... . .

I

~viY~/;gto~:
N~-r-ti; ·ca~~:-::::::::::::::: -~~--~: ~~ ~~-~~~ :.·.·::::::
linn..

wb ru , :rorth Carolin a ............ ... . Capt. Wm. Holden ..... .
l Oalcasi u Pass, Loui siana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Wurdemann .. .. .. .. .
L 't. Jolms Ri\'er, l!'loricla ........... ...... G. Brown Goode ... . .... .
l Micanopy, Florida....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. J. H. Bean .......... .
1 Florida ...................................................•...... ..
5 Pensacola. Florid:1 ... ..... .... . ................................... .
l Mississippi............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. B. F. Shumard .... . . .

lIj}~~~¥.i~i;~;;,iin, : :::;::)1;~~-;~;~~·;1t~~~t~~l~; ~ ~ ~ ~
I

.Betwe 11 .Arkansas Rive r .. ............. .J. Fnirie .....•..........
and Cin11naro11 River,
New· Mexico.
Fort 'cott, Arkansas ......... .. ......... Lieut. Eufltis, U.S . .A .. . .
Knnsa .................. . .. .. . .. .. . . ............. ........ ....... .

do.

do.
tlo.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.

J. W. Wood ............ .
Dr. H. C. Yarrow . . ..... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

L . M. Turner ........... .
Capt. Pope ......... . ... .
JD.rB.G_l\e_.o_c·DEun g_t!el.m__a_u_n__· .__·_· ._
,_
lli
Jas. Bell ......•. . . ... .. .
J . .A. D . Stephenson .. .. .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

... . . . ..i . .. ;. ·b~n~-k~: ~ :: ::: :::: ::: ::~ ::::::::::::::: "E.-M:si;~~---·_·_-....... ::::::

cl o.
do.
do.
clo.
do .
do.
do.
<lo.
do.
do.
do.
do.

I

1
1

2 ·Cl··;i1~-~to~
;~;io~ia~: :: :: :::1· :rv.i:~; ·..:.·.·isis · ·o".'i3~~-~~ ao~~i<i:.·.::::: :j
nrwater,_Flori~:1 . ...... .July H, 1879 S. '1'. Walker ..... . .. . .. .

l
1
4

Baraboo, W1scons1u . .. . . . Oct. -, 18F:0
Fort Macon, North Caro- -, 1871
Jinn.
Monot arm 1, Illinois .... Nov.-, 1881
Indianola toN euces, Texa1; .. .. .... . ..... ,
'L. Loui s, Missouri. ......................
Hawkinsville, eor<>ia.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'riin svi ll , Florii:la .......... .. .. .... ...
•t~~i:.vill , North C:aro- ..............

1 , ·ai n 11villo, T exas .....• ........ . .. . .. ... G. H. Ragsdale . .. ...... .

a
1

'ook 'ou11ty, Texas ........ .. . ... .... .. .... .. do ............... .. .
matil ln, Florida. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. L. Hopkins ....... ... .

. - . . •·· - -. Gr nville, .'outh Carolina ..... ... .. .... . I. C. Fitzgerald . ........ .
1 Rockwood, Tenn ssee .... ... ....... ... . . Br. J . .A. Sewell ...... .. .

··-····Ta ···i--a~~rj:ifio;.;cia.:::::::: ::::::::::::::: ·n~.\v:·c.-.roh~~~~-- ::::::
2

Black vii , outh Carolina. .... ........... Dr. S. B. Lartiq ue ...... .
' rilana, Florida. ......... .... . ........ Wm. Wittefield . . ...... .
Pilot own, Florida........ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . C. O. Nuttiug .......... .
1

~

Pr .
a.t. 'Mus., IV, 1882, :tigs. 4, 5.
Z itachr. f. Physiolgie, IV, pl. x1x, fig. 3.
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OPHISAURUS VENTRALIS COMPRESSUS Cope.

This subspecies is founded on a single individual, Oat.No. 21359, from
the coast of South Carolina. Were it not for the existence of a few
specimens in a few respects intermediate between this form and the ,
ordinary one, there could be no doubt of its full specific distinctness.
Its characters are so peculiar that the least that can be accorded it is
the rank of subspecies.
In the first place, the typical and only specimen has two interfrontonasal plates, one anterior to the other. This character is partly developed
in only one other specimen, Oat. No. 10,584:, from Florida. Two labial
plates border the orbit below. These are separated by one or two rowSfrom the orbit in all the
speeimens except in the
type of the var. sulcatus from Dallas, Texas,
where oue labial enters
the orbit. A. marked
peculiarity is the compi-ession of the head,
body, and tail. The
body is higher than
wide, aud the dorsal
surface is narrow roof~~slrnpe<l.
The tail is
~
more prominent on the
middle line below than
on the dorsal line, although the latter has
not the fiat character of
other individuals. In
fact this compressio11 is
absolutely unique in the
Fig. 90.
CPHISAURUS VENTRALJS COMPRESSUS COPE.
genus, the typical vaX ~riety being fiat-backed
South Carolina.
throughout the length.
Cat. No. 21359, U.S.N.M.
A.nothet· peculiarity of
this specimen i8 the narrowness of the caudal scales, which are longer
than wide, conspicuously so beyond the basal region. They are as
wide as long, or eveu wider in ·tile ordinary variety. The scales of
the upper surfaces are in fourteen rows, of which only twelve are visible above the lateral fold. They are angulate roof.shaped, aud are not
keeled. There are only two rows of scales between the canthal row
and the superior labials; in the ordinary form there are three. The
prefrontals are broadly in mutual contact, as in a few other specimens,
as Oat. No. 10584. The auricular fissure is about two-thirds the length
of the eye fissure.

I
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Measurements.-Total length, 668 mm.; head and body, 185 mm.; to
angle of mouth, 18 mm.
The coloration is also peculiar, as already pointed out in the color
table, this specimen being the only example of group K. The ground
color of the anterior bal~ of the body above the lateral fold with the
head above the mouth is black; each scale, except some of those of the
vertebral line, with one or more white centers. No vertical bands anteriorly; cephalic plates with white spots on thin borders. From the
middle of the length of the body the black rapidly fades to brown, and
the light spots dh;appear, while the edges of tlrn scales are paler than
their centers. About the middle third of the leugth of the body a
black stripe appears, which covers the adjacent halves of the third
and fourth rows of scales above the lateral fold, and extends thence
with sharply defined borders to near the end of the tail. Below this
band the color is uniform straw colored. Belly, throat, au<l chin tlle
same.
The only specimen which resembles this one in color is Oat. No.
10584, from Florida, already meutioned, which has one lateral stripe.
But it bas also a median dorsal stripe, and the anterior half of the
body and head are straw colored, as in the striped forms generally.
It is only the existence of Oat. No. 10584 that bas restrained me from
regarding the form cornpressus as a distinct species. And that specimen has the normal form of body and tail and of scales. It is possible
that that specimen is a hybrid between the two subspecies cornpressus
and ventralis.
Ophisaurus ventralis compressus Cope.
Catalogue Numbe_r
No.
of specimens.
2135!)

1

Loc.ality.

8outh Island, Georgetown County, South CaroJina.

From whom r eceived .

E. P . .Alexander.

CELESTUS Gray.
Celestus GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., II, 1837, p. 288; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1st
ell., 1845, p. 117.-COPE, Proc. Acau. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 123.
Side1·olarnprt1s COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 368.

No lateral tegumentary fold. Digits 5-5. Prefrontal and interfrontonasal plates fused.
This genus is regarded as not distiuct from Diploglossit,s by sorue
authors. In the latter the interfrontonasal and the two prefrontals
are not united, and the character is, in my estimation, amply sufficient
to separate it from Gelestus. The latter is related to it as Mesaspis is
to Gerrohonotus, and both these genera exhibit the first stage of the
fu ion of cephalic plates wllich terminates in the simple condition seen
in Anniella and other genera.
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The greater number of species of this geims is West Indian, and no
species has been found in continental South Americai Three species
occur in Central .America, one of t;hem, 0. enneagramnius Cope, on the
southern borders of the Mexican Plateau, and thus coming within the
scope of this work; and two, 0. bUobatus O'Shaughnessy, and 0. cyanoGhloris Cope,1 in the high mountains of Costa Rica. This genus i~ one
of the few which occur in both the West Indian and Ce1:1tral .American
regions. The genus Diploglossus occurs in tropical South America and ·
in southern Central .America.
Tlte species of 0elestus di.fl er as follows:
I. Prefrontonasal plate.
A. Scales in 32-38 rows.
/
Keels of tlle scales 11, all equal, on p(?sterior regions; anterior scales s_m ooth,
together in 36 rows; nasal plate extending to rostral; two loreals, both
higher than long; ear minute, head and limbs very short, latter .75 former and .2 from axilla to groin; a blackish lateral !J:md above, cross-lined
before, spotted behind __________ . ____ .. ____ . C. pleii Dumeril and Bibron.
Keels of the scales 1.3, all equal; one postnasal, two frenals, both on labials;
ear meatus small. Serpontiform, fore limb -five-sixths head. Brown, with
dark lateral band above._. _____ . ___ . _________ . _________ C. sagrm Cocteau.
Keels of scales equal, 10 to 16, smooth on front of body; postn:tSals; two
or three loreals; liw bs well developed; dorsal scales with a yellow or
blue center, forming lines which become obsolete in the old; side blackish ______ ... ____________ . _____ . ____ . __ . __ . _______ . C. enneagrammus Cope.
Scales in 36 rows, each with a central keel, which are very prominent on the
t a il; limbs weak, not meeting when oppressed; gray, with brown cross
bands, which vanish on the sides _______ ..... -... _... -... C. rugosus Cope.
Scales in 33 rows, each with a dozen strim and no median keel except on the
tail, where they are strong; llead scales striate, parietal and interparietal
plates grooved; two pairs of loreals, each pair vertical; limbs strong;
golden above, blue below ....................... _... C. cyanochloris Cope.
Scales in37rows, striated, but not keeled; head smooth; two loreals in horizontal line; sides with vertical brown patches. C. bilobat'Us O'Shaughnessy.
AA. Scales in from 40 to 56 longitudinal rows.
Scales 41-42 rows; keels 14.; none larger; head narrow, sharp, muzzle longer
than interorbital width; front plane; parietal separated from supraorLitals Ly two plates, loreal longer than high; gray, sides black, crossbanded; loreal higher than long ...... _... _....... _._ ... C. phoxin'Us Cope.
Scales 41-42 rows; keels 15, a median stronger; front convex; distance between orbits in front equal leugth muzzle; both loreals higher than long;
one plate between parietal and supraorbitals; Lrown, a deep Lrown dorsolateral band, and numerous longitudinal series of brown spots on the
back -.................... _................... . ......•. C. weinlandii Cope.
Scales 41-42 rows; keels 25, none larger; bead flat, acute, muzzle longer than
interor!Jital width; many close, short Lay stripes; loreal higher than
long .... _. - ...._......................................... _C. bacz.ius Cope.
Scales 41-42 rows; keels 25 to 35, one median much stronger; bead shorter,
obtuse, muzzle equal width between eyes; unicolor, with vertical lateral
bars; two loreals, longer than high .................. _.. C. stenurus Cope.
1

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894, p. 200.
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Scales 40-42 rows; k eels 19, equal, scales plane; head el ongate, narrow,
muzzle longer than interocular width; brown, with 14 cross-bars on
back .... _. ____ ._ ...•.................................... C. striatus Gray.
Scales 46-50 rows; keels 34-38, the median stronger on dorsal region; for in
stout, fore limb one-third longer than head; tail much compressed; yellow or light brown, with about 15 brown cross bands ... C. occid·uus Shaw.
CELESTUS ENNEAGRAMMUS Cope.

Gelestus enneagrammus COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 43.
Siderolamprus enneagrammus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 368.
Diploglossus steindachneri COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 179.Boc ouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex. Rept., 1879, p. 383, pl. xxn, fig. 3, 3a, 3b.-GDNTHER,
Biol. C. Am. Rept., p. 34, pl. xxn, fig. A.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II,
1885, p. 293.
Gelestus steindachnerii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 123.
Diploglossus chalybreus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 321.
Gelestus chalybreus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 321; Proc. Amer.
Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p.170.

Dorsal scales striated, not keeled. Rostral not quite so wide as the
genial. Interfrontonasal large, irregularly pentagonal. Frontal longer
than wide. Frontoparietals present. Nasal scute in. contact with the
rostral. Two postuasals superposed. Two or three loreals, the anterior
often obliquely divided. A preocular. A snbocular. Maxillary teeth
with trilobate crowns. Trunk eucircled with thirty-two to thirty-eight
longitudinal series of scales, averaging thirty-six at the middle of the
body. This species, like D ·iploglossus bilobatus, bas the limbs well
developed. It differs from that species in many particulars, especially
in the shape of the cephalic plates.
Length of head from the end of the muzzle to the posterior border of
the occipital plate equals about twelve dorsal scales, aud is one-seventh
of the distance between the chin and the cloaca. The second pair of
supranasals (or prefrontonasals) are large aud directed obliquely outward. The interfrontonasal is wider than it is long and articulates
with the posterior concave border of the frontal. Frontal relatively
long, narrower in front than behind. Five supraoculars, of which tlrn·
secoud is wide in front and is iu contact along that side with the interfrontonasal. The nasal, somewhat lengthened, is pierced posteriorly.
Postnasals small, quad1~ilateral, and superposed. Of the three loreals,
tlle middle one, when present, is the largest, and is pushed upward on
the muzzle, extending above the canthus rostralis and r arely reaching
the labials. Postloreal square, followed by a small median preocular.
Finally, the subocular represents a very long rectangle. The supralabials, ten on each side, of which the seventh and eighth, not so deep
as the others, support the subocnlar scute; the ninth is small and pentagonal; the tenth, still smaller but similar in outline, is succeeded by
scutella similar to those on the cheek, which extend to the ear. Eight
pairs of inferior labials. Rostral uot quite so large as the genial. The
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postgenial precedes three pairs of subrnaxillary plates, first pair of
wllich are in contact along their internal sides.
T he trunk is depressed, of medium length, covered with scales,
which fo rm t hirty-four longitudinal series; the median dorsal series is
com posed of seventy-seven scutella, counting from the nape of the
neck t o the posterior level of the thighs. Scales on the under surface
of the body smootL, but those on the back and sides are striated, having sixteen stri m. Preanals are polygonal, not exceeding in size the
ones which precede them. Scales of the normal region of the tail similar to those on the body; those on reproduced portions are distinctly
keeled, form in g by contact long prominent Iiues. Limbs relatively well
developed; length of arm to the end of the middle finger more than
one-third lo11ger t han the head. Toes of unequal length, the fifth of
each foot being the longest.
Measurements .-Total length, 204 mm.; length of body from chin to
anus, 112 mm. ; length of tail, 92 mm.; length of head from the end of
the muzzle to th e posterior border of the occipital, 16 mm.; length of
head from the en d of t he muzzle to the anterior border of the ear, 17
mm.; length of h ead t o the level of tlle temples, 13 mm.; length of arm
to the extrem ity of the middle finger, 23 mm.; length of leg to the
extremit y of the longest toe, 30 mm.
General t int olive yellow; three wide, longitudinal, brown bands
extend along the back and sides, the middle one, beginning at the
muzzle to the ant erior part of the tail, is distinguished from the two
lateral by narrow Jines of golden yellow, or, in young specimens, blue;
its width comprises nine series of scales, each of which has the central
lo11 gitudinal line. The lateral bands are thickly strewn on the neck
and flanks with small yellow circular spots rimmed with dark violet, the
effect b eing that of a black and yellow trellis. The dorsal scales have
t heir borders brown. The cheeks and lower surfaces of the body are
bright yellow, except tll e throat, which is of a pale tint of the same color.
Six specimens of t his species are before me, all from the Orizaban
district of the Toltecan subregion, except <?De from Costa Rica. (See
chapter on geographical distribution.) All have two preloreals, one
above the otller, except one. In one of the former the supraloreal
extends <low11 to tll e superior labial plates between the pre-and postloreals on one side only, an evident anomaly. In the specimen with but
one preloreal I proposed the species 0. chalybmus. This specimen has
apparently fewer longit udinal rows of scales than the others, but I find
that the apparent number of scales depends on the locality _in which
they are counted. Thus the t ype of D. chalybmus has thirty-four rows
on tho posterior part of the body and forty on the anterior part. Other
specimens display the same ch aracter. This explains the discrepancies
in the :figures given by authors. This species was first described from
a young example from J ala pa in the museum of the Philadelphia
Academy. Specimens in the museums of London and Paris are from
the plateau of Guatemala.
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Celestus enneagrarnrnus Cope.

Number
Catalogue of specimens.
N o.

Locality.

From whom received.

I Nature of specim~n.

6342 - --1-1-0- r-iz-ab_a_, M
- ex_ic_o__.- . -__ -__-__- _-_.. F. Sumichrast ..... - - - - -- - - -• Alcoholic. -

i -T~h~~~i~p~~;·M~;i~~::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::

--

i~:

GERRHONOTUS Wiegmann.
Gerrlwnotus WIEGMANN, Isis von Oken, 1828, p. 379; Herpetol. Mex., 1834, p.

29.-WAGLER, Nat. Sy1:1t. Amphib., 1830, p. 158.-DUMI~RIL and BIBRON, V,
1839, p. 394.-GRAY, Cat. Brit. Mus., 1st ed., 1845, p. 53.-COPE, Proc. Am.
Phil. Soc., 1877, p. 96.-Bocouin, Miss. Sci. Mex. Rept., 1878, p. 317.-BouLENGER, Cat. Brit. Mus., 2d ed. II, 1885, p. 266.
Pterogailfenis PEALE and. GREEN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1830, p. 234.-COPE,
Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., 1877, p. 96.
Abronia GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., I, 1838, p. 389; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 53.
Elgaria GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., I, 1838, p. 390; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., p. 54.

Scales of body in compact dorsal and ventral sheets, separated by a
lateral interval of soft skin, and arranged iu transverse series; those
of the tail in bony rings or whorls. Throat without fold; external ears
distinct; head above with rather regular plates. Limbs weak, short;
anterior scarcely smaller than posterior, all with five digits terminated
by short claws nearly concealed by a sheath of two scales. N ostril8
lateral; no femoral pores.
Osteology.-A skeleton of the G. multicarinatus from the U.S. National
Museum furnishes the material for the osteology of this genus.
The premaxillary has a, well-developed spine and a truncate palatal
border. Its alveolar border is short, and it forms but a small part of
the inferior narial border. Nasal bones not short in front, rather narrowed by the maxillary and prefrontals on each side. Frontal narrow,
single, partly inclosing olfaetory lobes of the brain below, but the
incurved lateral walls not touching. Parietal with small pineal foramen far behind coronal suture. Supraoccipital loosely articulated, and
separated by suture froni exoccipitals. Prefrontal not tuberiferous,
produced posterior to middle of supraorhital border. Postfrontal crescenti.c, equally united with frontal and parietal. Postorbital splintshaped, with very slight contact with the jugal, and long contact with
the upratemporal. Jugal slender, reaching ·anteriorly the small lachrymal. Paroccipital narrowly expo.sed posteriorly, well produced
upward on the distinct parietoquadrate arch. Quadrate with one
deeply excavated conch, which is external: Vomers in close apposition
in front, separated by a fissure posteriorly; the anterior portion excavated medially. Palatines descending from the plane of the vomers;
the v.omerine and maxillary processes about equal; main plate rather
narrow. Palatine foramen large. Pterygoid contracting gradually into
posterior slender portion; basipterygoid well developed. Presphenoid
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wanting. Sphenoid and basioccipital separated by suture; descending
tu berosities of the latter strong, compressed. Epipterygoid originating
below opposite basipterygoid; above resting on anterior process of
petrosal, and touching parietal just behind an obtuse descending angle
of the decurved border of the same. Subforaminal portion of petrosal
shorter than supraforaminal portion, inclosing a very narrow downlooking groove. Basioccipital and exoccipitals coossified; condyle
small, simple.
Meckel's canal closed except distally, where it is open on the under
side of the ramus. 0oronoid developed anteriorly on external face of
ramus, the dentary not reaching behind its anterior border. Splenial
elongate, partly external; angular mostly external; surangular co11fluent with articular. Angle horizontal, incurved, with rounded border
and concave superior surface.
Hyoid apparatus displays no second and rather short first ceratobranchials. Hypohyal rather long, the ceratohyal extending a little beyond
its extremity, and widened at the posterior third. A free epibr:mchial,
which has a bifurcate anterior ex:tremity at that of the ceratohyal, and
extends posteriorly but little behind the ceratobranchial.
Five cervical intercentra, and two cervicals besides atlas without ribs.
The odontoid is coossified with the axis. Ribs extend to sacrum.
Sacral diapophyses distinct from each other. Dorsal vertebrre without
zygosphen, prezygapophyseal facets not continued on neural arch.
Cnuclal diapophyses present; centraofmiddle region segmented through
tliem; chevron bones intercentral. Neural spines low, higher on caudal
region.
Suprascap ula much larger than scapula; no proscapula. One large
coracoid notch. Sternum without fontanelle, with three ribs and two
attached to xiphoid rod.
Ilium without prominent angulus cristre; acetabulum entire; pubes
uniting at an acute angle; pectineal angle medium. Ischia with prominent tuber.
The detailed common characters of this genus will be found more
fully among the specific description. The chief peculiarity is in the fold
or strip of_soft skin on each side, usually covered by the overlapping of
the lower sheet on the upper. The dorsal scales are arranged in transverse series on each side, which pass a little obliquely backward on
the back, so as to meet at an obtuse angle and not always evenly.. The
seales of the tail are in thick bony rings, easily separating, so that it is
very rare to see a specimen which has not lost its tail and had it reproduced. In this case the indications of length afforded by the stump
are very uncertaill, a-nd have given rise to grave er'ro:rs in framing specific characters. It is probable that in none is it less than one and onehalf or one and three-fourth times the head and body.
Iu the North American species there are always twelve longitudinal
rows of ventral scales, and fourteen to sixteen dorsal; the latter usually
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carinated. The transverse series on each side vary from thirty-nine to
fifty-two. The head plates are quite symmetrical; their general character will be fouud detailed under G. multicarinatus. The variations are
in the size of the large mediau frontal and of the outer nasals; the
number of the postnasals, whether two, three, or four; and the outer
row of supraorbitals, whether three or two.
Young individuals are much more brilliantly colored. than adults and
have a more distinct color pattern of alternating ligl.Jt and dark crossbars. On young individuals were proposed the species G. cmriileus and
G. webbii. The colors fade out witll maturity in most of the species,
becoming shades of olive or brown with lateral bars, or if brilliant
colors are retained· as in G. grarnineus and G. aitritus, the crossbars
disappear.
There is considerable irregularity in tbe scales of the head in some
of the species, which renders it necessary to analyze closely their
homologies. Between the prefrontals and_the interna.sals on each side
of the median or interfrontonasal plate there may be one, two, or three
plates. When there is one, it generally meets its mate of the opposite
side in front of the interfrontonasal. This plate is the prefrontona.sal.
Sometimes, as G. c1,uritus or G. liocephalus, there may be another pair of
prefrontonasals, which may or may not meet in front of the interfrontonasal. In addition to these there may be another, generally smaller,
plate, which lies between the interfrontonasal and loreal on each sirle,
which I call. the lateral prefrontonasal. This never meets its mate of
the other side, but is sometimes fused on one or the other side with the
prefrontonasal. On the side of the muzzle there may be one or two
scales between the nasal and iuternasal, the supranasals. Posterior to
the nasal there may be one or two plates in contact with it, one above
the other, the postnasals. Immediately in front of the eyes tllere are
two plates, one above and one below, the preoculars, which may rarely
be fused. Between these aud the postnasals, or nasals when post.nasals
are absent, is one or two plates, tlle anterior and posterior loreals.
When there is but one plate between the nasal and the postloreal, it is
sometimes difficult to determine whether it is the preloreal or the postnasal. In the case of G. burnettii l do not know which it is. It is
probablypreloreal, since in the allied G. rnulticarinatus the inferior postna al is sometimes wanting.
The· typical characters of the bead plates are important as definitive
of the species, but their variatious render it necessary to rely on other
characters. 'l'he Sonorau and Western forms are more difficult to distiogui h than the Toltecan. I append the following key, which will
aid in their determination:
·
I. Dorsal scales larger than ventrals.
A. Two pairs of prefrontonasal plates.
a Two lorcals.
Nol a teral perfron to nasals ; elongate s upraa uricular processes ; green,
scales reticulated with black; below yellowish .. G. auritus Cope.
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AA. One pair of prefrontonasal plates.
a Two loreals.
/J Lateral prefrontonasals present.
Lateral prefrontonasals large; projecting supraauricular scales;
nnchal scales in six rows; gree·n, with angular brown cross ban<ls.
G. vasconcelosii Bocourt.
Lateral prefrontonasals small; no projecting snpraauricular scales;
nuchal scales in six rows; green, with brown cross bands.
G. tamiatus Wiegmann.
f3 (J No lateral prefrontonasals (postnasals present).
Six rows nuchal scales; above dark brown with transverse series of
yellow spots_·----- ______ ····-··----- _____ _ G. deppei Wiegmanu.
Four rows of nuchal scales; no granules in lateral fold, which does
not extend on neck; green, with black reticulations on scales.
U. oaxacce Gunther.
Four rows of nuchal scales; granules in lateral fold, which extends
on neck; green; scales with black reticulations.
G. grarnineus Cope.
I I. Dorsal scales equal or smaller than ventrals.
A. Two pairs of prefrontonasal scuta.
a Two loreals.
Lateral prefrontonasals, postnasals present; scales keeled., in from
49 to 55 transverse series on body, and 10 longitudinal rows on
nape; above brown with more or less complete cross ban<ls of
black and white spots; form elongate_. G. liocephalus Wiegmann.
Lateral prefrontonasals and postnasals present; scales smooth in
16-18 longitud.inal series; above brown, with yellowish-white
rhombs on body; top of head yellowish white. G. rhornbifer Peters.
a a One loreal.
Postnasals present; no lateral prefrontonasal; scales smooth in 1012 longitudinal series; brown, sides darker __ .. G. modestus Cope.
AA. One pair of prefrontonasal scuta.
a Two loreals.
(J Lateral prefrontonasals present.
Lateral prefront.onasals small; scales, only six or eight median rows,
obtusely keeled, nuchals smooth, ten or twelve rows; light brown,
with well-spaced dark-brown cross bands_ .. ···-·· G. kingii Gray.
Lateral prefrontonasals small; all :scales strongly keeled, nuchals
in 10 rows; prefrontals in contact; light brown with 7 dark-brown
cross bands on bocly ..... _. _. _..... G. rnulticarinatus 1 Blain ville.
Lateral prefrontonasal small; all scales smooth or obsoletely keeled.;
nuchals in about 12 rows; yellowish olive, with 10 cross bands on
body -- . - . - .......................... G. nohilis Bair<l and Girard.
(J (J No lateral prefrontonasals.
No postnasals; scales strongly keeled, nuchals in 12 longi_tndinal
rows; 10 upper labials; dark brown, with ten to twelve darker
cross bands on body ........................ _.. G. burnettii Gray.
Postnasals present; scales weakly keeled, 10 nuchal rows; 11 upper
labials; light brown, no cross bands; small lateral spots.
G. princip-is Baird and Girard.
a a One loreal (no lateral prefrontonasa,ls; postnasals present).
·
Twelve nuchal rows, with all t,he dorsals, keeled; 11 upper labials;
brown, with 10-12 darker bands; below olive .. G. bu.rnettii Gray.

--

-

-

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - --·- - - - - - - - -- !

Inferior postnasal sometimes wanting.
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Eight rows of nucllal scales1 with the dorsals, except three or four
meLlian rows, smooth; no supranasal1 two postnasals; prefronta1s
broadly in contact; brown 1 with a blackish dorsolateral stripe;
below yellowish, each scale with a black spot .. G. monticolus Cope.
Eight rows of nuchal scales, with the lateral dorsal rows smooth; a
supranasal, two postnasals; prefrontals separated uy interfrontonasal; olive above, with black vertebral line; sides and lower
surfaces black1 spotted with greenish white .. G. obscu1'iis Gtinthe1·.

The distribution of these species is as follows:
ARCT0GEAN REALM.
MEDIC0LUMBIAN REGION,
Wes tern subregion.
Ge1·rhonotns principis Baird and Girard, G. burnettii Gray, G. multicarinatns Blainville.
Sonoran subregion.
G. multicarinatiis Blainville, G. kingii Gray, G. liocephalus Wiegmann, G. nobilis
Baird and Gira.rd.
Toltecan snbregion-Orizavan district.

G. tmniatus Wiegmann, G. deppei Wiegmann, G. graniineus Cope, G. oaxacce Giinthcr,
G. liocephaliis Wiegmann.
NE0TR0PICAL REALM.
CENTRAL AMERICAN REGION.
Guatemalan Plateau.
G. aiirifos Cope, G. vasconcelosii Bocourtf G. modes/us Cope.
Costa Rican Plateau.
G. monticoz,us Cope, f G. rhombifer Peters.

Species of this genus are less active in their movements than those of
our Scincidre and Teiidre. I have observed the G. rnulticarinatus in its
native forests, and found it not difficult of capture.
GERRHONOTUS GRAMINEUS Cope.

Gerrhonotus gramineus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p.179.-Gi.iNTHim,
Biol. Centr.-Amer. Rept., p. 36, pl. XXIV, fig. B.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 269.

Twopairssupranasals; theposterior(or prefrontonasals) longitudinal,
elongate, nearly equal to prefrontals; internasal ~maller than frontona 'als. Five short supraoculars, embracing three or four smaller seales.
Six superciliaries. Eleven supralabials, the eleventh continuous with
the swollen posterior temporal scales. Two post11asals, the smaller
above the larger; one very large frenal, and one moderate preocular
and three suboculars. Six in :first, :five in second row of infralabials.
Muzzle not P!'Oduced; plates of head thickened and roughened, especially enlarged on the temporal and occipital region. Dorsal scales in
twenty-three longitudinal series from nape to baseof tail, andin thirteeen
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longitudinal rows; in form twice as long as wide, thick, with an obtuse
keel, roughened in old specimens. Abdominal scales in t,wel ve and
fourteen series, smaller than dorsals; lateral fold very weak, including
a few granules mixed with larger scales. Extended limbs overlapping
the posterior, reaching wrist or palm. Lengths of fingers, beginning
with the shortest, 1, 5, 2, 3, 4; of toes .the same. ],our preanal plates,
rather larger than the abdominals. Scales of superior surface of tail
not more strongly keeled than dorsals.
Above, bright pea green, each transverse series of scales blackish at
the base and yellowish at the tips; rugosities of all scales black. Below,
pale green, with a reddish tint in some, gular region and lower jawyellow, abruptly separated from the green of the neck; eyelids yellow.
Measurements.-Length of head and body, 105 mm.; length of head,
inclusive of postoccipital plate, 27 mm.; width of head at te,mporal
region, 23 mm.; length to axilla, 44 mm.; length of fore leg, 32 mm.; ·
length of fore foot, 13 mm.; length of bind leg, 40 mm.; length of bind
foot, 19 mm.; total length of smaller specimen, with tail, 215 mm.;
length of tail of small specimen, 130 mm.
This species bas been found so far only in the elevated forests of the
region about the volcano of Orizaba or Uitlaltepetl. Its coloration is
handsome, and is calculated to conceal it in forest vegetation. The
same style of coloration characterizes the Gerrhonotus auritns Uope,
which inhabits similar situations on the plateau of Guatemala. While
referring to thiR species I correct an error into which Boulenger has
inadvertently fallen in describing this species. He distinguishes it
from the Barissia .fimbriata Cope, which resembles it in the elongate
yellow preauricular processes, by the presence of "three pairs of shields
between tlie frontal and the rostral," while the B . .fimbriata has "four
pairs of shields." Now the G. auritus bas four pairs of shields between
the frontal and the rostral plates, and in my original description I
stated that the second pair of internasals is divided-that is, there are
two pairs of prefrontonasals. These, with the internasals, are exclusive
of the prefrontals.
Gerrhonotns gramineus Cope.
Catalogue! ~umlJe_r
No.
of spec1•
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

- - - - - - - ·1 - - - -- - - -~ 1- - - - - - - - - 1--- - - - - -7083

2

Orizaba, Mexico ............ F.Sumichrast .............. Alcoholic.

GERRHONOTUS OAXACJE Gunther.
GeTrhonotus oaxacce GONTIIER, Biologia Centrali•Americana, Reptiles, p. 36, pl.
XXIV, fig. A.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d. ed., II, 1885, p. 268.
Ge1Thonotus (Abronict) gramineus BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex., Rept., 1878, p. 330~ pl.

xx1, A, figs. 6, 6a; not of Cope.

Head wide posteriorly; temporal and nuchal regions covered with
projecting sea.Jes. Nasal scute separated from the rostral. Anterior
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border of the tympanum furnished with flat or slightly convex scales.
One pair of prefrontonasals and two small supranasals. Nine to ten
pairs of supra.labials. Mental divided . . Dorsal scales larger than the
ventrals and slightly swollen longitudinally. Lateral fold inconspicuous. Tail of medium length. General color greenish yellow, with wide
black transverse bands.
Head tlat above, depressed in the occipital region, covered with
scales having the surface finely rugose; length from the end of the
muzzle to the middle of the auricular opening equaling seven or eight
rows of dorsal scales, and entering four and one-third times into the
space comprised between the chin and the anus. Muzzle short, having
two internasal scutes and t~o small supranasals; the two internasals
are in contact in front with the rostral, and on each side with the first
supralabial; the two prefrontonasals, of much larger dimension, are
hexagonal; tlrn interfrontonasal, which is smaller, is quadrilateral and
is in contact in front with the two preceding, and behind with the prefrontals. 'fhe supranasals, very small, are situated one to the right.
the other to the left, between the preceding scutes and the nasal scale.
The prefrontals are hexagonal and are smaller than the prefrontonasals.
The frontal is relatively short, obtusely angled in front, with a sharp
posterior angle, which is truncate at the extremity by the interpa.rietal,
wllich is rather large, and is in contact in front with the frontal and
the frontoparietal, on each side with a large parietal, and behind with
three very narrow occipitals. The latter are followed by two rows of
conv6x nuchal scales. Each of the supraocular demicircles is protected
by eight proJec£ing scales (five large and three exceedingly small) and
is bordered exteriorly by a series of fine superciliary scales, of which
the first is more developed than the others. Nostril pierced in the
posterior part of the nasal plate; this latter is subrectangular and is in
contact before wit.h one of the internasals; above with the supranasal
and upper nasoloreal, l>elow with the :first two supralabial plates, and
behiud with the inferior postnasal.
The loreal scutellum is rhomboidal and rests on a part of the third
and fourth supralabial; the second lo real is large and irregularly hexagonal; the preocular is subquadrilateral and precedes two su boculars.
There are nine or ten supralabials; the fi.r~t seven or eigllt are quadrilateral, the following, rather higher, is pentagonal, and the last, a long
one, has a sharp angle directed backward; the nine pairs of inferior
labials are well developed .. Aperture of the ear triangular, overhung
by the projecting temporals, and bordered in front by three or four
small convex scales and behind by sraly grains. Mental divided and
succeeded on the right and left by four plates; those of the first pair
in contact on their inner borders, and the outer borders of all separated
from the inferior labials by one row of scales. The throat scales are
flat and closely resemble those on the breast; on the sides of the neck
they are tubercular; but the region above, between the ear and arm, is
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covered witll fine granulations. Lateral folds well marked, each starting in front of tlle arm and tnminati11g at the side of the cloaca.
Dorsal scales subquadrilateral, surmounted by a slight longitudinal
ridge, forming thirteen or fourteen longitudinal series and twenty-five
to twenty- seven transverse ones from the nape o( the neck to the posterior border of the thighR; the cervical series contain but four scales,
and not six, as in G. tcen-iatus. Tlie ventral plates are quite small, and
form fourteen longitudinal series at the middle of the trunk. Cloaca
bordered with four scalP-s, slightly larger tllan those which precede
them. Tail oue-third longer than the head and trunk, encircled with
twenty-six whorls of scales. Limbs similar to those of G. treniat·us,
both in dimensions and scaling.
11feasurements.-Total length, 250 mm.; length of head from end of
muzzle to the middle of ear, 23 mm.; length of head to border of
temples, 18 mm.; length of body from chin to_ anus, 111 mm.; length
of tail, 13!) mm.; length of arm to the extremity of the middle finger,
26 mm.; length of leg to the ~xtremity of the longest toe, 32 mm.
General tint, a greenish yellow; on the neck and trunk are six transverse black bands, very wide on the upper parts, and narrow on the
sides w-I.1ere they join and disappear on the belly. On the tail the
bands are very wide above, and become faint, narrow lines on the under
side. The top of the hea(l is ocher yellow, but the small, flexible protuberances on the srales are dark brown. The sides of the neck, from
tlJe temporal region to the junetiou of the arm, are black; there are
small black spots on the supralabials, another spot, starting behind
the eye, extending obliquely backward and downward . . Lower surfaces of the body yellow, and the bases of the abdominal scales
blackish.
M. Bocourt distinguishes this species from G. treniatus by the following peculiarities: The temporal and nuchal plates are more promi_n ent, and present the appearance of grains of maize; the lateral scales
of the neck and throat are larger a,Il(l tubercular, while on the region
above, from the ear to the junction of the arm, the scales are small and
granular; finally, the first cervical series i::; composed of four elevated
scales, and not siY flat one8. Gunther distinguishes it from the G.
gramineus, with which Bocourt confounded it, by the following characters: The sides .of the neck are covered with large irregular scales, sep. arated from the nucltal scales by a naked span, with few granules; no
granular scales in the lateral fold; dorsal scales considerably smaller,
that is, in more numerous rows; ventrals smaller and more numerous.
Bocourt received this species from Mount Orizaba, where Sumichrast found it at an elevation of 3,000 meters. He also reports it from
Oaxaca, ·whence also Gunther has it. No specimens contained in the
U.S. National Museum.
NA'l' lIUS D3--33
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GERRHONOTUS TJENIATUS Wiegmann.

Gerrltonot.us tceniatus WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 379; Herpet. Mexico, 1834, p. 32,
pl. IX, fig. 1.-DUMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 399.-O'SHAUGHTESSY, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1873, p. 45.-C0PE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
1877, p. 96.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 270 .
.Abronia tamiatns GRAY, Cat. Spec. Liz. Coll. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 53.
Gerrhonotns (.dbron-ia) tceniatus DocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex. Rept., 1878, p. 327, pl.
xxr, A, figs. 4, 5.

Head flat on top; wide behind and covered in the temporal regions
with convex scales. Nasal scute separated from the rostral. Upper
edge of the tympanum bordered with granular scales. Oue pair of
prefroutonasal plates, a pair of iuternasals, and a supranasa1. Eleven
or twelve pairs of supraJabia1s. Mental divided. porsal scales showing a slight longitudinal swelling, and larger than the ventral plates.
Lateral fold small. Tail of medium lengtli. Color greenish gray, with
transverse ban<ls of dark green.
Head rounded in the temporal region aud covere<l. with finely rugose
scales; length to the middle of the auricular opening equal to eight
dorsal scales, and enteriug four times and a half into the space from
the chin to the anus. Muzzle covere<l. with seven scales; the two internasals in contact with each other and anterior:ly witli the rostral and
on eal'.li side with the first supralabial. The prefrontonasal is larger
aud is hexagonal. The interfrontonasal is equally large, and is hexagonal an<l in contact with six plates; in front with the prefrontonasals,
beliind with the two prefrontals, aud on each side with the upper loreal
plate, which in tliis species is recurved on tlie upper border of the
muzzle. The supranasal is rectangular in outline, aucl is placed to the
right and left above the nasal scute; the prefrontals are irregularly
hexagonal, and each of them articulates behind with the frontal; the
latter is relatively short, is obtuse-angled in front and sharply so at
the back, with the point truncate and in contact with a narrow lozengeshaped interparietal. The latter is in contact with six scutes; in front
,,w ith the preceding and with two frontoparietals, on each side with a
large parietal, and behind with the occipital. The occipital is in con. tact, right and left, with a postpariet~l scale, and is followed by two
ranks of nuclial scales. There are five supraocular plates, which
embrace three or four srnaUer scales between themselves and the superciliaries. The temples are prominent and are cove~e<l. with convex
scale . Nostril opening pierced at tlie posterior part of the nasai
plate; the latter in contact anteriorly with the :fi.rst labial plate aud
with the iuternasal; above with a small supranasa1, below with the
econd upralabial, and behind with two small superposed nasoloreals.
The e latter are in front of one loreal or two superposed, of which the
top one is the smaller and is recurved on the upper face of the muzzle; the freno-ocular is large and irregularly hexagonal; the lower
side, rather narrow, rests on the fifth supralabial; the subquadrilateral
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preocular is followed by three small subocnlars. There are eleven or
twelve supralabials; the first niue quadrilateral; the sixth, which is
the highest, in contact with the preocula,r; and the three last larger
and pentagonal. Auricular opening triangular, overhung by the temporal region and bordered in front and above by granular scales.
Inferior labials iu nine pairs; mental divided and fo11owed on the
right and left by four submaxillary plates arranged as in G. deppii
and separated from the inferior labials by a row of longitudinal scales.
The throat is covered with scales similar to those on the breast; those
on the sides are smaller, aud the region between the ear and the arm
is covered with granular scales. Lateral fold slightly indicated, commencing on each side in front of the arm and ending at the cloaca.
Dorsal scales subquadrilateral, with a slight longitudinal swelliug, and
forming fifteen longitudinal series, aind from twenty-eight to twentynine transverse ones from the nape of the neck to the posterior border
of the thighs; the cervical series are composed-of six ~cales. Abdominal plates small, constituting twelve longitudinal rows; the anal
region is bordered with six scales, of which the lateral o:r~es are very
small. Tail a little longer than the hody and head and with eightyfive rings of smooth scales. Limbs relatively longer than those of G.
deppii, but cov,e red with similar scales. Claws 8hort and ho0ked.
Measurenients.-Total length of type specimen, figured by Wiegmann,
:!16 mm.; length of head, from end of muzzle to middle of car, 20 mm.;
width of bead at the borders of the temples, 1G mm.; lengtll of body,
from chin to anus, 88 mm.; length of tail, 128 mm.; length of arm, to
the end of the middle finger, 24 mm.; length of leg·, to the end 6f the
longest toe, 28 mm.
Neck aIHl trunk a bright green with seven transverse brown bands,
which are little wider on the vertebral region than on the sides. ·
The tail bas fifteen bands of the same color. The upper surface of
tlie head shows the co1or deepened to a greenish gray, and the temples are cross.eel obliquely by a black band. The inferior regions are
yellow.
M. Bocourt, from whom the preceding description is mainly taken,
remarks concerning this species "that iu general appearance it resembles great1y G. deppii, from which, however, it is distinguished by the
following c.b aracters: (]) Dorsal scales are not so large, somewhat
swollen, constituting fourteen and not eleven longitudinal, less converging series; (2) two loreals, the upper slightly recurved on the
muzzle; (3) different coloration, especially less brilliant."
A single specimen from Orizaba in the national collection agrees in
every respect with the description of Bocourt except in the number of
dorsal scales. Of these there are twenty-five transverse series and
seventeen longitudinal. As the inferior row is composed of two scales
to each single scale of a cross-row, perhaps they sbonld 11ot be counted;
· which leaves fifteen longitudinal rows. Tl1ere is no superior loreal as in

a
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Wiegmann's type, but the iuterfroutonasal i:::; entirely inclosed by the
prefrontonasals and prefrontals, as in the second specimen from the
Berlin collection dPscribed by Bocourt. There are only four preanals.
Gerrhonotus treniatus W'iegrnann.
Number
of specimens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen,

Orizaba, Mexico ____ ______ _.. _. _. . F. Sumichrast. ___ .. - . --- -.. --- -- A..lcoholic.

GERRHONOTUS LIOCEPHALUS Wiegmann.

Gel'rhonotus liocephalus vVIEGMANK, Isis, 1828, p. 381.-BocouRT, Miss. Sc. Mex.,
l{ept., 1878, p. 342.-G0NTHER, Biol. C. Am., Rept., p. 41.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 275.
Gerrhonotus tessellatus GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 53.-WIEGMANN, Herpt. Mex.,
183,J., p. 32, pl. x, fig. 3; DUMERIL and HIBR0N, Erp. Gen., V,.1837, p. 405.Aua. DuMERIL, Cat. Meth. Coll. Rept. Mus. Paris, 1851, p. 143.
? Scincus ·i:entralis PEALE and GREEN, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1830,
p.233.
Gerrhonotus infernalis BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 225; Emory's
U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., 1859, p.11.
Gerrhonotus ophiurus COPE, Proc. Ac::ul. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 321.
Gerrllonotus lemn-iscatus BocouRT, Nouv. Arch. Mus., VII, 1872, Bull., p. 105.O'SllAUGNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., XII, 1873, p. 45.
Pterogasterus 1:entralis CoP1s, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1877, p. 96.
Ptm·ogasterus tessellatus COPE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1877, p. 96.
Pterogasterus ophiurus COPE, Proc. Arn. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1877, p. 96.
Pterogasterus infernalis COPE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc.: :X,VII, 1877, p. 96.
Pterogasteru.s lernniscatus COPE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1877, p. 96.

This handsome species is witlely distributed in eastern and central
Mexico, where it is represented by three well-marked subspecies, which
may yet come to be regarded as true species. A fourth subspecie:; is
found in westem Texas, which differs less widely from the typical form.
The characters of these subspecies are a~ follows:
One preocular, two loreals, posterior cauthal descending to labials. Legs separated
by length of hind leg. Belly immaculate; tail shorter. ___ ._ . __ ... G. l. ventralis.
o preoculars, two loreals, posterior canthal descenc:ling t o labials. Tail moderate;
exten<l.ed legs t:1eparated by length of forearm; _b rown above, with ten cross bands;
belly black spotted--··---···-· ____ ··-·····-· .......... ··-· .... G. l. liocephq,lus.
Two preoculars, three loreals, not separated by the singlo posterior canthal; prenasal in contact with first labial. 'fail 2.75 times hea<l. and bod y; extended limbs
separated by length of humerus; red, with ten light cross bands V-shaped backward; belly black spotted . ___ : ____ ......... __ . ____ . __ . ___ . _.... . G. l. opltiun1s.
Three loreah1, posterior canthal divided, each half corresponding to a loreal; prenasal separated from contact with first labial; tail twice heatl and bo(ly. Liglit
olive, witli seven or eight da.rk cross-bars; below yellowish marbled with olive.
G. l. infernalis.

The first sub 'pecies is Pterogasterus ventralis Peale aud Green/ and
a11d tlrn typical specimen is from the Valley of Mexico. The G. l.
1

Journal Acad. rat. S'Ci., Phila., Vl, p. 223.
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ophiurus Cope is from the State of Vera Cruz, from whfoh region, as well
as from Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guanajuato, the typical (l. l. liocepha,lus
has been sent.
GERRHONOTUS LIOCEPHALUS INFERNALIS Baird.
G-errhonotvs liocephalus infernalis BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1858, p. 255.

Body rather slender, very small, considerably depressed. Tail twice
the head and body. Hind leg from knee equal to the head to ear.
Dorsal scales in sixteen longitudinal an4 fifty-one oblique series; sixt.yseven from chin to anus; tail with 127 whorls. Eight central or median
dorsal rows of scales obtusely and faintly carinated (very obsoletely on
the outer rows); central
two or three rows on tl1e
tail similar; aU the other
scales perfectly smooth.
• Nasal plate applied only
against the second labial
and separated from tlie
rostral. Three supplementa1ry pdlat~s between
rostra an
rnternasal;
the frontal hexagonal en circled by six plate~.
Four postnasal, the upper posterior very large
and superior. Four loreals instead of one.

I ·_

Above light olive, with
·.·4 l f l J
-~
!IJJ
~- ·
seven or eight obscure
~- .
bars of darker, lJordered
Fm. 01.
before or behind with
GERRHONOTUS LIOCEPHALUS INFERNALIS BAIRD.
bars of the ground color,
= 1.
edged faintly with whitTexas.
ish. Beneath ye11owish,
Cat. No. 13636, U.S.N.M .
marbled coarsely with
olive. Head plain. Tail nearly uniform reddish olive.
The single specimen of this subspecies exhibits peculiarities of cephalic
plates which, if constant, will at once separate it from all other known
North American Gerrhonoti. The bead is depressed, running forward to
an acute point; pyramidal; the length two-thirds the width, which is
five-sevenths the length to ear, which in turn is rather more than onefifth (about two-ninths) the head and body. The mouth is unusua1Iy
pointed and depresse<l. The difference in the cephalic plates from those
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of G. multicarina,tus appear to be caused by the development of three
additional platesjust back of the rostral, and the unusual size and more
superior position of the upper posterior postnasal. Tile three supplementary rostral plates are all in contact anteriorly with the rostral; the
median largest, separating the anterior pair of internasals, and in contact behind with the two posterior internasals which are in apposition.
'l'he lateral supplementary plate separates the nasal entirely from contact with the rostral and the first labial, the nasal being restricted to the
second labial. The posterior pair of internasals is large; longer than
broad; bounded exterually by the displaced anterior internasal and the
upper first postnasal. The U]Jper second postnasal is very large and on
the canthus 1·ostralis; almost entirely on the upper surface of the head.
The frontal is hexagonal and encircled by six plates, in front by the posterior internasals, laterally by the upper posterior postnasal (as large as
the lower), aud behind by the postfrontals; of these the latter are
rather largest, the others nearly equal. The usually single loreal is
replaced by four small plates, the auteriol' upper largest; the posterior
upper smallest; the two lower square, equal, and forming a kind of border to the upper labials. There are nine labials to the posterior infraorbital, instead of eight. The supraorbital plates are five and three.
The general color above is a dull, light greeuish or true olive, with
about seven obscure bands across the back and sides between head
and tail, coveriug a width of some ~wo scales. On the sides some of
the scales adjaceut to these dusky bars (not always the posterior ones)
are edged with dull clayey wbitish. The tail is scarcely varied anteriorly, only there are some traces of the whitish edges. The under parts
are light yellowish, obscurely marbled vdth the ground color of the
back. The head is entirely ui1iform olive, except below.
The lateral blotches are somewhat peculiarly constituted. The pattern is as if there were one vertical row of scales of a plain dark brown,
and another behind this of the lighter ground color edged with whitish,
the two then broken mid way and the lower half transposed, so that on
one row the lower scales are whitish, the upper brown; while in that
posterior to it the lower are brown, tbe upper whitish; the succession
below being thus white and brown, and above brown and white. The
perfectly plain intervals cover about four rows.
Thi lizard occurs throughout the first plateau country of Texas from
the Rio Grande to the Red River. It bas been found on the Helotes
Creek by Mr. Marnock, and in Wichita County by Mr. Boll. I did not
ee it Uving; it is rather rare, and is said to iuha,bit rocky places.
There i no evidence of its occurreuce outside of Texas in the United
tate ·. It is not known to occur within the proper limits of the
Souoran ubregion, but is common in the Tampican subregion of the
1
en tral American region of the neotropical realm. It must be regarded
as an invader from that realm, but it ranges much farther north tlian
any of the other forms of that fauna,
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Gen·hono!us liocephalus infernalis Bairll.
Catalogue Number
of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom receivetl.

Nature of specimen.

---·
3090 }

13636

I

1

Devils River, Texas ........ Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly .... . .. Alcoholic.

GERRHONOTUS NOBILIS Baird and Girard.

Gen·ho-notus nobilis BAIRD, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, Reptiles, 1859, p. 11, pl.
xxv, :figs.1-8.
Elgaria nobilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, August, 1852,
p.129; Fort Webster, New Mexico.

Body slender, very small, much depressed. Tail two and one-fifth
times the head and body. Dorsal scales in fourteen longitudinal and
:fifty-eight oblique series; sixty-twofrow chin to anus. Tailwith131
whorls. Scales all entirely
smooth, or tl1e middle dorsal rows ,~ith a very blunt
obsolete carination. li'rontal
plate rhomboidal; large, sepa_rating the internasals from
the postfrontals. Two pairs
of iuternasals and two of
postnasals. Supraorbitals
in scales of 5 and 3. Hind
leg from knee equal to distance from snout to ear,
which is one-fifth the head
and body.
Ground color light yellowish olive; back with ten
broad bars (three scales
Fig. 92.
wide) edged behind with
GERRHONO'l'US NOl3ILIS BAmD AND GIRARD.
black, having a wliitish mar= 1.
gin posteriorly. Tail with
Arizona.
thirty lialf rings of tlic
Cat. No. 8763, U.S.N .M.
same, changing behi11<l. into
blotches. Sides with narrow black bars, ou a light ground. Beneath
greenish white, each scale spotted with blackish.
'fhe frontal plate of this species is smaller than in many others of
the section, altliough it separates the posterior internasals from the
postfrontals, the gap between them filled up by the upper posterior
postnasal. It is quite probable, however, that occasionally the posterior internasals and the postfrontals may come into actual coutact, as
the former are considerably longer 1han in G. 1nulticarinatus. I do not
perceive any other special peculiarities in the cephalic plates. The
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bead is pointed and depressed; the heigllt scarcely two-thirds the
width, which is rather more than two-thirds the head to the ear. · The
tibial joint is very short; all the limbs unusually feebl e; the fore legs
extended forward do not reach to tlrn eye, while in G. multicarinatus it
reache~ to the- nostrils.
·
The upper parts are of a light yellowish olive; the back with about
ten transverse broad bars covering two or three rows of scales ; the
tail with about twenty-nine or thirty of the same. These are of a darker,
more reddish olive than the ground color, suffused with brownish black
behind, less conspicuously in front and the interval spotted with dark
brown. They are margined i)osteriorly (on the edges of scales) with
clayey white. Several of those along the middle of the back are
broken above and the branches displaced or alternating. On the sides
the posterior black border of the dorsal bars with their whitish edging
is continued down to the fold on a single scale. There is almost nothing
of this, however, on the side of the tail, except a slight shade of the
lighter portion. The sides of the same are marked alternately with seven
or eight olive and white spots, the former edged before and l>ehind with
black. The plates of the head above are l>lotched with dai'k brown.
There is no trace of a dusky wash along the sides. The under parts
are olivaceous white, each scale, except along the middle of chin and
throat, with a black spot.
I
Dr. Boulenger identifies this species with the G. ( Elgciria) kingii Gray
( G. multijasciatus of Dum eril and Bibron ). Be, however, describes th::it
species 1 as having six or eight median dorsal series of scales, keeled,
which is not the case with the G. nobilis.
Gerrhonotus nobilis Baircl and Girard.
Catalorrue Numb~r
No~
of specimens.
8763
3083
3076

Locality.

When collected.

From whom receh·ed.

Nature of
specimen.

Ralston, Arizona .. ·-----. ::..foy, -, 1873 Dr. C. G. Newberry ____ .. Alcoholic.
r~:~r!,·~-e~f{;?_: ::: : : : : : :: : : :::::: : ::: Governor Stevens. ___ ...
do.
Captain Minos-·-··----<lo.

GERRHONOTUS MULTICARINATUS Blainville.

Gerrhonotus multicarinatus BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat., 1835, p. 289,
pl. xxv, fig. 2.-DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 404.-HALLOWELL, Rept. U. S. Expl. Surv. R. R., X, Pt. 4, 1859, pl. ix, :fig. 1.-BocouRT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept.., 1878, p. 357, pl. xx1 c, fig. 5.
Corclylus ( Gerrhonotus) multicarinatus BLAINVILLE, Nonv. Ann. Mus., IV, 1835,
p. 289.
Gerrhonotus cceruleus ·wrnGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 380; Herp. Mex., p. 31.-BocounT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1878, p. 353, pl. XXI c, fig 3.-GONTHER, Biol. C. Am.,
Rept., p. 38.-GiuY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 54.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 273.
Gerrlto11ot us wiegrnannii GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 54.
Tropiclolepis scincicauda KILTON, Am. Jouru. Sci. 2d ser., VII, 1849, pp. 202,312.
1

at. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, p. 2u8,
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Elgar-ia sdncicauda BAIRD and GIRARD in Stansb. Exped. Gt. Salt Lake, 1852, p.

348; U.S. Explor. Expec1. (Ch, Wilkes), Herp., 1858, p. 210,,pl. xxm, :figs.1-9.
Elgaria grandis BAIRD and GIRAHD, Stansb. Exped. Gt. Salt Lake, 1852, p.176.-

Gm.rnD, Wilkes Expl. Exped., 1858, p. 212, pl. xxn, :figs.1-9.
Elgai·ia rnarginaia HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 179; Sitgreaves, Expl. Zuni and Colo. R.iver, 1853, p. 114, pl. III; young specimen.
Gerrhonotus 1cebbii BAIRD, Proc. Aca.d. Nat. Sci. Phi la., 1858, p. 255; U. S. Mex.
Bound . Surv. Rept., 1859, p. 11, pl. xx1v, figs . 1-10.
Gerrlionot us ( Elgaria.) grandis O'SHAUGH:'\ESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII,
1873, p. 47.
Gerrlwnot us (Elga1·ia) scincicauda O'SHAUGHNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII,

1873, p. 47.
Gerrhonotus (Elgaria) formosus O'SHAUGHNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII,

1873, p. 47.
Gerrltonotus (Elgaria) principis O'SHAUGHNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XII,

1873, p. 47.

Two pairs of internasals and two of postnasals, the hinder pair
sometimes fused into one. Frontal separating widely the postfrontals
and internasals. Snpraorbitals in two series of five and thrP-e. Head
very broad and swollen behind, where tlie width is more thau two-thirds
len gth to ear. Hiud feet from kuee equal or a little greater than this
distance. Tail two and one-fourth to two and one-balf times the bead
and body (iu Cat. No. 3102a).
Dorsal scales in fourteen transverse and forty-seven to fifty longitudinal series. Scales all prominently carinated, the carinre equidistant;
scales on anterior as well as upper face of limbs showing more or less
carinatiou, as aiso the sides of tlie tail.
Uolor above yellowislt brown or gray, with a series of ten to fourteen
blackish rings, continued quite distinctly across tlte back, and spotted
behiud witll white even in the median region.
Tliis is a variable species, so much so as to Lave given rise to a,
number of synonyms. It was first described from a young specimen
by \Viegmann as G. cmruleus, a name which is absolutely erronemis as
applied to the species in general. Another young individual gave rise
to the synonym G. webbii Baird.
·:in this species the body is cylindrical or subquadrate, rather
depressed; the belly flattened. There is a decided constriction at
the neck; the head as wide as the body, a little broader than high;
the width two-tliirds the distance from muzzle to ear, which again is
two ninths tlrn bead and l>o<ly. 'rhe tail is excessively lengthened, two
aud oue-thir<l times the Lead and body, though frequently muclt shorter
owing to the breaking off and reproduction in a stump of the tail. This
is shaped like the body, though less depressed; and without the soft
skin of the sides, though· with a shallow groove. The feet are sho~·t
and feeble.
On each side the body is a fold or strip of soft skin paved at intervals with small oval scales, with still smaUer ones between them,
especially on the sides. This begins at the car and extends backward
to the root of the tail, the legs l>eing implanted in it. On the sides it
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is about one-fifth tbe width of the belly sheet and is generally conthe dorsal. The
cealed by the folding of the latter over the sides
two lateral strips of soft skin separate a dorsal and ventral sheet or
plate which are very stiff and firm, the former rather broader than the
latter. The scales on the sheets are arranged in transverse series, the
dorsa1, however, with a s1ightly backward direction on the median line.
The scales ou the tail are regularly whorled.
The plates on the heau are large and regular. There is a long n~rrow vertical, concave on each side, wider behind (where it js truncated
· and three sided) than before,
where it is two sided and obtuse
augled. There are two postfrontals, a frontal, and two pairs
of short, broad intern asal plates
to the rostral. The frontal is
broad, rhomboidal, truncate laterally, and separates evenly the
, postfrolltalR and internasals.
There is a large inner su praorbital series of five plates, with
a smaller of three in its external
concavity. It is bordered externally on the upper edge of the
head by six plates. The nostrils are lateral in a single plate
next to the first and second
labials, with two small plates
behind it, succeeded by a third
po:.--tnasal, in most specimeus
divided into two; next comes a
large loreal and a smaller anteFig. 03.
orbital to the eye. There are
Gi<:JtR/lONOT ' J\IULTICAIUNATUS BLAI~VILLE
ten upper labials and niue or
= L
ten lower. The iufraorbitals are ·
California.
two; the postorbitals in two
('aL. o. 7909, U ... N.M.
successive series of three and
four mall plates; then comes four vertical series to the ear. There
are three median occipital plates in line with the vertical (sometimes
only two), anterior largest, and three plates on either side larger than
the re t. The distinction between plates of head and neck is, however, very slightly marked. Above it may be known by the transition
from the single occipital plate to the double dorsal series. There is a
very light tendency only to imbrication in the cephalic plate.
The cale in the dorsal sheet are all conspicuouRly carinated, the
upper one very obtusely mucronate. There are fourteen ridges and
rows of scales on the dor al plate, all the scales quite equal in size,

ot
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about forty-eigh t from occiput to above anus. There is no median dorsal ridge or row of scales, the scales forming an even number. There
are about one hundred and thirty-six series of whorls or scales ou the
tail, all carinated except on the under surface. On the belly sheet are
twelve series of scales, which are about as wide, but rather shorter
than the dorsal, aud consequently the whorls not continuous all around
the body as they are on the tail. There are about sixty-three series
of scales from the chin to the anus, about nineteen or twenty of them
belonging to chin and throat. The lower labials are margined internally by a series of wider plates, and these again by a series three
times their width.
The legs are weak and covered with overlapping scales, those on the
inner surface smaller. The posterior surface of the thighs and humerus
is like that of the lateral fold. The scales on the upper and anterior
surface of the legs are carinate; those in t,he soles are smooth and
tubercular. The digits 011 each foot are all unequal except the third
and fourth, which are nearly equal and longest. Tile hind leg is but
little longer than the fore; the forefoot about two-tllirds the binder.
The scales are all hard and bony plates, very firm and distinct, covered
by a thin epidermis.
The cephalic plates are quite smooth in the young. With age they
become wrinkled longitudinally, and the posterior extremities more
angular, elongated, and imbricate. The upper parts are barred with a
~mccession of reddish, black, and pale yellowish rings in such a manner
as to render it difficult to say what is the ground color. There are
about twelve narrow black rings on a single whorl from head to tail
(and thirty-8ix or more on the tail). Bach is bordered behind by grayish
or yellowish white, usually on the edges of the same scale. These rings
of black and white, though usually only the width of a single whorl,
are not entirely regular, passing sometimes from one whorl to another.
Anterior to the black the color is sometimes quite deep red, sometimes light brown, passing gradually forward to the next ring into
light olive gray. The under parts are light greenish olive, the edge of
the scales paler.
·
The red of the dorsal intervals usually fades in a whorl to a shade
of brownish olive. The light edging to the black often tinges the base
of the scales behind it and has much the character of specks of thick
white-lead paint.
The supposed differences between this species and E. scincicauda disappear on comparison of a large series of specimens. Some from Monterey, California, agree with the types in the very thick bead. but tlle
coloration being perhaps more like that of the types of the ~upposed
G. scincicauda.
The common Gerrhonotus of northern California is very closely
related to that found at San Diego, and although a comparison of a
large series conveys a general impression of difference, they are not capa-
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ble of exact and intelligible definition. The northern form, on tbe whole,
is smaller, with a shorter tail, and decidedly more slender head· and
body. The sea.Jes are smaller, as shown by an average of 51 -ill a series
instead of 47. They are· less prominently carinated, especially on the
arms and legs.
The color appears to differ in the more indistinct dorsal bands, whieh
arc usually more or less effaced along tlie back, where they also lack
the distinct white specks bordering the black behind.
The form called G. grandis is distinguished from the types of G. mult-icar·ina·t1ts by its greater smootlmess, the absence of white spots on tlie
back, and tlie more uniform olive-brown color.
· It is smoother than the types of G. scincicauda, the hind legs a little
longer, tlJe scales smaller, the frontal shorter, the tail apparently
longer. The coloration is very different, being of a uniform clear brown
olive, with dusky bars shading gradually into paler below, and sharply
spotted on the sides with white. It is not, however, distinguishable, in
my opiuion, from the typical forms either as species or subspecies.
A specimen from Fort Tejon (Oat. No. 4-129) differs quite decidedly
from the types in having the head and body narrower and more elongated; the l1ead to ear is not one fifth the head and body. The width
of the head is not two-thirds tlle distance from snout to ear, which is
one-fifth the head and body. There are 52 scales in a line from occiput
to above anus, and 63 from chin to anus. The ridg('S of the scales on
tbe sides are quite obsolete; those ou the legs perfectly smooth, except
a few faint indications on the upper edge. Tlie legs are very feeble,
the distance from tl.ie knee to the end of toes being equal to tliat from
snout to ear; from elbow to end of claw is four-fifths this distance.
There are about thirteen bands from head to anus. The bands on the
back are more distinct aud a good deal spotted behind with white.
The geographical range of the Gerrltonotus multicarinatus jg the
Pacific district from Paget Sound to San Diego, California, arid as far as
the southern extremity of t4e Lower Californian peninsula. According
to Mr. T. S. Palmer, tbe present form is confined to the cl1aparral belt.
Stejm~ger is of tlle opinion that the Cape St. Lucas form is specifically
distinct from the Californian, but I have not been able to substantiate
tl.Je difference. He uses for the latter the name G. scincicauda Skilton.
Gel'rhonotus multicarinatus Blainville.
Catalogue N_um be_r
No.

o~izet•

3104
3097
3091

309!
3095
3099
4131
3098

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom r eceived.

California.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Le Conte ........... .
San Diego, California ..... ....... .... . ... Dr. Hammond ...... . ... .
..... do ... . ...... . ...... .. ................ Lieut.W. P. Trowbridge,

!:~:itt)~,,.,L):::::::
l

:: Jit~~~~~:'.: ~:

Monterey, California .... . .... . .......... Li eut.W. P. Trowbridge,
U.S.A.

Nature of
specimen.
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Gerihonotus multicarinatus Blainv,i lle-Coutiilued.
I-Number
Ca_t:No.
a_}_og-1-1e _o_f_s_v_e_
mens.c_i•
3082
7909
9361
9364
93(i2
8338
93ti3
11972
3085
3107
3077
3081
308:J
'.l093
3100
9335
8622
8625
8626
10795
9057
3107
9336
9051
5134
3087
3092
16338

I, ·

When
c.o llected.

Nature of
specimen.

From wboru received.

1 Monterey, California .................... / W_illi.arn Taylor ........ ,
1 ..... do ... .. .. ..... ............ . .......... D1. Canfield ...•• .• ,..•.. Alcoholic.
Sau Diego, Callforma .................... J. G. Crosir. .......•.....
do.
Fort TeJon, California... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1 J. Xantus .............. .
do.
do.
<10.
do.
l
i~~;;·ci~ifr~·r"iii·~:
clo.
l
l Presidio, California ...••................. Lieut. W. P. Trowbridge, Type.
U.S.A.
San Francisco, California_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. Explor. Expeditiou Feather R1,er, California . .... .... .. ..... J. S. Bowman ........... .
Fort Readiug, California.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Dr. Hamrnou<l .......... .
Oregon ................................. , ......................... .
2 8an Francisco. California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. D. Cutts ............. . Select.
1 Bodega, California .......... .. . .. , ...... . Dr.J. S. Newberry ...... .
1 Northwest Boundary ....... .. .. ..... ... . Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ... . Type.
3 California... ....... ....... -, 1875 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
do.
4 Santa Barbara California. July -, 1875 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
2 Santa Cruz Island, Cali• June - ,1875 . ... . do ....••.............
fornia
1 San Francisco, California. -, 1880 Prof. D.S. Jordan ....... .
do.
1 Oreo-on ..... .'............................ U.S. Explor. Expeditiou. Alcoholic.
do.
1 Sau"'Frnucisco, California ......... ..... .. Dr. S. W. Wood!Jouse ... .
do.
1 Feat!Jer River, Oregon .................. . ......................... .
do.
l Northwest Boundary Sur - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ... .
vey.
2 Puget Sound, Oregou ................... . ......................... .
do.
do.
8 .Petaluma, Califorma .................... . E. Samuels ............. .
do.
6 .••.. do ........................................ do .................. .
1 Sau Diego County, Cali . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . C.R. Orcutt ......... ... .

1
2

i ~~U1i1~:.~~~1.~~? -~~~·~_e:. :::::::::::::::.i."st~~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-_·.::::::::
.i·~·P~~:
·=··~:iss~· .L)3~ici1~g.·_-_-_·_·_-.: ::: :: ::

...

Hi342

TT. S. Sex and
age.

~-.i~·
lll616
18tH7

Locality.

~o~~i~: ............................. - - - ...... do ..... . ...... .'..... .
Altitude.

Locality.

Peet.

1891.

3, 600

July 28
July 27

Female. T!Jree Rivers, California ............... ...... ..... .
Female. Kaweah River, East .F ork, Californi a .•••••... .... -

Number
Catalogue of speciN g. ·
mens.

Locality'.

From w!Jom
received.

Fis!Jer.
Bailey.

From wl.ioru received.

·witch Creek, Santa Ysabel, Sau Diego
County. California .
Witch
Crei,k, Sta. Isabel, San Diego
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
20340
County, California .
...............
do
....•......
. , .................... .
20384
21540
. . . . . . . . . . San Diego. California .. ............. -. .. .
2:.WUO
. . . . . . . . . . J acum baHotSprings, San Diego County,
California .
22001- '.l . . . . ...... San Ysidro Ranch, Lower California .. .
20210

When
collected.

H . W. Henshaw.
H. W. Henshaw.
do.
A, W. A..uthony.
Dr. E. A. Mearns.

2200:~
22004

do .

JacumbaHotSµrings,SanDiegoCounty,
do.
California.
223!12- 3 . • . . . • • • • • Near ::;au Diego, California............ . C.R. Orcutt.

GERRHONOTUS MULTICARINATUS PALMERII Stejneger.

Uerl'honotus multicarinatus palmerii
Pt. 2, 1893, p. 196.

STEJNEGER,

North American Fauna, No. 71

Dr. Stejneger describes this species as follows:
Similar to G. scincicauda, but body much less elongated and coloration a,l,ove
essentially different, being, according to age and sex, either uniform dark olive
browu with numerous black and white <lots ou tho sides, or pale bluish drab clouded
with numerous ill.defined and irregular blotches of brownish drab, blotches not
arranged in cross bands.
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The general aspect of tu1s form is strikingly (lifferent from all the other Californian Gerrhonoti, an<l. this <l.ifference is equally well marked in the youngest specimen,
and in the oldest. I have before me a nearly unbroJrnn series of ten specim.ens, from
a very young one, witlt a body only 4() mrn long, up ~o the dark old males, and none
of them can for an instant be mistaken fpr the typical G. scincicauda frbm the lower
valleys. The whole figure is shorter and more tltick set, and the broad an<l rather
distant cross bands on the uack are conspicuously abrupt, the coloration l>eing
either uniform dark or else an ill-(lefined, often obscure, 'pepper-and-salt' mixtu re.
Only in one specimen (Ko.18612) is there :L more definite arrangement of the Jigut
and <lark spots, but these ill-<lefined cross bands ·are much more numerom1 than in
G. scincicauda, being about fifteen on the back (between anterior an<l posterior
limbs) as against nine to t eu in the latter. A similar pattern may also be trace<l in
the youngest specimen r eferre<l to (No.18613\ with a similar result.
Most of the Gerrhonoti brought home by the Death Valley expedition belong to
tltis form, of which there is no specimen in the Museum collection from any definite
~nd nn<loubte<l. locality before, and all the specimeus of tlie expedition were collected in a comparatively small a:ea near the headwaters of tue Kern, Kings, and
Kaweah rivers, at an altitu<le of from about 7,000 to 9,000 feet above th e sea.
It might seem strange tliat there should be no name available amoug the many
defunct synonyms of Californian Gen·honoti l>y which -to <listiuguish this form, but
the fact seems to ue tuat most of the specimeus so far urought to the notice of
herpetologists have ueen collected in tho lower altitudes, while the present form
seems to uo restricted to the higher altitu(les of the Sierra.

Habitat.-High elevatious of western slope of southern [only~] Siena
Nevada.
Type.-Oat. No. 1860G, U.S.N.M., male adult. South Pork King...;
River, California, T. S. Palmer collector.
Gerrho-notus multicari11atus palmerii Stejnegel'.

J."J:
No.
18606
18607
18608
18609
186LO
18611
18612
18613
18614

Sexand
age.

Locality.

Alti•
tude.

When From whom
collected. received.

Nature of
specimen.

Feet.
Male .. . South Fork Kin gs River, California .. .... . .. . ...... . .... Palmer .... '.l.'ypo.
Female . E ast Fork Kaweall River, California . . 1 8, 800 · A u o-. 8 Bailey .... .
Female • ..... do .......... . ...................... 1 8,800 .... du ........ do .... .
Malet . ..... . do . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 8, 500 Aug-. L ..... do .... .
Male ... Soda Springs, NorthF(lrk K ern River,
7,200 Sept. U Nelson ... ..
California.
Female . . . ... do . . ... . . . . ......... .. . . . . . . .. ..... 7,200 .... do ........ do .... .
Female . North Fork K ern River, California.... . . . .. .. . Sept. 15 ..... do .... .
Malet . . Soda Springs, N ortb Fork Kern liiver, . . . . . . . . Aug. 15 Bailey .... .
California.
F emale. Sequoia National Park, California .... . 1 7,000 Aug. 2 F isher ..... Near Kaweah saw-

18615 Female . Mineral King, California.............. . 18, oou
1

A.bout.

rniil.

Aug.
2

Bailey ....
Young.

GERRHONOTUS BURNETTII Gray,

Gerrhonotus lnirn ettii GRAY, Griffith's Cu vier's Animal Kino-dorn I X Syn 1839,
p.64; Beechey'sVoy.,Rept.,1839, p.96; Cat. Liz. Brit Mus:, lsted.,1845, p.
54.-0' IIAUGHNE SY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1873, p. 4-5.-STEJNEGER, N. Amer.
Fauna, No. 7, Pt. 2, 1893, p.197.
Elgariaformosa BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad . Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, October, 1852,
p. 175; California.-GIRARD, lierpt. U.S. Expl. Exp., 1858, p. 206, pl. xxm,
figs. 10-17.-0' HAUGH ESSY, An~. Mag. Kat. Hist. (4), XII, 1873, p. 47.

Dorsal rows of scale:,:; about sixteen longitudinal and forty-eight
oblique. The lowest lateral row as wide as that above it. Interfron-
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tonasal moderate, rhomboid encircled by the post-internasals aml prefrontals, the latter larger than former. Only two postnasals. Supraoruitals five and three. Dorsal scales all strougly carinated (rather
less on the sides),_even on the neck. Sides of tail and upper edges of
limbs weakly keeled.
A.hove, greenish ash. Sides with twelve vertical black bars distinctly
margined behind by white. Six median dorsal rows, with a central
row of small dark spots; seldom obscuring the transverse bands, and
without white spots.
The head is short and broad; the width three-fourths the distance ·
from snout to ear, which i~ one-fifth the head and body. There are
forty-seven scales from bead to above anus; rather more slightly carinated on the sides than above. There are fourteen dorsal rows of

•

-

Fig. 94.

GERRHONOTUS IJURNETTII GRAY.

X! ,

California.
Cat. No. 4131, U.S.N.l\f.

scales, bnt a :fifteenth is seen at intervals along the dorsal line, and
there should really be a sixteenth. The cheek scales are smooth, those
on the upper edge of the legs faintly carinated. The surface of the
head is slightly arched or convex; the plates not very smooth. The
four internasaJs are large, iu two rows, which are as long as broad.
Tue frontal is very small, rhomboidal; completely embraced between
the postfrontals behind and the posterior row of internasals before,
which are in contact, a very peculiar · feature. There . are but two
postnasals and a large loreal. The -hinder feet from knee are equal
to distance from snout to ear; the forefoet from elbow are a little
less.
The ground color is a light gree11ish gray or ash, with a series of
about twelve vertical black bars, spotted with white, on each side,
the bar the width of a single scale, .but sometimes passing from one to
another. A dorsal span of about six scales in width is without bars,
but with a series of thirteen or fourteen subquadrate dark blotches, not

•
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qnite ten scales wide and one long. The legs are faiutly blotched; the
head very slightly.
The peculiarities of this species are its very Rm all in terfron tonasals,
two postnasals only, the iudication of a fifteenth dorsal row of scales,
the greenish-ash color, without transverse dorsal bands, and with the
blackish instead of white dorsal series.
In the type specimen (Oat. No. 4132) there are forty-eight rows of
iscales on sixteen transverse series. The interparietal is very small
and elongate rhomboidal. The frontal is rather larger, but its general
characters the same.
A series of ten specimens from Fort Point, near San Francisco, differ
slightly, though probably the same as E. formosa. '!'hey are rougher
and more sharply carinated on the back. The head is nearly as deep
as broad; the widtli, however, scarcely two thirds the length (thus narrower). The legs are sho1·t; the anterior from the elbow about threefourths the distan(;e from snout to ear, or decidedly less than iu the
type; the hinder from knee about equal to this distance. The ·snout
to ear is about two-ninths in the head a11d body, or a little longer in
proportion.
Tim interparietal is narrow, lozenge-shaped. 'fhe interfroutouasal,
though large, is embraced between or en'circled by tlie two postfrontals
and the two post-interna~als, which are loug. Anterior to the frontal
is a smaller median plate fo contact with it and the rostral, and separating the anterior intemasals; this, however, is probably not regular.
If constant it will establish the species. There are two small postnasals and three large outer supraorbitals, besides the :five on . tlie
external edge, as iu the type.
There are sixteen dorsal series of scales, all about of equal widtli, and
the cales iu tlie upper edge of the soft fold just below tllis are decidedly
larger tlurn those of, the others. The dorsal ridges are all very distinct
and well defined, most conspicuous on the back, where they almost
form a mncro. The scales on the upper part of the cheeks and those
on the back and sides of neck are distinctly carinated, as are those on
the upper edge of the limbs and ou the tail, except on tlle lower smfate.
There are about. :fifty-one scales from occiput to tail and sixty-t\rn
from chin to anus. Tllis is au appreciably greater numbe~ than in the
type, and is worthy of consideration.
.T he ground colors iu this are of an olivaceous reddish gray. There
is a dorsal sttipe of six and two h~lf scales wide, lighter thau the grouud
color, becoming still ligllter, turning almost into a white stripe externally. On each side below this light space are about fourteen approximately vertical but rather broken black bars, sharply margined behind
with white, each a single scale in width. On the back, and. connectiug
these lateral bars, is a series of :fifteen transver8e dusky ones, slightly
concave anteriorly, but rather irregular. The suborbital!:l are black,
edged below with white; the labials are black and white. The under
parts are greenish white. There is no white whatever on the I.Jack.
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This variety is readily distinguishable from E. principis by the much
rougher scales, and the equality of the lower lateral scales to those
above them, as well as by its more compressed body, two pos.tnasals,
aud the white edges to the lateral scales. It is very similar to the
type specimens of E. forrnosa, having the sixteen rows of scales above
alld the two postnasals. The chief difference is in a greater number
of scales in a dorsal series (51), narrower head and shorter fore legs, and
the ground color brownish olive instead of greenish ash, with a series
of fifteen transverse dorsal bars instead of thirteen or fourteen spots.
In his report of the Death Valley expedition, Dr. Stejneger states
thatThis form is ouly distantly related to G. multicarinatiis, but very closely to G. principis, so close, in fact, that I believe that the name of the latter will become reduced
to a trinominal when the gf:ographical distribution of the two forms shall have been
ascert,ained in all its details. G. burnettii is now known to occur along the_coast at
least from Monterey to Humboldt Bay. How far inland it extends its range, and
how and where it meets or grades into G. principis is as yet undeterminable. One
thing is certain, however, and that is, that the range of G. b1wnettii an<l. G. multicarinatus overlap considerably, and in this fact alone I see sufficient proof of their specific distinctness. The differences between them are certainly due neither to sexual,
Iior to seasoual, nor to individual variation, great as the latter is in the Gerrhonoti.

Gerrhonotus bu1·nettii Gray.
Catalogue ~ um be_r
No.
o~~t~~l4131
4132

1
1

3080
3085

1
1

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Petalumna .. .........••.. .. ............ .. Samuels ................ .
Upper California . ........... . .......... . U.S. E xploring Expedi- Type.
tion.
Westpoint, California . ............ , .. . ... Lieutenant Trowbridge.
Presidio, California .. . ........ ... ......... •... do ........ __ .......•. Type.

GERRHONOTUS PRINCIPIS Baird and Girard.

Elga1·ia principis BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, October,
1852, p.175; Oregon.-GIRARD, Herpt. U.S. Expl. Exp., 1858, p. 214, pl. xxn,
figs. 9-16.-O'SHAUGHNESSY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1873 (4), XII, p. 48.

Dorsal rows of scales sixteen, the lowest about half that adjacent to
it. Ventral rows twelve. Frontal very small, lozenge-shaped, completely surrounded by the post-internasals and prefrontals; nearly
equal in size. Two postnasals, the upper sometimes confluent into one.
Supraorbitals 5 and 2. Scales obsoletely carinated; nearly smooth on
the head, neck, sides of body (lowest rows), and of tail, as well as on
legs. Hind feet from heel longer than from snout to ear; width of
head two-thirds this amount. Forty-eight scales from he~d to tail.
Tail nearly twice the head and body.
Above light brownish olive; the sides with obscure darker vertical
bars, broken np into spots and without white edges behind. A median
row of 16 or 18 dark spots, representing as many bands on the sides.
Beneath greenish yellow white.
NAT MUS 98 34
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Body much depressed aud unusually smooth. Head much depressed,
the depth about three-fourths tbe width, or less, the width more than
two thirds the distance from snout to ear; occipital lozenge-shaped;
vertical lengthened; frontal small, completely embraced by the postfrontals and post-internasals in contact and of about equal size. Two
pairs of postnasals. Inner large supraorbitals usually four, embracing
two in their· concavity, not three. Fore legs from elbow rather less,
]1inder from knee rather more, than the distance from snout to ear,
which is from one-fourth to one-fifth the bead and body. The tail is
not quite twice the latter distance. There are sixteen longitudinal rows
of dorsal scales, the loweRt about half that adjacent to it. Tbere are
about 48 scale:,; from bead to tail above, 55 from chin to anus. The
scales are everywhere remarkably smooth; the carination quite inappreciabl.e on the back, though
each scale is slightly and obsoletely keeled. On the sides
this does not extend to the
posterior edge, and it is wanting on the lowest row. All the
plates of the brad and 11eck,
as well as of the limbs, art>
smooth or with an inappreciable trace of carination.
This species is distinguishP<l
from G. bu,rnettii likewise, lJy
having sixteen rows of scales
above, by tbe possession of
four postnasals (although sometimes the two upper are fused
Fig. 95.
into one long one, leaving three)
GERRHONOTUS PRINCIPIS BAIRD AND GIRARD.
instead of two. This length= l.
ens the muzzle, which is more
Cat. No. 3088, U.S.N.1\1.
depressed. There are only two
outer supraorbitals instead of three. The lower row of lateral scales
i.' only half as large as the uext instead of nearly equal to it. The
carination is much more olJsolete, being entirely wanting in the back of
tbe neck, and in some other regions distinctly keeled in G. burnettii.
The body is much more depressed.
This species is of a light redtlish, olive brown, the sides for about
four or five rows of scales blotched with dusky, nearly black alwve,
and not constituting distinct regular vertical bars; the remnant of a
continuous lateral stripe from the snout, and least effaced above.
"rhe back bas an irregular median series of rounded duRky blotches,
. prinkled more distantly elsewhere. There are traces of sixteen or
eighteen of the lateral and dorsal dark blotches. The nuder parts are
yellowish white, witlJ a tinge of greenish. The edges of the cephalic

I
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plates are suffused with dusky. These are only blotches. No rings on
the tail.
There is generally no indication of white edges to any of the scales;
in one or two specimens only is there an occasional and faint trac~ of
this.
Gen·honotu,s principis Baird and Girard.
N umber
Cat~ogue of speci1'.il o

Locality.

From whom received.

ID(}nS.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - , -- - --=--- -- - -- - -- 3103
3 To lot Plains._ -- • - _•• _-- ........ -- -- . - .. Governor Stevens.
do.
1083
2 N. P.R. R. Survey - ------ - -- . . .. - . --- - - 1 Oregon . __ . ____ -- __ - _- . - - ___ -... - - - .. - - .
8106
3084
1 Puget Sound.------- -- ----. __ . . .. .. . - -.. Governor Campbell.
Nanairno, British Columbia ____ _.. ------ U.S. Fish Commission.
15194
Port Townsend, Washington . ___ ... - - - .
do.
15940
16163- 8
Seattle, W"ashiugton. - -- . __ .. - - -- -- . ... . O. B. Johnson.
Sicamous, British Columbia. __ . ______ .. John Macoun .
22391
do.
22410-11
Vanconver I~land, Brit.ish Columbia_ - --

BARISSI.A Gray.
Barissia GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 54.-COPE, Proc. Arner. Phil. Soc.,
.
XVII, 1877, p. 96.

Identical with Gerrhonotus except in the. absence of the frontonasal
plate.
The species of Barissia differ as follows:
I. No anterior loreal plate ( one pair of prefrontonasals; dorsal scales larger than
ve nt rals; no supraauricular processes).
T wenty-seven transverse series of scales, which are strongly keeled, especially
on the 11ape; 12-14 longitudinal rows; nasal plate touching rostral, and loreal
touching prefrontal; jellowish green with vertical brown bars on sides.
B. r·udicollis Wiegmann.
Thirt y-forty transverse, 12-14 longitudinal rows of scales, all k eeled, the nuchals
less prominently; nasal plate separated from rostral, and loreal touching prefrontal; olive brown above, more or less light or dark spotted.
B. imbricatus Wiegmann.
Dorsal scales in 35 transverse and 16 longitudinal rows, eight median keeled;
head plates flat; nasal not reaching rostral; loreal touching prefrontal; brown,
with lateral vertical brown, white.edged bars_ ..... ___ . B. planifrons Bocourt.
Dorsal scales in 46 transverse and 16 longitudinal rows; the four median distinctly keeled; nasal plate separated from rostral; loreal separated from prefron tal by prefronton asal; tawny olive, with vertical brown, white.edged
bars on sides ...... -····· ....... .'.. -····· ........ ...... B. levicollis Stejneger.
n. An anterior loreal plate, 2 pairs of prefrontonasals.
a . Dorsal s cales larger than ventrals. Elongate supraauricular processes; nasal
separated from rostral; scales in 30 transverse and H longitudinal s~ries,
obtusely keeled; greenish gray above with angular, brown cross bands; below
yellow - .......... . - ...................................... _B. fimb1·iata Cope.
a a . Ventral scales equal dorsals. No elongate supraauricular processes; nasal
plat e separated from rost,ral; scales in 50 transverse and 14 longitudinal rows,
onl y the m edi an obtusely keeled; bronze green, sides with black-vertical Lars;
belly and sides with yellow spots_ .................. -····· _B, antauges Cope.
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The distribution of these species is as follows:
MEDICOLUMBIAN REGION.
SONORAN SUBREGION.

B. imbricata; B. levicollis.

TOLTECAN SUBREGION.
B. imbricata; B. 1·udicollis; B. planif1·ous; B. antaiiges.

CENTRAL AMERICAN REGION.
GUATEMALAN PLATEAU.

B. fimbriata.

The species of this genus are of plain colors, excepting those of Section II, which are ornamental in their tints. The B. .fimbriata of' the
Gua,ternalan plateau has the same elongate supraauricular processes
as the Gerrhonotus auritus of the same district.
BARISSIA IMBRICATA Wiegmann.

Barissia inibricata GRAY, Ann. Nat. Hist., I, 1838, p. 390; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845,
p. 55; Zool. Beechey's Voy., Rept., p. 96, pl. xxxr, fig. 1.-C0PE, Proc. Amer.
Phil. Soc., XVII, 1857, p. 97.
Gerrhonotus imbricatus WIEGMANN, Isis, 1828, p. 381; Herpet. Mex., 1834, p. 34, pl.
x, figs. 2, 5.-DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 4.07.-DUGES,
Naturaleza, 1888, p. 121, pl. XII, fig. 9a; 1893, p. 294, pl. xn.-GCNTHER, Biol.
c. Am. Rept., 1893, p. 38.-B0C0URT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1879, p. 363.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 18·5, p. 272.
Ge1·1·honotus lichenigerus WAGLER, Descrip. et Icon. Amph., 1834, pl. xxx1v,
fig. 2.-WrnGMANN, Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 35, pl. x, fig. 6.-DUMERIL and BrnR0N, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 408.
Gen·honotns olivo,ceus BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phj.la., 1858, p. 225; U. S. Mexican Bound. Survey, II, Reptiles, 1859, p. 11.

Head shields swollen. Ear aperture bordered in front by two or three
small scales and behind with granular ones. Nasal separated from t.he
rostral. Four prefrontonasal and two internasals. A single nasoloreal.
No loreal. Dorsal scales imbricated and strongly keeled, a little larger
than the ventral plates. Lateral fold strong. Tail medium leagth.
Body with or without brown transverse bands in the male; two narrow
longitudinal yellow lines on the back of the female.
Head-plates separated by strong grooves, causing inequality of the
surface. Length from end of muzzle to middle of ear equal to ten transverse serie, of dorsal scales, and entering four and one-half times into
the space between the chin and anus. The muzzle supports two internasals, relatively well developed, situated to the right and left above
the nasa1, and two 1arge prefrontonasals, which are convex and longer
than wide, and truncate posteriorly. These plates are follo wed by two
prefrontal which are angulate posteriorly, and which form a longitudinal furrow, where they meet, along the median line on top of the
muzzle. Frontal fl.at and with the posterior angle truncated; the interparietal also flat, and with the frontal depressed so that the surround-
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ing scales are prominent. The occipital scute is in contact with seveu
obtusely keeled scales; in front with the parietal and the two interparietals, on each side with an accessory occipital, and behind with two
roof-shaped nuchal scales. Each of the subocular regions contains
seven plates of unequal dimensions, with four superci1iary plates on the
exterior border. 1'ostril piereed in the medioposterior part of the nasal
plate, which is in contact in front with the internasal, and above with
the superior postnasal; posteriorly with the inferior postnasal, and
below with the two first stipralabials. A large loreal scute which is
wider above than below, and articulates in front with the postnasals,
above with one of the prefrontonasals, with a prefrontal and with a
supraocular; behind with the preocular, and on the basal side, which is
narrow, with a part of the fourth supralabial. The preocular, much
smaller than the loreal, is irregularly quadrilateral; is followed by two
or three subocular scutes, the last one of which is generally very long.
Ten supralabials; the first seven subquadrilateral, the two following
pentagonal, and the last one, well developed as to length, terminates
in a point. Cheek scales angular and fiat. Ear-aperture triangular,
bordered in front with two or three small convex scales, and behind
with scaly grains. The postgenial scute is sometimes simple, but more
frequently it is divided and followed by four pairs of large submaxillary
plates; the first pair of these only are in contact on th~ir inner sides;
tlie other are separated on their external borders from the inferior
labials by a row of scales. Lateral fold strong, having scaly grains
similar to those on the sides of the neck; it begins beneath the ear and
ends at the side of the cloaca.
Dorsal scales large and subrhomboidal; they form twelve to fourteen
lon gitudinal series, and thirty-five to thirty-seven transverse ones from
tlie auditory aperture to the posterior border of the thighs; in the dorsal region tbAy are strongly keeled, and more or less prolonged to a
point, and the keels united form six prominent lines. On the flanks
tliese scales are smooth or slightly rounded; the first transverse series
on the neck is composed of eight scales roughly keeled. The ventral
plates are shorter, forming twelve longitudinal rows. Tail rounded
quadrangular at base, rounded the rest of its length, very tapering at
the end, and much longer than the head and trunk combined; it is
encircled, when complete, by one hundred whorls of keeled scales, the
keels forming prominent lines. Anus bordered with four scutella.
Scales of the upper part of the anterior limbs larger than those on the
under side; the reverse is found on the posterior limbs; toes covered
above and below with well-developed scutella; claws short and Looked.
Total length of a type specimen with perfect tail, according to Deppe,
177 mm.; from chin to anus, 87 mm.; tail, 90 mm.
Measurenients.-Total length, 330 mm.; length of bead from end of
muzzle to the middle of ear, 26 mm.; width of head at the borders of
the temples, 18 mm.; length of body from chin to anus, 120 mm.;
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length of tail, 210 mm.; leugtli of arm to the end of the lllidd] e finger,
29 mm.; length of leg to the end of the longest toe, 35 mm.
'rhe two type sp·ecimens sent to M. Bocourt by Professor Peters are
olivaceous above and greenish gray on the sides; they present no trace
of transverse or longitudinal bands. Head dotted with yellowish white
points, which cut the posterior or lateral edges of the scales. This liglit
color is also seen on the lips aud on the subocular regiou. Lower SQ.rfaces pale yellow, shaded to a greenish tint on the throat and on the
sides of the belly.
l>rofessor Duges 1 gives the following color variations of this species:
The typical coloration is brown above and yellow below, with the skiu of the lateral fold pale greenish. Varying from tnis .type, the lateral region aboye the fold
becomes striped with brown-green or drab, a lighter band above a darker one. The
color of the fold may be cross•banded with darker, and the dorsal region marked
with transverse or rounded brown spots on a greenish on yellowish ground. Or the
dorsal region may be uniform brown with pale blue spots, each with a dark blue
center, and the fold band be blue spotted. The last pattern indicates the var. lichenigerus ( G. lichenigel'us Wiegmann). According to Duges there may be either one or
two loreals.

Duges says that this species is less vivacious and irascible than the
G: liocephalus, but that when it bites, it does so with much force. It is
readily domesticated; then comes to take its food from the fingers. It
eats all kinds of living insects, aud swallows them by movements of the
throat muscles like those made by snakes. '' I have seen it," be says,
"eat full-grown Scelopori of the species S. scalaris and S. grammicus,
occupying about ten minutes in the operation. The country people
believe them to be poisonous, an opinion which it is unnecessary to
contradict; but I know from repeated experiences that wheu they bite
they draw blood, and they do not easily let go."
Duges further remark~ that in the valley of Mexico the Barissia
imbricata is found about the acequias, but in the State of Guanajuato
it only occurs in the mountains, where the winter is tolerably severe.
It is also ·found in the Orizaban district, as Mr. W. S. Blatchley 2 states
that he found it at an elevation of 11,000 feet on Mount Orizaba, and
I have three specimens from Lacuatipan, Hidalgo from Dr. Santiago
Bernard. According to Duges it is also found in Michoacan.
Barissia irnbricata Wiegmann.
Catalogue N_um be~
No.
of speCI•
mens.
7036
7086
8317
3096
7087

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 .............................. ··-·· .. .. ·-······ ............ . Alcoholic.
1
do.
1
·i>~ii~-: ~ ::::::::::::: :: : : :
do.
huabua.
l Between El Paso and San ...... _...................... .
do.
Diego.
Orizaoa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Sumichrast ..... ..... _.. .
do.

-ii~t;~~~·M~~-1c~·-;~;cchi:· ·j-:

1 Naturaleza,
11

Mexico, 1893, p. 294.
Proo. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 41.
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BARISSIA LEVICOLLIS Stejneger.

Bal'rissia levicollis STEJ.NEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p.184.

The following is Dr. Stejneger's description of this species:
No azygos prefroutal; three pairs of shields between the frontal and the rostral;
prefrontals not in contac~ with loreal; no projecting scales above the ear; one large
upper postorbital and two minute lower ones; forty-six transverse rows of dorsal
scales between the head and the base of the tail, and sixteen longitudinal rows; head
shi el<ls swolleu. Head narrow, snout long, pointed; head shields swollen; two pairs
of in ternasals; the posterior in contact with anterior supraocular; one pair of prefrontals ; nasal separated from rostral; a supranasal; a postnasal; a loreal, pentagonal, not higher than wide, and separated from prefrontals; a preorbital; two
suborhi tals, the posterior very long; one very large upper postorbital and two minute
iower ones ; ten and twelve suprnlabials; sides of neck covered with granular
scales; lateral fold, c.ommencing below the ear opening; nuchal scales not k eeled,
in ten longitudinal rows; dorsal scales of medium size, in sixteen longitudinal rows,

Fig. 96.
BARRISSIA LEVICOLLIS STEJNEGER.

=1.
Cat, ' o. 9632, U.S.N .M.

the four median obtusely keeled, the next two on each side with the keels still less
p:·:mounce<l. antl the remaindel' smooth; forty-six transverse dorsal rows; ventrals
smaller than dorsals, in twelve longitudinal rows; [tail reproduced].
Color (ill alcohol) above uniform ' ' tawny-olive" with interrupted transverse bamls
of black dots on the sides, the scales with the dots being margined posteriorly, 11.10re
or less distinctly, with whitish; under side dull pale clay-color, with irregular black
<lots on flanks a nd throat.

1vleasitrements.-From snout to vent, 121 mm.; from snout to ear
opening, 27 mm.; from snout to fore limb, 38 mm.; from axilla to groin,
67 mm.; greatest width of head, 18 mm.; fore limb, 27 mm.; hind limb,
:~4 mm.
Unfortunately, the exact locality where the type of this species was
collected is not known; all that the record book contains is '' Mexican
Boundary." It was evidently obtained by one of the surveying parties
of the United States and Mexican Boundary, but the original number
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having become obliterated, it was reentered in 1877 aud the original
label-or what remained of it-destroyed.
The present species belongs to the same group as the foregoing, having "three pairs of shields between the frontal and the rostral," or in
other words, ''two pairs of internasal scuta." It differs from B. imbricata, however, in the greater number of dorsal rows, both longitudinal
and transverse; in the obsolete carination of the dorsal scales; in the
exclusion of the loreal from the prefrontals; in the smaller size and
greater number of the temporals, and in the narrower and more elongated shape of the head. It has the sixteen longitudinal rows of
<lorsals in common with B.planijrons .Bocourt, but the head shields are
swollen and the other characters which separate it from B. imbricata
also distinguish it from B. planifrons. B. rudicollis is still farther
removed by the low number of the transverse dorsal rows, the strong
carination of the nuchal shields, and the contact of the nasal with the
rostral.
A Barissia olivacea was described by Baird in 1858 1 as North ..A..mericau, but Stejneger shows that tLe locality is uncertain, and that it is
the B. imbricata Wiegmann of Mexico.
BARISSIA ANTAUGES Cope.
Ra1·rissia antauges COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 132; Proc. Amer.

Phil. Soc., 1877, XVII, p. 96.
Gerrhonotns virid·ijlaviis BocouRT, Ann. Sc. Nat., XVII, 1873, art. 2.
Ge1·rhonotiis bocourtii PETERS, Monatsber. Berl. Ac., 1876, p. 297.
Gen·honotus antauges BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1878, p. 346, pl.

xx1, fig. 4,
pl. XXI B, fig. 7.-GUNTHER, Biol. c. Amer. Rept., 1893, p. 37.-B0ULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 277.

Dorsal scales very obtusely keeled or smooth; lateral scales smooth.
Lateral fold conspicuous. Nasal separated from the rostral. Frontal
preceded by two plates, as is the case in most of the species. Six iuterna orostrals. No supranasals or loreals. Genial entire. Loreal ocular
in contact with the sublabials. Tympanum encircled by small convex
scales. Tail of medium length. Upper surface of body a greenish
brown. Sides numerously streaked with black. Lower surfaces dark
green potted with yellow.
Head relatively short, wide behind, arched above, and covered with
smooth scales; length from the end of t_he muzzle to the ear, equal to
twelve or thirteen transverse series of dorsal scales and entering four
and one-half time iuto the space between the chin and arms. Suprana al mall, eparated in my specimen by a small azygous plate, which
is not pre ent in Bocourt's specimens. There are two pairs of prefrontona al 011 the top of the muzzle; the first pair are small, and in the
pecimen ent.to M. Bocourt by Professor Peters, these two scales are
abnormally spaced from each other, and from their position could easily
1

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 255.
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be mistaken for the suprauasals, which are still smaller. Those of the
third p air are more developed, are almost of the dimensions of the .
prefrontals in Bocourt's specimen, but smaller in mine. The latter are
pentagonal and ~rticulate with the anterior angle of the frontal. The
frontal is larger behind than before, equal in length to the distance from
its anterior extremity to the end ·of th'e muzzle. The. iuterparietal
Jarge and elongate-hexagonal, in contact with the abbreviated point
of the preceding scale, and with the two frontoparietals; on each side
with a parietal, and behind with the occipital, which in turn borders on
the right and left with a postparietal larger than itself. Next to the
occipital are two rows of very small nuchal scales smilar to those on
the neck. Each supraocular region has five or six large plates, which
embrace two or three smaller ones externally, which are bordere~ exteriorly by five superciliary plates. Nostril opening wide, situated in the
posterior part of the nasal, which is subrectangular; this plate is iu
contact anteriorly with the supranasal scute, and above with that of
the first prefrontonasal; below with the two first supralabials and
behind with the two superposed nasoloreals; loreal either single or
double, a larger above a smaller. ~he loreals are followed by one large
hexagonal preocular; next come three suboculars, the latter well developed as to length. There are ten supralabial plates; the first seven
are quadrilateral; of these the third, the fourth, and the :fifth are the.
highest; the eighth and ninth are pentagonal, and the tenth ends in
an acute angle; four pairs of inferior labials; the cheek scales are
smooth, im bricated, .and polygonal. The ear aperture is triangular and
surrounded by granular scutella. Genial undivided and is followed,
on the right and left, by three large, smooth, submaxillary plates;
those of the first pair are in contact with each other on the internal
side, and all are separated on the opposite side from the inferior labials
by a row of scales.
Lateral fold beginning under the eye and ending at the side of the
cloaca; the scales on the side of the neck are granular. The cervical
and dorsal scales ·are subrhomboid and of medium size; they constitute
fourteen lon gitudinal series and :fifteen transverse from the nape of the
neck to the posterior border of the thighs; those of the vertebral
region are obtusely keeled or smooth, while those on the sides are
smooth. Ventral plates of very nearly the same dimensions, subquadrilateral, with a bowed posterior border, forming twelve longitudinal
aud forty-two transverse rows from the level of the arm to the anus,
which is bordered by four scutella. Tail with :fifty-seven whorls of
scales, upper caudal scales more strongly keeled than those of the
dorsals. Limbs short; the anterior ones covered above with flat scales
and underneath with granular ones. The toes are protected above and
below by a series of scaly plates; the claws are short and curved.
Jlfeasurements.-Total length of a specimen, with the tail, 149 mm.;
length of head from the end of the muzzle to the middle of the ear,
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15 mm.; leugth of head to the border::, of tlle temples, 10 mm.; length
of body from chin to anus, 69 mm.; length of tail, 80 mm._; length of
arm to the end of the middle finger, 15 mm.; length of leg to the end
of the longest toe, 21 mm.
Upper part of body is bronze green; head spotted with black on top;
three black longitudinal bands on the back, of which the middle one is
the widest aud exteuds to the middle of the tail (these bands may be
represented by series of brown spots); flanks and sides of neck with
vei-tical black bars or a black network inclosiug greenish-white dots; a
streak of the same color on each side of the bead on a black ground
color; this line begins at the nostril, passes beneath the eye, crosses
the cheek, and £'a.des out on the side of the neck in the midst of spots
of the.same color, or it may be wanting on the cheek; lower surfaces
dark green, with numerous small, angular, yelJowish-white spots. The
specimen sent to M. Bocourt by Professor Peters has the breast light
green, with numerous greenish-black spots, some of which are as large
as those on the belly and tail.
· Concerning this species, M. Bocourt remarks: "G. antauges closely
resembles G. (Mesaspis) moreletii in the shape of the head and the coloration of the upper surfaces. It differs from the two other species here
described, in the presence of an anterior dorsal plate, agreeing in this
re pect with the G. fimbriata."
Barissia antauges Cope.
Number
of specim ns.
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Orizaba, Mexico .•.•... ...

Nature of specimeu.

F. Sumicbrast ................... .Alcoholic.

XENOSAURIDlE.
X enosa1widce COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 322.
J'rachydermi aglyphodonta BOCOURT, part, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1878, p. 303.
enosauridce BoULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884; Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 250.

Boulenger' deRcription is as follows:
Tongue short, villose, with a narrow feebly incised, retractile anterior part covered
with flat pipillre. Dentition strictly pleurodont; teeth numerous, small, with long
cylindrical shafts, the laterals with obtusely bi- or tricuspid crowns; the new teeth
originate between the bases of the old ones. Palate toothless. Postorbital and
frontosquamosal arches bony; supra temporal fossa not roofed over by bone; pn,maxillary, frontal, and parietal single; nasals distinct; palatines and pterygoids widely
eparated medially, both bordering the infraorbital fossa; a supraorbital bone.
Limbs well developed. Clavicle slender, not dilated proximally; interclavicle
T-shaped; sternum without fontanelle.
The unique genus, of which the preceding description is given, constitutes a connecting link between the Iguanidro and the Anguidro. Its affinity to the former is
shown by the T-shaped clavicle, the absence of symmetrical bony shields on t1e
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head, and of osteodenual plates on the Lody; to the latter by the structure of the
tongue, the teeth not hollowed out at the Lase, and the widely separated palatine
bones.

In Xenosaurus the alimentary canal presenti:; nothiug exceptional.
'l'here is no distinct colon, and hence no crecum. The liver is elongate
as in other Diploglossa, and the gall bladder is proximad to the margin,
and is just visible from below. The corpora adiposa do not project
freely into the body cavity. The kidneys are large. The mesenteries
are of the normal type.
The hemipenis of Xenosaurus is quite peculiar. There are no calyculi or :flounces. There is a prominent fold with pectinate edge on each
side of the sulcus spermaticus, which incloses a pyriform area. . This is
divided in the middle by a longitudinal fold, which represents the welt
opposite the sulcus of various other genera, and its distal end terminates
in a free papilla. From the apex there depend two large divergent
club-shaped papilla;, which have a series of points along the adjacent
sides. There is a small papilla at the base between them. The
arrangement lias a remote reoemblance to that seen in the Ohammleon
pardalis, and is unlike anything found in the other Diploglossa.
The following are the characters of the only known genus:
Wo abdominal ribs. Head covered with small tubercular scales, which coalesce
with the skull. Eyelids well developed. Tympanum covered with scales. Body
depressed, covered above with granular scales intermixed with tubercles, inferiorly
with c:ross rows of squarish juxtapos@d scales; no bony plates. Digits well developed, with sharp, curved tlaws. No femoral pores. Tail round .. Xenosaurus Peters.

But one species of this genus is known, the Xenosaurus grandis Gray,
a rather small Mexican lizard. The genus Exostinu8 Cope from the
White River bed of Colorado resembles this one, so far as known, and
may enter the same family.

LEPTOGLOSSA.
Leptoglossa GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845; p. 3.
Leptoglossa and Typhlophthalmi COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 227,228;
Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 25.
·
Lacertoidea GILL, Report Smithsonian Im~t. for 1885, 1886, p. 800.

Superior plate of petrous bone produced anterior ~o the anterior semicircular canal. Clavicles proximally dilated, usually perforated. Interclavicle cruciform (with exceptions in degenerate forms). Frontal bone
not underarching ol!actory lobes. Postorbital and supratemporal
arches present. Surface of tongue squamous or plicate~ not papillose.
Hemipenis never calyculate.
In addition to the above definitive characters, the following are general, but with actual or possible exceptions. Surangular and angular
bones distinct from each other.
Meckel's cartilage inclosed. Premaxillary not bounded behind by a
foramen on each side of t~e inferior plate. •
As regards the visceral anatomy, it may be said that the corpus
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adiposum is present and free, except in certain ScincidIB, where it is
wanting. The urinary bladder is present, except in TeiidIB, where it
is wa,nting.
A colon is rarely present, and the alimentary canal is not very elongate. The liver has usually but one or two notches behind, but there
are modifications to be mentioned under the heads of the respective
families. It is not elongate, except in serpentiform types. The ventral
mesentery extends as far as the liver, and sometimes a short distance
beyond. The transverse or cystic mesentery is present.
The families differ as folJows:
I. Surangular bone distinct (mostly lacertiform).
a. One premaxillary bone.
(J. No urinary bladder.
Parietal bones coossifie<l; temporal fossa not roofed with bone; no
osteodermal plates ...................................... 15. TEIIDJE.
(3(:J. A urinary bladder.
Parietal bones distinct; temporal fossre with a bony roof; no osteodermal plates ....................................... 16. XANTUSIIDJE
Parietals united; temporal fossre overroofed; no osteodermal plates
.
17. LACERTID.i'E,
Parietals united; temporal fossre roofed; osteodermal plates.
•
18. GERRHOSAURID.i'E.
aa. Two premaxillary bones.
Parietals united; temporal fossre roofed; osteodermal plates .. 19. ScINCIDJE.
II. Surangular bone not distinct (serpentiform).
Two premaxillary bones; occipital segment closely united with parietal; columella and arches present; eye distinct .. •··· ........ 20. AcoNTIID,E.
Two premaxillary bones; no columella; no arches; eyes concealed by integument ......................•....... ···-·· ...... ··-···21. DIBAMIDJE.
One premaxillary bone; occipital segment loosely attached; columella present;
no arches; eye concealed by the integument ..... 22. ANELYTROPID.i'E.

Of these families the XantusiidIB and TeiidIB are confined to the New
World and the LacertidIB and Gerrhosaurida, to the Old World. The
Scincidae are cosmopolitan, abounding most in the warmer parts of the
South.
XANTUSIID1E.
Xantusii dre BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 254.-BOULENGER, Cat.

Liz. Brit. Mus. , 2d ed., II, 1885.
Lacertidm COPE, part, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 229.
Trachydermi aglyphodonta BocouRT, part, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1878.
Lepidophymiens SUMICHRAST, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1880, p.178.
Xantusiidm COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 30.
Xan tusiidre B0ULENGER, Ann . and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.120.
Lepidophymidce GUNTHER, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Rept., 1885.

Tongue short, scarcely extensible, indistinctly nicked anteriorly, with
oblique overlapping plicffi con verging toward the median line, and scale.
like imbricate papillIB on the distal extremity. Dentition strictly pleu.
rodont. Postorbital and supratemporal arches bony, strong, the supratemporal fossa roofed over by the cranial bones; prIBmaxillary single;
nasals, frontals, and parietals two; palatines in contact with each other
anteriorly and with the maxillary and ectopterygoid, there being no
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infraorbital fossa. Limbs well developed. Clavicle dilated, loop-shaped
proximally; in:terclaviele T-shaped. No abdominal ribs. Head covered
with symmetrical shields, without dermal ossifications. Body granular
or tubercular above, plated inferiorly. No movable eyelids.
The hemipenis is bifurcate in Xantusia, and is shortened, as in many
Geckonidre, appropriately to the fragile tail. There is a welt ou each
side of the sulcus spermaticus, which follows a short spiral direction.
Opposite to the sulcus are two short thick welts, which have the direction of parts of consecutive threads of a screw. All of the welts are
deeply cross folded.
.
The position of this family in the system has been discussed by M.
Bocourt 1 and myself. 2 I associated the genera Xantitsia Baird, Lepidophyma Dumeril, and Oricosa1lra Peters, and stated that I was· not able to
distinguish them from the family Lacertidce. M. Bocourt places these
genera in the family "Trachydermi," which also includes Heloderma
Wiegmann. This family is divided by M. Bocourt into two subfamilies, the Glyphodonti for lleloderma, and the Aglyphodonti for the three
• genera named, together with Xenosaurus Peters . . Previously to this 3 I
had examined and compared the osteology of the Heloderma and Xenosaurus. On account of the differences in the form of the mesosternum
and in some other points, I regard Xenosa1-irus as the type of a peculiar
family to be placed with the Belodermidre in the tribe Diploglossa.
Xantusia, Lepidophyma, and Oricosaura are, on: the other band, not
Diploglossa, but are ~eptoglossa. They are allied to the Lacertidre,
and especially to the Asiatic Ophiops, which is, like them 1 without eyelids. The character of the tongue is, like that of the Ecpleopidre, uniformly squamous, and has no resemblance to that of the Diploglossa.
The characters of the scapular arch are those of the Leptoglossa. Tlrn
clavicle is loop-shaped proximally and the mesosternum is. cruciform in
Lepidophyma and Xantusia. I have .not been able to examine Oricosaura as to these points. In my paper first mentioned I stated that
these genera have distinct parietal bones. I think that they should,
on this account, be distinguished from the Lacertidre, where they are
coossified.
The genera of Xantusiidm are the following:
I. One frontal and one frontonasal plates.
Superciliary scales, none; pupil round ....... __ .... __ .. Lepidophyrna Dumeril.
Supercilia,ries present; pupil vertical . ____ .. ___ ... __ .. ___ .... Xantusia Baird.
II. One frontal, two frontonasals. Pupil erect.
An interoccipital plate; frontoparietals in contact; superciliaries.
Zablepsis Cope.
No interoccipital; frontoparietals widely separate; superciliaries.
Cricosaura Peters.
III. Two frontals; one frontonasal; pupil erect; no interoccipital; frontoparietals
not widely separate; snperciliaries ______ ----~- --~--- .. ____ .. Ama:bopsis Cope.
1

Mission Scientifique de Mexique, Herpetology, 1878, p. 303.
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1864, p. 229.
~Idem., 1866, p. 322.
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Each of these genera includes but one species, excepting Xantusia,
which embraces two. All belong to the Pacific and Sonoran districts,
except Lepidophyma, which occurs iu the Central American (Mexican).
In addition to the characters which I have previously given, Mr.
Boulenger states I that the sternum is without fontanelle. I find the
hyoid apparatus has characters somewhat similar to those of the
Lacertidm. The ceratohyals and second ceratobranchials are both
present and there is a well developed free epibranchial. Its proximal
end overlaps .the distal end of the second ceratobranchia.l. It passes
around the extremity of the first ceratobranchial and extends forward.
In Lepidophyma it has the pecuiiarity, which I have not seen in any
other lizard, of being inserted on tbe lateral process of the basioccipital.
In Xantusia riversiana it terminates before reaching this point. In
Lepidophyma it displays a concave expansion as it passes the extremity
of the first ceratobranchial, in which lies the helicoid cartilaginous
extremity of the latter. In neither genus are the hypohyals prolonged
with the ceratohyals, as in Anguidm, nor beyond them as in the Teiidm.
The stape<lial disk in Lepidophyma is not sunk in a canal, as in the
Iguanidm and some other Sauria. The columella is slender, and terminates in the interstapedial cartilage. This supports an oblique cartilaginous rod, one end of which (suprastapedial) is attached to the
osseous wall above, and the other longer one (epistapedial) is in contact
by a flat surface of its extremity with the membranum tympani.
The remarkable characters of the skull in Xantusia are described
under the head of ~hat genus. Bocourt 2 represents a probably similar
structure in Lepidophyma.
Xantusia and Lepidophyma agree in their visceral characters. The
corpus adiposum is small and projeets freely into the abuomiual cavity.
The aliment~ry canal is distinguished into stomach, small intestines,
and rectum only, the latter elongate. The posterior border of the liver
has a small middle lobe; right lobe moderately produced. Lungs equal.
MesentPries normal.
The contents of the stomach of a Xantusia riversia,na include vegetable remains, and fragments of hymenopterous and coleopterous
insect ~, showing a mixe<l. diet.
XANTUSIA Baird.
Xantusia BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 255.-COPE, Proc. Acr11l.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 29; American Naturalist, 1895, p. 758,-B0ULENGEH,
Cat, Liz. Brit. Mus., 1885, II, p. 327.

Body cylindric, without crests or spines. Tail cylindric, moderate.
Head covered with large polygonal plates; superciliary scales segme11tal; belly with square plates in transverse series. Tail encircled
by whorls of quadrate scales. Femoral pores present, pierced in an
1
2

Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 325.
Mission Scientifiqne de Mexique, pl. xx G, fig. 2.
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undivided scale. Three folds on the throat, the anterior connecting
tlie_ears inferiorly and encircling the head. Pupil vertical; no eyelids.
Digits 5-5.
Teeth pleurodont, tricuspid; about ten upper maxillary, nine palatine. Roof of month extended backward as far as angle of mouth and
ending in a W-shaped outline, the central angular notch behind.. This
it, due to dermal flap~ extending from the palatine bone5, which overlap 011 the middle line. Tongue thick, fleshy, depressed, and oval,
entirely attached behind and by a central band, the terminal two-fifths
free, and slightly notched, the base entire. On the basal third of the
tongue above are two oblique series of wrinkles converging anteriorly;
these soon become finer and closer, the anterior portion being covered
with short, compact, depressed, scale-like papillre.
Osteology.-My knowledge of the osteology of this genus is derived
from the X. riversiana, specimens of which I owe to my friend, Dr. J. J.
Rivers, of Oakland, California.
The premaxillary has an elongate spine above and a nearly transverse posterior border below. Nasals well developed, distinct. Frontal
single, grooved below. Parietal sin_gle, without pineal foramen, produced posteriorly so as to overhang the occipital bone and foramen
rnagnnrn, being connected with the former by a median keel, which it
sends downward. The supraoccipital is subhorizontal and is not
articulated in the usual way with the parietal, having only the median
contact above mentioned. It is coossified with the exoccipitals. The
prefrontal is small and is not produced far over the orbit. Lachrymal
absent. Jugal with the superposterior limb expanded. Postfrontal ·
and postorl>ital fused into a triangular bone, which bounds the parietal
externally, thus, with the supratemporal, roofing over t~e temporal
fossa. Supratemporal in contact throughout with the parietal, except
where separated by the narrow splint of paroccipital. Qnadrate with
one, a large external conch. Vomers closely juxtaposed throughout.,
coossified anteriorly, the median portion of the two elements with an
excavation. Nadal orifices nearly closed, except posteriorly, where the
vomerine process of the palatine overarches them. The latter are in
contact in front, but soon spread apart. Maxillary processes rather
shorter than yomerine, depressed below them. Pterygoids narrow
tlnoughout, not wider than palatines, their posterior part with a groove
wbich looks upward and inward. Basipterygoids overlapping tbeir
entire internal face. Ectopterygoids wide, reducing the palatine foramen to a mere slit; with a considerable contact with the palatine, and
a recurved portion in contact with the extremity of the maxillary; the
internal extremity depressed. No presphenoid; sphenoid separated by
suture from basioccipital, whose lateral processes are compressed and
decurved. The postoptic bone seems to be wanting. The petrosal is
wen produced beyond the semicircular canal, and is equally produced
below the trigeminal forarnen, where it joins a backwa·rd dir.ected process of tl1e l>asipterygoid. The groove l>elow it is well defined and looks
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downward. The epipterygoid rises at the basipterygoid and rests on
the anterior border of the petrosal and the posterior border of the wellmarked descending process of the parietal. Fenestra ovalis not sunk
in the fundus of a fossa.
The mandible is remarkable in having but three bones. The articular,
angular, and surangular are coossi:fied, and the splenial and dentary.
The coronoid has little horizontal production on the outside of the ram us,
and the angle of the dentary extends considerably posterior to it. The
Meckelian groove is entirely closed.
The hyoid apparatus . is described under the head of the genus
Xantusia.
There. is no zygosphen. There are six cervical intercentra besideR
that of the atlas. The cervical ribs begin on the fourth vertebra.
Four of these ribs are of peculiar form, being expanded and truncate
at the extremity so as to be somewhat fan-shaped. Neural spines
rather low on the cervical and caudal regions, and lower on the dorsal
vertebrm. Caudal vertebrm segmented toward the anterior part, the
fissure passing through the middle of the diapophyses. Neural spine
single, oblique, posterior; chevron bones normal.
Suprascapula short and wide; scapula witbout proscapu1a. Ooracoid
with one notch; sternum without fontanelle. Interclavicle with moderate posterior limb. Sternal ribs three; x_iphoid rods not juxtaposed,
supporting two ribs. No abdominal ribs.
Pubes meeting at about a right angle; pectineal angles near the
middle, decurved. Pubis with tuber exterior. Ilium without angulus
cristm; acetabulum entire.
The teeth have compressed tridentate crowns; those of the premaxilIary bone are not conic, but have also compressed crowns, where traces
of <leuticles are sometimes apparent.
The remarkable features in the osteology of this genus are (1) the
peculiar relations between the parietal and supraoccipital boues, which
resemble the structure seen in a sea turtle; (2) the wide ectopterygoid;
(3J tlrn absence of lachrymal; (4) the presence of only three mandibular
elements. The affinities are a mixture of those of the Lacertidm and
Sciucidre; the large postfroutal bones; the descending processes of the
parietals, and the form of the pubes, resembling the corresponding parts
iu the latter family. The expanded cervical ribs resemble those of the
Geckonid genus Phyllodactylus. The relations of the parietal and
occipital bones are quite different from those found in the Lacerti<lm
and Anguidre ( Gerrhonotus, Oelestus, Ophisaurus), where the temporal
fo, re are also roofed over. In these forms the contact is normal, that
is, by tbe elevated median portion of the anterior border of the occipital.
Three species of this genus have come under my observation. They
may be distinguished by the following characters:
mall; limbs short, barely overlapping where appressec.1 to the sides. Tail short,
ef)ual from vent to angle of month; one row of snpraocular scales; one parietal
on each side. Color, light brown with dark urowu speckles ..... _X, vigilis Baird.
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Medium; limbs longer, bind limbs appress~d, reaching shoulder; tail long, twice
bodJ·; oue row of supraoculars; one parietal, above light brown with two row~
of very large pale-edged maroon spots .......................•..•... X. picta Cope.
Largest; limbs short, hind limb appressed, overlapping forefoot; tail equal body
plus head to front of eye; two rows of supraoculars; two parietals on each side;
above light browu with black, coarse vermiculations .....••••• ..Y. riversiana Cope.

Neit,ber of the above species bas . been found thus far outside of the
limits of the State of California.
XANTUSIA VIGILIS Baird.

Xantusia vigilis BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 255.-H0ULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II 1885, p. 327.

The hind leg- extended twice forward reaches to the first gular fold,
and is conLained about two and three-fourth times in bead and body,
the head four and one-half times; t4e hind foot from heel nearly six
times. The claws are all very small; the digits covered beneath by a
series of transverse and imbricating plates.
The color above generally is a dull brownish yellow varied with small ·
blackish spots on single tubercles. The young specimens exhibit a yellowish vermiculation on a brown
ground distinctly seen on the
sides of body, neck, and bead. , .
Tb"e re are two yellowish parallel liues from the supraoculars
down the back of the neck becoming :finally lost, aud between
Fig. 97.
these on the back of tile neck
XANTUSIA VlGILIS BArnD.
are two more, making four yelx ;i.
low li11es ori the nape. The
Cat. No. 19t6, U.S.N.111.
under parts are whitish.
In this species the head is short and covered above by a small number of very large plates. It is bounded behind by a, constriction which
borders the posterior extremity of the large occipital plates, passes
through tlle ears, past the'end of the lower jaw and across the throat,
thus completely' separating the neck from the head. 1.rhe bead is short,
broad, pyramidal, aud quadrangular; the sides nearly vertical; the
rostrum rather pointed, its upper outline convex. There is a very large
hexagonal interparietal plate (the largest on the head), behind which
are two other irregularly pentagonal postparietals side by side, applied
against the two posterior faces. The oblique lateral borders are in
contact with an elongated pentagonal plate, and the anterior with two
adjacent subtriangular parietal plates, the long sides nearly equal.
These cover the whole supraorbital space, are in contact behind ouly
with the interparietal and l)arietal plates, excepting a very small one,
postero-externally. The plate which represents. the frontal is rhomboidal, broader than long, the lateral corners truncated and in contact
with the supraoculars. This, with the frontoparietals, completely
N.A.T MUS 98--35
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fills the interorbital space, bordered externally by six small square
supraoculars. Next comes a pair of prefrontals shaped like the frontoparietals, but only half the size; then a small regularly uexagonal
frontonasal, the two anterior faces of which are in contact with a pair
of internasals, which connect with the rostral, which is entirely terminal . and not at all visible from above. The superior plates form ,1
regular succession of plates in pairs and single, four of the former
and three of the latter, or 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, the anterior median being
bordered on either side by the postnasal. The rostral plate is low,
wide, uearly linear, with eight labials on either side. The nostrils are
small, terminal or lateral, and placed over the junction of rostral aud
labial or in the corners of the rostral, labial, i11ternasal, and nasal (in the
antero-inferior corner of tlle latter). There is a large pentagonal postnasal, higher than broad, articulating above with tlle frontal and postfroutal. The loreal is large and separated from the orbit by two small
plates, the lower subcircular aud over the junction of the third a11d
fourth labial. The orbit is completely surrounded by a circle of small
plates, of which six are superior, six posterior auu. inferior, and three
or four anterior. There is a large central mental, with seven labials on
each side. The labials are bordered internally by five platc.. s, tl.Je
anterior three much broader than the labials, and filling up the end of
the lower jaw, except a median plate connecting the second on eitb(•r
side.
~he eyes are la.rge, the pupil elliptical and vertical. A membranou:-;
circle, with the edges crimped, seems to represeut eyelids. This is
however, apparently not protractile aud is wanting above.
The auricular openings are vertical, elongated, and <lirectecl upwar<l
and backward. It has a border anteriorly of six or eight small
tubercles, less than those which cover the cu.eeks anterior to it.
The back aud sides are covered with small, close, bead-like tubercles
arranged in transverse series. They are rather elongated and alternate
iu adjacent rows. There are about forty in a series across the back.
The chin and throat, to the first fold, are similar but more rounded.
The two throat folds are close together, the plates in their interval
rounded, but smaller than elsewhere, the space between them covered
with four series of square plates increasing successively to the hinder
one, which, however, is not as large as those on the breast. The under
part from the hinder fold to the anus are covered with regular square
plates in ten longitudinal series, raised to twelve by a lateral more
irregular and rather smaller row on each side. These plates do not
alternate in successive rows, but form longitudiual series,• these
twenty-eight transverse series from throat to thighs and tl.Jree on the
pubis of two each increasing progressively iu size uutil those bord.eri11g
the anus are much- huger than on the belly. The ta,il is encircled by
about seventy whorls of scales which lengthen l>ehind; they are composed of square plates, the upper more convex from side to side.
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The legs are rather short, covered with tubercles like those on the
back except on the upper surface of the humerus and the anterior of
the forearm and thigh and under surface of tibia, which are COYercd
with large plates. The femoral pores, nine or ten in number, arc 11ot
conspicuous. The digits are short; the fourth hind toe not much longer
than the third; its free portion only half the bead from snout to ear.
In bis report on the reptiles of the Death Valley expedition, Dr.
Stejneger remarks:
Two additional specimens are now before us, one collected by Dr. Fisher at Hesperia, on the south side of the Mohave Desert, on January 4, 1891, while Mr. Palmer
secured the other on February 24, in Pahrump Valley, Nevada, thus extending the
range of the species nearly 200 miles eastward. The type locality, Port Tejon, is in
an open canon-the celebrated Canada de las Uvas of the early exploring expeditions-connecting the we.s t end of the Mohave Desert with the San Joaquin Valley.
The fauna and flora of this cailon present a mixture of Mohave Desert and interior
valley forms.
In all probability this species is more or less nocturnal in habits, which may
account for the scarcity of specimens collected.
Both specimens are somewhat larger than the largest of the types, and, judging
from the condition of the femoral pores, I take them to be adults.
There appears to be son1e slight variation in the shape of the individual head
shields and in the shape of the head, the Death Valley expedition specimens having
it somewhat more elongate; but the differences are not greater than between the
type specimens themselves.

Mr. J. Van Denburgh 1 states further tbat-

x. vigilis is the most abundant lizard in the territory it has chosen for its home. It
seems to be peculiarly dependent upon the presence of tree yuccas. A glance a t Dr.
Merriam's map (N. Amer. Fauna, No. 7, map 5, 1893) shows that these weird plants
grow in each of the localities from which the species bas been recorded, viz: Fort
Tejon in the Canada de las Uvas, and Hesperia, in California, and in the Pal.trump
Valley in Nevada.
Dr. C. H. Gilbert and the writer collected specimens near Mojave, and found a
portion of a cast skin at Victor, California, in November, 1893. In September of the
following year th e writer found thi.s species common at Mojave and Hesperia, and
secured a single specimen near Caba zon on the eas tern slope of San Gorgonio Pass,
€alifornia. 'I'he first three of these localities are situated in t.heg;reat Yucca arborescen.s l>elt, whi ch exten ds along the sirnthwestern edge of the Moj ave Desert. The
last is iu a small and apparently isolated grove of smaller tree yuccas, seeming1y of
another species.
Habits.-These observations were made in the neighborhood of Mojave, California,
November 4, 1893. About a mile fro~ the station there is a considerable forest of
Yucca arborescens. The many t,rees and wind-broken branches which lie decaying
on the ground afford a home to numerous colonies of white ants, scorpions, viciouslooking black spiders, and severa l species of beetles. In a deep crack of one of
these branches a small lizard was discovered, which, when caught, proved to b e a
young Xantusia vigilis. Probably it had not yet learned how to hide from the day,
for I have never iseen another undisturbed indiviuual.
The key t o their home once discovered, the collection of a large series of these
lizards was merely a matter of physical exertion. Every fourth or fifth stem that
was examined gave up its X antusia, and, in one instance, as many as were previously
known to collections were found under a single tree.
Most of the lizards were found b etween th e bark and the ground, but many had
1

Proc. Cal. A cad. Sci. (2), V, 1895, p . 523.
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hidden in the thick clusters of dead leaves, from which it was very difficult to dislodge them. When first exposed to the light, they were dark colored, and seemed
daz zle<l for a moment, during which they made no attempt to escape. They were
not at all sluggish, however, and if not caught immediately, made for the nearest
cover as fast as their very short legs would permit. This cover was often the collector, and the little lizards either bid under his shoes or climbed his legs, sometimes
even reaching bis shoulders. They showed no desire to enter the numerous holes in
the gronnd about them, or to escape by burrowing. Put into a glass bottle they
became very light colored in a few minutes, but began to turn dark again immediately after sundown. Young specimens were numerous, and remained cl.ark longer
t han adults. Many fragments of cast skins were found, but never a whole skin in
on o place. The stomach!'! of several individuals contained the wings of some small
dipterous insect, the elytra of a little brown beetle, and some very small white
bodies which resembled spiders' eggs.
Several specimens were taken alive to the Leland Stanford Junior University and
kept for some months in a large glass jar in which some fine sand and pieces of wood
and bark had been placed. At first they ventured out from their retreat only at
dnsk unless disturbed, but after a few days they seemed to become more restless,
and, urged perhaps by hunger, showed themselves many times each day. At night,
when they were always moro active, they often climbed to the top of a piece of
yucca stem placed upright in the -niddle of their cage. No desire to burrow was
observed. All declined to show any interest in the small beetles and flies, both
dead and living, which were placed in the jar, and finally became greatly emaciateel..
They wero chloroformed in March, 1894 .

.A second note dated Mojave, California, September 17-18, 1894, is as
follow :
As it was not practicable to learn by actual investigation whether or not X . 1,igilia
hid, <lurillg the day, among the thick-growing leaves oftbe living yuccas, the localities
examined in 1893, still clearly marked by the displaced rubbish, were again searche<l
with great care. The fact that very few specimens were now seemed in this previously worked area, while the species was very common just outside its limits, is evidence that the specimens found on the ground under the dead branches were in their
true diurnal home, and not mere stragglers from the living yuccas.
The specimens were all caught alive and put foto a large glass bottle, but were
soon killed by tho heat, although care was t aken to keep them in the shade as much
as possible. Count was kept as the lizards were put in the bottle, and showed later
that several more were taken out than were put in. Thif:! may have been due to a
mistake in the record, but was more probably caused by the birth of young afte'r
capture. The adults were afterwards carefully examined, and three were found to
contain young, showing that tho species is ovoviparous. One of the three contained
two fetuses; the others have one each. These fetal specimens are about the size
of the young found under the dead branches.
Xantusia vigilia Baird.
Catalol{ue Numbe.~
of spec1X o.

Locality.

mt>11>1.

u..M.·1
o.

1~618
18!!]!)

Locality.

When
collected.

I.

From whom received.

AltiWhen I From whom
tucle. collected . received.

Remarks.

- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - 1___
Feet.
PahrumpV:ill y, evada·- · ·· ···- · ·-··-· -··--·· ·--··--· l!'eb. 24
Jfesperia, Mobav1• Desert, California ________ _·- 3,200 Jan. 4

Palmer· · --·
Fhlhcr ·- ---- Pl.11I, lig.1.
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XANTUSIA PICT A Cope.

Xantusia picta

COPE,

American Naturalist, 1895, pp. 859,939.

As already noted in the analytical table of species of Xantusia, this
species is of more slender proportions than the two other members of
the genus; its limbs and tail are much longer, so that its habitats are
probably different from theirs. There are numerous minor differences
in the squamation, and the bead is much flatter than in either of the
other species, as well as somewhat wider. In its coloration it is remarkably different, being much more elegant than the others . . Its scutal
characters ally it with the X. vigilis rather than with the X. riversiana.
Head very much :flattened and broad behind; body and proximal
half of the tail flat, distal half of the latter cylindric. The tail tapers
gradually from the base, and is not swollen as in the other species. It
is twice the length of the body. Extended hind limb reaching to
shoulder: extended fore limb reaching anterior border of orbit. The

FIG.98.
XANTUSIA l:'lVl'A COPE.

X ;.

Tejon Pass, California.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

digits are not very elongate; the :first :finger is shorter than the fifth,
and the second toe extends farther distad than the fifth, which extends
a little beyond the first. Claws well protruded from their sheaths.
The head scuta are a good deal like those of the X. vigilis. The internasal is rectangular, and is a little wider than long; the frontonasals are
lon ger than wide and have considerable mutual contact. The frontal
is wider than long, as is each of the occipitals. External to the parietals is a series of four or five smaller scuta, of which the first two are
in contact with the supraoculars One nasal,two loreals, the posterior
larger than the anterior, and two small preoculars. Eye resting
directly on superior labials. There are six of the latter on each side,
and a seventh scale is separated from the mouth border by smaller
scales. The fifth and sixth bound the orbit. In the X. vigilis there
are seven and eight scales on the mouth border; the fifth is immediately
below the eye, from which it is separated by a series of minute scales.
A large symphyseal, and only four inferior labials in contact with the
lip border .: a fifth separated from it by scales. The third and fourth are
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separated by the large third infralabial, which reaches the lip border.
I do not remember any other lizard in which this occurs. In X. vigilis
there are five inferior labials in an uninterrupted series, the fifth separated from the lip border by a scale. Infralabials six on each side, the
anterior three larger than the posterior three; the anterior pair in contact on the middle line, the others separate. The auricular meatus is
nearly as large as the orbit, and has no processes on its anterior border.
The dorsal and lateral scales are subround, smooth, and in transverse serjes. They are subequal and measure about 0.33 mm. The
abdominal scales are much larger, are subquadrate and in transverse
rows. Each row includes fourteen (in the largest sixteen) scales. In
X . vigUis there are twelve and fourteen. Femoral° pores ten (six and
seven in X. vigilis). Ten large scales in the gular collar. Preanals in
three series; two narrow series of four scales each in front, and a pair of
very large scales behind, each bounded by a much smaller scale at the
posterior outer angle. Scales of limbs rather uniform, larger on the
external surfaces, largest on the anterior and inferior faces, where they
nearly equal those of the belly, but have rounded borders.
Measurements.-Total length (tail complete), 124 mm.; length to vent,
50 mm.; total length to axilla, 23 mm.; total length to collar, 18 mm.;
total length to meatus auditorius, 11 mm. Length of fore leg from
axilla, 17 mm.; of fore foot, 6.5 mm. Length of hind leg from groin, 25
mm.; of hind foot, 10 mm.
Ground color, light pinkish-gray. This is overlaid by two dorsolateral rows of large purplish-brown spots which are only separated by
narrow lines of the ground. The tail is marked by two similar rows
of smaller and more widely separated spots. Hind limbs closely, fore
limbs.sparsely spotted. Head plates pu:rplish-brown, with pale borders.
Inferior surfaces uniform yellowish.
I have seen but one specimen of this species. It was sent me by Dr.
J. H. Rivers, of the University of California, to whom I am also under
obligatious for the first specimens of the species next to be described.
Dr. River states that the former specimen was taken at Tejon Pass, in
southern California.
XANTUSIA RIVERSIANA Cope.

Xantusia riversiana COPE, American Naturalist, 1879, p. 801; Proc. Acacl. Nat.
ci. Phila., 1883, p . 29.-BOULENGEH, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 328.RIVER , American Naturalist, 1889, p. 1100.

The scales of the dorsal and lateral regions are rather coarsely and
uniformly granular. The abdominal scales are quadrate, and are in
ixteen lougitudii1al and thirty-two transverse rows. The preanal
cale are in three transverse rows, the anterior two of four scales,
with the median pair in both much enlarged, and the posterior row of
six Rcales. Scales of t he gular region :flat and hexagonal, oue row on
the gular fold a little larger, and equal to the anterior gulars. Scales
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of the auterior aspects of the fore leg and femur larger than the
others; those of the tibia small, and those of the posterior face of the
femur still smaller. Scales of the tail in whorls of equal width. The
scales of equal size and all convex in cro_ss section, but not keeled.
None of the scales of the body or limbs keeled.
'file nostril is situated in a small scute at the junction of the sutures
wllich separate the internasal, rostral, first labial, and first loreal scuta.
'rllree loreals, increasing
in size posteriorly. .A. circle of scales surrounds
the eye, of which the superior, or su perciliary, are
the largest. The latter are
separated by one row of
scales fro m the parietal,
frontoparietal, and frontal
on each side. The frontonasal is nearly square.
The internasals are considerably _in contact. The
fron tal is hexagonal, and
is broader than long. The
i11terparietal is as large as
each parietal. It is longer
than wide, and notches the
contact of the frontoparietals. The occipitals are
large and quadrate. A single large temporal bounds
the parietals and occipital,
and it is followed by two
-. ~
small seuta, which are in
contact with the occipital.
Fig. 99.
A trian gular plate i11terXANTUSIA RIVERSIANA C OPE.
venes between the occipX ~ital a ml parietal. There
Santa Catalina I sland, California.
are eight scales on the
From type in Museum, University of California.
•upper lip. Of these the
fifth is the largest, and is part of an annulns which begins with two
small scales at the posterior loreal aud terminates at tlle seventh scale,
opposite the middle of the pupil posteriorly. The posterior labials are
i:;ma,11 and are separated by nine rows of still smaller scales from the
large temporal. No large auricular scales. The eye is rather large,
aud its diameter i~ contained in the length of muzzle in front of it 1.75
times. The vertical 1lia111eter of the auricular meatus is a little less.
The firs t digits of l>oth extremities are very short. The second of

~
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the pes is very little longer than the :fifth. All the uugues are acute
and are moderately curved. The hind legs are remarkably short, Hot
exceeding the fore legs. Extended forwards the extremity of the fourth
digit reaches the elbow of the appressed fore leg. Femoral pores twelve
on each side; no anal pores. The tail is not long, and its form is compressed, with a flat inferior surface. The section iR a triangle, liigller
than wide, with the apex narrowly truncate.
The color is light-brown, with dark umber-brown spots on the superior surface. These spots fol'm, iil general, one median and two lateral
rows, but as their forms are vefy irregular this order js obscure. Tl.le
median dorsals arc the largest, and they send branches laterally and
anteroposteriorly, so that the result is rather confused. Dark-brown
bands cross the muzzle on the frontonasal plates and on the frontal,
and form a wide U from the frontoparietals passing around the posterior edge of the occipitals. Sides of head with rather large brown
spots. Inferior surfaces with minute brown spots, which are least
numerous on the middle line. Tail with irregular pale spots. .
Me,a surements.-Total length, 118 mm.; length to posterior edge of
occipital plates, 16.2 mrn.; length to axilla, 29 mm.; length to groiu, 55
mm.; length to vent, 60 mm.; width between orbits above, 7 mm.;
width at temples, 11.5 mm.; length of forelimb, 17 mm.; length of
man us, 8 mm.; length of hind limb, 23 mm.; length of pes, 11 mm.;
length of tibia, 7 mm.
The species which has given occasion for the above discussion is
several times as large as the type X. vigilis Baird, and has a different
coloration. The digits are shorter. The typical specimen was found
by Dr. J. G. Cooper, zoologist of the State Geological Survey of Califomia, aud was placed in the collections of the University of California.,
where I saw it. It was kindly lent me for examination by the authorities of the university. The locality from which the specimen was
obtained is San Nicolas Island, one of the Santa Barbara group, coast
of California. Subsequently, three specimens were obtained from San
Clemente Island, California, by the naturalists of the Alba.tross.
The latter display some differences from the typical specimen, as well
as among themselves. They all have the temporal plate transversely
divided, two into three plates and one into two, the anterior the large~t.
In the two smaller specimens the occipitals are divided into two equal
parts by an oblique suture. In the largest specimen one occipital is'
undivided, as in the type, and the other is about half divided anteriorly
by an incomplete groove. The character of the two rows of supraorbital scales is present in all. The largest specimen is double the size of
the largest of the X. vigilis known. Without the tail, which is injured,
the length is 85 mm.; length to axilla, 38 mm.; • to meatus auditorius,
19mm.
Three specimens from the Santa Barbara Islands were subsequently
sent me by Dr. Rivers. In all of tlieru the temporals are divided., geu-
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erally iuto three :;cuta,, of wliich the a,uterior is tlle larger. The total
Ieugth of one of them (tail perfect) is 167 mm. The head plates become,
in the adults, somewhat corrugated.
Xantusia rfrersiana Cope.
1
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens .

15Hi6
15172
15174
21554
16121
16322
1G,i23

Locality.

From whom receiTed.

Nature of specimen.

San Clemente I sland, Cali- C. S. Townsend, U.S. S. Al- In alcohol
fornia.
batrosa.
Coast of California ...... ........ do . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . ..
do.
..... do ............ ............... do.. ... .................
do.
San Clemente Island, Cali- ..... do .. . ......... - . ... --- - do.
fornia .
. . '. .. do ............... . ...... J . G. Cooper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Santa Barbara Islands, Cali- ..... do ........... - ...... - - -do.
fornia .
. 1 Californi a ........................ do . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
do.
1

ZABLEPSIS Cope.
Zablepsis

COPE,

American Naturalist, 1895, p. 758.

Pupil erect. The pairs of scuta on the muzzle, the middle pair being .
~he divided frontonasals. Frontal u1,1.divide<l; superciliaries present.
Frontoparietals in contact on the middle line _; the occipitals separated
by an interoccipital.
The scuta of Xantusiidoo, like those of many of the Leptogloss families, are a definite quantity, and very characteristic. I have hence
proposed to separate this form generically from Xantusia, since it
differs in the divisiou of the frontonasal and the presence of an interoccipital. The latter plate is only found on this genus in the Xantusiidoo.
But one species is known, and it inhabits southern California.
ZABLEPSIS HENSHA VII Stejneger.

Zablepsis henshavii
Xantus-ia hensltawi

COPE,

Amer. Naturalist, August, 1895, p. 758.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVI, p. 467.

STIMNEGER,

Dr. Stejneger's brief description of this species is as folhws:
Like Xan tusia vigilis it has lmt one series of superciliaries ( or supraoculars), while
X . riversiana has two. It is longer and slenderer than the latter, and is more depressed t han either. The color differs from both in being blackish-brown on the
npper surface irregularly marbled with cream-colored lines which on the tail incline
toward form ing cross bands; under sido whitish; scales on back small, uniform, flat ·
tub ercles ; ventral scales in fourteen longitudinal and thirty-three transverse rows,
preanal scales in three transverse rows, the two median posterior scales being the
largest; about ten femoral pores on each side. Total length, 148 mm.; l ength to
posterior etlge of occipi_tal plates, 13 mm.; length to vent, 65 mm.

Direct comparison of the type specimens Rhows that this species is
quite nearly allied to the Xantusia picta. It resembles it in the proportions of the tail and in the flattened bead aud body. There are a good
many coincidences in the details of structure, as in the size of the dorsal aud ventral scales, and i11 the 1mmber of femoral pores. Tl}e color-
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ation alone would not distinguish the two as species, although
strikingly different. The differences are, however, important. First,
the generic cbara,c ters of two internasals, and au interoccipital plate.
Second, the hind limb is materially shorter, since when 0xtended it
only reaches the elbow of the forelimb. Third, the third infralabial
is not so large, and does not reach the labial border. There are :five
inferior labials reaching that margin instead of four. The third (last)
pair of preana1 plates is not so disproportionately large. .A.s points of
minor importance may be added the presence of two wide scales
between the second pair of infralabials instead of one; and the fact
that the dark color of the superior surfaces appears on the sides of the
throat anu abdomen, and on the inferior side of tlte tail, which it does
not in the X . piota.

Fig.100.
ZABLEPSIS HENSH.A.VII STEJNEGER.

x ~.
California.
Cat. No. 20339, U.S.N.M.

Concerning this species Mr. J. Van Den burgh remarks that at Witch
reek, San Diego County, California, it lives among the numerous
granite bowlders, and comes out into the narrower crevices oetween
them a few minutes before dark. It is, therefore, practicable to bunt
for it only about :fifteen or twenty minutes each day. If a bit of string
or a straw be introduced into the domain of one of these lizards it will
often be eized, the reptile apparently mistaking it for an insect.1
Habitat.-Witcb Creek, San Diego County, California.
Type.-Cat. o. 20339, U.S.N.M.; H. W. Henshaw collection; May,
1, 93.

AMCEBOPSIS Cope.
Arnr,ebopsis CoP1;;, American Naturalist, August, 1895, p. 758.

ingle frontonasal; frontal longitudinally divided. Frontoparietal in contact; no interoccipital plate. Superciliaries present. Pupil
erect.
Thi genus includes a single species which bas been taken in Lower
California.
1

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. (2), V, Pt. 1, 1895.
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AMCEBOPSIS GILBERTII Van Denburgh .

.Amwbopsis _qilbertii CoPF., Amer. Naturalist, 1895, p. 758.
Xantnsia gilbe1·ai VAN lh~NBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 121, pl. XI.

I only know this interesting species from the description and figure
given by Mr. Van Denburgh, which I here transcribe. The eye i~ very
:..;mall, without lids, and with vertical pupil. Tlle nostrils are pierced
at the junction of the rostral, internasal, :first superior labial, and :first
loreal plates. There are 3 loreals, increasiBg in size posteriorly.
There are 2 internasals. The 2 frontonasals are separated by the interfrontonasal, which is in contact also with the 2 frontal plates. The
other bead plates are 2 frontoparietals, 2 parietals, 2 large occipitals,
and l interparietal. The eye is surrounded by a ring of small scales,

Fig. 101.
AMCEBOPSIS GILBERTI! VAN DENBURGH .

X2.5.

Lower California.
From Van Denburgh.

of which the superciliaries are largest. This ring is separated from
the tlJird loreal by 2 small scales. There are 8 superior and 8 inferior
labials. The anterior border of the ear is slightly denticulate. The
ventral plates are arranged in 32 transverse a~d 10 or 12 l~ngitudinal
:-;eries. The caudal scales are smooth, convex, and in whorls of about
equal length . The back and sides are covered with smooth convex
granules of about uniform size. There are 8 and 9 femoral pores. The
gnlar regions are covered with smooth, flattened, subhexagonal granules, which are slightly larger than those on the back and sides.
The color above is dark brownish clay dotted with black on single
granules. A pale yellowish line, two granules wide, runs posteriorly
from each occipital plate, but is soon lost on the back to reappear over
the thigh.
Measurements.-Length to vent (about), 39 mm.; tail (about), 38 mm.;
hind limb, 14 mm.; fore limb, 10 mm.; diameter of eye, l + mm.;
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shielded part of head, SJ mm.; head to posterior edge of ear, 8½ mm.;
bead to anterior gular fold, 7¼mm.; head to posterior edge of anterior
fold, 11¼ mm.; head to posterior edge or posterior fold, 12¾ mm.
The single specimen of X. gilbertii has been compared with 144 of
X. vigilis without any approach to any of its distinctive characters having been found. It is of great interest, for it exte11ds the known range
of the genus Xantusia several hundeed miles to the southward, introducing it for the first tirue into Mexican territory, and affording another
link between the "Cape region'' and the Sonoran subprovince.
Type.-Cat. No. 401, Cal. Acad. Sci.; San Francisquito, Sierra Laguna,
Lower California; Gustav. Eisen, March 28, 1892.
TEIIDA!J.
Lacertieris, Scincoidiens CUVIER, part, Regne Anim., II, 1817, pp. 24, 61.
Tupinarnbidm, Chalcidiilm GRAY, part, Ann. Phil. (2), X, 1825, pp. 199, 204.
Cordyloidea, Tachydi·onioidea, Chalcidoidea, Ameivoidea FITZINGER, part, Neue

Classif'. Rept., 1826, p.11.
Teiidm GRAY, Phil. Mag. (2), II, 1827, p. 55 .
.Autarchoglossm acrodonta and pleurodonta WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, pp.

153,154.
Ameivce, Lacertm, Cha.mcesam·i, Ptychopleu.1·i, Gymnophthalmi WIEGMANN, part,
Herpt. Mex., 1834, pp. 8, 9, 11.
Lacertiens pleodontes, Chalcidiens, Scinco'idiens DUMERIL and BIBRON, part, Erp.
Gen., V, 1839, pp. 68, 318, 511.
Teida:, Chalciclce, Anadiadce, Chirocolidre, Cercosauridm, Gymnophthalmidw GRAY,

part, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 3, 4.
Argal-iadm GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., XVIII, 1846, p. 67.
Ec-pleopoda TsciiuDI, Arch. f. Nat., 1847, p. 41.
Riamidm GRAY, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1858, p. 445.
Cercosauri PETERS, Abh. Berl. Acad., 1862, p.169.
1'eidw, Chalcididm, Ecpleopidm COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, pp. !&28, 229.
Teidm, Chalcididm COPE, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 237.
Teiidm BoULENGEH, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.120.

The following description, with slight modifications, is from Boulenger:
The tongue is flat, more or less elongate, ending in two long smooth points, the
greater part of its surface covered with rhomboidal, imbricate scale-like papillre;
iu Alopoglossa, these scale-like papillre are replaced by oblique plicre, as in Xantussii<lre and tile Lacertoid genus Tachydro1nus. In a few genera the tongue is particularly long and narrow at the base, which is retractile into a sheath; in the others
the tongue is bicu<1pid posteriorly; the whole organ, when the distal points are
close together, being arrow-headed.
The teeth vary considerably, but are constantly to be distinguished from those of
the analogous family Lacertidre in not being hollow at the base, the new teeth
developing in small sockets at the base of the old ones. In some of the higher
forms (Tupina.nibis, Dracaena, Teius), the lateral teeth are inserted almost on the
parapet of the jaws, so that, in fact, they might be termed acrodont; this dentition
is, like that of the· "pleurodont" Amphisbamoids, truly intermediate between the
a ro<lont and plenrodout. In the other forms the teeth are attached more distinctly
to the inner side of the ja~s and there is a basal shaft. The prremaxillary teeth are
constantly conical; the laterals may be conical, bicuspid, tricuspid, obtuse, or molarlike (adult Tupinambis), or enormous oval cru hers (Dracama); the bicuspid teeth
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may be either compressed longitudinally, or perpendicula,rly to the jaws (Dicrodon,
Teius). Pterygoid teeth are but seldom present, and if so, but feebly developed.
In the most highly developed forms the skull presents the typical Lacertilian or
Cionocranian st,ructure; but as we approach the Chalcidine forms the skull becomes
more depressed, the vacuity b.etween the ante and postorbita1 portions and consequently the in1erorbital septum become much reduced, the arches weaker, and at
last we have in Ophiognornon a skull where the pterygoids are largely in contact
with the sphenoid, the arches are very weak, the columella is so reduced as to be
hardly distinguishable, and the whole skull forms an almost continuous solid mass.
The premaxillary bone is single, the . nasals double, the frontal and parietal single; a small supraorbital bone exists in some Ameivas; the palatines are in conta?t
anteriorly; the maxillary is excluded from the infraorbital fossa, which is bounded
by the palatine, pterygoid, and transverse bone, as in Varaniis: The headshlelds are
always free from the cranial ossification, a character which separates sharply this
family from the Old-World Lacertidffi.
Limbs or their rudiments are present; the degradation begins with Proctoporous,
which bas very short limbs, but with five well-developed clawed digits; the limbs
are still more reduced in size in Saolecosaurus, and the digital formula is incomplete,
although claws are still present; in Cophias and Ophiognomon digits are either
entirely lost or reguced to bud-like rudiments; and in Propus the pelvic limbs have
altogether disappeared. The clavicle is dilated and perforated proximall.r; however, Cope mentions T1·etioscincus and Scolecosaurus as forming e;irneptions, having a
simple clavicle; the interclavicle is cruciform.

I have already noted a peculiarity in the visceral anatomy of this
family, in the absence of the urinary bladder. This structure is
alleged by such authors as Stannius to be present in all Sauria. I
Lave foun d no trace of it -in the genera Tupinambis, Draccena, Ameiva,
Onemidophorit8, Oentropyx, Gymnophthalmus, and Oallopistes. In all
these genera the kidneys have a peculiar form, being expanded transversely for the anterior half of their length, aml then -tapering posteriorly to a point. In this respect they differ from any family of lizards
known to me.
The alimentary canal presents the usual three parts, stomaelJ, small
intestine, and rectum, with terminal rectal cloaca. There is no especially
distiuguished colon except in Oallopistes. In Draccena a portion of the
canal immediately succeeding the stomach is constricted off from the
small intestine for a moderate distance. In Oallopistes there is a short
wide colon without crecum. The liver is not elongate, and has only
one posterior notch. Recurved lobe of the right lobe inconspicuous or
wanting. The ventral mesentery extends beyond the liver to a part
of the small intestine. ·
The mesenteric attachments of the liver are very characteristic in the
Teiidre. There is but one suspensor, a . median gastrohepatic, but this
bifurcates above the middle of the organ and each half diverges, and
adhering to the caudal margin, extends to the lateral inferior body wall
on each side. In Tupinambis these sheets are united on the median
line for a distance posterior to the liver. The lungs are each attached ·
to the stomach by a separate sheet. The left hepato-parietal sheet is
always present in this.family, but the right one is feeble in some genera
and is e~sily ruptured, as, for instance, in Onemidophorits. I have
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examined the genera Dracmna, Tupinambis, Oallopistes, Ameiva, Onemi- .
dophorus, Oentropyx, Tejus, Anadia, and Oreosaurus.
I have examined the anatomy of Propus Cope, the most degraded
and serpentiform type of the family, in order to ascertain whether it
exliibits any affinity to the Annulati, as supposed by Boulenger, and
to which it has a strong external resemblance. As the anterior limbs
only are present, and these are without digits, this genus is evP-n less
lacertiform tl.Jan the Annulate Bipes, so far as external appearance is
concerned.
Propus Las very slender postorbital and supratemporal arches, and
tbe paroccipital bone is represented by a relatively rather large nodule
between tbe quadrate, the exoccipital and the supramastoid process of
th parietal. The last-named process is rather short and, like the rest
of the parietal, is closely applied to the occipital, slightly overlapping
the latter. The epipterygoid is prese11t, and is in contact with the
strongly <lecurved angular Jatera1 margin of the parietal and the
a11terior border of the superior plate of the petrosal. The trigemnial
notch is as usual in lizards, and the cranial wall anterior to the petrosal
is membrauous. · The stapes is very large and its columella is a mere
tuberosity.
Scapular and pelvic arches present; anterior limbs only, and these
minute.
)capular arclt.-All the elements present, but the sternum represented
by a Harrow longitudinal cartilage, and the interclavicle witliout lateral
processes. Clavicle osseous, distally simple; suprascapula ·cartilaginou ; scapula and coracoid osseous. Ooracoid deeply twice emarginate,
the emarginations occupied by the coracoid cartilage. Sternum with
two co tal articulations. Fore limbs con.3isting of humerus and rudimental ulno-radius.
Pelvic arch.-This consists of a simple slender costiform bone, directed
downwards and forwards from the diapophysis of a single vertebra. It
i homologous wholly or in part with the ilium.
The lungs are in the position normal to lizards, posterior to (above)
tl.Je alimentary canal. 1 The left is very much shorter than the right,
and though bound to the latter by connective tissues is uot fused with
it except at the proximal extremity, audit has no separate bronchus.
The mall intestine is only moderately comple.x, and there is a short
l,ut con picuous crecum at its entrance into the large intestine. The
liver begin well posterior to the heart, -is slender, and has a very
small left lobe, and a long and narrow right lobe. The gall-bladder bas
the u ual position between the two. Kidneys elongate, posterior,
ymmetrical.
The above characters show that there is not as mu'tlh resemblance to
the Annulati in the serpentiform Teiidae, as there is in the Annielloidea,
which see.
Two or three types may be observed in the stru"c ture of the ltemipeuis,
1

This is also the case in the allied genus Ani8oclonfom, where the digits are 4-1.
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but I have not had access to sufficient material to enable me to refer
all the genera to the one or the other. In the typical members, as tbe
genera Dracmna,, Tupinambis, Amefoa,, Onemi'1ophorus, and Oentropyx,
the pattern consists of numerous delicate, imbricate, transverse lamime,
which are closely applied to each other. Opposite the sulcus all the
gellera display a welt, which has free borders. These are entire i11 nraewna, and pectinate iu Ameiva and Cnemidophorus. Between these and
the borders of the sulcus is a rounded welt on each side. The laminre
are at first sublongitu<linal, diverging proximad from sulcus; on the first
welt they turn sharply distad; between this and the welt they make a
second chevron, turning proximad. Proximad of the medium welt these
lamime meet, forming a curve or chevron turned proximad. Iu Onemi dophorus there is one Jess chevron. In this genus and Ameiva there is
a ~trong fleshy papilla at the apex of each tract between the welt and
sulcus.
A modification is seen in Oentropyx (pelviceps). Here there is a narrow welt opposite the sulcus. On each side of the sulcus a promineut
welt diverges from it proximad and approaches the proximal end of tl.Je
median welt, so as to inelose a space with it. It is transversely plicate,
and the inclosed space on each side the median welt bas the delicate
tra nsverse lamination characteristic of the Teiid::e. What is entirely
peculiar is the presence at· the apex of each of the laminate spaces of
a large patch of acute :flexible papill::e.
'l'he plan is the same in the Anadia bogotens-is, but the details are
quite different. The organ is bifurcate. A strong welt opposite the
sulcus is divided into five longitudinal folds, which are crimped transversely. The space between this and the sulcus is marked with folds
which diverge distad from the welt and become longitudinal, and are
transversely crimped. In the longitudinal direction of the plic::e this
geuus differs from true Teiid::e, and it is likely that Ecpleopus and other
allied genera are similar.
111 a third type represented by Heterocloniurn bicolor a welt bounds
the 1-mlcus on eacl1 side. The space between these is marked by a few
feeble cross folds, alld the borders support a siugle series of closely
placed recurved spines. Genera allied to Oophias are likely to prese11 t this structure.
fccord ing to BoulengerThe Teiidre comprise a largt- number of species, all of which are inhabitants of the
The Teiidre with Lacertoid and Varanoid appearance pass, through Crocodilm·us and Neusticu1·us, into the
Cercosaurs (to which the latter is nearer on account of its separated nasal plates,
although placed hitherto with the true Teioids). We have, then, several diverging
series, the two principal being: Toward Heterodactylus through Arthrosaura, and
toward Cophias through Proctoporus. On the other hand, Cophias resembles Heterodactylus in the position of the nostril, and the latter genus leads us through Perod~ctylus to the skink-like genera, such as Jphi,sa and Gymnophthalmus, which all agree
with Heterodactylus in the rudimentary condition (or absence) of the inner finger.

T\ ew World, which show great variety of form and scaling.

The genera differ as follows: The system adopted is a modification of
that of Boulenger, but is as yet in a very tentative stage.
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I. Anterior nasal plates not separated by the fronto-nasal; limbs well developed;
A. Scaly portion of the tongue uot much widened, and not or but feebly ernarginate posteriorly, frequently retractile into a basal
sheath.
l, Ventral plates small, forming more than 20 longitudinal series.
Tail not or but feebly compressed; dorsal scales uniform, small.
Tupinambis Daudin.
Tail strongly compressed, with a, double longitudinal keel above ; dorsal scales intermixed with large keeled tubercles.
Dracrena Daudin.
2. Ventral plates large, forming less than 20 longitudinal series.
Ventral plates keeled; femoral pores .......... - - - ....... Centropyx Spix.
Ventral plates keeled; no pores ................... Monoplocus Gunther.
Ventral plates smooth; no femoral pores ...... .. ....... Tejaporus Cope.
Ventral plates smooth; pores ................... . . ...... Arneiva Cuvier.
AA. Scaly portion of the tongue arrow headed, bifi<l, and not retractile posteriorly.
1. Tail rounded.
a. Teeth longitudinally compressed.
Head shields large, regular; ventral shields in less than 20 longitudinal rows .................. Cnernidophorus Wagler.
Like Cnemidophorus, but frontoparietal plates fused together.
Verticaria Cope.
Head-shields small, numerous; ventral shields in more than 20
longitudinal rows ............ Callopistes Gravenhorst.
aa. Teeth transversely compressed.
Toes five ................ . .......... . Dicrodon Dumeril and Bibron.
Toes four ..................................... ...... Tei us Merrem.
2. Tail strongly compressed, bicarinate. Dorsal scales small, unifonn .
Crocodilurus Spix.
II. Nasal plates widely separated by one or two frontonasals; fingers and toes five, .
all clawed.
A. Prrefrontals present.
1. Tail compressed, with a double denticulated crest.
Dorsal lepiclosis composed of small scales intermixed with large keeled
ones ................ Neusticurus Dumeril and Bibrou.
2. Tail round or cycJo.tetragonal.
a. Lingual papillro, oblique plicre.
Dorsal scales large, pointed, strongly keeled; ventrals imbricate;
collar obscure .............. . Alopoglossu8 Boulenger.
Ventrals truncate; collar well defined; dorsals in transverse rows.
Ptychoglossus Boulenger.
aa. Lingual papillro normal, scale-like.
a Dorsal scales irregular and of different sizes.
Posterior head scales small; gular scales irregnlar, no collar nor
femoral pores ................ Echinosaura Bouleuger.
a Dorsal scales strongly keeled.
* Dorsal scales arranged in regular transverse and oblique
series.
t Claws well developed, curved.
Ventrals like the dorsals, ke~led ........ Leposoma Spix.
Ventrals quadrate, smooth; no collar .. Loxopholis Cope.
Ventrals quadrate, smooth; a collar.
Pantodactylus Dumeril aud Bibron.
t t Claws small, straight, conic.
Ventrals lik e dorsals, keeled; no collar; femoral pores
present .... ........................... . JJhonyx Cope.
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"' " DorRal scales forming transverse series only.
Latnal scales like dorsals .......... Arthrosaura Boulenger.
Lateral scales small, irregular.
Prionoclactylus O'Shaughnessy.
" " "' Dorsal scales formingregular transverse and longitudinal
series ............................ Ce,·cos·aura \Vagler.
(J Dorsal scales smooth or feebly keeled.
" Dorsal scales not larger than ventrals.
Scales not forming uninterrupted series round the body; a
continuous series of femoral nnd pneanal pores.
I'lacosoma Tisclm<li.
Scales subeqnal, forming uninterrupted ~el'ies round tho
body .................................. . .Anadia Gray.
Scales not forming nuinterrnpte<l annuli, the laterals being
much smaller; dorsals hexagonal; collar-folu feeble;
males without femoral pores.
Ecpleopus Dumeril and Bibron.
Scales not forming uninterrupted annuli, the laterals being
much smaller; collar-fold strong; males with femoral
pores .......................... Euspondylus Tschudi.
" * Dorsal scales larger than ventrals.
•
Scales quadrangular, smooth; collar-fold strong; both sexes
with femoral pores .................... . .Argalia Gray.
AA. No pr::efrontals.
Dorsal scales hexagonal, striated, imbricate; collar-fold. feeble.
PhoUdobolus Peters.
Dorsal scales keeled, juxtaposed, separated from ventrals by a w.ide zone of
small scales; collar-fold strong .... Oreosaurus Peters.
Dorsal scales smooth or striated, juxtaposed, separated from ventrals by a
fold; collar-fold strong ......... Proctoporus Tschudi.
III. Nostril pierced between the 11asal and the first labial; no ear opening ( except
Stenolepis).
A. Digits rudimentary or absent.
" Fronto-nasal and prefrontal plates present.
Digits clawed distinct, 4-4 ................... . Scolecosaurus Boulenger.
** Fronto-nasal present; no prefrontals.
a Claws present.
Digits 4-2 •••. . ...............•....... _........•.... Se.squipes Cope.
Digits 4-1. .................................... . .Anisoclonium Cope.
Digits 3-3 .................................... . Microdactylus Gray.
Digits 3-2 ................................ . Berpetochalcis Boettger.
aa Claws absent.
Digits 3-1. ...................................... Cophias Fitzinger.
*** Fronto-nasal.s, prefrontals, and claws wanting.
Digits 3-1. ......... . ............................... Ophiognornon Cope.
Fore limbs undivided; hind limbs absent ................ . Propus Cope.
AA. Digits well developed; inner finger rudimentary. (Lower eyelid with
transparent disc.)
Dorsal scales narrow; hexagonal-lanceolate, keeled; no meatus auditorius.
Heterodactylus Spix.
Scales similar; a, meatus auditorius and fronto-parietal plates; inner finger
developed ................. ~ .... Stenolepis Boulenger.
IV. Nasal plates widely separated by a fronto-nasal; ear exposed; inner finger, if
distinct, clawless.
A. Eyelids developed.
Dorsal scales narrow, hexagonal-lanceolate, keeled . . Perodactyl1.ls Reinhardt
and Liitken.
NAT MUS 98--36
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All the scales rounded, imbricate, two median dorsal and two ventral series
strongly enlargecl transversely ....... _... Ipliisa Gray.
All the scales rounded, imbricate, subequaL ............. Tretioscincus Cope.
AA. No eyelids; scales cycloid, quincuncial.
No prrefrontals; fronto-parietals present; digits 4-5. Micrablepharus Boettger.
Pnefrontals present; no fronto-parietals; digits4-5. Gymnophthalmus Merrem.

The accompanying table gives the geographic distribution of the genera of the Teiidrn. From this the wide distribution of the genus Onernidophorus, and the almost equally wide distribution of the genus A me,iva.,
may be learned. The poverty of the N earctic Realm is also apparent, while the richness of tlie Brazilian and Colombian regions is
exhibited. The distribution of some of the genera entered in these
lists is not sufficiently well known to make their place clear. While
some genera are found in both regions, there is some <loubt about others
which appear in both lists, and which have been found in the mountainous regions of the Andes. It is probable that there is a special
zoological district in these elevated regions, but whether it is a branch
of the Colombian or Brazilian district, or distinct from both, is not now
determinable. Some of the Colombian forms range into Panama and
Costa Rica.
Nearctic.

N eotropical.

Eastern.

Central.

Pacific.

Sonoran.

Cnemidophorus.

Cnemidophorus.

Cnemidophorus.

Cnemillophorus.

Verticaria

-----·-··---

Central

I American.

West
Indian.

Colombian.

Brazilian.

Cnemido- ------··----· Cnemido • C nemidophopborus.
phorus.
rus.
Ameiva . .. Ameiva ... A.meiva ..... Ameiva.
Verticaria Tejaporus Verticaria .. Tupinambis ..
J racrena.
Crocodilurus.
Centropyx.
Callopilltes .
Teius.
N flusticurus.
A lopoglosSUS,

Loxopholis . Mionyx.
L eposoma .. Lepo soma.
Pan todactylus.
Gymnoph- T retioscin- Gymnophthalmus.
cus.
tbalmus.
Gymnoph - Arthrosaura.
thalmus.
Ohilian.
I

,

'

Prionodac-

Callopistes P ~vJ11dobolus.
Anadia .....
Ecpleopus ..
Euspond ylus.
Oreosaurus.
Proctoporu s
Argalia . ... .

Prionodactylus.
Cercosaura.

Placosoma.
Ecpleopus.
E usp on dylus.
Oreosaurus.
Proctoporus.
Scolecosaurus .
Sesquipes ... Opbiognomon.
Boaclonium .
Cophias . ... . Propus.
H eterodactylu s .
Colobosaura.
Iphi sa.
Micral>lephorus.
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VERTICARIA Cope.
Verticaria COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1869, p. 158.

Scaly portion of tongue cordate behind, 11ot retractile. Tail rounded. ·
Teeth compressed in the line of the jaws. Head shieldff large, regular; ventrals large; frontoparietal plates fused together; superciliaries
segmental. A collar fold. Femoral pores present in a roi,,ette of
scales.
This genus only differs from Gnemidophorus in the confluent frontoparietal scuta. Four species are known; the V. heterolepis Tscbudi,
from the Pacific region of Peru; the V. hedracantha Bocourt, from
Mexico; and ·the V. hyperythra Cope, and V. sericea Van Denburgh,
from Lower California. The last-named species are defined as follows:
Small; brachia! plates numerous, large, continuous with antebrachials. Collar
mar gined with large scales; body scales minute; four supraorbitals. Olive, sides
black, with two yellow stripes; two dorsal stripes; belly red. ___ __ . V. hyperyth?·a.
Larger; collar margined with small scales; hind leg longer; five light stripes; belly
blue - - . ... -. -- -... -. ..... __ ........ - ............ . . _... _...... _........ V. sericea.
VERTICARIA HYPERYTHRA Cope.

Verticaria hyperythra COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1869, p.158; Bull. U.S. Nat.
Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 45.
Cnemidophorus hyperythrus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863~ p. 103.BouLENGER, Cat. Li~. Brit. Mus., 1885, II, p. 371.

Fig. 102.
VERTICARIA H YPERYTHRA COPE.

X ~-

Cerros Island, Lower California.
Cat. No, 11980, U.S.N.M.

External nares in the nasal plate. Brachium with four series of
plates, three o~ the antebrachium, the superior largest. Head rather
narrow, muzzle long. Hind foot two-fifths the length of the head and
body. Three rows of scales on the gular fold, the anterior row median,
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short; scales of the posterior largest. Posterior gular scales small,
abruptly separate<l. from the anterior, which are large, the median twice
the size of those surroun<l.iug. Supraocular plates four, rarely three.
Ab<l.ornillals in eight series; sometimes additional Rm all external plates.
Frontoparietals united, truncate in front, sllorter than interparietal.
Three larger anals; two posterior, one anterior. Body scales minute.
Above, light brown or olivaceous; two yellow bands on each side,
which extend some distance on the tail, one from the superciliary margin, one from inferior border of orbit; the last bordered with blackish
beneath and extending on the posterior extremity to the foot; the caudal portion continued from a similar band on the poster or face of the
limb. A paler dorsal band on each side.· Interspaces between the
lateral stripes black. Beneath, iridescent rose color, deeper posteriorly, becoming brownish vermilion on the under surface of the tail.
In young specimens the upper light stripe on the back from the parietal
plate more distinct.
A species allied to the Onemidophorus deppei Wiegmann in scutellation; the latter has two frontoparietals, three supraoculars, is stouter
and more nurn~rously banded.
'fbis species is found throughout the entire peninsula of Lower California, and north as far as San Diego, California.
Verticaria hype1·ythra Cope.
Catalogue N um be~
of Hpec1No.
meus.
5299

12

12613
12658
11980
]3840

1~
6
1

When collected.

Locality.

From whom received.

Natme of
specimen.

Cape St. Luca8, Lower ---·-··- - ·----· J.:X:antus .............. . Alcoholic
California.
I
do.
do.
Cerros faland . ............ Feb. -, 1882 ..... do ... . .... __ ........ .
do.
San Diego, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt .. __ .. _..... .
do.

-~-~~!z'.~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~

i:t =: m~ -~. -~~~~i-~~:::::::::::::::
I

VERTICARIA SERICEA Van Denburgh.

Verticaria sericea

VAX DENBURGH,

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 132, pl. XII.

The nostrils are in the large anterior nasal plates, which meet on top
on the nout. The po, terior nasal forms sutures with the anterior
na al, first and second labials, loreal, prefrontal, aml frontonasal plates.
The loreal is in contact with the second, third, and fourth labials, first
subocular, preocular, first superciliary, first supraocular, prefrontal,
and posterior nasal. There are tl1ree supraoculars, the first is in contact with tbe first and second superciliaries, loreal, prefrontal, frontal,
and econ cl upraocular; the second is in contact with the frontal; the
th ircl i eparated from the frontal and the frontoparietal by a series of
granule . The interparietal is very narrow. There is a series of occipital plate . There are five superior and six inferior labials to below
the middle of the eye. The ear opening is not denticulated. The subla,bial are eparated from the infralabials by granules. The anterior
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gulars are rather large and abruptly separated from the small posterior gulars. The seales on the collar are very small, largest centrally,
smaller on e<lge. The ventral plates are arranged in eight longitu<linal and thirty transverse rows. The back is covered with small,
equal-sized granules. The conieal tail is provided with scales arranged
in whorls. The upper caudals have strong diagonal keels, but the
lower are smooth. There are sixteen femoral pores. The hind limb is
longer than the distance between the arms and the line of separation
of the anterior and posterior gulars.
The back is clove brown, dotted with gray on single granules posteriorly, with a median bluish-white line which bifurcates on the 11eck
about a fourth of an inch behind the occipital plates. Tliere are two
similar lines on eaeh s'ide; the first originating on the supereiliaries

£.

Fig. 103.
VERTICARIA SER ICEA VANDENB URGH.

= l.
F rom Van Denbuqrh.

and with a faint continuation on the tail; the second starting at the
nostril and ending on the thigh. 'l'he ground color of tbe sides is much
paler than in V. hyperythra, being pale sepia. The general tint of the
tail is hair brown above, pale blue below. The ventral and snblabial
plates, the chin, gular region, and collar are all pale Llue.
1l1easurements.-Length to anus, 54 mm.; hind limb, 44 mm.; fore
limb, 22 mm.; head to ear, 13 mm.; anus to gular fold, 36 mm.; anus
to anterior gular, 42 mm.; width of head, 8 mm. ·
'l'he single specimen of Verticaria sericea bas been compared with
nhiety-eigbt of Vertica,r ia hyperythra and thirty-eight of Verticaria
hyperythra beldingii, without any approach to its distiuctive clrnracters
having been found.
Type.-Cat. No. 435, Cal. Acad. Sci.; San Jose Island, Gulf of California; Walter E. Bryant, April, 1892.
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CNEMIDOPHORUS Wagler·.
Cnemidophorus WAGLER, part, Syst . .Amph., 1830, p. 154-.-WIEGMANN, Herpt.

Mex., 1834, p. 9.-DuMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 123.-GRAY,
Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 20.-BoCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1874, p. 269.BouLENGER, Cat. Liz., II, 1885, p. 360.
,,1:meira FITZINGER, eue Class. Rept., 1826, p. 21.
Verticaria COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XI, 1869, p. 158.

Scaly portion of tongue cordate behind and not retractile. Tail
rounded. Teeth longitudinally compressed. Head shields large, regu'lar; ventrals large; parietals and frontoparietal~ distinct; superciliaries segmental. .A collar fold. Femoral pores present, in the center
of a rosette of scales.
This genus embraces many species of the Neotropical realm, exclusive of the West Indian region, where it is replaced by Ameiva. Five
species euter the N earctic realm, and all but one of these are restricted
to the Sonoran region. This one, 0. sexlineatus Linnreus, ranges the
entire N earctic, excepting the H udsonian and .Alleghenian districts,
and the northern parts of the Central and Californian.
Osteology.-For characters of the skeleton I have three individuals
of the 0. tessellatus from my own, and one of the 0. sexlineatus from the
national collection. The alveolar portion of the premaxillary is prominent, and is marked off from that of the maxillary bone by a shallow
emarginatiou on each side. The superior spine is long, and the palatal
border is deeply emarginate to receive the narrow anterior production
of the vomers. The nasals are distinct and rather elongate, although
encroached on in front by the enlarged nostrils. The frontal is single
and is rather narrow. The parietal is without pineal foramen in the
adult. The parietoquadrate arch is well elevated, and is braced below
by the small paroccipital. The supraoccipital is in close contact with
the parietal by its middle portion, and it is distinct from the exoccipital
by suture. The prefrontal does not extend above the orbit; the lachrymal is smaller, but rather large, and forms a suture with the jugal.
The postfrontal is wanting, being fused ·with the, postorbital. The
latter is produced downward and has ~ longer suture ;with the s~pratemporal than with the narrow jugal. The quadrate h~s an external
conch only. The vomers are elongate and are in contact throughout,
but each is wollen on the middle line ~o that they ·are divided by a
groove along their common suture. The nar~al fissure is long a~d narrow, and i contracted anteriorly, and thep. enlarged foramen-like at
the anterior extremity. The vomerine brancµ of the palatines is longer
than the maxillary branch; the pterygoid branch is not yery wide, and
the palatine foramen is of moderate size. 'fhe ectopterygoid is rather
wide and bas an anterior suture with the palatine hone as well as with
the maxillary; it i deflected posteriorly. Pterygoid moderately
expanded anteriorly and contracting ·gradually;. the posterior portion
but slightly grooved, and attached to the basipterygoid proces~ by its
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entire width, and not by the groove only. Presphenoid rudimental;
spbenoid distinguished from basioccipital by suture; the latter with
descending compressed lateral processes. Petrosal with a short preseriiicircular process, and a 1011g subforaminal process; the latter presenting an open groove downward. Inferior face of frontal grooved.
postoptic not reaching frontal, triradiate, the two superior limbs shorter
than the illferior. Epipt~rygoid arising opposite ectopterygoid and in
contact with a descending lateral process of the parietal and not touch.:
ing petrosal.
The hyoid apparatus is distinguished, like that of other Teiidre, by the
great prolongation of the hypohyals anterior to the point of attachment
of the ceratohyals. No second ceratobranchials or free epibranchials.
In the m3:ndible th~ Meckelian groove is closed except at the distal
portion. The corono~d is produced far anteriorly and not at all posteriorly on the external face, and the dentary does not extend much
beyond the tooth, line. Surangulardistinct; angle horizontal, expanded,
and forming an angle inwards. A distinct masseteric fossa, bounded
below by the angular. Splenial elongate, extending far anterior to the
splenial foramen.
Teeth with the crowns moderately compressed and unequally bicuspid;
. those of premaxillary and adjacent part of maxillary bone and corresponding part of mandible, simple.
Dorsal vertebrre with zygosphen. In both 0. tessellatus and 0. sexlineatus there are five cervical intercentra besides that of the atlas, and
the first rib is on the third or fourth vertebra. Two sacral diapopbyses,
both rob ust. Neural spines distinct, moderate, highest in the caudal
series; ribs exte:1ding to sacrum. Diapoph.yses very short except in
caudal re.gion, where they extend for a considerable part of the length,
originating posterior to the middle of the centrum. On the distal part
of the caudal series there is an additional short spine-like diapophysis
·--. ftJ"ont of_ the normal one, and the centrum is segmented between the
.{l 1The segmentation disappears anteriorly with the disappearance
or "triis prediapophysis. Chevrons intercentral.
Tlie suprascapula is of moderate dimensions and extends to the
summit of the neural spine. Scapula elongate, and with a large proscapula. Coracoid with two deep notches. Interclavicle with a very
long median limb, which is wide at the base and which covers an elongate oval median fontanelle. Three sternal ribs, and two attached to
the xipboid rod.
Ilium with a prominent angulus cristm. Acetabulum entire; pubis
directed anteri0rly at an acute angle, with median pectineal angle.
· Ischia directed vertically downward, with angulus tuberosus, and preand post-ischiadic acuminate cartilages.
It is remarkable that in the large species of the allied genus Tupinambis the proscapular process is wanting.
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The following are the characters of the species:
I. Nostril between tb e nasal plates. Males with a spine on each side the preanal
region.
A. Ten-twelve longitudinal rows of ventral plates.
Bracbial shields small, 110 po:,t-antebrachials; 5 parietals; 4 supraoculars;
femoral pores 29- 35; olive, white-spotted __ ....... - . - •.... - ... 0. murinus.
AA. Ventral plates in 8 longitudiual rows.
Large brachials; no post-antebrachials; 5 parietals; 4 supraoculars; femoral pores 19; olive above with a lighter dark-edged dorsal band.
0. espe·utii.
Large brachials; no post-antebrachia,Is; 5 parietals; 4 supraorbitals; femooral pores 18-24; olive with 5-9 light longitudinal Rtripes .. . 0. lemniscatus.
Brachials very small; black or blackish brown with lines on the nape and
spots on the outer side of the limbs ....... - - .. ·,· ........ - ... 0. nigricolm'.
II. Nostril anterior to nasal sutnre.
1. Ventral plates in 10-12 longitudinal rows.
Dors:11 scales granular; edge of collar granular; bra.cbials large; no postantebrachials; femoral pores 10-12; 3 parietals; 3-4 snpraorbitals; olive
with rows of black spots, and 1 or 2 white lines on each si<le .. 0. lacertoides.
Dorsal scales coarse, flat; scales of collar very small; parietals 3; ·s upraoculars 4; brachials large; olive with 9 longitudinal lines above.
0 . longicauda.
2. Ventral plates in 8 longitndinal rows.
A. Scal<'S of _c ollar not larger at edge, which is more or less granular; supraorbitals 3 (parietals 3; no post-antebracbials).
Hind leg shorter, reaching meat us au<litorius; anal scales continuous
with abdomiuals; femoral scales in 6-7 rows; brachials larger; anals
10-12; usually :five stripes on each side .............. ··-··· .C. de.ppei.
Hind leg longer, reaching nasal suture; minute scales between abdomiuals aud anals; femoral scales in 10-12 rows; bra.chials smaller; anals
10-12; 011ly four stripes on each side ......... . ........ _... 0. guttatus.
AA. Scales of collar not larger at edge, which is more or less granular;
supraorhitals 4 (parietals 3).
·
a. Prenasal not reachiug second superior labial.
(J. Post-antehrachial plates wanting.
Large; anal plates 10 or more; brachials in 4-5 rows; femora,
~ores 24-5; hiud leg extended reaches ear; stripes br'.,Qaap. ,,.,

~i~t~~. 5~6-; ·

i~. 4~8- ~~-;~·;. ~-.::1&-;>1

M::~~~a:~~i ·
b~~1·c-hi-;l~6-9; femoral pores 19-21; scales generally coar:se; the limd
leg extended reaches ear; stripes complete or broken up.
0. tessellatits.
Smaller; anal plates 8-10; bra.chials 6 rows; fem orals 8; femoral
pores 25; bind leg extended reaches prenasal plate; yellow
spottecl on olive ground ............. ___ ......... 0 . 1Jai·iulosus,
Small; brachia] plates 5 rows; femorals 6; femoral pores 17;
scales smooth; striped; hiud leg to ear ........ 0. octolineat11s.
Small; bracl.Jial rows 6; femorals 4-5; femoral pores 17; sr·ales
rongb; uni color; h incl leg to ear ................ 0 . inoniatus.
AAA. Collar with large !scal es, ab ruptly larger than the gnlars.
a. Anterior nn al plate not reacbing second superior labial.
(J. Femoral pores 15 or- ruore.
y. No po t-anteurachial pla.tes.
Small; stripes persistent, no intermediate spotA; femur with
a stripe behind; few oral pores 15-17; head short, loreal
plate higher than long; femoral scales 7-8 rows; 5 infralal.,ials .................................... C. sexlineatus.
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Large; stripes moro or less connected with spots which cut
up the dark ground into spots and crossbars posteriorly;
femur without strip behind; femoral pores 20-21; loreal
plate longer than high; femoral scales 7-8 rows.
C. gi·aharnii.
yy. Post-antebrachial scales present.
Median gular scales smaller than those of collar; femoral
pores 16-18; femoral scales in 8 rows; infralabials 6; 7
undulate Llack stripes on an olivaceous ground.
C. septrrnrittatus.
Median gular scales smaller than those of collar; femoral
pores 18-23; muzzle elongate, loreal longer than high;
dark bands mterruptecl by larger or smaller light spots or
intervals .. ____ ... _.... __ .. __ ... ____ ..... ______ C. gularis.
(3(3. Femoral pores fewer than 15.
Femoral pores 12; 3 parietals; 3 supraorbitals; gray brown
with 10 lougitudinal stripes. _____ ... _.... ___ . C. 1nnltilineatus.
Femoral pores 9-11; 5 parietals; 4 suprnoculars; anals forming
a triangle; olive brown with G stripes or some rows of spots.
C. ocellifer.
era. Anterior nasal plate reaching second labial.
Femoral pores 13; one marginal anal plate; Gwhite stripes; small.
C. labialis.

In this genus as in others, some characters which are constant in
one species are inconstant in another. The preseuce or absence of the
sixth infralabial, and of the frenoorbital plates, are of this nature.
'Ihe number of femoral pores varies within a small range in all of the
for ms. .Anomalies in the division of the head plates are rare, but
sometimes occur in these genus. Such are the fusion of the symphyseal and postsymphyseal plates, the presence of an additional lal>ial
plate, etc.
The discrimination of the North American species of this genus is
the most difficult problem in our herpetology. Now here are subspecies
more clearly defined than in Onemidophorus, that is, definable geographical for ms, which ·are not always true·to their characters.
rrhe color markings differ in the same individual at different age~, and
the age at which the adult coloration is assumed differs in different localities. Some of the species, as for example, Cnernidophorus sexlineatus,
never abandon the coloration of the young of other species and sn bspecies. The same condition is characteristic of the 0. deppei of l\Iexico, the
0. lemniscatus of Brazil, and other species. The process of color modification is, as I have pointP-d out, 1 as follows: The young are longitudinally striped from two to four stripes on each side of the middle line.
With increasing age, light spots appear between the stripes in the dark
interspaces. In a later stage these spots increase in transver~e diameter, breaking up the dark bands into spots. In some of the forms
these dark spots extend themselves transversely and unite with each
other, formi11g black cross-stripes of greater or less length. Thus we
have before us the process by which a longitudinally striped coloration
is transformed iuto a transversely striped one.
1

Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 283.
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The large number of specimens of 0. tessellatus and 0. gularis in the
U.S. National Museum collection s_how that the breaking up of the
striped coloration appears first at the posterior part of the dorsal region
(that is, the sacral and lumbar). The confluence of the spots appears
there first; and finally (0. gular-is semifasciatus), where the color markings disappear, leaving a uniform hue, this also appears :first at the
posterior part of the body. In the 0. tessellatus rubidus the dark spots
disappear ?rst on the anterior regions.
The species of 0nemidophorus inhabit dry open ground where they
can observe their insect prey and watch their enemies. From the latter they escape by the extreme rapidity of their movements, which
renders it difficult to follow them with the eye, to which they appear as
a streak flying over the ground. For this reason they are popularly
known as" swifts." They are nevertheless frequently caught and eaten
by snakes.
Of the species enumerated in the synopsis above_ given, eight are
not found in the N earctic realm. Thus 0. gutta,tus and 0. deppei are
restricted to the Central American district, and 0. espeutii to certain
islands of the eastern coast of Central America. 0. niurinus and 0.
nigricolor belong to the northern parts of South America, and 0. ocellifer, 0. lacertoides, and 0. longicaiida to the southern parts of that continent. C. leumiscatus inhabits tropical South America east of the Andes.
CNEMIDOPHORUS MAXIMUS Cope.

Cnemidophorus rnaxinius COPE, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 104; Trans .
.A.mer. Phil. Soc., 1892, pp. 28-32.

Fig. 104.
CNEMIDOPHORUS MAXIMUS COPE.

=l.

Lower California.
Cat. No. 126621 U.S.N.M.
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The largest species of the genus, equaling many of the Ameivas in
dimensions. Plates of the collar graduating anteriorly into the poste. rior gular, the series concave anteriorly in the middle, leaving smaller · ·
scales on the margin. Anterior gulars abruptly larger, the median
largest. Nostril in nasorostral; superorbitals four, frontoparietals
separated. Interparietal (in adult) nearly as broad as long; parietals
large. Infralabials five. Preanals in four transverse series-, the posterior two containing six. Tibials four, femorals seven, abdominals
eight,antebrachials (often an unreliable character) four, brachials sevenrowcd. Dorsal scales minute. Above olive-brown, with three brown
band s on each side, which are as wide as the intervals between them, and
are so broken by spots of the gruund-color as to resemble series of confluent brown variations. Posterior extremities coarsely reticulate with
the same color. Superior surface of tail and gular region blackish
varied ; abdominal shields black tipped. Under surface of tail and
hinder extremities yellow. Upper surface crossbarred, so as to appear
annulate in some spe_cimens.
Differs from the 0. tessellatus, its ·nearest ally, in its smaller and
more numerous preanal plates; its smaller dorsal scales, and broader
light bands, as well as in its superior size.
Cnemidophorus maximus Cope.
umber
CatalogueI N
of specim ens.
N o.
5297

12636
12662
12658

1

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

C~~~n~!: Lucas, L . Cali- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Xantus . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic.

3 La Paz, L. California . .... Feb.-, 1882 L. Belding ........ _......
1 ..... do ......................... do ............ do...................
2 Espiritu Santa Island .................•...... do . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

do.
do.
do.

This species varies in the number of its anal plates, some specimens
having fe wer than others. The brachia! plates also vary in number
from six t o eight rows. Two young specimens (Oat.No.12658), in which
t he umb ilical fissure is still open, are about as large as the adult a.
sexlineatus. They have a median dorsal light stripe, and two on each
side on a blackish ground. Each of the two dark bands thus produced
is marked by two rows of pale spots. In this they differ from the
spotted striped forms of the 0. tessellatus and 0. guttatus, which have
but. one Aeries of such spots. The femur and tibia are crossbarred and
. not marked with a longitudinal stripe behind.
the former 1s

'

CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS Say.

Cnemidophorus tessellatus BAIRD, U. S. Pac, R. R. Surveys, X, 1859, Gunnison's
Report, p. 18.-COPE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. Amer., 1875, p. 46; Trans.
Amer. Phil. Soc., 1892, p. 33.
Ameiva tessellata SAY, Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., II, 1823, p. 50.

Scales of the back and sides generally coarse, .5 mm. in diameter.
Scales of the collar not larger than those of the throat, the edge of the
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collar with smaller often granular scales. Four supraorbital scales,
the posterior smaller than the others. These are separated from both
the superciliaries and the frontal and frontoparietal by granular scales
whose extension anteriorly differs in different individuals. Frontoparietals as large as the parietals, truneate in front. Interparietal
longer than broad 1 longer than each parietal. The latter undivided.
A transverse series of sma11 plates bound the parietals and interparietals posteriorly. Frenal plate longer than postnasal. One row of
scuta in front of orbit and be]ow orbit, separating the latter from the
superior labials. Superior labials five to below middle of orbit, the
fifth acuminate posteriorly. Infralabials five.
Brachial scales in four to eight longitudinal rows (rarely five) counted
at the middle, continuous with antebral'hials, which are in three rows
(rarely two). Post-antebrachials smal1, uniform. Femoral plates in
seven to nine rows (counted at middle and to the line of pores) and
tibial plates in three longitudinal rows. Femoral pores varying from
nineteen to twenty-one in number.
Color varying from olivaceous black to olivaceous brown, which is
marked by light yellow or orange longitudinal stripes or spots on tbe
dark ground, or reversed by black spots on a light ground. The head
is unspotted and unstriped, except occasional maculations of the gular
region. Belly from yellowish to black or spotted. Limbs crossbarred
or spotted, and· not distinctly striped posteriorly.
The size varies from a length of head and body of 86 mm. to 10~ mm.
In tlie former the total length is 260 mm.; in the latter, 350 mm. For
more detailed measurements see under the respective subspecies.
This species ranges over the Sonoran and Lower Ualiforniau regions
and the Pacific, nearly to the 11orthPrn boundary of California. Its
distribution is somewhat coincident with that of the Eutcenia elegans
(omitting the Rocky Mountains proper), and its eastern border is overlapped by the ra11ge of the eastern 0. sexlineatus. The range of variations of color seen in the 0. tessellcitus is about the same as that seen
in the 0. gularis, although, with a few exeeptions, the sub~pecies of
the two may be distinguished from ea,·h other by eo1or cbara<.:tedstics
withont examining the scale characters. The paralh..lism h:;, however,
very close, and shows the same line of iuotlifications. I refer more
es1wcially to tliese under the bead of 0. gularis.
The subspecie, of the 0. tessellatus are five, as follows:
I. Brachial scales 4-5 rows; femorals 6-7 rows.
Blackish olive above, with a median dorsal paler stripe, and three similar stripes
on each side; belly and throat unspotted ... __ . _... ____ .. ____ .. C. t. perplexus.
Two pale stripes on each si<le only, the faterspaces pale spotted, ancl frequently
broken 11p into black or olive spots so as to destroy their integrit,y; generally
sparsel~· lilack spotted below .... _...... _ _... _...... _... ___ .. C. t. te~sellatus.
o stripes, but 12-14 longitu<linal series of pale spots on an olivaceous ground,
more or less confluent; hin<l l egs with numerous pale spot · ; thorax, collar,
and more or less of throat black ..••.. . .......... ___ .•.... C. t. melanostethus.
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II. Brachia! scales in 5-6 rows; femorals 8-9 rows.
No stripes; ground color dove brown, with three rows of more or less obsolete
black spots on the back and vertical black bars on the sides; abdominal
plates pale, black et1ged; hands and inferior faces of hind legs and tail red;
larger ....................................................... _.. C. t. ru.b·id-ns.
III. Brachia! scales 7-8 rows; femorals in 8-9 rows.
Four light strip,·s above, interrupted and connected with light spots and lines
in the black interspaces; sides, throat and inferior surfaces variegated black
and white; medium .. _...... __ ....... ___ .. _. __ .. ..... __ ... C. t. rnultiscutatus.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS PERPLEXUS Baird and Girard.
Cnfmi,dophorns perplexus BAIRD and GrRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852,

p. 128.-COPE, Check List Batr. Rept N. Amer., 1875, p. 46.

,

!J

Fi_g. 105.

CNEMIDOPH OR US TESSELLATUS PERPLEXUS BAIRD AND GIRARD .

= l.

Texas.
Cat. No. 3060, U.S.N.M.

In the type specimen of this subspecies the interparietal plate is narrower than the parietals, and is twice as long as wide. Tlle frenal is
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longer than the postnasal, and there is no frenoorbital. The first pair
of infralabials are in contact on the median line throughout their length.
Besides these there are four infralabials on each side, which are separated from the inferior labials by four plates on each side, which are
preceded by a few granules. Th ere are four rows of brachia! and
three rows of antebrachial scuta (only two rows at the middle of the
forearm). The femorals are in seven rows, the second from the front
the largest. Tlte tibials are in three rows, the front the largest. There
are three large anal plates, two posterior and followed by a granular
space anteri~r to the vent. The edge of the collar is granular, and the
granules form a triangular area with the apex forward. On each side
of this the scales are about as-large as those on the middle of the throat
between the jaws. The extremity of -the fourth toe of the extended
hind limb reaches to halfway between the humerus and the ear. Femoral pores 19 on each side.
}II easurement.~.-Total length, 260 mm.; length of head and body, 86
mm.; length of head to angle of jaws, 22 mm.; to edge of collar, 26
mm.; to axilla, 31 mm.; length of forearm from axilla, 27 mm.; length
of fore foot, 11 mm.; length of hind leg, 58 mm.; length of hind foot,
30 mm.; width of head behind orbit, 10 mm.
The color has already been mainly described. The thigh and tibia
are longitudinally marbled with dark olive on a pale olive ground.
Head, fore limbs, and tail unspotted. ·
The specimen described is the largest obtained, and it is probably
adult. Its colors are rather obsolete, while those of th1·ee younger
specimens are as strongly contrasted as in the young of aoy other form.
Among all the striped forms of the 0. tessella,tus, this one is distinguished by the presence of seven stripes and no spots. It is, so far
as yet known, confined to the valley of the Rio Grande River.
Cnemidophorus tessellatu8 perplexus Baird and Girard.
Uatalogue N um be_r
No.
of specimens .
3050
3030
8519

22383

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Gen. Churchill, U.S. A .. Alcoholic.
Dr C.B.R.Kennerly....
do.
Dr. H.C. Yarrow........
do.
T. D. A. Cockerell.......
do.

2 Texas .............. ... ........ . .........
1 ... .. do:, ............................ . ....
1 Saulldefonso,NewMexico Aug.-, 1874
1 Mesilla, New Mexico .. .. . ...............
I

A specimen iu the museum of the school of biology of the University
of Pennsylvania, of about the size of the type above described, agrees
in all important respects with it, with the following exceptions: The
econd and third infralabial plates are in contact with the labials and
uot separated by plates, although some minute granules are present.
Tl.Jere are six rows of brachia! plates at the middle of the humerus aud
three of antebracbials. The light and dark stripes present a strong
contra t of color, . the former being rosy and the latter pure black.
Tlie third blaek stripe on e ..wb side is broken into approximated
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blocks. The lateral abdomjnal plates are black at the base, leaving a
light stripe below the inferior black oue, uot well defined below. This
gives the appearance of four light stripes on each siue instead of three.
Four black spots between orbit and ear, and a few on posterior labials
and front of orbit. Legs striped and reticulate with black on a pale
.ground. I add that there are 19 femoral pores, and that the extended
hind leg reaches the front border of the auricular meatus.
This form approximates this subspecies to the 0. t. tessellatus. The
habitat of the specimen is unknown.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS TESSELLATU~ Say. 1

Cne·midopho1·us tessellatus BAIRD, U.S. Pac. R.R. Surv., X, 1859, Gunnison's Rept.,
p. 18.-COPE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. Amer., P; 46.
A:inei',:a tessellata SAY, Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., II, 1823, p. 50.
Cnernidophorns gmcilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p.
128.-BAIRD, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv. Rept. II, Pt. 2, Reptiles, p. 10,
pl. XXXIV, figs. 7-14.
Cnemidophorus marmoratus BAIRD and Grn,<\RD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852,
p. l!J8.
Cnemidophorus tigris BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila,, VI, 1852,
p. 69.-BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv. Rept., 1859, II, Pt. 2, Reptiles, p. 10,

pl.

XXXIII.

Cnemidophorus tessellatus tigris COPE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. Amer., 1875, p. 46.
Cnemidopho1·us undulatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VII, 1854,
p. 94.

The scale characters of this subspecies are much like those of the
0. t. perplexus. The interparietal plate is generally larger, exceeding
the parietals, and being nearly as wide in front as it is long. The first
pair of infralabials is sepa,rated by scales posteriorly. The larger scales
of the mesoptycbium extend all the way across it, and they are preceded by a considerable tract of small scales, which are in turn preceded by the large gulars rather abruptly. The bracbial scales are in
four rows and the antebrachials in three. The. femorals are in seven
(rarely six or eight) and the tibials in three. Femoral pores from 19
to 21. The hind limb extended, reaches the tympanic meatus with
tlte en d of the longest toe. The anal plates are four to six in numbertwo posterior and two arranged anteroposteriorly in front of them.
Jltleasurements.-Total length, 335 mm.; length of head and body to
vent, 102 mm.; length of head to angle of ma.11dible, 26 mm.; length to
collar, 35 mm.; length to axilla, 42 mm.; length of foreleg, 3--l mm.;
length of fore foot, 16 mm.; length of hind leg, 73 mm.; length of bind
foot, 37 mm.
The adult differs from the young in color, and its colors may be best
understood by reference to the latter. In this stage the ground color
of the back and sides is black or blackish-olive, a11d it is traversed by
two light-yellowish stripes on ea.ch side. One of these starts at the
occipital plate and the other at the superciliary angle. The lateral
1

Description from a specimen from the Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado .
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stripe, which extends from above the auricular meatus in the 0. t. per.
plexus, is here wauting. There is sometimes a. trace of a median dorsal
stripe, but generally not;. Faint longitndinal lines are sometimes present between the stripes mentioned. On the sides below the external
stripe are three series of more or less longitudinal spots, which outli11e
three stripes; but they are not connected, excepting sometimes in tlie
transverse direction. This stage represents the 0. gracilis Baird aud
Girard.
In maturer specimens rounded spots appear between the longitudinal
stripes, and the lateral spots become connected transv~rsely, so as to

.

Fig.106 .

CNEMIDOPHORUS 'l'ESSELLATUS TESSELLATUS SAY.

= l.

Utah.
Cat. No. 3041, U.S.N.M.

leave the dark ground color in the form of irregular transverse bars
(Oat. o. . 30!7, 4970, 15619). In fl.ome specimens the median dorsal
strjpe i distinct, and is even divided into two (flat. No. 11978). Such
specimeus have ·ix stripes, very close together, and only the external
pair on each side are homologous of tlwse of the 0. sexlineatus and O.
gidaris. Jn the m~jority of adult specimens t,he light spots expand
transversely and produce an emargination on one side or the other of
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the black ground, or cut it into sections or spots by expanding in both
directions. In the former case the dark stripes become irregular or
undulate in outline. This is their usual condition on the anterior part of
the body. On tbe posterior part of the body the dark ground is usually
broken into spots. In the type specimen of the 0. tigris Baird and
Girard, the breaking up of the black intervals has not been completed,
although the speeimen is of full size. In typical specimens this part

Fig. 107.
CNEMIDOPHORUS '.rESSELLATUS TESSELLATUS SAY,

f3.

=1.

Utah.
Cat. No. 4113, U.S.N.M.

of the bony is marked by three longitudinal rows of transverse black
spots. The upper surface of the tai\ is generally marked with brown
spots, sometimes rather large, but in other specimens con fined to the
keels of the scales. In some they are wanting.
In the last modification the traces of stripes have almost or quite
disappeared . . The upper pair are first to be interrupted by transverse
and oblique extensious of the irregularly shaped black spots, and the
inferior stripes are finally interrupted an<l lost in the same manner.
N.A.'l' MUS 98-37
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Thus, in Cat. Nos. 8633 and 3048a, the spots are transversely confl.uen tin
every direction, leaving only irregular areas of the white color, now
become the ground. Tbese approach nearest to the O. t. variolosus Cope
and represent the 0. marmoratus of Baird and Girard. In the type of
that supposed species a _trace of the inferior stripe remains on each
side. The end of the fourth toe of the extended posterior foot reaches

Fig.108.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS TESSELLATUS

SAY, y.

=l.
Cat. No. 8048, U.S.N.~.

the meatus auditorius, and there are twenty femoral pores on each side.
The length of the head and body is 85 mm.; in Uat. No. 8633 it is
100 mm.
The habits of Onemidophorus tessellatus tigris are referred to by
Dr. Merriam in bis report on the Death Valley expedition, as follows:
The whip-tail lizard is nearly as common as the gridiron tail in much of the area
traversed, but is not so strictly confined to the Lower Sonoran Zone, ranging up a
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short distance into the Upper Sonoran, and consequently reaching some valleys in
which the former species is absent. In this respect it resembles the leopard lizard
( Crotaphytus ivizlizenii ), with which it is usually found. It lives on the open desert
and runs with great rapidity when alarmed.

In Ualifornia it is abundant in the Moha,ve Desert, where it ranges
westward through Antelope Valley to the Cafiada 'de las Uvas(changing
to subspecies undulatus), and southward in the wash leading from near
Gorman station toward Peru Creek, in the Sierra Liebre. In the open
cauon leading up to Tehachapi Valley from the Mohave Desert it ranges
all the way to the summit of the pass (at Cameron) and probahly
throughout Tehachapi Valley also, but was not seen there because qf a
severe cold wind, which lasted all day at the time we passed through.
It ranges up from the Mohave Desert over Walker Pass and down on
the west slope to the valley of Kern River, where it changes to subspecies undulatus. It is common in Owens Valley, and ranges thence
up on the warm, west slope of the Inyo and White Mountains to 2,130
meters (7,000 feet) or higher, oppc,site Big Pine; and is tolerably common also in Deep Spring Valley. It is common in Panamint, Death,
and Mesquite Valleys, ranging from the latter through Grapevine Canon
to Sarcobatus Flat. In Nevada it is common in the Amargosa, Pah, rump, and Vegas Valleys, at the Bend of the Colorado, in the valleys
of the Virgin and Muddy, and reaches Oasis, Pahranagat, Desert, and
Meadow Creek Valleys, and from the latter ranges up among the junipers on the west slope of the Juniper Mountains, to an altitude of 1,980
meters (6,500 feet). In Utah it is common in the Lower Santa Clara
Valley, and thence ranges northward to the Upper Santa Clara Cross- .
iug1 but· disappears before reaching Mountain Meadows.
The food of 0nernidophorus tigris consists of grasshoppers and other
insects; no leaves or flowers were found in the numerous stomachs
examined.
Ha1lowell in describing this subspecies as 0. undulatus recognized the
difference between it and the 0. t. perplexus, remarking that the present
form has but two light stripes on each side.
This form ranges the Sonoran region to Utah inclusive, anci extends
to the northern part of California.
Cnemidophorus tessellatus tessellatus Say.
Number
Ca.tal ogue of specimens.
N o.
3034
3067
9270
8630
3034

1
12

1
1

1

Colorado DeRert . • . • . . . . . . . .
Colorado River, Arizona....
McCloud Rivn, California..
Southern California ......•.
Colorado Desert .........•..

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Dr. .J. L. Le Conte .......... . Alcoholic.
H . B. Mollhausen ..... . .... .
do.
L. Stone ................... .
do.
G. A. Hasson .............. .
do.
Dr. J. L. Le Conte .......... . .A.lcoholic /type of O.
gracili.~).

8631

15619
11635
ll9i8
3026

Locality.

f

Los Angeles, California..... 'iVm. Somers .....••......... Alcoholic.
St. Thomas, Nevada . . . . . . . . Dr. E. Palmer ...•...........
do.

Cerros Island, California.. .. L. Belding ...............••.
Near latitude 38° ..••.••.••. Lieutenant Beckwith....... Alcoholic (type of O.
tessellat1is Baird
and Girard).
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Cnernidophorus tes3ellatus tessellatus Say-Continued.

Number
Cat~~~ue of specimens.
3047
4970
11737
4976
5065
4113
3061

1
1
1
1
l
2

1

3040

2

4103
5019
11791
11762
11808
15619
3024

1
2
4
3

1
1
2

3036
3048a
8633
20485

l
1

20815
22270

1
1

U.S. Sexand
NN~·
age.

18462
I846:l
18464
18465
18466
18467
18468
18469
18470
18471
18472
18473
18474
18475
18476
18477
18478
1847!.J
18480
18481
18482

m~:

18485
18486

m~~

18480
18490
18491
18492
18493
18494

Locality.

:From whom received.

Nature of sp11cimen.

Salt Lake, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . • Capt. H. Stansbury .. ...... . Alcoholic.
Southern Utah ........•...•. Dr. Brewer ................. .
do.
Camp 12, Nevada............ R. Ridgway ................ .
do.
Fort Tejon, California...... J. Xantus .................. .
do.
Pecos River, Texas ...................................... .
do.
Fort Tejon, California ...... J. Xantus ..... .•............
do.
California ..•••••.. ...•.•••.. Dr. J. Kirtland •••....••..... Al~oh_olic (type of 0.
tigris Baird and
Girard).
Fort Yuma, Arizona........ Dr. A. L. Heermann . ..•... .. Alcoholic (type of 0.
undulatus Hall).
Salt Lake, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. ........................•.. Alcoholic.
Fort Buchanan, Arizona.... Dr. B. I. D. Irwin, U.S. A .. .
do.
Fresno, California .......... G. Eisen .... ...... . ........ .
do.
..... do ........................... do .•••.•.••.............
do.
McCloud River, California.. L. Stone ............... ... . .
do.
St. Thomas, Nevada ........ Dr. E. Palmer .............. .
Between San Antonio and Col. J. D. Graham .••••••.... Alcoholic (type of 0.
El Paso, Texas.
marmoratu8 Baird
and Girard)
Laredo, Texas . . . . . . . • • • . . . . Gov. Stevens .............. . Alcoholic.
L ............ ...... ......... J. S. Newberry ........... .. .
do.
Fort Tejon, California . . . . . . H. W. Henshaw .........•••.
do.
("
0.
tigris,")
Witch Creek. San Diego ..... do ...............•...••.
County, California.
Carlin , Elko County, N evarla Julius Hurter .......••.....
Las Cruces, New Mexico .... T. D.S. Cockerell .......•.•.

I

AltiWhen
From whom
tude. collected.
r eceived.

Locality.

Feet.
Adult .. Santa Clara Valley, Utah ................................... May 11
Male ... Pahrump Valley, Nevada .....•..........•..•...•...•...... Apr. 28
Male ........ do .........................•...•.......•.............•.. Apr. 29
Ad ult.. Pahranagat Valley, Nevada........................ . . . . . . • . May 25
Adult ....... do . ........ ........................... ..... ................. ao .. .
Adult .. Oasis Valley, Ne,ada. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,600 June 2
Adult .. Call ville, Nevada . ...........................•.............. May 4
Male... Coso Mountains, Coso, California................... . . . . . . . . May 18
Female ...... do ........................................•............. May 20
Male... Argus Range, Shepherd Canyon, California........ . . . . . . . . Apr. 27
Male .......• do.............................................. . . . . . . . . Apr. 28
Female . . .... do ........................................ : ................. do .. .
Male 1 ••••• •• do ..................................... .. ................... do .. .
Male .. . Argus Range, Coso Valley. California ...................... May 11
Male ... Argus Range, Searl's Garden, California ................... .Apr. 24
Adult .. Panamint Mountains, Willow Creek, California.... 4,600 May 18
Male ... Panamint Valley, Hot Springs, California ......... .... ..... Apr. 22
Adult .. Lone Pine, California .. .... •.. . ..................•......•••. June 11
Adult .. .... . do ..... ........ ..• •...•......•......... ................. June 6
Young. Deat,h Valley, California ........• .......... . , .............. Mar. 22
Adult .. Death Valley, Furnace Creek, California ... .....• ... ...... . June 20

Merriam .
do.
Bailey.
Merriam
Bailey.
do.
do.
Fisher.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Stephens.
Nelson.
Merriam.
l<'iRher.
Palmer.
Nelson.
Fisher.
do.
Merriam.
Adult.. Death Valley Bennett Wells, California ...••............... Apr. 1 Bailey.
Adult ....... do ...........................••.•........................... do .. .
do.
do.
do.
Young ...... do.............................................. . . • . . . . . Jan. 22
do.
Male ... Mohave Desert. Leach Point Valley, California . ............ Apr. 25 Merriam.
FemaJe . .... . do ...............................................•.......... do .. .
clo.
Female. Owens Lake. mouth of canyon 5 miles southwest of 4,000 June 8 Steph ens.
Olancha, California.
F emale. Owens Lake, Olan cha, California................... 3,700 .oiay 19
do.
Adult .. Deep Spring Valley, California..................... 5,300 June 9 Merriam.

Ia~ff.: :::::~~:::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ia;;. i~

±i~ii :~ :::::i~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~pa:~·-~-

1

Young.
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CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS MELANOSTETHUS Cope.
Cnemidoph01·us tessellatus melanostethus COPE, Check List Batr. Rept. N. Amer.,
1875, p. 46.
Cnemidophorus rnelanostethus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p.104.

Fig. 109.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS MELANOSTETHUS COPE.

= l.

Arizona.
Cat, No. 3067, U.S.N.M.

Introparietal plate longer but narrower than the parietals. Posterior
supraorbital, not rudimental. First pair of infralabialA divaricate
behind. Mesoptychial scales homogeneous, i:;maller, lmt not granular
at the border. Anal plates four, two marginal, the others anteroposterior. Dorsal scales coarse, in transverse rows, the posterior edges
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elevated. Brachia] scales in five, antebrachials in three rows. Femorals in seven, tibials in three rows. Bind leg extended reaching
auditory meatus in front. Femoral pores 20-22.
Measurements.-Total length, 315 mm.; length to angle of mandible,
25 mm.; length to edge of collar, 29 mm.; length to axilla, 35 mm.;
length to vent, SU mm.; length of fore limb, 32 mm.; length of fore foot,
14 mm.; length of hind leg, 63 mm.; length of' bind foot, 34 mm.
The general appearance of the coloration of this species is that of a
multitude of rather small grayish-yellow spots closely placed on a
ground of grayish olive. These may be counted as forming from four- teen to sixteen rows between the abdominal plates of one side and
those of the other along the back. There are several black crescentic
spots from the axilla posteriorly. The bind limbs and the posterior
side of the fore limb are spotted like the back. Thorax and collar, and
more or less of the gular region, black. Belly scales with black bases.
Tail unicolor above and below, the distal three-quarters of the inferior
surface black. A black spot in front of the meatus auditorius, and
another below the posterior border of the orbit. A few shades on side
of head; top of head uniform olive. In one of' the specimens the spots
on tbe middle dorsal region are obsolete, the result being a grayish
olive hue.
The coloration of this subspecies is something like that of the 0.
variolosus, but that is another species. The interparietal plate is narrower than in the 0. t. tessellatus, and the black breast and gular region
are not seen in it.
A number of young specimens accompany the two adults described.
They have two narrow stripes on each side of the middle line, and the
spaces between them contain each a row of pale spots. The thorax is
not black. These resemble the young of 0. t, tessellatus ( 0. gracilis)
but the latter has brighter colors, and when the spaces between the
stripes contain marks they are delicate longitudinal lines (Oat. No. 3034,
type of 0. gracilis).
This form is only known from the Colorado River of Arizona.
Cnemidophorus tessellatus melanostethus Cope.
Catalogae Namber
of speci No.
mens.

Locality .

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--

3067
17184-9

12
6

Exploration, Colorado River H.B. Mollhausen ........... .Alcoholic.
Tucson , .Arizona . ........... P.L.Jouy . .................
do.

CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS .l:ETHIOPS Cope.

Ro"·, of brachial cales 4-5; of females 6-7; of antebracbia1s 2,
except proximally, where there is an additional narrow median row;
of tibial 3, with part of another. Dor al scales .33 mm. Interparietal
plate as wide as parietals, and a little longer, followed by two rows of
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fl.at scales. Infralabials 5, with two large scales posteriorly above the
last two. Gular scales medially rather large, twice or thrice as large
as the laterals, and equaliug those of the mesoptychium. The latter
are of moderate size, and are in several transverse series, the posterior
smaller at the sides, but not granular. Keels of caudal scales in continuous lines; femoral pores 20-21.
Old specimens black above and below, except the hind legs, palms,
and median line of tail below. The · superior face of the hind leg is
dark olive, closely variegated with light olive. The posterior face of
the femur is yellowish, with three black longitudinal stripes; the inferior, which runs along the posterior edge of the femoral pores, is
narrow, and sometimes wanting; and the superior pale stripe is sometimes imperfect. In younger specimens of adult size seven narrow,
regular stripes a little paler than the ground color may be seen, three
on each side of a median vertebral one. The interspaces are obscurely
pale, spotted. The inferior stripe extends from the groin to the axilla.
In such specimens the coloration of other regions is like that of the
adult. Accompanying these is a smaller and probably younger specimen, which nevertheless contains two eggs which have very much the
color of the 0. sexlineatus. There are seven olive stripes on a black
ground, not so bright as on the species named. The under surfaces are
white, except the mesoptychium and sides of throat, which are dusky.
The limbs are black above, the cubitus with two longitudinal stripes
behind, and the thigh with two yellow stripes and a yellow space below
posteriorly. Superior face of thigh with two more or less interrupted
longitudinal stripes; lower leg with three. No spots in the spaces
between dorsal stripes.
Cnemidophorus tessellatus cethiops Cope.
Number
Cata1ogue of
speciN o.
men!!.

I

Locality.

From whom received.

1
- - - - -- 6 i H
--er_m_o_sill
_ o_, -So-n-or_a__- --_.-. _-__-_- --_.-••-•.-••- . -•- .-p-_'J-,e-nk-i-ns_a_n_d_B_.W-.E-v-e-rm_a_n-n.-

This form resembles most the 0. t. melanostethus, but the coloration
is different in several respects. The uniform black color of the adults
is unknown in the latter, and the striping of the legs, especially of the
bind legs in the adult, is equally a peculiarity of the present form.
The possession of 6 stripes instead of 4, or 3 on each side of the median
line, alters this form to the 0. t. perplexus rather than to the 0. t.
melanostethus.
Of the 6 specimens 2 present the adult coloration, 3 of equal size
with the adults the obscurely striped, and 1, the smallest, the distinctly
striped.
Measurements.-Tota11engtb, 268 mm.; length to vent, 82 mm.; length
to collar, 26 mm.; length line of auricular meatus, 17 mm.; length of
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forp, Jeg, 27 mm.; length of fore foot, 13.5 mm.; length of hind leg, 60
mm.; length of hind foot, 32 mm.
A form very much like this subspecies ha8 been na,med 0. martyris
by Stfjneger. 1 The two kno_wn specimens differ from the 0. t. melanostethus in their smaller size and in the extension of the black over the
entirr inferior surface. It is doubtful whether it can be regarcled as a
subspecies. lt is from the island of San Martir, Gulf of California.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS RUBIDUS Cope.
Crumidophorus tessellatus riibidus COPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1892, p. 36, pl. XII,
:fig.F.

Fig. 110.
C NEMIDOPHORUS TESSELL.A.TUS RUBIDUS C OPE,

= 1.
Lower California.
Cat. No. 151 53, U.S.N.M.

This elegant form is represented in the national collection by seven
individual , of which three are adult. To the usual characters of the
species it adds some others. Thus the scales are rather finer, being
less than 0.5 mm. in diametP.r. The femoral scales are more numerous.
Femoral pores twenty-two. Small scales of collar border not granular. ·
There are three parietals, and the longest toe reaches the auricular
meatas. There are the usual three anals, with one in front of the
1

P roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1890, p. 407.
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median, which is, with the latter, bounded by a few scales on the sides.
Median gular scales rather coarse, and abruptly contrasted with the
posterior gulars in a transverse line. Loreal longer than higll. Small
scales above anterior canthus of eye numerous and rather prominent.
The keels of the caudal scales are prominent, and, except at the base of
the tail, in continuous lines.
The color of the upper surfaces in the adult is a dove brown. This is
marked on the back by three series of transverse black spots, which are
well separated from each other. In one specimen the spots are very
narrow; in another they are nearly obsolete on the anterior part of the
back. On the sides similar black spots are more or less confluent
into vertical black stripes. The head and fore legs are unifor..m brown
above; the bind limbs hav~ on a similar ground narrow blackish crossbars, sometimes indistinct. Tail pale brown above, with olive and
brown spots. Inferior surfaces straw-colored tinged with green, and
varied wit.h black and red. The abdominal scuta are black bordered,
and the throat is black spotted, sometimes strongly, sometimes faintly.
The palms and sometimes the entire inferior surface of the anus is
a bright vermilion. Posterior and inferior sides of femora, inferior
aspect of tibia, and inferior side and distal half of tail bright vermilion.
The young specimens have traces of six longitudinal stripes of an
olivaceous or light-brown color, and the spaces between them are crossbarred with black and olive, as in the 0. gularis mariarum, which this
form closely resembles at this stage. The black spots become more
distinct with age, and the interspaces blend completely with the
stripes, so that the latter are ultimately completely lost in a common
ground c~lor. The femora are reticulated with black on an orange
ground above. The black and red of the inferior surfaces are not so
pronounced as in the adult.
Measurements.-Total length, 340 mm.; length to posterior edge of
ear, 24 mm.; length to collar, 34 mm.; length to vent., 100 mm.; length
of fore limb, 35 mm.; length of hind limb, 72 mm.; length of hind foot,
36mm.
Cnernidophoi·us tessellatus t·ubidus Cope,
Catalogue N:nmbe~
o!n8fn~~lNo.
15149
15150
15151
15152
15153
15154
15155

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Locality.

From whom received.

St. .Margarita Island, Lower California . U.S. Fish Com. steamer A.lbat1·oss.
.............. . .................. .
do.
................................. .
do.
................................. .
do.
................................. .
do.
....... .. ... .. ................... .
do.
........ .. ....................... .
do.

... .. do
.... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
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CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS MULTISCUTATUS Cope.
Cnemidophorus tessellatus niultiscutatus COPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1892, p. 38.
Cnemidophorus tessellatus tigris COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889, XII, p. 147; not
of Baird and Girard.

Represented in the United States National Museum by four specimens of medium size. The muzzle is rather acute, and moderately
elongate. The anterior gulars are rather larger than the posterior, and
are not abruptly contrasted with the posterior, as is the case in the
O. t. rubidus, but they graduate into them. The extended hind leg
reaches to the orbit. In two larger specimens there are six plates of

Fig.111.
CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS MULTISCUTATUS COPE.

=I.

Lower California.
Cat. No. 15160, u.S.N.M.

the iofralabial row, and in two smaller but five. Four large anals, two
on the middle line iu front of the marginal pair. These four are surrounded by a series of smaller plates as far as the vent. Scales of the
tail with the keels slightly oblique throughout. The peculiarity of the
ub pecie is een in the large number of rows of bracbial scales (7-8
row ), and femoral scales (8-9 rows). The former are not quite contant, however, one of the smaller specimens having but six rows.
Femoral pores 20-22. The scales are smaller than is usual in 0. tessellatit , measuring 0.33 mm. and 0.25 mm. in diameter.
The color i generally of the 0. tessellatus tessellatus type, but the
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black ground color is more persistent. The light stripes are most broken
up posteriorly 5 and the communicating pale cross Rpots are widest and
most numerous. On the sides the pale spots are of irregular shapes,
being botll longitudinal and transverse on a black ground. Belly black
and light olive in varying proportions. Gular region and collar with
transverse black spots or bands. Fore Iimqs black with light olive
spots; hind limbs brown with blackish reticulation. Tail brown above,
black-spotted below.
I took a specimen which differs in no respect from this subspecies
on the road between Reno and Pyramid Lake in western Nevada. The
only difference is in the coloration, since the black between the stripes
is completely cut up into short transverse bars not wider than the lightbrown interspaces .
.lifeasurements.-TotaI length, 275 mm.; length to mea~us auditorius,
21 mm.; length to collar, 30 mm.; length to vent, 85 mm.; length of
fore limb, 32 mm.; length of hind limb, 65 mm.; length of hind foot,
35mm.
Onemidophorus tessellatus mu ltiscutatus Cope.
aI Number
Catalo.,,ue of speciNo
mens.

15160
15161
15162
15163

l

Locality.

From whom received.

Cerros Island, west coast of Lower Cal- U.S. Fish Com. steamer .Albatross.
ifornia .
..... do............. .....................
do.
..... do..................................
do.
..•.. do..................................
do.

CNEMIDOPHORUS TESSELLATUS VARIOLOSUS Cope.

Cnemidophorus tessellatus variolosus
• pl. VIII, fig. 6.

COPE,

Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1892, p. 39,

This species exhibits the general scale characters of the G. tessellatus,
but possesses some peculiarities. The interparietal plate is twice as large
as either parietal. Infralabials five. The scales of the brachium and
of the femur are smaller and more numerous than in the G. tessellatus.
There are six rows of the former, four being the usual number in the
latter species; and eight of the latter, six or seven being the usual
number. Brachia] rows three; tibials three. Anal scuta with the
lateral scales rather larger than usual, giving four large and six small
ones in all. Femoral pore:;; more numerous, twenty-five on each side.
This species is especially characterized by the length of the hind leg,
which reaches, when extended,_ to the postnasal plate, instead of to the
meatus auditorius only. The scales of the mesoptychium extend all the
way across, and are not interrupted at the middle by the smaller ones
as in the 0. t. perplexus. The marginal scales are smaller. Posterior
gular scales are smaller: bounded in front by the larger scales of the
anterior gular region.
Measurements.-Total length, 250 mm.; of head and body to vent, 65
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mm.; of head to angle of mandible, 10 mm.; to collar, 24 mm.; to
axilla, 31 mm.; length of fore leg, 27 mm.; of fore foot, 12 mm.; of hind
'leg, 55 mm.; of hind foot, 30 mm. _

Fig. 112.
CNEMIDOPHORUS '.l.'ESSELLATUS VARIOLOSUS COPE.

=l.

Coabuila.
Cat.

o. 3060, U.S.N.M.

The typical specimen is of a size which would be fully striped if it
belonged to the 0. maximu,s or 0. tessellatus, being that of the eastern
0. sexlineatus. There are, however, no stripes, but the olivaceous
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ground of the superior surfaces is marked with numerous rather small
yellowish oval spots. Those of the sides are irregularly disposed, but
those of the superior surfaces are arranged in six more or less irregular series. Of these the two external on each side correspond.with the
two external stripes of the young of the 0. tessellatus. On the nape the
series lose their regularity, and on the nape region they are more frequently transverse. The hind legs are olivaceous, marked with numerous irregular oval yellow spots. No stripe on the posterior face of the
femur. H~ad without spots or stripes. Gular region dark olive; thorax
blackish; belly yellowish, the scales with black bases. Tail olive with
scales above yellowish at the base, brownish beyond; below brown
except the basal fourth, which is yellowish with black spots on most of
the scales. Posterior limbs with oval yellowish spots on an olivaceous
·
ground. Femur not striped behip.d.
This species resembles the O. maximus in the increased number of
its femoral pores and femoral and brachial scales, but is distinguished
by its much longer hind leg, spotted coloration and much smaller size.
Cnemidophorus tessellat·us variolosus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of
speciLocality.
No.
mens.
- -3066
1 Pa1Tas Coahuila ............

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Lieutenant Couch, U.S. .A.. Alcoholic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS OCTOLINEATUS Baird.
Cnemidoph01·U,s octolineat-us BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 255; U. S.

Mex. Bound. Surv., II, 1859, Pt. 2, Rept., p.10.-CoPE, Check List Batr., Rept.
N. Amer., 1875, p. 45.

Interparietal plate subquadrate, about equal parietals; both bounded
posteriorly by small scuta. Superior labials five to below middle of
orbit; the last wedge-shaped. Infralabials five, first pair in contact
throughout their length. Brachia! plates in five rows, continuous with
the three rows of autebrachials. Femorals in six, tibials in three rows.
F emoral pores, 17. Anal plates three large ones, two posteriorly and
one in front, and all surrounded, except behind, by eight or nine smaller
plates. Dorsal and lateral scales oval, the long diameter anteroposterior, and arranged in transverse rows. Surface smooth. Larger scales
of collar not interrupted at middle; mesoptychial scales little reduced.
E xt ended hind leg reaching to half way between shoulder and auditory meatus.
Measurernents.-Size small. Total leugth, 184 mm.; length to angle
of mandible, 15 mm.; to edge of collar, 19 mm.; to vent, 60 mm.; to
axilla, 25 mm.; of fore leg, 20 mm.; of' fore foot, 9 mm.; of bind leg, 38
mm.; of hind foot, 20 mm.
The general color in ~pirits is bluish olive, darker above and lighter
below. This is traversed on the dorsal region by four pale, narrow
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stripes of tlie same tint on each side. The external three of these are
homologous with those of the 0. tessellatus perplexus and the 0. sexlineatus, and the additional five are median and equidistant from the
other stripes and from each other. There are no spots on any part of
the body, head, tail, or limbs.
This species differs from the young specimens of the 0. tessellatus of
equal size, in the small number of its fomoral pores, and in the absence
of spots on the hind limbs and sides, as well as in the additional pair
of median longitudinal stripes. The single known specimen is apparently adult, and is about equal in size to a half-grown 0. tesselatus, and
smaller than the 0. ·variolos·us.

Fig. 113.
CNEMIDOPHORUS OCTOLINEATUS BAIRD,

X 1.66.

Nuevo Leon, Mexico.
Cat. No. 300~, U.S.N.lVI.

Cnemidophorns octoli-neatus Baird.
Catalogue Number
of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--3009

1

Pesquieria Grande, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico.

Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A .. Alcoholic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS INORNATUS Baird.
BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858 (December), p.
255; Rept. U.S. Mex. Bound. Sur., II, 1859, Pt. 2, Rept., p. 10.-C0PE, Check
List Ba.tr., Rept. N. Amer., 1875, p. 45.

Cneniidoph orus inornatua

Parietal and interparietal plates subequal; posterior supraorbital
minute. Infralabia1s five, the last minute, the first pair in contact
throughout. Brachia! cales in six rows; femorals in only four or five.
Femoral pores, 16-17. Hind limb extended reaches rneatus auditorius.
Scale, round, projecting freely upwards posteriorly on the middle line,
so a to produce a rough surface.
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Measurements.-Total length, 190 mm.; length to angle of lower jaw,
15 mm.; to collar, 20 mm.; to axilla, 24 mm; to vent, 56 mm.; of fore
limb, 18 mm.; _of fore foot, 9 mm.; of bind leg, 39 mm. of bind foot,

20mm.
Color uniform dark oliva.ceous above; pale olivaceous below. No
spots nor. stripes.
This species is distinguished by a corn bination of characters. The
rough scales are peculiar to it, and it is the only species known to me
in which the rows of brachia! plates exceed the femoral in number. It
is the smallest species, anrl yet shows no indication of stripes.

Fig. 114.
CNEMIDOPHORUS INORNATUS BAIRD.

X 2.

Nuevo Leon, Mexico.
Cat. No. 3032, U.S.N.M.

Cnemidophorus inornatus Baird.
Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--3032

.

2

Pesquieria Grande, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico.

Li eut enant Couch ____ _,___ __ Alco-holic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS SEPTEMVITTATUS Cope.

Cnemidophorus septemvittatus COPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1893, p. 40, pl. rx,
fig. 8.

Scales of collar large, in three or four transverse rows, the largest
row on the edge; scales of mesoptychium small, flat, those of gular
region larger. Head narrower than in any other species, the first and
second supraorbital plates longer than wide, the fourth well developed.
Interparietal plate twice as long as wide, considerably narrower than
the parietals; both bounded posteriorly by some small plates. Loreal
much longer than postna~al; no frenoorbital. Infralabials, six on each
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side, the first pair in contact throughout. Dorsal scales coarse, round,
projecting upward at their posterior border. Brachia! scales in six
rows, antebracbial in three. Femorals in eight rows, tibials in three.
Femoral pores, 16-18. Anal plates only three, separated from vent by
a wide granular space, and surrounded anteriorly and laterally by one
row of small flat scales. Legs rather short, hind foot reaching to half
way between humerus and auricular meatus.
Measurements.-Size above medium for the genus. Length of head

Fig.115.
CNEl\llDOPBORUS SEPTEMVITTATUS COPE.

= l.

California.
Cat. No. 2872, U.S.N.M.

and body to vent (tail injured), 110 mm.; length of bead to angle of
mandible, 26 mm.; length to collar, 32 mm.; length to axilla, 42 mm.;
length of fore leg, 31 mm.; length of fore foot, 25 mm.; length of posterior leg, 71 mm.; length of hind foot, 35 mm.
Color above, light olivaceous brown, traversed by seven longitudinal
broad, black stripes, three on each side and one on the middle line. On
the lumbar region the median band disappears, and the pale intervals
are wider than the black one ; anteriorly the pale ground assumes its
normal relation of stripes on a black ground. The inferior begins at
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the orbit and passes over the tympanum; tbe next begins above the
anterior border of tlie orbit and marks the external borders of the supraorbital plates. 'rbe next issues from a parietal plate. Anteriorly the
black interspaces have a few small spots; posteriorly they become
undulate through lateral emarginations, and more posteriorly the first
and second stripes are broken up into quadrate spots, the third remaining unbroken. The hind legs are very indistinctly marbled on an olivegray ground. The fore legs are coarsely reticulated with black on an
olive ground. The lateral dark stripes extend to the orbit, and there
· is a blackish shade on the side of the muzzle, just below the can thus
rostralis. Lower surfaces everywhere yellowish unspotted, except a
few black specks on the inferior labials and sides of the gular region.
Tail olive above, yellowish below.
This species belongs to the 0. sexlineatus series, as indicated by the
scales of its collar, but it has the coarse scales of the 0. tessellatus. Its
six infralabi.al scales are found only in the former series. Its coloration resembles in some degree the stage of the 0. tessellatits tessellatus,
called by Baird and Girard O. tigris, but it bas seven stripes instead of
four, and the lateral stripes are broken up and not the median, as is
the case in the latter. It also differs from the latter in the marking of
the fore leg and nearly uniform coloration of the hind leg-, the reverse
being the case in the 0. tessellatus. The striping of the head is also not
seen in the latter. The bead is also narrower in proportion.to its lengtli.
This, perhaps the handsomest species of the genus, is represented in
the collection by an adult female only.
Cne-inidoplwrus septernvittatus Cope.
Catalogue Number
of specNo.
imens.

-

Locality.

.From whom received.

Nature of specimen .

-2872

1

Eldorado County, California. Dr. C. C. Boyle .............. Alcoholic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS SEXLINEATUS Linnreus.

Cnemiclophorus sexlineatus GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 21.-DUMERIL and

BrnRON, Erp. Gen., v, 839, p. 131.-DUMERIL, Cat. Meth. Rept., 1851, p.176.COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rcpt., 1875; Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1892,
p. 42, pl. IX, fig. 7.-BOCOUln', Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1874; p. 273, pl. xx c,
fig.11.-Bouurnmm, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 364.
Lacerta sexlineata LINN Arns, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 364.-GMELIN, Syst.
Nat., 1788, p. 1074.-LATREILLE, Hist. Nat. Rept., I, 1801, p. 242.-D.A.UDIN,
Hist. Rept., III, 1802-1803, p. 183.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI,
1827, p.18 .
.Arneiva sexlineata HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., 1st ed., I, 1838, p. 63, pl. VI; 2d ed.,
1842, p. 109, pl. xv.
Cnemidophorus sexlineatus DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 131.-AuG.
DUMERIL, Cat. Col. Rept., I) 1851, p.116,

Scales of collar large, in few rows, the largest forming the lower.
Scales of the upper surfaces minute, not larger than .33 mm. in diameN.A.T MUS 98--38
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ter. Four supraorbital plates, ·the posterior small. Frontoparietals
larger than parietals, with transverse anterior border. Interparietal
longer than wide. Loreal as high as or higher than long in consequence
of the rather short, elevated muzzle. Superior laterals five to below
orbit, the last acuminate posteriorly. Larger gular scales beginning
rather abruptly in a line which extends entirely across the throat.
Brachia! scales in five or six longitudinal rows, very rarely in seven;

!I

Fig. 116.

CNEMIDOPHORUS SEXLINEATUS LINNlEUS.

= L

Virginia.
Cat. No. 4878, U.S.N.l\J.

antebrachials in three rows. Large postantebrachials absent. Femoral iu ix row , le frequently in seven; tibials in three rows. Femoral
pore varying in number from 15 to 17. Principal anal scuta three-two
marginal, tbe third anterior. The longest toe of the extended hind leg
reaches to the anterior border of the meatus auditorius.
The head i rather short, compressed at the sides, and rounded at the
snout in profile. Tlte front plate is large and pentagonal, !)road before
and narrower behind, On each side there are two large, irregular
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rLomboidal superior orbital plates, which supply the place of bony
orbits, in front of ,vhich is a smaller plate, reaching to the fronto-nasal,
and a still smaller plate behind them. On the outer margin of these
are two series of small scales, beyond which is a row of seven narrow~
elongated plates that form the superior margin of the orbit; the frontonasal plates are regularly pentagonal, broadest externally; the iuterfrontonasal broad transversely, rounded before and acute-angled behind; the nasals are quadrilateral, rather . elongated, meeting in the
mesial line above; the opening for the nostril is in its most inferior
part, near the postnasal plate, which is triangular, with its basis below
and apex above and prolonged. The frontoparietal, interparietal, and
parietal plates are nearly all of the same size; the two fronto parietals
are truncate in front. The interparietal is longer than wide and parallelogramic in form; with the parietals, it is bounded posteriorly by
small plates, of which there are several series behind. There are three
inferior orbital plates, placed nearly in a row; the central is quadrilateral, elongated, and narrow; the two others are very small. There is
a single loreal plate, pentagonal and large, ascending to the plane of the
forehead. The upper jaw is covered at its inferior margin with a row
of five small, square, labial plates; the anterior only is trigonal and
smallest. There are two series of plates to the lower jaw, the inferior
largest, and consisting of five plates, of which those of the anterior pair
are in contact with each other. The eyes are rather small, with a
dusky pupil and a golden iris; the inner margins of the eyelids are bordered with a very narrow band of bright yellow; the membrane of the
tympanum is apparent and of a palish white color; the entrance to it
is round and of large size. The body is elongated and covered on the
back and sides with minute scales, which measure .33 mm. in diameter
in the adult. The scales of the abdomen are large and arranged in
eight rows, of which those nearest the middle are largest. The tail is
very long, perfectly cylindrical, and covered with verticillated scales,
carinated above and smooth below. The vent is transverse and has in
front three large scales, placed in a triangle, two posterior to the other
and with smaller scales behind.
The anterior extremities are well developed, rounded, covered above
at the shoulder with five to six rows of large scales, and with two rows
still larger and a smaller row on the front of the forearm; th~ir inferior
surface is granulated. The :fingers are scaled to the root of the nails,
which are short, small, delicate, and curved. The posterior extremities
are twice the size of the anterior; the thigh above is covered with
granulations, and below with six or seven rows of large sc:ales; the leg is
covered like the thigh, but there are three rows of still larger scales
below; the tarsus is granulated on its inferior, and bas two rows of scales
on its superior surface. The fourth toe is very long, and the first and fifth
are subequal; all are armed with short, small, curved claws. There is
a range of from 15 to 17 femoral pores under the thigh.
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The head is dusky brown; the upper jaw bluish white; the lower
nearly of a silver-white color. Along the back extends, from the occiput to the tail, a purple or brownish band, on each side of which are
three yellow or golden longitudinal lines; of these, tbe superior is the
pa;lest and shortest; it begins at the parietal plate and terminates at
tbe tail; the other lines are much longer and brighter, the upper one
beginning above the orbit and extending to the middle of the tail; the
lower line begins below the eye arid runs above the tympanum, along
the flanks to the anterior part of the thigh ; a shorter and more indistinct line extends from the angle of the mouth, below the tympanum,
to the shoulder; the spaces between these longitudinal bands are jetblack. The throat is silver-white, and the abdomen of a shining bluishwhite color. The upper surface of the tail is nearly similar in color to
the back, but appears much rougher from the verticillated scales; its
inferior surface is whitish. There are two longitudiual lines on each
side of the tail; the superior one is continuous with the central yellow
longitudinal line of the back, and terminates about the middle of the
tail; the inferior line is paler, it begins back of the thigh, runs nearly
to tbe extremity of the tail, and seems to divide the upper or darker
portion from the inferior or whiter part.
The anterior as well as the posterior extremities are brownish above
and bluish-white below, and along the posterior part of the thigh runs
a whiti h line continuous with the inferior longitudinal line of the tail,
bordered by darker al>0ve and below.
Measurernents.-A specimen from Piney Point, Maryland (Cat. No.
9256). Total length, 235 mm.; length to angle of mandible, 18 mm.;
length to collar, 21 mm.; length to axilla, 27 mm.; length to vent, 70 mm.;
length of forelimb, 24 mm.; length of forefoot, 9 mm.; length of hind
le 0 ·, 50 mm.; length of hind foot, 28 mm; width of head at front of
tympana, 10 mm.
Thi is one of the smallest species, and it retains the yonng type of
coloration everywhere. It is also distinguished by its short and high
muzzl and the absence of postantebrachial scales. It covers the
u troriparian region of the earctic realm and the Eastern as far as
the range of the Carolinian district, extending to Maryland and Delaware, but not ew J ersey. In the Central region it reaches north to
the and Hill of the Loup Fork River of Nebraska. The only difficulty in defining it i found in specimens from the region wliich is also
inhabited by the 0 . gularis. In Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona the
pecie merge into ea.ch other. If we refer specimens with fewer than
igbteen femoral pore and no spots between the stripes or on the sides
to the 0. exlineatus, we find that in certain specimens from the region
in q ue tion the po~tantebracl1ial scales are larger than in eastern
pecimen , though pot o large a in the true 0 . gularis. Such are
Cat. os. 4860,8459, 11839, and 14787. In another series the postantebrachial cales are equally intermediate in size and there are no spots,
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but the femoral pores are in enlarged numbers. Such are Oat. Nos.
4788, 11885, 14249, and 15607. From these we pass easily to the true
O. s. gularis, with large postantebrachials and spotted spaces.
Cnemidophorus sexlineatus Linnreus.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _

8331
8159

30

4788
8584
8458
451~
9701
5323
5112
5103
3005

1

4860
3071
85S3
4752
5085
4873
4878
5105
5110
5106
8531
9122
9091
9093
9246
5090
9245
14787
15336
15544-6
16695
17842-46
20000
21255
22134
22177
22178-80
10484
il839
11841
11885
11955
14249
]4787
15606
15607
22177
15336
16695
17842-6
20000
21255
21134
22178- 80

1
1
1
6

1
2
2
1
20

2
3
1
1
1
1

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

- - - -- - - - - - - l • - -- - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -

. - .. --.. -. - ... .... - .......•..

Welsher and Quinn _. _. . Alcoholic.
Dr.H.C. Yarrow·--··--·
do.
Howard _____ . ______ - __ - .
do.
do.
Dr.O.Loew -------·-·--·
G. Thompson. _____ ----·do.
do.
G. Wurdernann------··-·
do.
Dr.R. W . .Jeflrey. ____ __ _
do.
do.
Prof. A. Winchell _-. ___ _
do.
do.
Lieut_ A. W. Whipple,
U. S . .A .
.J. K. Townsend_. ____ . __
do.
do.
do.
do.
J. N. Glasco - . - - . - - - -- - - do .
N. O.Acatlem:v ·--·-·---do.
Lieut. Couch, U.S. A - - - do.
do.
M. A. Curtis _______ -···-·
do.

---- .••.... - . -Oct. -, 1874
May -, 1875
.July 12, 1876
.June 4, 1877

Prof. .J. H . Mitchell. ____ .
.J. H. Rutter .. __ ... _____ _
Fred. Mather ______ . ____ _
Kumlien and 13ea.n ••••••
- _. __ do. -_. ____ __. _. _.. __ _

Kinston, North Carolina_ - ---- - - - - -- -- - - Plaza del Alcalde, New Aug. -, 1874
Mexico.
Santa Fe,New Mexico ---- --·············
New Mexico ....... ·-····· Oct.. -, 1874
.Abiquiu, New Mexico .... Sept.-, 1874
Imlian Key, Florida . __ .. _ ........... - - - Micanopy, Florida---·---·---·- ·--- -·---Pensacola, Florida __ -- -- __ ---- -- - - - - -.••.
. - .. _do-----···-----··----·---------·-· - -·
Rutaw,.Alabama . . ------·· ---------··---FortSmith,Arkansas ---· ----··--------·
Pecos River, Texas .. __ ...... . - . -- ..... .
New Braunfels, Texas._ - . -····· --· - -- .. Laredo, Texas -..•. - - - - . -.. -•... - ...... - Gilmer, Texas -. -- . - . - -- -. . . -- - - . --- . - - -NewOrleans,Louisiana .. ---··--·- · ·--·Norfolk, Virginia - _. _-- . .. - - - -. - - .. -- - -- -

1 .... _do·---·- •·----··----··---·······-·--·
1

2
3

1
2
2
1
2

1

1

.........•

Nature of
specimen.

Prince Georg-e's, Maryland
Society Hill, South Carolina.
Rome Count~-. Tennessefl .
Camp Lowell, Arizona __ ..
Milledgeville, Georgia _. _.
Montg-omery, .Alabama._ ..
Milledgeville, Georgia ___ .

{1). -- ... - -- - - - - -- -- - ----- - -·---- - - - - . - ··-

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Republican Fork, Kansas_-------··---- · - Dr. W. A. Hammond,
U.S.A.
Micanopy, Florida. .. ______ ····-· .... ·- ___ Dr. T. H. Bean_-- --·-__ __
do.
Plateau Creek, Colorado_. -·· .... __ . -· -·· T. D. A. Cockerell _____ .. -··· __ ..••••
'cii~!t~~~f~~~~·:::: :: :::::: ::::::::.- U.S. Fish Commission_. - --- - _-·····
St. Marys, Georgia. ____ ·---···--·--- - - - -K ev West, Florida .. __ , _.. -····· ---- _____ U.S. Fish Commission __ ·-- ___ ••••.•
Lake Harrie, Florida _____ _ ·-·--·. ________ ____ .clo ____ . ________ . -- ___ ---- -· - --- __
Long Pine, Nebraska_-··- - - -·----- ___________ f!o. __ .. __ . ____ .. ___ -· --- - - - . --- _.
St. Louis, Missouri.. ____ _. _- _-. ___ . _.. __ . .Jnlius·Hurter.- __ .. : .. __ --·--· _- -- __
Belle,·ue, Iowa-_ -- . __ .. __ . ·--- -- ____ ___ __ Ed. A. Hanske -- -· ___________ - -····-

!iJk

i: f.-f:fc1!fa~{-::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::

1
~~!/;
r~ -"i_-·w~~a.;· ::::::::::::
U . S.N.
.

i~{~!srii~~~!~~~~~l~~~: :::::::::::::::
4
1

1 Old Fort Cobb, California.
1 _____ (lo··------····-··-. __ .
Camp Whipple, .Arizona._
Fort Davis, Texas _______ .

--- ___ .. _. _. ___ E. Pa!mer ___ . ____________ -···· -··· _.
·----- __ -··--·- ' ·._ . . do.--·--·····--·--··--------···-·
·--· _______ .. _. I Dr. E. Cones. ___ .. - _______ ·-· __ .... __
-····· ___.... __ 1 Wfr:J_Frerl. von Manteu- . -···· ·- ... .

22
1

Cbihuahua,Mexico _______ -······-··---· · E.Wilkinson ____________ -·····-·····
Plateau Creek, Colorado .. ·-- ______ . _____ T. D. A. Cockerell _______ -····· _.....

1t11!t~:::~Zt\:::: :::~::::::::? ~ft.<i~i:~~::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

1
~

KeyWest,Florida_. ______ ------··-- · --·· U.S.Fisb Commission .. ·---·------St.Marys,Geor~ia-··--··- ------·····---· C.F. natclielder . . . - -·-- · ---·-····--i est,_Fl; 1dl;td···-··· -·-·-- -- ··---·· ' U.S. Fish Commission ________ --··-·

f\l'

1

: t~i\;fiti~~ti;:) :::::::::\ii~ki~;~,: ::)::::: :: : :

Two specimens from Florida (one of them from Key West, Oat. No.
15336) display the anomaly of a fusion of the three large anal plates into
one. All other Florida specimens are normal.
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It is seen by the above table that the most northwestern locality for
this form is the Sand Hills of the Loup Fork River of Nebraska (Cat.
No. 3144). Next to it in the same regio~ is Cat. No. 5090 from the
Republican River, in northern Kansas.
CNEMIDOPHORUS GRAHAMII Baird and Girard.

Cnemidophorus gmhamii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852,
p.128.

This species is represented by two forms, which differ, so far as
appears, in coloration only. The one is found in western Texas, the
other in southern and Lower California. They differ as follows:
Eight rows of black spots above and on the sides; belly and throat little or not
black spotted .............................. _....................... C. g. grahamii
Nine rows of black spots above; belly and gular region black spotted. C. g. stejnegerii
CNEMIDOPHORUS GRAHAMII GRAHAMII Baird and Girard.

Cnemidophorus grahamii BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852:,
p. 128.-BAIRD, U. S. Mexican Bound. Surv ., II, 1859, p. 10, pl. xxxn, figs.
1-6.-C0PE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 45; Trans. Amer. Phil.
Soc., 1892, p. 642.

Fig.117.

I

CNEMIDOPHORUS GRAHAMII GRAHAMII BAIRD AND GIRARD.

·= 1.

Western Texas.
Cat. No. 3046, U.S.N.M.

Loreal plate plus frenoocular a little longer than high. Gular scales
smaller than those of the collar, extending across the throat and
abruptly bounded posteriorly. Brachia! scales in seven, antebrachials
in three row . Postantebrachials small, as in O. sexlineatus sexlineatus.
Femoral in eight row ·, tibials in three. Femoral pores 21-2. Three
anal scuta, two marginal. Longest toe of extended hind Jim breaching
anterior border of meatus auditorius externus. First and :fifth toes
extending to about the same distance on the foot.
Traces of four of the original six stripes are seen on the neck pro-
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ceeding from the parietal and superciliary scales. At the scapular
region the black spaces are broken into square spots, forming three
longitudinal series, one median. The other black spaces form trl:!,nSverse bars on the sides, and they are sometimes united above, forming
inverted V's. They tend to fuse with the dorsal series posteriorly, and
in one of the types this is completed,_thus forming irregular black
cross bars. The superior surfaces of both limbs are black, with large
yellow spots. Superior dark band extending as shades on the supraorbital plates. A pale light stripe from orbit over meatus auditorius.
Gular region unspotted. Black spots covering, or on the base only of,
some of the lateral abdominal scuta. 'l1ail with two or three rows of
dark spots on an olive ground above; below unspotted. Posterior face
of femur with yellow spots separated by vertical dark lines.
But two specimens of this form are contained in the U.S. National
Museum, the original types of Baird and Girard. In one of these there
are six infralabial scuta on both sides, and in the other there are but
five on one side. On the other side there are spaces for six, but two
are fused into one, so that I believe that six is the normal number for
this subspecies as it is for the others. Two other specimens were
obtained· by Mr. W. L. Black, of the geological survey of Texas, at
Tule Canyon on the Staked Plain. They differ only from the presence
of a median dorsal zigzag light stripe.
Baird's figure represents this handsome form very well.
Cnemidophorus grahamii grahamii Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of
speciLocality.
No.
mens.
--- - -· 2 El Paso to San Antonio,
3046
Texas.

From whom received.

Character of specimen.

J.H.Clark ...•••...•••.••••• .Alcoholic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS GRAHAMII STEJNEGERII Van Denburgh.
Cnemidopho1·us st~jnegeri VANDENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci,, IV, 1894, p. 300.

The following description is by Van Den burgh:
Adult male (Type No.1861, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum, collected
by J.M. Stowell between Sau Rafael and Ensenada, Lower California, June 8, 1893).
Nostril anterior to nasal suture; 3 parietals, 2 frontoparietals, 4 supraoculars, 6
superciliaries; nasal not reaching second superior labial; postnasal in contact with
both first and second superior labials. Posterior gular scales rather large, abruptly
separated from the very large and convex anterior gulars. Plates of collar very
large, but smaller along its edge. Ventral plates in eight longitudinal rows. Back,
neck, and upper surfaces of limbs covered with very small, smooth, convex granules. Five rows of brachia! plates; three rows of antebrachials; no post-antebrachial
plates. Femoral rows in seven rows. Twenty and twenty.two femoral pores. Scales
on tail large, oblique, slightly pointed, and with strong diagonal keels.
Color above yellowish-brown posteriorly, becoming grayish toward head, paler
on sides, with nine longitudinal rows of very irregular black spots. Upper surface
of limbs similarly marked. Black markings on sides of head and neck and on gnlar
region large and well defined. Lower surfaces creamy white, macnlated with black.
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Length, 343 mm . ; head, 26 mm.; hind leg, 70 mm.; fore leg, 37 mm.; tail, 252 mm.
Habitat.- orthwestern Lower Ca1ifornia and San Diego Couuty, California.
Twelve other specimeus collected by Mr. Stowell at the type locality at San Telmo
arnl in the foothills of the San Pedro Martir Mountains, Lower California, tlo not
uiffer from the type in any important particular. The number of femoral pores
varies from nineteen to tweJ1ty-five, of brachial plates from four to :five rows, and of
antebrachials from two to three rows.
Fort.v-t1ne specimens from Sau Diego County, California (collecte<l. in Sa,nta Ysabel,
Clogstons, and Hemet valleys; at Sau Jacinto and in the Julian Mountains, by
.\1essrs. Hyatt and Stoddard ), are essentially like those from Lower California Lut
aYerage s1iglltly paler in general coloration.
Unemi<lophori from northern Lower California and from San Diego County, California, present much the general appearance of 0 . tigris undulatiis (Hallowell).
They differ from that fo1 min having the dorsal scales smaller, the gular scales and
the scale on the collar larger, and in the presence of large and well-defined black
spots on the gnlar regiou. From C. tigri8 B. & G. they differ by character of the
scales as above indicated, by the absence of the s1ate-colored suffusion on the gular
regions, and by the well-defined-black markings on the side of the head.

Tbe form does not appear to be very different from the 0. grahamii
grahami'i, but the collar scales are somewhat differe • tly arranged, and
the color i somewhat different. Mr. Van Denburgh has shown the
characters to be constant in a large number of individuals.
Cnernidophorits graliamii stejnegerii Van DenbU1·gh.
Catalo rrne of umber
speci' o.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--21 512-6

5

San F ernando, Lower California.

.A. W . .Anthony ............. .Alcoholic.

CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS Baird and Girard,

Cnemidophorus gularis
p.128.-BAmD, U.
Trans. Amer. Phil.
nemidophorus guttafos

BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852,
. Mex. Bound. Surv., Repti1es, pl. xxxrv, figs.1-6.-CorE,
oc., 1892, p . 43.
HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, p. 192.

This pecie is allied to the O. sexlineatus, but is distinguished by the
pr . en ·e of post-antebraebiai plates, the more numerous femoral pores
antl tbe longer muzzle. It i very variable as to size and color, but the
dark pace between the light stripes are always marked, interrupted
r completely broken up by light spots or spaces, except in the young.
Tb color variation are imilar to those already mentioned under the
h ad of the 0. tesseflatus, but they are more numerous. Specimens from
we t ru Texas come neare tin character to the 0 . sexlineatus. It takes
the place of that specie throughout Mexico, also replacing the O.
te ·sellatus in the drier parts of that country. Besides the characters
already cited this species differs from the. 0. tessellatus in its finer
cale , These mea ure from .25 to .3.3 mm. in diameter. while those of
the 0. tessellatus measure .5 mm.; but this· character d~es not always
hold good .
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The subspecies of the Onemidop h_orus _qula,ris differ as follows:
Stripes persistent, narrow, defined; no black spots; femoral scales in 6-8 rows; hi11d
legs yellow spotted, n.ncl with :<stripe behind; smaller. __ ............ C. !J.!Jularis.
Stripes persistent, wide, ragged; spots in interspaces irregular; parietal plate very
narrow; muzzle elongate; legs neither spotted nor striped; large; 8 rows femoral
scales; 6 infralabials ---· __ ·---·· -----· ____________ .......... .... C.g. angusticeps.
Stripes vanishing, their interspace with Llack crossbars ultimately joining crosswise; femoral scales 8-10; hind legs spotted; infral abials 5-6; large.
C. !J. rnariarum.
Stripes broken up into rows of spots; interspaces with yellow spots; hind l egs with
or without yellow spots; no posterior femoral stripe; a frenoorbital; 5-6 infrala•
bials; large __ . ___ . __ . _ . _.. _...... _ . __ . _...... _... _. _... _....... _. _C. !J. comrnunis.
Light stripes traceable anteriorly only; black bands broken up into transverse
spots by orange spots on body; hind limbs pale spotted; femoral scales 7-8 rows;
infralabials generally 6; medium ............................... _.... C. !J· scalaris.
Anal plates 3-4; femorala in 8-9 rows; femoral pores 21; 6 infralabials; large scales
of collar equal; st ripes posteriorly obsolete; interspaces in front spotted; medium.
C. g. sericeus.
No light stripes; olivaceous with three rows of black spots on each side on anterior
fourth of body; femorals 8; infralabials 6; muzzle elongate; lirn bs nnspotteu;
medium .. ·..................................................... C. [J. sernifasciatns.
No light stripes; olivaceo us, with black bars on sides, which cross back on lumbar
region; rump and hind legs yellow-spotted; femoral scales 8-rowecl; infralabials
6; muzzle elongate; medium ..... ,. __ .. _ . _..... ____ .... _..... _...... C. g. costatus.

The geographical distribution of the subspecies is as follows:
C. g. !]ularis, Sonoran region.
C. g. angusticeps, Yucatan.
C. g. mariarum, Tres Marias Islands.
C. g. comrnunis, southwestern Mexico.
C. g. scalaris, Chihuahua and southward.
C. g. sernifasciatus, Coahuila, Mexico.
C. g. costatus, Mexico; locality unknown.

These forms may be compared wit,h those of the 0. tessellatus in color
characters as follows. I have already remarked 1 that this series of
variations follows quite closely those pointed out by European authors
to exist in the Lacerta 1nurr.tlis. These have been made t1rn subjects of
especial study by Professor Eimer, of Tii.bingen, from whose paper 2 I
extract the following points of comparison:
Onemidophorus Onemidophorus
tessellatus.
gularis.

Other Onemiclophori.

Lacerta muralis.

1. Longi tuclinally striped. - . . . . . . . . • . 0. t. perplexus _ . __ . _..... ..... _ 0. octolineat1ts. L . m . campes.

tris.
C. sexlineatus.
0. labialis . . __ .
tus a.
0. septemvittat1is.
3. Dark interspaces divided by light O. t. tessella - 0. g. scalaris a. 0. gra,hamii ... L . m. albivencolor.
tus {3.
tris.
L. m. striato•
maculata.
4. Dark 11pots confluent tra.nsversely, 0. t. tessella- 0. g. scalaris {3 . •••••••••••••••• L . m. retic1iforming crossbars.
·
tus y.
lata.
O.g.costatus __ ·······-··-····· L. m. tigris.
5. Ligb~ spots not confluent; light 0. t. melano. . ...... _.... _... 0. variolos1is __ L. m. piinctulastripes broken up; pattern re.
st.ethus.
tofasciata.
2. Dark interspaces pale.spotted_... 0 . t. ·tessella-

ticulate<l.
6. Dark spots separate and on a
brown ground.
1

0. g. gularis

a .

0. t. r1ibidus __ . 0. g. semi/as- ....... . ....... .
ciatus.

American Na.tnralist, Decem l>er, 1891.

2

Arehiv. f. Naturg., 1881, p. 239.
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There are some color forms ju the Lacerta muralis which are not
repeated in the North American Onemidophori, particularly those
which result in a strong contrast between the dorsal colors as a whole
and the darker lateral colors as a band. The color variety, No. G, of
the Onemidophori is not reported by l:Dimer as occurring in the Lacerta
muralis.
CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS GULARIS Baird and Girard.
Cnem,idophm•us g·u laris BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p.

128 (Indianola to San Pedro River); Marcy's Explor., Red River, 1854, p. 226,
pl. x, :figs.1-4.-HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VIII, 1856, p. 239.BAIRD, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., Rept., 1859, pl. xxxrv, figs. 1-6.
Cnernidophorus gnttatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Pbila., VII, 1854, p. 192;
Texas. (Male.)
,

Fig.118.
C NEMIDOPHORUS OULARJ S GULARIS BAIHD AN J GIRARD.

= l.
Cat. No. 3039, U.S .X.l\T.

The characters of this subspecies have been already pointed out.
The elongate muzzle, with the longer postnasal and frenal plates, dis-
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tinguish it from the 0. sexl-ineatus, while the six longitudin~l stripes
on a dark ground have the same origins and terminations as in that
species. The only difference in the squamation is seen in the presence
of one or two rows of large scutes on the posterior face of the forearm.
Accompanying this character is a larger number. of femoral pores, which
range from eighteen to twenty-two, averaging about twenty, as against
sixteen and seventeen of the . eastern form. Specime.ns having such
characters generally have a single series of light spots in the dark
spaces between the longitudinal stripes, which are not confluent with
the light stripes, and which do not therefore break up the dark stripes
into spots. The majority of such specimens have light spots on the
sides below the inferior stripe. In some smaller specimens, presumably females and young, all the spots are wanting. In this subspecies
the frenoocular plate occasionally appears. The general proportions are
as in 0. s. sexlineatus, the longest toe of the extended hind leg reaching
to the front of the meatus auditorius. The size of adults exceeds a
little that of the eastern form, a specimen from Arizona (Oat. No. 5020)
measuring 100 mm. from the end of the snout to the vent. This is,
however, larger than the average.
· This form is found in western Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona, and
in Mexico as far south as Chihuahua and Monterey.
Certain specimens agree in all respects with this subspecies, except
in the possession of a smaller number of femoral pores. Such are Cat.
Nos. 3055, 3022, 3006, 3010, 3071, 1871, and 9247. Cat. No. 3022 includes
five specimens, which present the typical characters of the subspecies,
but add a peculiarity, in which they all agree, namely, the possession
of six infralabial plates, thus approaching the 0. grahamii. The males
have the thoracic region black aud the abdominal scales more or less
margined with the same color. The same color character appears in
a few other specimens, and in Cat. No. 15604 there are six infralabia]s
on one side.
Cnemidophorus gularis gularis Bafrd and Girard.
Catalogue N_umbe_r
Locality.
No.
oi speciFrom whom received.
mens.
- - - - - - - - ~ - - -- -- - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - -- 8761
2 Camp Grant, Arizona ... ·--··--·--·· -··· Expl. west of 100th meridian, Jas. H.
Rutter.
3001
San Antonio, Texas ......... -. . . . . . . . . . Exp!. west of 100th meridian, Lieutenant Whipple.
8162
Arizona .. .. ............•.....•......... .
9247
1 San Antonio, Texas .......... ..... . ... . S. W. Woodhouse.
3056
1 El Paso, Texas ................... _.... . Mr.Clark.
Captain Pope.
E. W. Nelson.
1560!
1 Monterey, Mexico ..................... . Lieutenant Couch.
do.
.
A. Schott.
No donor.
3022
5 San Pedro, Rio Grande .......... ____ _. _ Col. ,T. D. Graham.
3055
12 Matamoras, Tamaulipas ....... _..... __ _ Lieutenant Couch.
5020
2 Arizona .. _..... _.... . _...... _..... _. _.. Dr. B. L. D. Irwin.
17202-7
6 Tucson, Arizona ......... __ .:. __ _...... . P. L. Jouy.
17209
1 ..... do ......... __ .. __ .. _.... _........ _..
do .
.......... . ..... . .. . Fort Hnachuca .......... .. ............ . Dr. 'l'. ,Vilcox, U.S. A.
15604
1 Monterey, Mexico ........ _..... __ :- ___ .. Lieutenant Couch.
16762-3
2 Fort Wingate, Now Mexico ......... _.. . Dr. R. W. Sbufeldt. .

1mi

1 ¥~~~~:2."..t~~~~;: ::~:::::::::: ::::::::::

m~

!;~;:!~f:t:~~~~~~: :~:~~~~: ~:e:~~ ~::::::
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Cnmniclophorus gidaris gularis Baird and Gfra1·d-Continued.

--

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -,----~ Number
Catalogue of Apeci, From whom received.
Locality.
N o.
mens.
17074-5
17137
17140-43
17190-94
17195-201
17202-10
17210-14
17215
21487
21498
22678
15698

2

1
4
5

Cameron County, Texas .............. : .. C. K. W oTtl.ten.
Silver City, Granite County, New Mexico M.Metcalf.
Nogales,A.rizona ...................... . P.L.Jouy.
do.
Town's ranch, near Nogales, Arizona .. .
do.
do.
do.
Pineto's camp, 3 miles south of Nogales,
Sonora, Mexico.
do.
Nogales, ATizona ..................... ..
Hot Springs, Arkansas .......... - ..... . H. H. and C. S. Brimley.
do.
\Vaco, T exas ............ . .............. .
Hot Springs, Arkansas ................ . Julins Hurter.
Prescott, ATizona ...................... . Capt,. W. L. Carpenter.

l5 ¥i~:~~~·fri~~~n~'1-::: ::: :: ::: :: :::: ::::::
1
1

1
1
1

This form resembles the 0. s. sexlineatus more than any other, but
always possesses the postantebrachial plates and more numerous femoral pores, which range from eighteen to twenty-two. Occasional specimens are, however, intermediate between the two. Its range is the
Sonoran region.
Under this subspecies must be placed four of the series of forms
which I described in my paper on the reptilia of Chihuahua as sub-.
species of the 0. sexlineatus I in tbe following language, two of the
forms ( os. 5, 6) being the 0. g. sccilaris Cope:
1. Six longitudinal narrow stripes with unspotted interspaces .. C. g. gularis (young).
2. ix stripes a above, the dark interspaces with small white spots .. C. g. gularis verus.

3. Six stripes as above, wider and very obscure; small obscure spots,
C. g. gularis obsoletus.
4. Six stripes as above, but wider, and the spots enlarged so as to b e confluent occasionallJ· with the light stripes ______ ............ ·----··----· .... ···-·· ........ .

"Of the above forms all are numerously represented in the collection. The modifica,tion of the color pattern described is not entirely
due to age, as some of tbe largest specimens belong to Nos. 2 and 3.
everthele', small specimens predominate in the No. I, and No. 4 preents a good many small specimens." The specimens enumerated are
a follows: 2
, nb pecies o. 1; Cat. Nos. 14,236-41-49-69; 14,305.
nbspecie ro. 2; Cat. Nos. 14,231-41,305-308.
nbspe ·ies o. 3; Cat. Nos. 14,231-50-308.
n h pecies o. 4; Cat. os. 14,241-50-302-5.

The e forms are not sexual, as Revera1 of them include both sexes.
ot having l>ee11 folly persuaded of the distinction between the
0 . tessellatia; and 0. se:clineatus series, I used the name 0. s. tigris for a
" ixth sub pecie " of the above table. The name was, however, misapplied, although tbe color pattern is identical with tba,t of the O. tessellatus tigris Baird and Girard, with the exception that there are
trace of ix stripe in tead of only four. The smaller specimens
Proc. Amer. Phil. oc., XXIII, 18 6, p. 283.
The numb re nre attached to lots. by the recorder, and not to individuals, and
are hence sometimes duplicated..
1

2
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referred to, the 0. s. sex lineatus, differ from that subspecies in having
well-developed postantebrachial scales.
The gradation in the color characters given is complete, so that no
subdivision. in.to subspecies can be made. The case is exactly parallel
with that of 0. tessellatus tessellatus, except that there are here no individuals with the stripes entirely obliterated and complete transverse
stripes posteriorly. (Such specimens are the 0. g. scalaris; see below.)
The femoral pores are generally eighteen, but some have sixteen, seventeen, and twenty. In eleven of the specimens now before me seven
have five infralabials and four have six. These numbers do not coincide with the color types.
_
Like other members of this genus this subspecies is extremely active
in life. They are not easily caught by a single person, and I have spent
considerable time in endeavoring to get near them on the staked plains
of Texas. They play hide and seek for a time, and then take refuge in
the hole of some fossorial mammal.
CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS SCALARIS Cope.

Cnemidophorus gularis scalaris COPE, American Naturalist, 1891, p. 1135; Trans.
Amer. Phil. Soc., 1892, p. 47, pls. x, fi g. 10; x rr, figs. I, K.
Cnemiclophorus sexlineatus tigris COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1886, p. 283; not
C. tig1·is Ba_ircl and Girard.

Muzzle moderately acuminate in adults; frenal plate about as high as
long; frenoocular plate generally wanting. Brachia! scales small, in
eight rows; antebrachials in three; postantebrachials in two or three
rows. Fem orals in eight rows. The three large anal platm, are bounded
by several small plates laterally and in front. Femoral pores nineteen;
in one eigliteen, and in one seventeen. Longest toe of extended posterior leg reaching to front of auricular meatus. First and fifth toes
measuring opposite to each other.
Ground color pale, on the sides posteriorly light rosy orange. The
dark color only remains as na.rrow trans verse black stripe·s which do not
cross the middle line, which is occupied by a longitudin al series of spots.
This is due to the fact that in the adults the black ground is completely
broken up by the transverse extensions of the light stripes, which are
quite traceable in the young. In some specimens the black spots do
not fuse on the sides into transverse stripes (Oat. No. 14302). All the
dark markings fade out on the limbs and sacral region, leaving a gray
ground (in alcohol) which is marked with rosy orange spots. The lateral ventral plates and all those of the thorax with the posterior or
concealed face of the anterior leg, are black or blackish in the adult.
Measurements (adult; tail injured).-Length to vent, 93 mm.; length
to angle of mandible, 25 mm.; length to collar, 29 mm.; length to axilla,
26 mm. Length of anterior limb, 30 mm.; length of fore foot, 14 mm.
Length of hind limb, 67 mm.; length of hind foot, 37 mm.
Several specimens of this form are contained in the collection and
ther agree closely in all respects. In coloratjon it is perhaps the 'most

•
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ornamental of the genus. It is well distinguished from the 0. grahamii
in color characters, as well as in the presence of the well-developed
postantebrachial cale'. In the 0. gularis it corresponds exactly in
color characters with the tigris form of the 0. tessellatus tessellatus, designated in the plate of colors as D and E.
The only specimens that I have seen taken within the boundaries of
the nitecl State are Cat. N os.17208 and 17210 from .Arizona. Here all

!!

l!'ig.119.

C.NEMIDOPHUHUl:l GULARIS SCALAJ:US COPE.

= 1.
CWhuahua.
Cnt. No. 81 19, U.S .N.M.

the tripes a.re completely broken up, a trace of the pale ones remaining
for a hort di tance in front of the groin on each side, and on each side
of the dorsal median line posteriorly. The black is the ground color,
and on the sides it is in more or less distinct transverse stripes. These
'pecimens considerably resemble the 0 . g. oommunis Cope, but the latter
ha the light spots much less numerous, especially on the legs, and they
are never confluent into transverse bars. The femoral pores a.re more
num_erous, ranging from nineteen to twenty-three, while in Cat.No.17210
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they number only fifteen, and in Cat. No. 17208, seventeen.
no frenoorbital plate in the latter.

There is

Cnemidopho1·us gularis scalaris Cope.

I Number
Catalogue of specNo.
imens.
8319
14302
17208 }
17210

5
2
2

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Mexican plateau south of J . Potts. ___ -- .. ___ - - ___ . ___ . Alcoholic.
Chihuahua.
_
City of Chihuahua.--,---··· Edw. Wilkinson ----· ·····-·
do.
.Arizona .••....... .. ...•.... P . L . JouY-·--····-·········
do.

CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS SERICEUS Cope.
Cnemidophoru$ gula1·is sericeus COPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1892, p. 48,
pl. XI, fig. 11,

Fig.120.
CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS SERICEUS COPE.

=1.

Southwestern Texas.
Cat, No. 3066, U.S.N.M.

Scales of the collar moderate, subequal, in four or five rows; marginal scales equal to the others. Mesoptychial scales considerably
smaller than the gular scales, which are large, and extend from one
ramus to the other. Scales of the back rounded, not prominent, small,
measuring .33 mm. Supraorbital plates wider than long, except the
~ntedor, and not separated from the frontaparietals by scales:- Inter-
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parietal large, not twice a loug as wide; parietals subtriangular, as
wide a the interparietals, but much shorter. Frontoparietals rernar:kable for their small size and from their terminating each in an angle
anteriorly, which receive between them the posterior apex of the frontal.
They are smaller than the parietals, which are smaller than in other
specie . Infralabial plates six on each side, the last one small; the
fir t pair ep::\,rated at the posterior augle. Brachia! scales in six rows;
antebrachials in four. Femorals 1n seven, tibials in three rows.
Femoral pores 21. The hind limb extended reaches to the posterior
border of the orbit .
.llfeasurements.-Size, medium. Length of head and body (tail injured), 81 mm.; leugtb to angle of mandible, 22 mm.; to edge of collar,
26 mm.; to axilla, 31 mm.; of fore limb, 26 rum.; of fore foot, 14 mm.;
of biud leg, 60 mm.; of hind foot,. 32 mm.
Ground color above anteriorly black, posteriorly olive. This is
marked by six narrow lines of a paler olive, which represent the lines
of the O. sexlineatus, with an additional median dorsal one. These
fade out 01· become very indistinct on the lumbar and sacral regions.
Tlle interspaces, black anteriorly, are marked at first by small olive
pot , but the e enlarging, break up the black ground into spots, but
the fade out on the middle of the length. The superior surfaces of
th limb and tail are olive, the latter unspotted; the hind limbs
faintly potted with paler above anu. po teriorly, and the forearm reticulated with black posteriorly. The dorsal stripes, except the three
median, extend as far as the orbit. Rest of head olivaceous. Lower
surfac of body bluish olivaceous. Lower surface of head, limbs, and
tail, yellow; the first named with a bluish transverse patch across the
gular region.
Thi sub pecies has various peculiarities. It differs from the other
m mber of the 0. sexlineatus series in the larger numbers and more
equal ize of the cale of the gular fold, approaching in this way the
0. tessellatus, but not agreeing with it., since the marginal scales are not
maller. It differ"' fro111 all the specie in the small size of the iuterpal'ietal and parietal plate . Its po terior leg are longer than in any species
except the 0. variolosus. No species ba four rows (OT three at the
nar.rowest part) of autebrachial cale ; the usual number being two to
three; and the femoral are more numerous than in the O.g. gitlaris. The
coloration i al o quite distinctive. But oue specimen is known, and
that is from sonthwe tern Texas. The discovery of other specimens
will determine whether this is or is not a true species. In the obsolescence of the color pattern posteriorly it resembles tbe 0. g. semijasciatus,
which follows.
Cnemidophorus gula1·is sel'iceus Cope.
Catalogue/ Numbe:1'
No. / of specimens.

Locality.

I Nature of specimen.

f---l--Sa_n_D_i-eg-o,-T-ex-.a-s -_.-..-_.-. .- .-.. ,_W
_m
_.T- a-y-lo-r -__-__-_.-. -__-__ -_. _-_. , .A.lcoholic.
1

~ 650

From whom received.
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CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS SEMIFASCIATUS Cope.

Cnernidophorusg,u larissemifasciatusCOPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., XVII, 1892, p. 49,
pls. xr, fig. 12; XII, fig. L.

Muzzle compressed rather elongate, with frenoocular plate longer
than high. Large scales of the collar confined to the middle portion,
smaller scales appearing on each side, apd granules on the edge of the

!J

Fig.121.

CNEMIDOPHORUS GUL.A.RIS SEMIF.A.SCI.A.TUS COPE .

=1.

Coahuila, Mexico.
Cat. No, 9248, U. S.N,l\i.

collar laterally. Posterior supraorbital small and divided on both sides,
perhaps abnormally. Interparietals as wide as parietals, and extending farther posteriorly. Large scales behiud parietals few in number.
Brachial scales in six; femorals in six rows. Postantebracbials in three
or four rows. Femoral pores 20. Dorsal scales minute. Anal plates,
NA'l' MUS 98--39
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three large ones with eight to ten smaller ones on the sides and in front.
The bind leg a little short, the longest toe when extended not reaching
the meatus auditorius by the diameter of the latter.
Jl1easurements.-Tota11ength, 300 mm.; length to angle of mandible,
25 mm.; length to collar, 32 mm; leugth to axil.la, 42 mm.; length to
vent, 100 mm.; length of fore limb, 30 mm.; length of fore foot, 13 mm.;
lengtll of bind leg, 64 mm.; o:( hind foot, 35 mm.
The color is uniform olivaceous above and below, with the following
black marks: There are three rows of black spots on each side of the
middle line above; the superior smaU, subquadrate, the second larger
an<l transverse, the inferior forming short crossbars. The superior row
extends from the interscapu1ar region to the middle of the length of the
back; the second row extends further, and the inferior row extends
nearly to the groin. Limbs, bead, belly, and tail unspotted.
But two specimens are known to me. In Oat. No. -3033 the black spots
are smaller and are restricted to the anterior fourth of the length of
the body, being most distinct in front of the scapular region. Here
trace of the original six stripes are visible between the spots.
This form has various peculiarities which entitle it to be regarded as
a ubspecies, and possibly as a species.
Jt is possible that it may be demonstrated that 0. sericeus is establislied ou a female of this species with abnormally reduced frontoparietal plates. The coloration is much like that of specimen Oat.No. 3033.
Cnerniclophorns gularis smnijascia.tus Cope.
e Number
C,L, talo"
,.,u of speciN o.
mens.
0248

3033

1
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Coahuila, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Couch . . . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic.
Patos, Coahuila ....... . .. .. ...... do . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.

CNEMIDOPHORUS LABIALIS Stejneger.
Cnemidophorus labialis STEJNEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XII, 1889, p. 643.

The following description is copied from Stejneger:
asal in contact with second supralabi al; postn asal an<l first supralabial not in
contact; two large preanals, the largest beb ind; dorsal scales equal; nostril anter ior
to nasal suture; eight longitndinal rows of ventral plates; femoral pores twelve to
thirteen; fronto-parietals distinct; supraoculars four; caudal scales slightly oblique.
ostril anterior to n asal snture; three parietals; four supraoculars; seven supraciliares; a freno-orbital; two fronto-parietals; scales on middle of eyelid slightly
enlarg cl, hexagonal; nasal in contact with second upper labial, postnasal and
·econd upper labial being separateu.; posterior gular scales small, abruptly separated from the anterior, the line of <lemarkation between them being emphasized
by th two rows nearest the latter being markedly smaller than the r est of the
po terior ones; plates of the collar r ather l arge, in several rows, the marginal largest; dorsal granules smooth, rather large; ventral plates in eight longitudin al and
thirty-one transverse rows. Two large preanals, wider tban high, the 1)0sterior
plate being widest. Three rows_of brachials of nearly the same size; antebrachials
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continuous with brachials, in two rows, the outer one hardly larger; granules along
posterior edge of nuder side of forearm but slightly enlarged. Five rows of femorals,
outer largest; tibials in three rows, outer lai;gest. Upper and lateral caudal scales
slightly oblique, rather strongly keeled, and poiuted posteriorly. Color above dark
brown, with six longitudinal light lines and a median clay-colored band of the same
shade as the top of the head; two light longitudinal lines on fore limbs and three
on hind limbs; under side whitish, more or less suffused with bluish, especially on
the flanks.
Fo.r dimensions, see table below.
In addition to the type, there are four other specimens which agree with it in all
essential points; two of them have thirteen femoral pores, while two have only
twelve; two have thirty-three rows of ventrals, one has thirty-one, and oue thirty;
three have three antebrachial rows, and in these the outer is by far the largest; two
have only four femoral rows. In other respects the specimens are nearly identical.

I
Fig.122.
CNEMIDOPHORUS LABIALIS STEJNEGER.

=1.

Lower California.
Cat. No. 15600, U.S.N.M.

List of specirnens examined .

....
0

Locality.

- 15596

Belding Cerros Island, Lower

13

-·--

-- -- -- -- -- -

- -~-- - - - - -

California.

15597
15598
15599
15600

.... do .. ..... do
.... do .. ..... do
.... do .. ..... do
.... do .. ..... do

....... 13
....... 12
.......
121
....... 13

-

mrn. 1nm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mni. mm. imm. mm.
31 5 187
18 8
10
5. 3 rn. 5
37
132 Type.
181 40
33
33
31
30

5 173
5 .....
4 .... .

17
17

8

17

4 ...•.

18

7. 5
8

8

9. 5 5. 3
10. 3 5. 3
9. 5 5. 5
9 ··· ··

18
20
18
19

31!
37
84

35

181
181
18'

191

37 123
38 ..•..
86 .. •. .
39 .....
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He also adds the following remarks:
Of all our J orth American Cnemidophori this seems to be the most distinct species,
Cneniido]Jhonis ( Verticaria) hyperythrus not even excepted. As will be seen from an
enumeration of the characters by which it differs from them all, viz: The peculiar
relations of the nasals and anterior labials, the arrangement of the preanals, the
low number of femoral pores, twelve to thirteen, brachials in three subequal rows,
femorals iu only four to five rows. Of these the first-mentioned character seems
even to be unique in the genus, as I have seen no meution of it in the descriptions
of extralimital species, and after a careful examination of about three hundred
specimens of the various North American forms, I can find no approach to the condition which is so cbaracteri ·tic of the present species, in all five specimens of
which it is qually well pronounced. The low number of femoral pores is also well
worth noting, inasmuch as it entirely destroys the usefulness of one of the sections
of Boulenger's key to the species (Cat. Liz. Bri~. Mus., II, pp. 360 and 361), relied upon
to separate the South American species, 0. ocellifer and multilineatus, from the other
species with eight longitudinal rows of ventral plates and the nostrils opening in
the nasal. The fusion of the two posterior preanals into one wide transversal plate
seems to be another good 0haracter. It is true that this state of affairs is occasionally e u in specimens of C. sexlineatus or its numerous subspecies, but tl.Je occurrence is rare, hardly reaching 2 per cent in the enormous series examined by me,
wbile in th~ Cerros Islan l species it is normal, since found equally well represented
in all live specimens.

LAOERTIDlE.
Lacertiens Cuvrnn, part, Regue Anim., II, 1817, p. 22.
Lacerti11idce GRAY, Ann . Phil. (2), X, 1825, p. 200; Phil. Mag. (2), II, 1827, p. 55.
Trachyclrornoidea, Lacertoidea FITZINGEB, part, eue Classif. Rept., 1826, pp. 19, 22 .
.Ltutarchoglossre pleurodontes WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 154.
Lacertre WIEGMANN, part, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 9.
LaorrtienB cmlodontes DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, pp. 16, 153.
Lacel'finidre, Zonuridre GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, pp. 26, 45.
IIolaBJ!ida1GRAY, Proc. Zool. oc., 1863, p.152.
Laoel'tidce COPE, part, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 237.
Lacertidre BOULENGER, Ann. and Mag. at. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 120.

Tongue fl.at, elongate, bifid in front and behind, covered with rhomboidal scale-like papillre or overlapping plicre, converging forward .
Dentitiou strictly pleurodont, the teeth hollow at the base; lateral teeth
bicuspid or tricuspid; pterygoids frequently toothed. Premaxillary
bone ingle; nasal and frontal double; parietal single; postorbital and
po tfrontotemporal arches complete; interorbital septum and columella cranii well developed; palatines and pterygoids separated on the
median line. Skull with bony dermal plates, roofing over the supratemporal fossre. Limbs well developed, pentadactyle. Clavicle dilated
and perforated proximally; interclavicle cruciform. Tail long, fragile .
.Pupil round; eyelids well developed. Eae opening distinct; femoral
pore n ually pre eut.
Bead with ymmetrical shields; those on the upper surface are
(normal1y) a froutona al, a pair of prefrontals, a frontal, two to four
upraocular , a pair of frontoparietals, a pair of parietals, and interparietal, aud an occipital. The latter shield is absent in many species,
and o are the frontoparietals in the genus Bolaspis. Dorsal srnles
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,juxtaposed or imbricate, usually smaller than the ventrals, which form
longitudinal and transverse series. (Boulenger.)
I have only had opportunity to examine the visceral anatomy of the
genera Tachydromus, Lacerta,, and Eremia.s. These possess a urinary
bladder and a corpus adiposum, which projects freely into the abdominal cavity. The alimentary canal displays no colon. The liver is not
elongate, and exhibits a small midd1e (third) lobe of the posterior
border. Its right lobe exhibits a recurved lobe from its extremity,
which points posteriorly next tbe body· wall. The mesenteries are of
the usual or normal type of the order.
They inhabit Europe, Asia, and Africa; are absent from Madagascar,
and most abundantly represented in Africa, with but few in the East
Indies.
I have examined the hemipenis in the genera Lacerta, Acanthodactylus, and Latastia. They are bifurcate ·or bilobate. In each division and proximad to it is an oval area with transverse laminrn and
surrounded by a welt. In Acanthodactylus one of the areas is marked
by longitudinal folds.
SYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA.

I. Frontal plate separated from the interparietal by a pair of frontoparietals; tail
not much depressed.
A. Nostril above the first labial, from which it is separated, if at all, by a narrow rim; transparent palpebral disk, if present, considera.bly
smaller than the eye.
1. Inguinal but no femoral pores .........•.......••.•. Tachydromus Daudin.
·2. Femoral pores.
a. Ventral plates keeled .................... ...... Poromera Boulenger.
b. Ventrals smooth.
Collar well marked; dorsal scales much· smaller than caudals; digits
not fringed laterally, not keeled inferiorly ... __ .Lacerta Linnarns.
Collar well marked; dorsal scales nearly as large as caudals; strongly
imbricate ; digits not fringed laterally, not keeled ii:iferiorly.
A lgiroides Bibron.
Collar very indistinct or absent; digits not fringed laterally.
Psammodromus Fitzinger.
Collar well marked; digits not fringed latera1ly; keeled inferiorly.
Latastia Bedriaga.
Collar more or less distinct; digits fringed laterally and keeled.
Acanthodactyliis Wiegmann.
AA. Nostril well separated from the labials.
1. Lower eyelid scaly or with a small transparent disk.
a. Digits smooth or indistinctly keeled inferiorly, not fringed laterally.
Collar well marked; ventral plates keeled .. _.. Gastropholis Fischer.
Collar absent; dorsal scales large, im bricate, strongly keeled.
Tropidosaura Fitzinger.
Collar well marked; dorsal scales small; ventral plates smooth.
Nucras Gray.
b. Digits distinctly keeled inferiorly, not fringed laterally.
Collar absent; dorsal scales large, imbricate, strongly keeled.
Ichnotropi s Peters.
Collar more or less distinct; dorsal scales small .. Eremias Wiegmann.
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c. Digits fringed laterally.

,

II.

Femoral nores ..... ~ ......................... Scapteira Wiegmann.
No femor;l pores ........ _......... ___ ....... A porosaura Boulenger.
2. Lower eyelid with a very large transparent disk covering nearly entirely
the eye; digits strongly keeled inferiorly.
Lower eyeli<1 movable ________ ... __ ..... .. ................. Gabri ta Gray .
Lower eyeliu. united with the upper .. ___ .. , ........ Uphiops Menestries .
o frontoparietals; tail much depressed denticulatecl laterally. - .Holaspis Gray,

GERRHOSAURIDhJ.
Scincidre, Anguid(e GRAY, pa.rt, Am. Phil. (2), X, 1825, p. 201.

Ophisauroidea PrTZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept. 1826, p. 20.
Autarclwglossce '1V AGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 196.
I'tychoplenri WIEGMA~N, part, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 11.
Chalcidiens ptychopleures DUMERIL and BIBRON, part, Exp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 336.
Zonuri<lw GRAY, part, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, pp . 5, 45.
Zonuriclm COPE, part: Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 237.
Gerrhosaitridce BOULE 'GER, Auu. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.120; Cat.

Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 119.

Boulenger describes tbis family as follows:
Tongue moderately elongate, bifid posteriorly, free and very feebly nicked anteriorly, covered with inbricate scales like papillre or oblique plicre converging
ant riorly towards the median line. Dentition pleurodont; teeth closely set, with
long cylindrical shafts, hollow at the base, with conical or bicuspid crowns. Pterygoid teeth often present. Skull in every respect similar to that of the Lacertidre,
with dermal ossification roofing over the sup_ratemporal fossre. Limbs well developed
or rudimentary. Clavicle dilated and loof-sbaped proximally; interclavicle cruciform. Tail Jong and fragile. Head with symmetrical shields. Body with squari8h
or rboi;nboidal imbricate scales, which often form regular longitudinal and transverse series; it is besides protected by osteodermal plates, underlying tlie scales,
which show a system oflongitudinal tubules intersecting a transverse one, as in the
cincidro; this structure usually more distinct on the ventral plates than on the
thicker and rougher dorsal ones. A lateral fold with granular scales, similar to that
of Gerl'honotus., is present in all genera except Tracheloptychus, which in its scaling
ruore res mbles the Seines.

Femoral pores constantly present. Eyelids well developed. Tympanum li tin ct.
In the hemipenis in Gerrhosaurus nigrolineatus, there are on the distal
tllird, tbree welt opposite the sulcus, the median larger, all finely
cro folded. Between one of these and the sulcus is a tract of coarse
papillm; between the other and the sulcus the surface is smooth.
Thi family i exactly intermediate between the Lacertidre (single
premaxillary, femoral pores ) and tLe Scincidre (presence and structure
of tile d rmal bony plates). It is strictly African, its headquarters
being outh frica and Madagascar, and extending northward to the
outhern limit of Sahara.
YNOPSI OF THE GENERA.

I.

ostril pierced between two nasals and the first labial; ventral plates forming
straight tran verse series.
Tongue nearly entirely covered with inbricate scale-like papillre; pre frontals
and frontoparietals present; lower eyelid scaly __ . ___ Gerrhosaurus Wiegmann.
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Tongue nearly entirely covered with oblique plicre ; no prefrontals; frontoparietals present; lower eyelid scaly; limbs short; toes 5-5 ......... Cicigna Gray.
Like Cicignaj digits 4-4 ................................... Saurophis Fitzinger.
Like Cicignaj limbs minute, nn<livit1ed ............................. Ccetia Gray.
Tongue nearly en~,irely covered with imbricate scale-like papillre; no prefrontals; frontoparietals present or absent; lower eyelid with a large, transpareut
disk ........................................... ~ ......... Cordylosaurus Gray.
II. Nostril pierced between two nasals, the rostral, and the first labial; ventrals
not forming straight transverse series.
A lateral fold along the body; no frontoparietals ...•.... Zonosaurus Boulenger.
No lateral fold on the body; froutoparietals present ....• Tracheloptychus Peters.

SOINOIDAD.
Scincoidiens CuvrnR, part, Regne Anim., II, 1817, p. 52.
Sci11cida?, Anguidce, GRAY, part, Aun. Phil. (2),
1825, p. :201.
Cordyloidea, Scincoidea, Gyrnnophthalmoidea FITZINGER, part, Neue Classif. Rept.,

x;

1826, pp. 18, 23, 2G.
Lacertm a11tarchogloss m WAGL1rn 1 part,, Syst. Amph., 1830, p.14-1.
Scirwi, Gymnophthalrn-i vVIEGMANN, part, Herp. Mex., 1831, p. 11.
Scincidr,e, Gyrnnophthalmidce, Rhodonidce GRAY, part, Ann. Nat. Hist., II, 1838,

p.287.
Chalcidiens, Scincoidiens sanropltthalmes and ophiopthalmes, DuMf:mL and BIBRON,

part, Exp. Cen., V, 1839, pp. 318,553,805.
0-ymnophthalmidm, Scincirlce, Ophiomoridce, Sepsidm GRAY, part, Cat. Liz. Brit.

Mus., 1845, pp. G2, 70) 120, 121.
Scincidce, Sepsiclre COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 229.
Scincidce BOULENGER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p.120; Cat. Liz.

Brit. Mus., 2d ed., III, 1885, p. 130.

Boulenger's description is as follows:
Tongue moderately long, free and feebly nicked in front, covered with imbricate
scale-like papillre, Dentition pleurodont, teeth conical, bicuspid, or with spheroidal
or compressed crowns; the new teeth hollow out the base of the old ones. Pterygoid
teeth may be present.
Prremaxilliary bones two, sometimes incompletely separated; nasal double; frontal single or don ble; parietal single; postorbital and postfrontotemporal arches
complete, osseous; interorbital septurn and columella cranii well developed; infraorbital fossa present, bounded by the maxillary, the transverse bone, the palatine,
and often also by the pterygoid. Skull with bony dermal plates overroofing the
supratemporal fossa.
Limbs present or absent; pectoral and pelvic arches constantly present. Clavicle
dilated and usually perforate(l proximally, interclavicle cruciform. Ossified abdominal ribs are absent.
·
Body protected by bony plates underlying . the scales, which are cycloidhexagonal, rarely rhomboidal, im bricate, arranged quincuncially. These plates
provided with symmetri cal tubules, which usually consist of a transverse one anastomosing with several longitudinal ones. Head covered with symmetrical shields;
an azygos occipital is rarely present. Pupil round. Eyelids well developed. No
femoral pores.
Scincoids are Gosmopolitan, the bulk occurring in Australia, the islands of the
Pacific, the East Indies, and Africa; they are comparatively very poorly repi;esented
in South America. As far as we know at present, all species are ovoviviparons.
Adaptations to every mode of lifo, save aquatic and aerial occur.

This family presents considerable variety in the details of the structure of the viscera. In such genera without internasal plates as I have
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had opportunity to di ect, I bave found no corpus adipo um, while this
structure i well developed on the form with supranasal plates. In
serpentiform typ , here a in the Anguidre, the liver is situated more
po terior to the heart, b in g eparated from it by an interspace, wLich
i not pre eut in the trict1y lacertiform types. I have ouly found a
colon in three type , the iu tralian Egernia major, a pea green L-iolepi ma, from ome part of the Am,tralian realm, and a Ohalcides lineatits
from Morocco. The Trachy_saurits rugosus of Australia is remarkable
for 1he hortne and large diameter of its alimentary canal, the diameter beiug imilar all the way through, and the course being a simple sigmoid. In all otb r genera, there is a small intestine distinct from the
stomach and rectum, which is more or less plicated in its course.
The characteri tic which I have observed may be tabulated as
follow :
I. No corpus adipo um.
A. o ma,ll int stine; liver tbree-lobed.
Middle lobe of liver superior to the others and produced into a long strip.
Trachysaur11s .
AA. A plicate small intestine.
a. No colon.
Liver adjacent to heart, two -lobed, right lobe little producecl.
Mocoa, 1 Tiliq11a, 2 Hinulia .3
Liver moderately posterior to hea,rt; three-lobed, the right lobe prodn eel.. ___________ --·· ____ ·----··----· .... ______ Liolepisma (laterale) .
Liv r well po terior to heart; liver two-lobed; right lobe prod need;
small inte tine sbort, with only one fold of sigmoid _______ . ___ Siaphos .4
aa. A colon ( ·hort and wide).
Liver adjacent to heart, two-lobed posteriorly, right rnnch prolongecl.
Liolepisma (green sp.), llgernia .r,
II. Corpus a,diposnm pres:mt, adherent to body wall.
A. A plicated small intestine.
a. A colon.
Ashortcrecum; liver well posterior to heart, the right lobe much larger
than the left; right lun g longer than left. ______ . _____ . ___ ._ Chalcides.6
IIT. ,orpu acliposum free from the body wall.
A. A plicated small intestine; no colon; liver two-lobed posteriorly.
Lu11gs equal; right louo oflivermoderate; small intestine 8inuons. _Eumeces .7
Lungs qual; sma,11 intestine large and little sinuous __________ . _. Euprepes .8
Left lung or both lung short; sma,11 intestine contracted and short . . Mabuia .9

Th genera witliont corpuR adiposum are inhabitants of tlrn Australian zoological realm, excepting the Central .American Mocoa assata, aud
the orth aud Central American Liolepisma laterale.
M. assata Cope.
scincoides White.
3 H. tamiolata White, and a second species .
4 • <Pqualis Gray.
6 E. majo1· Gray.
6 C. lineatus Leuckart.
1
E . quinquelineatus Linn reus and E . obsoletus Baird and Girard.
8 E. multifasciatus Kuhl.
9 M. agilis Raddi; left lung shorter than right; M. anrata, both lungs short.
1
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I have examined the hemipenis in Trachysaurus, Lepidothyris (jt}r,
nandi ), E iiprepes (carinatus), Eumecet1 and Mabuia. They are smooth
and with more or less numerous longitudinal fohls, excepting in Trachy. sauriis. Here the laminae diverge from the sulcus proximad and turn
to a horizontal direction, meeting opposite the sulcus in a chevron
directed dh,tad. In Euprepis carinatiis and Eumeces obsoletus some of
the plicrn are cross ribbed. In Lepidothyris fernandi the organ is
shortly bifurcate, and each division has a membranous welt next the
adjacent divis10n.
I have examined the arches and limbs of the Ohalcides lineatus with
the following results: 1
Scapular and pelvic arches present. Limbs of both pairs present,
very short, with digits 3-3.
Scapular a,rch.-All the elements present, and presenting the true
characters of the Leptoglossa, namely, clavicles distally dilated and perforate, and interclavicle cruciform. The scapula and cora.coid are fused
and osseous. The coraroid cartilage incloses a coracoid foramen, and
coraco-precoracuid foramen with the cart.ilaginous precoracoid. Suprascapula large, gartilaginous. Sternum well developed, with cartilaginou~ borders, no forameu, and four costal articulations.
Pelvic arch.-All the elements present, but slender; the inferior
arches directed anteriorly; the pubes in contact distally. The ischia
are separated by a narrow membrane, which extends forward to the
pubic symphysis. The ilium stands nearly vertical, its inferior portion
articulating with the distally fused extremities of the diapopbyses of
two vertebrre·. Except in the slenderness of its parts, the pelvis is like
that of Scincidrn with well.developed limbs.
Flirbringer represents only three sterno-costal articulations in the
0. tridactylus.
The food of the species of Scincidre is principally insects. One
exception to this is a pea-green species of Liolepisma from Australasia
fr:om whose alimentary canal I took some seeds resembling cherry
stones.
The Evesia monodactyla Gray, from Ceylon, which is allied to Acontias,
I found to present the following characters of the arches and limbs:
Scapular and pelvic arches present. Anterior and posterior limbs
present, external, very rudimental, and undivided.
Scapular arch.-All the elements present. Sternum cartilaginous,
with two costals; clavicles osseous, proximally simple. Interclavicle
a simple, longitudinal, bony splint.. Scapula and coracoid distinct;
only ossified on their posterior borders. Coracoid and precoracoid
cartilages not distinct, nor inclosing any fontanelles. Anterior limb
comdsting of a humerus with a minute cubital segment.
Pel1,ic arch.-Elements present subequal; the inferior directed forward, meeting on the middle line, without longitudinal connection.
1

Journal of Morphology, 1892, p. 236.
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Ilium directed slightly forward and upward, and articulating by its
proximal extremity with the fused distal extremities of the diapophyses of two vertebrre. Posterior limb exactly like the anterior, that
is, con isting of a proximal element (femur) and a distal rudimental ·
segment.
Fiirbringer 1 describes and figures the shoulder and pelvic girdles
of Acontias meleagris and A. plumbeus. The shoulder girdles consist
of simple elements supposed to represent scapulre, fused or not on
the middle line, the median portion of which, in the A-. plumbeus, it
is suggested, may be clavicles. The pelvic girdles consist, in both
specie , of a simple element on each side, consisting of ilium (joined
to vertebrre) and supposed pubis. My examinartion of Evesfa shows
the impropriety of combining that genus with Acontia.s, as has been
done by Boulenger.
As in other families, in the serpentiform types the liver and stomach
occupy a position caudad to the lungs, and so the latter do not appear
in the mesenteric connections of the former; as, for instance, Siaplws.
The mesenteries are the usual ones, but one peculiarity is very fre:
quent, though not universal in the family. 'fhe hepatoventral sheet is
generally divided into two, a right and a left sheet, next the liver,
forming a pocket, which opens caudad. In the Tiliq1ia scincoides the
two sheets only unite at the cephalic end of the liver, remaining separate throughout.
Dr. Boulenger remarks as to this family:
I have met with great difficulty in arranging the genera of this family. The
majority of the characters hitherto employed for tho distinction of genera, such as
th clegreo of development of the limbs., the presence or absence of a transparent ·
di c in the lower eyelicl, the presence or absence of keels on scales, etc., aro in wany
ca es not even of specific value. I have therefore used ce:rtain characters which
hitherto have been neglected, but which, I am convinced, afford a firmer basis for a
natural arrnugement. The artificial nature of an arrangement based on the degree
of the development of the limbs lias been pointed out by ofbers. In a family like
the cincoids, in which the limbs are undergoing a process of abortion, this character must be abandoned as one expressing relationship by itself. And I trust that
the arrangement of tho species in one or more series within a genus, passing from
form with well developecl pentadactyle limbs and lacertiform physiognomy to such
as have rudimentary limbs, or even none at all, marks a great improvement npon
tb artificial classifications in use down to the present day.

I am not prepared to admit that the above re.marks of Dr. Boulenger
have more than au application to the cases where the development of
the limb and digit is irregular in the same species. This has not
been ' hown to be the case more frequently than we expected to find in
all other zoological characters, and particularly those which we call
generic. It is indeed precisely the grades of characters expressed by
the la t ~ tructural modification of parts that the generic nomenclature
i created to record. So long as the characters are constant then it is
nece sary to designate them by generic terms, and I have therefore
1

Knochen und Muskeln Schlangenahnlicher Saurier, Leipsic, 1880.
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adopted in the following synopsis of genera those which have bee_n
proposed by my predecessors for the various degrees of development of
the limbs and toes.
RYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA.

I. Nostril pierced in the nasal, or between nasal and supranasal or postnasal or first
upper labial, not touching the rostral.
A. Palatine bones separated on the median line of the palate; no supranasal shields.
No azygous occipital shield ...................................... E{/lWnia Gray.
An azygous occipital shield, in contact with the interparietal; tail prehensile.
Corucia Gray.
AA. Palatine bones in contact on the median line of the palate.
1. Tympanum, if distinct, more or less deeply sunk.
a. Pterygoid bones separated, on the median line of the palate, the palatal
notch extending a,nteriorly to an imaginary line connecting the
c~nter of the eyes.
a. No supranasals.
Lateral teeth with obtuse or spheroidal crowns; an azygous occipital in
contact with the interparietal; snbdigital lamellre divided.
Trachysaurus Gray.
Lateral teeth with obtnse or spheroidal crowns; subdigital lamellre
undivided .................................. ...... 1.'iliqua Gray.
An enormous crushing tooth on ea:ih side of each jaw.
H emisphmr'iodon Peters.
/3. Supranasals present.
Lateral teeth with compressed d enticulated crowns; a series of suborbital
shields ................... : .............. . Macroscincu8 Bocage,
Lateral teeth conical; two frontoparietals ......... .... Mabuya Fitzinger.
Lateral teeth conical; one frontoparietal. ............ Monophyaspis Cope.
b. Pterygoids in contact (at least quite anteriorly) mesially, the palatal notch
not extending anteriorly to between the center of the eyes.
" Eyelids movable; digits with nonretractile claws.
t Supranasal plates present (tympanum not concealed).
:j: Lower eyelid with a transparent disc.
\\ Frontoparietal flingle.
Digits, 5-5 ...................................... .... Emoa Gray.
Digits, 5-4 .........•...................•........... Hagria Gray.
Digits, 4-4 ....................................... Chiamela Gray.
~~ Two frontop arietals.
Digits, 5-5 .................................... ...... Riopa Gray.
Digits, 2-3 ...................................... Eurnecia Bocage.
H Lower eyelid scaly.
~- Frontoparietal single.
Digits, 5-5 .......................... ..... .. .... Jfonophonis Cope.
~ \) Two frontoparietals.
Digits, 5-5 .................................... Lepidothyris Cope.
tt Supranasal plates wanting.
:j: Lower eyelid with a transparent disc.
II Tympanum not concealed.
§ Frontoparietal plate single.
Digits, 5-5 ............ . ............................. Mocoa Gray.
Digits, 4-5 ...................... Heteropus Dumeril and Bibron,
Digits, 1-2 .................... Brachystopus Dumeril and Bi bron.
Digits, 1-1 ........................................ Oncopus Cope.
Digits, 0-2 ...................................... Ollochirns Cope.
Digits, 0-1 ...................... .•.......... 7 • • • • • • • Soridia Gray.
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Digits, 5-5 ....................... Liolepisrna Dumeril and Bibrnn.
Digits, 3-3 ..................................... Triden tnlus Cope.
Digits, 1-2 ...................................... . F,u.rcill,us Cope.
1111 Tympanic meatus closed.
~ Frontoparietal single.
Digits, 5-5 ....... ~ ............................ Haploscincus Cope.
~~ Frorrtoµarietals distinct.
Digits, 4-4 ................................. Tetradactylns Cuvier.
Digits, 3-3 .................................... Hemiergis Wagler.
Digits, 2-2 ....................... Chelorneles Dumeril and Bibron.
H Lower eyelid scaly.
II Tympanic meatus not closed.
~ Frontoparietal single.
Digits, 5-5 .................. ~ .............. ...... Lygosoma Gray.
~ Frontoparietals two.
·
Digits, 5-5 ................................. .... Hmnolepida Gray.
1111 Tympanic meatus closed.
,
~ Frontoparietal single.
Digits, 5-5 .................................. Cophoscincus Peters.
Digits, 3-1 ................... : . Anomalopus Dumeril and Bibron.
~~ Frontoparietals distinct.
Digits, 5-5 ...... ,......................... Nannoscincus Giinther.
Digit , 3-3 ........................................ Siaphos Gray.
Digits, 2-2 ...................................... Dimeropus Cope.
Digits, 1-1. ................................... Coloscincu,s Peters.
Limb wanting .............................. Ophioscincus Peters.
"'* Eyelids immovable, transparent; covering the eye.
t Suprana a.ls present.
Two frontoparietals; ear exposed; digits 5-5 ............ Panaspis Cope.
tt No supranasals.
• ii Two frontoparietals (ear not closed).
Digits 5-5 ............................ ...... .Ablepharus Fitzinger.
Digits 4-4 .......................................... Miculia Gray.
Digits 3-3 ........ ~ ........................... Phaneropis .Fischer.
Digits2-3 ...................................... .... Lerista Gray.
1111 One frontoparietal.
~ Ear exposed.
Digits 5-5 .......................•.... Cryptoblepha,rus Wiegm, nn.
Digits 4-4 ........................................ . Menetia Gray.
Digits 4-4 ......... ,..................... Blepharactisis Hallowell.
~~ Ear concealed.
Digits 5-5 ............................... Blepharosteres Stoliczka.
*** Eyelids movable; claws retractile into a sheath.
·
Digit 4-5 .......................... .1 ••••••••••••••••••• •••• RistellaGray.
2. Tympanum exposed and superficial.
Head normal ....... . ..................... Tropidophorns Dumeril and Bibron.
Head a bony casque, well separated from the neck.
Tribolonotus Dumeril and Bibron.
AAA. Palatin e bones separated on the median line; snpranasal shields present.
ostril pierced in the na al; pterygoid bones toothed; limbs pentadactyle; the
digit not clenticulated laterally ........... Eumeces Wiegmann.
ostril pierced in a very small nasal, between the rostral, the first labial, the
snpranasal and sometimes a postnasal; palate tootble::is; digits
5-5; limbs short ................................... Senira Gray,
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Like Senira, but limbs rndimental, undi vide<L. Bmchymeles Dumeril and Bibron.
Nostril pierced between an upper and a lower nasal; limbs pentadactyle, the
digits denticulated laterally ............. . .... Scincus Laurenti.
Nostril pierced between the nasal anu supranasal; digits 4- 3 .. Zygnopsis Blanford.
Like Zygnopsis, but digits 3-3 ................•.•.........• Sphenoscincus Peters.
Like Zygnops.is, but digits 3-2 ...............•••..... Hemipodium Steindachner.
Like Zygnopsis, but limbs absent .............. Opheomoru.s Dumeril and Bibron.
II. Nostril pierced in the posterior border of the rostral, or between a nasal or a
labial and the rostral.
A. Palatine bones in contact on the uiedian line.
Nostril pierced between the rostral and a very small nasal, which may be reduced
to a narrow ring.
Digits 5-5; frontoparietals distinct ............................... Thyrus Gray.
Digits 5-5; no frontoparietals or prefrontals .. Amphiglossu.s Dumeril and Bibron .
.Digits 3-3 _.......................................... ...... Sepomorphus Peters.
No fore limbs; hind limbs didactyle ...................... .... Scelotes Fitzinger.
No fore limbs; hind limbs undivided .................... .... Podocloniurn Cope.
No limbs externally .......................... _............ Herpetosatwa Peters.
AA. Palatine bones separated on the median line.
1. Supra nasals present; first upper labial not touching the nostril.
" Nostril pierced between the rostral and a very small nasal in an emargin~tion of the former shield.
a. Labial border rounded.
Digits 5-5 .. ~ ......................................... Gongylus WaglerDigits 4-! ............ . .. .......................... Gongyloseps Boettger.
Digits 3-4 .......................................... Allodactylus Lataste.
Digits 2-4 .........••.... : .......................... Anisoterma Dumeril.
Digits 3-3 ............................................ Chalcides Laurenti.
Digits 2-3 .................... . .......... Hete.romeles Dumeril and Bi bron.
Digits 1-1 (limbs undivided) ..................... ~ ..... . Dicloniseus Cope.
aa. Labial border projecting, acute.
Digits 4-5-4-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .. .... Sphrenops Wagler.
"* Nostril pierced between the rostral and a very small nasal, which is situated
between the former shield and the first labial.
Herpetoseps Boulenger.
2. Supranasals present; first upper labial entering the nostril.
"' Nostril pierced between the rostral, the supranasal, the postnasal, and the
first labial; no frontoparietals.
Digits 5-5 ......................... . . ... ................ Mesomycterus Cope.
Digits 4-4 .............................................. Rhinoscincus Peters.
Digits 3-3 ...... ·.......... ... .......................... .... Sepsina Bocage.
No forelimbs; hind limbs undivided ................ _____ . Dwme1·ilia Bocage.
.,. .,. Nostril pierced between the rostral and the first labial.
Limbs absent .......................... _. __ ........ _·Melanoseps Boulenger.
*** Nostril pierced between the rostral, the supranasal, and the first labial;
frontoparietals present.
Limbs absent. ·..••........... _... _............ . ___ .. __ ... Lepophis Bedclart.
3. No supranasals; nostril entirely in the rostral.
Limbs short; digits 4-4 ............ ·-- ~-- ........ .... Chalcidoseps Boulenger.
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LIOLEPISMA Dum eril and Bibron.
LiolepiBrna DUM:ERIL and. BIBRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 742.-GRAY, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 84.
OligoBorna GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, pp.196-245 ;·U.S. Expl. Exp.,
Herp., p. 235.

Nostril pierced in the nasal plate. Palatine bones in contact on the
median liue of the palate. Tympanum not covered with integumeut.
Pterygoid bones in contact on the micldle line. Eyelids movable;
digits witli nonretractile claws. Supranasal plates wanting. Lower
eyelid with a trausparent disk; two frontoparietal plates;_digits 5-5.
This genus embraces twenty-eight species, all of which are referred
to .Lygosorna, Section IV, in Boulenger's Catalogue of the Lizards in
the Briti h Museum. Of these, five are from New Zealand; five are
from Austra,l ia and adjacent islands; four are from the Pacific islands
and ew Guiuea; three are from the Philippines; six are from India;
one from the Mauritius; two from West Africa; and one, the species
de cribed below, is from North America, and, according to Boulenger,
fr.om Cbina. South America and (excepting China) the temperate parts
of Asia an<l Europe are not possessed of auy sper..ies of Liolepisma.
The genus is markedly different from Eumeces in the absence of
iutema al , the frontal coming broadly in contact with the rostral as
well a the nasals. The palate has a triangular notch running to a
point in tead of being more linear and hollowed anteriorly. There are
no pterygoid t('eth as in Eumeces. 'fhe tongue appears flatter and
more extensible at the tip.
LIOLEPISMA LA TERALE Say.

Liole,piB11Ut laterale. DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 719.-HOLBROOK,
. Amer. llerp., 2d ed., II, 1842, p. 133, pl. XIX.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., 1885, III, p. 263.
Scincus lateraliB SAY, Long's Expd. Rocky Mts., II, 1823, p. 324-.-HARLAN, Journ.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. , V, 1825, p. 221; VI, 1828, p. 12.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer.
Ilerp., 1 36, I, p. 71, pl. vm.
cincus 1micolor HARLAN, Journ. Acad. at. Sci. Phiia., V, 1825, pp.156, 221.
Oligosoma gernniingerii COPE, Proc. ,A.cad.. Nat. Sci. Phila.,1864, p. 180.
Oligosorna laterale COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Rept., p. 39.
hygoBorna ( Moooa) iat<::raliB BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1881, p. 446, pl. xxn
F, fig.3.
i!lococt lateraliB GRAY, Cat. Rept. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 83.-G0NTHER, Biol. Centr.
A.mer., Rept., p. 31.
LygoBorna (Mococt) genimingerii BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., p. 449.

Body lender, quadrangular; vent rounded, attenuated one and onehalf t ime tbe body; frontal in contact behind with the vertical, before
with the ro tral; the prefrontals small; lateral. Nasal above the first
labial, in contact al>ove with the internasal; the postnasal and one loral
iu contact with the po tfrontal. Seven upper labials. Ears large,
verti al. Lower eyelid transparent in tlie center; without scales.
Scales very thin and membrauous; generally 28 rows around the
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body. The Lind legs applied twice forward reach halfway between
arm and ear; eontained three times iu head and body. Fifth hind toe
shorter than second. Free portion of longest toe half the head.
Upper parts of head and body uniform reddish olive, sometimes
bronzed or greenish for a width of about six rows of scales. This on
the edges changes indistinctly to a light line, which appears to be on
tlle adjacent edges of two rows of scales. Immediately below this is a
blackish lateral stripe from the nose and through the eye about 1½
scales wide, with or without a white line below it1 and below the sides
are striped alternately with dusky and lighter. Under parts yellowish
white with faint lines along the adjacent edge
of scales. Tail sometimes greenish or pale livid
beneath.
The color varies above to a considerable extent,
and· sometimes (including the top of head) is
irregularly spotted with blackish. The upper
lateral dusky stripe is well defined above, sometimes very faint below. The alternating dark
and light lines are sometimes quite uniform
dusky or dusky, dotted with lighter by the breakFig. 123.
ing up of the light lines. The scales beneath
·
LIOLEPISMA LATER.A.LE SAY,
have generally a .bronzed or b rassy refl ect10n,
' x l·
and the lines along the junction of the rows of
North Carolina.
scale8 sometimes quite distinct. Sometimes
Cat. No. 4971, U.S.N.M.
there are faint traces of light lines along the
centers of the dorsal rows of scales. There may generally be detected
two light lines below the dark lateral band 1 tolJ scalesapart,afterwhich
each row of scales is light along the center and finely mottled externally.
The lower edge of the larger lateral dusky stripe is frequently effaced.
The dark spots on the dorsal surface sometimes exhibit a tendency to
linear arrangement in two series.
I can not distinguish Texas specimens from more Eastern ones, though
it is possible that, if the outlines of the scales and plates were more
distinct, characteristic features might be found. The lateral black
stripes are perhaps better defined and the arrangement of the dorsal
dark spe_c ks into ten series more marked.
Cat. No. 3152, from Arkansas, collected by Dr. Woodhouse, differs in
having the broad dorsal band divided into three, a central darker covering four rows of scales and two lateral l_igbter two-thirds as wide. The
central stripe is darker externally and rather more so along the center,
aud may almost be considered as formed of lines, or three li11es, the
breaking of which may be considered as producing the dots found in
some specimens, and as illustrating the primary pattern of coloration
(two dark lines along the middle of the back, two rows of scales apart).
• This species ranges over the Austroriparian region, extending into
the Carolinian district of the Eastern as far as Burlington County, New
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Jer ey, wbere it ha been taken by Dr. J. Percy Moore. It extends
up the Missi 'ippi alley into southern Illinois and Indian a., and is
found everywllere in Texa, as far southwe t as the Nueces River. A
large form inhabiting ea tern Mexico I bave called L. gem ,i ngerii.
Bon1e11 ger does uot regard it as distinct.
Liolepisma laterale Say.
umber
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.
4144
3173
315-!
3174
3160
3140
3120
315'.l
3175
4141
3132
3135
3111
3134
4160
415U
4158
4101
5080
4972
501()
5053
8334
8805
0072
5009
9217
9218
5080
0302
4971
)0900
11864
12057
22482
11019
9218
02 2
021:1
15381
)55~2
11:182
1 012
20~92
22507

1
1
1
2
f12
1
4
1
)0
1
2
2
2
1

Locality.

When collected.

~~~b~
C~~:i~.\·~~~s: ::::::
Rio Seco, Texas ........... Apr.
8

:::::::: : : : : : : :

I Nat~re of

From wliom received.

apec1men.

~:r:r~.::: ::::::::::::

-- 1

7, 18fi5 Pope .................. . .
New .Braunfels, Texas ... T1 ... ••••••••· · · · · •· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·
Indianola to Nueces ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pope ............
San P edro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Graham ................ .
Indianola .. ....................... ... .. .. .... . do . ....... . ......... .
Arkansas Rh·er .............. . .......... vVoodliouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . Type.
C.:barle ton, ·outhCarolina 1............................ .. .. . ....... .
Indian Key, l•' lorida ..... · \· .. .. .......... Wurdemann ........... .
~ort Iu ge,'T exa~. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Whipplo : ......... . .... .
Near au .Anto1no .... ... .................. .. . do . ... . ............. .
Southern llliuois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott .... ....... .
Fort McKavett, San Saba, ............... Dr. .Anderson ..... . .... . .
T exas.
3 Pensacola, F lorid a .. . .................... R. W. Jeffrey ........... .
2 NewOrl am1t0Galve1:1ton . ............... Dr.Ander son . ...... .... .
t12 Missi ssippi n ear Natchez ... ...... . ...... B. L. C. Wailes ... ...... .
10 Prairie Mer Rouge, Loni• .... .... ............... . ........•. . ......
siana.
1 Wheelock, Texas ... ... .. . ........ . ..................•......... .... .Alcoholic.
do.
ndersoo,Sout!J Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M3ij. M. E. l)aniel.. . ... . .
•3
do.
3 Calcasi eu Pass, Louisiana . . ... ..... ...... G. Wurdemann . .. . .. . .. .
do.
3 Grand Coteau, L ouisiana.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Charles College .. ... .
do.
3 Kinstou, NorLh Carolina ................. J. W. Milner ... .. . ...... .
do.
7 Augnsta, Georgia ... ...... . ......... ... .. Wm. Phillips .... .. ..... .
do.
1 Fort Scott,, Kansas ... .................... Lieut. Eustis, U.S. A ... .
do.
1 Russellville, Kentucky .... ......... . ........................ ..... .
do.
12
do.
4
do.
1 New Orleans, Louisiana .. ............... N. 0. Academy ... ... .. . .
do.
1 Wost Northfield, Illinois .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. K ennicott ......... .. .
1 , aleru, North Carolina ............... .. .. J. T. Lineback . ..... .... .
do.
1 Wheatland, Incliana . . . . . . A.pr. -, 1881 Robert Ridgway . .. .... .
do.
3 Clearwater, Florida .. ..... July 14, 1879 S. J. Walker ....... ..... .
do.
-, 1880 L. M. Turner ........... .
l Mount Carmel, Illinois .... do.
1 Marf!ball Hall, Maryland . .... ... ..... ... .......... ............... .
do.
2 Nashvill , Georgia ....... Aug. 14, 1880 W. J. Taylor ..... .. .... .
do.
2 ( 7) • •••••.••••••••••••. .• .. •••••••••·•·••· ·••• ••· ••• ·•·••••• ···· .••.
do.
2 (1) ..•..•...••••.•••..•••.. ..... ..•.. .. ... ··•·•··········· ...•......
do.
3 (1) . .......•..•..•..••. . ....•......•. . .•.. . . .••••.•••..•.•••.• ... ...
New Orleans, Loui siana .... .... ......... Dr. R. W. ShnfeldL ..... .
Cooke County, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. H. Ragsdale ...... .. . .
Mount Vernon, Virginia . ........... ... .. C. W. Richmond ........ .
t. Louis, Mi ssouri ... .................. . Julius Hurter .. ........ .
'_ycamo ro Creek, 'l'exas ............ . ..... J. A. Potter .. ...... . ... .
C.:huluota, Florida ....................... Robert A.. Mills ........ .

•······1

---EUMECES Wiegmann.
Eumeces WIEGMANN (part), Herp. Mex., 1834, p. 36; Arch. f.

raturg., II, 1835,
p . 2 8; Arch. f. Naturg., 1837, I, p.131.-PETERS, Mon. Berl. Ac., 1864, p, 48.T0LI ZKA, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng., XLI, 1872, p. 121.-BocouRT, Miss. Sci.
Mex., Rept., 1 79, p. 418.-B0UL.l!:NGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 365.
Mabuya FITZINGER, part, . Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 23.
Euprepia WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p.161.-CocTEAU, Tabl. Synop., 1857.
Pleatiodon D MERIL and BrnnoN, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 697.-GRAY, Cat. Liz.,
1845, p.90.-HALL0WEI.L, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, p. 215.-BArnD;
Proc. Aca<l . at. ci. Pbila ., 1858, p. 206.-C0PE, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
1861, p. 320.
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Lamprosam·us HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 20?•.
Eu.1·ylepis BLYTH, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng., XXIII, 1854, p. 739.
Mabonia GONTHER, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1860, p. 316; Rept. Brit. Ind., 1864,
p. 82.
.

Nostril pierced in the nasal plate. Palatine and pterygoid bones •
separated on the median line of the palate, the latter with teeth. Supranasal plates present. Limbs pentadactyle, the digits not denticulated laterally.
.
The preceding characters define a natural genus. The following are
also common to the species: The nostrils are lateral. The postnasals
vary. There are either one or two; if the latter, one may be directly
above tbe other, or the second may be both behind and above the first.
The head is covered with ossified plates concealing the muscles and
with an external epidermis. The tongue is thick, elongate, cordate or
arrow-shaped, slightly notched anteriorly, and quite homogeneously
squamous throughout. The flap covering the anus is margined behind
by two large plates, with smaller ones on either side.
Osteology.-For the determination of tbe skeletal characters of this
genus I have skeletons of the E. obsoletus and E. quinquelineatus from
the national collection.
The premaxillary is spli\t as in other Scincid::.e, and the halves are in
the closest contact. The common spine is rather elongate, while the
palatal suture is simply emarginate. The nasals are not shortened, and
are distinct. The frontal is double, and is simply grooved on the middle line below. The parietal is single, and is pierced by the· pineal
foramen at about its middle. The parietoquatlrate arch is well elevated.
The supraoccipital is loosely articulated, presenting a truncate median
process toward, but not to, a median .notch of the parietal. Exocciptals distinct by suture. Prefrontal rather large, not sending posteriorly a supercilliary process, and not produced far above the orbit.
Lachrymal small; not, or very little, visible on external facial surface,
and reached by a long internal process of the jugal. External surfam~
of jugal separated widely from prefrontal, its postorbital portion much
longer, slender, and rising to meet the postfrontal. The latter is large
and unequally V-shaped, the posterior limb broad and covering the temporal fossa between the parietal and supratemporal bones, with more
or less of a :fissure next the parietal posteriorly. Postfrontal a splint
separating the jngal and supratemporal from the postfrontal. Supratemporal well produced anteriorly, and in contact with the parietoquadrate arch for the posterior two-thirds the length of the latter.
Quadrate with one, a deep external, conch. The vomers are elongate,
and also expanded laterally, passing above the prominent palatine
lamin::.e of the maxillary, bones. They are in close apposition on the
median line, but are so swollen longitudinally as to leave a groove at
the common suture. The longitudinal ribs terminate in a pair of
appressed hooks, which look downward and backward at the poste;for
extremities of the bones. The vomerine branch of the palatine is not
N.A.1 MUS 98--40
1
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quite as long a the ipaxillary branch, and is on a superior plane, being
iu close contact with its mate on the middle line, [.1,Ild forming with the
maxillary plate a half tube opening inward. Pterygoids not very
wide, gradually narrowing to the posterier rod, which is openly grooved
on the inner, ide. The basipterygoid processes overlap the entire width
of the internal face. Ectopterygoid reaching maxillary and jugal, but
not palatine; little deflected posteriorly. Presphenoid not ossified;
phenoid di tinguished from basioccipital by suture. Latter with subconic descending lateral processes, which inclose a deep fossa on the
external ide. Postoptic small, simple, crescentic. Petrosal extended
well in aivanC'e of semicircular canal above; subforaminal portion still
more produced, bounding a down looking open groove. Parietal sending downward a rather elongate process in front of petrosal. Epipterygoid originating opposite basipterygoid below, and resting above.on
the de cending process of the parietal and the anterior margin of the
petro al. Occipital condyle tripartite.
Meckel' cartilage exposed from the anteriorly placed splenial
foramen. Coronoid a little produced anteriorly on external face of
ramu , not at all posteriorly. Surangular and articular distinct; angle
flat, rounded, not produced or angular inward. Dentary produced as
far po teriorly as coronoid; splenial rather elongate (forming the
inferior border of Meckel's groove in E. obsoletus).
ln the hyoid ystem, E. quinquelineatus presents a short second ceratobranchial. The first ceratobranchial has a cartilaginous terminal segment, as has also the ceratohyal. The latter is of moderate length, is
without expan ions, and is articulated with the extremity of the rather
short hypobrancbial. There is i;t large free epibranchial, which comm nee near the free extremity of the second ceratobranchial, and curving backward, outward and then forward, terminates nearly oppobite
tbe middle of the ceratohyal.
.Th cervical intercentra in the E. obsoletus number four, and those of
the E. quinquelinetus three, posterior to that of the atlas. There is no
zygosphene. The caudal diapophyses are well developed at the base
of the eries, and are split lengthwise at the middle and distal part
of the series by the segmentation of th_e vertebrre. Neural spine
ingle at posterior extremity of neural arch.
Tlie suprascar ula is expanded anteroposteriorly, and the scapula is
rather elongate. The latter has no proscapula, while the coronoid has
one emargination. The sternum has a small fontanelle posteriorly
placed. There are three costal articulations and a xiphoid rod with two
rib . Tlie latter is in close apposition to its mate, and is expanded
outward at the junction of the first hremapophysis.
The ilium has no angulus cristce, and the acetabulum is entire. The
pul>e converge at a subacute angle, an<l. the small pectineal process is
nearer the proximal extremity, and is turned downward. The iscbia
are ulJtransverse, and present a wide emargination posteriorly, since
the proce sus tuberosus is near the acetabulum.
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Besides the family characters, this genus is well distinguished among
American lizards by the divided frontal; the overroofing the temporal
fossa by the postfrontal and supratemporal; the descending process of
the parietal; forms of the xiphoid rods, and forms of the pelvic bones.
In the latest enumeration of the species of this genus, that of
Boulenger, thirty-one species are included. These are distributed as
follows~
Nortl..t America, ______________________________ -----······------·--···· .••••. --··
lVlexico ..... _. ___ . _ . ____ .. _.•.. - - .... - - - .. - - - •.. - . - - .. - ... - ..... - - - .•••·..••••.
Paleaarctic Region (North Africa) ........ _......... _- ... - ...... - - .. - •••.. __ • _.
Paleaarctic Region (Asia) .... _............. _.... __ ..... __ ....... ___ ..••••.••••
Southwest Asia ....... __ ........ __ .............••••...... ~ ....... _... _.•.. - .. .

16

Total .... _................... _................................ __ .... ___ .

31

6

1
7
1

For purposes of analysis, the North American species may be
arranged in four groups, which have the following characters:
A postnasal and one mental plate ............. _............... _... ___ ...... _...
I
A postnasal and two mental plates ............. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II
No postnasal and two mental plates ........ ......... _........................ _ III
No postnasa~ and one mental plate .......................... ______ ···-···---·· IV

It may be ah,o stated here that all the species have four supraorbital
plates except E. egregius, which has but three. Also that E. longirostris ·
bas more numerous scales than any other species, as they are in 36-34
rows; while in E. egregiiis the number of scale rows is smaller than in
any species, reaching only twenty-two.
Tbe form of the postnasal plate presents considerable variation in
some species. This is especially the case in E. multivirgatus, where it
may or may uot reach the supranasal, and is sometimes directly under
the prefrenal. The opposite sides are sometimes slightly different. In
some species with two mentals they may be sometimes abnormally
fused together.
All the North American skinks lose these distinctive marks of color
with age. ~t\..11 are dark, nearly black, when young, yaried with white
lines or spots, which leave a trace of their presence when old. Three
of the labials, the upper especially, are black, with white centers.
There is always retained a dusky border to the lateral edges. If the
edge of the upper jaw be white the character is never lost, the labials
never having darker lateral borders. The light lines in increasing age
g-enerally remain for a time and are bordered by blackish or dark
brown, the interspaces generally bee0t?ing light olive. Even these,
however, gradually disappear, and the scales generally are oliva..ceous
above, with dusky bor<lers, especially where originally dark colored.
The following arrangement may be consi,1ered as definiug- the species
with two unequal postnasals by the color 9f the youug:
A. Upper labials plain whitish; ground color black above, bluish beneath; beneath
head white.
.
1
1. Five white lines, all on adjacent edges of scales, the middle bifurcatiQg on the
heacl ............. ......................... _..... __ .. _....._E. quinquelineatus .

•
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2. Pour whit lines, the upp er on ither side on adjacent edges of scales and
eparated by two rows .... ···--· -----· __________________ .... . E. skiltonianus.
3. Five white lines, the two lateral along the centers of single 1·ows. Median liue
not bifurcating anteriorly .. ___ .... - ........... _.. - .......... E. leptogrannnus.
B. pper labials spotted with white; not continuously of tbi color. General color
black.
4. Five very obsolete whitish lines, the upper lateral on adjacent edges of two
rows, eparated by six rows. A faint continuous line on the side of bead
above. Tip and ide of chin plain whitish. Spots on labials not closed
beneath.
ides of neck scarcely spotted .............. - . - ... - - ... E. obsoletus.
5. o whiti h lines whatever. Labials and plates on side of head, beneath, and
above all black, with a rounded central spot of white. Two short lines of
white spots on each sid,· of the neck .......................... . E. guttulatus.

The ortlt American species of Eumeces may be distinguished in
detail as follows:
DIVISION

I.

Hind legs applied twice forward reaching end of snout. Scales in from )6 to 42
row , in oblique series on the sides; four s-upraorbitals. Brown, with two
white lateral streaks inclosing a brown band; a light line on each side of top
of head .................. ....... ...... . ..... _........... E. longirostris Cope.
IIin<l legs less than half head and body; scales in 28 rows, in horizontal lines on the
sides; four supraorbitals; two pairs of nuchals; five longitudinal pale stripes,
the dorsal vanishing; sides black ................. ... E. callicephal·us Bocourt.
DIVISION

II.

A. Postnasal larger, in full contact with the supranasal.
Hind leg applied twice forward, reaching the tip of snout; and contained
two and one-third times (head four and one-half times ) in bead and body;
hind leg from knee not three times. l?ifth bind toe longer than second.
Head depressed; four and one-half times in head and body. Scales in young
black, with from 28 to 32 rows; five equidistant white lines, the tw-0 lateral
each on adjacent edges of two rows of scales. A white line behind the thigh.
The upper stripes separated by four or six whole rows of scales. With age
the dorsal stripe first becoming indistinct; the color more oli vaceous above.
Male with head very broad behind; reddish. The color of body more or less
plain olive ........ _..................... _....... . E. q1iinquelineatus Linnams.
Hind leg applied twice forward reach to the ear; contained over two and onehalf times in bead and body; from knee, three and one-half times; head,
four and one-half times. Fifth hind toe shorter than second; its free portion a
little more than half the side of head. Scales in 28 rows. Young black, with
two rows of rounded bluish white dots on each side the head and another on
each ide the chin. With increasing age the color more olivaceous above;
the scales each with a dusky margin; beneath, plain and lighter.
E. guttulatus Hallowell.
Limbs short; hind legs applied twice forward reach to the insertion of the arm
anteriorly; applied thrice, to the nose. Contained three times in head aud
body; from knee, four and one-third times; head, ti ve times. Fifth hind toe
shorter than second, its free portion less than half the head to ear. Scales in
28 row , the laterals smaller and in oblique series. Adult, light olive above;
each scale edged laterally, less distinctly behind with darker; bcnea,th, greenish white. Labials edged laterally with dusky. (Postnasal sometimes wanting) ........................................... . E. obsoletus Baird and Girard.
Hind legs applied twice forward, falling between arm and ear. Contained
two and one-half to three times in head and body; head, about five times;
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hind leg from knee, three and one-half times. Fifth hiud toe about equal to
second; free part of longest nearly three-fourths inch on the side of head.
Scales in 26 rows. Young, olive above, with two white lines on each side,
embracing a black band. The upper are each ou adjacent edges of two rows
of scales, margined internally by black, and separated by two plain olive
rows. Under parts white. No trace of dorsal white line, nor on thigh
behind. Ground color sometimes all black. With age the stripes disappear to
a great extent ___ .. ... . _..... _.... _........ . E. slc'iltonianus Baird and Girard.
Head short, appressed limbs meeting on side. Hind legs applied twice forward,
reach midway from arm to ear; contained three times in head aud body; hind
leg from knee, four times; head, four and one half times. Fifth hind toe
shorter than second; the free portion of longest two-fifths the side of head.
Distance between centers of insertion of fore and hind legs nearly twice
that from center of fore leg to snout. Scales in 26 rows. Internasal equal
prefrontal. Young dark olive, Llack above, black on the sides, blue beneath
and on the tan. Five very narrow whitish dotted lines, the two lateral on
the centers of single rows of scales; the two dorsal margined narrowly by
almost inappreciable black, and their rows separated by four, all lighter in
the centers, Becoming lighter olive with age ...... ... E. leptogrammus Baird.
Appressed limbs separated 'by a space less than length of fore foot. Internasal
plate smaller than prefrontals; rostral elevated. Scales in 24 rows. Three
dark bands on ea.ch side of the middle line; no lateral light bands; size
medium __________ .............. ______ ............ ______ E, epipleurotus Cope.
B. Postnasal small, more or less separated from contact with the supranasal by the
prefrontal.
Head short, conical, contained a t least :five times in head and body, as is the
hind leg from knee also. Hind leg short; when applied twice forward falling
behind the fore legs. :!<.,ifth toe shorter than second. Vertical and. frontal
plates often in contact. Distance between centers of insertion of fore and
hind legs twice that from center of fore leg to snout. Scales in 24 rows. Light
olive; paler beneath. A broad median dorsal light band, bordered on each
side by :five dark and four light stripes; the first and fourth dark stripes
broadest; the second light stripe in the middle of the third row of scales, and
bordering the head, but defining no spots on sides of labials. Sometimes
unicolor .... - ................. - - ....... _- _... __ ... E. multivirgatus Hallowell.
DIVISION

Ill.

A. Three supraorbital plates; internasal in contact with loreals.
Posterior edge of postnasal before that of second labial. Scales of body in
about 22 rows. Ear openings very small. Reddish ash or gray, with two white
lines on each side margined with dusky, and traces of a third; all on the centers ?f single rows. Upper lateral lines separated by two plain rows. Beneath
reddish white .... ···--·--·-·· ............ ---~-- ........ .... E. egregius Baird.
B. Four supraorbital plates; loreal not separating the supranasals and prefrontals,
which meet and inclose the small internasal.
Scales in 28 rows; olive above, with four equidistant and equal dark stripes on
adjacent half rows of scales, the two inner sometimes effaced. Sides with two
narrow white lines, on the centers of single rows of scales embracing a black
s-t ripe, and margined above and below by black; the black upper margin one of
the dorsal stripes mentioned; the interval of the two upper lateral stripes six
rows of scales; lower lateral stripe passing along upper edge of ear. Beneath
light greenish. _____ ····-··----·------··----··---- ____ E, septentrionalis Baird.
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DIVISION IV.
A. Four supraocular plates.
1. Loreal plate elevated, extending up to the rather longit).ldin al rhomboid
in ternasal.
Posterior edge of loreal plate above the middle of second labial; mental
plate long and pentagonal. Appressed limbs overlapping. Scales of
body in 24 rows. Dark olive green above. Sides with 2 narrow
white stripes, the upper separated by 4 rows of olive scales; their
interspace and a narrow margin above coal black or gray. Beneath
greeni h livid, the tip of chin white. Upper labials dusky with white
stripe. __ ._. _____ .. _.... ___ .. __ ... ___ ..... _.... . E. anthracinus .Baird.
Form stout; appressed limbs overlapping by a little; scales in 26 rows.
Above blackish olive; below green; a black lateral band with a pale
border above and below ___ . _. _..................... E. pluvialis Cope.
Form elongate; appressed limbs separated by l ength of anterior limb. Tail
lnrge. Scales in 26 rows. Light brown, with a dark lateral band
bordered by paler above and below ...... ____ ..... E. pachyurus Cope.
2. Loreal low, in contact with the widely transverse interfrontonasal.
a External parietal separated from seventh labial by temporal scales.
Larger; 28 rows of scales; appressed Jim bs overlapping extensi-,:ely;
sides black, head reddish ......... _........ _. _.. E. snmichrastii Cope.
Posterior edge of loreal in line with that of second labial. Large plate
at end of chin divided transversely. Scales of body in 28 rows. Light
olive green above. Sides with 2 yellowish lines, the upper not bordered above with dusky, and separated by 6 rows of olive scales.
Sides rather darker olive. Beneath olive green, more yellowish under
the head. Upper labials pure yellowish ... _.. E. tetrag1·ammus Baird.
imilar in form to last. Body cylindrical; color entirely black everywhere ............................................... var. fiinebrosus.
Posterior edge of loreal marking middle of second upper labial; postsymphyseal undivided; appressed limbs meeting. Scales in 26 rows.
Lead colored above, light olive below; 2 light lines extend from side
of head to al ittle behind axilla ........... _ .... E. brevilineatns Cope.
cales in 22 to 24 rows; appressed limbs widely separated; parietals sepaTated by interparietals; brown, with a la.teral black band yellow bordered above ancl below; sometimes a median pale stripe.
E. lynxe Wiegmann.
a a External parietal not separated from eighth superior labial by temporal . Scales in 22 to 24 rows; appressed hind limbs widely separated;
parietals separated by interparietal; brown, with a lateral black ·baud·
"
pale-bordered above and below; sometimes a pale median dorsal
stripe ........... ..... ....... : ............ .... E. brevirosfris Gii nthcr.
Tbr e su praocalar plates.
External parietals separated from seventh labial by temporal scales; parietals
separated by interparietal; appressed limbs widely separated; scales
22 to 24 rows; side black, with pale borders and pale median stripe.
E. furcfro stris Cope.
External parietals broadly in contact with seventh labial; parietal inclosed
behind by interparietal; appressed limbs widely separatecl; scales 22
rows; sides dark brown, back golden brown . .. _ E. dng esii Thominot.
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EUMECES LONGIROSTRIS Cope.

Eimieces longirost1·is COPE, Check-list N.Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 45.-GARMAN,
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 25, 1884, p. 287.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus.,
1887, III, p. 368.
Plestiodon longirosfris COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 313.

Form much as in E. quinquelineatus, the tail a little thicker, the muzzle more narrow and elongate. The anterior extremity extended forward reaches the anterior border of the orbit; the posterior reaches to
beyond the appressed elbow, but not to the axilla. Rostral plate as
high as broad, less depressed than in E. quinquelineatus; nasal small;
nasofrenal smaller, trapezoid; anterior frenal as long as high. Eight
superior labial plates, the sixth and seventh bordering the inferior
palpebra. Each occipital bounded by two temporals (sometimes con-

I

]!'ig. 124.
Eu11rnc Es· LONGIROSTRIS COPE.

X

£.

Bermuda Islands.
Collecticn of E. D. Cope.

fluent) and a postoccipital; the anterior temporal bounded by two
inferior temporals, the anterior small, the posterior larger than the
eighth upper labial. Interoccipital _large, rounded posteriorly, very
· acute anteriorly. Frontoparietal plates geminiform, in contact by
their inner 3Jngles. Supraoculars four; anterior supraocular small,
barely or not in contact with the frontonasal. Inferior _palpebra granular; a series of six to eight vertical scales beneath the marginal row.
Supranasals large, considerably in contact; internasal transverse, subtruncate posteriorly; frontonasals as long or more frequently louger
than broad, exteusively in contact. Frontal elongate, in front obtuse,
posteriorly acute angled. Inferior labials, seven; symphyseal deeper
than in E. quinquelineatus; one large seven-sided mental in contact
with two labials on ear.h side, two infralabials posteriorly, and the
symphyseal anteriorly. Three infralabials on each side, the -anterior
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not separated by a postmental. 'rhree slightly prominent granules
upon the superior part of anterior auricular border. Digits compressed;
of the posterior the fourth has twice the extent of the fifth. Sole tuberculous externa.11y and internally; medially granular; palm tuberculous .
po teriorly. Scales small, especially upon the sides; rows from thirtynine to forty-two. Preanal plates, four; the median very large, the
exterior very small. Total length, 162 mm.; tail, 95 mm.
Color above, from rusty to ashy brown, paler on the tail. A white.
line begins at the anterior angle of the orbit, aud extending above
the latter reaches as far as the crural region. It is margined with
black superiorly, and separated from that of the opposite side by eight
rows of cales. Beneath it the sides are black or brownish for a width
of three and a half scales, beneath which shade is ano'ther white line
exte.nding from beneath the orbit to the groin. The dark color of the
side extends upon the tail for one-third its length. The under surface
of this member, of the extremities and belly, greenish blue; throat and
cbin yellowish. In younger specimens a light line upon each cantbus
rostralis is aualagous to those which unite and form the median dorsal
band in .E. quinquelineatus. There are nearly ten more rows of scales
in this species than in E. quinquelineatus, and there is only one mental.
The latter species has six preanal plates, of which the median pair is
not so disproportionately large; also the frenals and nasofrenal are
narrow and erect.
We are informed by Mr. J. M. Jones, in his Naturalist in Bermuda,
that a species of" Scincus" inhabits the islands, and tbat it is the only
indigenous true reptile. He notices its resemblance to E. quinquelineatus (" S.fasciatus") of the United States, and gives a description of an
old male pecimen.
Eumeces longirostris Cope.
Catalogue Numbe.r
No.
of specimens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

12129
1 Bermuda . . . .• .. . . . . .. . .. . . . G. Brown Goode . . . . . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic.
4737 ............... do ...................... Hon. J. H. Farrell...........
do.

EUMECES QUINQUELINEATUS Linnreus.

Eumeces quinquelineatus BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1879, p. 426, pl. xxn
E, fig. lO.-SMITH, Geol. Surv. Ohio, Zool., IV, p. 650.-PETERS, Monatsb. k.
Akad. Berlin, 1864, p. 49.
/Cumece11 fasciatus COPE, Check-list . . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 45.-BouLE GER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1887, III, p. 370.
Lacerta quinquelineata LIN ·lEus, yst. at., 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 366.-SHAW, Gen.
Zool., III, Pt. 1, 1800, p. 24.-GREEN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., IV, Pt.
2, 1818, p. 284, pl. XVI, fig. 2.
Lacertafasciata Lr 'LEUS, yst. at., 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 369.-SHAw, Gen. Zool.,
III, Pt. 1, 1 00, p. 241.
Lacerta tristata LATREILLE, Hist. Nat. Rept., I, p. 248.
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&incus laticep8 SCHNEIDER, Hist. Amph., II, 1801, p. 189.-DAUDIN, Rept., IV,
1802-1803, p. 301.
8cincus quinquelineatus SCHNEIDER, Hist. Amph., 1801, p. 201.-LATREILLE, Hist.
Rept., II, 1801, p. 74, fig. 24.-DAUDIN, Rept., IV, p. 272, pl. LV, fig. 1.-MERREM, Tent. Syst. Amph., 1821, p. 72.-KUHL, Beitr. z. Zool. u. Vergl. Anat.,
p. 128.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1827, p. 10; Phys. Med.
Res., p. 138.-HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., II, 1842, p. 121, pl. XVII.
Scincus tl'istatus DAUDIN, Rept., IV, p. 296.
Scincus im•ythrocephalils GILLIAMS, Jouru. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, 1818, p. 461,
pl. XVIII, fig. 2.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1827, p.11; Phys.
Med. Res., p. 139.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., II, 1842, p. 101, pl. XXII.
Scincus bicolor HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., IV, 1824, p. 286, pl. XVIII,
fig. 1; Phys. Med. Res., p.139.-CuvrnR, Regne. Anim., 2d od., II, 1829, p. 62.
Scincus amm·icanus HARLAN, Phys. Med. Res., p. 139.
Tiliqua quinquelineata GRAY, Griffith's Cuvier's Anim. Kingd., IX, Syn., 1831, p. 69.
Tiliqua bicolo1· GRAY, Griffith's Cuvier's Anim. Kingd., IX, Syn., 1831, p. 69 . .
Plestiodon laticeps GRAY, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 90.-DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp.
Gen., V, 1839, p. 705.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., 2d ed., p. 121, pl. XVII.
Plestiodon quinquelineatum DUMERIL and BIBRON, part, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p.
707.-GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 91.-GRAVENHORST, N. Act. Ac.
Leop. Carol., XXIII, 1851, I, p. 350, pl. xxxv.
Scincus fasciatus HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., 2d ed., p. 127, pl. XVIII. -DE KAY,
New York Faun., III, p. 29, pl. VIII, fig. 17.
Eurneces laticeps PETERS, Monatsb. k. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1864, p. 49.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept. 1879, p. 424, pl. XXII D, fig. 6.
Mabuya quinquelineata FITZINGER, N. Class Rept. Vienna, 1826, p. 52.
Euprepis quinquelineata and fasciata WAGLER, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 162.
Euprepis de Castesby COCTEAU, 'l'abl. Synopt. Seine., 1837.
Plestiodon quinquelineatus and fa sciatus HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., II, 1842, pp.
121, 127, pls. XVII, XVIII.

Plates of bead as in E. slciltonianus. The dorsal scales of equal
width, or the ventral uot larger. Dorsal scales 28 to 34, and about 55
from bead to tail. Tail one and one-fourth or one and one-half times
the body when perfect. Fore leg from elbow longer than head to ear,
which is contained about four or four and one-half times in head and
body. Hind legs, applied twice forward, reach to or a little beyond
the ear; contained two and one-half times or less in from knee, three to
three aud one-half times in head and body. Free portion of long hind
toe nearly three-fourths the side of head to ear; the fifth toe decidedly
longer than the second.
Coloration. 1. Black above, including the bead, with five equidistant
narrow whitish stripes, a dorsal and two lateral; the median bifurcating at the occiput, the branches uniting at the rostrum. Each line
usually on adjacent edges of the . rows of scales (occupying half or
third) and separated by one, sometimes two, rows of the ground color
("fasciatus ").
2. The rest of the scales through which the three middle stripes run,
black; the intervening scales light olive; the cephalic white line then
fainter, and next the dorsal, until the whole space between the upper
lateral stripes is olivaceous, with four dusky lines of dots along the
middle of scales, bead becoming reddish and wider (''quinquelineatus").
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3. Lateral stripes and dusky' band becoming obliterated, first the
upper then the lower, the head swelling still more; finally the ·body
uniform greenish or reddish olive, whitish beneath, the head as broad
a long and bright brick red.
Of these stages the first is confined to very young (less than 50 mm.
or 62.5 mm.). The red and broad-headed individuals, without distinet
stripes, of whatever size, are males; the largest, with narrow head aud
distinct stripes, are females.
More northern specimens do not appear to assume the red head and
plain coloration.
In Oat. No. 3129 the plates of the bead are much as described in P.
skiltonianus: · The legs are much longer, the hinder applied twice for-

Fig. 125.
EUMECES QUINQUELINEATUS LINNAWS .

Adult male.
-= l.

T exas.
Cat. No. 923J, U.S .N .M.

ward reaching a little beyond the eye; from knee contained three timeo
in head and body or reaching halfway from root, two and one- sixth from
head to between fore legs. Fore leg from elbow one and one-fifth times
th head to ear, which is contained four and one-half times in bead and
body, which again is contained one and one-half times in the tail. . The
width of lieacl i two-thirds the length to ear. " The body at the middle
i encircled by twenty-eight rows of scales, and there are :fifty-six from
head to tail.
Other . pecimen , however, vary considerably from thjs staqdard.
Thu the number of dorsal rows appears to vary up to thirty-four, the
highest I have yet observed, every intermediate number occurring from
twenty-eight, the ma1lest. The longitudinal dorsal number is generally fifty-five or fifty-six. With advancing age the · bead becomes
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broader behind, until in the "laticeps" its width is equal to the length
above, and laterally to the distance from nostril to ear. The unusual
expansion is chiefly in the cheeks, which are wider from above downward, and are completely ossified.
The general color of head and body above is a dark olive green, with
:five nearly or quite equidistant bluish or greenish white stripes 1
one median and two lateral on each side, becoming blue on the tail and
extending to the tip. The stripes are all of equal width, a little more
than one-third the width of their intervals, and occupy rather less than.
the adjacent halves of contiguous rows of scales, sometimes only onetbird. Between each stripe is a row of perfectly plain scales; the
remainder of the white-streaked rows being black. - The interval
between the two lateral white stripes is black; the others are all margined by a line of black on the rest of the row of scales as stated,
leaving on the back two dorsal rows, one on each side the median line,
dark olive. Beneath the lower white stripe is an obscure dusky
streak. The under parts are light salmon, tinged with bluish on the
belly and sides of tail.
·
The lowest lateral stripe begins on the upper labials and runs through
the ear; the upper starts on the canthus rostralis a little in front of the
eye. The median bifurcates at the occiput, sending two branches forward along the edge of the vertical, and uniting in a gentle curve at
the rostral.
There is a white line down the posterior face of the thigh and another
on the anterior face, both confluent, with the lower lateral stripe, and
becoming more broken on the tibial portion. The foro legs appear
slightly spotted also.
In some specimens, as Cat. No. 3129b, the white lateral stripes above
the .fore leg run obliquely from one row of scales to another; one upper
lateral stripe passes along the middle of the fourth row of scales from
the median line of back, leaving two olive-colored rows, while its fellow
on the opposite side is more as described.
In many, in fact, in most specimens, the light stripe on the anterior
face of the thigh is wanting. The upper lateral stripe does not always
bound the exterior of the third row of scales from the middle of the
back, but is frequently confined to the fourth, especially posteriorly, the.
line sometimes, as already stated, crossing from one row to the other.
The ground color is sometimes entirely black; the stripes yellowish or
golden.
I have in the preceding paragraphs confined my attention to the very
young specimens usually known as the Eurneces fa.sciatuv,s. With
increasing age the stri_pes on the head become obscure and then disappear entirely, the head assuming more or less of a re<ldish tinge. The
cheek~ expand and become tinged, especially below and behind, where
the large plates are ultimately folded into the cavity of the ear and tbe
two or three flo·ating triangular scales affi~ed along its anterior edge
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are completely concealed or sometimes more or less blunted, contracted,
or obliterated. With the di appearance of the cephalic stripes the
median dorsal first becomes obscure; the ground color changes from
black or 11arrow dorsal olive stripes to predominant light olivaceous.
For a considerable time the black on the sides remains distinct and
continuous, but ultimately is reduced to dusky margins to the scales.
Sometime the lateral whitish stripes disappear or are very obsolete,
the black stripe remaining distinct; or the reverse may be the case.
The lateral light lilies are, however, quite late to disappear entirely.
There is often a trace of the original black above in a line of dusky
dot down the middle of the two dorsal rows of scales, and that of the
third or fourth row from the central line of the back, formerly continuou stripes bordering the white. By degrees the lateral stripes become
more and more obsolete, until there is only the faintest trace or they
have di appeared entirely, leaving the body of a uniform greenish or
reddi h olive above and a light brick-red head as broad as long. The
lowe t lateral white tripe can u ually be detected on oldest specimens
a well as some of the dusky of the sides; the scales of the back, however, become entirely uniform.
In Cat. No. 4136 there is a distinct whitish stripe between the legs
below what i ordinarily the lowe t, making three on each side, the doral wanting. Thi is een more or less distinctly in other specimens, as
Cat. o. 317 , though u ually wanting. The various changes described
do not appear to progre uniformly in all specimens. Sometimes a
series of pecimen of the same size will exhibit all the stages, except
the earliest.
Professor Baird has shown that the Scincus erythrocephalus, quinqueZineatus, and f asciatus are forms of the same species, the first name
having been given to old males.
From the preceding remarks it will be seen that I have adopted his
opinion, combining in one all the three species described by Dr. Holbrook as inhabiting the United States. This I have only done after a
protracted examination of a large series of specimens from all parts of
the United States. I have failed to find any constant distinction s in
the external structure and relative proportions, while the differences
of coloration are only those readily attributable to age and sex. It is
well known that the characteristic markings of the skin.ks are most
appreciable in the yqung. Now, in the present case none except the
very largest have the coloration of erythrocephalus, none except the
middle and the largest size (females) that of quinquelineafas, while every
inches agrees
one before me with a head and body of less than 2 or
exactly in coloration with the most typicalfasciatus. To sum up the
wbole ca e, I feel very confident that the three (or four, including Dr.
Hallowell's P. vittigerum ?) supposed species in reality constitute but
one; that the peeies attains a much larger size iu the more Southern
States than the Northern, there going through all the stages of colora-
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tion and that the farther north the more is this restricted to the pri'
mary pattern.
Furthermore, it is probable, or even almost certain, that the females
retain their stripes and other markings longer than the males, and
have a much less tendency, if they exhibit it at all, to reddening and
widening of the head, which would explain the differences in size of
specimens otherwise similarly colored. It is almost certain that females
never entirely lose their stripes and never assume the very wide head.
A series (Cat. No. 4137) of thre.e from Tyree Springs, Tennessee, though
evidently the same species and of the same size (body and head nearly
4 inches) represents very fairly the so-called P. erythrocephalus and
quinqitelineatus, the former being males, the latter female. .As far as
I have made anatomical examination, all the largest specimens (bead
and body 4 inches) of those with narrow head and distinct stripes (as
Cat. No. 4136) are females; all those of same or even less size, with
very broad, red bead and obscure markings (as Cat.No. 4138) are males,
and I have no doubt this .may be taken as a rule in the present case.
A figure of the details of the female is No. 3, page 177, of this book.
The specimen is from Florida.
The most northern, as at the same time the smaliest, specimens having
more the character of P. laticeps or erythrocephalus than that of the
others, is in bottle Cat. No. 3150, from Carlisle. The bead and body of
these barely measure 3 inches, and they were captured by myself in tl.Je
same locality and at the same time with others of the same size agreeing with S.- quinquelineatus. The former are males, the latter females,
as shown by actual examination.
The Plestiodon vittigerum of Hallowell from Michigan 1 belongs to the
middle stage of this species, var. polygra-mm1-ts. Iu a large number of
· small skinks with median white line before me there is one which, in
most respects like the small blue skin ks, differs in having the fine bluish
white lines on a black ground very narrow; the hind legs uniform
black without any stripe. There is a third lateral stripe on each side,
between the fore aud hind legs, less distinct than the other, and a
short light stripe on each side the median one on the back of the neck.
This is along the adjacent edges of the first and seco11d row of scales
from the rnedfan line, the inner edge of this first row involved in the
median stripe. The posterior extremity of the oval light outline on
the head above, instead of being connected with the end of the dorsal
stripe as its bifurcation, has the two branches curved outward, as a
quarter circle, and connecting with the two supplementary short cervical stripes and not at all with the median. The belly is bluish,
becoming white on the under surface of head; the rostral plate and
sides of head anterior to the eye are white.
I do not venture, in the absence of more specimens, t~ consider this
as a distinct speeies; it, however, is markedly different in the character
.
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It locality (Colonels Island,
th main land) i to be duly con-

m
udi i u .
t mati · auth r g n rally have given tbi , pecie a an inh abita11t
f J p u a11d comm nted up 11 the fa ta a remarkable exception to the
u ual 1, w fer graphical di tribution. I have examined a HIW<'i men
from im da, Japan, and I lrnve not the li 0 ·hte ~t hesitation in prououu ·iug the pe •i
di tinct. Tbe po tuasal j~ divided into two
plate
ne ab ve th o her, in tead of one, as in E. quinquelineatus,
t g th r f rrnhlg a narrow and high plate, as in E. septentrionalis.
Tiler i but one po tmental 11late. The frontal is smaller and scarcely
r not at all in contact with the postuasal. Tl1e scales are much larger;
th ten c ntral above abruptly larger than the lateral. There are 24- (1 1'
_,5 n ·ircli11g the body. The upper lateral stripe runs throu gh tlle mid die
of tlJe thir<l row of scales from the central line (nearest the upper e<l.ge)
and the two upper lateral are separated by but four rows of scales. ln
quinquelineatus the upper white stripe is generally along the adja1

Storer's Report, p. 41.
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cent edges of the fourth and fifth row, and six rows intervene between
them iustead of the four. There is no trace of the white stripe along
the posterior face of the thigh seen in quinquelineatus. Other differences might be r~adily found, but these are quite enough to distinguish
two species. In a specimen from Loo Choo there is but one postnasal,
from the fusion of the two seen in the Simoda specimeu. Dr. Hallowell
has named one of the Loo Choo specimens above referred to Plestio- ·
don niarginatus, which is Eumeces rnarginatus of Boulenger's Catalogue.Ewmeoes quinqu.elineatus Linnreus.
Catalogue Numbe~
When
Nature of
Locality.
From whom receiverl.
collected.
specimen.
No.
o~!t~~l·
- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- -1-- - - - -1- - - - - - - ---1-- - --

I

3122
3129
3159
3130
4135
3125
3143
3150
3149

1
1
1
1

!

i:~;~~i~:;~~~: ~ ~:: :: :::

Yliifi!i~ii~~~::_ ::. :::::: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :
;;::~olic.
Fort Pierre, Nebraska.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Evans ............. . .
Eastern Nova Scotia .............................................. .
Bridgers Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 18, 1856 Lieut. Bryan ........... .
West Northfield, Illinois .............. . . R. Kennicott ........... .
Carlisle, Pennsylvania ................... S. F. Baird .............. .
West Northfield, Illinois.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
Fort Smith, Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Shumard ..........•.
Indian River, Florida .. . .... .... . ....... G. Wurdemann ......... .
Charlest.on, South Carolina .............•...........................
Tyree Springs, Tennessee ................ Prof. Owen ............. .
Brazos River, Texas .................... Dr. Shumard ............ .

3176
4136
3178
4137
3153
3147
3155
4154
4150
4149
4148
4147
4146
4151
4153
4152
4145
4155
4163
4827
4156

1
1

ti059
5125
7822

; ~~~tb~~~-iiii~~i·;::::::: :: ::::::: ::: ::::: k!ri:~~-~i~~£ ::::::::::: ~~:::~:·

2
3
1

i1
2
2

1
3

1
1
2

2
4
2
2

1

1

S193
.8817
9232
4990
•':i217
4988
.8333
9237
4873
.5050
9238
9241
4995
4991

4706
4987
4989
5334
92R0
5132
6423

4996
9235
9239
9234
8872
9231

i2

~~;~~~l~: ~~~~~!~.:::::::

wc~PJ~Ji~~ · District of ... ... ......... ... . . . . . .. .. ...... . .......

do.

..... do•·· :··· · ·---·· · ·· · ·· .... ... ... .. ... P.L.Jouy.. . ............
F~~~~lin County, Tennes- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. N. B. Scarborough....

do.
do .

Charleiton, South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~bbtr1lle'ii°11>tb Carolina ............................... __ .. __ . ____

do.
do .

~no~v1~le, ;Ke11tucky .................... Prof. J. H. Mitchell......

U

!! I~~&i~~;,f~I¥+
4
1
1

1

i
12

::::::::::::::: rri~:~n-~~::::::::::::::

Roane County, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. Mitchell .......... .
Tyree Springs, Tennessee ................ Prof. Owen ............. .
New Orleans to Galveston ................ E. B. An<lrims ...... .... .
Gloucester, Virginia .... ..... ............ Rev. C. Mann ........... .
Anderson, South Carolina ................ Mr:i. Daniel ............ .
.... . do ................. ...... . ................ do . . . . .. .. .... . ...... .
Indian River, Floricla .... .... ............ G. Wurdemann ...... ... .
Mississippi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Shumard .... : ...... .
Tyree Springs, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. Owen ....... .... .. .
.Mississippi, near Natchez ................ B. L. C. Wailes ......... .
Foxburg, Pennsylvania... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. :& Baird .......... ; .. .
Prairie Mer Rouge ...................... J. Fairie .... ............ .
St. Catharines. Canada ... . ............... Dr. Beadle .............. .
Liberty County, Georgia ................. Dr. Jones ................ Var. poly-

+++ trn:i~tl}\

1sdi:s?~~:::::: : :::::: :: :::::::::::::::
Plai_ns, vV!sco_nsin.. . ..............
an River, Flonda... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iou~l~ern Florida .. . .............. . ......
ra1neMerRouge, Louisi - ... . . . . . . . . . .. .
ana.

t_d~

.?~l:d~-~:?.~~~i~~~: :::::
R. Kennicott........... .
G. Wurdemann . . . . . . . . .
Dr. J. G. Cooper ..... . __ .
...... ... . . . ....... .. . . ...

d

!i 1~!1~itt\Ei~ri~::; : : ::::> iii.ii(;::-;::::::
3

i

:~wberi:i, North Caroliiu ... .............
, 1ssou~L--;··· ···.--· ····· .. .............
St. Loms. Missouri .. ....... .... . .... . ...
:ort Smi~b. Arkansas ... ·1· ..............

Capt. W. Holden .. ..... .
Dr.B.F.Shurnard ...... .
Dr. G. Englemann ...... .
Dr. B. F . Shumard ...... .

M_i:i;~~~~~~~~· Jr:~~ll-l~-: :: ·i1;(,; ·ia:is16· ·n~::ta:n;~~· :::: ::: :::

1
3 1 Gila H1ver , Anzonn,_ ...... -

-, 1873

Dr. C. G. Newberry ..... .

do.

i~:
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
rlo.
do.
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Eurneces quinq·uelineatus Linnreus-C ontinu ed .

Number
Catalogue ofspeci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.
Alcoholic.
do.

9233
880!
9236
9240
9242
9953

1
1
1
1
1
3

·A~g~;i~;G~~~ii~·: ::::::: ::::::::: :: :::: ·wiiii~·~· Phi1iip;:: :::: ::
Prof. F. B. Meek ........ .

do.

9700
4998
11429
12055
12049
11877
11865
5732
8767
9052 .
9418
9744

2
10
1
3

G. Brown Goode .. .. . ... .
St. Charles College ..... .
E. E. Jackson ...... .... .
L. M. Turner ........... .
.. .. . do .................. .
R. Ridgway ............ .
G. Brown Goode . ... .. . . .
C. B . .A.dams ............ .
Dr. A.. Reuss ..... .. .... .
H .. W. v\:"elsher ... ...... .
J. W. Milner ...... .... . .

do.

1159
11843

4
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
7
1

(1) .....•...........•...•.. ···•·····•·· · ·· ...... ············ •·······

<lo.

( 1) .•••••. ..... ...•.•.•••...... .. .•....... •·••····•···•·•··•·· ·•···•
(1) . .••••..........•.....•....•.• .• .•......•..........•••...• .... . .•

tlo.

Little Sarasota Bay, Flor- -, 1875
ida.
Arlin gton, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grand Couteau, L'ouisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia, South Carolina. July -, 1878
Mount Carmel, Illinois.... -, 1881
. .. .. do ........ ..... .. . . ... Nov. -, 1881
Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A.rlington, Florida ........ -, 1878
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belleville, Illinois , . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ferr.v Landing, Virginia ................ .
Waukegan, Illinois ......................
Prince George County, ........ . ......
Maryland.

(1) .••......... .. .•..... .

Clarence Griffin ........ .
Fort Cobb, Indian Terri• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. Palmer .............. .
torv .
( 1) . • • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • •

.~;~it!i~~~,:r~~~~~;: : : : I::::::::::::::: .~-1-!Y!i~.~:::::::~:: :

11866
11901
11898
11902
11917
1200:-1
12704

1
1
1
1 ..... do ..... . .. .................. ... ........... do ... .... ..... ...... .
1 ..... do .... .................................... do .................. .
12 Georgiana, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Wittfield ........... .
1 Lookont Mountain , Ten- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. H. Fox ............. .

18257- 60
13262- 6
14782
14113
14594
16till4
15378-80
16268
17647

nessee.
New Orleans, Louisiana .................. llr. R. W. Shufelclt ... .. .
..... do ........................................ do .................. .
St. Louis, Missouri . .. . ....... ...... ..... G. Hnrter .............. .
Huntington, Tenne11see... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. M. Hawkins ......... .
Oakley, outh Carolina... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . F. W. Hayward ........ .
St. Marys, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. F. Batchelder . ..... . . .
Ntiw Orleans, Louisiana ........ ... ...... Dr. R. W. Shufeldt .... ..
Natural Brictge, Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. L. J 011y . •••••• .•• .•• •.
w ~~~~i;i~~' District of . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . Geo. A.rthur Quives .... .

30478
21491
22344

4
4
1
1
1
1

do.

clo.

do.
<lo.

do .
rlo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
llo.
do.
rlo.

do.
do.
do .
do .

do.
do.
do.
do .
rlo.

<lo.

,lo.

(!O.

2

Mars'ball Rall, Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. A.. Preble ............ .
Hot Springs, Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. H. and C. S. Brimley ..
Lake Kissimee, Polk . .............. Wm.Palme.r ........... .
County, Florida.

EUMECES SKILTONIANUS Baird and Girard.

Eumeces skiltonianus CoPE, Check-list N. A.m. Rept., 1875, p. 45.-Bocoun:r, Miss.
ci. Mex., Rept., 1879, p. 433, p1s. XXII, A., fig. 3; XXIII, A, fig. 3.-B0ULENGE R,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1887, III, p. 373.-STE.TNEGER, N. Amer. Fauna, No. 7,
Pt. 2, 1893, p. 201.
Plestiodon skiltonianum BAIRD ancl GIRARD, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852,
p. 69; tan sb. Expetl. Gr. alt Lake, 1852, p. 349, pl. rv, :fig!!. 4-6; Rept. U.S.
Expl. urv. R.R., Pt. 4, X, 1859, p. 18.
Ewmeces sp. HALLOWELL, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. PLila., 1854, p. 95.
Eurneces quadrilineatus HALLOWELL, Rept. U. S. Exp1. Surv. R. R., Pt. 4, X, 1859,
p. 10, pl. rx, fig. 3.
Eurneces hallowellii BoC0URT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1879, p. 435, pl. XXII E, figs.
7, 7a.-B0ULE GER, at. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., III, 1887, p. 373 .

.Fr ntal tran ver ely rhomboid, the lateral corners truncate and in
contact with the eco11d po t • a a,l, separating the postfrontals from
the two interna al (of the two pairs, the latter about one•lJalf smaller).
Nasal between interna al, rostral and anterior half of first labial.
Behind it a mall, quari h po t • a al, nearly equal to it and resting
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partly on the second labial; this succeeded by a second, twice its
area and height; higher and half as long as the loreal and in contact
with both frontals and postfrontals. Upper labials, seven or eight.
The two central rows of dorsal scales are abruptly larger than the
next. 'rwenty-four or twenty-six rows of scales around body, and
about sixty-three from head to tail.
Young, clear olive, with two white stripes on each side, inclosing a
black space, and the upper bordered above by a black line; the lower
with one less defined. The stripes on adjacent edges of two rows of
scales, the middle of the two lower, stripes ten or twelve scales apart
across the back. Back with two median rows of olive scales. Upper
stripes involving exterior half or third of the second row from the middle, and not half as wide as their interspace. Legs without stripes;

Fig.126.
EUMECES SKILTONIANUS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X ~-

California.
Cat. No. 11756, U.S.N.M.

with age the ~tripes become more or less effaced; the head above reddish
olive. In variety amblygrammus the white stripes broader, occupying
adjacent two-thirds of two rows of scales, the upper stripes half the
width of their dorsal interspace, which is uniformly black.
Limbs short; hind leg, from knee, conti),ined three and one-half times
in head an,l body. The fifth hind toe is rather shorter than second, the
free portion of longest about two-thirds the side of head.
In Oat.No. 3172a, the type, there are twenty-five to twenty-seven rows
of scales around the body, varying with the region, and fifty-eight to
sixty-three from occiput to above anus. The hind leg reaches forward
halfway to the middle of the insertion of the arm ; the forelegs only to
the gape of the mouth. The hind leg, from knee, is contained about
three and two-thirds times in bead and body; the head to ear five and
one-half times. The arm, from elbow, is about equal to head to ear.
NA'l' MUS

98-41
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Tail broken at tip, but apparently about one and one-third times the
head and body. Tile tail is strictly tetragonal and equilateral to the
end. In nearly all good ~pecimens, however, it is cylindrical.
Iu Cat.No. 3172b, from same locality with the type, but of considerably
smaller size, there _a re twenty-six rows of scales around the body and
sixty-tliree from occiput to anus. The bind leg applied forward twice
reaches halfway between the arm and the ear, the forelegs to the gape·
The hind leg, from knee, is contained rather less than three and one-half
times in the head and body; tlie head to ear about five times; the tail
is trihedral, the base above and smaller than the sides. From this it
appears that the older specimens have the body proportionally rather
more elongated than in younger; the tail longer.
There appears to be a considerable difference in the size of the limbs,
especially the hinder. This is smaller in the type of Dr. Hallowell's
Ewrneces quadrilineatus than in most other specimens. The head never
appears to become very broad, not exceeding two-thirds the length
to ear.
The prevailing color of this species is a greenish olive above, with four
white or greenish -white stripes, the space between the two lateral
black, the upper stripe bordered internally with black. The stripes on
the back are eparated by an interval one and one-half times that
between tbe two lateral. On the back are two central rows of scales
of the ground color, each sometimes with a narrow posterior border of
dusky or black. The white stripe on either side occupies the outer
third (or angular portion) of the adjacent row of scales, and the inner
half of the next outer (or of the third from the median line) t,he inner
half of the second row from the median line black, forming the line just
mentioned. Tlie black lateral stripe occupies 2f scales on the sides,
succeeded inferiorly by a white stripe two half scales wide, or rather
on the lower tbird of one row and the upper half of the next. Between
the c nter of the two lower lateral stripes on either side there thus
int rvene twelve rows of scales. The under parts are of a light salmon
color, tlrn l>elly anu. sides of the body dull bluish.
notber pecirnen (Cat. No. 3131) has the lower lateral stripe on one
row higher up leaving but 1-½ in the dark part, or ten from its middle to
that of the fellow aero ' S the back. There are but twenty-four rows of
s al around the body. Here, as in the other, the upper white stripe
b 0 'iu on the canthus rostralis, jm.t behind the nostrils but rather
111di tinct to above the eye. The second begins along the upper labials
and rnus back through the ear, and above the insertions of the limbs.
oth are (]Uite di:tinct on the tail, where this has not been reproduced,
th ground color being rather blui b.
With ad vauci11g age the clearness of the markings disappears, and
tber i at first only a line of black spots on the back on the inner half
of the ecoucl row of scale. from the middle of the back, two full rows
int rveuing between the two. This i a remnant of the black border-
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ing internally the upper white stripe, which is faiutly traceable. Then
comes a dusky lateral stripe, each scale, however, witb a little olive at
the base. The lower wltite stripe is very faint. This is the coloration
in the type specimen Oat. No. 3172a,. In the largest specimen, Oat. No.
3181a, the upper parts are entirely uniform olive, lighter than iu the
youug, the four and five rows from the middle of the 1Jack having the
scales edged slightly with brown. The middle row of large scales
beneath the tail is plain light-salmon color, tbe line connecting it with
the adjacent rows dusky. In old specimens the limbs are shorter, relatively, than in young ones. In the latter, when appressed to the sides,
they touch or overlap a little, but in old and large ones they may be
separated by a space equal to the length of the band.
Var. amblygrammus.-A specimen from :Fort Humboldt (Cat. No.166)
differs from others before me from Ualifornia iu having· the dorsal interspace uniformly and continuously black as well as the sidei-.; the four
bluish-white stripes are very sharply defined, the upper from the nostril.
The upper lateral stripe occupies the adjacent two-thirds of the second
aud third rows of scales from middle of back and is half as wide as the
black dorsal interspace. In all other specimens the upper light stripe
occupies at most only adjacent halves of scales, usually only adjacent
thirds (especially above), and the width is one-half the dorsal 1Jand,
which is always olive edged with black.
·
I have seen the Eumeces skiltonianus from Cape St. Lucas, Lower
California, on the south, to near the Canadian boundary on the north.
It is quite abundant and is active in its movements, frequently exposing itself in the open sunshine.
Dr. Merriam notes in his report on the Death Valley expedition that
"specimens of this small lizard were obtained in the Panamint and
Argus ranges in the Great Basin, and in Kern River Valley and the
Canada de las U vas (near old Fort Tejou) on the coastal slope of the
Great Divide in California."
Var. brevipes.-In a large and probably old specimen (Oat. No.12558)
there is but one mental plate, and the limbs are considerably short,er
than in the adult of the ·typical form. The color is also modified in a
way which is different from that seen in other · adults. Additional
specimens are necessary to determine the question of the ;ank of this
form. It diverges, however, so widely frolll the normal that I describe
it under a distinct name.
The limbs, appressed to the sides, do not meet by a space equal to the
length of the forearm and hand, which is more than double the space
between the limbs in the adults of the typical variety. The hind limb
is one-thiru the length from the groin to the end of the muzzle. The
tail is mmsuRlly robust, but the extremity is lost in the specimen. In
coloration the dorsal ten rows of scales are all alike, dark olive, bordered with brown. There is a pale spot on the outer border of the
scales of the third row from the median line on each side, which gives
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the impression of an indistinct narrow pale streak. Belly and posterior
gular region blue; chin, throat, a crossband at axillre, and the inferior
surfaces of limbs and tail, light yellow. The external border of the
broad median row of subcaudal scales (which are twice as wide as
those of the adjacent rows) are bordered with plumbeous, forming two
n arrow streaks. The scales of the upper side of the tail are brown
bordered. The dimensions equal those of the largest adults of the
usual type.
Eurneces skiltonianus Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
2

3172
3168
3140
3108
3181

Nature of specimen.

From whom received.

Locality.

California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • Type.

1 . ... . do .... .................. Lieutenant Williamson . ... .

1
2
2

1
1
2
1

3131

3171
3170

3166

Oregon City ..... ·- ..... . .. .
Monterey, California .......
El Dorado, California ..... . .
San P edro, California.. .....
San Diego, California.........
San Francisco, California ...
Fort Humboldt ... .... . .....

........ . .................... .
A.S.Taylor ... . ...... ..... . .
Dr. Boyle .... . .......... : . . .
Lieutenant Trowbridge .... .
Dr. Hammond ............. .
R. E. Cutts ........... •.... ..
Lieutenant Beckwith ....... (E. s. arnblygr arn•

Pitt River Valley, California
Oakland, California .........
~lJ??ra~oCounty, California
California...................

Lieutenant Williamson . . .. .
K. Hemphill ................ .Alcoholic.
Dr. C. C. Boyle..............
do.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
do.

mus.)

9053

9229

1
1
2

9227

30

3148

628~

!1 ·ci~p~
·si."i.~~"a";:£:c~1ir~~i~: ·j~b~·x~~i~·;:::: :: ::::::·.:~
Clarks ]'ork, Lower Koot. Dr. Kennerly . .......... . .. .

6583

1

9228

5310

2
1

11756
11758

3

11795
11797

1
1
1

11799
12559
13941

1

13774

1
1

12558

. ..,_

ex

N.M
No.

and
age.

Alti•
tude.

Locality.

~:: :~~t
.~~~:ti.~.~~~~: ~~t~~~~~.~ ~~~i.~~: ?~~i:~~~.i~::::::: :t;·~·:
adolea. ptr:r~:~.t Mountains, head of Willow Creek, Cal.
1

18600
18601

adult.

ii: mrt
16348

16523
16176-7
16523
20211
203.tl
203 5
20915

21999

7, 000

Locality.

Collector.

Date.

May 8
May 3
May 10

Keru River, 25 miles above Kernville, California .......... . July
.Aug.
July
.?!~_l~~?!~~~.;.?.~~'.~~!a~~;~~~~;;·~~~lt~;:i~:: :::::::: July

Catalogue
umb~r
o.
of spec1•
mens.

i~:

enai River.
Monterey, California .... .... Dr. Canfield .. ... ........... .
Fresno, California .......... G. Eisen ..... .. .... ....... . .
.... . do ..... . ........ .. ......... . . do .......... . .......... .
••.• . do .. .... ... .. . ......... . ..... do ... . ................. .
. .... do .... . . ............. . .. . ... . do ....... ........ ...... .
.... . do ............ .. ... . ... . .••.. do . . . . . . . ............. . .
.... . do .......... ·..... . .......... . do . ............... : .... .
Berkeley, California . . . . . . . . R. E. C. Stearns . ........... .
Fort Klamath, Oregon . . . . . . Capt. C. Ben dire .. ......... .
Fresno, California .......... G. Eisen .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . (E. s. brevipes.)

4
15
5
8

Fisher.
do.
Nelson.
Fisher.
Bailey .
Palmer.
do.

From whom r eceived.

Orcutt, San Diego County, California .. .
San Diego County, California ... . . ... .. .
~alen/reton . . ...... _. . . . .- ..... . ..... .
~
ego ounty, Califorma .. .. .. . ... .
Witch Creek, anta Ysabel, San Diego
County, California.
.. ....... . ..... do .... .......... ................... .
............... do ... ............ .. ... . ..... .. . . ... .
kiah, Mendocino County , California .. .
Jacumba Hot Sprin~s, San Diego
County, California.
1 About.

C. R. Orcutt.
do.
0. B. J obnson.
C. R. Orc utt.
H . W. H enshaw.
do.
do.
do.
Dr. E. A. Mearns.
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EUMECES ·a uTTULATUS Hallowell.

Eumeces guttulatus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Rept., 1875, p. 45.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 369.
Lamprosaurus guttu.latus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 206;
Sitgreaves' Exped. Zuni anti Color. River, 1853, p. 103, pl. IV.
Plestiodon guttulatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, p. 215.

P lates of head generally similar to those of P. quinquelineatus. The
frontal small, transversely lozenge-shaped, and about equal to the postfrontals. Quite acute laterally, where it touches the posterior postnasal. This is higher than the loreal and is about twice the area of the
auterior post nasal passing above it, the two of about the same length
and together about as long as the loreal. The limbs are short, the
hinder applied forward, reaching halfway to the ear, and contained
rather more than two and onehalf times in the body. The
forelegs reach to the angle of
the mouth and are longer than
the head. The bind leg from
knee is contained three and
one-half times . in head and
body and is one and one-third
times the head to ear, which
again is contained four and
Fig. li7.
one-half times in head and
EUMECES GUTTULATUS HALLOWEL'L.
body. The first toe is rather
X 2.
shorter than fifth; the free porArizona.
tion of longest toe very little
Cat. No. 8176, U.S.N.M.
more than half the head (to
ear). Sca~es on sides--a-1Tanged very obliquely, so as to render it impossible to count the encircling series. There are, however, about twentyeight rows, and about fifty-seven from head to tail.
The very young in this species (head and body, 37.5 mm.) is entirely
.black, the end of the tail becoming bluish; each plate on the side of
the head above, each labial, upper and lower, and each mental plate
with a conspicuous, rounded, bluish-white spot occupying all but the
outer border. The effect is that of three rows of spots on the side of
head and one on each side the chin. The middle lateral, or that on
the upper labial, is continued backward as a large spot in front of the
ear and another on its posterior edge running out behind into a point.
There are traces of similar spots on the other cephalic plates, bat
much less distinct.
With ad va11cing age the ground color becomes more olivaceous, paler
berreath, each. upper scale with a posterior margin of darker olive
very well defined. These characters continue until the specimeu is
75 mm. long, bead and body· (Cat. No. 3162), the spots on the c!Jin only
disappeariug in the pale olivaceous green of the mHler parts. In Cat.
No. 3162 the light line through the ear is eouti11ued fa.iutly to the foreleg.
1
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Eumeces guttulatus Hallow ell.
Number
Catalogue of speci·
No.
mens.
31 79
3lh2
3182

3165
3114
3115
3163
3160
8170
8176
9231

11598

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

2
1
1
1

Head of Cimeron ......... ..... .... ..... ..
Matamoras, Texas ......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Colorado .... . .. .............. .....
Between Gu ad a 1 up e . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Mountai n s and Rio

1
1
1

N ra~~!~ l!'rancisco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . General Emory ... . .. . . . .
Upper Arkansas ..... ............. . ...... Lieutenant Beckwith ...
San Elizario, Texas . ...... Aug . 1, 1855 General Emory . . ....... .

1
1

~~·:1~?:t~ ~: :: : : :
Gila River, Arizona . ............. ...... .. Dr. C. G. Newberr.v ..... .
Nearlat.300 ············· -J- ··· ·· ········· Capt.J.Pope ........... .

Nature of
specimen.

J. H. Clark ............. .

Lieutenant Couch ...... .
Captain Sitgreaves .. ... .
General Pope....... . ...

i -~~~F:~:e:~~~~: : : :::::1.....d;;. ~~H- :~~~1:~-:

Alcoholic.
do.

To tbese localities my friend, Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell, has added Las
Cruces on the Rio Grande, New Mexico, from which place he sent me
a specimen.
EUMECES OBSOLETUS Baird and Girard.

Eumeces obsolettls COPE, Check-list N. Amer·. Rept., 1875, p. 45.-BocoURT, Miss.
ci. Mex., Rept., 1887, p. 44-3, pls. XXII A, fig. 4; XXII D, fig. 4.-C0PE, Bull.
U.S. Nat. Mus., No.17, 1880, p. 39.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887,
p. 374.
Plest.iodon obsoleturn BAIRD and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 129.HALL0WELL, Sitgreaves' Exped. Zuni and Color. Riv., 1853, p. 111.-BAIRD,
U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Rept., 1859, pl. xxv, figs. 9-16.

(Type, ·Oat. No. 3133.) The character of the cephalic plates appears
to bee entially the same as in E. quinquelineatus. The limbs are short;
the hinder applied forward reach just three times to the tip of nose. The
fore leg reach forward to the angle of the mouth. The hind leg from
kn is about one and one-fifth the bead to ear, which is contained five
time ' in the head and body, the bind leg from knee, four and one third
time . The neck is thick; the width of head three-fourths the length.
The toes are short and thick, the fifth binder decidedly less than the
second, instead of longer, as in quinquelineatus. The toes are all sbort;
the fr e portion of longe t less than half the head to ear; th e fifth less
than e ond. Claws long, acute. Ther(.3 are twenty-six rows of scales
around the body, and fifty.nine from occiput to tail.
dult light yellowi, h or reddish blue, each scale with a dusky border,
gr eni b white beneath. Head witb a reddish tinge. Young black,
th t ip and ide of chin white; the labials spotted with white. Five
very faint whiti h line ; the upp(.3r lateral on adjacent edge of scales;
tlle low r distinct only on ide of neck. Faint spots on side of neck,
phalic plate above not spotted.
Thi pe ies appears to be characterized among its immediate al lies
by the bortne of the hind toes, the fifth hind toe conspicuously
horter than the econd. The de cription given above is from the type
(Oat. b. 3133), which i an old individ ual.
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ln a single very young specimen (Cat. No. 3113), head and body
thirty-four millimeters long, I :find what I consider the very young stage
of this species. The distance from the centers of insertion of the fore to
that of the hind leg is one and one-half times that from the fm;_mer to the
snout. The hind leg applied forward twice, reaches a little more than
halfway from arm to ear, and is contained two and two-thirds times in
the bead and body. The hind leg from knee is contained three and
one-half times in the head and body. The fore leg from elbow is about
equal to the head. The fifth hind toe is decidedly shorter than the
second, the free portion of longest toe barely exceeding half the side of
head. The head is broad, depressed. The color is an intense black,
rather bluish beneath. There are fi·v 6 excessively faint, slender, whitish
lines, a median dorsal, an upper lateral on the adjacent edges of the

I

Fig, 128,
EUMECES OBSOLETUS BAIRD .A.ND GIRARD.
X

f.

Arizona.
Cat. No. 14776, U.S.N.M.

third and fourth rows of scales. The lower lateral stripe is only appreciable on the neck. Tbe extreme tip of the chin and sides of head
beneath are whitish; the sides of the jaws are similar, but the sides of
the labials are dusky. The posterior labials each have a large spot of
white continued one anterior to and another behind the ear. The upper
lateral stripe is continued along the side of the upper surface of the
bead, but the plates are not spotted.
This type of youngest coloration differs from that of guttulatus in the
presence of fine light lines instead of a uniform black. The tip and
sides of chin are entirely whitish, with an occasional dusky spot, instead
of having each plate on the sides spotted sharply with white. The
lower labials are more continuously whitish, and the upper are white,
with th'3 upper and lateral edges dusky, instead of having each labial
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black with a central white spot. The posterior upper labials, indeed,
are spotted, and there is a spot anterior to and one behind the ear, but
no farther, neither are there the spots on the sides of the head above,
but, instead, a faint continuous line.
'I have before me no such series of specimens as of guttulatus, but olle
nearly as large as the type Cat. No. 3161 is distinctly marked with nearly
black lines on a light olive ground, the upper labials distinctly spotted.
There is a broad central stripe of the light olive, occupying the adjacent
two-thirds of tlie two middle rows of scales. 'l'be upper edge of the
second row, however, is olive, this color interdigitating with the black
on the outside of second row. fo this respect it differs from the corresponding stripe of multivirgatus, in which the adjacent thirds of the
first and econd rows are involved in a common brown stripe. The
adjacent edges of the second and third rows of scales are brown. This
is followed by four light and three dark stripes, The most conspicuous
markings, however, are the four dark stripes on~ rows of scales, the
central third of the space being plain olive, the two dark t-·tripes on
each side of this being nearly equal to each other and to their olive
interspace. The scales have 110 dusky edging behind in the light
stripes. This differs from multivirgatus again, in having the inner
dark dorsal stripe as small and even smaller than the ·other, instead of
larger.
In Cat. No. 4140, still larger than the type, the upper dorsal dark
line ha disappeared, leaving the lower quite distinct (separated from
its fellow by four rows of scales). All the dorsal scales are margined
behind with dusky.
11 the other large specimens are entirely without lines. All the
cale edged behind with dusky. Cat• No._ 3161, however, has none of
the cales with dusky edges behind where traversed by the olive stripes.
In re'pect to the very largest specimens I have no means of deciding
a to whether they really belong here or to guttulatus. I have decided
th q ue tion chiefly on account of the short legs and hind toes. One
of these from Matamoras, Cat. No. 3151, is the stoutest North American
kink I have ever seen. The bead and body together measure 5 inches;
th bead i 27.5 mm. wide, or equal to the distance from nostril to ear,
and the ircumference of the perfectly cylindrical body where thickest
i 100 mm.
The po tnasal plate is sometimes absent. Such is the case in Cat.
o . 4770, 5247, and 7842. In Cat. No. 9225 it is present on one side
and ab ent on the other. These have 28 rows of scales, except Oat. No.
7 4~ which ha 26. ·
ome exceptional form of .Eumeces obsoletus have been sent me from
Douglas County, Kansas, by Prof. P.H. Snow, of Lawrence. It is_repre ·ented by three large adult individuals of very light colors. They
differ remarkahly in the scuta of the nose. In one the frontonasals
and upranasals are in contact; in the other two they are separated by
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the prefrenals. In the former there is one prefrenal on both sides, and
a postnasal on one side. In No. 2 there is a postnasal on each side,
and two prefrenals, one above the other, on one side only. In No. 3
the postnasal plate is elevated and is in contact above with the inter
frontonasal. On one side of the head it is divided by a horizontal
fissure into two scuta, one above the other; the other side is undivided.
The hinder leg measures one-third the distance from its base to the end
of the muzzle. When extended along the side, the fore and hinder limbs
just touch the extremities of each other's claws. The second and fifth
posterior toes are of equal length. Color pale ashen, with a bluish or
greenish tinge. The external edges of the scales of the second row
from the median line are brown, forming a longitudinal line on each
side. In the same way the edg!,3s of the scales of the oblique lateral
rows of scales are brown. These oblique brown lines are each six or
seven scales long; anteriorly they become more longitudinal, two parallel lines running backwards from above the superior border of the ear.
Superior labial plates brown-edged. Scales of posterior faces of limbs
brown -edged.
Measurernents.-Length to vent, 101 mm.; length to axilla, 38 mm.;
length to meatus of ear, ~O mm.; length of hind leg, 32 mm.
No.1 is colored like No. 3, omitting the dorsal lines; No. 2 is like No.
·
1, except that the lateral brown forms a loose band.
This species is characteristic of the Central region of the N earctic
Realm, not occurring in the Eastern, Austroriparian, or Pacific regions.
It overruns a little ill to the borders of the Texan district and the Sonoran region. It ranges from the Platte River, Nebraska, on the north
to the city of Chihuahua on the south. Mr. Marnock obtained this
species near Helotes, Texas, where it is rare. I saw, but did not succeed in capturing, a lizard which I suppose to belong to this species,
near the head waters of the Medina River. It was of dark tints, with
light spots on the sides of the head, like the younger stages described
by Professor Baird. It was concealed. beneath the bark of a log· and
' '
evading for a considerable time my a~tempts to take it, finally escaped.
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Eurneces obsoletus Baird and Gi1·nrd.

Nwnber
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens .
3133
3161

4140
3157
3151
3113

3117
9048
7842
9222
5049

1
1
1

~

9224
9225
8180
9220
9223

1
1
1

5247
9226
9221
14776
15615
15649
15862
17083

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1571!

22271

Nature of specimen.

Colonel Graham ... ..... ... . Alcoholic.
do.
Captain Pope ..... ...•......
Dr. Hammond ............. .
do.
do.
Lieutenant Couch . .. ...... .
do.
..... do ..................... .
do.
Lieutenant Whipple ....... .
do.
. ~.1_~3':~•?~e.~~~: ::: :::: ::: : : : -~:
do.
do.
Fort Reynolds.............. A. Clough .......•.....•..••
do.
.Matamoras, Mexico .. .................................... .
do.
Fort Riley, Kansas.......... H. Brandt ....... ... ....... .
do.
..... do ...... ..................... do ... . ...... . ..... .... ..
do.
Santa Caterina, Nuevo Leo~ Lieutemmt Couch, U.S.A .. .
do.
Platte River ................ Dr. William A. Hammond,
U.S.A.
do.
Utah ....................... . Dr. H. U. Yarrow .......... .
do.
Tamaulipas .. ............. .. Lieutenant Couch,U.S.A. ...
do.
Mexican boundary, Texas Dr. C. B. Kennerly ......... .
survey.
Texas ....................... .J. H. Clark ................ .
do.
.......................................................... ..
do.
do.
·A~i;
A~i;~~;,; :: ::::::
c~~i>~;;t~; :::::: ::: :::
do.
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Dr. E. Coues ............... .
do.
San Diego, Texas ........... W. Taylor ................. .
do.
Tucson, Arizona............ H. Brown .................. .
do.
Cameron County, Texas ..... C.K. Worthen ............. .
do.
do.
~~t~~![~~~~~~::::
do.

San Pedro, Texas . . . . . .
Llano Estacado, Texas . . . . . .
Platte River, Nebraska .....
1 Santa Caterina, N uevo L eon
1 Matamoras, .Mexico ....... ..
1 Coal Creek ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
1
1
1
1

4770

From whom r eceived.

Locality.

~d~l.~~~:: :::: :: ::::::::::

c";ea1r:

·w.i:

r~:sc~~!,1'~~;aMeri~~::: ·. ~~t.al~

EU~ECES EPIPLEUROTUS Cope.

Eunieces epipleurotus COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.17, 1870, p. 40.

I

Fig.129.
EOMEOES EPIPLEUROTUS COPE.

X j.

Texas.
Cat, No. 5263, U.S.N.M.

Tbe pecie belong to the group of the E. quinquelineatus, having a
mall 1 o tna al in front of th ba e of the preloreal, and bas but twenty•
four row of cales. The preloreal reaches the transverse interfronto•
na al, which i mall r tban ach prefrontal. The limbs are not very
short, being separated when applied to the side by a space less than the
length of the forefoot. Th , coloration is a follows: The median dorsal
pale band cover only the adjacent halves of the two median rows of
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scales. A. black band bordering it occupies the remaining half of the row
with the adjacent half of the next row. The remaining half of the next
row is occupied by a pale band.- A black line passes along the adjacent edge of the next row, whose middle is white. The external edge
of the same row is involved in the superior edge of a wide band, which
covers two rows and two half rows. Thus there are three dark bands
on each side of the middle line, the inferior being the widest. Altogether they cover only five and a half rows of scales on each side.
There are also no lateral light bands, as in many species, but the color
of the abdomen extends to the lower dark band. Size rather small;
length of head and body, 70 mm.
This species is allied to the E. leptogrammus Baird. Most of the specimens of that species have twenty-six rows of scales, but one of them
has twenty-four. In all the specimens of the latter the iuternasal is
relatively larger, equaling, or nearly equaling, a prefrontal; in E. epipleurotus it is about half as large as a prefrontal. The rostral plate in
E. epipleurotus is more elevated and acuminate above, its lateral labial
border being about one-third the remainder, while in E. leptogrammus
it is more than half the length of the same. The anterior vental is
smaller. The appressed limbs of the E. leptogrammus touch each other.
It is possible, but very uncertain, that Boulenger is right in supposing
E. epipleurotus to be the adult of E. leptogrammus.
I find but one specimen at present in the U. S. National Museum
which is the original type.
Eumeces epipleurotus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--5263

1

Northern boundary of Texas

.T. H. Clark- ................ .Alcoholic; type.

EUMECES LEPTOGRAMM US Baird.

E ·umeces leptogramrnus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p. 45.BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 378.
Plestiodon leptogrammus BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 256.

Head short, rather broad, and with the lateral profile sloping considerably or quite convex. Cephalic plates much as in quinquelineatus,
though the posterior postnasal sometimes entirely above the first or
divided in two. Seven upper labials. Limbs short and weak. Hind
leg laid forward twice reaches midway between arm and ear, and
from foot is about one-third the head and body; from knee is contained
nearly four times. Fore leg from elbow is not equal to head from
snout to ear, which again is contained four and one-half times in head
and body.- Tail one and one-fourth times the head and body· cylindrical. In one specimen twenty-four rows of scales around th~ body·
the median scarcely wider, and fifty-eight from hearl to tail; fifth bind
toe shorter than second, free portion two-fifths the size of head to ear.
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General color black, olivaceous above, with :five very narrow a11d
inconspicuous greenish-white dotted stripes; one dorsal (widest) aud
two lateral on each side. Tail and body beneath dark blue. Chin,
throat. and upper labials white. The upper lateral stripe along the
middle of the third row of scales from the median line; the lower on
the middle of the third from this. Scarcely a trace of the bifurcation
of the middle dorsal stripe; the bind legs uniform black.
The dorsal stripe is on the adjacent edges of two rows of scales.
The others each on the middle of one series, thus differing from P.
quinquelineatiis, in which they are on adjacent edge.s. The lateral
stripes are not continuous lines, but only a succession of dots, one
central on each scale. The median stripe is similarly constituted by
dots on the adjacent edges of two rows of scales, and is usually less
distinct than the lateral. There is a faint indication that the remainder
of the white dotted scales is
black, leaving a dark olivaceous
row on each side the back, each
scale in which sometimes has
a lighter center. There can
scarcely be said to be a bifurcation anteriorly of the median
stripe. There are four entire
· rows of scales on the back between the upper lateral stripeR.
Fig.DO.
This species, remarkable for
EUMECES LEPTOGRAMMUS .BAIRD.
its diminutive size, haR the genX j.
eral appearance of a very young
Wyoming.
P. quinquelineatus, but differ:-; in
Cat. No. 3180, U. · . . M.
being darker, in having the light
line very narrow and inconspicuous, not continuous, but formed by a
sue ·e ion of whitish dots, the lateral on the centers of single rows of
cale instead of on their adjacent edges. The hind legs are entirely
black without a trace of the posterior white line. The cephalic bifurcation i wanting. The head is shorter, higher, and more arched. The
dor al i horter. There are seven labials illstead of eight. The legs
are much weaker and maller, the hinder contained three t,imes instead
of two and one-half or less in the bead and body. The scales are fewer
in number. The hinder postnasal is very apt to be the :first above to
accommodate the brevity of the mu~zle.
Thi
also a species of the Central region.
Eumeces leptogramrnus Baird.
atalogue umb~r
o.
of specimens.

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

- -----·1------3119

3112
3117

3180

10 Running Water, ebraska........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. Warren.
2 Bluffs Pole Creek ........... . .... Joly 25, 1856 Lieut. Bryan.
do.
2 Cheyenue Pass ...... ..... ... .. . ..... : . . . . . . . . . .
12 100 miles east of Lararnie ................ .. ... .. Dr. Cooper.
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EUMECES MUL TIVIRGA TUS Hallowell.

Eumeces multfoirgatus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Ba.tr. and Rept., 1875, p. 45.
Plestiodon miiltivirgaturn HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, p. 251.
Plestiodon inornatus BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 256.
Eumeces ino1·natus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Ba.tr. and Rept., 1875, p. 45.

Body cylindrical; slender; legs far apart. Head short; con vex
above; two postnasals, usually of equal size, one exactly above the
other. Very rarely one higher behind the other or divided into two.
Seven upper labials. Ear very small, circular. Hind legs applied
forward twice fall behind the fore leg, and three times reaches to the
angle of the mouth, and is contained three and· one-third times in
beau and body; from knee contained four and a half times. ·Fore leg
from elbow as long or rather longer than from snout to ear, which is
contained five and a half or six times in the bead and body. Tail one
and a haff times -the
bead and body. · Fifth
hind toe shorter than
second; free portion of
longest toe more than
half the head-about
three-fifths. There are
twenty-four to twentysix rows of scales round
body, and about sixtythreeabove in line from
bead to tail. The lateral rows are quite
Fig. 131.
longitudinal and parEUMECES MULTIVIRGATUS HALLOWEI,L.
allel to the dorsal.
X ~Color pale olive,
Nebraska.
green, or gray, lighter
Cat, No. 4139, U.S.N.M.
beneath and on the
sides, with four or five brown stripes on each side. Every row of scales
striped with brown and the ground color. There is a narrow whitish
stripe through the middle of the third row of scales from the dorsal
line; the sides of the scales brown; above this line are two · brown
stripes, the inner wider; below it are three others, the middle broadest and along the edge of the head. The scales on the tail and legs
are edged with brown; chin paler •than the belly; the labials whitish,
without brown, except on the upper edge .
.As already stated, the back is much varied with lines of very light
olive, greenish, or greenish ash, and brown. The key to the coloration
is to be sought in a narrow line, lighter than the rest and sometimes
almost white, which begins on the edge of the upper surface of the
head and extends backward along the central third of the third row of
scales from the median line of the back. The two sides of this row
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beiug brown gives rise to two of the narrow brown lines. The adja.
cent or inner half of the two median dorsal rows are plain and of the
ground color; their exterior halves and the adjacent third of the next
-row are brown, producing the broad dorsal stripe. The seconrl row of
scales is thus left olivaceous along the central third, and brown externally, much as in the third row. The inner or upper half of the fourth
row is light olive, interdigitating into the brown of the third row; its
lower half, with the upper third of the next or fifth row, forms the
second broad brown stripe. The central and lower third of this fifth
row is light, the upper third brown. The next, or sixth, row when colored has a light line along the center, the sides brown, the. lower
brown, sometimes the upper wanting.
This species is very similar to that described as P. leptogrammus, but
has a shorter head, much more elongated body, and feebler limbs;
almost always two postorbitals, one above the other, not behind it.
The theory of coloration is much the same, it being only necessary to
have leptogrammus become light olive in the ground color, and the
indications of dark stripes to become more distinct by the contrast.
Indeed, but for the total difference in proportions, as substantiated by
the comparison of a large number of specimens of each, I would have
no hesitation in combining them .
.A. color variety which is unstriped was regarded by Baird as a distinct species under the name of Plestiodon inornatus. .A. specimen
displays the following genera] characters:
·
Rody cyliudrical, slender. Legs far apart. Head short, conical, convex above, as high as broad; two small postnasals, about equal, one
exactly above the other. Hind leg applied forward twice reaches fourfifths of the way to the fore leg; three lengths reach to the ear; it is
contained three and one-half times in the head and body; from the knee
nearly five times. Fore leg from elbow as long as from snout to ear,
which is contained five and one-half times in bead and body. Tail one
and one-half times bead and body, constricted at base, then swelling.
Fifth hind toe shorter than second; free portion of longest barely
exceeding half the head to ears; about twenty-four rows of scales
round the body; the lateral parallel to the dorsal; about fifty-eight
scale from head to tail.
olor, very light olive, tinged beneath with bluish; without any
du ky marks whatever; whiter beneath the head.
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Eumeces miiltivirgatus Hallowell.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.
3163
3142
3158
9219
9264
3122
4139

1
1
3
1
1

1
10

Locality.

When collected.

Pole Creek, Nebraska .. .............. ... .
Running Water River .................. .
Bluffs Pole Creek. . . . . . . . . July 2)5, 1856
Fort K earney, Kansas .................. .
100 miles east of Fort .............. .
Laramie.
Rio Pecos, Texas .. ........ . ............ . .
Sand Hills, Platte River, ..... . . ... ... . .
Nebraska.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Capt. Bryan ..... ....... .
Gen. ·warren ........... .
Capt. Bryan . ... .. .. . ... .
1 ...... ... . ............. .
Dr. Cooper ............. .
Capt. J. Pope . ........ ... }Typ!3S of
Dr. F. V. Hayden........
P. inornatus.

This species is characteristic of the Central zoological district.
EUMECES EGREGIUS Baird.
Eumeces eg1·egius COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p. 45.
Plestiodon egregius BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phib., 1858, p. 256.
P. onocrepis COPE, 2d and 3d Ann. Report Peabody Acad. Sci., ·1871, p. 82.
Eurneces onom·epis COPE, Check-list N. Arner. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p. 4G.

Body slender, cylindrical, vermiform, :flattened a little above. Ears
excessively minute. Legs very small. The preloreal in contact above
with the transversely elongated internasal. Three supraorbitals or
four, including the one
in contact with the loreal. Hinder edge of
postnasal a Ii ttle anterior to that of second
labial. Two transverse
plates at end of chin.
Seven upper labials.
Fig.132.
Lower eyelid plated.
EUMECES EGREGIUS BAIRD.
Scales in twenty - two
X 2.
rows round body and
Florida.
sixty-five from head to
Cat. No. 19981, U.S.N.M.
tail; the two median dorsal considerably broader than the rest. Distance from snout to middle
of insertion of fore leg one-third that to hind leg. Bind legs applied forward thrice reach to ear; contained nearly four times in head and body;
from knee, four and one-halftimes; head, five times. Fifth hind toe shorter
than second; free portion of longest two-thirds the side of the head.
Above reddish or greenish, olivaceous or ashy, with four principal
nearly equidistant white stripes, two on each side, on the centers of rows
of scales, and margined with dotted lines of dusky. A third intermediate line traceable anteriorly. Upper lateral stripes separated by two
plaiL. rows of scales; sides between the stripes with the scales edged behind with dusky. The lower lateral stripe begins on the labial and passes
above the ears; beneath, white with a tinge of salmon color.
This species is very small and delicate, the limbs weak, although the
toes are very long. The head is conical, pointed. The ears are very
minute, not larger than the puncture of a fine pin.
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The rows of scales traversed centrally by the light stripes have the
edges dusky. The upper stripe passes through the center of the second
row, the long lower one through that of sixth. The intermediate line,
not always appreciable, and confined to the anterior half of body,
traverses the center of the fourth row. The lateral scales between
these stripes are dusky behind; those on the back are plain. The lower
edge of the posterior upper labials is spotted with dusky; the white
stripe on the labials very distinct from the snout and suffused above with ·
blackish. The anteorbitals and postorbitals are each white and black.
There are no distinct lines on the legs. The young are probably
entirely black between the lateral stripes. The tail has dusky lines on
the sides, but no white ones, nor is there blue anywhere.
This species is more slender and elongated than any of its allies with
a single nasa,J, and is easily distinguished by color and the separation
of the upper lateral stripes by two rows of scales. The fusion of the
third and fourth large supraorbital plates, counting from behind, is a
striking peculiarity. The dorsal intervals of the stripes is seemingly
greate~ than the lateral.
Eumeces egregius Bai1·d.

I Number
Catal ogue of epeciN o.
mens.
4142
3127
12002
111980
19981

Locality.

From whom received.

! fifi.-trlfi1t::: : :;::: ::;):::::::::: ): ::::¥.Ji~JJ~
1 .... . tlo ...... ...... ..... . .. . . .. . .... ... .. .... .. ...... ....

Do.

EUMECES SEPTENTRIONALIS Baird.
Eumeces septentrionalis COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p. 44.
Pkstiodon septent?"ionalis BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 256; Rept.

U.S. Expl. Surv. Pac. R.R., Pt. 4L X, 1859, p. 18, pl. xx1v, fig. 2.

Body and neck cylindrical, stout; bead small, conical, and depressed.
Int rfrontonasal plate small, rhomboidal, embraced between the suprana als and prefrontals, which are broadly in contact. A single postna al (about equal to the nasal), equal in height and half the length of
the loreal. s~ven upper la,bials, two mentals, limbs short, the hinder
reaching forward le s than halfway to the fore legs and contained
three and one-half to four times in head and body. From nose to center of in ertion of fore leg is half way from this to hinder leg (in one
pe imen to anus). Head (to ear) contained between five to six times
in head and body. Fifth hind toe a little shorter than second; the free
porti n of longe t toe equal half the side of bead. 'rhere are twentyeight rows of cales around the body, the lateral quite parallel with
the dor al ,and fifty-nine scale from bead to tail. Tail one and threefourth tirnex the body.
eneral color above light olive green with two lateral white stripes
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inclosing a black one, the upper on each side along the center of one row
of scales and separated by six <lorsal rows. Four equal and equidistant
black dorsal stripes between the white ones, each on two adjacent
ha lf rows of scales, the exterior margining the white lines, the inner
obsolete in old specimens. Beneath greenish white, more yellowish
under the chin, lower white line passing above the ear. Upper labials
white. A faint whitish line below the thigh, margined above and below
with dusky.
The frontal is sometimes very small or even wanting, and always
(with rare exceptions_\ cut off from contact with the postnasal. In one
specimen it is applied against the frontal. In the most typical speci-

I

Fig.133.
EUMECES SEP'l'~NTRIONALIS BAIRD.
X ~-

Kansas.
Cat. No. 4722, U.S.N.M.

mens the frontal, the postfrontal, and internasals are all rhomboidal,
the latter rather smaller and transversely; the rest about equal, their
longer axis longitudinal.
In the smallest specimen of Oat. No. 3156 the hind legs reach forward
half way to the center of insertion of fore leg, the third application
falling a little short of the nose. In the other two, however, three applications of this length reaches only to the ear. The small specimen has
longer limbs than the largest, in which the hind foot from heel is contained five times in head and body. The white lateral lines are very
well defined and narrow, the upper beginning on the superciliary edge,
the lower beneath the eye on the upper edge of the :fifth labial and
passing upwards so as to proceed ba~kwards along the upper edge of
the ear and not through it, as in most species. Posteriorly, it usually
passes along the center of the second row below that traversed by the
upper line, tl.te black interval beiug then 1 and ½ seales wide. Freq ueutly these intervening black scales are olivaceous at their bases, so
NA'l' MUS
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as to produce the effect of a succession of narrow light crescents, the
concavity posterior. The lower white line is usually margined narrowly below by blackish.
It is probable that in the very young the adjacent edges of the two
central and the third and fourth lateral upper rows of scales form whitish lines alternating with the dusky ones. They, however, fade out.
The two central dusky stripes are not pure black as is that margining
the upper lateral stripe above, and soon fade, but there is generally a
trace left aloug the adjacent edges of the first and second rows in each
side. The scales below the lateral stripes have rather paler edges.
The lateral stripes extend some distance on the tail.
.A comparison is scarcely needed between this species and the
E. quinq1ielineatus, one having a postnasal, the other none, with other
differences in the bead and many in general proportions. The upper
lateral stripe is on the middle of one row, not on adjacent edges of two;
the lateral stripes are closer together; the lower passing above the ear
instead of through it.
This is another species of the plains of the Central region, and
it ranges farther north than any species of the genus, that is, to the
northern part of Minnesota.
Oat. o. 11840 from Old Fort Cobb presents a remarkable exception
to the normal character, in having the frontonasal extended laterally so
as to reach the loreal on both sides. This specimen is otherwise normal.
In Oat. No. 15685 the internasal is similarly extended to the loreal, but
the contact on one side is very slight. The color is peculiar, being
olivaceous, with a brown band on each side which covers one and two
half rows of scales, and bas a pale border above throughout as far forward as the supraorbital ·plates. It is pale bordered below from the
auricular meatus to near the middle of the side.
large adult (Oat. No. 11699) is uniform dark brown above, and
yellowish brown below.
The two specimens, Oat. No. 5325, differ from the types in the relatively longer legs. They a.re, when extended on the side, only separated by a space equal to the length of the forefoot. In the typical form
the space is eq'..lal to the length of the forearm and forefoot together.
EumeceB Beptentrionalis Baird.
atalogue Numb~r
~o.
0~~~~~1•
3156
3145
3137
5325
4722
92]9
11699
11840
15685

3

2
1
2
1

~

Locality.

From wltom received.

Nature of specimen.

Fort Ripley, Minnesota . .... Governor Stevens ......... .
Red River of the North .... R. Kennicott ............... .
·and Hills, Nebraska ....... General Warren ........... .
Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
(7) .......................... (1) ....... .... ........... ... .
do.
(7) .••••••••• ••.•••. ..••.•••••••• •••••• •• ••·••• •••••••••• ••

eosbo Falls, Kansas .. : . . . B. F. Goss ................. .

w:~::~nztt!;:st::: ·~~~~~~~:r: : : : : : : : : :
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EUMECES PACHYURUS Cope.

Eumeces pachyurus COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, pp. 19, 39.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1885, p. 377.

Tail long and thick at the base. No postnasal plate; anterior loreal
elevated, reaching the transverse interfrontonasal plate. Postloreal
as high as or higher than long; two preoculars between fourth and
fifth superior labials; one mental; twenty-six rows of scales; tail
large, nearly as stout as the body at the base, subtetragonal; legs
small, separated by the length of the anterior limb when appressed;
the hind Jeg a little more than one-fourth the Jength of the head and
body. Above, light brown; below, pale greenish; anteriorly, strawcolored; a light narrow band from the superciJiary border continued
along the body and tail, separated from that of the opposite side by
six scales, aud with a strong black border above. Below it, a deep
brown or black band one and two half scales wide, which is bounded
below by another light line; this is in turn bordered by a narrow brown
liue below, which does not extend like the other bands on the tail.
The head and lips are pale brown, and the only head bands are posterior to the orbits.
Measurements.-Length of head and body, 78 mm.; to ear from muzzle,
13 mm.; of fore limb, 15 mm.; of hind limb, 19 mm.
This elegant species belongs to the same group as the E. brevilineatus, and differs from the E. cinthracinus and E. tetragrammus in the
same characters. It differs from the E. bre,vilineatus in the higher
loreal plates, the much smaller limbs, and totally in the coloration.
One specimen only is in my collection; it was procured near Dallas
by Mr. Boll. In size, it is above the average in the genus.
I find ou comparison of this species with specimens of E. septentrionalis Baird from Neosho Falls, Kansas, in the National Museum, that the
differences between the two species are not great, but that they are
nevertheless sufficiently distinguished by the following characters:
E. pachyurus.

E . septentrionalis.

Postnasal scute reaching interfrontonasal.
No dark dorsal stripes.
Rows of scales, 26.

Postn asal widely separated from interfrontonas al.
Two black dorsal stripes.
Rows of scales, 28.

· Unfortunately I have temporarily mislaid the only specimen of this
very distinct species which I have seen, and can not therefore give a
figure of' it.
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EUMECES TETRAGRAMMUS Baird.
Eumeces tetragrammus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p . 45. -

B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 375.
BAIRD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. , 1858, p. 256; U.S.
Mex. Bound. Surv., Rept., 1859, p.12.
Eumeces obtusirostris BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1881, p. 441, pl. xxu D,

Plestiodon tetragra1nrnus

fig, 1.

Form and appearance of P. anthracinus. Dorsal rows of scales,
twenty-six to twenty-eight; 57 from bead to tail; cephalic plates much
as in P. anthracinus, but the single postnasal exactly above the second labial, their posterior
edges in line, the two
small anteorbitals wedged
between the fourth and
fifth upper labials, instead
of third and fourth ; the
frontal hexagonal, much
wider than long instead of
rather longer than wide;
anterior single plate of
chin generally divided in to
two instead of single.
General color of body
Fig. Ul4.
and limbs clear dark olive
EUMECL8 TETRAGRAMMUS BAIRD.
above, with two yellowish
X J.
stripes un each side, the
Texas.
twu upper on the central
Cat, No. 15543, U.S.N.M .
line of the fourth row of
scales (separated by six plain rows), the lower on the middle of the
eventh row; the sides between the stripes dusky, beneath lighter olive,
becoming yellowish white on the chin and upper labials, which are without du ky margius
Entirely black, with au olivaceous tinge.
The species varie much in proportions, the younger having the legs
l nger and body shorter. Then the hind leg is contained from two and
three-fourths to three and one-half in bead and body; the head to ear
from four and one-half to five and one-half times. The center of insertio11 of fore leg is from three-eighths to three-ninths the distance from
nout to in ertion of hind leg.
Thi species bears a clo~e relationship to the E. cinthracinus, from
which it is chiefly to be distinguished, in addition to the points already
tated_, by the fact that the upper lateral light stripe is through the
middle of the fourth row of scales instead of the third, and thus separated by ·ix row of cales, not four, and has no dusky edging above.
The tripe.· are yellow, not greeni _h white. The sides and legs
carcely darker than the back iu the young and of much the same color
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in the adult, instead of being at firRt coal black and then olive brown.
The under parts are always olive green instead of blue black or bluish
in the young, changing to greenish in the older ones. The color of the
back is rather a reddish than _greenisb olive in many specimens. The
scales are much smaller, there being generally 28 round the body
insteaa of 24. The lateral scales have generally a darker border in
old specimens. Sometimes there is a dusky olive spot at the base of
each dorsal scale. The upper labials are almost entirely whitish, like
the chin. In the collection are ten specimeus from Matamoras which
agree precisely in every respect with the others, except that the body
appears more cylindrical and rigid. The color, however, almost uniform lustrous black above. This color shaded, especially below and on
the tai1, with very dark olive. I can scarcely believe it to be a distinct
species, however, and prefer to consider it as a black variety. The
largest is fully equal in size to any of the striped specimens, the head
and Lody measuring !J2 mm.
This skin'k: is so far known only from Texas.
Eumeces tetragrammus Baird.
C t 1 o- i Nuruber
a .a oouel of specNo.
imens.

- - - , - - -1-

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

- - - - - - - -1- -- - - - - -- 1

I

3138
:Jl24
3120
9233
15543
17084

1
Below Salado River ........ . Major Emory .............. .
12+ Matamoras, Mexico ......... Lieutenant Couch ......... .
2
. .... do .. .' .................... .... do .....•................ Var.funel>rosus.
1
1
1
Cameron County, Texas .... C. K. Worthen .. . .......... .

b~~k·c~;;~iy:T~;_~~-: :::::

::Ik:ii:.a"a:i~ci~i~:::::::: ::: :::

EUMECES ANTHRACINUS Baird.

Eu1neces anthracinus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1895: p. 45.BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 376.
Ple8tiodon anthracirws BAIRD, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. (2), I, 1850, p. 294.

Body and head depressed, quadrangular; in section, rather slender;
tail cylindrical, attenuated, one and one-half times the head and body.
Supranasals, internasal, and prefrontal rhomboid; the former smaller
and more transverse than the rest. One prefrenal equal to the supranasal, half as long as and higher than the pentagoual loral, extending
upward to contact with the internasal. Upper labials, six or seven.
One large transverse pentagonal mental plate in the end of the .chin,
behind the extreme tip, instead of the two of E. qitinquelineatus. Hind
leg applied twice forward reaching about to middle of neck; contained
thrice in total length of head and body; hind leg from knee about fou~
times, head alone nearly five times. Fore leg from elbow equal to side
of head. Fifth hind toe shorter than second; free portion of longest
little more than half the side of head. Scales of body in twenty-four
longitudinal series, quite parallel on the sides; forty-seven scales from
head to tail.
Above rather dark olive green, with two well-defined white lines on
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each side; their interval and a border above and below grayish black.
Upper lateral stripe generally on the middle, sometimes a little below,
of the third row of scales from the back; the lower on the adjacent
edges of the sixth and seventh. This passes anteriorly through the
ear along the upper labials. The portion of the third row of scales on
the back interior to the white stripe (which occasionally is on the edge
of the third and fourth) is black, leaving four dorsal rows perfectly uniform dark olive green, without least trace of a median line. Under
parts light greenish, paler beneath the head; the tail bluish black.
Legs black above, the under parts without trace of stripe.
The five type specimens of this species from Carlisle vary very little
in coloration, except in the portion of the upper lateral stripe, which is
usually ou the center of the third row of scales, but occasionally near
its lower edge, where, however, it only involves the very extreme edge

I

Ifig. 135.

EUMECES ANTIIRACINUS BAIRD.

X

¾,

Pennsylvania.
Cat. N o. 3138, U.S.N.:\I.

of the next row. It is very seldom on the fourth row. The black upper
border seldom. involves the outer edge of the second row, though interdigitating with it. The two upper stripes are one and one-half times
wider apart than either is from its fellow below. The labials are sometimes du ky below, where traversed by the lower lateral stripe; sometime uniform white; always dusky above. The upper stripe runs
along the edge of the head above to near the nostril.
Very young specimens are lustrous black on the sides and exterior
urface of hind legs; the belly, greenish blue; the tail, bluish beneath.
With age the side become more gray, the under parts lighter greenish,
but there i ' no great difference.
Thi pccie differs from E. quinquelineatiis in the head plates and proportion , as also in the absence of the slightest trace of a median dorsal
light tripe or any bands between the two upper lateral ones. E. skiltonianus is more like it in markings, but has two mental plates across
the· chin, etc., as in quinquelineatus. E. anthracinus also bas the light
line narrower, the two upper much farther apart and separated on the
back by four row· of plain olive scales instead of two.
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The black upper border to the upper lateral stripe is sometimes a
dotted line instead of being continuous.
In a single specimen (Cat. No. 3123) there is the faintest possible
trace of a light dorsal line, with remains of a dusky lateral edging
in the form of fine blackish dots. This marking, however, is very
obscure.
The occurrence of six rows of olive-colored scales between the dorsal
stripes will not necessarily determine a specimen to be E. tetragrammus,
this being more the result of the multiplication of dorsal scales. To
ascertain the species reference must then be had to the amount of dusky
color on the sides and above the upper stripe, or whether the latter is
like the rest of the back, whether the mental plate is single or double,
the postnasal with its hinder edge above the middle of the second labial
or in line with its edge.
This species belongs to the Eastern region, being most abundant in
the Allegheny district, from Pennsylvania southward. It also occurs
in Texas.
Eurneces anthracinus Baird.
Number
Cat al. ogue of speciN o.
mens.
3138
3118
3121
3136
3123
7037

5
1
2
1

t

From whom received.

Locality.

Carlisle, Pennsylvania..................
.Arkansas River ...........•............
Brazos River, Texas ................. ...
Fort Towson, Red River, .Arkansas . ... .

S. F. Baird.
S. W. vVoodbouse.
B. F. Shumard.
- - Edwards.

r.~~1-~~~ -~~~~~~•- ~~~~~~-r_i_: :: :: : : : : : : : : : ;r. H.

Clark.

EUMECES PLUVIALIS Cope.

Eumeces pluvialis COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 17, 1880, p. 19.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887, p. 376.
Eumeces anthracinus BAIRD var. COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1877, p. 63.

This is a Eumeces of the group of the E. anthracinus. It has therefore four supraorbital plates and no postnasal. Its loreals are like
those of that species and E. pachyurus, of a rather elevated form, the
prenasal reaching the transverse interfrontonasal. The two preoculars
are wedged between the fourth and
fifth superior labials, of which the
fifth is elongate and beneath the
orbit. The scales are in twenty-six
Fig. 136.
rows and the limbs well developed;
EUMECES
PLUVIALIS COPls.
when laid along the side they overX l
lap, the fore claws reaching the
Alabama.
end of the second toe. Mental unCollection of E.D.Cope.
undivided. Color above, blackish
olive; below, malachite green. Two narrow green lateral bands separated from each other by a black band two and a half scales wide, the
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upper ones of 9pposite sides separated by a width of six scales. There
is a faint trace in the typical specimen of a pale vertebral line with
a dark border on each side, and there is a black border above the
upper lateral line and another below the inferfor lateral line. These
lines extend to the orbit and ear respectively. The superior labials
are green, black bordered; the other head plates brown with black
borders.
The elevated form of the loreals and undivided mental plate ally this
pecies to the E. anthracinus. The more numerous scales and labial
plates, the wide interfrontonasal and different coloration distinguish it.
From E. pachyurus its well-developed limbs separate it. In E. brevilineatus the loreal plates are differently formed and the coloration is
totally different. The size is rather
small. But one specimen of this
species is known. It was taken near
Mobile, Alabama, by Dr. Joseph Corson, U. S. A., well known by his important additions to Eocene vertebrate paleontology. It is preserved
in my private collection.
EUMECES BREVILINEATUS Cope .

.Eunieces brevilineatus COPE, Bull. U. S.
Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p.18.-BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., III, 1887,
p. 376.

No postnasal plate; anterior loreal
not elevated, reaching interfrontonaFig.137.
sal, its posterior border striking the
E UMECES BREVILINEATUS COPE.
middle of the second labial; second
X f.
longer than high; two preoculoreal
Southwestern Texas.
lars between fourth and fifth superior
Collection of E. D . Cope.
labials. One large pentagonal mentaJ.
cale in twenty-six longitudinal rows. Hind leg two and onehalf time in length of head and body, and meeting the fore limbs when
both are appressed on the side.
olor plumbeous above, light olive below. A light band extends
along the upper lip to a short di tance behind the axilla, and another
from the end of the muzzle over the eye to the corresponding point on
the ide, eparated by two longitudinal rows of scales.
Measurements.-The total length is 170 mm.; from muzzle to vent, 59
mm.; length from muzzle to ear, 12 mm.
Thi plainly colored kink is intermediate in characters between the
E. anthracinus and the E . tetragrammus of Professor Baird. It has the
ingle mental plate of those species, but the prefrenal is not high;
There are twenty-six row of cales, and there are no lateral bands on
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the body. The superior pair of pale lines are not dark.edged above,
and are separated by six rows of scales as in E. tetragrarnmus. The
E. brevilineatus was discovered by Mr. G. W. Marnock near Helotes
Creek, on the front line of hills, 20 miles northwest of San Antonio,
Texas, aud was afterwards obtained by Mr. Boll from near Fort Concho, in the same State.
E ·umeces brevilineatus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
. mens.
10159
10527
12777
13628

Locality.

From wbom received.

Nature of specimen.

2 Helotes, Texas .. __ . ....... .. G. W. Marnock .. - - . - -- -- .. - .Alcoholic.
2 _____ do········-············· -· ··-do··---·--·····-········
do.
do.
1 Fort Concho, Texas .. _...... E. D. Cope . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
l Helotes, Texas ............. · j G.
Marnock ........ . - .. -j
do.

,-V.

ANEL YTROPIDJE .
.Anelytropidm COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 228.-BOULENGER, Ann.
and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 120; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., III,
1887, p. 430.
.
Gymnophthalmi WIEGMANN, part, Herp. Mex., 1834, p.11.
Scincoidiens typhlophthalrnes DUMERIL and BIBRON, part, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, Pl'·
525,832.
Typhlinidm GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, p. 128.

The following are the skeletal characters of this family:
Premaxillary single. Epipterygoid present. Angular and surangular bones confluent. Supratemporal in contact with parietal, closing
the supratemporal foracnen. Meckeliau groove open.
· Tongue covered with imbricate papillre. Teeth few, conical, slightly
hooked. Interorbital septum well developed; no bony postorbital
arch; infraorbital fossa present, bounded by the palatine and trans.
verse bones; palatines and pterygoids not meeting on the median line
of the palate. Limbs absent; pectoral and pelvic arches reduced to a
small, slender bone on each side. Abdominal ribs present.
Body vermiform, with osteodermal plates, as in the Scincidre. Eyes
concealed under the skin. No ear opening. No preanal pores.
The few members of this family, a degraded type of the Scincidre,
with which they are closely connected through the genus Acontias, are
burrowers, and were at one time believed to be confined to tropical and
south Africa, but a genus which I added from M.exico shows that the
Scincoid lizards have undergone in the New World the same degenera•
tive process as in the Old World.
SYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA.

I. Longitudinal series of scales in odd number; several small scales border the anal
cleft.
Nostril pierced between the rostral, a nasal, and the first labial. . A nelytropsis Cope.
Nostril pierced in the rostral only .......... -· ............. ...... Feylinia Gray.
II. Longitudinal series of scales in even number; a large prreanal scale; rostral
covering the sno~t ........ _....................... Typhlosau1·us Wiegmann.
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Iu Feylinia there is a long squamosal articulated to the side of the
parietal, a~ in Rh·ineura and Oephalopeltis j the premaxillary is siugle,
and the palatine laminre of the maxillary are dilated. The spleniomental groove is open. There are two slender clavicles united
medially and giving insertion to the thoracic bremapophyses. These,
according to Rathke, are present, but not in contact in Acontias, and
Peters and Stannius failed to find them in Typhloscincus. The pelvis
I .find to be represented by an oblique bone at the extremities of two
pairs of ribs on each side of the vent.
Two of the three genera of this family display the following degradational characters of the arches and limbs.
Anelytropsis papillosus Cope, from EaRtern Mexico. Not previously
examined.
No scapular arch; pelvic arch rudimental; no external limbs.
Pelvic arch.-This is represented by two elements, a proximal and a
di tal. The former is directed downward and forward. Its proximal
extremity is articulated with a single simple diapophysis, from which
it extends a short distance posteriorly in a horizontal direction as far
a the po terior extremity of the centrum of the same vertebra. From
the inner side of its distal extremity there extends posteriorly a simple
rod-like bone to a point in line with the anterior margin of the vent.
Its length is about equal to that of the superior element. The superior
element is ilium, but the inferior does not appear to be either pubis or
isclJium. Its position and direction are not inconsistent with its identification with the femur; but as it occurs in snakes, which have a
rudimental femur, it can not be that bone.
Observations.-The inferior element in the pelvis in this g·enus is the
same as that which I described as occurring in the African form of this
family, Feylinia (Anelytrops Hallowell), but the latter differs in the
absence of the rib-like ilium. It is interesting to notice the resemblance between these genera, which are so widely removed geographically. Feylinia, however, differs further from Anelytropsis in the presence of a pair of clavicles.
Feylinia currori Gray. Described by me. 1 From West Africa.
Scapitlar arch.-Tbis consists of a pair of osseous clavicles which
nearly meet on the median line. The anterior ribs to the number of
seven pair · meet on the median line by their cartilaginous hremapophyse , which are directed forward at an acute angle, the angle of
the anterior pair intervening between the clavicles.
Pel ic arch.-This consists of a single element lying on each side of
the vent antero-posteriorly, perhaps homologous with the corresponding element in the Annulati. It i in contact with the distal extre~ities of three rib , and is connected by ligament with a third anterior to
them. These are the last rib , and they are followed by a pair of sacral
vertebrre whose diapophyse are united di 'tally.
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Remarks.-This pelvic element is probably the iliopectineal element
of Fiirbringer. The pelvis differs from that of Anelytropsis (antea) in
the absence of iliac element.
ANELYTROPSIS Cope.
Anelytropsis COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1885, p. 380.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed;, II, p. 430.

Rostral plate capping muzzle, the nostril at the junction of its posterior border with the suture separating the loreal and first labial. No
frontonasal nor supraorbital plates. Three plates on top of head,
which should prouably be identified as anterior and posterior frontal
and parietal. Eye scarcely visible through the single ocular plate.
Scales equal, smooth. Vent not terminal. No limbs. No preanal
pormi.
This genus only differs from Feyl-inia Gray ( =Anelytrops Hallowell)
in the arrangement of the lateral plates of the muzzle. In that genus
and Typhlosciurus, the only other genus of the family, the rostral plate
is as in Acontias; that is, divided longitudinally on each side by a fissure which extends from the nostril posteriorly. Whether the internal
characters differ remains to be ascertained. 1 I give the genus the
name Anelytropsis in order to justify the family name Anelytropidrn.
This will produce no confusion, as the name Anelytrops was given by
Hallowell to the genus which had previously been named Feylinia, and
as a synonym <lisappears from view.
The present form is essential1y interesting as a representative of the
family of the Anelytropidrn, or the Typhlophthalm lizards with the eye
entirely concealed, and with the tongue scaly. The importance of this
discovery is considerable, as it shows that the scincoid lizards have
undergone in the New World the same degenerative process as in the
Old World, and in the same way. This is a new fact, even supposing that
the Anniellidrn of America are a degenerate form of the same family,
which is not probable. Dr. Boulenger believes that that family is a
degenerate type of the Anguid stem-a view in which I suspect he is
correct. A nelytropsis is a degree fa1;ther down in the scale than
Anniella, in having the epidermis absolutely continuous over the eye, as
in other members of the family of Anelytropidrn, and as in the Typhlopid family of snakes. As in other forms of this character, the life of
this type is doubtless subterranean, which accounts for its having so
long escaped observation.
1
I have given the skeletal characters of Feylinia and Typhlosa1irus, Proc. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 224.
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ANELYTROPSIS PAPILLOSUS Cope .

.Anelytropsis papillosus COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 380, pl. fig. 9.BoULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II1 1885, p. 431.

Form slender. Tail moderately loug, with obtuse extremity. Scales
scincoid, with rounded edges, everywhere equal, including the preanal
region. Color brownish flesh color.
The bead is distinguishable from the body by its slightly greater
width, and is lightly contracted at the position of tbe orbits, and continued. as a distinct muzzle. The body is cylindrical, and the tail is a
little longer than one-fourth the total length. Twenty lougitudinal
series of scales. The area repre~ented by the rostral plate of Acontias
i invaded on each side by two labial plates, and a large loreal above
them. Behilid the second labial plate is a very small third, and above
it is a large ocular plate which extends upward and forward to a liue
with the superior border of the loreal. The pale spot which represents
the eye is situated in the lower posterior corner. The fourth and last
labial is a little_larger than the second, and has a narrowly rounded
posterior extremity. Above it i:s a small postocular, which is in contact with tbe posterior frontal. On the summit of the b,•ad there are
three scuta. The anterior, or anterior frontal, is the smallest. It forms
a transverse band between the loreal and ocular of one side and those
of the other. The succeeding plate, the postfrontal, is the largest. It
is succeeded by the parietal, which is a transverse plate, concave in
front and convex posteriorly, and which is separated from the postocular on each side by a single scale. Posterior to this scute, the scales
of the body begin.
There is a large symphyseal plate which is a triangle with its apex
po terior and truncate. It is bounded on each side by a very large
inferior labial, which is also a triangle. This is followed on tho labial
margin by two very small labial plates. A small body scale succeeds
the ymphyseal, and this is connected with the s mall posterior labials
by a narrow plate on each side. . These are followed by the body scales.
Six laterally imbricated scales bound the vent in front.
Jlieasurements.-Tota.1 length, 170 mm.; length of tail, 45 mm.; of
head, to line connecting rictus oris, 41 mm.
The ro tral, loreal, and anterior two labial scuta are marked with
minute papillrn, which, when removed, leave punctiform impressions.
They are not very clo ely placerl. Two specimens from near J ala pa.
one in the . S. ational Mu eum.
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DIBAMID.AD.
Dibamidce BOULENGER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884, p. 120; Cat.

Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., III, 1887, p. 434.
ScincotdienB typhlophthalmeB DUMERIL and BIBHON, part, Erp. Gen., V, 1839,•

pp. 525, 832.
Typhlinidce GRAY, part, Cat. Liz., 1845, p.128.

Dr. Boulenger gives the following description of this family:
Tongue short, bifid posteriorly, pointed, undivided in front, covered with curved
lamelloo or plicro. Teeth small, pointed, booked, none on palate. Skull compact;
no in.t erorbital septum; no columella cranii; no arches ; no infraorbital foramen;
premaxillary double, Limbs absent, the hind pair represented in the male by a
pair of flaps on the side.• of the anal opening; no rudiments of the sternal apparatus.
Body vermiform, covered with cycloid, imbricate scales. No osteodermal plates.
Eyes concealed under the skin. No ear opening. No preaual pores.
A single genus, . which appears to stand in the same relation to the Scincidro as
Anniella to the Anguidro.
SYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA .
Snout normally covered by three large shields, viz, the rostral, and a labial on each
side, which, however, may fnse into a single shield. Nostril pierced in the rostral,
with a straight horizontal suture behind it. Limbs totally absent in the female,
the hind pair represented in the male by two flap-like rudiments.
DibamuB Dumeril and Bibrou.

But two species of Dibamus are known, the D. novceguinece Dumeril
and Bibron, from New Guinea and adjacent islands and the D. nicob6tricus Steindachner from the Nicobar Islands.

ANNIELLOIDEA.
Annielloidea GILL, Smithsonian Report, 1885, 1886, p. 800.
AnguiBauri COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 25.

Petrosal bone produced anterior to the anterior semicircular canal,
articulating with the margin of the decurved parietal. Olfactory lopes
underarched by frontal bones; no supratemporal. Occipital closely
articulated with parietals. Cervical and caudal intercentra coossi:fi.ed
with the centra. Palatine and pterygoid foramina present. Tongue
papillose; no ceratohyals.
This superfamily is, as already indicated, allied to the Annulati, but
is distinguished by the characters given in the analytical table of superfamilies ou p. 200, as well as by various others of less significance.
There is but one family, which is characterized as follows:
An eye fissure; scales present; teeth subplenrodont; no limbs; no postorbital arch;
spleniomen tal groove closed ... ____ . ______ .. ___ .. ____ . ____ . ___ . ____ .ANN rnLLID£.

ANNIELL IDJE .
.A.nnielUdce COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1864, p. 230 .
.Anniellidce BOULENGER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus.,

2d ed., II, 1885, p. 299.

Tongue villose, the anterior extremity smooth and bifid. Teeth
with simple acute crown and with short swollen base. Skull lacking
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the presphenoidal vacuity and consequently the interorbital septum,
aud the bones which constitute the brain case firmly united; a columella cranii, no supra temporal _; postorbital arch ligamentous, pterygoid not in contact with sphenoid; a palatine foramen; premaxillary
iugle; nasal and frontal divided; parietal single; preorbital and postorbital in contact, separating the frontal from the border of the orbit.
The viscera display the following characters in the genus Anniella,:
The left lung is much smaller than the right lung, and is proximally
fused with it so that there is but a single lumen. Right lung much
eularged and covering the alimentary canal below (veutrad). Liver
con iderably posterjor to heart, long and narrow, with a small left lobe
aud a long right lobe extending to the reproductive cells. Gall bladder iuclosed by the liver and exposed inferiorly, that is, occupying a
foramen, as in the Diploglossa. Alimentary canal distinguished into
stomach, and small and large intestine, without distinct colon.
Stomach without curvature; small intestine moderately plicatrd, with
lacertiform mesentery. Reproductive cells anterior, symmetrical; kidney · symmetrical, posterior. There is a single gastrohepatic mesentery
from the middle line of the liver, and no right hepatic or lateral
h patics. Hepatoventral simple; plates of epigastric very loosely
attached together. No pulmonaries at middle of liver.
The fusion of the lungs is a peculiarity that I have not noticed elsewhere among the Sauria. The left lung is like a diverticulum of the
right, and posterior to the point of divergence from the latter is bound
to it by connective tissue to the extremity. This fusion is a step nearer
to obliteration than occurs in any of the serpentiform genera of Teiidi, cincidre, or Auguidre, where, though of reduced size, it is distinct
from the right except at its proximal extremity.
The affinities of the Anniellidre, as indicated by the osteology, are
interesting. When I first, in 1864,1 pointed out the cranial peculiariti of the genus Anniella, I created for it a distinct family, which I
a ociated witb. the Acontiidre and Anelytropsidre. Subsequently, in
1 7,2 I proposed for it a still more independent position, making it the
typ of a pecial superfamily, which I called the Anguisauri; a course
which had been already adopted by Gill a short time previously,3 who
propo ed for it the superfamHy of the Annielloidea. The further knowldg of it tructure above recorded brings out more clearly its true
po it.ion which I gave it in 1892.4 This is, I think, in tbe Annulati or
mpbi b, nia. The characters which indicate this reference are: (1)
Tb continuity of the parietal with the petrosal and supraoccipital
1 m nt . (~) The absence of ceratohyal elements. (3) The hypopopby e of the cervical vertebrre which are continuous with the centra.
a1

Proc. Acad. 1 at. ci. Pbila., 1864, p. 230.
. S. Tat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 25.
:i mith onian Report, 1885, 1886, Progress of Zoology for 1885, p. 40.
4
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., p. 216.
1

: Bull.
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(4) The partially open chevron bones, which are also continuous with
the centra. (5) The position of the lung ventral to the alimentary
cana1.
There is agreement in various subordinate features, as the single pre
maxillary, double fronta], and single parietal; and the absence of supratemporal bone; also the fusion of the surangular and articular bones.
There are some differences to be noted. Thus, in some of the AmphisbIBnia at least, there is apparently an orbitosphenoid bone, which· is
wanting in Anniella. The 1iterygoid is rriore closely adherent to the
basis cranii in the Amphisbamia, and there is no palatine forarnen,
which is present in Anniella. The splenial is of full size in Anniella
and the Meckelian groove is open. In the Amphisbrnnia the groove is
closed and the splenial is much reduced. There is no epipterygoid in
the typical Amphisbrnnia.
The presence of scales, the papillose tongue, and the distinct tegurneutary eye fissure, with the characters above cited, define the Anniellidoo as a very distinct family of tlle Amphisbrnnia. The presence of
all the pelvic elements allies it to the ChirotidIB rather than to the
Amphisbrnnidrn.
Since my examination of the osteology of this genus Dr. G. Baur has
reexamined the subject 1 and has added somewhat to our knowledge of
it. He discovered the epipterygoid and the jugal, and finds a rudimeutary pubis and ischium "which are united proximally." He
states that "the pubis has an obturator fora.men," but what this means
is not explained. He alleges that my description is not correct, but he
indicates no error except the omission of the elements mentioned.
Some sutural lines were omitted from my figure, which are now
inserted.
But one genus of the Anniellidffi is known, which has the fol1owing
characters:
~ody vermiform; no limbs. Eyes represented by a fissure; ears concealed. No preanal pores. Scales soft, cycloid-hexagonal, imbricate; nostril in a single plate.
A nniella Gray.

There are some characters of the skeleton of the genus Anniella in
which it differs from the known forms of Euchirotidrn. and AmphisbIBnidrn, whose value is uncertain. These are: (1) The internal gomphosis of the supraoccipital bone into the parietal; it is external in
other Annulati. (2) The angular bone is chiefly exposed on the external side of the mandibular ramus. (3) There is no hypohyal process
of the basihyal.
1

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1894, p. 345.
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ANNIELLA Gray.
A.nniella GRAY, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), X, 1852, p. 440.-COPE, Proc. Acad . Nat.
Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 230.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1881, p. 460.BouLENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 299.

Body cylindrical, elongated, without limbs. No trace of lateral groove
nor of external ear. Head very short; depressed; cleft of mouth
rather short. A:- broad frontonasal plate in extensive contact with a
fu ed frontal and frontoparietals. A small iuterparietal in a notch of
the latter. Na al in the center of a single plate which comes to the
edge of jaw. Eye distinct, but closed by tlrn oppressed inferior eyelid.
The more detailed osteological characters are as follow s. They are
derived from specimens from San Diego, California, collected and presented to me by my friend, Mr. James S. Lippincott.
The premaxillary has an elongate spine, and the palatal suture presents backward two concavities separated by a median projection.
The nasals are distinct and rather short and wide. The frontals are
distinct and rather wide. The parietal is very large every way, is
iugle, and has no pineal foramen. The supraoccipital forms a close
suture with it, sending forward a median process for internal gomphosi , and an angle on each side of it. It is coossified with the exoccipital
and is expanded to accommodate the large circle of the superior semicircular canal. The facial plate of' the maxillary is large. The prefrontal js above the eye and is cut off from the parietal by an entrant
angle of the frontal only. The lachrymal is small and is below and
s parated from the prefrontal. .J ugals narrow, lying ou the superior
aspect of the maxillary, terminating freely. Postfrontal crescentic,
bounded by both frontal and parietal. Postorbital a caducous scale
lying in contact with the posterior limb of the postfrontal. ~\.. supraorbital bone external to the prefrontal. Petrosal with its superior
bord r in close contact with the decurved lateral borders of the parietal, a in a snake. The latter do not, however, descend to the pre~
sphenoid, but leave a wide fissure below it which deepl y notches the
anterior border of the petrosal. Supraforaminal part of pretrosal produ ·e<l to an ·a cute angle, terminating at the parietal border much in
mhance of tlie anterior emicircular canal. Body of petrosal perforated by a large foramen ju tin front of the superior part of the quadrate. -· o parietoquadrate arch, but a posteroexternal angle of the
11ari tal extending near to the proximal extremity of the q uadrate.
o di tinct upratemporal or paroccipital. 1 Stape with large disk
and bort, tout columella, with thickened tympanic extremity. Maxillopalatine.· continuou anteriorly, lightly divergent posteriorly; excavated by a d ep groove posteriorly, which terminates iu a fossa
medially. The xternal borders of the po ·terior apices are turned out-.
1 Baur state that the paroccipital is pre ent, but I haYe not heen able to find it
(Proc. ·. ·.Nat.Mus., 1894, p. 349).
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ward, so as to inclose partially the posterior nares below. The palatines are short, the groove separating tbe maxillary from the vomerine
processes extending to the suture with the pterygoid, so that the maxillary process only appears as the inferior face of the bone. Pterygoids elongated anteriorly, reaching to beyond the middle of the
palatine foramen. They extend directly back to the quadrates, being
well separated on the middle line, and abruptly notched on the inner
side to receive the short, angular basipterygoids. They are -separated
from the sphenoids by a fissure, and are grooved on the inner side posterior to the basipterygoid. Ectopterygoids present, rather slender,
inclosing rather large palatine foramina. Epipterygoid small. N arial
fissure overhung by the free edge of the maxiilary and palatine bones.
Sphenoid and basioccipital and exoccipital coossified. Occipital condyle convex and perfectly simple.
The mandible has an open Meckelian groove, and the surangular and
articular bones are coossified, while the angular and splenial bones are
distinct. The latter extends well anteriorly. The coronoid extends a
little forward on the exterior face of the ramus and in both directions
on the inner face.
The hyoid apparatus is the most simple among lizards. It consists
of a continuous cartilaginous glossob~sihyal rod, which i8 bifurcated
posteriorly, and a simple osseous first branchihyal attached to each of
the branches. Other elements wanting.
Ten cervical vertebrm with compressed inferior processes of the centra, or hypapopbyses. They are coossified with the centra and are not
intercentral in position, hence it is not evident that they are intercentra. No zygosphen. In the Anniella pulchra there are seventythree rib-bearing vertebrm and two cervicals without ribs. The sacral
and proximal caudal vertebrm have diapophyses, those of the former
little different from those of the latter. The fifth vertebra with a
diapophysis supports a pair of parallel plates coossified with its inferior face like the chevron or double hypapopbysis of a snake. In the
succeeding vertebrm similar plates form the basis of a chevron, whose
symphysis is turned rather abruptly posteriorly. The position of
these chevrons is central and not intercentral. Caudal vertebrm not
segmented.
Scapular arch wanting; pelvic arch mediventral; no limbs. The
ilium is represented by a small and short rod like bone, which is attached
to the extremity of the diapopbysis of a single vertebra. The proximal
extremity is directed backward for a short distance posterior to the
point of suspension, as in Anelytropsis. According to Baur, there is a
rudimentary ischium and pubis, "which are united proximally." No
trace of posterior limb. Teeth simple, acutely conic.
The hemipenis is not bifurcate. It is surrounded by transverse
laminm or fl.ounces, which are crimped so as to be slightly pocketed.
The organ resembles that of Gerrhonotus.
NAi' MUS 98--43
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Three supposed species have been described, but I believe that two
of them are referable to a single, rather variable form.
The range of the genus is confined, with present knowledge, to the
southern part of the Pacific district.
ANNIELLA PULCHRA Gray.

Anniella pulchra GRAY, Ann. - Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), X, 1852, p. 440; Zool. Herald, p. 154, pl. xxvm.-COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 230.BocoURT, Miss. Sci. Mexique, Reptiles, p. 460) pl. XXII GJ fig. 2.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed. 1 II, 18851 p. 299.-COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc., 1892, p. 215, pl. n, fig. 4.
.Anniella nigra FISCHER, Abhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Hamburg, IX, 1885 (separate
copy, p. 9).-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed. 1 II1 1885, p. ·300.

Fig.1.38.
ANNIBLLA PULCHRA GRAY.

X 3.
Cat. No. 16022, U.S.N.M.

Body depressed cylindric; tail obtuse, about one-half as long as body,
but varying somewhat in length. Scales smooth, everywhere equal, in
generally thirty rows, but sometimes in twenty-eight and even twentysix. Head but little wider than body posteriorly, contracting radially
to an obtuse, moderately depressed muzzle, which projects beyond the
lower jaw. Preanal scales generally larger than those which precede
them, but not much.
Ro tral plate bounded posteriorly chiefly by the nasals, but also at
the apex by the internasoloreal line, which have a short common suture
on the middle line. Posterior to these there is a frontonasal, which is
wider than long. Posterior to thjs is a large plate, probably composed
of the fu ed frontal and frontoparietals. This is notched on the posterior border for a small interparietal. Posterior to these plates is a
erie of five smaller ones, of which two laterals on each side may be
regarded a parietals, and the median an occipital. Posterior to these
a fi w scales are larger than those of the body generally.
Th r are ix superior labials, of which the first is beneath the nasal
and part of the rostral, and is very narrow. The second is the largest
and i longer than high, and is bounded above by the loreointernasal
and the fir t and econd preoculars. The third, fourth, and fifth labials
are higher than long, and tbe third and fourth reach the eye, unle s cut
off entirely (which it is always in great part) by the inferior preocular.
Na al triangular with the apex posterior, deeper than long. Nostrilrela-
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tively small. Superior preocular long; inferior preocular quite small.
Supraoculars two, the anterior larger than the superior preocular, and
joining the posterior border of the frontonasal by a suture nearly equal
to that with the frontal, and separated from the opposite supra.ocular
by a space greater than its own width, but not twice as great. Three
small superciliaries; two sq uamiform postoculars.
Six inferior labials, which are subequal except the fast two, which
gradually diminish. A large symphyseal, which is as broad as long.
It has two subequal facets on each side for the first labial and the first
infralabial, the latter large, ~nd meeting on the middle line. The
remaining infralabials of the first series are three in number and are
quite narrow. There is a second series of infralabials posterior to the
first, consisting of three scales on each side. Those of the first pair
are large, and are in contact on the middle line; the second is smaller
and subtriangular, and the third is smallest and narrowest in form.
The regular sq uamation begins posterior to these.
The closed inferior eyelid is covered with three scales, of which the
median is the largest.
Preanal plates five, the median wedge-shaped, with the apex
posterior.
There are two color varieties as follows :
Var. A, nigra: Upper half of body uniform dark purplish brown;
beneath, yellowish white; scales slight]y dotted with brown along
their lateral edges, especially under the tail. Chin, throat, and across
anal slit dusky (A. nigra Fischer).
Var. B, pulchra: Lighter with three dark lines; a dorsal and Jateral.
Sometimes with fainter lines on the adjacent edges of all the rows of
scales; the ground color above yellowish gray or ash.
Specimens from Monterey are uniform purplish brown above, yellowish white below. Oat. No. 3188, from San Francisco, is rather lighter,
with three narrow dark lines, one on the middle of the back on the adjacent edges of the two central rows of scales; the other on the adjacent
edges of the fifth and sixth rows from the middle. Below this are some
less distinct lines on the sides. Smaller specimens from San Diego
have, in addition to these, fainter lines along the adjacent edges of
every row of scales.
The characters of this species are tolerably constant. In six specimens out of seventeen, I find the small preocular absent. The length
of the tail .in seven specimens varies from four-elevenths to one-third
the total length.
Dr. J. G. Fischer 1 has described a specimen of Var. A as a distinct species under the name of A. nigra. Besides the color characters, he finds it to differ in the shorter tail, and in the longer preanal
scales. The tail in bis specimen of A. nigra is one-third the length,
while in his single specimen of A. pulchra it is two-fifths of the same.
'
1
.A.bhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Hamburg, IX, 1885 (separate copy, p. 9).
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I have seen no example with the tail as long as the latter specimen,
but a proportion of four-eleven tbs is met with alike in dark colored and
pale individuals. The difference is not importaut. The length of the
anal scales varies within the limits mentioned by Dr. Fischer. In some
specimens these scales are a little longer than those in front of them,
and in one pale example (Cat. No. 12555) they are twice as long.
Dr. Boulenger describes 1 a specimen said to come from El Paso,
Texas, as the type of a distinct species which he calls .A. texana. The
characters which he gives are mainly those of the .A. pulchra, but there
are a few differences. Thus the nasal plate has a suture extending
posteriorly from the nostril to the border, and the interparietal and
occipital plates are divided by a longitudinal suture. The head is said
to be less depressed and the snout more rounded than in the A.pulchra.
The presence of the sutures above mentioned may be anomalous,
but if the form of the head be essentially different from that of the
A. pulohra they might be constant. I have never observed them in any
specimen of the A . pulchra. Without :figures it is difficult to estimate
the fgnit1cance to be ascribed to the form of the muzzle. The locality
will require verification, as it is out of the range of most of the Californian forms. We will await further information before forming an
opinion as to the value of this form.
Thi pretty species considerably resembles the "blind worm" of
Europe in form and appearance, but bas no affinity with it, representing a different saurian phylum. Of its habits nothing is known. Its
habitat is restricted to the Pacific district from San Francisco southward, including San Diego .
.A:nniella pulchra G,ray.
Catalogue ~umbe!
o.
of speci•
mens.
3185
3187
3188
3100

2
2

3186
318
3189
4690
11575
11874
9741
12555
13 :18
13 90
l::!939
13959
14712

1
1
1

16022

5

1

~

1

~

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received .

San Diego, California. .. - .. ·-· .......... _. Dr. LeConte .. __ ... ·-- _..
Monterey, California . ................ . ... A. S. Taylor ............ .
San Diego, California..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Hammond .......... .
Coast mountains near San . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . General .Emory .. .... .. . .
Diego.
San Drngo, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Mr. Cassidy ...... ...... .
'an Francisco, California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. D. Cutts ............. .
..... do ...................................... . do ... ·- ·············· Alcoholio.
do.
clo.
an Diego, California ................ .... Prof. D.S. Jordan ...... .
clo.
do.
fern Couu~.~' C3:liibrnia.. May -, 1878 J. R. Shepherd ......... .
do.
do.
do.
.... . do ................................... R. E. C. Stearns ......... .
do.
.. ... do .. . ....... .......... .. .................. Jo .. ........ .... .... .
do.
SanBernardino,Cali.fornia. ·-·-··········· F. Stephens ............ .

.~~~Jt".~·?~~~~'.~:::::: ::::::::::::::: tie~l'U~?1~~~·ffs:.i:::

~¥t~~-~~~:j~: : : ::::::::::::::: .?~\~~~~~::::::::::::::

!1 .. ~.~:f11
1
2

Nature of
specimen.

1

Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2u ed., II, 1885, p. 300.
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ANNIELLA TEXANA Boulenger .
.Anniella texana BOULENGER, Annals and Magaz. Nat. Hist., Lond., XX, 1887, p. 50.

The fo11owing description is copied from Boulenger:
Head less depressed, snout more rounded . an in .A.puloh.ra. Nasal shield semidivided, a horizontal suture extending from the nostril to the second labial; frontal
twice as broad as long; anterior supraocular nearly as broad as the distance which
separates it from its· fellow; interparietal and occipital divided (anomalously f) by
a longitudinal suture; six upper labials-first very small, below the nasal, second
largest and in contact with the prefrontal and a loreal, third and fourth entering
the eye; a narrow shield separates the third labial from the loreal; five lower labials. Twenty-eight scales round the middle of the body. No enlarged preanal s~ales.
Tail ending obtusely, three-eighths of the total length. Dark gray above with three
fine black longitudinal lines; sides and lower surfaces whitish.
From snout to vent, 145 mm. ; tail, 85 mm.
A single specimen from El Paso, Texas.

ANNULATI .
.Aunulati WIEGMANN, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 4 •
.Arnphisbcenia GRAY, Cat. Tort. Croc. and Amphisbamians Brit. Mus., 1844, p. 68.
Opheosaiwi COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 226; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
No. 32, 1887, p. 25.

Parietal bones laterally decurved, and continuously united with
petrosal by suture, and fused on the middle line, frontals inclosing
olfactory lobes of the brain below. No cranial arches, vertebrm procmlous; the cervicals with coossified hypapophyses on the middles of
the centra. Chevrons coossified with the middle of the centra, the
anterior without sympbysis.
The visceral characters are as follows:
One lung, apparently the left, which lies ventrad of the alimentary
canal. Liver situated much posterior to the heart, very elongate, distal1y bilobate, the right lobe much longer than the left. Gall bladder
situated in the notch between the lobes of the liver. Stomach not
turned to the left; small intestine elongate, terminating in a large
intestine which is imperfectly distinguished into colon and rectum.
Kidneys posterior, symmetrical; a urinary bladder. Corpora adiposa
present, free. Ventral mesentery extending from heart to distal
extremity of liver, hence elongate; dorsal mesentery following the plications of the intestine and not binding them into a simple mesenteric
pouch, as is seen in the Serpentes.
Subordinate mocJjfications are observable in different types. Thus,
in Amphisbmna alba and A. fuliginosa there is a short cmcum, and
the corpus adiposurn is subdivided. In Rhineura floridana there is no
crecum, and each corpus adiposum is undivided.
This superfamily embraces the most snake-like of the Sauria. This
affinity is seen in most parts of their osseous structure, in the in closure
of the braiu case by the frontal and parietal bones in connection with
the petrosal, the absence of supratemporal, the numerous coossi:fied
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bypapophyses of the cervical vertebrffi, and the open central chevrons of
the caudals. The peculiar pelvic bone differs entirely from that which
is seen in genera of .Anguidffi, which are equally without posterior limbs,
and is only approached by that of the .Anelytropidre among other lizards. It more nearly resembles a corresponding element in the peropodous snakes, when a rudimental ilium and pes are also present, and
the Typhlopidffi (Fiirbringer), where no rudiment of leg exists. Its
nearest point of affinity to the other Sauria is s·een in the Anelytropidffi.
The contents of the superfamily includes four families, which fall
into two groups, as follows:
I. Scales present; an eye-fissure; tongue papillose; teeth pleurodont; no limbs.
ANNIE LLID.,E,
II. o distinct scales nor eye fissure; tongue scaly:
Teeth pleurodont; anterior limbs ... _...... ··--··-···.--·- ··--··Euc Hm0TID..E.
Teeth pleurodont; no limbs .................•................. AMPHISB£NID£.
Teeth acrodont; no limbs ... _............. _................... TR0G0N0PHIDAi:.

The above families agree in several characters not included in the
above diagnosis of the superfamily. Thus, all have a single premaxil•
lary, but double nasals and frontals. The premaxillary is in contact
with the vomer. The articular and surangular bones are united, while
the angular is distinct. The coronoid bone has little horizontal extent
on the external face of the ramus.
All the forms are vermiform and of subterranean habitA.
Boulenger thinks that the Amphisbffinidffi are allied to the Teiidffi
through such forms as Ophiognomon and Microdactylus. I have already
pointed out the characters of this type under the Teiidffi in descrtbing
the anatomy of the genus Propus. There is nothing especially Amphis•
bffinian other than what may be observed in serpentiform lizards of
several families, although the external appearance of these Teiid forms
is iu favor of such a view. Anniella, the least typical of the Annulati,
i nearer to the Diploglossa in the character of the tongue, and it ii not
unlikely that it is to this group after the Annulati that it is most nearly
allied, as remarked by Boulenger in the Catalogue of Lizards of the
British Museum.
EUCHIROTID~.
Chirotidc,e

GRAY,

Cat. Tort., Amphisb., Brit. Mus., 1844.

Three genera of this family are known as follows:
Digits, five; all clawed ......................................... ... Euohirotes Cope.
Digits, five; one smaller and claw less .............................. Bipes Lacepede.
Digits, three; clawed ..................................... .... Hemiohirotes Duges.

Each of these genera includes a single species, which is character·
ized a follow :
Euchirotes biporus Cope. Tail twice as long as bead; anus preceded
by a transverse series of six large plates, which extend to the abdomi•
nal scuta; a single preanal pore each in a single scale in front of the
external preanal plate. Nasal plates nearly in contact in front. Cape
St. Lucas, Lower California. U. S. ational Museum. G. Eisen.
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Bipes canaliculatus Lacepede. Tail twice as long as head; preanal
scuta small preceded by a transverse row of small scales, each of which
'
.
.
is perforated by a pore. Nasal plates well separated m front. Mexico.
Hemichirotes tridactylus Duges. Tail but little longer than head;
anus preceded by six plates of moderate size, and these by only two
pore-bearing scales on each side. Nasal plates widely separated by
contact of rostral and internasal. Guerrero, Mexico. A.
Duges.
EUCHIROTES Cope.
COPE, American
Naturalist, 1894, p. 436.

Eu~hiroteB

f

Digits five, all clawed; nostril in a single plate. Preanal pores. Rostral plate
not prominent. Eye minute,
no eyelids.
Fig. 139.
flEMICHIROTES TRIDACTYLUS DUG.ES.
The characters of the scapX 2.
ular and pel vie arches in this
From Duges.
genus are as follows:
Scapular and pelvic arch present; fore limbs, but no bind limbs.
Scapular arch.-For the first time in the history of scapular reduction we find the clavicle absent. No interclavicle nor precoracoid.
Supraclavicle osseous. Ulavicle and coracoid osseous, coossified; no
coraeoid cartilage. Sternum without costals, osseous, pentagonal, and
with a long xiphoid process. Ulna and radius well distinguished.
Pelvic arch.-An elongate element on each side, directed downward
and a little forward, principally ilium, but with a short free distal
extremity, which represents one or both of the inferior elements. A
short curved cartilage represents the femur. 'fhe ilium is connected
by a cartilage with the extremity of a single diapophysis, and a short
free segment corresponding to this cartilage articulates with the vertebra which follows.
The scapular arch of Bipes canaliculatus Larn~:pede has been described
and figured by Miiller,1 and. by Dumeril and Bibron, 2 both with omission
of pelvic arch. The description and :figure which I gave 3 as referring
to that species, was really taken from the Euchirotes biporus, of the
distinctness of wbicp. I was not at that time aware. Miiller ·says of
the former species "that the clavicle and scapula are fused into a
single piece." This is probably an error, as there is apparently no
clavicle, as may be seen by comparing the :figures given in the present
paper. Neither Miiller not Dumeril and Bibron detected the rudimental pelvic arch. Before I was aware of the difference between

D

Zeischr. f. Physiol., IV, 1831, pl. xxi, figs. 11, 12.
Erpetologie Generale, Atlas, pl. VII, figs. 1, 2.
3 Journal of Morphology, 1892, p. 240.
1

2
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Bipes and Euchirotes I thought this statement might have been due to
badly preserved sp,ecimens, but it is quite possible that the two
_
~
genera may differ in this respect.
In the Euchirotes biporus the liver is situated far caudal to the heart.
Both extremities are bilobate, the caudal extremity unequally, as the
right lobe is much produced. It is separated from the left by a deep
fissure, and the gall bladder is exposed on the left side, and it is not
inclosed as in Anguidre. The trachea passes abov~ the heart to a
point a short distance beyond it, where, without dividing, it enters a
single biauriculate lung. The lung lies entirely ventrad of the gut, and
extends along the left side of the liver part of its length. The heart is
halfway between the end of the muzzle and the caudal end of the liver.
The intestine presents two expansions proximad to the large intestine. The moderate constriction divides the latter into colon and section, and the former bas a proximal crecum. The corpora adiposa are
large. The transverse section of the liver js crescentic. It is supported by a gastrohepatic mesentery, and a sheet on the right, which,
as it arises from the hepatic border, may be a hepatolateral, but which is
probably homologous with the right hepatic of other Annulati. A left
ga tropulmonary sheet. Hepatoventral single.
EUCHIROTES BIPORUS Cope.

Enchirotes bi1Jo1·us COPE, American Naturalist, 1894, p. 436, fig. 5.-VAN DENBURGn, Proc. Cal. .A.cad. Sci., 1895, p.135.
Chirotes canaliculatus STREETS, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 7, 1877, p. 37.-YARR0W,
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, p. 38.-C0PE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.
32, 1887, p. 47.-BELDING, West Amer. Scientist, III, 1887, p. 97; not of
Lacepede.

e

Fig. 140.
EUCHIROTES BlP ORUS COPE.

X 2.

Lower California.
Cat. No. 12599, U.S.N .M.

The nout is short, rounded, and very convex. The limbs are very
broad and short, with five perfect clawed digits. The larger head
plates are a rostral, three labials, a nasal, an ocular, a preocular, two
subocular , one supraocular, a very large undivided prefrontal, and a
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pair of frontals. There are also two small plates between the third
labial and the suboculars. The anus is preceded by a transverse series
of six longitudinal plates. There is a single preanal pore in a large
plate in front of the external preanal plate of each side.
Measitrements.-Total length, 199 mm.; limb, 8 mm.; tail, 18 mm.;
head, 7 mm.
Rostral ' plate triangular, the apex touching the internasal. The
latter is twice as wide as long, and the frontals are wider than long.
The nasal is subtriangular, with an obtuse apex directed posteriorly.
The nostril is anterior to the center. The first superior -labial is as
long as the two others together. The symphyseal is large and is succeeded by four inferior labials; the first largest, the second in termediate, and the third and fourth subquadrate much smaller. A large
postmental longer than wide, which is bounded in front on each side
by the first labial and for the greater part by a larg·e infralabial, which
separates it from the second labial. A band of fourteen scales between
_the angles of the mouth below and eighteen above.
The dorsal and abdominal scales are separated by a longitudinal
groove which extends to the anus. The abdominal scales are about
twice as long as the dorsals, one row answering to two of the latter,
with an occasional opposition of the extremities of single rows as an
exception. There are twenty-four rectangular divisions of each abdominal cross band, the terminal ones small and subtrangular. In a dorsal
cross band there are twenty-nine transverse divisions. On the thoracic
region the bands are interrupted on the middle line, alternating with
each other and forming chevrons directed forward. The last gular
band is short and convex posteriorly. The number of the bands is as
follows: Gular, 7; thoracic, 4; abdominal, 138; caudal, 20. A. few of
of the caudal may be alternate on the middle line. The preanal plates
are unequal, the median pair being much the largest. The next
external are nearly as long and are very narrow; the third or external
pair one-half the size of the second. In front of it is a larger scale
leaving the pore in it s posterior region, and external to the latter are
two small scales .
. The fore limbs are annulate, with scales like those of the belly, in
s1_x bands, from shoulder to digits. Digits I, II, and III equal and
two-fifths the length of the arm; IV shorter, and V shortest.
Measurements (Oat. No. 21325).-Total length, 202 mm.; total length
of head to angle of mouth, 5 mm.; total length of tail, 20 mm.; total
length of fore limb, 7.5 mm.
.
E uchirotes biporus Cope.
Catalogue Number
of s peciNo.
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

--8568
12599

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- -1 La P az, Lower California.
12 ..... do .... . ...............

·F~i;: ·:..:.: iss2 ·

Dr. T. H. Streets, U. S. N. .Alcoholic.
L.Belding ..............
do.
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In alcohol this curious animal is of a uniform white. Its color in
life and its habits are unknown. · It seems to be not uncommon at Cape
St. Lucas, Lower California
AMPHISBlENIDlE .
.Amphisbmnidce GRAY, Ann. Phil. (2), X, 1825, p. 203 .
.Arnphisbcenoidce FITZINGER, Neue Classif. Rept., 1826, p. 24 •
.Angues WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p.196 .
.Amphisbcena WIEGMANN, Herpt. Mex., 1834, p. 20.
Chalcidiens glyptodermes DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., V, 1839, p. 464 .
.Arnphisbmnidce, Lepidosternidre, Chirotidre GRAY, Cat. Tort., Amphisb., Brit. Mus.,

1844, pp. 69, 73, 74 .
.Amphisbmnidre COPE, Proc. Acad. ~at. Sci. Phila., 1864; Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv.

Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 237.-BOULENGER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV, 1884,
p.120; Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 2d ed., II, 1885, p. 430.

Dr. ]3onlenger gives the following description of this family:
Tongue moderately elongate, arrowheaded, covered with imbricate, scale-like
papillre, ending in two long, narrow, smooth points. Teeth large, few, anchylosed
to the inner edge of the jaws; prremaxillary teeth usually in odd number; no pterygoid teeth. Skull thick, strongly ossified, without interorbital septum, or columella cra.nii, or postorbital, or supratemporal arches; premaxillary single; nasals
two; frontals two; parietal single, v&y large; an orbitosphenoid bone; quadratum
v ry oblique or nearly horizontal, owing to tho shor,tness of the postcoronoid part
of the mandible; occipital condyle frequently divided. Vertebrre very numerous,
d pre secl, all except the foremost without spinous processes. Pectoral arch imperf< ctly developed in Chirotes, reduced to minute rudiments in the other (limbless)
forms; pelvic arch reduced to minute rudiments. Worm-like, adapted to subterranean life; eyes concealed under the skin; mouth small, frequently inferior; no
ear. Head covered with symmetrical plates; skin divided into soft, squarish segment , forming regular annuli. Tail short.
The shape of the skull varies considerably, according to the genera; in this respect Blanus appears to be least specialized, although the occipital condyle is divided,
while it remains single (kidney shaped when seen posteriorly) in the otherwise more
specialized Acrodonta. The mandible especially undergoes the greatest modification , as may be seen from Gervais and Peters's accounts of Blanus, Amphisbama,
Lepidosternmn, and Monopeltis. The angular bone is chiefly developed on the internal side of the ramus, and the splenial is very small. The coronoid is large and
subtriangular, and is overlapped from behind by the surangnlar on the external face
of the ram us. Meckel's groove is closed. The columella auris is robust. The paroccipital i present as a scale just above the quadrate.
All the members of this family are burrowers, and many live in ants' nests.
They bore narrow galleries in the earth, in which they are able to progress backwar<l. a well as forwaru. On the ground they progress on a straight line, by slight
v rtical undulations, not by lateral movements, as in other limbless reptiles; the
tail of many pecies seems to be more or less prehensile. The food of these lizards
con ist of small insects and worms. Little has been published on their habits, and
all that ls known of their mode of parturition is that .Anops kingii is oviparous, and
depo it its ova in ants' nests .

s many as sixty- one species are enumerated by Boulenger in the
atalogue of the Briti h Museum; thirty-eight are American, out of
which only one, Rhineu,ra floridana, occurs north of the Tropic of
ancer, and four (Amphisbrena and Diphalits) in the West Indies. The
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twenty-three other species inhabit Africa, with the exception of the
three species of the genera Blanus, which belong to the Mediterranean
district.
SYNOPSIS 0]' THE GENERA.

A. Segments of the pectoral region not differentiated.
.
1. The nasal plates lateral, separated from each other on the median line.
a. Nasals separated by the rostral.
Rostral with a median cutting edge, extending between the frontonasals ....... _..... _..................•................. . Anops Bell.
Rostral fl.at, not extending between frontonasals ..... _.. Diphalus Cope.
aa. Nasals separated by the frontonasals.
Frontonasals united into one plate; no front~ls ....... .. Blanus Wagler.
l!'rontonasals united; frontals present ...................... Cadea Gray.
2. The nasal plates in contact with each other on the median line.
a. Preanal pores present.
Nasal plates distinct. ______ .... ·----· ...... ··----Amphisbama Linnrous.
"Nasal plates united." Gray ..... _.............. Typhloblanus Fitzinger.
Nasals, frontonasals, and anterior labials united .. Ophioproctes Boulenger.
AA. Segments of the pectoral region more or less enlarged, or forming angular
series.
Snout compressed ... _................................ Geocalamus Gunther. •
Snout depressed; nostril in a small, separate nasal; tail cylindical.
Monopeltis Smith.
Tail depressed, above with rows of round tubercles ........ . Rhineura Cope.
Nostril pierced in the rustral ........................ Lepidosternon Wagler .

.A.natomy.-The characters of the regions of the arches and limbs have
the following characters in .Amphisbmna occidentalis Cope:
No scapular arch nor limbs; a rudimental pelvic arch.
Pelvic arch.-This consists, in this species, of a slender bone in the
abdominal wall, a little in front. of the vent on each side, which is
directed forward and inward, but without meeting its mate on the
middle line. It has no articular connection with any other element.
In .Amphisbmna alba this element is similar, but is relatively shorter
and more as figured by Fiirbringer in the .A. fuliginosa. This species
has also, according to Fiirbringer, a very rudimental scapula.
As the left lung only is present in this family, there is but one gastropulmonary rnesentery. The Ii ver has a crescentic cross section, and
it is supported by two gastrohepatic mesenteries (.Amphisbmna alba
and .A.fuliginosa), or Ly only one, and a right hepatic, or hepatolateral,
as it may be .(Rhine1ira jloridana). There is but one hepatoventral.
The only species of which I have obtained a satisfactory hemipenis is
the African Monopeltis galeatus Hallowell. The organ is bifurcate; each
branch is marked with fine, close, transverse folds, while the region
proximad of these has coarser folds directed transversely and obliquely.
Origin.-No information as to the origin of the Amphisbrenidre or ot
the Annulati was accessible until Dr. Baur in 1893 1 announced the
discovery of two species in the Oligocene beds of South Dakota, where
1

American Naturalist, 1893, p. 998.
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skulls were found by Mr. J. B. Hatch~r, of the Princeton exploring
expedition. These crania represent two genera, Rhineura Cope, still
exi ting, and Hypsorhina Baur, extinct, and both are more nearl_y allied
to Lepidosternmn than to .Amphisbccna. The species are termed R.
hatcherii and H. antiq1w.
This interesting discovery explains the existence of Rhineu.r:a in
Florida, and relieves us of the necessity of supposing an immigration
of Lepidosternoid reptiles from the South American continent; a
hypothesis which is be more difficult to sustain, since there are no
Amphi bamidre in Mexico or the West Indies.
RHINEURA Cope.
Rhineura COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 75.-BOULENGER, Cat. Liz.
Brit. Mus., II, 1885, p. 459.

Body vermiform, without legs, no ears, and the eyes invisible. Body
encircled by a . uccession of continuous whorls, divided into square
plate . Pectoral plates rather larger than elsewhere. Teeth conical,
distant, pleurodout, none on the palatine. Tongue fleshy, narrow, ovate,
emarginate behind and slightly bifiid ahteriorly; attached except at
tb tip. Tail flat, with tubercles in transverse series. Nostril pierced
in a di tinct nasal plate.
0.<1teology.-A specimen of the R. floridana Baird from Volusia, Florida, furni hes the characters of the skeleton.
Tue alveolar border of the premaxillary is very short, and supports
only oue, a median tooth. The spine is divided into two portions, that
below the projecting angle of the muzzle and that above it. The former
i contracted a little by a process of the maxillary which enters from the
alve Jar portion, separating it from the nostril, which is inferior iu position. It then expand a little, to form on the upper side of the muzzle
a terminal expansion twice as wide as long. The nasals are distinct,
and extend to the border of the muzzle, overroofing the nostrils. Frontal wide, di tiuct, deeply emarginate posteriorly for the parietal. Prefrontal rather large, triangular, sending its apex posteriorly over the
orbit and reaching the parietal. Its free border and a narrow band of
th parietal form a crista temporalis, which do not unite on the middle
line into a crista sagittalis. Parietal single, without pineal foramen,
continuou laterally with the petrosal and alisphenoid, and posteriorly
with the upraoccipital, from which it receives on the middle line a
gompho i . Supraoccipital bounding foramen magnum, of which it
forms a rather narrow border. A. small triangular bone at the extren;iity of the maxillary may be a jugal or a lachrymal. The alisphenoid
ancl petro al form the inferior part of the side walls of the brain case,
and are epa,rated from the pterygoids and presphenoid below them by
a narrow .fi ure which is widest below the petrosal. The latter sends
an angle upward and backward between tlrn parietal an(l exoccipital.
The exoccipital end a prolongation (paroccipital ') downward and for-
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ward, which gives articulation to the quadrate, bounding the fenestra
ovalis above. The latter is large and is closed by the large disk of the
stapes. The quadrate has no posterior proximal process, and is oblique
proximally, but is more nearly vertical distally. In its posterior angle
rests the club-shaped head of the robust columella auris.
The vomer presents at its anterior extremity a process which separates
a transverse process from each maxillary, and enters a notch in the
posterior border of the premaxillary. The vomers are plane in front,
but become convex and separated by a fissure posteriorly, endiug each
in an acuminate apex lying on the presphenoid. The palatine is narrow and lies along the inner side of the ectopterygoid, consisting chiefly
of its maxillary process; it js doubtful whether it possesses a vomerine
process. Posteriorly it lies scale-like on the pterygoid, reaching nearly
to the line of the quadrate. The narial fissure is nearly closed anteriorly,
except a foramen-like portion at the anterior extremity. The presphenoid, sphenoid, and basioccipital are coossified. To these the pterygoid
is closely appressed by the one side, while on the outer side the latter
carries the narrow splint-like ectopterygoid as far as the maxillary.
No palatine foramen. Occipital condyle simple, transverse, medially
concave.
The mandible displays no Meckelian groove, and the splenial is smal1. ·
The small angular is only visible on the internal side of the ram us. Surangular andarticularcon:fluen t. Coronoid large, triangular, not concave
below, and overlaid at base externally by anterior extremity of surangular; anteriorly not extended over dentary. Angle short, longer than
wide, a little inflected, simple; its plane an angle of 45 degrees to that
· of the ramus.
The hyoid apparatus is very simple. It consists of a glossobasihyal
cartilage which is deeply bifurcate posteriorly. At tlieposteriorextremity each posterior limb sends a process forward, which is ahout half as
long as the anterior elements, the hypohyal. No ceratohyal nor second
ceratobranchial. A rather short and simple osseous first ceratobranchial ou each side.
The vertebral column consists of manycervico-dorsals and a relatively
small number of caudals. The second vertebra has a strong keel-like
bypapopllysis, which is also strong on the third, but which diminishes
from that point so that on the sixth it is no longer perceptible. The
first rib is short and is attached to the third vertebra. Diapophyses
and neural spines very short. The ribs do not display a vertical process
at the head as in Lepidosternum octostegurn. Diapophyses very short
and simple on caudal vertebrre. Caudal hypapophyses beginning on the
anterior fourth of the candal series: the halves at first widely separated. They soon converge downward, and finally tonch, but are never
coossified to form a chevron. Position on the middle of the length of
the centrum. Rib-bearing vertebrrn without trace of zygosphen.
Scapular arch absent. Pelvic arch represeuted l>y a single curved
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rod on each side of and anterior to the vent, which is connected with
the extremities of two ribs by ligament only. This is the ileopectineal
bone of Ftirbringer. No trace of posterior limb.
Teeth simple, conic; situated on premaxillary, maxillary, and dentary
bones only. Premaxillary with but one, a median tooth.
The genus Lepidosternum, as typified by the L. octostegum, differs
from Rhineura in that the nasal bones are excluded from the narial
borders by the maxillary, and from contact with each other by the prolonged spine of the premaxillary. In both of these points Rhineura
agrees with Amphisbrena. In Lepidosternurn also there is a Meckelian
groove, and the angle is turned vertically downward. In Amphisbrena
(fuliginosa) there is a groove and no angle.
RHINEURA FLORIDANA Baird .

.Rhineura floridana COPE, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila.., 1861, p. 75.-BocoURT, Miss.
Sci. Mex., Rept., 1882, p. 491, pl. XXIX I, fig. 1.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Liz. Brit.
Mus., II, 1885, p. 460.
Lepidosternon jloridanum BAIRD, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 255.STRAUCH, Mel. Biol. Ac. St. Petersb., XI, p. 460.

Fig.141.
RHINEURA FLORIDANA BAIRD.

X ~Florida.
Colleciion of E. D. Cope.

Body as thick as a large goose quill or larger. A large pentagonal
plate ou top of the head, encircled by nine others; the rostrum ending
in a broad horizontal crescent overhanging the mouth. No ears. Tail
one-eighteenth the body; much depressed; its upper surface with the
whorl covered by large tubercles set in smaller ones instead of by
quare flat plate .
Color yellowi b white; in spirits; rose colored in life.
Body re em bling somewhat a large Ascaris, white worm, in its un1form
ye11owi h white color, absence of limbs, ears, and eyes, and succession
of ring encircling it from head to tail. The head is contained about
thirty-three time in the bead and body and twice in the tail. It is
ovoidal above, much depressed, the rostrum broad and projecting coniderably beyond the lower jaw both terminally and laterally. A broad
crescentic plate forms the tip of the ro trum. This may possibly be the
frontal plate. Beneath this plate is a ro tral which connects it with
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the opening of the mouth, and on each side of this are three labials
(four on one sjde) which become successively larger, the posterior as
large as all the rest. Above the anterior of these are two other plates.
On one side of the rostral plate~ and above the first labial, is one with
a nasal perforation in the center; but there is none corresponding to it
on the other. Behind the terminal plate of the muzzle js a median onehalf its width (vertican), and behind this another (occipitalf) as wide
as the first. Tl.tis is subpehtagonal, with two large plates in front connecting it to the terminal one and separated by the second median
plate described. On each side of 'this plate are two, the anterior very
small~ and with another immediately below it. This largest central
plate is thus encircled by njne plates-three anterior, four posterior,
and two lateral. The entire bead, exclusive of the lower jaw, has about
forty plates. The teeth are long, conical, recurved, and distant. There
are about three on each side of each jaw.
There are four labials on each side the median mental, which has
another plate behind it, followed by two long narrow ones. A long
plate against the inner labials connects anteriorly with the latter.
The body is encircled by a ::mccession of whorls or rings of close
square plates, about thirty in number. These are narrower above and
broader below on the pectoral region (for about six whorls) than elsewhere. There is a distinct groove or furrow along the back, with an
occasional tubercle in it. One in the ventral surface is much less distinct. The tail is short, contained about seventeen or eighteen times
in head and body. It is much depressed and rounded at the tip;
verticillate, but the plates on the upper surface, except anteriorly, are
tubercular, rounded and raised, set in the midst of smaller ones. There
are fifteen caudal whorls on the under surface.
This very curious saurian form was first introduced into the North
American fauna by Dr. Barratt, who found it at Micanopy, Florida,
where it is said to be not uncommon, and to be frequently ploughed up
in the potato patches. It is probably entirely subterranean in its
mode of life. It bas been since found in nearly all parts of the Floridan
zoological district. Living specimens sent me by Mr. C. B. Moore are
of a beautiful rose-purple color with a milky bloom, such as is seen on
some fruits. Three distinct purple stripes radiate from the bead posteriorly, but are soon lost in the surrounding color.
The specimens were sent me in damp sand, in which they burrowed
and remained concealed. Unfortunately they lived but a short time,
and a second sending met the same fate.
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.Rhineura floridana Baird.

Number
Wh en
Nature of
Catalogue of speciFrom whom r eceived.
Locality.
collected.
specimen.
N o.
meus.
- -- - -- - l- - - -- -- --1- - - - -1-- - - - - - - 1- - -1 Micanopy Florida
- .
Dr. .T. B. Barratt. ....... 3202
1 Man~tee,Florida _:::::::: ::::::::::_:_:: N.B.Moore ............. .A.lcoholic.
8371
do.
4 Florida _. __ .................. --. -. -- - - -- - -. -- - - -.. - -- - - - - ---- -- - - - 8974
1 St.. Johns, Florida......... April--, 1877 Prof. S: F. Baird ._.. :. . .. .
do.
8900
1 Eustis, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. Fish CommH1s10n . 19993
1 Lake City, Florida ..................... -. P. A.. Rolfs ........ . .... .
22318

TROGONOPHIDlE.
Trogonophidm GRAY, Cat. Tort. and Amphisb., Brit. Mus., 1844, p. 68.-C0PE,
Proc. Amer. Ass. Adv. Sci., XIX, 1871, p. 237.

No limbs. Teeth anchylosed to the alveolar ridges.
The dentition of this family resembles that of the Acrodonta. It
does not differ in other respects from the Amphisbamidre. There are
but three genera, and these are confined to the Old World. They
differ as follows :
No pr anal pores; two pairs of upper head shields; nostril pierced in a nasal.
Trogonophis Kaup.
Preanal pores; three large upper head shields besides the rostral; nostril pierced
between two nasals ......................· ................ . Pachycalamns Giinther.
Preanal pores; a single large upper head shield; nostril pierced in a nasal.
.Agamodon Peters.

Trogonophis has but one species, which is found in northwest Africa.
Pnchycalamus has a single species, which is an inhabitant of the island
of Socotra, off the coast of east Africa. The only species of Agamodon i east African.

SERPENTES.
I. ANATOMY.
THE OSSEOUS SYSTEM.

There is much uniformity in the characters of the skeleton in the
Serpentes. Peculiarities characterize the principal divisions, but no
definite group can be traced in the great mass of the harmless snakes,
so far a the skeleton is concerned.
kull.-The premaxillary bone is connected with the skull by only
it superior and inferior spines in all snakes except the Scolecopbidia,
where it i connected by suture laterally and inferiorly with the ethmoid
al o, and in the Epanodonta with the maxillary. In other snakes the
etbmoid lie above its inferior spine. The nasals are al ways distinct
from each other, except in Oharina, where they are coossified. They
are al o free laterally, except in Scolecophidia, Tortricina, and
many peropodou genera, where they are suturally united posteriorly
and laterally with the prefroutal . Such are the genera Loxocemus,
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Lichanura, Oharina, and Eryx, and to these must be· added Xenopeltis.
The frontals are always distinct and the parietals are always united.
The supraoccipital never enters the foramen magnum, which is
bounded above by the exoccipitals. The prefrontals are articulated
above with the frontals and, in the divisions above named, with the
nasals also. The postfrontals are present, but are small and easily lost
in preparing crania in some types. They are generally well developed,
but are small in Lichanura and Oylindrophis, and are wanting in Xenopeltis, Oharina, llysia, the Scolecophidia, and the Elapidre. They are
elongate and extended forward over the orbit to the prefrontals in
Achrochordidre and N othopidre. There is a supraorbital bone in the
Pythonidre. The paroccipital is included in the cranial walls in all
angiostomatous snakes, and is excluded from the brain case, lying
scale-like on the surface, in the eurystomatous families. It is short in
burrowing snakes, but elongates in other families, reaching an extreme
length in the solenog1yphous division. The maxillary bone is loosely
attached in Serpentes, having a close articulation with the prefrontal
only, except in the Epanodonta, where it is fixed firmly to the premaxillary and vomers, as in lizards. It is shortened anteriorly in the Proteroglypha, and both anteriorly and posteriorly in the Solenoglypha, so
as to become .su bvertical. Among the latter it is solid in all except the
Crotalidre, where it is deeply excavated by a fossa postero-exteriorly.
In the Opoterodonta the maxillary is also very short and triangular,
articulating very loosely with the prefrontal with its narrow apex. In
snakes there are no lachrymal nor jugal bones. In proportion as the
maxillary is abbreviated posteriorly, is the ectopterygoid elongated.
· The latter is generally a simple element, but in certain Najid genera it
is deeply bifurcate anteriorly, according to Boulenger.
The lateral walls of the brain case consist apparently of the frontal,
parietal, and petrosal bones, which articulate below with the presphenoid, sphenoid, and basioccipital elements. At the base of the orbital
wall of the frontal is a longitudinal groove, bounded below by the prespbenoid, which is occupied by the more or less persistent trabecula
cranii. The optic foramen is large, and bfcomes ·a vacuity in types
with large eyes, as Bascanium, and according to Boulenger those of
opposite sides are confluent in Psammophis. The trigeminus foramen
is represented by two, which communicate beneath a long bridge in all
snakes, including Typhlops ( Glaucon-ia not examined). The quadrate
bone presents some diversities of form, but none of great importance.
In Typhlops it is short and flat, and presents a free anguiar process
anteriorly. In Glauconia it is long and slender, and has no anterior
process. In the Tortricina it is very short, and has in the Ilysiidre a
cylindric shaft. In Asilrna it is generally flat and expanded at the
proximal end, and bas no angular process of the shaft, but in Eryx it
is not expanded, and has a triangular section. In Xenopeltis it is short,
aml has a short posterior projection proximally, as in lizards. In the
NAT MUS
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boas and pythons it bas a short anterior process on the inner siae with
which the columella auris articulates. The process is very short in
Eryx, and an articular facet only remains in Loxocemus, Lichanura, and
Oharina. In the venomous snakes it is so elongate as to articulate
with the superior disk of the paroccipital, extending to the inner border
in the Soleuoglypha.
The base of the skull presents certain diversities in the more distinct
suborders.
There is much difference as to the extent to which the free edges of
the presphenoid extend outside of the trabecular grooves, concealing
them from view from below, or whether they are angulate or not. In
some genel'a the basioccipital supports one to three bypapophyses for
muscular insertion, and in a few genera the sphenoid bone supports basipterygoid processes or tuberosities, accompanied or not with a median
keel. In Solenoglypha the long median simple hypapophysis is constantly present, and in the Peropoda there are nearly always basipterygoids. Beyond this these characters are specific only, or connected
with the size and vigor of the individual. The following table will
show this:
I. No basioccipital hypapophysis.
a. Basipterygoid processes.
/J. A median sphenoid keel.
Python, Boa.
(3(3. No median sphenoid keel.
Loxocemus, Eryx, Causus.
aa. No basipterygoids.
Typhlops; Lichanura, Oharina; Oylindrophis; Xenopeltis; Carphophiops,
Cernophora, Abastor, Osceola, Storeria, Regina, Salvadora, Liopeltis,
Cyclophis, Coluber (guttatus); Hydrophis.
II. Three hypapophyses.
a. The median largest; Eutcenia marciana.
aa. Th~ lateral largest (weak); Eutceriia proxima, Ophibolus sayi (strong),
Zarnenis constrictor, Z. flagellum.
III. Two ~ypapophyses.
(Freak) ; Ilysia scytale, Elaps fulvi-us.
IV. One hypa;wphysis, flat below.
Compsosoma corais, Eutrenia sirtalis, E. saurita.
V. A long compre eed hypopophysis.
Vipera, .Ancistrodon, Sistrurus, Orotalus.

The palatine bones differ considerably in the principal forms. The
characters are seen in t he presence or absence of the external (maxillary) or internal (vomerine) processes. These may be tabulated as
follow :
I. Internal and external processes present. Colubridre, Xenapeltidre,
Oharina, Python (the internal small), Glauconia.
II. External process, but no internal. Boa, Eryx, Loxocemus,
Lichanura.
·
III. Internal, but no external processes. Elaps, Typhlops.
IV. Neither internal nor external processes. Hydrophis, Oausus,
Vipera, Ancistrodon, Orotalophorus, Orotalus.
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In all genera the palatine bone is longitudinal and compressed except
in the Scolecophidia, where it is so short as to be transverse. The
pterygoids are elongate and extend to the quadrate except in the
.Scolecophjdia. · In the Opoterodonta they are cylindric, and extend
beyond the quadrate, while in the Epanodonta they are :flattened and
,do not quite reach the latter. They are generally compressed so as to
present a vertical lamina, but in peropodous genera, especially in those
with basipterygoid processes, they are expanded inward so as to be
horizontal. They are also horizontal in Xenopeltis. The compressed
form is related to the greatest mobility, and is hence most developed
in the Solenoglypha. Ectopterygoids are present in all the superfamilies except the Scolecophidia. They are longest where t~e maxillaries are shortest, that is, in the Solenoglypha.
The mandible in Serpentes always lacks the surangular bone, and
the angular is small and far anterior to the angle of the jaw, which is
formed by the articular. The coronoid is absent, excepting in the Scole.c ophidia, Tortricina, and Peropoda, except 0harina, where it is wanting. The splenial is al ways present, and is internal exclusively, except
in Typhlops, where it is more extensively developed on the external than
.on the internal side, leaving the dentary but a narrow strip. In Typh.lops also the ,angular is a very small splint, between the splenial and
the base of the coronoid on the external side of the jaw. The Meckelian groove is open in ~any snakes, and in others it is closed by the
.apposition of the edges of the dentary and splenial bones. In some
species it is open only for a short distance. It is open in Crotalidm,
Viperidm, and Hydrophidm, and in Ilysiidm, Boidm, Pythonidm, Chari
nidre, and Xenopeltidm. It is also open iu the following genera of
Colubridm ; lvatrix, Eutcenia, Heterodon, 0oluber, 0phibolus, Diadophis,
Oyclophis, Liopeltis, Salvadora, Rhinochilus, HaZdea, Virginia, Storeria,
Abas'lor and Farancia. In Osceola it is partly open; while it is closed
in Typhlops, Elaps, 0ausus, Sibon, JSpilotes, Bascanium, and 0arphophiops. Thus the open groove is probably characteristic of Crotalidm,
Viperidm, Hydrophidre, the Peropoda, and the Homalopsinm. Further
-than this no definite boundaries can be yet traced by it.
THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM.

The teeth of snakes are not furnished with roots, and are not sunk
in alveoli, but their bases are coossified with the bones which bound
the mouth. They have simple, acutely conic crowns with an oval section, sometimes with a sharp angle posteriorly when a cutting edge is
present. In certain genera (Opisthoglypha) there is a groove on the
.anterior or external face ( 0gmi,us) of the posterior one or two teeth of
the maxillary bone. In one genus all the maxillary teeth are grooved
{ 0gmodon); while in the venomous species it is the anterior teeth
which have undergone modification. In the Proteroglypba the anterior
tooth is deeply grooved on the anterior face, and the edges of the
.g roove have grown forward and inward so as to be in contact, thus
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iuclosing a tube. In the Solenoglypha thi union ha become complete
fu 'ion o that no trace of the primitive groove remains, although it is
distinct in individual at birth. The forarnen at the anterior base of
this tooth in ProteroglyplJa and Solenoglypba receives the papilliform
extremity of the efferent duct of the salivary poison gland, and thus
condu t the poi on to the slit-like opening at the front apex of the
crown.
The tongue is long and cylindric, and is retractile into a sheath
which opens in the anterior part of the floor of the mouth immediately
in front of the glottis. Its free extremity is deeply bifurcate. It is
the only tactile organ of the Serpentes.
The alimentary canal is elongate, and the stomach is a simple enlargement of its diameter, without transverse curvature. It passes gradually into the small intestine, which is more or less convoluted by short
turns which au.here together and are inclosed in a common peritoneal
fold, which does not follow the convolutions, as is the case in Sauria
and other Vertebrata. The rectum is straight, of enlarged diameter,
an<l f variable length. It is separated from the small intestine by a
mu cular constriction, which is passed at one side by a narrow communicating tube, which frequently leaves a rectal crecum at one side.
The wall of the tomach are often thickened, while those of the small
inte tine are variable, and are frequently densely papillose. The rectum pre ent a variety of internal structure. Its internal wall is
mooth in Euneotes murinus, Eryx thebaious, and Oylindrophis rufa. It
ha longitudinal plicas in llysia soytale, Ooluber obsoletus, Oompsosoma
oorais, Zarnenis flagellum, Natrix taxispilotus, Homalopsis leuoobalia,
llydropiiis triata. With longitudinal folds there are transverse ones
m r or le s developed in Ophibolus polyzonus, Ma,lpolon laoertinurn.
Dryophi · prasina, Ohersydrus granulatus. There are .free transvers~
folds more or les developed in Leptognathus fasoiata, Dipsas dendrophila, Oxybelis aouminata, Vipera amrnodytes, Orotalus durissus. The/
re tum i divided by transverse septa, with a perforation median or
lateral, in Python spilotis, Faranoia abacura, Bobdon geometrious, Elaps
s·urinamen is, Bungarus sp., Anoistrodon oontortrix.
The alivary gland are labial or externai to the maxillary and mandibular bones, and have numerous efferent ducts. In opisthoglyph
nake that portion of them which is opposite the posterior maxillary
te th i enlarged, and the secretion is discharged at the bases of the
gr ov . uf the te th. In proteroglyph and solenoglypb snakes tbis
gland i ' till further developed, and fills the space between the orbit
and quadrate bones. Its efferent duct extends as a tube along the
uperior surface of the maxillary bone. In the genus Oausus this gland
i greatly elongate, extending pm:iteriorly above the ribs for one-sixth
the length of the animal (Reinhardt). In the Elapid genus Adeniophis
the gland i restricted to a position corresponding to the posterior
extremity of that of Oausus, and has in consequence an efferent duct
of extraordinary length (Meyer). In these types a portion of the tern-
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poral muscle extends over the poison gland and compresses it when
the mouth is opened. In the venomous groups the anterior glands are
reduced. Besides the labial glands there is a gland anterior to the
prefrontal region, between the maxillary and nasal bones. The liver
is long and narrow, and is on the right side of the alimentary canal,
and begins immediately posterior to the heart or at various distances
posterior to it, according to the genus. Thus it is near the heart iu
species of robust form, as the Viperidm and Orotalidm, and in such
_g enera as Xenodon and Heterodon. It is far removed in the Tortricina,
Epanodonta, and Oatodonta. It is exceptionally short in Ohersydnts.
):ts distal extremity is bilobate, and the left lobe extends beyond the
right. From between the two issues 'the cystic duct, which extends to
and along the alimentary canal to the position of the gall bladder. This
structure is remarkablta in Serpentes for its distance from the liver. It
is near to the spleen, which is adherent to the alimentary canal on its
inferior side, aud is of a subround form. The pancreas, which is .o f
more elongate form but of relatively small size, is located near the
spleen ou the left side of the alimentary canal.
THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

The disposition of the parts of the circulatory system in the Serpentes
is dependent in large degree on the elongate form of these animals
and on the arrangement of their respiratory organs.
Although the heart is situated cephalad of the posttracheal lung,its position is posterior to that which it occupies in the Sauria. In
Ohersydrus it is situated at about the middle of the length of the body,
but in the Natrices it is at the anterior fifth of the length. It is of
rnther elongate form, and its chambers are compactly adherent, and it
is inclo.5ed in a tough pericardial sac. In adult snakes there is but one
aorta root on each side, of which the left is the most robust. The common pulmonary trunk is distinct from the truncus arterios.us to the base.
· It was first observed by Schlemm 1 that in typical Colubroidea there
is but one pulmonary artery, while in the Peropoda there are tw<;>. He
also observed that where there is a tracheal lung there is an anterior
pulmonary artery, as in Vipera berus, while in Lachesis mutus there are
two. In .Thra,sops flavigularis, where the trachea is expanded transversely to the size of a tracheal lung, I have observed that there is
an anterior pulmonary artery. There is generally a single carotid
artery, which arises from the right aorta root. This may branch into
two carotids, and in a few instances these carotids maintain their distinctness to the aorta root. The right aorta root also gives forth an
anterior artery, the arteria vertebralis of Cuvier, which supplies the
intercostal arteries. It extends along the right side of the vertebral
-column, or divides, each half running on one side of the column. The
-creliac artery is divided into several. The mesenteric is represented
by two tr~uks which leave the aorta at a considerable distance apart.
1

Tiedemann and Treviranus' Zeitschrift f. Physiologie, II, 1827, p. 101.
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The ophthalmic artery is divided from the facial, according to Rathke,.
excepting in the Peropoda and .An_giostomata, where it rises from the
arteria cerebralis. The latter is the primitive fretal connection in all
snakes.
The cardinal veins are unimportant in the Serpentes, the posteriorvena cava having taken their place. This vessel originates at the·
kidneys, being formed by the successive union of numerous venm renales
revehentes, and extends to the liver. It runs in a groove of the superiorside of this organ, and receives venm hepaticm along its course, and then
passing above the heart enters the sinus venosus on the right side of
the right auricle. .Authors differ in their accounts of the origin of the
vena cava. Schlemm states that it ·is formed by the union of two·
branches, one from each kidney, while Stannius states that it is derived
from the right kidney only. In an anaconda (Eunectes murinus) I traced
it easily from the right kidney, but was not successful in following theleft renalis revehens to a junction with the · right, though I can not
as ert that none exists. I found the junction to be near the left testis
in a Ooluber quadrivittatus. The kidneys receive each a vein which corre ponds to the vena iliaca of the Sauria, which are derived from a.
single vena caudalis. In Ohersydrus there is a second large vessel running from the liver to the heart, which may be a vena hepatica.
The anterior caudal diapophyses of the Serpentes are bifurcate in ar
v rtical plane. Between these branches are placed the lymphatics,
which empty by a small vein into the vena iliaca. The thymus gland is a
small elou gate body lying near each carotid on each side, and near thelLeart. The thyroid gland is uear the auricles of the heart on the middle
liu . uprarenal bodies are present near the testis or ovaries, lying
along tbe t'enm renales revehentes.
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.

This y tern includes the larynx, trachea, aud lungs. The characters,
of the larynx in the various groups of snakes have not yet been worked
out.
mall tubercle may be observed at the anterior canthus of theglotti in many snake . In two genera of ColubrinIB it is developed
into a compre eel vertical epiglottis, which by its rapid vibrations on
the expul ion of air from the lungs produces a considerable noise(Epiglottoph-is, Pityophis). The trachea in the Serpentes is not divided
into bronchial tubes, but where there are two lungs it is discontinued
at the bifurcation, except in the case of the presence of a rudimental
right lung. In thi ca e the wall of the trachea is perforated by a.
foram n which communicates (rarely by a tube) directly with the rudim ntal lung. In uch a ca e the tracheal cartilages may be continued
for a long di tance a a band on the left lung (genera Halsophis,
Pityophis) .
The lung are ac surrounded by a layer of reticulate bars orJamin of greater or le tbi kues . The bars are most robust at theanterior part of the lung, a.nu become more attenuated and iuclose
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larger spaces toward the distal regions. In many species, especially
the Solenoglypha, the distal part of the lung has very thin membranous
walls. In Ohersydrus the reticulate structure continues to the extremity,
and the tracheal lung has no lumen. The left lung does not usually
extend beyond the gall bladder, but in Ohersydrus it extends to the
anus. The post-tracheal or true lungs begin opposite the ventricle
of the heart, or just posterior to it. The rudimental right lung, wheu
present, is situated near the apex of the heart.
The condition of knowledge as to tbe character of the lungs of snakes
was stated by Stannius, in 1856;1 as follows:
The detailed accounts as to the single or double character of the lungs leave much

to be desired. Among Ophidia Angiostomata there possess a single sac, Rhinophi8
and all Typhlopidre which have been examined; as to the Tortricidre [Ilysiidre],
there are apparently species with two lungs (T.xenopeltis) [=Xenopeltis unicolor],
and others with a single lung ( T. scytale) [ = Ilysia scytale]. Among Eurystomata,
all the Peropoda (Boa, Python, Eryx) possess apparently two lungs. The Calamarina
that have been investigated have one lung. Among Colubrina and Glyphodonta
there are great variations. All the Coronellre of Schlegel possess, according to
Schlegel, a single lung. I :find the lung single in Rhachindon scaber [Dasypeltis].
Tropidonotus natrix [Natrix vulgaris] has a very small rudiment of a second lung.
Coluber [Spilotes] variabilis possesses, according to Schlegel, the rudiment of a second
lung. According to the statement of Meckel, this rudiment is common in Coluber.
The Xenodons have, according to Schlegel, a single lung (X. severus and X. rhabdocephalus). In Heterodon I :find a rudimental second lung. The Lycodons, 8,~.;ording
to Schlegel, possess a single lung; as also do Psammophis and Homalopsis. In Dendrophis colubrina. Schlegel found the rudiment of the seconc. !ung. In Dipsas, according to Schlegel, there are variations; but he states that D. multimaculata, D. larvis, and
D. annulata [Sibon annulatum] have but O!!G lung. The Achrochordina have but one
lung. Among Hydrophidoo I found in three species of Hydrophis the lung sac
simple. Meckel states that Platurus has a very small rudiment of a second lung.
Among the remaining poisopous snakes there is an insignificant rudiment of the second lung in the Elapina and Crotalina; while the Viperina possess an entirely simple
lung.

In 1894 I presented to the .American Philosophical Society 2 the results
of my studies on this subject, in which 1 added many observations to
those previously made, and discovered a number of important systematic indications. I also found occasion to correct some of the statements quoted by Stannius from Schlegel, as above noted. I give here
the results presented in that paper:
The snakes with rudimental posterior limbs (Peropoda) show in the character of
thefr lungs what they show in the rudimental limbs themselves, and in the hemipenis, the nearest rel:tionships to the Lacertilia. They possess, with an exception
to be noted later, two well-developed lungs, one of which is larger than the other.
The smaller lung lies to the right side and ventrally, while the larger one lies to the
left side and dorsally. In some species the dorsal and ventral relation is more pronounced than in others. In the Colubroidea the right or ventral lung is generally·
present, but of very much reduced proportions, the usual size being from 2-5 mm. in
length. It is connected with the other lung by a foramen, which perforates the
tracheal cartilage at a point a little beyond the apex of the heart, and opposite to
1
2

Zootomie der Amphibien, p. 108.
Proceedings Amer. Phil. Soc., XXXIII, 1894, p . 217.
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the proximal part of the dorsal lung. It is sometimes connected to the dorsal lung
by a short tube, in which cartilaginous half rings are seen in but tvrn of the genera
examineJ, viz, Heterodon and Conophis . The lumen of the rudimental lung may be
lin ed by the same reticulate structure as is seen in the dorsal lung, or its walls may
be smooth . In some Colubroidea the rudimental lung is absent, but such species are
rel atively few.
The dorsal lung may present proximally alongside of the trachea an· auricle or
pocket, and this is so Jeveloped in the genus Heterodon as to reach to the head
without communication wi th the trachea other than that furnished by the normal
portion of the lung. In the Solenoglypha, without exception, this extension of the
dorsal lung is present, and extends to the head, and its lumen is continuous with the
trachea throughout its length. The same structure exists in the genera Hydrus and
Hydi·ophis, an~ also in the peropodous genus Ungalia,, which differs besides from
other Peropoda in having but one post-tracheal lung. Finally, the tracheal lung, as
I h ave called it, is distinct from the true lung in Platurus and in Chersydrns. In
the former of these genera the trachea is not separate from tile lumen, while in
Chersydrus it is distinct. It, however, communicates with the cells of which the
lung consists in this genus by a series of regularly placed foramin a on each side.
There is no lumen in the tracheal lung in Chersydrus. In Typhlops we have a still
further modification of the tracheal lung. It is without lumen, and is composed of
coarse cells of different sizes. These have no communication with the trachea or
lung that I can discover, nor any efferent orifice. It has occurred to me that this
structure, which extends from the heart to the throat, may not be a pulmonary
organ.
I h ave 1·eferred to the dorsal and ventral positions of the two lungs. The rudimental lung is to the right of the dorsal lung in the Colubroidea, but in the Ilysiida,
it is to the left. It is quite questionable which lung this rudiment in this family
really r epresents. In the Typhlopidm the single lung is on t,be right side and extends
from the heart to the liver. It has the position of the rudimental lung of the Colubroidea, and may r epresent it. I can not decide this question without further materi al. In Glauconia there is but one true lung, and this is vJmtr al in position, and
orio-inates to the right of the heart, so that in this g enus also it may represent the
rudim ntnl lung of the Colubroidea. There i s here no tracheal lung or organ.'
I now give a synopsis of the characters observed in the species ex amined.
CATODONTA.

lauconia dulcis Baird and Girard.
1 f lnng.
o t racheal lung.

A single elongate right lung; no rudiment of

EPANODONTA.

Typhlops liberie11sis Hallowell; T. reticulatus Linn ams. A righ t lung which is not
elongate; no rudimental left lung . A cellular body surrounding the trachea,- and
xt nding from the heart t o the throat, without lumen or connection with the trachea
or lung.
The pre ence of the tracheal lung ( ') and the freedom of the maxill ary bone are
point of resE>mblance t o the olenogly pha !
TORTRICINA.

nysiidce.

Two lungs, the ventral one to the left side of the middle line, rudimental, but
line<l with pulmonary tissue like the ot her lung, and l ess reduced than in the Colubroidea.
Cylindrophis macnlata Linnams. The right lung extends only to the liver.
nysia scytale Linnams. The right lung is larger.
'See Peters, Reise nach Mozambique, III, p. 100, pl. xiv A, 1882.
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Rhinophidm.
Rhinophis oxyrhynchus Schneider. One large left lung and very small (3 mm.) right
lung; no tracheal lung. Contrary to the statement of St annius above quoted, as in
Coln bro idea generally.
.A.SINE.A..

PERO PO DA.

I. Two well-developed lungs of unequal size; no tracheal lung.
Pythonidm.
Python regius SL.aw; P. rnolurus Linnoous; P. spilote3 Lacepede; Loxocernus bicolor ·
Cope.
Boidcc.
Xiphosoma caninum Linnoous; Epicrates cenchria Linnoous; Chilabothrus inornatns
Reinhardt; Boa constrictor Linnoous; Eunectes murinus Linnaius; Ei·yx johnii Russell.
Charinidm.
Besides the absence of coronoid and supraorbital and postorbital bones, this family
differs from the Boidoo in the fusion of the nasal bones into a single plate. Charina
bottm Blain ville.
II. One lung, without rudiment of a second; a tracheal lung extending from true
lung, with which it is continuous, to throat.

Ungaliidcc.
Ungalia maculata Bibron; U. melamwa Gray.
COLUBROIDEA.

I. Two well-developed but unequal functional lungs.
Xenopeltidm.
Xenopdtis unicolor Reinwardt.
II. One functional lung only; the right rudimental lung sometimes possibly with
limited function.
Colub1'id03.
LYCODONTlNlE,

Lycodon aulicus Linnreus; Boodon infernalis Gunther; Urechis microlepiclotns Peters;
Stenorhinci vent1'alis Dumeril and Bibron.
COLUBRINlE,

Elapops modestus Gunther; 1 Coronella girundica Daudin; Dinodon semicarinatus
Cope ; Ficirnia olivacea Gray; Salvadora bairdii Jan; Pityophis sayi Holbrook; Epiglottophis 1Jletirostictus Dumeril and Bi_bron; Spilotes corais Cuvier; S. pullatus
Linn::eus; Colube1· quadrilineatus Pallas; C. obsoletus Say; C. quadrivittatns Holbrook;
Zamenis constrictor Linnoous; Z. jlagellurn Cates by; Z . mentovarium Dumeril and
Bibron; Z. atrovirens Shaw; Z. korros Linnoous; Cyclophis mstivns Linnams; Dry'lltobius pantherinns Merrem; D. bodd03rtii Sentzen; D. margaritiferus Schlegel;
Crossanthera melanotropis Cope; Herpetodryas carinatus Linnreus; Leptophis prmstans
Cope; L. mexicanus Dumeril and Bibron; L. smaragdinus Boie; Dendrophis picta
Linnaius; Dasypeltis palmarum Leach.
DIPSADINlE.

Dipsas blandingii Hallowell; Himantodes gemmistratus Cope; Rhinobothryuni lentiginos1.1,m Scopoli; Trimorphodon biscutatus Dumeril and Bibron; Sibon septentrionale
Kennicott; Malpolon lacertinum Wagler; Clonophis kir tlandii Hallo well; Dryophis
julgida Daudin; Passerita ,nycterizans Linnreus.
1

Position uncertain; perhaps a Lycodontine.
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CHRYSOPELEINJE.

Chrysopelea ornata Shaw.
XENODONTIN1E.

Catostoma badium Dumeril and Bibron; Farancia abacura Holbrook ; .Abastor erythrogrammus Daudin; Ophiomorphus fuscus Cope; Helicops angulatus Linnreus ; H.
baliogaster Cope; Dromicus parvifrons Cope; Halsophis leucomelas Dumeril and
Bibron; Xenodon rhabdocephalus Wied; X. angustirostris Peters; Lystrophis dorbig nyi
Dumeril and Bibron; Heterodon nasicus Baird and Girard; H. platyrhinus Latreille;
Hypsirhynchusferux Gunther; Uromacer oxyrhynchus Dumeril and Bibron ; U. catesbyi
Dumeril and Bibron. Right lung larger in Uromacer. ,
SCYTALIN1E.

Hydrocalamus quinquevittatus Dumeril and Bibron; Erythrolamprus venustissimus
Linnreus; E. fissidens Giinther; Oxyrhopus plwrnbeus Linnreus; 0. jitzingerii Jan ;
Gonophis pulcher Cope; 0. sumichrastii Cope; Manolepis nasutus Cope; Ialtris dors alis
Gunther; Philodryas viridissimus Linnreua; P. olfersii Lichtenstein.
NATRICINJE.

Generally a proximal auricle or pocket. Eutcenia p1·oxima Say; E. sirtalis Linnreus,
s. s., sirtalis, obscura, and parietalis j N atrix f asciata Linnreus; N. rhornbifera Hallowell;
N. taxispilota Holbrook.
.Appendix to Colubridce.

In the African Thrasops flavigulariB Hallowell the right (rudimental) lung measures
5 nim. The trachea is enormously expanded transversely, simulating a tracheal
lung, but its inferior wall contains the tracheal cartilages, which extend its entire
width, and it contains no cells or trabeculre. An artery with lateral branches
extends its entire length, which is from the posttracheal lung to the throat. This
character distinguishes this genus from Leptophis.
In the following species I found no trace of the right lung:
Colubrinre. .Rhinochiliis lecontei Baird and Girard; Cemophora ~occinea Blumenbach; Osceola doliata Linnreus; 0. getuliis Linnreus; Pityophis ·melanoleiwus Daudin.
Xenodontinre. Halsophis angulifer Dumeril and Bibron; H. vudii Cope.
Leptognathinre. I propose this subfamily as distinct from the Xenodontinre, on
account of the presence of a large tracheal lung which is continuous with the normal lung, and with the trachea, and extends to the throat. Leptognathus nebulatus
Linnreus; L. garmanii Cope.
Scytalinre. Tachymenis strigatus Gunther; Phalotris lemniscatus Dumeril and
Bibron; P. t?-icolor Dumeril and Bibron; Erythrolamprus bipunctatus Giinther.
atricinre. Cerberus boceformis; Pseudaspis cana Linmeus.
Acrochordidce.
Chersydrus granulatus Merrem. In thi1:1 species the heart is at the middle of the
length of the bod y, and the normal lung is posterior to it, extending nearly to the
vent. No rudimental lung. A tracheal lung, composed of coarse cells and without
lumen, extends from the heart to the head, and is discontinuous with the true lung.
The trachea is closed, lmt communicates with the tracheal lung by a series of symmetrical pores on each side.
·
,N ajidce.
n lung and a rudiment; no tracheal lung. Pseudechis porphyriacus Shaw;
Dienienia reticulata Gray; aja tripudians Linnreus; Bungarus aemifasciatus Kuhl.

Elapidce.
o radimental nor tracheal lung. Elaps lemniscatus Linnreus; E. f'ulvius Linnrens;
E. corallinus Linnrens ; E. multifasciatus Jan.
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H11drophid03.
I. One lung and no rudiment, continuous with tracheal lung, which extends to
head.
Hydrophis hardwickii Gray (a slight constriction between tracheal and posttracheal
lungs); H. elliotii Gunther.; Hydrus bicolo1· Daudin.
·
II. A rudimental right lung connected with the left lung, which is separate from
the large tracheal lung.
Platurtts laticaudatus Linnreus. .
SOLENOGLYPH.A..

A tracheal lung, continuous with the normal lung.

Causid03.
No rudimeutal lung.
Causus rhombeatus Lichtenstein .

.Dendraspididm.
No rudimental lung.
Dendraspis polylepis Gunther.

Viperidm.
No rudimental lung.
Clotho arietans Linn::eus.

Crotalid03.
I. No rudimental lung.
Bothrops lanceolattts Linnreus; Ancistrodon piscivorus Lacepede; Sistrurus catenatus
Rafinesque; Crotalus adamanteus Beauvois; C. confluentus Say.
II. With a rudimental right lung.
Bothrops pictus Tschudi; B. erythrurus Cantor; Teleuraspis schlegelii Berthold;
Ancisfrodon contortrix Linn::eus; Crotalus horridus Linnreus.
The rudimental lung is often .concealed from view and difficult to discover. The
best test of its presence is the foramen which connects it with the trachea, which
will generally be found piercing the cartilage of the latter near the apex of the
heart. The rndimental organ may then be found by inserting a bristle, and observing its destination through the more or less transparent tissues. In but one instance
have I found a rudimental lung without connecting foramen, viz, in the Mexican
Ficirnia olivacea. On the other hand, the foramt1n may terminate in a small blind sac.
The pulmonary characters may be determined without much dissection. The
position of the heart must be first ascertained, and a longitudinal median incision
made in the abdominal wall. In all forms except the Epanodonta and Catodonta.
the trachea will be fonnd passing to the left side of the heart and entering the lung
near its apex. By splitting the trachea not too near its abdominal border, on turning the free margin upward as the snake lies on its back, tbeforamen bronchiale will
be seen, and its lumen can be explored. The trachea is concealed by the resophagus,.
which must be drawn to the left side of the body in order to make the examination.
The examination of the tracheal lung requires the division of the abdominal wall
further toward the head.

a

THE UROGENITAL SYSTEM.

The Serpentes possess no urinary bladder, but the ureters empty by
separate orifices into the cloaca. The kidneys are unsymmetrically
placed, that of the right side being anterior to that of the left. They
are transversely lobate. The testes and ovaries are situated considerably anterior to the kidneys, and are similarly unsymmetrically placed,
that of the right side being anterior to that of the left. The vas deferens
is closely folded in its proximal portion, and runs along the external
side of the kidney, where it is accompanied by the ureter. The two
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duct continue near or clo e together to the cloaca. The ovaries are
within elongate folds of the peritoneum. '.rhe oviduct is near the edge
of a deeper fol<l of the peritoneum on each side, and extends from near
the cephalic extremity of the ovary to a common chamber or vagina,
which i · above the rectum, and opens into the cloaca. This vaginal
·chamber is large, and is divided more or less completely. in the Sole110glyph snakes, i about half divided or deeply bilobate in the Colubroidea, an<l. is undivided in the reropoda. Its external wall is deeply
longitudinally grooved, and the internal wall is transversely grooved in
Orotalus. In Oolubroidea generally it is deeply longitudinally grooved
on all sides. In the Peropoda it is nearly or quite smooth. The cephalic
extremity of the oviduct is for a short distance transversely plicate or
lobate, the labia being held in place by simple unfolded bands of the
inferior and superior edges. The fontanelle is immediately cephalad of
tbi region, and bas very thin simple walls. Being only a slit, it is
ometimes difficult to discover. The oviducts do not accompany the
ureters so closely as do the vasa deferentia, and approach nearer tbe
middle line for a short distance below the rectum.
Like the Sauria the male Serpentes possess two intromittent organs
or bemipenes. Each is a cylindric hollow body, whicL when not in
use is retracted in a corresponding cavity on one side of the middle
line of the tail. Into its posterior extremity is inserted a cylindrical
mu cle, which is continued posteriorly to a length generally greater
thau that of the hemipenis, to an origin on a caudal vertebra. When
the hemipenis is in use it is protruded, and its inner surface is evaginated and becomes the external surface, the muscle just described
occupying it ~ center. It enters the vagina of the female and its
extremity occupies the corresponding anterior lobe of the latter when
pre ent. It is withdrawn by the contraction of the central muscle or
retractor peni,(;, The hemipenis is generally armed with reverted or
re 'Lll'ved pine . When this is the case the vaginal walls are very
tough. When the hemipenis is unarmed the vaginal walls are thinner
an<l. mooth r.
I hav d cribed the character of the surface of the hemipenis in
1 93, 1 and have shown that they furni ' h good indications of affinity
and diver ity among the snake . The details then reported will be
found under the head of classification. The general characters may be
ummarized a· follows:
The hemipeni' of the erpentes is traversed by a groove which
divide the external inve tment to the internal integument (or external
integument when the organ is retracted), which begins at the ba ' e
int rnally, and oon turns to the external side of the organ and co11tinu to. its extremity. Thi is the sulcus spermaticus. This sulcus is
u ually bifurcated in venomous snakes, and I find it to be eq ua1ly bifur1
iuerican atarali t, XXIII, p. 477; Tran actions of the American Philosophical
Society, X Ill, 1894, p. 1 6.
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cated in many harmless snakes. The investing tissues may or may not
correspond with this bifurcation. Thus the hemipenis may be more or
less bifurcate. Schlegel states that it is bifurcate in venomous snakes,
but it is not so in Hydrophis hardwickii, Bungarus semifasciatus, Hoplocephaliis coronatus, etc., while it is bifurcate in many nonvenomous
forms. Next to the bifurcation of the sulcus in importance, is the
nature of the surface of the external investment (internal when
retracted). In the most perfect types, both venomous and nonvenomous,
this surface is reticulate like tripe, the inclosed areas forming calyces,
whfoh may have a suctorial function. Their borders are generally
papillose, and are sometimes so deeply divided into papillm as to lose
their original character. These papillm may be the ~eat of osseous
deposit, becoming bristles or spines, which become larger toward the
middle of the length, and lose their mutual membranous connections.
These isolated spines may extend to the apex, but they rarely extend
to the base. The surface may, however, be laminate and not reticulate,
and the laminm may be longitudinal or transverse. In either of these
cases they may not be spiniferous. The apex or apices of the organ
may be furnished with a rigid papilla or awn. The entire surface of the
organ when protruded is designed for the maintainance of its position
in the oviduct of the female, from which it can not be withdrawn excepting by invagination.
In the Tortricina and Peropoda the bemipenis is not spinous, and
the sulcus is bifurcate, and in the Boidm the hemipenis is bifurcate
also, although in some genera (Xiphosoma, Ungualia) the branches are
very short. The external integument is pever reticulate, but is always
laminate with elongate papillm at the extremities, in Epicrates, Xiphosoma, and Ungualia. The laminm are pinnate from the sulcus as an
axis in Morelia, Enygrus, Lichanura, and Eryx, and are transverse in
Oharina. In Ilysia they are pinnat~, with a few longitudinal plicm
below. ·
The principal variations in the Oolubroidea are as foll9ws:
No spines; surface longitudinally plicate; the surface of the hemipenis is flounced more or less transversely; the surface is more or less
reticulate, and the sulcus spermaticus is undivided; hypapopbyses
anterior; the surface is reticulate or longitudinally plicate, and the
sulcus is divided; hypapopbyses anterior; the surface is neither reticulate nor flounced, and the spines when present are dis<;onnected; hypapophyses continued to caudal vertebrm.
Similar gradations in the characters of the hemipenis are to be seen
i11 the types of venomous snakes. Thus in the Proteroglypha this organ
is spinous to the tip, on a calyculate basis, in Hydrophis, Elaps (surinamensis ), Dendraspis. It is retieulate at the extremities and spinons
below, in Oallophis (bivirgatus), Naja, Acanthophis, Bungarus, and
Sepedon; the apex smooth in the two genera last named. In Elaps
nigrooinctus the organ is usually smooth, with a few spines at the apex.
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In olenoglypha the genus A.tractaspis is spinous to the apex, apparently on a longitudinally laminate basis. In the Viperidffi and Crotalidffi the spines are on a flounced basi . The apices are calyculate in
Bitis, Clotho, and Vipera, and spinous in Oerastes. They are calyculate in Orotalidffi, in Bothrops, A.ncistrodon, Sistritrus, Orotalus, aud
Uropsophus. In Orotalus ( durissus of the N eotropical fauna) the median
spines are replaced by papillffi; in all the other genera they are spinous.
II. SYSTEM.A.TIC CONSIDERATIONS.

Diversity of lung structure accompanies the primary groups which
are characterized by peculiarities of the skeleton to such a degree that
we are warranted in according it a high systematic value. Thus
Angiostomatous and Peropodous snakes have two lungs, while the
Colubroidea have one and a rudiment, and the Solenoglypha always
have a tracheal lung. Exceptions and variations from these rules thus
become of importance. Thus I have no doubt of the propriety of the
separatiou of the Ungaliidffi from the other Peropoda, on account of
its pulmonary characters. Nor is there any doub_t in my mind of the
necessity of the separation of the Leptognathinffi from the Xenodontinffi, on account of its large tracheal lung. The very marked characters of the genus Ohersydrus characterize the family, as well as the
osteological characters. It remains to be seen whether the family I
termed the Nothopidffi, but which Boulenger unites with the Ohersydridre agree with it in pulmonary characters. The remarkable
tracheal lung or gland distinguishes the Epanodonta from the Catodonta, emphasizing the differences observed in the osteology of the
kull. The huge diverticulum of Heterodon serves to distinguish the
genu from it allies. The extraordinary transverse dilatation of the
trachea in Thrasops establishes the genus as distinct.
The value of the rudimental .right lung as a character of the Colubroidea is increased by my investigations. In only two genera have
I found it either present or absent, namely, Halsophis and Pityophis. I
am not ure but that I may yet find it in the P. melanoleucus, where I
bav failed hitherto, but I am sure that it is present in some species
of' Halsophis and wanting in others. A natural group of American
olubrinffi, appears to be characterized by its absence, namely, Rhinochilu , Oemophora, and Ophibolus; all genera with an entire anal shield.
The development of cartilages in the bronchial foramen or tube of
th rudimental lung is not a constant characte;r. I found it in one
Heterodon platyrhinus and not in another; it is present in Oonophis
JYUlcher, but ab ent in 0 . sumichro.,stii.
Tb numerou characters presented by the hemipenis have various
values. Several very distinct types are distinguishable, but they are
-continuous at some point, through intermediate forms. This is, however, the hi tory of all characters which di tinguish organic beings,
e p cially of those which have been relied on as characters of the
1
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minor divisions and genera of the Serpentes. The characters which I
have discovered in the hemipenis have added greatly to our resources
in the attempt to learn the relationships and hence origin of the members of the Serpentes.
In a broad w3,y we may distinguish as leading types the following:
The smooth; the plicate, or flounced; the calytulate, or ruched; and the
disk-bearing. Any of these may have the sulcus spermaticus simple
or bifurcate, and some of them .may have the middle part of the organ
spinous or not. The spines may extend to the apex so as to obliterate the pattern and the total organ may be bifurcate or not. As regard~
the indieations of affiuity presented by these types, it may be said that
the nearer we approach the Sauria the less spinous is the organ,
and the further away is the form the more certainly will the ruched
structure prevail. Tlle tendency to bifurcation is present in most
groups, but it is universal in but one suborder, the Solenoglypha, or
specialized venomous snakes.
In the Oriental region we have the smoothest type of ·colubroidea,
which includes the genera really allied to Oalamaria, many of which
have had hitherto widely different positions in the systems. Owing to .
the scarcity of specimen s of this type in American museums, I have
not been able to investigate them fully. The great Colubrine division
is remarkably constant in its undivided sulcus and abundant calyces.
In degenerate types th e calyces become less numerous. The groovetoothed Dipsadines have the same structure. Except one .Australian
genus (.A.canthophis) all the disciferous types are neotropical and all
have a double sulcus. The other neotropical types with double sulcus
may be calyculate or spinous and they present a great variety of detail.
Here again the glyphodont and aglyphodont types are quite parallel
to each other. The structure in the water snakes is again different
.and characteristic. The organ is feebly spinous from the base to or
near to the apex, possessing no calyces, disk, or transverse plicre, and
the preheusile function is maintained by one or a few large hook-shaped
:Spines at the base. In 1864 I referred several genera which had been
placed in the Oalamarinre to the water snakes on account of the continuation of the hypapophyses to t.he tail. I was much gratified on
-examining their hemipenes to :find that they (genera Tropidoclonium,
Virginia, and Haldea ) present exactly the characters of the group to
which the vertebrre indicated that they should be referred. In like
manner I have been able to refer genera supposed to belong to the
Calamarinre to almost every natural division of the Colubroidea by
the study of the hemipenis. The old Calamarinre of authors is simply
..an aggregation of burrowing or degraded forms of several natural
groups.
The Natricine (water snake) group is connected with the groovetoothed water snakes (Homalopsinre), and both of these groups pass
J>robably into the Lycodontine series, the typical forms of which the
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spines are arranged in :flounces. It is difficult as yet, and perhaps may
not become e~tsy, to distinguish some members of the Lycodont group
from certain ground snakes with totally spinous hemipenis, especially
certain African genera, as Elapops, Grayia, and others. These questions remain for further research.
I have found the characters of the hemipenis as constant as those of
any other part of the organism. Occasional irregularities are to be
looked for, but the only one which I have met with is in the case of a specimen of Boodon infernalis from South Africa, in which the hemipeuis is
shortly bifurcate on one side and not so on the other. There is a tendency to bifurcation in some individuals of Ophibolus getuliis which is
not conspicuous iu others, but this tendency does not appear in the
sulcus. It is a tendency only. While certain characters of this organr
as already remarked, characterize series or groups of genera, others
characterize the genera tbemsel ves. These are given in the analytical
tables under the family and subfamily heads. On examining these
tables it will oe seen that the genera brought into close juxtaposition
are frequently not most closely allied in general appearance. The lceyg
are only intended to present the penial characters; are not intended to display the serial or other relationships of the genera among themselves.
I now give the exact definitions of the divisions as far as definable
with present information. The definitions of the suborders are those
of Miiller, modified by myself. 1
.A. Paroccipital intercalated. in the cranial walls (Angiostoma). 2 •
* ~ o ectopterygoid; palatines bounding choanre posteriorly; ethmoturbinal
forming part of roof of mouth; rudiments of pelvis; two lungs. ( Scolecophidia.) 3
I . Maxillary bone fixed to prefrontal and prernaxillary; a pubis. ___ .. CATOD0NTA.
II. Maxillary bon e vertical and free from all others; no pubis ___ ... EPAN0D0NTA.
i.,, An ectopterygoid; palatines not bounding choame posteriorly.
III. Maxillary bone fr ee, horizontal. __ .. _... _....... _. _. _........... T0RTRICINA.
B. Paroccipital attached scale-like to cranial -wall and produced freely; ectopteryoid pre nt. (Eurystomata. )
IV. Maxillary bone horizontal, not forming a ginglymus with prefrontal.
COLUBR0IDEA.
Y. Maxillary bone vedical and articulating with the prefrontal by a ginglymus;
a. trachea.I lung ................. ··--·· ....•................. S0LENOGLYPHA.

In the fi llowing pages I pre ent synoptical diagnoses of tbe genera
of the erpentes arranged in key form. These are placed under subPro . Am r. Phil. Soc. , 1886, p. 479.
arrangement was fi r t published by the writer in the Proceedings of the
Acncl my f atural iences, Philadelphia, for 1864, p. 230. The definitions of the
low r primary divisions were derived from J. Muller. It was published iu greaterd tail, with the chara ter of all the families in the Proceedings of the American
Philo opbical ociety, 1 66, 479, and in the Bulletin of the U. S. National Museum,
To. 32, 1 7, P• 47 ,
3
The ha.racters of thi division as I originally gave them (Proc. Acad. at. ci.
Phila.., 1 64, p. 230) were cleriv d from J. Muller, which have been shown to be
partially rron ous by Dumcril and Bibron, a nd Peters.
1
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family hea.<l. ' , which are not, with the exception of the Homalopsinre,
<l.etined. It is not certain, therefore, that their contents are in all cases
properly limite<l. or distributeu. It remains a desideratum to discover
the characters of the natural divisions of the 0olubridm, if any there
be. The characters presented by Dumeril and Bibron, and by Gunther, are important but insufficient. For the definition of the geuera
distinct characters exist, although the subject is one of much difficulty.
The object of definition being, as I imagine, precisiou, and the consequeut increased facility of determination, I have employed all structural characters whatever, and only neglected them where it is evident
that they are inconstant within the limits of a species. I find of the
greatest importance the grooved or nongrooved characters of the posterior teeth, and the absence or number of the scale pits. The division
or nondivision of the anal scutum is also of much importance, although
in a very few genera (for example Xenodon) it is not constant. Relying, as the system always must, on exact characters, I have not allowed
considerations of "physiognomy" to change a result where it conflicts
with structure, which is, however, rarely the case. The tendency of some
authors to neglect characters and to depend on'' physioguomy" destroys
precision and explains nothing, besides rendering identification of
species most laborious, resting as -it must in that case on purely empirical methods. I also do uot rnse as generic characters the number of :rnws of scales, or of labial scuta, believing that these are only available
in the distinction of species.
In a few instances I have not been able to examine th~ skeletons of
genera of doubtful position, so that their reference to a family division
may yet have to be altered. I have, however, studied the fine series
in the museums of Paris and Washington, besides a considerable number in.my own collection. For the characters of many genera which I
have not seen I have had to rely on the descriptions of others, especially those of the recently issued second edition of the Catalogue of
Snakes, in the British Museum, by Boulenger.
III.

PHYLOGENY.

The earliest snakes known to paleontologists have been found in
the Upper Cretaceom; beds of Europe and North America, those of the
fori:ner region bei11g a little the older. Some of these -are allied to
the Boas, while others are said by Sauvage to display characters of the
Epano.donta. But few specimens are known, and these are vertebrre,
so that their characters remain uncertain. Marsh bas described some
ophidian vertebrre from the Laramie beds of the Rocky Mountain
region. I have described the genus Helagras from rather numerous
vertebrre from the Puerco becl of New Mexico. An interesting peculiarity of this geuus is the imperfection of the zygautrum in some vertebrre and the robustness of the neural spine. Next in time are the
Palreophids, vertebrre of which Oweu first dh,covered in tLe Engfo;h
N.JtT MUS 98--±.J
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Eocene, and I subsequently obtained from the marine Eocene of New
Jersey. These snakes were of large size, and display points of resemblance to the Boidre. Venomous snakes first appear in the Upper Miocene. Viperidre were found by Lartet in France, and I have found
Crotalidre in the corresponding (Loup Fork) bed in Kansas. The evidence from paleontology, then, is, so far, that the Peropoda appeared
earlier in time and the Solenoglypha later. This is in accordance with
their systematic relations. However, we have little to base an actual
pliylogeny upon, from the paleontological evidence at present, aud we
can only draw inferences from structural characters in their relation
to other groups of reptiles, and especially to the other orders of tbe
Squamata.
It is probable that the .Peropoda are the earliest and ancestral form
of the Serpentes, since they display characters in both the skeleton,
penial structure and viscera, which approach the Sauria. The Scolecophidia are allied to them,. but can not be regarded as ancestral, but
rather as degenerate descendants, being connected with them by the
interveuing group of the Tortricina. On the other hand, the ascending
eries may be traced through the Colubroidea to the Solenoglypha.
.Amoug the Colubroi<lea we may regard the Aglyphodonta as nearest
the Peropoda and the Opisthoglypha and Proteroglypha as sitle
branches. The latter lead to the Solenoglypha. We know of no
direct transitions between Opisthoglypha and Proteroglypha, but the
genera Ogmodvn Peters and Glyphodon Gunther, which have numerous
grooved teeth, furnished an ancestral type from which both could
have been derived. The Platycerca, some of which Boulenger shows
have grooved teeth behind the fangs, may have been derived from the
·ame source. This phylogeny may be schematically represented a_s
follows:
. . ?GLYPHA

ScoucoPH!DtA

0 P ! S T H ~ /.EROGLYPHA

ToRTRI~

/YPHODONTA

PEROPODA

Thi diagram i closely imilar to one published by Boulenger, with
• conclu ion , I entirely agree. 1
Degeneracy ha' played an important part in the history of the Ser-

J1

1
I h ad :ilready tatecl the ame conclusions in general in 1885 in the American
·aturali ti . 'ee Origin of the F ittest, 18 7, p. 334.
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pentes, although they form as a whole an ascending line. The line of
the Tortricina and Sco]ecophidia is such, as already remarked, and
these are approached by the ground Peropoda, as Eryx, Oharina., etc.
Nearly every division of the ascending line exhibits degenerate side
branches, and mostly of a similar type. Thus in the Opisthoglypha we
Lave the small burrowing type of Tantilla and similar forms in America, and in Africa Aparallact1ts and others. Of Proteroglypha, Elaps
shows a tendency in the same direction, and in Vermicella (Australia)
it is more pronounced. The same thing is observable in most of the
divisions of the Aglyphodonta. The Old W-0rld Ualamarime, which
approach nearest the Peropoda, present many such types. In the
Aglyphodont series the acquisition of the calyculate structure of the
hemipenis with spines is evidence of advanced type, the flonnced character being inferior and direetly affiliated with the Oalamarian and
Peropod,m. We have in the Ooluhrime examples of degenerate types
(mostly in Central America), where the calyces become reduced in number ~nd the proportion of spines increased in connection with degeneracy in other respects. The same degeneracy in primal structure may
take place when the flounces become obsolete and spines only are left.
It is possible that the N atricine group acquired its primal character in
this way, without having passed through a calyculate stage. This
group also has its specially degenerate forms in America, as Storeria,,
.
Virginia, and Haldea.
Among the Solenoglypha we have a conspicuous example of degeneracy in the African genus Atractaspis, which, like the other examples
above cited, is a burrower in its habits. In external appearance it
considerably resembles the Opisthoglyph genus Aparallactus, of the
same region. Degeneracy of the hemipenis by loss of calyces and
extension of spines is seen in the genera Oerastes and Echis.
The degeneracy so far referred to consists in the reduction of the.
mechanism of rapid movement, the contraction of the mouth parts, the
reduction of the eyes, and the shortening of the tail. All of these consequences have probably resulted from the adoption of a more or less
subterranean life, or "earth-parasitism," as I have termed it, as they
certainly are associated in life. Another kind of degeneracy, which is
less common, is the attenuation of bones surrounding the mouth and
the reduction in number and size of the teeth, conditions associated
with the use of soft food, as caterpillars, etc. This is exhibited by the
family of the Amblycephalidre, which live in the forests of the Indian
and neotropical regions. Accompanying the reduction of the jaws is
an abbreviation of the muzzle, which, with the large eye, gives a very
fretal character to the head.
Having thus cleared the main lines of degenet·ate complications, we
could trace the ascending series of the Aglyphodonta, had we the material. This is unfortunately insufficient. That the N atricinre are a
distinct line is attested by their continued vertebral hypapophyses,
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a' well as by the penial structure.
expre. es the history:

Probably tile follo"TT"illg :--cltf'me

In this table the Lycodontinm are not regarded as cllarar,tizt·d by
elongate anterior teeth as is usually done. Some of the genera are truly
so characterized, as Lycodon a11d others, but they are off the main line.
A to the Xenodontinre it is impossible to determine whether they are
derived from Calamariure (which are not now found in the same region
with them) or whether they have come off the Colubrinre by loss of
calyces and development of apical disc.
IV. HISTORY.

Linmeu did not correctly distinguish the suborder Serpentes, but
plac d it ' pecies in a heterogenous assemblage,' aloug with the ·snakelike lizards and the batrachian Oreciliidre. Laurenti, in 1768,2 followed
him, changiug the m1me to Serpentia.
The name Ophidia was proposed by Brongniart in 1799, 3 but the uefi11ition of this order, as he esteemed it, was not improved. Iu the syst m of Oppel (1811) 4 we find the Ophidia (which he spelled Ophidii),
purged of all extraneous forms excepting the Amphisbrenia. Under
tli name erpentia, Merrem, in 1820, adopted the group as left by Oppel.
Wagler 5 finally reduced the division to its proper contents in 1830 and
r tai.ned for it the name Serpentes. .As this was the first publication
in which the suborder, was properly limited, the name given must be
r tain cl. Dumeril defined the group correctly, employing the Brongniar ian name Opbidia. In this he bas beL·n followed by most later
author iucludiug 'ray, Stannius, Owen, and HU:xley.
r gard the contents of the suborder Serpentes, the first classifi·ation of a, thorough character was that of J. Millier, who in 1831,6
divid cl th erpente into two division , the Microstomata ( = Angiot mata) and Macro tomata (=Eurystomata), basing them on the proportion .· and po ition of the paroccipital bone or snspensorium of the
<1uadrat ; eparating the Peropoda on account of the rudiments of
p •lvi . The u xt cla ification was that of Dumeril, who with Bibron
y t ma Taturre, 10th ed., 1758, p. 196.
pccimen ynop in Reptilium, Vienna, 1768.
a Bulletin, Academy of , ci nee , os. 35, 36, 1800.
• rdnnngen, Familien u. fattungcn der H. ptilien, Munich.
'' ~ Tatii rliches yst. der Amphibien, Miinchen.
" 'fiedewann and Treviranu , Zeitscbrift f. Physiologie, JV, J>.
1
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investigated especially the dental structures and divided the order
into Opoterodonta, Aglyphodonta, Opisthoglypha, Proteroglypha, a11d
Solenoglypha. The first is Angiostomatous an<l the last four are
Eurystomatous. In the system of Stannius 1 we have other than
dental characters considered. Thus the Angiostomata are divided
i11 to Typhlopina and Tortricina, and the Eurystomata into Peropoda,
Asinea, and Thanatophidia, the last including all of the venomous
f-makes. In 184:5 Gray, in bis catalogue of snakes in the British
Museum, bad combined forms with grooved posterior teeth and the
colubriforrri venomous snakes with the harmless snakes under the
name Oolubroidea, and this arrangement was continued by Gunther
in his catalogue of the Colubrine snakes of the British l\'Iuseum in
1862. The author of the present work adopted a system which
included the merits of thqse already in existence 1 adopting the
divisions of Miiller and Stannius with those of Dumeril, placing the
Opisthoglypha with the true Oolubroidea like Gray, but adopting
for the entire group Stannius's name, Asinea. I also rearranged-some
of the venomous genera in accordance with their cranial structure.,
which had been overlooked by previous authors. Finally, in the system of Boulenger, as adopted in the Uatalogue of Snakes in the British
Museum, the Opisthoglypha and Proteroglypha of Dumeril are h1cluded
in the ,Colubriform superfamily, as was done by Gray and Giintber.
rrhis division, Oolubroidea, was then -divided into Aglypha, Glypbodonta, and Proteroglypha.
The classification of the · great mass of the Oolubroid snakes bas
always been a difficult problem. Dumeril relied on the relative proportions of the teeth, and established numerous "families'' base<l upon
them. These divisions are often not natural, while otllers are entirely
tenable. On the whole, however, the larger divisions, hased on proportionate lengths aud apart from the grooving for conveying saliva,
lack definition, owing to the insensible gradations which they present.
The characters adduced by Dumeril are, however, of general applicacation in the definition of genera. Their application has been extended
by Boulenger, but to a degree of refinement which is in s ome cases 11ot
practicable, owing to gradations. Hence it became important to d iscover other characters. This I have done in those exhibited by the
tlie male intromittent organ and by the pulmonary structure. The
former furnish many characters which express affinity or the reverse,
and re-enforce or modify those which we have hitherto possessed.
0

V. HABITS.

The peculiar form of the snakes among vertebrate animals, their
comparative abundauce, and the fact that some of ·them are especially
<langerous to life, invests them with more popular interest than any
other group of reptiles.
The characteristics of the venomous forms will be pointed out in the
1

Zootomie der A1uphiuien; 1856.
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following pages. Meanwhile I will refer to the fact that while the
general facies of the typical venomous snakes (Solenoglypha) is easily
recognized by the eye, the characters of the frequently no less dangerous Proteroglypha are not so easily distinguished from those of the
harmle s ones. They are only to be distinguished by an especial
knowledge of species or by an examination of the dentition. In the
Columbian fauna we have but one genus which presents this determinate appearance, Ela,ps, but in the warm regions of the Old World
such genera abound, and in Australia there is no other type of
venomous snakes.
In the Solenoglypha the bite ,is effected by two movements. · The
fir ti the spring of the body, and the second is the grasp by the maxillary bones, which work freely by a ginglymus on the prefrontal ~ones.
The bite as exhibited by a lizard or a, mammal, by the closing of the
lower jaw on the upper, is of little effect in the Solenoglypha, if it occurs
at all, while the movement of the maxi1lary bones is very conspicuous.
I was once nearly bitten by the nearly severed head of a Orotalus molosS'it , nothing but a piece of skin connecting it with the body, as I was
xbibiting the large fangs. A Sistrurus catenatus edwardsii, which I
held by the neck on one occasion, opened and closed its fang bearing
maxillaries energetically. This may be observed also in other Urotalids
when about to bite and uuable to reach their enemy. It is quite the
rever e with the Proteroglypha. Authors agree that the Elaps closes
the lower jaw, holding its prey in its mouth and piercing it repeatedly
with the fangs. The movement of the maxillary, so conspicuous in the
Crotalidre, i impossible to these serpents.
The que tion as to whether the Opisthoglyph serpents are venomous
in any degree has been recently discussed. A synopsis of w bat is known
on this ubject bas been recently published by Dr. L. Stejneger, 1 of the
•
• .i: atioual Museum, ~nd from it I :make the following extracts:
It ems that the Duteh professor, Reinwardt, while in Java, was the first to dis<·over that ·ortain snakes, dreaded by the inhabitants of that island as venomous,
ar provided with long grooved fangs at the posterior ~nd of the max illary bone.
11 communica.ted this discovery to Dr. H. Boie, in Leyden, who published it in 1826. 2
The u picion expressed by Professor Reinwardt that this channel or groove on the
ant rior side of these fangs might convey.the fluid from a poison gland l ed to sevral important investigations, the first of which to be published was Dr. Hermann
'ehl ITel's memoir on the salivary glands of the serpents with grooved teeth. 3
II ame t the conclusion that inasmuch as ho found the structure of their glandR
to b imilar to that of qther salivary glands, there .could be no doubt that they
• er te "a fluid similar to the ordinary saliva ;" and as "recent observations of
travelers' served to show that the bite of snakes with grooved teeth produce no fatal
r •.· nlts to man, be as erted with characteristi c positiveness that it is "erroneous" to
cla.- with venomous serpents th se snakes which have the posterior teeth long all(l
~banneled. However, a short time after, Prof. G. L. Duvernoy, of Strassburg, pub1The Poi onou , nak s of orth America, Report of U.S . Jational Museum for
1 93, 1 95, p. 337.
~ k n's Isis, 1 26, p. 213.
3
rova. Acta .A.cad. Leop. at. Curios., Bonn , XIV 1 2 (pp. 145-154).
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lished a no less important treatise on the subject.1 He pointed to the yellow portion of the supramaxillary gland as being structurally different from the white
portion, and from its being connected with a large grooved fang by a single duct he
concluded, with equal assurance, that we have he~e before us a venom apparatus
only in degree differing from that of the snakes with poison fangs fixed to the anterior end of the maxillary bone. His results were accepted and introduced into the
classification adopted in the monumental herpetological work of Dumeril and
Bibron, the Erpetologie Generale, in which the snakes with grooved posterior
fangs were placefl in a separate group as " Opistoglypha." On the other hand,
Schlegel, paying no attention whatever to Duvernoy, in his Pbysiognomie des Serpentes, maintained his standpoint, and so great was the authority of the learned
Leyden professor that his view was until quite recently accepted by some of the
most prominent systematists. It seems that neither side ever attempted to en_d the
dispute by direct experiments, n,ll(l gradually the Opistoglyphs to many herpetologists
ceased even to be'' suspected."
About ten years ago the interest in this question was suddenly revived, and as it
may now be fairly regar<l.ecl as a burning one, some space will be devoted to a short
review of several of the recent investigations into this theme.
Two Italian students, M. G. Peracca and C. Deregibus, were led to make special ·
investigations into the possible venomous flature of Malpolon lacertina ( = Cmlopeltis
insignitus), a snake common about Nizza and in parts of Italy. •In a communication to the Academy of Medicine at 'furin, in May, 1883, 2 after first describing the
grooved fangs, the glands, and the duct leading to the fang·s, they recounted their
experiences with the snake in question.
·
Their experiments were carriecl out with two specimens of Ccelopeltis ( =Malpolon),
one of medium size, the other much larger; the victims consisted of lizards, frogs,
and toads. The snake did not bite them voluntarily; it was necessary to open its
mouth and to force the animal into its throat; whereupon the snake inoculated the
venom, the motion of the bone carrying the poison fangs being very distinctly seen
on account of the nianuer in which they were standing out from the posterior part
of the head. The act of biting lasted some moments, and the snake repeated this
act several times without allowing its prey to escape.
'
The animals were bitten in the hind limb; in the case of the frog the skin had to
be removed from the part to be bitten, as the irritating secretion of the skin
appeared to be particularly distasteful to the snake. Without reciting the various
· experiments in detail, the authors state the more apparent phenomena accompanying them to be (1) the suspension of the respiration, which in the main occurs in
a very few minutes (thirteen minutes being the maximum in a toad) and may happen
sntldenly, or may be preceded by a gradual sinking, interrupted by a deep breathing
pause; (2) the cessation of reflex movements in the bitten limb, while still persisting for some time in the rest of the body; the excitements applied below the bitten
point ceased almost jmmediately to be transmitted to the medulla and to show
reflexes. This alteration maintained itself local for some time, afterwards progressing toward the periphery along the nerves of the wounded limb. The general
paralysis does not delay long in coming. It is but rarely accompanied by convulsions. The heart continues to beat for a long while (in the toad), but its strength
decreases graq.ually. The blood revealed nothing notable under the spectroscope;
as a matter of course it had become venous at the suspension of the respiration. The
rapid changes which were observed at the wounded point are noteworthy; the muscular tissue became livid and in excitable. Death ensued generally in half an hour, or~
less; in a toad it took place in twenty-six minutes. The heart of a frog continued
to beat for many hours after. The authors then call attention t ,, the interesting
similarity-between the above symptoms and t,hose accompanying the poisoning by
1
2

Ann. Sci. Nat., XXVI, 1832, pp. 144-156; XXX, 1833, pp. 6-26'.
Giornale della. R. Accademia di Medicina di Torino (3), XXXI, 1883, pp. 379-383.
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tbe cobra de capello, aml finally state that they have made controlling experiments
with innocuous snakes which did not have such effect upon the animals bitten.
In a sub equent resnm6 of this article I the same authors add that the effects of
the bite of the Malpolon are not to be feared by man. "It seems, " they say, "that
the bite is only dangerous to reptiles, birds, and small mammals (mice); young dogs
have resisted the poison rather well."
, imilar investigations and experiments were carried out about the same time, or
a little earlier (1882) 1 on an American species in Gua,najuato, Mexico, by Prof. A.
Duges, who has published his notes concerning Trimorphodon biscntatus, 2 a snake
belonging to a genus representatives of which have been found along our southeru
border. He gives figures of his dissections, showing the venomous gland, with its
duct supplying the grooved posterior fangs with the poison. He records his experience as follows:
"One day I was admiring the snake. I saw him seize a Cnemidophorus sexlineatus
[the striped Rwift, a lizard] at the middle of the body, advancing its jaws so as to
bring the corner of the mouth in contact with the body of the lizard; for several
moments it chewed (a rare occurrence in a snake) its victim without tbe latter moving, letting go after having killed it; but at this juncture the saurian was swallowed
by another snake ( Ophibolns doliatns) which was kept in the same cage, thus preventing me from finishing the observation. A few days after, the same Trimorphodon caught anotJ:ier Cnemidophorus by the left arm and chewed it several tirnes. At
the end of a few minutes the bitten animal died without convulsions, without
agitation, as if asleep, a little blood issuing from the wound."
A little later (18 5), Mr. Otto Edmund Ei:ffe 3 published some observations, also
made in 1882, on Tctrbophis vivax, an opistoglyph snake inhabiting the countries
bordering on the Eastern Mediterranean, and from his ac·count we quote as follows:
"I offered the half-grown snake a perfectly healthy Lacerta 1.'ivipara, which he at
once commenced to lap with his tongue and then grasped slowly behind the forelegs.
Th lizard defended itself as b es t it could and used its teeth well on the enemy. In
less than a minnte the lizard was almost motionless, the jaws were powerless, and
the ey ' closed; before the expiration of ano~her half minute the lizard died, aud
was then swallowed."
Prof. L6on Vaillant, of the Museum of Natural History, at Paris, observed the
poi onous ffect of the bite of another of the opistoglyph snakes, Tragops prasinus,
\ agler, and gives the following interesting account of one of the observations : 4
"A mall living green lizard was presented to the snake by means of a forceps. The
nak eizecl it across the neck without descending from the shrubbery among which
it usf'cl to live, and by the play of the jaws drew it back to the corner of the mouth.
The lizard tos •d and hent about, wirnling its body and tail round the beacl of the
soak ; thn·e minntcs hter it hangs clown inert, only the tail still· trembling; after
<
imilar pace of tim e convulsions of the whole body occur again, twining itself
arouud the head, thrn relapsing without motion, except some spasmodic undulations
of th tail; this lasts for two minutes, and the an imal is dead. It will be seen that
tbi · poi ou mu t have b en tolerably active, as it caused the death of the lizard in
abont ight minutes after the puncture by the fangs, which·must have taken place
wbcn the lizard r achecl the angle of the month, as the snake made no movement
aft r that.
It
m qnit plain from th se observations that we have here to do with a specifi poi on. The victims suc·cmnbed within a very short time, and whHe it is evid nt that death wa not caused by the mechanical injury inflicted by the bite, much
1 , s b • th , bock, th re is as little room for assuming that it was clue to the action
of' bacteria-infected ordinary aliva.
1

Archi ve Italiennes d Biologie, V, 1884, pp. 108, 109.
La :ratnraleza (M xico), VI, 1 84, pp. 145-148.
3
ZooJ. Garten, 1 5, p. 4-5.
• ).Icm. 'enfrn . , oc.Pbilom.,1 ,,'ci. a,t.,p. 41.
2
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These experiments have again aroused the interest in the morphology and physiology of these glands, and two years ago, sixty years after Duvernoy's wo,rk, Mr. F.
Niemann published 1 some investigations upon this subject. Among other snakes he
dissected and described two species with posterior grooved fangs, and he clearly
demonstrates that,, in both, the yellowish gland has already passed the innocuous
st'age and become a true poison gland, though structurally somewhat intermediateas are, in fact, the fangs. He found in both species the yellowish gland well circumscribed and clearly differentiated from the true supralabial gland, although
uoth glands are contained in the same envelope of connective tissue, and he was
able to trace the single duct leading from the yellowish gland to the groove of the
posterior elongated fang. One of the species was Tragops prasinus, Wagler (the
same species with which Professor Vaillant experimented), and an inhabitant of the
East Indies, the other being Sibo·n annulatum (Linnams), from tropical America.
Fig. 1 is a copy of Mr. Niemann's schematic representation of the arrangement in the
former. Fig. 2 shows a section of the grooved faug near its base, copied from the
same author.
That these snakes are not entirely harmless, even to man, is evident from the very
recent experience of Mr. J. J. Quelch, of Georgetown, British Gniana, 2 who 'was
bitten on the first finger by a large specimen of the common red-white-and-blackbanded snake, Erythrolamprus venustissimur, driving its hinder grooved teeth three
times down into the flesh. About half an hour after, the finger became much swollen
at the plac.e arnl distinctly very painful. It was not till about four hours afterward
that real relief was obtained, though the place was tender for a much longer time.
Another case was that of the clerk in the Museum, who was bitten on the finger by
a young specimen . of the common frop; snake, or Mattipi, Xenodon sever us, whose
hinder enlarged teeth were driven deeply into the flesh, with a result similar to that
described in the case of the other snake.
It will be observed that while the snake by which Mr. Quelch himself was bitten
is a true opistoglyph with grooved posterior fangs, the one which caused a similar
result in the clerk, viz, the Xenodon, bas the enlarged posterior teeth solid ancl not
grooved. I would call attention to the fact, however, that this identical species is
described by Duvernoy 3 as having the yellowish gland well differentiate,1. That
the bite of the allied species, Xenodon 1·habdocephal'Us, did apparently have no unpleasant effect on ·or. Stradling 4 is not difficult of explanation in view of the fact that
occasionally the bite of some of even the most dangerous snakes has been ineffectiYe; but enough is said to show that the qnestion is not an unreasonable one: Is it
essential fo:i; a truly venomous snake to possess grooved fangs f
As a matter of fact, at the very moment of this sentence going to press, tlie question seems answered conclusively in the negative by the experiments of Phisalix
anll Bertrand, who have shown that the saliva of even ordinary solicl-toothed harmless snakes contains the same specific poison which characterizes the dreaded
Thanatophidia.
·

But four genera of Opisthoglypha enfa,r the political boundaries of
the United States, namely, S{!Jon, Trirnorphodon, Ooniophanes and
:I.1antilla. Of these only the second and fourth can be properly reckoned
to tbe Columbian Fauna.
Snakes are popularly believed to possess a power of ''charming" or
attracting to themselves other animals, ()Specially birds, against their
wi11, so that they easily capture them for food. This belief rests on a
habit which is usua] among the smaller birds, of annoyi,ng other ani- , .
1

Archiv f. Naturgeschichte, LVIII, Pt.1, 1892, pp. 262-286, pl. xiv.
Zoologist (3), XVII, January, 1893, pp. 30, 31.
3
Ann. Sci. Nat., XXX, 1833, pp. 14, 15.
4
Referred to in Miss C. C. Hopley's, '' Sn 91 kes 1 etc.," 1882, p. 400.
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mal which they di like or fear. Everyone knows how they will congr 'gate about an owl who bas not sufficiently concealed itself by
daylight,' and will make their hostility known by cries and efforts to
strike their enemy. So I have witnessed a crowd of birds collected
about a black snake, which displayed their hostility by many cries and
movements 1 the snake the wbile eying them with an inactive interAst..
Should one of the birds venture too near, I strongly suspect that the
nake would take advantage of the opportunity to secure a meal, but
thi I have not witnessed. I believe, however, that the stories of
"charming" are due to an observation of this not uncommon experience
of the field naturalist.
Snakes are for the most part carnivorous; a few forms, as, for example,
the genus H erpeton, are more or less herbivorous. They are most effective restrainers of the undue increase of the small Mammalia, and, in the
case of the smaller snakes, of the increase of.insects, by the destruction
of the larvre, as well as of the imagines. They are the assured friends of
the agriculturist, and as such should be permitted to live and increase.
This may be safely done in North .America, where there is really but one
pecies o-f venomous nake not easily disti.n guished, the Elaps fulvius ,
and that is confined to the Gulf border and a small part' of that of the
outbern .Atla11tic. Some of the large Colubrine snakes, for example,
of the genus Oompsosoma, are permitted to live in and about the houses
of the natives in some parts of South America, and in some localities of
we tern orth .America the large and harmless Pityophides perform the
ame function. All of our species of Oolubroidea, however, are of utility to man and should be permitted to live, not only on this account,
but also on account of the beauty of their forms and often coloration.
In di cus ing the breeding habits of certain snakes Prof. O. P. Hay 1
make the following remarks:
otwithstanding tb deep impression which serpents have made on the human
mind, a hown in literature and in popular conversation, it is astonishing how little
acc:ura informati n has been accumulated concerning some of their habits. The
den t irrnorance, the result of inattentio;n and general la~k of interest, prevails
with r arcl to ome of the most interesting matters con!!ected with the life history
of nake ; whil , on the other band, many of the popular notions about the powers
f th o animal are either wholly false or are gro§ls exaggerations of the truth.
The br eding habit of our snakes, even of the most common species, belong among
th thinrr about which little is known. Even our biologists have giYen but little
attention to tbi subject, while unscientific people simply recognize the fact that
ne ts of nake ' egg aro occasionally met with. For instance, who would not suppose that all thee sential facts a.re known concerning the reproduction of the co111mon black racer Bascanion constrictor
evertheless, where have we been told when
it lay its eg s, how many there are of them, how they are concealed, and wlleu
they h atch
ome nake a.re known to lay eggs which after a period produce young. Other
oa.ke are known t retain the egrrs within the body until the young have attained
ufficient size anrl tr~ngth to care for themselves after Mrth. Still other pecies
are suppo8ed sometimes to lay eO'gs, at other times to bring forth living young/
1

Pr . Indiana Acad. ci. for 1 91, p. 106.

2

Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. ci ., 1873, p. 185.
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or to produce some eggs and some living young at the same time. 1 There are,
indeed, oviparous snakes and snakes which are ovoyiviparous, and there is a
conspicuous difference in their eggs. The eggs of the oviparous species are ·furnished with a thick, tough, :flexible covering or '' shell," while the eggs of the
species which produce living young have coverings which are very thin and
delicate. Now, should such eggs as the latter be laid any considerable period
before the young are ready to be excluded, the thin envelopes would surely be torn
during the writhings of the embryo. That some of the eggs may be partially
developed at the time when the embryos of other eggs are ready to be ushered
into the world, and that all may b e expelled together, is possible; but this is not
the normal course of things and may not be well for the immature young. Norrnally
the coverings of such eggs are ruptured before birth or immediately afterwards.
On the other band, it is quite probable that the eggs of the oviparous species are
laid a considerable period before they are batched. The tough coverings of such
eggs protect them from attacks and injuries from without and a t the same time
resist the movements of the young snake within. So far as we know tb~e eggs are
deposited in the earth in piles of decaying vegetable matter and similar places.
A very curious structure deserves mention here. This is the "egg-tooth," a small
tooth fixed to the united premaxillary bones and projecting forward slightly beyond
the edge of the upper lip. It is present only in the embryo and is shed shortly after
the escape of the young snake from the egg. In the ovoviviparous species, the tooth
may apparently be shed before the young are born. The tooth is employed by the
little snake in ripping open the tough egg covering in its efforts to escape from its
prison. It would appear to be of little service to the young, which are mature when
born, since the egg coverings a.re so very tender; nevertheless I have found the
tooth present in all of the ovoviparous species whose young I have had opportunity
to study. This tooth, as found in the black racer, was described as long ago as 1857
hy Dr. Weinland ,2 "4ut Miiller bad observed it even earlier.

The habits of particular species of snakes are referred to un<ler the
respective heads.
EPANODONTA.

TYPHLOPID.lE.
I. Muzzle covered above by rostral and internasal scuta.
a. Two ocular plates and a prcocular.
One nasal plate ..................................... _...... L etheobia Cope.
aa. One ocular an<l a prcocular.
One nasal plate ....................................... . 1)Jpltlops Schneider.
Two nasal plates ........... ......................... Helrninthophi8 ~ P eters.
aaa. One ocul ar and 110 preocnlar.
One nasal plate ........................ ...... ............ Typhlina 1 Wagler.
Two nasal plates ................... . ... ............... Liotyphlops r, Peters.
IT. Muzzle and front with five symmetrical scuta.
Two nasals and a preocular .................................... A.n ornalepis Jan.

~ o ~pecies of the Typblopidre has been found in the N earctic ;·ealm.
Tliey occur in all tropical regions.
1

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1887, p .121.
Proc. Essex Inst., II, 1856, p. 28, pl. I.
3
Id.i otyphlops Jan ..
4
Pilidion Dumeril and Bibron. Typhlina lis Gray.
5
Rh-inotyplops Peters.
2
•
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CATO DO NTA.

GLAUOONIIDJE.
Olaiwoniidre

BouLgNGER,

Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 57.

GLAUCONIA Gray.
\

0/anconia GRAY, Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus., 1845, p. 139.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes
Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. !59.
Stenoslorna WAG LEH, Nat. Syst. Amphib., 1830; not of Latreille, 1810 ~ Coleoptera) .
Rena BArnD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. l, Serpents, 1853, p. 142.-COPE,
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1886, p. 481.
'
Catodon DUMERIL and Brnn.oN, Erp. Gen., VI, 1844, p. 318; not of Arte<li.
Siagonodon PETERS, Gesellsch. Naturforsch. Freunde, Berlin, 1881, p. 71.
Leptotyphlops STEJNEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1891, p. 501 (afte!" Fitzingor; 11orncn
niidum).

Head slightly depressed and continuous with the body. Snout blunt
aud rounded, overlapping considerably the lower jaw. A large rostral
plate. One or two uasah,. One ocular shield, which extends to tile
labial boruer. Medial row of scales extending over the bead to the
ro tral. Nostrils latent l, oblong, situated between the nasals. Eyes
covered by continuous epidermis.
This genus is found throughout tropical Africa and Ameriea, and it
eml>races a, considerable number of species in all the faunal regious of
the latter. These are of subterranean habits, whicli are ' little known.
Ollle of them are said to inhabit ants' nests. One species is known
from India.
Three species are known from our fauna. They differ as follows:
a.

upraorbital scales preseut.
Two superior labials in front of tbe ocular; postocn1ar bountled by three scales
posteriorly; colors pale .................. __ . __ ... _... ~ _. __ __ G. cli ssecta Cope.
One superior labial iu front of ocular; postocular bounded posteriorly by two
ca.les; colors pa1n ------ ............... .. ..... __ .G. dulcis Baird aucl Girard.
aa . , 'npraorbital scaks n.bsent.
ne superior labial in front of ocular; parietals not divided; brown.
0. lmrnilis Baird an<l Girard.
GLAUCONIA DISSECTA Cope.

f:lauconil£ dissecta COPE, mer. aturalist, 1896, p. 753.
, ·tenostoma clulce 'op1,:, Proc. Aca<1 . Xat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p.11; not of Bainl an<l
Hran1.

a al ntirely divicled · ro ' tral rounded behind, reaching the line of
y
Two labial anterior to tlie ocular, the posterior reaching the
rontal and upraorbital cales ,'maller than thos~ po terior to
The eye i clo e to the na. al, ap.d di tant from the snpraocular.
Po tocular reacbiug la t labial, and bounded po. teriorly by three sub·qual cale . Inferior labials fi v , the econd twi as large as any of
tu other. ; the fourtll barely r a ·hiu o- th comrni nre of ihe mouth,
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and the fifth very small. Scales in fourtee~ rows. A large preanal
plate. Tail :tlatteued below, entering total length about eighteen times.
Color very light brown above, whitish below.
Jlfeas1-trements.-Total length, 23.5 mm; tail, 12 mm.
I found the specimen above described in a road at the -silver mines
at Lake Valley, in southern New Mexico.
The appearance of this species is so similar to that of the G. dulcis
that I originally ident.ified it with the latter. It is, however, very dif.

Fig. 142.
GLAUCONIA DISSECTA COPE.

X 3.

Lake Valley, New Mexico.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

fore11t, especially in tbe number of labials, and tlle scales which a<ljoi11
tlle postocular posteriorly. There is no plate comparable to the socanea parietal of the S. dulce.
GLAUCONIA DULCIS Baird and Girard.

fllauconia dulcis BOULENGER, Cat.'Snakes Brit. Mns., I, 1893, p. 65.
He11a rlnlcis BAIRD and GrnARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 142.
Stenostorna d1tlce PI,TRHs, Monatsber., Berlin Akad., Wiss., 1857, p. 402.-COPE,
Pro.c . Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1861, p. 305.-JAN, Icon., Gen. Ophid., Pt. 2, 1ig. 5
Slenostorna 1·ubelluin GARMAN, Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zoology, Cambridge, VIII,
1883, p. 130; according to Stejneger.

Reddish brown above; reddish white beneath. Fourteen rows of
scales. Body depres~ed. Eye shield separate<l by a small supraocular
from the series representing the frontal.
Body slender, elongated, rather stouter posteriorly than anteriorly,
depressed, broader than deep. Tail very short, subconical, bluntly
terminated, about one-twentieth of the total length. Rostral rounded,
tapering, separating the nasals for nearly their whole length. Nasals
proportionally large, entirely separated by the nasal suture, tapering
upward, and undulating. ~nferior nasal subtriangular, nostril situated
on the middle of its upper margin, close to the frontonasal. Eye shield
large, irregularly oblong, exteuding to the top of the head from the
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margin of tlle jaw. Postocular and parietal similar, transversally elongated, the parietal somewhat larger. Four shield-shaped scales in a
longitudinal series between the parietals, postocula.rs, eye shield, nasals
on each side, and the rostral in front, occupy the place of the vertical.
On the crown, and just above the eye
shield, is a small semilunar plate, separating it from the series just described,
the homologue of thesupraorbital. The
margin of the upper jaw is formed in
front by the rostral; on the sides next
to the rostral by the nasal, behind which
is a subquadrangular, obliquely elevated labial, limited above bythefronto·nasal, and posteriorly by the eye shiel<l,
.Fig. Hi:!.
GLAucoN1A nuLcrs BArnD AND GIRARD.
which enters likewise in the upper labial
X 2.
series. Posterior to the eye shield is a
'l'ype.
subtriangular labial at the angle of the
Western Texas.
jaw,
approximating above the postocuCat. No. 12~0, U.S.N.11!.
lar, and limited behind by the p·arietal
and the beginning of the scales. Inferior labials five, similar to the
scales under the throat.
The scales present a great uniformity throughout the whole length
of the body; a little smaller beneath than above.
This species ranges from central Texas to the Red River on the east
and outhward along the Rio Grande in Texas as far as San Antonio.
Glauconia dulcis Baird a-n d Girurd.
Catalogue N umbe_r
No.
of specimens.
7296

l

4872

1

8177

10728
7201
13620
1553-!
2o965

Locality.

From whom Neoivod.

INat=o of ,pooimon.

Between San Pedro and Col. J-. D. Graham, U.S. A... Alcoholic type.
Comanche, Texas.
Monterey, Nuevo Leon ..... Lieutenant Couch, U.S. A . . Alcoholic.
1 (1) ......•..•...•........... . ··· ····••·••················•·
do.
1
do.
1
2

1E~~~~~~~~:• ~~~~~ ~~~~ -: ~r~:~i:~~~~~~:: : : : :

J Uook County, T exas . . . . . . . . G. H. Ragsdale .... ... .. ... .
L Texas ...................... Dr. F. E.Tianiels.--··· .... ..

Valley, Kew Mexico.
1······ ... . Mesilla
an Antonio, Texas .........

22381 ......... .
22385-6

<lo.

do.
do

T. D. A. Cockerell. . . ....... .
H. H. and C. ~-Brimley .... .

-----'-- -------'have thi pecie al o from Erath County, Texas (Jacob Boll), tl1e
mo t ea tern locality known to me.
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GLAUCONIA HUMILIS Baird and Girard.

Gla·uoonia· h11milis BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes, Brit. Mus., I, 18~3, p. 70.
Rena humilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, I, 1853,
p. 143.
Stenostoma humile COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 44; Proc.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 305.-PETERS, Monatsberichte Akad. vViss.
Berlin.
Siagonodon dug esii BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1882, p. 507, pl. XXIX, :fig. 9.
Rena hurnilis STEJNEGER, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 501. ,,.

Body very slender and cylindrical. Scales in 14 rows. The eye
sllield in contact with the longitudinal series on top of the head. Tail
short, conical, tapering, not acute,
one-fifteenth of the total leugth.
Head less depressed. Eyes and
nostril more distinct than in the
preceding species. No supraorbitals. Postparietals much smaller
than the parietals. Scales on the
abdomen larger than on the back.
Uuiform chestnut brown, lighter
ueneath.

0

:Fig. 144.

GLAUCONIA HUMILIS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X 2.
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
Cat. No. 5292, U.S.N.M.

Glauoonia humilis Baird and Girard.
,
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
~101
5'.l92

12601
15943
16952

1

Locality.

When
collected.

Vallicita, California . . ....

............ .. .

Cape St. Lucas, L. Cali- 1 ............. .
fornia.
La Paz, L. California ..... ·1 Feb. -, 1882
Fort Yuma, Arizona .. . .. ...... ......... .
Tucson, Arizona ........................ .

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr.J.L.LeConte ........ Alcoholic
type.
J. Xantus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
L. Belding .............. .
U . S. Fish Commission ..
Herbert .Brown .•...•.•..

do.
do.

I have this species from Batopilas, Chihuahua, and Dr. Duges records
it from near Guanajuato.
TORTRICINA.

In Ilysia the hemipenis is deeply bifurcate, and the surface of each
branch is flounced. The flounces are oblique to the sulcus, and are
spineless. Below the bifurcation the surface is smooth, excepting a
wart.
ILYSIIDJE.
Intermaxillary bone dentate; eye covered by a single scute . ..•.•. . Ilysia Hemprich.
Intermaxillary edentulous; eye surrounded by distinct scales .. Cylindrophis Wagler.

No species of this family has been found in the N earctic realm.
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RHI OPHIDJE.
I. Ta il terminating in a. large slJiehl.
Rostral plate produced pos teriorly, separating the nasals .. . Rhinophis Hempri ch.
Rostral not proclnced; nasals in contact ...................... Uropeltis Cuvier.
II. Tail caly to end.
a Eye in th ocular shield.
Tail terminating in a disk of keele(l scales; sup . :i. oruitals a11d postocular
confluent .......... .... ........ . ....................... Silybura Gunther.
Tail compre sed, truncated, terminating in a uicuspi<l. i,;cale, the points superposed; postocnlar distinct ................ Plectrur11s Dumeril and Bibron.
Tail with smooth scales, termi nating in one OL' two points; postocular united
with snperciliary; a median chin groove .. . ...... Melanophidium Giinther.
a er Eye between the surrounding shields.
Tail tapering, terminal scute ending in a horizontal ridge; no chin groove
Platyplectrurus· Gunth er .
Tail tapering, ending in a single point; no chin groove .. Teretrurus Beddome.

o pecies of the Rhinophidre has been discovered out of the Palreotropic realm.
COLUBROIDEA.

Five well-marked divisions are embraced in this suborder, as follows:
I. Ch vron bones with llist.inct h remapophyscs.
Rudi mental posterior limbs; no groovo<l. teeth; generally two lungs .. PER0PODA
o rudimcntal limbs or grooved teeth; one lllng rudimental. ... AGLYPI-IOD0NTA
. . o rudimental limbs; a posterior maxillary tooth or teeth, grooved; one Imig
rudim cntal .... .... . .......................................... GLYPHODONTA
o rudiwental limbs; an anterior tooth with a tube for poison· duct; one lung
ruclim ental ............................................... PR0TEROGLYPHA.
II. 'hcvron bone complete, forming h re mal spines .
o 1:udimental limbs; a tubular tooth jn front of mouth; one principal normal
lnng and a tracheal lung ....................................... PLATYCERCA.

It i questionable whether the Aglypl10uouta aud Glyphodonta
honld be retained as distinct from each other. Most of the penial
·baracters found in the one occur in the other, and it remains to ascertain ,vhetber these, or the grooving or not of the teeth, are to be conid r d to be of primary importance. For the present I follow the
xample of Dumeril and Bibron, and Boulenger.
PEROPODA.

I find here three distinct familie , as follows:
Two pulmonary lung , no tracheal lung; nasal _bones distinct; a coronoid bone;
h •111ipeni1-1 plicate . ....................................................... BOID.IE .
Two p_ulm~narr lung · no tracbl:)al lung; nasal bones coosified; no coronoid bone ;
b nup n1 plicate ..... ........ ....... ................ _.............. CHARINID:'E.
o pulmonary lun , ; a trach al lung; two nasal and a coronoicl bone; penis
mooth ... ..... - - ......... .. ............. - - ........ - ...... - ........ UNGALUD.LE .1
1

C.:ope, Proc. Amer. Phil. oc., 1894, p. 220.
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BOIDM.
Within this family the charaeters of tile hemipenis vary ,considerably. The, plicre are more or less undulate, and in some genera they
fuse at intervals, producing pockets which sometimes approach the
character of calyces. The sulcus, aud generally the entire organ, is
bifurcate. The plicre may also be represented at the apex by distinct
papillIB. The genera which I have examined present the following
characters:
I. Sulcus double.
a. Hemipenis single.
Plicate and not papillose .................................... Eryx Daudin. 1
aa. Hemipenis furcate entirely plicate ... .... Boa Linu:£ns. 2 Eunectes Wagler. 3
Lichanura Cope. -1
More or less pocketed .. ____ .............. ___ _.......... Python Dauclin. 5
Enygrus Wagler.''
Apex papillose .... ____ ................... .. ......... .... Epicrates Wagler. 7
·u. Sulcus single.
Apex papillose. __ . _.. _. _ .... _ .... __ . _ ........ Chilabothrus ~ Dumeril and Bibron.

1

The sulcus in the Cltilabothrus stria,ta examined is divided for a short
distance, when the branches reunite.
Several forms of. this family I have not be·e n able to examine, as
Chondropython, Saurinia, Bolieric~, etc. I therefore give now a synopsis
, of the genera based on the other known characters.
l. Supraorbital bones present (Pythoninre).

I. PremaxUlary teeth present.

a. Fossre in labial plates of both jaws.
Seuta on end of muzzle only ........................... _. Morelia Gray.
Seu ta extending to between orbits ..... . ............... Python Daudin.
Scuta covering vertex and muzzle .......... . ............. . Liasis Gray/'
aa. Fossre in inferior labials only.
Muzzle shielded to frontal region. __ ............... __ .. _.. Nardori Gray.
aaa . No l abial fossre.
Head shielded ; tail prehensile ................ ___ . ... . Ll.spidiotes Krefft.
Head with nine regµlar shields a Love; rostrals plate protuberant; tail
not prehensile ............ _...................... Loxocernus Cope.
II. No premaxillary teeth. 10
Labial plates with fossrn; vertex all(l front sq uamons; nostril in one nasal;
scales smooth ............ . _.... . .... ... .. ... Chondropython Meyer.
Head covered with large scuta ................ . .. ···--·Aspidopython Meyer.
2. Supraorbital bones absent. ( Boina:. )
· I. Tail prehensile.
a. Scales smooth.
(3. Labial fossre present.
Plates on muzzle only ........................ . Xiphosorna Wagler.11
Plates extending over muzzle and front ...... __ .Epicrates _Wagler.12
E. jaculus.
E. marinus.
" P. (Morelia) argii~.
7
E. angulifera.
9 Corallus and Chrysenis Gray .
11 Corallus and Chrysenis Gray.
1

2

3

1

NAT MUS

98--46

B. constrictor.
L. trivirgata.
6
E. carinatits.
8
C. striatus.
10 Epica1·sitts Fischer.
12 Epicarsius Fischer.
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No labial fossm.
Muzzle n.tl(l front scaled; nasal plates meeting ..... Lichanura Cope.
Muzzle and front scaled; nasal plates widely separnted
Boa Linnrens. 1
Muzzle and front scntate; nares vertical . . ...·.... . Eunectes Wagler.
Muzzle anu front with scuta divided on the median line; nar es lat eral ................. _.. _. _. _. _Cltilabothrus Dumeril and Bibr on. 2
Mnzzle and front with median scuta; nares lateral
Unga,liophis Meyer.
cur. cales carinatA.
Top of head with symmetrical plates; nares in a single plate
Bolieria Gr ay .3
Plates on muzzle only .... _. . ........... .. ........... Casarea Gr a y. 4
Top of bead seals; rostrn.l plnte forming border of mouth
Enygrus Wagler.
Too of hea<l scaly; labial plates meeting below rostral plate
·
Trachyboa Peters.
II. Tail uot prehensile.
tr. Pala.tine teeth well developed .
/3 . Rudiments of hind limbs visible .
A mental groove ......... . .. .... ... . ..... . .. . . Gonglyophis Wagler.
No mental groove .. _.: ......... __ ._ ..... . .......... . E1·yx Daudin. 5
/J/3. No visible rudiments ofhin<l limbs.
cales keeled; bead very distinct ... ___ . ___ . . .. _Erebophis Gunther .
mr. Pala.tine teeth none (Peters ).
Scales smooth; top of head witlt sywwetrieal plates to between
orbits; one nasal . . . . .. . ..... . .......... . . _.. . ... Calabaria Gray .,;

The pccieR of the Pythonime are restricted to the Palreotropical,
Ethiopian, arnl Australian realms except those of the single·genus Loxoce1J1'llS Cope, which inhabit Mexico and Central America, within t he
eotropic realm.
The only genus of Boinre which is known to euter the boundaries
of the earctic realm is Lichanura.. ·It is possible that the Boa imperator lias been een iu the valley of the Lower Rio Grande, but of t his
po. itive evidence is as yet wantiug. This species and Epicrates angulifera, of nba, aud. al ' O species of Unga,lia 31e occasionally introduced
i11 to the country in bunches of bananas. The serpent winds itself tightly
around the stem, and is concealed. from view until the fruit is bein g
nles of large size, these snakes are harmless.
r m v d.
LICHANURA Cope.
lichanura OPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pltila., 1861, p . 304; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
• •o. 32, 1887, p. 50.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mns., I, 1893, p. 129.

'eneral form abbreviated and. stout; tail short, slightly prehensile,
ol> u at th extremity. Head slightly distinct; eye small, pupil ver1

.dcrantophis ,Jan.

~ In ludei; llomalochilu s Fischer;

l'dophilus Dumcril and Bibron ( = Sa11zi11ia

ray) ; DendrOJJhilua Jan, and Pieaigaater Seoane.
3
Platygaater Dumeril and Bibron.

'

~ Leploboa Dumrril and Bil.iron.
" uaoria Gray.
11 Rhoptru1·a Peters; may b ,1ou,r to the C.:harinidw.
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tical. Nostril between two plates, the anterior in contact with that of
the opposite side upon the median line. Frontonasal suture extensive.
Posterior to these, the upper surface of the head is covered with smooth
scales. Labial plates without pits. Scales smooth, broad, poreless.
Spurs conspicuous. Gastrostege~ narrow.
In this genus the tail is less prehensile than in Boa, but is more so
than in Er;1JX and -Oharina. It also differs externally from the latter
genus (with which Garman at one time proposed to unite it) in tLe
absence of theJrontal plate and the parietals adjacent to it. An impor-tant osteological difference is the presence of the coronoid bone, which
is wanting in Gharfoa.
The species of this genus are variable in their details both as to
squamation and coloration. I distinguish three species. Dr. Stejneger has named another, which be subsequently withdrew. In his latest
study of this genus this -author distinguishes the species as fo1lows:
A. Eye large; its diameter more than one-third distance from anterior canthns to
tip of muzzle; gastrosteges about 218.
Whitish with three blackish brown longitudinal bands in strong contrast.
L. trivirgata.
AA. Eye smaller; its diameter one-third or less the distance from anterior canthus
to tip of muzzle; gastrosteges 224 to 241.
Color brownish or bluish above, with or without longitudinal bands, which
when present contrast but little with the ground color; true loreals 3; scale
rows 39-43; rostral not prominent .................... __ ........ L. roseofusca,
Color as above; true loreals 2; scale rows 35; rostral prominent_ ... _.L. orcutti.
LICHANURA TRIVIRGA TA Cope.

Lichanura trivirgata COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 304.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sci. deMeA., p. 513.-STEJNEGim, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1889; XII, p. 98.BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 129. Lichanura myriolepis COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 2.-STEJNEGER,
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1889, p. 96.
Lichanu1·a simplex STE,JNEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XII, 1889, p. 98.

Scales of the body in forty to forty-five longitudinal rows, the inferior
a little larger than the others. Eight to ten scales in the ocular ring;
superior la:1ials fourteen or fifteen, t,he anterior three highest. Lorea,Is,
three superiL !' vertical, two inferior horizontal. Rostral plates slightly
prominent, ele ,rated, recurved, quin(iuelateral, its labial border as long
as its nasal. In.~erior labials fifteen, the anterior five longest. A short
mental fissure.
General color pale yellowish, tinged with brown. The belly and
flanks are irregularly specked with liver brown. Superiorly there
extend from the muzzle to the end of the tail three deep liver brown
bands, the median four and the two lateral, five scales wide, separated
by -intervals three and a half scales in width.
The coloration of this handsome boa is altogether unique in the
family. It calls to mind the Salvaclora of the same region. I tin habits
the southern region of Lower California, where Mr. J. Xantus has
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obtained it for the Smithsonian Institution (Cat. .r os. 2277, 2287) . He
found it in swamps among the mountains.
Cat. o. 12602; rows of scales 40; superior labials, 14; gastrosteges 215
urosteges, 44; total length, 582 mm. ; tail, 96 mm.

0

Fig. 145.

+ 1;

,

LIOHANURA TRIVIRGATA COPE.

X 1.5.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California .

.Lichanura trivirgata Cope.
Catalogue ofumber
specio.
mens.

- - --5023

2

12602

1

Locality.
I

Wh en col •
lected.

From whom
received.

----Nature of speci·
men.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower ................ .......... J obn Xantus .... .Alcoholic type.
Ualiforuia.
do.
La Paz, Lower California. Feb. - , 1882 .. L.Belding .......

LICHANURA ROSEOFUSCA Cope.

Lichamira roaeofuaca COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 2.-STEJNEGER,
Proc. U. . at. Mns., 1889, p. 9 .
Lichanura roseofusca COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 2.
IJichanura simplex TEJNEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XII, 1889, p. 97, fig. 2.

Thi specie i represented by a specimen (Cat. No. 14129) from San
Di go, alifornia. The color above, as far as the fifth row of scales on
each ide, i a browni h lead color; below this line and on the lower
surface, light lead-color with dark lead-colored borders to some of the
ales, and a wide lead-colored basal shade of the gastrosteges and
uro tege . There are three longitudinal rusty-brown bands on the
d r al region, which are indistinctly defined and of irregular width.
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Cat. No.14129; rows of scales, 42; superior labials, 14; gastrosteges, 229; nrnsteges,
4!:); total length, 788 mm.; tail, 115 mm.

It was on a specimen of this variety from the same locality that I
proposed the species Lichanura myriolepis. It has forty-five rows of
scales. Another specimen from San Diego is described by Dr. Stejneger
a,., a distinct species under the name of L. simplex. It has forty rows
of scales, and there are no longitudinal stripes above, the general color
above being "brownish drab," below, whitish; gastrosteges, 232; urus-

0

Fig. 146.
LICHANURA ROSEOFUSCA COPE,

X 1.5.

Lower California.
W.M.Gabb.

teges, 39. Eye encircled by seven to eight scales. These forms gradnate into the L. tri'oirgata both in color and in number of scale rows.
The number of gastrosteges is larger, but I suspect that this character
also is not constant.
The typical specimen was brought by Mr. William M. Gabb, from
the region of the boundary between Upper and Lower California, but
the exact locality bas not been preserved. The Smithsonian specimens
are as follows:
·
[,icha,1wm ro seofu,scrt, ( 'ope.
Catalogue ~nml>e.r I
No.
of 8pec1- ,

From whom
Nature of specimen.
received.
- - -- - - -- - -- - - -1- - - - -- - 1- -- - - - -1 I Colorado Desert, San Diego Connty, C.R. Orcutt. ____ .Alcoholic.
California.
do.
1 .- •.. do----··---··---····------ · - -··- ---- ..... do·········1 San Diego, California ____ ._ .. _____ __. ___ Rosa Smith __ ... Type of L. simplex.
1 - - - - _do --- - -- ---- -.. -.... --. -- . --- - - - . - - . C.R. Orcutt- __ ._ .Alcoholic.
do.
l ---·-do--- - ·------·-··- --· -·--·--·--· - ·-· ... -.do-··-·-··-·
1 Harqua Halla Mountains, Arizon a ___ ___ Herbert Brown_
do .
. - - . - - - - - - WJ;~!i a?reek, San Diego County,, Cali• H. W. Henshaw.
Locality.

- - - ~I
]5503

i::~~

14129
16850
206-13
20383

20953 - - - . .. . .. . Harqua Halla Mountains, .Arizona ..... _ Herbert Brown _
22574 ····· ··· ··· ···· ······· ·- ······ · - ·· · ··· ··· ··· · ···· - · · C.R.Orcutt .....
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LICHANURA ORCUTT! Stejneger.

Lichanura orcutti STEJNEGER, Proc. U. S. at. Mus., XII, 1889, p. 96, fig. 1; 1891,
p. 513.-C0PE, Proc. Acad .. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1892, p. 592.

Dr. Stejneger thu describes this species, which is the form most distinct from the L. trivirgata:
cales:i in thirty-three to thirty-five rows; eye encircled by nin e or ten scales;
lorea1s four; labials thirteen to :fifteen; gastrosteges, two hundred and thirty-two;
anal entire; urosteges forty-five, entire.
Roskal plate very prominent, recurved, pentagonal, its nasal boruer twice as long
as its labial; eye surrounded by a ring of scales of nearly equal size, ten on the right
, i(1e, but only nine on the left; between the posterior nasal and tile middle preocular
two large loreal scales, and under the posterior one, wedged in between it, the
mid<lle aud lower prefronta.ls, and fonrth, fifth, and sixth supralabials, a somewhat
su1:1ller subloreal; over the posterior loreal a superloreal of medium size; nasal
divided, the anterior plate meeting the one of the other side; back of these a pair
of r ather large anterior prefrontals followed by four smaller posterio.r prefrontals, or
what corresponds to the ·e plates where ai frontal exists, the outer ones being larger
than those in the middle; posterior to these the head is covered with numerous
rather irr gular scalei;; snpralabial thirteen, the first four highest; infralabials
fifte n, gradually diminishing in height from the pair joining the triangular mental; mental fissure separating four pairs of scales; scales of body smooth, in thirtythM' to thirty-five longitudinal rows, the inferior on each side slightly largn· tlian
th n·st; gastrosteges narrow, two hundred and thirty-two; anal small, enti re;
Lail 1:1hort, blunt; urosteges forty-five, entire.

Fig.147.
LICHANUHA ORCUTT! STEJNEGER.

=l.

Dimensions.-'l'otal length, 870 mu1.; length of tail from anus, 110 mm.; diameter
of cyo, 3 mm.; from tip of muzzlo to anterior bord er of eye, 11 mm.; proportion of
la t two measur ment = 1: 3.7.
rotoration.- round color light bluish gray, with a light brownish wash on the
upp r nrface; three longitudinal ill-defined, zigzag bands of a pale raw umber
hrown running the wbol length of the body, the middle one starting between the
eyes running to the end , f the tail, the lateral ones starting on the t emporal region
b co111iug oh. cure on the tail; top of muzzle and occasional blotches between the
1,auds of tlie ame color; whole underside, except the gulars, mottled irregularly with
l,lotcbcs of a dark nentral t int.
f tb forIUs which compose this genn. the present •species appears to be the most
hi rbly 1liffcre11ti· tecl, the most clii-1tinctive feature being the elongation of _the sno ut
au1l th prominenc and bape of the rostral. From the L. tl'ivirgata, rny1·iolepia, and
simp lex group, it differs more particularly by tbe low number of scale rows and
loreab.
Licftanura orculli S tejneger.
Xumher
of l!prcim ·ns.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

."an Diego, 'alifornia ....... C.R. Orcutt ............................. Alcoholic.
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OHARINID.A3J.

In Oharina tlie sulcus of the hemipenis is bifurcate, bnp the organ is
simple. The surface is plicate, the plime distant toward the apex, and
the ap~x smooth.
But one genus of this family is known.
CHARINA Gray.
Charina GRAY, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 113.-COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 51.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p.130.
Wenon~ BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 139.BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mexique, 1882, p. 511.

Nostril between postnasal and prenasal, the latter confluent with the
internasal. Two pairs of Ji>refrontals; a frontal and rudimentary
parietals. Pupil vertical. Scales of body smooth. Tail short, obtuse;
not prehensile. Anal spines exserted.
Prenasal separated from internasal; postnasal joining preocular; prefrontal entering orbit; one superciliary; superior lab_ials 8-9 ....•................ C. brachyops.
Postnasal plate separated from preocular; prefrontal not entering orbit; more than
one superciliary; prenasal fu sed with internasal; superior labials 9-11.. C. bottm.
CHARINA BRACHYOPS Cope.

Charina brachyops COPE, Proc. u. s. Nat". Mus., 1888, p. 88, pl. XXXVI, :fig. 2.STEJNEGER, Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p. 181.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 131.

Muzzle rather elongate; extremity depressed, rostral plate reflected
backward above, but not separating internasals. These are about
equal in dimensions to each of the two pairs of the prefrontals, and
like them are not separated from each other by scales on the median
line. The frontal would be a semicircle were it not that the anterior
border presents a very obtuse angle forward. This border is continuous with the anterior border of the superciliary, which is not the case
in the 0. bottce. The posterior prefrontal passes in front of the single
superciliary, and its postero-extern al border occupies more of the border of the orbit than does tli e preocular below it. The parietal is a semicircular band, and it is followed immediately by the usual type of
scales. The anterior prefroutals rest at their extremities equally on the
preocular aud tlie postn asal. The former is trapezoidal, and is about
as high as long; _the latter is a little longer than high. The prenasal
is very small. Superior labials eight on one side and nine on the other;
the eye resting on the third, fourth, and :fifth on one sid~, and on the
same plus the sixth on the other. Two postoculars. Three or. four
pairs of geneials of about the same size as the gular scales. Scales of
the body in forty-five rows. Tail short obtuse, with a dermal cap-scale.
Color in alcohol: dark brown above, lig ht brown or yellowish below.
Number
of specimens.

Locality.

From whom received.

I
,

Nature of specimen.

---- - -------1------------------1

Poin t Reyes. Californi a . ... . U. S. Fish Commiss ion .. ... ... . ... . ... __ I .Alcoholic.
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The single small specimen described above stands quite outside the
wide range of variation of the 0. bottre, presenting characters which
might be and have been considered to be of generic importance. The
separatio11 of the prenasal, and absence of the loreal plates can not,
however, be so used in this group in my opinion.
CHARIN A BOTT lE Blainville.
Charina botta~ GRAY, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 113.-COPE, Check-list N ·
Am. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.-BouLli:NGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 130.
Tortrix bottm BLAI:l'VILLE, Nouv. Anm. Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris, III, 1834, p. 57.
Wenona plmnbea et isabella B AIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp.,
1853, pp. 139, 140.

JJead hort; crowu flat; muzzle prominent, blunt, rounded, depressed;
fro11tal'-l four transver e, band-like, hinder rather larger; frontal wider
than long; angulate behind, large; parietal very
small, oblique; in contact with parietal; one
or no loreal, one anterior
larger and three posterior
smaller oculars; superciliaries three or two; small;
rostral large convex depressed, produced posteFig. 148 ·
riorly above to an obtuse
CITAHINA DOTTJF, BLAINVll,LI<:.
xs.
angle; nostrils lateral
c:it. No. m, u.s.:u.1.
very small, between two
na al plate ·, th upper confluent with the internasal and margining tbe
ro tral; parietal band-like, undivided on the middle line. Eyes moderat , urrounded by mall scales or resting on labials; throat with small
ale ; geneial bields small, with a distinct longitudinal gular fold; two
front upper labial shields large; re ·t smaller, lower; front lower labial
l1igb, lender binder lower, small. Bocly elongate, cylindrical; scales
mootb, rhombic, imbricate, lower series largest, in from thirty-seven to
forty-five row ; ventral hields narrow, transverse; tail short, blunt at
th end· ubcaudal plate narrow, six-sided, simple.
The color vari from ye1lowi h or olive brown above and yellow
lJ low t l ad-colored above and dirty white below. No markings of
an

kind.
'at. , '011.

pp r Jahiali;.

4491,_ ____ .... 9-10.
117 9 ______ ··- · 10-11.
11691.. ____ ---· 9-10.

CaAtrm1to"ef!.

218.
208.
20:-.

Urosteges.

35.
35.
35.

Scales.

47.
45.
42.

Length.

m,m.

Tail.
mm.

600.

70.

The xtraor<linary variability of this pecies in the squamation of
th head may be exhibited in the following table :
I. Iuterna al con1ln nt with prefronta.ls.
Loreal pres nt· ye resting ou Jahials . . · ·· - .... -----· ____ -··· ____ Cat.

o.4496
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II. Internasals distinct.
a. Rostral separating internasals on the middle line.
Loreal present; eye on labials on one side; separated by scales on the
other ... ---· .............. ···-·· ............. .. ...... ----·· Cat.No.449i
aa. Rostral not separating intcrnasa1s.
(3. Eye resting on labials.
Loreal present.. . . . . Cat.Nos. 4497, 11691, 11789, 12581, 12556, 16151, 16152
No loreals .... _.............. _........................... Cat. No. 7299
(3(3. Eye resting on labials on one side, and not on th() other .
Loreal present ........................................... Cat. No. 4494
(3(3(3. Eye separated from labials on both sides.
Loreal, one on one side, two on the other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cat.No. 8922
Loreals, one on each sic1e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cat.Nos. 16148, 9255
Lorea1H, none .... _....... ... .................... ... ...... Cat. No. 44!12

UHARINA llOTTlE IlLAlNVJLLE.

X 1.5.

Summer Lake, Orego11.
E.D. Cope.

None of the North American specimens have the internasals separated
on the middle line by a scale, as is stated to l>e the case in the type of
0. bottce by Bocourt. Several have the prefrontals separated by scales,
however, so that the character of the type specimen is probably only
an individual variation. There is no reason to suppose that the Upper
California species differs from that of Lower California. I give the
following notes, which I took from Blainville's type in the Museum
of the Jardin des Plantes in 1864, by permission of Prof. Auguste
Dumeril:
The tail enters the total length 9½ times. Frontal much wider than long, post~
nasal and loreal longer than wide. One preocular . Ten superior labials, second and
third touching loreal, fourth, :fifth, and sixth entering orbit. Forty-three rows of
scales, size graduating smaller from first to tllird. A reddish tint in the pale brown
of the belly; above slaty brown.

The specimen agreed in size and characters with the one described by
Blainville, and I am therefore at a loss to understand the accounts
given by June:-s and Boeourt. The former says I there are but thirty1

Arnhi v. f. Naturg., I, 1862, p. 242.
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nine rows of cales on the body, and the latter say , perhaps by a typographical error, twenty-11ine. Bocourt also says that at the period of
hi writing, 1 1 82, the ~ pecimen was no longer in good condition. It
wa in good condition at the time of my examination h1 1864:.
'rhe Wenona isabellci does not appear to me to differ specifically from
the other forms. Its hea<l plates di play a peculiarity wbich is also seen
in a specimen from California.
(See table, pages 728, 729.)
Tbis speciesrauges throughout the entire Pacific district,
at, well as the Lower Californian. Tbe most eastern point
from which the U.S. National
Museum has procured specimens is the John Day River,
of Oregon. It has been also
obtained in the Great Basin on
Fig. 150.
the Humboldt River, Nevada.
CHAltlNA l.!O'l"l'.iE BLAINVILLE.
X 1.5.
I once took a specimen ofthe
,·howingtwo rows of loreal plates.
Oharina bottrenear the shore of
~ nmmer Lake, in Oregon. It was lying in the road stretched at length,
but with it muscles alternately knotted, so as to resemble. a root. It
was very tame and allowed itself to be handled to any extent without
att mptin<r to bite. A specimen in the U.S. Natioual Museum contains
a mall mammal which it had eaten. Another individual was in the ad
or ,'wallowing p, Scelopoms when captnre<l• a11d preserved in spirits.
Clwri11a bottce Blainville.
Wlwn ~
collecteil

Locality.
4JOO '

1

4197 1

1

!)22 1

·1191
4l0:l
72!10
:,!I{

9;,03
11601

I

F·, om whom rrce,ve<l.
.

\ Natureof
specimen.

Willamotte Valley, Oregon ..... . .... . .... Lient. R. S. Williamso11, Alcoholic
U. ti. A.
type.
Pre iclio, California ............. . ........ Lieut.W. P. Trowl,ridg<',
clo.
U.8.A.
flaklancl, California....... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . H. llemphill ............ .
do.
do.
F~rt 8teilacoom, ,vash•
Dr. Geo . Suckley , [
rngton.
U . S. A.
1 l'u;r<'t.'ouncl, "'ashington .... .. .. .. .. .. . ......................... .
clo.
1 .... . <lo .•••.•..••.......•.. ' ........••......••••..•. .....•. •. . •.....
do.
0
do.
} 1·j~ig1~
;1;.· · ·:i811
rlo.
do.
1 Bi~e,!:i;l~~l of 'l'ruckN•,
,J 11 ly - , 1S(i7 }{.. Ridgway .... .... .... .
1

1······ ···--····

1~;iz~.-c~·,;i•~~~i~::: :1·A

1

1
1

1
I
1
1
1
:l

·I t: ~~."if~:!k;.~;::::::: J

Fresno, ('alifornia . . . . . . - , 1870 Gustav Eisen ........... .
(IJ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. B. R. Kennnly ... .
Ilumboldt R.iv1-r, Xerndn .. . . ....... . .. . Lieut.,v. P. Trowbr idge,
I
•
U.S.A.
1
,Jolin Day River, Oregon ............... Capt. C. Bendire, U.S A .
Fr !IDO, California... .. ... ... . . ...... . .. G. Eisen ............... .
. c•attle, Washington ...... . ........... . . O. B. Johnson .......... • 1
... clo .................... . ... . ...... . .. . ..... ,lo .................. .
..... <10 ••••••••••••.••.•••. •••.•••••••.••..•.•. <10 ••..•. • ...•••••••••
. ... . ,lo .... .... ........... . 1.. .. ...•••. . . . ·1· .... clo ..... . .............
0

1

1

1li ssion, '<'i. <1<- Mexiqne, 1>· 572.

1

<lo.
<lo.

do.
110.

do.
do.
do.
clo.

d,,.
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UNGALIID1E.
In Ungalia tliere are rio plic:::e, and in U. m~lanura there are only
four small papill:::e systematically arranged. The sulcus and organ are
furcate.
No species of this family occur in North America. They exist principally in the West Indies.
AGLYPHODONTA.

The three families of the Aglyphodonta are as follows:
Tw.p pulmonary lnngs; no tracheal lung; a coronoid bone ...... ___ .. XENOPELTID.1E.
One pulmonary lung and a tracheal lung; no coronoid bone; postorbital bone produced forward over the orbit ..... ____ . _____ ·- ____ ._ ...... _._ .. _.·-- .NOTHOPIDM.
One pulmonary lung with a rudiment of n, second; rarely a tracheal lung; no coronoid bone; postfrontal bone not produced over orbit ........... __ ... COLUBRIDJE.

XENOPELTID1E.
'Eyes not covered with a plate; head with normal shields, with an interparietal added;
scales smooth; anal ancl snbcaudals divided; teeth equal .. Xenopeltis Reinwardt.

The family :Xenopeltid:::e also belongs to the Pal:::eotropic realm.
I have been unable to determine the penial structure of the 011ly
species of the Xenopeltid:::e, the Xenopeltis unicolor Reinwardt, as all of
the four individuals accessible to me are females .
.-&OTHOPIDAJ.
There are two subfamilies of this family:
No gastrosteges or urosteges ....... ___ .......... ___ ..... ___ .. _. __ -ACROCHORDIN.JE.
Gastrosteges and urosteges present .... _......... _. __ .............. _.. NOTHOPIN.JE.

Of the members of these subfamilies I have only examined the hemi•
penis of Ohersydrus granulatus Cuyier. This bifurcates, but not deeply,
and tlrn surface below the bifurcation is smooth. The branches are
delicately and not closely spinous.
ACHOCHORDIN .JE~.

Body compressed, acute below ..... _. ___ . ___ .... _............... Chersydnu Cuvi~r.
Body round, flat below ........ ···- ____ ·--·. ____ ...... ...... Acrochordus Hornstedt.

The species of this family are of aquatic habit, and live in the rivers
of' the Malayan Peninsula and the island~ of Sumatra ~mrl Java. But
three are known.
NOTHOPIN.2E.

Scales above granular, with rows of tnbercular 1,cales; nrosteges simple; no frontal
or parietal plates ......................... - ............. _. Xenodermus Reinwardt.
Scales squamous; nrosteges double; head scaly, with frontal and parietal plates.
Nothopsis Cope.
Scales squamous; n rosteges single; nine normal head plates ..... Stoliczkaia Jerdon.
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But three species constitute th~s family, Xenoderm:us javanic1ts
Reinwardt, from the Malaysian Archipelago; the Nothopsis rugosus
Cope, 1 from the Darien region of New Grenada, and Stoliczlcaia lchasiensis Jerdon, from S. India.
COLUBRIDA3J.
The natural divisions. of this family are clearly indicated by the
characters of the hemipenis for the greater part. The characters of the
vertebrm can not, however, be neglected, and the dentition in a general
way corresponds with the results thus attained. Thus the type of
penis with simple sulcus ·and well-developed rucbes includes the large
isodont ground snakes and their allies. The types with furcate sulcus
with rucbes or disc, are nearly always diacranterian in dentition. The
.r atricine hemipenis is always associated with continued vertebral
bypapopbyses. The smooth or plicate hemipenis is very seldom associated with such hypapopbyses.
I repeat here in the main the groups indicated in my prodomous of
1 93, with th e omission of the glypbodont genera. As I have not had
acce s to ome of the Oriental and African genera, it may be necessary
to introduce ome changes into some of the groups which include those
g n ra. I al o now regard the di ciferous type as of equal value with
th other ·.
I. l [ypap~pby es restrict d to the anterior part of the vertebral column.
er. · o tracheal lung.
JI mi penis spinele. s, smooth or plicate or papillose only ...... CALAMARIN.lE.
Jferuipenis with apical disc; no calyces; spinous · sulcns furcate.
X EN0D0NTIN1E.
lleroipenis calyculate, spinous; sulcus furcate; no disc ........ DROMICIN.lE.
Hemipcni~ calyculate, spinous; sulcus simple; no disc ......... CoLUBRIN.lE .
a a . A trncbeaJ lung.
Hemipeni s as in Dromicime . .............•.•• ••..•...•.•. LEPTOGNATHINlE.
II. IIypapopby es present to the caudal region.
Ilemipenis sru oo tb, not spinous . ..................• ........ . AN0PLOPIIALLIN.lE .
II ruipcni spinou , without enlarged basal hook ......•........ LYC0DOXTINAJ: .
IIemipenis pinou , with enlarged basal book or hooks ............. NATHICIN.lE.

By far the greater number of snakes belong to the family Colubridre.
Th y rcpre ent all types of relation to tbe environment; for some are
aquati , and other ' are terre trial, some living on the surface of the
arth and other burrowing beneath it. Others are more or less arbor al, om a cending to the summits of the tallest trees of the forest
and rarely d cending to the earth.
one of them are dangerous to'
man, x epting that ome of the larger species could cause the death
of children by cou trictiug the neck so as to cause suffocation; but
tbi ac i 1 n rarely occur . Mo t of the pecie disappear at tlle sight
f man.
CALAMARI A3J .
h genera of thi group are of variou external forms, and the
h rnip ni pre ent con i<lerabl variety of tructure.
1

Pro . Aca.cl.

at. ,' ci. Phila., 1871, p. 201, pl. xvu, figs. 1-7.
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FUSIFORM.

Hemipenis smooth, smooth, simple; sulcus furcate ___ ... ______ .. ___ Calamaria Boie. 1
Hemipenis transversely plicate, sulcus simple; extrem ity with two papillre; anal
divided _____ . _____ ... __ . _ . ___ ....... _........... __ . __ .... _..... _. Oligodon Boie. 2
Hemipenis smooth, or nearly so; apex membranons; sulcus simple; anal entire.
Holarchus Cope. 3
Hernipenis similar to Holarchus, but sulcus forcate; anal entire. __ . Dicraulax Cope 4
II.

COLUBRIFORM.

III.

DIPSADIFOR,Vf.

Hemipenis bifurcate, with papillrn at the middle and smooth apex .. Pareas Wagler."

It is probable that several genera allied to Calarnarif!, resemble it in
characters, and that Simotes Dumeril and Bibron belongs near to
Holarchiis. From their general resemblance it is also probable that '
Anoplodipsas Peters and Arnblycf,_phalus Kuhl belong near to Pareas.
The subfamily is entirely Oriental.
XENODONTIN ~ -

In this group Lystrophis has a close external resemblance to Heterodon, but the recurved rostral plate occurs also in the Scytaline genus
Rhinostorna, which has no relationship to either. I formerly referred
the Dromicine forms to this subfamily.
After the subtraction of the Dromicime a limited number of genera
are referable here. They are all colubriform and all neotropical.
q;. Rostral plate not recurved.

Hernipenis undivided; DO scale pits ............. __ . _.......... . Aporophis Cope.
Hemipenis divided; DO scale pits ......................... . Ophiomorphus Cope.
HemipeDis divided; one scale pit .......... ------ ............ ... . Xenodon Boie.
q;q;. Rostral plate recurved.
Hemipenis divided; one scale pit ..............................-Ly strop his Cope.
DRO.:\lICIN A-<~-

A. No proximal diverticulum of the left lung.
I. Hemipenis transversely plicated ( divided) (Flabellati).
Plicre not papillose; diacran terian __ ..... _... __ . _. _.. _. _.. Helicops Wagler.
Plicre not papillose; isodont ........ _. __ ...... _.. __ ... Pseudoeryx Fitzinger.
Plicre papillose; isodont. _________ ....... ~ haDdosoma Dumeril and Bibron.
II. Calyculate, and not capitate (Calyculati ).
q;. Hemipenis undivided.
Fusiform; isodont. _............................. Carphophiops Gervais.
Colubriform; isodont; two nasals ...... __ . Diadophis Baird and Girard.
Colubriform; diacranterian; one nasal .......... .. .. Amastridium Cope.
Colubriform; diacranterian; two nasals ...•••• . HypsirhynchuB Gunther.
q;q;. Hemipenis double.
Fusiform; isodont; one internasal. .................... . Farancia Gray.
Fusiform; isodont; two internasals ................ ...... Abastor Gray.
Colubriform; diacranterian; no scale pits . ... __ ._._ .. Dromicus Bibron.
Coln briform; diacranterian; one scale pit _. _.. _.. _.. Monobothris Cope.
Colubriform; diacranterian; two scale pits ...•.. ...... Halsophis Cope.
1

3

Species examined C. gervaisii.
H. ancorus, H. dolleyanus.

0. subquadratus.
D. trinotatus.
5 P. mrellendorffii.
2

4
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III.

'ap itat • (or pocketed) ( apitati).
cpcp. ll 'mipenis undivided .
.'cale pit single; cale smooth ....................... Pliocercus Cope.
To scale pits; scale. mooth ..................... ...... Rhadinma Cope.
Scales keel d; prena als in co11 tact .. Tretanorhinus Dumeril and Bi bron.
cpcp. IIemipenis divided.
Rostral normal; i odont ....................... Ninia Baird and Girard.
lY. Papillo eat apex. (African) (Papilla.ti).
lI miponi ingle ............................ .. ........... Grayia Giintber.
Remipenis bifurcate ......................................... The.le us Cope.
V. 'alyculate, with spinous bands to apex. (Calycispinosi.)
Hemipenis bifurcate; colubriforru ...................... Tceniophallus Cope.
ubisodont; attenuate ...................... Uromacei· Dum eril and Bibron.
\'I. Exclu ivcly spinous to apex (diacrauterian). (Spinosi.)
Anterior teeth wanting ............. .' ............ ............ Enulius Cope.
Anterior teeth present; internasal plates fused; fusiform .. Hydrops Wagler.
Ant rior teeth present; anal divided; no scale pits; colubriform; not bifur.
cate ...•............................................ Echinanthera Cope.
Anterior teeth present; :mal entire; one scale pit; colubriform; bifurcate.
Acanthophallus Cope.
AA. Left luncr with a proximal di verticulum extending to the throat.
VII. Calyculate and capitate.
Rostral recurveu; hemipenis divided; diacranterian ... Heteroclon Beauvois.

Any one familiar with these ge-qera will perceive that they are not
r pre euted in a linear serie · in the table. He will also observe tbat
geuera of probably not very close affinities are placed. close together,
a', for iu tance, Tretanorhin1.ts and H_elicops and their associates. Tllis
i , however, a 11ecessity of an artificial key and is not new in zoology.
The pecies of thi subfamily are all American, and mostly neotrop• .
ical. The following genera are found in the Medicolumbian fauna:
Carphophiops, Abastor, Farancia, Diadophis, Rhadinma, Heterodon. Of
these, a11 are characteristically nearctic except Rhadincea, which is
neotropical. Of the remaining_genera Hypsirhynchus and Neomacer
have been only found on the island of Santo Domingo, while Adromicus
and Ilalsophis are principally if not entirely West Indian. Amastridium,
fiiocercus, and Ninia are Central American and Columbian, while
Tretanorhinus i the only genus which belongs both to this region and
to the We t Indian. Helicops is confined to the Brazilian district,
where it i repre ented by a number of species.
Th fu iform types are Pseudoeryx, Rabidosoma, Carphophiops, Abas.
tor, and Farancia. The rest are more or less colubriform, except
romacer, which i very lender, including only tree snakes.
CARPHOPHIOPS Gervais.
ERVAI , Diet. Hist. Nat. Univers., parD'Orbigny, III, 1843, p.191.Proc. Acad. Tat. ci. Phila., 1860, p. 78.
Celuta BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. . Amer., Rept., Pt.1, erp., 1853, p.129.
Carphophis D TlllERIL, Prodrome Class, Rept. Opbid., 1853, pp. 43-46; Erp. Gen.,
VII, 1854, p.131.-G0NTHER, Cat. Col. nakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 17.-BOU·
LE,.•GER, at. nake Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 324.

Carphophiops
PE,

Head depres ed, continuous with the body.

Cephalic plates normal,
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sometimes no distinct internasal pla,tes. One 11asal, nostril in tho middle. No ant_eorl>ital. Orbit boumled in front chiefly by the loreal, whieh
is large, and slightly by the prefrontals. Scales smooth. Postab1lominal scutella bifid. Subcaudals divided.
This genus is the North American representative of the neotropical
Rha.bdosom,a and the typical forest burrowers. •rrhe species are generally found uuder stones, and UI,lder and in rotteu logs, and under tl1e
bark, where they readily make their way, forcing their sharp muzzle
into narrow places with much muscular strength.
Octrphophiops has exactly the plate aud scale formula of Abastor, bnt
the hemipenis is simple and not bifurcate. It resembles that of Abastor,
however, in having the sulcus bifurcate, and the apex furnished with
calyces in moderate number.
The two species of the_genus differ as follows:
Temporal scales 1-2; light color of belly not extending to third row of sca.les; bn.ck
paler ................. ... ............................................. G. arnmnus.
Temporal scales 1-1; light color of belly extending to third row of scales; back
darker ................................................................. C. vermis.
CARPHOPHIOPS AMCENUS Say.
Car11hophis ammna DuMfmL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 132.-GONTIIER,
I

Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mns., 1858, p. 17.-JAN, Icon. Gen . Ophitl., Pt. 12., pl. II,
figs. 4, 4-B.-Bouurnmrn, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 324.
Col11ber anur nus SAY, .Jonrn. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., IV, 1825, p. 237.-COPE, Proc.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila ., 1860, p. 78.-STORER, Rept. Mass:, 1839, p. 226.
Calamarict ania:na Scm,EGEL, Essai Phys. Serp., 1~37, p. 31, pl. r, figs. 19, 20.
Brachyorrhos animnns HoLBIWOK, N. Amer. Ilerpt., III, 18-12, p. 115, pl. xxvu.
Celuta anwma BAIRD aml GrnARO, Cat. N. Amer. H.ept., 1853, p. 129.
Celuta helenre Kn:NN'lCOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph ila., 1859, p . 100.

Dorsal scales in thirteen rows. Head small; frontal plate hexagonal,
11early as broad as long. Interuasals angular, one-third the size of
prefro11tals, which are likewise angular, and enter posteriorly into the
upper portion of the orbit iu front. Parietals proportionally large.
Hostral broad a ll(l well developed. Nasal single, nostril in the middle
of the anterior half. A larg·e Ioreal forming with the prefrontal the
a11terior part of the orbit. A quadrangular anfl elevated postorbital.
Superciliaries very small and 11arrow. Suout protruding·. Eyes circular, over the commissure of tlie third and fourth labial. Upper labials
ti ,Te, fifth largest. Inferior labial six, third largest. Temporal sllields
u-ell developed, two in tl1e vertical row behind the first "temporal and
L1 :::-t upper labial. ·
Body very glossy, subcylindrical. Tail short, tapering into a point.
Seales rhomboidal, broad, all perfectly smooth. Outer row somewhat
larger.
Above uniform chest11nt-brown, opalescent; bright salmon color in
life beneath.
Iu nearly half the specimens tlie internasal scuta are wanting. Tl.lis
conditiou was suppo::;ed by Kenuicott to indicate a distinct species
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( C. helence Kennicott), aud by some others a distinct genus. There is,
however, no otller character by which to separate it from the 0. wnren11s,
ancl the character it elf i not constant. Thus, in jar Cat. No. 8840, from
Union County, Tennessee, one specimen bas both internasals, a secoud
has bu-tone, and a third is witl10ut.
In jar ,Cat. No. 12046, from Mount
Carmel, Illinois, nearly all the specimens lack the internas~ls, but one
of them has the plate on one side.
Sol!le other variations occur.
Thus, in a specimen from Jackson,
North Carolina (Cat. No. 1921), the
anterior angle of the frontal plate
i~ produced forward to the internasals, completely separating the prefrontals. In Cat. No. 10721, from
Washington, District of Columbia,
}fig. 151
there is but one, a large scute, in the
'ARPIIOPIIIOP>i AMCE:--us AV.
second row of temporals; and two
X 2.t.
rows of scales are of the color of the
Mount Carmel, Illinois.
abdomen, which contrasts strongly
Cnt. No. 120-l6, U.S.N.M.
with thatofthe dorsal regions. The
pecimen is quite intermediate between this species and the 0. vermis.
In ome pecimens the superciliary is larger than the postocular; in
other the reverse is the case.
Gat. Nos.

Upper labials.

1925 ..........
1878 .... .. ....
1874.. .........
12046._ ........

5.
5.
5.
i'i.

Gastrosteges.

127
131
120
128

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ l.

Urosteges.

Scales. Total length .

32.
24.
33.
26.

13.
13.
·13.
13.

Tail.

1n1n.

1nm.

260.
268.
220.
302.

46.
35.
41.

<H.

Cai·phophiops a'ni<.enus Say.
[Form amamus.]

~tnlo•ruel N_nmbe_r
• "

o! 11p•c1-

.. O.

IDl.:nS.

I
I

1870
2157
1931
1 73
1921
192"2

01

~i

10721
l'.?047

When
collected .

From whom received.

I

Nature
of specimen.

=. _
-_.

IBeesleys
Foxburg, Pennsylvania ......... ~ -;rof. S. F. Raird
Point, New .................. . do .................. .

Jersey.
l Ander on, ~outb Carnlina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mrs. M. E. Daniel ... ... .
2 (;larke County, Virginia .............. ............................ .
I Weathersfield, Connecti- ............... C. Wright .............. .
cut.
2 Jag:glina?ounty, North .......... ..... Fitzgerald ............. .

1025

4934

Locality.

1 ..... do ........................................ do ... ..... .......... .
1 Wa!ihintrton, District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. Coues, U.S . .A. ...•.
Columbia.
1 Geor~ria..... ........ ...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. J. Jones ............ .
3 Union County, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . J. N. B. Scarborough ... .
1 Kinston, ortb Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mason ................. .
1 Wa!ibington, District of May-, 1880 ~V. W. Rhees ........... .
Columoia.
'.? Mount Car.mo!, Illinois .. .. Nov.-, 1881 Lucien M. Turner ...... .

Alcoholic.
do.
<lo.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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Carphophiops ammnus Say-Continued.
Number
Cata1ogue of specimens.
. No.
10720

1

10750
13301}
13302
14437
17445}
17554
19485

1
2
2

When
collected .

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature
of specimen.

Salem Creek, North Caro- -, 1881 Dr. J . .A.. Kite, U.S. N ... Alcoholic.
lina.
Clearwater, Florida ..................... S. T. Walker . ... . . .•.. ..
do.
{~~::::n~;,:::~i::.·. :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::.-.-:::::::~::::
Dunn Loring, Virginia ... ......... ...... G.D. Figgins ........... .
Insane asylum, District ............... Dr. J. W. Blackburn .... .
of Columbia.

.!::
do.
do.

1

[Form helenm.]
2 Southern Illinois ..•..... ................ R. Kennicott •........... Alcoholic.
7 .Mount Carmel, Illinois ................. .. Lucien M. Turner ...... .
do.
1 Morton, Ohio ........................... . .A..H.Little ............ .
do.
William Phillips ....... .
do.
Dr. B. F. Shumard •••••..
do.
do.
2 Southern Illinois .................•...... R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
1 Arlington, Virg~nia .............•........ William Palmer ... ..... .
do.
1 Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . .A.pr. - , 1881 Robert Ridgway ....... .
do.
1 "\Vyandotte, Indiana .................... . G. P. Merrill ........... .
do.
1 Insane asylum, District ............. . . Dr. J. W. Blackburn ..•..
of Columbia.

2183
12046
8853
8792
1874
2183
12128
10656
19257
19486

~- ~i~r::~:~~~~~~::::::::· :::::::::::::::

CARPHOPHIOPS VERMIS Kennicott.
Ca1·phophiops vermis KENNIC0TT, COPE, Check-list N . .Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 34.
Celuta ve1·mis KENNrn0TT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 99.

Scuta as in 0. ammnus, except that there is but one scale of the second
row of temporals. Tliis scale bounds posteriorly both the first temporal and the last labial; a small one
below it extends over a part of the
posterior border of the last labial.
Larger than 0. ammnus. Scales in
thirteen longitudinal rows. Color
above lustro:µs purplish black, much
darker than in 0. ammnus. Abdomen pale yellowish flesh color (probably brighter in life), this color extending to the third lateral row of
Fig. 152.
dorsal scales.
CARPHOPHIOPS YEP.MIS KENNICOTT.
Though_ possessing the general
x 2 .4.
form of 0. a11imnus, this differs strik_
iugly iu tlie la,rger size, darker color of the upper parts, and the extension of the :flesh color of the abdomen over to the third. la,teral row of
scales; in 0. amcenus this color extends only to the second. row.
Cat. No.

Upper labials.

1918 .......•. - ... 5.
6074 ............. 5.
N.A'l' MUS

98--47

G astrosteges.

129+1.
134+1.

Urm,t eges .

23.
33.

Scalmi. Length.

13.
13.

Tail.

1nm.

1nm.

266.
240.

21.
40.
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This species always possesses the internasal plates, so far as our
knowledge extends. The posterior geneials are always distinct, though
smaller than the anterior.
Th e distribution of the species is in the southwestern part of the Eastern region. .Accordiug to Mr. Julius Hurter it is to be found near St.
Loui . It occupjes the lower ground, while the 0. ammnus in the same
neighborhood is found in tbe higher ground.
Carphophiops ve1·mis Kennicott.

INumber
Catalogue of speciN o. / mens.
6074
1918

5563
]7698

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

1 Fort Scott, Kansas....................
1 Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisiana........
l St. Louis, Missouri....................
1 Neosho, Missouri .....................

Nature
of specimen.

Lieut. Eustis, U.S. A . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
do.
St. Louis Academy .. . .. .. ..
do.
U.S. Fish Commission......
do.

ABASTOR Gray .

.Abastor GRAY, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 78.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat .

. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.125.-C0PE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32,
18 7, p. 53.-BOULRNGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1893, p. 289.

Head ubconical, continuous with the body. Uephalic plates normal.
ue na al, grooved beneath tLe nostril. No anteorbitals. One
]or al tog ther with the prefrontals constituting the orbit anteriorly.
T eth qual. Pupil circular. Scale srnootll. Postabdominal scutella
biikl.
nbcaudal all bifid. Hernipenis bifurcate, each apex with a
moderate number of lightly serrate calyces. Spines numerous.
The p nial characters of this genus show that it belongs to the Dromi inre, near to Oarphophiops, as I already suggested in 1895.1 The
bifurcation of the organ distinguishes it from that genus. It resembles
tliat of .Faranciain all es'entia1s, the smaller and more numerous spines
off ring no greater difference than that which occurs in various genera.
Thi genu" i ' represented by a single species, which inhabits the
outbern part_of the earctic region. It is thus characterized:
·al' h1 19 rows; superior labials, 7; tail one-soventh of total l ength or shorter,
bluish black, wit h 3 red stripes above; below, flesh-colored, with a series of
hlui b-Mack spots on each side ........... ................... A.. erythrogrammus.
ABASTOR ERYTHROGRAMMUS Daudin.

A bastor erythrogrammus GRAY Cat.

nakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 78.-BAIRD an,l

rn,um, Cat. . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 125.-COPE, Check-Jist K
Amer. Ba.tr. and Rept., 1875, p. 35.-B0ULENGER: Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., l l
1893 p. 290.
'o luber erytl1rogra11im1t8 DAUDIN, Hist. at. Rept., VII, 1799, p. 93, pl. LXxx111,
fig. 2.-II0LBHO0K
Am I'. Rerpt., 1st ed., I, 1836, p. 115, pl. xxn.
JI licopB ('1'!Jihrogram'TIW8 WAGLER, at. yst. Amph., 1830, p.170.-HOLBR00K, N.
Amel'. II rpt. 2d 11., III, 1842, p. 107, pl. x. ·v.
llvmalop Bis erythror1rcwwws Born, Isis, 1827, p. 5:'l.
'alopisma erythrogranmwm l>nnhnL and Brnnox, Erp. Gen., VII, 1834-, p. 337.
T.

1 Trans.

Amer. Phil. 'oc., XVIII, p. 217.
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Vertical plate subhexagonal, long, maintaining its width posteriorly
to the point where it enters between the occipitals. Occipitals long
anteriorly and posteriorly angular, rounded exteriorly. Postfrontals
polygonal, entering into the orbit. Prefrontals proportionally small and
subtriangular. Rostral very broad. Nostril in the middle of the nasal,
with a groove beneath. Eyes very large. Loreal narrow, forming with
the postfrontals the anterior portion of the orbit. Superciliaries large,
elongated, sides undulated. Two rounded postorbitals, lower one
smallest. A very long temporal shield extending backward beyond
the occipitals, and two or three smaller ones scarcely distinguishable
from the scales. Mouth deeply cleft. Upper labials, seven, sixth larger;
lower labials, seven, fourth larger. Two pairs of mental shields, posterior pair smallest, extending backward beyond the fourth inferior
labial. Scales subrhomboidal, smooth, constituting nineteen longitudi-

]•

' ig . 153.

AB.ASTOR ERYTHR OGRAMMUS DAUDIN .

Georgetown, South Carolina.
Ci.t. No. 5556, U.S. N.M.

nal rows; outer rows considerably larger ; t he others nearly equal
amongst themselves, except the second row, which is somewhat larger.
Ground color above bluish black. Dorsal longitudinal red line narrow, embracing only the medial rows of scales, extending from the
occipitals to a little way beyond the anus. On each side of this there
are three rows of scales 'of the ground color. Then a longitudinal red
liue, broader than the medial one, though covering only one row of
scales, t hen again three rows of the ground color. Of the remaining
two outer rows of scales the outermost is uniform reddish yellow, and
the bases of the scales of the second row have a spot of bluish black.
Beneath, two series of bluish black subelliptical and transverse spots,
one spot on the exterior third and anterior margin of each scutella.
The plates of the head are narrowly margined with yellow. The labials
are yellow, with a central black spot.
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Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulre and measure•
men ts, the latter in inches:
Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length.

ontbernStates(f) ...................•.... 182+1.
clo .•••..•••..•••. ___ •.•• __ • . • . . • . • • • • • 185 1.
'avannah, Georgia ... ___ .............. --·. 179 1.
do ___ . _. _......................... - - - . 179 + 1.

37.

+
+

41.
37.

19.
19.
19.
19.

Tail.

2!

15¾.
14¾.
10.
10.

¼
11

lf

This species belongs to the .A.ustroriparian region, but has not been
found up to date as far west as the Mississippi River. I detected it in
1895 on tbe Pamunkey River, in Virginia, This locality has always
been regarded as within the Carolinian district, so that the locality is
unexpected.
A basto1· erythrogrammus Daudin.
,
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mcnt:1.
6426

8292

5550
804.9

5558
9005
95 :J
10672

Locality.

When
collected.

Newberne, North Carolina ...............
Wilmington,NorthCaro• .............. .
lina.
1 Georgetown, South Caro- ...............
lina.
1 Georgia ..................... .............
3 Pensacola, Florida .......................
1 Kimit.on, North Carolina .................
l. Arlington, Florida ........ A 1,ril - , 1878
1 Gainesville, Florida........ - , 1879

F;om whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Capt. Wm. Holden ...... Alcoholic.
Dr.A.Reuss............
do.
P.J. C. Weston ..........

do.

RR.Cuyler ............. Alcoho lic
type.
Dr. R. W. Jeffrey ........ Alcoholic.
H. W.'Welsher ... . . . . . . .
<lo.
F. G. Goode .............. Cast.
James Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.

Thi pecie8 is a burrower, and is allied to Carphophiops, as I first
point d out. The Pamunkcy River specimens were dug from a elay
bank beneatli ten feet of sand. Mr. Clarence B. Moore, in his excava·
1ion,• of Iudian mounds in Florida, has dug it from nearly as great a
<l pth beneath the surface, in sand. This species and the Farancia
aba ura are the lal'ge t of the burrowing Dromicinre.
FARANCIA Gray.
l"aranci<t GRAY, Zool. Misc., 1842, p. 68; Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 74.BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p . 123.-COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat.
)Iu ., ~ro. 32, 1 87, p. 52.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 290.

Head ubeUiptical, elongated, slightly di tinct from the body. Inter•
na al plate ingle. One nasal, grooved beneath the nostrH. No prerbital; prefrontal and loreal constituting the anterior portion of tl1e
orbit. Po torbilals pre ent. Scale mooth. Postabdominal scutella,
bifid.
ub audal jn pairs. Teeth equal. Hemipenis bifurcate, with a
moderate number of dentate calyces, and numerous spines.
In the only , p cie' of this genus known the spines of the liemipe11it::1
ar mu h larg r and le s numerous than in A.bastor erythrogramrnus.
In b th g n ra the character i,· different from the allied South American I'seudoery. ·.
Thi genu i known only from the Louisianian and Floridian dis•
trict.· f the .A.11 tr riparian region. It doeti uot occur in the Texan
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It is represented Ly ouly one species, which is de:fi.11ed as

Dorsal scales in 19 rows; superior labials, 7; two postoculars; tail from 011c-iifth
to one-seventh total length. Bluish-black, with subquadrate red Rpots 011 tl1e
sideH; belly red, with uluish-black Rpots _______ ...................... F. abacnra.
FARANCIA ABACURA Holbrook.

Farancia abacura BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 123.-BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 291.
Coluber abac11rus HOLBROOK, N . .Amer. Hcrpt., I, 1836, p. 119, pl. xxnr.
Homalopsis reinwardtii SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp. Part. descr., 1837, p. 357.
Hydrops reinwardtii GHAY, Zool. Misc., 1842, p. 67.
Hydrops abacurus DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., pl. 65.
Helicops abacurus HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., 2d ed., III, 1842, p. 111, pl. xxvr.
Farancia drummoncli GRAY, Zool. Misc., 1842, p. 68.
Faranciafasciata GRAY, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1849, p. 74.
Calopisma abacurum DuMI~RIL and BIBRO:N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, pl. 65.

Fig.154.
FAR.ANCIA ABACURA HOLBROOK.

X .75.

Vertical plate subhexagonal, elongated, sides nearly parallel, pointed
posteriorly. Occipitals elougated, angular, posteriorly tapering. Po tfrontals subangular, entering in tLe orbit. Prefrontal angular, well
developed. Rostral much broader than high, concave beneath. :rostril
iu the middle of tlie nasal plate, visible from above. Loreal elongated,
horizontal, formiug, together with _tbe postfrontal, the anterior part of
the orbit. Eyes circular. Superciliaries subangular, elongated, well
developed. Two angular postorbitals, upper one largest, lower one
resting on the cornmissure between the fourth and fifth labial . One
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pretenporal shield, large, and four smaller ones. Upper labials seven;
fifth aud sixth slightly larger. Lower labials eight, fourth largest;
the two posterior ones scale-like. Mental scutelli:e two pairs, nearly
equal in length, posterior pair more tapering. Body subcylindrical,
opalescent; tail proportionally short and conical. Scales perfectly
smooth, rhomboidal; outer row somewhat broader than the rest. Tlie
five medial rows smaller.
Color uniform bluish black above. On the two outer rows the ground
color assumes the shape of vertical band3, from one and a half to two
scales broad, leaving an intermediate space from two to three scales ·
wide, which is red in life, and dull yellow in specimens preserved iu
alcohol. Both the red and bluish black extend on the abdomen, the
former being the ground color, and the vertical bands of the flank
confluent on the middle of the abdomen, either directly opposite or
alternating.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formuli:e and measurements, the latter in inches:
Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

Anderson, outh Carolina ............ -----· 171+2.
Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisiana ... ____ ....... 173+2.

47.
47.
47.

do·----··-----·----- ...... ____ ........ 173+2.

Length. Tail.

"19.
19.
19.

31¾,
30t.

5f.

16.

2¾.

7f.

Dr. R. W. Shufeldt found this species abundant near New Orleans.
Ile says that it is generally :found in swampy ground, or on the shores
of water, coiled beneath logs and other objects. It is of a gentle disposition and grows to a considerable size, one specimen sent by him to
the . S. National Museum measuring nearly 6 feet in length. The
pe ie ranges to southern Indiana.
Farancia abacura Holbrook.
'o.lulogoe ~amber
'o.
o[ specimens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - · 1 - -- - -- - - -I- - - -

7201

2

8071
373

1 ..... do ..................••............... ;J.Fairie ................ . Alcoholic.
1 Wilmington, North Caro• . .............. Dr. .A.. Reuss .. ......... .
do.

8035

1

034

6244

1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Prairie Mer Rouge, Louis- ....... .. .......................... ..... . .Alcoholic
iana.
type.

lina.
Newbern, North Caro ..............•...........................
do.
lina.
tnder~i°1~• _outbJ~rol!na .... ....... ..... Miss C. Paine ... _...... .
do.
ass C 1r1 ban, 1 s s 1s - ........ _.•....................... __ .... .
do.
sippi.
arlersvill~ Georgia . ........ .................................... .
do.
Arlington, .!!lorida ... . . . . . .A.pr. -, 1878 F. G. Goode ............. . Cast.
Chula, Virgina ........ . .. May 21, 1878 F . H. Cushing .......... . .A.lroholic.
Wheatlana, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ridgway ............ .
do.
Tew Orleans, Louisiana .. .... .......... . R. W. Shufeldt ......... .
do.
Gain ville. Florida ...... ... ........ .... ;Jas. Bl'll .. .......... . . _..
do.
Wheatlancl,Indiana ..................... D. Ridgway ...... . ..... .
do.
lapaba, Georgia ........................ ·wm. J . Taylor .......... .
do.
Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ridgway ............ .
do.
rang , Florida .......................... E. H. Park ........ __ .... .
do.
ew rl ans, Louisiana .. . .............. Dr. R. W. ' hufoldt ...... .
Rodney, Missi sippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Gideon Mabbett .. ...... .
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DIADOPHIS Baird and Girard.
Diadophis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 112.COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, pp. 54-80.

Head normal, distinct from body. Teetll of maxillary bone subequal
and in an uninterrupted series. Palatine teeth present. Cephalic plates
normal; rostral normal; two nasals; one loreal. Scales smooth, unifos•
sate. Anal plate and subcaudal scuta divided. Hemipenis simple, with
numerous simple calyces and numerous spines.
Diadophis is allied to Dromicus, but in that genus the last superior
maxillary tooth is longer and follows a toothless space, the scales are
pitless, and the hemipenis is bifurcate. Rhadincea agrees with Dia•
dophis in dentition, but Las 110 scale pits, as in Drornicus, and the
hemipenis is eapitate. Both of' these genera are neotropical iu distri•
bution. The species of Diadophis are North American in distribution,
except one from the Bahama Islands. It is, however, not unlikely that
other species will be referred to this genus when the characters of
their scale pits shall be known.
The North American species of Diadophis are difficult to define,
owing to their variability. If exceptions to definitions were to be
chiefly considered, all might be regarded as one species. They are
easily seen to have been of common origin at no very remote period.
The number of la,bial scuta is variable in all of the forms; the number
of rows of scales is much less so. The width of the yellow neck collar
is very variable; in the D. regaUs it may be present or absent. The dis.
tribution of the spots on the belly, whether regular or irregular, coincides with other character quite closely, but the absence of the median
series from the form with three rows is of no significance. 'rhe light
or dark color of the dorsal region characterizes geographical varieties
of each of the three North American species. The species are cbarac
terized as follows:
I. Tail long; urosteges 119; t emporals 1-2.
Scales in 17 rows; superior labials, 8 ; light reddish brown above, white below;
unspotted. ... . ............................................. ...... D. r·ubescens.
II. Tail short; urost rges n ot more than 60; t emporals, 1-1; generally a collar.
Scales in 17 row s; superior labials, 7; labial s, throat, and belly, irregularly
spotted . • - - - - . - - - - ............... --... -........................... D. regalis.
Scales in 15 rows; superior labials, 7; labials, throat, and belly irregularly
spotted ....................................................... _. D. amabilis.
Scales in 15 rows; superior labials, 8; labials, throat, and belly unspotted, or the
belly with a median series of spots ............................. D. punctatus.

The Diadophis rubescens Cope, 1 inhabits the Bahaman Island of New
Providence. The D. punctatits is restricted to the eastern region of
Nearctica; the D. amabilis belongs to the Central, the Pacific, and the
Sonoran, while the D. regalis is Sonoran, extending its range as far
south in Mexico as the Tierra Templada of Vera Cruz.
i

Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 403.
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DIADOPHIS REGALIS Baird and Girard.

Diadophia regalia BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. J, Serp., 1853,

p.115; U. S.and Mexican Bounu. Surv., II, 1859, p. 22, pl. xix, fig. 2.-COPE,
Check-list N. A. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38.
Coronella regalia BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 208.

Body above uniform greenish ash to blackish brown; beneath ligllt
yellow, scattered all over with small black spots. Dorsal scales in 17
rows. Superior labials, 7; temporals, 1- '.-1; oculars, 2-2.
Head proportionately short and broad behind; flattened above ;
snout rounded. Eyes very small. Frontal plate subpentagonal, tapering posteriorly. Superciliaries narrower anteriorly. Body long and
subcylindrical. Scales proportionally la.rge an<l. elongated, in 17 rows;
those of the outer row conspicuousJy broader. The upper and lower
jaws and inferior surface of head spotted with black, on a light ground.
Color of the abdomen extending to the outer r_ow of scales, which are
dotted with black posteriorly. The black spots on the abdomen extend
considerably beyond the ·anus.
Two distinct color forms are represented in this species, as follows:
pper surfaces bluish ashen; color of belly on first row of scales. _____ .D. r. regalia .
Upp r surfaces to gastrosteges brownish black .. __ . ____ ... __ .. .. ________ D. 1·. arnyi.

Of fourteen specimens of the Diadophis regalis examined, all have
s veu superior labials but two, which have eight.
DIADOPHIS REGALIS REGALIS Baird and Girard.
Diadophia punctatua regalis COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 80.

Fig. 155.
DIADOPHl!! ltEOALl · REG.ALIS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

X 1.5.
Camp Grant, Arizona.
Cat.

o, 8019, U.S.N .M.

Thi ub p ie pre ent great variations in the development of the
nu ·hal yellow collar. n at. o . 019 a11<l. 2067 it covers five rows of
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scales, c.ounted obliquely; in Oat. No. 8427 it covers three. In Oat.
No. 8599 it is only present on the side of the neck, and in Oat. Nos.
2064 and 10627 it is wanting. Oat. No. 2064 has eight superior labials.
The scuta and measurements given by Baird and Girard are:

+

Sonora, Mexico; gastrosteges, 237 1; urosteges, 58; total length, 22! inches; tail,
3¼ inches.
Diadoph'is regalis regalis Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
2062
2064
10627
10628
2067
8019
8427
8599
21061
22376

L ocality.

When
co11ec t ed .

I

..ed .
From whom recen

Nature of
specimen.

Sonora, Mexico . .... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. J. D. Graham, U .S ..A. .A.lcol10lic
type.
Eagle Sp~ing, Texas .................... Maj. W . H . Emor.v,U.S ..A. .Alcoholic.
do.
Fort Davis, Texas ....... July -, 1878 Hospital Steward W. F.
von Manteufel, U.S. .A..
do.
1 .•. . . do .........•............... do ........... . <lo .................. .
do.
1
~!~~
do.
do.
1 Camp.A.pache,A.rizona .... . ... .. ........ H.W.Hensbaw ....... ..
do.
1 Utah .................... . .............. . Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Oct. 11, 1893 Holzner ................ .
Mesilla Valley, New Mex• ............... T. D,.A., Cockerell ...... .
ico.
1

i

~:i!t ~!~~~"a: :::: ::::::::::::::: 1: P~i;;~;::::::::::: ::::

I have this subspecies from. Lake Valley, New Mexico, and Professor
Snow took it near Socorro, New Mexico, farther north.
DIADOPHIS REGALIS ARNYI Kennicott.

Diadophis arnyi KENNICOT'.f, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 99.- COPE
Check-list, N. A. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38.
Diadophis punctatus amyi COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 80.

Form slender, head little distinct from body. Body above uniform
leaden black, the crown scarcely darker; abdomen yellow, thickly and
irregularly spotted with black,
the spots more numerous than
in D. docilis, and extendin_g to
some distance behind the auus;
head beneath thickly mottled
with b 1 a ck s p o t s of much
smaller size than those on the

~

ffl
. ·.

abdomen. A narrow, light yel~ - . . ..
~
low, occipital ring, one to one
~
and a half scales wide. Dorsal
Fig. 156.
scales in seventeen rows.
DIADOPHIS REGALJS 'ARNY! KENNICOTT.
Resembles D. r. regalis, from
X 1.5.
which it will be distinguished
Cat. No. 8427, U.S.N.M.
by the color; also the D. aniabilis, which bas a more slender body and generally narrower head. It
is distinguished from this and the forms of D. punctatus by the larger
number of dorsal rows of scales.
The distribution of this form is wide, extendingfrom Ohio (Cat. No.
10086) to Arizona and Vera Uruz. No specimen has been sent from
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the Pacific region, and but two from east of the Mississippi Rive:r. In
a pecimen from era Cruz everything is normal except temporals 1-2;
the additional , ca1e i , mall. In Cat. No. 1898 the uuchal .ring is narrowly int rrupted.
J)ia<lophis regalia arnyi Xennicott.

umber
ataJogoe of l!pecio.

I

Locality.

Fro111 wltom re•Jeived .

mons.l -R- a-nsa-s-..-.-. . -..-..-.-. .-..-..- ...-..
1 Rock Isla!lli, Illinois........
1 Mouth of Cacho Creek,
Colorado.
1 Fort Mob ave Arizona..... .
1 Weh ter Ulty', Iowa ..... ....
1
l Ilngh s, Ohio............ ...
2 Micador, Vera Cruz .........
. ......... 1 t. Louis, Missouri. . .. ......
2 ..... do . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

002
!1,011
lU0 0
I
1023.t-5
10234-5

18. Arny ................. . •··
J.B. Sargent ............... .
1. .••.•... . ..•.............. .

Dr. 0. Loew ................ .
Chas. Aldrich .. ............ .
R. T. Shepph~rd .... . ...... .
Dr. C. S:ntonus .. .......... .
,Julius Hurter .. ........... .
I. Rnorte .................. .

I

__ __
___,

___,_,_

---

1

-

Nature of specimen.

Alcoholic type.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.

- - ~ - - - -- -

DIADOPHIS AMABILIS Baird and Girard.

Diadopltis arnabilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.113.
D. docilis BAmD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.114.
D.p1tlchellus BAIRD and GIRA.RD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.115.
D.1nmofatus var. etiotogeriys COPE, Proc. Acad. Tat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 250.
D. texe11sis KE ·NICO'lvr, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 328.
oron lla arnabilis BOULENGER, Cat. nakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 207.

B dy abov bluish late color to deep blackish urown; beneath yellowi h whit , with crowded small black spots. Occipital ring narrow.
lJ r:, 1 ,' al . in 15 row ; labial plates 7 above; oculars, 2-2; tempor~ls,

2-2-2.

-

.

H ad b dy, and tail slender; head flattened above; body subcylindrical; tail ,·ubconical and tapering into a point. Frontal plate subp nta nal, le s tapering posteriorly than in D. _punctatus, and subacute.
Occipital rlarrow and elongated. Prefrontals as in D. punctatus.
uperciliarie narrower and nearly of the same width throughout their
1 ngtb.
pper labial , even; ixth largest. Lower labials, eight;
fifth larg . t.
cale rather short, subelliptical, considerably larger on
th ,·id than on the back, e pecially the outer row. Numerous small
pot ar catt red all over the lower part of the body, from the head
to n ar th end of the tail. The upper surface and sides of head are
blacki 1t brown. The ground.color of the abdomen is orange in life.
Thi pecie exhibit the same range of color variation as in D. regalis,
with ome ception . Thus there is a light bluish form and a blackish
fi rm, th £ rmer we tern, the latter more eastern. I have seen no
pecim n without a nuchal collar. The specimens are always smaller
and more lender than the fully grown D. regalis. These forms are
di tingui hed a, follow :
Color above bluish, orange below and on two rows of scales .... .... D. a. pulcllellus.
olor above bluish to th gastro teges .. _........... __ .. __ .... __ ....... D. a. docilis.
'olor above bla ·ki h brown to the gastrosteges; labials brown; ventral spots
irregular. ____ . _... . ... _..... __ ... _..... __ ........... __ . . _..... _. _. D. a. amabilis.
Color above blackish to gastro teges; labials yellow; ventral spots on three series.
D. a. etictogenye.
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The D. a,. pulchellus and D. a. amabilis are Californian; the D. a.
docilis is · known from Texas and Sonora; while the D. a~ stictogenys
ranges from Texas to Louisiana and Georgia.
DIADOPHIS AMABILIS PULCHELLUS Baird and Girard.

Diadophis pulchellus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp. 1853,
p. 115.
Diadophis pu110tatus pulchellus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 27.

Body above greenish brown, the scales minutely dotted with black.
Beneath deep orange-red, with small black spots irregularly scattered
all over, from bead to near the eud of tail. Occipital ring margined
anteriorly and posteriorly with a narrow black line.
Head small, body proportionally long and subcylindrical; tail conical,
and very much tapering. The frontal plate is subpentagonal, and still
less tapering, an<l less acute
than in the preceding species. Superciliaries as in D.
a. amabilis. Scales subellipti
cal, elongated. Outer rows
larger than t4e rest, which
diminish toward the dorsal
line. The bright color of the
abdomen extends to the two
external rows of scales, which
:Fig. 157.
are unicolor, the spots of the
abdomen scarcely passing be- D1AD0Pms AMAB1L1::; PuLcH!!;LLus BArnD AND GIRARD .
X 1.5.
yond the scutellrn, although
Baird, Shasta County, California.
a series of very small spots
Cat. No, ll 804, u .S,N.M.
may be followed along the upper edge of the second dorsal rows of scales close to the color of the
back. The upper labials and lower jaw are yellowish white.
I obtained a specimen of this very pretty form in Shasta County,
California, in which the inferior sucl'aces are without spots, and a second
from the same locality is in the U. S. National Museum, in which the
spots are very few. The D. a. _pulchellus passes into the D. a. a.mabilis,
since, in Cat. No. 11786, but one row of scales is colored like the
abdomen.
Eldorado County, California; gastrosteges, 203
inches; tail, 2¾ inches.

+ 1;

urosteges, 60; total length, 14!-

Diadophis amabilis pulchellus Baird and Girard.
Catalogue N:uml>€:r
No.
of specimens.
11804
7285
2070
13798
20916

1

Locality.
Baird, Shasta County, Cali•
fornia.
The Dalles, Oregon ........ .
Petaluma, California ...... .
Baird, Shasta County, California.
Ukiah, Mendocino County,
California.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

L.Stone·-·-··-·-···· ...... Alcoholic.
Dr. G. SuckleY ··-···--··--·
E. Samuels····-····-·····-·
C.H. Townsend·-··········
H. W. Henshaw .. ......... .

do.
do.
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DIADOPHIS AMABILIS DOCILIS Baird and Girard.

Diadophis docilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Ropt., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 114.
Diadophis texensis KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 328.

Body above uniform bluish ash-gray; yellowish white beneatb, spotted with black. A yellowish white occipital ring, margined with a
narrow black line.

Fig. 158.
DIADOPHIS AM.ABILIS DOCILIS BAI&D .AND GIRARD.

X 2.

Pecos to Rio Grande, Texas.
Ont. No. 2078, U.S.N.M.

Head narrower than in D. a. amabilis. Vertical plate subpentagonal,
elongated, ides nearly parallel to the point where it enters between
the o cipital . Prefronta1 and eyes proportionally much smaller than
in D. a. amabilis. Body very slender, covered with proportionally large
scales. Head above blackish brown.
Upper labials and head beneath yellowish, mottled with black. Occipital ring ye1Jowish white, covering the
length of three scales. The anterior
black margin passes to the black
spots along the labials. Small black
.l!'ig. lf>ij.
spots
are irregularly scattered all
DJ.ADOPBIS AMABLLIS DO()lL!S BAIRD AND
over the abdomen; they form one
GIRARD.
'.Cype of D. texensis Kennicott.
series on each side, along the exterior
X 2.
and posterior margin of the scutellm,
:rew rleaus to alveston.
to the tip of the tail. All the scales
Cnt. o. I 07, .S. .111.
are uniform ash-gray, but when examin d clo ely they appear punctured with minute black dots. The
ba' of the cale are black when stretched apart. The tail beneath
i. almo t unicolor, exhibiting but very few dots.
evil Ri er, Texa ; gastrosteges, 193 + 1; urosteges, 57; total length, lli inch<'s;
tail, 2¼ inclie . Two specimens (Cat. Nos. 2078, 5178) have seventeen rows of
scales.
Dia,lophis _aniabilis docilis Bafrd and Girard.
atalogu1e
r

-

0

·

2076
607 1

2078
5178
1897

' um b~r

of pec1mens.
1
l
1
1
1

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

Head of Trinity Riv r, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Sonora, :Mexico. . ....... . .. . ..............................
do.
P ecos to Rio Grande, Texafl ......... .. .... _....... _......
do .
Fort Sto ktoo, Texas............. ... . . ...................
do.
ew Orleans to Galveston, Texaa (type of D. teunsis) . . .
do.

I
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DIADOPHIS AMABILIS AMABILIS Baird and Girard.

Diadopliis amabi1is

BAIRD

and

GIRARD,

Cat. N. A. Rept., 1853, p. 113.

The following description is that of Baird a11rl (Hrard, taken from the
typical specimens:
Color auove blackish brown down to the gastrosteges.
Head, body, and tail very i;lender; head flattened above; body snbcylindrical;
tail subconical and tapering into a point. Vertical plate subpentagonal, less tapering posteriorly than 'in D. p1mctatu,s, and
subacute. Occipitals narrow a,nd elongated. Frontals as in D. punctatus. Superciliaries narrower and nearly of the
same width throughout their length.
Upper labials, seven; sixth largest.
Lower labials, eight; fifth largest. Scales
rather short, subelliptical, considerably
larger on the sides than on the back, esFig. 160.
pecially the outer row. Color of the abdomen extending to the outer row of DIADOPHISAMABIL1s AMABrus BAIRD AND GIRARD.
scales, the posterior portion of which
X 2.
alone is black. Numerous small spots
San Jose, California.
are scattered all over the lower part of
Cat. No. 2061, U.S.N.M.
the body, from the head to near the end
of the tail. The upper surface and sides of head, as well as the labials of both jaws
and chin, are blackish brown. The abdomen, in life, is in all probabilities purplish,
judging of it from traces of that eolor left beneath the tail of one of the specimens
preserved in alcohol.
G astrosteges. U rosteges.

San Jose, California (Dr. J. L. LeConte) 182+1.
do·----··---···-·--··------·-------

Scales.

Length.

Tail.

15.
15.

12t.
9t.

2/i,.

59.

2.

Two specimens from Fresno, California, have the superior labials
brown with· darker brown spots, and may represent this form. They
are of darker color above than either the D. a. docilis or D. a. pulchellus,
resembling the D. punctatus. This color is, however, only present on
the apex of the scales of the first row in one specimen, and on the
apices of those of the first and second on tbe other, thus approaching
tbe D. a. pulchellus. The abdominal spots are large, numerous, and
irregular.
Diadophis amabilis arnabilis IJaird and Girard .
Number
Catalogue I of speci N o.
mens.
'.l061
11786
11802
15376
20483-4

Locality.

1 San Jose. California . . . . . . . .
1 Fresno, California..........
1 . .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Orleans, Louisiana·-··
Witch Cre'3k, San Diego
County, California.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

Dr. LeConte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alco bolic.
G. Eisen....................
do.
. .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt ..... ... .
H. W. Henshaw ........... .
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DIADOPHIS AMABILIS STICTOGENYS Cope.

Diadophis punctatus var. stictogenys COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860,
p. 250.
D. punctattls stictogenys COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37 ..

The regular arrangement of the abdominal spots in three rows
approximates this form to the D. punctatus. In fact, it only differs
from it in the possession of but seven labial plates, and a speckled
lower labial and gular region. As occasional specimens of D. punctatus
are found with only seven superior labials, tbe approximation is close.
The number of rows of
scales is fifteeu; the superior labials are seven, eye
resting on third and fourth,
as is sometimes the case
in punctatus. Uolor above
light brownish olive, a
Fig. 161.
broad yellow collar, bordDIADOPIIIS AMABILIS STICTOGENYS COPE.
ered with black as in puncX 2.
tatus. E a c h gastrostege
New Orleans.
has
a brown dot at its exCat. No. 15~76, U.S.N.M.
tremity, and the central
part of the margin the same color, forming a series of transversely
longat d pot . Fifth and sixth upper labials each with a brown dot.
ymphyseal and lower labials with a brown dot in the center of each,
two on each anterior geneial, one at the posterior end of postgeneials
and of all the throat scales.
Thi form has a distribution confined to the Gulf States, extending
from Texas eastward to Savannah, Georgia.
Diadophis arnabilis stictogenys Cope.

I

___ ___
16370
:.!155

1
1

50!6

1

I From whom received. Nature of specimen.
Orleans, Lo11ii,iana . .. ·I Dr. R. W. Shufeldt .......... Alcoholic.
Pearl Rh·<•r, M.iHHi>1s ippi, to ?. . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . • • • .
do.
_

T

Locality.

w

T IlllC'S!!l•e .
avannab , G orgia ......... J . .A..Skilton ...... -.........

_ I- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

....!,__

1

t.

. 2067, from

do.
_

_ __

_

auta Magdalena, i intermediate between. this

fi rm nd th
. amabilis puchell'l.ls. The inferior row of scales is coloretl
lik th
round of the abdomen, which bas rather numerous, irregu-

1 r dark pot:. Tb color of the upper urfaces is like that of D. a.
pul hellus, nd th lip, and throat are parsely spotted.
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DIADOPHIS PUNCTATUS Linnreus.

Diadophis 1mnctatns BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., .1853, p.112.-COPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 250.-JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II,
1863, p. 263; Icon. Gen., 1866, p. 15, pl. vr, fig. 1.-GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept.,
1883, p. 72, pl. II, fig. 2.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 618, pl. XL,
fig. 1.-COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 617.-H. GARMAN, Bull. Ill.
Lab., III, 1892, p. 300.
Coluber punctatus LINNArns, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 376.-DAUDIN, Rept., VII,
1803, p. 178.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 354; Me!1.
Phys. Res., 1835, p. 117.-STORER, Rep. Fish ancl Rept. Mass., 1839, p. 225.HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 81, pl. XVIII.-DEKAY, N. Y.
Fauna, III, 1842, p. 39, pl. XIV, fig. 29.
Colube1· torquatus SHAW, Zool., III, 1802, p. 553.
Calamaria punctata SCHLEGEL, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 39 .
.Ablabes punctatus DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 310.-G0NTmm,
Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 28 .
.Ablabes.occipitalis GUNTI-IER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., p. 29.
Diadophis occipitalis COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, p. 250.
Diadophispunctatus, var.pallidus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1850, p. 250.BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., p. 621.
Diadophis dysopes COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, p. 251.
Co,·onella punctata BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 206.

A yellowis"!J- white occipital ring. Body bluish black above; yel1ow ish orange beneath, with a medial series of spots, sometimes absent.
'Tail beneath unicolor. Dorsal
scales in fifteen rows; superior
labials eight; temporals 1-1.
Head very much depressed,
flattened above; snout rounded
and overlapping the lower jaw.
Frontal plate subpentagonal,
tapering backward, posteriorly
acute. Parietals large, elonga- .
ted, subangular. Internasals
irregularly rou11Cled, half the
size of the prefrontals. RosFig.162.
tra1 broad, but low. Nasal
D!ADOPHUS PUNC'l 'ATUS LINN.MUS.
plates large, 110stril intermedi=1.
ate. Lore a I quadrilateral.
Florida.
Two anteorbitals, inferior one
Collection of E. D. Cope.
narrow and the smaller. Superciliary well developed, broader posteriorly than anteriorly. Two
postorbitals, inferior one very small, situated above the junction of the
fifth and sixth upper labials. Temporal shields conspicuous, anterior
one larger and elongated. Upper labials eight; seve11th the largest,
fourth and fifth forming the lower part of the orbit. Lower labials
eight; .fifth the largest. Two pairs of mental scutellm, extremity of the
posterior pair extending beyond the fifth lower labial. 'l'emporals 1-1.
Body slender, subcylindrical; tail tapering. Seales subelliptical;
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outer row but slightly larger. Occipital riug of the width of two scales,
sometimes narrower. Upper labials yellowisb, like the lower jaw and
inferior surface of bead and abdomen. A series of dark subtriangular
spots along the lateral margins of the scutellre, and in contact with the
<lark color of ti.le flanks. Abdomen either u11icolor or provided with
series of similar <lark sp_ots alon.g its middle region, from the anterior
third of tile body to near the anus. The spots sometimes elongate
tran versely in the shape of bars across the abdomen.
A specimen from Andersou, South Carolina, exhibits a somewhat
slenderer head, a11d a narrower and more elongated frontal plate.
Another very young specimen from Mississippi ba~ a shorter head, and
a frontal plate proportionally much broader and shorter.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formula and measurements, the latter in inches:
Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length.

Carlisle, Pennsylvania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 + 1.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania ........................... 158 + 1.
arlisle, Pennsy 1vania ................ - - .. - . . . . . . 158 1.
Carli le,Pennsylrnnia ........................... 148+1.
l!'oxhurg, Pennsylrnnia .. __ ...... --· ............. 161 + 1.
Pittsbnrg,Pennsylvania ........................ 159+1.
Pren ch reek, Pennsylvania. ....... .... .......... 157 1.
Lebanon pring, ow York .. _...... _......... _. _
•orgia.... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141 + 1.
Ric boro, eorgia ...................... _... _. . . . 145 1.
And r on, onth Carolina_ . .. ............... ___ . 155 1.

+

53.
50.
52.
44.
56.
50.
36.

13J .
13.
14.

Tail.

3

2¾
3

2¼
14¼,
3¼
15{.
3¼
+
131.
2¼
5.
1¼
48.
101.
2!
+
36.
10.
1¾
+
4.4.
14t.
2t
Of thirty-three pecimeus examiued, six have seven superior labials
on b th id , a11d four have eight 011 one side and seven on the other.
Those with seven on both
sides are Oat. Nos. 1899, 1969,
7286, 7287, 7288, and 9720.
In Cat. No. 7287 the abdominal specks are sparse and are
irregularly arranged, thus ap- .
proacbingtheD. amabilis, but
the labial plates are m1spotted. Occasionally a speciJ<'i~. 163.
meu is found in which the
1JIAOOPIII J'UNOTATU LINNlEUS.
nucha] yellow C'ollar is interType of D. dysopea.
rupted ou the mi<ldle line;
Xl.6.
,
ueb are Oat. Nos. 9115, 7288,
fn>1 um, cademy of atural , 'ci nc s Philaclelpbia.
and those of five numbered
'.a~. 119 . T~e latt r and Oat. o. 103 5 are from Florida. They
<l1fi r from I ec1men fr m otlier localitie in foe larger size of the ven•
tral pot , and ome of them h~ve the lower lal>ials or gular region
slightly du ·t d with black. The dor al color is very dark.
Thi ,• pecie i abundant in the a tern r giou of orth America to
whi ·hit range i' rn tricted. It i ' fouucl coiled up under stones, l~gs,
111.
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or bark of fallen trees, chiefly in forests. It is very harmless, and makes
no hostile demonstrations. It lives on insects, batrachians, reptiles,
etc. A Floridan specimen contained an .Engysto1na carolinense.
The specimen on which I proposed the species Diadophis dysopes is
somewhat abnormal. The internasals and prefrontals are rather wider
in proportion to their length than usual and the frontal plate is smaller
in relation to the superciliaries. The nuchal collar is narrower than
usual, covering only a part of a scale. Approximations to the scutal
characters are seen in other specimens, and the width of the collar is
not uniform. Until more is known of the form I let it remain with the
D. punctatus. Its habitat is unknown.
A specimen with narrow collar 1nterrupted on the middle line of the
nape was described as a distinct species by Dr. Giinther under the name
of D. occipitalis. A similar specimen has come under my notice. It is
referable to the D. punctatu.s.
Diadophis p1mctatus Linnreus.
Catalogue N um be_r
When
Nat,ureof
From whom recei~ed.
Locality.
No,
of speCI•
collected.
specimen.
mens.
- - - - - -·t - - - - - - - - - ---1--- - - - 1- - - - - - -- -- 1- -- - 1880
1 Carlisle, Pennsylvania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. S. F. Baird ........ . Alcoholic
type.
1 Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ..... ....... .. ..... ... . ....... ............ . A lcoholic.
1890
1 Anderson, South Carolina . ......... . ..... Miss C. Paine .......... .
1895
do.
2154
2 Columbus, Goor~ia .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . Dr. Gesner ... .......... .
do.
1969
1 T yr ee Springs, '.Iennnessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. R. Owen ... ....... .
do.
7286
1 Marietta, Ohio...... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Prof. E. B. Andrews .... .
do.
1900
1 New York ........... . ....... . ........... Prof.S.F.Baird .... .... .
do.
1967
2 Southern Illinois .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
7834
do.
1 w ~~~~i~~• District of ............... Dr. E. Cones, U .S. A .... .

2

1881
4823
8794
9110
9115

1
1

Somerville, North Caro- .............................. ~---··--···
lina.
St. Catherine, Canada..... .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. Dr. D. W. Beadle ....... .
Aug_usta, Georg~a ... ...... ·.:: ····· ........ William Phillips ....... .

i ~~r::r~:t:;\~.
M~"i{"c~~~:- ::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: :::::::::
lina. ·
0

9125
9720
9996
]0585
11399
11984
9009
1899
7288
7287
13296

4
1
1
1
1
1

13966
14108
9304
12022
13667
13702-5
1:l966
17290

1
1
1.
1
1
2

1
1

1

Newport, Rhode Island... Nov. 8, 1875 Samuel Powell ....... .. .
Moulton,Alabarua ........ - - - -, 18fi6 ......................... .
Middletown. Connecticut .. . .. .... . . ..... Museum Wesleyan Uni•
versit,v.
Cle ,rWater, Florida .... . . July H, 1879 S. 'I'. Walker ........ ... .
Washington, District of Ang. 27, 1881 C. Robinson,jr ......... .
Columbia.
Georgiana, Florida ...... ................. William Wittfield ... ... .

·ci~:;e1;,,;~c1; oh i~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

Minnesota .. ...... .. ................ . .... C. Bellmann .••••..... .. .
Souther!! Illinois .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .... . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
Washington, District of ... ....... . . _. . George Shoemaker ..... .
Columbia.
Graylin~, Micl1igan ............ .......... G.H.Hicks ............ .
Gainesv1lle,Florida .......... . . ... ...... W.H.Dall ............. .
Upper Mississippi. ...... ..... ........... 1 ........................ ,
Mount Carmel, Illinois.... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . L. M. Turner ........... .
Georgiana, Florida.. ...... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . W. Wittfield ..... ... ... .
..... do .. ............... ........... ............ do ..... ..... ... ... .. .
Grayling. Michi~an. .... .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . G. H . Hicks .... . ....... .
Washington, District of ............... C. vV. Richmond .. .. .... .
Columbia.

N.A.T MUS

98--48

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
'do.
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RHADIN.£A Cope.

Rhadinwa COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p .132; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
1886, p. 487; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 138.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mns., II, 1894-, p. 160 ..

Poi:;terior maxillary teeth little longer, or not longer than the anterior;
hemipenis undivided, with more or less papillose calyces at the apex,
the whole calyculate surface presenting a free margiu (capitate), from
below which the spines issue. Cephalic plates normal; two nasals and
one loreal. Postabdorninal and caudal scuta divided. Scales smooth,
poreless; colubrifor:m.
This genus is represented throughout Mexico an.d Central America
by numerous species, and perhaps in South America, but the penial
character of the species of the latter region referred to it are unkr.own.
one of them are of large size, and they frequently display ornamental
color . The type is R. obtusa Uope.
A ingle species enters the United States, which has been found so
far only in the southeastern part of our country.
ome of the species of Rhadinrea have a pseudopreocular plate, a
character which I find generally constant. The division of the large
preocular i , on the contrary, inconstant.
Boulenger ha referred to this genus the species placed by Dumeril
and Bibron in the genus Liophis. These must be omitted, as I have
hown that they possess the penial characters of the Xenodon tinre.
Th following ynopsis includes all the species which I suppose to belong to the genus RO far as known:
I.

cales in fifteen rows (eight superior labials).
Po toculars, three; four inferior labials in contact with pregeneials; brown,
with dark cross-bands; a large dark spot on nape._ .... R. rnelanaiichen Jan.
I ostoculars, two; fonr or five labials in contact with pregeneials; olive, with
alt rnating dark spots; sides <larker; a white line around snout.
R. occipitalis Jan.
II. , ' al in seventeen rows.
A. o pseudopreocular scale.
a. ev n superior labials (four inferior labials in contact with pregeneials).
Frontal plat shorter; urosteO'es 58-71; no stripes; a black transverse
band on occiput ............. ....... _. __ ........ . R. affinis Gunther.
Frontal plato longer; urosteges 66-75; three longitudinal rows of spots
or tripes .................. _............. ____ . R. p recilopogon Cope.
Frontal pfate medium; nrm1teges 77; light- yellow brown; sides yellow.
R. jlavilatus Cope.
Frontal plate elongate; urosteges 85-95; brown, sides paler; a yellow
line arouncl snout. ____ .......... ________ __ ___ .R. laureata Gunther.
aa. Eight superior labial (five inferior labials joining pregeneial).
ro tegeB 79; four longitudinal bands .. __ ... ___ R. 1·enniculaticeps Cope.
t rost ges 91; tbre longitudi6.al bands, the median extending to end
of muzzle ................... . _..... __ . _.... _. _.... R.fulvivittis Cope.
AA. A pseudopreocular scale (eight superior l abials).
/J. F on r labials in contact with pregen ial . .
!rost g s 109 · no bands on head; lips strongly black spotted; body
bands obscure . .,_..................... __ . _......... R. f1tlviceps Cope.
rosteges 7 ; a black, J llow-('(1ged band from eye to angle of month;
sides dark; a yellow stripe• each ,-,jcle of nape .... . R. lacllryrnans Cope.
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(3/J. Five labials in contact with pregeneials.
Gastrosteges "145-183;" frontal and supraocnlars wider; banded, yellow
head bands not black-edged ... ·_........................ B. vittata Jan.
Gastrosteges "117-137;" frontal and supraocular plates n :1 rrower; yellow head bands black-bordered ...... ____ .. _____ R. decorata Gunther.
III. Scales in 19 rows.
(Eight superior labials; pregeneials joining :five labials. )
Frontal wider, supraocular suture wider than antP.rior suture; scuta 164 78;
brown, with six longitudinal pale &itripes _. __ ......... R. serperastm Cope.
Frontal narrower, anterior suture shorter than supraocular; scuta 155-183 +
51-60; brown, scales darker-edged; scu ta yellow, black-edged.
R. obtusa Cope.
IV. Scales in 21 rows.
No pseudopreocular; s_u perior labi_als eight; four inferior labials joining pregeneials; frontal wide; pale brown with 3-5 longitudinal stripes.
B. godman-ii Gunther.

+

The distribution of this species is as follows:
NEOTROPICAL SPECIES.
Continental: R. melanauchen j R. occipitalis j R. affinis j B. pwcilopogon; I'.. obtusa..
Central American: R. vermiculaticeps j R. julviceps j R. lachrymans j R. serperastra;
R. godmanii.
MEDICOLUMBIAN SPECIES.
Toltecan: R. laureata j R. decorata j R. vittata j R. f11,lvivittis.
Anstroriparian: R. jlavilatus.

'l'hese tinakes are of feeble organization and small to medium size.
rrltey usually display brilliant colors, which are soon lost iu alcohol.
RHADINJEA LAUREATA Gunther.

Rhadinrea laureata COPE, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 140.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 179.
Dromicus la'ureatus GUNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), I, 1868, p. 4-19, pl. xix,
:fig. E; Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 112, pl. XL, fig. A.-BOCOURT, Miss.
Sci. Mex., Rept., 1890, p. 710, pl. XLV, fig. 1.

The following description is copied from Gunther, as no specimen has
come into my hands:
Scales smooth, in seventeen rows, many with a small apical groove. Form of the
head _a s in Coronella lcevis; body and tail moderately slenaer. Eye of moderate
size; the rostral does not exten'.l to tlie upper surfaces of the head; anterior frontals
scarcely half as large as posterior; vertical longer than the snout, but shorter than
the occipitals, which are rounded behind; loreal square; one preorbital, reaching
to the upper surface of the head, but not extending on to the vertical; two postoculars; seven upper labials, the third and fourth entering the orbit; temporals
1 2 3, the anterior in contact with both postoculars; two pairs of chin-shields,
nearly equal in length; ventrals 163; anal bifid; su bcaudals 95.
A lead-colored bancl, three s·cales broad, rnns from th e nape, along the median
line of the back, to the end of the tail; flanks reddish, with a very indistinct grayish streak along the fourth outer series of scales; two yellow lines across the rostral,
the lower runs along the upper labials and across the neck, thus entirely encircling
the head; the upper runs along the can thus rostralis, and stops or terminates in the
temporal region. Lower parts uniform yellowish.
One specimen was in a collection made by Dr. Doorman, in the neighborhood of
the City of Mexico. It 1s 21 inches long; head 6 lines; tail 7 inches.

+ +
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'rhe dentition of this species is neither distinctly diacranterian nor syncranterian.
The ma._xillary is armed with nine teeth, gradually becoming stronger, longer, ao<l
more widely set behind; the last is conspicuously the longest, but scarcely more
<li tant from the penultimate than this is from the antepenultimate, although these
three teeth are much more distant than the others are from each other.
RHADIN JEA FULVIVITTIS Cope.

Rhadinreafulvivittis COPE, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.139.

Head mall, not very distinct from body. Frontal a little longer
than the suture from it to the nasal, and a little shorter than common
suture of occipitals, two-thirds as wide as long. Rostral small, low; postnasal higher than long; loreal as high as long. Superior Ja,b ials eight,
seventh higuest; temporals 1-1. Inferior labials ten, sixth largest, in
contact with middle of post geneials. Scales poreless. Gastrosteges
one huudred and seventy-seven; anal divided; urosteges ninety-one.
Color above fulvous, below fulvous yellow. The three brown bands
extend from the end of the nose to near the end of the tail; the lateral
involves the fourth and the half of each adjacent row of scales, and is
black edged; the dorsal is three and two half scales wide and is also
bla ·k edged. The brown is paler on top of the head and the ground
color i a narrow, yellow band to the eye. Lips yellow, like the lower
, urface. un potted.
Thi,· pecie is allied to the R. vittata Jan, with which Boulenger
unit it. The ab ence of the pseudopreocular, and the short loreal
plat , do not agree with the speci111ens of the latter.
llhadinrea fiilvivitt-is Cope.
CatnlOf(IIO ·uml> .r
~ o.
/ of Rpcc1m 'II S.

Locality.

From whom received.

I Nature of specimen.

l - - - - - - - - - - l - - - - - - - --

7075 1

l

Orizalia, Mexico .......... _. F. Sumichrast .... . ...... ... ' .Alcoholic.

RHADINJEA VITTATA Jan.
muulina a vittata ' OPE, Bull. U.S.

at. Mns., No. 32, 1887, p. 80.-B0ULENGER, Cat.
, 'nakes Tirit. Mns., II, 1894, p. 178.
EniCOJJnatlrns vittatus JA ·, part, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 271; Icon.
; u. Ophi<l., 1866, pl. u, fio-. 3.-B0COURT, Miss. ci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 630,
1

pl.

fig. 1.
tamiatus PET!r.R , }Iouatflb. Aka1l. Wiss. Berl. , 1863, p. 275.-G0NTHER,
Biol, entr.-Amer., l !)4, p. 113.
Hhadinrea tamiata C PE, Journ. Acad. at. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.140.
Diadophis decoratus GARMAN, Bull. Essex Inst., XIX, 1888, p. 127.
Rhadinma qninquelineata C PE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XX III, 1866, p. 277.
ro1·onella quinquelineata ·NTnER, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 111.
Dromicus orniltemanus G NTHER, Biol. Centr.-Amer., 1894, p. 113, pl. XL, fig. B.
XLf,

]Jr<rntie111J

0

he 1i 11 wing d cription I have copied from Peters, as covering the_
hara t r of the pecie. thoroughly:
Head an<l bo<ly longate, tbr latter overed with 17 longitudinal rows of pitlcss
scales. Ro tral much wider than high, scarcely reaching the superior surface of the
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muzzle; postnasal higher than prenasal shield; frenal much longer than high; parietals about half as much longer as the median frontal, which is about the length of
the muzzle. Supralabials eight, of which the fourth and :fifth are in contact with
the eye; one . anteorbital, two postorbitals, which are in contact with an elongate
temporal; two pairs of submentalia, of which the hindmost is perceptibly the
longest; ten infralabials, of which six are in contact with the submentals; gastrotiteges one hundred and :fifty-five, one divided anal and one hundred and eight divided
urosteges, or 172
t 91.
Gromd color brown. A broad longitudinal dark brown or black line covers the
three median dorsal rows and the half of each of the external rows in contact with
them, or, it is composed of three separate longitudinal stripes, of which the median
is bordered on either side by a series of small, oblique streaks on the external border
of the median row of scales and the inner edges of the scales of the rows bordering
- it on either side; on each side and continuous with the .transverse rostral band, a
lateral, longitudinal black stripe passing through tb:e eye to the •end of the tail,
which is separated from the median dorsal line by two half, or one and two half
scales, the line itself two half scales wide, or descending to the third lateral row
and embracing two entire and almost two half rows. The brownish-yellow stripe
which separates the dorsal from the lateral stripes begins at the muzzle, interrupted
by the eye and passes backward along the external border of the -parietals. Posteriorly on the external ends of the ventrals there is a black point, which form lateral punctated lines on the anterior ventral side. Dirty yellow ventrally and on the
supralabials.
Behind a series of shorter and nearly isodont teeth, separated by a diastema,
there follows a longer smooth tooth.
Total length, 505 mm.; head, 16 mm.; tail, 177 mm. ; width of head, 85 mm.;
width of body, 9 mm.; in another specimen: Total length, 325 mm.; head, 12 mm.;
tail, 91 mm.

+ +

The specimens which have come under my observation have been of
the color variety in which the median brown dorRal band is represented·
by three narrow stripes, of which the median is tbe narrowest. One of
these came from the State of Puebla and the two others from Zacualtipan (Hidalgo) from Dr. S. Bernard. It was on these that I proposed
the name R. quinquelineata.
According to Gunther this species is colllrnon in the high lands of
Guerrero, and Boulenger gives it from Jalisco and the Cit.y of Mexico.
All of these localities are at an elevation of 8,000 feet or more. Duges
gives Guadalajara.
From the stomach of a specimen from Zacualtipan I took an adult
Spelerpes leprosus.
RHADINJEA DECORATA Gunther.

Rhadinma decorata BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 176; synonymy, not description.
Coronella decorata GUNTHER, Biol. Centr. -Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 111. •
Enicognathus vittatus JAN, part, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 271; Icon.
Gen. Ophid., 1866, pl. n, fig. 2.

There are two well-marked color_varieties of this species which agree
in structural characters so far as I can see. They differ as follows:
Yellow dorsolateral stripes continued to end of muzzle _______ .... _B. d. ignita Cope.
Yellow dorsolateral stripes broken into two distinct spots on temporal region.
B. d. decorata Gunther.
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The R. d. ignita 1 has been found so far only in Costa Rica and the
A.t1autic side of Panama types from the latter region, and so does not
come within the scope of the present book.
RHADINlEA DECORATA DECORATA Gunther .

.Rhadinma decorata COPE, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 101; Journal A.cad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.138.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894,
p. 176, description.
Coronella decorata GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 35.
Diadophis clecuratus COPE, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 250.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 624, pl. XL, fig. 3.

This handsome snake belongs to the Central American region,
ranging to Costa Rica, inclusive. It wanders into the borders of the
Toltecan subregion at a few points. Sumichrast says that it is
abundant about Orizaba.
.Rhadinma clecorata clecorata Giinthm·.
Number

Catalogue of speoiN o.
9055

mens.
1
5

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

Orizaba, Mexico .... ........ F. Sumichrast .............. .A.lcoholiu.
Costa Rica ......... .... . .... W. M. Goble................
clo.

RHADINlEA LACHRYMANS Cope.

Rhadinma lachrymans COPE, Journ. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.140; Bull. U.S.
Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 80.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II,
1894, p.174.
Lygophis lachrymans COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1869, p. 154.
Drornicus lachryrnans GUNTHER, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rept., 1894, p. 114.

ca.le in seventeen series, obtuse, pitless. Muzzle short; rostral
hi Id not as high as wide, not prominent. Internasals broader than
long; front~l broad, shorter than occipitals~ with a right angle behind;
uperior labials eight, fourth and fifth only in orbit, sixth only higher
than long. Loreal longer than high; oculars 1-2 and a pseudoprecular, the anterior not reaching frontal; temporals 1-2. Inferior
labi l · large, nine; four only• in contact with pregeneials, which are
horter than postgeueials. Gastrosteges one hundred and seventythre ; anal 1-1; uro teges seventy-eight.
,olor above, chestuut brown; ends of gastrosteges and first three
and a half row of scales blackish yellowish margined above from side
f neck to end of tail. On the anterior half the body is divid.ed by a
ellowish band on the first and second rows of scales. Below and
labial bright yellow, tlle superior labials each with a dark brown spot on
the center, and the anterior inferior with the same. A. brown band round
the muzzle which, pa ing through the eye, cro ses the middle of the
la t nperior labial, and ~s continuou with a brown band on each side
1 Dromicus ignitus Cope, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1871, p. 201.
.Rhadinrea ignila
op I Journ. A.cad. at. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.140; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.,XXXI, 189H,
p. 344. Coronella ignita Gunther, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 111.
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of the neck, which gradually disappears in the dark hn~ of the sides.
This band -to the last labial is bordered above by a yellow stripe, which
does not join the yellow stripe on the side of the neck. It is dark
brown, bordered above. Head above light brown, with two yellow
brown-bordered parietal ~pots such as are usually present in water
snakes.
Measurements.-Total length, 385 mm.; tail, 99 mm.
This species approaches equally several species, but differs from all
others. It combines a long body and short tail, with large and few
inferior labials, as in R. fulviceps, which is a long-tailed species, with
a different coloration.
We owe this species to Sumichrast, who states in his uotes that he is
not sure of the locality where he obtained it, but thinks it is Orizaba.
Rhadinma lachrymans Cope.
Number
of specimens.
1

Locality .

]'rom whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Orizaba, Mexico . .... -... _.. F. Sumichrast ............. __ . _. ___ ... _ .Alcoholic.

RHADINlEA FLAVILATA Cope.

Rhadincea flavilata COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 189 ~, p. 429.
Drornicus flavilatus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1871, p. 222; Check-list,
N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1878, p. 64 ~ Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 386.

Habit moderatelyi;;lender; tail 3.2 times in total lengtb; head distinct,
elongate, oval. Scales very thin, without scale-pores, in seveuteen longitudinal series. Superior
labials seven, third and fourth
in orbit; fifth higher than
long, with sixth separated by
an arrow temporal from occipital; seventh longer than high.
Inferior labials uine, four
bounding geneials. Postgeneials longer than pregeneials. Internasa,l s nearlyquadrate; prefrontals longer than
wide. Frontal, anterior ~
width 0.75 length; parietals ~
rather elongate. Nostril in
Fig. 164.
RHADINJEA FLA VILATA COPJ!:.
prenasal, which is lower tban
X 1.5.
postnasal; loreal very small,
Volusia , Florida.
highaslong; ocularsl-2. Gas• Coll ection of K D. Cope.
trosteges 126; urosteges 77.
Color above, a rich golden browu, the scaleR of the two infer-ior rows
on each side broadly gold-edged, the color of the back beginning on
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the third row. The ends of the scales of the vertebral row are sometime darker tipped. Head dark brown, darkest behind, with numerou · but obscure paler vermiculations. Sides of bead pale with a
reddi h-brown band from the rostral plate through the eye to the
middle of the last ·labial. Labials whitish, with black dots on the posterior, in oblique rows. Below white, lower labials sparsely black
<lotted. A pair of pale dots on the common occipital suture.
This is a snake of rather feeble character. I observed a specimen
from Fort Macon, orth Carolina, which I owed to my friend, Dr. H. C.
Yarrow, for several months in confinement. It was rather inactive.
The Rhadinrea flavilata bas been found along the southern Atlantic
coa t region from outhern North Carolina to southern Florida. It is
more common in the latter region than elsewhere.
Rhadincea jlavilata Cop e.
~umber
of ii]) i-

I

· From whom received.

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

mens.

---41

Georgian~ Florida ... . _..... W. Wittfield .. ___ ... _. _. _.... _... __ ... Alcoholic.

HETERODON Latreille.
Jfoterodon LATRJJ:ILLE, Hist.

at. des Reptiles, IV, 1799, p. 32.-DUMERIL and
BrnRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 766.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Arner.
Rept. , 1 53, p. 51.-GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 82.-CoPE,
Bull. . . rat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 54.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
II, 1894-, p. 153.
.

Dentition diacranterian. Caudal scutella divided; anal plate double.
Ro tral plate recurved, with transverse upturned edge and flat anteroin-£ rior face. The nine cephalic plates, a loreal, two nasals and ocular
plat present, with one or more supplemental behind the rostral.
c le. keeled, bifo sate. Pupil round. Form robust. Hemipenis
bifurcate, the apices with numerous papillose calyces, and separated
by a fte margin from the spinous portion. Spines numerous, hooked.
n normou diverticulum of the left lung extending to the throat.
Th few pecie · of this genus which are known agree also in having
a ri of •ale eparating the eye from the superior labial plates,
and in having an azygou plate behind the rostral. The postero-superior
a p t of th ro tral plate bas a keel on the middle line, and there are
from three to fiv , generally four, scales in the fir t temporal row.
Tb tail i h rt. The a11terior ribs are capable of extension so as to
flatten that part f th~ body, a i done by the cobras of the genus
aja but the expan ion i not so wide, and it bas greater longitudinal
ext nt.
be po, tgen ial plate are reduced to a very small size, and
parat d from ach other by mall scales.
h pecie of thi genu range throughout ortb America excepting the Pacific r gi n. They do not extend far into the Sonoran, and
ar ab ent from the Lower Californian arnl the Mexican regions. They
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have no representatives in equatorial America or the West Indies. A
genu~ Lystrophis Cope1, isjound in subtropical and temperate South
America, which resembles Heterodon superficially, but belongs to the
Xenodontidi:.e. A genus occurs in Madagascar (Anomalodon Jan)
which agrees superficially with Lystrophis, but differs in having an
entire anal shield, but l;>elongs by the penial characters to the Lyco•
dontini:.e.
~l.1he species of Heterodon have some peculiar habits which indicate
greater intelligence than most other snakes possess. They throw
themselves into remarkable contortions when alarmed, and expand
their anterior ribs, inflate their lung, and open the mouth widely.
They do not attempt to bite from the ground, but the long posterior
maxillary tooth may be used with considerable effect ff the snake is carelessly handled. The trowel-shaped rostral plate enables them to
excavate sand -with ease, and in such soil they are usually most
abundant.
Three species of this genus may be distinguished as fol1ows:
I. No accessory scales about the azygous plate.
Scales in 25 rows; rostral plate less developed; larger_ . _........ H. platyrhinus.
II. Accessory scales about the azygous scuta.
Scales in 25 rows; stouter, smaller; an inferior nasal plate; one row of lateral
spots; belly white in adults ................... : ...••......... ...•.. H. sirnus.
Scales in 23 rows; smaller, more slender; no inferior nasal scuta; two rows of
lateral spots; belly more or less black ............................. H. nasicus.

The H. platyrhinus ranges throughout the Eastern and Austroriparian regions, and the H. simus inhabits the Austroriparian only. The
H. nasicus is divided into two subspecies, one of which extends over
the Central and the other over the Sonoran regions.
HETERODON PLA TYRHINUS Latreille.

Heterodon platyrhinus LATREILLE, Hist. Nat. des Reptiles, IV, 1800, p . 32, figs.
1-3. -HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., II, 1828, p. 97, pl. XXI; 2d ed., IV, 1842,
p. 67, pl. xvn.-DUMERIL an<l BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VIII, 1854, p. 765.-BAIRD
and GmATrn, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 51.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer.
Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.-BOULENGEn, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p.154.'
Coluber heteroclon DAVI>IN, Hist. Nat. Rept., VII, 1799, p. 153, pl. 60, fig. 28.SAY, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts., I, 1818, p. 261.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sd,
Phila., 1827, p. 357.
Coluber ccicodmrnon SHA w, Gen. Zool., III, 1802, p. 377, pl. 102.
Scytale niger DAUDIN, Hist. Nat. Rept., V, 1803, p. 342.-HARLAN, ,Journ. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1827, V, p. 367.
Pelias niger MERREM, Tentamen, 1820, p. 149.
Hetm:oclon niger TROOST, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist., Kew York 1 III, 1836, p. 186.-HOL·
BROOK, N. Amer. Herp., IV, 1842, p. 63, pl. xvr.-BAIRD and GrnARD, Cat.
N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 55.-DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen ., VII, p. 769.
Heterodon cognatus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 54.
Heterodon atrnodes BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 57.

Parietals and frontal longer than broad, about equal in length.
Center of eye anterior. Dorsal rows twenty-five, all carinated, the
1

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 54.
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outer sometimes smooth. Scales on the back qujte linear anteriorly;
posteriorly they are much broader. Color yellowish gray, or brown,
with about twenty-eight dark dorsal blotches from head to anus, and
fifteen half rings on the tail. One or two lateral rows. Beneath yellowi h. A dark band across the forehead in front of the vertical, continued through the eye to the angle of the mouth.
Frontal plate hexagonal, narrower behind; longer than broad; angles
all distinct, lateral outlines straight. Prefrontal large, the lateral
angle extending down to the loreal; the two prefrontals separated anteriorly by the azygos, or postrostral. Internasals smaller, entirely
separated by the azygos. Rostral with the outline spherical angled,
subacute at the apex, its upper snrface compressed into a sharp ridge,

Fig. ]65.
RETERODON PLA'l'YRHJN R LATREILLE.

= l.

Hlack specimen.

whi b, 1n·olooged backward between the ' na als and the prefrontals,
·01m ·t with the azygo ·. Thi is linear, subpentagonal, acute-angled
b hind, wh re it wedges between the prefrontals. Stiperciliaries large.
cale" behi11d the head distinctly carinated. Eye large. Line conne ting tip of rostral with the postinferior corner of the last labial
pa se over the lower part of the eye. A triangular nasal, with the
corner rounded, joined by its apex to the exterior angle of the prefr ntal .
o inferior nasal.
ostrHs valvular, situated entirely in
the p t rior nasal, the anterior edge formed by the anterior nasal.
Labial eight above; all higher than long, sixth largest, the third to the
ixth in contact with the suborbitals; two large temporal shields above
be three po terior labials. Temporals, three in the first row in eight
pecimens, 4-3 in one, and four on both sides in four. Center of th~eye
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anterior to the middle of the chord connecting the apex of rostral and
posterior end of labials and over the middle of the fifth labial. Outline
of upper jaw convex. Lower labials, eleven.
Body stout and short. Tail very short, and rapidly tapering, rather
thicker than the thinnest part of the body. Dorsal rows twenty-five.
Scales all distinctly carinated (including those on the back of the head),
except the outer two or three rows, which are either perfectly smooth,
or present very obsolete carination .
.Color reddish brown above, with dark blotches. .A series of twentyeight quadrate, dorsal, !JUiform black blotches from head to anus, each
from two to three scales long, and seven to nine wide, separated l>y
regular brownish-yellow intervals of one and· one-half to two scales.
The blotches anteriorly are nearly square, posteriorly they are transversely elongated. Opposite the intervals, and, indeed, bounding them
on either side, is a second series of small circu]ar blotches on the fourth
to the eighth lateral rows, and separated only by a narrow interval
from the corner of the dorsal blotches. Sometimes there are faint
traces of small blotches between the upper. lateral series. Intervals
between the lateral rows of blotches yellowish _or reddish brown, darker
than those on the back; outer dorsal rows greenish or yellowish white.
On the tail there are fifteen black half rings, interrupted on the subcaudal scutellm, the scales on the tail larger than on the greater part
of the body. In young specimens there is distinctly visible a second
series of still smaller blotches, below the one just mentioned, there being
two of these opposite each one of the former, and placed on the second,
third, and fourth exterior rows. Beneath greenish yellow, with obsolete greenish-brown blotches, indistinctly visible through the epidermis,
sometimes more conspicuous in young specimens.
There is a transverse black or dark bar on the forehead, crossing the
posterior half of the postfrontals, involving only the anterior edge of
the vertical, and the anterior corners of the superciliarie~. Behind
this a dark patch, with its anterior margin a little back of the middle
of the vertical, and involving the adjoining margin of tlie superciliaries and occipitals, together with the greater portion of the occipitals;
sometimes witb a light spot in the middle; the light space included
between the two patches appears to P;xtend continuously backward to
the neck; above, a dark vitta from the back part of the orbit to the
p~terior labial, itself a continuation of the frontal vitta. .An. elongated
11c1rrow vertebral spot behind the junction of the occipitals, and generally isolated from them, on each side of which is a similar patch
wi1 leni11g behind.
This species is subject to great variations of color. Sometimes the
sides of the dorsal blotches pass insensibly into the ground color, so as
to become transverse bands. .At oth~rs they are light internally, with
a narrow margin of black. Occasionally there is much black on the
abdomen (in young specimens). The ground color varies from gray to
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bright yellow, and sometimes even red. It may also happen that, by
the confluence and extension of the darker margin s, we have light bars
on a dark ground, as on a specimen from the Scioto Valley, Ohio,
where, with the other characters similar, the color is of a dark brown
above and on the sifles, witil transversely qua,drate brownish ash-colored spots along the back, some one and a half or two scales long, nine
or ten wide, and at intervals of about three scales. Of these spots
there are tw~nty-eight from head to auus, and about nine on the tail,
where they form half
rings, with intervals a
little larger than themselves.
About forty specimens
display the normal coloration. In eleven the
lateral spots of the first
row join the spots of the
median row, inclosing
the light intervening
dorsal spaces as spots.
In four other specimens
thiR fusion is imperfect.
Fi~. 166.
The light spots have acHRTEROl)ON Pl,ATYRHINU LATHE ILLIJ: .
quired so dark a shade
= 1.
a ro have di appeared
in the blac1 color variety, called by Dr. Ilolbrool Heterodon niger.
Awong numerous pecimens of this form ill the national collection
tb re are two (Cat. No • 1168 and 0105) iu which traces of the usual
p t remain.
One ·p cimen of thi8 form i a true lead color, with a black band
extendiug Io terior to the orbit (Cat. o. 16489).
Th pecimens on which Baird and Girard proposed the name Heterodon atmoides differ from the normal form in a less production of the
fre acute edge of the ro tral plate. No other character reenforces this
peculiarity, and it intergrades with the usual type. It can be looked
up n only a an individual characteristic. Individuals of this kiu d
ar more frequently sent from the eastern part of the Austroriparian
regi n than el 'ewhere.
The pecimen Oil which the B. cognatus (Cat. No. 1271; Indianola,
'f xa ') was pr po ed by Baird and Girard is lighter colored than usual,
but not otherwi, e different, except in the possession of only two temporal in th fir t row on each side. The absence of the small superior
t mr oral i not by it elf indicative of important diversity.
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Baird and Girard give the following statistics of scuta and dimensions, the latter in inches:
Locality.

Gastrosteges . Urosteges.

Carlisle, Pennsy 1vauia .. _______________ - - 129+1.
123+1.
Clarke County, Virginia------·----- ____ 143+1.
127+1.
Scioto Valley, Ohio.-----·~------------· 148+1.
Mississippi. _____ -----···----·------· .... 135+1.
Indianola, Texas . - - - _- . ____ .. - . - . - - . -... 130+1.
129+1.
NewBraufels, Texas ..... ·----··----· .. . . 124+1.
Georgia . ___ . _........ _ . _. _... _ . - - - - - .... 131+1.
Charleston, South Carolina .. _._. __ ...... 137+1.
141+1.
137+1.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania ................ - . 140+1.
Abbeville, South Carolina ............... 145+1.
Kemper County, Mississippi ..... _. .. _... 126+1.

53.
49.
46.
45.
51.
58.
51.
56.
56.
54.
49.
53.
49.
53.

Scales. Length.

25.
25.
25.
25.
25: _
25.
23.
25.
25.
23.
25.
25.
23.
25.
25.
25.

28.
24¼.
19.
11.
26.
10.
26.
11.
27.
25.
12½.
17.
26.
1 36.
1 26.
J28.

T1til.

6
5
2¼
2
4
1½
6
2
6
5~
1¾
2¾

4¾
6
5¾

I find the caudal scutellre to vary in number from thirty-nine to fiftytwo in nine normally colored specimens, and from forty-two to fifty-six
in five black specimens.
The Heterodon platyrhinu~, when disturbed by man, throws itself into
vigorous contortions, spreads the anterior ribs, and opens the mouth
widely, after the manner of a venomous snake. If turned on its back
and its abdomen be gently stroked, it will sometimes lie quietly in that
position for a long time. I once observed the singul~r conduct of an
individual which was kept in a cage with a water snake (Natrix sipedon) and a copperhead (Ancistrodon contortrix). Both of the harmless
species were evidently greatly frightened on the introduction of the
copperhead into the cage. The water snake sought the lowest spot in
the sand on the bottom of the cage, and coiling up, kept close to the
ground, not even raising bis bead. The Hetero<.lon, on the contrary,
inflated bis long lung, swelling the greater part of his body into the
. form of a cylindrical bladder. He at the same time extended the anterior ribs, so that this pa.rt of his body resembled the thin blade of a
paper cutter. He then plunged its nose into the sand and covered the
top of his bead with as large a pile of that substance as it would carry.
In this disfigured condition he paraded slowly about the cage in front
of the copperhead. The latter moved but little, and showed no disposition to provoke a quarrel with its singular companion.
Prof. 0. P. Hay 2 has collected the following facts in regard to the
breeding habits of Heterodon platyrhinus, the hog-nosed snake, viper, or
spreading adder, as it is popularly known:
~Dr. ,J. Schneck, of Mount Carmel, Illinois, reports 3 that eighty-seven young spotted
spreading a.elders were taken from the body of a wounded female. The author of the

Reterodon 11iger.
Proc. Ind. Acacl. Sci. , 1891, p. 114; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV, 1892, p. 393.
3 Amer. Nat., XVI, 1882, p. 1008.
1

2
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uote did not see this done, but got his information from persons who did see it. I
am strongly inclined to believe that the reptile was a Tropidonotus sipedon. Another
writer L in Pennsylvania gives an account of over oue hundred yonng snakes issuing
from a wound in the side of a female spreading adder. These youngwere each from
6 to 8 inches in length and all were active and blowing vigorously. Neither did the
author of this note see the escap~ of the snakes, although he did see sixty-three of
the young in alcohol. There may easily have been an error in the determination of
the species to which these young snakes belonged. One who has examined the eggs
of this species can not easily believe that so many young snakes could, with such
readiness, escape from a wound in the mother's side. Moreover, these snakes deposit
their eggs in the earth some time before the young are ready to lead an independent
existence.
Dr. Bumpus 2 states that a female Heterodon in the National Museum brought forth
111 young, but Dr. Bumpus informs me that he did not himself observe this.
Prof. F. W. Cragin reports :i the :finding, on September 10, of 22 eggs of this
p cies; they were buried in the sand at Eftst Hampton, Long Island. Two of the
egg which be had in his possession hatched four days afterwards. Troost appears
to have di s cted a black specimen, in which he found 25 eggs. Dr. C. C. Abbott
says 4 that he has frequently in May found the eggs of the hog-nosed snake in considerable numbers a few inches below the surface of the ground, and in early July
ho onco foun<l a family of 17 very small and apparently just hatched young. These
res nted all interferenc , snapped, hissed, and flattened their heads precisely as an
old r snake would clo. The size of the young is not given, but on another page (p.
295) h implies that they w ere less than 4 inches in length. I think that this spe·ie , like mo t oth r sp cies, prodnco their young rather late in the season, but I see
no r ason for not believing that some indivjduals may bear their eggs over the
winter an<l lay them in the spring.
A female (Ca.t. To. 179-1, U. . .M. ), sent me from Vec<l.ersbnrg, Fountain County,
Indiana, contained 15 ecrgs, the posterior 4 of which lay in the left oviduct. I conld
<li cov r no signs of embryos. Each egg was covered by a thick, tough, yellowish
·oat, in i<lo of which was a thinner and more delicate membrall '.
Throngh tho kindness of Dr. L. tejneger, curator of the department of reptiles in
the ational Museum, I have been enabled to make some observations on the eggs
and living young of this Heterodon. On the 31st day of last August thore were
hrou~ht into the laboratory of the department from some point in Maryland not far
from Washington a lot of 27 eggs, which the finder said were the eggs of the copperhead. It was reported that the eggs were thrown up out of the grountl by the plow,
and that the mother snake was near by and had resented the disturbing of her
tr a nres. , he had been killed, but had not been sent along with the eggs . Since
it wa uppo ed that the copperhead produces living young, the occupants of the
laboratory w r e anxious to learn if this opinion were erroneous. Accordingly one
of the eggs was opened, and in it was found a young hog-nosj'ld snake, fully developed and ready to assist himself on the sc ne of action. This Heterodon quite closely
.- rubles the copperhead, and most people are not accustomed to make nice distin tions amoug snakes, This close resemblance may account for some of the
statements of the large number of young produced by the copperheads.,;
The eggs referred to were between 1¾ and 1-½ inches long and about seven-eighths
inch fa short diameter. The egg covering was thick, tough, and flexible, resembling
:i piec of parchment. There is little if an;v deposit of lime in it. Of these eggs,
om w r fonncl to have hatchrd during the night of September 6; others, which
wero buried omewhat d eper in ome clay, escaped from the eggs later, but all were
ont by the afternoon of the 8th. The length of such as were measured varied
1

3

2 Riverside
mer. rat., III, 1869, p. 555.
atural Hist., III, p. 364.
4 A Taturalist's Rambles about Home, p. 289.
Amer. Nat., XIII, 1879, p. 710.
6 Amer. Tat., 'VII, 1 83, p.1'235.
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between 7 and 8 inches. From the moment of escape from the egg all were quite
active, and manifested many of the characteristics of the adults. Some of the little
fellows were quite saucy, and would rnake a pretense of striking at the approaching
finger, but their efforts in that line were rather feeble. A faint hiss was sometimes
uttered, but that may not have been voluntary. One would sometimes flatt® its
head and body and rear up with the anterior third of its length free from the ground.
If one did not know well their inoffensive natures, one would be excused for fearing
to handle them. An extremely singular habit possessed by the adults is that of
feigning death. On being struck or teased., they will roll over and over, as if in the
intensest agony, and then throw themselves on the back, and lie there as if dead.
Out of some fifteen of the young experimented with, I succeeded in getting only
two or three to go through with this performance, but these did it to perfection.
On being lightly struck a few times, they would turn over on the back, writhe about
a while, and then lie perfectly still. If turned right side up they would again turn
on the back. If left undisturbed for a little while they would turn over and creep
slyly away. The others of the young would not act iJ? this way, however much
they were teased. It would be interesting to know whether all the adults possess
this odd habit, or only a portion of them.
,
The cuticle of the young Heterodons is shed very shortly after their escape from
the egg coverings. Within a few minutes after one had left its prison the skin was
observed to be broken about its head. It had left the egg at half past 1 and by 4
o'clock the skin was pushed back half the length of the body. The next morning
the skin was wholly shed, revealing the brighter colors of the new skin. While getting rid of the cuticle the little fellow kept crawling over the clay and among the
roots of the gras8.
The opportunity was embraced to observe the use which is made of the egg tooth.
The tooth itself is easily seen in the just hatched snake. Its lateral borders are
more nearly parallel than those of the tooth of Bascaniori. figured by Weinland. Seen
from the side, the anterior or upper outline is concave, the posterior outline convex.
Thus the tooth projects forward and is slightly turned up. The anterior face is also
concave from side to side, so that there is, on each side, a distinct cutting 'edge. The
tip is cut off square. The tooth appears to have a ligamentous attachment, and may
be lifted a little, but not much depressed. It seems quite evident that the tooth is
first engaged in the egg covering, and then made to do its work by a forward push
of the )lead. An examination of the covering, after the snake had left it, gives
ample proof that it has been cut and not merely torn. The edges are as smooth as if
they had been slashed with a razor. A long slit is sometimes made as if by a single
.effort. In other cases several attempts appear to have been made before the covering bas been open enough for the snake to get out. In one or two cases a tooth has
not been inserted deeply enough, and the only result was a scratch on the inside
of the covering. The egg tooth having performed its office becomes loose and drops
ont. This occurs usually within twenty-four hours.
·when the slit has been successfully made, the little snake may sometimes be
seen pushing its bead carefully out as if to survey the surroundings. Should there
be any movement, the head will be quickly withdrawn.
I have been able to collect some facts concerning the pairing of the sexes of Heterodon platirhinos. Prof. U. 0. Cox, of Mankato, Minnesota, informs me that he found
two iudividuals uniting some time in May. A second male was entwined with the
two other snakes. The latter were separated with difficulty. The male intromittent organs are described as being of an oval form, an inch long, and over half an
inch thick.
Two observers have seen black specimens, formerly called H. niger, pairing with
the spotted individuals. Prof. W. S. Blatchley 1 found a black and a spotted one
copulating on April 19. He speaks in a letter to me of the iutromittent organs as
1

Journ. Cin. Nat. Hist. Soc., 1891, p. 33.
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being as ln.rge a walnuts and overed with spines. Mr. E. R. Quick, of Brookville,
Indiana, an accur ate olJserver of nature, writes to me that he on ce found a black
-viper pairing with a spotted ue. The time, he thinks, was late in Jun e. The time
of ge tation of this species is not known. It may continue from spring until
antumn. ro sibly th e bte-pairing individuals may retain their eggs until the next
pring. :ror <low know h ow long the eggs are laid before they are ready to hatch .
Thci;e matters are known concerning very few of our snakes, and a wide field is
offered for work and observation.
Ileterodon platyrhinus Latreille.
POTTED :FORM.
'nta logu
.No.

~amb r
of !<J1 0Ci-

0000
11 0
5.l 0

12 I
72 5
8705
4 Hi
7250
1260
1130
1211
1210

4709
64.40
7ll7

]0590

10:m
10477
114211

0750
1204:l
355

0756
13083
14630
14506
1523!1
15550
15562
Hl.J:15
17124
17470
17332
17404
17392
17560
li816
17051
115:J

118-1
8364
4836

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen .

irginin, ______ ·-·- ............... -· ...... Dr. C. B. R. Kenn erly ___ . Alcoholic

4.26
1162
8027
6036
1160
1201
1199

Locality.

llll ' D ..

l

1
1
1
1
l

1
1
l
l
1

3
1
1

l
1
1

1

Carlisle, Ponnsylvanin .. _. _......... ____ . Prof. s:F.Baird -- -- ·- ·-.
'Vin laud,
w Jersoy .. -. ··-·--··-· -··-·
ficnnop.r, Florida._ .... -· -·-· -- ___ _____ .
'11lcas1 •uPns ,Louiaiana ·--·------·---- G. Wurdemann. --·---·-~Iissis11ippi.. --. - . __ .. ___ .1. _...... _... __ . Dr. B. F. Shumard-··-·-·
Charleston, 'outh 'aro- __ ... ........ _. Prof. R. Owen . __ . .. . ___ _
lina.
·
1
FortRil y, Kan as ....... , .. · -··-··-··--· Dr.Jar-vis,U.S.A.--··-'l'yr Springs,Tenu s11 o --·-·--·-···-- · Prof.R.Owen .... . . ---··
llld p nden · ,Mis oari-. ·----· -·-· .. ·- · Dr.J.G_.Coopor .. --··--·
Fort. 'n lling, Minn ota, . ........ _... _.. Dr. Geo. Suckley, U .8.AEut.a.w, li~IJuroa ·-····-·· i··-·------··- -· ............ --·-·-·-··--- ·
B ll villo,lllinois --······ · pt. -, J874 Dr.A.Reuss····--··-···
outhern lllinoi~ ................. __ . _.. . R. K 1rnicott . _.. _.... __ .
Distri t of ---··· ·-· --··-· ------·--·-····· ·-- · ·---·,anJ>odro,Texas . .. ...... ···---··· .... -. Dr. . W.Wooclbol1se.-- .
M.nri tta, Ohio- .. __ ........... -..... _. ... Prof. A. Winchell . .... __
'.l'exas .. _. _- ... - . - _.... _.......... -- .. _... --....... - -- ............ .
Cbarl !!lou, onth Cnro• ··-··-·-······· ·-···· ···········-· ··----·
lion.

~/sT~~~!X:.~t-::::::::

Wc~f~:~~i~~•

i -~~~t~!~~:: ~~~~~~:::: :: : :::::::::::::: J~: ~~~~~.t_._·.-.-.·.·.-.-.-.-_-_-_-_·.·

l

I

.

Wilmington, North 'aro• . ··· ·····- .. ·-· . ·-··-·---. ··-···-·- ---· ·-

liJJa.
Nashvillo,Tenn
ss e.---·
Laurel,Maryl:rncl .. -·-· ·Gaiuesville,Florida .. ---La.urel,Marylancl ........

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
<lo.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.

WilliamJ.Tavlor . --·-··
do.
GoorgeMarsliall. --· ··- ·
do.
JamesBell ... - .. ··-· ---·
<lo.
-···-··-···-··· .. -------- · E11~tc~lco• •
1 -·-· do .. ·--· ··· · ··-· --- ·-· June 3, 1878 R om·yMarsball ____ .. __ _ Alcoholic.
1 Mount Carmel, Illinois-.. 'ov. -, 18&1 L. M. Turn e1· ·---- · ·--- · ·
do.
3 Goldsborough,
orth --·-·-·----·--· H.W.Welsher ___ · ·-·--do.
Carolina.
'tates ville, North Caro•
Tov. -, 1877 A. L. Barringer .. _.... __ . Cast.
lina.
Laurel, Maryland-. -. - ... _ June 3, 1881 H. Marshall._ ...... ____ .
do.
Brightwood, District of ----·-·---· .. --. ·--···- .. -··-·-- ··--·---- ·
po;u1;Ilbia.
V1rg1n1a ..• - •. --- . ·- ·--- .. ·--- --. - -. - . - .. J. H. Kuehling ----·-- ·-·
Coast of ortb Carolina .. ···-----·--·-·· Captain }<~vans . . _____ ... .Alcoholic.
DiBtrict of Columbia ...... ·--- __ . __ .. ___ . R. W.Reuehaw ·· - ···--·
do.
Uook Countv, Texas·-·---: ·-·-··--· -···· G. H. Ragsdale .. ____ ._ ..
do.
an Diego, Texas ........ -·· ·---- -·-· ····
do.
District of Columbia._._ ........ ____ .. __ .
do.
Takoma Park, District <'f _. _••• _••.•. _.. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt .. ___ .
do.
Columbin.
do.
la gow,Kentucky. -.... ···· · ····---·- · W.T.Owsley ·· ---·-- --·
do.
Laurel,Maryland-···· ··- · ---··-----·---· C. W.Richmond -···-·--·
't. eorges Island , Mary• . ·-· .. --·. _.. _. J. D. Figgins·-- .... __ . __
do.
land.
Eastland, Texas . ___ .. . _.. ______ . - _...... C. W.RichmoncL.--·---·
do.
do.
'carboro,New York·--·-- ·····- ---- · - . -·
do.
Mount Vernon, Alabama._ -----· _-·-- -·-·
Veeder burg, Indi:lna _. _. ....... __ . _. __ . Dr. 0. P. Hay. -. - -- . __ . __
do.
Charleston, South Caro• . ___ . _. .. _. _. _. Dr. S. B. Barker .. _. ___ _.
do.
lina.
do.
ocnerville, orth Caro- 1 - , 1854 J.C.McNair ··- .. ---·--Jina.
1 Kinston , Nortl1 Carolina ....... __ . ·- .. __ . J. W. Milner ______ ·-·-·_
do.
do.
l Brookville, Iowa .--· ·--··- ---··-···--···· Dr. W. A. Hammond,
U.S.A.

1
2
l
11

Aug. 3, 180
July 1, 18i9
,July -, 180
···---·---··- · ·

ty~i:
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Heterodon ]Jlatyrhinus Latreille-Continued.
SPOTTED FORM-Continued.
Number
Ca~~-gue of specimens.
9003
9699
1265
19270
19979
20961
13643
14016
17331

When
collected.

Locality.

1

1
1
5

1
1
2
1

1

,13830
18010
16488
19858}
19859
19860
20655

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

St. Johns River, Florida . . -, 1874 G. Brown Goode ........ .
Arlington, Florida .................. . ......... do .................. .
Yellowstone River ....... - · -, 1856 Lieut. G. Warren,U.S . .A..
Clopl?ers, Maryland.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Caulfield ...... . .... .
Eustis, A..labama.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theo. Holm ... ......... .
Mount Vernon, Virginia ................. Edw. Green ............ .
Georgiana, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Witttield ........... .
Wheatland, Indiana ..................... R. Ridgway ........ .... .
W~~f~~\\~~' District of ............... C. W. Richmond ....... .

do.

Olney, Illinois ................... ... ..... J. anc. C.H. Walker .... .
Cabin John, Maryland ................... P . Leonhard .... ....... .
St. Louis, Missouri........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,T. Hurter ........... , ... _.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.

North America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hallett Phillips ........ .

do.

District of Columbia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. W. Brown .......... _. -

do.

BL.A.CK FORM.
1171
1172
8766
7261
1168

1

1206
1165
1311
1186
9105

1

2

1
1

l
1
1
1

9112
12041
9031
13475
17964
18020
16489
14754
14827
14834
15239
15650
15662
16488-9
17124
17333
17464
17470
17560
17638
17951
17964
18010
18020-22
19619
19979

21132

1

1

Kemper County, Miss1s- ..... ......... .
sippi.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania ....... ........... .
Belleville, Illinois . . . . . . . . Se.pt. -, 1874
Abbeville, South Carolina .............. .
P ensaco_la, Florida.... . . . . - - -, 1857

D. C. Lloyd ............. . Alcoholic
type.
Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
do.
Dr.A. Reuss ........... .
do.
Dr. J.B. Barratt ....... .
do.
Dr. Wm. A.. Hammond,
d<-\.
. U.S.A.
Prof. .A. Winchell ..... . .
do.
Dr. W. L. Jones ........ .
do.
Capt. ,J obn Pope, U.S . .A..
do.
Mrs. M. E. Daniel ...... .
do.
Dr. Weyrick .......... '. .
do.

Eutaw, .A.laba,m a ....................... .
Liberty County, Georgia . . ........ ... ... .
R.io Pecos, Texas ....................... .
Anderson, South Carolina ............... .
Fort Macon, North Caro- ........ . ..... .
Jina.
Wilmington, North Caro- . ....................................... .
do.
lina.
·
Monnt Carmel, Illinois . . . Nov. -, 1881 L. M. Tnrner ........... .
do.
Statesv1 lle, NorthCarolinn Juno -, 1877 .A..L.Barringer ........ . Cast.

i ~~!ffi1t~;;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: fiti~:ii:::::::::::
1

't. Lonis, Missouri. ......................
Soldiers' Home, District . ..............
of Col am bia.
Georgiana, :Florida ....... .. ............. .
Hillsboro, Virginia . ... .. .. ............. .
District of Colnmbia ... .. ............... .
Cook Conntv, Texas .. ... ............... .
~an Diego, Texas ........ ·1·.. ........... .
St. Louis, Missouri. ......... . ........... .
Takoma Park, District of .............. .
Columbia.
Bladensburir, Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stia~d~rges I sland, Mary- ...............
1

Glasgow, Kentucky ............... ......
Scarboro, New York .....................
Linden, M:uyland . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Veedersburl!,]'ountain ...............
~ol?-n~y, ~ndiana.

J. Hurter ........... . .. .

Conway Robinson, jr .. . .
William Wittfield ...... .
Geo. W. Shutt ... . ..... ·..
H. W. Henshaw ........ .
G. H. Rag~dale ......... .
William Ta.rlor ........ .
Julius Hurter ........ .. .
Dr. R. W. ShufelcH ..... .
C. W. Richmond ... .... .
J. D. Figgins ........... .
Dr. W. T. Owsley ....... .
~-. HP.·STch.~c~ydeerr. ·.·..·.··. _· ·. ·. ·. ·.·.
_._,
11 ,
Dr.O.P.Hay ........... .

tI-;tif~"sn~-~.-p~;t~ffi~~;. :::::: ::::::::: .i>"~te~ i·e·o"~ii~"r"cit::::::::
0

Marrand.
•
UFi;;i~~- Lake County . . . .. . . .. . ..• .. C. L. Hopkins .••........

Mount Vernon, Virginia ...........•..... J. H. Kuebling ......... .
Eustis, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. ]'ish Commission ..
Wildwood, Georgia ..•.•••.................... do ..... _._ .......... .
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HETERODON SIMUS Linnreus.

Heterodon sim11s HOLBROOK, . Amer. Herpt., IV, 1842, p. 57, pl. xv.-BAIRD and
GIRARD, Cat. . Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 59.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr.
Rept., 1875, p. 43.
Colube1· simus LIN 'lEUS, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I , 1766, p. 216.-GMELIN, Linmeus
Syst. Nat., 13th ed. , I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1086.
Heterodon platyrkinus SCHLEGEI:., Ess. Phys. Serp., 1837, p. 97, pl, nr, figs. 20, 22.

Fig. 167.
HETERODON SIMUB LlNNlEUB,

= 1.

Abbeville, South Carolina.
Cat. No. 1197, U.S.N.M.

Frontal plate a broad as long, generally longer than the parietals.
lo tral uroa<l. aud high. .Azygos encircled by three to five small plates.
M uth very short. Doral rows twenty-five, the three or four externals
mootb. Dor al ~eries of thirty-five blotches, with one alternating
erie n each icle. .Abdomen yellowish, scarcely maculated. A narrow blacl band aero s the forehead in front of the frontal and passing
hrough the ye acro .. s one labial to the angle of the mouth.
Frontal plate ubheptagonal, sometimes nearly triangular; with three
ide anteriorly the lateral agaiust the prefrontals, the middle against
th azygon plate , the ide very obtusely angled. Superciliaries rather
b rt broad.
arietal very short, almost as long as broad. Prefro11tal moderate, the exterior angle scarcely reaching the angle of the
lor al; the wo eparated by three small plates posterior to the azygos.
Interna als not much maller. Azygou plate resting anteriorly against
th ro tral and touched by the inner angle of the internasal. There is
a mall plate on each side, between it and the notch at the junction of
the anterior and prefrontal , while behind, the space between it, the
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pref:r;ontals, and the frontal is occupied by the three small plates already
mentioned. This azygos is thus surrounded on the sides and _posteriorly by three small plates (this number is sometimes greater). Rostral
broad and high, much recurved. Eyes moderate, situated posterior to
.the center of imaginary line connecting the last labial and rostral,
which would pass nearly through its center. Loreal subtriangular,
acute above, scarcely reaching to the exterior angle of the postfrontal,
a small plate sometimes intervening. Nasal plates · rather short and
high; nostril occupying most of the posterior one, its infero-anterior
wall constituted by the first labial, its lower by a small inferior nasal
plate. Labials eight above; in one specimen of the six examined, there
are seven; they increase very rapidly from the diminutive first ,; fifth
and sixth largest; all much higher than broad. Lower labials nine.
Curve of upper jaw very convex and short. Temporals four on both
sides in five specimens; three on both sides in one~
Scales back of the head short, curved, obsoletely carinated. Dorsal
rows of scales twenty~five, outer rows smooth, sometimes only three,
, the carination slight, increasing to the medial row. Scales shorter and
broader than in the other type, becoming narrower on the back; those
behind rather narrower than before. Body contracted at the anus,
.t hen expanding or swelling on the tail, which is thick throughout, tapering to the tip. Scales on the tail longer and broader than those of the
upper part of the body in front; carination not very distinct, inferior
three rows truncated behind, especially the highest.
A dorsal series of transverse black blotches, thirty-five from head to
tip of tail, the twenty-seventh opposite the anus. These are sometimes
oblique, but generally transverse, and with the anterior and posterior
margins parallel. They are about nine scales wide and three to four
long, with light-brownish yellow intervals _one or one and a half scales
wirle. On each si<le and opposite the intervals is a distinct series of
subquadrate or , circalar black spots on the sixth to ninth rows, not
touching those on the back, and between them a dusky shade-opposite
the dorsal spots. Below these again are usually two smaller blotches
to each spot. Intervals between the spots mottled yellowish-brown.
Beneath, yellowish, with obsolete small brown blotches. On the tail
there are nine half-rings rather wider than the light intervals and
somewhat contracted above.
A narrow black line crosses the forehead on the posterior half of
the prefrontals, and just margining the frontal; this passes through
the center of the eye and is continued to the posterior labial. A medial
patch of black, expanding behind, starts from the commissure of the
parietals, from which plates others, one on each side, pass across the
angle of the jaws, the three confluent with the dark color in the parietals. In H. platyrhinus this medial patch is isolated and not in contact
with the occipital one.
Some specimens from Abbeville, South Carolina, vary in having the
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rostral separated from the pref'rontals by two or three small plates, and
the azygo entirely cut off from the internasals by intervening plates.
The lower wall of the nostril is constituted by two small plates; there
is a second small plate above the loreal; in fact, a general tendency to
break up into small plates. The markings on the back are restricted
to a dorsal serie , with a dusky shade opposite, and a lateral series
oppo ite the light yellowish intervals; the ground color of the sides a
quite uniform yellowish-brown. Specimens from Mississippi have the
dor al pot small r and nearly circular.
Thi is the most robu t and the shortest species of the genus. Its
range i the .Au troriparian region, omitting western Texas, where the
B. nasicus replaces it.
Heterodon sinius Linnreus.
nta:oguel of~1;~~~
0
·
mens.
1)97

4834
10447
10691

8355
6399

I

Locality.

From whom received.

Naturo of specimen.

, -- - - - - -- - \· -- - - - -- l .A.bb ville, South Cal'olina .. Dr . .r. B. Barrett . ..... ... . . . Alcohol.
2 Brookville, Indiana . . . . . . . . Dr. R. Haymond . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
1 Gainesville, J!'lorida ...... ... .Tas. Bell... . ................
do.
1 ..... do ........... ....... ......... do ....... ... .......... . ·1
do.
2

r.~~~~~~~-o: -~~~:~~~~~~i-~~::

f·.:::.~:l_s_l~~~:::: ::: : : : : : : :

i~:

HETERODON NASICUS Baird and Girard.

Heterodon nasicits BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 61.
Tfeterodon siniits nasicus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.

rontal and parietal scuta usually wider than long, the parietals
often horter than the frontal. Head short; rostral plate very large
and, trongly recurved. No inferior nasal plate cut off from the postna a]. Two or more loreals. Inferior labials eight, all much higher
than long. Firfit row of temporals generally four. From three to
twenty-four a,ccessory scales beside and behind the azygous plate.
cale in twenty-three rows, all keeled except the first three on each
ide. Propol'tions of body more slender than iu H. simus.
Col r light yellowish-gray above, with a medium dorsal series of
rather clo ely placed brown spots and with two alternating series of
br w11 p t on each ide. Three brown short longitudina,1 nuchal
band and a brown band from each eye posteriorly. Belly
ntir ly black or tessellated with black and white.
i the We tern repre entative of the H. simus, to which it is
n arly allied. It can be always distinguished, however, especially in
it typi al nb peci , by the characters given. A single specimen out
f the many in the
ational Museum (Cat. No. 4961) from Texas
di play an inferior na al plate.
Two form of the H. nasicus inhabit different regions and may be
regarded a n b p cie .
1

cales acce sory to azygous plate two or three; loreal small or wanting; belly black
and white spotted ·-· ...... - ..... -- . -·-· ... -- ... _--· ... ___ .. _·-· H. n. kennerlyi.
ca] accessory to azygous plate from eight to twenty-four; loreals generaJly two;
belly nearly entirely black._ .. _.... _.................. _..... _.... _.H. n. nasicus.
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In the H. n. kennerlyi in three out of six specimens the parietal scuta
are shorter than the frontal. In sixteen of the H. n. nasicus, ten specimens have the parietals shorter than the frontal. In the small number
of accessory scales the H. n. kennerlyi approaches nearer the H. simus
than does the H. n. nasicus. The same affinity is indicated by the
smaller amount of black on the belly. It represents the genus in the
Sonoran region, while the H. n. nasicus occupies the Central.
HETERODON NA_SICUS KENNERLY! Kennicott.

Heterodon kennerlyi KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 336.
Heterodon simus kennerlyi CouEs and YARROW, Herp. Dak. and Mont. in Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv. Terrs., IV, 1878, p. 271.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., Pt. 10,
pl. v, :fig. 2.

Head broad, very short anteriorly. Rostral plate very large. Loreal
plate very small, sometimes absent. Only two supplemental plates
behind azygos; the latter is sometimes replaced by two symmetrical
contiguous plates and without any supplemental. The internasal and
prefrontal in contact with the posterior process of the rostral. Dorsal
row of scales twenty-three, all carinated except the first and second, ·
which are perfectly smooth. Ground color light yellowish-gray; a dorsal series of rather indistinct rounded or subquadrate brown blotches;
a second series of smaller circular spots much darker and more distinct; below this a third and more indistinct series.
In its general form and appearance this resembles the Heterodon
nasicus nasicus, with which it is sometimes found associated. The body,
however, is rather shorter and thicker than in that form, and the head
is broader, with the part of the head anterior to the eye decidedly
shorter. · The nasals are not as well developed longitudinally as in H.
n. nasicus, but the result of this shortness of the anterior part of the
head is seen in the very small loreaJ, which is frequently wanting
entirely. There is never more than one loreal, while frequently two are
seen in H. n. nasicus, in which the loreal is in every case strikingly
larger than in H. n. kennerlyi. The most striking d i:fference in these
species is in the number of small plates surrounding the azygos, or
postrostral. While in H. n. nasicus there are always at least ten of
these, one or two of which margin the inner edges of the prenasals and
prefrontals, there are never more than two, and frequently but one,
additional plate in H. n. lcennerlyi, and the prenasal and prefrontal are
always in contact with the posterior process of the rostral. The azygos
is short, nearly as broad as long, and usually there are just behind it
two contiguous plates of about the same size separating it from the
postfrontal, but not from the prefrontal. Frequently, however, the
azygos is longitudinally divided and without any additional plates, but
in contact with the rostral anteriorly and the vertical posteriorly, and
not separated from the postfrontals. The frontal parietals, superciliaries, and labials are much as jn H. n. nasicus, though generally less
developed longituclinally. The rostral is as large as in H. n. nasicus.
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The two outer dorsal rows are both perfectly smooth; in H. n. na,sious
the second is distinctly though delicately carinate.
The ground color is light yellowish grey, with a dorsal series of rather
indistinct subquadrate or rounded blotches, two to two and a half scales
long, and separated by intervals of one or two scales, rather wider
anteriorly. Below this is a series of very distinct purplish black circular blotches, covering four scales transversely and two longitudinally;
below this one or more indistinct series of spots. This pattern of coloration is very similar to that of H. n. nasicus, but the grom:_1d color is
al ways lighter and less distinct. The upper lateral series is of a purpli.sh black, and much more distinct, forming a prominent character.
Abdomen nearly entirely black, except a few yellow scuta. The head
is marked as in H. n. nasicus except that the nasals, prefrontals, and rostr;l are all yellowish, while in the latter species they are dark in front
of the light transverse line which crosses the crown behind the rostral;
and in H. n. lcennerlyi tlie light line across the superciliaries and vertical
i much broader than in R. n. nas-icus. This species differs from H. n.
simus in many of the same features as does H. n. nasicus. These, together
with the w.all or absent loreal and small number of supplemental plates,
readily di tiugui h it.
Heterodon nasious kennerlyi Kennioott.
Catalogue Numb~r
No.

o~~t~~1-

1282

7290
6186
8878
8413
10202

Locality .

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

2 Matamoras, Mexico ...................... Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A. A.lcoholic
type.
Lower Rio Grande ....................... .A. Schott ............... .
do.
I!'ort Stockton, Texas .................... Patrick Duffy .......... .
do.
Southern Arizona . . . . . . . . -, 1873 H. W. Henshaw . ....... .
do.
.... do . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . Oct. -, 1874 .... do ..................•.
do.
White River Ca.non, .Ari- - , 1879 Dr. R. T. Burr ......... . .
do.
zona.

1
1
1
1
1

_ _--1,_ __..[__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ - - -

- - ' - - - - ~ - - - ' - - - --

HETERODON NASICUS NASICUS Baird and Girard .

Heterodon nasious BAIRD and GrnARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serps., 1853,
p. 61.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., Pt. 10, pl. v, fig. 1.
Hetf/rodun simus nasious COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.

Fr ntal broader than long. Rostral excessively broad and high.
Azyg u plate urrounded behind and on tbe sides by many small plates
(9-24). A econd loreal. Labials short and excessively high. Dorsal
row of ,"cal twenty-three, exterior alone smooth. A dorsal series of
about fifty blotche , with four or :five others on each side. Body beneath
black.
narrow white line across the middle of' the superciliaries; a
econd behind the ro tral. A broad dark patch from the eye to the
aogl of the mouth, cros iog the la t two labials.
rontal plate very broad, ubbexago nal. Parietals short. Rostral
very broad, high, more than in the other pecies, outline rounded. The
int rval between the oppo ite frontal , the rostral, and the frontal
occupied by a number of small plates, from nine to twenty-five, arranged
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with symmetry on each side and behind the small azygos. The base
of the rostral between the opposite anterior nasals is generally margined by these small plates, which sometimes, too, are seen between the
frontal and the anterior portion of the superciliaries. This crowding
of plates causes the anterior part of the forehead to be broader than
in H. n. simus. Eye small, its center rather posterior to the middle of
the imaginary line connecting the tip of rostral with the lower angle
of the postlabial, which line scarcely crosses the eyebal1. Orbital plates,
ten to thirteen in number: Loreal triangular, rather longer than high,
separated from the prefrontal by a small second loreal above it. Nasals
rather short, postnasal bounding the lower part of the nostril. Labials

FIG.168.
HETERODON NASICUS NASICUS BAIRD AND GIRAUD.

= 1.

South Dakota.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

eight above, all of them higher than long; indeed, their vertical extension is much greater than in any other species; the sixth highest, center of eye over the junction of the fifth and sixth.
Dorsal rows of scales twenty-three, outer row smooth, rest all distinctly carinated, the keels extending to the ends of the scales; those
just behind the parietal plates truncated, with obsolete carinm. Scales
on the bind part of the body rather broader and shorter than anteriorly; the inequality scarcely evident in large specimens.
Ground color light brown or yellowish gray, with about fifty dorsal
blotches from bead to tip of tail; the thirty-ninth opposite the anus.
These blotches are quite smalJ, rather longer transversely, subquadrate, or rounded, indistinctly margined with black, (obsoletely on the
outside); they cover seven to nine scales across, are two to two and
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one-half long, anu separat d by interspace of one and one-half scales,
which are pretty con tant throughout, though rather narrower on the
tail. On each ide of the dor al row may be made out, under favorable circnm ·tance , four alternating rows of blotches; the first on the
coutiguou edge · of the scales of the first and second exterior dorsal
rows; the econd on the scales of the third row, and the adjacent edges
of tho e in the second and fourth; the third un the scales of the fourth,
fifth, and i th, and the adjacent edges of the third and seventh, and
tb fourth 011 the cales of the sixth, seventh, and eighth rows, and
tbe adjacent edges of those of the fifth. This last is opposite the
int rval of the lor a] series; the rest alternate with it. The central
inferior urface of the abdominal scute11re is black, sharply variegated
witb quaurate pots of yellowish white; the portion of the scutellre
ent ring· lllto the side of the body is yellowish white, with that part
>ppo itc the dorsal intervals dark brown, thus, in fact, constituting a
fifth lateral Heries of blotches, alteruatiug with the loweRt already mentH>ll d. The throat and chi11 are unspotted.
The bead is light brown,
with a narrow wbiti h line finely margined before and bellind with
hla<·k, wbie;h ro se. in front of the center of the vertical and through
th middl of the uperciliades; a second similar but more indistinct
line r}m parall >l to this, ju:::;t behind the rostral,, and extending down
in f1011t of tl1e eye. A third equally indistinct and similr~r line crosses
tu 1ostnior angle of the vertical and runs back on the side of the
u ck, b hind the labials and temporal shields. There is a broad brown
patth from the back part of the eye to the angle of the moutu, across
the p 11ultimate a,nd la~t labial. The coloration is thus very different
from th.it of 11. n. simus, where there is a distinct 1utrrow black band
a ·r . tlie for h ~a<l scarl'ely h1volving the vertical, and passin g through
tb y to the angle of the mouth across the last labial. Behind this
a much broader yellowi ' h band, continued 'Without interruption into
th nc•ck b hind the angle of the mouth. In H. n. nasicus tbe most con' pi ·nou,· t atnr i a narrow white band, much narrower than the
darker pat ·h before and behind it. The <lark patch, to the augle of
th<> mouth, i much broader, continuous, as it were, with the broad bar
b tw n th middle and anterior light lines, which corresponds with
th narrow bla ·k liue of H. n. simus. The other distinguishing features
ar
id n . The three dark patche behind the head are much as in

II. n. ,r;;irnus.
In th laro- r speci111en from Sonora and the copper mines the
groun l <·o] r i. yellow1 'h gray, each scale minutely punctate with
r wn. Tb blotch s are all ob olete, only one dor al and two lateral
on a ·h .·icl being de.fin d by darker hades. The blotches on the
:i<l , of tb abdomen are wanti11g, but the black in tbe middle is
,•f rong]y mark d. Tlie other cbara ters, however, are preserved, except
tha be exterior row of dor al caleR L· more or less carinated.
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Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulas and measurements, the latter in inches:
Gastrosteges .

Rio Grande River __ ..... __ ...... ___ .. __ . _ . __ - - .
Red River, Arkansas. _____ . ____ ... __ . _. _... - - - -·
Fort Webster, New Mexico.·----··-----·- ·- ----·
Sonora, Mexico . _. _... _....••........•........ -

+
+

Urosteges.

138 1.
148 1.
146 + 1.
150 1.

Length.

45.
40.
34.
39.

+

7!.
12.
21.
24.

Tail.

lt.
l½,
2½,
3.

I add the following:
Gastrosteges. Urostege·s.

Cat.Nos.

9524 ........• _.. __ .......... ___ .....•....... _..... __ . . . . . . . . . .
4323 ..• _...............••.. __ . _... _... . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . •
1225. ____ ..............•........• _•....... ~ ....•..... - . . . . . • . .
7813 _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
.+ 1. .

134
136
146
147

42.
47.
33.
23.

Heterodon nasicus nasicus Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
4863

1

From whom received .

Nature of
specimen.

Santa Fe, New Mexico . ......... _........ Howard .....•...... -- ... Alcoholic
type.
-, 1875 Peter Connell .......... .
do.
Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U.
do.
S.A.
New Mexico .............. Aug.-, 1874 Dr.O.Loew ............ .
do.
do.
Big Windy River, Mon•
1874 Dr. E. Coues, U. S. A . .. .
tana.
Fort Lyon, Colorado . . . . . . . ............. . E. Palmer .............. .
do.
Cobre mines ...•......................... Col. J. D. Graham, U.
do.
S.A.
I
Yellowstone River ........ Aug.. -, 1873 Prof. J. A. Allen ....... .
do.
Montana ... .... ... ...................... . Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A ... .
do.
Red River, Arkansas ................... . Capt. R. B. Marcy, U.
do.
S.A.
.••.. do ........•. _.... .. . . . -, 1855 Maj. W. H. Emory, U .
do.
S.A.
Eagle Pass, T exas . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. Schott ..... .......... .
do.
Wheelock, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Kellogg ............. .
do.
Pecos River, Texas . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . Capt.John Pope, U . S. A.
do.
Mills River, Montan ct ••••• • •••••••••••••• Dr. Geo. ::;uckley, U.
do.
S.A.
Fort Whipple, A..riz?na .. .......... ... , . . E. Palmer ........ . .... .
<lo.
Santa Fe, New Mexico .... Sept. -, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yauow ....... .
do.
PlatteRiver .................... . ........ ·w.S.Wood ....... . .... .
do.
Old Fort Cobb .... -. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . E. Palmer . ..... ........ .
clo.
L..... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . H. W. Henshaw . .. .... . .
flo.
T exas ......... .. . ..... _.. .... ........... J. H. Clark ... _._ ....... .
do.
Sand Hills, Nebraska .......... . ....... .. Dr. D. W. Prentiss ..... .
Long Pine, Nebraska ...... .............. U.S. Fjsh Commission ..
Chamberlail1, North Da• . .. ...... ........... do .................. .
kota.
Las CruceR, New Mexico , . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . T. D. A. Cockerell ...... .
experiment station .
Fort Union, New Mexico. :F'ort Riley, Kansas .......

8545
7813

1- -,
1

............. ..

8414
9323 .

1

9524
1263

1
1

9127
4323
1285

1
1

2

1253

1

1249
5083
496L
1278

1
3
1
1

8025
8412
1434
11817
13965
12747
15340
21266-68
21269

1

22L:J7

When
collected.

Locality.

1
1

1
1

l

LEPTOGNATHIN..tE.

There are three genera of this subfamily, which differ as follows:
Geneial plates paired, longitudinal. ............. Petalognathus Dumeril aud Bibron.
Geneial plates paired, transverse . .... ... ........ Leptognathus Dumcril and mbron.
Geneial plates inclosing a median shield ..........•................ Mesopeltis Cope.

I have referred to this family several genera from the Oriental
(Paleotropical) Realm, as Pareas, Asthenodipsas, Dip$adoboa, etc.; but
an examination of the penial and pulmonary structures shows that
Pareas belongs to the Calamarirne, and I suspect that the other Orienta.I
genera are allied to it. Thus reduced, the Leptognathinre include ouly
N eotropical species, and none of these are fouud in the West Indian
district. The species are numerous in the Uentral and South Ameri-
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can districts. They are snakes of fragile structure, inhabitants of
brush, with feeble dentition. The bead bas tlie appearance of that of
a fretal snake, with the sliort nose and large eye. They are said by
Dum ril and Bibron to live on Mollusca. Their immense tracheal lung
di tinguishes them from the Dromicime, which they resemble in penial
character .
The bemipenis in Leptognathus is not bifurcate, but the sulcus is
deeply so. It is calyculate from the bifurcation of the sulcus to the
extremity, and the calyes are fringed. Below them the organ is furni , bed with booked spines halfway to the base. Below them the surface i smooth.
COLUBRIN.21:D.

This subfamily includes representatives of the Calamarime, Co:-onellime, Lycondontinre, Colubrime, and Dryadinre of authors, and includes
burrowing, ground, and arboreal types. The group is especially characteristic of Palearctica and Nearctica, but numerous forms occur also
in the Oriental, Ethiopian, and Neotropical realms. There is a general
imilarity in penial structure, the diversities being of minor importance
and ome of them not yet fully understood. I have been able to aboli h the divi ion Coronellinre, which never bad any real standing, and
also to show that Hallowell was right when he referred the Lycodon
ritfozonatus of authors to the neighborhood of Ooronella. The genera
of burrowing habits and generally small size, which were variously
referred to the Calamarinre and Coronellinre, generally have the ruchin of tb bemipeuis reduced and replaced by spines. This is conspicuou in tylasonia, and especially in Conopsis, where there is but one
row of calyces, and in Adelphicus and Trimetopon, where the cups are
r placed by unossified papillre.
In the typical species of Ophibolus the calyces are much reduced in
numb rand replaced by spines. Some genera have the borders of the
caly e, con picuonsly papillose, while in others they are smooth, but
int rmediate onditions connect them. In some forms there are smooth
patch on tlie apex of the organ, but the value of this character is
un rtain. n Cynophis I have found a remarkable apical awn, but as
I ha had the opportunity of examining but one individual, I am not
ur bow con tant it i . In the Tropidocloniurn lineatum, where a simir llara ter i pre ent, I have found it to be entirely coustant.
i e the following synop i of the genera which I have been able to
amine:
I. Hypa.popby es not pi rcing msopba.gus.
pi al calyces of hemipenis pre ent.
A. Th ca.lye not furni bed with spines, excepting the inferior marginal ones.
a 1ro api al awn or papilla.
/J r' ot capitate.
y Caly . very large, few, and shallow.
Isodont; colubriform; anal divided ____ .. : ............. Cacocalyx Cope. 1
1

Type, Drymobius percarinatus Cope; 'o ta Rica.
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y y. Calyces numerous, or when few replaced by spines.
o. Calyces mingled with large pockets.
Isodont; attenuate •........•.....••.
Dendrophis Boie.
oo. Calyces without large pockets.
e. Rostral normal or compressed; pupil round.
(. Anterior teeth not larger than posterior.
17. Two median rows of scales.
Colubriform; isodont ..........•............ Her'J)etod1·yas I Boie.
r;r;. One median row of scales.
0. Trachea enormously expanded transversely.
Subisodont; attenuate ...••.............. Thrasops Hallowell.
00. Trachea normal.
i. Calyces numerous; fringed.
k. One nasal plate.
Isodont; colubriform; anal divided ... Cyclophis Giinther.
Isodont; coronelliform; . anal divided.
Contia Baird and Girard.
kk. Two nasal plates.
Anal divided; no epiglottis; attenuate; a loreal.
Leptophis Bell.
As Leptophis, but no loreal ........ . Hapsidophrys Fischer.
Anal divided; no epiglottis; colubriform; a loreal.
Coluber Linnreus.
As Coluber, but anal entire ........•••••. Spilotes Wagler.
As Spilotes, but an epiglottis ...... •.•• Epiglottophis Cope.
As Spilotes, but rostral prominent and compressed.
Rhinechis Wagler.
Anal entire; plates normal; coronelliform.
Osceola Baird and Girard.
Anal entire; rostral prominent, produced backwards;
four prefrontals; an epiglottis .... . Pityophis Holbrook.
ii. Calyces numerous; not fringed.
Attenuate, di psadiform; isodont ...... Bucephalus A. Smith.
Coronelliform; anal divided; one scale-pit.
Coronella Laurenti.
Coronelliform; anal divided; two scale-pits.
Proterodon Hallowell.
Colubriform; a;nal divided; internasal and nasal united.
Symphimus Cope.
iii. Calyces few; apical.
Subisodont; coronelliform; two nasals; a loreal; anal
entire .......•............. Ophibolus Baird ancl. Girard.
Isodont; fusiform; one nasal; no loreal; anal entire.
Stylosorna Brown. •
"· Anterior teeth longer than posterior.
Coronelliform; pupil erect; calyces not fringed.
Dinodon Dumeril and Bibron.
e e . Ro1:1tral plate produced or recurved.
·
~. Rostral not free laterally; pupil round.
17. Subcaudals one-rowed.
Internasals disti~ct; calyces few .Rhinochilus Baird and Girard.
17r,. Subcaudals two-rowed.
0. Internasals fused with nasals.
Fusiform; isodont; rostral depressed; calyces fringed.
Chilomenisous Cope.
•p

••••••••• ••••

1
Zaocys Cope is apparently allied to this genus, but I do not know the penial
structure,
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fJfJ. In1,ernasals not fused with nasals.
Rostral trihedral; internasals present; anal entire; calyces
not fringed ____ ·-·--··----- _____ -----· Cernophora Cope.
Rostral recurved; no internasals; calyces numerous, fringed;
anal divided .. __ .. __ .. .. . ___ . __ . ________ . Ficimia Gray.
Like Ficirnia, but internasals present, separated by rostral.
Gyalopiu1n Cope.
Rostral not recurved; nasals distinct from labials; calyces
numerous. __ _______ ....... __ . _____ . ____ Geagras I Cope.

Rostral not recurved; nasals distinct from labials ; calyces
very few .. ___ .. ·. ___ . _.. _ . ____ .. _____ Conopsis Gunther.
,,. Rostral plate free laterally; pupil erect.
Colubriform, subisodont .... ___ . _______ . Phyllorhynchus Stejnege1:
(3(3. Hemipenis capitate.
·
Pupil round; rostral free laterally ____ .. ____ . Salvadora Ba.ircl and Girard.
Pupil erect; rostral normal. ___ ·----·-··-.·----····- .... Hypsiglena Cope.
ac.r. An awn-like apical papilla.
Colubriform; scuta normal. ..... ......... __ .. _. _.. ____ . __ .. Cynophis Gray.
AA.. Calyces with the borders spinous.
Colubriform; isodont; scuta normal. ___ ... ____ .... __ ..... Gonyosoma .Wagler.
AAA. Calyces with spines on the internal walls .
Calyc s numerous, fringed; scuta normal; one nasal plate .. Entacanthus 2 Cope.
*" Ca.lye s split up into p apillre.
A preocnlar; one prefrontal .. ___ .. __ ... ___ ..... - ..... . .. - - ... Trimetopon Cope.
o preocnlar; two prefrontals . ____ .... _- - .. - - .. - -... ___ - . _- _.. Adelphicus Jan.
II. Anterior hypapophyses piercing the walls of the rosophagus.
a. pines in transver c or :flounced rows.
Calyces numerous, fringed; scuta normal; one nasal; dipsadiform.
Dasypeltis Wagler.

Thi subfamily :includes the ground snakes which are characteristic
of the two great northern land areas, Eurasia and North America, but
numerou pecie occur in the regions to the southward, especially in
th Oriental and Neotropical realms. The dentition is isodont or corypbodont, between which no line of demarcation exists, although a few
form (Zamenis for example) present in some of the species the diacr nt rian typ . In a few (for example, Dinodon) the median teeth are
1 nger than those that immediately folfow them. In this subfamily, as in
mo t f the other , a tendency to a burrowing habit and fusiform shape
app ar . The beginning of this is seen in Coronella, and in Ophibolus,
and it b ome very pronounced in a number of genera which inhabit
th warmer part of orth .America and the Central .Ame~·ican district
of the neotropical realm. .AU the truly burrowing genera of the Colubriu are m ricau, and they display affinities to genera in which this
habit i l
m rked. Thus the burrowing Stylosoma is related to
Ophibolus f tbe potted type and Cemophora to the annulate type of
th allied genu O ceola. Other fusiform burrowing genera are Chiloimeni cus Geagra , Oonopsis, and Ficimia.
n the other hand, the pas age to arboreal types is easy. In the
Ori ntal r
n Denclrophi i th typical tree snake, and in .Africa we
1
2

.frontalis Cope, examin d.
Type, 'yclophis rnajor iinther; Chi 11 a .
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have Thrasops and Philothamnus. In tropical America Leptophis is the
arboreal representative. We pass from the ground snakes to the tree
snakes by Herpetodryas and Gyclophis in America.
The following is the geographical distribution of the genera above
en um era ted :
.Australian.

N eotropical.

Nearctic.

Palearctic.

Paleotropical.

Ethiopian.

Cacocalyx.
Dendropbis .....

Dendrophis.
Zaocys.
Gonyosoma. . . Thrasops.
Cyclophis . . • . Philothamnus.
Cont1a........ Bucephalus.
Coluber......... Coluber.... . .... Coluber .•....• Coluber.
Spilotes ......................................... . Spilotes.
Symphimus.
Rhinechis . . . . . . Rhinechis ... . Cynophis.
Pityophis . ..................... . Entacanthus . Dasypeltis.
Epiglottophis.
Coronella.
Proterodon.
Dinodon.
Osceola.
Ophibolus.
Stylosoma.
Cemophora.
Rhinochilus.
Conopsis.
Geagras.
Chilomeniscus.
Ficimia.
Salvadora.
Pbyllorhynchus . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • Lytorhynchus Lytorhyncbus.
Hypsiglena..... Hypsiglena.
Trimetopon .
.Adelphicus.

H~~p~t~d;y~~-:: :::: :: :::::: :::::: ::::: :: :: :::: :::

~:: : ~i~-:: ~ ~: -8i li ~~~:: : : :::::::: :::::::

LIOPELTIS Cope.
Liopeltis CoPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 559; Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
No. 32, 1887, p. 56.
Chlorosorna BAIRD and GIRARD (WAGLER), Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p. 108; not of Wagler.

Head distinct, scuta normal. Rostral plate not modified; one nasal.
Teeth equal. .Anal and caudal scuta divided. Scales smooth, unifossate (in.£. vernalis) .
This genus includes colubriform species with a single nasal plate
perforated by the nostril, with divided anal plate, and with smooth
scales. They are of small and medium size, and are frequently of
green color. The headquarters of the genus is in Eastern Asia and
India, no species existing in Europe or Africa, and but one in North
America. Typical Asiatic species are the L. tri-oolvr Schlegel, .£. calamaria Gunther, and L. major Gunther.
In North America the genus ranges the entire realm excepting the
Pacific and Sonoran regions.
But one species is known in our fauna.
Scales in 15 rows; superior labials 7; postoculars 2; tem~oraliJ 1-2; green above;
labials and below, pale yellowish gre-en; rather small ..••...•••.•.... L. verna,lis.
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LIOPELTIS VERNALIS Del{ay.

I.A.opeltis vernaliB COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 560.
Coluber vernaliB DEKAY, manuscript, HARLAN, Journ. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila.., V,
1827, p. 361; Med. Phys. Res., 1835, p. 124.-STORER, Rept. Mass., 1839, p. 224.HoLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 79, pl. xvn.-DEKAY, New York
FaunaRept., 1842, p. 49, pl. XI, fig. 22.-THOMPSON, Hist. Vermont, 184-2, p.117.
Chlorosorna '!lernaliB BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, 1853, p.108.
HerpetodryaB '!lernaliB HALLOWELL, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 243.
CyclophiB 1JernaliB GUNTHER, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 119.
Contia vernaliB BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 258.

Head proportionally long, ovoida1, slightly swollen on the temporal
region. Snout rounded and projecting considerably over the lower
jaw. The rostral plate shows but little from above. Outlines of prefrontals rounded, internasals proportionally large, and more than half
the size of the prefrontals. ·Frontal hexagonal, elongated, posteriorly
more tapering than anteriorly; sides slightly concave. Parietals large,
ubangular. Superciliaries quite lar~e, broader posteriorly than anteriorly. Postorbitals two, subquadrangular; lower one resting on the

•

Fig. 169.
LJOPELTIS VERNAL!

DEKAY.

= 1.
Eastern W iaconsin.
CaL.No.1493, U.S.N.M.

ommis nre of tbe fourth and fifth upper labials. Anteorbital angular
abo e, round d below, with anterior margin convex. Loreal angular,
longer than high, aud proportional1y well developed. Nasal elliptically
1ongated, with nostril in the middle. Tllree temporal shields, well
developed; anterior one elongated, largest. Cleft of mouth curved or
undulated. Upper labial" eveu; fourth largest; fifth and sixth nearly
equal to th fourth; third and fourth beneath the eye, forming the
inf rior part of the orbit. Lower labials eight; fifth largest; the three
ant rior and three po terior ones quite small. Posterior pair of mental
cut 11 longer and Jenderer- than the auterior pair, extending much
b ond tlte :fifth low r labial.
·
Body elongated, sub ylindrical, a little deeper than broad, covered
with moo b ubhexagonal or ubel1iptical scales, in fifteen longitudinal
r w , the outer row broa<l r than tbe rest, which diminish toward the
middle liue of the back. The tail i very much tapering, pointed, and
formiug ab ut on -third or one-fourth of tbe total length. Dark green
abo e, lighter on the :flanks; y llowi h white beneath.
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Baird and Girard give the following scale formulre and measurements, the latter in inches:
Gastrosteges.

Westport, New York; female .......... ____ .____ 138+1.
Do. ______ • ___ •• _________ .. __ . ___ •..•.•• _• • . 137 1.
Do .• ___ .. ____ ••• _______ ... _.. ____ . _.. ____ . . 132+1.
Lebanon Springs, New York ............•.......
Do .• ___ .•••......••. -•.......... - - - ....... .
Carlisle, Pennsylvania------ ................... 130+2.
Do. ___ . _.... __ . __ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 130+1.
Racine, Wisconsin ...... ·----· ............ -----· 128+1.
Portland, Maine __ ......... _.. _.. ____ .......... .
Do . ........ _. _... _........ - ....... - - - -.... Cambridge, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138+1.
Do ... ----------·----·---- .... ---·-· ....... .
HMississippi ______________ .......... ____ -----· 138+1.

+

Urosteges. Length. Tail.

79.
74.
94.

18.
17.
17½.
15.
15.
18!,

92.

51;.
5.
6¼.
5t.
6.
6!,
4.
4¼,
5½,
5½.
5-½,

11½,
85.

79.

69.

12¼,
19½;
18.
18¾,
6~.
20½.

li,

This species is very constant in the scale formula, preserving :fifteen rows in twenty-seven specimens in whicn r•have counted them.
The labials are al ways seven, the only exception being a specimen which
had met with an injury on the top of the head (Cat. No. 1495). The
fourth labial on the right side and the first and fifth · on . the left are
abnormally divided obliquely. The relation of the loreal to the nasal
is changed in four specimens on both sides, and in one, on one side, by
the fusion of the two plates. In two specimens there ·are two preoculars on both sides, and in one on one side only. In another (Oat. No. 434)
the oculars are 2-3.
The Liopeltis vernalis bas a wide range, embracing the entire Eastern,
Austroriparian, and Central regions. It is found in the hilly parts of
New Mexico, but is rare in Texas. Florida specimens are highly colored. It is in the North that the species especially abound, being
much more common in my experience in Massachusetts than in Pennsylvania. Professor Verrill gives it as commonly found at Norway,
Maine. It is absolutely harmless.
Liopeltis vernalis DeKay.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens .

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

1502

1

1493
1494
1484
1485
8425
1474
1499

2 Eastern Wisconsin . . • . . . . -, 1854 A. C. Barry ............ .
1 ..... do ........................................ do ................. .

1501
5562
5236
1490
2204

1489
1495

2198
14761
2199

Cariisle, Pennsylvania ..... _...................................... .

1 Iowa .................................... Odell .................. .
1 ..... do ............................•........... do ................. .

1
2

2

t
!

Abi:\tu, New Mexico .... Aug.-, 1874 Dr. O. Loew ............ .
Cam ridge, Mas!jachusetts ........................................ .
Spring, New ................•••••.................••.

L1~~~~

fifJ~~l\t) )\t::i\!l {[[l())\!l'.I::::
8

:!!dd~aHe~1'lpl!N~~enbirra;stko~l~g-:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1

'

i :§~W~~oJ~::::::::::::

a······ ........................................ .

Nature of
specimen.
A.lcoholic
type.
Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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LiopeltiB vernalis DeKay-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
434
1472
9767
9095
10800
337
358
1000:J
12530
11556
18654 }
13679
1~715

1

um1
14763
17420
22377

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

" Mexico--·--- ------·----·----·-· -- --·· -·· •····· • •··· •· ······ · •····· .Alcoholic .
do.
2 Columbus, Ohio ...... ..••. ···--· .......... --· ...... •····.······· ····
do.
1 Webster City, Iowa·-···· . -, 1878 Charles Aldrich··-·· ...
do.
1 Merino Valley, New Mex- July -, 1875 Lieut. W. L. Carpenter,
U. S . .A.
ico.
do.
1 Chula, Virginia .. __ ..... _. -, 1878 F. H. Cushing ....... -...
do.
1 Fort Kearney, Kansas ..... ---........ -. . Dr. Cooper ........... - ..
do.
1 ..... do ..... ............ -........ ... ........ - .. do-----····--··· .. .
do.
1 Florida Keys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . W:l3Jie~o~~i.ver sit Y,
~ } w:e~t. Hole, Massachu- _. ___ .. _....... _.... ... .......•... _.... _.
do.
Georgiana, Florida ...... _.............••. W. Wittfield ...... ··-· ..

do.

3

.Auburn, Maine-· .. ··-·- ... -··· ··- -· ..... G. P. Merrill.-··- - ... - ..

do.

1
1

Des Moines, Iowa . . _....... __ .. _. __ . . . . . . R. Ellsworth Call .... . -Kon~sh~-i Wisconsin .. __ ......... . __ .. _.. C. W. Riclunond. -... -..
M s1lla valley,NewMex- ·-----·--·-- ··· T.D . .A.Cockerell .. ____ _

do.

"

c!~~-da ... ..... . __ .. : . __ .. . _... _. . _... __ . Dr. B. W. Evermann . _..
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CYCLOPHIS Gunther.
Cyclopllis G NTilER, Cat. Colubr. Snakes. Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 119.-COPE, Bull.
0

U. . at . Mns., o. 32, 1887, p. 56.
OpheodryJJ FITZIN En, ystema Reptilium, 1843, p. 26, nornen nudwrn.-COPE,
Pro . Acad. at. ci. Pbila., 1 60, p. 560.
l'hillophylopltis ARMAN, Mem. Mus. Compar. Zool. Cambridge, p. 40.

Uead di tinct, cuta normal. One nasal plate, one preocular. Teeth
qual, smooth. Anal and caudal scuta divided. Scales keeleo, bifosate ( 0. m tivus).
Thi genus, like Liopeltis, is found in the temperate and tropical
region of A ia, and in temperate North America only. In the N earctic
realm its range is mainly the Austroriparian region; but it has been
taken in tbe outhern part of the Central region, and it ranges also the
Carolinian district of tbe Eastern region. But one species is known
in the We tern Hemi pbere, which is characterized as follows:
cales in 17 rows; sup rior labials, 7; temporals, 1-2; tail two and on e- half times
in total Jeno-th. Green above; labials and below, light yellow _..... .. . C. restivu,s
CYCLOPHIS lESTIVUS Linnreus.

yclophis cr.BtivnB G NTHER, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858; p. 11.-CoPE,
h ck-list . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38.
Colt,be, ceativua LI TN.LE , , yst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 387.-GMELIN, Syst. Nat., 13th ed.,
I, Pt. 3, 17 , p.1114.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827.
Leptophis WBtivuB BELL, Zool. J ourn., II, 1826, p. 329.-H0LBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt.,
III, 1842, p.17, pl. m.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 106.
HtrpelodryaB ceBtivua DUMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 209.
'PheoclryB a>stiv-uB FITZIN ER, COPE, Proc-. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 560 .
.il.nguiB 1,iridis CATESBY, at. Hist. Carolin-a, II, 1743, p. 57, pl. vn.

Head elongate ovoid.
eek contracted. Frontal plate elongated,
ubpeutagonal, diminishing po teriorly, though not acute. Parietals
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elongated, tapering posteriorly, and subtruncated. Prefrontals subrounded; internasals smaller than prefrontals by about one-fourth.
Rostral rounded, broader than high. N o'Stril in the middle of the nasal.
Loreal subtrapezoidal. Anteorbital angular, much broader above than
below. Postorbitals subangular, lower one the smaller. Superciliary
well developed, irregularly oblong. A large, narrow :first temporal
shield, and two large ones following. Upper labials seven; sixth
slightly the largest. Lower labials eight; :fifth the largest. Posterior
mental scutellre slender and elongated, extending beyond the fifth

Fip;.170,
CYCLOPHIS lESTIVUS LINN..IEUS.

=1.

Fort Macon, North Carolina.
Cat. No. 11 401 , U.S.N.M.

lower labial. Scales subelliptically elongated, strongly carinated except the outer row, which is perfectly smooth, and the second row,
which is but slightly carinated. These two external rows are broader
than the rest, especialJy tlie outermost.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulre and measurements, tbe latter in inches:
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tall.

Anderson, South Carolina ..................•...
Do.........................................
Kemper County, Mississippi....................
Do .........................................
Virginia................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anne Arundel County, Maryland ... ;...........
Indianola, Texas....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .. - - - ...................... . _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Red River, Arkansas ...........................
New Braunfels, Texas... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

157+1.
154+ 1.
154+ 1.
154+1.
154 1.
155 1.
163 + 1.
156 1.
163+1.
154 1.

+
+
+
+

130:--134.
128.

129.
126.

135.
111.
113.
111.
115.

25½,
24.
27!,
25.
33¼,
21¼,
29!,
28¼.

28½,
23¾,

9{.

9J.
101.
10.

8i.
8t.
10.
10¼.
. 9¾,

8¾.

The number of scale rows I found to be constantly seventeen in
thirty-two specimens examined, as also the superior labial plates, which
are always seven. The loreal plate I found rudimental on one side
of one specimen, and once confluent with the nasal on one side only, as
is sometimes tlte case on both sides in Liopeltis vernalis. I found two
preoculars on one side in two specimens only. In one there are anomalously three on both sides (Cat. No.1447). In the same specimen there
are two Ioreals, one above the other, on both sides. In three specimens
there is but one temporal of the second row on both sides, aud in those
there is one of the second row on one side only. The length of the
NAT MUS 98--50
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tail varies from two and one.third times to nearly three times in the
total length. The twenty.two specimens measured run as follows:
Two and one-third times in total length, Oat. No. 9586; two and two•
fifths, Oat. Nos. 1447, 12027; two and one.half, Cat. Nos. 1502, 1460,
1433, 164:6; two and three.fifths, Cat. Nos. 1439, 9692, 7196; two and
two.thirds, Cat. Nos. 7205, 1449, 11401; two and three.fourths, Oat. Nos.
4854, 1446, 11825; two and four.fifths, Cat. No. 1436aj two and five•
sixths, Cat. No. 1435; two and five-sevenths, Cat. No. 1437; two and
six• even.th , Oat. No. 7197; two and nineteen.twentieths, Cat. No.1436b.
Baird and Girard have proposed certain individuals as a distinct
pecies under the name of Leptophis majalis, on account of the some•
what horter tail. Individuals from New Mexico have shorter tails
than those from the Atlantic region, but the gradation in length is
complete. .Floridan specimens differ from others in having the keels
of the cales stronger and in having the second row strongly keeled
lil e the third, while it is smooth in other specimens; but no other
baracter coincides with this one.
I have described a peculiar habit of thi species. 1
Cyclophis cestivus Linncens.
When
collected.

Locality.
1466
1467
1468
7196

1439
1460
1436

1
1
1

1

i
i3

7197
795

1

11401

13673
13676
13677

tfu~{~\N;;~~~~~-~~~:: ::::::::::::::::~ii i~~·.;i;~i ·i~·~: : : :

2

0692

I

i

:t:::m::::::::::::z::::::::

d Couteau, Lom s1ana ..................... ..
Fort mitb,Arkan saa .... ..........................._-_-_-.-.·.·.·.·::::::::
'Posbo Falls, l(ansas .. .............. .. ........................... .
W stern Mi souri ....... . .............. . .... ..
nderson, outh Carolina ..................... :::::: ·_-_-_·_-_-_·.-.::::::

A r' too, orth _Carolma .................
r mgton, Florida .......................
••; · .do .. •............... .. May -, 1878
1 Ji ~f!a~acon, North Caro- May - , 1871

038

95 6

13600

:\~~~~rtrnt :::?•::::::::

1

1448
1449

11412

1 K mper County, Missis- . ....................................... . Alcoholic.
sippi.
2 . .... do ............................................................ .
do.
1 ..... do .................... ......... ... .. ..... ........... . ......... .
do.
1 Cimarron River, New ........................................ .
do.
Mexico.
1 Prince George County, ........................................ .
do.
Maryland.
2 Tarboro, North Carolina .. . ................................... ..
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
rit.amoraa, Texas ....................... LieutenantCouch,U.S ..A..
do.
do.
2 Glo_~;~~~~Tc~~s~ty;
do.
e;1ma.
do.
do.
do.
do.

·vi~:·::::::::::::::: :::::: ::·:::.:::::: ::::::::

1447

2101
441
1046
1444
4 51
7205
1427
52:$5
1450

11 25

Nature of
specimen.

!t )J~lJEi~11i :i ::;:;::; ::::: :::::;:.:::_:::::::::::::":":ii:::

l437

1435
1433
2l45
1446

12027

From whom received.

H . W. Welsher ......... .
F. C. Goode ............ ..
G. Brown Goode ....... .
Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

fount Carmel, Illinois....
o,•. -, 1881 L. M. Turner ........... .
&1~iirricilt'~ia.M.... .. ept. 25, 1881 ~- ¥·1Hawley .......... .
ico.
' ew ex• ............... E . .c:a mer .............. .

do.

l

5

eorgiana., Florida ....................•. W. Witt-field ........... .

do.

13704
1

American

aturalist, VI, p. 309.

do.
do.
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Cyclophis restivus Linnreus-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
13831
14093
14148

1
1
1

15633
l5648
16699
17060
17061
17062
17295
17172
17296
1738/i
173f:6
17553
19042

1

17390
21558
22454

Locality.

When
collected.

3

}

1

1

Nature of
specimen.

Olney, Illinois ... - ... -..... -- - - - ... - .. - - . J. and C.H. Walker ..... Alcoholic.
Gainesville, Texas ___ .. _.. ·-·-- - ....... - . G. H. Rag-sdale .... -- -- . .
do.
do.
Ripley Landing, West ········--···-· Herbert B. Creel __ • - . .. Virginia.
do.
San Diego,Texas. ------ .. ···--· ·----·· ..
do.
C. F. Batchelder __ • - .....
do.

~ ~:.Mf~s!G!!~i;:::: :::: :::::: :::::::::

• 1
1
1
2

From whom received.

~--ia:~~~~· :: :::::::::::

CameronCounty,Texas .. ·-·--···--- -'-·· ·----···-·----------- ---··-

do.

Washington,D.C .. --·--·· ·-----··-···-··
Gainesville, Florida.--· .... ___ . - ... - . .. - .
Washington,D.C .. -···-·· ·---····-·---·PineyPoint,Maryland ... ···-···---·--··
~unn Loring, Virgi~ia . ·: . - . - - ... - ... - - .
Takoma Park, D1str1ct of . ___ ........ - - .
Columbia.
Palatka, Florida .. ·-····-·-·---··-·-··--·
Queen's Chapel road, Dis• .. _.. - ....... - .
trict of Columbia.
Laurel, Maryland .. ·-··--·----··.·-·-----

C.W.Richmond. ___ .... .
J. H. Bell. ___ -... _. . -- .. .
C. W.Richmond .. --·· · ··
·--··do.---·----····-···-·
IR.•DW.I<.'sigguif~esld·t· .- _· ·_ -. : : : : : :
,h

do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

C."W. Richmond ........ .

Russell J. Thompson ... .

do.
do.

Geo. Marshall ..•••• _· - -·

do.

ZAMENIS Wagler.
Zamenis WAGLER, part, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 188........ DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp.

Gen., VII, 1854, p. 683.-GONTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes, 1858, p. 101.- JAN,
Elenco sist. Ofid., 1863, p. 65.- G0NTHER, Rept. Brit. Ind., 1864, p. 252.BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex.: Rept., 1888, p. 663.-BOULENGER, Fauna Ind., Rept. ,
1890, p. 323; Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 379.
Hremorrhois Born, Isis, von Oken, 1826, p. 982; 1827, p. 538 (nomen nudum).EICHWALD, Faun. Casp.-Cauc., 1841, p. 113.
Tyria FrTZINGER, part, N. Class. Rept., 1826, p. 29.
Pe1·-iops WAGLER, Syst. Amph., 1830, p. 189.-DUMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen.,
VII, 1854, p. 674.-JAN, Elenco sist. Ofid., 1863, p. 59.
Coluber SCHLEGEL, part, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 125.
Psammophis SCHLEGEL, part, Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 201.
Bascanion BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. l, 1853, p. 93.-BocoURT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1890, p. 697.-COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1~92,
p. 621.
Masticophis BAIRD aud GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, 1853, p. 98.-JAN,
Elenco sist. Ofi<l., 1863, J:. 64.
Coryphodon DUMEIUL an<l. BrnnoN, part, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p.180.-G0NTHER,
Cat. Col. Snakes, 1858, p. 107.-JAN, Elenco sist. Ofid., 1863, p . 63.
Herpetodryas DuMERIL an<l BrnRON, part, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 203.-GONTHER;
Cat. Col. Snakes, 1858, p. 113.-JAN, Elenco sist. Ofid., 1863, p . 80.
Leptophis DUMRRIL and BIBRON, part, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 528.
Ptyas COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 563.-G0NTHER, Rept. Brit. Ind.,
1864, p. 248.
Platyce1Js BLYTH, J ouru. As. Soc. Bengal, XXIX, 1860, p. 114.
Tyria COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 338.
Megablabes GUNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XV, 1865, p. 92.
Drymobius Boc'ouRT, part, Miss. Sci. Mex. Rept., 1890, p. 715.

Boulenger distinguishes two principal divisions of ground Oolubridrn
as genera under the names Zamenis and Ooluber on dental characters.
In the former the maxillary teeth increase in size posteriorly, while in
the latter the posterior teeth are not longer, and may be shorter than
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the anterior. That this distinction is valid in many instances is well
known, but it is admitted by Boulenger that in otber instances the
transitions are complete. An examination of the penial characters
leads me to the opinion that each of these groups is a series of genera
rather than a single genus. Thus in tbe Zamenis gemonensis, the type
of the genus, we have the normal colubrine structure, from which two
divergent lines may be traced. In one of these, represented by the Z.
ventrimaculatus, the calyces preserve their character, but the few papillre
are ossified as acute spines, the character defining t.he genus Acanthocalyx. In another direction the walls of the calyces are thic~kened and
upport several series of papillre. This is seen in the Z. ravergieri-i.
In tbe next type these numerous papillre are ossified, giving us the
geuu Gonyosoma. A greater modification is seen in the Z. fiorulentus.
Here the thickening of a part of the calyx walls is greatly illcreased,
while other walls, including all of the longitudinal ones, disappear.
The re ult i a ma s of papillose pads, a character quite different from
anything el e in the order and one which defines the genus Tylanthera.
Tbe explanation of this structure is rendered possible by that of the
Zamenis ravergierii.
Th
orth American species referred to Zamenis by Boulenger have
b • ,n eparated under the name Bascanium by Baird and Girard.
Mo t if not all of these species differ from the typical Zamenis gemonensi in po se Ring one or two large books at the proximal part of the
pinou tract, which remind one of the Natricinre, and which are not
fouud in the typical forms of Zamenis. The Drymobius puloherrimus
op po e es a similar peculiarity, which separates it from the
pi , l specie of that genus. It differs from the s11ecies of Bascanium,
bow ver, in having the large spines distad to the spinous tract and
not proximad.
The propo ition of Boulenger to combine the forms into the genus
Zamenis, whi h have been hitherto separated, throws light on the subj t by empba izing the weakness of the dental cbaracters regarded by
Dum ril and Bibron a definitive of the genera•so included. My diso ry of the penial cbaracters, however, shows that this aggregate
in '1ud several genera, which may now be satisfactorily defined.
With nt the e Boulenger' Zamenis is as difficult to define as .a whole as
n f be whole groups which he bas included in it. How far some
f the e penial characters are definitive of genera remains in some
a e t be a certained. Thus the disposition of the large spines in the
m rican pecie i constant in all of them excepting in tbe Z. con,·trictor, where it is not con tant; but I have not yet ascertained bow
far bi inconstancy goe , or whether it precludes the ultimate adopti n f he genn Ba canium or not. The definition of this group is as
foll ,

:

Head distinct; cephalic plate normal. Teeth increasing gradually
in size posteriorly, not grooved. Scales mooth, in an odd number of
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series, with two apical fossre. Subcaudal scutellm in two series; anal
plate divided. Two preoculars; loreal present; two nasal plates.
Form elongate.
The species of this genus are elongate in form and active in movement1 so that the popular names of "whip-snake" and "racer" are
appropriate. Although at home on the ground they climb bushes and
low trees, rarely ascending to any great height. Tpey are skillful in
capturing young birds, as well as small mamrualR and reptiles. They are
distributed over all North America south of the boreal region, and are represented, like most of our other genera of snakes, by. a greater multiplicity of forms in the southwestern section of the continent. One species
inhabits Mexico exclusively. The species are distinguished .as follows:

I

I. Scales in seventeen rows; superior labials seven. (Frontal plate nearly as wide
as superciliaries posteriorly; muzzle rather produced; colorsnotin stripes.)
Two labials bounding orbit below; form robust; colors generally uniform,
al ways so on lips and throat ......................... Z. constrictor Linn re us.
One labial bounding orbit below; form more slender; niore or less spotted on
the lips and throat .... .................. Z. mentovarius Dumcril and Bibron.
II. Superior bbials eight; scales in seventeen rows. (J<'rontal as wide posteriorly as
superciliary at same point; loreal longer than deep.)
Rostral plate little prominent; frontal with straight sides not to1rnhing prefrontals; loreal subdivided; olive above, yellow below.
Z. stejnegerianus Cope.
Rostral plate prominent; frontal with concave sides in contact with preoculars;
loreal entire; light brown above, pale leaden below ..... Z. conirostris Cope.
III. Scales in nineteen rows; superior labials eight. (Frontal plate one-half as
wide as superciliary behind; muzzle narrowed, produced.)
Sleniler; above black; below yellow .... .. .............. Z. flagellum piceus Cope.
IV. Scales in seventeen rows; superior labials eight. (Frontal plate one-half
width of superciliaries posteriorly; form slender.)
Muzzle narrowed, more or less decurved; without or with dark shade or crossspots anterior ls; yonng cross-spotted ... - ............... Z. jlagellurn Cates by.
Muzzle narrowed; pale with a lateral brown stripe auteriorly; young striped;
no temporal spot ........................................ Z. semilineatus Cope.
Muzzle flatt ened, wider; a yellow stripe on third and fourth rows of scales only; .
dorsal scales brown; a yellow temporal spot; belly yellow; lateral stripe continnous to origin of tail; throat and upper and lower labials spotted; posterior
upper labials less elongate . ......... -........... ... __ .. Z. lateral·is Hallowell.
As B. laterale, but lateral stripe broken up on anter ior fourth of length, after
which a trace only remains; labial plates and throat unspotted; posterior
labial plate1:1 more elongate .. _........... ___ .......... ____ . Z. aurignlus Cope.
V. Scales in 15 rows; snperior labials 8 (form slender; color in stripes).
Muzzle elongate, narrowed; frontal plate more tbau half as wide as superdliaries posteriorly; two lateral yellow stripes on a dark ventral and dorsal
ground; dorsal scales yellow-edged; no temporal spot.
Z. schottii Baird and Gieard.
Muzzle elongate, flattened; frontal half as wide as snperciliary behind; reddish
brown above and below, with two yellow stripes, as in Z. schottii, that on the
third and fourth rows black-edged and split by a black line; colors above
alternately transversely darker and paler ...... _. Z. ornatus Baird an<l Girard.
Muzzle depressed, short; frontal plate half as wide as superciliaries posteriorly;
brown above to fourth row of scales; below and sides yellow; later with four
or five lines on middle of rows of srales ...........•.•. Z. taeniatus Hallowell.
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Some of the species above admitted are nearly allied, and young
pecimen are sometimes uot readily referred to their proper places.
In the first place, although the eyes of young Vertebrata are relatively
larger than those of the adult, yet the superciliary plates in this genus
encroach more on the frontal in mature than in young specimens, so
that in the former the frontal plate is more narrowed posteriorly than
in the latter. The color characters of young individuals of Z. latera.lis
and Z. treniatus are sometimes not fully developed, so that their reference i difficult. In all of the species the head plates are pale-bordered
in the young, and this character may or may not be continued to
ma,turity iu Z. tmniatus. Z. constrictor and Z. flagellum are crossbandeu. and spotted in youth, but this character disappears except on
the anterior dorsal region of the latter species, where it is frequently
retained.
The species are distributed as follows:
Eastern region: Z. constrictor.
u troriparian region: Z. constrictor; Z. flagellum.
Central region: Z. constrictor; Z. tceniatus.
Pacific region: Z. constrictor; Z.flcigellum; Z. tceniatus; B. lateralis.
onoran r gion: Z. flagellum; Z. piceus; Z. schottii; Z. lateral-is; Z.
ornatus; Z. treniatus.
Th numb r of rows of cales i very constant. .Appareut exceptions
r r ferr d to under the bead of Z. lateralis. The number of labial
·uta i very constant except in the Californian representatives of
Z. on trictor. The small inferior I reocular plate is very constant in
Ba caniwm, it ouly ab ence being noticed in a very few specimens of
the Californian form of Z. constrictor. The temporal 8cales are always
normally 2-2-2, and rarely vary from it.
'l'he anterior and po terior parts of the body are frequently differntly color din thi · genu ' . Thi i e peciallythc case with Z. flagellum,
Z. f. seniilineatus, and Z. ornatus, where the posterior region is paler
h, u th a11t rior, and i lacking in the pattern. In Z. constrictor the
trno iti u from the black to the green variety is first seen in fading out
of the bla k ou the tail and po 'terior part of the body.
r .gard the triped forms we have evidence how the young differ
fr m th adult in Z. emilineatus and Z. tccniatus. In these the ten<l n y tot rm di tinct wider bands is tronger than in the adult, where
b y ar a.bdivide<.l and more or le obliterated. Thu the young of
h h e form re mble more Z. lateralis than do the adults. We
may tb n r ard Z. laterali a repre en.ting a primitive form for this
ri , . Th primitive form for Z. flag ellum and Z. constrictor was
r bal>l a ro -b n 1 <l form, but no uch §peciee is known. In this
r p ·t th la t-11ametl p cie re emble the pecies of the genus Dry1n0Mu , wh r th young are ·ro -banded or , potted.
ome potted
Drymobii are known wh r the adult are potted.
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The remains of a Znmenis were found by Mr. C. M. Wheatley in the
bone cave at Port Kennedy, Pennsylvania, which furnished so many
species of extinct Mammalia.
ZAMENIS CONSTRICTOR Linnreus.

Zamenis constrictor BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 387.
Coluber constrictor LINN2EUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 385.-GMELIN, Linn. Syst. Nat.,
13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1109.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V,
1827, p . 348.-SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., 1837, p. 133, pl. v, figs. 3, 4.-STORER,
Report Rept. Mass., 1839, p. 225.-HOLBR0OK, N. Amer. Herp., III, l842, p. 55,
pl. XIV.-THOMPSON, Hist. Vermont, 1842, p.117.-DEKAY, New York Fauna
Rept., 1842, p. 35, pl. x, fig. 20.-GARMAN, Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zool. Cambridge, p. 41, pl. IV, fig. 3.
Hierophis constrictor BONAPARTE, Fauna Italica, L, 1841 (nomen nuilum).
C01·yphodon constrictor DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p.183.-Gt.iNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 108.
Coluber flavi1Jentris SAY, in Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., II, 1823, p. 185.
Bascanium constrictor BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 93.-C0PE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 623.
Bascanion flavivenfris BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 96.
Coryphodon flaviventris HALLOWELL, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 241.
Bascanionfremontii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 95.
Bascanion foxii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, 96.
Bascanion vetustus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Arner. Rept.,. 1853, p. 97.-GIRARD,.
U.S. Expl. Ex., 1858, p.127, pl. VIII, figs.12-19.-CooPJiR, Pac. R. R. Report,
XII, Pt. 2, 1860, p. 301.
Bascanium constrictor vetusturn COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40.YARROW, U.S. G. Surv. W. of 100th mer., V, 1875, p. 541.

Frontal diminishing for half its length, lateral borders then parallel.
Center of eye over the fourth labial. In the adult, color varying from

~

=
.,__

Fig. 171.
ZAMENIS CONSTRICTOR LINNlEUS • .

=l.

.

Tioga County, New York.
Cat. No. 7194, U.S.N.M.

lustrous pitch black to brownish green above, and beneath from greenish black, sometimes tinged with greenish white, to yellow. phin and
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th.roat white. The young are olive, with rhomboidal dorsal blotches;
beneath greenish white.
Frontal plate much longer than broad, pentagonal, anterior margin
convex, the lateral strongly concave, the plate rapidly diminishing to
half its length, thence the sides nearly parallel, terminated by a rather
obtu, e angle; a little shorter than the parietals. Superciliaries large,
rather broad. Rostral rather broad and high, wedged to a slight
extent between the prefrontals. Eye large, its center before the middle
of the commissure and over the fourth labia]. The lower antcorbital
very small, wedged in between the upper anteorbital, the lorea1, the third
labial, and the eye. Loreal trapezoidal, oblique, moderate. Labials
above seven; the first, third, and fifth sma11er than the rest, the third
an<l fourth entering into the orbit; the fourth the only one in contact
with the lower postorbita]; sixth and seventh largest. Lower labials
eight, tbe fifth much the l{l.rgest. Two rows of temporal scales between
tbe la.bial a11d occipitals. Exterior row of dorsal scales "\""ery large,
dimiui bing gradually on the back. Scales very thin, the posterior
anale moderately truncate, so as to give an elongated hexagonal shape .
to the exposed porti_on. Exposed surface of exterior row nearly as
high a long.
olor above uniform lustrous pitch black, beneath slate color, sometim tinged with gre011ish white. Lower jaw and chin and sometimes
edg of the upper labials white. Speeimens from the West and Soutltw Ht exhibit a more or le ~ bright olive green with the wl.10le under
:nrfa · greeni 11 white to bright yellow. In one or two specimens
tber i but one ~wteorbital.
Tu young of this specie are varie.gated in color instead of being
uniform. Tl.le ground color is dark olive, with a succes:-;ion of darker
rhomb iclal dor al blotches from head to tail. Tllese are auout nine
·ale wid , and four or :five long, separated by lighter intervals 1 which,
narrow along tlie back, wiclen of course ra1>idly toward the abdomen.
Tb dg f eacl.J 'Cale i obsoletely lighter than the center, the dark
· nt r in ome _ca]es being of such in ten ' ity as to produce the impresion f di tinct ,pot.·, especially on the sides. .A.Jong the vertebral
r gi 11 th margin of the blotches are narrowly darker, and those of
h int rval light r than on the ides. Beneath greeuish white, each
·u ~lla with fr m two to four dark spots on the edges. Top of head
11 wi 'h ray, po terior margi11 of both pair of frontals dark chestnut a ar be ontiguou edge of the superciliaries and vertical, and
p . t rior dge of the uperciliarie and occipital as well as a small ...
bl t h n th outer edge of the uperciliarie , and a broad patch in the
ent r f the oc ipital running up into the vertical. Sides of head
hit
pecrally labial and orbital ; tinged with bluish behind the
ey ' and pott d with dark br W ll.
pecimens o er 1 inche lo e the blotching, and become more and
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more uniform, although to a considerable size showing traces of the
spots on the abdominal scutellre.
Transitions between the Eastern black and the Wes tern green forms
of t his species are frequently met with in the region connecting the
two habitats. Thus in Michigan the species is generally of a bluish
green or greenish blue tint above, and is known as the" blue racer."
Similar specimens are in the U.S. National Museum from New Orleans.
Ou t he yellow- bellied form of the Plains, Say proposed his Ooluber flaviventris, which was regarded as a distinct species by Hallowell and by
Baird and Girard. I, however, do not find it to be more than a geographical color race. The same color characterizes specimens from the
Pacific district, which are also inferior in size to Eastern individuals,
and frequently have the hea<l a little shorter. In spite of this fact
they incline to devel~p an additional labial plate, the number being
occasionally in this region eight on one or both sides. Thus of eleven
black Eastern specimens only two have eight superior labials on both
sides. Of twenty-two yellow-bellied specimens, three have the labials,
seven on one side and eight on the other, and nine have eight on both
sides. Of the twelve speci ens thus exceptional, seven are from the
Pacific region and five from the great basin of Nevada and Utah, of
the Central region. This is the Bascanium vetustum of Baird aud Girard.
In the type specimen the sixth upper labial reaches the lower postocular ; but this is exceptional and rarely occurs in Californians or other
in<li vid uals.
A remarkable color variety of this species was described by me under
the name of Bascanium anthicum. In this form the general color is as
in the dark-bluish tinted variety, but numerous scales on _a ll parts of
the body are a bright yellow. The yellow scales are rarely regularly
arranged, but sometimes show a tendency to a distribution.in chevronshaped cross bands. A specimen of this kind was sent me by my friend
Prof. Pendleton King, from near Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The typical ·
specimen, which is in the U. S. National Museum, is of uncertain
locality, but was alleged to have been brought from Siam, most prob- ,
ably erroneously. ·
Another color variety is represented by a single specimen (Oat. No.
10481) from Galveston, Texas. It is of th e yellow-bellied type, but the
dorsal color is yellowish brown, and small black specks rather sparsely
mark the gastrosteges, and from two to four inferior rows of scales
throughout the length. The loreal is as high as long.
A black Zamenis was described by Baird and Girard as having been
brought from California, under the name of B. fremontii. The specimen is a typical Z. constrictor, and was taken probably in the Eastern
region. The B. foxii Baird and Girard is the same.
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Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulre and measure•
men ts, the latter in inches:
Gastrost,eges. Urosteges. Length.

Carlisle, Pennsylvania............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 178+1.
93.
40¼.
Do ........................................ 189+1.
95.
50.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184+1.
95.
58.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178+1.
85.
37¾.
Anderson, South Carolina...................... 179+1.
41.
Do . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185+1.
90.
47¼.
Kemper County, Mississippi.................... 175+1.
30.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181+1.
43¼.
Mississippi ....................... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . 181+1.
110.
33.
Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 183+1.
28j.
91.
21.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania .............. -: .......... 183+1.
Do . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186+1.
83.
15¾.
Do . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183+1.
91.
21.
Anne Arundel County, Maryland............... 184+1.
94.
14¼,
Anderson, South Carolina...................... 180+1.
100.
21¼.
Do .... .... .... .. . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177+1..
93.
21¾.
Cbarleston,SouthCarolina ..................... 177+1.
105.
21¼.
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183+1.
55.
an Diego, California ............................. 174+1; 86; 1,080 mm.; 235

Tail.

10-g-.
12¼.
13.
10.
12¼.

6J.
llf.
10.
5¼.
3-g-.
5¼,
3-½,
5-g-.
5-J.
5f.
12¾.
mm.

The length and diameter of the tail ary considerably, some being
quite 1en<ler and others quite robust. Of the slender-tailed forms, two
( 'at. o . 829 , 4498) are females. The lengths are as follows: B. c.
on trictor: three and one.fifth in total length, Cat. No. 8298; three and
tlire .fifth , Oat. No. 4447; three and two.thirds, Cat. No. 11440; three
and three.fourth , Cat. Nos. 1764, 4448; four and two.fifths, Cat. Nos.
7104 178 ; fonr and one.half, Cat. No. 4444; four and three.quarters,
at. o. 10650. B. c. flaviventris: three and two.fifths, Cat. No. 10717;
tbr and two-third , Cat. No.12588; three and four-fifths, Cat. No. 4418;
an<l ix- evenths, Oat. No. 2132; four, Cat. No. 1741; four and
11 •t nth, Cat.
o. 7812; four and one-third, Cat. No. 7812b; four and
tw -fifth , Cat. o. 12581.
Tli Zarnenis constrictor i the "black snake" of the East and the
"hlu ' and" green racer" of the West. It is everywhere an active, vigorn nak , g tting over the grom1d or through the branches of bushes
with gr at rapidity. It is courageous, and will sometimes attack, moving fi rward with t he bead rai eel from 1 to 2 feet above the ground.
It, h w ver, qni kly turn about and run if the enemy preserves a bold
fr 11 • In onfinement it i, ometimes quite irascible, showing attack
n very m vem nt of it aptor. It i , however, ea ily tamed, and then
tak fo d, b ing aid to bee pecially fond of milk. Of all our snakes
hem tu eful t h farmer,-from the great number of moles and
n um . It i al o a robber of birds' nests.
Dr. Il nry r n gi e the following account of the courtship of the
r 11 ra · r f b Kan a. plain : 1
Th manner of nnion of the sexe at this season is rather instructive. 'l'he female
among th rac rs (Bascaniltrn) is larger and clark r than the males, aud not so grace1

meri :in

atnmli t, l

2, p. 365.
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ful in form or movements. She, at times, seems to toy with the male, indisposed to
yield to Lis importunities, though pressed with ardor. To avoid his snit, at times,
she will dart through grass, among stonJs, or enter a crevice. Should he be able
to reach his mate while within a hole, be is not slow in bringing her to the surface,
again to be repulsed. Upon an unbroken. ground the sexual communion is less prolonged. Here she is unable to free herself from his quick and effectively directed
moves. In case she attempts to quit him, a coil is thrown about her body, and bis
head laid flat upon her neck, and replaced as promptly as dislodged, evidently in
the endea,vor to propitiate her.

The constricting power of the black snake is not sufficient to cause
inconvenience to a man, but might seriously oppress a child. The pressure exercised by a strong individual wound round the arm is sufficient
to compress and close the superficial veins, and cause the muscles to
ache, but it is easy to unwind the snake with the free hand aud arm.
The black snake is harmless, and its bite, which it rarely inflicts, only
amounts to a serious scratch.
Zamenis constrictor Linnceus.
BL.A.CK FORM.
Catalogue N umbe_r
No.
of specimens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

11440
9032
10053

Grosse Island, Michigan.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. C. Fox ............ . Alcoholic.
Tvree Springs, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. R. Owen . ......... .
do.
Fort Smith, Arkansas ............................................ .
do.
St. Simons Island, Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.P. Postell ............ .
do.
1 Salem, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ,J. T . Linebach .......... .
do.
l Charleston, South Carolina............... Dr. S. B. Barker .... . ... .
do.
2 Salt Creek, Ohio ................................................. ..
do.
1 New Orleans, Louisiana .... . ... . ................................. .
do.
1 Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
1 Palatka, Florida ......................... T. Glover .............. ..
1 Arlington, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. B. Goode ............. .
do.
1 Fort Wayne, Imliana .................... Dr. ·B. J. D. Irwin, U.
do.
S.A.
1 Gainesville, Florida .................... ... Jas. Bell.................
do.
1 Statesvill11, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . A. S. Barringer....... . . .
do.
1
District of ...... ......... H. Horan................
do.

1788

1. ..... ................................... Gen. J.C. Fremont...... Alcoholic.

4444
4449
1758
4443
4448
4423
2396
4800
4438
4413
7194
1764
4817
9695
8298

1
1
1
1

~

~m:8i~\?l~:a-~!r:~: ::::::::::::::: E:t:~·:;?::::::::::::

WJil~;\\~_1•

(Type of
B. jre13764
17841
16378
14015
14137
14439
10830

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

17963

Punta Rossa, Florida .................. ..
Key West, Florida ...................... .
Dismal Swamp. Virginia ....... ......... .
Wheatland, Indiana .................... .
Alabama ... . ............•...... ......... .
Wytheville, Virginia .................... .
Brookland, District of .............. .
Columbia.
Irvington, Indiana ...................... .

montii.)

C. W. Ward ............ . .A.lcol101ic.
U. S. Fish Commission ..
Dr. D. S. Jordan ..... . .. .
Alcoholic.
do.
Col. M. McDonald ...•...
do.
W. B. Barrows ......... .
do.

¥: :t~:·;:J.:::::::::::::

O.P.Hay ............... .

do.

INTERMEDIATE COLOR.
4436

1

7199
1749
10650
4416

1
1
1
1
1
2

4447
4418-9

Prairie Mer Rouge, Lou- .............. .
isiana.
Liberty County, Georgia ................ .
Quasqueton, Iowa ...................... .
Wheatland, Indiana ......... . .......... .
D~la:vare <;Jounty, Ohio ..... .. . ......... .
M11sf\1ss1ppr .......... : .................. .
Puget Sound, Washrng- .............. .
ton.

Jas. Fafrie .............. Alcoholic.
Dr. Jos. Jones .......... .
Dr. E. C. Bidwell ....... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Col. B. L. C. Wailes ..... .
U.S. Exploring Exp11di- Alcoholic.
tion.
(Type of

~~~~-o~i;W':".~~::::::::::

B. vetustum).
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Zamenia conatrictor Linnanta-Continued.
INTERMEDIATE COLOR-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.

Locality

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

1 New Orleane, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . G. Kohn ... ......... .... .
15373 ...........••.. do ......................•............ Dr.R. W. Shufeldt .. ... .

16712

Brookland, District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia.
L aurel, Maryland ........................
Washington, District of ...............
Columoia.
Dunn Loring-, Virginia ..................

16830
16833-4
1729S-9
175:i5
17655
17956
17963
19039-40

.......... -:;::;:t::;~~~~:~::::: :::::: : : ~:: .?}J~t~~:>>:::

19971

22336
22366
22389
22698

J. D. Figgins ........... .

Takoma Park, District of . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . Dr. R. W. Shuteldt ..... .
Columbia.
Rt?o~tr~=t~!~pid City, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. Fish Commission ..

19815

19857

W. B. Barrows . .. ...... .

Frederick C. Test ..·.. .. .
C. W. Richmond .... .. .. .

North America .......................... W. H allett Phillips .... .
Ra~pa~a_nnock County, . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .Albert E. McConnell. .. .
Virgm1a.
Kissimee River, Osceola . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. Palmer ......... . .. .
County, Florida.
Orange Hammock, De .................... do ..... ............. .
Soto County, Forida.
............... do ........................................ do ..... .... . . ....... .
Fort Hassenger, De Soto . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . R. Ridgway .......... . . .
County, Florida.
·
GREEN .A.ND YELLOW FORM.

2182
1765
1751
1741
1768
1783

1760
458

l
1
1
1

9522
10717
5226

1
1
1
1

10719
91:/6
8431
2130

1
1
1
1

2131

1

7195
1748

3
1

1753
1744
1743

F~rt TeJon, California ... ... .. ........... --·.- ..... .. .... : ·: ...... . ·1.Alcoholic.
Pitt River Valley, Cal• .._............. Lieut. R. S. W1lhamson,
. do.
U.S. .A.
ifornia.
Presidio, California ................•..... Lieut.W. P. Trowbriclge,
do.
U.S.A.
San Francis~~ California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. D. Cutts .... .... ..... .
do.
Matamoras, .M.exico ..................... LieutenitntCouch,U.S.A.
do.
Salt Lake Valley, Utah .................. J. S. Bowman ......... ~ ..
do.
Fort ::iteilacoom, Wash• .............................. .......... .
do.
ingtoIJ.
Vermont .... . .......... .............. .. . .. . .... .... . . .... . • • • • .. • • ·
do.
Honey Lake, California . . July -, 1877 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
Ogden, Utah . . . ........... .. .... . .. . ..... Davis .................. .
do.
Fort · teilacoom, Wash• ....................................... ..
do.
ington.
O~clen, Utah...... ...... .. -, 1878 DaviA .................. .
do.
Aoove Powder River ..... .Aug.-, 1R73 Prof. J . .A. Allen ........ .
do.
Pueblo, Colorado ......... July H, 187, C.E. Aiken ............. .
do.
Ruterville, Texas ....... ... .... . ....... . Col. J. D. Graham, U. S.
do .
.A.
: ... . do ........................................ do ................. ..
do.
Fort Kearney,Nebraska . ... ..................... ... . . .. . . ........ .
do.
N ear_ Bridgers Pass, Wy• ........................................ .
clo.
ommg.
RedForkPass, Wyoming. - - -,1856 W.S. Wood ............ .
do.
Platte River, Nebraska ........................................... . .A.lcobolic,

1760
2111

½ ·i·~~~OL-~ke:·N~b;~;k~·: ::: :::::: ::::::: :: .~~e.~t:~?~~::::::::: :::

4412
4415
8g82
10717
10719
2132
4454
10809
10908
12583
11782
12577
12581
125
177
104 l
11727
10769

~ .?.~1~:i~.~~~~~·.~.0-~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

1

orth Fork .Arkansas ....................................... ..
River.

2 Kem ville, California...... . . .. . . . . . . . . • .. E. Samuels ............ ..

~

J::\~ii i ~i~:::: .......~'.~;~;_ :~~1~.-.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::

;::3

Paget Sound . . . . . . . . . . .. .
{ }South Oregon.............
1 Wallil. Walla, Washington
1 Fresno, California........
}John Day River, Oregon..

i

. . . .. . . . . .. . • • .
. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
. . .. . .... •• . .. .
. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .
. . .... . . .......

½

~t;\1·~~~~~·:::::::: :::::::::::::::1·u;:&~s·~~ii~j·::::::::::

1

U.S. Expl. Exped ...... .
H. W. Henshaw ........ .
Capt. C. Bendire ........ .
G. Eisen . ............... .
Capt. C. Ben dire ........ .

1 Gal veston , Texas .................. . ..... Ens. M. L. Wo ... l ....... .
1 Camp 12, Nevada. ....... . ............... R. Ridgway ...... .... .. .
1 Kuwapln Valley, Oregon ....... . ........ G.M. Wheeler ......... ..

l°i~oii~t~.
do.
clo.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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Zamenis constrictor Linnwus-Continued.
GREEN AND YELLOW FORM-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
men.
13797
13002
10429
13764
14,533
16354
14765
16664

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

1

Baird, Shasta County, . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . C.H. Townsend......... Alcoholic.
California.
1 New Orleans, Louisiana ...••............ R. W. Shufeldt ......... .
do.
1 Stockton, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Belding ............. .
do.
1 Fort Klamath, Oregon .••................ Capt. Bendire ......... ..
do.
6 Fort Custer, Montana,. ...................... rlo ..... . ............ .
do.
-·
1 San Diego, California..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt ............ .
do.
Raccoon River, Des ..•....•..•.. : . R. Ellsworth Call ..... .. .
do.
Moines, Iowa.
. • . . • • • • • • Denver, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. G. Smith, jr .......... .
do.
YOUNG SPECIMENS.

1757
1785
2176
4736
5549

2

1775
445

1
1

10718
10085
5354
2030

Klamath Lake, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exploring Expedition ... Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
U.S.A.
The Dalles, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Governor Stevens ..••. •.
do.
Grosse Isle, Michigan.... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . Rev. C. Fox ....•.•.•..••. (Type of
B.joxii.)
Ogden, Utah.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Davis ..·............ . Alcoholic.
0
do.
: : ~~~~::::::::::::: : : : : : ::: : : : : : : :
do.
FortConrad,NewMexico . ........ : ...... Lieut.R. S. Williamson,
do.
U.S.A.
Pole Creek Pass, Wyo• ............... W. S. Wood ............. .
do.
ming.
Tierra Amarilla, New . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Prof. E. D. Cope ........ .
do.
Mexico.
Salt Lake Valley ........................ J; S.Bowman ........... .
0.0.

2 •••. do . ., •.•.•.....•...•••... . ........ . ... .. . . . do : ....•.........•....

1 . ... do .......•...•..••..••................ 1 ..... ................... .
1 Micanopy, Florida .....•................. Dr.J.H.Bean .......... .
1 Pensacola, Florida ...................... . Dr. W. A. Hammond,

1

-1~ f~!~a

2003

8433

1

1784

1

~/ii~1rh:;leii":: :::: ::

ZAMENIS STEJNEGERIANUS Cope.

Zarnenis stejnegerianus

COPE,

Amer·ican Naturalist, XXIX, 1895, p. 678.

In the present species the profile is gently convex, and the rostral
plate is slightly prominent. The frontal plate has straight lateral borders, and its anterior angles
are well removed from the
preocular plates. The loreal
is twice as loog as deep, and
its superior posterior corner
is cut off as a separate plate
on both sides, and on one a
third loreal is cut off below.
The eight superior labials
Fig.172.
are _regq.lar and apparently
ZAMENIS STEJNEGERIANUS COPE.
norm~l. The parietals are
= 1
Cat, No. 14065, U.S.N.M.
truncate posteriorly, and are
bounded by three tern porals
and two small scales externally. Temporals, 2-2-2. Postgeneials
shorter than pregeneials. Gastrosteges, 166; anal, 1-1; urosteges; 102.
Measurements.-Length, 782 mm.; of tail, 229 mm.
C~t. No.17065; rows of scales, 17; upper labials, 8; gastrosteges, 165; urosteges, 101.
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Above and ends of gastrosteg~s, light brownish-olive; top of head,
lips, and inferior surfaces, yellow. Skin between scales, black. Dedicated to my friend Dr. L. Stejneger, of the U. S. National Museum.
Zamenis stejnegerianus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.
17065

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Cameron County, Texas. - - . Purchased . --- ... __ . _.... _. _ Alcoholic.

ZAMENIS CONIROSTRIS Cope.
Zamtenis conirostris COPE, American Naturalist, XXIX, 1895, p. 679.

Profile of muzzle much decurved; rostral plate prominent and subconic. Frontal plate with concave lateral borders, and expanded front,
in contact with preoculars.
A single loreal, which is
nearly twice as long as
deep, and is deeper posteriorlythan ant,eriorly. Parietal plates rounded posteriorly, bordered by three temporals and two or three
73
Fig. i .
scales. Temporals, 2-2-2.
ZAMENIS CONIROSTRJS COPE.
= L
Superior labials normal,
Matamoras, Mexico.
re g u 1a r . P o st g e n e i a 1S
t
1768
Ca .No.
, U.S.N.M.
equal in length to pregeneial . Gastrosteges, 162; anal, 1-1; urosteges, 85.
ilfeas·u rements.-Length, 758 mm.; length of tail, 200 mm.
at. No.1768; rows of scales, 17; upper labials, 8; gastrosteges, 162; urosteges, 86;
total length, 730 mm.; tail, 185 mm.

The pecimen may have been taken near the period of moult, so that
the color is omewhat uncertain. It is now light brown above and
Ii ht plumbeous below; the top of the head not lighter than the other
uperior urfaces. The muzzle i darker in color than the lips and
thr at.
kin between cales black.
Zamenis conirostris Co1Je.
Locality.
1

From whom recei ved.

Nature of specimen.

Matamoras, Mexico ... _..... . ... _. __ __. _____________ ..... .

pecie and the last one are founded on a single specimen each,
hich w re obtain d in nearly the ame region of country. They
r mble each other con iderably in proportions, ize, and coloration.
The differ nee. are, h w ver o num rou and important that it is
impo ible to regard them a belonging to the ame species. They
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differ equally from all others, the nearest approach to the Z. stejnegerianus 'being made by abnormal individuals of the flavi·ventris form of
Z. constrictor, which have eight superior labial shields. The very different form of the loreal plate, and its subdivision, in the latter, together
with the contrast between the color of the head and the dorsum, will
distinguish it.
ZAMENIS FLAGELLUM Shaw.
Zamenis flagelliformis BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 389.

Eight superior labials; scales in seventeen rows. Frontal plate narrowed posteriorly, only half as wide as the supraoculars at the same
point. Muzzle projecting slightly conic, profile decurved; form slender.
The young with transverse spots, more numerous than in Z. constrictor.
This widely distributed species is represented by .several color forms.
These may be aggregated into two types or subspecies, which differ: as
follows:
Colors pale, except in some regions, the head and adjacent parts dark colored.
Z. flagellum flagellum Shaw.
Black, except the belly, which is pink or yellowish ......... Z. flagellurn piceus Cope.

The typical form occupies the .Austroriparian and Sonoran districts,
while the Z. f. piceum is an inhabitant of t~e Sorroran only.
ZAMENIS FLAGELLUM FLAGELLUM Shaw.
Bascanium flagelliforrne flagelliforme COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept.,
1875, p. 40.
Anguis flagelliformis CATESBY, Nat. Hist. Carolina, II, 1743, p. 54! pl. IV.
Coluberflagellum SHAW, Gen. Zool., III, 1802, p. 475.
Coluber jlagelliforrnis HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., I, 1836, p. 107, pl. XIX.
Bascaninm flagellif01·rne bicinct-um YARROW, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VI, 1883, p.153.
Herpetodryas psammophis SCHLEGEL, Ess. Physion. Serpens., II, 1837, p.
Psarnmopltis flagelliformis HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., 2d ed., III, 1842, p. 11, pl. 2.
Masticophis jlagelliformis B,HRD an<l. GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept. Serp., 1853, p. 98.
Herpetodryas flagelliformis DUMEHIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 210.-

GDNTI-IER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 118.
Colnber testaceus SA v, Long's Exped. Rocky Mountains, 1823, p. 48.-HOLBROOK,
~

N. Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 63.-HARLAN, Jouru. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V,
1827, p. 348.
Masticophis testaceits BAIRD, U. S. Mexican Bound. Surv., II, Pt. 2, Reptiles, p. 20,
pl. XVI.
Bascaniiim flagelliforme testaceurn COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40.
Psammophis jtavigularis HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p.178.
MasHcophis jlavigiilaris BAIRD and GmArm, Cat ..N. Amer. Rept. Serp., 1853, p. 99.
Herpetodryas flavigularis GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 118.HALLOWELL, Rept. U.S. Pac. R.R. Surv., X, 1859, Williamson's Rept., p. 12.

Frontal plate wide in front, rapidly tapering, until at the anterior
third it is less than half as wide as iu front, thence the sides are parallel, acutely pointed behind. Superciliaries very broad, projecting.
Parietals as long as the vertical. Prefrontals large, anterior smaller.
Eye large, its center considerably in advance of the middle of the commissure, and over the junction of the fourth and fifth labials. Upper
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orbital very large, extending far forward above, its upper angle reaching the angle of the vertical. Loreal rather large, higher than long.
Nasals moderate. Upper labials, eight; the sixth subtriangular and
smaller; the seventh and eighth largest of all, elongated, equal. Lower
labials, nine, the fifth largest.
Body very slender and attenuated. Dorsal rows of scales seventeen,
all smooth, elongateu, even the exterior row longer than broad.
Color anteriorly, above and on the sides black to light yellowishbrowb this distinct for one-fourth of the length, fading gradually and
' lighter to nearly white
- toward the tail. Behind the darker
becoming
portion the scales above are brownish-yellow at their basal margin, the

Fig. 174.
ZAMENIS FLAGELLUM FLAGELLUM SHAW.

=1.

Georgetown, South Carolina.
Cat. No. 4461, U.S.N.M.

r t of tbe scale more or less mot.tled with the different shades of
brown. The darkest tint is usually seen near the tip of the scales, this
ou tbe tail forming a distinct margin. Beneath, the color is yellowisbwhite, on the anterior fifth more or less blotched with brown or nearly
uniform brown, posterior to which it disappears more _or less entirely,
b ing represented only by occasional dashes. The ends of each scutella,
h wever, on their margins exhibit the brownish or ye11owish blotehes,
and are colored much like tbe ides of the body at that place. Anteorbital mo tly yeUow; postorbital frequ€ntly so.
Th tc il i about one-fourth the total length, but varies within the following range: Three and two-thiru times in total, Cat. No. 8175; three
and three-fourth times, Cat. o. 1768, and one from Mobile, Alabama,
olJe ion of E. D. Cope; three and five -sixths, Cat. Nos. 4388, 22640b;
thr e and even-eighth·., Cat. os. 8859, 12640a, 9250; four, Cat. Nos.
2431, 200 , 2420; four and one-fifteenth, Cat. os.11780, 2001; four and
one-sixth, Cat. o. 440 .
The cntal formula and mea urements in inches are thus given by
Baird and Girard.
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Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

South Ca.rolina ............................... , 202 + 1.
Between San Antonio and El Paso.............. 193 1.
Do ....•...•... _.... _... _... _.... _..... _.. 196 + 1.
New Braunfels, Texas ...... ______ .............. 196 + 1.
Red River, Arkansas ....................... ·.... 191 + 1.

+

96.
100.
100.
94.
Y.

Length. Tail.

44.

10½.

57¾.

17½,
15½.

65½.
69½.

57½.

15½,
Y.

The color variations of this species are as follows: In half-grown
Eastern specimens .the head is light brown, with darker cross shades on
the head and nape. In adult Eastern specimens the head and from
one-fourth to two-thirds the length of the body are deep brown. In
Texan adult specimens the anterior regions are sometimes of a strong
brown color, but generally they are pale, the top of the head only
being of a light brown. In adults from the Sonoran and Pacific regions
the posterior part of the. head and several wide cross-bands on the
nape are of a dark brown or even of a blac!dsh color. In specimens
from Arizona these are followed by pink cross-bands, which appear
only on the anterior fourth or fifth of the length of the body. In Californian specimens in the National Museum these pink cross-bands
appear indistinctly. In specimens from La Paz, at the southern
extremity of Lower California, the entire body is a citron yellow, with
some black appearing between the scales when the skin is stretched.
The head and nape are spotted as in the Californian individuals. In
young specimens from Georgia and Florida, as well as from the West,
the chin throat and anterior part of the belly for a short distance
are spotted by ill-defined spots of light brown. These are represented
by cloudy shades, or are entirely lost in the prevailing brown color in
Eastern adult specimens. In Texan specimens they disappear entirely
in some large adults. In Sonoran and Californian specimens ~bey continue permanently, the spots forming a row on each side of the anterior part of the belly, and b1otching the inferior and superior labials.
The speckled brown of the temporal region is divided by a pale line
extending from the eye posteriorly.
In younger specimens the blotching beneath is more decided. In·
addition to the colors described, the back is crossed by indistinct bars
of darker, eight or nine scales wide and half a scale long. This color
is also seen on the skin between the scales under the dark bars, where
the bases of the scales themselves are darker instead of light. There
is a tendency toward stripes on the side: First, one of light brown on
the outer edge of the abdomen; then an interrupted yellow one at the
junction of the abdominal scutellm and outer scales; then brown again
through the centers of the rows. This, however, is not very conspicuous. Sometimes the dark shades on the sides are llinged with reddish.
The obsolete transverse bars are seen at intervals of one or two scales.
Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

Between Indianola and San Antonio.
(Col. J. D. Graham) ............... _.
Indianola. (Col. J. D. Gra.ham) . . . . . .. . .
Do ... - ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NAT MUS 98--51

197+2.
194+2.
197+2.

96.
110.
110.

Scales. Length.

17.
17.
17.

41½.
40.
34¾-

Tail.

10.
10¼.
9.
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A pecimen from Fort Webster or Copper Mines shows the stripes
~n the sides much more distinctly, running through all the d0rsa,l rows
anteriorly, and crossed by the indistinct bars already referred to. The
contrast between the dark chestnut.brown spots on each side and its
deeper center, with the clear yellow of the edges, is very distiuct.
Beneath yellow, with the blotches reduced to mere dull spots.
Santa Rita del Cobre. (Col. J. D. Graham); gastrosteges, 211+2; urosteges, 101;
scales, 17; total lengtb, 39¼ inches; tail, 10g. inches.
·

Specimens in which the dark cross bands behind the head are very
pronounced have been referred by Dr. Stejneger to a distinct subspecies
under the name of Z. J. frenatus. It is true that all specimens from
we t of the Rio Grande exhibit this character, but in Cat. No. 159,0
from Yuma, Arizona, and Cat. No. 4388 from Lajoya, New Mexico, the
spot. are absent, save a, few traces only. They are, in fact, a persistence
of the immature colora,tion, as is especially conspicuous in the type of
Z. J. frenatus, where the cross bands are present on tlie greater part
of the length. The character is, to my mind, too variable to offer a
definition.
I have met with this species in Texas, where it is abundant. I
obtained pecimens from near Dallas, Houston, Brenham, Helotes, and
tho upper waters of the Guadal_u pe and the Llano rivers. Those from
Dalla , Brenham, and Houston, which are in the rainy region of Texai:-,
l1a the greater part of the length a blackish-brown. Those froui
Il lote , the Guadalupe, and the Llano are entirely pale clay-color.
ThiH relation of color to moisture is similar to that observed by Dr.
J. A. Allen to prevail among the rodent Mammalia. This is a swift
p cic , and i generally known everywhere as the" whip snake."
Thi .,pecie ranges south into Mexico on the plateau, and southward
on the we tern slope. Thus r' have recorded it from Chihuahua, Guan, juato, and Gua<lalaxara:
ZameniB flagellum Shaw.
Catalogue! ~m ber
No.
?f 11pcc•

Locality.

1111 '!Hl,

4!08

u:n

1 ~~li,!t

1-107
4461

2
1

24_2fJ

1
~
~

10 •

200,
5076
2008
10
8429
4139
19 l

From whom received .

0

10082
10685
0691
971i0
10 5
1096

When
collected.

I
I

1
1
1
1
l

~

1

1
1
}

Nature of
Prec1men.

~;•, rc~~gdi~:::::::: : : : : : ·. ·. ·_ ·_ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. Dr. R. W. Jeffrey . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic.
D. Gressner .. _.. ____ ....
do.
Liberty Conn~, Georgia .. - - -, 1P56 Dr. W . L. Jones..........
do.
G f;f~town, outh Caro• ......... .... .. Wellton ..... ·--····-···· ,
1
Florida. .................... -·- ......... ... .. ·-- ......... ___ ... .. . . .
do.
Cl arwater, Flori<la. ...... Oct. -, 1879 S. 1'. Walker ... _... ... ..
do.
Gam sville, .Florirl:i ........ ......... ..... James Bell ........ _..... Egµ;s, dry.
.Arlington, Flori<la....... . May - , 1878 G. Brown Goode......... Cast.
•·;· ·do·-·-··········· · ···· Juue -,1878 ..... do...................
do.
~ <•w Braunfels, Texas ........... __ ... _.. Dr. F. Lindh<1imer .. _.. .. .A.le. type.
l,ed River, .A.rk........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. R. B. Marcy, I
do.
U.S . .A..
B e!ween I n d'1anola and .. _. __ . _.. _.... Ma.jor
W. H. Emory,
do.
an Antomo, TexM
u. s..A..
1
do.
do.
do.
U.S . .A..
.Alamos d~ Parros . .... .. .. --· . . .. _.. ..... Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A.
clo.
New Mexico .... - .. _... __ . - - -, 1874 Dr. O. Loew . ... _....... .
do.
do.
·co·p·pd~r'Mi~~~-.Yie-~-M··e·x··:· ·-··-····-····· ····-- ···············--···
do.
ico.
··· ···-· ·· • • -· • M~.'
H. Emory,

I

t~~~lb!t~:.Zs~:: : : : ::::::::::::::: :~~1:._.i:ri:::;i~~~~::
s.':r:
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Zamenis flagellum Shaw-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of
specNo.
imens.
1995

1

977
7203

1

1
1

8428
8116
2004

1
1

1991

2

2012
8175
8859
2011

2
1
1

9250
11780
11750
11425
1992
1989

1
2
3
1
1
1

4388
12640
12641
6252
8596
5035
11822
15970
13648
14095}
14098
14124
14747
16340,

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

14829

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Pesquieria, Grande, N. - - -, 1853 LieutenantCouch, U.S.A. Read, alcoLeon.
holic.
Pueblo. Colorado.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . Alcoholic.
Platte River, Missouri. ... Sept. 12, 1856 L~~Tu_
T. Bryan,
do.

f.·

H.W.Hensbaw ......... .
Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Ma,j. G. H. Thomas,
U.S.A.
Canadian River. . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. A. W. Whipple,
U.S.A.
Salt Lake, Utah ..............................••••..................

do,
do.
do.

Arizona ..... ............... Oct. -, 1871 F. Bischoff.............. .
San Francisco, California. Nov. -, 1875 A. W. Chase ............ .
Petaluma County, Califor. . •. . .. . . . . . • • • . E. Samuels ............. .
nia.
·
Pueblo, Colorado.......... - - -, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Fresno, California . . . . . . . . - - -, 1879 Gustav Eisen ........... .
..... do .................... - - -, 1879 ..... do .••................
Fort Whipple, Arizona... - - -, 1865 Dr. E. Cones, U.S. A ....
Santa Caterina, N. Leon . . - - - , 1853 Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A.
Copl)er Mines, Co 1 v a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. E. S. Beckwith,
Numes.
U.S. A.
Lajnra, New Mexico .........•..••...... . H.B. Mollhausen .•..... .
La Paz, L. California...... Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding .............. .
..... do .................... Feb. -, 1882 ......................... .
Fort J essop, Louisiana .........................•••.....•...........
Mohave Desert, Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. 0. Loew ............ .
Arizona ......... '."......... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Dr. Irwin .............. .
Guanajuato, Mexico . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. A. Duges •...........
Yuma, Arizona .......................... U.S. Fish Commission . .
Georgiana, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Wittfield ........... .
Cook County, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . G. H. Ragsdale ......... .
Lower California ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt ............ .
Fort Huachuca, Arizona .... . ............ Lieut. H. C. Benson ..... .
Mountain Spring, Colo- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.R. Orcutt ............ .
rado Desert, California.
Georgiana, Florida ....................... W. Wittfield .. ......... .

do.
do.
do.

Apache,Arizona .•........ Aug.-, 1873
Middle Utah ....... . .••••. - - - , 1872
Fort Yuma, California .. ·.- - - -, 1855

U.S.
N.M.
No.

Sex
and
age.

18081
18082
18083
18084
18085
18086

Feet.
Overton, Muddy Valley, Nevada .••••••..... ......... .
Vegas Valley, Nevada ......................
Jnn. Death Valley, Bennett Wells, California ....
Death Valley, Furnace Creek, California ....
Jun. Panamint Valley, California •.•............. 4,100
Panamint Valley, Hot Springs, California ...

18087
18088

Colorado Desert, Palm Springs, California ..
Keeler, Owens Lake, California .............

------·

18089

Deep Spring Valley, California . , ...........

--------

Locality.

Catalogue
No.

Nature of
specimen.

Locality.

Alti•
tude.

Date.

From
whom
received.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

ds,.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Remarks.

May
May
Jan.
June
May
Apr.

6 Merriam.
1 .... do ....
21 Nelson ..
20 Fisher ...
15 Nelson ..
22 Merriam. Sitomys in
stomach.
Sept. 27 Stephens
June 12 Palmer . . Killed in a
cellar.
June 9 Merriam. Head only.
From whom received.

r~m

Mountain Springs, Colorado Desert, California . ... . . . .. . . . C.R. Orcutt.
}Las Cruces, New Mexico, Experiment Station ............. '.I'. D. A. Cockerell.
19677 Fort Huachuca, Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wilcox.
~~}i~
do .................................................... . Fisher.
14747 ..... do . .................................. . .. .. .. ... ....... . Lieut. H. C. Benson.
21823 Colorado River bottom, near monument 204, Arizona ..... . Dr. E. A. Mearns.
22031 Monument 258, Pacific l.)cean ............................. .
do.
22032 Mountain Sprin11:, Coast Range, east slope, San Diego
do.
County, California.
22033 Jacumbra Hot Spring, San Diego County, California......
do.
16340

}· ...

i!m ·~~i~~:i i~i~i ~?~l~~~~~'.~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~)t::~ld.
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ZAMENIS FLAGELLUM PICEUS Cope.

Bascaniurn jlagelliforrne piceum COPE, Yarrow's Rept. U. S. Geog. and Geol. Surv.,
W. of 100th mer., V, 1875, p. 617 (name only); Check-list N. Amer. Batr.
Rept., 1875, p. 40.
Bascaniurn piceum COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVI, 1893, p. 625.

Form elongate, tail three and three-fifth times in the total length.
Bead elongate, muzzle narrowed forward, moderately protuberant, not
flattened, slightly decurved. Rostral plate slightly recurved above;
interna al longer than wide. Frontal half as wide as superciliaries
behind. Parietals openly truncate, emarginate at posterior margin.
Loreal large, longer than high. Temporals 2-2-2. Superior labials
eigl1th, fourth and fifth l>ounding orbit, sixth subtriangular, seventh nnd
ightli lai-ger and nearly equal, and longer than high. Inferior labials

1
Fig.175.
ZAMENIS FLAGELLUM PICEUS COPE.

Camp Grant, Arizona.
Cat. No. 7891, U.S.N.M.

:fifth largest; postgeneialR not longer than pregeneials. Scales in
l ngitudiual rows, moderately narrowed in the type, but in other
p ·imen in only even teen rows. Gastrosteges, 195; anal, 1; urost
, 10 .
11Iea -urements.-Total length, 1,263 mm.; the tail, 355 mm.; end of
muzzle to rictu oris, 34 mm.
olor above, to, and including the extremities of the gastrosteges,
lack. Inferior urface light yellow, the anterior fifth of the length
wi h browni h blotches, which are posteriorly few and distant, but
be om larg r and more approximated, until the anterior 30-40 gastrost g ar brown or anteriorly black like the superior surfaces. Labial
1 lat with ome pa1e hades on their middles. Preocular with a light
midd1e, po tocular b1a k. Top of head a little paler than back.
Thi form might be regarded as a melanistic Z. flagelliformis but for
the increased number of scale rows, and longer tail. The fact that the
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inferior surface does not generally take part in the darkened color
indicates a normal color type.
Zam.enis flagellurn piceus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
-----4891

1

From whom derived.

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

Camp Grant, Arizona ....... E.Palmer .................•. Alcoholic.

ZAMENIS SEMILINEATUS Cope.

Bascaniurn semilineatum

COPE,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus .• XV, 1892, pp. 622-626.

This is a remarkable form, as it occupies a position between several
of the species. Thus it has the scale formula and shape of bead of
Z. flagellum, the bead coloriug of Z. schottii, and part of the coloration

Fig.176.
ZAMENIS SEMILI!iEATUS COPE.

=l.

Colorado River, Arizona.
Cat. No. 1981, U.S.N.M.

between those of ~- treniatum and Z. lateralis, and part like that of
Z. flagellum. Its adult characters ally it most nearly to the last named,
but its appearance is quite distinct.
The scales are in seventeen rows, and there are eight superior labials.
The posterior part of the frontal is only half as wide as the superciliary
plate at the same point. The temporal scales are 2-2-2. The fourth
and fifth labials bound the orbit below. The loreal is larger than high.
The postgeneials are a little larg\er than the pregeneials. The muzzle is
not decurved, and is moderately protuberant, viewed in profile; from
above it is elongate wedge-shaped. The tail is long, entering the total
leugth in the specimen before me (Oat. No.1981) three and one-seventh
times.
The general color is a light brownish clay-color (in spirits), the free
border of each scale with an elongate whitish spot on each side. The
color becomes darker anteriorly so as to be on the anterior fourth of
the length, a plumbe~us green, with the top of the head light brown.
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There are no markings on the uperior surface of this region, but the
sides are striped, the stripes disappearing on the second fourth of the
length of the body. These stripes are bounded by a brown line on
the middle of each scale of the second and third rows. Between these
t he color is like that of the back, while the adjacent halves of the third
and fourth rows are light yellow. A fainter brown line runs along the
middle of the first row. Belly and throat immaculate light yellow,
xcept a few punctre along the end of the first dozen gastrosteges.
Middles of nasal, loreal, and pre- and postocular plates yellow. Superior labial yellow, with a blackish superior border, extending from the
ro tral plate back. Temporal region like the top of the head, immaculate. A few black specks on the geneial margins of the inferior labials.
Gastro tege 201, anal 1; urosteges, 134+. Total length (Oat. No.
19 1), 1,185 mm.; of tail (extremity wanting), 375 mm.
young specimen(qat.No.8434)isinteresting as showing the distinctness of the color characters as compared with those of corresponding
age of the Z. treniatus and with the adult Z. schottii and Z. lateralis.
In the fir t place, the stripes are much more distinct in this specimen
thau in the adults, as is the case also with the Z. tmniatus. Moreover,
they extend farther along the length of the body, being traceable on
th middle third, though they are wanting posterior to it. The stripes
ar a yellow one on adjacent parts of the third and fourth rows, bounded
b low uy a brown one on the adjacent parts of the second and third
row . A yelJow stripe succeeds on the adjacent parts of the first and
cond row , while another and paler brown stripe runs on the adjacent
part of the first row and the extremities of the gastrosteges. This
pattern, it will be observed, is quite different from that which obtains
in auy of the other striped species, as the M. treniatus, ornatus, schottii,
or lateralis. The head is entirely uniform greenish slate color above
and on the temples. The superior labials are yellow, the posterior
b unded above by a black line from the orbit to the neck. The muzzle
of thi pecimen i broken off.
Zanienis semilineatus Cope.
Catalogue I • um b<'!

'o.
1981
8259
8434
14745-6
19678

22190-200

1967R
21053-4

0~!~~~1-

Locality.

2 Colorado River, Arizona ....
1 Arizona. ... -. - .. . --... _.. __ .
1 Camp Grant, Arizona.···-··
2 Fort Iluachuca, Arizona....
.••••. ... ..• ·--do ·-· ... ·-·- __ . ··- _.. _..
· ··- •..... Fort Bowie, Arizona. ... _____
-----· ··-· ~ort H~achuca, Arizona. .. ..
. . . . . . . . . . an Lu1a Mountains, Mexican bonndary line.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

A Schott
•
Alcoholic.
L£eut. G.
do.
Ru tter. ___ __·-·-·- ____ . . ·-·
do.
Lieut. H. C. Benson .. _... _.:
do.
Wilcox.··--·-·---· .. _... __ .
Fisher. __ . __ ·-·--· .. _.···--.
Dr. T. E. Wilcox ...... ···-··
Dr E .A. Mearns
· · ·
···-· .. -----

M:wi;;;l~~-:::::::
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ZAM ENIS LA TERALIS Hallowell.

Bascanium tceniaturn laterale COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40.
Lepptophis lateralis HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, p. 237; U.S.
Pac. R. R. Report, X, 1859, Williamson's Report, p. 13, pl. rv, fig. 3.

Form slender, head oval, distinct from body, tail a little less than onethir,l the total length. Scales in seventeen longitudinal rows; superior
labials eight, the fourth and fifth bounding the orbit below. l\luzzle
not elongate nor decurved, but :flattened, and its extremity but little
prominent. Rostral plate slightly recurved on upper surface of muzzle.
Internasals as wide as long. Frontal narrowed behind, half as wide
as superciliary in adults. Parietals truncate-marginate posteriorly.
Dorsal longer than high. Sixth superior labial truncate above; seventh
and eighth longer than
high. Nine inferior labials, the fifth largest.
Postgeneials longer than
pregeneials. Tern porals

u. ~ -

2-2-2.

Color above, including
ends .of gastrosteges,
plumbeous brown; below
yellow. A yellow band
Fig.177.
extends from the neck to
Z.A.MENIS LATER.A.LIS LATER.A.LIS HALLOWELL.
varying distances on the
=1.
adjacent parts of the
Fresno, California.
third and fourth rows of
Cat. No. 11776, U.S.N.M.
scales. · Lateral head
plates from the preoculars forward, with yellow centers. Superior
labials with brown splotches above, forming an irregular border, not
brown bordered below. A yellow temporal spot.
The posterior labial plates are longer than high, but are not so
extended as in the Z. aurigulus. The inferior labials anterior to and
iucluding the fifth are also less elongate, the fourth being nearly square,
while it is parallelogrammic in the Z. aurigulus. The muzzle, and hence
the loreal plates, are shorter than in that form. The spotting of the
inferior surface is confined to the chin, throat, and a dozen or so of
gastrosteges. It consists of scattered brown spots which are nearly
symmetrical on opposite sides, and which fall into two more or less
irregular rows, each a short distance within the extremities of the
gastrosteges.
The seventeen rows of scales, together with the coloration, distinguish
this form from the Z. schottii and the Z. treniatus. Young specimens of
the latter, however, resemble it closely, since the spaces between the
dark lines of the first, second, and third rows are apt to be solidly darkcolored at that age. They may be distinguished, apart from the smaller
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number (fifteen) of scale row , by the different distribution of the lateral stripes. In Z. l. lateralis the yellow stripe is confined to the third
and fourth rows, and the dark band below it covers the extremities of
the ga trostege . In the Z. tceniatus the yellow stripe extends to the
fifth row of scales, and the inferior band only reaches to the middle of
the fir trow, not attaining the gastrosteges. In Z. schottii the superior lateral stripe i as in Z. l. lateralis, but the belly is dark and. there
is a yellow stripe on the adjacent edges of the gastrosteges and first
row of ca1es. The head is unico1or and not spotted, as in the Z. l. lateralis. The yellow temporal spot of both forms of the Z. lateralis is to
b noted a alway absent from the allied species. The Z. semilinatu.r.;
agr e. with the lateralis in the possession of seventeen rows of scales,
and the young is more fully striped thau the adult. It may be distingui bed at all ages by the arrangement of the lateral stripes and
the uniform coloration of the head. The yellow stripe is, like that of
th Z. laterxli,, on the third and fourth rows only, but the dark band
b low it only occupies the adjacent parts of the second and third rows,
in, t ad of extending to the gastrosteges. · There is a yellow band on
th adja ent part of the first and second rows which is absent in the
Z. lateralis, and there is a dark stripe on the adjacent part of the first
row and the gastrostege , where the inferior yellow stripe is present in
tli Z.schottii. The belly is light, and not dark, as in the last-mentioned
'pecie .
ZameniB lateraliB lateraliB Hallowell.
Locality.

Date.

Ole! Fort Te.ion, California ................................
Three Rivers, California .......... . ............. :.........
Walker Pa.-s, west slope, California .......... ... .........
180 O anta Ysabel, Califorma.................... ... . . . . . . . . . . .
18077

}

~~~

July
2
Sept. 14
July 3,'P2
Oct.
6

Collector.
Palmer.
Bailey.
Fisher.
Stephens.

ZameniB latemliB lateraliB Hallowell.
Locality.

1

1

When
collected.

Fort Tejon, California .................. .
Fort Bu banan Arizona ................ .
Fort Tejou, California.... Aug.-, 1875
:anta Barbara, Caiifornia. Aug. -, 187n
I•'resuo, California........ -, 1879
Baird, , ba ta Co 11n ty, .... ..... ..... .
alifornia.
Ilowell Mountains, Cali- . ............. .
fornia.
:an Diego, California .... . .............. .
'anta Margarita, Old .............. .
Lower California.
an Di go, Island, Cali. . .......... . .. .
fornia.

I

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

John Xantus . . ....... ... Alcoholic.
Dr.B.J.D.Irwin,U.S.A..
do.
H. W. Henshaw..........
do.
do.
Dr. O. Loew...... . . .. . . ..
Gustav Eisen............
do.
C.H. Townsend..........
do.
R. E. C. Stearns ........ ..

do.

C. R. Orcutt ......... . ... .
U . S.Fish Commission ..

do.
do.

C. R.Orcutt ............. .

do.

everal p cimen are in the mu eum of the Philosophical Academy;
and in my wn private collection, from Pasadena, California (Dr. H. N.
u t), and Sau Bernadino, California (J. . Lippincott). These speci-
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mens maintain the characters exactly. Specimens Uat. Nos.1972, 1974,
and 1982, from Texas, N uevo Leon, and Oregon, enumerated in Yarrow's
Check-list under this species, do not belong to it.
ZAMENIS LATERALIS FULIGINOSUS Cope.

Zamenis lateralis fuliginosus COPE, Amer. Naturalist, XXIX, 1895, p. 679.
Bascanium laterale HALLOWELL, COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat.. Mus., XII, 1889, p. 147.

Scales in seventeen longitudinal rows; superior labials eight, the
fourth and fifth entering the orbit. Muzzle depressed, narrow, and
rather prominent. Frontal plate much narrowed posteriorly, its width
equal one-half that of a superciliary plate. Seventh and eighth superior labials about equal, of rather wide parallelogrammic 1orm. Temporals, 2-2-2; the last superior large, subquadrate, their posterior borders
continuous with that of the parietals. Gastrosteges- strongly angulated; tail entering 3.58 times in total length. Scuta, scutelhe, and
dimensions :
Cat. No. 15135; gastrosteges, 201; , total length, 815 mm.; tail injured.
Cat.No. 15736; gastrosteges, 205; urosteges, 108; total length, 665 mm.; tail, 253 mm.

Color above blackish brown, anteriorly becoming lighter posteriorly
to the end of the tail. The dark color extends on each end of the
gastrosteges to the angulation,
throughout the length, an<l in the
younger specimen appeared as a
row of spots on either side of the
middle part of the gastrosteges,
fading out beyond the middle of
the length. In the larger specimen tlie dark brown predominates on the inferior surfaces,
yielding gradually to the ground
color, which predominates on
the inferior surface of the tail.
Fig. 178.
ZAMENIS LATERALIS FULIGINOSUS COPE.
Ground color of belly yellow. A
= 1.
yellow spot on the preocular, and
Santa Margarita Island.
in the younger specimen, on the
Cut. No. 15135, U .S.N .M.
postoculars and labial plates.
Gular and geneial plates yellow-spotted in the younger specimen,
nearly uniform dark brown in the older. On the anterior part of the
body of the younger specimen the lateral scales to the third and fourth
rows have brown shades, with an obscure trace of cross-banding. On
the same specimen, near the middle of the body, there are two pale
semicross-bands near together. In the same the center of each parietal plate is brown.
This subspecies differs widely from the typical form in color characters.

D~~
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Zamenis lateraZis fuliginosus Cope.

Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.
15135

1

15136

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Santa Margarita Island, Lower California -. ---• -• U. S. Fish C om m iii s ion
steamer, .Albatross.
do.
,__ .. do·--··-·-·-··---··-···----···-··-··· --·-··-··

ZAMENIS AURIGULUS Cope.
Bascaniurn aurigulum COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept. N., 1875, p. 40.
Drymobius aurigulus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 301.

Scale in seventeen rows, those of the median series very elongate.
Crown and muzzle very plane, supercilium and canthus rostralis prominent; eye moderate, muzzle
more elongate than in any
other species of the genus.
.
Ro stral plate rounded,
. slightly prominent, recurved
•
2
above. Frontal elongate,
4
posteriorly half as wiue as
each superciliary, not in contact with preocular. Parietals elongate, posteriorly
1
truncate. Nasals and loreals
Fig. 179.
ZAMENrs .A.uRrnuws coPE.
very long, the latter en= L
croaching much on preocuCape St. Lucas.
lar. Three preoculars, two
Cat. No. 5793, U.S. N .111.
postoculars. Superior labial eight, fourth and fifth entering orbit; the eighth equal in elevation
and 1 ngth to the penultimate; both much longer than high. Inferior
1 bial ten, fifth largest; postgeneials longer than pregeneials.
olor above brown, becoming nearly black anteriorly. Cephalic
plate light brown, shaded with yellow. A narrow yellow band passes
r und the muzzle from eye to eye. A spot on the temporal reg'ion, one
on the po tocular ; all the labials, the chin, and anterior part of the
ab lomen bright golden and unspotted, as are also the sides of the neck
and anterior fourth of body to the fifth row of soales. On the second
and third row of cale of the latter region is a black band regularly
interrupt cl at intervals of about seven cales, which bounds a yellow
lat ral trip above it where pre ent. It finally becomes continuous,
nd with a band upon the fir trow almo t excludes the yellow ground
color upon th 1 o terior and middle parts of the body. Abdomen dirty
yellowi h un p tted.
Proportion lender, but the specimen doe not include the posterior
half of the length. Thi curiou ly marked pecie mo tly resembles
the Z. lateralis. The lateral tripe is confined. to the third and fourth
rows opposite the lateral black stripe, but at the interruptions extend
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to the fifth. The muzzle is more elongate, hence also the nasal and
loreal plates and the penultimate and ultimate superior labials are
longer. The tendency of the coloration is to produce two series of
alternating yellow and black spots along the anterior-part of the length.
The narrower form of the posterior superior labials distinguishes the
type from most individuals of the Z. lateralis lateralis, but in a specimen
of the latter from Baird, Oalifornia, these scales approximate nearly
the form in the present subspecies.
According to Mr. Van Denburgh this species is quite rare, the
explorations of the California Academy of Sciences having brought to
light only one other specimen.
Zamenis aurigulus Cope.
NUDJber
Catalogue of
speci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

-

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--5793

1

Cape St. Lucas, Lower Cali•
fornia.

JohnXantus .•...........••. .A.lcoholic.

ZAMENIS SCHOTTII Baird and Girard.

Masticophis schottii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p.160.-BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, Reptiles, 1859, p. 20, pl. XVIII.

Head elongate, narrow, the muzzle projecting but not decurved.
Inferior labials eight; temporals 2-2-2. Frontal narrow posteriorly,
but not so much so as in
Z. lateralis, being about
three.fourths the diameter of the supercilia,r ies at the same point.
Scales in fifteen rows.
Tail long, entering the
total length three and a
half times.
The general tint above
is a dark greenish olive.
Fig. iso.
On each side are two
ZAMEN1s scHo'l"l.'n BArnD AND GrnARD.
well-defined narrow yel= 1.
lowish-white lines; the
Eagle Pass, T exas .
first along the junction
Cat. No. 1972, U.S.N .l\I.
of the outer dorsal row and the abdominal scutellm, involving only the
adjacent angles; the second similiarly constituted in relation to the
third and fourth rows (not running through the centers of the scales).
The por_tion of the third and fourth rows not involved by the upper
white line is black, as is also a narrow margin above the lower white
line, of the same diameter with it. The upper angles· of the scales in
the first row, and the whole of those of the second row, are of a lighter
olive than the back. All the ·scales on the back between the upper
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yellow Jines of the opposite sides are margined with yellow along their
ba al edges, only evident on separating the scales. Anteriorly is a
short yellow line along the junction of the second and tllird rows of
scales, extending to about the twenty-fifth abdominal scutella.
Color beneath, with the greater part of the scute1lrn, closely and
minutely blotched with greenish slate . . Anteriorly a shade of yellow
appears, and near the head the blotching is in two series, as in the rest
of the genus. The tail also is nearly unspotted yellowish, except anteriorly. On the external fourth of the abdominal scutellrn the blotching
is more confluent, forming a _well-defined margin to the lower yellow
line. Anteriorly the side of the abdomen is of a dull red. The upper
jaw is yellowish white, excepting the lower edges along the first to the
sixth labials, which are black. Orbitals, loreal, and nasals with a yellow central spot.
The lateral stripes ·become obsolete at about three-fifths of the length
from the bead, so that the body posteriorly is nearly unicolor above.
Upper labials yellow, unspotted, but margined below (except the last
two) with black, and margined above with greenish slate posterior to
the orbit, and brown anterior to it. The nasals, loreal, and preocular
have yellow median spot each, but the temporal region and top of head
are a uniform greenish slate.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formula, and measurement iu inches:
Eagl Pa. s, Texas; gastroteges, 201+1; urosteges, 138; total length, 54-i; tail, 17¾.

But two adult specimens referable to this species are known, and
they agree in every respect, and differ in coloration and the form of the
frontal plate from eight specimens of the Z. lateralis, which species they
mo t nearly re emble. The latter all possess also seventeen rows of
ale , while the Z. schottii possesses fifteen. Some young specimens,
however, are in ome respects intermediate. So far as regards the form
of the frontal plate their characters may be those of immaturity. Thus
at. o. J t423 has in all respects the coloration of the Z. lateralis, but
ha only fifteen row of cales. Cat.No. 1982 has a trace of the inferior
1 teral tripe of the Z. schottii, but the space between it and the
up rior lat ral stripe is lined, and the head and labial plates are
potted, both characters of the Z. treniatus. Cat. No. 1974 bas a trace
of the in.£ 1.'ior tripe on the middle third of the lengtb, while the
uperior stripe extend on the anterior two-thirds. The coloration of
th b ad i xactly that of the Z. schottii. It may indicate a subP cie of t!Ji ,'pecie .
ZameniB Bchottii Baird and Girard.
Catalogue <umb .r
of pec1' o.
men.
1972 1
1974

Locality.

F rom whom received.

ature 6f specimen.

2 Eagle Pass, Texas . . . . . . . . . . Arthur Schott.............. Alcoholic.
do.
1 .Matamoras, Taruaulipa , Lieutenant Couch .... _... _.
Mexico.
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ZAMENIS ORNATUS Baird and Girard.

Masticophis 01·natus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., · Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p p. 102, 159.
Bascanium tceniatum ornatum BAIRD and GIRARD, COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr.
Rept., 1875, p. 40.

Excessively elongated. Above very deep maroon, brighter on the
sides, beneath mottled; a yellow stripe on each side of the abdomen,
and t wo pairs of short yellow stripes, one behind the other, on the
anterior part of the body, and in the fourth dorsal rows. Tail about
one-third the total length.
The head is narrow, much elongated, and rather depressed, being
considerably less arched than in Z. flagellum. The vertical is very
much elongated, a little shorter than the occipital. The muzzle is
rather broad anteriorly, .owing to the greater than usual development

1
Fig .181.
ZAMENI8 ORNATUS B A IRD AND GIRARD.

=1.
Howard Springs, Texas.
Cat. No . 1970, U.S.N .I\!.

of the anterior frontals. The center of the eye is considerably in
advance of the commissural°line, and behind the junction of the fourth
and fifth labial. The upper anteorbitai is very large, the lower still
smaller than in the other species; in one specimen it is wanting. The
sixth labial scarcely touches the postorbital, in one specimen being
separated by a small plate. The loreal is elongated, lower than in Z.
flagellum. Labials, eight above, penultimate largest; nine or ten below,
the fifth largest. Rostral broader than high, the reverse being the
case in Z . .fl,agellum. Dorsal rows of scales, fifteen. The scales are
broad, very large, thin, and perfectly smooth. The edges are nearly
straight, tip truncated and rounded off. They are decidedly broader
than in Z. flagellum.
General color above· dark purple, becoming almost black toward the
back, brighter on the sides ; the colors are deeper toward the bead;
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kin between the scales dark, beneath yellowish, blotched with black;
auteriorly the blotches are in the form of two quite contiguous rows of
broad, mottled spots, which become broken posteriorly, and overspread
tbe abdomen; anteriorly these are dark brown, posteriorly they are
lighter and tinged with red; the tail is immaculate, reddish white. A
narrow yellow line along the contiguous edges of the abdomen and
outer dorsal rows. The fourth row of scales with the adjacent edges
of the third and fifth, are yellowish white, with a well-defined black
line through the center of the former. Down the center of all the
rows a well as the fourth, is a black line, most intense on the first and
third rows. .At successive intervals along the back are seen broad,
transverse light bands, produced by the obliteration of the black liue
in the fourth row, and by all the dorsal scales between the light lines
being yellowish white; with more or less of purplish black toward the
tips. There are about eight of these dorsal marks on the anterior
three-fifths of the body, the first being indicated by a light bar on the
nape.
The following scutal formula and measurements are given by Baird
and Girard, the latter in inches:
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Total length . Tail.

Between Indianola and El Paso, Texas . . . . . 203
Do .... ... . ... . .. . ... .. ...... ..... .... 204
Howar<l Springs, Texas .................... 206

+ 1.
+ 1.

+ 1.

149.
152.
T

65½,
65.
61}.

22
22
17i

The above pecimens are adult. The relative lengths of the tail in
two of them are: Cat. No. 1970, two and twelve-thirteenths in total
l ngth; Cat. No. 1971, two and nine-tenths in total length.
Th y differ in coloration only in the degree of paleness of the longitudinal tripes and cross-shades, the colors being less contrasted in
me than in others.
Alth ugh this species has the scale formula, and some resemblance
in coloration to the Z. tceniatus, I can not now refer it to that species.
b h ad i elongate, with narrow protuberant muzzle more like the ·z.
flagellum and Z. piceus than the Z. treniatus and Z. laterali,(!. Tl.Je
Z. ornat,u di plays the unusual peculiarity of a striped species with a
t n l ucy to become annulate.
Zamenis ornatus Baird and Girard.
Catalo
o.

uel

ombe_r
of epec1 m D 8,

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen .

- - - -- - , - - - - - - ---, - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1970
1971

1
2

Howard >pringe, Texae ..•.. Maj. W . H. Emory, U. S . .A... Alcobolic.
W etern T xas... .......... Col. J . D. Graham , U. . .A....
do.
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ZAM ENIS T JEN IA TUS Hallowell.

ZameniB tmniatus BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 390.
LeptophiB tamiata HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p. 181.
MaBticopliiB tceniatuB BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 103.
BaBcanium tceniatum COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40.

Form very slender; head distinct. Muzzle not elongate nor decurved,
somewhat flattened; the apex slightly protruding. Eye rather large.
Tail a little less than
one-third the total
length. Rostral plate_
slightly recurved -on
the summit of the muzzle. Internasals wider
than long. Frontal at
the narrowest part
equals one-half the
width of the superciliFig.182.
ary. Parietals openly
ZAMENIS T.lENIATUS HALLOWELL.
emarginate, truncate
=1.
behind. Loreal longer
Little Colorado River, Arizona.
than high; postoculars
Cat •. No. 4384, U.S.N.M.
two; temporals 2-2-2.
Superior labials eight, the fourth and fifth bounding the orbit below;
the sixth subtriangular, the apex sometimes reaching the inferior preocular; the seventh largest. Inferior labials nine, the fifth the largest.
Postgeueials a little larger than pregeneials. Scales in fifteen longitudinal rows, those on the anterior two-thirds of the body elongate,
those following, wider.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulm and measurements, the latter in inches:

. @
0

California; gastrosteges, 209

+ 1;

urosteges, 157; total length, 108; tail, 14.

I add the following, measurements in millimeters:
Provo, Utah; gastrosteges, 207

+ 1;

urosteges, 138; total length, 1100; tail, 337.

A longitudinal dorsal band, six and two half-scales wide, olive-brown,
each scale with a rather deeper spot in the center; the four and a half
scales on each side of this band yellow, each row with a narrow brown
~tripe through its center, fading out in the tail. There are thus five
dark stripes on each side, the fifth above margining the dorsal band.
Of these stripes, the first aud third are narrow, each showing a stripe
of yellow of the same size on each side of it; the secoud aud third. are
closer to each other and broader. Beneath yel1owish, with a distinct
dark stripe on each side, just witbin the external row of clorsa.l scales.
The scutellre otherwise immaculated, except a few scattered dots
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toward the head, exhibiting a tendency to arrangement in two rows.
Extreme bases of all the scales black.
The above expre ses the condition of specimens of medium age. In
young examples the bead plates have pale margins, and this character
sometimes persists in specimens of considerable size. The dark stripes
on the extremities of the ga trosteges js absent in half the specimen8.
The line on the middles of the dorsal scales are sometimes wanting, so
that the back is uniform brown. Sometimes the space between the first
and tbird rows of scales is darker than that between the latter and the
middle of tbe :fifth row, thus imitating the 111. laterale, but with the light
stripe thus outlined one row of scales higher up.
The lateral plates from the postocu]ars forward are yellow with
brown borders; the temporals are brown with yellow borders, thui:i differing from the Jv.l. schottii, where they are unicolor. The superior
labial ' have their superior and inferior edges brown bordered or rather
blot bed, except tbe eighth, wbich bas the lower edge yellow. Inferior
labials and genial marked with black specks or blotches.
young specimen (Cat. No. 3123) h~s the tendency to a yellow stripe
on the third, fourth, and fifth rows of scales above referred to, well
marked. The bead shields above have narrow pale marg_ins. The
frontal plate js not so narrow posteriorly as jn the adult from the same
and other localitieR. Still younger individuals (Cat. Nos. 1982, 114~3)
have the lateral yellow stripe more distinct by the suffusion of the third,
econd, an<l half the first rows with brown, thus producing an appearance much J.ike that of the Z. lateralis. But only the third and fourth
row have the yellow stripe, and the brown band covers the ends of the
ga trosteges of that species. It was this resemblance that induced me
to combine the two species, with the remark 1 "the young, of the form
lciteralis, the adult, the tceniatus."
·
11[easitrements.-Tbe measurements of the tail in nine specimens are
a follows: Three and one-seventh times in total length, Cat. Nos. 8432
and 43 4; three and one-fifth, Cat. Nos. 9520, 8120, and 11422; three
an 1 one-fourth, Cat. Nos.13_618 and 1979; three and one-third, Cat. Nos.
81~2; three and one-half, Cat. No. 1983.
The di tribution of this elegant snake is throughout the Sonoran
r gion north to Salt Lake and western Colorado, and in the Pacific
north to Baird, Shasta County. I have met with it in the Rio Grande
... alley a far south a Laredo, Texas. I observed a specimen strung
through the branches of a screw-bean thicket. It eyed me for a time,
perfectly protected by the bard spines of the bushes, which prevented
me from eizing it. On being stirred up it moved off rapidly.and gracefully through the branche ·.
1

Proc. Acad. rTat. ci. Phila., 1866, p. 305.
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Zarnenis tceniatus Hallowell.
Catalogue Numb~r
No.

0~8!n~~l-

1979
8122
8124
4384
1983
2110
8432
8120
9498
9520
11422
13618
1982

1

11423
15704
10716

1
1
1

1

Locality.

Nature of
specimen.

From whom received.

California . . . . .. . . . • . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . Dr. Wm. Gambel ....... . Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Baird, California....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.H. Town11end . . ...... .
do.
West of Rocky Moun- ............... Governor Stephens ..... .
do.
tains, ''Orego·n."
Fort Whipple, Arizona .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. Dr. E. Coues ........... ..
do.
Prescott, Arizona......... .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. Capt. W. L. Carpenter .. .
do.
Ogden, Utah ............................. Davis ............. ..
do.

l Provo, Utah.............. - - -, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
1 ..... do ............................................................ .
1 Little Colorado............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H.B. Mollhau"sen ....... .
1 Canon Creek, Colorado ..... ............ .. Dr. C. G. Newberry .... ..
1 West of Rio Grande .......••••..............•.....................
1 Nutrias, New Mexico ..... July-, 1872 H. W.Henshaw ........ .
1 Antelope Springs, Nevada - - -, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
l Walker Basin, California. Sept. 2, 1875 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
1 Carson, Nevada ........... May -, 1877 ..... do .................. .
1 Fort Whipple, Arizona ... - - -, 1865 Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A . ... .

U.S.N.M.
No.

18072
18073
18074
18075
18076

When
collected.

Nature of
specimen.

Locality.

Feet.
Argus Range, Maturango Spring, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coso Valley, California..................... ..........
Coso Valley, near Maturango Spring, California......
Coso Mountains, Coso, Califorma . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Panamint Mountains, Willow Creek, California.......
5,400

May 4
May 5
May 11
May 18
May 19

Fisher.
do.
Palmer.
Fi slier.
Nelson.

SAL V ADORA Baird and Girard.
Salvadora BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 104.C0PE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, pp. 57, 72.
Phimothyra COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 566; Check-list N. Amer.
Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38.

Form elongate, head distinct from body. Cephalic plates normal,
except rostral shield, which is expanded laterally with more or le s
free margins, and is recurved on the summit of the muzzle. Two
nasals. Preocular divided. Scales smooth bifurcate. Anal and subcaudal scutellre divided. Teeth longer posteriorly. Pupil rou11<l.
This genus is more like the Lytorhynchus of Peters of .Africa and the
adjacent parts of Asia, and like it, inhabits, a,s to its typical form, the
S. grahamice, dry and rocky regions. It has the same peculiarly
, expanded rostral plate as the genus Phyllorhynchus Stejneger, and displays a similar tendency to division of the lateral head shields. Three
species of Salvadora are known, all of which are found within the
political limits of Mexico, and one of them (S. grahamim) occurs also
in the Sonoran region within the United States.
I proposed 1 to change the name of this genus, becau e it had
been previously given by Linn.mus to a genus of plants. .As it i · not
now regarded as necessary to maintain uniform difference betw n
plant and animal generic names, I have recurred to the uame of Baird
and Girard.
1

N.A.1.' MUS

Proc. Acad. rat. ci. Pbila., 1860, p. 566.
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Al1 of the species have seventeen longitudinal rows of scales.
differ as follows:

They

I. Tail one-fourth of total length or shorter; superior la.bial plates eight.
Ro tral plate wider, more free laterally; temporal sc&les 3, 4; bluish or yellowish, with a brown stripe on each side of a yellowish dorsal stripe.
S. grahamire Baird and Girard.
Rostral plate narrower, less free laterally; temporal scales 2, 2, 3; olivaceous,
with two brown stripes on each side of a narrow light brown dorsal stripe.
S. bairdii J an. 1
II. Tail one-third total length; superior labial plates, nine.
Rostral plate narrower, less free at the sides; temporal scales 2- 2- 2. Yellowish, with two brown bands on each side of a dorsal stripe, anteriorl y broken
up into parallel narrow lines and crossed by brown crossbars near the bead.
S. rnexicana Dumeril and Bibron. 2

2;

SALVADORA GRAHAMl.lE Baird and Girard.
Salvadora grahamice BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.

10.J..-BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, 1859, Reptilia, p. 21, pl. v, fig. 2.COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 72.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., Pt.1,
pl. m, fig.2.
Phimothym g1·ahamice COPE, Proc. Acad. Na.t. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 304; Check-list
. Am r. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38.
Zanienis grahami BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 393.

dor al ochraceous band or vitta, on each side of which a black one
of the ame width. Flanks yellowish green. Abdomen uniform dull
yellow. Dorsal scales in seven teen rows; superior labials
eight. Tail a.bout one-fourth
of total length.
Head conical, rostral plate
very large, triangular, with
edges free, appearing as· if
·
fastened on the outside of the
..
snout after all the others bad
taken their place. InternaFig.
.
sals
proportionally 1a r g e,
183
.'.a.LvADoRA oRAHAML'E BAIRD AND GrnARD.
forming the upper edge of the
=L
nostrils, and widely separWbite River Canyon, Arizona.
ated, for the two anterior
Cal. No. 1019 u.. N.!tl.
thirds of their length, by the
ro ral.
refrontals but slightly larger than the internasals, like the
~att r, ,·ubronnded, longitudinally narrow, transversely elongated, aucl

@

1

1
ali:adora bairdii Jan, Iconografia degli Ofidi, pl. m, p. 52. Specimens in U. S.
:rational Museum from Orizaba, Vera Cruz, W. Tehuantepec, and Chihuahua Sumicbra t and Potts; and in Museum Academy of atural Sciences of Philadelphia
from J a.lapa, era Cruz, William Pease.
'
~ alvadora niexicana Dumeril and Bibron, Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887,
p. 72. Zamenis mexicanus Dumeril and Bibron, Erp. Gen., VII, 1884, p. 695. Lytorhynclws niexicanus Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. oc., 1869, p. 266. The last maxillary
tooth i, eparated from the others, hen tliacranteriau.
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produced slightly between the postnasal and the loreal, on the sides of
the head. Frontal subpentagonal, much elongat<-'d, tapering posteriorly
without being poi_nted. Parietals elongated, post eriorly truncated,
sides rounded. Prenasal larger, subtrapezoidal; postnasal subquadrangular; nostril situated at the anteropost erior angle of tbe postnasal.
Loreal subtriangular, base in a horizontal line with the head; apex
upwards produced between the postfrontal and the upper anteorbital.
Oculars 2-2 or 3-2. Upper anteorbital large, angular, produced to the
upper surface of the head between the superciliaries and postfronta1s.
Inferior anteorbitals small ".lind quadrangular, lowest situated on the
commissure between the fourth and fifth labials. Postorbitals angular,
equal in size. Two pretemporals, shields somewhat larger than rest,
which are scarcely larger than the scales. Mouth deeply cleft, undulating. Upper labials eight; seventh largest, the three anterior ones
comparatively small. Lower labials not conspicuous, ten in number,
fifth largest, the three posterior ones scarcely to be distinguished from
the scales. Posterior pair of mental scutellm much smaller than the •
anterior, extending to the middle of the fifth inferior labial. Symphyseal plate very small.
Body subcylindrical, elongated, tail subconical, tapering, forming
about the one-fourth of the total length. Scales elliptical, disposed in
seventeen rows; outer: row somewhat broader, the rest slightly diminishing towards the dorsal region.
Surface of head brown. .A.n ochraceous vitta extends from the occiput
to near the end of the tail, embracing anteriorly three rows of scales,
and posteriorly one row, and two adjoining halves to opposite the anus;
on the tail it covers two half scales. On each side of this a brown
vitta runs parallel, and covers the same number of scales anteriorly
and posteriorly, except on the tail, where it is narrower, and embraces
only half a scale. The anterio-inferior margin of the scales in the
black vitta is yellowish green. The remainin g portion of the flanks,
embracing four rows of scales, and the extremities of the scutellm, is
uniform yellowish green, with the bases of the scales blackish, as is
also the skin. !fhe abdomen is uniform dull yellow.
Sonora; gastrosteges, 180

+ 1; urosteges, 97; totallengtb, 28½ inches; t ail, 7t inches.

Considerable variations are presented. by this species. Thus in four .
specimens (Cat. Nos. 4673, 4470, 14064, 17175) a narrow brown band
extends along the fourth row of scales, in addition to the usual one on
each side of the median line. In Oat. Nos. 4470, 2082 the superior
stripe is partially broken into spots. In Cat. No. 9001 the bands are
obsolete, being represented by blackish shades at the bases of the
scales. Several specimens (Cat. :Nos. 2082, 9101, 5347, 12638, 13811,
16339) have a smalf loreal below the usual one. In five (Cat. Nos. 2082,
44 70, 9101, 13811, 16339) a second inferior ocular is formed from the summit of -the fourth superior labial plate, so that the fifth only enters the
orbit. On a specimen of this kind was proposed thePhimothyra hexalepis,
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which has also wider brown dorsal stripes than any other individual.
In Cat. Nos. 13811, 16339, and 17175 there are nine superior labials.
The S. bairdi resembles this species considerably, but has the rostral
plate much narrower, and with more closely appressed edges, quite as
the . m,exicana. One or more of the temporal scales of the inferior
row is larger than in the S. grahamire. The colors are darker. Tbe
. mexicana is a larger species than either of the others, and its genera]
appearance is a mixture of the Zamenis treniatits and the Z. flagelliformis.
The head -i longer and flatter than the other species, and the temporal
cale are in four vertical rows: the upper row larger.
The Salvadora grahami.re ranges from Guyamas, Sonora (Cragin),
Batopilas, Chihuahua (Wilkinson), and Cape St. Lucas (Xantus), on the
outh, to Cottonwood Canyon, Utah, on the north. The locality given on
tb authority of Yarrow,'' Ogden, Utah," in the following list, requires
nfirmation, as it is much further north than it is to be looked for.
Salvadora g1·ahamire Baird and Girard .

.,

I

Number
ahuoguo of speoio.
mens.

Locality.

When collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

2080

1 Presidio del Norte ........•......••...... Col. J. D. Graham,U. S. A Alcoholic

2081
2082
4673

tygi_l Sonora, Mexico ............................... do...................
1 ..... do .......... .............................. do... .... ....... ... . .
do.
1 Fort Buchanan, Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U.S. A Alcoholic.

4960
1767
4470
7894

~

1
1

8424
5347

2
1

9101
8605
10716
10198

1

1
1
1

~~~~n!;.uT!; J:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::H.B.
::::::Mollhausen........
:::::::::::::::::::

Mohave Village, Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Whipple, Arizona ..................
outboast .Arizona........ Oct. - , 187a
Cape t. Lucas, L. Cali- ...............
forufa.
Cottonwood Caiion, Utah.
-, 1871
Fort Crai~, New Mexico .. -, 1874
Ogden, Utah .............. -, 1878
White River Canon, Ari- -, 1879
zona.
Indianola, Texas . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
La Paz, L. California .... .. Feb.-, 1882
..... do .................... Feb.-, 1882

~~:

E. Palmer...............
H. W. Henshaw.........

John Xantus...... .... ..

do.
do.
do.
do.

John Kohler ........... .
Dr. G. W.Boughter .... .
Davis ................. ..
Dr. R. T. Burr .......... .

do.
do.
do.
do.

Col. J. D. Graham, U.S. A
L. Belding .........•.....

do.
do.

1392
12637
12638

1

10198
13811
16339

1 White River, Arizona .... -, 1879 Dr. R. T. Burr .......... . Alcoholic.
1 San Diego, California ................... . Rosa Smith ............ .
do.
1 ..... do ............. ................... ... C.R. Orcutt ............ .
do.

17175

1 Catoerou County, Texas ................. p[1_JL·.·.r·o·u··y·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_·_·_·_·_
1 N oga,les, Arizona ....................... .

14_004

. ;;

3
1

..

Locality.

o.

..... do .................. . Alcoholic,

junior.

When From whom
collected. received.

Remarks.

180.50
18060

Argus Range, bepberd Canon, C'alifornia .. Apr. 2G Fisher ....
Argus_ Range, Manturango i:lpring, Cali- May 2 ..... <lo ....
fornia.
18061 Amargosa .Borax Works, California_. ....... Mar. 16 Palmer ... 1,000 feet above Aruargosa River.
18062 Virgin River, near Bunkervme, evada .... May 8 Merriam ..
atalogu

Locality.

.L,.0.

Fort Huachuca, Arizona. ................................ .'.. .
20565
6
22201
17064
£ri~~~~
1714'
17506 Mesa we t of Tucson Ranp:e, Arizona .. .................... .
22327
uinlan Cr ek, Kerrville Texas ............................ .
16339 Valley de los Via.gas, San Die o Coun y, California .. ...... .

17792-3

F~t.::a~ri:, 1.rtz~~~~~-::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

c~::[~~

?.~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

From whom received .
Wilcox.
Mearns.
Fisher.
C. K. Worthen .
0

t·e~b~it 13~own.
Hy. Caudliu.
C.R. Orcutt.
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PHYLLORHYNCHUS Stejneger.
Phyllorhynchus STEJNEGER, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p. 151.

Head slightly distinct, short; tail short; palatine teeth present;
rlentition diacranterian; ro~tral plate greatly enlarged, with free lateral
borders, and produced backward so as to separate the supranasals
entirely; anal undivided; no scale pjts; pupil vertical; two nasals;
loreal present; supralabials not in contact with orbit; one pair of
geneials only.
.
This genus is a curious example of those snake~ in which the rostral
shows a most extraordinary development. In tbe present instance this
shield resemples a thick leaf loosely attached to the front of the snout
and turned over on top of the muzzle. It approaches very closely the
I;ytorhynchus Peters of the desert regions of North Africa and India,
differing only in the greater posterior prolongation of the rostral shield.
Two species are known, both from the Sonoran region. They differ as
follows:
Scales keeled on posterior two-thirds of body; tail one-eighth of total length; about
fifteen dorsal and no lateral spots ........................... Ph. browni Stejneger.
Scales all smooth; tail shorter, about one twelfth the length; about thirty dorsal
spots and one or two rows of lateral spots ........... ____ •••• Ph. ·aecurtatus Cope.
PHYLLORHYNCHUS BROWN! Stejneger.

,

Phyllorynchus browni STEJNEGER, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p. 152.
Lytorhynchus browni BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 417.

Scales distinctly keeled on the posterior two-thirds of the body, in
nineteen rows; four loreals; _labials, six and nine; gasterosteges, one

Fig.184.
PHYLLORHYNCHUS BROWN! STEJNEGER,

X 1.5.
Tucson, Arizona.
Cat. No. 1571 9, U.S.N.M.

hundred and fifty-nine; anal entire; urosteges, thirty-one, divided; tail
about one-eighth of total length; upper surface with about fifteen
saddle-shaped brownish blotches on back and tail; no lateral spots.
Rostral very prominent and broad, recurved on the top of the snout so
as to separate the supranasals entirely and the prefrontals partially,
with free lateral edges which are rather sharp and thin; lower side of
rostral deeply concave; two prefrontals; frontal large, hexagonal, as
broad as long; parietals scarcely longer than frontal, their width equaling their length; at their posterior border a broad but very short shield
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with a median groove in continuation of the interparietal suture; nostril large, opening between the two large nasals and overhung by the
prominent lower edge of the supranasal; the loreal proper high and
narrow, urmounted by a small supraloreal which joins the supranasal,
the upper preorbitals, and the prefronta1s, being a detached portion of
the latter; between the loreal proper and the supra1abials two small
sublorea1 ; three preoculars, upper largest and not in contact with the
frontal; two suboculars; four postoculars; three anterior temporals,
upper largest; six supralabials, the two posterior largest ( ou the left
id.e a Barrow portion of the last is divided off anteriorly by a vertical
·uture not shown in the figure), none in contact with orbit; nine infralabial , the fir t five largest; mental triangular, with two well-defined
oncaviti on the anterior border; only one pair of large, broad geneial
shield , with a straight anterior border joined in its whole length by
the po t rior border of the first infralabials, the lower border of the
c nd infralabial only meeting the lateral border of the geneial; a
mall cale wedged in between the geneial and the fourth and fifth
infral, bial probably represents the second pair of geneials. Scales

Fig.ls.5.
PHYLLORHYNCIIUS BROWN! 8TEJNEGER.

X 2.

n arly equal, in nineteen rows, those on the anterior third of the body
n ady mootll, but becoming gradually more distinctly keeled posterirly; ga tero teges, one hundred and fifty-nine; anal entire; urosteges,
thirty-one pair . Tail rather blunt.
Dim,en ·ions.-Totatlengtb, 32G mm.; length of tail from anus, 42 mm.;
proportion o( tail to total length ·= 1: 7.75.
·
oloration (in alcohol).-White, with :fifteen "seal brown" blotches
n the back from head to tip of tail, becoming pale posteriorly; the
.fir t of the e blotche., which begins three scale rows behind the parietal i of a uniform dark color, rather long and nearly hourglass-shaped,
it. anterior border being concave, and the antero-lateral corners produ d to be angle of tbe mouth, and nearly meeting the po terior ends
of br acl line of dark color which runs from the upper posterior labials
on one ide through the eye aero the interorbital space down to the .
binder labial rt the other id ; the other blotches are more or less
quare with round d corner , the middle portion being lighter-the
dark color only "powd red" over tbe white ground-with dark borders.
The anterior and po terior border wider than the lateral ones, the
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white interspaces faintly "powdered~, with brown on the sides; hinder
suprala.bials with the posterior margin dark brown; lower surface uni- ·
form white.
This species differs in many important points from the previously
described Ph. decurtatus, from Lower California. It is of stouter build·,
with a proportionately longer tail; the dorsal scales are decidedly keeled
on the posterior two•thirds of the body, while in Ph. decurtatus they
are all smooth; the number of gasterosteges is larger and tbe urosteges ·
fewer; in Ph; decurtatus the rostral seems to be thicker, and the shields
on the sides of the face are fewer; :finally, the coloration is very different, Ph. browni having only :fifteen dorsal blotches and no lateral spots,
against double the number of dorsal blotches and very pronounced
lateral spots in Ph. decurtatus.
Phyllorhynchus browni Stejneger.
Catalogue N1;1mber
No.
i~~~~~·
15719
19258

Locality .

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 Tucson, Arizona..... . ...... Herbert Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
1 ..... do ....•........••............ do.............. . .......
do.

PHYLLORHYNCHUS DECURTATUS Cope.

Phyllorhynchus decurtatus STEJNEGER, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p.154.
Phimothyra decurtata COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 310; Bull. U.S.
Nat. Mus., No. 1 (1875), pp. 38, 92,-YARROW, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24
(1885), pp. 15, 99.
Salvadora decurtata GARMAN, N. Am. Serp. (1883), pp. 39, 145; Bull. Essex Inst.,
XVI, 1884, p. 25.-COPE, Bull. TT. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32 (1887), p. 72.-BOCOURT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., Pt. 11 (1888), p. 663.
Lytorh!Jnchus decurtatus BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 417.

Scales smooth throughout, in nineteen rows; 2-3 loreals; labials six
and nine; gastrosteges 172-177, anal entire; urosteges 26-27, dlvided;

Fig.186.
PHYLLORHYNCHUS DECURT.A'l'US COPE.

X 1.5.

L a Paz, Lower California.
Cat. No. 1263Q, U. S.N .M.

tail about one.eleventh of total length; upper surface with about thirty
"ampliicreolus" brown blotches on back and tail, alternating with a
more or less double series of smaller spots of same color 011 the sides.
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Rostral as in Ph. browni, but apparently thicker and not produced
quite so far backward, as its posterior apex only just touches the suture
of the prefrontals; under side of free 1ateral border of rostral very distinctly folded transversely; two prefrontals; frontal hexagonal, longer
than broad; parietals as long as frontal and as long as broad; no Rhielcl
behind parietals; nostril and nasals as in Ph. browni; loreal rather
large, joining the prefrontal above, and meeting (on the right side) the
second supralabial and a ra.ther large subioreal below, which is wedged
in between third and fourth supralabials, while on the left the upper
portion of second supralabial is cut off so ~s to form a small second
subloreal; three preoculars as in Ph. browni; two suboculars; three
po toculars; two anterior temporals, on right side upper smallest, on
left lower smallest; six supralabials, three posterior largest; infralabials
and geneials as in Ph. browni; scales smooth, slightly decreasing in
size toward the middle of the back, in nineteen rows; gastrosteges
one hundred and seventy-seven; anal entire; urosteges twenty-six
pairs.
Dimensions.-Total length, 350 mm.; length of tail from anus, 29 mm.;
proportion of tail to total length=l: 12.
Coloration (in aZcohoZ).-Ground color whitish, with about thirty-two
"chocolate brown" blotches on the back from neck to tip of tail; shape
and ize more or less irregular, but usually more or less concave in front
and behind, pale in the middle, the brown color being merely sprinkled
ver the white ground; on the sides a row of smaller brown spots, two
r three cales large, in a more or less double series, and, as a rule, alterDe tiug with the dorsal blotches; on the head a broad line from above
a ·h angle of the mouth running upward and forward through the eyes
and meeting on the prefrontals; a few irregular spots on posterior porti n of frontal, on parietals and anterior portion of neck, as -well as on
ome f the supralabials; lower surface unspotted.
hf! above de cription is derived from the typical specimen, which
wa: brought from the northern part of Lower California by Mr. William
M.
bb and i preserved in the museum of the Academy of Natural
·ien e of Philadelphia.
nother pecimen i in the United States National Museum (Cat.
. L6 9), and was collected by Mr. L. Belding at La Paz, near the
ou h rn xtremity of the peninsula. According to Stejneger this spei, en a 0 -re with the type in all essential point~. The scutel]ation is
id nti al with tbe right side of the type (one subloreal only), except
th t th r ar three anterior temporal , lower largest; gastrosteges one
hundred and ev nty-two; urostege twenty-seven pairs.
imen ions.-Total length, 300 mm.; tail from anus, 28 mm.; proportion of tail to total length=l: 10.7.
The oloration i also quite imilar, the number of <l.orsal blotches
b ing twenty-nine.
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COL UBER Linnreus.
Coluber LINNJE;US, Systema Naturre, 12th ed., p. 375.-Born, Isis von Oken, 1827,
p. 209.-GONTHER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 87.-COPE, Check-list N.
Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, p. 390.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 24.
Calopeltis BONAPARTE, Mem. Real. Acad. Torino (2), II, 1840, p. 431.
Scotophis BAIR-D and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serpents, 1853, p. 73.
Nat1·ix COPE from LAURENTI, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1862, p. 338; Cat. Batr.
Rept. Centr.-Amer. Mex., 1887, pp. 56-71.

0olubrid snakes with equal teeth, subcylindric body, and two rows
of caudal scutelhe. The pupil round; the rostral and nine sup~rior
cephalic shields normal; two nasals and one preocular plates. Two
pairs of geneials; scales of the body with two apical pits, keeled or
rarely, smooth. Preanal shield divided.
This genus em braces a number of species of the northern temperate
regions of the world. Six species belong to Eurasia and ten to North
America. Three others extend to within the tropics of Mexico and
Central America.
The pr:oper application of the Linnman generic name Coluber only
appears after considerable criticism of the work of the earlier writers
on reptiles. The first author to use the name after Linnmus was Laurenti, in 1768, in his Specimen Synopsis Reptilium, published at Vienna.
He includes in it ten species, of which eight can be determined. Of
these, three are Viperidm, one is a crotalid, and four are harmless snakes.
All of the venomous and three of the harmless species bear Linnman
names, and all of them are m·embers of the Linnman genus Ooluber. It
remains to be determined for which of these types the name Ooluber of
Laui::enti must be retained. The evidence is furnished by the author in
the following foot-note attached to the generic character:
Colnbri venenati absque ulla injuria accepta ferocissime irruunt in hominem.

In the opinion of Laurenti the Colubri were poisonous, and this was
probably due to the fact that tpe only species of his list with which be
was acquainted by actual observation were the Europ·ean vipers he included in it. The poisonous species are then the types of the Coluber
of Laurenti.
The next author to use the name Coluber was Treviranus. 1 He indicated but one species, 0. natrix. As this species is the type of the
Natrix of Laurenti of 1798, it can not be used in that connection.
Oppel, in his work on Reptilia published in 1811, gave the following
species under the genus Ooluber:
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

melanocephala Linnreus.
cursor.
cesculapii Gmelin, Linnreus, 17e8.
canus Linnre ns.
viperinus Linnreus.
1

C. natrix Linnreus.
C. mycterizans Linn::eus.
, C. ibiboca.
0. cyaneus Linnreus.
C. carinatus Linnmus.

Biologie ad Philosophie <1. Natnr, G-ot tingen, 1802.
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Of these species the 0. cursor and 0. ibiboca are not Linnrean, and the
0. viperinus and 0. natrix belong to a genus which bad been already
e tablished, the Natrix of Laurenti. We are therefore.restricted to six'
species in our search for the type of the genus Ooluber. They received
generic names at the following dates:
0. melanocephalaj Tantilla Baird and Girard, 1853.
C. mswlapiij Ooluber Gunther, 1858.
0. canusj Pseudaspis Cope, 1864.
0. mycterizansj Passerita Gray, 1825.
0. cyaneusj unidentified.
0. carinatusj Hm-petud1·yas Boie, 1826.

Gunther in 1858 selected the 0. cesculapii as the type of Coluber, and
to this species that generic name must be applied.
Mr. Garman, of Cambridge, has followed Dumeril in using the name
0oluber for the 0. constrictor Linnreus. The way in which this conclusion has been reached is as follows:
The first author whom we have to consider is Fitzinger, whose Neue
Ola sification der Reptilien appeared in June, 1826, in Vienna. Seventy-one species of 0oluber are enumerated in this work (page 57), of
which only twenty-two are of Linnrean origin, and to these we must
th refore confine our attention. In the following list of them the names
of the genera to which these species were suc~essivelyrefer.red is given,
and the date of each:
0. minervre (unidentified).
0. typhlus, Opheomorphus Cope, 1862; Xenodon Boie and Schlegel, 1837.
O. cyaneus Linnrous (unidentified).
', constrictor, Bascaniuni Baird and Giraru, 1853 .
. salur11inus, Herpetodryas Boie, 1826.
C. 1·eginw, Liophis Wagler, 1830 •
. milinriB (unidentified) .
. cobella, Opheornorphus Cope, 1862; Liophis Wagler, 1830 .
. rhombeatiis, Psammophylax Wagler, 1830.
. <lomesticus, the same as
. hippocrepis, Zamenis Wagler, 1830.
_ ,
. lineatus, Lygop'his Cope, 1862; Dromicus Bibron, 1853.
C. petlwla, Oxyrrhopus WalTler, 1830.
. ittat1is, Tropidonotns Kuhl, 1826 .
. a:s tivus, IL rpetodryas Wagler; Dumeril and Bibron, 1853 .
. scaber, Dasypeltis Wagler, 1830.
0 . orclinatus, E1itc.enia Baird and Girard, 1853; Tropidonotus Kuhl, 1826 .
. st1·iat1ilus, IIaldea Baird and Girard, 1853 .
. natriJ', Tropidonotus Kuhl, 1826 .
. stolatus, ..tl.mphiesma Dumcril, 1853; Tropidonotus Kuhl, 1826.
'. saurila, Eutcenia Be ird and Girard, 1853; Tropidonotus Kuhl, 1826 .
. fasliatus, Tropidonotus Kuhl, 1826.

The lat t d te only ca?- be con idered in tbis connectioJ?,, since the
name of genera are retained in accordance with the priority of elate
of ea-0h. Th late. t date at which pecies of this restricted division
0oluber are referred to other gen er,. i 1853. In that ye::n- four of them
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were referred to genera distinct from 0oluber, and of these genera three
were newly established. These three are Bascanium Baird and Girard,
Dromicus Bibron, and Haldea Baird and Girard. Now Dumeril, who
published the prodromous of his classification of the serpents in 1833;
expressly retains the name 0oluber for the 0. constrictor of Linmeus,
type of Bascanium. But as the 0. constrictor is not included in the
Oppelian genus 0oluber of 1811, it can not be considered here at all.
Shortly after the appearance of the work of Fitzinger, Boie furnished
a synopsis of bis systematic work on reptiles. 1 He gives a list of
thirty-five species of the genus 0oluber, of which only six are Linmean.
Of these but · three appear in tile list from Fitzinger, given above.
These are 0. cyaneus, 0. hippocrepis, and 0. constrictor, thus restricting ,,
the name to the 0. constrictor.
Soon after, however, Boie gave a list of the genera of snakes, ~ith a .
typical species for each. 2 Here he cites the 0. elaphis (Elaphis quaterradiatus Gmelin, Dumeril and Bibron) of Europe as the type, and adds
"u. v. a," meaning, und viel andere-species belonging to the genus.
What these other species are may be derived from a perusal of a previous paper by Boie,3 where he describes three closely allied species
from Japan, the whole belonging to the genus Elaphis of Dumeril and
Bibron, and one of them ( 0oluber conspicillat1ts) being a member of the
genus 0oluber of Gunther. Dr. Gunther has regarded this reference
as an indication of the meaning of Boie in his use of the name 0oluber,
and this determination must stand on the ground of previous determination by Oppel.
The North .American species are of inoffensive habits, but are
destructive to birds and mammals. Some of them reach considerable
dimension ~, but they are exceeded in this respect by some of the species
of the allied genus Spilotes. The 0. guttatus and 0. rosaceus are of
brilliant colors.
The North .American species are closely allied, and form gradations
of characters which must be carefully estimated in order to learn the
definitions. It is not difficult to distinguish the 0. vulpinus, 0. guttatus,
and 0. emoryi, but the group of which the 0. spiloides is the type is
more difficult to unravel. It embraces that species, 0. con.finis, 0. quadrivittatus, 0. obsoletu,s, 0. frenatus, and 0. lcetus. .All the North .American species (except possibly 0. con.finis, of which but one specimen is
known) have twenty-seven rows of scales, some species ( 0. vulpinus)
varying to twenty-five, and others ( 0. emoryi) varying to twenty-nine.
'rhe most important characters are the number of rows of scales which
are keeled, and the length of the tail, as indicated by the number of
urosteges. The coloration has a typical value, but displays_ many
transitions, especially in tbe spiloides group.
1

-

Bulletin des Sciences Nature11es, edited by Fcrussac, IX, 1826, p. 237.
Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 982.
3 Idem, p; 209.
2

•
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I pre ent a synopsis of the principal characters in the following
table. The neotropical pecie are included in it.
I. One plate in the first row of temporals. Scales in 25 rows, 11 keeled; caudal
scutellm . Head not banded; belly p artly spotted; brown spotted
above ................................... 0. conjinis Baird and Girard.
II. Two plates in the first row of temporals.
a . Parietal plate shorter than muzzle, measured from front of frontal plate.
About nine row. of keel d scales; caudal scutellre not over 68; bead not
banded; above with rounded black spots; belly tessellated with
black .................................. 0. vulpinus Baird and Girard.
a a. Pari tal plate longer than or equal muzzle.
/3. Eight superior labials.
cales smooth; head not banded; belly not spotted; above with wide
red spots, which are crossed by four longitudinal bands.
C. 1·osaceus Cope.
Five rows of scales weakly keeled; scutellre not exceeding 71; above
with angular red spots; head banded; belly tesselated.
C. guttat·us Linnams.
About 13 rows of keeled scales; scutellre not exceeding 102; above with
four longitudinal band , the median pair often connected by spots;
head not banded; belly pale, obscurely clouded.
C. quadrivittatns Holbrook.
Keeled row 7 to 11; scutellre not over 96; above with brown spots
angular anteriorly; elongated spots on sides; head not banded in
adult; belly clouded ................ C. spiloides Dumeril and Bibron.
Keeled rows 17; scutellre not above 92; above black or brown, without
or with darker spots; head not banded; belly very darkly clouded.
C. obsoletus Say.
f3 (3. Ninr superior labials.
Five rows of scales keeled; scutellre 99; postgeneials transversely
divided; above with narrow transverse spots, below .clouded; prefrontal and postorbital headbands ................. C. bairdii Yarrow.
III. Three plates in first row of temporals. Keeled rows 15; scntelli:e 77; dorsa~
spots 29, longer; parietal and prefrontal headbands obscure; no postocular band;
belly clouded ........................ . ................ C. lc.etus Baird and Girard.
cales smooth; scutelhe 78; dorsal spots shorter, 33-45; headbands, with postocular distinct; belly tesselated .................. C. emoryi Baird and Girard
cale in 27-29 rowA; nine superior labials; dorsal and lateral spots large and
lose together, not becoming obsolete; head red above with light postocular
band, and spot on nape .................................. C.flavirufus Cope. 1
cal s in 31-33 rows; eight other labials; dorsal and lateral spots smaller and
separated ; thr e bands behind frontal region, all markings disappearing at
maturity ....... ..... ...............................••..... C. mutabilis Cope. 2
I . Four plates in first row of temporals.
cales in 3- rows; two or three loreals; eight upper labials; dorsal and lateral
spot smaller,_separated; three longitudinal bands from frontal region.
C. triaspis Cope.~

.A. regard the characters above enumerated, I will remark that in
a ingle pecimen of the 0. spiloides there is a rudimental third temporal in the fir t row on ea h side,- one of which is intercalated between
the wo po toculars. In some specimens of 0. guttatus ~ere are no
1

2
3

Colnber jl.avirufuB Cope, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 219; Mexico.
Coluber 11udabiliB, 'ope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., l884, p.175; Mexico and Guatemala.
oluber triaspis, Cope, Proc. Acatl. at. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 128; Belize.
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keels on any of the dorsal series of scales, and in one of 0. emoryi a
few dorsal rows have faint traces of keels. In a specimen of @. obsoletus (Cat. No. 5503) there are but sixty urosteges, the smallest number
known in any otber individual being seventy-four. This is abnormal.
The young of the 0. quadrivittatus are strongly spotted, and closely
resemble t_he 0. spiloides, as is also the case with the young of the 0.
guttatus. In the young of 0. emoryi there are seldom more than two
· scuta in the first row of temporals, the division into three being accom_,,,.-:::s::::;:,<:::?"'r:::::=r-plished at a later stage
of growth. The general
result of these facts is
that the 0. spUoides is
the primitive type from
which the other species
have been' derived, some
by one modification,
some by another.
Gunther retained the
LinnIBan .name Ooluber
for this genus, as be
was compelled to do in
view of the use of it by
his predecessors Boie
and Fleming.
COLUBER CONFINIS
Baird and Girard.
\

Coluber

con.finis

Co P E,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
xv, 1892, p. 631, 2.
Cofober lcetus BOULENGER,

Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
II, 1894, p. 49.
Scopophis con.finis BAIRD

and GIRARD, Cat. N.
Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 76.

Head short, wide, muzzle narrow. Rostral
plate narrow, slightly
prejecting, little visible
from above. Internasals much smaller than
prefrontals. Frontal longer than wide. Parietals large, longer than
muzzle fro~ frontal plate, truncate posteriorly. Loreal smaller tbau in
other species, lougitudinal. Preocular low, not reaching frontal.
Superciliary not much narrowed anteriorly; postoculars two, subequal. _Temporals larger than scales succeeding them, in three rows

3

REP RT 0

.ATIO

L

ro. E

f, l 9 .

on one id , and 12, -3 on th oth r. The first is a
wid plat an di 'erent in fi rm fr m what i f, nnd in the other species
h r le rib d. La t uperi r labial large, n ady a high a: the eventli,
and littl le el vat d th, n the sixth.
o tgeueial smaller than preg n ial ' .
cal in twenty-five row , rather wide, th first row wider
than th th r ; ele en m dian row k eled, mo tly quite distinctly.
round color (in al ohol) light yelJowi b, cro ed above by thirty subquadrat bro n s1 t , which have in some place very slight traices of
a bla k bord r ~nteriorly and po teriorly. The pots are wider than
l ng, ex ·ept the anterior four pot , which are louger than wide. There
i • i:; ri of r uncled brown . pot" on the ides alternating with these,
of whi h th anterior form are longer than deep, the first forming a
hort band.
very ob cure eries of , pots on the ends of the gastrot
alternate with the lateral spots. Towar<.l the posterior part of
the l> Uy the e become confluent, forming a dusky band on the upturned
extremiti s of the ga tro tege , as in the 0. obsoletus, and they form two
parallel band on the under side of the tail, a character more or less
i ible in other pecie . The nuchal dorsal spot sends anteriorly and
p t ri rly from it augl s short bauds, the anterior not reachiug the
pari tal plate. There are no markings on any part of the head, which
i fa uniform yellowi h gray above, and cream color below and on tlie
up rior border of the mouth.
When the ·kin of the upper urfaces is stretched, the· dark color of
tb p t i eeu not to cover the entire surface of each scale, forming
l no-itudinal tripe , which are di 'tinctly indicated in the spaces
between the pot .
'at. o. 762; ga trosteges, 243+1; urosteges,( f); scales, 25; total length, 1114 mm.;
tail, ( Y).

Thi pecie resembles in color: characters tbe 0. spiloides, but is in
it
utellation different from any other American species. The contract d muzzle with small rostral plate, and the very small loreal,
togetb r with the large temporals, are especial characters.
It i not ab olutely certain that this is the 0. confinis of Baird and
Girard, the type pecimen of which I have not been able to :find. The
de crtption of tho e author agrees with it in the number of rows of
ale , and doe not differ in any important respect from it. It was
taken at Anderson, outh Caroliua.
oluber confinis Baird and Girard.
Catalog ue
• -o.
762

T~mh .r

0~111::11

I

Locality .

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen .

Mississippi._ ..... _......... ?••• _••.• ____ ____ .... ___ . ____ .Alcoholic.
Dr. D. W. Prentiss_ .. _..... _
ana.

15338 - - . - ....• _ Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisi-
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COLUBER VULPINUS Baird and Girard.

Coluber vulpinus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.-'-BOULENGER,
Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 49.
Scotopllis 1,ulpinus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Am. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 75. ,
Elaphis rubriceps DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 270.

Internasals much smaller than prefrontals. Rostral broad. Parietals
broad, rather short, longer than the frontal shorter than the muzzle
anterior to the front;i,l plate. Eyes center over the junction of the
fourth and fifth labials. Upper labials eight, penultimate one the
largest, last somewhat smaller; lower ten, sixth the largest. .Anteriorly
the· first three or four rows of scales are smooth, then they are obso-

Fi g .188.
COLUBER VULPINUS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

=1.

Racine, Wisconsin.
Cat. No, 7269, U.S .N.M.

letely carinated,. then more so toward the back, although everywhere
moderately so. Gastrosteges and urosteges less numerous than in the
other .American species.
Ground color above light-brown. .A series of broad transverse quadrate chocolate blotches extending from head to tail, about sixty iu number, forty-four to anus. The first spot anteriorly is divided into two on
the nape, and occasionally the blotches anteriorly are irregular, oblique,
and varymg in size. This occurs, however, only on the anterior fifth
of the body, behind which the intervals between the blotches are rectilinear, nearly equal, and about one and a half scales in _length. The
blotches are generally embraced between the fifth or sixth rows on
each side, and are three to four scales long. The sides of the blotches
are not linear, but obtuse-angled. On each side is a series of smaller
rounded blotches ou the 3d to 7th rows similar in color to those on the
back, and like them with a black border, sometimes more or less interrupted. Another series of subquadrate black blotches, about the same
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ize a the la t, is visible on the edge of the abdomen, sometimes involving the first and econd rows of scales; these are opposite to the dorsal
blotches. Rest of the abdomen yellowish-wliite, with alternating quadrate blotche of black. The brown color becomes lighter on the sides.
A second much larger specimen from Michigan has the ground color
a yellowish-urown, and there is a black streak from the eye to the angle
of the mouth; a econd vertical stripe under the eye. The spots on
the back are only about forty-five, of which thirteen belong to the tail.
Thi i the most robust species of the genus, and it reaches as large
a ize a any. Every character is consistent. The head is short, the
parietal plate are short, the body is short, the tail is short, aud the
pot are short relatively to the other species of the genus.
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
1nm.

Cat.Nos.

1570 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
1620 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1727 .... ······ ...........................
72G9 ....................................•

205 + 1.
196 + 1.
208+ 1.
217 + 1.

68.
66.
55.
58. '

27.
25.
27.
27.

1210

205

Thi pecie is distributed over the northwest of the eastern district,
not being known from east of Illinois or south of the mouth of the
Ii ouri River.
Examination of the type specimen of the Elaphis rubriceps Dumeril
aucl Bibron hows that it belongs to the 0. vulpinus.
Coluber vulpirms Baird and Girai·d.
Catn_Iogu ofumber
epeci•
0
•
•
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - 1 - - - - -1
1570
7269
2324
1727
1729
0013
0027
9013
10759

1

Grosseisland,Michigan ................. Rev.C.Fox: ..•..•....... Alcoholic
type.
do.
do.
do.

Racine, Wisconsin ........ . ......................•......•..........
Rock Island, Illinois...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . ......... .
Fort Snelling, Minnesota ......... ·:..... DA.Geo. Suckley, U. S.

1 ..... do ................................... . ........................ .
do.
1 Webster City, Iowa....... - , 1878 Charles Aldrich .. .. . ... . Alcoholic.
do.
1 .... . do .. . ................. -,1878 ..... do .................. .

~ .di:~~-::::::::::::::::::::

·=-.·.:·.:~'.~. ·: : .~~:: : :: ::::::::·. :

do.
do.

Pr f. 0. P. Hay 1 writes of this species as follows:
The fox nake app ars to be moderately common in some localities. It is often
kuown as the "pilot snake," and is supposed to have some mysterious connection
with the rattle nake. It is a wholly innocent snake, although it seems a little
inclined to be pugnacion . Dr. uckley 2 states that one of these snakes was brought
to him alive at Fort nelling, Minnesota.. When provoked it showed its irritation
l y vibrating the tip of it slender tail, which, when striking a crumpled leaf or any
other mall object, would produce a well-marked rattling noise, very similar to that
mad by the rattlesnake under the same circumstances. Other observers make
mention of the same habit.
Ir. Robert Ridgway, of the mithsonian In. titution, writes me that, while hunting near fount Carmel, Illinois, he came upon a, fox snake over six feet in length.
It imm diately showed a disposition to fight, ::i.nd Mr. Ridgway says it was the most
' Batra.chi ans and Reptiles of Indiana, ev nteenth Ann. Rept. State Geol. Indiana,
1892, p. 499.
2
Pacific R.R. urv., XII, Pt. 2, p. 300.
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viciously disposed snake that he had ever seen. An examination of the stomach
showed that jt bad just swallowed a half-grown rabbit. Its disposition appears to
be in strong contrast to that of C. o1Jsoletus, which, so far as I have been able to learn,
is very gentle.
These snakes, being wholly harmless anu subsisting on vermin of various kinds,
ought to receive the protection of the farmer.
COLUBER GUTTATUS Linnreus.

Co luber gutta,tus LINNJEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 385.-GMELIN, Linn. Syst. Nat.,
13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1110.-DAUBURTON, Quadr. Ovip. Serp., p. 602.~
LACEPEDE, Quadr. Ovip. Serp., II, p. 329.-BONNATERRE, Ophiologie, p. 19.-,-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 363.-SCHLEGEL, Essai Phys.
Serp., 1837, p. 168.-HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., II, 1838, p. 109, pl. xxrv; 2d
ed., III, 1842, p. 65, pl. xrv.-G-ONTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. M_us., 1858, p.
89.-COPE, Ch.eck-liRt N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.-MERREM, Tentam.,
p. 99.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 39.
Scotophis guttatus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 78.
Elaphis guttatus DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 273.
Colnber compressns MERREM, Beitriige Naturges. Amphib., II, pl. 11.
Coluber carolinianus SHAW, Zool., III, p. 460, pl. 119.
Coluber maculatus LATREILLE, Hist. Nat. Rept., IV, p. 73.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1827, p. 360.
Coluber pantherinus MERREM, Tentam., p. 102.
Coluber floriddnus HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1827, p. 360.

Two plates in the first row of temporals; parietal plate longer than
muzzle measured from front of frontal plate. Scales in twenty-seven or
twenty-nine rows, only five rows of scales, and these weakly. Eight
superior labials, fourth and fifth entering orbit. Orbita.}s 1-2. Tail
short, the scutell::.e not exceeding seventy-one in number; gastrosteges
215 to 235.
Light reddish-brown, with angular brick-red spots above. Head
with brick-red bands arranged en chevron, the angle anterior, with
blackish borders. Below white, tessellated with black.
This handsome species is represented by two well-marked subspecies,
which differ as follows:
Scales in 27 rows; head bands present; dorsal spots narrower, extending over ten to
fifteen rows, and with one or two rows of lateral spots on each side .. C. g. guttatus.
Scales in 29 rows; head bands, excepting the postocular, wanting or rudimental;
dorsal spots wider, covering 19-21 rows of scales; nu lateral spots .. ,. C. g. sellatus.

This species ranges the Austroripariau region east of the Mississippi
River, and the Carolinian district of the Eastern, not, however, entering
New Jersey. The subspecjes 0. g. sellatus is restricted to Florida. It
is one of our most briiliantly colored species, and is of inoffensive manners. It is altogether terrestrial in its habits.
COLUBER GUTTATUS GUTTATUS 1 Linnreus.

Head elongated, outlines nearly straight, and tapering from the sides
of the occiput to the subtruncate snout. Frontal large, longer than
wide, pentagonal, with the lateral margins at a very slight angle with
1

N.A.T MUS

For synonymy see Colnber guttatus above .

98--53
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each other. Parietals rather narrow, longer than muzzle from frontal.
Eye moderate; center ra.ther in advance of junction of fourth and fifth
labials; orbit above the whole of these labials. Labials eight above,
penultimate the largest; eleven below.
Body elongated, little eompressed. Tail shorter than in any species,
except O. vulpinus. Carination very obsolete, visible only on the five
central rows, and there very indistinctly; not evident on the tail.
Scales rather large, triangular, pointed, the exterior row little if any
larger than the rest.
General color of body above light red, paler on the sides. Along the
back a series of dorsal blotches, about forty-five in number, thirty-two
from head to anus. These blotches anteriorly are longitudinally quadrate, gradually becoming transverse; in front they are concave before
and behind, and with the corners produced longitudinally; exteriorly
they are zigzag convex. The color of each blotch is a dark briok-red,

Fig. 189.
COLOBER GU'l'TATUS GUTTA1'US LINNlE OS.

= l.

Fort Morgan, Alabama.
Cat. No. 1600, U.S.N.M .

with a deep black margin hal( a scale wide. Exterior to the black is
, Ii ht r bade of the ground color. On each side of the dorsal series
i a

cond alternating one of smaller elongated blotches, similarly
on ti ut d a to color. A third opposite to the dorsal occurs on the
dg f tbe abdomen, and on the first to the fourth row of scales· in
thi the red i lighter, and the black is confined to a few scattered
al . The lateral blotches are more or less indistinct in places, and
frequently con flu nt with each other and the dorsal series. Posteriorly,
to h y are reduced more or less to tbe black marks in single scales.
lor b n ath yellowi h-white, with subq uadrangular blotches of black,
generally occupying· half of the inferior surface of the abdominal
utell,
Th ground color of the ide extends up on the forehead in tbe form
of a frontlet, which cro e theverti ·al at its anterior extremity, passes
backward along the top of the head, includin g the superciliaries and
ntside of occipital , cro ' e above the angle of tlle mouth, and runs
into the .·id of the neck. Thi i narrowly margined on both edges
01 •
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with black. A second frontlet across the front of the postfrontals,
narrower but similar, and bending down on each side to the anteorbital.
A similarly colored blotch on the commissure of the occipitals, widening behind and constituting a center to the dark-red space inclosed by
the large frontlet on the back of the neck; behind the one just mentioned is another rather larger, and the two are sometimes confluent.
A dark-red stripe is included between the two frontlets just described,
crossing the posterior part of the postfroutals, ·the upper end of the
anterior frontals, and through the eye, across the angle of the mouth
down the sides of the neck. Vertical edges of the upper and lower
labials black.
Specimens from Kemper County, Mississippi, much larger in size,
agree exactly in the pattern of coloration. The red is, however, more
or less effaced, probably by the aloohol. The blotches are light hazel,
and the interspaces light chocolate.
Smaller specimens from Georgia differ only in having the blotches
dark hazel, lighter centrally. The intervals are ash gray.
Gastrosteges.

Cat. Nos.

Urosteges.

+
+
+

67.
71.
70.
67.
64-.
66.

457 ... --·· .............•.• ··-·-· ..... . 218 1.
1600 ... - .............. - .• - .. - - - - - . - - - - - 213 1.
1612 .................. _.... _••. _. _. ___ _ !&21 1.
2359 ...... .. ... ·----· ··--·· ...... ------ 219+ 1.
8366 ................. ······ ........... . 230+ 1.
8799 .................................. . 227 1.

+

Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

27.
27.
~"
.:.,/,
27.
27.

790.

158.

Colube1· guttatus Linnreus.
~
Number
Catalogue of speci•
men s.
No.

1564

1

1612
2193
2359

1
1
1

•, 467
4732
1615
5508
1600
1621
4395
8799

~:~~ I
9693
i2018
457
9587
13688
11991
10588
0601
14830
16285
19484

~

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Kemper County, Missis• ...... . ...... .. D. C. Lloyd .............. A lcoholic.
sippi.
Somerville, North Carolina ...... .. .. . .. .. J.C. McNair .......... . .
do.
Roanoke, Virginia ... ..... ................ .. ........... . .......... .
do.
Madison, Virginfa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. W. A.. Hammond,
do.
0. S.A.
do.
do.
Indian River, FJorida ................................ . ..... ....... .
do.
Florida ...... . .................. .... ..... G. Wurdemann ...... . .. .
do.
Fort Morgan, Alabama .. . ...... . ... .. .. .. ......... ..... .......... .
do.
St. Simons Island, Geor gia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. C. B. Adams . ..... .
do.
Arkansas ....... .......... .. .... . ....... .. ...·.................. . .. .
do.
t,-ugusta, <3:eo~gi:1 -. : . . . . . . -, 1878 William Phillips ....... .
do.
.Varren, M1ss1ss1pp1. ............................. ..... ........... .
clo.
do.
Li:\~erida~arasota Bay, -, 1875 Prof. F. B. Meek ........ .

~~~~~~;y;~1i~!fJ;::: :: :: ::::::: :: ::::: :: :::::: ·.·.·.·.·.·.: :::::::::::::

Arlin gton, Florida........ May -, 1878
Mount Carmel, Illinois ... . Nov. -, 1881

G. Brown Goode . ....... .
L. M. Turner ........... .

.i;ii~-it~~~ .Fi~;icii: ::::::: ·.:..:..:..:. · -~,- is7s .. G.-B~·o·.;.;; G~~d~::: :::::.
Georgiana, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. Wittfield ......... .

5 ..... do ....................... . .. .............. do ...... . ........... .
1 Clearwater, Florida....... ,July 14, 1879 S. T. Walker ........ ... .
1 Arlington, Florida ..... . .. A.pr. -, 1878 G . Brown Goode .. ...... .

Georgiana, Florida ....................... William Wittfield ...... .
Wheaton, Montgomery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Zoological Park .. ...... .
Connty, Maryland.
U.S. Insane A sylum, Dis- ............... Dr. I. W. Blackburn . ... .
trict of Columbia.

do.
do.
do .
Cast.
Alcoholic .
do.
do.
do.

This species ranges over the southern half of the eastern district of
the United States, east of the Mississippi River. ·
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COLUBER GUTTATUS SELLATUS Cope.
'oluber gullati,s sellalns

UOPE,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 387.

'Ihis subspecie does not differ in any structural character from the
typical 0. guttatus guttatus, excepting that the scales are in twenty-nine
longitudinal rows. The value of this point is uncertain, as but three
specimens are known. The essential differences are seen in the color.
The headbands so conspicuous in the 0. g. guttatus are wanting here,
except the postocular, which is present, and is black-banded above
and below. The parietal baud is indicated by a black external border,
which extends to the edge of the parietal plate. It is further faintly
indicated by a shade, which joins that of the opposite side, on the front
of the frontal cutum. A. second character is seen fa the absence of
lateral spots on the body, their places being cl~ar pink or yellowish, like

Fig. 190.
Courn1m GUTTATUS SELLATUS COPE.

= 1.

Palatka, Florida.
Cat. No. 6507, U.S.N.M.

the round of the beJly. · The spaces between the dorsal spots and
tho e be w en the lateral clear spaces are gray dusted. The scales at
th superior dge of the lateral pale spots are sometimes black-bordered,
partially utlinino- a lateral spot. This is most distinct anteriorly, where
h bord r form interrupted longitudinal lines. The dorsal spots are
r d and have narrow errate black anterior and posterior borders. The
pot are wider than in the 0. g. guttatus, covering nineteen and twentyone Ion itndiual row of cale , while in the former they cover but from
t n to fifteen row of cale . The belly i tesselated with black spots,
a in . g. guttatu , each pot covering the external half of two or three
O'a tro t g .
d licate black line connect them external1y, running
long th angle f the ga trostege .
('i.t.

0 .

9692 - - - - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. 7. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gnstrost.eges.

237

+ 1.

231 + 1.

Urost.eges.

6J.

65.

Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

29.
29.

!118.

173.
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This subspecies inhabits the entire peninsula of Florida, along with the
typical one, which displays its full characters in the same region. The C.
g. sellatiis is evidently annectent to the C. rosaceus of southern Florida.
Coluber r;nttatus sellatus Cope.
Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.
9692
6507

14836

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

_, _______ ---'· - - - - - Arlington, Florida.... . . . . . . G. Brown Goode . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Palatka, Florida...... . . . . . . Dr. Bean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Cape Sable, Florida......... Lient. J. F. Moser......... . .
do.

COLUBER ROSACEUS Cope.

Co luber rosaceus COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 388, pl. xxxv1, fig. 3.
Coluber lcetus? B0ULENG1m, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 49.

Head oval, distinct from body. Rostral plate visible from above;
internasals much shorter thau prefrontals. ·Frontal wider than in

Fig, 191.
COLUBER ROSACEUR COPE.

= 1.
Key West,, Florida.
Cat. No, 14418, U.S.N.M.

allied species, as broad as it is long, with straight anterior border.
Parietals longer than muzzle from frontal plate. Loreal longer than·
high; preocular not reaching frontal, but separated by the very narrow anterior extremity of the superciliary. Temporals 2-3-4, the posterior small. Scales of body smooth, rather wide, the :first row a little
wider than the second. Postgeneials smaller than pregeneials, but
· distinct from gular scales. Gastrosteges bent up at the sides. Tail
probably long as in C. q·u adrivittatus, but the end is lost. The urosteges remaining number 47.
The ground color of the superior surfaces, in the rather fresh alcoholic specimen, is buff, each scale with a dusky band within and
parallel to the border, surrounding a buff center. This band may be
broken up into spots. The greater part of the superior surfaces is
occupied by a series of vermilion-tinted pink spots, which extend
across the back to within two or three scales of the gastrosteges, thus
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covering from twenty-one to twenty-three scales transversely. Their
length covers six scales everywhere, though as the scales are more
elongate anteriorly the spots are also more elongate. The lateral spots
of other species are represented by pale tracts continuous with the
light yellow of the belly, which alternate with the dorsal spots, extending to an apex on the fourth or fifth row. In other words the cross
bands of dusky ground-color bifurcate on the flanks, and terminate at
the extremities of the gastrosteges. Below their termini at the lateral
angle of the gastrosteges is a short longitudinal black bar or spot
crossing one or two gastrosteges. This represents the black line which
occupies a similar position in the 0. guttatus. At the anterior and
po terior parts of the body the dorsal spots have short serrate anterior
and posterior borders.
Four indistinct longitudinal bands traverse the length of the body
on the fourth and fifth and tenth and eleventh rows of scales on each
side. The inferior band is very obscure, especially anteriorly, and both
are less distinct on the true skin than on the epidermis.
.
The head is of a reddish color above; below, yellowish. A faint
du ky band extends across the temporal region and parts of the superciliary and frontal plates, meeting a corresponding one of the opposite
id . Thi represents the space between the bands of the 0. guttatus,
which consi t in this species of ground color only. Superior and post rior margin of upper labials obscurely dusky.
a.t. To.14418; gastrosteges, 239+ 1; urosteg,es, ( f); scales, 27; totallength, 970mm.

Thi· beautiful species is of considerable interest from the intermediat po ·ition it occupies between the 0. guttatus and the 0. quadri111ittat·u.s. The ab ence of keels of the scales and the dorsal color spots
ally it to.the former, and especially to the subspecies O. g. sellatus)· but
th ab en e of lateral and ventral spots and head bands and presence
of 1 ngitudinal tripes ally it to the latter. The width of the frontal
pl te i. al. o characteristic. It is a very handsome animal.
Coluber roBaceuB Cope.
Catalogu

LooaUty.

.1:"'o.

1441

1

I

F,om whom ,·oooivod.

Natn,o of epoo;m,n.

K ey W est , Florida ... .. . ... Henry Hemphill . .. ... ... _.. A.lcoholic.

COLUBER QUADRIVITTATUS Holbrook.
. Amer. Berpt., III, 1842, p. 89, pl. x x.-G"Nat.
1. nake Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 88.- OPE, Check-list N. Amer.
B atr. Rept., 1 r , p. 39.
oluber obBoletus Bo LENGER, part, Cat. nakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 50.
cotophiB quadrivittatuB BAIRD and IRARD, Cat. . Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 80
E laphiB quadri ittatus
:\IF.RIL and BrGRO , Erp. Gen. , VII, 1854, p. 265.

C'o luber quadri ittat uB liOLBR OK,
T HE R,

Body lender, tail very lender, ab ut the fifth of the total length.
Head ellipti al, w 11 distingui bed from the body by a · slender neck.

CROCODILIANS, LIZARDS, AND SNAKES.
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Eyes large. Frontal plate pentagonal, slightly concave on the sides,
equalling in length ihe commissure of the parie.tals. The lower portion
of the anterior orbital is uarrower than in S. lcetus. Loreal trapezoidal.
Two elongated and small temporal shields in the first row. Upper
labials eight, seventh largest; lower labials ten, fifth·largest. Rostral
hexagonal. Scales very thin, lozenge-shaped, in twenty-seven dorsal
rows. Slight traces of carination may be observed on the five or eight
medial rows. The outer row is composed of scales as high as long; in
the second row they are perceptibly larger than the remaining ones.
Ground-color above creamy yellow to brownish gray, with four longitudinal brown bands, covering each one entire row of scales and the
half of , the adjoining rows. The lateral bands thus extend along the

Fig.192.
COLUBER QUADRIVITTATUS HOLBROOK,

= 1.

.Arlington, Florida.
Cat. No. 9691, U.S.N.M.

third, fourth, and fifth rows, the fourth being tne one entirely covered.
The dorsal bands extend along the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth rows,
tbe eleventh being entirely covered. The space between the dorsal and
lateral band embraces four entire rows of scales, and the p.alf of the
adjoining ones. The dorsal space between the dorsal bands comprises
three entire rowR of 8cales and the half of the adjoining rows. The
abdomen, head, and tail beneath are light straw-color with obscure
traces of gray spots. On the removal of the epidermis the dark bands
disappear to a considerable extent, and then indistinct and obsolete
quadrate spots become visible on the sides, and on the back, the latter
occupying the space between the median pair of bands. The edges of
many of the scales are lighter.
These spots are distinct in young specimens, aud disappear with
advancing maturity.
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Oastrm,IE'J!P'-,

4709 . ...... ·............................
9691 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12626 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1597 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1594 ..................-..........• - . . . . .
64-06 . . . . . . . . . . .. _ .. _: . _...... - . . . . - . . . .
13778 ....... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

245
242
233
238
232
238
237

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

l rol'!teg.,,- .

100.

90.
94.
102.
93.
87.
86.

~1·11lvs.

25.
27.
27.
27.
27.
27.
27.

Length.

Tail.

m.m.
905.

mm.
245.

An instructive series of the young of this species was sent to the
U.S. ational Museum by William Wittfield from Georgiana, Brevard
County, Florida. They number nineteen specimens, and show how a
longitudinally banded snake is developed from a spotted one. Thepecimens may be divided into three lots, the ~rst including Cat.
os. 13650, 13652, 13668, 13669, 13678, 13689, 13696, and 13706. These
are the smaller specimens, the smallest measuring 325 mm., and the
largest 380 mm. The dorsal region is marked with brown spots on a
light groun<l, and there is a series of smaller spots alternating with
them on each side, with a trace of a second series of spots alternating
with the la ton the ends of the gastrosteges. The dorsal spots have
concave anterior and posterior borders, so that the a11gles of one spot
approximate tho e of the adjacent ones. There are forty-two spots
between the nape and vent. The angles of the nuchal spot are produced so as to form short bands, the anterior reaching to near the
pari tal scuta. There iH a narrow brown postocular band, and a narrow one aero the front on the posterior part of the prefrontal plates.
Th lateral pot of the body are elongate in front, the first forming a
1 ngitudinal line on the side of the neck. The gastrosteges are spott d at tho end , and the middle portions are clouded in some of the
p imen .
In thi tage these specimens are closely similar to the 0. spiloides,
e cept that the spots in the latter species are less numerous, ranging
from 0 to 35 on the body. They can not be distinguished by the
in r a d number of keeled rows of scales, as the keels are less evident
in the young than in the adult.
The econd et of specimens measure from 460 to 580 mm., and
mbra e at. o . 13646, 13657, 13681, 13703. Here the lateral angles
f th dor al pots are connected by a faint longitudinal i:;tripe, thus
formin he uperior pair of tripes of the adult; and the lateral pots
bow t,ra ·e of a imilar connection on the anterior part of the body.
'l'b mark 011 th head are pre ent a in the smaller Rpecimens, or they
are broken into pot or are nearly absent. The clouded marks of the
b Hy ar pre nt or ab ent.
The third t varies from 5 0 to 620 mm., and inclndes Cat. Nos.
1 5 13670, 13675, 13686 13691. Here the lateral tripe is fairly distinct and the bead and belly are jmmaculate. Trac~s of the dorsal
and lat ral pot may be di tin ·tly een.

a
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..A.seociated with these specimens from the same locality is a young
It displayed all the characters of the
adult, and does not vary in the direction of the 0. spiloides. as do the
young of the present species.
O. g'uttatus of 550 mm. length.

Coluber q·u adrivittatus Holbrook.
Catalogue Number
of speciN o.
mens.
-

When
collected.

From whom received.

- - - l - - - - - - - - - - 1- - -- - - 1 - - - - - - - - -

13778
4709
1586

Locality.

1.

1594

l

1597
13646
1698
6406
5504
9691
11983
10670
12626
9602
11983
10668
10669
10672
11398
9602
14832
22370

1
17
1
1
1
1
4

1
1

1
6
1
1

1
2
1

22694 ------·--·

I

Nature of
specimen.

Punt'a.Rossa, Florida--.-- _______________ C. w_ Ward------------- Alcoholic.
Micanopy, Florida __ . ___ . __ .... ____. __ . __ Prof. L. Agassiz - _- . - . . . .Alcoholic
type.
Georgetown, South Caro- ___ . __ - _- . _____ -- -. -.. -- - -- -. - - -. -. - --...
do.
lina.
do.
Society Hill, South Caro- .. _... - -- - -. - -. -... -.... -. - -..... - - - --...
lin&
,
do.
St. Simons Island, Georgia .. _. _.. -- -- - .. . -... - - . --.. - ...... - .. -... do.
Georgiana, I<'lorida ·-·-·-. Dec.-. 1883 William Wittfield_ ..... .
St. Simons Island, Georgia _____ - _..... - - . ---- -- --- - - - --- - -- . - -. - . . .
do.
Newbern, North Carolina.·--·- · ·--·----· ___ , _____ ; ________ ---·-·-·
do.
Palatka, Florida. __ . . _____ ....... __ . ____ . _____ . _____ - . _. - _. _______ .
<lo.
Arlin~ton, Flori_da- __ .. __ . May -, 1878 G ..Brown ~oode - - - .. -- .
do.
Georgiana, Florida ____________ ___ _.. ____ Wilham W1ttfield_. --- -do.
do.
Gainesville, Florida ______ - - -, 1880 James Bell .. - . -.. - --- - - do .
_____ do·--·---------------- - - - , 1880 ·----do -------····- -----Arlin~ton, Florida. __ . ___ . .April-, 1878 G. Brown Goode . - ... - .. Cast.
Georgiana, Florida ________ . _.. -. _-- . - _. - William Wittp.eld. ---. -- .Alcoholic.
do.
Gainesville, Florida . ___ . _ - - -, 1880 James Bell -..... - - - . . - -__... do . _____ . _.. __ .. __ . _.. - - -, 1880 . ____ do .. __ ... _.... - . -. - . do.
do.
.Arlington, Florida._-·---· - - -, 1879 F. C. Goode_-····-·-·--Gainesville, ]'lorida .. ____ .April 7, 1881 James Bell. _______ - . - - - do.
.Arlington, Florida-. ______ April-, 1878 G. Brown Goode __ - -- - - do .
Georgiana, Florida . ______ . __________ . ___ William Wittfield_ --. " -.
do.
do.
Orange Hammock, De · ----- ........ . William Palmer_ ......•.
Soto County, Florida.
___ , ,do··----····-··--··--··-----·--·----· R. Ridgway ______ ______ _
do.

The habitat of this species is the southeastern quarter of the Austroriparian subregion and the Floridan subregion. Its western range is
not yet certainly de.fined. It does not occur in Kansas and Utah. as
stated by Yarrow.
COL UBER SPILOIDES Dumeril and· Bibron.

Coluber spiloides DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen. , VII, 1854, p. 269.-GONTHER,
Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 901.
Coluber obsoletus BoULENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mns., II, 1894, p. 50.
Goluber obsoletus confinis COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
Goluber obsoletus spiloides COPE, Proc. U. s. ·Nat. Mus., XI, 1 88, p. 387.

Head large, broad; neck and body compressed. Posterior frontals
large; anterior considerably smaller; occipitals broad, large. Eye
rather large; center over the line joining the fourth and :fifth labials;
orbits above the whole of the fourth and :fifth labials. Upper labials
eight, penultimate the largest, last one large; inferior twelve or eleven,
posterior small. Nostrils nearly terminal. Rostral rather wide.
Scales rather short. Outer six rows smooth, seven to eleven median
rows obsoletely carinated. Exterior row rather larger, rest nearly
uniform.
Ground color ash-gray. A series of from thirty to thirty-five dorsal
blotches, and twelve on the tail. These blotches are dark chocolate-
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brown, with ob~olete black margins. They are iucluded between the
ixth and eventh row on each side, and about six scales long. They
are very regular in shape, longitudinally q uadrnte, rather wider transversely in the middle, an<l. with the corners slightly produced longitudinally. The gray intervals ~re thus not quite rectilinear, rather
elliptical, but of the same width throughout. On the second, third,
fourth, and fifth lateral row is a second series of similar blotches, more
or le elongated, especially anteriorly. On the side of the neck, indeed,
tbe blotche are confluent into very narrow distiuct stripes. A third
rie of square blotches on the side of the abdomen, involving the first
and econd lateral rows. Rest of belly yellowish white, with black
blotch ; anterior eighth immaculate. A black stripe from the pos t rior part of tl1e orbit to the angle of the mouth, which it reaches on
th anterior extremity of the last labial. A yertical liue beneath the

Fig. 103.
OLU.BEH

PJLOIDES DUMERIL AND BIBRON.

= 1.
Montfoello, Mississippi.
at. No. 7266, U .. N.M .

. vulpinus the eyes are larger, the parietal plates
more anterior, the carination more obsolete. Boqy
Spots ]ongitu-

Gastrosteges. 1T rosteges.

1570 .. -. ·-·· ...... -----· --·· -----· ---···
1604 .. ___ . __ .. _.......... _............. .
1616 .. ·--· ···--· .............. ··--·· ... .
5500 ...... ·--·-· ···-·· ..... ....... ···-··

89 1........ ....... .. .......... ..... ... .
14094- ............ · ··-· · ................. .

237 + 1.
240+1.
~41 + 1.
244 + 1.
242+ 1.
239+1.

96.
82.

85.
0.
1.

90.

8cal s . Length.
mm.

27 .
27.
27 .
29.
27.
27.

765

Tail.

mn~.

172.
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In young specimens of this species (as Oat. Nos. 8981, 14094) the keels
of the scales are very obscure, or absolutely wanting, even up to a length
of 430mm.(Oat. No.14094, Texas). The brown prefrontaland postocular
bands are also very distinct, but there is no trace of the parietals. With
increasing age the marks become obscure, or disappear altogether, and
the abdominal spots become less distinct. Apart from the wide head
and compressed neck and body, the young of the 0. spiloides. can only
be distinguished from that of tbe 0. quadrii ittatus, by the greater
strength of the colors and the smaller number of the dorsal and lateral
spots in the former.
The number of temporal scales varies much in the 0. spiloides.
There are usually three vertical rows, but sometimes there are four, and
even five. In the latter case a large scale of the labial or parietal
border covers twp rows.
The habitat of this species is the entire Austroriparian subregion.
1

Ooluber sp-iloides Durneril and Bibron.
Catalogue N um be_r
No.
ofspeCI•
mens.
1563
7266
1616

1
2

. 1
1
I
1
l
1
1

1579
1604
5500
1570
8981
5505
14660
14094
8981
1579

1
1
l

1

1570
1616

1

5500

Locality.

From whom received.

N atur'e of specimen.

Anderson, South Carolina . . Miss C. Paine ..... . ........ . .Alcobolic type.
Monticello, Mississippi . . . . . Miss H. Tunnison ......... . Alcoholic.
Northampton County, ..................... . ....... .
do .
North Carolina.
..... do ......................................... . ........ . .
do.
Tallahassee, Florida ....... . .................... . ........ .
do.
Grand Couteau, Louisiana ..... , ......................... .
do.
Pensacola, Florida ....................................... .
do.
Kinston, North Carolina. . . . J. W. Milner ............ . .. .
do.
Independence, Missouri ........... ___ ................... .
do.
Wheatland, Indiana-. . . . . . . . D. Ridgway ................ .
do.
Texas ....................... G. H. Ragsdale ............. .
clo.
Kinston,North Ca.rolina .... J. W.Milner ............... .
do.
Hampshire County, North ....... ... ................... .
do.
Carolina.
P ensacola, Florida .................•......... _........... .
do.
Hampshire County, North ........... . . . ............... .
do.
Carolina.
Grand Coteau, Louisiana ...... . .. _............. _........ .
do.

Mr. Morris Gibbs sent me a specimen from Kalamazoo, Michigan,
which is the most northern locality known.
"'Professor Hay 1 thinks that tbis species is a color form of the 0. obsoletus. He bases this conclusion on the spotted coloration of the young
of the latter, but I do not find this to be a valid argument. The young
of 0. quadrivittatus are spotted much as in the 0. spiloides and some 0.
obsoletus. The range of tbe 0. spiloides is less extensive than that of
the 0. obsoletus, which includes the Eastern subregion.
This is the ouly one of our North American snakes which displays
the compressed body_which is not uncommon in the Oolubrine snakes
of the tropics. This character distinguishes it from the other members
of the genus found within our limits, but is shared by the 0. tr-iaspis
Cope, of the Central American fauna. This peculiarity implies more
or less climbing habits, and I suspect that when the O. spiloides is
better known it will be found to climb on bushes and low trees.
1

Seventeenth Ann. Rept. State Geol. Indiana, 1893, p. 502.
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COLUBER OBSOLETUS Say.

Coluber obsoletu.s SAY, in Long's Exped. Rocky.Mts., I, 1823, p. 140.-HARLAN,

Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pb~la., V, 1827, p. 347.-COPE, Check-list r. Amer.
Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
&otophis obsoletus KENNICOTT, Prue. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 330.
Coluber allegheniensis HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., I, 1836, p.111, pl. xx; 2d e<l.,
III, 1842, p. 85, pl. XIX.
cotopllis allegheniensis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, · p. 73.
Elaphis allegheniensis ALLEN, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXII, 1868, p. 181.
Elaphis liolbroolcii DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 272.
cotophis lindlwimerii BAIRD and GrnA1tD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 74.

Two plates ir the first row of temporals; eight superior labial plates.
Parietal plate longer than; or equal to, length of muzzle from front of
frontal plate. Scales generally in twenty-seven row~, seventeen rows
keeled; tail long, scutellre not exceeding ninety-two; gastrosteges from
about two hundred and thirty to two hundred and forty-five.
Black or brown above, with . or without darker subq uadrate spots;
head not ban<led; belly very darkly clouded.
This somewhat variable species is represented by two subspecifi.c
form , one of which shows affinity to the 0. quadrivittatus. They difter
a follow :
pots wb n visihl on the very dark groun<l distinct; a row of obscure spots on each
ide of them ............ . ...... .. ................................ C. o. obsoletus.
r und lio-ht brown above, marked b,r square, dark-brown spots, which are connected at the angles, forming a longitudinal stripe; no lateral spots, but a
broad, dark stripe, 4-6 scales wide ...... . ... . .... . .. . ... ...... C. o. leutniscatus.

Thi pe ie ranges throughout the entire Austroriparian region
from th Rio Grande, and the Eastern, excepting only the Hudsonian
di tri ·t. The form 0. o. lemniscatus is restricted to the Gulf States, but
b '. o. obsoletus extends as far north as ·Mount Tom, Massachusetts,
ou the Connecticut River, according to Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. Holbrook
r ·ord it from the Highlands of the Hudson River, New York. Profi
r
rrill do s not enumerate it among the species tak6n near
rway, faine.
Thi ,'p ci s i not rare in the Middle States. It is, like other memb r f tlle g nu, , of very inoffen ive habits, and is useful in reducing
11 nmnber of he • mall fammalia. It is much le s active than the
Zmn ni' on trictor, which it re emble in nothing but color. It is
kn wn a· th fountain Black Snake, or Pilot nake.
COL UBER OBSOLETUS OBSOLET1)S : Say.

arietal moderate, their commi ure equal in lengtµ to tbe frontal.
Orbit mod rat , ab ve th fourth and fifth labials, center about midway b tw n the nout an<l angle of the mouth. Anterior orbital
lnrge extending nearly to th outer angl of the vertical. Loreal trape1

F or ynonymy s e

olnber ousoletu s, abov e.
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zoidal, highest anteriorly, nasals moderate. Labials eight abo'\Te,
moderate, posterior small, twelve below; posterior very small, sixth
and seventh largest. Nine rows of scales between labials and abdominal scutellIB at the angle of the mouth. Outer three_to seven rows
smooth, then carinated very obsoletdy, aud then more decidedly and
in increasing degree toward the back.
Color above black or dark lead color, marked by a dorsal series of
quadrangular blotches, about thirty-four from head to anus, rather
acutely emarginate before
and behind, occupying a
width equal to about fifteen
scales. The lozenge-shaped
intervals between these
blotches are from two to three
scales long centrally, diminishing and becoming more
linear posteriorly. On each
side, and alternating with
4
the dorsal series is a second
alternating one, composed of
subrectangular elongated
blotch es, and alternating
again with these is a second
indistinct series along the
edge of the abdomen. The
entire system of coloration is
very difficult to define, the
general appearance being
that of a blacksnake with
irregular obsolete mottlings
of white. The intervals between the blotches may be
indicated as being white,
3
l!'ig. 194.
with the center and a,p ex of
COLUl:IER OBSOLETUS OBSOLETUS SAY.
each scale lead color, the pro= 1.
portion of the latter being
' Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
very small on the sides and
Cat. No. 1569 U.S.N.M.
increasing to the dorsal line.
The scales in the centers of the blotches have the basal half narrowly
margined with white, as is the case, to some extent, with the lateral
spots. Beneat9- greenish-white, with the centers of the scutelhe mottled
with dark slate-blue, increasing backward. Chin and throat immaculate
yellowish-white, scales on the· sides with a bluish spot on the apex.
The colors described are those as preserved in alcohol. The color of
the animal when alive is, at least in individuals from west of the Mis~
issippi and Texas, red in the markings, which are white in spirits.

~
~

\

I

1

6

RE ORT

F NATI

AL M ,'E M, I 9 .

In th
markin · the blot be · may ome•
tim , l,
ntlueut between the different series.
In two other p cim u , Cat. o, . 10578, 10651, the belly is nearly
uniform y 11owi h; the bla k of tlie upper part i replaced by umber.
br wn. Th blotch are vi ible, but v ry ob o1etely.
()at.

Gastrost ros. Urosteges.

o .

1734 . .... .......................... ....
1569. . ... . . . . . ... . . . ... ...... .. .. . . . .. .

r
I60L. ... ···· ····· · ···· ···· ·· ···· ···· ·· l

2260 .......................•....... .. ...
2 J2L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,l 2 . . ........ : .......... . . ........ .'...
r:502 ................. _..... ...... ......

55 3 ......................•.............
103 (). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 1. ..... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1077 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S ·ales.

234+1.
232 + 1.
238 + 1.
24-2+1.

89.
6.
1 .
, .

25.
21 .

237+1.
232 + 1.
246 l.
243+1.
231+1.
235 + 1.
224 + l.
246 1.

f .
0.
92.
79.
60.
84-.
74.
78 .

27 .
27 .
25.
27.
27.
27 .
25.
27.

+

+

Leugth. Tail .
mm.
mm.

'1,7,

·.n

1305.

275.

Thi pe i s hare with the 0 . vulpinus the disti11.ction of reaching a
1 rg r iz than any other member of the genus.
hi p ci i found ver the entire Eastern district of the United
tat . ti entl in its di, po ition and sluggish in its movements.
nth fi w pecimen jn which the lateral spots may be discriminated
th y ar
n to be of elongate form, with few exceptions (such as Cat .
. 2 ..,1, Loui iana). In some specimens they are so elongate as to
fi rm a narrow lateral band for a short distance anteriorly, as in two
·imen from beatland, Indiana (Cat. Nos. 10578, 10651). Such
form pr p r u for the sub pecies 0. o. lemniscatus. In the Texan
e im n , r fer-r;ed to a di tinct species under the name of S. lindheimeri the gr und color i lighter, and the spots are distinct and square,
and don t form band on the neck. I can not see that it is more than
a ari t .
hi i , th ' pilot , nak " of the Allegheny mountaineers.
'oluber obsoletu11 obsolelus Say .

-"'umber
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - of sp cimens.

Lo ·ality.

When
collected.

From wlJOm received.

Nature of
specimen.

1509

1

Carlisle, P nnsylvania ................... Prof. S. F. Baird . .. ... .. . Alcoholic

5502
1 ·93
5503
1601
7212
7211
2438
2432
8060
2438
10389
10651
10806

l
2

prout River, labama ... ...... . .... ...... .... .. ........ •.........
Brazos River, Texas .. .............. .. ............................ .

i
2

E:R . R--B~-~~ci~~~-:::::::::
Kennicott ...... ..... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~-::::::::

do.
do.
clo.

1057
5070
5079

i ffa;}:~i;!i!~~:~1:i~: ::::::::::::::: ?.~f~-:~~-(:::::::::::

~r=i~a~b~i:o~i. '.::::: .: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
' nth rnillinois.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kinston, Torth arolioa. ..... ... .. .......
1 Elmira, Tilinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
beat River, Mary land .... Oct. - , 1879
1 Wheatland, Indiana. ...... Apr.-, 1881
1 Potomac Boat Landing, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Virginia.
1

t1 I ll:na~~~~~'
. ~-~~~~~-:::::: .~~!..~·-~~~~.
Wheelock, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J'. W. Milner ........... .
. ........... ... . .. .... ... .
F. P. McClean .......... .
Robert Ridgway ..... : ..
J'. C. Van Rook ......... .

. ...................... .. -I

tysi:
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Coluber obsoletus obsoletus Say-Continued.
Catalogue ~umbe~
No.
of specimens.

Locality.

When
collectecl.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1·---:---- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - -

1713

New Braunfels, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. F. Lindheimer ...... . Alcoholic
type.
do.
Col. J. D. Graham, U. S. A
do.
Capt. John Pope, U.S. A.
do.
L. M. Turner . -- ........ .
do .
..... do .................. .
do.
Robert Ridgway ... .. .. .
do.
l)rairie Mer Roug•\ Lon• .. ... .......... Jas. Fairie .....•........
isiana.
J. and C. Walker ...... .
do.
·do.
M. McDonald ........ ... .
!11~~:l~~;!i:~i:i~::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : William Wittfield ...... .
Broad Creek, Maryland ................. . Thomas Marron. . . . . _..
William Taylor .. .. .... .
0
~tnL~~~f, ~1!:oa:rl:::::::. ::::::::: :::: :: Julius Hurter .... .. . ... .
Montgomery C o 11 n t y, I·... ........ . .. Peter Leonhardt ....... .
Mar.vland.
Indianapolis, Indiana ..... '....... .. . ..... 0. P . Hay ............... .
Cherokee, North Carolina. I·· ............. James Mooney .... ..... .
St. J:,ouis, Missouri..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Hurter ... ....... . .... .

1 Indianola, Texas ............... .... : . . . . .
1 Near 320 L ........................ ..... ..
1 Mount Carmel, Illinois . .. . Nov. -, 1881
1 . . . . . rlo ................. .. . Nov. - , 1881
1 Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . Apr. --, 1881

1734
2260
12031
12020
10652
2421

2

13837
14435
14831
15334
15674
17532
17561
17948-9
15575
16490

It is of an inoffem,ive disposition and may be handled with impunity.
The following observations concerning 0 . obsoletus obsoletiis are made
by Prof. 0. P. Hay: 1
Of the Colubers I have been able to make observations on 0. o. obsoletus alone. It
is likely that others have observed and written on the subject, but I have not met
with their statements. Dr. G. B. Goode reckons 2 this species among those which
are ovoviviparons, but I am inclined to question this. My son, W. P. Hay, captured
two of these snakes near Indianapolis while they were in sexual union. This was
on June 19. The male (Cat. No. 17948, U.S.N.M.), was 5 feet 5 inches long, the
female (Cat. No. 17919, U.S.N.M.), 6 feet 3 inches. When they were separated, the
intromittent organs of the male were everted some 3 inches. A dissection shows
that the hollow portion of the organ extends behind the vent 3 inches, while the
retractor muscles form a cord which ex.tends back nearly to the tip of the tail. On
opening the female I find in her sixteen eggs . Of these eggs four lie about in the middle of the reptile's body, while the other t welve occupy a much more anterior position,
the one farthest forward being within 8 inches of the snake's snout, the hindermost
one only 9 inches farther back. Several of these eggs are lying apparently loose in
the body cavity. It might be supposed that they had just left the ovary and were
about to enter the oviduct; but they are surrounded each with a covering nearly as
thick and tough as that of the Heterodon. Could these eggs have been in the oviducts and then squeezed out into the body cavity during the time of bejng entwined
with the malef
I have had an opportunity of dissecting a recently captured female, the length of
which was 4 feet 4 inches. The ovaries lie in the rngion ::;ituated about two-thirds
the distance from the head to the vent. Each oviduct ends close to the corresponding ovary. It seems evident, therefore, that at least some of the eggs of the specimen described above are really lying loose in the body cavity. In the specimen dissected the ovarian eggs are very immature 1 none of them exceeding about a quarter
of an inch in l ength. It may be of some interest to add that this female had the
anterior three.fourths of the body ornamented with blotches of a decided red color,
the red occupying both the surf~ces of the scales and the skin between them. The
blotches were separated by scales, which were partly yellow. Soon after death a
great part of the red disappeared. The stomach contained eight wild mice, six of
them young.
1
2

Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1891, p. 118; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV, 1892, p. 393.
Proc. Am. A$soc. Adv, Sci., XXII, 1874, p.185.
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Dr. Stejneger adds tlrn followiug note in the same publication: 1
I am able to· state that Coluber obsoletus obsoletus is oviparous. Mr. Thomas Mar
ron, of the Kational :Mu eum, early in April, 1889, collected a number of snake eggs
in a hollow stump near the Potomac River. They were opened and found to contain
fully developed young of this species. (Cat. o.15334, U.S.N.M.)

Prof. O. P. Hay 2 gives the following further account of the habits of
thi . pecies:
oluber obsoletus i;pends its time in hidin g about hollow logs and in holes about
landing trees. It often ascends trees in search of birds anu their young. Mr. A. W.
Butler, of Brookville, Inuiana, says they are the most destructive to birds of all our
snake . Besides birds, they no cloubt prey on mice, rats, rabbits, and other sruall
animals. The disposition of this serpent is gentle, and it makes little resistance
wht:n urprised and seized by head and tail. It will open its mouth in an attempt
to bite, but struggles little. Under such circumstances a Racer would make a lively
disturbance. One pnt into a box with a mouse would strike at the latter whenever
it showed too much familiarity, but it was not harmed. In the stomach of one individual I found a number of young mice; in another were two old and six young mice.
Thi species probably reaches a greater size than any other snake that we have.
Mr. Robert Ri<lgway tells me that he killed one at Mount Carmel, Illinois, which
hoe timated to be over 9 feet long. It made no resistance when attacked, and was
a easily killed a an ordinary snake 2 or 3 feet long. This species has the habit,
common to many snakes, of vibrating its tail so as to make a rattling or whirring
ound. This probably serves to warn the larger animals of its presence so that they
may avoid it.
·
r. . B. oode includ s this snake among those which are said to "swallow"
their yonn1r; that is, when danger threatens they open their mouths in order to
allow the young to pass down the mother's throat for safety. More observations
n cl to 1, made on this point.
I have be n able to find in print no observatious on the breeding habits of this
soak. When and where are the eggs laidf How many of these are theref How
oon clo th y hateh These are a few of the things that many a farmer's boy might
be abl to find ont for us. Two individuals were taken at Fall Creek, Mar:on County,
wliil in exual union. This was on June 19. The male was 5 feet 3 inches Ion~;
th £ male wa. 6 feet 3 inches. The female contained sixteen eggs. They have a
thi ·k cov ring and must be laid before hatching. Professor Blatchley writes 3
that h kept one, 5 feet 7 inches long, for some time in confinement. It would on
b ing di turbecl vibrate its tail in such a way as to make a rattling sound. When
th room wa enter d at night with a lamp the snake would hiss with a loud, gurgling
noi . Alarg horned owl kept in thcsame room was attacked by the snake, tightly
nveloped in it. coils, and so badly crushed that it soon died.
faximili:m I ha confirm d the popular notion that the snake will eat fowls' eggs.
ne ntered bi rooru, climbed to a vessel of eggs, an<l swallowed a number of
th m. Aft r the erg bad pas ed down the throat the i;hells were crushed by a powerful con. triction of th walls of the stomach.

h rela ive sluggisbnes of this snake probably accounts for its
rarity a
mpared with the black racer (Z. oonstr·i ctor) in the more
, ttled p rtion of the nited Stat~·.
1Proc. In1l. Acad., ci., 1891, p. 119; Proc.

. . Nat. :\l us., XV, 1892, p. 396.

~Batra hian and R<'ptile ofimliana, eventeenthAnn. Rept. tate Geol. Indiana,
1 92, p. 502.
3
Jonr. in.Acacl. at.Hist.,1 91,p.31.
~ Y r zeicbni s Rept. l 6:-, p. xxxii:
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COLUBER OBSOLETUS LEMNISCATUS Cope.

Coluber obsoletus lernniscatus

COPE,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, p. 386.

Tllis subspecies agrees with the 0. obsoletus obsoletus in the number
of its urosteges and the number of rows of scales that are keeled. It
presents in the typical specimen the probable anomaly of three temporals of the first row, like a specimen of the 0. o. obsoletus from Texas.
The characters which distinguish this one from the typical form are
exclusively those of coloration.
The ground color above is a light brown. This is marked on the body
by thirty-one nearly square or longitudinally oblong dark-brown spots,
which are, like those of half-grown individuals of the 0. q_uadrivittatu,s.

Fig. 195.
COLUBER OBSOLETUS LEMNISCATUS COPE

= 1.

Whitfield County, Georgia .
Cat. No. 4710, U .S.N.M .

connected at the angles by a longitudinal stripe on each side. The
sides are marked by a wide, brown, longitudinal band which extends
from the neck to the anus over a width of from four to six scales,
including the first on each side. Belly yellow, tessellated with square,
black spots, which become confused on the middle of the length, and
finally blend iu a 11early unbroken blackish brown, which extends to
the end of the tail. Head brown, without markings, except a faint
postocular band. Superior labials, with narrow, brown borders; inferior the same, but less distinct. Gular region uniform yellow.
Cat. No. 4710; gastrosteges, 24-6
tail, 218 mru.

+ 1; urosteges, 75;

scales, 27; total length, 936 mm.;

These specimens and another oue in my private collection from Mobile,
Alabama, are distinctly four banded, as i11 the 0. quadrivittat11s; but
N .A.'l' MUS

98--54
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they <liffl r from that pecie in coloration in the much greater width of
tbe lateral band an<l in the dark coloration of the abdomen. Although
the cale characters of the 0 . o. lernniscatus are those of the 0. obsoletus
obsoletus it might be regarded as a distinct species from it were it not
for the intermediate characters presented by two other individuals-•
one from Georgia (Cat. o. 879 , U.S.N.M.), and one from Mobile, Ala bama. In the e erpents the longitudinal bands are present, but the
lateral hows di tinct traces of the spots of the ordinary form, which
are, indeed, eparated from each other at the middle of the length, thus
interrupting the band for a short distance. The postocular band is
mor di tinct. Dor al spots thirty.
at. ro. 8798; gastrosteges, 227

+ 1;

urosteges, 82; scales, 27.

Both pecimens of this subspecies have the parietals truncated
b hind.
Colube1· obsoletus lernniscatus Cope.
Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

WhitfielclCounty,Georgia .. 1..... ....... ...... ......... Alcoholic.
Augusta, Georgia........... William Phillips . . . . . . . . . . .
clo.

Thi form i intermediate between the 0. quadrivittat us and the 0.
The lateral band i much wider than that of the former spe•
ci .
specimen was sent me from Mobile, Alabama , by Dr. Joseph
or 011, T nited State Army, and it is therefore probably found in
Florida, though it has ·not yet been actually obtained there. A second
. p ·im n i in the U.S. ational Museum from Whitfield County, in
nor h ru G orgia. Two other pecimeus-one from Mobile and one from
rgia- how the lateral bands interrupted into spot:-; posteriorly, and
b nc conn ct with the 0. o. spiloides Dumeril and Bibron ( 0. o. con.finis
Baird and Girard, ope, formerly) .
1

obsoletus.

COLUBER L.lETUS Baird and Girard.

('olub r ln•tus OPE, Proc. . . at. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 636.-BouLENGER, Cat.
, nakes Brit. }lu ., II, 1 94, p. 4.9.
cotopltis lrrfus BAIRD and GIRARD, at. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 77.

1th ngh known to me from but one pecimen, thi specie must be
ard d a di tin t, o · ·upying a I osition between the 0. spiloides and
'. nnoryi.
h It ad i, but little di tingui hed from the body, which i cylindric
and n t compre ed. 'l'h muzzle i ' rather narrow, and the rostral
plat is al rather narrow and the frontal i · a little longer tilan wide.
IJ u1 raorbital are abruptly narrow din front, and the parietal are
rather man although Ion r than the muzzle from the frontal plate.
The loreal i well developed, and the two po tocular are sµbequal.
'l'emporal 3-4-5 th bird row xtending from the posterior ide of
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the la ' t (eighth) superiorlabial. The Rixtb and seventh superior _labials
are of equal elevation, and a, little higher than the eighth. Inferior
labials 14. Postgeneials much smaller than pregeneials. Scales in
29 rows; the fifteen median rows keeled, most of them distinctly. First
row a little larger than second.
The ground color is brown, and it is crossed ou the back (in t he
typical specimen) by 29 spots anterior to the vent, which have
rounded angles and are of a dark brow11 color, with darker borders,
and these again with paler borders on the median dorsal region.
These spots are wider than lollg except the three or four anterior ones.
They alternate with large brown spots on the sides, which are elongate
antt->ro-posteriorly on the-- anterior part of the body. Each one corresponds to two smaller, very indistinct spots below it on the euds of

Fig:. 196.
C OLGB E lt LlETUS BAIRD AND GIRARD.

= 1.

Fort Smith, Arkansas .
Cal. No. 2257, U. S.N. :\1 .

the gaRtrosteges, which are, on the posterior two-thirds of the body,
confluent illto a dusky band. These bands continued on the inferior
side of the tail. The abdomen is unspotted anteriorly, but near the
middle has traces of spots on each side, which are soon lost in a gen eral cloudiness, bounded by a light streak on each side, at the position
of the angle of the gastrosteges.
On each side of the nape is a dusky band which extends forward
across the external border of the parietal plate, over the entire supraorbital plate, and crosses to meet that of the opposite side, involving
the entire prefrontal plates except the anterior border. A similar band
~onuects the lateral bands across the posterior part of the frontal plate.
Nq postocular band 11or labial borders, but the yellow of the superior
labial plates is bounded above by the border of the dark color of the
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temporal regions, which extend from the orbit to the inferior posterior
angle of the eventh superior labial. Throat immaculate, yellowi~h.
Cat. o. 2257; gastrostege , 244
mm.; tail, 143 mm.

+1;

urosteges, 77; scales, 29; total length, 708

Thi species resembles in general the 0. spiloides, but there are
important difference '. Besides the increased number of the temporal scales the form of the head and body are different; the head
being less distinct and the body not compressed, and there are more of
the dor al scales keeled. The-dorsal spots show none of the produced
angl of the 0. spiloides. The continuation of the nuchal bands over
the upraorbital shields to the prefroutals is peculiar to this species,
since in all the other banded species the nucbal bands unite on the
middle line of the frontal, or parietals, and the prefrontal band is in
line with the postocular. Here there is no postocular.
Goluber lcetus Bai1·d and Girard.
Catalogue\ Number
~f spec0
•

2257

1m

ns.

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Fort Smith, Arkansas ............ ..... . Lieut. A. W. Whipple, U.S. A.

r--

1 hav not been able to find the type of Baird and Girard, which may
b lo t. The pecimen above described agrees with it iu essential pari ular x ept in the number of gastrosteges, which number in the
typ 227. The latter i from a locality not far from that of the pre$ent
aninu r, viz, the Red River in .Arkansas.
COLUBER EMORY! Baird and Girard.

olub r enioryi COPE, heck-list . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
cotophis emoryi BAIRD a,nd GmARD, at. N. Amer. Rept., Serp., 1853, p. 157;
port . , . Mex. BouD(l. urv., II, Pt. 2, 1859, p. 19, pl. xn.
, cotophis calligaster KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 99.
olubc1· rhinomegas COPJt , Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 255.
('o luber guttatus BOULE 'GER, part, at. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1894, p. 39.

lat and bare of head much as in 0. guttatus. Three well-develped
1 in the fir trow of temporals. Frontal plate more elongated
than in the p cie of allied color, being decidedly longer -tban broad.
B ad ratb r narrow. Eye larger tban in 0. giittatus, its center a little
P terior t the jun tion of the fourth and fifth labials. Postorbitals
r ting on th fifth labial, a in the other species. .Anteorbital large.
L real long t d acut angled behind.
pper labials eight, sixth and
v D h large t· low r eleven sixth large t. Dor al rows of scales 27all mooth exc pt trace on central five or ix, in a very few indivjdual ·
t rior row· large ; re t nearly equal. Ground color grayish
a h.
erie of olivaceou, brown tran ver e quadrate blotGhes along
h hack a, high a ev nt. in nnmber, from thirty-fi.v to fifty anterior
.:J
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to the anus (iu oue specimeu ouly thirty-three auterior to the anus).
'l'hese are ten or twelve scales broad, two or three long, and separated
by intervals of one or two scale.;. They are narrowly margined with
black. On each side of the dorsal series, and alternating with it, is a
series of smaller, nearly circular, but similarly constituted blotches
extending between the third and seventh or eighth rows; below this
and on the second aud third rows is a still smaller and quite distinct
third series, and occasionally traces of a fourth on the first and second.
The ground color or space between the blotches is grayish ash; each scale minutely mottled with dark brown or black; the extreme border

]l'ig. 197.
COLUJIER EMORY[ BAIRD AND GIRAUD.

X 1.33.

Pecos River, Texas.
Cat. No. 1716, U.S.N.M.

generally pure ash, especially on the sides. Beneath yellowish white,
with rather indistinct blotches of brownish ash, thickest behind.
Bead grayish ash, with a somewhat curved broad brown vitta on the
back part of the postfrontals, which, involving the commissure of the
anteorbital and superciliary, passes back through the eye, and, crossing
the angle of the mouth on the adjacent halves of the ultimate and
penultimate labials, extends into the blotches on the sides of the neck.
A second nearly effaced bar crosses the anterior frontals, leaving an
ash-colored uand half the width of the first-mentioned bar. The anterior dorsal blotch is replaced by two elongated ones running up on the
head to the,center of the occi:pitals, parallel with the postocular vitta,
with au ash-colored stripe between the two, which extends from the
superciliary backward on the sides of the neck. As in the other brown
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mark , the e tripe are margined with black. The adjaceut edges of
the fourth and fifth labial are brown. Tliis is the only pecies, except
O. guttatus, in which the postocular vitta crosses the angle of the
mouth and passes clown the side of the neck. There is scarcely any
indication of elongation in tbe lateral spot except anteriorly.
This specie <li:ffers from 0. vulpinus in the gray color, much larger
ey , longer h ad, narrower vertical, etc.; from 0. lwtus in much the
am point , as well as in having the dorsal spots transverse, not longitu<linal; from 0. obsoletus in lighter color and absence of white margins
to tb basal ends of the dorsal scales, and from all in the smooth dorsal
cale .
Cat.

GastrostegeR. Urosteges. Scales. Length.
mm.

os.

1707 .... . ···--- ····-· ----·· ... : .. ···-··
1716 .. . ................ . .............. .
2263 .. .. ............... - - ·. · · · - - - · · · · · · ·
4766 ................. . . . -- · ..... ...... .
4965. --- ·;·. ---- .......... -·-··· · ···· ·
14223 . ... ...................... - .. . .... .
13333 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. - - .

219
222
217
21~
236
222
236

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

72.
68.
78.
65.
63.
73.
76.

27.
29.
29 .

795.

Tail.
m1n.

162.

27 .
29 .

Thi i a outhwe tern species of the Eastern region, not having
be n yet found ea t of the Mississippi River nor north of Kansas. Its
ran
xtend at lea t as far south on the Mexican Plateau as the city
of hihuahua, where it has been found abundantly by Mr. Edward
Wilkin on.
'oluber ernoryi Baird and Oira1:d.
'atalogu
0.

umber
Iofmens.
11p •c1-

100 I
1707
1694
1712
1005
1710
2203
5500

22·9
1122:1
li07J
2213
15501
15-073

1

~

1
l

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

LocaliLy.

From whom received.

Naturo of specimen.

Howard prin~. Texas...... J . H. Clark .. -~............ . Alcoholic type
do.
do.
do.
Fort McKavett, Texas ...... Dr. H.J. Anderson ......... .
do.
Pecos River, Texas......... Capt. ,John Pope, U.S. A ... .
do.
..... clo . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maj. W. H. Emory, U.S.A . .
do.
antA. Caterina, Mexfoo . . . . . J,ie11tena11t Couch, tr. S. A ..
do.
Fort Bliss, ew Mexico . .. .. Dr. S. W. Crawford, U.S.A.
do.
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ............... .
do.
City of Chihuahua, Mexico .. E. Wilkinson . ...... .... ... .
do.
Cam ron County, Texas .... C. K. ·worthen ........ ... .. .
do.
Las 'rue s,
w Mexico.... J.M. Walker .............. .
Low r Rio Grande (1) ..•••. . ..•.•••••••..••.••••.•.••••••
an Diego, Texas .......... . William Taylor ............ .

!~k~!~a?.·.~~~~~-::::
:: ::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: ::
Brazos Ri ver, Texaa ........ Dr. B . F. humard . ........ .

COLUBER BAIRDII Yarrow.

'o lub r bairclii YARROW, Bull. . . at. Mus., o. 17, 1880, p. 41.-COPE, Proc.
. . at. 1u ., XIV, 1 91, p. 631.
oluber guttatus B LE GER, part, 'at. nak s Brit. Mu·., II, 1894, p. 40.

o ly rath r compre ed. Head very broad; neck contracted. Frontal
plat long r than broad; pari tal moderate, longer than muzzle anteri r to frontal. Two t mpora] of the fir trow; superciliaries broade t
po t riorJy; anterior orbital one; po torbitals two, lower largest; nine
upper labial even th large t; lower border of orbit formed by upper
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margins of the fourth and fifth upper labial ; low r h bial
seventh largest. Pm:;tgeueial 11arrow, parat<id bytbr
transversely so as to differ little from gular •uta. D 1\·al rowi-; f
scales twenty-seven, long and lozeuge- haped · fiv ru dian d r al r w
slightly carinated. General color abov (al ·oholi ) warm gr yi h-a h
beneath yellowish; behind occipital two 011ver iuo· blo11g br wn
blotches, and posterior to
these a series of narrow transverse brown blotches, eighty
in number, becornmg obsolete
near caudal extremity; tliese
blotches are six scales in
width. Late r ally, below,
there is a corresponding series
of irregular blotches on both
sides, almost obsolete. Al011g
upper border of abdominal ~ scutellre, 011 both sides, are ~ ~
strongly marked snrnl I black
·
'Fig.198.
blotches at iiiterval s of two,
COL nn:n DAIROII
.ARR w.
sometimes three scale ·.
1.:J.
Fort
(' Al,

1wt11, T xM.
o. l040ff, 11.~. , \1.

Cat. No. 10403; nrost ges, 99; c·al s, 27; total 1 n ,.tb, 3 2 m111. ·

Tbe nine superior labial and divided po g II ial cli. ingni ·Ii thi,
species readily from all oth r
rth m ri an form . ' h . c•olorat ic Jl
is also entirely pernliar.
--,
I
N nmbor

Cata 1ogue, of R]) eci No.

I

mon11.

~1~

-1

Locali ty.

Vh

·olll ·t 11,1.

Fo,t l>avi,,-;.,.-:=1 - -,

187

I

•

Jt'mm whom r •1•dv I.

1Io11pll I f<• ard. \ .I•' . •\h-ohollu
vouM1111I 11f1•l. . • \ .
YJl •

COLUBER MUTABILIS Cope.

Coluber mutabilis COPE, Proc . .Am. l bH. o ., 1 4, p. 1r.
Goluber triaspis COPE, Proc. Am. Phil.
'., 1 7!>, l'· 271 · no of 01'1 . Pro<" . •\ nd.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1 86, p. 128.-B LE ER, r1t. onk Bri . :Mn ., Tf 1 1 l,
r P• 37.
Tatrix rnutabilis C OPE, Bun.
1

Scale in 31-3 row ; one lor al· igbt upp r lahi I.'; t hr·· 1 ow
temporal scuta; dor al and 1 teral 1 ot w 11 rand pu· t ·I· hr
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longitudinal l>and · b hind frontal region; all the markings becoming
obsolet in a general brown color with maturity.
The head i rather long and 1mrrow. The prefrontals are each longer
than wide; the frontal i not narrowed; the parietals are truncate
behind. The suture between the loreal and prefrontal is oblique, running po teriorlydownward, so that its superior border is only half as long
a the inferior. The preocular does not reach the frontal. There are,
a in other Mexican species of the genus, but two postoculars. The eye
i ver the fourth and fifth labial. None of the labials behirnl the fifth
i , levated, but the sixth is elongate so as to border the ends of the
three long temporal scuta. The inferior of these covers the seventh and
part of the eighth labials and supports above it two others like it, all
beincr directed downward and forward. The superior incloses a little
cal ;,.ith the superior postocular. Inferior labials, eleven; geneials
w 11 developed, the posterior smaller and separated by scales.
In a young specimen 450 mm. in length, where the ~olor markings
hav not become ob olete, there are seventy-six dorsal spots, of which
:fifty-one :tre between tlrn nape and the vent. These spots are transver ely quadrate, covering eleven scales transversely and two and a
half al anteroposteriorly. They are dark brown with light edges
and pal r c nters. The interspaces are le s than two scales long. The
lateral , pots are opposite the intervals and are in one row; they are
ubround or uboval. There are two brown stripes on the nape which,
in t ad f uniting at both ends, as is tlle case in the 0. flavirufus, are
parate po teriorly and diverge anteriorly, extending to above the post rior part of the orbits. Between them another band occupies the middl lin , but i more or less broken. A broad brown band convex forward l>etween the fronts of the orbitR. A browu spot behind orbit.
low immaculate. Gastrosteges, two hundred and eighty-two; anal
d uble; uro tege , one hundred and uine.
Mensitrernents.-Total length, 1.090 mm.; tail, 235 mm.
light variation ometime occur in the 0. mutabilis. One specimen
b , thirty-five row of cales; another bas but two rows of temporals
on ou id ; another ha nine uperior labials on one side.
Of he oluber m1ttabilis I have before me four specimens from Vera
az fr m Mr. Hague; one from the plateau of Costa Rica, from Mr. Zeled n aud one from the central or elevated part of the State of Oaxaca,
fr m Mr. umichra t. I have examined a eventh specimen in the coll ion of Prof. lfredo Dug , who took it in the State of Guanajuato.
Dr. Dug inform m that it has been also found near Leon, so that
th re i n doubt that it b long to th plateau of Mexico as well as to
that of uat mala.
ccording to the ame author it occurs al o in San
Lui
to i and in uerrero.
Dr. Boul ng r, in the atalogue of nake in the British Museum,
has onfu ed thi pe ·ie " with the 0 . triaspis Cope. The difference ,
between the pecies are enumerated in the analytical table on page 82
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'£he 0. triaspis is a very different snake, having somewhat the appearance of a Trimorphodon in the form and color pa·~tern of its head. Like
the third Mexican species of Ooluber, the 0. flavirufus Cope, it is an
inhabitant of the Tierra 0alienta.
Coluber mutabilis Cope.
Number
of specimens.

f

1

I

Locality.

From whom received.

/ Nature of specimen.

J:~!!a~:::::::: :: :: : : ::: : :: :::: :: :es~ti~afa~t ::: : :: : : :·::::::: :: .Alcd~~lic.
Costa Rica .... . _. . ................ F. Zeledon........ . ... ...... . . ...
do.

COMPSOSOMA Dumeril and Bibron.
Compsosoma DuMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 290.-C0PE, Trans.
Amer. Phil. Soc., 1895, p. 204.
Spilotes WAGLER, part, Naturl. Syst. d. Amphibien, 1830, p. 179.-DUMERIL and
BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 248.-G0NTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
185~, p. 96.-C0PE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 56.
Georgia BAmD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 92.
Phrynonax COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 348.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p.18 .

.Teeth of equal Ieng.tbs. Head plates normal; two nasals, one loreal
and one preocular. Scales in au odd number of rows, bifossate. Anal
plate entire; subcaudal scuta divided. Pupil round.
This genus embraces the largest ground snakes of the Neotrop1cal
realm, together with a number of species of smaller size of the Paleotropical. It differs from Ooluber in its entire anal plate, resembling in
this respect Pityophis, Epiglottophis, and Rhinechis. It approaches the
last named most nearly in characters, but the rostral shield has not
the production anteriorly and posteriorly seen in that genus.
The .Asiatic species have a compressed form of the body which is not
seen in the American forms. Some of the latter have a roof-shaped
body with subtriangular section (0. sulphureum), while in others (S.
corais) the body is subcylindric. The scales assume a slightly transverse direction in some of the .American species. But one species is
found in the United States, and this is a Neotropical species which
ranges from Brazil through Mexico and the Gulf States to the .Atlantic
coast.
It may be found necessary to separate the .American species from
this genus, as has been done by Boulenger, under the name of Phrynonax
Uope. I do not at present, however, know of any character which
requires this. The difference of dentition pointed out by Dr. Boulenger
is insignificant, as bis definition indicates. The integrity of the anal plate
is a definite cllaracter that can always be observed, which is more than
can be said for the siight differences of dentition referred to. The
character of the anal plate is not quite constant in one of the .Asiatic
species ( 0. virgatum ), according to Boulenger.

5
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COMPSOSOMA CORAIS Boie.

Coluber· corais Born, Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 537.-SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp ns, I, 1842, p. 145; II, p. 139, pl. v, figs. 9, 10.
Phrynonax corais BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 31.
Spilotes corais D MERIL anu Brnn.oN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 223.-GUNTHER, Cat.
Brit. Mu ., 1 5 , p. 98.-COPE, Bull. U.S. at. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 72.

Head moderately distinct, oval. Body elongate, subcylindric; tail
on . ixth to nearly one-eighth the total length. Rostral µlate moderately prominent, broader than high, visible from above, but not dividing
the interna als. Internasals much smaller than prefrontals. Frontal
a broad a 1 ng; superciliaries posteriorly wider than frontal. Parietal larg , longer than wide. Postnasal higher than prenasal; loreal
rather mall, longer. than high. Oculars 1-2, the anterior widely separated above from frontal. Temporals 2-2, all long and narrow, those
ond row coinciding in anteroposterior extent with the last
of the
nperior labial. Superior labials eight, the fourth and :fifth bounding
th rbit; the ixth triangular, the apex not reaching the postocular.
nth higher but not longer than the eighth. Inferior labials eight,
fifth larg t.
eneials short, anterior pair the longer.
cale mootb, rather wide, in , eventeen rows.
C lor varying from light brown to black, the tirits when not uniform
ov ring large part of the body.
iz larg-, reaching a lflngth of 8 feet, with robust proportions.
Th r ar three color varieties of this species which pass into each
other, bnt which have especial geographic ranges. They are as follows:
'olor l i rht brown, with a black oblique stripe on each side of the neck .. 0. c. co1·ais.
ol r lik
. c. corais anteriorly, bµt moro or less of the posterior part of the body
with tail, black .. ____ ...................... _--··-.--· ... __ . ··- .. ___ O. c. melanu1·us.
olor black, the anterior gastrostoges with dark red bases, and the superior labials
g n rally with dal'k reu llorders ......... ____ ............ ____ .... __ . 0. c. couperii.

Tb 0. . corai inhabits South .America; the 0. c. melanurus Central
nd Mexico, and the 0. c. couperii the Gulf States of North
m
COMPSOSOMA CORAIS COUPERII Holbrook.

pilotes corais couperii COPE, Proc. U. S. at. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 637.
Coluber coupel'ii HOLTIR0OK, . Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 75, pl. XVI.
eorr1ia couperii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. . .Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 92.
pilotea couperii COPE, Proc. Acad. at. ci. Phila., 1860, p. 564; Check-list N.
mer. Batr. R pt., 18T, p. 39.
Gwrgia obsoleta BAIRD anu GIRARD, Cat. . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.158
(not oluber obsolelus AY ) .
pilotes erebennus 'OPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. oi. Phila., 1860, p. 564; Check-list
1' • .A.mer. Batr. R pt., 1875, p. 39.

eneral color above black; ome of tbe cales having dashes of reddi h w bite at their ba e , scarcely indicatin O' blotches; the same color
is ometimes shown on the skin. Beneath late-black. The color is
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u11iform on the posterior half; the bases of .the scuta then begin to exhibit more or less of reddish, which tint increases in extent and inten-

Fig.199.
UOMPSOSOMA CORAIS COUPERII H OLBROO K

=L

Brunswick, Georgia.
Cat. No. 4504, U.S.N. M.

sity anteriorly until toward the head the slate-color is only seen along
their edges, the tint there being a dark salmon-color. The posterior
margins of the upper and lower labials, as well as all the plates on the

F ig. 200.
C OMPSOSOMA CORAI S COUPERII HOLBROOK.

= l.
Cat. No. 4457, U.S.N.M.

sides of the neck and beneath, are edged with well-defined black. Sides
of the head reddish brown, margined as above.
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pecimen from the Lower Rio Grande have a good deal of brown on
the ba es, edges, or tips of the scaJes, thus approaching the form melanurus. On the other hand, specimens from the sea islands of Georgia
are everywhere pure black, except some brownish-red shades on the
throat and chin. Specimens from this locality have in some instances
but even uperior labials, and I do not know of au,r which has eight
on both sides. Two specimens (Cat. os. 4457, 4458) have seven on one
ide and eight on the other. The species Spilotes couperii was proposed
by Dr. Holbrook for this form, but I find no characteristic to separate it from the individuals from the other Gulf States and Texas,
except the number of labials, and this is, as observed, variable.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formula and dimensions,
the latter in inche :
·
Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length.

+

Altamaha., Geor<>ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184 1.
Eagle Pa , Texas ..... ............ .............. 193 + 1.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 + 1.

60.
60.

60.

Tail.

60.
45!.
48½.

11
7!
9!

The large t specimen in the U. . National Museum i::; from Gainesvill , Florida. Its length i ' 1,117 mm., of which the tail is 270 mm.
pilotes corais couperii Holbrook.
Locality.

455
458

1862
1 60
1849
450-i
1 !!
1 50
10 2l
10490
10165

10761
105115 1
10370

1
1
l
14 2 . . . . . . . . . .
15075

When
collected.

Whence obtailled.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. W. L. Jones ....... .. Al.coholic .
..... do .................. .
do.
A. Schott ............... .
do.
Capt. S.VanVliet, U.S.A.
do.
Capt.John Pope,U. S. A.
do.
do.
f~~ne~-w~?~o~:dt~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:
do.
Matamoras, Mexico . ................. .... Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A.
do.
GainesvilJe, Florida. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ .
do.
do.

Liberty Uounty, Georgia .................
. .... do ................................. ..
Eagle Pass, Texas........ . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
BrownsvilJe, Texas . .....................
Matamora , Mexico ............... . ... . ..

~;l:t't~-~::::::::::::

:::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::

f;;; =: ii:~ .~~.~J~.~-e.l~::::::::::::::

Florida ....................................... do .• .............. ...
Milton, Florida. ........... May -, 1881 S. 'l'. Walker ... ........ .
Clearwater, Florida ....... -, 1879 ..... do ................ ..
Uninesville, Florida.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Bell.. ........ . .. .
an Diego, Texas .............. .. ........ Wm. Taylor ..... .. ..... .

do.
do.
do.

EPIGLOTTOPHIS Cope.
Ep 'glottophis ' n~, Trans. Amer. Phil. oc., XVIII, 1895, p. 204.

Il mip ni. · ·olubriforrn, with numerou calyces. Teeth equal. Scales
in an un qual numb r of row with paired pits; anal plate entire, subaudal <livid 1. Two prefrontal and two internasal plates. A compr
d promin nt pig1otti . I upil round.
bi
nu i, Pityophi with only two prefrontal plates. It includes
with pr nt information, two p cie of the Medicolumbian region,
w bich diff' r a :fi llow :
H ad ·horter; uprao ular plate wide; a median aerie of large quadrate dorsal
pots ......... - -............................ . E . pleurostictus Dumeril ancl Bibron.
Head longer· upraorbital plates narrow; longitudinal black stripes, broken posteriorly and becoming tran verse oo-shaped spots .........•.. E. lineaticollis Cope.
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EPIGLOTTOPHIS PLEUROSTICTUS Dumeril and Bibron.

[No description of .this species was found in Professor Oope's manuscript. Description and synonymy are given in Bou]enger's Catalogue
of the Snakes in the British Museum, II, 1894, p. 66, under the name
Ooluber deppii. J
EPIGLOTTOPHIS LINEATICOLLIS Cope .

.Arizona lineaticollis COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 300.
Spilotis lineaticollis COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 72.
Pityophis linea.,icollis Gtj NTHER, Biol. Centr.-.A.mer. Rept., 1894, p. 124, pl.
Coluber lineaticollis BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 64.

XLVII .

Head distinct, elongate. Rostral plate rounded in profile, much
elevated; posterior angle right, not reaching postfrontals. The latter,
three times the size of the prefrontals. Vertical longer than broad, the
anterior border straight, as long as the occipitals. Five or six small
temporals on each side. Nasal plates large; loreal longer than high.
Preoculars one or two, postoculars three. Superior labials eight or
nine, liable to irregular subdivision; fourth and fifth or fourth, fifth,
and sixth entering the orbit. Twelve inferior labials; postgeneials
very small. Scales small in twenty-seven rows, the median ten keeled.
Tail very short. Gastrosteges, 234-244; urosteges, 69-72. General color
of a specimen long preserved in spirits, above light brown; beneath
paler. The head is without markings. On the anterior part of the
body, two black bands, two and two halves rows of scales apart, extend
for four times the length of the head and terminate each in a narrow
elliptic annulus. The latter are nearly confluent with the succeeding
pair of annuli, which are very narrow. These increase in breadth
posteriorly until near the middle of the body they become confluent on
the m_edian line, forming geminate open spots; near the tail they lose
the geminate form. Their whole number is thirty-six pairR, separate or
united. Alternating with these is a smaller series of annuli, which
become elongate anteriorly, and finally become short black lines, parallel
to, and three scales from the median pair. A few spots on the extremities of the gastrosteges or the posterior part of the abdomen.
Measurements.-Total length, 1,320 mm.; length of tail, 190 mm.
Epiglottophis lineaticollis Cope.
Catalogue ~umbe_r
No.
of spec1•
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of sp-3cimen.

- - - - -- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -9140
2 Southern plateau ........... Dr. C. Sartorius ............. Alcoholic.

This species was originally described from a specimen in the museum
of the Philadelphia Academy from J alapa. It therefore inhabits both
the A.ustroriental and Austroccidental districts. The E. pleurostictits
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i found in the Au trocentral and Austroccidental districts, as well as
in the Ohihuabuan of the Sonoran subregion. The E. lineatioollis is
al o reported by Gunther from Durnas, in Guatemala.
Though tbi, species differ widely in color characters from the E.
pleurostictils it re embles it closely structurally. Boulenger places the
two in different sections of the genus Ooluber, one of which is characterized by a more, and the other by a less, distinct vertical angulation
of the end of the ga,strosteges. I, however, find no difference between
the two pecies in this respect. The following characters may, however, be noted: The head in the E. lineaticollis is larger relatively to
th general dimen ions than in the E. pleurostictus. Thus the cephalic
plate are of equal length in two specimens of these species, of which
the E . lineaticollis measures 950 mm. and the E. pleurostictus, 1,145 mm.
The ga trosteges and urosteges are more, numerous in the .E. lineaticolli . In thi species there are in two specimens, gastrosteges 242,
uro tege 72, and gastrosteges 234, urosteges 69. Boulenger counts
244 + 60. In two specimens of E. pleurostictus I find, gastrosteges
228, urosteges 58, and gastrosteges 221, urosteges 54. Boulenger
giv ga tro teges 209-233, urosteges 51-67. My three specimens
of E. lineaticollis, like Gi.i.nther's, have twenty-seven rows of scales,
and the three of E. pleurostictus before me have twenty-nine. Of
. v n pecimen of the latter in the British Museum three have
wvnty-nin rows and four twenty-seven, according to Bonlenger.
i i11ally the relation _of the frontal and supraocular plates differ in the
tw . In the E. lineaticollis the supraoculars are narrow and the frontal
wicl ; in the E. pleurostictiis the supraoculars are relatively wider.
The ·horter head of the latter species is shown in the loreal, which is
cl pa long, while in the E. lineaticollis it is a little longer than
<l p.
il[easurements.-The longest specimen of this species in the. U. S.
tional Mu eum mea ures 1,320 mm.; tail, 190 mm. The British
Mu um specimen measures 1,500 mm. The longest E. pleurostictus
( a . o. 9065) in the . S. National Museum measures 1,145 mm.;
t H 5 mm. The British Museum catalogue gives 1,690 mm. as the
t 1 n th.
RHINECHIS Michahelles.
Rhinechis :II HAllELLl~ , in Wagler, !cones et Descript. Amphib., 1833, pl. 25.-

B

NAPARTE, Fauna Italica, 1 38, pl. 70.-D UMERIL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen.,
II 1 51, p. 227-COPE, Bull. U.S. at.Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 56.
Arizona 1(1<; ' I TT, . . and Mex. Bound. nrv., II, 1859, Reptiles, p. 18.

Head m <l.erately di tiuct, muzzle depressed, projecting. 'fail rather
bor . T tb equal. Cephalic plate normal; the ro~tral recurved and
d ply eparating the elongate int rna als. Pupil round. Scales
mo th bifo ate.
ual an i ubcaudal cuta entire.
Th I roduction and r urvature of th ro tral plate and entire anal
pla e di tingui ·h thi g nu· from 1ol11 ber which it re ernbles. It wa
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at one time thought to be allied to Pitynphis in view of the presence of
the two characters in question, but the absence of the epiglottis and
undivided prefrontals show that it is distinct. There are several minor
characters, not generic, which show that its affinities are not with the
spe<·ies of Pityophis. Such are the pec~liar forms of the inferior labial,
prenasal, and loreal plates, and the very fine bristle-like spicules of the
hemipenis, in th~ American species at least.
Two species are known, which differ as follows:
Scales in from 27 to 31 rows. Tail less than one-sixth the length. Brownish gray,
with numerous transverse brown dorsal spots, with alternating lateral spots.
R . elegans.
Scales 25-29. Tail more than one-sixth the length. Adult with a pair of brown
stripes ...................... ...... ........... .. ..................•••. R. scalaris.
RHINECHIS ELEGANS Kennicott.

Rhinechis elegans COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 284.
Ar-izona elegans KENNI COTT, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, 1859, Rept,iles, p.18, pl.13.
Pityophis elegan8 COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Rept., 1875, p. 39.

Form of moderate robustuess; bead moderately distinct; tail short,
between one-sixth and one-seventh the total length. Scales in from

I<'ig. 201.
RHINECHIS ELEGANS KENNICOTT.

= 1.

Between the Arkansas and Cimarron RiYers.
Cat. No. 4276, U.S.N.M.

twenty-nine to thirty-one rows, usua11y t~enty-nine rows; inferior row:s
not wide, median rows narrower, but not very uarrow. Rostral plate
prominent, viewed in profile, but not projecting when viewed from
above, its posterior angle separating the internasals for half their
length. The latter are longer than wide, and are decurved to front so
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a to depre, the form of the prenaRal, a peculiarity I have not observed
nake. Prefrontals not so long as their
posterior width. Frontal very wide in front, the lateral borders contracting posteriorly so a to greatly dirninisli the posterior lateral angles
and to give the plate a subtriangular outliue in adults. It follows that
the uperciliaries are triangular, with an oblique posterior outline.
Parietals a little longer than wide, subtruncate posteriorly. ~Tostril in
a .fissure, which extend' obliquely downw~,rd and backward, rendering each ofthe na al plates ubtriangular. Loreal conRiderably longer
than high, with the uperior border oblique downward and posteriorly.
Ocular 1-2, temporals 2-4, the anterior elongate, and bounding the
nmmit of the large seventh superior labial. Superior labials eight,
fourth and fifth entering orbit; higher than long from the third to the
ixth, inclusive. Seventh larger than usual, exceeding the sixth and
igbth together, longer abo-ve than on the labial border. This size
explain the absence of the usual second row of three temporals. The
int rior labials are peculiar for their large number and unusual form.
They number from thirteen to fourteen, and are all, therefore, deeper
tban long. This is especially the case with those from the third to the
ixth, iuclu ive, which are produced in long points backward to the
g n ial plat . The seventh is the longest plate, but is separated by
,·cal from the geueial. Pregeneials of moderate length; postgeneials
mu ·h horter and narrower, and separated by 2-4 rows of scales.
B hind the e there are three transverse rows of small scales, anterior
. t th fir t gaRtro teges.
in any other North American

'nt.

Gastrostegee.

OK.

1722 .......... ······ ...............•..........

217 +1.

4266 ......••...•.•......... _•.•.. .. •• _• . • . . . . .

218

1417 ................................. _.... . . . .

+l .
213 + 1.

Urosteges. Length.
mm.

57.
f.
42.

Tail.
mm.

917.
145.
876. 1
710.

90.

b ground color ::tb()ve is a grayish brown, growing paler at the
median line. This is crossed by from .fifty-five to sixty-five transverse
brown pot anterior to the anus, which have the anterior and poi;;terior
b rd rs a little darker than t.heir central portions. These extend over
elv or thirteen row of cales and are separated by spaces of one and
, half or two cale in width. On the side is a series of spots, each of
wbi b i. ppo ite a space, and is deeper than long. The scales of this
r i nh
th ir enter brown shaded, so as to obscure the distinctf th lat ral pot in some specimens. Belly yellowish-white,
n .
uo Io t d. On tlie nape two wide longituninal stripes extend from
the anterior tran ver e pot to the parietal plates. A blackish streak
from
t an le of mouth. Labial unspotted in adults, but with
a pot uuder the ye in th young.
hi p ie i ' ubject to ome variation . Thus in Cat. o. 4266
th r i a mall inferior pre cular. In at. o.14676 there are only
1

To anns.
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twenty.seven rows of scales, and there is a row of three temporais
between the usual 2-4 scaled rows.
This species is restricted in its range to the Sonoran region. The
most southern localityyet known is near the city of Chihuahua. The most
northern is north of the Cimarron River, probably in New Mexico.
Mr. Bocourt objects to my placing this species in the genus Rhinechis,
as he says that the R. scalaris has the anal plate divided. It is true
that Dumeril and Ribron state that this is the case, but on examining
four specimens from the Bonaparte collection in the Museum of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, I find that the anal plate
is entire.
Rhinechis elegans Kennicott.
Catalogue N ~m ber
No.
1~~~~~1722
4266
8408
8002
1706
14176
16848
22036
22371

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom receievd.

Nature of
specimen.

Lower Rio Grande .••........•••. •• : . .••. A. Schott ..••••.......... Alcoholic.
Between Arkansas and . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ,T. H. Clark . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Cimarron, New Mexico.
.
do.
1 Southeastern Arizona . . . . Oct. -, 1873 H. W. Henshaw.. . . . . . . .
do.
1 Camp Grant, A.rizona ................ .... E. Palmer...............
1 Pecos and Rio Grande, ...•...•............•...•....••........•.
Texas.
1 Mojave Desert, California. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . Gustav Eisen . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Pacific Beach, San Diego .....•......... U. R. Or~utt ............ .
County, California.
Coast Range, West Slope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ..•.... .
San Diego Wagon Road,
California.
Mesilla Valley, New Mex- ............... T. D. A. Cockerell ...... .
ico.

PITYO.PHIS Holbrook.
, Pityophis HOLBROOK, North American Herpetology, IV, 1842, p. 7.-BAIRD and
GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 64.-DUMERIL, Prodrome
des Ophidiens, 1853.-DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 252.GuNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 85.-C0PE, Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 56.
Churchillia BAIRD and GIRARD, Reptiles in Stansbury's Expl. Gt. Salt Lake,
1852, p. 350.

Teeth of equal length. A vertical laminiform epiglottis. Cephalic
scuta normal, except that each prefrontal is longitudinally divided into
two, producing four prefrontals. Rostral plate more or less prominent
and its superior angle produced backward. Scales more or less keeled
and with double apical pits. Anal scuta entire; subcaudals in two
series. Pupil round.
This genus of Oolubrine snakes includes rather large and robust
species. They are restricted exclusively to the Nearctic realm and the
Lower Californian district of the Neotropical. They are entirely terrestrial in their habits, preferring dry and even sandy regions to any
other. They are of a harmless disposition as a general rule, but the P.
sayi bellona defends itself vigorously when attacked. The peculiar
epiglottis, first observed and described by Dr. 0. A. White, of Washington, aids these snakes in emitting an unusually loud hiss on the
NAT MUS 98--55
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e piration of the ail' contained in their voluminous lung. This sound,
although it can not be called a voice, is sufficiently loud to be alarming,
and erve , no doubt, as a defense.
The question a to the number of species included in this genus is a
difficult one to decide. The P. melanoleucus may be always distingui bed by color characters from the forms found west of the Mississippi
River. From some of these it also differs in the shape of the head and
muzzle, but tbe most ea tern of the western forms, P. sayi sayi, resembles it in the e re pects. The Lower Californian form may be distiugui bed from tbe P. melanoleucus by color characters and by the shape
of th head and muzzle, but between it and the P. sayi of the western
ippi region there is a complete transition in most of the characThe California form resembles that of Lower California in form,

Fig. 202.
Pl'l'YOPUIS SAYI DELLONA BAIRD .A.ND GIRARD.

= 1.
a, shoath of tongue; b, epiglottis; c, glottis.
From Dr. R. W. Shufeldt.

iu color, while the Arizona form is in every respect intermediat b tween the Pacific form (P. catenifer) and the P. sayi of the
I 1 in .
he e forms are tolerably constant and can be generally recognized. Th form of the rostral plate is the most characteristic peculiarity, but from the nature of the ca e transitions occur. Under the
ircum tance , I have adopted four species, of which the P. sayi has
two ub pecie , one of which, P. s. bellona, is intermediate between its
typi al form nd the P. catenijer, the latter differing, however, in the
great r moothn
of the scales.
YNOP I

OF

PECIE •

cales with stronger k el beginning on the fourth row; head short, elevated ; rostral plate compr ssed and narrowed above; no head stripes; dorsal spots few,
27-33 on body ...................................... __ . _ . __ ....... P. m3lanoleucuB.
cale first keelecl on the ixth row; rostral plate narrowed above; head stripes
pre ent; spots numerou , 40-65 on body ........•.................... ____ . P. Bayi.
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Scales weakly keeled, first on tenth r~w; rostral little prominent, not narrowed
above; head flat; head stripes present; spots numerous, 36-79 on body. P. catenifm·
Scales weakly keeled, beginning on tenth row; rostral plate not narrowed, llnd little prominent; head flat; spots few, 40-44 on body; anteriorly red; no head
stri pe8 ___ . ________ .. _____ . _.. _ ____ . ____ ....... ___ .................. P. vertebralis.

The head stripes consist of a band extending from the eye to the
angle of the mouth; another from the eye to the upper lip below it, and
another connecting the orbits across the front of the frontal plate.
These stripes are present in the young of the species, which lack them at
maturity. The increase in the number of spots is accomplished by the
division of those on the posterior part of the body.
The number of the labial plates is apt to be unequal on the opposite
side. Thus in seventy-two specimens examined, fifteen have nine
labials on one side and eight on the other. The P. catenifer displays
the greatest irregularity in this respect, six out of sixteen specimens
having labials 8-9.
PITYOPHIS MELANOLEUCUS Daudin.
Pityophis rnelanolencu8 HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., IV, 1842, p. 7, pl. 1.-BAIRD
and GIRARD, N. Amer. Rept., Pt. l, Serp., 1853, p. 65.-DUMERIL and BIBRON,
Erp. Gen., 1854, VII, p. 233.-GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Serp. Brit. Mus., 1858, p.
86.-COPE, Check-listN. Amer. Batr. Rept., p. 39; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.1,
1875, p. 39.
Coluber rnelanoleucus DAUDIN, Hist. Rept., VI, 1803, p. 409 (from Bartram).HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1827, p. 359.
Coluber rnelanoleuc·us DAUDIN, Hist. Nat. Rept.,,VI, 1799, p. 409.-HARlAN, Journ.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 359; Med. and Phys. Res., 1835, p. 122.BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 68.

Head ovoid, broad behind. A.nteorbital one; postorbitals three.
Dorsal rows of scales twenty-seven to thirty-one, the four outer rows
smooth, fifth, sixth, and seventh with an obsolete keel. Tail about oneseventh of total length. Head spotted with black. Color of the body
whitish, with a dorsal series of very large blotches, the twenty-fourth
to thirtieth opposite the anus; anteriorly and posteriorly emarginated
on the anterior third of the bouy; oblong posteriorly. Elongated
smaller blotches on the flanks, formin g three indistinct series, often
confluent. Abdomen unicolor. A series of twenty-seven to thirty
distinct blotches along the extremities of the scutellre.
Head robust, conical. Frontal plate subpentagonal, broad anteriorly.
Parietals a little larger than the frontal, and as broad anteriorly as long.
Internal postfrontals elongated and subtriaugular; external postfrontals
polygonal. Pre-frontals quadrilateral, separated by the rostral. Rostral narrow, very convex, raised above the surface of the snout, and
reaching the prefrontals. Nasals very large, anterior one tbe larger.
Nostrils vertically oblong, situated in the middle and between both
plates. Loreal ovoid, small, horizontal. One large anteorbital, with its
anterior margin convex, of the same width above as below. Three
postorbitals, proportionally large. Temporal shields small, three or
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four in the fir trow. Upper labials eight, seventh largest, fourth coming into the orbit. Lower labials fourteen, fifth and sixth largest, the
five posterior ones quite small. Posterior pair of mental shields onethird of the size of the anterior pair, and reaching backward to opposite
the middle of the lowP,r sixth labial. . Tail conical and tapering, forming
about the seventh of the total length.
The ground color, when living, is white; as preserved in alcohol it is
lio-ht yellowi h brown. The hea<l. is spotted in the young with black

Fig.203.
Pl'l'YOPillS MELANOLEUCUS DAUDIN.

=l.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

p

, but nearly white in the adult; froutal bar rather wide; postocular
A dorsal series of
ry large blotche , of a deep chestnut-brown, broadly margined with
la k anteriorly and po teriorly. The e blotches are twenty-four in
number from the head to oppo ite the anus, and six on the tail, where
th extend laterally down to the ub audal scutellre. More or less
confluent, and con equently irregular in hape on the anterior third of
th b dy, b y are posteriorly ubr und or subquadrate, emarginated
in front and beilind, and eparated from each other by a light space

itt broad in the young, but wanting in the adult.
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embracing four scales, w bile the blotches themselves cover six scales.
The flanks are blotched but very irregularly; on the anterior region of
the body the blotches elongate in the shape of longitudinal bands or
vittre; on the middle region three indistinct series may be traced, alternating and often confluent by their corners; posteriorly there is only
one series opposite to the dorsal, and often confluent with it, so that
the corresponding blotches form single patches, extending from the
back to the abdomen, and tapering on the sides. The abdomen is dull
yellow, with a series of distant blackish l>rown patches along the extremity of the scntellre, often extending to the outer row of scales.
Specimens from Florida have the dark colors, rusty or rufous, instead
of deep brown or black, and the outlines of the spots are not so welJ
defined.
This species ranges from New Jersey to Florida, preferring the sandy
pine woods of the coastal plain. It is the largest snake of thjs region.
It is of a very harmless disposition,
and may be handled with impunity.
I
Pityophis melanoleucus Daudin .

•

Catalogue Numbe_r
No.
o~sfnes~14610
8008
8997

8945
10819
109:!0

Locality.

When
collected.

I

. d
From whom receive .

Nature of
specimen.

1 MountHolly, New.Jersey ................ Dr. Brown .......•..•... . .Alcoholic.
1 (1) .•••.. .•.....•••••••. ••. •••.. ..•••••••• •••••• .•.•.• •••••• .. .•••.•
do.
1 St. ;Johns River, Florida . . -, 1874 G . Brown Goode.........
do.
1 ..... do ...... . ................................. do...................
do.
1 Gainesville, Florida ...................... .James Bell..............
do.
l .... . do . .. . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . .April 7, 1881 .••.. do...................
do.

PITYOPHIS SAYI Schlegel.
Pityophis sayi BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amor. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p.
151.-CoPE, Cbeck-list N. Arner. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
G_oluber rnelanoleucus BOULENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 68.
Colubei· sayi SCHLEGEL, part, Ess. Physionomie des Serpents, 1837, p. 157.

Head with the rostral plate more or less prominent forward and produced and narrowed upward antl posteriorly. Superior labial plates 8-8
to 9-9. Scales in from twenty-seven to thirty-three rows, keeled. except
six rows on each side. Dorsal spots more numerous than in P. melanoleucus, varying from fifty to sixty-five on the body, sometimes as few as
forty. Two to three rows of spots on each side. · Generally no subcauda.l stripe. Head with three bands, one extending between the orbits,
011e from the orbit directly downward to the labial border, and one from
the orbit to the angle of the mouth. Temporal scales small, generally
3-3 to 4-4, rarely 2-2.
This species occupies the entire interior of the United States and the
Mexican plateau to the valley of Mexico. Eastward it cro;ses the Mississippi River into the prairie country of 111inois. It is represented by
two forms, which only differ in the form of the rostral plate. One of
these (P. s. bellona) inhabits Arizona and New Mexico only, and is
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intermediate in character between the typical P. s. sayi and the P. catenijer. These forms differ as follows:
Rostral plate compre~sed aml produced upward and backward; often traces of ~
black snbcaudal str1 pe ................................. _... - .. --... -.. - P. s. sayi.
Rostral plate less compressed and less narrowed above; no traces of the bl3ick subcaudal stripe ....... _..... - .... _..... -.. - - - - - ......... -.... - - -... - - - . P. s. bellona.
PITYOPHIS SA YI SA YI Schlegel.

Pityophis sa.lJi sayi COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
Pityophis sayi BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Am. Rept., Pt, 1, Serpents, 1853, p.151.
Pityophis mexicanus DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854-, p. 236.
Coluber sayi CIILEGEL, Ess. Physionomie des Serpents, 1837, p. 157.
,
Pityophis rnacclellanii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p. 6 .
Pityophis mexicanns DUMERIL and BIBRON"1 Erp. Gen., VII, 1854-, p. 236.

Head, ubellipticaJ, elevated. Rostra.l plate prominent, very narrow.
Anteorbitals, none or two; postorbital:::;, three or four. Dorsals, 27-33

Fig. 204.
PITYOPHIS SAYl SAYI

CHI.EGEL.

= J.

Fort Caster, Montana.
Cd. No. 14532, U.S.N.M.

row · the ix outer row mooth. Tail forming one-ninth or one-tenth
of total Jeug h.
o tocnlar vitta brown aud rather broad. Suborbital
bla k patch coo pi nous; com mi nre of labials black. Color of body
r ddi h- ellow with a erie of forty-five to ixty-five blotches from
head to rigin of tail. Blotche of adjoining series, on either side, confluent aero the light pace betwe nm dial blotche . Flank covered
with small blotche , forming three or four indistinct series. Twelve
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transverse jet-black bars across the tail. Abdomen yellowish, thickly
maculated with black patches.
'
Head proportionally large, ovoid, distinct from the body. Snout
pointed. Parietal plates small. Frontal broad, subpentagonal, slightly
concave on the sides. Superciliaries large. Internal prefrontals rather
narrow, elongated; external prefrontals quadrilateral, a little broader
forward. Internasals irregularly quadrangular. Rostral very narrow,
· extending halfway between the prefrontals, convex, and raised above
the surface of the snout. Nostrils in the middle line between the nasals,
the posterior of which is a little the smaller. Loreal trapezoidal, proportionally large. Inferior anteorbital very small, resting upon the fourth
upper labial. Postorbitals varying in comparative size. Temporal
shields small, resembling scales. Upper labials eight to nine, sixth
and seventh the l_a rger. Lower labials twelve, sixth and seventh largest.
Posterior mental shiefols very small, extending to opposite the junction
of the seventh and eighth lower labials. Scales proportional1y small,
in twenty-nine to thirty-three rows, the six outer ones perfectly smooth
and somewhat larger than the remaining rows.
Ground color yellowish-brown, with three series of dorsal black
blotches, forty-five to sixty-five in number, from the head to opposite
the anus, with twelve on the tall, in the shape of transverse bars.
Those of the medial series the larger, and covering eight or nine rows
of scales. On the anterior part of the body they are subcircular,
embracing longitudinally four scales; posteriorly they become shorter
by.one scale. The light spaces between are a little narrower than the
blotches themselves for the twelve anterior blotches and wider than
the blotches for the remaining length of the body. The blotches of the
adjoining series alternate with those of the medial series, being oppo.site to the light intermediate spaces, across which th8 blotches of either
side are generally united by a transversal narrow band. The flanks
are densely covered with small and irregular blotches, forming three
indistinct series, confluent in vertical bars toward the origin of the
tail. Inferior surface of the head yellowish, unicolor. Abdomen dull
yellow, with crowded brownish-black blotches in series on the extremity
of the scutella.
Baird and Girard give the following numbers of scuta and scales
'
with dimensions in inches:
Cat.No. 1540; Red River, Arkansas; gastrosteges, 231; urosteges, 52; rows of scales,
35; total length, 38¼; tail, 4*.
Another specimen, same locality; gastrosteges, 231; urosteges, 52; rows of scales,
33; total l ength, 24½; tail, 2¾.

I add the following:
Cat. Nos.

1516.
1548.
1561.
1543.

Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

Rush Lake, Sonora.·----- ______ ........... ______
Lower Rio Grande, Texas ................. _.. ___
Rock I sland, Illinois ........... _ .... __ .. _... . . . .
Poplar River, Montana .•........... _........ _.. _

219.
238.
221.
215.

63.
46.
59.
60.

27.
31.
27.
29.
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Thi sub peci.e ranges from we tern Canada to the Valley of Mexico,
in lusive. It is the common species of Texas, and even occurs · in
Sonora. It is a curious fact that this form has both the extreme
northern and southern ranges, while t.he Arizonian form is so restricted.
Two living pecimens of this form were under my observation for a
number of months. Their hissing was remarkably loud and prolonged,
an<l they threw the tail into rapid vibrations, as do rattlesnakes, etc.
Th y would not eat, and died of starvation.
·
Pityophis sayi liayi Schlegel.
umber
ata.logue of speci•
mens.
No.
1575
1561
1559
5283
1518

m~

10700
14532

15665
147r.
1543
5-105
1548
1553
0128
1540
9321
22139- H
14744

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1
outhernillinois .....•...... R. Kennicott ............... . Alcoholic.
do.
1 Rock Island, Dlinois ........ J. D. Sergeant ............. .
do.
1 ..... do ................................................ : .. .
do.
2 Nebraska . . ................. J. Reynolds ................ .
do.
1 Rush Lake, Sonora ...................................... .
do.
do.
do.
1 Daveoport,Iowa....... .. . . . D.S. Sheldon .............. .
do.
4 Fort Custer, Montana....... Capt. C. Bendire ........... .
do.
l San Diego, Texas ........... W. Taylor .......•..........
1 Mexico .................................................. .
clo.
1 Poplar River, Montana...... Dr. G. Su1;kley ............. .
do.
1 Platte River Valley ...........•.•.........•••............
do.
1 Lower Rio Grande, Texas ............................... .
do.
1
pper Missouri ......................................... .
do.
1 Yellowstone River .......... Mr. A.lien .................. .
do.
2 Red River, Texas ........... Capt.G.B.McClellan,U.S . .A..
clo.
2 Y llowstone River .......... J. H. Beatty ............... .
do.
Las Cruces, New Mexico, T. D . .A.. Cockerell ....•......
Exp riment Station.
do.
.......... Fort Huachuca, Arizona.... Benson ...............•.... ·1
do.
do.

r r~t~~~!i~~~·T~!~~~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

iim :::::::::::::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::: .::.i~i~~::::::::::::::: ::::::

PITYOPHIS SAY! BELLONA Baird and Girard.

Pityo11his sayi bellona COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
Pituophis bellona BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 66.
Churchillia bellona BAIRD and GIRARD, Reptiles, Stansbury's Rept. Expl. Great

alt Lake, 1852, p. 350.

Head elliptical, rather pointed, iittle compressed. Vertical plate very
broad anteriorly. A second anterior vertical, small, and subcordiform.
nte rbitals two; postorbitals four . . Dorsal rows of scales twenty-nine
to thirty.three; the even outer rows smooth. Tail about one.twelfth
of total length. Head maculated with black; transverse frontal bar
e t nding from one orbit to the other, well marked; the oblique postocul r vitta ratb r narrow, and reaching the angle of the mouth. Color
of th body whiti h yellow, sometimes reddish yellow, with a dorsal
erie f deep black blotche , or of deep brown, margined with black,
£ rty-fi e to ixty-three in number, from the head to the origin of tb·e
t il, and a eries of maller spot on each side. Ten transverse jet
bla k bar on the tail. Flank crowded with small and irregular
bdomen dull yellow, maculated with black blotches more
r le crowded.
H ad broad behind, and well parate<l from the bo<ly by a con-
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tracted neck, very much tapering to the end of the snout, subquadrangular from the eyes forward. Upper surface flattened; snout elevated
and rounded. Occipital plates triangular, as broad anteriorly as long.
Superciliaries longer than either the vertical or occipitals. Frontal
subpentagonal, very broad anteriorly, as broad as long, and very much
tapering posteriorly; its sides concave. A second small subcordiform
a11terior frontal sometimes present; is situated between the external
prefrontals, which are comparatively the larger. Internal prefrontals
irregularly triangular, and smaller than the internasals, which are
irregularly quadrangular. The rostral is triangular, wide below and
narrow above, and raised but little above the surface of the snout, not
dividing, however, the prefrontals. Nas.a ls subquadrangular, anterior
one a little larger; nostrils situated between the two plates, but more in
the posterior one. Loreal very small, narrow, and elongated, horizontal
in position. · Two anteorbitals, inferior one very small; upper one very

0
Fig. 205.
PITYOPHIS SAYI BELLONA BAIRD AND G IRARD,

= 1.
regular, slightly convex on its anterior margin. Postorbitals four in
number, occasionally onJy three, the two upper ones a little larger.
Numerous small temporal shields. Upper labials eight (rarely nine),
sixth and seventh somewhat larger. Lower labials thirteen, seventh
largest; the six posterior ones the smallest. Dorsal scales elliptically
elongated, constituting twenty-nine to thirty-three rows, the six outer
of which are smooth, the others carinated, the five outermost very sensibly the larger.
The ground color is whitish yellow; on the anterior third and upper
part of the body, the bases and sometimes the two anterior thirds of
the scales are jet black, so as to make the ground color appear black.
There are fifty-one large chocolate-brown Jorsal blotches, margined
with jet black from the head to opposite the anus, and ten on the tail.
On th.e anterior portion of the body these blotches are subcircular, or
rather elliptical, covering in width seven or eight rows of scales, and
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four and two half-scales in length; the spaces between embrace about
two scales. Posteriorly the blotches become quadrate, and the intermediate spaces increase so as to be at first equal to the blotches, and
toward the origin of the tail they are actually wider by one scale than
the blotches themselves. On the tail the blotches assume the shape of
narrow transverse bars, tapering downward. On each side of the dorsal blotches is a series of much smaller and somewhat irregular blotches
margined with black, the blotches being opposite· to the light spaces,
alternating, but not confluent with the medial blotches. On the anterior third of the body a series of small blotches is obseryed on the

Fig. 206.
Pl'l'YOPTIIS SAYI BELLONA BAIRD AND. GIRARD.

=1.
Second specimen, showing variations.

flank , and beneath it a eries of elongated black patches all of which
'hibit , t n<l ucy to become obsolete vertical bars, m~re apparent
, t ri rly in ry large individuals, giving to the flanks a nebulous
a earc n e. The head above is yellowish brown, with small black
Pt
n the vertex and occiput. Frontal black bar distinct in small
individual , ob olete in very large ones; postorbital vitta narrow; subrbital pot mall. Inferior surface of t4e head and abdomen light
traw lor, with an external serie of di tant black spots on each side,
nflu nt under the tail, and con tituting a medial ba11d. Tail neither
ringed nor 1 ngitu<linally triped below with brown or black.
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Baird and Girard give the following scut.al formulre and measurements, the latter in inches:
Cat. No. Locality.

Gastrosteges, Urosteges.

1520. Rio Grande . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Webster, Santa Rita del Cobre.
Do............................

231.
225.
225.

53.
63.
63.

Scales. Length.

Tail.

5J

33.
61}.
31-33. 44t.
31.
39.

6¼
5¼

I add the following:
Cat. No. Locality.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges . Scales.

8404. Pagosa, California .. __ ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8400. Oak Orchard, Arizona....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

231.
225.

65.
58.

29
29

Of sixteen specimens examined, twelve have 8-8 superior labials,
two have 8-9, and two have 9-9. Four have twenty-nine rows of
scales, nine have thirty-one,
and two have thirty-three.
Six have between forty and
fifty dorsal spots on the
body; eight have between
fifty and sixty, and two have
si~ty to sixty-three. About
two.thirds have the centers
of the dorsal spots paler
than the borders, and the
Fig. 207.
remainder have the spots
PITYOPHIS SAYI DELLONA BAIRD AND GIRARD.
black throughout. The only Figure copied from Baird in Report u. s. Pacific R. R.Survey,X,pl.xxix.
constant character of this
subspecieR as compared with P. say·i is the form of the rostral plate;
but Cat. No. 8401 is intermediate between the two in this respect. Some
specimens from Oregon are intermediate between it and the P. catenifer.
The geographical range of this subspecies js the Great Basin from
Oregon south, the basin of the Colorado, and Arizona.
The typical specimen of the Ohurchillia, bellona, Baird and Girard,
which can not now be found, came from the valley of the Rio Grande,
which is also the habitat of the P. sayi sayi. The second specimen
enumerated in Baird and Girard's Catalogue under the P. bellona is
from western Texas, between San Antonio and El Paso, and hence
from the same region as the type. This specimen belongs to the P. sayi
sa,yi.
Pityophis sayi bellona Bafrd and Girard.
"
Number
Ca t ; 1o.,uo
of speci•
0
•
mens.
8401
8405
8406
8402

8180
1533
1520
4632

Locality.

1 New Mexico.. ............
1 , ... . do ....................
1 . ... . do ............... , ....
1 Colorarlo Chiquito, New
Mexico.
2 Fillmore, Utah ...........
1 Fort Conrad, New Mexico.
1 Santa Ritadel·Soto.......
1 Southern fork Humboldt
River.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimeP.

Sept.-, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow....... Alcoholic.
Sept. 24, 1874 Yarrow and Aiken . .. ...
do.
Juno-,1874 H.W.Hensl1aw........
do.
July -, 1874 . ... . do............ . . . ....
do.
- - -, 1872
.... . . . . . ... . . .
...............
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dr. H, C, Yarrow.. .....
.... . . ... . .. .... .. . . . .. .. .
............ ......... . ....
... . . . ...... .... .. . . . .. . ..

do.
do.
do.
do.
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Pityophis sayi bellona Baird and Girard-Continued.

Numb r
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

hetedn .
coW
11ec

I From whom received.

---- -----1- --,
8004
1534

2
1

57r.

1

4646
8759
10812

1
1
1

03
07

8565

16610
16766-7

17003

l
1
l

Nature of
specimen.

Camp Grant, Arizona .................................. - - . -. - .. - .. . Alcoholic.
do.
Colorado Bottom ........................ ·1Maj. W. H. Emory'
U.S.A.
clo.
FortWingate,NewMex- - - -,1873 Dr. C. G. Newberry .....
ico.
do.
Salt Lake, Utah ......................••.. ·· ·······:····· ···········
do.
Pagosa, Colorado ....... .. - - -, 1874 C. E. Aiken ............ .
do.
Cofumbia River, Oregon .. Sept. 19, 1878 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
Wilton prings, Arizona. July-, 1874 Dr. J. T. Rothrock ..... .
do.
Gila Riv r, Arizona ...... - - -, 187, Dr. J. S. N ewberry ..... .
do.
St.Martin's Island, ............... Dr. T. H. Streets,
Lower California.
U . S. N.
do.
Tucson Arizona.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • P. L. J ouy ..... .. ...... .
do.
Fort Wingate, New Mex• .............•. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt .. ... .
ico.
do.
Cameron County, Texas ................ ·. C. K. Worthen . ........ .

PITYOPHIS CA TEN I FER Blainville.
l'ityophis catenifer BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,

p. 69.-GO THER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 87.-COPE, Check.list
. Amer. Ba.tr. Rept., 1875, p. 39.
Coluber catenifer BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, III, 1834, pl. xxv1,
fig . 2, 2a, 2b.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894-, p. 67.
l'ituophis annectens BAIRD anu GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 72.
l'ituophis willcesii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 71.
Pityophis heerrnannii HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, p. 236.
Pityophis vc,-tebralis HALLOWELL, U.S. Pac. R.R. Surv. Rept., X, 1859, WHliamson's
R port, p. 14.

Il ad elongated, more or less depressed forward. Frontal plate
p nta onal, much broader anteriorly than posteriorly. Rostral broad.
nt orbital two; postorbita]s three. Loreal trapezoidal. Dorsal rows
f
1 .· twenty-nine to thirty-one; three outer rows smooth. Tail
- ·ixth or on . eventh of total length. Frontal black bar well marked.
to ular vitta ext n<ling over tbe last upper labial to the angle of
mouth.
olor of body whitish yellow on the sides, reddish yellow
v , with a dorsal eries of subquadrate blotcheQ, fifty to seventy in
number, from the bead to origin of the tail, and proportionally smaller
than in any oth r pecie. . The blotches of the two adjoining series not
·onflu nt with tho e of the medial one.
II ad Ion ated, ubelliptical, more or less depressed anteriorly.
Pari tal plate much longer than broad, longer than either the frontal
r n er iliarie . Frontal pentagonal, concave laterally, tapering;
l ugth great r than the width of its anterior margin. External prefroutals om time longitudinally divided into two plates. Internal
prefrontal elongat <l, very narrow posteriorly, sometimes also ub<livi<l d. Ro tral broad, not eparating the prefrontals. Nasals e'lual
in ize; no trn int rm diate and 11earer to the frontals than labials.
Loreal not very le rg . Int rior anfeorbital mall, and situate.d between
tb fourth and fifth upper labial . Po torbital nearly equal in size,
and g n rally contiguou to th anterior 011e. , thu,_ excluding the labials
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from the orbit, into which, however, the fifth occasionally enters.
Temporal shields scarcely to be distinguished from the scales. Upper
labials eight or nine, fourth or fifth occasionally c~ming int.o the orbit,
penultimate the largest. Lower labials twelve or thirteen, fifth or sixth
the largest, the six posterior ones very much reduced. Dorsal scales
elliptical, forming twenty-nine to thirty-one rows, the three outer rows
perfectly smooth, sHght carime on the eighth, ninth, or tenth rows, and
uot very conspicuous on tlrn remaining ones. 1'ail conical and tapering.
Ground color yellowish, with a dorsal series of subquadrate blotches,
about ninety in number, twenty of which on the tail. These are deep
brow11, margined with black anteriorly, entirely black posteriorly;
these blotches cover transversely eight or nine rows of scales, embrac-

l!'ig. 208.
PITYOPHIS CA'fENIFER BLAINVILLE.

= 1.

Humboldt Bay, California.
Cat. No. 1804, U.S.N.M.

ing longitudinally five to seven scales on the anterior region of the body,
and two or three posteriorly. The spaces between the blotches are of ·
the width of one to two scales for the whole length of the body, as in
P. sa,yi. A lateral series of blotches on each side of the medial, coverillg three rows of scales, and alternating with the median series. A
series of blotches along the middle of the flanks opposite to those of
tue median dorsal series. Ou the anterior part of tlte body the lateral
blotches are elongated and occasionally combine into a band or vitta
behind the neck. On the anterior third of the body an indistinct series
of black spots may be seen between the scuta and the outer series of
lateral blotches. Inferior imrface of head and abdomen dull yelJowish
white with two series of distant blotches, the outer series more conspic-
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uous than the inner and extending to the end of the tail. The latter is
not ring d and has no ._ tripe ou the- middle line below.
In the young the middle region of the abdomen is unicolor, and the
exLernal erie of pots only exists, which, together with the series on
the middle of the flank , are most conspicuous.
Bair<l. an<l. Girard give the following numbers of scuta and scutella;
an<l. total length , with that of the tail; in inches:
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length.

Lo •ality.

Puget, ound, Wa biugton. .... .... ......
0 ···-·· •••••••••••• •••••• ··-·-· ••••

Oregon..................................

Do .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

215.
209.
209.
213.

56.
72.

66.
T

29-31.
29-31.
29.
29.

39¾.
41{.
14¼.
13¼.

Tail.

5!7j.
1¼.

1¾.

Of venteen specimens examined, seven have the superior labials
- ; ight have 8-8; and two have 9-9. Four have twenty-nine rows
of al s; t n have thirty.one rows; one has thirty-three; and one has
thirty-five ( at. o. 2243). The number of spots on the body is very
variable. One has thirty-six dorsal spots (Oat.No. 1546); one has
fi rty- ix ( 1at. No. 1532); seven have between fifty and sixty; four have
u tw n ixty an<l. seventy; and four have over seventy, the highest
b ing ev nty•nine (Cat. o. 1816). The specimen (Oat. No. 5741) on
,vhi ·h the P. wilkesii Baird and Girard was founded is abnormal in the
n udivi ion of the prefrontal scuta; the only example I have observed
in the )uu .
The range of tbh, species is coterminous with the Pacific region,
xtendiug from San Diego 011 the south to Puget Sound on the north.
It i found in the Mohave Desert, and at Pyrmont, Nevada (Oat.
o. 1' 9).
orthward it extends to eastern Oregon and to Walla
Walla, a hingtou.
Pityo1Jhis catenifer Blaincille.
Locality.
5460

1

When
collected.

FTom whom received.

an Francisco, California ........ . ....... ... .... : ................. . Alcoholic.
do.
do.
clo.
Petaluma. California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mrs. M. E. Daniel . ..... .
do.
Santa Barbara, Ualifornia. Oct. -, 1874 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
'an Ui ego, Califoruia .................... Dr. J. L econte ......... .
do.
Walla Walla, Washington .. ..... . ... . .... Capt. C. Bendire .... .... .
tlo.
ouLbern Ualiforuia ....... A • g. -, 1875 H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
, auta Barbara, Ualifornia. July -, 1875 ..... do ...... ....... .. ... .
do.
.... . clo ........... . ...... . . July -, 1875 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
Kern ville, California. ...... Oct. -, 1875 JI. ,v. Henshaw . ...... . .
do.
Fort Urook, California .......... . ........ J . Feldner . ...... ....... .
do.
<lo.
MobaveDoser~ ..Ualifornia. July -, 1875 Dr. 0. Loew . ........... ,
<lo.
Montere.v, California ...... -, 1880 Prof. D.S. Jordan ....... .
clo.
.l!'<?rt Walla Walla, Wash- -, 1880 Capt. Chas. Bendire, U.
S. A.
IDgton.
do.
Tear latitncle 38° . . . . . . . . . 1...... . . . . . . . 1 .....•...••.............
do.
anBernardi no,California . 1.. ..... ... .. . 1 •...••.••.••••.•....... .
do.
Fort teiJacoom, Washing- 1.. ........... Dr. Geo. Sockley ........ .
ton.
do.
Paget oond,Washington. 1•. ••••••••••. U.S. Exploring Expedition.
do.
Fort Tejou, California..... . 1. . ..... ...... J. Xantus .. ....... ... , ..
do.
PyrmontJNevada ..... .... -, 1872 Dr.H. C. Yarrow ....... .
do.
HumbolatBay, California ................ Lieut. W.P •.rrowbridge,
U.S.A.

1 16
1810
1822
2",H3
5 2

i ~~u!ri~i~1~~;t:::::: ::::::::::::::: :i ;i~_:b~-~~~~--:-:-: : : :

1 3!)

2

125 2
85!J4
8502
670
500
010:l
·01

10731
10633

1

1

1
1
I
I
1

1

1
1
1

1550

2

1546

1
1

2287
5471

1

8003
813!)
1804

3

1
1

Nature of
specimen.
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Pityophis catenifer Blainville-Continued.
U.S.N.M.
No.
180li3
18064
Catalogue
No.
14128
16344
16350
16495
2)481
22034
22035
22578

-1

When
collected.

Locality.

South Fork Kings River, .Aug.17,
California.
Old Fort Tejon, California .... July 8, -

I

From whom r eceived.

Remarks.

Palm« ......... . ...... 7,000 feet altitude,
Bubbs Creek.
..... do .................

Locality.

From whom received.

San Diego California ...•.................... ---- - .. - ..
San Diego' County, West of mountains, California .... . .
Near Orcutt, San Diego County, California .............
Marshall Washin~on ......................••.........
Witch C~eek, San iego County, California ............
Campbell's Ranch, summit Coast Rarige, San Diego
County, California.
Gardner's Laguna, Salton River, Lower California .....
City Park, San Diego County, California ...............

C.R. Orcutt.
do.
do.
U.S. Department of .Agriculture.
H. W. Henshaw.
Dr. E . .A. Mearns.
do.
C. R. Orcutt.

PITYOPHIS VERTEBRALIS Blainville.

Pityophis vertebmlis DUMERIL and BrnR0N, Erp. Gen. , VII, 1854, p. 238.-C0PE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 39; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32,
1887, p. 72.
Colube1· verteb1·alis DE BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Nat. Hist. Paris, III, 1834,
p. 61, pl. xxvn, figs. 2, 2a, 2b.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853,
p. 152.-BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 67.
Pityophis hmmatois COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 342.

Scales in from thirty-one to thirty-five rows, th~ exterior ten or twelve
entirely smooth, the central faintly carinate; the scales three times as
wide as long near the middle of the body.
Head distinct, elongate, depressed, especially upon the region of the
coronal suture. Occipital shield as long as the vertical, but subject,
as in other species of the genus, to subdivision. Length of the vertical,
one and a half times the anterior breadth, the superciliary borders concave and slightly divergent posteriorly. Pm,terior angle obtuse. _ Postfrontals four, elongate, all bordering the vertical. Rostral not prominent; as broad as high, possessing six sutural borders, the nasal twice
as long as any of the others. Nasal shields large, lo real longer than
high.. Preoculars normally two, sometimes three or one.. Postoculars
three, exceptionally four. Superior labials normally nine (exceptionally ten), the fifth entering the orbit. Inferior labials normally twelve;
geneials two pair, anterior twice the length of the posterior. Tail oneseventh of the total length. Gastroteges two hundred and forty-seven,
an entire anal, urosteges sixty-one.
Measurements.-Total length, 5 feet 4 inches; tail, 9 inches.
The ground color above and below is a rich straw-yellow. The muzzle
is shaded anteriorly with ashy or brown; this color gradually fades
into a lively sanguineous or testaceous, which tint prevails upon the
posterior part of the head and anterior part of the body. There arises
upon the tenth or eleventh row of the scales of the neck upon each side
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a longitudinal band of the same color, which deepens posteriorly, and
unites with its fellow at intervals of three or four scales by a gradual
widening upon its dorsal horder. Thus a scalariform series of dorsal
blotche is formed, whose transverse diameter increases regularly posteriorly, and whose intervals diminish, being anteriorly four. scales,
upon the tail one and a half. The connecting band remains unbroken
upon the anterior fourth of the body only. Separated from this by aninterval of oue half or a whole scale, another longitudinal and very
narrow band arisfs on the neck. It is much more distinct opposite the

•

Fjg, 209.

PITYOPHIS VER'l'EBRALIS BLAINVILLE,

=1.

La Paz, Lower California.
Cat. No, 12644, U.S.N.}I,

interval betwe n the dorsal blotches, and upon the disappearance of
h Jin onnecting the latter partially assumes its position and breaks
.
'
1 mt au alternating erie of very elongated spots. The dorsal interval ar thu. widened to a breadth of seven and two halves scales.
h r
1 o b gin. upon the neck a second lateral series of spots,
whi h o cupy a 1 ngth of five scales on the fourth, fifth, and sixth rows.
heir 1 ngth decrea e to thr e scales opposite the anus, where they
unit wi h the uperi r lateral serie . Every second pair of gastroteg i tipped with sanguineous. All the marking:=; of this serpent
are anguineou' anteriorly, but deeper po teriorly, pa,ssing through
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shades of maroon, until upon the terminal third of the total length they
are entirely black. A black or maroon band passes along the suture of
the urosteges. Belly immaculate.
Habitation.-Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
Pityophis vertebralis Blainville.

I Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.
4682
12631
12644
15157

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

4 . Ccf:ut~!·ni~~cas, Lower -····· ......... John Xantus ............ Alcoholic.
Lal'az, Lower California. Feb.-,1882 .. L.Belding............. ..
..... do .................... Feb.-,1882 ....... do ................ __ _
Ballenas Bay, Lower Cali- .•.•.•......... U.S. Fish Commission . ..
fornia.

do.
do.

OSCEOLA Baird and Girard.
Osceola BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 133.CoPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1895, p. 204.

Posterior maxillary teeth larger and more robust than the anterior,
not separated from them by an interspace. Hemipenis colubriform,
with numerous fringed calyces. Cephalic plates normal; anal plate
entire; urosteges two rows. Scales with two apical pits.
This genus is intermediate between the Coronelline type of snakes
and the Colubrine. The scutellation and dentition are identical with
those of the genus Ophibolus, but the hemipenis is of a very different
character, being identical with t,h at of Ooluber, Phrynonax, etc. The
~entition separates it rather weakly from the latter genus. It ranges
from the eastern district of the Medicolumbian to the Columbian
region of the N eotropical realm, inclusive.
I know of but two species of this genus. They were formerly referred
·
to Ophibolus. They differ as follows:
Temporal scuta 2-2-3; scales in 21 rows; a. loreal; spotted or annulate, larger.
0. doliata Linnams.
Temporal scuta 1-2-3; scales in 17-19 rows; no loreal; annulate; smaller.
0. elapsoidea Holbrook.
OSCEOLA DOLIATA Linnreus.

Osceola doliata COPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1895, p. 215.
Ophibolus doliatus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1853, p. 89.-COPE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, pp. 4, 36; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888,
· p.381.
Col·uber doliatus LINNlEUS Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 379.-GMELIN, Linnreus Syst.
Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. {096.-HARLAN, ,Tourn. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V,
1827, p. 362.
Coronella doliata HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 105, pl. 24.-DUMERIL
and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, p. 621.-GUNTHF.R, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
1858, p. 41.
Coronella coccinea SCHLEGEL, Essai Phys. Serp., I, 1837, p. 135; II, p. 57.

Scales in twenty-one rows, r'a ther wide. Tail rather short; entering
total length six and two-thirds times. Head rather flat, little distinct.
N .A.'l' MUS

98--56
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Loreal small, longer than high; one preocular, two postoculars. Temporals 2-2 (rarely 1-2). Frontal rather wide, narrowing the superciliarie in front. Parietals rather wide, the length a litt.le less than
that of frontal and prefrontals combined. Seven superior labials, all
higher tllan long except the :first, the third and fourth bounding the
orbit. Geneials, the anterior about twice the size of the posterior.
Size medium to small.
The ground color of the superior surfaces varies from ashen to bright
yellow, but it. only appears as transverse spaces between tlie broad
reddi h-brown to crimson spots or saddles which cross the back. The
extent to which the e spots preserve their outlines or surround the
body like rings forms the indication of the characters of various subpecies. The coloration of the head varies from red or black abruptly
cut off po teriorly, to banded with two chevrons, a brown within a
yellow on , with a yellow cross-band on the nose.
The variation of this species are remarkable and form the subject
of ome remarks I made on former occasions, and which I now quote: 1
Th mo t northern and the most southern forms of the genus Osceola, the 0. triangula and 0. coccinea, have always been regarded as distinct species; and so numerous
are their di/Terential characters in coloration, size, and squamation that this view
woul<l. s em tor st on a satisfactory foundation. I find, however, that individuals
xi t whi ·h represent every stage of development of each character which distinguisbe them, although certain types appear to be more abundant than tho interme<li11,te on s. 0. triangula is a species of larger size, with two temporal plates, a
row of large brown dorsal spot·, and other smaller ones on the sides, on a grayish
round, with a, chevron, and often other marks on the top of the head, and a ball(.l
p sterior to the eye. 0. coccinea is a small snake with a small lorettl plate and one
t mporal shield; color red, with pairs of black rings extending round the body, and
no markin gr; n the head excepting that the anterior ring of the anterior pair crosses
the po terior edge of the oc ipital shields, forming a half collar. The transition is
a ·cornp1ishecl thus: The lateral borders of the dorsal spots of 0. triangula break
up, ancl th lateral spots become attached to their anterior and posterior dark bord rs. Th chevron of the top of the head first breaks into spots, and then its post rior portions unit with each other. The borders of the old dorsal spots contimrn
to the abdomen, where the remaining lateral portions finally meet on the middle line,
forming a b]a k line. This breaks up and disappears, l eaving the annuli open; and
th
are then completed in many specimens. The general colors become more brilliant an<l th size smaller. The head is more depressed; in immediate relation to
thi, fi rm the lor al plate is reduced in size, and the two temporal shields of 0. triangula are sometime redu ced to one. Every form of combination of those chara.ct r can lie foand, which repre ent five species of the books (in North America),
viz: 0. triangula, 0. doliata, 0. cinmtlata, 0. gentilis, and 0. coccinea. The oldest name
i th 0. <loliata Linn. Another seri s of specimens r esem ule very closely those
f th
nb. p cies coccineaj in fact, are identical with them in color. The loreal
hield i , howev r, extingui bed, and the rows of scales are redu ced by one on each
ide. These specimens simply carry one degree further the modifications already
de crib d. Yet, on account of the con tancy of these characters, I am compelled to
regard hese individna.ls not only as a distinct pecies, but, on account of the absence
f the loreal plate, a belon°'ing to another genus. This is the Calamaria elapsoidea
of Holbrook; the Osceola elapsoidea of Baird and Girard. It affords an illustration
1Bull

. . .,at. l\111s., 1 75, p. 4; Proc. U.S. rat. Mus., 1888, p. 381.
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of tlie principle, which I have elsewhere insisted on, "that adjacent _species of allied
genera may be more alike than remote species of identical generic characters," which
indicates that generic characters originate independently of the specific.

The transitions above noted are not, however, without mutual correlations. The characters :!lire found so associated in su0h a great majority of the specimens as to indicate the existence of subspecies whose
definitions are g·i ven below. Exceptions to these are given under the
head of each subspecies.
I. No yellow band posteriorly from orbit (a yellow half collar).
a . Dorsal spots or saddles (red) open at the side, their adjacent borders forming
pairs of black rings.
Interspaces between red saddles open below; scales not black tipped; front
black; first black ring on nape only ................... 0. d. coccinea.
Interspaces between red saddles closed by black spot below; scales black
tipped; front black; first black ring complete ......... 0. d. polyzona.
Interspaces pot closed; rings, including first, complete on belly; :first yellow band crossing occipital plates; front black; scales not black
tipped ............................................... 0. d. occipitalis.
aa Dorsal saddle spots closed at the sides.
/3 Saddles closed by a single black tract on the middle of the belly; no spots
between saddles.
Dorsal spots undivided medially; front black; first black ring complete.
0. d. annulata.
Dorsal spots divided longitudinally by a median black connection; front
black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _............................ 0. d. gentilis ..
/3/3 Lateral borders of saddles not confluent with each other below.
Saddles completed on gastrosteges; no alternating spots; no black
collar ..•••........................................... 0. cl. parallela.
Saddles completed on gastrosteges; spots opposite intervals forming a
single series on the middle line of the belly ............. 0. d. syspila.
Saddles completed above the gastrosteges; alternating spots which do
not meet on the middle line of the belly ................. 0. d. doliata.
II. A yellow band from orbit bounded below by a black or brown one. (Saddle
spots closed laterally above gastrosteges; superciliary light spots or
bands.)
A half collar touching occipital plates, no bands; alternate spots largely on
gastrosteges ........................................... 0. d. collaris.
Neck with longitudinal bands; alternate spots largely on gastrosteges.
0. d. clerica.
Neck with bands; alternate spots entirely on scales ............. 0. d. triangula.

The more detailed transition from the simple head coloration of the
0. d. coccinea to the complex pattern of .the 0. d. triangula is accomplished as follows:
A yellowish spot is seen on the superciliary plate of the single specimen of the 0. d. parallela known, and on three of tbe fifteen specimens
of the 0. d. syspila. It appears in all of the thirteen 0. d. doliata, and
in two of these they nearly join across the front, and in three they join
forming a cross band. In four specimens of the 0. d. doliata a notch
of the black anterior border of the nuchal collar appears on each side.
The depres~ing of this notch till it reaches the eye defines the two postocular stripes of tlle subspecies of Section II of the preceding table.

8 4
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It ha not quite reached the orbit in Cat. Nos. 7849 and 2192 of the 0. d.
collaris. The superciliary spots have not united across the front in any
of the five specimens 0. d. co~laris, excepting in Cat. No. 5449. In Oat.
o. 2433 it is nearly completed. The interorbital and postorbital bands
are complete in the subspecies 0. d. clerica and 0. d. triangula. Finally,
the completion of the head ornamentation is seen in the perfect definition of the anterior boundary of tlle brown band in front of the iuterorbital light band. This is seen in three individuals of the 0. d. doliata.,
in four of the 0. d. collaris, all of the 0. d. clerica, and in three of the
five O. d. triangula. In one of the latter it is simply indistinct; in
another it i converted into a median spot by a yellow band, which
exten,]s from tlle interorbital band around tlle canthus nostralis and
end of muzzle.
Thi pecies furnishes them a most instructive illustration of the
origin of color characters.
Th geographica,l distribution of the Osceola cloliata extends from latitud 4 ° through the eastern Austroriparian and southern part of the
c ntral di trict, and throughout Mexico and Central America to Panama.
It i wanting from the Pacific and from the Sonoran districts. J t does
11ot. pp ar on the we t coast of Mexico north of Coli ma and Michoacan.
The phylogenetic relations of these subspecies may be sketched as
£ llow :
TR!ANG(ILA

I
I

CLER/CA

SEM!COLLARIS

DoL~ATA~
PoLYZONA----------

·-

SYSPILA

-------- I .

Occ1P1rAus-------Cocc1N£A

PARALLELA

~

ANNUL.A TA

Wbi ·hi the ancestral form is uncertain, but as tile region iullabited
by the 0. d. triangula is much older geologically than that where the
• 7. coccinea i found, the former is probably the primitive type.
Tb g ographical di tribution of the subspecies is related to their
·hara· er . 0. d. co cinea i exclu ively a form of the Gulf border, aud
. d. trianr;ula i northern, and is not recorded from south of Washiugton, Di trict of Uolumbia. The other found in the same series occupy
the intermediate latitude . The polyzona, occipitalis, and annulatas
are M exi an and the 0. d. parallela i Floridan. The color increa es
in brilliancy to the outh, as· the 0. d. triangula is brown spotted and
the 0. d. coccinea crim on. The ize dimini hes in general in the same
direction, the pecie recovering it ize in Mexico.
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OSCEOLA DOLIATA TRIANGULA Boie.

Ophibolus doliatus triangulus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Rept. Batr., 1875, p. 37;
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, i888, p. 383.
Ooluber triangulurn Born, Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 537.
Ablabes triangulum DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 315.-HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p,. 245.
Lampropeltis triangula COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 256.
Pseudoelaps Y BERTHOLD, Abh. k. Gess. Wiss., Gottingen, I, 1843, p. 67, pl. 1, figs.
11, 12.
Oolubereximius DEKAY, N. York Fauna, Rept., 1842, p. 38.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1827, p. 360.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt:, III, 1842, pl.15.G0NTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 91.
Ophibolus eximi~s BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., 1858, p. 87.
Ooronella t1'iangulurn BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Bri~. Mus., II, 1894, p. 200.

Muzzle rather broader, and the head more depressed than in the
species of the genus allied to 0. getulus; in other respects generally
similar, like them having all the scales hexagonal, those on the back
scarcely narrower than those on the sides, although rather more elongated than usual. Vertical longer than broad, shorter than the occi-

Fig. 210
OSCEOLA DOLIATA TRIANGULA

Born.

=1.

Westchester County, New York.
Collection of E. D. Copo .

pitals. General color above yellowish-gray, with a dorsal series of
large blotches, fifty-five in number from the head to the tip of the tail,
the forty-fifth opposite to the anus. These are transversely elliptical,
about four scales long, covering twelve to fifteen scales across the back
(more anteriorly than posteriorly), and separated by intervals of one
and a half to two scales, all of nearly the same_width. The spots themselves are grayish-brown or chocolate, with a broad black bor<ler, and
finely mottled internally (as is the ground color on t1Je sides) with black.
The blotches become narrower posteriorly; on the tail their confluencP
with the lateral series forms black half rings. On each side, and involving the second to the fifth rows, is another series of much smaller and
nearly cii'cular blotches, black with the centers brown. These alternate with the dorsal spots. .Alternating with the series just described
is still another similar to it, but entirely black, on the margin of the
abdomen, and on the contiguous spots of the first, second, and third
rows. These two lateral series are sometimes confluent. The anterior
dorsal blotch is elongate<l, so as to cover the posterior half of the
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vertical plate, and in it is a central elongated spot of the ground color
behind the occipital . A double light spot is seen on the junction of
the occipital . There is a dark band across the posterior half of the
po tfrontal , and another from the eye to the angle of the mouth. The
labials are edged with black.
The abdomen i yellowish-white, with square black blotches, alternating with tho e already described.
The number and size of these spots varies somewhat in different
pecirn n , though rarely less than. forty from head to anus. The young
differ in having the dorsal blotches bright chestnut-red inside of the
black margins. 'fhe intervals are sometimes white or clear ash.
Upper labials. Gastrosteges.

Cat.No.

2342 ·----·. ··--- · ..
9212 ··-·· . ··-· ... .
975 ·--··· ---· . ... .

213+ 1.
180+ 1.
206+ 1.

7.
7.
7.

Urosteges.

Scales.

Length.
mm.

Tail.
mm.

46.
39.
49.

21.

800.
455.
299.

106.
65.
42.

21.
21.

Osceola cZoliata friangula Boie.
,
umber
Uatalogac of speci•
0
·
m ns.
2312
100:1
07:i

0.
9212

Locality.

From whom received.

······ · ·i · ·iihi~~·~.·i~dia·,;a: :: :: :::: ::: ·8: n: :0~~1;:::::::::::: ::::::
1
1
1

10850 . . . . • • . • • .
17478 , .••••..••.
17055 ...• •• . ...

2314

1

2327 1

2

485
8016

1
1

10083

1

B,tltimore, Mary land...... . . Dr. E. Coues, U. S . .A. ....... .
Woods Hole, Massachusetts Dr. T. H. Bean ............. .
1............ .. ........... .. . Departm entof Agrioulture,
Dr. L. N.Jaynes.
North America ......... ... . W. H. Phillips ............. .
L9:fayette. Indiana ...... . ·.·. Frederick C. Test . ......... .
Milo, Bureau County, Ilh- O.P.Hay .................. .
nois.
Bedford, Long Island, New J . C. Brevoort . ........,..... .
York.
Lebanon Springs, New York 1 ........ . ............... ... .
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania .. J. R. Townsend ...... ..... . .
W~i~:;/f,tf~,'.1, District of Dr E. Coues, U.S. A .... ... .
Hughes,Ohio ...... _....... . R. T. Shepherd.·-··· . ...... .

N ature of specimen.
.A.looholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
clo.

do.

·ub pecie , the common" milk snake," is abundant in the Middle
. It i very liarmle sin its manners, and useful in its habits. It
nth mall Mammalia, which are so injurious to the farmer. I
aught a pecimeu of this s pecies whfoh bau. captured a family of
r icola riparia, which it held in the following manner: One it had
wallowed, one it wa in · the act of swallowing, and two others were
ur ly h Id in two turns of the body so tightly as to render them
incap ble of bitioo- their captor.
Thi fi rm rang farther north than any other representative of tlie
genn . It i recorded by Profe or .A. E. Verrill a being common at
rway, Main .
OSCEOLA DO LIA TA COLLARIS Cope.

Ophibolus doliatus collari.8 COPE, Proo. . S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 383.
oronella doliata JAN, Icon. Gen. Op bid., Pt. 14, pl. 1v, fig. A.

Saddle pots reddi h, with black or dark brown borders, not extendin bel w the econd row of cale on each •ide. Alternative spots
bla ·k, extending upward to the econd row of scales, and embracing a
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part of the gastrosteges. A median subquadrate black spot on the
belly, opposite the dorsal spots. Top of head reddish, truncateu behind
by a transverse black border which crosses just posterior to the occipital plates, and is followed by the first interval of yellowish ground
color. A yellowish band between eyes, which is continuous with a
similar band which extends backward and down ward, to the lig!it half
collar. It isolates below it a black band, which extends from the eye

8lfS, 0
.·

·'.•:'

..

. ;''

.

,·

Fig. 211.
OSCEOLA. DOLi.A.TA. COLLARIS COPE.

=1.
Elmira, N ew York.
Cat. No. 2433, U.S.N.M.

to the angle of the mouth, along the superior edge of the labial plates.
Other labials yellowish, with black spots on the mutual sutures. A
brown cross band on prefrontal plates.
Rostral plate not depressed or prominent. Loreal well developed;
temporals 2-2-3. Postgeneials half as long as pregeneials. Scales
rather wide and obtuse.
Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

Cat.Nos.

5449 . ___ - .... - • - - - - 7849 ................

7.
7.

192
205

+ 1.
+ 1.

46.
45 .

Length.
mm.

Tail.
mm.

625.
478.

92.
68.

21.
21.

This subspecies is intermediate between tbe 0. d. doliata and the 0.
d. clerica, as may be learned from the analytical table. In its bead
coloration there is variation in the development of the interorbital
light cross band. It is complete in Cat. Nos. 2433 and 5449 only; in
Cat. Nos. 2192 and 7849 it is represented by large superciliary spots,
and in Cat. No. 97 45 by small ones. The yellow postocular band is not
complete in Oat. No. 7849. In Cat. No. 2433 the yellow half collar is
interrupted on each side by the slight contact of the dark borders of
the head color and the first saddle spot, showing how the neckbands
of the two subspecies clerica and triangula are formed.
Osceola doliata collaris Cope.

5449

1

2433
7819

1

2192

1

2

9745

1

9577

1

20644

1

Locality.

From whom received.

W5~~~}t\~~• District of
Elmira, Illinois ............ .
St. Louis, Missouri ....... . .
Roanoke County, Vir~nia ..
Mfa~\y_~meryCounty, ary-

Northwestern University ..
Dr. G. Engelmann .... ... .. .
Chas. Shoemaker ... ... .... .
W. N. Steele ... ......... ... .

do.
do.
do.
do.

Washington, District of Wm. Talbert .. . . .......... .
Columbi a.
Woodside, Maryland ....... . J.E. Benedict ............. .

do.

Nature of specimen.
.Alcoholic.

do.
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Cat. o. 9745 pre ents the anomaly of only one temporal scale of the
:fir t row on each ide. The head is narrower posteriorly than usual,
anu the colors are darker.
The specimens above enumerated are divided between the 0. d. doliata
and O. d. triangula in Yarrow's Check-Ust.
OSCEOLA DO LIA TA CL ERICA Baird and Girard.

Ophibolus doliatus cler£cus COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 383.
Ophibolus clericus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, p. 88.
Coronella trianguliwi BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 200.

eneral characters much as in 0. d. triangula. Top of head and nape
with a longitudinal reddish black-edged spot which embraces a Y-shaped
yellow pot in its center. A small rnediam parietal spot. A pale
cro band between 6rbits, and a brown band on the prefrontal plates,
whi h continues a a black band from the eye to the angle of the
m nth cro ing the la t two superior labial plates. Labials with dusky
mutual border .
Th b dy i crossed by a series of thirty-eight to forty-eight dorsal
bl t h , there being nine or ten on the tail. They are much broader

Fig. 212.
0SOEOLA DOLIAT.A. CLERIC.A. B.AIRD .AND GIR.ARD.

= 1.
Southern Illinois.
Museum, Academy of Natural Sciences, Phlladelpbla,

and larger than in 0. eximia, and extend between the outer dorsal
r w . The blotclle are chocolate, lighter on the sides, and distinctly
r 1 r cl with blacl~; they are about :five or six scales long. The interal. b tw n t~e blotches are mottled ash, or pepper and salt. On
•h, id i. a econd alternating series of black blotches, much smaller
than tb lor al, and extending from the exterior dorsal row on the
dg f the abdominal , cutellre. Beneath yellowish white, with disin ·t qu'" drat bla k blotche , opposite to the large dorsal spots mostly
i id d 011 th middle liue.
'
h l>o ly, viewed from above, appear, encircled by a series of black
rin in pair iuclo. in°· a third of an ash color. The tints, as usual, are
darl er n h a k.
Cat. .1c'o .

2330 ... ___ ·-·· --· ...
1407.. ___ ___________

pp r labiahi.

7.
7.

Ga11 tros teges . Urosteges.

215 + 1.
207 +1.

45.
46.

cales.

21.
21.

Length.

Tail.

mm.
655.

mm.

598.

82.
83.

In 'at. .,.o. 7 7 the ventral pot , which are opposite the dor als, are
undivided on the middle line a in the 0. d. colla,ris.
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Osceola doliata clerica Baird and Gira1·d.
Number
Cat3togue of speciN o.
mens.
2330

1407
8787
2300

1
1
1
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Somerville, North Carolina.
1New York ..... ...........
Augusta, Georgia ...........
Mississippi. ................

Nature of specimen.

Dr. F. B. Hough ............ .Alcoholic.
Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris......
do.
Wm. Phillips............. .
do.
Dr. B. F. Shumard..........
do.

OSCEOLA DOLIA TA TEMPORALIS Cope.

Ophibolus doliatus temporalis COPE, American Naturalist, XXVII, 1893, p. 1068,
pl. xxv, fig. 4.

OSCEOLA DOLIATA TEMPORALIS COPE,

=1.
Both sides of head.
Delaware.
Museum, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.

OSCEOLA DOLIATA DOLIATA Linnreus.

Ophibolus doliatus doliatus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37; Proc.
U.S. Nat'. Mus., XI, 1888,p. 383.-COPE, Amer. Naturalist, XXVII, 1893, p.1067.
Coluber doliatus LINN..iEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 379.-HARLAN, Jour. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Phila., 1827, p. 362.
C01·onella doliata HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpet., III, 1842, p. 105, pl. 24.-DUMERIL
and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, p. 621.-GUNTI-IER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
1858, p. 41.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus:, II, 1894, p, 205.
Ophibolus doliatus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p.89.

Head little distinct, muzzle not depressed or prominent. Rostral
plate slightly visible from above; frontal widened forward. Temporals 2-2-3.
Dorsal saddle spots completed at sides, the border not encroaching on the gastrosteges, separated by yellow intervals. Intermediate
spots large, dark, bordered partly on scales and partly on gastrosteges.
Black spots or gastrosteges opposite dorsal saddles sometimes separrate, sometimes united on the middle line. First yellow interval touching parietal plates. Head reddish above, bounded posteriorly by a
transverse border. No postocular yellow i::;tripe, sometimes a black
postocular border to the red of the top of the hea.d. Superciliairy
spots present, in :five specimens confluent into a cross band. Prefontal
brown cro s band present in the same four specimens. The number of
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dor al saddle pots varies from twenty-three (Oat. No. 6247) to twentyeight (Oat. o.10084).
Cat.

pper labials.

os.

6247 ____ . ____ . ____
13916. ___ . ____ .. __ .

Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

7.
7.

187
205

+ 1.

Scales.

35.
43.

+ 1.

mm.

Tail.
mm.

640.
790.

72.
103.

Length.

21.
21.

Thi sub pecies is intermediate in all respects between the 0. d.
sy pila and the 0. d. oollaris. It is an elegant animal. Its geographical

Fig. 214.
OSCEOLA DOLIATA DOLIATA LINNJEUS.

X 1.5.

Fig. 215.
0 CEOLA DOLIATA DOLIATA LINNJEUS.
X 1.5.

econd specimen , showing variations.

range i throughout the southern middle latitudes of the Eastern region,
t odiog from Iowa and Missouri through Illinois and Ohio to the
tome
iv r. Two specimens are from Texas (Oat. No. 1848).
Osceola doliata doliata Linnmus.

16701
172 2-.:1

20644

]P041
22310

Locality.

From w l10m received.

Washington, District of
Columoia.
outhern Illinois········--·
ilrazos River, Texas._ ......
t. Louis, Missouri ... _......
Wc~f~~n\~~~• District of

R.Kennicott -· ·- ···--·-·-··
B. F. Shumard ·-·· ... . _... ..
Dr. Geo. Engelmann ....... .
Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A ....... .

A.Pourtales ..... ·--···---·· .Alcobolic.

..... do···--·····--···-······ 1.-··· ····----- -- ···· ····· ·· ·
·-·--do······· -·---···-···--· Dr. E. Cones, U.S.A ....... .
Hughes, Ohio.--·······- ... . R. T. Shepherd ............. .
1.... ...... ·••·•· ........... . 1. .. ..... ·-· - ............... .
Cape. 'ablA, Florida .. _... __ . Lieut. ,J. F. Moser .... . . .... .
ew rleans, Louisiana ... . Dr. R. W. Shufeldt . ........ .
Rock Creek Vall y, Dis- Lester F. Ward ............ .
trict of Columbia.
t. Mar.vs, Georgia ... - ... __ . C. F. Batchelder .. .... __ .... .
\ asbington, District of C. W.Richmonrl ······-·····
Coln11ibia.
Woodside, Maryland .. --··-· J.E. Ben diet ... ··-·-- .... ..
Takoma Park, District of Dr. R. W. Sh11foldt ....... _..
Colombia.
Roslyn, Virginia.·------·-· M.L.Linnell .... - ... ---··-··

a . o . 62 7 and 7 37 ar
90 !Jl under 0. d. triangulus.

Nature of specimen.

num rat din

clo.

do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
clo.

arrows Check-list, pages
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OSCEOLA DOLIA TA SYS PILA Cope.

Ophibolus doliatus syspilus CoPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 384.

Head small, flattened above, with the snout rounded; neck slightly
contracted; body elongated, rather slender; scarlet above, and marked
with black rings, in pairs; between each pair is a white ring.
The vertical plate is pentagonal, with an acute angle behind; the
superior orbitals are oblong-quadrilateral, broadest behind, and _not
projecting over the eye; the occipitals are polygonal, and very large;
the frontals are broad and pentagonal, narrowest externally, where they
descend to join an elongate quadrilateral, loreal plate. The anterior
frontals are also quadrilateral, smaJler than the posterior, and broadest
externally. The rostral plate is large, heptagonal, and concave below.
There are two nasal plates, the posterior square, the anterior lunated
behind for the nostril, which does not enter the posterior, but comes
out at its anterior border. There is a single anterior orbital plate,
oblong, slightly concave behind, and two small, subround, posterior
orbitals. The inferior wall of the orbit is made up of the third and
fourth superior labial plates, of which there are seven.

Fig. 216.
OSCEOLA DOLIATA SYSPILA COPE.

X 1.5.

The nostrils are lateral and near the snout. The eyes are small, the
iris bright reddish gray. The neck is but slightly contracted, and is
covered with small, smooth, subhexagonal scales. The body is long,
tolerably stout, and covered above with scales similar to those of the
neck, but larger. The tail is rather short, thick at its root, but soon
becomes smaller, and terminates in a tip.
The anterior top of the head is crossed with a black band at the
extremities of the occipitals, and the dark color may extend as far as
the prefrontal plates, inclusive. The body is scarlet, banded with
twenty-two pairs of jet-black rings, with a white ring between each
pair of black. These rings do not completely surround the body, as in
Osceola elapsoidea, but the lower part of the anterior ring of one pair
is continued within the margins of the gastrosteges, with the posterior
ring of another pair, but always at a considerable distance on each side
of the middle line.
The belly is marked with a single series of medium black spots, which
are opposite the spaces between the dorsal saddles, or opposite the
yellow rings. These spots represent the confluent lateral spots of the
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O. d. doliata, olerioa, etc., as shown in the analytical table of the subspecie . Their complete fusion with the black rings, and the obliteration of the lateral closing lines of the saddle spots would give us the
O. d. annulata. The division of these median ~pots on the middle line,
and their transposition to the sides, with the ef evation of the lateral
closing lines of the saddles to a point above the gastrosteges, would
·
give us the 0. d. doliata.
T_his ub pecies is well sustained by sixteen specimens in the U.S.
ational Museum.
There are four partly distinct types of head coloration among these
pecimem~. In Cat. os. 13008, 12925, 8345 the front is black to the end
of the muzzle. In Cat. Nos. 1846, 2296, 4291 the end of the muzzle only
i red. 1n Cat. No . 303 and 7850 the top of the head is reddish brown,
anu uperciliary spots are present. In Cat. Nos. 13361, 13380, and an
unnumbered specimen the top of the head is a uniform red or reddish
gray; and in Cat. No. 21163 the upper surface is red, except the frontal
plat an la broad band to the black collar, which are black. In this
p cimen there is no loreal plate on either side. There are only ninet u rows of cale~, and the superior temporal of the first row is abnormally mall. In the e respects it approaches the 0. elapsoidea.
0

Upper labialR. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length.
mm.
42 1 ·- ---· -. - - -. ·--- ·-----.
7.
21.
44.
692.
210+1.
'at.

0 .

7.
7.

211 :3 ·- .. ·-- .. ·-- ·- - -- . --- -

133 0 ·--· .. ··-- -· ·----- ----

183+1.
209+1.

44.
48.

19.
21.

762.

Tail.
mm.

95.
115.

Osceola doliata syspila Cope.

Locality.

2
1

1
1
1

3
1
1

1
L
1
1
1

f th

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

RepubHcao River,Kansas .. Dr.W.A.Hammond, U.S.A. Alcoholic.
Appo.mattex Uounty, Vir• L- ----·------- .. ·······----do.
g101a.
Fort Towson, Arkansas . _.. Dr.!,. A. Edwards, U.S. A. ..
do.
Prairie Mer Roug , Loni• James Fairie _. _... _.. _.. __ .
do.
siana.
ew Orleans, Louisiana._ .. Dr. R. W . Shufeldt, U.S. A ..
do.
do.
..... do·······----··-·---·-·· .. -.. do···-·•·----···--·-··-·
do.
.. -.. do .. ·-··········- · ·-·-·· .. -.. do······-·-•···-·· -- -...
!lo.
1 ··· ·--- .....•. ·-· ·-----. _.. 1. .. _.. ·---·- .. . -- . · ·- -- .. __ _
Apache, Arizona .. __ . __ . _.. H. W. Henshaw ........... .
do.
do.
Louisiana ..... ·---·-------- J. W. Wallace·----·---- ... .
Independence, Missouri .... Dr. ,T. G. Cooper. ___ . .. _... !.
do.
do.
bbeville, outhCarolir,a .. L-·-· -······· · .. ··--·-·· -- ..
Wheatland, Indiana_._..... Robert Ridgway .. __ ...... .
do.
Ricblanrl, Illinois .. • _........ _... do .. _.. _......... _.... .. Type.
Raleigh, T orth Carolina . _.. U. . Brimley .. _..... _.... _. Alcoholic.

e imen of thi ub pecies are enumerated in Yarrow's
under h head of Ophibolus d. doliatus.
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OSCEO LA DOLIATA PARALLELA Cope.

Ophibolus doliatus parallelus

COPE,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 385.

Scales in twenty-one rows; rather short and wide. Head distinct,
muzzle_not prominent. Rostra] plate very 1ittle visible from above,
muzzle short. Frontal wide; occipital nearly as long as frontal and prefrontals. Loreal well developed, longer than high; oculars 1-2; temporals 2-2-3. The seven superior labials are all higher than long, the
third and fourth bounding orbit. Postgeneials half as long as pregeneials.
Back crossed by saddles of brownish red (in alcohol) with black borders, which extend to the gastrosteges and there close by the longitudinal direction of the black border. These borders of opposite sides form
parallel longitudinal
black lines. The saddles are long, covering
on an average nine
scales. There are twenty
Fig. 217.
OSCEOLA D0LI.A.T.A. P.A.R.A.LLEL.A. UOPE.
of them in front of the
X 1.5.
anus in the type speciGainesville, Florida.
men. They are separated
Cat. No, 10544, U.S.N.M.
by yellow intervals of
one and a half scales in width. There are no lateral or ventral spots
opposite to these alternating with the principal ones. The ground
color below is yellowish. 'r be top of the head is reddish brown
bouuded _posteriorly by black, which crosses the posterior border of
the occipital scuta. This is followed by a yellow half collar, which is
followed by the black exterior border of the first dorsal saddle, and
which turns backward along the ends of the gastrosteges like the
others. A yellowish black-edged spot on each superciliary plate, and
a similar one on the canthus rostralis, which sends a short branch
along the anterior border of the prefrontal. Superior parts of superior
labials black, inferior parts yellow.
Cat. No. 10544; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 210
total length, 325 mm; tail ·42, mm.

+ 1; urosteges, 46;

scales, 21;

This· subspecies occupies an interesting intermediate posit.ion between

0. d. annulata and 0. d. syspila. It differs from the former in the nonfusion of the lateral saddle borders and the absence of a black collar;
from the latter in the absence of intermediate spots on the middle of
the belly and the close approximations of the border8 of the saddles.
Osceola doliala parallela Cope.

Cataloguer•mbo,
of speciNo.

mens.

I

10544 _

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Gainesville, Florida ........ James Boll. ............... .. Alcoholic.
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OSCEOLA DOLIATA GENTILIS Baird and Girard.

OphibolnB doliatuB gentiliB COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36;
Proc. . . Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 383.
OphiboltlB gentiliB BArnD and GrnARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 90;
Marcy's Report Expl. Red River, 1853, p. 229, pl. vnr.

Ground-color dull red, encircled by twen'ty-five pairs of black rings,
th twenty-first opposite the anus, each pair inclosiug a third riug of
yell wi h white. The black rings are conspicuously broader above, the
thr c cro ing eight scales on the vertebral row anteriorly, and toward
th anu about five. Anteriorly the intervals between successive pairs
• u i ·t of about five scales, posteriorly only of two or three, thus
dimini bing considerably. The black rings contract as they descend,
those of each pair receding slightly from each
other, so as to cause the
yellow portion to expand
about one scale. The
black rings are continuous on the abdomen,
those of contiguous pairs
(not of the same pair)
sometimes with their iu~ tervening spaces black.

~

~!:ss~;~e:1~~;::~::i~;
less mottled with black,
Fig. 218.
especially along the sides
OSOEOLA l>OLli'l'A OEN'l'ILIS :BAIRD AND GIRARD.
of tbe body, this mottling
Cat, No. 2837, U.S.N.M.
being very rarely observred portion. The anterior black ring of the first pair is
·t •nded so a to cover the whole head above, except the very tip;
h y llow rin behind it involves the extreme tip of the occipitals.
h bl ck rino- extend on the back so that t~e contiguous rings of
a jac nt pair mn into each other. There are twenty-eight pairs of
riJJg tbe tw n y-fiftl.t opposite the anus. The lateral borders of the
addl ·pot.· ar fu · d into a single large median black spot 011. tl1e
l>d m u, in ·lo ing tbe extremitie of the gastrosteges witllin tbe arra
f h d r al addl . The abdomen opposite the yellow in terspaces is
n Lp tte l.
'at. - . 1853; upper labial , 7; gastrosteges, 205
·ale , 21; total length, 691 mm; tai1, 61 mm.

+ 1; urosteges, 32 , (injured ) ;

Tb , marking f thi ub pecie are quite as in the 0. d. annulata,
xc pt that the black edge of tlie dor al spots do not approach each
tu r in that form. Tlle scale are al o narrower in the 0. d. gentilis.
Tho form i rare, as only one specimen is known to me.
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Osceola doliata gentilis Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of specimens.
N o.
1853

1

From whom received.

Locality.
Red River, Arkansas ...... .

\ Nature of specimen.

ta;n Ma,ey ............. , Akoholio.

OSCEOLA DO LIA TA ANNULA TA Kennicott.

Ophibolus doliatus anmilatus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36;
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, p. 382.
Larnpropeltis annulata KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 329.

Form stout, head broad, eye small. Scales broad. Color bright red
with eighteen to twenty-two pairs of black rings from head to anus,
each pa.ir inclosing an immaculate yellow ring which completely encircles the body, wiclening but little upon the flanks. Abdomen between
the yellow rings black. Top of head entirely black, this color extending posteriorly upon the occipitals in an acute angle. A broad occipi. tal yellow ring.
General appearance similar to 0. d. gentilis. The form is stouter,
the bead shortei;-, broader, and more depressed, and the eye smaller.
The dorsal scales are different, being much broader; the lateral rows

Fig. 219.
OSCEOLA D0LIATA ANNULA'l'A KENNICOTT.

=1.

in 0. d. annulata are higher than long, and those of the central are
nearly as wide as long. In 0. d. gentilis, those of tbe lateral rows are
considerably longer than high, and those of the central nearly twice
as Jong as wide. There are twenty pairs of black rings from head to
vent, which do not diverge on the sides, each ring covering two to two
and ~ half scales longitudinally on the vertebral region and narrowing
but little laterally. The incJosed yellow rings are one and a half scales
wide on the vertebral region. The .first three pairs of black rings
behind the head are, with those inclosed, a little wider. The intervals
of red ground-color occupy four or five scales on the middle of the body,
and one or two more anteriorly and posteriorly. The yellow rings are
of nearly uniform width, and completely surround the body. The
spaces between them on the abdomen are black. There are no black
spots upon the body.
Cat. No. 1857; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 199
total length, 339 mm.; tail, 52 mm.

+ 1;

urosteges, 53; scales, 21;
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Osceola doZiata annulata Kennicott.

Number
Catalogue of speciFrom whom received.
Nature of specimen.
Locality.
N o.
mens.
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - --1-- - - -- 1855
1841

!:i }
7116
1845
12680

1
1
1
1

gg~~ }--···-···

Matamoras, Mexico .........
San Antonio, Texas.........
Cadereita, Nuevo Leon . . . . .
Guanajua.ta, :Mexico . . . . . . . .
Cameron County, Texas ....

Lieutenant Couch ......... .
1•••••• ----. - ----. - ... - .•.••.

Lieutenant Couch ... - --..•.
A Dugas ............... - ... .
C. K. Worthen ............. .

Th variations presented by this series are instructive as showing
the conn ctions between these forms. In Cat. No. 7116 the abdominal
black patches are divided by a pale longitudinal median line, which
on titute uch a separation of the inferior borders of the saddle
p t a characterizes the 0. d. parallela. The head has the normal
·olor. In at. o. 17031 these black patches are obsolete except as to
the po terior four or five. It thus approaches the 0. d. conjuncta Jan
f M xico, which it also resembles in head coloration. Cat. No. 17032,
from the ame locality, is colored typically.
'£he mo t northern locality from which I know this species is San
11 elo, Texa , from which place I have received it from Mr. Otto
L r 11.
Th 0. doliata conjuncta 1 is from Mexico generally, but it has not yet
h n found near the border.
The 0. d. polyzona 2 is also very abundant in Mexico, especially in the
i rra Caliente. It ranges as far south as Panama. It is brilliantly
· lored, and reaclles the full dimensions of the species.
OSCEOLA DO LIA TA COCCINEA Schlegel. ·

Ojlltibolus doliatus coccineus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36;

Pr c. U. . at. Mm,., 18 , p. 382.
CilLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 67, pl. n, iig.11.
BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 89.

oronella coccinea
Ophibolus doliatus

ll al rather more depre sed than in the species of the other sections.
Th 1 wer po tocular, which is maller than the upper, rests·iri a notch
b tw en h fourth and fifth upper labials, lying longitudinally against
b l t r. Iu many other specie the contact is not so intimate.
lor fa lifi , bright red. The body is encircled by twenty-four pairs
f bla ·k ring (the nineteenth opposite the anus), each pair inclosing a
y 11 wring between them. .A.long the back the black and yellow rings
r uearly of equal width, the tllree covering a length on the back of
1

'PlLibolus cl. coccinea Cope, Cat. Batr. Rept. Centr.-Amer. Mex., 1887, p. 78.
Lampropeltis polyz ona Cope, P.roc. Acad. at. Sci. Phil a., 1860, p. 258; Bull. U. S.
at. Mn ., 1887, p. 78. L. micropholis Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 257.
oronellaform.osa chlegel, nonien nudmn.
2
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five or six scales. Anteriorly their intervals are eight or nine scales
long, posteriorly -somewhat less. The black rings, as they descend on
the sides, separate somewhat, so as to leave an interval of about three
scales; they are also somewhat narrower than above. On the abdomen
they are generally interrupted, the corresponding ends of the same
ring sometimes meeting and sometimes alternating. The posterior
lJfack ring of the first pair does not continue under the throat. The
anterior black ring of the :first pair crosses the posterior part of the
occipitals, extending across between the angles of the mouth. The head
in front of this is black, except the end of the niuzzle and the adjacent
labial plates, which are red. The narrow spaces between the black
rings are dusted with black. The posterior edges of the labials are
black.

Fig. 220.
OSCEOLA D0LIATA coccmEA SCHLEGEL.

X l.5.

In a second smaller specimen from Mississippi there are seventeen
pairs of rings to the anus, and four on the tail. The whole head is
black, the :first yellow interval beginning just back of the occipitals.
Cat. Nos.

2305 ......•••.••••....••..
5282 .....•••.•••••••.•.•..

Upper labials . Gastrosteges.

7.
7.

204.
189.

Scales.

21.
21.

Urosteges. Length.
mm.

38.
59,.,,

432.
476.

Tail.
rnrn.

58.
73.

Fourteen specimens fall within the above definition of this subspecies. But some of these present slight anomaHes. Thus Oat.No. 6069
has but one temporal on one side. Three other specimens are more
peculiar. Oat.No.2299 has the front reddish, with a small, yellow, brownedged spot on the common suture of the parietals, which foreshadows
the median spot or chevron of the 0. d. triangula. Of Oat.No. 2312, from
northern Louisiana, one has but one temporal o_u one side, and the
superior temporal very narrow in the other; and in both the face is red
and the muzzle prominent ·a nd depressed, as in Osceola elapsoidea. In
one of them the loreal is wanting from both sides, while in the other it
is present on both sides. These specimens are annectent to the species
above named.
N.A.'.l' MUS 98--57
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Osceola doliata coccinea Schlegel.
Catalogu
No.
2298
2306
2831
2337
4292
4396
4760
4803

5560
52 2

\ Number j
I of specimen.
1
1

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Mississippi. ............... . Dr. B. F. Shumard .....•... . .Alcoholic.
do.
Galveston, Texas ........••. Prof. E. B. .Andrews ........ .
1..•.......••• ••.......... .•.

1........ .. . ... ............. .

G. Wurderuann ............ .
do.
do.
Lieut. J.C. lves, U.S. .A ..•..
Colonel Kearney ........... .
do.
do.
H.Brandt .................. .
do.
New Orleans .Academy of
Sciences.
do.
1
olumbus, Georgia . ....... . Dr. Lerner ............ ..... .
1 Mi sissippi ................ . Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A .. Type of 0. amt:tu;

1 · Calcasieu Pass, Lonisiana .. .
1 Fort Union, New Mexico .. .
1 Arkansas ................•• ,.
1 Fort Riley, Kansas ........ .
1 New Orleans, Louisiana ... .

rus .

1. ..... .... · · · - · · · · · · · · ... · · ·
Galveston, Texas ...........
Pensacola, Florida.... . . . . . .
Kemper County, Mississippi
PrairieM rRouge,Louisiana
1 Louisiana...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6014
12604 · · · · ··· · 2·
6069
1
2200
l
2:n2
2

5188

Locality.

1. · . .. . · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .Alcoholic.
Prof. D.S. Jordan . ......... .
do.
do.
Dr. Jarvis, U. S. A ......... .
do.
D. C. Lloyd ................ .
do.
Jam es Fairie ............... .
do.
J. W. Wallace . .... ......... .

Wbil this form graduates on the one side into the Osceola elapsoidea, it
pproximate , on the other, nearly to the 0. d. conjuncta Jan of Mexico on
th tber. Iu fact, it i principally distinguished from the latter byits
iufi ri r ize.
OSCEOLA DOLIATA POLYZONA Cope.

larnp1·01,cltis polyzona COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 258.
1Jhibolus polyzonuB UMICIIRAST, Bull. oc. Zool. Franco, 1880, p. 181.
Ophibolus <loliatus polyzonus COPE, Proc. U.S. at. Mus., 1888, p. 382; Amer. Nat.,
1 9:3, p. 1067.
/,a1n1Jro11eltis micropholis CoP1,, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 257.
<'oronella micropholis Bo LE GER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 203.
('o,·onella fornwsa JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 241; Icon. Gen.
phid., Pt. 14, 1 65, pl. IV, fig. B.-Bo OURT. Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p.
12, pl. • XXIX, fig. 3.
'oronella formosa var. conjunota JAN, Arch. Zool. .A.nat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 242, fig.
'.-B OURT, Miss. ci. Mex., Rept., 18 6, p. 611, fig. 6.
'oronella doliata var. fo1-mosa BOULENGER, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1880, p. 44..
('oronella Jormosa var . anomala, oligozona, polyzona, abnornia, etc., BocounT,
1i . i. Mex., Rept., 1 86, p. 612, figs. 4, 7, 8.
Ophibol1111 triangulus var. zonatus GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 67.
oron lla ammlata ·· 'THER, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 109. pl. XXXVIII.

·al in tw nty-one or twenty-three longitudinal rows, rather wide
and obtu e. Hea,d little di tinct. Plates of the head much as in 0. d.
a liata be up rciliaries narrow and tbe frontal wide, and the Jongiudinal Jin of utur of the occipital only three-fourths of the length
f th latter I lat . The outer borders of the occipitals present two
p
ri r divaricating angle , and one on each side at the end of the
fir t temporal.
pp r labial even, third and fourth entering the orbit;
inferior labial nine, tbe eventh twice as large as the last two together.
oren,1 rath r mall; t mporal , 2-2-3. Gastrostege , two hundred and
nineteen; one entire anal; uro tege , forty-tliree pair .
.Jleasil/rements.-T tal length, 42 mm.; tail, 50 mm.
The color i a deli ate red with a black tip upon each cale. The
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body is completely encircled by ten or more pairs of jet-black rings,
which vary in the degree of their distinctness, and are continued across
the belly. The space included in each pair is three or four scales wide,
and is red, each scale having a black tip. The tail is ornamented with
two pairs of black rings and a black tip. Anterior to the first pair of
rings a black collar four scales wide encircles the neck, scarcely
touching the tips of the occipitals; the superciliary frontal, except its
anterior border, and the occipitals within a line drawn diagonally from
the posterior termination of their suture to the lower postocular, are
black. A spot below the eye, one on the chin, the eud of the muzzle,
and the posterior borders of most of the other plates of the head are
black. The spaces inclosed between the black spaces, which cross the
parietal and internasal plates, are yellow.
This brilliantly colored subspecies varies very much in the development and relations of the black rings. Several of the forms are beautifully figured by both Bocourt and Gunther, as above cited. Boulenger gives the following variations as having come under his observation :1
A. Annuli separated by broad red interspa.ces; red scales not tipped with black.
B. Annuli separated by broad red interspaces, the scales of which are tipped with
black.
C. Black rings, irregular; belly black.
D. Black with yellow rings, the red color appearing on each side as rounded spots.
E. Red above, each scale tipped with black, the rings reduced to mere traces here
and there.
F. Almost uniform black, with very indistinct traces of light annuli.

The presence of twenty-three rows of scales is not uncommon.
This subspecies belongs to the Central American subregion of Neotropica, and I have not seen it from the plateau, but described it from
three specimens from J ala pa in the Tierra, Templada, in the museum
of the Philadelphia Academy. Duges, however, records it from Guanajuato, and · Boulenger mentions specimens from the City of Mexico
and from Amula, Guerrero, so that it must be introduced here. Boulenger's A and B are the most common varieties, B more so than A.
Osceola doliata polyzona Cope.
Catalogue ~umb~r
No.
o~~i:i~~l·

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen .

Var. .A..
1347
1367
1960

1

Colima, Mexico ·······-· .... John Xantus ---····--··---· Alcoholic.
do.
Guatemala····· · -····-··--· R. Hague.·---···--····---··
do.

2 ·----do··-··-···-- · ·····-·-·- ·----do·---·-·-·-···--·------

4

Var.B.
5
1

8944

1
1
1

Mirador, Vera Uruz .. - _... _.
P eten, Guatemala. ___ ·----Tuxpan, Vera Cruz . ..... - ..
Mexico . ........ _..... _.....
7 ····--··-·············---··
1

D. C. Sartorius •..••.. _..... .
Dr. H. Bevendt. ·-·--· , --···

G. Lincecum .......... -... .
F. Sumichrast ... _.... _.... .
1 ······· • ·· ............... _.

Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 204.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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At the same date I described this subspecies under two names,
Ophibolus micropholis and 0. polyzonus. On finding them to be identical I selected for the form the name ''polyzonus," although it appeared
on the page following the one on which ''micropholis" was printed. The
name "polyzonus" has been repeatedly used since, while the name
"micropholis" has been allowed to disappear. Dr. Boulenger, however,
in his Catalogue of Snakes in the British Museum, revives the latter name
without explanation, but probably because it appeared one page earlier
than the name "polyzonus." I think this course unjustifiable and calculated to produce confusion. It is generally understood that of two
names simultaneously published, an author has the right to select
whichever one he chooses when the two apply to the same thing.
Moreover, Boulenger regards it as a full species, whereas formerly he
agreed with me that it can only be maintained as a subspecies of the
O ceola doliata. If one examines the analytical table or compares the
diagnoses of this and the allied forms in the Catalogue of the British
Mu eum he will not .find any characters given to substantiate this
hange of view, but rather evidence that the first opinion of Dr. Boulenger was tbe correct one.
umichrast in his manuscript notes, says of this subspecies:
mong the numerous Mexican snakes which are called "coralillas/' this one attains
tb lar •e t dimensions. It is distributed throughout the warm and temperate
r gion , but disappears in the alpine region, where, at least, I have never observed
it. Thi snake prefers shaded localit,ies, as plains covered with tall herbs and along
riv r . Although of a very harmless disposition, it is not easily caught, since on
h io alarmed it glides swiftly through the vegetation aud is not long in disappearing in tho gallery excavated by some other animal. It also lives in the enormous
ne t of the ant Orcodoma mexicana, on which it warms itself in the sun. Although
ntir ly inoffensive, it does not escape the charge of being poisonous, as all the
c ra.lilla are supposed to be by the natives.
OSCEOLA ELAPSOIDEA Holbrook.

Osceola elapsoiclea BAIRD and GmARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.
13 .- OPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1877, p. 65; Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.1, 1875.
alamaria elapsoidea HOLBOOOK, . Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p.119, pl. XXVIII.
oronclla doliata Bourn GER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 205.

nout pr decting over the lower jaw; mouth deeply cleft. Vertical
plc te h agonal longer than broad anteriorly. Occipitals large,
1 ngat d, and a11gular. Postfrontals very large, extending to the ecn upp r labial. Pr frontal proportiona,tely well developed and
rapez idal. Io tral very broad. Nostrils very large, occupying the
wh I inn r margin of the na al and visible from above. Anteorbital
nc rrow, re ting on the third labial. Middle of the eye over the commi ure f the third and fourth labial. Two angular postorbitals,
inferior one ituated on the commi sure between the fourth and fifth
labial . One large temporal bield, anterior, several po terior one~
maller.
pp r labial. · even, ixth large t; inferior labial seven,
fifth largf} t.
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Body subcylindrical, deeper than broad; tail forming about the
eighth of the total length. Scales rhomboidal, perfectly smooth, constituting nineteen rows; the outer row sliglitly broader than the rest. Ground color brilliant red
above, fading below, annulated
with fifteen pairs of jet-black
rings from head to anus, and
three pairs on the tail, each pair
inclosing a white ring. Bead
from. the eyes to the snout red,
vertical plate maculated with
black. A black bar across the
occipitals to the temporal shields,
and another on the neck, between
which is a yellowish ring, narrow
Fig. 221.
above, and spreading over the
OSCEOLA ELAPROJDEA HOLBROOK.
angle of the mouth, posterior upX 1.5.
per labials, and inferior surface
Florida.
of the head. The black rings
cover from two to three scales, and the intermediate white, one scale.
The red spaces between tlrn black em brace from four to seven scales.
The black rings taper toward the sides, whHe the white ones are
spreading.
Upper labials.

Cat. Nos.

7.
7.
7.

2384 ...... ·----· ........ ---9689 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......
2305 .. - ... - - • ,........ - ......

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

175 + 1.
175+ 1.
171 + 1.

44.
39.
39.

19.
19.
19.

Length.
mm-.

Tail.

432.
449.
404.

67.
69.
59.

1n1n.

Osceola elapsoidea Holbrook.
Number
Cata;ogue of speci•
110 ·
mens.
2305
2384
5560
785 1
9689
11988
1670()
17924
13644

17391
10743
20137
18030
22322

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Locality.

Enterprise, J1'lorida .........
Charleston, Sout h Carolina .
Columbus, Georgia ..........
Apalachi cola , Florida .......
Arlington, l!'lorifla..........
Georgiana, Florida .. ........
Fernandina. Florida........
Florida . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Georgiana, Florida ..........
Lake Geo rge, Florida .......
Milton, Florida .......... .. .
Gainesville, Flori(la........ .
Indian River, Miko, Florida
Winter Haven, Florida.....

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Dr. Wheeler .............. .. Alcoholic.
Dr. S. B. Barker ............ .
do.
Dr. Semer .................. .
do.
do.
OG.. .B,._SGe agc!'tea.".e. .. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.-.-.·_·.·
1,
00
du.
Wm. Wittfield ............. .
do.
C. F. Batchelder ..... . ..... .
do.
Dr. E. M. Hale ............. .
do.
Wm. Wittfielrl ............. .
do.
C. W. Richmoncl . .......... .
do.
S. 'l'. Walker ............... .
rlo.
J. Bell ..................... .
do.
Dr. Geo. Marx ............. .
do.
Guy E. Mitchell ........... .
do.

The relations of this species to the 0. doliata coccinea are interesting.
The characters of typical examples of the two are clear enough, but in
one specimen and another they al1 fail. Florida specimens are generally true to those of 0. elapsoidea, but in the other Gulf States exceptions occur. Thus, Cat.No. 5560 (Columbus, Georgia), is a coccinea with
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only nineteen rows of scales. In Oat.Nos.10743, 9689, 20137, otherwise
true elapsoidea, a. loreal plate is present. In Oat. No. 17924 otherwise a
true elapsoidea, the :first row of temporals consists of two scales, the
upper well developed on one side and rudimental on the other. In the
following specimens there are only seventeen rows of scales: Cat.Nos.
2305, 119 8, 13644, 17391, 18030, all from Florida. These are all elapsoidea in cutal characters except Oat. No. 11988, which has a loreal on
one ide. I have in my private collection a specimen with one loreal.
The ro tra.l plate is more promiuent in the 0. elapsoidea than in the
0. d. coccinea.

I uspect that this species bas been derived from the 0. d. coccinea
by a process of reduction of scale formulre, accompanying reduction in
ize. The transitional stages have been in fact discovered, as above
pointed out, in a few individuals, which are much less numerous than
tho e of the two types.
OPHIBOL US Baird and Girard.
Oph/4bolttB

and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 82.Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
1886, p. 487; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 78.
Lampropeltis FITZINGER, Systema Reptilium, 1843, p. 25, nomen nudu.rn.-COPE,
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 254-.
Bellophis LOCKINGTON, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1877, p. 52.
BAIRD

0PE,

Po terior m3,xi1Jary teeth larger and stronger than the anterior.
Head but little distinct. Uephalic scuta normal. Rostral plate not
modified; loreal present; one preocular. Scales smooth, with two
apical pits. Anal scutum entire; suocaudal scuta in two rows. Pupil
round. Hemipenis with very few calyces and many spines; former
apical, not fringed.
Thi genus represents in North America the Ooronella of the Old
World, but is abundantly distinct in its entire anal scutum, its double
scale pits, and the reduced number of its penial calyces. Its six species
form a very homogeneous group, and although they present abundant
differences to the eye, critical examination shows that their characters
are by no means easy to determine. Some of them ( 0. getulus) offer
a degree of variation within themselves which is not equaled by any
otber ortb American species with the exception of the E11,tcenia sirtalis. They afford excellent lessons in the evolution of specific types.
The ubtraction of the former 0. doliatus and its reference to the
Osceola, leaves Ophibolus exclusively Nearctic in distribution, and• it is
found in every part of the realm except the extreme Northwest and the
Canadian district.
The , pecies differ as follows:
Temporal scuta, 2-3-4.
a. cales in 21-3 rows.
Eight superior labials; numerous brown dorsal saddle spots closed at the
sides ... - - - - . - _.... _____ . ____ .. ____ . ___ .. _. __ . _____ ... ___ . O. multistratus.
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Seven superior labials; head wide, distinct; body slender; numerous black
rings more or less split with r ed ........... __............. 0. pyrrhomelas.
Seven labials; large, robust, head little distinct; black, with or without
transverse or longitudinal bands ............................... 0. gctulus.
Seven labials; robust, head not distinct; light brown with small transverse
reddish dorsal spots faintly dark bordered ........... 0. rhombomacu,latus.
aa. Scales in 25 rows.
Seven labials; robust; light brown with a. median dorsal, and two lateral
rows of dark brown spots faintly dark bordered ............ 0. calligaste1·.

The distribution of these species is as follows: The O. getulus has
nearly the same Eastern range, not reaching so far north by 10°, and
covers the Sonoran and Pacific regions besides, but is scarcely found
in continental Mexico. The 0. pyrrhomelas inhabits the Sonoran and
southern part of the Pacific regions. The 0. rhombomaculatus occupies
the middle regions east of the Appalachian Mountains, and the 0. calUgaster the corresponding region west of those mountains, and extends
west as far as the Pecos River of Texas.
OPHIBOLUS RHOMBOMACULATUS Holbrook.

Oph-ibolus rhombomaculatus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp.,
1853, p. 86.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Coronella rhombomaculata HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 103, pl. XXIII.
Larnp1·opeltis rhornbomaculata COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 255.
Coronella calligaster BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 198.

Above, light chestnut-brown, darker along the back, lighter toward
the abdomeu. Each scale minutely mottled with darker. Beneath
light reddish-yellow, obscurely blotched with light brown. A series of
fifty -two to sixty transverse ·
dorsal blotches from head.to
tip of tail; about a dozen of'
them on the tail. These are
irregularly and transversely ·
rhomboidal, six or seven
scales wide, one and a half
to two and a half long, and
separated by intervals of
about three scales, thus
Fig . 222.
wider than the blotches.
O P H IB0L US RHOMBOMACULATUS HOLBROOK.
Their color is darker chest= 1.
nut, with very narrow, often
imperfect, darker margins, and sometimes with a faint areola lighter
than the ground color. On each side and alternating with this series
is a second on the second to the sixth outer rows, and about a scale
long; then a third a.gain, alternating on the first, second, and third
rows, sometimes involving the edges of the scutelhe. These, though
smaller than the dorsal spots, are similar. They are sometimes confluent with each other, though rarely with those of the back. There is
sometimes a faint stripe from the eye to the angle of the mouth, but
this is frequently wanting. A short wide longitudinal band like the
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dor al pot on. each id tlle uape, mbraciug in , om specimen a
imila,r loo itudina1 1 ot ou the parietal scuta.
Th head i:-1 v ry little di tiuct from the body, and the muzzle is
obtu e, with the ro tral plate four.fiftb as high a wide. The loreal
1 lat i mall, and generally more nearly square than in Osceola doliata..
The y is , mall, and the inferior of the two postocnlars is longer than
<le p. T mporal 2-3-4. The superior labial· are ,deeper than long 1
ex pt th fir ·t and the la t. The scales of the body are in twenty.one
r w • Tuey are rather wide and graduated in dimensions, the increase
iu iz of the fir t and econd rows not being abrupt.
Upper labials.

Ca.t. ... ·o.

2357 ..... ······ ....•....... ·
13 13 .......................

Gastrosteges.

203.
205.

7.
7.

rosteges.

48.
43.

mm.

Tail.
mm.

698.
747.

98.
95.

Scales. Lengl.b.

21.

21.

Tl.ti p •i • wa for a long time rare iu our museums, but recently a
d many pecimen have been taken, especially from the neighbord of a. llington, District of Columbia. Its range is from Georgia .
he Potomac River, so far as known. Two, and probably three, specib v b n recently taken on the Virginia side of that river; one
I xandria, and one near Munson's Hill by Dr. A. . K. Fi her. Dr.
] i b r h wed me bi pecimens, wliich belongs to the Museum of the
nit cl tat Departmeut of Agriculture, in a fresh statr. It did not
hibit the bright salmon red of tbe belly described a11d figured by
Ilolbro k but wa of a cream color with large pale reddish spots.
Th affinitie of this species to the Osceola doliata are not close, on
a· unt f the witle difference ill penial characters. Tbe color pattern
and ·had ar quit diff'. rent, but apart from this the external dis~ ature are few. The uniform presence of three temporals in
ond row i ontrasted with the u ual occurrence of but two in
. <7oliata. The penial tructure allies it to the Ophibol1tts calligaster
ly different from that of the Osceola doliata.
01Jhibolus rhornbornaculatus Holbrook.
Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen .

1
nderaon,, outh Carolina .. Miss C. Paine .............. . .Alcoholic type.
1 ,J,ackR?n, North Carolrna. . •. .
Alcoholic.
1 U orgm ... ............. .... .
do.
l ~\h•xa11dria, Virginia. ...... . G o. hoemaker . .......... .
do.
. L. Barring r ............ .
1 Htat •. ville, ort11 Carolina .
do.
1 Di trict of Columbia ...... . H. W. Ilensl:iaw ........... .
do.
l Roslyn. Virginia ... ... ..... . L., tejneger ............... .
do.
1 llrooklnnd, District of Co• Fred."Holter ............... .
do.
lnmbia.
1r,405
·1 1. ..•....•....••......•...•.. 1. ..••..••...•.•.... ...•..•..
do.
1711t
do.
1 Dunn Lorinf' Virginia...... C. W. Richmond .......•....
20176
do.
1 ' ood i«l , 1 arylancl. ....... J.E. B nedict .............. .
16380
do.
1 Brookland, District of Co• W. B. Barus ............... .
lumbia.
1 1···· do ...................... P.Ridgway ................ .
clo.
1 Ral igh, _..Torlh 'arolinn.... '. . Brim fey .....•.....•....
do.
do .
·······••. Fall Churrb, Virginia ..... JI. w. HenRliaw ... . _...... _.
. .. . . . . . . . H!arlem1b11rl!, ~Iar.vlancl. .... e. W. Richmond .......... .
clo.
. . . . . . . . . . Lmd •n, hl ar_ylau<l . . . . . . . . . 1 . P. rud,lrt· .........•.....
do.
do.
_ ____,__·· ~ ····· · Kn ington, Maryland ...... J. D.Iligginii . ..... .....•...

~:~_g.ra~!~·::::: :: ::::: ::::

1

1
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This species is quite constant in its characters, but a few variations
occur. Thus there is but one temporal of the first row, and the loreal is
fused with the postnasal on both sides in Cat. N o.15329. In Cat. N o.16294
there are twenty-three rows of scales. Cat.No.17444, a young individual,
presents many anomalies. There is Lut one nasal plate on uoth sides,
and on one side there is a second loreal above the normal one. The
first and second superior labials are fused 011 one side, and all the superior labials posterior to the fourth on both sides. The inferior temporals of two rows are fused on one side, and tliere is but one above it in
·the second row, so that the formula is 2-2. Other specimens of the
same size are entirely normal.
OPHIBOLUS CALLIGASTER Say.
Ophibolus calligaster COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875; p. 37; Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., 1892, p. 610.-H. GARMAN, Bull. Illinois Lab., III, 1892, p. 293.
Coluber calUgaster SAY, Harlan's Med. and Phys. Res., 1835, p. 122; Journ. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 359.
Coluber guttai'tls SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p.168; not of Linnams .
.A.blabes triang11,lu,n var calligaster HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856,
p. 244.
Ophibolus evansii KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 99.
Larnpropeltis calligaster COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 255.
Coronella eransii JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 243, fig. 3; Icon. Gen.
· Ophid., 1866. Pt. 17, pl. n, fig. 3.
Coronf'.lla i'igrina JAN, Arch_. Zoo 1. Anat. Phys., II, p. 244.
Coronella calligaster BoULENGlm, Cat. 8nakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 198.
Ophibolus triangulus vars. calligaste1· and rhombomaculatus GARMAN, N. Amer.
Rept., 1883, pp. 66, 156.

Head rather elongate, little distinct, rather flat. Rostral plate little
_promhi ent; frontal wide anteriorly, narrowed posteriorly; parietals
short, equaling frontal plate. Loreal longer than high; 9culars 1-2, the post oculars equal. Temporals, 2-3-3. Superior labials seven, not
much elevated, higher than long except first and seventh. Eye over
third and fourth. Inferior labials nine, fifth largest. Postgeneia1s not
quite a8 loug as proge·ueials.
Scales ratbe~ wide, in twenty-five longitudinal rows; the first a little
larger than the others. Tail short.
Light olivaceous-brown or gray, with a dorsal series of about sixty
subquadrangular, emarginate, dark cbestnut-bro~n blotches from head
to tip of tail, and two smaller lateral series on each side The dorsal
spots cover ten rows of scales transversely, and three longitudiually on
the anterior part of the body, and two on the posterior part. Their
anterior aud posterior borders are more or less concave. Their border
is very narrowly darker colored with interruptions, and the ground
color is lighter next to them. The first row of lateral spots does not
reach the gastrosteges, and covers three to four scales vertically and
two scales anteroposteriorly. They alternate with the dorsals. The
inferior row alternates with those last described, and the spots are
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maller, overing a scale of the inferior row and part of the end of the
acljaceut ga trostege . The belly is light yellowish, tessellated with
1uare brown spots of various sizes. These become obscure in large
and old specimens. Two
parallel brown bars on
the nape diverge as they
reach the parietal plates,
and receive between them
the apex ·of a lenticular
brow~ spot which extends forward to the middle of the frontal. A
cross band of brown occupies the posterior half
of tbe prefrontal plates.
Fig. 223.
A brown band from the
OPJTIB0LUS CALLIGASTER SAY.
eye to the angle 0f tbe
= l.
mouth
crosses the supeSt. Louis, Missouri.
rior
parts
of the last
at. o. 162R, U.S.N.M.
three superior labials.
n larp; and old specimens these head markings become obsolete. In
, p ·im n where the median frontoparietal spot is distinct, it embraces
median spot of tbe ground color.

~
~
I

Upper labials. Gastr osteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length. Tail.

at. 'ol!.

mm.

3 ..... . ... . ....... ......

7.

1 2•...• •. ···•· · .......•...

7.

j

42.
54.

202.
230.

25.
25.

874.
988.

mm.
112.

145.

Thi. band ome pecies ranges the Mississippi Valley, at no great
di tauc ou eith r ide of the river, from Wisconsin to Texas, and it
.'t nd t hr ughout northern Texas almost to the Pecos. It was originall d . cribed by Say, but remained unknown to other American natuntil it r di covery by Kennicott thirty-five years later.
Ophibolus calligaster Say.
' umb r j
of sp ci•
m ns.
1702

1

Locality.

I Canadian

When
collectecl.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

River, Arkan• .. .. . . ... . . .... . H. B. Mollhausen ........ Alcoholic.

BUS.

1029
1721

s220
J2
12019
593
10020
13 32
14097
21486

I

1
1

1
1

1

2
]

1

t. Louis, Missouri. ....... ··· ··········· · Dr. Geo. Enilemann .... .
North of Colorado River,
ope, U.S. A.

do.
do .

B.F. Goss ........•......
Dr. Hunter ..... .. .... . ..
L.M.Tumer ........ . ...
R. Kennicott ............
W . .I!'. von Manteuf 1 ....
1 Walker ........... .....
G. Ragsdale ....... . .... .
C. Brimley ............. ..

do .
<lo .
do.
do .
do.
do .
do.
do.

··· ·· ··········
'l'exas.
Nem1ha Jt'a.lls, Kansas ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uthern Illinois ..... .... . .... ..... .. ... ..
Mount Carmel, lilinois ....
ov. -,1881
Central Illinois .......... . .... ....... ... .
Fort Davis, Texas ...... . . ···············
In J, Il1inois ............ ·· · ···· · ·· ·- ···
Cook County, Texas ...... ···········-·-w·aco, Texa .. ............ ... ... ....... ..

Capt . .John
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OPHIBOLUS PYRRHOMELAS Cope.

Ophibolus pyromelanus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 305; Check-list
N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37 .(pyrrhomelas); Rept. U. S. Geograph. Surv.
W. of lOOtb. Mer., V, 1875, p. 537, pl. xrx.-COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV,
1892, p. 610.
Bellophis zonatus LOCKINGTON, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1877, p. 52.

Scales in twenty-three longitudinal rows; tail five and one-half times
in total length. Fifty to fifty-eight black annuli on an ochraceous w bite
ground on the body; each anteriorly completely, posteriorly more or
less incompletely, split
by a vermilion annulus,
all extending with irregularities on the belly.
Head quite distinct
from body; muzzle contracted. Frontal plate
broad, with prolonged
apex; parietals elongate,
emarginate behind; equal
in length to the frontal
and half the prefrontal.
Temporals 2-3-4 on one or
both sides. Postgeneials
Fig. 224. ·
half the length of the preOPHIB0LUS PYRRH0MELAS COPE.
geneials. Dorsal scales
X 1.3.
rather broad, outer series
Prescott, Arizona.
not abruptly enlarged.
Cat, No, 15402, U.S.N.M.
In one specimen alJ the
black annuli to the middle of the tail are divided by the red, thus leaving
the black as a margin to it; hence the number of these annuli is fewer.
They are four scales wide behind the middle of the body. In another
specimen only four anterior rings are completely divided, those on the
following third of the length being divided by red on the sides; the
remaining annuli black, three scales wide; white annuli one and onehalf scales; anterior, or nuchal, red annulus widest, its anterior black
margin attaining parietals; an ochraceous band from gular region, uot
quite completed ncross parietals. Muzzle, prefrontal plates, and labial
margin ochraceous; remainder of top and sides of head black.
Measiwements.-Total length, 7o~ mm.
This species bas a longer body than the known red-ringed species,
and is, indeed, most closely related to the 0. boylii. It will always be
distinguished from the latter by the much more numerous annuli
(twenty-eight in boylii).
Cat.Nos.

8174 ............ ---- ......
, 7845 . _..... __ ... __ ........
11753 ......... -- ......... - .

Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length.
mm.

7.
7.
7.

224
218
218

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

66.
68.
52.

23.
23.
23.

645.
638.
725.

Tail.
1nm,.

111.
109.
102.
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Thi sp cie occupie a po ition between the Osceola doliata and
Ophibolu getnlus boylii. It is, in fact, an Ophibolus getulus boylii of slender form and reduc d size, in which the black spaces between the white
ring , re more or le split by red. This division, when complete, gives
the nake the appearance of the Osceola doliata occipitalis, and, to a
omewhat les degree, of the O. d. coccinea. Such are specimens Cat.
o . 8174, 4292, 10200. When the black is complete just at the middle
lin
f the back, we have a form like 0. d. gentilis, as Cat. No. 8435.
Iu at. No . 7 45, 11753, 13571 the red only appears on the anterior part
of the bocly, and divides completely only a limited number of black
ring b hind the head. These approach nearest the Ophibolus g. boylii.
Th pe ie further varies in the extent to which the black of the front
cover the muzzle. The latter is white to the posterior part of the prefr ntal cutain at. os.7845,8174,10200; itisspeckledattheendand
on the ide in Cat. os. 8435, 4292, and it is totally black in Cat. Nos.
11753 1 571. The yellow half collar crosses the posterior parts of the
p riet, 1 plate iu this species, advancing farther forward than in any
of th ·ub pe ·i of Osceola doliata excepting the O. d. occipitalis.
Th iu rea eel number of scales on the body and on the temporal
r ion indi ate that the affinities of this species are stronger with the
Ophibolus boylii than with the Osceola dol-iata. It inhabits a hotter
and
dryer r 'ion than the 0. boylii, and as the conditions of the
ountry ar of later geologic origin than are those of California, the
11 bit, t f the 0. boylii, we may conclude that it is a descendant of
tl1 latter. It app ar in the dry southern part of California. It illustrat . liow, uud r a emitropical sun, a brilliant color makes its appearan • li tl by little, and probably in a way totally different ·from that
in whi hit appear din the ca e of the Osceola doliata coccinea. (See
tha ~pecie .)
Ophibolus pyn·honielas Cope.
~talo!!tl
I ofumb
-~
11P Cl·
•0 •
m ll&.

7 5
174
10200

. .
Locality
______

Wh n
colleceted
From whom received.
Nature of
i- - - --- l - - - - - - - - r - s p-e c_im
_e_n.

Fort Whipple, Arizo11a . ............ ... ..
rizona . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whit
River Canyon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Arizona.
·
Fort Whipple, .Arizona . . . - , 1805

1
1
1
1

I Apache, Arizona. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
1 Fy'ort ;nioa, .~w¥exico. ···-·· ··· ······

1

1

osem1te, Cahlornm .....................

11
an Di go,California ................ ....
l Pr cott, Arizona......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E. Palmer . ............. . A lcobolic.
Exp. W. of 100 M ....... .
do.
Dr. R. T . .Burr .......... .
do .

Dr. E. Cones, U. S. A .... . Alcob ol ic
t,ype.
H. W. Henshaw ........ . Alcoholic.
Mollhansen_ .......... .. .
J.M. Hutclnn gs ....... . Alcoholic.
C.R.Orcutt ······· ····-·
do.
Dr. W. L. Carpenter .... .
do.
Capt. W. L. Carpenter .. .
do.
T.D.A.Cockerell ...... .
do.

1 ... .. do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
silla Valley, New . ..............
l
Mexko.
1 For Hnacbuca,.Arizonn ................. Fisl10r . .. ----·-····· ··-··

I

do.

be, pecimen of thi
pecie described by Lockington as Bellophis
zoncitus i sai 1 t have be n brought from northern California. I have
xamiu d it and do not find it to differ from tho e of this species.
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OPHIBOLUS MULTISTRATUS Kennicott.

Ophibol1t8 rnnltiBtratuB COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Larnpro11elti8 11iiiltistrafa KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila,., 1860, p. 328.

Dorsal scales in twenty-three rows. Form similar to that of Osceola
gentilis, but the head and eye larger. Color above ·brownish red, with
thirty-one pairs of narrow black half rings inclosing white spaces from
head to anus, the black rings not extending across the abdomen,
which is uniform yellowish white. Head black above.
Snout broader and more depressed than in Osceola gentilis. It is also
more elongate, and hence, also, the loreal and nasal plates; in the only
specimen examined, the second superior labial plate is replaced by two
smaller ones, thus increasing the number to eight, a peculiarity probably
abnormal, as all the other sp.ecies of
the genus have seven. The body
above is brownish red in spirits,
crossed by thirty-one pairs of black
rings from head to anus. The inclosed white spaces are one and a half
scales wide on the central :fifteen dorsal rows, aud begin to widen abruptly
an the fourth lateral row on each side,
Fig. 225.
extending over three or four scales
OPHIB0LUS MULTISTRA'l'US KENNIC0'fT.
longitudinally on the first row. On
X 1.3.
the sides they are punctulated with
Fort Niobrara, Nebr_a ska.
black, as in Osceola gentilis. The ocC:>t. No. 16108, U .S.N.M.
cipital white ring is much broader.
The black rings are each two scales wide on the vertebral region, narrowing to less than one scale laterally. On the fourth lateral row the two
rings of each pair begin to diverge, the anterior uniting on the edge of the
abdomen with the posterior ring of the pair in advance, the posterior
becoming confluent with the anterior of the su·c ceeding pair. Thus the
ground color is inclosed in the form of a transverse elliptical spot, Upon
the middle of the body these spots are two or three scales wide on Lhe
vertebral region, four or :fi. ve on the sides, and but one on the first row
of scales. Anteriorly the red intervals are greater; posteriorly they
narrow slightly, but toward the tip of the tail they are entirely lost, as
in Osceola doliata and gentUis, by the confluence of the black rings.
The black rings extend but a short distance upon the abdominal scuta,
leaving the abdomen destitute of blotches, though it is faintly and
sparsely punctulated. The chin and inferior labials are tinged with
brown. The top of the head is black, as in Osceola gentilis.
Cat. Nos.

1842 -----··---·- ·----- ......
16108 .......... - •.........•

Upper labials.

8.
7.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

208.
198.

49.

46.

Scales. Length.

23.
23.

Tail.

mm.

m1n.

305.

40.
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The number of rows of body and temporal scales and the more numerou ring will distinguish this species from Osceola doliata, and those
above compared with it. From the Ophibolus pyrrhomelas it differs in
the ight uperior labial plates.
Ophibolus 1n,u ltistratu8 Kennicott.
rumber

CataJi_guo of sp11ci•
m
1842
16108

Locality.

From whom received.

DB.

Nature of
specimen.

1 Fort Lookout..... Dr. Hayden.............................. Alcoholic.
do.
1 FortNiobrara,Ne• Dr. Wilcox, U.S. A ....... ········-·····
braska.

OPHIBOLUS GETULUS Linnreus.
Ophibofos getul1is BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.

5.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Oolnber get1ilus L1NN11.rns, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 382.-GMELIN, Linn rous Syst.

Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1106.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
V, 1827, p. 358.-PEALE, Contr. Maclur. Lye., I, 1829, pl. v.-GtiNTIIER, Cat.
Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 249.
l'seiuloelaps getnlus FITZINGRR, Neue Class. Rept., 1826, p. 56.
lferpelodryas getlll1is SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 198.
Ooronella gelula HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 95: pl. 21.-DUMEIUL
and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., VII, p. 617.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
II, 1 94, 1>. 197.
Larnpro11ellis getulus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 255.

II ad. little di tinct, conical, not depressed, the muzzle slightly compr • ed and the rostral plate projecting beyond the lower jaw. Rostral plate moderately recurved on the superior face of the muzzle. Frontal rather wide, produced posteriorly. Loreal small; oculars 1-2. The
y not large, resting on the third and fourth superior labials. Temp ral cale 2-3-4. Superior labials seem higher than long, except the
Jir t, ixth, and seventh. Inferior labials ten, fifth largest; postgeneials
short r than pregeneial . Scales in from twenty.oue to twenty-five
row rather hort, the sizes graduating insensibly. Tail short.
Ur uud c lor black, marked above and below with yellow or white
p t' and l>aud , the latter generally transverse, rarely longitudinal.
bial plat · light colored, with dark border . Top of head black, with
larg r r ,'maller white or yellow pots.
hi.· .·peci range the entire ea.retie Realm, as far north as about
1 ti ude 40° . It i not found in the eotropical Realm, unless the
L w r ' lifornian di trict be embraced in it.
1h variability of tbi. pecie i in ome re pects considerable, while
iu th r: it i' <1uit ·ou tant. A number of distinct pecies have been
pr Io cl 11 it form , mo, t of which I felt compelled to reduce to this
n a· . ub p cie at tl10 time of writing my Check-list in 1875. Furh r r du tion i made now. The number of rows of scales is not
In the ub pecie 0. g. getulus they may be twenty-one or
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twenty-three; and in the 0. g. boylii they may number twenty-three or
twenty-five. The characters based on color indicate natural geographical subspecies, but the transitions from one to the other are not lacking. The subspecies ~re defined as follows:
1. Scales in 21 to 23 rows.
Scales with yellow centers, sometimes collected into cross bands on the back;
head yellow-spotted above . _____ ..................... __ .. ·.......... 0. g. sa:jJi.
Narrow, white, dorsal cross bands, bifurcating on the flanks to embrace alternating black areas; heacl white-spotted above; or uniform black above; below
with white spots; bead spots few ................................ 0. g. getulus.
2: Scales in 23 to 25 rows.
Scales of the sides with yellow or white centers; median dorsal region black,
with cross bands of scales with yellow centers; top of head, except muzzle,
black ............ ~ ............................. _............. 0. g. splend'iclus.
Black with complete .white annuli, which are wider on the sides than on the
back; top of head black, of muzzle white ..................... _... 0. g. boylii.
Black, with more or less numerous longitudinal stripes above and on the sides;
parts of annuli present or absent; top of head black; top of muzzle white.
0. g. californim.

The geographical distribution of these subspecies is well defined.
Thus the 0. g. sayi belongs to the Austroriparian region west of the
Allegheny Mountains, and of the central region north to latitude 420.
The 0. g. getulus occupies the Austroriparian and Eastern regions north
to about latitude 42°. The 0. g. splendidits is the type of the Sonoran
district, and the 0. g. boyUi of the Pacific. The 0. g. californire probably comes from the Lower Californian, but our specimens came from
the southern part of the Pacific region.
·rhis is the largest species of the genus, and is beautiful in a,11 its
forms. It is thoroughly harmless to mankind and can be handled to
any extent without showing fear or anger.
OPHIBOLUS GETULUS SAYI Holbrook.

Ophibolus getu,lwJ sayi COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Coronella sayi HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 99, pl. xxu.-DUMERTL
and BI.BRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 619.-GONTHER, Cat. Col. Snake~ Brit.
Mus., 1858, p. 41.
Colubei· sayi DEKAY, N. York Fauna, Rept., 1842, p . 41.
Ophibolus sayi BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 84.
Lampropeltis sayi COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 254.
Herpetodryas getulus SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 198.
Coronella getulus var. sayi JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., Pt. 14, pl. v, fig. 2.

Body, as in most of the other species, very tense and rigid, with difficulty capable of being extended after immersion in alcohol. Vertical
plate tri!l,n gular, wider than long; outer edge slightly convex, an angle
being faintly indicated at the junction of the superciliaries aud occipitals; shorter than the occipitals, which are short, longer than broad.
Postfrontals large, broad; anterior smaller. Rostral small, not projecting, slightly wedged between prefrontals. Eye very small, orbit
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about a,, high a' the labial below it; center of the eye a little anterior
to the middle of the commis ure, over the junction of the third and
fi urth labials. One anteorbital, vertically quadrate; loreal half its
lleight, squar . Upper labials seven, increasing to the penultimate.
Low r labiai nine; fourth and fifth largest.
S ale nearly as lligh as long, hexagonal, truncated at each end.
or al rows twenty-one, exterior rather larger, and diminishing almost
imp rce1 tibly to the back, although all the ·scales in a single oblique
row are of very nearly the same shape and size.
The cales on the back and sides are lustrous black, each one with a
ntral lliptical or subcircular spot of ivory white, which on the sides
oc upy nearly the whole of the scale, but are smaller toward the back,

Fig. 226.
OPHIBOLUS GETULUS SAY! HOLBROOK.

= l.

Shawnee Mission, Kansae.
Cat. No. 316, U.S.N.1\1.

wh r they involve one-half to one-third of the length. Beneath yell wi h white, with broad distinct blotches of black, more numerous
po t riorly.
kin between the scales brown. The plates on the top
and id of the head have each a yellowish blotch; the la.bials are yell w with black at their junction.
h r pe imen agr e except in having bright yellow instead of
white a de ribed; the pot , too, are rather smaller, and manifest a
light t ndeu y to ag 0 Tegation on adjacent scales, so as to form transhi i seen more decidedly where the back is crossed
r e band .
y abouts venty hort dotted yellow lines; the :fifty-sixth opposite the
anu .
be , cal between hav ery ob olete spots of lighter, scarcely
i rni le. The ide are yellow, with black pots corresponding to
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the dorsal li11es; iudeed, there may be indistinctly discerned two or
three lateral series of alternating blotches.
In larger specimens from the West, this tendency in the spots to
aggregation is still more distinct. The back is crossed by these dotted
lines of the number aud relation indicated, at iutervuls of four or five
scales; the spots on the intervening space being obsolete. These lines
bifurcate at about the ninth outer row, the branches conueeting with
those contiguous, so as to form hexagon s, and tlrnse exteuding toward
the abdomen again, decussate on about the third outer row, thus inclosing two series of square dark spots on each side. These lateral markings are, however, not very discernible, owing to the confusion produced
by the greater number of yellow spots. On the edge of the abdomen
are dark blotches, one opposite each dorsal dark space, the ce11ters of
the scutelhe being likewise blotched, but so as rather to alternate with
those just mentioned.
Specimens from Indianola exhibit all varieties of coloration.
Cat. Nos.

Upper labial s. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. [;cales.

2381. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
1697. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
1700...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .

7.
7.
7.

211+1.
224 + 1.
213 + 1.

52.
49.
50.

21.
21.
21.

Ophibolus getulus sayi Holbrook.
Catalogue N_umber
No.
o~~~es~12381

1

1723
1697

1
1

699
1724
2280
5512
316
2350
1849
6082
2362
• 2319
526]
1735
1715
397
4288
9947
10828
12026
1700
15665
li471-2
22133
17477

2
1
1
1
2
·1
2

1
1
1

1

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

I specimen.
Nat~ue of

Kemper County, Mis sis- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. D. C. Lloyd ............. . Alcohol
eippi.
Monticello, Mississippi. ........... . .... .. ........... .... . ..... ... .
do.
Red River, Arkansas..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C~~·s. ~- B. Marcy,

tyE::

Indianola, Texas . .... .... ........ . .. ........ ... .. .......... . . .... .
Fort Towson, .Arkansas .. .. .... ... .. ... . Dr. L. A. Edwards,
U.S. A.
Southern lllinoi.;i .................. . ..... R. Kennicott ........... .
Fort Riley, Kansas ........... ........ .. .. H . .Brandt .............. .
ShawneeMission,Kansas . ............... S. Pass. W. R.Exped ... .
Natchez. Kansas .... . ...... . ........ .... ......................... .
Fort Fillmore ....... ..... . ....................................... .
1,Jalapa, Mexico .......... ..... . ...... .. R. M . D 'Oca ............ .
Tyree Springs, Tennessee ................ Prof. R. Owen . .. ....... .
Tuscumbia, Alabama ..... ............... B. Pylus .. .............. .
Eort Cobb, T exas ........ . ....... . ..... .. C. S. McCarthy ......... .
Arkansas River ......... . .............. . Dr. S. W. Woodhouse ... .
.Bridp;er's Pass, Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. F. T. Bryan,
Territory.
U. S. A.
New Orleans, Louisiana .......................................... .
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . N. 0. Academy ........ .
Arkansas................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. J. P. McCown,
U.S. A.
Senterfitt, Texas ........................ . Frank Longfield ....... .
Mount Carmel, Illinois ... . Nov.-, 1881 L. "M. Turn er .... ....... .
Indianola, Texas ......................... Col. J. D. Graham,
U.S. A.
10
.
Irondale, WaAhington .. ............ . JuliusHurter .••••......
County, Missouri.
L afayette, Indiana .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . F. C. Test . ............. .

g~~f,~i?i'r:fstX:~::: :::::: ::: :::::::::::: :.~~a~;~~!. .r_:: :: :: :: :
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do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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OPHIBOLUS GETULUS GETULUS Linnreus.

Ophibolt1s getulus getulus OPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Cohib r gctul11s LI NJE , yst. rat., I, 1766, p. 382.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat.
, ci. Pbila., V, 1 27, p. 358.-PEALE, Contr. Maclur. Lye., I, 1829, pl. v.GC NTIIER, Cat. Col. nakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 249.
P sendo laps getulus FITZI TGER, Neue Class. Rept., 1826, p. 56.
oronelfo gel11la HOLBROOK, N . .Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 95, pl. 21.-DUMERIL
and BrnnoN, Erp. Gen ., VII, p. 617.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Opbid., Pt.12, pl. vr,
fig. 1; Pt.14, pl. v, fig. 1.
J!ngui8 annulatus 'ATE BY, Nat. Hist. Carolina, II, 1743, p. 52, pl. III.
OJ.Jl1ibolus getnllls BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, 1853, p. 85.
Lam1Jro1>eltis getnlus OPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila ., 1860, p. 255 .
Ophibolus getulus nige1· YARROW, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 438.

Fig. 227.
OPHIBOLUS GE'l'ULUS GE'l'ULUS LINN.MUS.

= 1.

Newbern, North Carolina.
Cat.

o. 8077, U.S.N.111.

la k, cro . ed by about thirty narrow, continuous yellow lines, which
bifurcat on the flank the very obtuse angles embracing on each side
ri of v ry much elongated patcbe , and in fact, by the union of
h bran ·h with ea ·h other, dividing the back into a succession of
l rge bl ·k hexagon .
r
imilar in general relation to 0. sayi, although the body
I ar rath r tout r, and the head and eyes somewhat larger iu prop rti n. ' h ·olor abo e i deep lustrou black, crossed by about
birt -tbr
outinu u yellow line , the twenty-sixth oppo ite the
h e line , , hich on the middle of the back are narrow, oneha1f' or u ca1e in width, widen rapidly till they meet the lateral
s ri of black blotche , when tlley extend longitudinally fo either
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direction, and anastomose with their fellows. On each side, and alter•
nating with the dark inclosures ou the back, is a series of deep black
blotches, extending from the abdomen (where those of opposite sides
are generally confluent) over the first and second outer rows of scales.
These blotches are rounded above, five or six scales long, and separated from the nearest dark part of the back by one or one-llalf scale.
The outer edge of the abdomen and the exterior dorsal rows between
these blotches being yellow causes the chain pattern to be continuous,
inclosing a series of elongated dorsal spots from seven to teu scales
long and about seventeen wide. Center of abdomen largely blotched
with black, usually confluent with the blotches already mentioned.
The plates on the head are black, with yellow spots.
The pattern as here described is subject to some irregularities, the
chain being sometimes broken, and the lines oblique, not transverse,
and the dark blotches of opposite sides not truly opposite to each
other.
Cat. Nos.

Upper labials.

2376 .... ·-···-····-··············---·--- 4378 .. - - - -.. - - - - ...•• ... - - - ~ - ...•. • -• • • . .
8077. ·- - - .. ·-- -.••···· .••••.. _. _.. _-·. ·-·.
2369 ...•••... - •.. --... - - .. ____ .. _. . • . . . . •
5509 ... ·---··············--···············

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

7.
7.
7.
7.
8.

224.
213.

48.
52.

21.
21.
21.

23.
23.

It is specimens from Florida that possess twenty.three rows of
scales, but not all of them, since Cat. No. 2375 has the normal number.
Ophibolus getu,lt1,s getulus Linncuus.
Ca t a l ogue Number
of sp eci•
No.
mens.
2369
5509
2375
2376
4378
8077
8358
450
4380

1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1

2323
2294
7276
1857
8797
9109
9014
9146
11428
10469
12697
10688
10697
10678
10344
10816
9146
10074
10098

1
1
1
1
1

15240
]5291

l

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1

Locality.

When
collected.

Cedar Ke:ys, Florida .....................
Charlotte Harbor, Florida. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indian River, Florida..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anderson, South Uarolina ............. ...
Charleston, South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newbern, North Carolina . .............. .
Kinston, North Carolina .. ... .... .. ..... .
New York ....... ..... ...................
Wc~f~~1J\~~, District of . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..

I From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

G. Wurdemann ..... .... . Alcoholic.
Dr. S. B. Barker ........ .
do.
G. Wurclemann ......... .
do.
C. P ......... ...... ..... .
do.
Dr. S. B. Barker •••......
do.
........................ . .
do.
H. W . Welsher .... ..... .
do.
clo.
···············-······ · · ·
do .
W. Pierce .............. .
do.
Gloucester, Virginia ..................... Rev. C. Mann ........... .
do.
Mi ssi ssippi .. ........ ... ................. Dr. B. F. Shumard ...... .
do.
Port Tobacco, Maryland.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Marshall ......... .
do.
Matamoras, Texas........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Couch, U.S.A.
do .
Augusta, Georgia ......... Mar. 21, 1877 William 1-'hillips ....... .
do.
Marietta,Georgia ......... July 6,1877 ... ........ ...... . . ·-·····
Clo.
Sandy Springs, Maryland . .Tune-, 1877 J·. P. Stabler .....•....... Cast.
..... do ..... ............... -, 1877 ..... do ....... ...... ··-···
do.
..... do ...... ...... ............. ........ ....... do .................. . Eggs .
Oakley, South Carolina. . . .Tune - , 1880 A.. L. Barker ........... . Alcoholic.
Hyattsville, Maryland.... - , 1882 William Gass .... ... ... .
do.
Gainesvil,e, Florida. . . . . . . -, 1880 .rames Bell ... _......... .
do.
. ... . do·······-············ .............. .
do.
Nashville, Georgia ....... . Nov.18, 1880 ·w:fT~y·l~~·::::::::::: :
do.
La1;1rel, Maryland......... July -, 1879 J.P. Stabler ............ .
do.
Gamesvllle, Florida....... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . James Bell ............. .
do.
Maryland ................. July 5, 1877 ,T. P. Stabler .. ......... . .
do.
Homosassa, Florida . ...... Apr. -, 1879 .r. W. Milner ........... .
do.
Southampton County, May-, 1879 L.Kumlien ............. .
do.
Virginia.
District of Columbia ....... ..... ........ H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
Cherokee Nation, Indian ............... .Tames Mooney ......... .
do.
Territory.
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I umber
Catalogue of speci0·
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

or beck,
Montgomery ... -- .. --- .....
County, Maryland.
Feroandina,Floridn -----· --------------·
Washington, District of . --- . - ___ ... -- .
Columbia.
Dunn Loring, Virginia -.. . --- . - . - - . - . -- .
Laurel, Maryland------ - .. -----·. --··· -- .
Chancellor ville, Virginia .. -- - . -- .... - ...
South Island, Georgeto_wn . - ------ -- -. - -.
County, South Carolina.
Orange Hammock, De -·-------- -·--·
oto County, F lorida.
Mount Vernon, Virginia .. ---· -- --- ·- · - ..

16-.183
]6698

17291
17443

20692
21164
21360
22307-8

22460

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Charles Abert ..... -- - - - . Alcoholic.
C. F. Batchelder.···- - _. _
C. W. Ricllmon<l_. __ .. __ .

do.
do.

J.D.Figgins -----------F. H. Knowlton----··-··
Dr. Earl B. Silvers- _____ .
E. l' . .Alexander_. __ .. __ .

do.
do.
<lo.
<lo.

Wm.Palmer---·--·-----

do.

I.H.Kuehling ·--·-----·

do.

In hi pamphlet on the Serpents of New York (.Albany, 1854), Profe or Baird remarks that this species is quite maritime in its northern

<li tl'ibution, being rarely found in the Northern States excepting near
the coa, t. It is occasionally seen in Long Island, New York, according
t D Kay, aud. more frequently in eastern New Jersey. It fs not cited
by Dr. J. . .Allen in his Catalogue of the Reptiles and Batrachiaus
fi und in the vicinity of Springfield, Massachusetts,1 nor is it included
in the li t of pecies found in the State which is included in the paper.
In it w tem distribution it is uot known from west of the Mississippi
I iv r.
This form is said to be a,n enemy and devourer of other snakes, espe·ially of the venomous Crotalidre. I have not personally met with a
of it. It is entirely inoffensive to man, making no hostile demontration . My daugllter, when a girl of six or eight years, had several
individuals as pets. They drank milk readily from a cup which she
held in her hand.
Prof. 0. P. Hay 2 says:
It is xtremely active and strong. Holbrook says of it that it is found abundantlyin moi t and shady places, although it never takes to water or trees. It feeds on
mol H, mall bird I or uch reptiles as lizards, salamanders, toads, and the like, that
fall in it way. Ile further ays that it is commonly believed that it is the great
n my of the rattlesnake, bnt there is no great evideuce of this. He, however, tells
of one that had a a fellow-prisoner a Crotalophorus rnilari'Us, o.r Southern ground
ra.ttl nake, and swallowed him. I found that in Mississippi this snake had the
r putation of d troying rattlesnakes, and it received protection on this account.
r. Elliott 'ones :i says that the black snake (Zamenia cunstrictor) and Ophibolus
· gel1,lua Ba!Ji wag n constant warfare against rattlesnakes and moccasins. They are
aid to be uniformly victorious aud to eat their victims. It is on account of their
prowess in tbu de troying poi ooous serpents that they have received the name
of king snake. Mr. J. 'I'. Humphreys, Burke County, orth Carolina, gives I an
int r ting account of a conflict iu a cage between a king snake, sayi, and a water
m c ·a i11. Tbe former was 42 inches long, the latter 34, but with a considerably
1

oc. a.t. Hist., XII, December, 1868.
and Reptile of Indiana, Indianapolis, 1893, p. 110.
a Boll. U. . Geol. eog. nrv., IV, 1878, p. 269.
~American atmahst, XV, p. 561.
Proc. Bo t.

z Batrachiaus
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larger body. The moccasin was killed, its lJOlH' S crushed, and, beginning at the
head, tho king snake swalloweil. 16 inches of the moccasin's body. Chloroform
was then administered and both snakes preserved. The king snake bad previously,
while in captivity, eaten seven snakes. Dr. Yarrow I d escribes :1 specimen of
getulnR in the National Museum that has two perfect heads. One head is a little
larger than the other. The two gullets unite to pass into thv one stomach.

Tile following is Yarrow's description of the black form of this subspecies called by him Ophibolus getulus niger:
Color entirely black, with the exception of the nuder part of the head; upper and
lower labial marked like the typical 0. getulus getulus. Head plates entirely black,
not spotted, and in one of the specimens
examined light central spots on the head
scales are to be seen. Frontals, parietals,
and superciliaries more elongated and
narrower than in the normal type; frontals and pref'rontals about the same.
Abdominal scutellIB plumbeous, white
Apotted, not yellow. A peculiarity of
the type specimens from which this description is prepared is that the third,
fourth, and fifth postabdominal scutellm
are entire, not divided; but this last trait
Fig. 228.
has been noticed in other species of the
. OPHIB0LUS 0ETULUS LINNJF.US.
genus. In the specimen described, on the
mack variety.
second and third row of scales are a few
Cat. No. 1202~, U.S.N.~l.
sparsely scattered whit.e spots resembliug
those of 0. getulus sayi, but there is no approach to regul~rity, nor is there any indication of a pattern. Seven upper labials on both sides; nine lower on one, ten on
the! other; twenty-one rows of scales., one anteorbital, two postorbitals. Length, 4
feet 6 inches.
A younger specimen, 3 feet 4 inches long, is similar in appe:i.rance to the older one,
but there seems to be a tendency to a greater display of the white spots on the
sides. Color of the back, lustrous black; belly dull black, with milk-white maculations. Isolated and minutely pnnctulated spots on the back show a decided approach to ~L pattern of coloration as in 0. g. getulus.
Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

--12029

2

Mount Carmel, Illinois .... Nov.- , 188L

12149

2

Wheatland, Indiana ...... -

- -, 1881

L. M. Turner ............ Alcoholi
tyst
R. Ridgway··-·······-··

It is uncertain whether this form is a true subspecies or not. Tim
transition between it and the 0. g. sayi is seen in Cat. No. 2362 of the
latter, from Tennessee, where the spots are very few in number.
1

American Naturalist, XII, p. 470.

1
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OPHIBOLUS GETULUS SPLENDIDUS Baird and Girard.

'PHboltlB getiilus splendidtts CoP1t , Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept. , 1875, p. 37.
Ophibolus splendidus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.

3.-BAIRD,

. Iex:. Bound. urv., II, 1 59, p. 20, pl. xrv.
PE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 255.

Lampropeltis s1,lendida C<

Black above; the sides black, with a white spot in each scale. The
b dy cro ed by broad bands, con isting of white spots, one in each
ale. D rsal row twenty-three.
imilar in general features to O. g. boylii. Vertical plate similar to
that of O. g. boylii, bnt broader, and the sides more nearly parallel.
Thi pecies forms a connecting link, as to color, between the blotched

Fig. 229.
PHIBOLUS GETULUS SPLENDIDUS BAIBD AND G mARD.

= l.
Cat. N o. 1854 1, U .S.N.M.

of 0. g. ayi and 0. g. getulu . There is a series of dorsal black
fr m head to tail; in one specimen sixty-three, the forty-ninth
, it the anu ; in the other, fifty-two, the forty-first opposite the
nu . Tb
are four or five scales long and six or seven wide. The
U ht r interval b tween are constituted by one or two transverse rows
p
a hone on a separate scale. The scales on the sides (from
the fir t to the eventh or eighth row ) are black, each one with an
elong ted bite blotch in the c nter. The e blotches occupy nearly
the wh le ale on the exterior r w, but diminish in amount toward
th ack.
, erie of rhomboidal darker spot is seen on each side
opp .. i e the light intervals, prodn ed by the le~ amount of white on
the cale at that place, and om time extend to the abdomen. The
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abdomen is w;tiite, blotched not very deeply with black two or three
scales wide, and a continuation of the dark shade in the prolongation
of the lateral rhomboids. The blotches of the opposite sides are sometimes confluent and sometimes alternate. In one specimen the black
patches are rather wider, extending nearly to the abdomen. Head less
blotched with yellow than 0. g. boylii. Differs from 0. g. boylii in having
the light intervals in the form of spots in the centers of dark scales,
instead of covering the whole space. The lateral blotches are alternate
with those of the back, not continuous and opposite. The blotches are
more numerous.
Cat. Nos.

Upper labials . Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales.

1726 ...... -· .. -- .. -- .. ·- .. -- . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1849. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

7.
7.

219.

65.

23.
23.

This form approaches near to those of the 0. g. sayi with transverse
rows of spots on the median dorsal region. The head and nape are
much less spotted than in the latter, and I have not found any variation in the different scale formulas of the two.
Ophibolu,s getulus splendidus Baird ancl Girard.
Catalogue N_umbe_r
No.
o~8fn~~11
2
2
4

1709
1726
1849

22373

Locality.
Sonora, Mex ico . ............
Pecos River, Texas .........
Fort Fillmore... ............
Mesilla Valley, New Mexico .

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Col. J. D. Graham, U.S. A... Alcoholic.
Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly . . . . . . .
do.
. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . •. . . . .
do.
T. D. A. Cockerell...........
do.

OPHIBOLUS GETULUS BOYLII Baird and Girard.
Ophibolits getulus boylii CoPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
Ophibolits boylii BAIRD an<l GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 82.
Coronella balteata HALLOWELL, U. S. Pac. ·R. R. Surv. Rept., X, Williamson's

Rcpt., p. 14, pl. v; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, p. 236.
Lampropeltis boyl-ii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 255.
Coronella getnlus var. p seudogetullts JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophi<l.., Pt. 12, pl. vr, fig. 2.
Opibolus boyUi var. conjuncta COPE, Proc. Aca<l.. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 301.
Ophibolus getulus conjunctus CoPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.1, 1875, p. 37.-YARROW

and HENSHAW, U.S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Mer., V, 1878, p. 212.

Lampropeltis conjuncta VANDENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 142.

Black, with upwards of thirty broad ivory-white transverse bands,
widening on the sides. Dorsal rows of scales twenty-three.
Vertical plate distinctly pentagonal, longer than broad; more elongated than in O. sayi. Sides nearly parallel, a little shorter than the
occipital plates. The sides of the head as in 0. say1:. Dorsal rows
twenty-three, the scales rather more elongated than in
sayi. Outer
row a little larger, all the rest nearly equal. Back and sides black,
crossed by about thirty-seven ivory-white bands, the thirtieth opposite
the anus. On the vertebral region these bands are about one and a
half scales wide, with the margins parallel to about the seventh outer

o:
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row of cal , wliere they begin to widen, so as to embrace from five to
v n cale on the out r row. They continue of this width to the
middle of tlle abdomen, where they are eitller confluent with the wllite
of the oppo ite icle, or are oppo ite to the black interval on the other
i ie. The black interval betweeu tlle cross ba,nds is some eigb t to ten
cale long, narrowin on the sides as the white spaces enlarge, until
on the out r dor al row it occupies them to four scales, and is continu cl to the micltlle of the abdomen; owing to a slight obliquity of the
dark patch _on the back their abdominal extensions are very apt to
alternate with each other on the middle of the abdomen, instead of
being dir c ly oppo ite aud confluent. Every transition from the one

Fig. 230.
OPTJJB0LUS GETULUS B0YLII BAIRD AND GIRARD.

= l.

Pasadena, California.
Cat. No. 1717, U.S.N.M.

n H ion to the other i observable. The general pattern is thus: A
l>la ·k !Jo Y, encircl d by white rings, which are wider on the sides and
n ath. The end of the tail is distinctly annulated. Occasionally
me of the black scale on the sides have indistinct white spots in the
nter .
abial. plate· on the sides of the head, and above in front
of he r i 1, ell w, with black margins.
at. Toe.

1 0 · --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117 7.......... ,.. ················-·······
7 17 ....... .... .... ······ .... ···-·· ··-·-·
42 ......... ··· ··· .... ··••·· ··--·· ···-··
12624. - ............... - ......... - . . . . . . . .

Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges . Scales.
7.
240 1.
52.
23.

+

7.
7.
7.
7.

23.
23.
25.
25.

h ari ty which I called conjunctus difl:'er from the typical boylii in .
h viog the white scales black at the base, o that the annulate pattern
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is much obscured, and a slight approximation to the subspecies splendidns is presented. According to Van Denburgh the young can not be
distinguished from tliat of 0. g. boylii. On the other hand, the type
called by Yarrow multicinctus has thew hite cross bands more numerous
than in the typical L. g. boylii.
This lianrl..::-ome form inhabits regions of diverse climate, ranging
from t.he comparatively rainy region of northern California to the dry
southern extremity of Lower California and the arid deserts of south~rn Arizona and southern Nevada. It has not been taken -east of
.Ariz.ona. The form con}unctus is from the southern extremity of Lower
Califoruia, while the multicinctus type is from southern California.
Dr. Merriam, iu bis report on the Death Valley Expedition, gives the
following note in regard to the distribution of this species:
This large and conspicuous snake, whose cream-colored body is sharply marked
by rings of black, was first found in the valley of the Lower Mudily, near an aban-

doned mill at Overton, Nevada, where several were secured in dense thickets of
.A.triplex torreyi. About dark they began to emerge from these retreats, making a
great noise in crawling over the dry leaves, and were soon found in the open. The
species was obtained also in Pahranagat Valley, Nevada, i:1 little north of the
middle of the valley. On the west slope of the Sierra Nevada, in California, specimens were collected in Kern Valley, at 'fhree Riyers, and on the east fork of Kaweah
River.
Ophibolus getulns boylii Bafrd and Girard.
Catalogue Numbe_r
No.
of specimens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

11420
11787
12624

3

11753

1
1

Eldorado County, Cali- -. _... - ... -. - . - .... _..................... Alcoholic.
f'ornia.
San Francisco, California. ___ ......... -·· Lieut. R. S. Williamson,
do.
U.S.A.
Fort Tejon, California . ... _............. . John Xantus ........... .
do.
Fort Reading, California._ ........••... _. Lieut. R. S. Williamson,
do.
U.S.A.
Fort Whipple, Arizona ................. . E. Palmer __ ..... . ...... _
do.
Southern Arizona . . . . . . . . Oct. -, 1873 Dr. C. U. Newberry ..... .
do.
Colorado Desert .................. _..... . Maj. W. H. Emory,
do.
U.S.A.
Fort Yuma, California .... ·--····--···-·· Maj. G. H. Thomas,
do.
U.S.A..
Santa Barbara, California. - 1875 W. L. Schumaker . ...... .
do.
San Francisco, California .. ..... .. .' ..... . R. D. Cutts ............. .
do.
Cape St. Lucas, L. Cali- .............. . John Xantus ........... .
do.
fornia.
McCJoud River, Washing- Feb. 10, 1876 Livingston Stone ..... _.
do.
ton.
Fort Whipple, Arizona .. _ April-, 1880 Dr. E. Coues, U.S . ..A. .... .
do.
Fresno, California._...... - 1880 Gustav Eisen ...... _... .
do.
La Paz, L. California ...... Feb. - ' 1882
do.
St. Thomas, Nevada ...... ·······--'·~---·
do.
Fresno, Califorma ...................... . G. Eisen ..............•.. (Type of 0.

1

cinctu,q
C~:li~~nitucas, Lower ············--· J.Xantus ·-·-···-······· (Type of 0.

1698
8144
4285
1703
7847
842G
1713

2
1
1

4284
8577
1730
5288

1
1
1

10796

1
3

~: ~:i~~,.::::::::::::::

g. multi-

10390

g.

Fort Mojave, Arizona . . . . -

-, 1879

con-

junctus.)
Dr. R. E. Lightburne .... ..A.lcoholic.
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Ophibolns r1ctnl1ts boylii Baird ancl O-ira1'd- ontiuued.

Lo ality.

Altitude. I

When
collected.

From whom
received.

Feet.
18090 . . . . . . . . Three Rivers, California.................... . . . . . . . . . . July 27, 1891 Palmer.
I 091 .. . ......... . do .. ........ .. .... ......... ...... ................ ...... . do ...... . Fisher.
do.
1 092 . . . .. . . . 'outb Fork, K rn River, 25 miles above .......... July 9, 1891
K rnvill , California.
18 93
Ollll/? East Fork, Kaw 11,h River, California.......
J, 700 July 27, 1891 Bailey.
Merriam .
.. .':
-~~1~-~~~~~~- .Bailey.
1

}8g~; ::::_::::

.<l~~.'

Catalogue•

~~1_1~-~•-~~~-~~~::::::: :: ::: ::: :: ::::: ?~~!ao ~•Locality.

o.

From whom receh-ed.

i~m .-~-\~i .!~~-~~:~f.~~~~~:::::::::::: :::::· :::::::::::: ::::::: :::
22100

Fort Hna lmca,

C. Rd~rcutt.
rizona .................................... Fisher.

OPHIBOLUS GETULUS CALIFORNI.lE De Blainville.
']Jhibolus californire COPE, Check-list , Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 37.
'oh1be1· ( 'l>his) califo1·nice DE BLAINVILLE, Ann. Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Paris, III, 1834,
p. 0, pl., XVII, figs. 1, la, lb.-HAIRD anfl GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept.,
Pt. 1, rp., 1 53, p. 153.
Co1'on lla californice DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854:, p. 623.
O))hibolus getult,s eisenii YARR w; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., V, 1882, p. 439.
('oronella 9et1llus californica JAN, Icon. Gen. Opbid., Pt. 14, pl. v, fig. 3.
Lam1J1'opeltis nitida VAN DlcNBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, pl. xiv, p. 143.

lat
f tho head imilar to those of 0. getulus boyli: One anteorbi al, thr po torbitals, even upper labials, ten lower labials, twentyhr row of cale on body; difference, so far as the head is concerned,
an iucrea e in number of postorbitals and lower labials.
Color markedly different
from the type of 0. getulus
boyli. The first white annulus, three scales wide,
begins eleven scales posteriorly to the parietals. There
is then an interval of five
scales to the tbird white
annulus, which, iustead of
passing clown toward the
Fig. 231.
abdomen, expands at the
PHlll0Ltr8 Oli:T LUS CAL!FORNl.iE DE BLAI.NVJLLE.
base and joins an oval ring
Fresno, alif'ornia.
Cal . . ·o. 117 ~, .. . N.:11.
eight scales wide transversely to the body and
i ht < 1 l ng po teriorly. Eight scales behind this ring a longitudinal white line on a cl on -half cales wide commences, which extenus
tb length of body t opp ite th two hundred and seventh abdominal
, ate r about the thirtieth from the anus. Thi line is absolutely
continuou , bat break off fato annuli at tho place mentioned. There
are then a triangular white blotcll, three annuli, auother blotch, and
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the dorsal line begins again, and ends at the tip of the tail. At distances of four and seven scales below this dorsal line, on both sides, are
indication s of lines, which are nearly complete in one of the specimens;
in others they are broken into whitish blotches lo~gitudinally arranged.
Color of bead and upper part of body pitchy 1 lustrous black; middle,
lower third, and tail blackish brown.
This subspecies presents a very different facies from the 0. getulus
boylii. The head and neck resemble 0. g. boylii in markings and coloration, but the appearanc~ of the body and tail is entirely different.
Cat.Nos.

Upper labials . Gastrosteges.

11788 ...............•.......... _..... . . . .
13888. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7.
7.

233.
246.

U rosteges.

Scales.

58.
53.

23.
23.

Ophibolu,s getulu,s californice De Blainville.
Number
When
i
Nature of
Catalogue of speciLocality.
collected.
From whom received.
specimen.
N o.
mens.
- - - 1 - -- - -- - --1-- - - .:....., 1880 I Gustav Eisen.. ......... Alcoholic
1 Fresno, California ....... .
11788
type.
1
.....
do....................
, 1880 .••.. do ................... Ale oholic
11787
11744,
11747
11787
1635&
20496
22030

1 ..... do....................
1 ..... do................... .
1 ..... do....................

-, 1880
-, 1880
-, 1880
San Diego County, Cali• ...............
fornia.
Witch Creek, San Diego
County, California.
San Ysidra Ranch, Lower
California.

..... do ................... Al~~h£ic.
..... do...................
do.
..... do...................
do.

C.R.Orcutt ... : ·········

do.

H. W. Henshaw ........ .

clo.

Dr. E . .A.. Mearns ....... .

do.

Tbe transition between this form and the 0. g. boylii is accomplished
by specimens 9at. Nos. 11747-87. In these the crossbands are numerous; in the former there are four on the anterior part of the body and
seven on the posterior part anterior to the tail, the latter being also
crossbanded. In Cat. No. 11787 a longitudinal median stripe extends
through much of the length, but the sides have vertical blotches representing the corresponding crossbands on the 0. g. boylii.
In De Blainville's type of this species there are no transverse bands,
and the lateral stripes are but little interrupted. The dorsal stripe is,
on the other hand, interrupted at several points.
In a specimen without locality in the U. S. National Museum, the
body and tail are black above and yellowish-white below. A pure
white stripe runs on the vertebral line from the nape to the end of the
tail, and another on the first and second rows of scales on the anterior
four-fifths of the length. Mr. Van Den burgh describes a specimen from
Cape St. Lucas which is black above and below, including the head,
except a cinnamon-colored vertebral stripe and s9me cinnamon-colored
spots on the nape and on the superior aspect of the tail, where the
stripe is wanting.
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STILOSOMA Bro wn.
lilosoma BROW , Pr c. Acad. 1 at. , ci. Pbila., 1 90, p. 199.-COPE, Proc. U.S.
at. Mo ., XIV, 1892, p. 595.

B dy lender, cyliudrical; tail short; hea,d not di tinct from body.
Ro ral prominent, but not recurved; no prefronta.ls or loreals. One
na al.
'- le mooth.
o scale pits. Anal entire. Teeth smootli.
Thi genus is probably a degraded ally of Ophibolus. Dr. Stejneger.
uggested an affinity to that genus, and my examination of the peniaJ
Rtructur
nfirms thi view. It is intere ting to find the only species
in Florida, here occurs al o the Osceola elapsoidea, the most reduced
form of its g nu .
STILOSOMA EXTENUATUM Brown.

ti1o8oma exteniiatuni BROWN, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1890, p. 199.-LCENNDER , Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., 1894, p. 323.-BOULENGER, Cat. Sn.akes Brit. Mus.,
IT, 1 94, p. 325.

Eye m derately mall. One nasa1, with nostrn in th ·~ center. Prefroutal large, in contact with the second and third labiah, and forming,
with the Jatter, the anterior border
of the orbit. Frontal hexagonal, the
anterior angle obtuse. SuperciJiaries
short and broad. Parietals large,
bounding the postorbitals behind and
touching the fifth labial. Two smaJl
postorbitals, tlie lower one resting on
a notch between the fourth and fifth
labials. Three temporals in a horizontal series, the first lying between
the fifth and sixth ]abials and the
Fig. 232.
parietals. Six superior labials, third
• 'HLO. OMA EXT.ENUATUM BROWN.
and
fourth in orbit, fifth largest.
X 1.5.
J~rom t yp 1n Mnst>am Academy of Natural Five lower labials, fourth very large.
, 1•a · 11. Philadelphia..
Three pairs of chin shields. Nineteen
rows of dorsal scales, lozenge shaped
and
A.bclomi_na1 scutellre, 235-260. Subcaudals
pair .
round c 1or ilvery-gmy, with ixty-one dorsal spots of dark brown
with bla ki h border, from head to auu , aud eleven on the tail. A.nteri rl th pot are from two to four scales long and from five to seven
wid , po teriorly b coming maller. The interspaces are about equal
in length to two pot and have the three median rows of scales motnder urface of body silvery-gray, much blotched
tl d with paler <1.
mi black, which run up on the thr e exterior rows of scales, opposite
be inter al between the d raal pot . On the sides each light scale
i :finely punctuated with blacl .
n elongated triangular dark patch
on the pari ta1. pointing backward, and a mall dark blotch just
b low it on each ide of the neck. A dark bar running back from the

.
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eye on the upper margin of the labials. The fore part of the head and
chin and throat much maculated with black.
Measurenients.-Total length of specimen, 532 mm. (21 inches); length
of tail, 50 mm. (2 inches).
Dr. Stejneger 1 remarks on this subject as follows:
The type specimen of Stilosorna extenuaturn is described as possessing no separate
prefrontals (these being fused witll the internasals), no loreal, and no preoculars.
The large internasals join the supralabials and enter the eye, and the parietals join
the supralabials behind the postoculars, excluding the temporals from the latter.
The three additional specimens seem to prove that the only normal and stable
characters among the above are the absence of the loreal and the join.ing of the
parie tals and supralabials. The absence of the preocular is only found in +he type,
while the fusion of the internasals with the prefrontals is found in the type and in
one of the Orange County specimens as well1 but not in the other two, in which
they are normally separated.

CONTIA Bair..d and Girard.
Contia BAnm and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Berp., 1853, p. 110.-COPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 251; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887,
- p. 53.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 255.
Eirenis JAN, Elenco Sist. Ofid., 1863, p. 48.
, Sonora BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.117.

Dentition complete, and the teeth of maxillary bone of equal length.
The sc~les are smooth and without pits, and the anal plate is divided.
The head shields are normal; the nasal, usually entire in the genus,
is sometimes half divided by a suture from the nostril to the la,bial
border. Two pairs of geneials; a loreal; rostral obtuse. The head is
little distinct from the body, and the pupil is round.
There is but one Medicolumbian species, and it is characterized as
follows:
Scales in 15 rows; superior labials 7; body depressed, rost ral not prominent; back
brown, with l)ale edges ; sides lead-colored; below crossbarred.
C. mitis Baird and Girard.
CONTIA MITIS Bai.rd and Girard.
Contia rnitis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 110.GmARD, U. S. Expl. Exp., H erpt., 1858, p. 125, pl. x, figs. 6-12; Rep. U. S.
Expl. R. R., X, Pt. 3, 1859, pl. xxxv1, fig. 7.-COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1861, p. 74; Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36.-GARMAN,
N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 93. -BocounT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p . 557, pl.
XXXIV, fig. 3.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 297 .
.Ablabes purpureocauda GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 245.
Homalosoma mite JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1862J p. 35; Icon. Gen. Ophid.,
1865, Pt. 13, pl. IV, fig. 1.

Head ovoidal and with the body much depressed, rather short, with
the snout truncated. One anterior aud. two or one postorbitals. Eye
small. Dorsal scales in fifteen rows.
Head almost as deep as the body, snout protruding over the lower
jaw, and obliquely truncated. Vertical plate hexagonal, sides nearly
1

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894, p. 323.
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parall I po teriorly very acute. Occipitals elongated, truncated posri rly lightly convex exteriorly. Postfrontals large and angular.
Pr frontal ubaugular, much smaller. Rostral well developed, broad,
but li<Tbtly produced between the prefrontals. Nasal quadrangular,
long r than high, with nostril in the middle, a little nearer the anterior
than po terior edge of the plate. Loreal elongated and quadrangular,
situated above the second labial. Anteorbital angular and elevated, situated
above the third Ia.bial. Postorbital angular, larger than the anteorbital, situated above the comm1ssure between
the fourth and fifth labials. Superciliaries proportionally small and oblong.
Fig. 233.
A large and angular elongated temUONTlA l\IITIS 13AIRD AND GIRARD,
X 1.5.
poral shield. Upper labials, seven;
San Jose, California.
anterior and posterior ones smaller;
Cat. ' o. 2034, U.S.N.M.
third and fourth beneath the eye; lower
labial , even; fourth largest. Posterior pair of mental scutellm very
mall. Two ·utell· on each side, along the fifth, sixth, and seventh
infralabial .
B dy lender, subcylindrical, broader than deep. Scales proportionally larg , ubelliptical, posteriorly rounded or subtruncated. Those
of the exterior row conspicuously broader. Tail short, conical, and
tap ring.
Deep he tnut-brown above, with two longitudinal light bands, one
on each side of the back, below which is a series of black dots. Scales
mi nut ly dotted with black. Anterior half of the scutellm black; post rior half light yellow.
' be lighter band of the back cover the fourth exterior row of dorsal
cal · the erie of black dots i immediately beneath on the third
r w of cales. Tip of cales of exterior row black. Head above, blacki h brown; beneath, mottled with black, on a yellowish green ground. ,
The abdomen i regularly and tran versely barred with black and light
yellow.
'at. .._·o .

Upper labials.

2 31 ··--- - ---- ·----- ---- ------ ---- ·----075 - - - - - -- - . -.............•.•••.. __ .. . .

Gastrost ges. Urosteges.

7.
7.

167 +1.
154 1.

+

31.
35.

cal es.

15.
15.

ontia ·rnitis Baird and Girard.
Lo ·ality.

2036
11751

11777

I

From whom r ceivecl.

anJo e,California. ...... . ............... Dr.J.L.LeCoute ........ Alcoho lic
typ .
p\ff:m·a:c,i1iro~i~:::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::: ·ii_··;~~- ·1~·-·_·_-_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_._ lcobolic.
do .
Fr no, California • • • .. . . . -, 1 99 Gu tav Eisen ......... _.
do.
..... do . . .. . .. . • . . . . . . . . .. . -, 1899 ..... clo .. .... ......... __ ..
do.
Baird,
bas ta County, ............. _. C. Towns nd ........... .
do.
California.
1 Butte 'ounty, Califorola ........................ _................. .
do.
1

i5

When
collected.

I
t
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LODIA Baird and Girard.

Lodia

BAIRD

aud

GrnARD,

Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 116. ·

Head ovoidal, distiuct from the body. Two vertical plates, a small
anterior one being situated between the postfrontals immediately in
advance of the vertieal proper. One nasal. Loreal entering into the
orbit; above jt one anteorbital. Superciliaries elongated and well
developed. Mental scutellIB one pair. Pupil circular. Scales smooth.
Postabdominal scutella bifid. Subcaudal, all in pairs.
LODIA TENUIS Baird and Girard.

Lodia tenuis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 116.-C0PE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36.

Frontal plate hexagonal, as broad anteriorly as posteriorly, wider
than in Oontia miti~. .Anterior frontal ovoidal or subelliptical, in'termediate between the postfrontals, which are angular and extend to the
sideb of the head. · Internasals subtriangular, about half the size of
prefron tals. Rostral broad and
· well developed. Occipitals subangular externally, proportionally large and elongated. Nasals large, nostrils in the middle,
between both plates. Loreal
large, polygonal, elongated, sit.l!'ig . .l,H .
uated above the commissure of
LODIA TENUIS BAIRD AND GIRARD.
tho second and third upper
X 1.5.
labials~ entering into the orbit
Puget Sound, Washington.
as an inferior anteorbital. .A
Cat. No. 7289, U.S.N. M.
quadrangular superior anteorbital, inclosed between the postfrontal, superciliary, and loral. Two
angular postorbitals, inferior one resting on the commissure of the
fourth and fifth labials. Superciliaries oblong. Temporal shields 1-2,
conspicuous, anterior one elongated and largest. Moutll deeply cleft.
Upper labials six, the three posterior ones a little larger than the
three anterior. Lower labials six, fourth largest. Mental scutelhe one
pair. Body slender, subcylindrical; tail short, conical, and tapering.
Scales proportionally large, rhomboidal, smooth, forming fifteen dorsal
rows; outer row but slightly broader than the rest.
Body dull brown above, bluish on the sides, with a longitudinal
lighter stripe on each flank. .Abdomen Jig4ter; bases of scutellrn bluish. Tail beneath unicolor with an external series of bluish spots.
Cat.No. 7289; upper labials, 6; gastrosteges, 150

+ 1; urosteges, 33; scales, 15.

Lodia tenuis Baird and Gimrd.

-

-

Number
Catalogue of
speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

--7289

1

Puget Sound, Washington .. Exploring Expedition ...... Alcoholic.

~
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pecimen till continues to be the ouly one known.
Thi pecie o much resembles the Oontia m,itis as to lead to the suspi •ion that it generic peculiarities are abnormalities of the head. scuta.
The r latiou of the loreal plate are, however, symmetrical, aud the
frontal plate js wider than in the 0. mitis. The coloration is identical
in alcohol. Tlle bead is relatively shorter; and to this fact are to be
a cribed it tegumenta1 peculiarities. It is in any case a type of receut
origin.
CEMOPHORA Cope.

Cernophora 'OPE, Proc. Acad. Jat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 244; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
o. 32, 1887, p. 50; Proc. U. S. rat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. G02.-JA~, Elenco Sist.
Oiid.,1863, p. 45; Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 230.-BocoURT, Miss.
Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 567.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894,
p. 213.
tasiotes JA , Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1862, p. 75.

Head mall, ·ontinuous with the body. Rostral plate large, .p rominent, ubtrihedral. One pair of prefrontal plates and one of iuternasals.
On na al; no tril in the middle. One loreal. Preorbitals and postorbi al pre ent. Superciliaries, eyes, aud mouth smal1. 'feeth longer
p t riorly.
cale smooth. Postabdominal scutella entire. Subc u<1al cutellre bitld..But one pecies of this genus is known. Its general characters are
a fi How:
'onl •a iu 19 rows; superior labials six, the eye over the third; tail about one-eighth
of total 1 ngth; red, crossed by pairs of black rings separated by a yellow one,
which i divided by a. black spot on the side .. ___ .. __ . _•.•. _. _•.. ____ . 0. coccinea.
CEMOPHORA COCCINEA Blumenbach.

emophora coccinea COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 244; Proc. U.S. Nat.
fus., XIV, 1892, p. 602.-JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1863, p. 230; Icon.
6n. phid., 1865, Pt.11, pl. v, :figs. 1, 2.-GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 78,
pl. VI, firr. 1.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex ., Rept., 1883, p. 567; pl. XXXV, fig. 6.BOULENGER, Cat. nakes Brit. Mus., IT, 1894, p. 214.
emophora copii JAN, I con. Gon.Ophid., 1865, p.11, pl. v, fig. 3.
Colubercoccineus BLUMENBACrr,Voigt'sMag. Phys. u. Naturg.,V, 1788, p.11, pl. 1.01 ', Rept., VII, 1803, p. 43, pl. LXXXIII, :flg.1.-RARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat.
ci. Phila., V, 1 27, p. 356; Phys. Med. Res., 1835, p. 119. .
Elapa coccineus MERREM, 'l' ut., 1820, p.145.
IIeterodon coccineus CUL EGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 102, pl. III, figs. lr-, 16.
Rhinostoma coccinelLB HOLBROOK, . Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 125, pl. xxx.-BAIRD
au l 'IRA RD, at. i:T . Amer. R pt., 1853, p. 118; Rep. U.S. Ex.pl. Surv. R.R., X,
Pt. 3, 1 ~9 pl. xxxm, fig. 9.
imol •s coccineus DmrERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854:.-Gt'JNTHER, Cat.
lubr. oakes Brit. Mus., 185 .

l
llowi h red ( aid to be crimson in life), crossed by pairs of
black riug iuclo,.ing each a yellow one.
·
od ·l nd r cylindrical, ten e, and rigid. Dorsal scales rl10mboidal,
ratu r elongat d.
rtical plate very large, cordiform or subbexagoual:
alm st a broad ant riorly a 1 ng; obtu e angled before, acute angled
behind· the two outer ide hort parallel. Occipitals large, a little
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longer than the vertica.1. Postfrontals Jarge; prefronfa,ls much smaller.
Rostral projecting forward, acute, causing the snout to he pointed, not
recurved nor compressed into a ridge as in Heterodon. Eye small, its
center over the third labial; and over the middle of the commissure.
Postorbitals two; anteorbital one. The superciliaries are very small
and narrow, in one specimen looking like an upper postorbital. One
line of temporal shields. Loreal small. One nasal; nostril situated in
its center, with a rounded groove to the lower edge, sometimes to the
upper, apparently separating two nasals. Upper labials six, the third
constituting the' greater portion of the orbit below, with the lower postorbital resting upon it and on the second; a.JI the labials nearly equal
in size, fourth and fifth largest. Lower labials eight, fifth largest.
The back and sides are embraced by about twenty elongated longitu- •
dinal black ·r ings (the sixteenth opposite the anus), their anterior and
posterior sides on the dorsal line, their lateral resting on the outer dorsal row. Across the back the black is well defined and continuous,
about two scales long; on the
sides, however (from the first
to the third rows), the black
is interrupted more or less,
sometimes reduced to a few
scattered scales. The inter,
vah, between the succe8sive
rings are yellow, with the cen:Fig. 235.
ters of the scales dusky (they
CEMOPHORA COCCINEA BLUMENBACH.
sometimes have only a narrow
= 1.
margin of yellowish), and on
Volusia, Florida.
the sides may be seen a disCollection of E. D. Cope.
tinct rhomboidal black spot
opposite each dorsal light interval. This is sometimes broken up and
confused with the black of the rings on the sides. The large spaces
in closed by the rings themselves are yellowish red (said to be crimson
in life), six to nine scales long, and about thirteen wide; they are variable in length, being larger at about the anterior third than elsewhere.
Beneath uniform yellowish white. The first ring crosses just behind
the occipital plates, and in front of it is a narrow black band crossing
the middle of the occipitals, from one angle of the mouth to the other,
sometimes connected with the first ring by a narrow black line. Rest
of the head yellowish. Another specimen has twenty-six rings, the
twentieth opposite the anus.
A specimen from Prairie Mer Rouge has the whole lower wall of the
orbit constituted by the third labial, with both anterior and posterior
orbitals resting upon it. The vertical is more elongated. The anterior
dorsal ring, instead of being continuous, is divided anteriorly, and the
ends, after approximating, are bent back on the occipitals and extend
to the eye. The snout, too, is rather more pointed. In a second speciN.A.T MUS 98--59
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pecies of the .A.ustroriparian region, but
It is especially abunemophora coooinea Blitrnenbach.
Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Ander on County, outh ... ... .. .. ..... Miss C. Paine ........... A lcoholic
Carolina.
t_vpe.
Fort Geor~ , Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ..•......•• •..... - . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Prairie :Mor Hongo, Lott· ...... . ........ Jas. Fairie. -...... -... - .
do.
2180
2307
6221

9688
]0803
9l!67
10741
11430
12536
H2
16951

isiana.

Monti llo, Mii,sii;sippi.. ... ... ......... .
Now Orl am,, Louisiana. _ .. -....... .. ... Athens, .Alabama ....... _. _..... _. _. .. .. .
1 Arlington, Florida ........ May-, 1878 . .
l South Carolina .•••....... . ...............
1 1.•••.... .... -..................•........ 1 Clear Water, Florida .................... .
1 Columbia, South Carolina ............... .
l
l
l

l

1

1 ....................... .

1 .........•.•.•..........
W. M. Stewart ......... .

G. Brown Goode ........ .
Dr. Geo. A. Moran .. __ . _.
Car,t. Wm. Holden ..... .
S. r.Walker ...... .... - -·
Geo. Shoemaker ..... __ . .
1. ......•••..•....•.....•..... . - - ... - -... . G. B. Goode ... .. ....... .
G orgiana, Florida ................. - .. .. . Wm. Wittfield . . ....... .
t. Margaret's. Anne ... ........... . A. A. Stinchcomb . ..... .
.Arunde1 County, Mary•
land.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

RHINOCHILUS Baird and Girard.
Rhinochilus BAIHD and GIRARD, ()at. Rept. . A.mer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 120.-COPE, Chock-list N. Amor. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36; Proc. Amer.
Phil. oc., 1886, p. 4. 7; Bull. U., S. Nat. Mu ., No. 32, 1 87, p. 152.

H ad ubelliptical, pointed on the snout, and separated from the
dy by a, contracted neck.
ostral plate large, overhanging, but not
r urved above. Two pair of frontal plates. Two nasals; nostrils
int rmediate. One loreal. One anterior orbital. Superciliaries large.
cale mooth.
ostabdominal scutella entire. Subcaudal scutellre
all undivided.
Tw pecies of thi genu are·known, as follows:
al , in twenty.three rows; labial1:1 eight; tail one.tenth total length; a dorsal
erie of numerous square, black spots, separated by red spaces; sides black,
vari cl· belly white····-···················--······················· R. leconlei.
cale in a venteen rows; labials eight; tail one-eighth total length; a few broad
and 1 ng ro S· bands on body above, extending to the borders of the belly.
R. antonii.t
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RHINOCHILUS LECONTE! Baird and Girard.

Rhinochilus leconte-i BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. K. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p.120; Rept. U.S. Bxpl. R.R., X, Pt. 3, 1859, pl. xxxm, fig. 90.-BAnrn, U.S.
Mex. Boundary Surv., II, Rept., 1859, p. 21, pl. :xx.-JAN1 Arch. Zool. Anat.
Phys., II, 1863, p. 217; Icon. Gen. Ophid., 1876, Pt. 48, pl. m, fig. 1,-CoPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 304; Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept.,
1875, p. 36; Proe. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 189'.J, p . 606.-GAHMAN, N. Amer.
Rept., 1883, p. 73.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 602, pl. XL,
fig. 7.-GtJNTHER, Biol. Ceutr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 100.-BOULESGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 212.

Head distinct from the body; broad behind, nearly fiat above. Vertical plate hexagonal, elongated, largest anteriorly, the lateral edges
tapering, and constituting the longest sides of the figure. Superciliaries quite large. Occipitals snbangu1ar, proportionally small. Prefontals large compared to the postfrontals. Rostral prominent forward, rounded beneath, tapering upward. E~,p~ large, <Yn.' r the junc-

Fig. 236.
RHINOCHILUS LECON'l'EI BAIRD AND GIRARD.

=1.

San Angelo, Western TexaH.
Collection of E.D.Cope.

tiou of the fourth and fifth upper labials, about opposite the middle of
the commissure. Postorbitals two, lower in notch between tile fifth
and sixth labials, although resting more on the latter. Anteorbital
large, resting on the fourth labial, the fourth and fifth labials constituting equally the inferior part of the orbit. Loreal elongated, horizontal,
trapezoidal, well developed. Nasals apparently double, perhaps a single one very much excavated. Two temporal shield~ between the occipitals and labials. Labials eight above, seventh largest; eight below,
fifth largest. Dorsal rows of scales twenty-three, all perfectly smooth;
scales rhomboidal, nearly equal, but rather narrow above. Abdominal
scutellrn two hundred and six; posterior one entire. Subcaudal scutellre forty, all entire.
The body is crossed by about thirty-three quadrate black blotches,
the twenty-seventh opposite the anus. These are nearly of the same
length, and of the same distance apart throughout, four scales long,
and extending between the second external rows, where their sides are
rather rounded or angulated. The black is very deep and continuous
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n the four or five central rows of scales, whence to the flanks it is
varied by having the center, of each scale reddish yellow. The interval b twee.n the blotclle: are exactly the reverse; above tlrny are uniform pale red, aud on the sides the centers of each scale are black.
S metimes catterecl black cales may be observed on the back in the
light pace... Beneath yellowish white, uuspotted. The two outer
row of scale of the same color, but with a short black bar extending
from tbe middle of each light and each dark space, perpen<licularly to
th abdomen, the extreme edge of which is sometimes involved. The
b ad n,nd half it length behind are black, spotted with yellowish on
the Hide . The nout and labials yellowish, the plates JJargined with
bla·k.
1

Cat.Xo!!.

Upper labials . Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length.
mm.

4172. ___ .. ··••·· ...... ··-···
O~l .....• _••........•••....
2016 ...••.••....••..........

8.
8.
8.

199+ 1.
212+ 1.
207 1.

+

50.
51.
46.

23.
23.
23.

732.
295.
585.

Tail.

mm.

109.
41.
78.

Thi, • pecie displays remarkable variations in coloration. In Oat.No.
516 the large blotches are perfectly distinct, and their lateral inter.
pac · have but faint traces of ruarkiugs. In Oat. Nos. 20~0, 2023, 2030,
.W:31, 1174 117 4, all of small size, and Oat.No. 2016, fully grown, there
i a vertical black pot between the dorsal blotches on each side. In
"at. o ·. 76, 4471, 4472 the entire space on the sides between tl1e dorl-"<al
bl t h i marked with a black spot on the center of each scale. Oat.
.'. O~l and 8022 are more like the first noted variety, but carry the
p ·uliarity further. 1'he dorsal blotches are perfectly distinct from
a ·h th rand are truncate, and not narrowed at their inferior border.
Y ry f w f the cales have light centers, and there are no intermediate
lat ral pots. Belly pots parse. In Oat. No. 8022 a wide lon gitudinal
m <lian blc ck baud form , with the occipital spot, an anchor-shaped
fi o-nr . Thi' variety is approached nearly by the second and only other
p ·i of th genu , the B. antonii Duges, which has the black crossb ud fewer in number aucl wider. It is from Mazatlan. Individuals
al o cli.IB r in the relative size of the loreal plate and number of cross•
, r,'. In 011 from the Canadian River there are thirty- seven rings;
in 11 from th Llan Estacaclo twenty-six. ln another from the same
l C'ali v th abdomen i black, tes ellated; in all others, white.
11 ran,. of the Rhinochilu. lecontei is throughout the Sonoran clisb mo t a tern and northern locality known for it is Garden
i
in uuthw tern Kan a ", where Professor Cragin, of Topeka,
btaiu d , p cimen. It pre ent the anomaly of having the lore.al
pl, t to nter the orbit below the preocular.
ifr. i • • arman I name a "var. tessellatus," with the ole descripti n:
abial , eight. Infra1abia1 , ten. Ventrals, one hundred and
eveuty•eight.
ubcaudal , thirty• eveu entire, plus fourteen pair.''
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The number of gastrosteges is smaller than in any specimen of the
R. lecontei which I have seen. The locality is Coahuila, Mexico.
Rhinochilus lec01itei Ba'ird arid Girard.
(',a t a Iogue of
Numb~r
speci No.
mens.
2030
2020

1
2

Sl68

1

2016
2031
2023

1
2
1

I

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Natnre of
specimen .

Fort Tejon, California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. A. L. Heerman ..... . Alcoholic.
North Canadian River .. ................. Lieut. A . W. Whipple,
do.
LT. S. A.

4471

1

8021
802'!
837ti

1
1

4472

1

Fort Buchanan, Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U .
S. A.
Fort Chadbourne, Texas .. ............... Dr. E. Swift, U.S. A ... .
Llano Estacado, Texas . .................. Capt. John Pope,U. S. A.
P ecos River, Texas ........... ·: ... ...... Lie ut. A. W. Whipple,
U .S. A.
Fort Bliss, New Mexico ... .............. Dr. S. W. Crawford, U.
S. A.
Camp Grant, Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. Palmer •••............
Fort Whipple, Arizona ...... .... ............. do ......... ......... .
1 ...•....•.............•.. July 16, 1874 Dr. L. M. Taylor ....... .
Fort Tejon, California ................... John Xantus ........... .
Fresno, California.. ..... . -, 1879 Gustav Eisen .......... .
.•... do ........••.......... -, 1879 . .. .. do ......•...........
. .... do ................... . -, 1879 ..... do ................. .
San Diego, Texas ......... . .............. vV. Taylor ............. .
San Diego, California .. .... ... ........... C. R. Orcutt ........... .
Tucson, Arizona ......................... Herbert Brown .. .. . .... .
Desdemonia, Texas ...... .. .............. ('. W. Richmond ....... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

11743
4
11784
2
11746
5
15667
1
165?.0
1
16829
1
17894
1
17441
?~~i~n_,_~~i_z_o_~~: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : _
~:~~~:::::::: ::
19259
21110
}·.
..
....
.
Fort
Huachuca,
Arizona..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Wilcox
........•........
21111
22203
Camp (Fort) V erde, Ari- ...... ....... .. Loring ................. .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

17177
17825

do.
do.

l

i

22:J72

~~~~~r~

zona.
Nogales, Arizona ....... .. ............... P. L. Jouy ............. .
Piual Mountains, South- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Herbert Brown ........ .
ern Arizona.
Mesilla Valley, New Mex- ......... . ..... T. D. A. Cockerell ..... .
ico.

do.

I have also specimens from San Angelo, Texas, San Bernardino, California, and San Antonio, Texas.
Dr. Alfredo Duges has described another species of this genus under
the name of R. antonii. 1 It was found at
Mazatlan. I have not included species from
tl.Jis region in the present work, as there is
doubt as to whether it belongs to the Nearctic or Neotropical faunre. I copy Dr. Duges\,
figure for comparison in case the species may
be found within our limits.
Bocourt has described a third species fr<, ::
Venezuela under the name of R. thominof'ii.

<@

CONOPSIS Glinther.
Conopsis GUNTHER, Cat. Colubrine Snake~ bri t.
Mns., 1~58, p. 6.-COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
No. 32, 1887, p. 52.
ExorhinaJAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II,1862,p. 61.

Fig. 237.
RHINOCHILUS ANTONII DUGES.

From Duges.

Teeth subequal, the last maxmary with a
shallow external channel. No internasal plates; rostral rather prominent; nasal undivided; loreal generally present; aual scute rL 11d
i

Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1886, p. 290.
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· divi<1 cl· pupil ronud · pr f'routnls hi coutaC't; lnbials distinet
from na.·al.
Iu thi.· o· •nu w hav a reduction of the <.: pllalic plrnlidosi~ in a
t I> which ha it xtrerne repre entative in the burrowing genus
Ficirnfo,. It tand in gen ral features allied to some of the species of
hionacti a tb 0. episcopltS, and Boulenger unites it with bis partly
nymou Oontia. Ohionactis ha internasal plates, while they are
ll in Oonop ·is, with anomalous exceptious.
In Oontia there are
v d t etl.l. But one , pecie of Oonopsis is known.
CONOPSIS NASUS Gunther.
"NTIIER1 at. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 6 .--PETER5, }fon. Berl:
·., 1 69, p. 875.-BOCOUHT . Miss. , ci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 563, pl. xxxv,
fig. 2.-GtL.•TJIER, Biol. CMtr.-Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 97, pl. xxxrv, fig. B.
OJ.·yrhina (E.r'orhina) niaculata JAN, Arch. Zool. Auat. Phys., II, 1862, p. 61; Icon.
cu. Op bid., 1 76, Pt. 48, pl. n, figs. 2-4.
'o nopFJis 11wc1datu8 Bocomrr, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 564, pl. xxxv, fig. 3.
Ficimia 1ta8118 'ARMAN, N. Amer. Ilept., 1 83, p. 83.
Ficimia 11wc1,lctllt GAIOfAN, r. Arner. Rept., 1883, p. 84.
ontia na8U8 BOULENGER, Cat. uakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 268.

onop8i8 na8u8

u ·ub · pbalic plate . No illternasals. Loreal generally present.
1 p r urfa •e of body olivaceous, spotted toward the front with black.
I , cl lightly convex iu the prefrontal region. Rostral a little
d pr : ·<land poiut d at the extremity to form an angle when vie,ved
in profil ·, but rounded tra11sver ely. Two well-developed prefrontah;.
r ntal hexagonal, longer than wide, having an obtuse a11gle in front
ao l , n acut one behind. The parietals rather wide, and relatively
,h r .
even npralabials, the third and fourth outlining the inferior
b rd r of the O<"Ular di ·k. Nasal pierced in the middle and not in conta(' , ith the pr ocular, where the loreal is wauting or reaclling it by an
ngl only. Lor al ·quare. One preocular, two postoculars. Three
t mp ral , t11 fir t a little larger than the two following. Two pairs
of g n ial:, the e ond much shorter than the first, and separated from
• ·h oth r by a, cutella. Six inferior labials, the first four in contact
,vitlt th , nt rior geneial. .Four or five pairs of gular scales, followed
1 11 -1 ga:tro -t ges, of which tlrn first two or three are rather narr ,r. T, il a little longer in the males than in the females, having on
th und r ,· i<le ~0-38 uro -tege . Trunk cales convex behind, arranged
in J 7 111 dian Jongitn linal erie .
·
;l,l cc.mrements.-Total length of a male specimen, 266 mm.; length
fr m h nd of muzzle to anu , 217 mm.; length of tail, 49 mm.
Pl er urfa es f the body olive yellow, spotted with small angular
b]a k mark , which are arranged in indistinct longitudinal lines.
low th eye, on the fourth upralabial, tlrnre is sometimes a blacki h I ot. The lower urface · are yellowish white, "(ith gray dots at
th right and left of the ventral and cauclals.
' hi. ·pecie is subject to variation consi ting of the fusion or abortion of plate . Tl.le loreal plate i.' occa ionally ab ent on one or both
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si<les, and rarely the postoculars may be fused, and two superior
labials rnay be· equally rarely fused. According to Gunther and Boulenger the forms with internasal plates are only variations of this
species, and the form of the rostral may vary from obtusely rouuded
to angulate, and to angulate with concave superior surfaces. That
- this incredible range of variations is characteristic of this Rpecies is
. sustained by the existence, according to these authors, of two individuals in the British Museum in which the internasal is present on one
side and absent on the other. The great majority of specimens are,
however, according to these authors, constant in these respects. Thus
Boulenger enumerates thirteen individuals witb internasals present on
both sides and sixteen in which they are absent on both sides. Under
such circumstances the irregularity in question would seem to be
rather an anomaly than an indication that all the specimens belong to
one species. This view is confirmed ·-by ten specimens at my disposal
which come under the definition of Gonopsis nasus as given by Boulenger. Five, which I refer to the 0. nasus, constantly lack internasals,
and five which I refer to Toluca lineata, Ghionactis diasi·i, and Ghionactis
varians, as constantly possess them. All possess loreals except the two
individuals of Toluca lineata, where the nasal articulates with the preocular; and one side of two individuals of Gonopsis nasus, where, on
-the contrary, the nasal terminates posteriorly in an acute angle, not
reaching the preocular.
The small black dorsal spots are obsolete in four oftbe five specimens
before me. These were seut me by M. Boucard, of Paris, without
especial indication of locality.
Duges gives as habitats of this species tlie valley of Mexico, Leon,
Guanajuato, and Zacatecas.
CHIONACTIS Cope.
Chionactis COPE, Proc. Acad. ~at. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 303; Check-list N. Amer.
Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 53; Proc. U.S.
Nat. Mm,., XIV, 1892, p. 604.
Laniprosoma HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 310; Reptiles Surv.
U. S. Pac. R.R., X, 1859, Willia mson's Report, p. 15.
Ogniius COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1869, p. 162.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes
Brit. Mus., 2d ed., lII, 1896, p. 228.
Oxyrltina JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1862, p. 59; not of Agassiz.

Posterior maxillary tooth not enlarged, with a shallow external
sulcus. Nasal plate single, pierced by the nostril, distinct from the
labials. Internasals and preocular present. Anal and subcaudal
plates double. Loreal usually present.
This genuR tends to Stenorhina, from which it differs in the distinctness of the nasal plate from those adjacent, and more widely in the
calyculate character of the hemipenis. From Gonopsis it differs only
in the presence of internaaal plates. The last maxillary tooth is only
moderately enlarged, and. the groove is ou the external face and is not
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p.
it ha been overlooked by variou authors. It is
chara t r whi h
parat it from Oontia, to which some of its
bav been r ferred . The known pecies are found in the
an 1 Tolt can ubregion and in the adjacent parts of the
region. All are of mall size. They differ as

I. , al in 13 row .
Y ntral 126-137; urosteges 37-46; 1>ale brnwn with faint longitudinal lines.
C. taylorii Bonlenger.
II. , ·ale in 15 rows.
'astro t g •. 115-153; uro teg s35-57; pale brown, with or without darker crosshand r faint line ___________ ______ .................. O. episcopus Kennicott.
Ga troi.;t gc 1- ; nro teges 34; rosy and whit , with single black annulus or
miannulus; a, black occipital cresent. _................... C. occipitalis Cope.
'a tro tege 15~-173; uro teges 37-45; red, with pairs of black cross-bands
inclosing y llow one _.. .. __ . . __ ..... _............... C. michoacanensis Duges .
nr. , cal in 17 row .
•cipital plat s broad, regularly rounded.; rostral prominl3nt, con vex above;
pr g noials short, in contact with three labials; belly spotted .. C. diasii Cope.
c ipital plates longer, with undulate and emarginato posterior border; rostml
ncav ahov ; preg neial lono-cr, in contact with fonr labials; below unpottcd _... .......... _.................... _................... C. varians Jan .

Th

he llowne . and po itiou of the groove of the last maxil1ary

t oth in thi euu , doe not entitle it to be placed in the Opisthogly-.
pha. It may be perhaps in a condition from which the true groove of
h opi tho lyphou tooth may have arisen.
CHIONACTIS TA YLORII Boulenger.
011tia taylol'ii BOULENGR:R,

at., nakes Brit. Mus., II, 1 94, p. 265, pl. XII, fig. 3.

trail br ad r than deep, the portion vi ible from above one-half to
tw • hircl, a long a the di tance from the frontal; nasal undivided ;
, u ur betw n th internasal as long as or shorter than that between
th pr frou al ; frontal about once an d a half as long as broad, broader
ban the uprao nlar longer than it distance from the end of the snout,
< littl
h rt r than th parietals; lorcal sma11 2 longer than deep; one
pr ·ular and two po~tocular ; temporal 1 + 1 or 1 + 2; seven upper
labi, 1 third aud fonrth entering the eye; three or four lower labials iu
nta · with the anterior chin shield ; posterior chin shields very small
aud •parat d from ach other. Scale in 13 rows. Ventrals 126-137;
anal di ided; ubcauda1 37-46. Pale brown above, each scale darker
l n th
nter; upper lip and lower parts white.
Jl1 a.ntrements.-Total length, 270 mm.; tail, 55 mm.
T xa , pr bably the outhwe t ( an Diego, Duval County).
have not en thi specie , but the small number of scales a11d gastro teo-e indicate it di tinctne . Judging from Boulenger's :figure,
i clo lyre emble the 0. epi copus epi. copus.
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CHIONACTIS EPISCOPUS Kennicott.

Oontia epistJopa COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 251; Check-list N.
Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36; Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 20, 1880, p. 20.-GAR·
MAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 94, pl. VI, fig. 2.-C0PE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XIV, 1892, p. 600.-BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 265.
Lamprosoma episcopum KENNIC0_TT, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., II, 1859, p. 22, pl.
VIII,

fig. 2.

Homalosoma episcopum JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys., II, 1862, p. 35; Icon. Gen.
Ophid., 1865, Pt. 13, pl. IV, fig. 2.

Scales in :fifteen rows, all smooth; superior labials, seven; the· orbit
bounded by the third and more largely by the fourth; loreal, small,
quadrangular, longer than high; oculars, 1-2 anterior short, covered
above by superciliary; postoculars resting on fourth labial; fifth and
sixth labials equal, as high as long; parietals, large, long; frontal,
longer than wide; prefrontals, transverse. Internasals partly separated by rostral, which is not very prominent. Inferior labials, six;
first pair meeting; fourth largest. Postgeneials extremely short. Temporals little larger than body scales, 1-2. Muzzle obtuse; head scarcely
distinct; eye small. Gastrosteges, one hundred and sixty-three; anal
1-1; urosteges varying in Texan specimens from thirty-five to forty:five.
There are three well-marked color varieties, which pass into each
other. They are as follows:
Ground color ashen to rosy, with the scales broadly tipped with brown. A few
only of the median rows of dorsal scales may be r ed, and the top of the head
may or may not be brown .. ___ .............. ___ ........... ___ ... .. 0. e. episcopus.
Ground color light yellow tinged with brown above; three median dorsal rows
orange. Top of head, from anterior border of frontal to near end of occipitals,
black. A transverse black spot beginning on the fourth scale behind the occipitals, two scales long and including the fourth row of scal es from the gastrosteges
on each side ....... - ..... - ...................... _........· ... _...... 0. e. torquatus.
Gro und color is ashy or red. The back is traversed l>y from nineteen to twenty-one
black cross-bands of three ancl a half Acales in length; there are six on the tail.
Belly uniform .......... - - ................... _...... ............ .... 0. e. isozonus.

These subspecies pass into each other by distinct gradations, although
tbe intermediate forms are less abundant than the types.
This is a characteristic species of western Texas. It is common west
of Fort Worth to Fort Concllo and about Helotes in the south. It
exhibits a grea,t range of color variation, since it is evident that the O.
isozonus must be reckoned. as one of its varieties. Thus its range
extends to Utah and .Arizona.
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CHIONACTIS EPISCOPUS EPISCOPUS Kennicott.

onlia episcopa episcopa COPE, Bull. . ' . at. Mus., o.17, 1880, p. 21.
Lamprosoma episcopmn KENXICOTT, U. S. ~Jex. Bound. urv., II, Reptiles, 1859, p.
22, pl. VIII, fig. 2.
1Iomaloso11w episcopmn J N, le n. Gen. Op hid., Pt. 13, pl. 1v, fig. 2.

Form rath r tout, tapering very little toward the neck, which is
no much narrower than the lrnad, and moderately tapering toward
th tail. The tail form· about one-fifth of the total length. Head rather
d · crown flattened po teriorly. Snout broad, rounde<l, and
<l. Frontal a third longer than wide; scarcely tapering behind;
, cnt J o teriorly, and u. nal1y slightly concave on the sides. Superciliari .· :111'1 parietal bort ancl narrow. . . . asal elongated; nostril very
small in the center of the plate.
Loreal elongated; not half as
la.rge as the anteorbital, which is
itself small and vertically elongated. Postorbitals of nearly
equal size. Temporals, 1-2. Ros.l!'ig. 2:1l)
tral u bpentagonal; the npex
Ill , ACTIS Jo:1'1 COPUS EPISCOPUl:l JrENNICOT'.1',
acute and turned back upon the
X 1.5.
crown, entering slightly between
Wi l1ita Riv r, Texas.
the pr.efrontals. Seven upper
Collection of E. D. Cope.
labials; fourth, fifth, and sixth
Jarg :t a11d nearly equal in size, seventh very small. Lower Jaui,ds
n; th t urth very much the large t. The dorsal scales in fifteen
r w ; th y increa e regularly in size from the central rows, which are
mn h tll malle t, to the fir t lateral row, which is higher than long.
Tb · lor f tbe entire upper parts of head and bouy is uniform liglit
liv brown ting cl with green, but on close inspection each scale i ·
n t b v ry minutely mottled with black toward the center, and
npon , tr t ·bin, tlie kin the base of each cale is black. A rose-colored
r brnl, trip in life. The abdomen is uniform whitish green. Iu a
p ·im n fr m Rio~ ·o the exposed base of each scale is black, giving
th b dy: m wh, t of an in<li tinctly mottled _appearance even when
h , kin i n t tret hed. The color. become lighter after soaking long
in • I h l c 11<1 the bla k at the ba '0S of tlle scale becomes more or
1

ff · d.
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Chionactis episcopus episcopus Kennicott.
,
Number
Cat~ogur of speci__ o.
mens.
2042
20-H
2033
15668
17:$93
19470

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 Eagle Pass, Texas .•••••.... .A. Schott...... ...... . ...... Alcoholic.
1 Indianola, Texas........ .... Capt.John Pope, U.S . .A.....
do.
do.
1 LlanoEstacado, Texas ...•....... do . _....... _............
1 San Diego, T exas ... .. . . . . .. W. Taylor ............ ··"···
do.
do.
1 Eastland, Texas ........ _... Hasbrouck . ... _............
Mexican Boundary Line.... Mearns.....................
ilo.

I have also numerous specimens from West Texas from between Fort
Worth and Fort Ooucho on the north to San Antonio on the south.
Twelve of these are from the Wichita River and were collected by
Jacob Boll. Of these, seven are normal, three have no loreal on one
side, and one has no loreal on both sides; oue has two temporals of the
anterior row instead of one. A specimen from a more western locality,
San Angelo, Texas, is anomalous in having no loreals, and in having
the two postoculars fused into one on both sides.
CHIONACTIS EPISCOPUS TORQUATUS Cope.

Contia episcopa torquata COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 20, 1880, p. 21.
Contia torquata BoULENGE H, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 266.

Light yellowish l>rown above, with a median undefined orange band.
Top of head from anterior part of frontal plate to near posterior border
of parietals black. A black half collar behind tlle parietal plates
extending to the third row of scales on each side, exclusive.
In one specimen the tbird and fourth rows of scales black at their
bases, forming a, double lateral stripe, extending from the end of the
half collar to beyond the mi<ldle of the body. In a second specimen
tllese lines are absent. Lips and below, immaculate. Gastrosteges
one hundred and forty-three; anal divided; urosteges thirty-eight.
I llave but two specimens of this variety, of which one is known to
l>e from northwestern Texas, and the other of uncertain locality, but
prnbably from tlie same region. In the smaller~ the third superior labial
js almost excluded from the orbit; in the latter it has tbe usual share.
In the latter also the top of the hea<l. is brown, as is often the case in
the usual variety.
Boulenger has regar<l.ed tbis species as distinct in consequence of my
ascription of 183 gastrosteges to it. This number, which appears in
my origiual <l.escription, is a typographical error for 143.
CHIONACTIS EPISCOPUS ISOZONUS Cope.

Contia episcopa torquata COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 20, 1880, p. 21; Amer.
Nat., XXX, 1890, p. 1015.
Contia isozona COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 304.-Report U. S.
Geog. Surv. ·w. of 100th Mer., V, p. 537, pl. xvni, figs. 1, la.-BOULENGER,
Cat. Snake8 Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 266.

Two postoculars; six rows of gular scales. Rostral rounded, slightly
produced backwards. Scuta 158t , 52. Twenty black half rings, separated by equal spaces of piukisll ground color.
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Eye mall, diameter twice in length of muzzle. Preorbital narro~er
above uot extending above lower margin of superciliary; loreal twice
a long a high. Prefrontals and internasals much broader than long;
frontal slightly angulate in front, longer than broau; parietals rather
elongate, subtruncate behind. Postorbitals subquadrate, _tempo~als
1-2. Postgeneials minute. Superior labials
even, all higher than long, eye over third anu
fourth. Scales in fifteen rows, all broader
than long. Tail four and two-fifths times in
total length, which is 10.25 inches. Below
immaculate; tail completely six-annulate. ·
Another specimen in the U.S. National MuFig. 230.
eum from Rockville, Kane County, Utah,
CUIONACTl EPISCOPUS I OZONOS
COPE.
from Mr. A. L. Siler, indicates a variety.
X 1.5.
The body is longer than in the type, and is
Fort Whipple, .Arizona.
cros ed by twenty-five black bars between
Cat. o. IIJl7, U . . . M.
the e, and on top of muzzle vermilion, below
y How. S uta 1G7t, 52. In two pecimens the top of the head is black;
in another it i · like the general ground color. In the same specimen
the <lor al bar are ery faint.
rows of

in other specimens, fifty-one, fifty-two, fifty-three.
pecimen from Prof. W. T. CummiI!S from the Tule Canyon
in the t. keu Plain of Texas.
I n p ·t that the onora semiannulata of Baird and Girard was establi, h l on an abnormal s1)ecimen of this species. That specimen is
r markable in having the superciliary plate divided symmetrically on
a •h icl by a uture, which cuts off a plate whose apex reaches the
pari tal, c uu which Baird and Girard term a third postocular. The
muzzl w
omewhat wrinkled, so as to produce folds of the integum nt. Thi led to the mi taken belief that the uasal is divided.
Omitting th'· e two characters, there remains ouly a slightly mor~
pr tu raut ro tral plate, which is not more, in my opinion, than an
io livi lo l p ·uliarity. The coloration is identical with that of the
. . i zonu . More pecimen will be nece sary to settle the question
d finit l . Should the identification here uggested prove necessary,
b 11 m of the r eci will stand as Ohionactis semiannulatus, with the
, u b. pe ·i
pi copu , torquatus, l!,nd semiannulatus.
Thi fi rmi furthervariable. InOat.No.14096thenumberof gastroso-e and ur t ge i le than in the 0. e. isozoniis; the nasal anu
r al plat are f differ nt hape , and the rostral i more prominent.
b ·ol r i al o different. Otherwise the plate and scale forms are the
tral i narrower when viewed from above, and is more proh f rward and backward. The na al is produced backward
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to a narrow but obtuse angle. Loreal minute, with an acute apex forward. First temporal longer than deep; it is as deep as long in 0. e.
iso.~onus. Gastrosteges, one hundred and forty-four; urosteges, forty;
the latter vary from fifty to fifty-three in the 0. e. isozonus. The
ground color is similar to that of the 0. episcopus, and there are black
crossbars which are less numerous and narrower than in the 0. e.
-isozonus. There are twenty-two on the body and some obsolete specks
on the tail. Lower surfaces everywhere immaculate. The crossbars
appear as spots on the fourt.h and fifth rows of Rcales, and are better
defined between these rows, and are one and a half to two scales wide.
In 0. e. isozonus the black bands are three and four scales wide and are
equidistant, and those of the tail are distinct on both superior and
inferior surfaces.
Measurements.-Total length, 238 mm.; tail, 4 t mm.
Chionactis episcopus isozonus Cope .
Cataloo- e N_umbe_r
No~u of specimens.
2109
8179
11417
8601
1

14813
15530
15703
15715
19352

1
1
1
1

Locality.

'

When
collected.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

Sonora,Mexico .......................... Col.J.D.Graham,U.S.A . Alcoholic.
Utah ..........•.......................... Exp.W.of lOOthM ...... Alcoholic
type.
J!'ort Whipple, Arizona... -, 1865 Dr. E. Coues, U.S. A..... Alcoholic.
]j'ort Mohave, Arizona ........... .. .. .. .. Dr. 0. Loew.............
do.
Utah ..•................... ... ...... ...... A.L.Siler ............... Alcoholic
type.
Fort Verde, Arizona...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns......... Alcoholic.
1. .................. : ...... ............... 1 ........................ - do.
Prescott, Arizona......... . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . W. L. Carpenter.........
do.
..... do ......................... ...... ......... do...................
do.
Mexican boundary line. .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ... : .....
do.

Cat~1ggue Number
of speci]j~rom whom r eceived.
Locality.
mens.
.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 Gainesville, Texas . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . G. H. Ragsdale.
14096

CHIONACTIS OCCIPITALIS Hallowell.

Cliionactis occipitale COPE, Pro c. Acad. Nat. Sci . Phila., 1866, p. 310; Proc . U.S.
Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 605.
Bhinostom.a occipitale HALLOWRLL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc i. Phila., 1854, p. 95.
Lamprosonui occipitale HALLOWU:LL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 310. BAIRD, U.S. Mex. Bound. Survey, 1859, p. 21, pl. xx1, fig.1.
Contra occipitalis BoULRNGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 266.

Head small, of same breadth posteriorly as neck, depressed in front;
snout rounded; rostral plate large, excavated below, presenting a triangular shape above and in front, where it forms the extremity of the
muzzle; internasal. smaller than the prefrontals, their inner margins
much shorter than their external, which are in co,1tact with the upper
margins of the nasal plates; the prefrontals are more or less pentangular in shape, the posterior margin of each in contact with the anterior
margin of the anteocular, the s uprnocular, aud the half of the frontal
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plate, it
·tern al m, rofa with the upp r margin of the fren al; the
frontal plate i about· broad a· long, narrower po teriorly, but less
o than iu C mophora coccineaj upraocular broader po teriorly; occipital: of ru clerate "·iz , pentaognlar; nostril large, deeply excarnted,
ill 11 arly tlt center of a large and con picuous ua ·al pla,te, som cwli:1t
pyriforrn; a long and v ry narrow frenal, lying between tl.Jc second and
bird upralabial aud the prefrontal; but one preocular, wllich is
quadrancru1ar, re ting on the third supralabial; two postocuiars, tl.Je
upper much larger tllau those which
follow; the eye iu contact inferiorly
with the third and fourtll; uody long
and slender, depressed; scales, of
which there are fifteen rows, quadrangular, smooth, and sllining, their
~
po8terior margins rounded, the three
~
inferior rows larger than tlle others;
ga trosteges appearing to a slight
Fig. 240.
extent upon the :flanks; tail short,
IIIONA fl• OC IPITALIS IlALLOWELL.
with a somewhat blunt extremity.
X 1.5.
Milk-white above, with thirty-four
'olorado D s rt, Uoloraclo.
transverse
ulack bands, including
t11t. No. ~105, .S .. . M.
one upon the posterior part of the
h al· ·ix complet rincrs of black upon the tail, and one incomplete
ju ·t b •hiucl th ann.· ; jaw , chin, throat, and abdomen white; iuterp · b tw ~en rings upon under part of tail wllite.
'at. . 030; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 158
323 1nm. · length of tail, 53 mm.

+ 1;

urosteges, 34; total length,

vari ty of this pecie was described by Kennicott under the name
f . o. annulatus, 1 ba ed 011 two pecimens from the Colorado Desert.
b y di.ff r from the type only iu tl.Je continuance of the black crossb II I. a ro the abdomen, forming complete rings.
at. ,:o. ~no-; npp r labials, 7; p:astrosteges, 172; urosteges, 43; rows of scales, 15;
t tal l ngtb, 3-0 mm.; length of tail, 64 mm.

h color of the pecimeo of this pecies, which is ligh~ in alcohol, is
in life y llow, with . ome pink intermixed, forming a handsome combination of colors.
ChionactiB occipitalis occipitaliB Hallowell.
Locality.
1

When
collected.

CampMojaYe, Arizooa .. . June-,1877

From whom r ecei ved.

Natnr-o of
specimeu.

Dr.J.G.Cooper _________ Alcoholic.
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Chionactis occipitalis annulatus Kennicott.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.
2105
20495
22574

2

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
speci~en.

Colorado Desert, Colorado. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. Schott:............... .Alcoholic.
Chrystoval, Yuma Coun• ............... R.J. Young . ....................... .
ty, .Arizona.
/
Colorado Desert, Colorado. .......... . .... C.R. Orcutt : ....................... .
1

CHIONACTIS DIASII Cope.

Chionactis cl-iasii COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1886, p. 188.
Conopsis lineatus BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mexique, Reptiles, p. 565, pl. xxv, fig. 4;
·
from Toluca lineata Kennicott; not of Ke,,pnicott.
Ogmi-us acutus COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1886, p. 189.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes
Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 229.
Conopsis nasus GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 6.
Contia nasus BOULENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 268.

Cephalic scutes normal; nostral prominent, not concave above, angulate viewed in profile; angulate or rounded from above; as long as the
common suture of the prefrontals or prefrontal and . internasals combined. Nostril pierced in front of middle of nasal plate, which is truncate posteriorly, joining the square loreal. Oculars, 1-2; temporals,
1-2. Frontal openly angulate in front, acutely angulate posteriorly.
Occipitals nearly as wide as long, with regular external and posterior
borders, not emarginate at median junction. Superior labials seven,
all higher than long, third and fourth below orbit. Pregeneials short
in contact with only three labials; fourth inferior labial largest and
in contact with the very short postgeneial. Gastrosteges, 121-127;
urosteges, 32-37. Brown, variously marked above and below with
darker; head unicolor.
This species embraces two well-marked ·subspecies, which differ as
follows:
,,
Rostral transversely rounded, its superior surface as long .as the common suture of
the prefrontals; color in longitudinal stripes or series of small spots. C. d. diasii Cope.
Rostral acute viewed from above; its length equal length of common suture of prefrontals and internasals; color above in numerous dark cross-bands.
C. d. acutus Cope.
CHIONACTIS DIASII DIASII Cope.
Chionactis diasii COPE, Proc. U.S. ~at. Mus., 1886, p. 188.
Conopsis li11eatus BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mexique, Reptiles, p. 565, pl. xxv, fig. 4.
Conopsis nasus GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 6.
Contia nasus BOULENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 268.

The 0. diasii acutus has been found so far only in the Tierra Caliente
at J uchitan, at the western part of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, by
F. Sumichrast.
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CHIONACTIS VARIANS Jan.
ltionaotis i·arian.~ COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., IX, 1886, p. 189; Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mu ., o. 32, 1 87, p. 82.

Oxyrllina rarians JAN, Arch. Zool. Phys., II, 1862, p. 60.
Conopsis varians BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., p. 566, pl. xxxv, fig. 5.-Dua1'1:s,

La

aturaleza (2), 1888, p.123.

onopsis 11asus GONTIIER, part, Biolog. Centr.-Amer., 1893, p. 97, pl. 'XXIV, fig. B.

Head slightly wider than neck. Rostral plate prominent, angulate
in profile, rounded from above, superior surface with a small concavity,
and equal to two.thirds the length of the distance to the frontal plate.
O •cipital longer than frontal, lateral borders concave posteriorly, and
emarginate at the point of junction behind. Nostril pierced anterior
to middle of nasal plate, which is truncate posteriorly and in contact
with the subquadrate loreal. Oculars 1-2; temporals 1-2; three temporal bounding the occipitals larger than nuchal scales. Superior
labial even, all higher than long. Pregeneials rather elongate, bord r d by four inferior labials, of which the fourth is the largest of the
ri . Po tgeneials very small, separated by a scale. Gastrosteges
ne hundred and thirty- ix; urosteges, thirty.
tea urements.-Tota.l length, 272 mm.; length of tail, 39 mm.; length
to canthn oris (axial), 10 mm.
r uud color above brown, with small spots longitudim11ly arranged;
b 1 w ellowi h unspotted. In the specimen in the national collect.ion
tb r i a erie of mall, brown, light-edged spots on the middle doral line, which cover the halves or wholes of two scales both transv r ly and longitudinally. On each side of these is a more indistinct
maller dark-brown spot whfoh may be confluent with them; and further lat rally there are traces of another series of spots. The brown
ground color i produced by a dense speckling or reticulation of deep
brown on a lighter ground, and these :fine markings cover the cephalic
cut , and extend to the extremities of the gastrosteges. According to
ourt there are ometime three very indistinct longitudinal stripes.
' hi pecie i well di tinguished from the other members of the
nu by the form of it occipital plates, and by the longer pregeneials.
Th ame ·haracter distinguish it from the Oonopsis nasus. The co1or, tion i al o cbaracteri tic. The form of tbe occipital shields is only
p rtially di phiy d in Bocourt's figure, as cited, and none of my speci•
m 11- of th 0. nasus have even the small posterior emargination shown
in
ur figur of that pecie . ln the regular rotundity of the outlin of be o cipital the onopsis nasus agrees with the species of
Ohiona ·ti· excepting O. varians.
hionactis varians Jan.
From whom received.

Nature of . pecimen.

umicbra t ... .. .. . ...... Alcoholic.

Dr. D 1g'> enumerate
and uanajuato.

hi

p cie a found in the Valley of Mexico
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PSEUDOFICIMIA' Bocourt.
Pseudoficimia Bocou1n, Miss. Sci. Mexique, Reptiles, 1883, p. 57·2.

Grooving of posterior maxillary teeth obsolete. Nasal plate divi<le<I
below the nostril, which is below the internasal suture. Internasal
plates present; rostral prominent. A11al and subcaudals divided.
Pupil round.
This genus i~ nearly allied to Ohionaotis, but the teeth can not be
said to be grooved, and the nasal is partly divided. For theRe reasons
I formerly referred the typical species P. frontal·is to Geagras, but Dr.
Bou]enger points out that that genus is characterized by the position
of the nostril at the junction of the nasals and internasal, which is not
the case in this species. But one species of this genus is known.
PSEUDOFICIMIA FRONTALIS Cope.

Pseudoficirniafrontalis GUNTHER, Biol. Centr. -Amer., Rept., 1893, p. 96.
Toliteafrontalis COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 186.J., p . 167.
Ficirnia olivacea PETERS, part, Monatsb. Berl.·Acad., 1869, p. 875.
Pseiidoflcimia pulchra Boc.:oun:r, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 572, pl. xxxv,
fig. 12.
Ficimiaf1·ontali-'I GARMAN, N. Amer. Rcpt., 1883, p. 82.
Geagrns fronlalis COPE, ~\mer. Nat., 1884, p. 163:
Contiaf1·ontalis Bout.ENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 2d eel., II, 1894, p. 270.

Muzzle prominent, acuminate, slightly recurve<l. Rostral separating
prefrontals very slightly. Nasal long, divided below the nostril; no
loreal; postfrontal in contact with second superior labial. One narrow
low preocular, two postoculars, the lower barely in contact with one
temporal; temporals 1-2-3. Seven superior labials; eye over third and
fourth. Occipitals longer ·than frontal, truncate, rounded behind;
anterior suture of frontal a little longer than straight, lateral. Seventeen rows of equal thin scales. Seven inferior labials; geneials very
short, posterior pair reduced to scales. Urosteges, forty-four; one
dou blo a11al; gastrosteges, one hundred and forty-one.
Jlfeasurements.-End of muzzle to cantbuR oris, 15 mm.; to vent, 406
mm.; length of tail, 96 mm.; total, 502 mm.
Color below uniform pale yellow; above grayish brown, becoming
more rufous medially, with about thirty-six rhombic, dark-edged brown
spots, six scales wide and four long, whose angles are produced as
vertical lateral bars. Together they become nearly crossbands posteriorly, when they are separated by a pale spot on the vertebral line.
A brown cross-band across prefrontals and frontal; a longitudinal
band on each occipital and side of nape.
This is one of the species which range from the Sierra Caliente at
Colima to the Austroccidental plateau at Guadalaxara.
NA1.' MUS 98--GO
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PBeiidofioirnia frontalis Cope.

,
Number
Ca.ta~ogue of peci ~ o.
mens.
1363
1

2
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Colima, Mexico ............. John Xa~tus . ...... ........ .A.lcobolic.
Guadalaxa.ra, Mexico ....... J. J. MaJor. - .... - ..... -- .. do.

TOLUCA Kennicott.
Toltwa lCENNICOIT, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., Reptiles, II, 1859, p. 23.-COPE,
Proc. Acad. ·at. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 241; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887,
p . 2.
Aohirina JAN, Arch. p. la. Zoolog. Modena, 1862, p. 61.

Cephalic bield, normal, except that the frontal is produced between
the prefrontal as far as the internasals. Nasal single; loreal wanting.
An 1 and uro teges divided.
TOLUCA LINEATA Kennicott.

Toluca lineata KENNICOTT, u. s. and Mex. Bound. Snrv., 1859, p. 23, pl.
2.-0 PE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 241.

XXI,

fig.

Siz mall, body stout, subcylindrical, deeper than wide. Tail short
nd thi •k. Ilead ·l10rt and broad, wedge shaped, almost continuou:3
with the b dy.
nout much depressed, acutely pointed, and projecting
beyond the lower jaw. Crown arched throughout. Cephalic plates
normal. • rontal very large, subhexagon~l, the anterior extremity
loo gated in a narrow process to the internasals, thus widely separating
the prefrontals. Occipitals shorter than frontal, nearly as broad as .
long. Superciliarie, small. Rostral proportionally large, turned ba.ck
upon the crown, the apex obtusely pointed, and its center forming the
acute point of the nose, not concave above. Nasal pentagona1, much
elongated, pointed posterior]y. No loreal. One small subpentagonal
anteorbita1, as long as high; two postorbitals, upper slight]y largest;
ev n upper labi:1:l s, all higher than long, :first much smaller than the
econd and succee<ling rows; lower labials: six. Temporals, 1-2.
Dor al cales in seventeen rows, smooth. The scales of the first lateral r w are higher than long; tho e of the central rows narrower, the
outer r w large t . Po 'tabdominal scutella divided; subcaudal all
divid d. Color above uniform light brownish ash, with three imper£ t l ngitudinal blacki ' h stripe , each on a single row of t:males.
'ide the typical pecimen I obtained a second from the Valley of
T luca, which agree with it in all respects. I am not therefore
inclined t a e with Bouleuger that the characters it presents are
anomalou and that it i a form of Oonopsis nasus. Besides the four
plate in frout of the frontal, and the postfrontals separated by the
frontal, the oloration i al o charact ri tic. The Oonopsis Uneatus of
ocourt i a different p ·ie. in my e, timation, and, owing to the presence of tw 1 airs of regular plates on the muzzle, aud a loreal, referable
to the genus Ogmius.
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Toluca lineata Kennicott.
I
Catalogue Number
ofspeciLocality.
From whom received.
Nature of specimen.
No.
mens.
I
,
'.!103
1 Valley of Mexico ..•.... ... . J. Potts . ............. ....... Alcoholic.
J

GYALOPIUM Cope.
Gyalopiurn COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 243; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XIV, 1892,p.603; Bull. U. S.Nat.Mus.,No.32,p.52.

Form stout, tail short. Head :::;lightly distinct, large, depressed.
Rostral plate acute, its anterior border elevated, its upper surface concave. It is produced backward, separating the internasals and prefrontals: Internasals present, prefrontals one pair. Nasal confounded
with the :first labial, a groove from the nostril to the suture of the second labial. No loreal; its place is supplied by the prefrontal. One
preocular. Postgeneials rudimental. Scales smooth, anal and subcaudal scutellIB divided. Teeth small, of equal lengths. · Pupil round.
This genus introduces us to a type which is especially Mexican, and
which includes the genera Ficimia Gray, Ogmius Cope, and Conopsis
Gunther. Stenorhina Dumeril and Bibron is probably so a1lied, as well
as pe\-haps Geagras Uope. They aJl have protuberant rostral shields,
which are in the first three genera named more or less recurved.
Besides the G. canum, there ii, but one species of Gyalopium, the
G. publium Oope,1 which has been found in Yucatan.
Rostral plate reaching frontal; 17 rows of scales; seven labials; quadrate brown
dorsal spots; larger ___ ......................................... G. publium Cope.
Rostral not reaching frontal; 17 rows of scales; seven superior labials; transverse
brown bands; smaller ....................................•...•... G. canum Cope.
GYALOPIUM CANUM Cope.

Gyalopiurn canum COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 243.-COUES, U.S.
Geog. Expl. Surv. W. of 100th Mer., V, p. 624, pl. xvn1, figs. 2, 2a.-COPE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 36.

Form Rtout; tail one-eighth of total length. Head slightly distinct,
large, dljpressed. Rostral plate acute; its anterior border elevated;
its upper surface concave. It is produced backward, separating the
prefrontals, not reaching the vertical. Frontals two pairs. Nasal confounded with the first labial, a groove from the nostril to the suture of
the second labial. No loreal, its place supplied by the postfrontal.
One preocu]ar, two postoculars. Scales smooth; anal and snbcaudal
scutellre divided. Teeth small, of equal lengths. Pupils round.
Prefrontals triangular, not larger than preoculars. Postoculars of
equal size. Anterior border of vertical not augulated. Occipita1s as
broad as long, truncate posteriorly. Superior labials seven, eye over
1 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1866, p. 126.
Ficimia ornata Bocourt. Mission Scic11t1f.
de Mexique, p. 571, pl. xxv, fig. 10.
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even, fourth largest. Geneials one
ca1e in sev uteen longitudinal row , nearly sq~are.
pair, v ry hort.
Ga tr teg on hundr d and thirty,oneana,1; urostegestwenty-e1ght.
ilfea 1irement .-Total l ngth, 1 8 rum.; tail, 23 mm.
Color above brownish gray,
crosserl by thirty-one irregular
transverse brown band s. These
are from one to three scales wide
on the back and extend to the
gastrosteges. .Anteriorly tbey
exhibit a tendency to divide into
a dorsal and two iateral series of
spots. Eight transverse spot:-;
on the tail. Fhst spot on the
Fig. 2ll.
neck large, produced medially to
GYALOPTUM C.ANUM 'OPE.
the occipitals. .A brown baud
X l.3.
extends
from one angle of the
oulhern .Arizona.
mouth
to
the other across the
'•t. J\o. 8879, U. ·.N.M.
occipitall:;, involving the tip of
h verti, 1. .Another brown band begins upon the upper borders of
th l w r labial ·hieldi:;, passes through the eye, and crosses the anteri r I rt of uperciliaries and vertical and posterior parts of postfro11tals and ro tral. Dirty yellow beneath and upon the first row of scale!-<. Thi erpent re embles at iirst sight a diminutive Heterodon.
Gyalopiurn oanurn Cope.
Numb r
Ca talogne ofbpeciNo.
mens.
8879
52 1

1
1

When
collected.

·Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

-

outhern .Arizo1rn ..... ...
-, 1873 H. W. Henshaw ......... .Alcoholic.
110.
Fort Buchanan, .Arizona .. ...................... Dr. B. J. D. Irwin,U.S ..A.

CHILOMENISCUS Cope.
hilomenisous OPE, Proc . .A.cad. at. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 339; 1861, p. 302; Proc.
r. ,'. Tat. !us., IY, 1 92, p. 593.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mu1:1.,
II, 1 94, p. 272; Bull. U.S. 'at. Mus., No. 32, 1881, p. 53.
J:erg nia TEINDA B.'ER1 Voyage-of he Jovara, V, 1876, p. 92.

rm t ut, body cylirn1rical, the head not di tinct. Muzzle rounded,
ery prominent, and much depres ed. Rostral plate large, witli an
xt n i e up rior urface, and pre enting an obtu ·e angle l>etwee11
th pr frontal ; th inferior 'urface greater than the superior, owing
t the backward po ition of the mandible. Head shields broad, noi;.
1 al, ex ept in the c nfluence of the prefrontals with the nasals.
Loreal none. One preocular, two po. t ocular . Scales smooth. Tail
bort, the urostege and anal plate divided. Teeth equal, or the
po terior a little touter. Palatine a11cl pterygoid teeth present.
1
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This genus of burrowing snakes is analogous to Stenorhina in the
union of the nasal and prefrontal shields. The form of the muzzle and
inferior position of the mouth indicate affinity to Ohionactis.
There are three species, which differ as follows:
I. Rostral plates not separating internasals.
Postnasal not reaching preocular; two or three inferior lalnals reaching pregeneials; light, each scale with a bla.ek point __.. __ .. ..... C. stramineus Cope.
II. Rostral plates separating internasals.
Postnasals touching or approaching preocular; three labials reaching pregeneials; cross-banded._._ ... __ ... __ ....... ___ ... _....... C. ephippicus Cope.
Postnasal well removed from preocular; four or five labials reaching pregeneials;
cross-banded···--· .. ____ .... ____ .................. ____ .... C.fasciatus Cope.
CHILOMENISCUS STRAMINEUS Cope.

Chilomeniscus stramineus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 339; Checklist N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p.
594.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, 1?· 273.
Chilomeniscus cinctus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 303.
Carphophis straminea GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 99.
Carphophis cincta GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 100.

Scales in thirteen rows, all wide and obtuse, four rows on each side,
wider than long. Rostral plate extensively recurved on the superior
surface of the muzzle, its
posterior border, presenting an obtuse angle, which
does not reach the prefrontals. Internasals and
prefronta] median suture
short; frontal wide, but
Fig. 242.
not as wide as long, anguCHILOMENI8CUS STRAMINEUS COPE.
late in front, morestrong]y
:-< 1.3.
angulate behind. Each
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
parietal but little if any
Cat. No. 4674, U.S.N.M .
larger than the frontal.
Prefrontal in considerable contact with second superior labial. Seven
superior labials all longer than high, except the first. · Temporals 1-1,
both deeper than long. Eyes and superciliary plates very small. Tail
short and conical.
Common suture of the prefrontals but half the length of their sutures
with the frontal. Vertical presenting an obtuse angle anteriorly;
tlie superciliary sutures converging posteriorly; posterior angle less
than a right angle. Parietals short, their common suture scarcely longer
than the prefrontal suture of the frontal. Superior labials seven,· the
second reaching the minute preocular, or should that plate be absent,
as will probably occur occasionally, forming with the third and fourth
the inferior border of the orbit. Inferior labials eight, fifth the largest.
Geneials two pairs, posterior half the length of the anterior. Temporals 3-3; a larger central plate opposite the-occipital suture, Scales
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in thirt en row , hexagoual on the flank , a little elongated on tlie back.
Ga ·tr t ge , one hundred and seventeen; one <li vided anal; urosteges,
twenty.two.
.1lieaswrement .-Total 1 ngth of the large t specimen, 272 mm.; the
tail, 3 . . mm.
, lor inferiorly and upon the first and second rows of dorsal scales
pal Htraw ·o1or. Superiorly, brownish straw color, each scale with a
de p brown dot near it po terior extremity. Top of the head grayish,
minut ly pun tulated with darker.
at . .. ~ o. 4674 · npper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 117
13; total 1 •ngth, 272 mm. ; tail, 35 mm.

+ 1; urosteges, 22;

rows of scales,

Chilorneniscus straminev,s Cope.
When
collected.

Looality.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

3 C?o~ni!: Lucas, L. Cali- ..... ... ..... .. J. Xantus ............... Alcoholic

2 ... . . do .... .•• •................. . .............. do...................
4
n.n Marthe .. .......................... Paris Museum..........
2 La Paz, L. California..... F~b. -, 1882 L. Belding . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Th
L

habitat of thi
r 'alifornia.

tyfi:
do.
do.

pecies is the region about Cape St. Luca8,

CHILOMENISCUS EPHIPPICUS Cope.

Chilomeniscus ephippicu,8 COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 85.-COPE,
h ·k-li t . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.-CouEs, Wheeler's Rep. Expl.
urv. w. 100th Mer., v, 1875, p. 625, pl. XVIII, fig. 3.-BOULENGER, Cat.
nake Brit. Mu ., II, 1894, p. 273.

al . broad, in tllirteen rows; tail about one-seventh total length.
tral plate large, entirely separating internasals, not encroaching
on prefrontals; nasal plate separating prefrontals and labials, in
contact with preocular. Superciliaries very narrow; occipitals
broad as long. Temporals 1-1,
large; labials above, seven, third
and fourth in orbit; these with
..l!'ig. 243.
d
fi
1
.
' mLO 1EN1 cos EPmPPicus CoPE.
secon , narrow, erect; rst ong1x 1.a.
tudinal; fifth and sixth smaller
rizonn.. Valley, California.
than the others; seventh sudc.1. ·o.&97, 0 - .N.M.
denly larger. Inferior labials
i 11t; :fir t pair in contact before pregeneials; postgeneials very small.
. 1.llea urements.-TotaI length, 137 mm. Gastrosteges~ 113, separated
from geneial by four row of gulars; anal 1-1; urosteges, 28-28. Above
reddish or ellowish, with twenty-one black crossbars to vent, which
are broader than inter pace , an i do not quite reach gastrosteges; five
nearly com pl terings on tail. Belly white. From occipitals to anterior

~

O

wt
0

~
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part frontal with the labials opposite this part (except their lower edges)
black.
This species is somewhat similar to the 0. stramineus cinctus Cope,
but differs in the posterior production of the postnasal plate to the
preocmlar, so as to prevent the junction of the prefrontals and labials.
In the Tucson specimens the dorsal spots invade the first row of
scales as in the type.
Cat. No. 8897; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 113
13; total length, 120 mm.; tail, 16 mrn.

+ 1;

urosteges, 28; rows of scales,

Chilomenisous ephippious Cope.
Catalogue Numbe_r
N 0,
o~~~~~l8897
15788 }
15789
15790
16806
21539

2
3

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Arizona Valley, California. . G. H. Horn, M. D............ Alcoholic.
Tucson, Arizona ...... .. .... Herbert Brown ............ .

do.

..... do .... ... .... ........... P.L.Jouy ... . . . ........... .
San Fernando, Lower Cali- A. W. Anthony ............ .
fornia.

do.
do.

Of three specimens from Tucson, .Arizona, Cat. No. 15788, the largest,
has the postnasal separate from the preocular, although not far removed;
in Cat. No. 15789, a much smaller specimen, the arrangement is the
same, while in Cat. No. 15790, which agrees with Cat. No. 15789 in
dimensions, the posterior angle reaches the preocular as in the type.
In the type of 0. fasciatus the two plates are more widely separated
than in Cat. No. 15789.
CHILOMENISCUS FASCIATUS Cope.

Chilomenisous stramineus fasoiatus COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 595.
Chilomenisous oinotus COPE, YARROW, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1883, p.
86; not of Cope.

This species resembles the 0. ephippicus in general appearance, but the
scutellation is very different. In the wide separation of the naeal and
preocular plates it resembles the 0.
stramineus, but it differs from both
species in the more numerous inferior labials and larger pregeneials.
Thus, while in these there are but
three labials in contact with the
Fig. 244.
pregeneials, there are in the 0. fasCHILOMENISCUS FASCIATUS COPE,
ciatus four or five of these plates
La Paz, Lower California.
in contact with the pregeneials.
Cat. No. 12630, U.S.N.M.
Two specimens are in the U. S.
National Museum collection; one of these has twenty-four and the
other twenty-six black cross-bauds on a whit0 ground. - Of these four
in one and five in the other are on the tail. They are two scales long
and eleven and two half scales in width; the spaces between them two

Ql&l
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and a half cales long. There is a black patch on the head from the
middle of tlle frontal to the posterior border of the occipital shields.
o <.lark color on any of the under surface. No puuctre on tbe scales.
Cat. o. 12630; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 108
13; total length, 235 mm.; tail, 33 mm.

+ 1; lirosteges, 26; rows of scales,

Chilomeniscus f asciatu,s Cope.
Numbor
Cat'.•logue of
speci•
'o.
menti,

--

120:io

I

Locality.

21La Paz, L. California .....

When
collected.
Feb. - , 1882

I!'rom whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

L. Belding ........ - ..... Alcoholic.

-CHILOMENISCUS CINCTUS Cope.

Ohilomeniscu8 cinctus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 303; Check-list
J.?. Am r. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.

Ro tral plate proje!.:! tiog far backward, entirely separating the prefrontal , encroaching upon the postfrontals; the latter are in contact
with the labials. Nostril connected by suture with the fronto.nasal
uture. One v~ry small preocular, two postoculars. Seven superior
lal>ial , the fir t longitudinal, the remainder vertical, except the last
two, which are nearly equilateral. Symphyseal in contact with geneials.
c, le broad, very smooth, in thirteen rows. Tail very short. Gastrost
, leven, one divided anal; urosteges, twenty.one pairs. Total
leu th v n inches, tail eig·bt lines. Ground color white, with a reudi h tinge, eucircled by sixteen black rings upon the body and three
upon the tail. These rings are four or :five scales in width, and separat d by equal paces; they are narrower on the belly. The head is
bl cl· from the extremities of the occipital plates to the anterior part
f h vertical and to the second labial plate. Chiu shaded with black.
On specimen 1s preserved in tbe Museum of Comparative Zoology,
am bridge, fas achusetts, and I am indebted to Dr. Alexander Agassiz
fr th opportunity of studying it. Two others are in the U.S. National
In; nm.
·
Chilomeniscus cinctus Cope.
CntaJ!~e

Locality.

____

From whom received.

,,-l 15158
1Jtnll
nail Bay, Lower California ............. ······IU.S. :Fish Commitision.
3-4
umn. D sert (Monument 200), Al'izona.......... Dr. E. A . Mearns.

----- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - HYPSIGLENA Cop e .
Ilypsi9l 11a COPE, Proc. Acad. r~at. Sci. Phila., June, 1860, p. 240; Bull. U.S. Nat.
lu , O. 32, 1887, p. 54; Proc. U.S. rat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 617.-BOULENGER,
at. nakes Brit. :Mus., II, 1891, p. 208.
Pa udodipsas PETER , fonatsber. Berlin Akad. Wiss., 1860, p. 521.
Conwstes JA , Elenco Si ·t. Ofid., 1863, p.102.

entition diacranteriau; that i , a long, mooth, posterior superior
ma.xillary tooth, separated from the auterior by an edentulous ,·pace.
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Pupil elliptic, erect. Head diRtinct, broad posteriorly, body cylindrical.
Ceplrnlic shields normal. Two nasals, nostril between; one loreal; two
preoculars and two postoculars. Scales smooth. Gastrosteges not
angu1ate<l. Anal and subcaudal scutelhe divided. Tail not elongate.
This genus inclndes four species of Central America, Mexico, and
part~ of the United States adjacent to the latter. They are of small
size, and resemble considerably the more robust species of S,ibon.
The,i r vertical pupil indicates that they are of noctur~al habits.
But one species enters the limits of the United States.
HYPSIGLENA OCHRORHYNCHA Cope.

Hypsiglena ochrorhynchus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 246.
Hypsiglena chlorophma COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p . 246.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 209.

-

Muzzle shortly conic; rostral plate prominent, encroaching a little on
the pre frontals. Nasal plates indistinctly separated, equal, their upper
and lower borders_parallel. Loreal longer than high. Lower preocular
small, bounded anteriorly by the third upper labial. Bight upper
labials, fourth and fifth entering the orbit; sixth and seventh very
large. Vertical plate twice as long as broad; lateral borders slightly
convergent. Superciliaries narrow; occipitals as long as, or longer than, vertical, and rounded posteriorly. Inferior
labials eleveu, sixth largest. Geneials
two pairs, the posterior acute. Scales
in twenty-one rows. Gastrosteges; 168;
urosteges, 48 pairs.
Fig. 245.
The upper surface light gray, with a
HYP81GLENA OCHRORHYNCHA COPE.
series of large brown spots, separated
X 1.3.
by intervals of oue scale wide. These
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
spots are about forty-eight in number,
Cat. No. 5283, U.S.N.M.
upon the body; they extend transversely from the seventh to the fifteenth rows of scales, and are three
or four scales in length. On the posterior part of the body they sometimes divide longitudinally, their moieties alternating or becoming confluent into a zigzag band. Alternating with these on each side is a
series of small spots formed by the brown borders of scales of the fifth
and sixth rows. Another series of small spots opposite to the dorsal
row is formed by the shading of the adjacent borders of tbe fourth and
fifth rows with the same color. Many of the scales of the second row
are also tipped with brown. There is a large brown spot on each side
of the neck, sometimes confluent with an elongate central one, which
extends to the occipital plates. A brown stripe passes from the eye
to the neck spot, entirely covering the last upper labial. Top of the
bead brownish gray, indistinctly spotted with pale brown. Labial
plate paler; frontals and rostral ocbreous. Beneath yellowish white,
immaculate.
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Thi form occur in Lower California, Sonora, and Chihuahua.
The form which I described as H. chlorophcea differs in its colors somewhat from the usual type. It is found in Arizona. Its characters are
a follow :
umber of labials and rows of scales the same as in the last species.
The cales of the body are, however, more elongate, and partly on this
account are arranged in rows more oblique in an antero-posterior direction. The vertical plate is a little broader, and the head is narrower
in proportion to its length. The body is rather more slender.
The color is a greenish ash, much darker than in the preceding specie . The dorsal spots, instead of being brown, are black and separated by intervals of two scales in width. They are much smaller,
occupying only the space from the nint~ to the thirteenth longitudinal
row , and are one scale and a half long. They frequently divide and
alternate, and their number on the body amounts to from fifty-eight to
ixty- ix. Two rows of smaller alternating spots appear on the sides,
one upon the ixth and seventh rows of scales, the other on the fourth.
The di 'tribution of colors on the head and neck is much as is in the
typi al form, except that the neck spots are a little longer. The brown
i , h wever, replaced by black, and the ochreous by olivaceous. Tlle
r wn and muzzle are thickly punctuated with black. Beneath pale
liva eou . Gastrosteges, 167; urosteges, 55.
Hypsiglena oohrorhyncha Cope.
Cat lo ue Numbe;
o.
of specimen.

When
collected.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

5283

5

C'cf,'l~if~~itucas, Lower .... . .......... .Tohn Xantus ............ Alcoholic.

8031
8032
1732
2303
0216
12648
4676

1

Camp Brent, Arizona..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . E. Palmer...............

do.

i i~~~:~.i~~~it:~~~~~ ::: ::::::::::::::: ·ii:il. c;;_it~:: :::::: :::::: i~:
i3 ·c:::::::::::::::::::::::
r~~~~~-::::::::::::::::: do.
~~:
La Paz, L. California . . • • . Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding . ............
1 Fort Buchanan, Arizona ................. Dr. B. J, D. Irwin, U. s: · Alcob olic
A.
type of
0

-=- ~·-~~~~.

H.ochro•
15701
20182

Prescott, Arizona. . . . . . . . . . .......... .. . .
Witch Creek, San Diego, ...... . ....... .
Count,Y , California.
22579
Moun tams of San Diego ...... . ....... .
County, California.
l 72 • :: : ::: ::: an Diego, Texas ............... . ....... .

Ca]Jt. W. L. Carpenter .. .
H. -W. Henshaw ........ .

phrea.

C. R. Orcutt ............ .
Wm. Taylor . .. ... . ..... .

;;)

A OPLOPHALLI J'lffi.
nl n nndivid d; surface with transverse papillose flounces· colubriform · anterior
t ih longer .......................................
.tlnoplophallust Cope

!...

1

Pos ibly this is the

ym1Jhophidiurn Gtinther.
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L YCODON'..['IN _jE,

This group is intermediate in penial character to several others. It
is allied to the Calamarinre through Grayia, and to the Dromicinre
through Horna losorna. Pseudaspis shows resemblances in the hemipenis
to the N atricinre, and Anornalodon is similar to Hornalopsis. I find
that the flouncing of the penial structure is not sufficient to define the
gToup as I at first thought.
I. Sulcus spermaticus undivided.
a. Teeth continuous; longer posteriorly.
Hemipenis spinous to apex; .flounces indistinct; pupil round; nostril in prenasal; fusiform ........................................ Elapops Gunther.
aa. Teeth interrupted; longer in front.
Hemipenis flounced at apex; pupil erect; colubriform ........ Lycodon Boie
II. Sulcus spermaticus double.
a. Teeth longer arteriorly; (hemipenis bifurcate).
Hemipenis spinous to apex, not flounced; nostril in prenasal.
Lycophidiwrn Fitzinger. 1
Hemipenis spinous, flounced ............. .... .. Boodon Dumeril and Bibron.
Hemipenis spinous, :flounced ......................... Lamprophis Fitzinger.
aa. Teeth not longer anteriorly.
Hemipenis not bifurcate ...••......................... Homalosoma Wagler.
Hemipenis bifurcate ....................................... Pseuda8pis Cope
aaa. Teeth not longer posterior~y; (hemipenis bifurcate).
Colubriform; rostral normal; spines very sparse ... Drornicodryas Boulenger. 2
Coronelliform; rostral trihedral, prominent; spines very numerous .
.Anornalodon Jan.

The above genera are all Ethiopian, except Lycodon, which is Oriental.
I have been able to examine but few genera of this subfamily as to
their penial structure. I therefore give a key of the genera supposed
to belong to this group by authors, most, if not all, of which are properly
so referred.
I. Anterior maxillaries not isolated.
a. Subcaudal scuta double.
(3. Dorsal scales of equal size.
Two nasals; nostril in the anterior; a loreal; body much compressed.
Lycodryas Gunther.
Two nasals; nostril between; body not compressed; lores plane.
Boodon Dumeril and Bibron.~
Two nasals; body not compressed; lores longitudinally grooved.
Botlwophthalrnus Schlegel. 4
Two nasals; nostril in the anterior ............. LJJcophidium Fitzinger.s
One nasal; a loreal .............................. Metoporhina Gunther.
/3/3. Dorsal scales of unequal size.
Vertebral series smooth; body compressed ..... .. Ho1·monotus Hallowell.
Vertebral series smooth; body round ............ Lamprophis Fitzinger.
Vertebral series bicarinate; body round ..... ...... Simocephalus Gray.6
cw. Subcaudal scutella. entire.
Two nasals; scales equal, smooth ............. _.. Holuropholis Dumeril.
1

2

3

4

L. late1·ale Hallowell examined . .
Eugnathus Dumeril and Bibron.
6
.Alo1Jeciurn Dumeril and Bibron.

Lianthera Cope, Amer. Naturalist, 1893, p. 481.
Belongs perhaps to Colubrinre.
6 H etei·olepis Smith.
Diaphorolepis Jan.
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II. Anterior maxillaries isolated.
a. ubcauda.ls in two rows.
/3. areal region with a pit.
cales smooth; anal entire ........................ Bothrolyc11s Giinthcr.
(3. No nareal pit.
'Y· Longest teeth at front of maxillary.
cal 'R keeled; two nasals; a loreal ...... .... ...... Ophite,9 Wagler.
cales smooth; two nasals; a loreal. . ........ ........ Lycodon Boie.
cales smooth; two nasals; no loreal . ... ... Tetragonosoma Gunther.
Scales smooth; one nasal ; a loreal ........... Leptorhytaon Gtin ther.
aa. nlJcau<lal p1ates in one row.
, ·ca.ks keeled .................................... Cercaspis Wagler.
cales smooth ...................... Cyclocorus Dumeril and Bibron.

The

r

ographical distribution of these genera is as follows:

PnlPotropi~I

Palearctic.

N earctic.

_N_e_o_t_1·o_p_ic_a_1._ I____
E_th_i_op_i_a_n_. _ _
1

n;l~l~r~~'.::::::::::::::: l:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~:::::: :::::::::::::::::: Lycodryas.
Bondon.
Bothropbthalmus.
-~:~·:~0~~:~1·o·s~~;:i:: :: ::::i:::: :::::::::::::: ::: ::::: ::::::: ::: :::::: :::::::: :: :: Hormonotus.
L ycopltidium .

t\I•i::~!i7: : : y:

: :: : : ::i:::: : : : _::::::::::

Lam prop his.
Simocephalus.
Holuropbolis.
Bothrolycus.

NATRIUINJE.
\:

have here a well-defined and homogeneous group, which is dis-

trilmt cl i11 th northern contiuents and the oriental region. A 8pe.i , id to be found in the Ethiopian, but I have not yet been alJle

.·amine th penial characters.
nlcua undivided.
a . 'l'wo large apical papillre.
nta normal; anal entire ............... _....... ..... Tropidoclonium Cope.
cm. ' apical papillre.
fJ.. .,. o preocular plate.
ne iuternasal; anal divided; scales keeled .. . Haldea Baird and Girard.
Two i o terna. ala; anal divided; scales keeled ........ . Amphiardis ('ope.
Two interua ala; rnaldivided; scales smooth. Virginia Baird and Girard
/f /J. Pt· o ular present.
~•o Ioreal; anal divided; two interna!!als ..... toreria Baird and Girard.
A lor al; aual ntire; two internasals ....... Rntcenia Baircl and Girard.
A loreal; aual undivided; one internasal. ......... . ...• _. Liodytes Cope.
A lorcal; anal divided; s n,le-pits donble . ... ... ...... Yafrix Laurenti .t
lorcal; anal divided; no scale-pits ............... .. Serninatri.;c Cope.
11. ,'ul,·us bifurcate; (hemip ni _furcate).
Two apical papilh ; plat ·s as Xafrix ................ . ...... Ceratophallus Cope.
• pa pill· · plates as .,.atri.c .................. . .......... .. .. Bothrodytes Cope. 2
· papil} ; one prefrontal plate ....... _................... . Trirnerodytes Cope. 3
1

Inclndiog Arnplliesrna Dumcril and Bibrou.
Inclncling Dip_lopllatulus Cope.
3
Proc. Acad. Tat. ci. Phila., 1894, p . 426.
2
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These genera are diRtributed as follows:
Nearctic.

Palearctic.

'l'ropidoclonium ...................................................... .
Haldea ..................... ............... ................... ...... .
Vil'ginia .......... .• .................................................
Storeria ............................................................ .
J•:ntrenia ............ ... ........ ....... ........... . ...... ......... .. . .
Natrix ................................. Natrix ... ............ .. . ... .
Seminntrix ......................................................... .
Liodytes . ................ .......... . ........... ........... ......... . .
Arnphiardi s ......... . ...... ............ .................. . . ....... .. .

P aleotropical.

Natrix.
Ceratophallus.
Bothrodvtes.
Trim~rodytes.
Atretmm.

Tl.le geuus Natrix is the water-snake form of all temperate regions
and of tropical Asia. The European N. natrix is terrestrial for the
most part, but the North American and Indian species are very
aquatic, diving to the bottom of the water to escape enemies on the
shore. The genus Eutmnia, for the most part North American, includes
many species of terrestrial habits, and tliey are all often found far from
water. The E. saurita takes to the water if alarmed. A number of
North American genera are degenerate forms of Natricin&; which have
adopted a terrestrial and even a burrowing life like that of the Calarnarinrn. Storeria is like a N atrix reduced in the lateral head plates
and with feeble jaws. Tropidocloniurn is related in the same way to
Eittmnia. Haldea and Amphiardis have a more decidedly fusiform
character. Haldea displays the- hypopophyses continued to the caudal region, a" in the other members of the subfamily.
Tlie African members of the family are few in number, as but one
species of Natrix (N. mortuarius) occurs there.
NATRIX Laurenti.
Natr'i.rLAURENTI, Specimen Synopsis Reptilium, 1768, p. 73.-BONAPARTR, FauLa
Italica, 1840, pp. 172,173.
Tropiclonotus Ku1rr,, Isis von Oken, 1826, p. 205.-Born, Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 518.WAGLER, Systerna, 1830, p. 179.-SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp ., 1837, p. 296.DuimhuL and BrnRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, pp. 549-724-.-GDNTHER, C~t.
Col. Sn akes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 58.
Neroclia I3AI1W un<l GrnAHD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 38.
R eqina BAIRD and GrnARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, erpeuts, 1853, p. 45. -COPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 338; Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887,
p. 71.

Teeth generally lougcr on the posterior than the anterior parts of
of tlie maxi11ary bone, trngroovecl. Two internasal, two prefrontal, and
two nasal scutai; one loreal; parietals disti11ct. Anal plate divided.
Scales keeled; scale-pits double.
Gastrosteges well developed, not
angulatecl or keeled.
This genus is wi<le1y distributed throughout the Northern Ilemisphere, embracing numerous Rpecies in North America and in Eurasia,
but is wanting on tbe Pacific district of the former. 011 the American continent a single specil-'H, K. rhombifer Hallowell, extends as far
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outh a
era Ornz from it
orth American range. In the Old
orld two pecie only, T. mortuarius and T. fero x , are found in
Africa, and everal pecie occur in the Malaysian Archipelago. They
are all aquatic in their habits, living chiefly in and on the shores
of fre. h, at rs and feeding on small fishes and other aquatic vertebrate , e pe ·ially frog . Some of these species grow to a consiueraule
·ize, and often present a savage appearance, owing to the small eyes
and wide gape of the mouth. Even in these specimens the teeth are
not large enough to inflict more than slight and harmless scratches.
n allied genus accompanies this one in the East Indies (Amphiif rna Dom ~ril and Bibron), in which the scales l1ave no pits. In North
merica another allied genus (Eutrenia) also has no pits, and is further
characteriz d l>y the undivided condition of the anal scutum.
find tw lv well-distinguished species in North America, which are
charact riz d a follows:
I. T mporal ecu ta 1-2 or 3; parietal scuta normal.
a . cular 2-2; scales in 19 rows.
rnaller, muzzle wider; three black stripes above; four brown ones below;
fir ·trow of calcs keel d. ___ .... __ .. ···- ... _-- . -- . __ . . N. leberis Linnreus.
La.rg r, mnzzle narrower; no black bands above; two, sometimes three or
four, imperfe t 1.,ands below ..... _..... ___ . N. graliamii Baird and Girard.
Mnzzle short, brown above, with a broad median band; b elow yellow, with
two rows of spots; first row of scales smooth . ___ ..... _. _... N. rigida Say.
aa. cular 1-2 ; seal in 21 rows.
uperior labials 8; head elongate; brownish yellow, immaculate .N. us ta Cope.
aaa. Oculars 1-3; scales in 19-21 rows.
Four brown bands above; a median row of yellow spots below.
N. clarkii Baird and Girard.
Tbre rows of brown spots above, which may form stripes anteriorly and
cross bands posteriorly; a median row of yellow spots below.
N. cornpressicauda Kennicott.
A row of lateral pots, often inuistinct; below uniform; tail slender, cylin. dric ... - . -.. _.... ____ .. ____ ...... ___ ....... _... __ ... . N. valida Kennicott.
aaaa. Oculars 1-2-3; seales in 23-25 rows.
up rior labials 9; preoculars 2; spots longitudinal. .... _.. . N. bisecta Cope.
uperior labials 8; preoculars 1; spots when present transverse.
N . fasciata Linn reus.
aaa:aa. cular 1, 2-3, 4; scales in 27-29 rows.
Eye resting on (usually one) labial; alternating wide dorsal and lateral
pot connected at angles ... __ .... __ ... _... ___ .. . N. rhombijera Hallowell
Eye s pa.rated from labials by scales; numerous n arrow cross bands, sometimes broken._ ... _.......... _. _... ____ . N. cyclopiu1n Dumeril and Bibron.
II. T mporal seal s 2-4, 5; parietals much reduced in size.
a . cular 1-2; scales 31-33 rows.
Ey r inrr on one labial; alternating dorsal and lateral spots, which do not
t uch .. _____ -----· ----·· ........ -----· ·-·· ______ .N. taxispilota Holbrook.

, p ie, 1 . leberi and . fasciata are di tributed over both
a. t rn an l th
u tr riparian di ·tri ts. The other specie belong
be u troriparian di · ri t except the . valida, which is the only
p cies f the onoran di tri ·t. The . grahamii extends up the Mi i. . ippi i r t n rth of th \ u. troriparian limits to northern Illinois
and Iudiaua, aud i not known from <-;1 .· t of thr. latter State. N. rhom~
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bifera has a similar distribution, except that it remains within the
boundaries of the Austroriparian district, not extending north of southern Illinois and Indiana. N. cyclopium has not been found out of this
district, while the N. compressicauda and N. usta are restricted to
Florida. N. taxispilota is confined to the eastern part of the Austroriparian region and Florida, while N. rigida has a similar range, omitting
Florida, and apparently extending north to Pennsylvania. N. bisecta
is known from but one specimen.
NATRIX TAXISPILOTA Holbrook.

Natrix taxispilota COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.
T1·opido11otus taxispilotus HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., IV, 1842, p. 35, pl. vnr.BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 245.

Head proportionally small, subtriangular, pointed on the snout.
Frontal plate broad, subquadrangular; parietals small. Two post-

Fig. 246.

N .A.TRIX T.A.XISPILOT.A. HOLBROOK.
=1.

Kinston, North Carolina.
Cat, No. 8361, U.S.N.M . .

orbital plates; anteorbital narrow. Dorsal rows of scales thirty-one,
all carinated. Brown, with three series of subquadrangular blackish
blotches, which do not touch each other.
The head is proportionally small, and conical forward. The eyes
also are small. The frontal plate has the shape of an elongated quadrangle. The parietal plates are quite small in consequence of lateral
and posterior subdivisions. Rostral low, twice as wide as high. Internasals much longer than wide; prefrontals nearly square. Superior
labials eight, the rnitldle of tbe orbit over the fourth plate, the fifth
exclu<le<l by the lower postocular; sixth and seventh very large, sometimes snbdivide<l. lllf<>rior labials el<:>ven, the seventh the largest.
Postgeueials not larger tlia11 prPpy11eials. There are two large post-
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orbital -plat . . Th
up r iliarie are narrow au<.l elongated. Temp ral , more numerou than in any otller specie of the genus; two in
th fir t TOW mooth, the r rna,inder small, keeled, and nearly similar to
th , body ·ca1e .
r n11cl color reddish brown, wjth three series of subquadrangular
bla •ki.·h hlotch al>0u forty- ix in uumber, the twenty-sixth opposite
th a,uu . They •mbrace transversely from seven to ten rows of scales,
and l ugitudinally three scale on the two anterior thirds of the body,
, nd tw
•ale on the po terior third. The space between the blotches
i, qual to the blotches them elves. The lateral series are isolated; that
i
ay, not contiguou to tlle dorsal series except sometimes toward
the riofo {' the tail and along the latter region. The blotches extend
over nine or ten lateral rows of scales, and affect from three to :fi. ve
·, 1 . Equilateral on the anterior part of the body, they become narr \T r ou tho po terior part, and taper upward. The space between is
uarr w r by on cale. On the tail the dorsal series of blotches has
almo t utir ly disappeared; now and then an irregular patch may be
, n c nflu nt with th lateral series, which remain conspicuous to the
ry tip of that orga11 . The lower surface of the body is yellow, with
irr •o-ular d p che. tnut blackish-brown patches, the lateral ones con ti cruou t the lateral eries. These may be so extended as to cover
Ii
r ,t rpart of the g-a trosteges. Head uniform dark-brown; gul;n
r <Yi 11 thickly du 'ted with yellow and blackish.
Cat. os.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Len gth . Tai l

461 .. - .• _. _-......... ___ . _. _. _.. _.. __ ..
1344 ··---- -----· ------ ·----- ------ --- --·
'i09 ·-·-·· ·-···· ·-·--· · -·- ---- .... -----·
107 Q ____________________________________
13 7 . -_.. __ ... _. _........ _... .. ....... ..

139 + 1.
150+1.
146+1.
147+1.
151 + 1.

72.
99.
72.
70.
95.

31.
29.
33.
33.
31.

mm.

m •, n.

779.

193.

825.
1,408.
1, 328.

223.
336.
310.

Thi · pecie is a very distinct one and is remarkable for various
p uliaritie . One of these i' the great reduction in. size of the parietal
cnta, which frequently do not exceed the prefrontals in dimensions.
Thi, r ductiou ha been supposed by Professor Heilprin to be excepti nal ir1 the species, and he has accordingly named a specimen from
1 lori<la a. a variety brockii.
The character is, however, normal iu tlte
I ci . . The ixth and seventh uperior labials are very large, and
tb .ir up rior portion are occasionally cut off, as in Cat. No.13887. In
at.
. 10700 there are abuormally three postoculars on both sides,
bu thi abnormality reaches a remarkable degree in Cat. No. 6-!0!l.
H re a · mple e cir le of scales which surrounds the eye, as in N. cycloJJium, on~ i t of hree preoculars and fonr or five postoculars. There
ar t n , up ri r labial , of which the last three are divided longitudinalJy.
h fr ntal plate ba an incomplete median gro:,ve and the
parietal two incomplete grooves, pointing to a subdivisiou of head
plat , u ·h a occurs in me of the East Indian water snakes, as the
genus Cerberus.
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This is the largest American water snake. Its range is coextensive
with the austroriparian subregion, extending from the Atlantic region
from the Potomac River to Florida and west to Louisiana, inclusive.
Natrix taxispilota Holb1·ook.
Number
Catalogue of spec•
No.
imens.
1344

1

464
1343

1
1

10700
8361

1
1
1

12887
19997 }
19998

2

Locality.

When
collectecl.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Riceboro, Georgia ....................... Dr. W. L. Jones .... . .... .Alcoholic
type.
7. ....................................... .
do.
Georgetown, District of ....... . .. . ... . Weston ................ .
do.
Columbia.
do.
Avoca, North Carolina .. .. .A.pr. -, 1878 J. W . Milner ........... .
do.
Kinston, North Carolina .. May -, 1875 H. W. Welsher ......... .
do.
New Orleans, Louisiana ................ . R. W. Shufeldt ......... .
Lake Eustis, Florida ............•....... Theo. Holm . .•...••.. ~ •.
do.

NA TRIX CYCLOPIUM Dumeril and Bibron.

Tropidonotus cyclopium DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, p. 576.-GUNTHER,
Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 77.-COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
f861, p. 299; Check-list N. Amer. Ba.tr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.-BOULENGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 244.
·

Fig. 247.
NATRIX CYCLOPIUM DUMERIL AND BIBRON.

= l.
Cat. No. 12407 !, U.S.N.M.

Scales in twenty.nine longitudinal rows; the first row smooth, the
second weakly, and the remainder strongly keeled, and all notched at
the apex. Rostral low, twice as broad as high; internasals triangular
a little longer than wide; prefrontals small, wider than long. Frontal
NAT MUS
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not a narrow a in som pecie , uperciliarie much narrowed anteriorly. Parietal large obliquely truncated by a large second temporal,
exc eding iu length the muzzle in front of the frontal plate. Nasals
bort ant ropo 'teriorly, the anterior elevated and narrow; postnasal
making a suture with prefrontal.
Loreal longer than high, very
oblique behind. Preocularone,
postoculars two; suboculars two,
separating the orbit from the superior labial plates. Temporals
one, three; the first long, bordering two labials and a scute;
those of the second and third
rows not keeled. Middle of eye
above the fourth superior labial.
Superior labials eight, sixth and
seven th large, sixth twice as
high as wide. Inferior· labials
twelve, the seventh largest.
rostgeneials shorter than pregeneials.
Color brown above and yellow below. On the upper surfaces there are on each side two
rows of alternating short crossbars of a darker color, which
are aboutoneandone-halfscales
wide, and are separated by intersp,aces of about three scales.
The median line for a width of
four scales is not spotted, or is
very imperfectly so, forming a
broad vertebral band of a color
darker than the general ground.
In young specimens the pattern
i very distinctly seen, but in
adults the ground becomes so
dark as to obscure it very much.
uniform brown, the oral edge of the uperior labial plates
only b in , now.
n they llow ground of the inferior surfaces there
aPI ear n b anterior third nly of tbe lengtli, dark shades on the
antocior art f the ga tro teges. The. e extend and blend so that on
h po tcrior wo-third f the length in the adult the color may be said
t b bla ·ki h-brown with yellow spots.
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Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

Cat. Nos.

13018 -- -.. - - - - . - . -- - .. - -. - . -- - - - -- - .... . - -- - . - - 150
4433. -- . - ....... - --... - - - - . . . . ••••. -. . . . . . . . . . . 134
1639 ___ ... _. __ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

86,
60.

Scales. Length.
mm.

29.
29.
29.

877. 1

This well-marked species is much less abundant than its a1lies, the
The few specimens in the U. S.
National Museum come from the three extreme points of tbe austroriparian districts, n:1,mely, Florida, New Orleans, and southern Illinois.
The N. cyclopium is nearest the N. rhombifera. The pattern of coloration is quite different, and the scutellation also differs in several important respects. In the N. cyclopium the nasal plates are s'horter
anteroposteriorly, and there are only two scuta which are properly postocular. The posterior temporals are smoother and 11ot heeled, and the
large scales are emarginate, which they are not in the N. rhombifera.
The possession of a series of scales below the orbit, while present in
all known specimens of this speeies, is not confined to it. I have seen
it in a specimen of the N. taxispilota,, and it is found in the only known
specimen of the Natrix anoscopus 2 Cope, from Cul>a.
N. rhomb~fera and N. taxispilota.

Natrix cyclopiurn Durneril and Bibron.
Catalogue Numbe_r
No.
o~~~es~11
1

4433
1639
12407
13018
16711

Locality.

From whom received.

Micanopy, Florida.......... Dr. J. H. Bean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Southern Illinois........... R. Kennicott................
do.

~ -N~;; o;i~~~;:"i~;;i~i~;ia::::: ·n;:_
i·w:sh~r~icit::::::::::

1

Nature of specimen.

Lake Catherine, Louisiana . G. Kohn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i~:

do.

Two fine specimens of this species from Florida lived for some time
in the reptile house of the Zoological Society of Philadelphia.
NATRIX RHOMBIFERA Hallowell.
Tropidonotus rhombifer HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p. 177.-

COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 43.
Tropidonotus fasciatus var. rhornbifer BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,

p. 244.
Nerodia rltombifer BAIRD and GIRARD, Oat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.147.
Nerodict ltolbrookii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 43.

Scales iu twenty-seven rows, the larger inferior slightly keeled, the
others very strongly, all entire at the extremity. Head very distinct,
muzzle moderately narrowed. Rostral plate quite or nearly twice as
wide as high; loreal short, as high as long; oculars 1-3; temporals 1-3,
those succeeding the first keeled. Frontal plate longer than wide, but
wider than N. sipedon, and superciliaries proportionally narrow. Pariietals wide, 11ot elongate, equal muzzle from frontal plate. Superior
labials eight, the middle of the orbit above the middle of the fourth.
1
2

To vent; half of tail wanting.
Tropidonotns anu11copus Core, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 299.
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Fifth excluded from the orbit by the inferior postoculars; sixth and
eventh much larger than any of the others. Inferior labials eleven,
fifth and sixth largest; postgeneials a Jittle longer than pregeneials.
Ground color, above brown; below yellow. Above, three rows of
tran v r e black spots, one on each side and one crossing the middle
line, alternating with the laterals. The adjacent angles of the spots
of the middle and lateral series are connected by oblique black bars,
wbi h tbu inclose with the dorsal spots a series of transverse diamondhaped or hexagonal spaces of the ground color on the middle region
of the uack. The lateral interspaces are partly closed below by two
ernicircular spots of brown on the two gastrosteges below them; and
th tw ga trosteges below the lateral spots also have brown spots of
a triangular form in continuation of them. The semicircular ventral

Fig. 249.
NATRIX RHOMBIFERA HALLOWELL.

= 1.

Dallas, Texas.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

P t , r n ar r the middle line than the triangular.

The middle line

i un P t d or ha but feeble traces of spots. I counted thirty-five dorsal

aud a many lateral pots on a specimen from New Orleans (Oat. No.
1.

).

The h di a uniform brown above; and on the nape is an obscure
h . r n- haped bla ·k mark, with au obtuse angle forward. The superior
l b1 J h v bla kpo teriorbordersandaretingedwithyellowmedially.
' b infi ri r labial. are imilar, but more distinctly ye1low. Scales of
ular region uniform yellow.
Cat.

o.

Gastrostegea. Urosteges . Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

1117._ ____ ....... · ··-·· .... .... ······ .... 144+1.
1635... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149 1.
10646._... . ........•... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 1.
14014............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Ul + 1.
14657 ...... - ........ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 + 1.

+
+

69.
69.
70.
78.
65.

27.
27.
27.
27.
27.

930.

218.

906.

211.
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In thirteen specimens in which I counted the rows of scales I found
but one in which the nmnber is not twenty-seven. This was in Cat. No.
10759, a small and starved individual, which had twenty-five rows. In
dimensions this water snake rather exceeds the N. s. fasciata, and is
only exceeded in one fauna by the N. taxispilota.
Tlte Lower Mississippi is the headquarters of this species, where it is
very abundant. It is not yet k11own from east of that river, but ranges
north to t he limits of the Austroriparian region to southern Illinois and
west throughout Texas. It is the only one of our water snakes which
extends to the Tierra Caliente of Mexico, having been brought by the
exploration commission from Misantla, in the State of Vera Cruz ..
Natrix rhombifera Hallowell.
Number
,
Cataloi,,n
e of speci•
No .
mens.
1635
7253
1330
1117
1
5195
1
1332
l
11056
1
10643
1
12021
.1
10647
10644
1
1
10642
1
10640
10762
1
10646
1
1
10563
11143
1
11055
1
2
14657
1
14014
1
13344
1
13345
1
13347
17088-9 . . . . . . . . . .

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Southern Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott . . . . . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic.
.Arkansas River ....... ... ······-········ Dr. S. W. ·woodhouse.___
do.
Lafayette, Indiana ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .. .......... - . .
<lo.
Prairie Mer Rouge, Loui• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J as. Fairie ........... _..
do.
siana.
Grand Couteau, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Rio Pecos, Texas ...... . ...
Capt. John Pope, U.S . .A.
do.
Wheatland, Indiana...... May 22, 1881 R. Ridgway . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
.. . . . do ........... .. ....... .Apr.-, 1881 . .. .. do...................
do.
MountCarmel,Illinois ... Nov.-,1881 L.M.Turner ... ...... -..
do.
Wheatland, Indiana ...... .Apr.-, 1881 Robert Ridgway .. _.....
do.
..... do .. _..•.............. .Apr.-, 1881 .••.. do...................
do.
..... do .................... .Apr.-, 1881 _____ do...................
do.
.. .. . d.o .................... .Apr.-, 1881 ..... do...................
do.
..... do .................... May-, 1880 .... . do .... :..............
do.
..... do .................... .Apr.-, 1881 ..... do...................
do.
..... do .................... Apr.-, 1881 ..... do...................
do.
L................... .. . . . May 10, 1881 W. F. Page, U .S. F. C....
do,
Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . May 23, 1881 Robert Ridgway........
do.
..... <lo .................... -, 1886 D. Ridgway.............
do.
..... do .................... -, 1884 ..... do...................
do.
..... do ........................................ do...................
do.
..... do ....................................... . do...................
do.
..... do ............................ . ...... . .... do...................
do.
do.
St. Louifl, Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Hurter................
1 ••••.••••••••••

From the large proportion of specimens in which the end of the tail
is lost, I suspect the enemies of this species are numerous. Oau they
be turtles1
NA TRIX FASCIA TA Linnreus.

Nat1·ixfasciata COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.
Coluber fasciatus LINN .lEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 378.
Coluber sipedon LINN1EUS 1 Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 379.
Tropidonotus fasciatus DUMERIL an<l. BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854-, p. 566.-GONTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 76.-BOULENGER, part, Cat.
Snakes Brit Mus., I, 1893, p. 242.
Tropidonotus sipedon COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1~75, p. 42.

Scales in twenty.three or twenty-five rows, all keeled, the external
larger than the others. Eight superior labials, center of eye over suture
between the fourth and fifth. Orbitals one to three; temporals one,
two, or three. Rostral plate not much elevated; iuternasal scuta each
longer than wide. Frontal plate rather narrow; parietal plates each
as long as frontal and prefrontal plates together. Pregeneials and post-
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B lly with darl spots whi h are lateral and angular; gastrostegcs not margined;
pots of bn le l,road e pecially anteriorly, continued to belly; sides of head pale,
with blo.ck posto ular ban<l; seal s g uerally in 23 rows .. N. f. fasciatus Linnreus.
I lly with ga tro t ges narrowly margin d with brown, margins inclosing yellow
pot by junction at or n ar euds; dorsal spots numerous, narrower, extending to
b lly; aids of b ad pal , with brown postocular band; scales in 25 rows;
N . f. pictiventris Cope.
13 11y pott d; back with brown spots which extend to tlio sides anteriorly only,
but whi h mostly alt rnat with lateral spots; no postocnlar band;
N. f. sipedon Linnreus.
B lly p tL d; <lor al hand transverse ant riorly; posteriorly wanting, and lateral
Ap t only ___ ........ __ .-----· ... ___ ... __ ................. •.. N. j. pleuralis Cope.
B lly unspoU d; <lor ·al and lat ral pots alternate to the head;
N. f. transversa Hallo well.
B lly no pott d; n ithrr dorsal nor lateral spots------ .... N.f. erythrogaster Shaw.

Th
ub pecie belon°· to the .A.ustroriparian region, except N. s.
sipedon, whi h j nearly confined to the Eastern, and N. s. transversa,
which belong to the Texan district.
It i emiaquatic in its habits, being usually found on the border of
h wat r, wher it takes refuge when alarmed. It is an expert swimmer and a. killful fi her, ince :fishes form a large part of its food. It
a tur fi he by quick movements below the surface of the water.
h n ornered it i pugnacious, but its bite is insignificant. Its averadult 1 ngth i three feet, but it frequently exceeds that size.
NA TRIX FAS CIA TA FASCIA TA Linnreus .

... ratrixfasciatafasciata OPE, Proc. U . S. at. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.
'oluberfasciatus LINS.LEU , yst. at., I, 1766, p. 378.-GMELIN, Syst. Nat. Linn.,
I, Pt. 3, 17 , p. 1094.-HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., I, 1838, p. 93, pl. xx.
('oluber porcalus LATREILLE, Hist. at. des Rept., IV, 1882, p. 32, pl., fig. 1.A · 01s, Hist. Nat. Rept., VI, 1803, p. 204.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. ci.
hil ., 1 27, p. 356.
Tropidonotusfasciattis HOLBROOK, K. Amer. Herp., 2d ed., III, 1842, p. 25, pl. v.EKAY, .,.ew York Fauna; R pt., 1842, p, 47.-var. A, GONTHER, Cat. Col.
nak Brit. Iu ., 1 58, p. 76.-CoPE, Check-list . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875,
p. 2 .
.J. erodiafasciata BAIJU aud GIRARD,
at. T . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 39.
TropidonotulJ Jasciatus, form typica Bo LE GER, Cat. , nakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p. 244.
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Transverse lozenge-shaped or oblong , black patches on the· back,
tapering on the sides, separated by oblong or triangular marks of
red on the flanks; dorsal spots generally much longer anteriorly. No
lateral spots alternating with the dorsal spot~. Dorsal rows of scales
twenty-three, sometimes twenty-five.
Head elliptical, tapering to the snout. Dorsal rows of scales twentythree to twenty-five, all carinated; carime on the dorsal region very
conspicuous. Scales on the outer row broad and rounded posteriorly.
Tail one-fourth of total length, very much tapering. Frontal plate
elongated, pentagonal, posterior angle obtuse. Superciliaries very
narrow, one preorbital and three postorbitals. Superior labials eight
in number; sixth and seventh very large. Inferior labials nine; fourth

Fig. 250.
N.A.TRIX l!'ASCIATA FASCI.A.TA LINNJEUS.

= 1.
Clearwa_ter, Florida.
Cat. No. 10740, U .S.N.M.

and fifth largest. .A large temporal shield anteriorly contiguous to the
postorbitals, followed by two other large scuta.
Ground color above in the adult uniform blackish brown, lighter in
the young, crossed by transverse lozenge-shaped blackish patches
irregularly tapering on the sides throughout the length. There are
from thirty to thirty-eight subtriangular or vertical oblong red spots
Pxtendiug between three cross-bands to the abdomiual scutellre. The
twenty-sixth of these red markings is opposite to the anus, and twelve
'rnaller ones may be observed along the tail, gradually diminishing
posteriorly. .A black vitta extendH from the posterior rim of the eye
to behind the angle of the mouth, above and below which a light
elongated patch tinged with red may be seen. Labials dusky, margined with reddish brown. Belly yellowish or reddisl.t, marked with
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dark r redcli h pot none ide or the other, which are more or less
black bordered, or the entire gastro tege may be black edged, and in
ome pecimen the black edges are o wide as to cover almost all of
the plate, o that the belly an<l under ide of the tail are black. (Oat.
o . 13024-1302 ; New Orleans. )
The number of pots crossing the back is very variable. They are
u ually wider than in the N. f. sipedon and in some individuals are of
d uble r treble the width. In that case the interspaces have an
oblique dire tion.
uch specimens are most common in Louisiana,
while tho e with hort cross-bands, separated by narrow intervals, are
mor u ual in Florida. In a specimen from Volusia, Florida, in my
colle ti n there are thirty-three cross-bands anterior to the tail, and
he ga tro tege are yellow, with a narrow brown border at the base.
ll
b rd r pread out at the end of every seeond or third scutum
into a reddish-brown spot.
'o.t. ;.;

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

0 .

5411. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
1-7 J • . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • •
10 . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1 57 ..... ..... . . ... ...............•. . ....
1

o~ ..... _........... _..... __ .. _. __ . ___ .

1 3~. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l 71!0 . ................... _. _. _...... . _. . .
1302'1.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . .
l 2 •.... _............... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

141
137
136
131
124
126
136
134
128

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

66.
172.
81.
71.
67.

!
70.
72.
62.

23.
23.
23.
25.
23.
23.
23.
23.
25.

1100.

265.

N atrix fasciata jasciata Linnre-us.
Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

1 Charleston, oath Caro• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. S. B. Barker . . . . . . . . . Aleo h olic
lina.
t
rand Couteau,Louisiana. .. . . .. .. •.•.. . . .... .. ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
.... . do.............................................................
do .
..... do................................... ... . .. ...... ..............
do.
Prnirl Mer Rouge, Lou• . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . J. Potts .. .. . . . . . . • . . . . . .
do.
isiana.
_ew rl ans, Louisiana . . •-, 1878 Prof. D. S. Jordan . ..... .
do.
Liberty ounty, Georgia ..•............. Dr. W.L.Jones ........ . Heacl,alcoholic.
Alcoholic.
wi1~~~~rt\r?:r8~io~- :::::: : :::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
do.

·Ysi:

Wheatland, Inclfona...... .A.pr.-, 1881
Ferry- Landing, Virginia .. May 29, 1875

Jt'ort K arney, Nebraska.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
alveston, Texas .... .. . . . -, 1858
Micanopyi...Flor:ida, .......................
Calcasi u .t'ass, Louisiana. -, 1858
Cat Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -., 1858
-, 1881
Ella utton Beach .. ...... - , 1878
.Arlington, Flori da.. .. . ... a.in ville. Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~fhta Rassa, Fl~rida ..... :-- -, 18 3
atlnnd, Indiana...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
ew rlean , Louisiana.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Cook County, Texas .. .................. .
Coast of orth Carolina .................

R. Ridgway ............ .

H. W. Welsher ........ ..
C. McCarthy ........... .
E . B . .Andrews ...... . . . .
Dr. T. H. Bean ... . . .. ... .
Wurdeman ... . . . ....... .
..... clo ........ .......... .
Dr. J . .A. Kite .......... .
G. B. Goode ......... . . . .
James Bell ....... . ..... .
Cbar:les K. Ward ....... .
R. Ridgway : ........... .
R. W. Shufeldt ......... .
G. H. Ragsdale .. .. . .... .
Capt. R. G. Evans ...... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

uo .

do.
do.
do.
,Jo.
clo.
do.
do.

Thi form i cbaracteri tic of tbe An troriparian region, ranging up
th fi i ippi and Ohio to out hwest Indiana and southwestward
throughout Texa .
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This snake has considerable resemblance in color to the moccasin,
A.ncistrodon piscivorus, which inhabits the same localities, so that it is
commonly mistaken for it by uncritical observers. Its more slender
form should, however, distinguish it, even on the most casual observation.
NATRIX FASCIATA PICTIVENTR~S Cope.

Natrixfasciata pictiventris COPE, American Naturalist, XXIX, 1895, p. 677.

Brown transverse bands numerous, separated by short intervals, and
extending to the belly throughout the length. Gastrosteges narrowly
margined at the base with brown, the margins turning at or .before
reaching the ends of the gastrosteges and uniting so as to inclose transverse yellow spots, which are wider than those seen in N. compressicaudus. 8ides of head light brown, generally with a black postocular
band; top of head black. Scales in 25 mws; in one specimen (Cat.
No. 19798) in 27 rows.
Cat. Nos.

Upper labials.

5473 (injured at end) .. __ ...
19999 . . . . . . _. _.. _• __ ....•..

8.
8.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges.

125.
124.

Scales. Length.
mm.

45.
86.

25.
25.

580.
550.

Tail.
mm.

120.
162.

In some specimens (Oat. No. 13779) the transverse bands are very distinct, as in young individuals; in Oat. Nos. 19798 an<\ 11444, they are
connected by the same color along the median vertebral line.
This subspecies is restricted to Florida. It approaches the N. com•
pressicauda in the coloration of the belly.
Natrix jasciata pictiventris Cope.
Number
0 atal ogue of
speci•
mens.
No.
5473
10449
10739
11444
13644 }
13693
13779
19798
19999

1
2
1
1

2
1
l
1

Locality.

Palatka, Florida............
Gainesville, Florida .........
Clearwater, Flori<!a.........
Gainesville, l!'lorida ... .. . ...
Georgiana, F~orida ... ... ... .
Punta Rassa, Florida .......
Western Florida . .. . ........
Lake Eustis, Florida. . . . . . . .

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

T. Glover. . . . • • . . . . . . . .•• • • • Alcoholic type.
J. Bell . ... .. ...... ........ •.
do.
S. T. Walker................
do.
J. Bell .... .. ...... ..••••....
do.
W. Witt:field . ..... ....••....
do.
C. K. Ward ...............••.
do.
Dr. Henshall ......••........
do.
Theo. Holm . ............... .
do.

NATRIX FASCIATA SIPEDON Linnreus.

Coluber sipedon LINNJEUS, Syst. Nat., 12t.h ed., 1766, I, p. 379.-GMELIN, Linn.
8yst. Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1098.-SHAw, Gen. Zool., III, Pt. 2, 1802,
p. 496.-MERREM, Tentamen, 1820, p. 124.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1827, p. 351.-STORER, Report Mass., 1839, p. 228.-'fHOMPSON, Hist.
Vermont, 1842, p. 118.
Tropidonotus Bipedon HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 29, pl. VI.-DUMERIL
and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 568.
Tropidonotus sipedon sipedon COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 42.
Tropidonotusjasciatus var. B. GUNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 75.
Tropidonotus fasciatus var. sipedon BoULENGF.R, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p.244.
Coluber poecilogaster WIED, Retse Inn. Nord Amerika, I, 1839, p. 106
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neral • lor <lull l>r wn, xhibiting narrow tran ·ver e bands of
lighter margin d wi h <lark brown or black; the e bands generally
al> ut a half a · al in width and their margin more or less parallel
imm diat ly on th back. Thi i e peciaUy the ca e posteriorly, where
th y are u nally at right angle to the axi of the bo<ly, anteriorly they
r 1 v obliqu , and widen rapidly toward the abdominal
om tim the general brown line is so predominant as to
r n ler the tran ver mark more or less obsolete, and the general tint
ppear uniform above. The al>domen is always dull yellowish,
·cutella with laro-' l>lotcbes of light brown, margined with black.
oung individual and in those generally in which the epidermis
en r moved, the normal type of coloration is seen to consist of
ri of n arly 1uadrate dark brown spots, with still darker bor-

Fig. 251.
AT.RIX: Ji' A CJ.A.TA SIPEDON LINNlEUS .

= l.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Collection of E . D. Cope,

n lor al and one n each ide. These are so disposed that the
· rr p ndiog lateral ~ pot are opposite the interval between the
r al, and thu appear to be connected by a light line. The longindinal diam t r f the dor~a1 pot , amounting to three or four scales,
i the gr ater· ju t tlie rever e of what is the case with the lateral. Of
h e 1 teral pot there are ge.nera1ly about thirty, two on each side
fr m h head to the anu , the pace between to or less than the spots,
n t gr ter, a fa T. f asciata. While the pattern is generally quite distin ui bable n the po terior half of the body, anteriorly it becomes
nfu d, th lateral blotche tanding opposite to the dorsal and becoming confluent, o that the back appears cros ed by lozenge-shaped
blotche extending to the abu rninal scutell::e, and this separated on
b id by triangular interval of a lighter color.
Oooa ionally the color appear · to l>e a dull and rather light brown,
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with the back crossed by narrow transverse lines, with dark (nearly
black, but still not distinct) margins.
Gastrosteges.

Cat. Nos.

1091.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1092 ......................... - - - ~... . . . . .
1108 . .. .. . ......... _ . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1115 .....................................
1637 . . .............................. - - ...
8786 .... . ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
9619 . . ............... ." ............. - .. - . .
9986 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . ... - . . .
13402 . ..••.... __ . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14656 ...• ---- -----· .......................
14674 ... _... _ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Urosteg;es.

Scales.

62.

25.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
25.
23.
23.
25.
23.

150 + 1.
129 + 1.
144 + 1.
148 + 1.
138 + 1.
144 + 1.
132 + 1.
138 + 1.
143 + 1.
146+1.
138 + 1.

f

63
1
69.
73.
71,

65.
73.
59.
61.

Length. Tail.
m1n.
mm.

985.

225.

876.

189.

Natrix fasciata sipedon Linnceus.
Number
Catalogu e of
speciNo.
m ens.

- --

Locality.

When
collected.

. ·v
Nature of
From whom recei ed. specimens.

----

1075
7817

2

5216
4776
108'5
5232
1091
1064
1107
133\l
1220
1108
1637
1071)

]

Westport, New York ................ . ....... Prof. S. F. Baird ..... Alcoholic
type.
do.

Washington, District of Co- .................... do .............. .
lumbia.
Northern Alabama . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . W. M. Stewart ..•....
Fort Riley, Kansas .......................... H. Brandt ....... . .. .
New Harmony, Indiana....... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Col. B. C. L. Wailes ..
Neosho F a lls, Kansas ........................ B. F. Goss .......... .
Poland County, Ohio.......... - - -, 1853 Prof. S. F. Baird .... .
Richland County, Ohio ... ···· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. l:'. R. Hoy ....... .

1069
1115
1072
8789
8786
8780
8839

1
2
1
2
6
3
1
1 Norfolk, Virginia............. . . . . . . . . . ...... Dr. F. V. Hayden ... .
1 Salem, North: Carolina ....................... R. Kennicott ....... .
2 Southern Illinoil'I ................................ . do .............. .
1 Framingham, MiAsissippi. .... -, 1858 C. Girard ........... .
1 Northeast ern "\Visconsin .. .... -, 1858 .A.. C. Barr_y ......... .
·1 St. Louis, Missouri. .......................... Dr. Geo. Engelmann.
2 Tyree Springs, T ennessee..... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Prof. R. Owen._. .... .
2 Racine, Wisconsin............ - - -, 1853 Prof. S. F. Bairct .... .
1 Augusta, Georgia............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Phillips ... .
1 ..... do ................. ........................... do .............. .
3 B elleville, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. -, 1874 Dr. .A.. Reuss ....... .
1 Rutherford County, T ennes- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. N. B. Scarborough

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

9008
8987
9111
912:!
91 2 1
9108
1073
9715

1
2
1
2
1
1
5
1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

10804
)0002
99!l6
961!)
11414
11432

6
1
1
1
1

9li26
9747
1005-l

1
1
1

396
1069G
10648
10438
10600
1033
111 42
10804
10822

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1110

i~t1r~~1~:: ~~~~:: :: ::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::: .w·.·s:w~"o'ci ~ ~-. :::: ::

1

4

s ee.
Montgomery, Alabama ...... . July 13, 1876 Kumlien and Bean ..
Kinston , North Carolina ..................... J. W. Milner ....... .
Wilming ton, Nort h Uarolina ................. A. L. Kumlien . ..... .
Ralston River, Virginia . . . . . . May -, 1876 Kumlien and Bean ..
Milledgeville, Georgia ........ June 4, 1876 .••.. do .............. .
Mariet ta, Georgia ........... . ........ . .......................• - .. .
Carlil'lle, P ennsylvania . . ..................... Prof'. S. F. Baird .••..
Wasbington, Di s trict of' Co• June 11, 1878 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....
lumbia.
Virg inia......... . ............ - - -, 1881 ...•.•..•........••••.
Middletown , Connecticut ..... - - -, 1871 George Crafts ...... .
W estfi eld Falls, Connecti cut .. - - - , 1876 J. H. Pillsbury ..... .
N ear Chain Bridge, Virginia.. Apr. 28, 1878 Dr. T. H. B eau ...... .
Virg iuia . . . ................... Sept, -, 1881 ......••••••....•..•..
P~?:: i~r~m~l~!l)~!~town, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Shoemaker ..

do.
do.
do.
<lo.
do.
do.

.A rlin g ton, Virg iuia . ..........
-, 1877 William Palmer ..... Cast.
Four.mil e Run, Virginia...... - - - , 1878 Dr. T. H. B ean . . . . . .
do.
clo.
W ashin g t on, District of Co• - - -, 1878 Dr. R. Hessel........
lumbia.
Summ er ville, N ew York . . .............. . ......................... .
do..
A voca, N orth Carolina . ....... .A.pr. - , 1878 J. W. Milner ....... . Alcoholic.
Wh eatland, Indiana ...... . ... .A.pr. - , 1881 Robert Ridgway ... .
<lo.
Di strict of Columbia . .... .. .. May - , 1880 C. Robinson,,ir ..... .
do.
NV'.1sh_v~lle, Georgia .. . .. ... ... . July 19, 1880 Wm. J. Taylor ..... .
do.
1rgrnia.... . .. . ... . . ... . . . . . . . July 13, 1879 Henry Horan ...... .
do.
W heaton , Mar yland .... .. .... July 15, 1881 .A.. W. Smith ....... .
llo.
( 1) . • . . .•• . .•• .. . .. .•• . .•..•••. _ . - ,1881
.
do.
Gain esv ille, F lor ida . ........................ Ji~~;
do.

·13·~1i::::.:::::

,,,
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umb r
'atalogne of sp ci•
0
·
m ns.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of

specimens.
- - - -'-- - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - -I
Department of Agricul• Alcoholic.
ture.
_
Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
do.
R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
Mii:is H. '.l.'nuison ....... .
do.
Charles Shoemaker .... .
do.
do .
Willi~~
do.
do.
l Franklin County, Ten• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . J. N. B. Scarborough ....
nessee.
do.
Ferry Landing, Virginia .. May 29, 1875 H. W. Welsher ......... .
do.
Goldsborough, North ............... A. L. Kumlein .......... .
Carolina.
do.
2 Wheatland, Indiana ...... Nov. -, 1886
:i.~f;;.anyer· ::.·::.·:: ::::
do.
1 Mount Carmel, Illinois .................. .
1 Rockland County, New ............... Theo. Gill .. ............ .
do.
York.
1 Wytheville, Virginia..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . M. McDonald .......... .
do.

Washington, District of .............. .
Columbia.
Ra.cine, Wisconsin ........ -, 1853
West Northfield ........................ .
2 Monticello, Mississippi ................. .
1 Ron,noke County, Virginia .............. .

10805

1

1072
1398
9144
1363
9139
8790
8830

1
1

{ 1~·i~~ia; o~~~i.rla~·.: :·.: ::: ::: ::::: :::::: :

8950
9009

f:

11050
12021
14738

14429
13918
13915
14674
14122
13350
:334
13349
16700
10707
212-13-5
154!'>9
15576
21088

i .~~~:~i.~~~·.~~.~~.:
::::::: :::::::::::::::.~:·.~ii~.~~::::::::::::::::
Curr nt River, Missouri. .................... do ................. .

1
1

.Analostan I sland, Dis• -, 1885 Harry Simpson ......... .
trict of Columbia.
1 Wheatland, Indiana...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert Ridgway ....... .
1 ... . . do ........................................ do .... ...... .... ••...
1 ..... do .......................... ... ..... .... .. do .................. .
Cypress Creek, Alabama.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. Fish Commission ..
3 (1) ......•.••.•..•..•...••..•••.•••••••.•...... do .................. .
wan Creek, Patdioque... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . L.B. Thurber .......... .
Cherokee, North Carolina ................ Jam es Mooney ......... .
Cedar Creek, Waterloo, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. Fish Commission ..
Indfana.
Tiffin River, Hudson, .................... do ................. . .
Michigan.

}·········

210 9
21000
21091
14702
14700
J5211
10999

·Piiiiiip;::::::::

t~a~!;/:a~·i~;o.£1~~~~:: :::::: :: :: ::::: :::::~~: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Des Moines, Iowa......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ellsworth Call ...... .
Rao coon River, Des .................... do .................. .
Moines, Iowa.
....... ••. Districtof'Columbia .. .................. H.W.Henshaw _....... .
. . • . .. . . .• Washington, District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. H. M. Smith .... .... .
Columoia.
... ..•..•...... do ........................................ do .....'......... : ... .
.•.. •••••• Potomac River, Mount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick C. Test ...... .
Vernon, Virginia.
.......... Washington, J)ietrict of .. ............. C. W. Richmond ....... .
Columbia.
.... ........... do .........................•.............. do .................. .
... ............ do ........................................ do ............•......

I
17000
17120

17312-15
17322-26
17i:ll
174 00
17 2
1 027
10046-50

21130

:~:: :::::: ·District
·;~~f1?f'~of~.i~·ciia~a·::
:::::: ::::::: ::: ::: :: i: ~:ill;!~.~::::::::::::
Columbia .... . ............... Kenneth F. Beal ....... .
Takoma Park, District of ............. .. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt ••....
Columbia.
Washington , District of ............... W. F. Roberts .......... .
Columbia.
Cuyahoga. River, Ohio .......• ....... . ... U.S. Fish Commission ..

clo.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

ub peci s is characteristic of the Eastern region. There is
on id rable doubt whether it enters the Austroriparian fauna. If so,
i app ar paringly, and only on the northern borders. Specimen Cat.
. 9 0 from Montgomery, Alabama, might be almost as well placed
with he . /. trans ersa, as the belly is unspotted, but the anterior
half of the body is cro banded as in the N. f. f asciata. N ortnwardly
i range extend into ew Brunswick. It is reported by Verrill as
common at
faine. 1 It is the common "water snake" of the
Iicldle tat .
1

Proc. Boa. Soc.

at. ffiat., 1863, p.197.
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NATRIX FASCIATA PLEURALIS Cope.

Scutellation as in the species generally; scales in twenty-three rows,
the inferior more weakly keeled and of larger size than the others.
Internasals longer than wide; oculars 1-3; middle of orbit above
suture between fourth and fifth superior labials.
The color characters are quite peculiar. On the anterior part of the
body brown bands cross the ground color reaching to the gastrosteges,
the lateral parts having parallel sides, and being separated by spaces
wider than themselves. The dorsal parts of these cross-bands gradually disappear and posterior to the middle or last third of the length
are wanting, so that the coloration consists of lateral erect parallelogrammic spots separated by spaces of a yellow or gray ground color,
equal to or a little wider than themselves. Belly yellow, with brown,
rounded spots on the anterior parts of the gastrosteges; spots few on
the anterior third in the type. Head brown without markings; labials
lighter.
Cat.Nos.

Gastrosteges.

1092 .......•...• ." ........ 131
8786 ..... --- •......••.... 144
136

+ 1.
+ 1.
+ 1.

Urosteges.

30f
73.
f

Scales.

23.
23.
23.

Length.

Tail.

mm.

mm.

517.

120f ( finjured).

1087 to anus. -

(injured).

I

This form is .Austroriparian, but seems to be rare, as but two specimens
have come under my observation. They approach the forms of N.
sipedon, with lateral spots well separated.
The large specimen, Oat. No. 8786, referred to this subspecies, is so
dark colored that the pattern is only made out when immersed in fluid.
The belly also is marked by narrow transverse blotches on the external
parts of the gastrosteges, which afterwards blend and involve the
whole surface.
Natrix Jasciata pleuralis Cope.
Number
C atalogue of
speciN o.
m ens.

I

Locality.

From whom r eceived.
1

Nature of specimens.
11

--1 1-M
- i-s s-is- s-ip_p_i .___- _-:·--·- --- -----. -. .-. - 1___
__ -__-__- _-__-__- _-__ -__-___-__-__- _-__-_ _.A.
_ l_co- h-ol- ic___ __

~
8786

2

Augusta, Georgia. . ......... Wm. Phillips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

do.

NATRIX FASCIATA TRANSVERSA Hallowell.

1roJJidonotus transversus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1852, p .177.
Nerodia transversa BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p.148.
Nerodia woodhousei BAIRD and GrnA1m, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p. 42; Reptiles U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv , X, 1859, Whipple's Report, p. 41.

Dorsal rows of scales twenty-five, all carinated. Three series of subquadrate black blotches, a dorsal and two lateral, the latter vertically
elongated. .A double yellow occipital spot. A yellow spot between
the supercilliaries and frontal plates. A black vitta from posterior rim
of eyes to angle of mouth.
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The head i broad behind aud tapers forward, very much :flattened
above. The labials are eight above and eleven below; the fifth, ixth,
and seventh the largest on both jaws.
Ground color du ky, with a dorsal series of subq uadrangular brown
blotche , alternating ,rith the lateral series as far as the bead; with
anterior and posterior margins nearly parallel, rarely ta.periug down ward an<l reaching the abdominal scutellre. The fuscous space between
the lateral blotches is wider than that occupied by the blotches themselves. Aloug the tail l>0th the dorsal and lateral blotches are small
and subcircular. Underneath the color is yellowish, and the scutellre
in the young margined posteriorly with black, while in the adult the
middle region of the scutellre js nnicolor. The head is brownish-black,

~
,;

0

-

~

'

.•'

-

"Fig. 252.
NA'l'RIX FASCIATA TRANSVERSA HALLOWELL.

=1.

with a double yellow pot near the commissure of the occipital plates,
and two spot"' of th~ ame color on the commissural line between the
v rti •al and supercilliaries. A black vitta extends from the posterior
rim of tb ye to tlie angle of the mouth.
Thi form has normally two more rows of scales than the subspecies
fa ciatus and sipeclon. The alteruation of the dorsal and lateral spots
i m rA univ r al tba11 in either of tlJem, while the unspotted abdomen
./. erythrogaster of the same geographical
r late it to he nb peci
'at. ·o .

1316 ( yp ) __ . ___ . _... _. _... __ ....... _.. . . ____ .. ____ .
13 . ____ .. _. _..... __ ....... _.... _....... __ ... _.. : .. .
13~3 .. - - ..... --· ·- ........ ··- ... - - -·. - ...... _. _.. -· ..
1327 .... _. __ ..... - - - - .. - ... - - - - .. - - - . ... - - - - - - - . - - - - .

Gail tros teges.

U rosteges.

148 + 1.
143 + 1.
157 + 1.
144+ l.
147 + 1.

83.
i.

62.
67.
66.

Scales.

23.
25.
25.
25.
25.
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Natrix fasciata transversa B allowell.
Number
Catalogue of specimens.
N o.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimens.

S.A.

1333
1318
1323

1
l
2

1316

l

22325

When
collected.

New Braunfels, Texas_._ .... _.. -.. __ ..... F. Lindbeimer ........ - .. .Alcoholic.
---·--·--···-···-··-- ·· ······ ······ ··-·· ···· -----···-------···········
do.
Indianola,Texas ___ , _____ ------········· Col. J. D. Graham, U.
do.

1327
1328
1308

21492
22324

Locality.

Rio Pecos, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt.John Pope, U. S . .A.
do.
.Antelope Creek ______ . ___ ______ ......... H.B. Mollhausen.. ... . . .
do.
]'ort Smith, .Arkansas ... . ............... Lieut . .A. W. Whipple,
do.
U. S. .A.
Creek boundary . . . . . . . . . . -, 1858 Wurdeman ............ -. .Alcoholic
type.
Hot Springs, .Arkansas . _.. _____ . _....... H. H. and C. S. Brimley ..
do.
do.
Guadalupe River, Kerr-·----·········· Hy.Caudlin ....... _.... .
ville, Texas.
Quinlan Creek, Kerrville, _____ ........... _.. _do. __ ......... - ..... .
do.
Texas.

This form is restricted to Texas and adjacent regions, where it is
abundant.
NATRIX FASCIATA ERYTHROGASTER Shaw.

Natrix fasciata erythrogaster COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.
Coluber erythrogaster SHAW, Gen. Zoology, III, 1802, p. 458.-HOLBROOK, :N",
Amer. Herpt., II, 1838, p. 91, pl. XIX.
Tropidonotus erythrogaste1· HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herpt., 2d ed., III, 1842, p. 33,
pl. vni.-DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 570.
Nerodia erythrogaster BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853,
p. 40.
Tropidonotus sipedon erythrogaste1· COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875,
p. 43.
Tropidonotus fasciatus var. erythrogaster BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
I, 1893, p. '244.

Head elongated, narrowing forward. Gastrosteges most numerous
of all the subspecies of the Natrix sipedon. Three postorbitals. An
elevated loreal. Dorsal rows of scales, twenty-threei sometimes twenty- '
five, in number, all very strongly carinated. Uniform dark bluish
black above, lighter on the sides; a lateral or external band of dull
blue extending on the abdominal scutelhe. Body beneath '(in alcohol)
uniform dull yellow, tail bluish.
The head is proportionally narrow and elongated, flattened above
aud convex on the snout. The frontal plate is elongated and subpentagonal, broader anteriorly than posteriorly, with the sides slightly
concave. The postorbital plates, proportionally small, are three in
number . . Loreal large and polygonal, higher than long. There are
three or four temporal shields very much developed, but one in contact
with postorbita]s. Dorsal rows of scales twenty-three or twenty-four
in number, strongly carinated with tlle keels on the posterior third of
the body, constituting very conspicuous and continuous ridges, the
intermediate depressions or furrows giving to the body aud tail a
canaliculated appearance. The lateral or outer row, however, is but
slightly carinated. The tail itself is subconical, very much tapering,
forming one-fourth of the en tire length.
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The colo7 in life is said to be brick-red above, tinged with green on
the sides, and uniform copper color beneath.
Cat. Nos.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

1314 (type of N. couchii) .........••••••..
1319 ······ ............................•.
10732 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
12030 ................................. - -.
12992 .....................• -.........•• -.
13353 . . . . . . . ........................ - . . . .
13572 .....................•......... - - - -.

150 + 1.
154 + 1.
124 1.
154 + 1.
150 + 1.
150 + 1.
134 + 1.

+

85.
71.
74.
79.
64.

25.
25.
24.
23.
25.

(')
( !)

23.

898.

242.

A may be derived from the above, I can not distinguish specimens
from ueva Leon in northeastern Mexico, types -of Nerodia couchii
Baird. and Girard, from the N.f. erythrogaster.
·

Fig. 253.
NATRIX FASCIATA ERYTHROGASTER SHAW.

= 1.

Jackson, North Carolina.
Cat. No.1347, U.S. .M.

ingular form of this subspecies was taken by Dr. H. C. Yarrow
irgioia ( a . o. 13572). It is steel gray above, and dirty white
w tb belly with gray punctulations increasing in density posterior] . Trac of dark gray pots on tbe ends of the gastrosteges, most
di in t n the p t rior third. of the length. No head markings.
noth r p u1iar .:pe im n i Cat. o. 10732, from Florida, in which
di tri t lie u p cie
em to be rare. The median dorsal line is
d by pair of dark brown cro -band , the spaces they inclose
enting th space between the p t of the N. s. sipedon. They
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are more numerous than in that subspecies, numbering thirty-six to
the vent. No trace of lateral spots.
Natrix f asciata erythrogaster Shaw.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom_received.

•
Cat Island, Georgia ... . ................. Maj.W. H. Emory, U.S.

1346
1118

1

424
1655
1155
1347
1344
1320

1
1

1351
1341
8308

1
1
1

1350
9007
9025
9984

1
1
1
1

8362
12030
10732
1319

1
1
·1
1

1
1
1
1

A.

Prairie Mer Rouge, Loni• .•............. Jas. Fairie .......•......
siana.
New Orleans, Louisiana ...........•........•......................
Southern Illinois ........................ R. Kennicott ........... .
Charleston,SouthCarolina .•............. Dr. S. P. Barker .......•.
Jackson, North Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitzgerald ............. .
Natchez, Mississippi ..................... _...................... _.
Near 38° Jat ........ . ..................... Lieut. E. G. Beckwith,
U.S.A. .
Saint Louis, Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Geo. Englemann .... .
Lansing, Michigan ....... ~............. . Rev. C. Fox ............ .
Colorado and Zuni Survey. -, 1849 Capt. L. Sitgreaves, U.S.

Nature of
specimen.
Alcoholic
type.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

.A.

1314
12992
15351

I

2

Lake Huron ............................ .
Kinston, North Carolina ................ .
Mandeville, Louisiana.... May -, 1877
Westfield Falls, Connecti• .............. .
cut.
Kinston, North Carolina .. May -, 1875
Mount Carmel, Illinois .... Nov. -, 1881
Gainesville, Florida ...... July -, 1880
Santa Caterina, Nueva .............. .
Leon, Mexico.

Prof. L. Agassiz ........ .
H.E.Quin ............. .
G. Kohn ......•..........
F.D. Skul ...•.......•.••

do.
do.
do.
do.

H. W. Welsher ......... .
do.
L. M. Turner ........... .
do.
James Bell. ............ .
do.
Lieutenant Couch, U. S. Alcoholic
A.
typeofN.
couchii.
San Diego, Nueva Leon, .....•••........•... do ....•............•.
do.
Mexico.
New Orleans, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. W. Shufeldt ... ...... .
do.
Southern Illinois ..... , ...............•.. Dr. D. W. Prentiss ..... .
do.

While this subspecies.is characteristic of the .Austroriparian district,
there is no doubt that it is also found in the State of Michigan.
NATRIX BISECTA Cope.

Tropidonotus bisectus

COPE,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1887, p. 146,

~- m,
Fig.254.

NATRIX BISECTA COPE.

X 2.

Washington, District of Columbia.
Ca t. No. 14643, U. S.N.M.

Scales in twenty-five longitudinal rows, all keeled. Form moderately
robust. Internasals nearly triangular; prefrontals wider than long;
frontal with parallel sides, which are longer than the anterior border.
NAT MUS 98--62
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Rostral broad, low, divided in two by a vertic~l suture. Loreal higher
thau long. Oculars 2-3, the superior anterior shorter than the inferior;
the inferior po terior so produced forward as to exclude the fifth superior labial from the orbit. Superior labials nine, the fourth only entering the orbit. Temporals 1..:.3, the superior of the second series elongate.
The color i~ olive-brown a.Love, dirty white below. There is a row of
blacki h spots along the sides, of •small size, which cover the adjacent
parts of three scales of the first and second rows, and which are separated by au interspace of one and a half scales. These spots are
wanting from the anterior fourth of the length. Above the interval
between them there is, on each side, a longitudinal dusky spot, which
i entirely separate from that of the opposite side, and which is separated from the adjacent ones by a space of a lighter brown than the
ground color. These longitudinal spots begin at the head and disappear near the middle of the_length, after acquiring a tendency to
extend obliquely downward and backward. Head without marks,
except tbree pale spots on the parietals; one on each side of the median
satur , and one at the angle of the frontal. Belly unicolor, except at
th lateral pots, which extend over the posterior angle of the gastrostege . Inferior surface of tail black-speckled.
Cat. :r o. 14643; gastrosteges, 143 + 1; urosteges, 67; length, 271 mm. ; tail, 66 mm.

ingle pecimen of this species was found in the grounds adjacent
t the ·entral station of the United States Fish Commission in the
h art of the city of Washington, and no second one has been obtained.
It i a ingular circumstance that this species should have remained so
l ng unknown. By its scutellation and color pattern it is absolutely
di tin t from any other pecies of the genus, either of America or any
th r country. It is probably one of the rare species like the N. rigida
and tbe IIyla andersonii, which are only seen at long intervals.
Natrix bisecta Cope.
Locality.

1

From whom recfived.

Nature of specimen.

Washington, D. C....... ... . J.B. Brown........... ...... Alcoholic.

NATRIX COMPRESSICAUDA Kennicott.

Tatri.c conipressicauda COPE, Proc. U. . at. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.-BOULENGER,
at. nak Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 23 .
Tropidonotus comp1· ssicaudus OPE, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 74.0PE, Check-list T . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 42.
1 erodia compressi a1ula KEN •.'ICOTI', Pro . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 335.

le in row from nineteen to twenty-one, all keeled. Oculars, one
hr · t mporal , one two, or three.
uperior iabial ', eight, fourth
and fifth ntering orbit. Tail cornpre sed and elevated at the ba e.
l>
light y 11 wi h br°' n with brown pot or cro -band . Below
f r unded yellow pots, extending from
brown, with a median eri
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the throat to the tail. Size smaller than the N. sipedon and allied species. Base of tail compresRed.
This species, although restricted to the peninsula of Florida in its
range, presep.ts us with four subspecies, which differ greatly in coloration. They are defined in the following table: ,
· Scales in 19 rows; above blackish brown, with numerous closely placed cross-bands.
N. c. compsolccma.
Scales in 21 rows; four series of longitudinal spots above, those of the median pair
forming t.wo longitudinal stripes on the greater part of the length; the laterals
forming stripes on the neck ·o nly ....... _............. __ .. _. 0 • - • • • • • • N. c. tamiata.
Scales in 21 rows; numerous dark cross bands, which are resolved into three rows of
spots just anterior to the tan, and four longitudinal stripes on the neck.
N. c. compressicauda.
Scales in 21 rows; sooty above, with transverse bands anteriorly .... .. N. c. obscura.
Scales in 23 rows; yellowish, with narrow brown cross bands; no postocular band.
N. c. walkerii.

The yellow colors are brighter in the smaller individuals, and the
dark color of the inferior surfaces is darker. The ends of th_e gastrosteges have a yellow spot, which becomes wider in older individuals,
reducing the extent of the dark ground to a stripe-like shade.
·
NATRIX COMPRESSICAUDA COMPRESSICAUDA Kennicott.

Natrix compressicauda compressicauda COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, ·1888, p. 392.
Nerodia cornpressicauda KENNICDTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 335.
Natrix compressicaucla bivittata CoPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.', XI, 1888, p. 392.

Body moderately stout, with subtriangular section, compressed
toward the tail, where it is considerably higher than broad . .Head
elongate, rather narrow, but very deep. Plates of the crown large_;
frontal short, very broad;
·
loreal small; three postorbitals, µpper and lower small.
Twenty-one rows of dorsal
scales, all carinated; in form
· rather wide, those of the first
rows proportionally small.
Ground color yellowish olive; .
four black stripes on the neck;
behind tllis zigzag transverse ~
~
black bands, which do not ~
~
Fig. 255.
taper on the sides. Posteriorly these bands break into NATRrx coMPREsswAunA co111rREssicAunA KENNrc 9T'l'.
= 1.
three series of spots. symType.
metrically arranged, not alter'l'ampa Bay, Florida
nating.
Cat. No. 1348, U.S.N.M.
Body rather stouter than
T. sipedon, and presenting a subtriangtilar form. This is more evident
posteriorly, where and on the tail the height is much greater than the
tran verse diameter. The tail is very large at the base, as in N. rhom-
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bifer, and does not taper from the anus, but narrows abruptly at onethird it length from the base. Dorsal rows twenty-one, all distinctly
carinate. The scale are rather broad and much rounded posteriorly,
tho· of the fir t dor al row disproportionately small. The head is
longate and rather narrow posteriorly, but very deep and but little
de pres ed on the snout. All the plates of the crown are large; the
frontal very broad aud short, the loreal longer than high, the upper and
lo er po torbitals small, but the central elongated so as to reach the
labial plates.
The ground color is light olive brown, crossed on the anterior half of
the body by waviugs or somewhat zigzag transverse black bands, covring two or three scales longitudinally, and separated by intervals of
on or two scale . These bands do :riot taper regularly on the sides, as
in T. ipedon, but are constricted upon the sixth row on each side, but
ar wid upon the third, as upon the vertebral row. Posteriorly these
band become narrower, and finally break up into a dorsal series of
rti ally longated spots, and a lateral series of small circular ones,
which do not alternate with the dorsal series, as in N. f. sipedon, taxispilota, and others. For two inches behind the head the transverse
band are replaced by four distinct longitudinal black lines, the lateral
overing the third, fourth, and part of the second rows, the upper
·overing the seventh, eighth, ninth, and part of the tenth rows;
black lines are separated by a little over one scale of ground
lor.
one of the black markings involve the first dorsal row, which is
y ll wi h olive, excepting some irregular dark mottlings. The head is
yellowi h olive, with tbe middle of the parietals and frontal and a
pat h xtencling from the eye bat1k above the labials black. The rostral i .Y llow, distinctly margined above with black. All the labials
ab v and below, and the inframaxmary plates are yellow, prominently
mar ined with black. The abdomen is yellow, with two lines of black
bl he.
Cut.

011.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length.
mm.

131 - ..... -.. -.•.. : ... - . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 125 + 1.
13;; ······ ··-·-· ··-··· ...... ··-··· ............. 131 + 1.

1

7 ...... .. ........ . __ ... ___ .... _•... ___ . . . . . . 126

+ 1.

63.
93.
80.

540.

Tail.
mm.

133.

pecim n from Georgiana, Florida, present the following charh y repr ent the st:.ppo ed form bivitatus, but are only young
ypi , 1 form. Head oval, distinct from neck; tail long, moder·ompr ed at ba ; less than in type . Rostral plate elevated;
in rn al longer than wide; frontal elongate and with parallel sides.
L r al bli<1ue, longer than high; oculars, 1-3, the inferior posterior not
bel w th orbit, but nearly cutting the fifth superior labial out of its
bord r. Temporal 1-3; superior labials, eight; middle of orbit above
u ture between fourth and fifth. Inferior labials, ten; postgeneials
larger ban pr geneial .
cale of body in twenty-one series, all keeled.
round color above, light browni h a h; below, light yellow. The
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former region is crossed in the typical specimen by thirty-six blackishbrown crossbars, which are wide and close together on the median
dorsal region, and tapering, and therefore separated on the sides. The
dorsal parts of the spots unite and form two wide longitudinal bands on
the anterior fifth of the length. A pale brown band passes from the
superciliary plate to the side of the neck, leaving a dark postorbital band
below. .A.11 the plates of the lips and throat are ye_llow, and have narrow black borders. On the yellow of the belly there are black spots
on the gastrosteges which incline to fuse transversely, leaving a part
of the ground visibie in the middle. Anteriorly this arrangement
assumes the form. of two longitudinal black bauds, which are well defined on the anterior fourth of the length, leaving a yellow band between
and one on the outer side of them..
Cat. No.13659; gastrosteges, 131

+ 1;

urosteges, 93; length, 336 mm.; tail, 97 mm.

Natrix compressicauda compressicauda Kennicott.
Number
Cata1ogue of specimens.
N o.
1348
13659
13687
13692

1

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

TampaBay,l!'lorida ----·- ------·--·-·-·· David Welsh----··-·---- Alcoholic

t:rsi:

1 Georgiana,Florida ... _____ - - __,, 1883 William Witt:field.______
1 -----do·---·-·--·--·-···--· - - -,1883 ·----do., ___ ., _____ ; ______ Alcoholic,
bivittata.
1 -···-do···········-··-··-·· - - -,1893 _____ do __ _____ __________ __ Alcoholic.

NATRIX COMPRESSICAUDA T.lENIATA Cope.

Natrix comp1·essicauda treniata COPE, American Naturalist, 1895, p. 676.

Scales in twenty-one rows; four series of longitudinal spots above,
those of the median pair forming two longitudinal stripes on the
greater part of the length, the laterals
forming stripes on the neck only.
Labials, eight to ten; oculars, 1-3;
temporals, 1-3. Frontal narrow, not
widened anteriorly; parietals rather
wide. First row of scales keeled. Gastrosteges, one hundred and thirty-one;
·anal, 1-1; urosteges, eighty-two. The
~ ~
lateral black spots extend as far as the ~ ~
tail. The dorsal stripes are connected
1ng. 256.
by a transverse lighter brown shade for NATRrx coMPREssrcAunA TlENIATA CoPE.
= 1.
a short distance in advance of the vent.
Volusia, Florida.
Belly black, with a median series of
Collection of E. D. Cope.
emidiscoid yellow spots; gastrosteges
with yellow extremities for the anterior two-thirds of the length of
body. The median neck spots touch on the nape of the neck, and after
inclosing a pale space unite on the parietal plates. Muzzle brown, the
labials with blackish shades. Lower labials, geneials, and gulars with
yellow spots. Indistinct parietal paired. spots.
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Mea urement .-Total length, 37 mm.; tail, 98 mm.
r wo pecimen in my private collection from Volusia, Florida.
In tbi form the triping which appears on the neck of the form compres icaitda i extended the entire length. It bears thus a partial
re mblance to the Natrix clarlcii, which is not far removed in affinity
fr m th
. compressicauda. The form described as N .fasciata picti1;en. compressicauda with the N.fasciata.
tris connect
NATRIX COMPRESSI~AUDA WALKERII Varro,·•.

Tropidonotus compressicaudus walkerii
p. 154.

YARROW,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., VI, 1883,

The cuta of this subspecies are quite as in the last; as in the form of
th ro tral, internasal, and frontal plates and the relation of the orbit to
th uperior labials. Its chief peculiarities are in its twenty-three rows
of dor 1 cales, and in its coloration. In the latter it approaches the

Fig. 257.
N.A.TRIX COMPRESSIC.A.UD.A. WALKERH YARROW.

= 1.

Clearwater, Florida.
Cat. No. 10681, U.S.N.M.

. . c01npsolwma. Color above brownish yellow, crossed by numerous
br wn r bar which are as wide as the spaceR which separate themn m ly tw cale -and which extend to the first row of scales. These
ar be· me wide on the part of the bo<ly near the head, and are split by
b r und color without forming bands, except two. short one, which
f, rm V on the parietal plates.
o postorbital ban<l. Labials dusky,
ll ~ border din front; geneials the same, with a large median yellow
bd men du ky with a median row of round yellow
P t on a b.
t , hi h soon become irregular in number and position. Ends of
ga tr te
yellow on the anterior fifth of the length.
1 (tail injured) ; gastrosteges, 137

+ 1;

length, 467 mm.

In. t he ab ence of the longitudinal stripe on the superior surface
posterior to the bead, tbi form <lift' r materially from the typical
form.
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Number
Catalogue ofspeci•
No.
mens.

From whom received.

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

--10681

1

Clearwater, Florida ......... S. T. Walker .............•.. .Alcoholic.

NATRIX COMPRESSICAUDA OBSCURA Lrennberg.

Natrix compressicauda obscura
p. 330.

L<ENNBERG,

I have not seen this form.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894,

It is thus described by Dr. Lrennberg:

Scales in twenty-one rows. The color of the back is dark bluish gray, '' soot
color." On this ground the three series of spots can scarce]y be distinguished,
except on the anterior part of the body where they form transverse bands; the head
is too dark to show any postocular hands; upper and lower 1abials, as well as .
mentals, with yellowish spots; the ground color of the belly is gray, a little reddish.
On each side on the dorsal margin of the gastrosteges there is a small light spot; a
median black band extends from the first gastrosteges to the tip of the tail. On the
anterior part there is a yellowish spot on each gastrostege in this black band, and
the thirty anterior spots cover thi.s band nearly completely, but farther back they
become smaller and less distinct, disappearing on the tail.

From Key West, Florida.
NATRIX COMPRESSICAUDA COMPSOLlEMA Cope. -

Tropidonot us compsolcemus

COPE,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 368.

Scales in nineteen longitudinal rows, and keeled. Rostral plate
twice as broad as high. Prefrontals subtriangular; lore~l longer than
high. One rather narrow preocular; postoculars three, the lowest
very small. Vertical and superciliaries elongate; lateral border Qf the
former scarcely converging; the latter narrow. Superior labials eight;
fourth and fifth entering the orbit. Inferior labials nine. Tail slender,
slightly compressed at the base, three.tenths of the total length. Gas- .
trosteges, 126; a divided anal; urosteges, 67.
Measurements.-'rotal length, 400 mm.; tail, 86 mm.
Above, blackish brown, darkest anteriorly. Very indistinct pale
transverse bands are apparent. They are irregularly oblique and separated by interval s of two or three scales wide. Superior and inferior
labials more or less completely margined anteriorly with yellow; geueial
:-rnd gular plates spotted irregularly with the same. General color
be11eath a peculiar stone l>rown. A darker shade occupies the center
of tlie gastrosteges as far as the vent. This is almost excluded anteriorly by a central series of transversely elliptfoal yellow spots, one near
tl1e anterior border of each gastrostege. These become narrower and
broken, and upon the poste,ior two thirds of the belly are almost lost.
There is a very indistinct row of smaller spots upon each side of it
anteriorly.
This species should be compared with N. f. sipedon and N. v.alida. It
differs from the first in the numbers of rows of scales, and from all
three in the form of the muzzle an<l coloration of the lower surface.
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NA TRIX VALIDA Kennicott.

NATRIX VALIDA VALIDA Kennicott.

gina 1•alida KE• IC TT, roe. Acad. Nat. i. Phila., 1860, p . 334.
Tro1Jido11otus rnlidus OPE, Proc. Acad. at. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 310; Check-list
~. m r. Datr. R pt., 1 75, p. 42; . S. eog. Surv. W. 100th Mer., 1875,
p. ,12, pl. , I.
Trop•donotw, tepltropleura 'OPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 341.

Fig. 258.
NATRIX VALIDA VALIDA K.ENNICOTT.

= l.

Rabeb Valley, Utah.
Cat. No, 4650, U.S. .M.

tout; head larg , bort but high; broad posteriorly.
n

Snout

t d narrow and pointed. Ro tral a higb as broad, subpentag-

oaJ, h pex pointed. i rontal very narrow, obtusely pointed post ri rl ; pari tal mall.
ineteen (sometimes twenty-one) rows of
al
all ·arinated except the xterior. Light brownish ash above,
i h fain bla ·k marking upon the bases of the scales of the
fir , fourth, and eighth row of scales. .Abdomen entirely uniform
y llowi h.
The tail is rather hort. The bead i very large and proportionally
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stout. It is very broad and high posteriorly, and tapers regularly to
the snout, which is rather narrow, elongated, and pointed. Snout
elevated, rostral plate as high as wide, subpentagonal, and with the
elongated apex pointed. Loreal nearly as high as long. Iuternasals
triangular, elongated. Frontal very narrow, ·not widening anteriorly,
the posterior point very obtuse. Superciliaries proportionally wide,
and occipitals small. There are indifferently one or two preorbitals
aud two large postorbitals, rarely three. Upper labials large, sixth
and seventh largest, eighth (the last) smaller. Inferior labials ten,
sixth longest.
The dorsal rows are nineteen, all carinated, the outer row very
slightly. The scales of the first row are much the largest; all the rest
about equal.

~
t!{j

Fig, 259.
NATRIX VALIDA VALIDA KENNICOTT,

=1.

La Paz, Lower California.
Cat. No. 126,12, U.S.N.lll.

The color aoove is entirely uniform light brownish ash (clay color
beneath epidermis), with about every alternate scale on the fourth and
fifth rows marked with black on each side near its base. Posteriorly
the scales of the first row are faintly marked with black at their bases.
These black markings are not prominent and only perceptible upon
close examination. The head, including the upper labials and rostral,
bas more of an olivaceous cast. The abdomen is entirely uniform pale
grayish yellow, the tips of the scutellm being, however, tinged with the
ashy brown color of the back.
Cat. Nos.

Gastrostegea. Urostoges . Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

4650...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157 + 1.
4683 .....................•••....................• 145+1.

81.
78.

937.

250.
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Cata!ogn
0

•

4650
4683
]309
12642

Natrix valida valida Kennicott.

I

ofnmbo,
ape ·imens.

Locality.

When
collected.

I

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

I

tah----··· ................. - ...... Capt. J. H. Simpson, Alcoholic.
U.S.A.
do.
Lower ..... ......... ...... Johu Xantus. ---·· ......
4
itucas,
do.
Dr.
Thos.
H.
Webb
......
1 Durango, Mexico . -.. --. -6 La Paz, L. California ...... -Feb.··_:__; ·issi · L. Belding ...... --. -····-

1

Rabeh Valley,

ci:iif~~~

NA TRIX VALIDA CEL.lENO Cope.

Tropidonot11s celmno

COPE,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 341.

cal in nineteen or twenty-one rows, all carinate except the first.
I[ ad broad and distinct posteriorly, constricted at the orbits, and
r mark bly narrow antAriorly. Profile of the crown slightly but regu-

Fig. 260.
NATRIX VALIDA CEf,lENO COPE.

= l.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
Cat. No. 62nl, U.S.N.M.

l rly ·onv x. Superciliary plates narrow and elongate. Vertical elong t , it lateral borders concave, not convergent posteriorly, its length
r ct r th n that of the occipital suture. Frontals small, the anterior
c Im :t triangular.
a al and loreal rather large, the posterior border
of h latt r v ry oblique. Preocular one, postoculars three, superior
1abi, l i lit, eye resting on the fourth and fifth, sixth an<l seventh
1 r . tan lb unded above by the first temporal. Remaining temporal four n ach icle. Inferior labials ten, sixth longest. Posterior
g 11 i, 1 l uger han the anterior. General form rather slender, tail
n -fif h th total length. Gastro teges, 145; one divided anal; urosteg
71.
h en ral color i 1 aden black above and below, with the following
paler markin
band of leaden gray begins upon the neck, occupying th econd third and part of the fir trows of cales. This extends
to be anu , b coming dark r and 1 aving the first row ~f scales poste-
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riorly. Upon the anterior third of the body irregular narrow vertical
bands extend from this, separated by black spaces of one and a half or
two scales in width, which spaces are sometimes inclosed by the confluence of the bands on each side of the black vertebral line.
This subspecies may be distinguished from those called Eutcenia by
Baird and Girard by its divided postabdominal scutellm. It, how- .
ever, bears quite a close resemblance to some of them, for example,
E. pickeringi.
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.

Cat. Nos.

72.

5281 _-----· ·----· ---- -----· ---- -----· ..... ---··· 140+1.
154+1.

m_m.

1nm.

700.

180.

71.

Natrix valida celmno Cope.
Catalogue Number
ofspeciNo.
mens.
5281

6

From whom received.

Locality.
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California ...•.

.rohn Xantus

Nature of
specimen.

.............•. Alcoholic.

NATRIX CLARKII Baird and Girard.

Regina clarkii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp. 1 1853, p. 48.
Tropidonotus clarkii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 74; Check-list
N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 42.-BOULENGER Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I,
1893, p. 238.
Tropidonot-us rnedusa GUNTHER, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 78.

Fig. 261.
NATRIX CLARKII BAIRD AND GIRARD.

= 1.

Lake Catherine, Louisiana.
Cat. No. lti677, U.S . . M.

Yellowish brown, with four longitudinal bands of deeper brown.
Abdomen dull yellow, with two clouded brown bands dotted with black.
One anteorbital. Dorsal rows of scales twenty-one, all carinated.
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H ad elongated, conical from occiput to the extremity of the snout,
d pre ed abo e, sul>concave on the occipital region, slightly sloping
on the uout. Cephalic plate very much developed. Frontal subpent g ual, broader anteriorly, though slightly tapering. Internasals
quite laro·e. Three, or sometimes only two, postorbitals, variable in
mparative ize; when there are three the lowermost is suborbital.
ne anteorbital, large. Loreal well developed, longer than high. Upper
l bial eight, fifth and ixth largest, the latter very large. Scales of
the body elliptical, rounded posteriorly in twenty-one rows. Outer
row omewbat larger than tbe rest and very slightly carinated.
olor of head dirty brown, occipital and temporal region blackish.
Ea h f the four longitudinal bands of deep brown covers two rows of
scale. . The intermediate yellowish brown spaces embrace each two
row f ale also, except the dorsal one, which has three rows. Each
f th abdominal clouded bands embraces one-fourth of abdominal space,
in i of which i left a yellow space one-fourth of the width and
e t riorly another yellow pace one-eighth of the width of abdominal
pac . The t,ail beneath i blackish, owing to the confluence of the
d minal band , inter persed with yellowish ruacul::.e.
Thi i thew tern repre entative of the Floridian N. compressicauda,
nd, 1il it, the ba al part of the tail is compressed, but not to so high
r . t head is more acuminate than in either that species or the
. ·alida. The coloration of the belly is a good d'3al like that of the
. ompr s icauda, but the dorsal striation is totally distinct. Ilowb inning of this character also may be seen on the anterior
f the •loridian pecies, for the dorsal spots are split, and their
unite into two longitudinal bands.
nt.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.

22 -- . - .. -. -............................. -. . . . . 132 + 1.
S 2 -- . - -- -. -.... - -- . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135 1.

+

57.
68.

mm.

mm.

790.

178.

Natrix clarkii Baird and Girard.
Locality.
2
1
1
1

rou

Indianola, T xas . . . . . . . . . . .
..... clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. - - .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
Lak atb rine, Louisiana.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Col. J. D. Graham, U.S. .A.... Alcoholic.
Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly . . . . . . .
do.
Col. ,J. D. Graham, U.S.A...
do.
G. Kohn ........... .. . . ... . .
do.

pecimens of this species were collected by Mr. Ju1ius
t. Loni , on the islands off the cost of Florida, at Pensacola,
the pecies a much wider range than was originally attributed
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NATRIX RIGIDA Say.

Coluber rigidus SAY, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1825, IV, p. 239.-HARLAN,
Journ. Acad. Nat Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 355.
Tropidonotus rigid·us HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., 1842, III, p. 39, pl. X.-COPE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 42.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit.
Mns., I, 1893, p. 240.

Greenish brown above; two deep brown vittre along the dorsal
region. Contiguous edges of the outer row of scales and abdominal
scutellre finely margined with brown. The middle region of the outer
row like the abdomen, as is that of the second row, but less distinctly.
Abdomen reddish yellow, with two series of black spots on the middle
region, approaching each other toward the anterior region of the body.
Dorsal rows of scales nineteen,
·
carinated except the outer row,
which is smooth.
Head proportionately larger than
in R. leberis, much less depressed
and shorter on the snout. Its
upper surface is flat, the snout
convex, the high and large rostral making it less sloping. Front
plate subhexagonal and elongated.
Parietals truncated posteriorly.
Fig. 262.
Superciliaries narrow and taperN.ATRIX RIGID.A SAY.
ing forward. Anterior pair of
= 1.
frontals very small. Two postGeorgetown, South Carolina.
orbitals of nearly equal size, and
Cat. N o. 1387, U.S.N.M.
two anteorbitals, the upper one
much larger than the lower. Loreal subcircular or oblong. An elongated and narrow temporal shiel_d, followed by two or three smaller.
Upper labials seven, fifth anrl. sixth very large. Lower labials eleven,
sixth and seventh largest. Scales elliptical, narrower along the middle
line of the back, carinated, except the outer row, which is perfectly
smooth, and furthermore distinguished by the scales having their h~ight
greater than their length. The second row is noticeable for its size, and
· sometimes for its want of carination, which in all cases is obsolete.
The ground-color is uniform greenish brown, but each scale on the
flanks is marked with a small blotch of deeper brown at its base. -The
brown vittre of the back cover each one entire row and the half of
the two adjoining rows, separated on the dorsal line by one _row and
two half-sc~les of the ground-color. Beneath dull yellowish . . Along
the middle region of the abdomen there are two series of elongated
deep brown blotches approaching each other toward. the anterior
region and under the tail, sometimes, however, not extending beyond
the anus.
This species approaches near to the N. grahamii, .b ut differs in the
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only adult specimen at my disposal in the very short muzzle, and long
parietal sbielcl , and absence of the lateral yellow band, with the presnee of a median dark dorsal baud. From N. leberis it may be readily
di tinguished a to quamation, by the absence of keel on the first row
of scale , and the rather wider lateral scales. In a small specimen from
Palatka, Florida, the large loreal reaches the orbit by an angle between
the two pr ocular .
Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
mm.
1nm.

1387 . .... _. ___ .. __ ... ____ .. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1379 .... ... . ........ _... ............... - . . . . . . . .

7215...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

······················· ························

+

137 1.
135 + 1.
135 + 1.
132+1.

58.
56.

560.

115.

71.L
52.1

Natrix rigida Say.
CatAlogne N_umuer
'o.
o{ sp 01-

Locality.

m ns.

I

When
collected.

outbern tates .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
- , 1855
Georg town, ooth taro- lina.
·
Riceboro, Georgia .......................
Pnlatka, Florida .........................

7215
1387
1:170

17380

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Rev. J. J. Morris . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
·w eston ...... ... ...... ..
do.
Dr. W. L.Jones ........ .
C. W. Richmond ... . .... .

do.
do.

NATRIX USTA Cope.

atl'ix ttsta OPE, Proc. U.S. at. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 392.
Tropidonotus 1Mtus COPE, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 340.
Tropidonotus compres8icauda BoULENG1m, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p. 23 .

in twenty-one longitudinal rows, all carinate, those of the first
Head
narr9w, not depressed, the end of the
muzzle slightly elevated. Lateral borders of the frontal plate slightly con.
cave, not convergent posteriorly. Internasals srµall. Nostrils in the -superopo. terior angle of the prenasal plate.
Loreal longer than high. Preocular single; two postoculars. Superior labials
eight, fourth and fifth bounding the
Fig. 263 .
orbit. Lower postocular in contact with
ATRIX
TA COPE.
the parietal and a larger temporal plate,
= 1.
which extends to the eighth labial. A
'harlotteRarbor,Florida.
second large and three small temporals
288
c.l.. ·n. ~ , u.s .. M.
border the parietals exteriorly. Ten
iufi ri r labial , sixth large t. Po terior pair of geneials longer than
the nterior. Tail one-fourth the total length. Ga trosteges, one
hundred and twenty-six; anal one <lividecl; urostege , sixty-six.
a,J

faiutly; tho e of the econd row not larger than the vertebral.

1

ll:rom Bair<l. and

irard 11 'at.

. A.mer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., p. 97.
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Measurements.-Total length, 302 mm.; tail, 50 mm.
Color above a yellowish ferruginous, pale upon the head, very deep
upon the tail. Upon careful examination there are to be seen very
indistinct erect half-bands upon each side, extending from the first to
the central rows of scales, alternating with other. Posteriorly they
become entirely transverse. Belly salmon color, passing into orange
ferruginous upon-the urosteges. Each gastrostege has a large central
area of yellow, bordered on each side with wax yellow; these colors,
however, blend posteriorly, and are scarcely visible. In a specimen
from Key West they are not distinguishable. In this specimen there
are three postoculars on one side. and the fifth labial scarcely enters
the orbit.
Cat.Nos.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
mm.
rnm.

5286 .. ___ .... __ ... ___ ....... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13806 • . . . . . . ......... C • • • • • • , • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • •

126 + 1.
128 1.

+

68.
82.

· 302.
245.

71.
66.

Natrix usta Cope.
Catalogue Number
of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

- --

5286
13806

1
1

Charlotte Harbor, Florida .. E.B.Baker ................. ·.Alcoholic type.
do.
Key West, .F lorida .......... Prof. D. S. Jordan ...........

NATRIX GRAHAMII Baird and Girard.

Natrix grahamii COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 668.
Regina g1·ahamii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 47.
Tropidonotus grahaniii .GVNTI-IER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., '1858, p. 78.-COPE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr: Rept., 1875, p. 42.-BOULENG~R, Cat. Snakes Brit.
, Mus. , I, 189?, p. 240.

Brown, with a broad band of yellow on the flanks, margined below
with a black vitta. Abdomen unicolor, yellowish. Dorsal rows of
scales· nineteen, all carinated.
Head .elongated, slender, depressed. and flattened above, slightly
sloping on the snout. Rostral higher than in N. leberis, internasals
longer than wide. Elongatecl and posteriorly pointed, measuring from
their anterior lower to the line of the nares. Front plate subpentagonal, narrower anteriorly. Superciliaries proportionally well developed,
as also the anterior pair of frontals. Two anteorbitals, lower one a
little the larger. Two postorbitals, rarely a very small and almost suborbital third. Loreal elevated. Upper labials seven, fifth and sixth
largest. Lower labials ten, fifth and sixth largest. Dorsal rows of
scales twenty, all carinated. The three outer rows sensibly the largest,
and truncated posteriorly, while the remaining ones are tapering.
In the adult the dorsal region is uniformly brown. Th!3 first, second,
and most of tlrn third outer rows of scales are straw color. This yel-
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lowi h baud extend forward, passing under the head to the extremity
of the nout. A black line is seen running from behind the neck to the
anu , affi ctiug the extremity of the scutellre, and occasionally the lower
edge of the outer row of cales. The abdomen is uniform light straw
color; a medial nebulous blackish band under the tail is observable.
In ther specimen there is a median row of small black spots on the
belly, oue on the ba al part of each gastrostege. Or there may be still
more rarely two such rows forming two bands. This is the case with
larg pe imen . In the young there is a median pale dorsal band one

Firr. 264.
NATRlX ORA l!AM!I BAIRD AND GmARD.

= l.

Northern lliinois.
Cat.

o. 1400, U.S.N.M.

cales wide, which has a narrow black border. There is
la k uperior border to the lateral yellow stripe. From a specim n f thi kind the species was originally described. These dorsal
b, ucl nd tripe oon disappear, small specimens being often without
th m. ' h type pecimen is al o abnormal in having three postocular·
1
, b ing the only one presenting such a peculiarity in the large
in th
ational Museum.
'at. •

Gastrostegee. Urostegas. Length. Tail.

+
+
+

2 -- .... -- - - : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 1
12 - -- . .... - .. -............. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163 1
13 10 . .. . ................ .......•. _.•... _•••.•..• · 136 + 1
1376 . .................................... - . . . . . . 161 1
12

51.
53.
-

mm.

mm.

692.

110.

'

57.

atrix grahamii Baird and Gfrard.
Locality .
1370

When
col!Mted.

From whom received.

alad , Texas .. ...................... Col. J. D. Graham, U.S.

Alcoholic
type.
do.
do.
Cbi;ae~1irn~;ort·~~'.~~~:: : :::::::: :: : : ::
do.
ortbern Illinois .. ...... . .................... do ....•....•.....•••.
do.
A.

749

7214
6386
l!!-00

Nature of
sp~cimen.

orthern Dlinoi ._.: · .................... LieutenantCouch,U.S ..A.

·R.-Ke~~-i~ott~::::: :::: ::
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Natrix gmhamii Baird ancl Girarcl-Contiuuetl.
Number
Ca t a1oga~ of
speci·
No.
mens.

I

I
Locality.
_ _ _ _ _ _I

When
t d
co11ec e .

I From whom receive
·. d .

I

Natt!re of
specimen.

12942 - - 1 New~rleans, Louisiana .. :- - - , 1883 . R. W. Shufeldt ... . ..... . Alcoholic
12943
12951
12956
12958
12960
12967
13038
13040

i~~~t

22455
16239
17954

1 ..... do ..........••........ - - -,1883
1 .. .. . do ....... .... ....... .. - - -,1883
11 ... .. do .................... - - -, 1883
'1 ..... do .. .. ............... . - - -,1883
1 ..... do ................... . - - -, 1883
1 ..... do ..... . .............. - - -,1883
1 ..... do .......... ... ....... - - -,1883
1 .••. . do .~ .................. - - -, 1883

~

..... do .................. .
..... do .................. .
..... do .................. .
..... do .................. .
..... clo .................. .
..... do .................. .
..... do .................. .
..... do .......... -.. •. • • • •

·s;,: fiui;;iiri;~~~~i~ ~--·.: :: :1~ .~·-~~~~- ·.r: iI~~t~~·:::::: :: :::::::

San Antonio, Texas. ······ j· .. ··· ......... H. H. and C. :::i. Brimley ..
S.t. Louis, Missouri........ . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . J. Hurter ... -.... -...... .
Milo! Bureau County, Illi•
0. P, Hay ........•. -.... •
nois.

1····· ..........

type.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

NA TRIX LEBERIS Linnreus.

Coluber leberis LINNAWS, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 216.-GMELIN, Linmeus's

Syst. Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 108.6 .-Siuw, Gen. Zool., III, Pt. 2,
1802, p. 433.-DAUDIN, Hist. Nat. Rept., VI, 1803, p. 218.
Tropidonotus leberis HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., IV, 1842, p. 49, pl. XIII.DEKAY, New York Fauna Rept., 1842, p. 45, pl. XI, fig. 23.-DUMERIL and
BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., XII, 1854, p. 579.-GtiNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit.
Mns., 1858, p. 78.
Regina leberis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 45.
Coluber septemvittatus SAY, Journ. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1825, p. 240.-HARLAN,
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 355.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit.
Mus., I, 1893, p. 239.

Chestnut brown, with a lateral yellow band, and three narrow, black
dorsal vittre. Abdomen yellowish, with four brown bands, two of
which are lateral and two medial. Dorsal rows of scales 19, all carinated.
Head small, little distinct from body, depressed, flattened on the
reg-ion behind the orbit, sloping anteriorly. Rostral plate low, nearly
twice as wide as deep. Internasals wider than long. Frontal parie•
tals elongate equal distance from their front angle to rostral. There
are two auteorbitals, the upper one the larger; and two postorbita.ls,
the upper one the smaller. The loreal is large and higher than long.
One temporal shield only in the first row; two or three large ones iu
the second. Upper labials seven, third and fourth entering orbit, fifth
and sixth largest. Lower labials ten, fifth and sixth largest. Scales
regularly elliptical, slightly notched posteriorly, and all of them carinated, gradually diminishing in width from the sides toward the mid•
dle line of the back. Those of the outer row one. third broader than
the rest, and posteriorly subtruncated.
Ground color dark chestnut or chocolate brown above, marked with
three narrow, black vittre or bands, one covering the medial row of
dorsal scales, and two (one on each side) following the fifth row. A
lateral yellow band occupies the upper half of the outer row and the
N A.'l' MUS 98-- 63
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wh 1 of the econd row, tbu broader than the black bands above.
Immediately below, and contiguous to it, a. somewhat larger brown
band over the low r half of the outer row of scales and the extremity
f th abdominal cutell, . The abdomen is yellowish, provided along
its middle region with two approximate brown bands, similar, though
a Ii tle narrower, and interrupted by the yellowish edge of the scutelhe.
Th tail ben ath i almost rendered uniformly brown by the confluence
of th band .
peci inhabit a wide range of territory, and ·displays very
Ii tle variation in any re ·pect. It is entirely aquatic in its habits,

Fig. 265.
NATRrX LEBJrn1s LJNNJEUS.

X 1.5.

Washington, District of Columbia.
Cnt. No, 13287, U S.N.M.

r rnaiuin · on Jn,nd only along the bankR of creeks and rivers.
11 tir ly ill ffen ive in its manners.

It is

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
1nm.
mni.

+

132 fi ...•.......••• •..........•. ....•••... ....... 142 1.
lJ0:3 ......... ........................... ........ 151--f- 1.
4 2 ..... ....... ......... ······ ........ ····· .... 149+1.
13 J. ....................... .•.....•.... .... .... 144 + 1.

72.

558.

136.

-~

76.

81.

Natrix leberis Lillnceus.
atalogue Numb .r

-1:•o.

0~

13 1

~~~I·

Locality.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania.... -

1

~m i
I
mo
4862

4 2

13 0
13

1

When
collected.
-, 1847

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Prof. S. F. Baird . . ... : ... Alcoholic
type.
do.
do.
do.

1 Foxburg, Pennsylvania... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
1 Root Rfrer, Wisconsin... - 1853 P f S F B · d
1 Highland County, Obio . ........... '...... D~~ Ge~rge
s. .A.

s:chley; ·u~.

} ~Tvfue;·±~~-~e~~·a:;:::
::::::::::::::: -p~~r: iB: Mitciie1i::::::
And ~soo, Sout~ Uarohna. l............... Mrs. M. E. Daniel ...... .

1
1

WCas hmgtob' n, District of ....... . ............. , ............... _.. .

I

O1U1D

I&.

do.
do.
do.
do.
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Natrix leberis L-innams-Continued.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
meus.

When
collected .

Locality.
Owassa, Texas............ -

1401

From whom received.

Alcoholic

-, 1853

8948
895!)
9106
4829¼
!)33210729

1 Baltimore, Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. E. Cones, U. S. A .... .
1 Kinston, North Carolina .. ........ . .... .. J . W.Milner ........... .
1 Marietta, Georgia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .. . . ............. .
1 Brookville, Indiana ...... . .............. : Dr. R. Haymond ......... •
2 ...... ······ ··•· ·•··•· ..... .. ••..... ... ..•...•...•••........ ·········
1 Liy~~.{~ton County, New Aug.-, 1880 S. C . .Brown ............ .

10322
10081
10095
1403
11464

1 Arlington, Virginia.. .... .
1 ..... do ....................
1 . ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Foxburg, Pennsylvania ...
1 Washington, District of

13287
10052
16267
17311
17330
17329
17457
17479
17480
17481
17482
17483
17484
17970
19054
14734
21684
21685
21686
21687
17311
17327-30
1738!)
17457
17479-84
17970
18028
19046-7
19054

July J, 1879
Apr. 28, 1879
May 5, 1879
-, 1848
.... .. .. . . .. . . .

Nature of
specimen.

William Palmer ........ .

..•.• do ... ..... .. . ....... .
..•.. do .................. .

ty!t
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Prof. S. F . Baird ........ .
George Shoemaker ..... .
Columbia .
do.
............... do ........................................ do .................. .
1 Arlington, Virginia .............................................. . Alcoholic.
do.
1 Waynesville,NorthCaro• ... •... . ....... P.L.Jouy .............. .
Jina. .
do.
District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. W. Richmond .......•.

l

Wc~fr~~\\~~•

1 ..... do . .. .................. . ......... .. . . ..... do .................•.
1 .: ... do ..................................... . .. do .... ...... . ....... .
1 ..... do ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. D. Figgins .......•.•..

do.
do.
do.

Richmond, Indiana . . ............. . ...... F. C. T est .............•.

do.

Wabash, Indiana . .......... ... ......... .
Washington, District of • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia.
Montgomery County, In• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
diana.
Blanchard River, :Finley, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oh io .

do.
do.

W. O. Wallace .......... .
W. F. Roberts .......... .
C. S. Beachler ...... : ... .

do.

U. S. Fish Commission ...

do.

~~a!~ cc~!!k:'W'~'t~J~~;· ::::::::: :::: :: ::: :J~::::::: :::: :: ::::::

do .
do.

Indiana.
Fish Creek, Hamilton, In• ... . .......... .. •... do . ............ .. . ·. . .
diana. •
Washington, District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. W. Richmond .... . ... .
Columbia.
. .............. do .................. ...................... do .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .
Palatka, Florid a . .... . ........ ................ do ......... .......... .
Wc~ft~~~?a~' District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. D. Figgins ........... .
Richmond, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wabash, Indiana......... . . . . . . . . . ......
District of Columbia .....................
Takoma Park, District of . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
Columbia.
Washington, District of ...............
Columbia.

do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

Frederick C. T est ...... .
W. 0. Wallace .......... .
Kenneth]!'. Beal. ....... .
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt ..... .

do.
do.
do.
do.

W.F.Roberts .......... .

do.

NATRIX KIRTLANDII Kennicott.

Natrix lcirtlanclii COPE, Proc . U . S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 391.
Regina lcirtlandii KE:N'NICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 95.
Tropicloolonimn lcirtlandii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 340; Checklist N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 42.
Clonophis kirtlandii COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1889, p. 391.
Isohnognathus lcirtlandii BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 286.

Teeth of equal length. Head not <listinct from body. Scales keeled;
anal scutum and subcaudal scuta divided. Cephalic plate normal; two
internasals, rostral not prominent. One h alf.divided nasal, one loreal,
and one preocular.
The body of this species is somewhat trigonal in cross-sections :flattened on the abdom en, and tapers gently from the middle to either
extremity. There is no distinction of neck, and the very small head
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11 to miu 1 hat f he Gar11hophiop amrenus of ay. It is, however,
much larg r and the cal are ery strongly carinated. The carinre
are f, und on all th 1 ngitudinal row of scales, of which there are
nin t en exclu ive of the belly cale . The external row is almost as
harply k led a tho e on the back, even to the tip of the tail. The
dor al •al ar narrow and elongated; the sides nearly parallel except
h nd .
already tated, the head is very small, the vertical
nlat i ubhe agonal, tlle two anterior sides forming a very obtuse
~ngl ; th external edges are very convergent posteriorly. ~he nostril in tlrn middle of the two plates. There are one anteorb1tal and
tw po torbital ; there are six labials above and seven below, in additi n to th ro tral . The ground color of this snake is a, light purplish
br wn, with four row of large, nearly circular, blotches covering the
hol ba k and sides. They are arranged so as to alternate; the outer
blotches on the outer row
are a little larger than
those on the two central
ones, and are of the width
of four or :five scales. The
belly is of a pale brick
red, fading to brownish
yellow in alcohol, with
a well-defined blotch of
black near the exterior
of each scale. These give
rise to a series of very
Fig. 200.
well-defined round black
NATRIX KffiTLANDlt KENNICOTT.
spots on either side of
X 1.5.
the abdomen, aud there
West Nortb:fi ld, Illinois.
is also an obscure series
Cat. 'o. 1514 U. . .M.
of dark blotches on the
ant rior dg of the, cale in the exterior dorsal row. The dots in this
rie are parated by intervals of two unmarked scales. The spots of
thi row alternate with those of the larger series immediately above.
n eparatin the cales the skin i seen to be colored like the adjant c le . It i black in the dark blotches and very light in the
int rmediat pace, giving rise to the appearance of a whitish edge to
h
ales. There are thus four eries of large spots on the back and
id , wo on the belly, and two on the exterior dorsal rows, making
igh in , U. The 1, t-mentioned row i ometimes very obscure, the
th r are alw y di inct. Kennicott referred this serpent to the
g nu r ipidonotus (1 atrix), although it is different from the known
ie . I i
mewhat like the . rigida, but is differently marked,
h later ba in the two abdominal rows of pots close together on the
middle f the belly in tead of l> ing eparated. Neither is there any
ind i ati n in . rigida of he four eries of dorsal blotches. In fact
th r i no orth .American pecie more trongly marked than this.
1
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Abdomiual scuta, 123, the last one divided; subcaudal, 59. Dorsal
rows of scales, 19.
Measurements.-Length, 488 mm., of which the tail measures 112 mm.
As yet this species has only been detected in the northern central ·
part of the eastern region, where it is not uncommon. The specimens
obtainljd have been found in the woods, generally under logs. Its
habits are thus not like those of a .Natrix. It is rather sluggish and
not very pugnacious.
In its diRtrilmtion this species is one of the group which is restricted
to a few of the northern States of the Mississippi Valley. These are
Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Nat?-ix kirtlandii Kennicott.

o!nin~~1- I

Catalogue Number
No.

~

Locality.

I

coiie~!~d.

[ From whom received.

---2-1I

Nature of
specimen.

West N orthfie_ld, _Illinois.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........·... . Alcoholic.
do.
126:n
2 Kalamazoo, M1ch1gan ..... Nov.-, 1879 G. B. Sud worth ......... .
do.
17957
1 Irvington, Indiana ....................... 0. P. Hay .............. .
do.
17953 . ......... Winchester, Randolph .................... do ........... . ...... .
County, Indiana.

Professor Hay remarks: 1
This species is common about Indianapolis, almost as common as E ,u tainia sfrtalis.
It is found in Monroe County (D.S. Jordan); Crawfordsville (Beachler); Winchflster
(Engle and Wright); rare about Terre Haute, common in Putnam County (Blatchley).
This is a handsome species of snake, and one that is wholly innocent; nevertheless it exercises the right of the innocent, and when attacked makes a show of selfdefense. It has a habit of flattening itself excessively, so that it becomes very
broad and tbin. It will strike vigorously, but does no harm. It appears early in
tbe spring, and is seen late in the autumn. In a mild winter and on a sunny day, I
have seen it on Jannary 25. On the other hand, I have seen it as late as the middle
of October; indeed, it appears to be more abundant late in ih~ autumn than in the
summer. About this date, several half-grown ones were found. Ou the 21st of
~nrch one was dug up out of the mud on the margin _of a pond. A specimen from
Win chest er, India.na, contained eight eggs. These had apparently not begun development, and were only about 0.44 inch long. The species probably produces living
young.
NATRIX STORERIOIDES Cope.

Xatrix storerioides COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1889, p. 391.
1)·opidocloniurn storerioicles COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, p.190.
Storeria storerioides GA.RMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 29.
fl:l chr1 ognathus storerioides_Bo ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 2d ed., I, 1893, p. 288.

Size sma11, form not slender, muzzle obtuse; in genera], similar to
Storeria, delcayi. Scales fifteen rows, the inferior row only smooth,
much broader than the others, which are narrowest medially. Scales
of tail strongly keeled, in six rows. Nasals not elongate, usually
e11tireJy, sometimes half separated. Loreal trapezoidal, touching tbe
decurved postfrontals by the superior angle only, its binder suture
shortest, sometimes entering the orbit posteriorly between the two pre1

Batrachians a,nd Reptiles of Indiana, Indianapolis, 18!l3, p. 97.
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oculars; of he latter, the inferior is the maller. Postoculars three;
in contact with one broad temporal, which separates two labials from
the occipital. Superior labial seven, or six from confluence of two,
ometim of the third and fourth, which bound the orbit. Inferior
labial even, four h largest; postgeneial equal pregeneial, separated
by cale . Frontal bield longer than broad, outlines straight, posterior angle le than right; occipitals nearly as long as.from their border
to ro tral, emarginate behind. Gastrosteges 120-135; anal 1-1; urosolor olive-brown (one specimen light brown), with
tege 37-51.
d n minute punctuations above and below, and about fifty-four lightd d black cro sbar extending over six rows of scales, alternating
ith h rt r one on the sides; both are broken into spots on the neck,
wher th re i a large postoccipital blotch on each side.
1lfeasurements.-Total length, 230 mm.; length of tail, 66 mm.; length
tori tu ori , JO mm.
bi pecie, ha a strong resemblance to the species of Storeria, and
i plac d in that genus by Boulenger, on account of the equality in the
1 u th f the teeth. It is found in the southern part of the plateau,
nd, a cording to Boulenger, in the highlands of J alisco.
atrix Bt01-erioideB Cope.

'atnlogne/
.umb .r
O
Ol Rp Cl·
·
m ne.
9055-60

I

Locality.

From whom received,

Nature of specimen.

-

6 Southern plateau ........... Dr. C. Sartorius ........• ____ Alcoholic.

SEMINATRIX Cope.
eniinatri.c

COPE,

American Naturalist, 1895, p. 678.

Hemipenis undivided and with simple sulcus spermaticus; no papillre.
Inter_na als and prefrontals separate. .Anal divided. Scales smooth,
wi hout pit .
Thi genu includes true Natricinre with simple penis, divided anal
plat , and smooth pitle ~ scales. In one or the other of these charactfrs
it <lift' r from all the genera of N atricinre. It will be necessary to diso r whether some of the mooth-scaled snakes of other countries
r fi rred by Boulenger to Tropidonotus, do not belong to Sernina,trix.
But one pecie i known from the Medicolumbian fauna, which is
hu haracterized:
cal in even te n series; superior labials, eight; body compressed. posteriorly; black
abov , red below; small .. ___ ... _.. _.... ___ . __ .. __ . _. ___ .. _. _. ____ S. pygrea Cope.
SEMINATRIX PYGlEA Cope.

minatrix py[J<.ea

American aturalist, 1895, p. 678.
cmtia pygcea COPE, Proc. Acad. at. Sci. Phi la., 1871, p. 222.
TropiclonotuB pygams B ULENGER, at. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 228.
PE,

be form of tbi specie i tout and subcylindric, the tail entering
h total length 4. ·3 time . The head is stout, oval, the profile a little
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arched. 'fhe center of the orbit anterior to the middle of the lip margin. The rostral is visible from above; the nasals approach so as to
reduce the internasals to a subtriangular form each, of which the middle and posterior sutures are equal. The frontal is long and with
•parallel sides, its length exceeding that of the head in front of it. The
parietals are still longer and wide, with subtruncate outline behind.
Loreal plate higher than long, half the length of the single preocular,
which does not reach the frontal. Postoculars two; temporals 1-2, the
first in contact with three labials. Superior labials eight, their height
subequal, the fourth and fifth bounding the orbit. Inferior labials
nine, six in contact with geneials, five with the first, two with the
second geneial;"latter subequal. Scales in seventeen series, those of
first deeper than long. Those of sides at vent and of basal two-thirds
of the tail roof-shaped or obtusely keeled. About one-sixth of the .
length in front of and behind the vent
compressed, the dorsal outline keel-formed.
Gastrosteges, 120; urosteges, 54.
Coloration above black, with a very faint,
pale line along the center of each scale of
several lateral series. The lines are more
distinct nea.r the vent and on the tail, and
Fig. 267.
heighten the effect of carime produced by
SEMINA'l'RIX PYGJEA COPE.
the angulation of the scales. Beneath pale
X 1. 5.
in the alcoholic specimen; in life, belly
Florida.
with the tail red; each scutum with a short
black crossbar at its ends on the anterior margin. These cease a
short distance anterior to the vent.
This species was discovered by Edward Tatnall, of VVilmington, Delaware, at Volusia, Florida. Since then others have been found at
various points in the peninsula, among others at Lake Tarr, whence
specimens have been sent to the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.
Without examining the vertebroo I originally referred this species to
Contia, as its smooth scales did not suggest reference to the water
snakL~s. Subsequently Dr. Boulenger, in the Catalogue of Snakes in
the British Museum, placed it in Tropidonotus. To determine the
question by the penial test I later examined the male organ and found
that Dr. Boulenger's estimate of its affinities was entirely correct. I,
however, think its peculiarities entitle it to generic separation from
Natrix.
Concerning this species Dr. Einar Lamnberg 1 says:
I have but rarely found this little snake out of water, and in such cases only under
some log or board :µ ear the water's edge. It is common around the borders of the
sma11 lakes in Orange County, where I have seen and caught specimens in Lake
Eola, Orlando, in and around some small lakes near Clarcona, Toronto, Apopka, and
other places.
1
Notes on Reptiles and Batra.chi ans collected in Florida in 1892 and 1893.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894, p. 317.
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The number of supralabials is variable. In most cases there are
eight, but I have two specimens with only seven, and one with only six
on one ide. In these case of reduction the posterior ones have become
fused, a i shown by their ize and the frequent preseP0e of an incomplete ection.
STORERIA Bai rd and Girard.
toreria BAIRD and GIRARD, at. . .Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serpent , 1853, p.135.
Jsclwo!Jnatlms Dul\n-;,RIL, Prodrome des Ophidiens, 1853, p. 72.-DuMi~RIL :1nu
BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 506.

H ad distinct from the body. Cephalic plates normal. Loreal plate
ent. Orbitals posterior and anterior. Nasals two. Body subcylindrical · tail comparatively short, tapering. Dorsal scales carinated.
Anal cutum bi.fid. Suhcaudals divided. Teeth small, numerous, of
qual lengths, ungroove<l.
hi genus is a reduced type of Natrix, to which it is connected by
th . Mexican . storerioides Cope. Its range is nearctic, extending
uth , far a the plateau of Vera Paz and Guatemala.
' h r ar three pecie of th genus, which differ as follo ws:

ab

ul:trl'I 1- 2;
v u upper labial , tho post rior wide; nostril between nasals; belly
n-a.yi hwhit; ablackspotl) loworbit ........ ·-···········-·-········S.clekayi.

culars 1-2 · ix uppe1.· Ja,bial , tl1 po teriot narrow; nostril hetween nasals; no
black spoLbel worbiL; belly grayish wliite ... . . . ......... .. .... . ..... S.tropica.1
·nlnr 2-2; five or six upper labial , the posteripr narrow; nostril in anterior
11:1sal; no dark pot 1, low or1Ji t; b lly rod ........ ... _.. ...... S. occipitomactilata.

. lropica agree with the . clelcayi Holbrook, excepting in two
p iut . tha but ix superior labials. The diminution in the number
i po teri r to tlie orbit, and the :fifth and sixth scuta are of a different
form fr m tho e of the S. delcayi. They are longer and less elevated.
Tlie · · nd character is in the color. This species lacks the dark
mark that de cends from the orbit to the superior labial margin in the
. cl ka,yi.
STORERIA DEKA YI Holbrook.

toreria dekayi B,HRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p.13:-.-COPE, ()heck-list T . Amer. Batr. R pt., 1875, p. 42.
'l'ropiclo11olus clelcayi H LBR OK, N. Amer. IIerp., III, 1842, p. 53, pl. x1v. D:BluY
·w York li"'auna Rept., 1842, p. 46.
lBclmognallwa d kayiD · MERIL ancl BIBR0N, Erp. Geu., VII, 1854, p. 507.-BouLE ,_
mm, Cat. nakes Brit. Mu ., I, 1 93, p. 286.
Tropiclo11ot1u1 ordinaiu H, TORER, Rept. Mas ., 1839, p. 223.

u anterior and two po terior orbital . Dorsal rows seventeen
r h nut-brown abov , with a clay.colored dorsal band, mar~
io d b dotted line .
dark patch on each side of .the occipital; a
de rk bar
w n thi and tbe eye, and two below the orbit.
o rather thick in the midcl1e, tapering to tbe fail and head, both
f which are mall and lend r.
ye · mall. Rostral plate about as
1

toreria tropica

op , Pro·. Amer. Phil. Soc., 188-!, p. 175.
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wide as high, obtusely rounded, visible from above. Internasals wider
than long. Frontal with lateral and anterior borders straight and
about equal, twice as wide as each superciliary. Parietals longer than
wide, truncate posteriorly.
ostril pti,rtially in the prenasal. Temporals 1-2, the first extending to middle of last superior labial. Seven
npper labials on each side. Lpwer labials seven, of which the fourth
and :fifth are very large, extending quite to the mental. A second
plate parallel with the sixth, rather longer. Pregeneials longer than
postgeneial ; the latter bounded behind by the generally undivided
first ga trostege, whicl1 is separated from the labials by one row of
cales. Exterior row of scales largest, rest diminishing gradually to
the back; all keeled, the :first weakly.
Color grayish brown, sometimes chestnut-brown above and on the
sides, with a dorsal stripe extending from occiput to the end of the tail,
of a decidedly lighter tint, and about three and two half-scales in width.
This is bordered along each outer edge by a series of rounded brown
dots, occurring at intervals of about two scales; of these there are

.l!'ig. 268.
STOR:S:RI.A. DER.A.YI HOLBROOK.

X 2.

Racine, Wisconsin.
Cat. No, 1858, U.S.N.M,

about seventy pairs from occiput to anus. Each dot occupies generally a single scale, but is sometimes seen on the skin Oll each side. On
separating the scales, the skin on each side of the fourth lateral row of
cales exhibits a second series, similar to and alternating with the first.
A third series, opposite to the first and alternating with the second, is
seen along the second row, and there are even traces of a fourth
between the abdominal and ·first dorsal series. Of tllese only the firstmentioned series is visible under ordinary circumstances, and is generally only to be made out on separating the scales, the color only occasionally being shown on their margins. The :first pair of dots just
behind and across the angle of the jaw is enlarged into a crescentic
patch, concave before. A second narrow vertical patch of black across
the sides of the bead, anterior to a point halfway between the first and
the eye; this sometimes interrupted in the miudle. The posterior mar-·
gins of the third and fourth (sometimes the second) labials black, showing two vertical lines below the orbit. Plates on top of head mottled
chestnut-brown.
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olor beneath grayish white, with one or two black specks near the
exterior edge of each scale. Tail unicolor.
at.

Gastrosteges. U rosteges.

os.

65.

491 .............. ······ ······ ................................ 134+1.
2222 ..•......................•••..•••. : . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • . • 145 + 1.
4653 ...................................................... ;,· .. 126 + 1.
7279 ...•......................••••••........•••.. - . • • . . . . . . • . • 132 1.

46.
46.
46.

+

In some specimens the brown of the sides increases in depth to the
dor al tripe. In some, too, a transverse bar connects the lateral spots
acros the back.
In a very young specimen from Grosse Ile, the colors are dark chestnut above, with the interval between the occipital patches and the
epbalic plates and orbit white, crossed by a vertical black line on the
an ·] of the mouth .
.1lf asiirements.-Length, 4½ inches.
nomalies in the scutellation of this species sometimes occur. The
mo t frequent is the longitudinal division of the first abdominal scutum,
wbi h then forms a third pair of geneial plates. This character bas been
mad the ba is of the variety" anomala" of Duges. 1 It occurs iu Oat.
. 1 60, 2215, 4918, 6474, U.S. National Museum. In Cat. No. 2275
tb r are two preoculars on each side. In Oat. No. 1860 there is a
mall up rior postnasal on one side.
Thi pecie i distributed throughout the entire eastern and ausr rjparian regions of North America as far west as Kansas. Southc r lit extends into Mexico on the table-land, and to the State of Vera
1
ruz. The large t specimens come from about New Orleans.
Lil it allies of the Natricinre, the Storeria dekayi is viviparous. It
i. bundant and is gentle in disposition, making no attempt to bite.
It i 11tirely terrestrial in its habits, and I have never known it to be
found near water.
Storeria dekayi Holbrook.
Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nat.are of
specimen.

Dr. P.R. Hoy .......... . . .A.lcob o li c
type.

3
2
4
2

~

, ttoois, M.lss~uri . ...................... Dr. Geo. Engelmann .... . Alcoholic.

C 1c11go, Illrno1s ............... ................. ........... ...... -~
Aux Plains, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ........... .
Ea!itport, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ .
I~~luhlbnfcOl.Jiot .. ()J·.-···· ··············· Prof.L.Lesqnereux .... .

i ~~:;ff~}:~(~:~r: L\l/ Jii t.~;:JLE
2222
4653

:mo
1945

5565
2095
72i0

2 ,'t. Catberine11, Canada ............... .... Dr. D. W. Beadle ....... .
1 Wa bin,irton, District of . .. • . • . . . . .. . . . Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
Colonibia.
l Pensacola, Florida... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. W. A. Hammond, U.
S.A.
1 Kansas •..•.•......................................................

i .fjl;~~[?~;?~;;~~: ::::::::::::::: -~;~?~~~~~~~~~~~::::

1
1

Brazos River, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. B. F. Shumard . ..... .
Matamoras, Mexico.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Couch, U .S. A.

1Proc. U.S. Tat. !us., XI, 1 8, p. 9, figures.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
clo.

do.
do.
clo.

do.
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Storeria dekayi Holbrook-Continued.

I Number
Catarl ogue of speci•
:No. I mens.
-

Locality.

When
collected.

I ~•ntnr
of
11 cimcu.

From wl1om r c ivod.

- - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - J- - - -·I-- - - --

~

427
2136
1944

1

5199
4814
1860

1
1
2

8983
8939
895 1
4900

1

10654
10211
12028
2275
11823
15377
15577
)7058-9
17282-7

3

2
1

l!ba~~tai~;;~:: ::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: ··:1i·:o~;;i;:: :: :::::·::::

Al oltollc.

Mih~!et"ttburn, Massa• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. Girard ........... .

Grand Couteau, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South_e rn Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Framrngham, Mas!lachu• ...............
setts.
Ki!1ston, Nor~h Carolina .................
Onzaba, Me:erno . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ferry_Landm1)Vir~inia . . May 29, 1875
istnct of ...............

WC~i~!\~~~'

Wheatland, Indiana ...... Apr. -, 1881
St. James l:'arish, Louisi• May -, 1879
ana.
8 Mount Carmel, Illinois .... Nov. -, 1881.
1 Port Huron, Michigan ...................
1 Old Fort Cobb............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Orleans, Louisiana, .................
Chel'okee, Nort.h Carolina . .............. .
Cameron County, 'l'exas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wc~f~~\\~~• District of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
2

. .

R.Capt.
Ke~"r;{cott::::::::::::
. Vnn Vli t, U. ' .

clo.
do.
do.

J. W. Mil11er ........... .
Prof. F. umichrast .... .
TI. W. W lsher ········-·
Dr. W. timpson ...•.•. .

do.
do.
do.
do.

Robert Ridgway ......•
O. de la Peiohardi re ..•

do.

.A.

do.

L. M. Turner .•..........

do.
do.

, ·. F. Baird ..•••••........

E. Palm r .............. .
Dr. R W. hu~ lclt ..... .

do.
do.

Jnmes Moon y ... . ..... .
C. K. Worth('ll ......... .
C. W. Richmond .... .. .. .

do.
do.
do.

17447-54, ............... do .................... ..... .. ...... ..
17563-4 ............... do .................................. .
17699
New Braunfels, Texas ......... ......... .
17966
Cum bf-Irland Gap, Ten• .............. .
17967
21683

do.
do.

<lo.
110.

clo.
do.

nessee.
Irvington, Indiana ............................ do .................. .
Grand Rapids, Ohio ...................... U. . Fish Commission ..

do.
<lo.

This species is not readily extermiuated by tb
ize pr t
tion; its fecundity, obscure color , and
vacant lot on the outskirts of Philad lphia ba b n n t d a c
for finding them, and tbe boys that know can g 11 rally procur
mens there when they are desired.
STORERIA OCCIPITOMACULATA Storer.

1118., J ;- ,

t•
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bexacr nal, ·hield-sbaped.

rn. EUM,

1 9.

Iuzzle rather broad, eyes larger than in

'. del.:ayi.

Color above Jio·ht che tnut-brown, sometimes chestnut-gray, at others
olivac ou ; a paler vertebral line from occipu t to end of tail, about
three cale · in wicl th ; on each ide of this may be seen a series of
minute brown, pot , produced by the brown bases of the scales in the
third row on each ide from the central serie . Sometimes the brown
over the whole cale, and gives rise to two dorsal lines; at others it
i alrno t entirely wanting, and this, connected as it generally is with
a1
di tinct vertebral band, gives the impression of a uniform tint
above.
pper margin of the exterior dorsal lines brighter yellowish,
giving the effect in some cases of a lateral narrow light line. Abdomen in life almon-color, in alcohol whitish yellow, with the sides finely
mottled with dark-brown, sometimes obsoletely, at others constituting
very di tinct band . These genera1ly do not encroach upon the dorsal
cal . Oc a ionally, however, the midclle of the exterior row of scales
e~ hibit a dark stripe. Immediate1y behind the occipital plates, and
n tbe median liue, is seen a dull salmon-colored blotch, on each side

Fig. 269.
STOREltlA OCCJPITOMACULA'f A STORER.

X 2.
pp r Wisconsin River.
Cat. No. 7280, U.S. . M.

of whi ·11, over the angle of tho jaws, is a similar smaller one. The
int rval between these blotches sometimes darker. A small salmonolor d pot 011 the fourth or :fifth upper labi~tl, behind the orbit. Plates
on th top of the head blotched with darker. Lower jaw minutely
dotte 1 with brown.
Th followin°· de cription of a living specimen caught at Westport,
:r w
or-k, ugust, l 47, i from Prof. S. F. Baird's manuscripts:
Iris clark chestnut, rather lighter above and externally.

General color above dull

ch :tnut-hrown. Attentively examined, however, when wet, there is seen a fa.int
dorsal tripe of lighter color, bordered by a line on each side of darker, which fades

off to th' ab lomina.1 scutell· until the color is the same as the dorsal line, or e,·en
lighter. Behind the heacl ar tbre light yellowish brown occipital spots. Whole
nnder part , cxc pt the chin or throat, bright brick-reel.
bin and throat white,
mottl •cl finely with gray and bla k, like pepper and salt. An irregnlarly defined
.· tripe f the same mottling along the ides, from head to anus, crossing the abdominal , utelhP near th out ide.

rongly marked varietyi een-in individuals from Charleston and
n<ler on, Son th Carolina, in which th body is clark slate-blue, except
th middle third of he abdomen, which i · yellowish white. The dorsal
line of black dots are vi ible through the ground-color; the lateral
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lighter line is scarcely perceptible. 'l'he three occipital spots, and that
on the labials, are distinct.
Another variety is seen in a specimen from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
where, in addition to the coloration just mentioned, the vertebral stripe
is light chestnut, contrasting strongly with the ground-color.
Another specimen which I found at Johnsonburg, Elk County, Pennsylvania, in a rugged region, is a very dark brown with the dorsal band
obscure and the under surfaces black. The throat and chin are whitish,
and the black is darkest in a row of spots on each side of a dozen
anterior gastrosteges.
Cat. Nos.

Urosteges.

Gastrosteges.

1935 .. ___ - ....•. -- - . - .. - - - - .. - - - .... - . - - . ____ .. ___ - - . - - - - .. - . .
10715 .. ___ . . . . . _.. _.. ____ ... - - - .. __ . _.... _.... ___ ............ 2133 ...... _.. . __ . . - - - ..... - -- ....... ___ ... __ ........ _.... - - - - .
1938 ___ ..... . - .. - - ... - .. - .... •. - .... _..... - .................. -

+
+

118 1.
132 1.
130 1.
118 + 1.

39.
46.
44.
45.

This small snake is generally distributed in the Eastern and Austroriparian regions, having about the same range as the S. delcayi. It
extends south also to Vera Cruz, Mexico. It is less common in the
United States than the S. delcayi, but I have found it more abundant in
western Massachusetts. Like its congener, it is entirely inoffensive,
and is found on the ground and in the woods in dry places.
Storeria occipitomacitlata Storer.
Cat.alogue Number
of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

When
collected .

From whom received.

Nat~re of

I specimen.

1943
1939
7284
5369
6473
2151
2133
4651

2 ' Westport", New York ..... - - -, 1847 Prof. S. F. Baird .. , ..... . Alcoholic.
1 Madrid, New York ...................... E. A. Dayton ........... .
do.
2 Southern Illinois .. .............. ..... . .. R. Kenuicott ....... _... .
do.
1 Moose River, Montana ....... _....... . . . . C. Drexler .... _......... .
do.
l Madison, Ohio ............. ........... ............ ................ .
do.
1 Yellow Creek, Ohio ...... . - - -, 1853 Prof. S. F. Baird ...... _..
do.
3 Red River, Texas ... _.................... R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
l Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 16, 1859 Capt. .J. H. Simpson,

2144
6473
7280
7281
1938
2147

2
1
1
1
1
1

'.!138
1937
1912
1985
1964

1
1
1
1
1

2146
8793
8775
9948
10715
10089
12022
17562

1
1
1
1
1
3
1

17640
17834
16264
16690
17424
19972
21133
22323

2

1
1

U.S.A.
Anderson, South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mrs. M. E. Daniel. ... _.. .
Somerville,North Carolina ................................. _...... .
Upper Wisconsin River ................. R. Kennicott ......... _..

:~~~ti~~r'
:.~~~~~~;1;~1;i~:: :::: ::: ::::: ::: -~~·.:·.~--~~~:::: :: ::: :::
Society Hill, North Caro- ............... M.A. Curtis . ........... .

do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
clo.
do.

ii~Ui~d.·M;i;~·:
~::: ::: :: :::: :: :: :::: :: : i~.:-::'l~~-c~i(i,;~1i:::: ::
Near Mammoth Cave, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. D. F. Shumard ...... .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

lina.
Gloucester, Virgin ia ............ . ................................. .
Centerville, Maryland ... .................. .. ..................... .

Keutucky.
Somerville,North Carolina ...................... . ................. .
Augus_ta, Ge~rg~a......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Phillips ....... .
Belfeville, Ilhno1s ......... Sept. -, 1874 Dr. A. Reuss ........ .. .
Northern Illinois ........................ R. Kennicott ........... .
Baraboo, Wisconsin ....... Oct. - , 1880 ,T. Wood ........... . .... .
Hughes, Ohio ............. Apr. -, 1879 R. T. Shepherd ......... .
Mount Carmel, Illinois ... Nov. -, 1881 L. M. Turner ... ... ..... .
Montgomery County, ............... P.Leonbart ............ .
Marylar d.
City, South Dakota ................. Titus Ullrn ............. .
:Vestbrook, Maine ... . ................... A.H . Parker ........... .
Cranberry,NorthCarolina ............... P.L . .Jouy .............. .
Keene Valley, Es s 'e x Aug. 9, 1800 C. F. Batchelder ........ .
County, New York.
Castine, Maine ........................... C. W. Richmond . . ...... .
Norfolk, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. F: Wooster .......... .
Matlock Springs, Creek, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. Fish Commission ..
Tennessee.
Haven, Hancock County, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. W. True ..............
Maine.

do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
clo.

fill

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

c1o.
1
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VIRGINIA Baird and Girard.

Virginia BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.127.-C0PE,
Bull. U. . at. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p.53; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892,
p. 599.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 288.

Head ubelliptical, distinct from the body. Cephalic plates normal.
Two na al ; posterior one not invaded by the nostril. Postfrontals
and loreal entering into the orbit, and suppressing the anteorbitals.
uperciliaries well developed. Mental scutellm two pairs. Pupil circular. Scales smooth. Postabdominal scutella bifid. Subcaudal scuta
all divided.
The di tinctness of the head from the neck, and the relatively narrow
froutal plate in this genus, resemble conditions common in the Hatricin . The lateral head scuta are like those of Rhabdosoma and its
immediate allies.
But two species are known:
' ale wide, in 15 rows .............••..••••....•.....•••................ JT. valerire
ale narrow, in 17 rows ............... _............. ................. .. JT. elegans

The e species occur in both the Eastern and A.ustroriparian districts,
the V. elegans in the we tern part of the latter only. The former bas
not yet been found north of the Carolinian division of the eastern
di trict.
VIRGINIA VALERIJE Baird and Girard.

Vfrginia valerice BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.
127.-C0PJJ:, Check-list . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.-JAN, Icon. G6n.
Ophid., Pt. 12, pl. n, fig. 5.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894,
p. 3 9.
arpltopltis har1Jel'ti DuMERIL ancl Brnno:.:-, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p, 135.

Two triangular internasals. Prefrontals large, entering the orbit.
Frontal pentagonal, longer than wide;
parietals still longer, ovate. Nasals bifid.
Loreal forming a long subrectangular
plate, which enters the orbit. Postorbitals
two, or more rarely, three. The superior
largest. Temporals 1-2, anterior large, not
or but little in contact with orbitals. Labials six, third and fourth in orbit, fifth largest, ometimes in contact with the parietal
Fig. 270.
by its upper angle. Infralabia1s si.x. Two
IROINlA VAJ.ERVE :BAIRD AND GIRARD.
pairs
of elongate submentals, posterior
X 1.33.
divergent. Scales smooth, in fifteen rows.
Wa hin.,.ton, District of Columbia.
Ga trosteges, 111. Anal bifid. U rosteCal. 'o. 18300, U. . .M.
ges, 32. Body rather tout,; tail short.
round color uniform yellowi h or grayish brown; dull yel1ow
b neath.
linute black dot are in most cases scattered along the
upp r part of the body, forming ometime two longitudinal series, one
on each ide of the median line.
long the middle of each scale is a
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faint light line which makes the body appear as if striated. On the
outer rows this,light line is broader, and it appears as a succession of
oblong spots.
Upper labials.

Cat. Nos.

1962 .... ---- ----··. --- .....
1876. ······ .... ---- ---- ----

6.
6.

Gastrosteges.

127
125

+ 1.
+ 1.

Urosteges.

Scales. Length. ·ran.
mm. mm.

25.
27.

215.

15.
15.

210.

28.
28.

Virginia wleria: Baird and Girard.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
7303
443'.l
2224
1876
1962
13300

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Cook County, Illinois . . . . . . . R. Kennicott ............... . Alcoholic.
Southern Illinois ................ do ..................... .
do.
'l'yree SpringH, Tennessee . . Prof. R. Owen .............. .
do.
Anderson, South Carolina . . Miss C. Paine .............. .
do.
Kent Connty, Maryland ... . Miss V. Blaney ............ .
do.
do.
W
District of George Shoemaker ......... .

10742
17289

1

Statesville, North Carolina . A. L. Barringer ............ .
District of C.
Richmond ......... __ _

~ifJ!t\~~•
1 Wc~f~~\\~~•

do.
do.

17288
17446
17639

1
1
1

Great Falls, Mary land ........... do ..................... .
Dunn Loring, Virginia . . . . . G. W. Figgins ............. .
Linden, Maryland . . . . . . . . . . N. P. Scudder .............. .

do.
do.
do.

W.

VIRGINIA ELEGANS Kennicott.

Virginia elegans KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 99.-C0PE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophicl., Pt.12,
pl. n, fig. 6.-BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 289.

Frontal plate hexagonal, elongated, anterior angle open; parietals oblong, exteriorly rounded. Postfrontals irregularly angular,
produced into the orbit. Prefrontals subtriangular, proportionally small. Rostral narrow,
and tapering upward. Nostrils
in the middle of the posterior
margin of the prenasal. Lo real
Fig. 271.
elongated, forming together
VIRGINIA ELEGANS KENNICOT'.r.
X 2.
with the postfrontals, the anDallas, 'l'exas.
teriorportionoftheorbit. Eyes
Coll ection of E. D. Cope.
small. Supraorbitals rather
large, oblong, elongated. Postorbitals two; angular, lower one
between the fourth and fifth labials. Mouth deeply cleft. Upper
labials six, fifth largest; inferior labials six, fourth largest. Temporal
shields 1-2, well developed. Body slender, subcylindrical, flattened
beneath; tail very short, diminishing very rapidly toward its acute tip.
Dorsal scales narrow and elongated, more so than in V. vnlerim; disposed. in seventeen rows.
Color uniform light olivaceous brown above to pinkish and orange; dull
yellowish-white beneath. There is generally an indistinct pale dorsal
band covering a width of one aud two half rows of scales, and bounded
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on each sid.e by a row of l>lack specks, situated at interva,l s of one or
two scale , differing in different specimens. On the fourth row of scales
on each side is auother row of specks which are separated by spaces of
two scales length. The top of the head posterior to the prefrontals is
more or less speckled with dark brown. Labial scuta immaculate.
Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Scales. Length. Tail.
?nm.
mm.

Cat. Nos.

6.
6.

2055 ...... ······ ..........
12023 .... .. ........ - .......

25.
25.

125.
120.

17.
17.

222.
196.

29.
29.

The specimens show considerable variation in the number of the
po tocular scuta. Thus in two specimens from Fort Towson, Arkansas
(Cat. .,_ o. 2055), there are three on each side; in Cat. No. 12023, from
fount Carmel, Illinois, there are two on each side, and in Oat. No.
13632, from Helotes, Texas, the two are fused into a large one on each
ide.
The differences between tllis species and the V. valericc are restricted
to the form and number of the scales. Beyond these I have not been
able to detect any.
Virginia elegans Ji.ennicott.

IO~i~~l-

Cntalogu Numbe~
'o.

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom receive1I.

Nature of
specimeu.

---1- - - -- - - - -1
2055

1

2056
12023
1:1032

1
1

, ,a
J•'3'l"
22810
20 l4
22:128

Fort TowRon, Red River, ............... Dr. L.A. Edwards, U.S.
Arkansas.
A.

.Alcoholic.

Ilelotes, Texas ........ ........... ..... ... G. W. Marnock ..... . ... .
New Orleans ... . .......... . .............. From the throat of an
~~~ti~~s sayi, Cat.
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. H. Clark ............. .

do.

1 ..... do ........................................ do ........ . ......... .
1 Mount Carmel, Illinois ... Nov. -, 1881 Lucien M. Turner . ..... .

I

~J:Etfar.¥!f~s~;~: : : : :::::::_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_: ,~~;rir~i7t:~:::::::::::
Hy.
Caudlin . ........... .

do.
clo.

do.

do .
do.

do.
do .

1 ha,v thi~ pecie. in my private collectiou, from Dallas, Texas.
AMPHIARDIS Cope .
' PE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 391.-BOULENGER, Cat.
nakr. Brit. fo ., I, 1893, p. 290.

• Jmpltianlis

II a<l not di tiuct; teeth equal. Scales keeled; anal and subcaudal
cuta di i<led. Cephalic cuta of UP11er surface normal. Rostral not
pr min nt; two interna. al . Two 11asal , one loreal which extends to
th orbit. To preocular. Pupil round.
Thi genu mbrnce , a yet, but a single species. It is most nearly
lli l to Haldea, from whicll it differs only in the presence of two interna al pl, te . Tl.le peci is little known.
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AMPHIARDIS INORNATUS Garman .

. Arnphiardis inornatus GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 97.-C0PE, Proc. U.S. Nat.
. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 391.-B0ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 290-.

The following description is copied from Garman:
Moderately stout, slightly depressed; head small, not distinct from the neck,
subcouical; tail short, tapering to a point. Snout short, blunt. Eye moderate.
Nostrils anterior, directed horizontally in the anterior portion of the divided nasal.
Nine head shields. Rostral very small, not reaching the top of the head. Two
internasals (left smaller in each specimen). Loreal elongate, with the prefrontal
forming the anterior border of the orbit. Prefrontals as broad as long. One post•
orbital. Temporals 1+1. Labials five, third and fourth in orbit, fifth largest.
Infralabials six, fifth largest. Posterior submentals half as large
the anterior.
Scales carinate, lustrous, in seventeen rows; dors.al narrow; outer broad and faintly
keeled; ventrals 125-129. Anal divided. Subcaudals thirty-six pairs.
Uniform brownish olive on the dorsal rows. No band on the occiput. Ventrals
whitish, tinged with olive on the bases. Largest specimen, total length 10?2" inches;
tail 11-\ inches.

as

Two specimens of this species are known, both found near Dallas, in
northern Texas. I have had the opportunity of examilling them in tlle
Museum of Comparative Zoology through the kindness of Dr. Agassiz
and Mr. Garman.
HALDEA Baird and Girard.
Haldea BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt, 1, Serpents, 1853, p. 122,B0ULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 290.
Conocephalus BIBR0N, Prodrome des Ophidiens, 1853, p. 46.

Head elongated, ellipsoid, distinct from the body. Internasal plate
single. Prefrontals large, enterillg together with the loreal into the
orbit, thus suppressing the anteorbitals. Postorbital one. Two nasals.
Pupil circular. Scales carinated. Postabdominal scutella bifid. Subcauda]s divided.
This genus has tlle form and probably the hal>its of the 0alamarinre,
but the continuity of the vertebral hypapophyses throughout the vertebral column and the characters of the hemipenis indicate that its affinities are with the Natricinre, of which group it is probably a degenerate
offshoot.
HALD EA STRIA TULA Linnreus.

Haldea striatula BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.
122.-C0PE1 Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.-B0ULENGER, Cat.
Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 291.
Coluber striatulus LINNlEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 375.-GMELIN, Linnreus Syst.
Nat., 13th ed., 1788, p. 1887.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V,
1827, p. 35-i.
•
Calamaria striatula SCHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., 1837, p. 43.-H0LBR00K, N.
Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 123, pl. XXIX.
Conocephalus striatulus DuMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 140.

Vertical plate elongated, hexagonal. Occipitals proportionately very
long, subround exteriorly. Prefrontal subtriangular. Portion of postfrontals seen from above, oblong, dilated on the face, and approximatN.A.T MUS 98--64
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ing th po ·tna:al au<.l upper part of the orbit. Ro ·tral tapering
upward.
o tril opening in the posterior margin of the prenasal
plate. Loreal el ngated, ituated above the second and third labials,
and forming, with the postfrontal, the anterior part of the orbit. Eyes
ircular.
uperciliaries proportionally large. One angular postorbita1,
1 at d the fourth labial forming the lower portion of the posterior
part of the orbit. Temporal shields of medium size. Mouth deeply
cleft. Upper labials five; fourth·
. and fifth very large. Inferior
Jabials six; fifth disproportionally the largest.
Body slender1 subcylindrical;
tail sbort, and very much tapering. Scales lanceolated, in seventeen rows, all carinated, very
Fig. 272.
narrow along the back; outer
J!ALDF:A STRfATULA LINN./Et.: S .
row conspicuously broader, with
X 2.
an obsolete carination.
Dallas, Texas.
Grayish brown above, soiled
CollecUon of E. D. Cope.
yellow beneath (said to be reddi h gray above, and a1mon-colored beneath, in life), a narrow light
cl.te tout band aero s the middle of the occipitals, spreading over the
an le of the mouth.
Thi mall species is distributed over the Austroriparian district, and
,t nd into the Eastern, buthowfarisasyetunknown. Fort Jackson,
Minnesota, is the most northern locality in the following list, but for
it accuracy I can not vouch. Richmond, Virginia, is the most northern locality in the East.
·
Haldea striatula Linnreus.
Catalogue umbe_r
of spec1•
... 0 ·
mens.
1879

1

4751
5561
7302
2453

2
6
1
1
1
1

1877

1878

Locality.

I

Nature of
specimen •

F rom wh om receive
. d.

Charleston, South Caro• .............. .
Jina.
Upshur County, Texas ................. .
Grand Couteau, Louisiana .............. .
.'omorville, North Carolina .. . . .......... .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin ................. .

Dr. S. B. Barker ........ . Alcoholio
type.
J. N. Glasco ... ......... . Alcoholic.
do.
St. Charles College ..... .
J.C. McNair ........... .
do.
8ercomb ............... . .
do.
Richmond, Virgjnia .................... . U. W.Reese .......... .. .
do.
Kemper County, Missis• ...... ........ . D.C.Lloyd ............ . .
do.
sippi.
Fort Jackson, Minnesota ............... . T. Glover ............... .
do.
do.
'~i1n~ngton, North Caro• Apr. -, 1878 John M. Ilarbifield ..... ..

4490
9505

10711
155:i5
1711 0
~2154-5

WhE1n
collected.

I

1
' a bville, Georgia..... . . . - , -, 1880 W. J . Taylor ........... '
1 Cook County, Texas .......... .. ........ . G. H. Ragsdale ......... .

:::::::: :: w:;~~~-i:~~::::: :: ::::::: ::::: :: ::: :: ::: ~.t.~!a c~·s::s;i~ia;::

do.
do.
do.

do.

1
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TROPIDOCLONIUM Cope.
Tropidoclonium COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 76; Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc., 1886, p. 495; Bu]]. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 60.

Head not distinct from body. Teeth equal. Scales keeled; anal
plate entire; subcaudal scuta divided. Cephalic scuta normal; two
internasals, rostral not prominent. One nasal and one loreal.
Hemipenis with two apical papillre.
This genus shows its position to be in the Natricinre by the presence
of the vertebral hypapophyses on the posterior part of the column.
In its entire anal plate, and in its pattern of coloration, it resembles
the genus Entrenia, and especially such species as E. brachystorna Cope
and E. leptocephala Baird and Girard, where the head is not very distinct. It is probably a terrestrial modification of that genus, as the
Natrix lcirtla.n dii is of Natrix. But one species of the genus is known.
The peculiar apical papillre of the hemipenis I find to be entirely
constant.
TROPIDOCLONIUM LINEATUM Hallowell.

T1·opidoclonium lineatum COPR, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p . 76; Checklist N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875. p. 42.
MicropB lineatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil'a., 1856, p . 241.
Ischnognathus lineatus Bour.ENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 289.

The head is quite sma11, rounded above, depressed in front; snout
subacute; nostril in a single parallelogrammic 11asal plate, quite near
its superior margin, and
much nearer its anterior
than its posterior extremity; sometimes this
plate is cleft inferiorly
below ·the nostril; loreal
longer than high; one
anterior, two posterior
orbitals; six superior labials, the eye resting on
the third and fourth, the c ~
sixth longer than high. ~ '
Fig. 273.
Temporals 2-2, the infeTROPIDOCLONIUM LINEA'l'UM HALLOWELL.
rior of the first row not
X 2.
touching post-orbitals,
Fort Chadbourne, Texas.
and intercalated between
Cat. No. 2059, U.S.N.M.
the fifth and seventh
superior labials. Pregeneials longer than postgeneials, the latter
bounding the posterior part of the long fourth inferior labial. Body
rather stout, thicker in the middle, covered with nineteen r ows of
scales, all of which are very strongly carinate<l., except the t wo inferior
rows, which are quite smooth and deeper than the others; other scales
narrow, subelliptical, bipnnctate posteriorly, the carina reaching the
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entire length of the scale; tail short and tapering to a point; abdominal
scnta, 138; snbcandals, 34; a single preanal.
·
Brown above, with three narrow yellow dorsal vittre, the middle
occupying one row and a half of the adjoining row of scales; head
above brown; upper jaw light yellow; abdomen and under part of tail
yellow, with a double row of triangular spots of a bluish-black color
along the middle of the former and base of the latter; these spots are
sometimes confluent at their bases; the spots beneath the epidermis
are perfectly black.
-This species is especially characteristic of the western part of the
Mis issippi Valley, occurring in the western part of the Easter11, and
tbe Texan part of the .Austroriparian subregions. It is not uncommon
in northern Texas, the Indian Territory, and southern Kansas, extending north to Iowa and Ohio, inclusive.
Tropidoolonium lineatum Hallowell.
Number
Catn1ogue of speoiNo.
mens.
2059
6238
9575
]0088
8038
14783
16 67
16236 }
16237
16238
16485 }
164 6
]6487
21497

Locality.

When
collected.

Fort Chadbourne, Texas ...............•.
N osho Falls, Kansas ...... ..............
2 " outh8!:n tates " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Hughes, Ohio........ . .... .A.pr. -, 1879

1
l

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. E. Swift, U.S . .A. ..... ..A.lcoholic.
:B. F. Goss...............
do.
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •. . . • . . . . . .
do.
R. T. Shepherd..........
do.

t1 .....
··t:i:oitia)ii~~o~C:::::
::::::::::::::: ·Juii~·;H~rt~~:::::::::::
do ••••••.•........... . ............ . ....... do .................. .

i~:

3 ••••• do ..••..••.•.......... .. .... . .........•••. do ..•.•~....... ...... .

do.

3 •• ••• do .................... .................... do .................. .

do.

1 Waco, Texas.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. S. and H. H. Brimley ..

do.

Mr. Ju1iu Hurter, to whom I owe much information respecting the
r ptile of Mi souri, states that this species is very abundant within
be city limits of St. Louis. .A flood in the Mississippi at one time
drove them from their subterranean haunts and many were captured.
LIODYTES Cope.
Liodytes
PE, Proc. Amer. Phil. oc., 1884, p. 194; 1886, p. 495; Bull. U.S. Nat.
Iu ., o. 32, 1 7, p. 60.

o terior maxillary tooth longer than tho e in front of it and separ t d from them by an int r pace. Cephalic plates norma1, except that
th r i.' l>u t one in tern a al plate. Nostril subvertical. Two nasal
lat ,· and one loreal.
cales smooth, no foss re. .Anal scutum divided.
hi genu i allied to Helicops Wagler, a form found only in contin ntal South meri ·a. It differ from it in the smoothness of the

It include but one peci s, which ha been found •so far in Florida
only.
cal s in 19 rows; labial
; interna al wider than long. Five rows of caudal
cal s keeled. Dark brown, with two later al brownish yellow stripes on each
side; below straw color ....... .. ............. .... .. __ ..... _...... _.. _. L. allenii.
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LIODYTES ALLENII Garman.

Liodytes allenii COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1886, p. 495.
Helicops allenii BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 275.

Body subcylindrical, retaining its size in the middle and tapering
abruptly near the extremities; head not larger than the neck; nasal
plates sin gle, in contact between prefrontal and rostral; one prefrontal;
loreal and anteorbital present; three postorbitals, not in contact with
the temporals; two or more rows of carinate scales on the tail; color
in longitudinal bands.
Body of moderate size, subcylindrical, tapering in the anterior and
posterior fifths; head subconical, depressed continuous with the body;
eyes medium, circuia.r, distant from the end of the snout and from each
other about one-fourth of the total length of the head; mouth inferior,
deeply cleft, outline sharply curved in its posterior third; tail smaller
than the body, tapering abruptly in the anterior third, posterior two-

Fig. 274.
LIODYTE8 ALLENII GARMAN.

= 1.

Volusia, Florida.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

thirds slender. Rostral shield very small, five-angled; internasal small,
rhomboid, posterior angle rounded, transverse diameter the greater;
postfrontals six-sided, the smaller next the loreal, rounded angle
backward; vertical moderate, six-angled, narrower forward; superciliaries shorter than the vertical, five-sided, narrow, wider above the postorbitals; occipitals larger, separated in front by the angle of the vertical; one loreal, small, four-sided, smaller next the frontal; nasals single, nearly elliptical, bearing the minute circular nostril to the lower
posterior angle; upper labials eight, third and fourth entering into the
orbit, sixth and seven th larger; lower eleven, fifth and sixth larger;
five shields between labials and occipitals.
Scales of the body in nineteen rows, smooth, hexagonal, those in the
vertebral rows twice as long as wide, in the exterior wider than long,
those of the tail strongly keeled fo the three vertebral rows, slightly
in the next two; abdominals, 128; anal bifid; subcaudals, 58 pairs.
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olor in longitudin 1 band ; the vertebral dark brown, five scales
and two half c le iu width e ·tending over the head to the upper portion of th ro tral and labial ; the fir t laterals of yellowish brown,
from th o ciput, tw half cale wide; the second of dark brown, two
cale and two halves; the exterior of brownish yellow, two scales and
a half. Th darker lateral edges of ail the scales give the appearance
of narrow tripe .
bdominal , ubcaudals, lower part of head, upper
labial , and ro tral lull yellow or straw color. Without spots. It. is
lik ly that in life the dark bands were purplish or bluish and the light
fie. h olored.
Liodytes allenii Garnian.

t:ntalogue

Locality.

TO .

21388
22700

From whom received.

Florida. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. R. Lrennberg.
Fort Baas nger, De oto County, Florida.......... R. Ridgway.

EUT .£NIA Baird and Girard.
Eutamia C

ro . Amer. Phil. Soc., 1886, p. 495.
E1,tainia
and IRARD, Cat. . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 24.
1'1taninophiB FITZ! ER, , yst. Rept., 1843, p. 26.
Prymnontidion Co1,1t, Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 558.
Chilopoma
PE, Rept. Expl. urv. W. of 100 Mer., V, 1875, p. 543 (preoccupied).
, typocemus
PE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soo., 1875, p. 387; Bull. U . S. Nat. Mus., No.
32, 1 7, p. 60.
PE,
BAIRD

' phalic plate normal; two nasals, one loreal. Eye resting on
up rior labials. Scales keeled, wjthout pores. Anal plate entire; subaudal divid d. The maxillary teeth are rather abruptly longer near
h p t rior e tremity of the maxillary bone than elsewhere, as in the
atrix, with two exceptions. These are the species E. multimac'ltlata op and .E. melanogaster Wiegmann. I have on this account disingui h d tlle e pecie as constituting another genus which I called
tomarclm ·, the character distinguishing it from Eutrenia, being the
n lity in len th of the maxillary teeth. As the excess in length of
tu o t ri r teeth i small in some of the species of the latter, I have
n t f r the pre ent retained this genus, although it may be found to be
dvi abl t d o hereafter. The two pecies mentioned a,r e more
quati in th ir habit than the Eutrenire proper.
Thi genu · wa e tablished by Baird and Girard in the Catalogue of
rth merica, published in 1853, on species which had
rpents of
previ u lyre£ rred to the genus Natrix (Tropidonotus). To the
peci previou ly known these authors added four; and nine
nam w r propo el for what are in my e timation either subspecies
or indiviuual f the even species actually distinguished. In the year
1
e nic tt a d d five specie . At various dates between 1860 and
the pre ent writer added nine 'pecie , and referred to the genus a
ap cie long previon ly de cribed by Wiegmann. In 1890 Brown added
a, specie , and a pecies i · de cribed for the :first time in the present
review. The total number of species i , then, twenty-four.
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Eutamire are the most abundant snakes in North America and Mexico. Where all other species are absent, either through hostility of
the -climate or of enemies, indivrnuals of this genus remain. This persistence may be ascribed to several causes. One of these is their great
fecundity. Professor Baird mentions a specimen of E. sirtalis which
produced eighty young at a birth. Another cause is their readiness to
seek concealment in water, so that they moRt readily escape observation.
Several of the species are pugnacious in their disposition. Such is
the case with the two which have the widest distribution and greatest
abundance of individuals, the E. sirtalis Linnreus and E. elegans Baird
and Girard. Their bite, it is needless to remark, is perfectly harmless.
Some of the species possess great elegance of form, as those of the E.
saurita group. Others have much brilliancy of color, as the metallic
green of some forms of the E. proxima and the red and black of the
E. sirtalis concinna.
The genus Eutmnia presents especial attractions to the student who
desires an illustration of the phenomena of variation and constancy in
the physical characters of animals. In few genera do we find so well
illustrated the persistence of specific characters exhibited side by side
with variations of the same. We have here, therefore, examples of
the appearance or disappearance, as the case may be, .of characters in
connection with or without apparent connection with the environment.
The species of Eutcenia differ as follows:
I. Second, and usually :first, row of scales keeled; orbit bounded below by two labial
plates.

Lateral stripe on the third and fourth rows of scales.

1. Temporal scales 1-2.

"Tail equal or exceeding one-third total length; :first row of scales much
longer than deep; strongly keeled; scales in 19 rows.
Superior labials 8, long_er than high; very slender; color metallic olive.
E. sackenii Kennicott.
Superior labials 7, longer than deep; very slender; color brown.
•
.E. saurita Linnams.
0
Tail less than a third and more than a fourth the total length; superior
labials 8.
Head :flat; superior labials longer than high; scales in 19 rows, inferior
row keeled, longer than deep .................. ... E. proxirna Say.
Head elevated, superior labials higher than long; scales in 21 rows, inferior row as deep as long ............ E. megalops Baird and Girard.
"** Tail more than one-fourth and not less than one-fifth the total length;
scales in 21 rows, the inferior row as deep as long, and weakly or
not keeled.
Superior labials 7; tail less than 4.5 times in total length.
E. radix Baird and Girard.
Superior labials 8; tail more than 4.5 times in total length.
E. macrostemma Kennicott.
2. Temporal scrJes 1-1.
Tail between one-fifth and one-fourth the total length; superior labials 7;
head little distinct; lateral stripe bright and black bordered, on
second, third, and fourth rows of scales .......... E. butlerii Cope.
'l'ail between one-fourth and one-third the total length; superior labials 8;
bead qa,i.te distinct; lateral line faint on third _and fourth rows.
E.. r'l!,tilori~ Cope,
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econd r w of seal s keeled; the first keeled or smooth; orbit above two
labials; lateral stripe when present on second and third rows of
scales.
1. Temporal scales, 1-2.
* Scales in 21 (3) rows; superior labials 8.
Two preoculars; superior temporals small; :first row of scales keeled.
black, stripes indistinct; head short, frontal wide.
E. biscutata Cope.
One preocular; superior temporals small; head short, frontal wider, not
touching preocular; posterior labials higher than long; tail 3¼ to
4t times in length ............... _- . . E. elegans Baird and Girard.
One preocular; a large superior temporal bounding occipital; frontal.
narrow, touching preocular; head long; labials all longer than
high; tail 3¼ in length ...... ·-·--· ---~E. augustirostris Kennicott.
"* cal in 19 (17) rows; eight superior labials.
a Scales in 17 rows.
lender; eye large; frontal narrow; head very distinct; no stripes
nor lateral spots, except anteriorly._ ...... . E. ch1·ysocephala Cope.
aa cales in 19 rows.
Form slender, head very distinct, eye large; dorsal stripe mostly
on one row of scales, with the indistinct lateral stripe and belly
white; a large black nuchal spot on each side .... E. eques Reuss.
Form robust, head little distinct; dorsal stripe yellow; lateral
stripe indistinct, like the belly, olive to black; no nuchal spot.
E. infernalis Baird and Girard.
Porro Rtout, small; head little distinct; eye moderate; no stripes,
but a series of cross bands which inclose large spots.
E. phenax Cope.
l<'orm slender; small; eye moderate; no stripes, but six rows of
small black spots .... __ ................ ____ . E. sumichmstii Cope.
" * • cales in 19 (17) rows; superior labials seven.
a: Two preoculars (sometimes united).
TI ead scarcely distinct; two or three rows of spots on each side.
E. leptocephala Baird and Girard.
aa ne preocula.r; inferior labials ten.
Head s arcely distinct; postgeneials short; bands indistinct, conne ted by a single series of brown crossbars on each side.
•
E. sccdaris Cope.
llead little distinct; form slender; stripes very distinct, yellow,
separated by black or brown; the scales with yellow keels; lateral,
band black bordered below .. ___ . . ....... __ . E. pu,lchrilatus Cope.
Form tout, head distinct; postgeneials longer than pregeneials; two
rows of spots on each side, sometimes connected longitudinally
above or below; stripes pale ................ . E. sirtalis Linnoous.
* * cale in 19 rows; superior labials six.
Inferior labials eight; head not distinct; gastrosteges 132; dark
olive with pale dorsal stripe .. __ ............ E . brachystorna Cope.
2. Temporal cales 3-2.
.
cales iu 21 rows; superior labials eight.
Frontal wide, r aching preoculars; second row of scales as wide as :first;
stripe distinct; a broad black band below lateral stripe; labials
brown border d .................. .. _.... __ .. E. nigrilatns Brown.
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III. Second row of scales keeled; orbit bounded below by a single labial.
" Scales in 21 rows; superior labials eight.
1. Temporals, 1-3.
Oculars, 3-3; labials longer thun high; loreal longer than high; rostral
subtriangular; muzzle narrow; seven rows of spots, no stripes.
E. multimaculata Cope.
Like the last; but ·rostral a transverse oval with free borders; loreal
nearly entering orbit, and labials narrower .. E. 1·ufopunctata Cope.
IV. Second row of scales smooth like the first; others with weak keels. Orbit
bordered by two labials.
" Scales in 19 rows; superior labials eight. .
1. Temporals, 1-2.
Oculars,·2-3; loreal longer than high; head little distinct; dusky stripes
wanting or indistinct._ ............ _.. E. melanogaster Wiegmann.

The affinities of these species may be expressed in the following
diagram:
ANGVST/ROSTRIS

NtGRILATUS

SACK!NII

~At_

MACRO°sTEMMA

\
SIJM/CHRAST/1

n1

INFERNAL/$

AIJRAi

SAVl?ITA

~xr:::'
ME0Ls

Crnr~RYSOCEPHALA

~PHENA~ius/,EPIOCEPHALA
PIJLCH~

~R/S

The E. sirtalis presents the greatest number of points of contact with
other species. It also iuhabits the region of geologically the greatest
age, or that region which bas been ·a frog land area for the longest
time. Although large portions of the west of North America were elevated at the close of the Cretaceous period, and probably before the
genus Eutrenia was in existence, the ancestors of Eutrenici may be
safely believed to have inhabited the area which was land prior to the
' Cretaceous~ so that the descent of Eutrenia was new and possibly in the
eastern rather than in the western half of the continent. It is thus
rendered probable that Eutrenia sirtalis is the ancestral form. This is
also confirmed by the fact that it is a spotted species, since the unicolor
species, as E. saurita, have spotted young.
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The following table represents the geograiphical range of the species:
Eastern region.

I

mitroripariau I
.
regio~.
Central region.

.
.
Paci 6 c region.

S

. .
ICentralAmerican
onoran region.
region.

E. sackenii ...... ............ ... ........... . - -.... • • • • •· • • • • •·· • • •·· • • - • •· • · • •. •. • •
E. saurita . . . . . E. saurita ........ ................... • .... • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • -• • • • • ·· • • • • • · · · · · • • · · ·

E. butlerii .... . . ~-- ~~~-~~~-~ •:: ·

i:;~di~::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: l

·::~:lir:~:~~ :~::~~~~:~~:: : :
E. rutiloris.

E. elegans ....

l i,\~~~~!i~:::: .~:-~1~~-~~~:
:::::: :::::: :::: :: ::: : ::
E. augustirostris ................. .

E. eques .... . ... E. eques.
E.cbrysocephala.
E. infernalis .... ............... - . E. phenax.
E. airtalis . ..... E. sirtalis ... .. E. sirtalis..... E. sirtalis . .. . .. .•.•••. -......... - E. sumic)nastii.
E brncbvstoma .................... ........... . ................ ... . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. seal ans.
·
·
E. pulchrilatus . E. pulcbrilatus.
E. leptocepbala .. . . ........ .......... .... . ....... - ..
E. nigrilatus .............•........
E. rufopun ctata ...........•.......
E. multimacu- . ...•••......... . lata.
E. melanogaster .. ................ .

Th above table gives but a very general view of the distribution of
tbe ,'p cie , iuce some of them are restricted to d-istricts of the regions
Ollly, while a few species are kuown from so few examples t.hat their
rano- i unknown. Of the latter class are E. butlerii, E. brachystorna,
E. rut-ilori ·, E. augustirostris, and E. nigrilatus. The E. saclcenii is
r tri ·ted to Florida, and the E. radix to that part of the central
r gion that lie ea t of the Rocky Mountains, entering the eastern
r gi n. The wi<lely di tributed species, as E. sirtalis and E. elegans,
are r pre euted in special districts by peculiar subspecies, which look
very dilforent from each other. The E. proxima bas a range which
doe not coincide with any zoological district, inhabiting eastern
Mexico, Texas, and tbe Mississippi Valley.
The tndy of the several hundred specimens of species of this genus
whicharecoutained in the U.S. National Museum and my private collection how that in mo t of the species the number of rows of scales and
the number of the labial plates are quite constant. In only one species,
the E. leptocephala, is the number of scale rows varied by the presen e or ab ence of a single row on each side, and in none is the
number of labial plate frequently variable. The position of the lateral
trip i.·, a tat d by Baird and Girard, very constant. The relative
I ngth of he tail is constant within certain limits aud in certain
p ·ie . In me of the species it varies a good deal. The coloration
within limit in each species, and often characterizes subspecies
n i l rable preci ion, transitional form in some such cases being
rare and iu ther more frequent. The species of the Pacific coast
pre n th greate 't difficulties to the sy tematist. Here the ea tern
. irtali om into contact with the we tern E. elegans, and some
lo parall 1 in coloration occur. Thu the E. s. parietalis resembles
ery much the E . elegrms ordinoides, and the E. s. sirtalis re embles
con iderably the E . e. lineolata. The E. infernalis intervenes between
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the E. sirtalis and E. elegans in scale formulre. The E. leptocephala
appears quite distinct from the southern west coast forms, but it has
melanistic phases which resemble melanistic forms of the E. sirtalis
from the northwest coast in Washington, such as .E. s. pickeringii.
The colors of the young afford some clew to the order of probable
appearance of color marks in the adults. .A.s already remarked by
Baird and Girard, the spots are more distinct in the young than in
adults, both as to isolation from each other and in distinctness of color.
When spots disappear and are replaced by a uniform tint, both lighter
(E. elegans vagrans) and darker (E. elegans lineolata and E. sirtalis
obscura), the change first appears on the posterior part of the body.
The tendency to form cross- bars or spots appears first on the anterior
part of the body. This is slightly developed in the E ..~irtalis semifasciata but extends throughout the greater part of the length in the
E. phenax. In species in which the top of' the head is pale, as E. elegans vagrans, it is very dark or black in the young. This dark color is
paler also in the E. e. couchii, and in the E. e. marciana, but leaves its
posterior portion as a pair of large black nuchal spots.
EUT .lENIA SA CKE NII Kennicott.

Eutcenia sackenii KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 98.-C0PE,
Check-listN. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 40.-C0PE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XI,
1888, p. 393.
Tropidonotus saurita BoULENGER, part,· Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 212.
Prymnomiodon chalceus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 558.

Tail, with rare exceptions, more than one-third the total length; body
very slender; head quite distinct from body, elongate and with narrow
muzzle. Eye rather large; ocular
plates 1-3; superior labials eight,
eye resting on fourth and · fifth.
Temporals 1-2. Scales of body in
nineteen rows, very narrow, more
strongly keeled than in any other
species of the genus and notched
at the tips. The inferior row dif.
fers but little from the others, the
scales being a little deeper at the
base.
Color, bright olive above, differFig. 275.
ing in depth; below light leek
EUTJENIA SACKENII KENNIC0'.1.'T.
green; · generally with metallic
=1.
reflections. Three longitudinal
Little Sarasota Bay, Florida.
straw-colored stripes; the lateral
Cat. No. 9502, U.S.N .M.
on the third and fourth rows; the
vertebral on the median and halves of adjacent rows of scales, all
narrowly dark brown bordered. Sometimes the color of the dorsal
stripe is like that of the rest of the back, the borders only remaining,

Q
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and ometime the e al o di. appear. In the type specimen the dorsal
tripe i repre ented by a half.inch po terior to the head; no spots or
marking on the ga tro tege .
In sev n pecimen tbe proportion of the tail to the total length is
a, foll w : Oat. o. 10589, two and three-fourths, two and four-fifths;
, . .r o. 1009 , two aud four-fifths; Cat.No. 11987, two and five-sixths,
two au l nin -tenth , two and nine-tenths; Cat. No. 12596, three.
· Thi p cies i di tributed over Florida generally, and ranges as far
we .. tward a 1obile, labama, from which point specimens were sent
m by my friend, Dr. Jo eph Corson, United States Army. It is the
m t 1 nder pecie of the genu , and is characterized by the form of
tb fir t row of scale . These are narrow, differing very little from
thol;: f the ther rows. Like them they are strongly keeled, and are
n tell l at the apex. The form originally described has no dorsal
trip . p imeu of this kind were sent me from Volusia. Specimens
fr m
orgiana, belonging to the U.S. National Museum, and from
I il have a dor al stripe with blackish borders. Two Volusia specim n: h ve ven uperior labial , while one bas eight. Two specimens
fr m obil have ight superior labials, and ten from other parts of
• 1 ride h. ve the ame. In one of the specimens from Georgiana the
1 r in ludin · the tripes, are obscure.
Jtutamia saclcenii ICennicott.
When
collected.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Palatka, Florida ........ -. .A.pr. -, 1877 Prof. S. F. Baird......... Alcoholic.
..... do ...... . ............................ T. Glover................
do.
do.
do.

=··.:. :.: is14· -P~or:F::s~lieek·::: :: :::

·i(tdiie··;~iisota:nai: Flo~:- ·

105 9

12506
}190~
22333
22330

la.

learwater, Florida . ...... July 14, 1879 S. T. Walker .•.•.. . .....
,aiuesville, Florida . .. . . . Apr. -, 1882 James Bell ............. .
... . •.. . ;j ...... do.-····;···;·········· .................... do ................... .
orgiana, Floncla . .. .. .................. Wm. W1ttfleld ......... .
.. •· •· · ··· , Orang
Ilammock, De . .....••.....•. Wm. Palmer ... .. ...... .
oto County, Florida.
. . ... . .. .. ruJ~~~~.1/i~;idi.0sceola ······ : ··· · ···· ..... do . ............. . ... .
I
1

1

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1

EUTlENIA SAURITA Linnreus.

C PE, Ch ck•list . Amer. Batr. Re!)t., 1875, p. 40.
C'olube,· aaurita Lr .IEU , yst. at., I, 1766, p. 385; Syst. Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3,
17 8, p.1109.-HA.RLAN, Jo urn. Acad. at. Sci. Phila.,V, 1827,p. 352.-STOHER,
Rep. R pt. Mas ., 1 29, p. 229.-TIIOMPSON, Hist. Vermont, 1842, p. 115. .
L ptoJJltis sauritus HOLBROOK, :r . Amer. Herpt., III, 1842, p. 21, pl. 1v.-DEKA.Y,
ew York Fauna, 1842, p. 47, pl. XI, fig. 24.
Tropiclonotus saurita CIILEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serp., I, p. 169; II, p. 323.-DUMERIL
and BIBRO , Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 586.-G0NTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit.
us. 1858, p. 72.-BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 212 .
.Eutainia aaurita BAI.RD and IRA.RD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 24-.
Etil ·nia aaurila

Elongate and lender; tail genera1ly longer, sometimes equal, one-
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third the total length. Head quite distinct from body, elongate, flat.
Orbital plates, 1-3; temporals, 1-2; superior labials seven, those
beneath the orbit longer than high. Scales in nineteen rows, very
narrow, strongly keeled, and notched at the apex, those of the inferior
row differing only from the others in being a little deeper at the base.
Color about light chocolate. Three stripes of uniform yellow. Below
the lateral stripes, light brown. Abdomen greenish white. A broad
vertebral line of sulphur yellow, occupying one and two half rows of
scales, the line margined for half a scale on each side with black.
A lateral stripe on each side along the third and fourth rows of
lateral scales; the scales
in the exterior edges of
this stripe occasionally
speckled or margined
with black. Skin between the scales black,
with numerous small
Fig. 276.
yell~w lines, half a scale
EUTlENIA SAURITA LINN.MUS .
long, seenonlyindilating
=1.
the skin. In some speConnecticut.
cies the black shows as
Cat. No. 7224, U.S.N.M.
a series of lateral spots.
The usual double spot on the line of union of the occipitals. Orbital
plates yellowish white, as are the lower part and sides of the head and
throat.
In a specimen from Westport, New York, there is a well-defined black
line under the lateral stripe. In one from Londongrove, Pennsylvania,
tw~ rows of quadrate spots are visible on the anterior part of the l>ody
as in E. sirtalis. Spots are not visible in any other specimen.
The scuta, scutellre, and lengths of body and tail in inches are given
in three specimens by Baird and Girard, as follows:

0

Cat. Nos.

Locality.

782. Carlisle, Pennsylvania .... -- ________ -- ---Do . _. _.. _____ ..••••...• - .. -- . - -.. - -- f
Washington, District of Columbia ....... .

Gastroategea. Uroategea. Length. Tail.

156.
157.
157.

115.
118.
118.

35.
26¾,
32½.

12¼,
9.
9.

The lengths of the tail in fourteen specimens are as follows: Cat. No.
685, two and three fourths; Oat. No. 12369, two and four-fifths; Cat. No.
795, two and six-sevenths; Cat. No. 987, two and seven-eighths; Cat.
No. 782, two and seven-eighths; Oat. No. 9997, two and nine-tenths;
Oat. No. 13357, two and nine-tenths; Cat. No. 9991, two and :fifteen-sixteenths; Cat. No. 7223, two and nineteen-twentieths; Oat. No. 8953,
three; Cat. No. 797, three; Cat. No. 7224, three; Oat. No. 783, three and
one-fourteenth; Cat. No. 5451, three and one-eighth. Of these, three
with the shortest tails-Oat. Nos. 797, 8953, and 5451-are young
individuals.
The superior labials are coustantly seven in twenty-six specimens
examined.
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rie · of mall pots along the uperior edge of the lateral stripe
eu in the only young specimen iu the collection.
'fhe even uperior labials and the color distinguish this species from
the E. scickenii. The carination of the scales is also not so strong as in
the latter.
The E1ttcenia saurita ranges the eastern and austroriparian districts,
ex ept Florida and Texas. Specimens in Yarrow's Check-list said to
be from the latter districts belong to the E. saclcenii and E. proxima,
re pectively. lt is especially abundant in the Middle States, but is not
known to extend north of Massachusetts. It is an elegant creature,
and is generally found near water, in which it swims readily, being
more aquatic in its habits than the E . sirtalis, which is found in the
same localities.
Eutamia saurita Linnreus.
at nl ogue ofumber
speci•
m ns.
No.

I

7

71

9 7

797
1722t

Locality.

When
collected.

I

F rom whom received.
.

Nature of
specimen.

-, 1854 I J'.C.McNair .........·.. . .Alcoholic
type.
Pensacola, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. W . .A. Hammond , U. .Alcoholic.
s. .A.
1. Lancaster, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
do.
1 Tennessee .............................. I Prof. R. Owen .... ...... .
do.
do.
l Tioga Connt,y, ew York ............... ·1E. E. Howell ........... .
.}., Toledo, Ohio ............................. J'. B. Trembly ......... ..
do.
,
ew Orleans, Louisiana .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ....................... ..
clo.
l Indiana County, Pennsyl- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J'. W. Dagins ........... .
c1o.
vania.
4 Carlisle, Pennsylvania ................... Prof. S. I<'. Baird ........ .
do.
do.
do.
do,
1 Woods Hole, Massachu- -, 1875 V. N. Edwards ......... .
clo.
setts.
Middletown, Connecticut .. ..... 0 • • • • • • • • W. H. Barnes ........... .
do.
Museum Wesleyan Unido.
versity.
Wbeatland,Indiana ...... .A.pr.-, 1881 Robert Ridgway ....... .
do.
Illinois .. ............................... . R. Kennicott ........... .
do.
Londongrove, Pennsy1va- .............. . E.D. Cope .......... . ... .
do.
nia.
. . . . . . .. . . Wheatland, Indiana . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. Robert Ridgway ....... .
do.
............... do ........................................ do .................. .
do.
Des Moines, Iowa......... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . R. Ellsworth Call . ..... .
do.
Washington, District of ............. .. J'. D. Figgins ........... .
do.
Columbia.
l

Somerville,NorthCarolina -

/7222 1
!A51

65

7223
782
5552
7221

705
953
9 91
9007
10657
7 :1
12369
12356
J2:l57
11751...01
17455

i %~;:1~;~·~~~~~~~:: : : : :::::::::::::::2: tfA;t:::::::::::::

EUT lENIA PROXIMA Say.
l!htlwnia proJ'ima COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875,p. 40.

rolube1· p1'oximus AY, Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., I, 1823, p. 187.-HARLAN,
Jonrn. Acad. at. ci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 353.
Tropidonotus proxinu,s Born, I is von Oken, 1827, p. 535.
Rutai11i<i proxima BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 25.
Eutaini<tfaireyi HArnu and 'IRARD, Cat. . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 25.

o l and tail longate, lender, but less so than in the E. saurita and
E. sackenii the tail constituting le s than one.thircl and more than onefour h be total length. Head quite di tin ct, elongate, rather depres ed.
0 uJar plate 1-3; temporal 1-2; uperior labials longer than broad
bel w he orbit. Scales in nineteen rows, very narrow, strongly keeied,
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and notched at the tip; those of the first row distinctly wider than the
others, and very indistinctly or not notched at the apex, although
strongly keeled.
Deep brown to black above and on the sides; beneath greenish white.
Dorsal stripe on one and two half rows of scales, ochraceous yellow,
lateral stripe on the third
and fourth row of scales,
~
greenish yellow or white,
~
markedly different in tint ",.,,......___......,...,
·
from the dorsal. Sides of abdominal scutelhe aud first
and second dorsal series of
the same color as the back.
Fig. 277.
On stretching the skin
EUTA!:NIA PROXIMA SAY.
numerous short white lines
= 1.
are visible. Occipital plates
Between Pecos and Rio Grande, Texas.
with two small approxiCat. No. 742, U.S.N.M.
mated spots on the line of
junction. Orbitals whitish. The greenish white of the abdomen
becomes more yellow anteriorly.
Baird and Girard give the following numbers of scuta and scutel]re
and lengths of tail and total in inches:
Locality.

Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisiana .. ___ ......
Do···--· __________ ...... ··--·· .....
Do. ___________ .....................
Red River ........ ···-·· ................
New Braunfels, Texas ...................
Near Indianola .. ____ ···--· .............
Do .. --. -- -- ... - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - San Pedro, Texas .......................

Gastrosteges.

178.
174.
168.
1-70.
171.
170.
178.
169.

Urosteges.

115.
114.
100.
100.
105.
108.
105.

Scales Length.

19.
19.
1!::I.
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.

30½.
26¼.
29.
33.
25f.
15J.
19.
14.

Tail.

10.
8.
9.

7t4f.
5¾.
4.

The relative lengths of the tail to the total in seventeen specimens
are as follows: Oat. No. 761, three and five-sevenths; Oat. No. 742, three
and four-fifths; Oat. No. 5488, three and one-half; Oat. No. 5180, three
and two-fifths; Oat. No. 5487, three and three-fifths; Oat. No. 757,
three and one-seventh; Cat. No. 759, three and one-seventh; Oat. No.
'741, three and one-fourth; Oat. No. 5484, three and one-third; Oat. No.
755, three and one-half; Oat. No. 753, foree and two-fifths; Oat. No.12036,
three and one-sixth; Oat.No. 12110, three aBd one- fifth; Oat.No. 10726,
two and two-fifths; Oat. No. 12906, three and one-third; Oat. No.
·13010, tliree a1id two-fifths; Cat. No. 13011, three and one-half.
In thirty-eight specimens the labials are constantly eight above; in
one specimen (Oat. No. 13051) they are eight on one side and seven on
the other, and in one (Oat. No. 13050) they are seven on both.sides.
A young specimen of 300 mm. is unspotted.
The Eutmnia proxima ranges throughout the Mississippi Valley to
the mouth of the Mississippi River, throughout Texas from Dallas to
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11 • mou h of th
rand aud in ea tern Mexico as far south as
rizaba. Th
from the Mi i ippi alley from New
Orlean to In<liaua and i con in are generally blacker above than
T xan I cimen , and they have been regarded as a distinct species
m1tl r the name of E. faire1Ji. This is, however, only a melanistic phase
f th E. proxima.
pecimens occur in my collection from Dallas, Texas,
and au ther black one in the . S. National Museum comes from so far
· a Fort McK,wett, which formerly stood on the Upper Llano River .
. id · tlle borter tail, this species is readily known from tbe two
ci ju t before de cribed, bytbe increased difference in form between
cale of the fir t and those of the other rows. Their form is distiu •tly dift' rent from that of the latter, but the diversity is not so great
a in th E. radix and other species which follow.
A r markable variety of this species comes from Fort Stockton,
T ·a .
pale bade represents the dorsal stripe, and the generally
re u ·olor are metallic in their lu ter. (Cat. No ..5180.) The proporare entirely normal.
JCuta•nia pl'oxirna Say.

Locality.
2·
1
2
1

When
collect.eel.

From whom received.

Ilend waters of Colorado.. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .
Brownsville, Texas .................. ....
Fort ·tocktou, Texas ....................
l'eri~!n:.nd Rio Grande, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Capt. J obn Pope, U. S. A. Alcoholic.
Capt. S.VanVliet,U.S.A .
do.
Patrick Duffy...........
do.
Dr. C. B. R. '.Kennerly ...
do.

1 CalcnsieuPass. Loui11iana . ...............
~ (J¾r 1Dd CMoteau, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, a apa,
xico ...... , _____ ...............
l ' i rra. ' un, .Mexico ....... .Apr. -, 1855
1 ~'ox River, Wisconsin ...................
1 Matamoras, Mexico ...... . ...............

clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

il

clo.

G. Wurdemann ...... ... .
St. Charles College .. ... .
R. M. D'Oca ........... ..
Capt. J"olrn Pope, U.S. A.
Prof. S. F. Baird ....... ..
Lieutenant
Couch,
U.S.A.
Red River, Arkansas .................... car,t, R.B.Marcy,U.S.A.
.l\rleclrT, Rio Grande ............. .. ... Co-:, D.Grahain,U.S.A .

1

, f~~1ftid:~i) ::::::::)): :::/:iii);;:::)::::
Caderita, N. Leon ..... .... . • .. .. .. . . .. .. . Lieutenaut Couch
U.S . A.
'
2 North Pecos River, Texas ................ W. S. Wood ........... ..
1 iort McKavett, Texas.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. W.W. Anderson ... .
l

i

1.~~~ ~~~~:

Lie~t.-w: "i: ·c~~P~~te~;.
l p~:;f;_~~~~nt'
n~l~~~i~_:::_:: :::::::::::: ::: :::~·: ~:~:::: :::::: ::::::
1
r~me .oo..er Rouge, Lom• .... ........... James Paine .......... ..
8
-~- -~~~ --:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : •

SHUia.

7226
771
5237
10726
10060

12036
9964

9252
12ll0

12006

Nature of
specimen.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.

do.

2 \Yh~eloc~, Texas .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. F. Kellogg ........... _..
1 facme -?,1v111r1 Wisconsin ............... _. Prof. S. F. Baird ....... ..
1
~!~~~~7i.R1ver, Indian ..... . ............ ...... . .. ............ ..

do.
do.
do.

t. L~oi_s . . issouri.. ..................... Dr. Geo. Englemann .... .

do.

}

1
~'.~~~~~:::_:: ::::::::: ::::::
t~ifnaa~es Pansb , Low- I .Apr. -, 1879 0. de la Peicbardiere. __ .

i~:~~~:::::::::::::

do.
do.
do.

3 Mount Carmel , IJlinois . . . Nov. -, 1881 L. M. Turner .......•....
1 Southern States .............. ..
1 Illmois ....................... .. : ::::::::
1 St. James Parish , Looi- ............... O. de la Peichardiere .••.

do.
do.
do.
do.

1

il ::~:f~?~t_

·R_-K~~iii~ott ::::::::::::

suma.

clo.
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Eiitcenia proxirna Say-Continued.
·
Nnmber
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.
13001

to
1:1070
17952
]7958
17:)65
22326
15370
15,J43
17083

to

. Locality.

When
collected .

From whom received.

Natu re of
speci1ue11.

}- ____ .... New Orleans, Louisiana ................. Dr. R. W. Shufelclt ...... Alcoholic.
Veedersburg, Fountain ............... 0. P.Hay ...............
9ounty, lnd_ia~a.. .
·

: : : :: :-:~:~}~i: \:~z~s:S:l~~~: : ~:: : : : : :::::~i:lLiii~ :_ :::::: :::: ::

clo.

,v. Prentiss .... - . -

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

}· ........ Cameron County, Texas ................. C. K. Worthen ..... - -.. .

clo.

New Orleans, Louisiana ................. Dr. R.
Matamoras, Mexico .. ..•.... .. ........... Dr. D.

vy. Snufe~dt .. - - - - -

17047

Specimens referred to this species said to be from North Carolina, in
Yarrow's Oheck~Jist, are eitbel' the .E. sauritci or .are inaccurate as -to
loca,lity.
EUT .lENIA MEG ALO PS Kennicott . .
E ·u twnia rnegalops KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 330.-COPE,
Proc. Amer. Phil. Roe., XXII, 1885, p. 173; Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept.,
1875, p. 41.

Form shorter and stouter, with proportionally shorter tail than in
E.proximci, which this species slightly resembles. Tail one-fourth of
the total length. Eye very
large, greater than in E.
proxima. First dorsal row
of scales broader, each
scale as high as long, and
less strongly carinated. ·
Dorsa I strip 11arrow, covering one and less than two
Lalfrows of scales. Color
uniform brownish ash,
Fig. 278 .
. with the three longitudiE0'.1'..IENIA MEG.A.LOPS KENNICO'l"f,
nal strips whitish yellow.
=l.
Head olive a.sll.
Tucson, Arizona.
Color u11iform<lull browCat. No. U65, U.S.N.M.
nish ash or clay color,_with
the dorsal and lateral strips whitish yellow. A few of the scales have narrow black spots on their edges, but these are not prominent, and never ·
extend over a scale, appearing as indistinct mottlings of black on the
grotpHl color, al ways on the rows next the strips. The head above is
lig-llt olive ash. Tue lateral strip is on tlie third and fourth rows, and is _
11arrower than in E. proxima, covering rather less than two scales. The
color below the lateral stripe is a little lighter than that of the back.
The exterior dorsal row is much wider than in any of the a11ied species,
each scale being as high as long. The second row is much 1iarrower,
though a little wider than the third. The eye is strikingly large and
N.A.'.l' MUS 98--65
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r •iliari . ar rai. <l, renderin ()' the fore part of the crown an
iu •lin •d plau y t the muzzle i higber than in E. proxim,a.
Th Eutccnia, mega/op.- connect· the specie of the E. saurita. group
witlt t,ll ordinary typ · of the genus with the larger number of lateral
1>lat ,' an<l <lor al :cal
It i confined 10 our southwestern border aud
th n rthern part of 1 xico. It js evidently the most abunda11t
. mik in 1 l1ihnahna. Tile large number of specimens sent from near
th eit f tl1at mun~ <li '})lay very little variation, and agree with one
from
w I xiw, de ·eril>e<l by rue as above. '£he lateral band. ge11erall o · •upi(ls 11ly the third row of cale ' , but sometimes borders the
f'onrth. '£1!, <lor al band very frequently occupies but one row of
,eal :, bu eca ·i1111ally covers the halves of the adjacent rows. Cat.
oi--. l 4'..U,;-.n-58-5!>-Go- u7-77-85-8H-02.
I to k ,1, ~pecim 11 on Duck Creek, which is a tributary of the Gila in
.-onthw •,•t r11 ew 1 xico. It was iu wampy ground uear the water.
1

JCntwnia megalops J(ennicott.
LocnliLy.

I

Wlu•n

collected.

.!from whom received.

Natnre of
speci men.

'J'11ci;o11, Arizona ......... ...... ....... .. . Ma.j. W. II. Emory, U . A l col1olie.
s. .A..
tlo.
'amp Grant, Arizona ....... ............ E . "Palm er .............. .
l Mexico .................................. MaJor Rieb ............. .
do.
7:!17
l Chih11nhun. :Mrxic·o ............... ....... Dr. T. H. WelJh ......... .
do.
7211!
1 J-tio Urnn<le, Colorado . ... J 11ne -, 1873 11. ,v. Ileni;baw ........ .
clo.
II
do.
JO
'hilt1mh11n 1 MPxico .... ... .... ........... E. ViTilki11 son ........... .
clo.
. . . . . . . . . . Yuma,, A rir.on:i........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . C.R. Orcutt ....... ..... .
do.
do.
do.
71;;,

~:ill

l

1

: ::::::J'.t::r tt~·:, :•••::I::::::•:: •::: •.~~~:~t~;,~~ :•••:: •:
EUT lENIA RADIX Baird and Girard.

'heck-list N. Amer. Ba.tr. Hept., 1875, p. 40.
811tai11iciraclix BAIRD and UmA1rn, Cat. N. Amer. RC1pt., Pt. J, Serpents, 1853, p. 34.
gtilo nia haydeni.i K1rn~1COTT, Rept. U. . Pac. R. R. Snrv ., XII, Suppl. I, 185!:l,
p. 2 8.
Tropi<lonolus O)'(li11aln1J var. radix Bo L1rnGE1t, Cat. 0}1kes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p.
211.
I!J11tw11ili ra<li.r 'op1,;,

rm raLher robu t, tail le s than one-fourth the total length. Ilead
n
,rat ly di tinct, muzzle rather, hort, eye not enlarged. Scales in
tw n y- ne longitudina,l rowR; the inferior row as deep &.s long, smooth
or n ar]
, and n t at all or very feebly notched at the apex. ScaleR
od row 11ot very t,rongly keeled, and feebly or 11ot 11otched.
f other row ' more elongate, strongly keeled, and feebly or not
not b l. Interna al a11cl prefrontals wider than long; frontal much
wi<l r than , up rciliarie much shorter than parietals. Loreal small,
a: hi h a long; ocular , 1-3. Temporals, 1-2-3. Superior labials
.- v -n, all ]IiO'ber than long except the :fir't and ·eventh. Inferior
labial nin ; po tg neial larger than pregc11eials.
ol r differ nt had -' of brown, with three longitudinal light-yellow
The latter o cupy more 01· le s of the third and fourth rows
1
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of scales on each side, and the median row with the adjacent halves of
the adjacent rows. The brown space between the stripes is marked by
two alternating rows of square blackish spots, and a single similar row
marks the brown ground below the lateral stripe. Belly greenish
white; each gastrostege with a black spot near the lateral extremity,
extending various distances from the base. The imperior labial plates
are bordered posteriorly with black, sometimes narrowly, sometimes
broadly. The color of the sides is continued onto the head, without the
isolation of the anterior portion as a black spot on each side of the
nape. Sometimes the superior
labials are bordered with black
posterior to the postoculars,
sometimes not.
In twenty-nine specimens· I
have found three with eight superior labials on one side, and
two with eight on both sides.
In eighteen specimens I have
found one with nineteen rows of
Fig. 279.
scales, and this one is the type
EU'l'1ENIA RADIX BAIRD AND GIRARD.
of Baird and Girard's original
= 1.
description.
Mouse River, Montaua.
This is a species of the central
Cat. No. 9538, U .S.N .;>.J.
plain s, not passing the Rocky
Mountains to the west. It extends south as far as Dallas, Texas·, and
north into 0a11ada, and east to Lake Michigan and Ohio, exclusive.
There are three color forms of this species which do not differ sufficiently to deserve distinction as subspecies. The species from northern
localities, including the type, are dark colored, the grou11d color obscuring the spots, which can be, nevertheless, always discerned. Southern
individuals are much lighter colored, the ground being a light olive,
so that the spots both above aud below the lateral stripe are very distinct, and the lateral stripe is little contrasted. The third form, represented by two specimens from Indiana, is also brightly colored, and the
spots on the ends of the gastrosteges are prolonged posteriorly so as to
form a black stripe on each side of the abdomen; but this is interrupted,
· tbe stripe being only continuous in sections, including from two to five
scuta.
The first of these color forms includes the type specimen, which has,
however, the stripes a little narrower than usual, and has the peculiarity
of having only nineteen row of scales. To the average typical form
the name E. radix twiningii Coues and Yarrow, has been given. The
second form is the Eutamia haydeni-i Keunicott. The other is the E. r.
melanotcenia Cope.
Oat. No. 719, type; gastrosteges 153-1; urosteges 51; length 568
mm.; tail 122 mm.
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. 9.., , YI of E . r . fl iningii · ga tro tege 166-1; uro teg·es 65._
f E. r. melanotc nirl; 1 ngth, 3 mm.; tail, <35 mm.
Eut nia rnrli.x· re, mble, con. id rably the E. sirtcilis. Th8
in r a
numb r fr w t' cale an<.l. different po · itions of the lateral
trip di tin ui,• h it.
.:.J

.Ezilamia raclix Baird and Girard.

Lo ·ality.

Wl1en
collected.

From whom received.

Nat.ure of
specimen.

------ 1------1----------1----Dr. E. Coues, U.S . .A. .... . Alcoholic .
do.
Ru ssell. ................ .
do.
Dr. E. Coues,U. S . .A ..••.
do.
... . . rig _•••••••••••• .•.. ..
do.
..... do .. .... .. ... ....... .
Alcoholic
Dr. P.R. Hoy
type:
do.
do.
do
do.
Fort .13 ntou. Missouri. ............................. - - - ..... - .... - .
do.
Brid~ rs Pase, Wyominj! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. S. Wood . ........... .
do.
J~ol't niou, ew Mexi o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 • B. Mollhau sen .... ... .
1'0111bina .. ....•... . ................... . .. Dr. K Cones, U.S. A. . .•• . .A.lcob olic
a11d:young.
1 ..... do .................... June-, 1873 .. ·.. . do . ... . ............. . Alcoholic.
1 ..... do .................... June •-, 187'! ..•.. clo ....•...........•..
do.
do.
J
fou. Riv r, Montana ... .A.og. JO, 1873 ..... do . ........... .... .. .
do.
2
brnslrn, ............. ........•. ......... M. Walker .......... ... .
1 Moun~ 'ar:nel, Illinoit:1. .. Nov. -, 18 l L. M. Turner ........... .
!lo . •
Pol 'ro k, N bra ka ........ . •• •• •. ..............................
clo.
ortb rn .Boundary 'ur- ............... Dr. E . Cones, U.S . .A. . ... .
do.
voy.
bra11ka................. .... .. . . . .. . .. . 1 •••••••••.•••••••••. ... .
clo.
Lak Winnip g ... .............. . . . ...... D. Gum1. ........... .. - ..
do.
11 J{aci11 , Wi ·ousjn ........ -, 1853 Prof. S. F. 13aircl ....... . .
clo.
do.
l l•'mbtr~~~!~j~-~·-~_i~~~~-~~~~ :::::::::::::::
do.
clo.
. . . .. .. . . . Bri<lg ra Pass, Wyoming. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Hammoud ......... . .
do.
Pt1 blo, Colorado . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. W. Henshaw ...... .. .
do.
• • • . . .•••• Wyoming ................ June 10, 1876 Lieu_t. Crawford , U.S . .A..
do .
Yo1lowstoue Riv r ...... ......... . ...... Dr. E'. V . .Hayden ....... .
Fort Pi rr , ebnt ka .................. ..... . ......... .......... .
do.
do.
Ht. Louis, Missouri. ................... . . Juli.us Hurter ...... ... . .
do.
'hadron, ebrn lrn . .....•.. .. . •.. ....... U.S. Fish CommisRion ..
do.
Platt Riv r, rebraska ............. . ......... do .................. .
do.
It gioa, ..Assiniboia . . .. ...... ... ... . ..... John Macouu .......... .
do.
JtU11h LaJ·e,Hritish rorth ......... ·........... do .......... .. ...... .
I
.A.rn rica.
do.
anada ......••.......................... Dr.B.W Evermann .....
([ilk Ri\•er, Montana . .... July 15, 1874
J!'r uolunans Riv r ....•.. - - , 1874-5
.... . do ..... ....... .. ..... -, 1873
TurtleMountain,Mo11tana July 22, U!73
fouseRiv r,Montana, . ... Juue 5,1873
Rn ine, Wiscon in •...... . ......... .. ...

imt~lff¾~~f~~r: :::::::::::: ::: : : : :-:-:-:-:-:-·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: : : :

5:15,:n
9250
1014

~o
·os

, I

!171!)
711
707
l OJI
2l2i0
212.57
2240!
22'i00

2'.!640

.Lie-~t~~a;:in~;;~I~:::::::

I·.........

r ·········

Dr. H nr 1 rou thu writ

of the habit, of the Eu.twnia radix: 1

veral of the 8lltnmers I pas eel npon the plains were preceded by rainy springs,
aw lliu 7 to nnu nal height the mall streams, wbicl.J became inhabited by small fishes .
11ri n th dr n rbt f hot summers the r ceding waters left the fi.s.b es in shallow •
pools wi bin ·r kb cl. , an easy prey to their numerous enemies.
Th mi<l1lay heat can eel nurnb era of snakes to seek , helter from the sun, and t h e
a.rt r . nak I Bute nia 1·adi..c) in particular ·bose water at this tim e. Here the fishes.
unabl t . cape or to find deep water, ,vere unwilling r.otenants witll the aoakl's .
Tb la.tt r are food of fi h aud wonld devour great nnmbers of the smaller one:;,
cha iog th mfr m one })a.rt of the shallow pool to anotller. When the fi. ·hes were
in wat r to hallow to wim iu, or were strugglio~ upon the sand, they would be
ized by th snake, wh ,voulil feecl upon them until unable to contain more. T he
nake w uld follow t he fl h thro1tr,.h the water, diving and r emaining submer ged
I clid n t ob erv them swallow a.ir (see Am. Nat., Jan., 1880). Snakes
1

m rican 'aturalist, XVI, 18 2, p. 564.
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evince more than ordina.ry energy and sagacity in capturing fish; half a dozen will
congregate within a small pool, all acting i u concert.
Mr. J. L. Wortman, who liad charge of a scientific party last year, informs me that
while fishing on e day he caught nnml>ers of chub (Cyprinidm) and, throwing them
on tlie sa11<1, was surprised to see tliat l>ut few remain ed. While quietiy continuing
to replace tllof;e so singularly missing, be ol>served n, garter snake seize and swallow
one of tl1e fish 6 inches in length. There were two of these snakes reaping the
reward of Mr. \Vortman's skill. Upon opening the snakes one was found to contain
six fishes. The bead waters of the Smoky Hill aud Big Hom rivers abound in tliis
aquatic Eutmnia rad·ix.
EUT JEN IA MACROSTEMMA K~nnicott.
Euta-mia mac1'0ste·m ma KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 331.-COPE,
Qbeck-li ,t N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
Entrenia insigniarum COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1884, p. 172.
T1·opiclonot-us orclinat-us var. macrostemma BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I,
1893, p. 212.

Scales in twenty-one rows, all keeled except inferior row, which sometimes presents short keels at the bases of the scales. Superior labials
eight, eye over fourth and fifth. Three postocu1ars. Temporals 1-2.
Lateral band on tlrn third and fourth rows of scales. Dorsal ban<l want
i11g or only di::,tinct on the removal of the epidermis. Sometimes the
dorsal region yellower than the sides for a wi_d th of from four to six
scales. A row of l>lack spots above the lateral stripe, which are sometimes divided so as to form two rows, one above the other. A row of
incomplete l>lack spots below the lateral line·, which are formed by tLte
adjacent ·black edges of three or four scales. A black spot on each
side behind the angle of the mouth, which extends upward to near the
occipital shields and is preceded by a light spot of half crescentic form.
The last superior labial and temporals in front of this space have black
edges. Superior labials slightly black-edged. Gastrosteges, one
hundred and sixty-four; urosteges, sixty-eight to seventy-four.
Jlfeasurements.-'rotal length of a rather small specimen,· 435 mm.;
of t.ail, !J6 mm.; to canthus oris, 14 mm.
There are two well-marked subspecies of the E. macrostemrna, which
differ as follows:
Larger and darker colored, spots and bands indistinct, paired spots on parietal plates .
generally absent - - - - - - -. - - - -.... __ . _____ ... ___ . ____ E. ni. mavrostemma Kennicott.
Smaller and brighter colored; ground, stripes, labials, and belly yellow; labials
black-bordered; parietal spots present _____ ...... _ . __ . __ ... E. ni. fiavilab1·is Cope.
EUT JENIA MACROSTEMMA MACROSTEMMA Kennicott.

E. insigniaruni CoPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1884, p. 172.

This species has been found in Arizona, whence two specimens were
se11t to the Zoological Garden at Philadelphia. Tl.iey a.re of plain
brownish colors, and resemble at first sight tbe 'E. sirtalis sirtalis.
Pi evious to this discovery of its range, the subspecies was chiefly
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kn wn fr m h vall y of M xico. I took tbre p cimeus at the lake
f ./,_, . ·himil ·o a,ud at --,hapultep c, and Dr. Dugi" .-ent me a fotnth
fr m u ua:iuat .
r. Bo ·ourt -ent ,1, fifth from ome part of Mexico to
th
ati nal Iu. eum. r h • all differ from the type of flJ. macrostemma,
whi hi: al from he vall y of Mexico, iu the general indistinctness
f th •ir markiu
and in tlrn ab ence of the parietal spots. On los8
of th I id r111i. · the m,trkiug' come out, except the parietal spots.
Thi i a wat r nake iu its habit , but· spends much of its time on
th bank . Iy fri nd Mr. Juliu Flohr, of the City of Mexko, took
xcur ion on the lake of ochimilco, near tbat city,
and I had the opportunity
of observing the habits of
__ this snake and of comparing them with those of the
E. melanogaster, which inhabits the same locality.
On being disturbed, the E.
macrostemma plu11ges iuto
the water, but does not go
far beneath the surface,
but takes refuge under
the edge of . the l>ank, or
--..~-emerges in a new spot, so
I•' ig. 2 o.
that it is not difficult of
1~ 'l',l:NIA ,\1 1\CJUJ 1'E~DJA MACHO ''!'EMMA J(~~ll'NICOTT.
capture. When n, pI,
proacbed or caught it is
Vull y of Mexico.
very pugnacious. The
Cat. No. n.11, U. . .M.
habits of the E. melano-

I

0.

.

1
Bntrrnia jlavilabris Cope, Pr c.
Phil. oc., 1 , p. 173.

cad .

.i:

at. 'ci. Phila., 1866, p. 306; Proc. Amer.
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EUT lENIA BUTLERII Cope.

Eutcenia butlerii COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 399.
1'1·op'iclonotus ordi-ncitns var. bntforii BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, p. 212.

Scales in nineteen longitudinal rows, the inferior much the widest aud
keeled. Superior labials seven, iuferior labials eight. Temporals, 1-1;
the second large, extending from parietal to la,bials. Oculars, 1-3.
Parietals with the external border aJ:>ruptly contracted. Gastrosteges,
one hundred and forty-four; anal, one; urosteges, · sixty-two. Head
very little distinct, muzzle conical, a little protuberant; eye not large.
Ground color above, olive· brown, which is marked by the usual three
lougitndinal yellowish
bands. The median
covers one and two half
rows of scales, and the
lateral covers the second, third, and fourth
rows. Both are black
lJordered on both edges,
fig. 281.
the border of the latter
Ecr.A;:NJA J3UTLEHT[ CO PE.
bandinterrupted. The
segments of the supeCedar Creek , vVaterluo, Indiana.
rior border of the lateral
Cat. No. ~16nS, U.S.N.M.
band represent the inferior spots of the lateral series; tl1e superior row is wanting from tile
scales. Gastrosteges and urosteges olive, yellowish iu front, dark
behind, with a vertical black spot at the a11terior border of each end of
each of the gastrosteges. Labial scuta without black borders; head
olive above, without markings, except two smalJ, yellow, black-edged
parietal spots in the usual position.
I have seen but two specimens of this species, oue of which belongs
to the collection of Purdue University, at Lafayette, Indiana (Cat. No.
264), and which is labeled as ·from Hicllmo11d, Indiana. It is reruarkably distinct from everytiling- wliieh occurs iu the United States, and llas
only superficial resemblances to the E. m,acrostemma Kennicott of Mexico. Its peculiar characters are the great width of the lateral color band,
which covers three rows of scales, one more than in any other species;
the black borders of the bands; the absence of well-defined dorsal
lateral spots, aud the absence of markings on the head and labial
8cuta. .Besides these color marks, tile. presence of a large second temporal plate extending to the labials is peculiar to this species, and the
small number of inferior labials distinguishes it from the E. sirtalis
group; and the narrow c01iical Lead is characteristic. In the E.
macrostemma the general appearance is somewhat similar, but the labial
plates are broadly black edged, and the lateral band covers but two
rows of scales; there is a large postoral yellow dark-edged crescent, .
and the second temporal plate is smaller a11d does not reach the labials.

•
~
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rn fo11ia1rn Rl1ow, tl1nt tlle spepe imen r
011ly differs from th• typ .. in
·i rau · ov r h
ratb r de rk r color .
Tlli l1aud ·o me . p i i dedicated to Mr. A. W. Buth,r, of Brookvill , Indiana who lent me the type pecimen for exa,minatio11 , a,11<1 whose
inter t and l, bor jn tl1e natural sciences have re ulte<l in um11y inter·ti u di: ov l'ie .
]!,'utcenia b'l1tlerii Cope. 1
~11111lwr

Cnt~lo •11e or Hp ci-

o.
210()2

From whom received.

Locality.

at11reof specimen .

)11('118.

1

C dar Creak, Waterloo,Incliana.

P. fl.Kirsch .......... ------ A lcoholic.

ML C. eddick reports2 that the Indiana Univer ity sum mer school
to k a, ingl ., pecimen of tlii
pecie at Turkey Lake, Kosciusko
~ounty In<liana. Ile say :
It i 14 ½ inch

1 n . It is short an l chubby, and itfl movement is very characri ti(· of it. It do all t b:tve tb gliding movement of It'. BCfllrila, nor the swift
nud activ mov m nt of th
ratri.c sipedon, buts ms rather to exert a, la1 ge amount
of fore to do little cmwliug. 'fho mov•m ot i so cltarncteristictlrnt I believe any
011 • h:.wing on ·
e n the p e 11liar way in ,vhich it tries to hurry itself away would
nr ,Lf r h Hhl to r.oco/Yniie it at a distan e.

1

EUTlENIA BISCUTATA Cope.

Eula 11ia bi11011/ala

'OPJ~,

Proc. Acad. Tat.

ci. Phila., 18 3, p. 21.

hi,' . p ·i l ha.v ouly two pecimen ', which agree in the follow·ltara ·t r.· : TIJey differ i11 the number of row of scales, however,
ha in t\ 11t -tl1r ea.nu tlie otller haviug twenty-two. All tlle
·al , k ele<l, the m dian ones very strongly. Labial~ eight,
n tlle fourth and fifth. Two preoeulars; three postmuzz] i rather hort, the frontal plate exceeding in
J 11 '-11 lier iou auterior to it and equaling the common sutnrc of tlle
pari •t, 1 cuta.
a a1 rather hort; loreal as long as high; inferior
pr<' C'ular n arly quare; uperior preocular not reachiu g frouta,l.
u1 •ri r l i 1 all truncate above and none of them elevated, the sixtll
t n ·bin th inferior Io torbital. Temporals, 1-2-:!; the anterior are
ra h r lar
Pair. of gen :,ial subequal. Gastro teges, one bundre<l
)f

1
Tb But< nia rutiloriB ( 'ope, Proc. Amer. Phil. oc., 18 5, p. 3 8) which is co 111par ti wi b the E. butlerii in t,be analyti al table of species1 is from Cozumel lsland,
Yu ·a.tan.
res mbl sin coloration and in tlrn k elecl first row of scales the IE. Bctcke11i of
1' Jorirla. 1t differs in th , horter tail, which is one-tbircl the length in tl.Je E. sackeni,
iu 11 i ht . uperior labial auc1 ill tb g nerally stonter proportion. , as well aA in
th r <1 lip .
Tbi. , p cir wan taken by th natnrali ts of the . . :f ish Commis iou stealller
Lll/,(tf,-01<11 011 'ozuruel J. land, off tl.J c•a-.t coa t
f Yucatan.
~Pro<·. Intliaua Acacl. 'c-i., I 9.-, p. 261.
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and fifty-six; urosteges, seventy-nine. In the specimen with twentythree rows of scales, the length of the tail euters the total four and twoseventl1s times; in the one with tweuty-one rows, it enters four and onetenth times.
Color everywhere black, except on the chin and throat and on the
iufel'ior side of the tail. The former was reddish in life. There are
very faiut traces of stripes on the second, third, and fonrtb, and on the
median dorsal rows of scales. Marks of the lateral stripe are more evident on the fourth than on the second rows of scales. · No traces of
spots ou the parietal scuta.
Ti1is species is allied to the E. elegans, from which it differs in it,s two
preocular plates, in the position of the lateral stripes, and, supposing
the individuals to be adult, in its small sizr. The color is different
from that of any of the forms referred to that species.

Fig. 282.
EUTA!:NIA BISCUTATA COPE.

X 1.12.

Klamath Lake, Oregon.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

I took the specimens described on the shores of Klamath Lake, Oregon.
Their sluggish movements contrasted strongly with those of the more
active E. sirtalis parietalis, w]Jich is abundant at the same locality.
EUT JENIA ELEGANS Baird and Girard.

Eutamia elegans COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
Etllainia, elegaus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p . 34.
Eutainia vagrans BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853, p . 35.
· Eutainia riia1·ciana BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853.
p. 36.
Eutr.enia hamriiondii KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 332.
Eutamia couchii KENNIC0TT, Rept. U.S. Pac. R.R. Survey, \Villiamson's Rept., X,
1857, p.10.
T'l'Opidonotus trivittatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, p. 257.
Tropiclonotus vagrans BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 202.

Form moderately robust, the length of the . tail entering the total
from three and three-guarters to four and two-fifths times. Heau. quite
di~tinct, muzzle moderately elongate; eye of medium size. Scales
in twenty-one longitudinal rows, the inferior as deep as long, very
faintly keeled, and not notched. Scales of other rows keeled, the second
a litt1e deeper than the rest, tlle apices feebly or not notched. Superior
labials eight, fourth and fifth bounding eye, those posterior to the orbit
deeper than long. Loreal deep as or deeper than long; oculars, 1-3;
temporals, 1- 2- 3.
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The olor i, variabl , but a more or le: di tinct lateral tripe i
pre n tin a 11 exc "'Pt th 111ela11 is tic form , on tlie econd and. third row ·
of ca-le . Iu all .x.cer t tb. mela.ni ·tic form - there is one row of lateral
uare pot above the lateral tripe, and in mo t t\Jere are two rows
of , pc,t . There ar~ no well -defilled markiugs on the abd.ominal scut:-1.
Tue labial and sc;de formulm in thi species are quite constaut. In
two p ~ ·imen of the E. e. plutonia the l~bials are eight, and the scales
in tw ,uty-one rows. In two of E. e. elegans tbe figures are the same.
In oue of E. e. brunnea the figure are the same. Iu eight of the E. e.
lineolata the figures are the same. In four of the E. e. hamnwndii the
figure are the same except in one individual, where there are but
uin teen rows of scales. In twenty-two specimens of E. e. vagrans
there are twenty-one rows of sc.ales in all, and in five specimens there
'- r even superior labials on one side. In Olle only are there seveu
rior labials on l>otb sides. In all the others there are eigbtlabiaJs
on both side . In twelve specirneus of E. e. rnarciana all have eigllt
upi) ~r labials, and all lmt two twenty-one rows of scales. In the two
h, ale are in niueteeu row ' . Thus in fifty-one specimens there are
hr d parture from the regular scale formula, and one entire depar tnr • and fiv partial departures from the labial formula.
Tb 1· ares ven well-marked color forms of this species, wllich mostly
·npy tli in ·t geo Taphical regions, and an~ abuudantly entitled to
·: 11 cl sub peci . It i indeed possible that some of them rnigltt
well r garded a Rpecies, but the existence of transitio1rn and the
f imp rtance in the characters themselves induce me to con iuer
tl.JPm a. nb peci . Th y are, however, in tile great m~jority of case::;
a ·il 'r c· <r11ized. The cbaracters of tlrnse forms are as follows:

np

I.

o pot ; labials not dark bor,1 ered.
Hlad abov and below; no lateral band; dorsal bancl wanting or a trace in
frou t nly ... --... _. __ ....... ___ . __ . _ .. ___ ... ..... __ .. __ . . ___ E. e. plutonia.
Blade ahov , li •ht below; thr e cli tin ct stripes, all black 1.Jorclored . . E. e. elegans.
llrowu above, lirrh t 1.Jelow; three di s tin ct stripes, not l,lack bordered. E. e. br-nnnea.
II. .'pottNl; liLhial not dark borcl reel; nucbal spots indistinct .
.'trip• and pot distinct; LIie snperior row of spots onflnent into a ha.ncl; the
inferiors p:irat d b y c:hc:;tuut-red spaces; belly oli vaceo11s. E. e. 01·di11oides.
•' pot. Jarg anteriorly, small or confluent posteriorly; interspares indicated liy
pafr eclrre of tlte cal s · hand present, di.-tinct. ____ ·-·- ____ E. e. lineolata.
,' pot mall, 0-1 0; inter pa·eslarg ,pale; bant1spreseot,oftenindistinct; b elly
with <lark mid<1! . ___ .. ·--- ____ . ·-- __________ ·- __ ·---· ___ . __ __ E, e. vagra1111.
III. •'po tt cl · labial <lark bor<lere1l; nncbal spot. more or less distinct.
' o <lor al 1.Jand· laforal ha111l incli tinct; intermedi~tte space lead colored, wit.h
oner w of ,pot D xt to th lateral banll; yellow marks behind eye incompl t · pots 74-90 ..... ... ·----- ---· ____ ·----- ·----- ____ ·----·E. e. couchii.
l or 1al an,l lat ral hauu.H inlli tin ct; three row s of spots, ligb t gronncl on each
id 50-60 in ea ·brow· two y llow ere cents exte11ding npwarcl at angle of
mouth and b biocl y ------ ·----- ---•-· ·----- ________ ------E. e. rnarcia11a.

f th . e ub p i tlt E. e. plU,tonia ha been found rarely and at
t Jo ·alitie., and the E. e. bn.tnnea L· only lrnown fro111 one pe ·ithat the
an not b
regarded a geographica 1 form . The
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E. e. elegans has been found so far in northern and central California
only. The E. e. lineolata is from the same region and from Oregon and
Washington as well. The E. e. vagrans is characteristic of the entire
region between the Sierra Nevada on the west and the eastern border
of the Great Plains on tbe east, and belongs to higher parts of the
Rocky Mountain ranges as well as to the valleys between them. Tile
E. c. hammondii is characteristic of southern California and southern
Arizon a and New Mexico. The E. e. niarcianci belongs to · the Yalley
of the Rio Grande and adjacent regions in Texas and Mexico. It is
seen from the above that the Eutrenia elegans inllabits all of the N earc- •
tic realm excepting the eastern region.
As r egards transitions between the subspecies, they will · be mentioued nuder their respective heads. I refer now to the number of the
spots in each dorsal row .which they present. In E. e. va,grans this
extends from eighty-four to one hundred and three in six specimens in
which I counted them. In E. e. marciana they range from fifty-two to
.fifty-eight in four specimens, while there are seventy-three in an otherwise typical specimen. vVe have here a considerable interval between
the ranges. This is filled up by the E. e. couchii, where they run from
seventy-four to ninety-one in :five spe~imens. The number of .spots is
then tolerably constant, but insufficient to enable us to define species.
I have endeavored to ascertain whether there is any constancy in the .
number of temporal scales in them. Thus, in the 'typical form, E. e.
elega,ns, there are three rows of scales bordering the postorbital superior labials above, while in the E. e. lineolata there are as often four as
three. In one of the latter (Oat. No. 10848) there are, however,- but
three rows. Iu the E. e. 1,1!],grans five specimens have four rows and five
bave three rows. In the E. e. hammondii three have three rows and one
(Cat. No. 866) Irns four. In the specimens of E. e. marcilina, seven have
three, and three have four. The rows always have the formula 1-2-3-4.
EUT JENIA ELEGANS PLUTO NIA Cope.

Eutcenia elegans plulonia COPE, 1-'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1832, p. 653.
Eutamia vag1·ans augustirostris YA 1rnow, Wheeler's U. S. Expl. \V. 100th Mer.,
Zoology, V, p. 554, pl. xx, figs . 2, 2a.
Tropidonotus r agrnn s BOUJ ,ENGER, part, Cat. Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 202.

In the type of this subspecies (Oat. No. 10912) there is a very faint
trace of dorsal aud lateral bands. The gular region is lead colored, or a
little lighter than the rest of the lower s urfaces. The end of the tail
is injured, so that its exact length can Hot be ascertained, but it does
not appear to differ from that of the other forms. Gastrosteges 162;
. temporals 1-2-3. Black of belly uniform.
In the second specimen (Oat. No. 8171) there is a dorsal band on tlrn
anterior 2 iuches of the length, and traces in light scale borders for al>out
one-third tlle total length. For the same distance light scale borders
similarly indicate the position of the lateral stripe. Similar less distinct
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1i l1t ca.le border indicate faintly the outlines of an inferior row of
lateral p t for "bout half the length. The belly i lead colored, with
irregular black blotches
in the center of the gastrosteges, as in E. e.
vagrans. These are
wanting in front. Head
black, except the rostral,
nasai, internasal, and
anterior parts of the
fourth, :fifth, sixth, and
seventh superior lateral
plates, which are brownsl<'ig. 28:.l.
perhaps red in life. The
E T,'ENIA El,EGANS PLU'l.'OJSIA (;OPE.
ma_rginal half of the
= l.
inferior labials black;
Arizona.
gular region brown and
Cat. :-fo. 111, • · • • I.
lead colqred in the mid11 . · • tr miti ~ of gastro, teges black. Scuta, 163-1-46; end of tail
:ibly a littl hort ne<l.
' hi
imen how indications of the color pattern of the E.e.
t ha no pecific affinity with the E. angustirostris.
Ent<rnia elegans pluton-ia Cope.
'11!nlogo
. . o.

~brl

ofsp ·i•

u, ns.

)0012

l

171

J

---.:---

Lo ality.

I Fort
Wnllri. Walla, Washi11gto11.

From wl1om received.

Nature of spec im en .

Ca-pt. C. Bendire ........... . Alcoholic.

Arizon:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Bischoff................. .

do.

EUT .l:ENIA ELEGANS ELEGANS Baird and Girard.

Jtuta·nia ·l •9a11e C PE, heck-Ht . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1 75, 11. 41.
Eutaillia l ·gans BAIRD and 'IRARD 1 Cat. Rept. N. Amer., It. 1, SP.rpeuts, 1853,
p. L
J'ropiclonotus trivitlatus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, p. 257.
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swtellre). The bases of the scales on the exterior dorsal row are black,
which sometimes shows when the scales are separated, though lJsually
covered by the incumbent edges. Superior labials with only traces of ·
black borders at the upper posterior angles of the middle_tluee or five.
This subspecies is readily distinguished from its nearest :~11alogue,
E. e. lineolata, by the darker
color of the sides, the better<lefi11 ed dorsal and 1 ate r a 1
stripes, smaller bead, smaller
number of temporal scales, etc.
It has a strong resemblance to
E . .proxima in distribution of
color, but is stouter and shorter,
and has the lateral stripe on the
Fig-. 284 .
second and third rows, not on
EUT.&NIA ELEGANS ELEGANp BAIRD AND GIRARD.
the third and fourth.
= l.
But two specimens of this
El Dorado County, California.
form have come under my obsercat. No. s22, u .s.N.M.
vation. In the type (Oat. No.
882) the end of ,the tail is not certainly coruplete, but it is so in the
second (Oat. No. 878). In the latter the tail enters the total length
three and three-quarters times. In both the temporals are 1-2-3; the
lowest of the third row, at the distal end of the last superior labial.
Cat.Nos.

Gastrosteges.

882 .. __ . . . . . . . : .... _. ____ . ___ . . . ________ . . ____ .. _... _. _. . _..
878 . ___ . . . _. . . _. __ . . .. __ . . ___ ... ____ .. ____ . _..... ____ . _____ .

Urosteges.

167.
166.

57.
88.

Eutrenia elegans ,elegans Baird and Girard.
Catal ogue ~umbe_r
No.
of specimens.
882
878
18708
18709-10

1
1
1
2

Locality.

Eldorado County, California
Redding, Californfa . ........
Yosei:iiite Valley, California.
10 miles south of Mount
Whitney, California.

From whom received .

Nature of specimen.

Dr. C. C. Boyle.............. .Alcoholic.
H. W. Henshaw.............
(10.
Nelson ........ -..............
do.
Dutcher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do .

EUT lENIA ELEGANS BRUNNEA Cope.

Eutrenia ele[Jans brunnea COPE, P roc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 654.

l

Color of tlrn superior surfaces to the third row of scales (exclusive),
brown; of lower surfaces, light yellow, extending to the third row of
~ca.Jes (inclusive). Dorsal stripe, light yellow, occupying the median
row of scales and t.he adjacent borders of the adjacent rows, but not
well defined laterally, and not black borders. It covers three full rows
on the nape, and only one row behind the middle of the length, and is
wanting on the tail. No traces of nucbal spots. Labials colored like
the abdomen, the superior with traces of brown posterior borders.
There is but a faint brown shade on the first row of scales and the ends
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of the gastrosteges, scarcely defining the lateral stripe below. Belly
potted.
In he type, Cat.No. 10849, .tJrn head-is short, wide. Temporals 1-2-3
and 1-3-3. Gastrosteges,
one hundred and seventy-two; anal, one; urost _
e ges, seventy-seven .
Geneia1s equal, short.
'rail entering total length
four and one-tenth times.
This is a much more
robust form than the E. e.
Fig. 285.
elegans, and brown takes
EUTMNIA ELEGANS BRL'NNEA COPE.
the place of black in tlte
= L
coloration. In the inl!'or~ ]~id well, California.
definite
dorsal stripe it
Cat. · o. 108~9, U., .N.M.
resembles the E. e. lineolata, but H does not show tlie' least trace of the square spots, even
wh n tb pidermis is removed.

1111

Eutcenia elegans br·unnea Cope.
Locality.

10 l!J
lO 50

I

lfrom whom recei verl.

Nature of specimen.

'ort Bid well, California. ... H. W. Henshaw . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
..... do ............... ..... ...... . do... .. ... . .... . ...... ..
do.

---'--------- -

----

EUT lENIA ELEGANS LINEOLATA Cope .

Eut<mh eleyans lineolata

COPE,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV, 1892, p. 655.

al> ve, brown to the third row of scales, exclusive; below, light
liv unspotted. A longitudinal dorsal stripe and a. lateral stripe on the
nd and third rows of scales,
~
li <t}Jt llow; fir trow of scale

' 1

t·

~

li bt brown . Integument be w n the tripe marked with
of bla ki h quan·

1"1g. 28(i.
EU'J'MN IA IJ:LEGAN,' LI NIJ:OLATA COl'I\ .

= 1.

Ea!it California.
f'at .

o. 9565, U.S.;11.:\1.

the
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on the frontal region, or continues, especially in younger specimens, to
the eud of the muzzle. Inferiol' labials yellowish olive, the middle
one with a trace of a dark posterior border above. A pair of parietal
spots; gular regiou hght yellow. Dorsal stripe faiu t ou taiL
Temporals 1-2-3, or, in some specimens, 1-~-3-4. Tail three and
four-fifths times in total length. Gastrosteges one hundred and eight;
anal, one; urosteges, eighty-11ine.
This is a common form of eastern California and Oregon. It extends
as far south as Fresno, California (Uat. No. 12564), and east as far as
Walla Wa,lla, Washington (Uat. No. 10911). It connects eompletely
the subspecies E. e. elegans and E. e. vcigrans in spite of their very differe1it appearance. A specimen (Cat. No. 11805) from Shasta County,
Ualifornia, is almost as uniformly black as the former, while Cat. No.
lOUll, from Walla Walla, approaches quite near to the E. e. vagrans in
the dark lead-colored middle abdomen.
Eutamia elegans Uneolata
,
. Cope.
Catalogue N_umbe~
No.
of speCJ meus.
8579
8580
8587
9565
10840
10843
)0844
10845
)0846
108!7
10848
10849
10850
12504
10811
10911
11805

Locality.

v\Tben
collected.

From whom received .

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. W . A. Hammond, Alcoholic.
U.S.A.
do.
Southern California ...... - - -,1875 ..... do . ................. .
.... . do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . aug. -, 1875 ..... do . .. ........ ....... . A.lcoholic
type.
1 East Califoruia ............................... do .................. . .Alcoholic.
do .
1 Fort Klamath, Oregon .... .Aug. 2!l. 1878 ..... do .................. .
do.
do .
<lo.
1

2

Lake Tahoe, K evada...... Sept. -, 1876

1 ?·.~rt:::::::::::::::::·: ~:~t=:m~ :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::.
~ .?.~~do ~~~~~-r: -~~~~~.~:: :: .~~ ~il~•-~~'.~. ::: ::~~: :::::: :::::: ::::::
i Cam& Bidwell, California. iniy -, ~~~~ ....
-~O- ••••••••••••••••••

I :)Jt~~~i~-L:)~~~~~~~ }~(~:.!;~;_ :~JriL}~)~~)~
1

8
1

South ern Oregon .. ...................... H . W. Henshaw ...... .. .
Walla Walla,Washington .. ... .......... . C. Bendire .............. .
Baird , Shasta Couuty, ............... L. Stone ................ .
California.

1!0.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

EUT .lENIA ELEGANS VAGRANS Baird and Girard.

Eutcenia rngrans BAIRD and

GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 35.-YARROW, Wheeler's Rept., U. S. Geog. Survey, W. of 100th Mer., V,
p. 548.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
Tropidonotus wgrans BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 202.

General color, clay color, tinged with brownish above and olivaceous
uelow. Stripes very indistinct; covering but one row of scales for
most of the leugtb, but covering three rows on the uape. No distinctly
darker shade l>elow the lateral stripe. Gastrosteges with black blotches
at tbe middle, narrowing more or less toward their margins, and fre.
quently wanting on the anterior part of the length. Lips with or with•
out faint traces of black posterior borders on the middle superior labial
shields. Two rows of lateral black spots are indistinctly indicated
• when the integument is not stretched, by some black specks at the bases
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of every other row of scales along the median and lateral stripes. On
stretching the skin, these marks are seen to be parts of narrow browu
cros l>ar , a superior row alternating with an inferior row, each occupying about a scale in widtll. Tlie number of these bars is geuerally
greater than in any other subspecies or specie~, rauging up to 103, but
ometimes tlley are as few as 84, thus equaling some of the specimen~
of E. co·iwhii. The ground color is alike between all of them. There
is in adults a blackish cordiform mark on the nape, which represents
the nucbal spot in the E. e. couchii, etc., and the top of the head is like
the back, brownish clay color.
In the specimen which has served as my type (Oat. No. 8781) tlle tail
euters the total length four and one-third times. Gastrosteges, one
hundred and fifty-eigut; urosteges, seventy-four; anal, one.
In young specime11s the dorsal spots are more distinct, but never so
large and distinct as in the E. e. lineolatu. The top of tbe head is
darker, and there are di~tinct
nuchal spots, thus approaching the E. e. cou-chii. There is
considerable difference ill the
distinctness of the · spots m
adults. Thus, Oa,t. No. 8727
(Taos, New Mexico), and Oat.
No. 5497 (Fort Bridger, WyoFig. 287.
ming) the spots are well marked
EuT,£t-1A &1.EuANf- vAo nAN:; BArno AND Gm.um.
as in E. e. marciana, but those
= L
below the lateral stripe are not
Camp 12, Ne,·ada,,
so distinct, being represellted l>y
l'nt, No. 11725, U. . .M.
traces only. In Oat. No. 9:.W tlrn
top of the head and nape are black, and the labials are bordered with
he am'· The pecimen is small. On the other baud, in Oat.No. 34!18,
11 ,·p t.· app ar on the scales, and their existence is only discoveral> le
y r •hiJJg the kin.
1 a urem 11t of ixteen specimens show the proportions of tl1e tai l
t11 total 1 ·ngth. Uat. r o. 90G, three and four-fifths times; Oat.-No.
f m an<l ne-third; Cat. :N'o. 8735 (~), four and one-fifth and three
ucl four-fifth · at. o. 11725, three and four-fifths; Oat. No. !1514 (:1),
f m· au l four and tw -fifth ; Oat. No. 5351 (2), four and four and one£ nr h ·
o. 9..,,6, four and one-tenth; Oat. No. 8720, fonr and tw·ofiftb; a. o. L3 fom a11u one-fifth; Cat. No.5226,four; Oat.No.
7 tbr and w -third, · Oat. o. 8728, t hree and two-third:-;.
hi firm inhabit. tl1 ·entral region of North .America, inclndiug
h tbreet p Ta.pl1ical divi ion -the Great Plains, the Colorado Ba in,
acl, Ua ·in. It i not known from the Sonoran region, and
an l b
nr doubtfull ' iu the e t rn, but reaches it at Walla Walla, Washpe ·irn 11 ( at. :ro. 901 ) of this form is said to come from
ali£ rnia ut tlii lo ality may be bel<l nuder advise•
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rn eu t for further infonnatiou. An uncloL1btecl specimen (Cat. No. 7239)
teilacoom, "\Va,shington, wliiclt is well witlJiu

iH mark d a comitrn· from
tlie Pa ·itic region.

l!:utamia elegrrnl! ragrans l1aircl
-.
"umber
Cala!ogne of speci•
0
·
mens.

--!J2l

8138
8 [42 .
933

8731
34.98

l
2

1
l
2

8120

3

7239

1

907

1
1
1
2

926
915
5351
905

906
7794
7237

003
8064
8717
8711
87:!5
8723
8713
8730
008
9505
1001.5

!1514
901
8419
8171

11530
11725
8064
5226
5497
4648

5351
8583
7239

Nature of
specimen .

·--···· -· · ..... Lient. E. G. Ileckwitl 1,
U.8.A.
Pyrmont, Nevada ......... ··-, 1872 Dr. H. C. Yarrow . .... . . .
8nake Valley, Nevada .... - , 1872 ... . . do ............ ..... . .
A risp e ................... ....... ......... Dr. F. H . Wcl.Jl.J ......... .
Taos, New Mexico ........ Aug. -, 187-! lJr. H. C. Yarrow .. - ... . .
8an .lfra11cisco Mountains , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ .
New 1,lexico.
Taos, New Mexico ..... .. . Aug.-, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Aug. - , 187-! . . . . . tlo ....... . .......... .
Aug.-, 1R74 . . . . . rlo ..........•. : ... •.
(?) .• ..••..••••.••......••. .Aug.-, 1874 Dr.O.Loew . ..... . ..... .
A l.Jiqniu, New Mexico .... Aug. - ,1 87-l . . .. . rlo . ................. .
8an Ildefouso, Now Mex• Aug. -, 1874 . . .. : do . .. ............... .
ico .
. . . . . do ............ .... .... A ug.-, 1874 .. . .. do ...... . .... ... .... .
\ViltonSpri11g,NewMex. June - ,1873 D r .C.G. Nowberry . . . .. .
ico .
San Jnan River, Now ............... Lieut. R. Birnie, U . S.A.
Mexico.
Salt Lake to Cali l"ornia . ....... . ......... S. G. Berema11. ... .. . . . ..
Fort S1oilacoom, Wash- . . . .. . ............... ............... .. __ .
iugton.
·
Huml.Jolclt River .............. . .... . ......... . .......... ......... . .
Goltl Mountains ................ ... ...... H.B. Mollh a usen .. _. ... .
Fort Ben to11, .Missouri. ......... .. _.................. . ........ _... .
Upper Mif:!souri .... ..... .... ........... . Captain Reynolds, U.
S.A .
Cache laPoudre River ............... ... . Lieut. F. '.l'. Bryan, U.
S. A.
North i>Jat,te .................... ... ...... W. T. Wood .. ...... ... . .
.Fort Laramie, W_vomii1g . ..... _.......... Dr. J. G. Coo1ier . ..... _..
Medicine Bow, \\Tyoniing . ...... .. ...... . Lient. F. T . Bryan, U.
S. A.
Dailas, Oregon .................. . ........ D1·. George Suckley, U.
S.A.
Fort Whipple, .Arizona ......... .... .... . E . Palmer . ............. .
Mineral 8pring, Arizona .. Aug. - , 18iH Dr. C. G. Newberry ..... .
Sau LnisVallcy, Colorado . 8ept. -, 1873 Dr. J. T. Rot.lirock ... .... .
Cone,jos, Colorado ....................... . A. Harn es ......... : .... .
Twin Lakes, Colorado ... . A11g. -, 1873 Dr. J. T. J:othroek . .. .. . .
Pagosa, Colorado ......... Sept.-, 1874 C.KAikAn .... . .. .... . .
Twin Lakes, Colorado .... Ang.-, J87J Dr. J. T. Rothrock .... __ .
California .. ............ .... ............. . Dr. William Gambel.. .. .
Montana .. .................... .. ........ . Dr. E. Couos, U. S. A ... .
Fort Walla Wall;i, Wash• ........ .. . .. . . Capt. Charles Bendi re,
ington.
U.S.A.
Montana . ................... . . .. . ... .... . Dr. E. Cones, U.S . .A. ..••.
HurnboldtHa_y,Califoruia . ..... _ ....... . Lieut. W . P.Trowbridge.
U . S.A..
Pa~osa, C•ilorado. _...... _. Sept. 7. 1874 A Barnes .......... . . .. .
A nzona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -, 1871 Exploration west of one
hu111.lreclth meridian.
Soutliem Oregon ... _...... July - , 1878 JI. W . Henshaw ........ .
~•1111pl2,_N cvada. _... .. .... J11ly -,1867 Rol.JertRiclgway ....... .
l•ort 1Vh1pple. Arizona ...................... ... ........... ...... . .
New ....... ... . . . .. Capt. R. Anderson, U.
Cam p . Burgwyn,
MOX1CO.
'
s. A.
Fort .Bridger, Utah ......... .. __ ........ C. Drexler .... ...... .... .
West Bridger ..... . .... _.... _............ U.S. Exploring Expedi•
tion.
Kebraska ....... .... .... _......... _...... Lieutenallt Reynolds, U.
8.A.
(?) .... . ....................... .. ......... Dr.E.C.Yarrow .... ... .
Fort Steilac-oorn , \\' ash- ........ .. ..... Dr. George 8uckley. U .
i11gto11.
S. A.

Alcol1oli c.

:::J~:::: ::::::::::::::::

8722
8712

3

1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
2

C:irarcl.

1\Then
collected.

Locality.

---1 I Near 38° latitude .........

8733
8720
8i27
8421
8728
8721

!)16

I

<t11rl

N.A.T MUS

9t;--u{.i

do .
do.
do.
do.
<lo.
rlo.
rlo .

do .
do.
do .
do.
do .
do.
Head , alco.
holic.
Alcoholic .
do.
do.
rlo.
do.
do.
110.

do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
.A I co holi c
(.inn.) .
Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
110.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
rlo.
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Eulc •nia elegans iagra11s Baircl and Girard-Continued.

N." 'i.
.l:T O,

I

xand

aT

•

I

Locality.

--- ~

tude.

I

\\' lien
coUected.

From who111
n 1cei1·cd.

I

Feet .

Sept. 12. 189 1
Sept. lll , 1891
.Aug. 15, 1891

Bailey.
]'aimer.
<lo.
do .
NPlsou.
Bailey .

18705 . . . . . . . . . Whitney Creek, California.......... 8,500 Sept. 5. 1801
l 700 ...•.... . , Owen's River, Cahfornia............ 6,000 Jnly 20, l891
1 707 .. ~-.. ~·. Lone !.>ine, <.JaliJ'ornJ!l. ... .....• .... ... ........ Juue 11.1891

do .
Kelson.
Palmer.

18699
1 700
1 701
18702
1870:!
l 704

. . . . . . . . . , 'ih·er Cre k, :re,ada .... ........... . ....... .
1
. . ... . . . . .Ash M adows,
vada ....................
.
.. .... . ..... .. do .............. . ............. ··· ..... .. .
... . . . . ..
orth Fork, Kern l{iv r, alifornia ........ .
do . ................. ......... .. . . 7, 000
' oung . 'oda :pri1icrs, North Fork, Keru . .. .. .. .

I

Youu1?·1· ... .

I

Hher, Calfo,rnia.

'atalog11

Nov.

Locality.

..:o. I

8. 1890

Mar. :J, 1891
Mar. 4, 1891

From whom received .

I

107fl.l- 5 J!'ort Win~al , N w Mexico . . ....... .. .'............ .. . . Dr. R. W. Shufelut.
1750.5 ,·wan Riv r, uear wan Lake, Montana .......... . ·.... . U. S. Fish Commissiou.
1750 . .... !lo ...... ..•.. ........................... ...........
ilo.
do.
l'if1tl. - i 1
t • 'lclhrn County, uear llelena, Montana, ............. .
:!1271
·1i rilla11, Wyomrn~ . ................... ............ . .
do.
do.
21 :1;iG
'11s(l'r,, ·onth Dakota .............................. ... .
!lo.
21108
·and Point. Idaho . .. . ......... .. ..... .....•.. .... ... ...
22:10:i. :J Yaucou,·er Island, .British 'olumbia ... .............. . . John Macouu.
:!23. 7- 9 .... d ................. •••••. .... .••••..•. .. ....•. .....
do.
2:!.tol - 2 .••. . tlo ........ . ....................................... .
do.
do.
22 105 British Columbia .......... ........................... .

EUT JEN IA ELEGANS COUCHII Kennico tt .
Hnlrrnia couohii

KE

r 'OTT, Report U.S. Pac. R.R. Sul'Vs., X, WilliamHoo\, Rept.,

1 57, p. 10.
J~1iloni<i hamrnondii KENNI OTT,

Proc. Acacl. Nat., 'ci. Phi la. , 1860, p. 332.

Tro)lidono/118 orilinatus ~rar. rn11rhii Bour,ENCEH, Cnt. Snakes Brit. Mus ., I, 1893,
11. 210.

Fig. :.!1!8 .
.EU1'.E.NlA El.EGANS COUCH!l RENNICO'l'T.

= l.

1''ort Tejon, California.
at. No. b496, ll .S. N .111.

Tw nt · ne r w f ale . Form rather slender; bead long, uout
1 ugat auu narrow, but rather obtu e. Po torbitals three, the upper
mu b he Jarg , t. Ei lit upper labial , ixth largest; its postero inf ri r au le much elongated.
o dor al stripe; lateral stripe oli~e
11 w o th , ·ou l and thir<l row . Back uniform dark olive brown
l>clomen wbiti h olive, lighter
r blackish, ith ut di tin t I ot ' .
auteri rly, and a dark line along tlie miu.dle po teriorly.
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Form rather slender, the tail about one-fourth the total length. Head
very narrow and much elongated; the snout very narrow, but ratller
obtuse. The back above the third row of scales is dark uniform brownish lead-color without baud, except a light Dlivaceous yellow; first
row of scales a little darker, and simil~r to the abdomen, being of a
verv dull whitish olive. Bases of the scales of the first row black, forming~ a row of from 74 to 80 small spots; bases of abdominal scutes the
same, tLe color broader toward their extremities, aud genera1ly concealed by the incuml>e11t scnte. .A. narrow slate-colored line along the
middle of the abdomen posteriorly. Head above, dark olive; superior
]al>ials very light olive yellow, margined with black posteriorly, excepting the eighth. This is black anteriorly, its posterior end being occupied by a yellowish patch which is conflue!"1t with the yellow of the
neck. Lower postoruitals yellow. Two small yellow occipital dots and
a small yellow dot on each side of the posterjor part of the vertical
plate; these sometimes absent.
Young specimens, and older on(3s, after the removal of the epidermis,
exhibit faint inclicatious of a very narrow dorsal stripe upon a single
row of scales, but in one there is no trace of thit1, even upon tlrn neck,
where it is u.s ually visible. These specimens also exhibit traces of two
series of large alternating spots, which present somewhat the appearance of a zigzag line. In a young specimen there is a distinct series of
spots on the first dorsal row, each spot covering one scale, and separattd from those adjacent by two scales. Only one specimen is without
tLe dark line upon the abdomen posteriorly. There are no irregular
black blotches upon the abdomen as in J!J. angustirostris. In Cat. No . .
11775 the small lateral spots are ninety-one in number, thus equaling
that seen in the E. e. vagrans.
The length of the tail varies within limits. Thus in Cat. No. 52196 it
enters the length four anu. one-tenth times; in Cat. No. 8J84, four and
three-fifth times, and in Cat. No. 8745, four and two-third times.
Adults of this subspecies are generally easily recognized. Small
specimens approach corresponding ones of the E. e. vagmns, since they
agree in the dark colored upper surface of the bead, nuchal spots, and
labial borders. Au adult (Cat. No. 866) from the Pitt River, California,
resembles an adult E. e. vagrans more than usual, but bas no dorsal
stripe except on the anterior frontal of the length. The nucbal spots
are distinct, and the labials are blackish bordered, but the gastrosteges
have black blotches at their middles and bases, as is not the case in
tlie other specimens of E. e. couchii. In this individual the muzzle is
elongate and more compressed than usual, resembling that of the
E. mult-imaculata,, There are also four rows of temporals. This individual represents a local race, and its habitat is out of the usual range
of the species. It is the one from which the description of the
E. couchii was drawn by Kennicott.
The range of this subspecies is Southern Califorma and .Arizona.
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EutG uici eleyans couchii J[ennicoll.
Locality.

Wben
collect c1.

I

--1

From whom receh·ed.

Nature of
specimeu .

Governor Stevens ...... . .Alcoholic.
do.
Dr. W . .A.. Hammond,

u .. .A..
do.
1 ..... do .................................. . Dr. J. G. Cooper ....... .
do.
lobav De. ert, rizona .. July-, 1875 Dr. O. Loew ......... ·... .
2
R.
W.
lienshaw
........
.
nl•
ReadH.
1
outhern California ...... Aug.·-, 1875
coholic.
Alcohol1c.
do.
do.
1[ohaveDesert, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. O. Loew ............ .
clo.
clo.

:?:~tii~ 0r~•c?.~n~~~lit: :: ::::::::::::::: .~:?:~~~~.6::::: :: ::::... .
Y!~;1;0:o~it1~·r'rri·;:: :::: :: ::::: ::: ::: ::::

an<I

fl

x.

g! Ei;~;; :::: :: :::: ::::::
Alti•
When
tude. collected.

Locality.

From

wc~f~~c{~·

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - ----,--- - Feet.
Owens Valley, .A.lvorcl, California ................ 4,000
Ow 111:1 Valley, fish slough, 10 miles north ul' ..•.•••
.Bishop, Cali f'ornia.
Owons Lake, Cartago, California............. ... 3,700
Old !fort 'l' Jon , California ...... ..................... .. .
Lone Pi_ne, Ualifo!·nia ............._. ...... :····: ....... .
K rn I 1Ver, 25 ro1lcsaboveICernv1lle, Cahforma ... .... .

1891.
June 27
July 2

J1111e
,July
J\11g.
July
Y1mn~ ............. (10 .••••••••••.•.•••••..•. . ..•..•••...•••..••. • •••••• July
Younµ; ........ K rn J iver, South Fork, California .. ......... . ........ . July
clu!L ....... I{ m Jtiv r, California .............. ............. 7,200 Sept.
.. . . . .......... JCorn l{iver, ·outhFork, 'alifornia .............. 2, 700 June
Adu I . . . . . . . .. , 'o<la 'prings, Keru River, California .... .. ........ ... . . Sept.
runn , ...... . .. .. .. do ................................................. . Aug .
l•'oni,tlo n.<lulL .
...... .. ..... .
Yo1111g .••..••.
Youug ........

1

'ntnlogu,·
·o.

I

5
7

8
22
4

14

clo.
Palmer.
lfi sher.
do.

uo.

do.
Nelson.
Palnrnr .
Fisher .
Bailey.

C. R. Orcutt.
clo.
do.
clo.
do.
H. W. Renshaw.

10315

_211io -0

3

From wbom
received.

Locality.

10:1:;o 1
I :HO
lll:J-17
w:110

JO
21
D

Stephens.
do.

I

hi · fi rm i, generally ea. ily recognizable in adults by the absence of
th v r ral , trip . But Van Denburgh _d escribes a specimen from
owe· 1 ali:£ rnia, in which the dorsal stripe is present.
EUT .lENIA ELEGANS MARCIANA Baird and Girard.
Eutc1·11ia mrtrcianc, OPir., 'heck-list . Am r. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
Eul<d11i11 maroia11a BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Rept. N. Amer., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,

p.:h
J'ropiclo11ot11s ordinatw, var. marcianus Bo
p. 210.

LENGEi:<,

'a.t . .._'nukes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,

a li 0 ·b •yellowi h brown, with a vertebral paler line and 0110
, ch i le, more or le ·· indistinct.
Three series of square
p t on a h ide, of about 5G-G0 in each series, from occiput to
i1
f lJ ad l>lack, with a ere centic patch of yellowish po teh la,bial r late . Three and ometime four black vittre rad1atin ()' fr m the eye aero the jaw . A double white spot with a black
margin on the nture of ccipital plate .
ral

11
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The markings about the head are generally very constant and distinct. Viewed laterally, we see first the large dark-brown patch at the
back part of the head, extending as far back as the posterior extremity
of the jawbones. In the anterior part of this patch is seen the cresce11tic patch (concave before) of yellowish white, with a more or less
11arrow dark-brown -margin anteriorly. The next black band starts
from the posterior edge of the superciliaries, and passes obliquely downward and backward along the posterior edge of the sixth upper labial.
Similar black margin~ are seen on the posterior edge.s of the fifth and
fourth labials, the intervening spaces being yellowish white, particularly on the fifth upper labial. Occasio11ally the posterior margins of
the seventh and third labials have the black line as wen as those ment~oned, which frequently
extend across to the posterior m~rgim, of the corresponding lower labials.
The white spot on the anterior portion of the occipital
suture is always margined
with black.
The six series of black
Fi;;-. 280.
spots are arranged so as to
EUTAsNIA ELEG.ANS MARCIANA ]~AlRD A N D GlRARD.
alternate with each otller.
The lower or third series
· Sonora, Mexico.
on each side is below the
Cat. ' o. 72:15, U.S.N.M.
indistinct lateral stripe.
The posterior edges of each abdominal scutella shows a black margined
spot on each side. The dorsal line is geuerally a single scale in width,
occasionally including portions of tbe lateral, , and itself sometimes
encroached upon by the black spots. Each spot is about a scale or
a Reale and a half long and about three scales broad. The number
in the dorsal series from the head to the anus varieR from fifty-six:
to sixty, but in Cat. No. 8u0 they number seventy-three. Posterior
edges of scales very slightly emarginate, if at all. .AH are decidedly
keeled.
Baird and Girard give the following as the numbers of abdominal
scuta and scutellm and the dimensions in inches:
Gastros toges.

Red River, Arkansas . ____ .. __ ...
rew Braunfels, Texas. __ ________
Do - ... -- - .. - .. - - - . - - - - - . -- - - - .
Do - - - ... -- .. - - - - .. - - . - . - . - - - Do ------------- ------ ·----ear San Antonio .. . _. ___ .. ____ .
Do ·-·--------·----- -------San Pedro ., ______ __ ___ -- -------Do --------- - ----- --·----·-·
Indianola . ____ .. __ . _. _. ________ .

152.
153.
153.
149.
152.
163.
160.
156.
153.
145.

l fr o;; tege;;. Sc:tl e<i . Length.

75.
75.
73.
61.
71.
53.
85.
78.
70.
66.

21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21. ·
21.
21.

34.
16.
21¼,
16¾.

lOi .
20 {16 •
27i,
12t.
14}.

11¾.

Tail.

8.
4¼.
5¼,
3½.
2i,
3½,
6t .
o)j

i>ti•

3i,
2}.

Spots.

56:
60.
60.
56.
54.
58.
56.
56.
56.
57.
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int the total length a" follow : Uat. o. 844 (type),
at. J"o. L 5, four and three-fifths; Cat. o.
'at. o. 8416, four and two-fifths; Oat.

Entamia elegans marciana Ba·i rd ancl G·i rard.

1
0~ ~~1~~'{
m n~.

I

Lo ality.

I

-. -

coiie~t!d.

From whom received.

Nature of
l'lpecimen .

1----1-------

R dR1v r,.ArknnR,S---·· -· ···· ····-- ·-· Capt.R.B.Marcy,U.S ..A . .Alcoholic
type.
1111 Ildefonso,
w Mex- Aug.-, 1874 Cope and Yarrow . _.. _.. Alcoholic.

JI

I

7H

···········---------I

7-i!i
710

___ i_:i·o
Aug.-, 1874 Cope, YnrrowandShedd
---··do·-- ---------·-- ··--· -, 1874 Dr.H.C.Yarrow _______ _
hnr oEsconclido,Mexico. --·· · ···--·---· Lieut. Couch, U.S. A. •...
·3:n lid fonso, New M X· 1 Aug.-, 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .

If)

117

do.
do.
<lo.
do.

lCO.

l ll7· 1
13
111
:il
;;:1:il

r~·i
;;~~~ri!~1t ;::~~:::::::
8~f.1~i>:J~a!~~~SV.lt:
En)!le Pnsa, T exas .. - ... : ·I·........... _.. .A. Schott ..... .......... .
1: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

l

;;2

22

712 f

I
l
I

Point Isabelhi, Texas ........ ... ... ...... G. Wurdemann .... . ... .
al'32dpnrall
l ..... ....
Lient.Re_ynolcl
s, U.S.A.
Fort
Yuma, 'alifomia
.... --, 1855 Maj.
• G. H. Thomas,
U.

1······-·····-··

. A.

I Renr,
'an Antonio, Texas ...... . _.......
utorsdll ,. Texas ............. ·- .... _..

Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ... .
Prof. Forscbey ......... .
ouora, Mexico .......... ············-·· MaJ .\V.H.Emory,U.S ..A .
I 1 · ·au Ildofouso,
ew Mex• - , 1874 Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
ico.
l ."n.11 ntonio, Texas . . . . . . June-, 1879 U. W. Schuermann ..... .

(JO

12:1s
II
1011:1

_ _ _ _i ~:\~~~;~)~..i\.?i •:•i:::•H:: WJ;:i;;llD:::::

107:!7

IOI
405
:il!Jl
1;;:1~ I
l!ilifil .......... . an Di go, T xas ........... .. ........ . _. Willi am 'I:a_ylor ........ .
17111 - i7
11
1
0
Ii II:! ::::::: ::: ;~,; ; ; , Ar~~~
~~~~n·_-_-_-::::::
11:;:;7 ..... . .... 1.... . d ...... ··-···· ........... .. ............. do ........... . .. .. .. .
22.12 ....... ... , Q11i11lnn Cr k, Kerrville, ..•............ Hy. Cn.ndlin ........... ·..

JL~~~.~~~-- ::::::::::::::: 1£e~be;~

Texas.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .

·

do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

I

EUT .IENIA ELEGANS ORDINOIDES Baird and Girard.
J•:11tainia, orclinoicl II BAI.RD and 4 rRARn, 'at.

. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serpent·, J8iJ3,

p. 33.
'l'ropidonotua ordinoide11 J
p. 176.

ATHD

a11cl

GJRAJW,

Proc. Aca<l.

at. Sci. Phila., 1852,

rm i quite different fr tn any of tho"e enumerated as sublegcin , but it r mb1 8 cou iderably tlrn E. sirtalis
pari talis.
1i tribution f col r i: quite the ame a iu that form,
h red between the lateral pot ' i' of ache tnut color, and not
f,
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crimson, as in E. s. parietalis. 'fhe agreement of the scale and labial
formulre with tl.10se of the E. elegans induces me to refer it to that species
rather tban to the E. sirtalis, although the latter exhibits occasionally
in California eight upper labials.
'
Besides the characters 111entioned, this form has a :yellow dorsal stripe
which is ".,.ell defined, eoveriug one and two lialf rows of sea1es, The
lateral stripe is defined below by a brown shade, which fa<le:-; iuto the
brnw11ish olive of tlrn belly below. The spots of the inferior luternl
row are large and are confluent above with the wide black do-rso lateral _
band. No nuchal spots, but the dark color of the back contiuues into
the brown of the top of the head. Superior labials brownish olive; the
posterior narrow by brown bonlern<l; chin and throat yellow. Gastrosteges nu spotted, 156 in number. Tail injured; the base with a triangular section. Length of body, 490 mm. One speciillen from San
Franci~co, California. Baird and Girard enumerate their specimens all
from California, and two of them from San Francisc~.
Eutmnia elegans ordinoides Baird and G-ira.rd.
Catalogu e! N_umlie,r
No.
of specimens.

-

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

-1

San Francisco, California . . :. Collins Ovtirlancl T elegraph
Co.

Alcoholic.

EUT lENIA ANGUSTIROSTRIS Kennicott.

Eiitrnnia angnst-irostris KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p . 332.COPE, Check-li st N. Amer.'Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.

Body moderately stout; tail Jess• than one-fourth the total length
and very small. Head exceedingly elongated a11<l narrow, mor0. ~o
tbau any other of the genus;
snout very long, narrow, and
pointl•d. Crown plane nbove; eye
large. Upper labials eight, sixth
largest, seventh scarcely smaller.
Dorsal ro ws twenty-011e; outer
row large, very faintly carinated;
~ I
the second smaller but broader
1<'1 g. 290.
than the third; the next rather
l~U'J'lEN IA ANGUSTIROSTRIS K ENN ICO'l."l'.
large aucl elongated., and strongly
= 1.
cariunted. Dorsal stripe narrow,
• Parras, Coahuila, Mexico.
very indistinct. ' An indistinct,
Cat. N o. !J59, U.S.N.M,
dull, whitish lateral stripe on the
Rl'COJHl an<l third rows.
Above the lateral :-.tripes dark olive-brown or
black. Abdomen dark ashy olive or black.
The back above the third row of scales is <lark brown without 8pots,
but with each Reale bordered with darker. The scales of the seco11d
aml third row are grayish olive, witil distinct yellow borders. The first
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Eutamia angustirostris Kennicott.
Catalogu
·0
•

.r'umbe_r
of peci·1 men.

!!50 -

I

.

Locahty

From wl1om received.

Nature of specimen.

·

1 /-:;arras. Coal1nila, foxi= Lirut naut Conch, U. . A. .. Alcoholic.
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.As the locality from which the type was brought is not far from
the Uuited States and Mexican boundary~ I retaiu it in the present
work.
EUT ./ENIA EQUES Reuss.

Colubcr eques REUSS, Mus. Senckenb., I, 1834, p. 152, pl. vnr, fig. 2.
Eutcen fo cy1·topsis KE~NIOOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1860, p. 333.-COPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 306; Wheeler's Rept. U.S. Surv. W. 100th
Mer., V, 1875, p. 546; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.17, 1880, p.23; Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mu s., XIV, 1892! p. 656.
Thanw op his cyrtopsis var. cyclides COPE, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 299.
Tl'opidon otu s co llaris JAX, Arel!. Zool. Anat. Phys., III, 1865, p. 209; Icon. Gen.,
1867, P t. 25, pl. v, fig. 2.
JCntamia cyrlopsis ocl'llata COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p. 22.
Tropidonot11 s sirtalis var. collar-is GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 25.
Eutmnia co llai·is COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII, 1884, p. 173.-DuGis, La
Na turaleza (2), I, 1888, p. 127, pl: XIII, fig. 16.
Tropidonotns ordinatus D. var. eques Bou LENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p. 209.

Head wid e, very distinct; body slender. Scales in nineteen rows, ·
rather narro w ; the first as deep as long, weakly keeled; the second
i11tennediate in form between the first and third; remainder rather
narrow, 11ot emarginate. Superior labials eight. Loreal as• high as
long; oculars 1-3. Temporals in type 1-3-3; in a second specimen
from tlJe same region 1-2-3 on one side, and 1-2-4 on the other. Tail
varying in len gth according to the subspecies. Frontal plate not wider
tlian the superciliaries. Eyes large, muzzle sbort.
Ground color above, light reddish brown; below, pale green. Three
longitudinal stripes above, the me<l.ian narrow more or less of its length
ou one row of scales, the lateral on the second aud third row of scales.
Two rows of black spots occupy the space between the stripes. These
spots generally combine into a single row of large spots on the anterior
part of th e bo<l.y, but do not in one speci1_nen (Oat. No. 8067, the type) .
. They al so frequently join at their angles, forming a zigzag black baud.
A row of large j et-black spots below the lateral stripe aUemates with
the i::pots of the i11ferior row. Belly immaculate.
This well marked specie~ bas the slenderness of body, and in one
form tlie length of tail, of the Eutmnia proxima, but it bas a bead and
scales of ·the E. elegans type. It is characterized by the narrowness of
the dorsal stripe, together with the huge black nucbal spots.
It is r epresented by four subspecies, which differ as follows:
I. Dorsal stri pe on t hree rows of scal es on anterior half of body.
Stripes yellow, not black borclered. No conspi<.:uons spots b elow lateral stripe.
E. e. au1·ata.
II. Dorsal stripes on one row of scales only.
a Ta il ab out one-t hird the total length. No large spots below lateral stripe.
Dorsal stripe on one row of scales.·--- ____ ··---·---~-- ____ ______ E. e. eques.
cm Tail b et ween one fourt h and one-fifth the l engtli.
L arge spots h elow lateral stripe alternating with lower lateral spots, and
iu va di ng l a teral stripe . .. _. . __ ....... _.. _. _............. _.. E. e. collaris.
No l ar ge spots b elow l a teral stripe; stripes yellow, dorsal on three rows.
E. c. aurata.
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EUT JENI A EQUES EQUES Reuss.

l•'i~. 201.
1•: t 1' A•:NIA ltQUEH 1,~UEA Rll:U. S.

- 1.

J)11rn11go, M xic .
'Al.

No. 062, U.. N. 1.

ond. Tbe difference in form
is most striking, the body
being almost as slender as in
E. saur'ita. Tbe scales are
rather larger tban in E. rnarciana, and those of the first
row more elongated. The
ground color ab o v e t he
lateral stripe is olive brown.
The first dorsal row is whitish
olive or greenish white. The
:1 h<lomen is uniform greenish
white, except a small· black
marginal spot near the ex tremity of each abdominal
scute. The whitish dorsal
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series of large, oblong, rhomboidal, alternating spots, each about four
scales long-, an(l somewhat confluent with each other at the adjacent
corners, giving the appeara11ce of a zigzag line upon each side. On
the fi.r8t and second dursai rows is a third series of. very distinct black
spots, each on parts of three seales, and the extremities of two abdomi11al scutes. The intervening spaces of greeni~h white ground color are
equal 1n width to the spots.
·
Cat.Nos.

Locality.

Gastrosteges.

930 Ri~1coua<la, Coahuila, Mexico......
8062 Durango, Mexico _.. .. _..... . . . . . .

Urosteges.

Scales.

90.

19.

174.
163.

Leugtl1. Tail.
Inches. Inches.

24j.
(

n,

6.

Other spedmens have the dorsal stripe on a single row of scales and
the lateral stripe has its upper border regular and distinct, without
interruption from the middle series of spots, the lower edge as in the
spedmen above described. Instead of the distinct si)ots upon the first
and second rows in that specimen, they are here broken up into black
borders of three approximated scales. In the only large specimen of
this variety the keels of the first dorsal row are not parallel to those
of the rows above, being directed obliquely down ward and backward,
so that the posterior end of one keel falls below the anterior end of the
next succeeding, instead of forming a continuous line. The nose of
this specime11 is also more pointed than in the typical one.
Tlie lengths of the tails in this subspecies are as follows: Cat.No. 8067
(2) tl.Jree and one-half and three and one-twelfth times in total length;
Uat. No. 5023, three and 0110-fifth times.
Eutmnia eques eques Reuss.
Number
Cata1og11e of speciN o.
mens.
8062
5023

17794-5

2

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Natnre of specimen.

Durango, Mexico ........... Li eutenant Couch .......... Alcol,olic.
Cape St. Lu.cas, Lower Cal- John Xantus. .. . ... .. ......
do.
ifornia.
Fort Huacliu ca, Arizona ... Wilcox.... .. . .. ............
clo.

EUT ~NIA EQUES COLLARIS

Jan.

Euta'nia collaris JAN, Icon. Gen. Opltid., Pt. 25, 1867, pl. v, fig. 2.
Eutcenia cyrtopsis ocellata COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 17, 1880, p. 22.

Scales in nineteen longitudinal rowsr the inferior smooth anteriorly,
but keeled posteriorly. Eight superior labials; loreal liigher than long;
temporals 1-2-3, the anterior large. Tlle · 1at~ral band on the second
and third rows of scales cream-colored; dorsal band extending to the
end of the tail, orauge red. The usual alternating square black spots
between the two bands; the scales in the light inters paces black or
deep brown. Anteriorly the lateral black spots unite into a single
series of ::mbquadrate spots. The lower borders of the lower series of
spots invade the lateral band, sometimes cutting it entirely off into sections of regular length. Below the middle of eaeh section, and. therefore alternatiug with the inferior lateral spots, is another black spot,

E

th
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, rch d 1i<Yht bar abov i , as pupil to eyebrow.

The

up ri r l t ral . p t · in. lik manner i11 ade th median dorsal ban<l.,
ith r ·uttin<Y it ff utirely or giving it a laterally undulatory cour e.

ly ne and one c nd a half row of scales. A darkgray hade connects the lateral
inferior spot . Inferior surfaces
olive-lead colored.; the gastrostege with blackish bases at the
extr mities. .A large black spot
bell ind the occipital plate&, extending to below the angles of the
mouth, which is deeply notched
uehind by the dorsal band. No
EQ E' COl,LAlllS ,J A.,_
oc ·ipital spots. Labial plates yel1.
low, all equally black-edged. No
lil'iot ~. Toxns.
yellow crescent8 on the side ·of the
e t. ·o. wr.2,, u,;;. . M.
h ad or neck.
lt

c

Jtntamia eqnes coUaris Jan.
Loc·aliLy.
• :!

l

J•'rom wl1om r ceived.

Jr lo tee, 'l'oxnR . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . G. \V. Mnrnock . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .
a11yon, Ari-

Whilu Riv r

zo11a.
-:an
lid for~ so
a11 J\11101110,

Dr. R.'l'.B 11rr ______________

Dr.H.C.Yarrow___________ I

, owMexi·o.
Iexaa .. · ·-···· ~- H. :11,d O. S. Brirnley~ . - ~ _

1

EUTJENIA EQUES AURATA Cope.
H11t1n1i1t aura/a ' PI~,

Aleol1ol ic.

roe. U. .

do.

do.
do.
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are without black borders. The dorsal stripe occupies the middle and
parts of two adjacent rows of scales on the anterior half of the length,
and oue row on the posterior half, and is continued to the end of the
tail. The lateral stripe covers two _entire rows of scales except on the
posterior half, where it occupies the second row only. It is bordered
below by a band of a rather lighter brown than that of the space above it,
on the first row of scales, and on the angles of the gastrosteges which
enter between the separate scales of the latter. Every other scale of tlrn
first row has a black speck at its upper and lower base. Belly immaculate yellow, except a black shade at the base of the extremity of a few
of the scuta, which is only visible on stretching the latter apart.
This hanclsome form resembles the Eutccnia, elegans brunnea in general form and appearance, but the latter has no nuchal spots nor black
labial borders nor band beneath the lateral stripe. It belongs to a

:Fig. 293
EUT.iENIA EQUES .A.URATA COPE.

= l.

Type.
Lake Valley, New Mexico.
Coll ection of Jc. D. Cope.

different section of the genus. Its uucbal spots and 1abial boro.ers are
like those of tlrn Eutccnia e. eques, but it is not a slender-bodied
species, and the scales are wider than in that form, representing a different type in the genus.
I have seen but one specimen of this species, which I obtained uear
Lake Valley, in southern New Mexico. There is no specimen in the
United States National Museum.
EUT .lENIA INFERNALIS Blainville.

Eutrenia infernalis Corn, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 657.
Co luber inje,·nalis BLAINVILLR, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris, IV, 1835, p. 59,
pl. xxv1, fig. 3.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 26.
Tropidonotns ordinatus var. infernalis BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p.207.

Tliis species occnpies a position jntermediate between tlle .E. elegans
and tlle E . t;irta,li1:;, lutviuo· tile labial plates of the former and the cale
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formula of the latter. In color pattern it differ from. all the F-ubspei of ei her and, a it tail is generally 1ouger than either, it it; Hee' ,;~ry to a lmit it a' a, separate species. It is more than usually
om.pre d at the anal region, where the scales are wide and more
irr gular than is ob ervecl in other species. In tLe form. vidua this
compres ion extenus to the entire body. There are two we1l-marked
ub p •ie , a follows:
olor blacki h, with traces of an inferior row of spots and a distinct lateral ·stripe;
belly y llowish olive, with black center; throat and lips yellow .... E. ·i . infernali8.
niform black, with yollo,v dorsal stripe only ...... -... ...... . ... - -..... E . i. 1,idua..

Tbe geographical ra11ge of this species includes middle and southern
C lifornia only, so far as yet known.
EUTJENIA INFERNALIS INFERNALIS Blainville.

JCntai11ici illfe1·nalis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Am1!1'. H.ept. , Pt. l, Serp,ents, 1853,
p. 26.
( 'oluber infernalis BLAINVILLE, Nonv. Ann. Mus. Hist,, .Nat. , Pari s, JV, 18351 p. 59,
pl. xxvr, fig. 3.

II 'acl moderat ly di tinct, muzzle medium. Parietal plateR 11ot short·ll, ua,1-ro, cl po ' teriorl y. Scales not narrowed, graduatiug in width
from t1ie first row, whieh
is smootli. Gastrosteges
011e liunclred and fiftyeigbt, urosteges seventy,
anal one.
Color above blackish
brnwn, with a mediau
yellow stripe which covers tbe middle nnd parts
of adjacent rows to the
Fig. 29J,
base
of th~ tail, ~here it
EUT11<; NIA I B' ~RNALI IN~' ERNALI ' BLAINVILLE.
contraets
to one row and
= L
continues to the end.
C.:ut. No. 1665-1, U, • ,11,
Belly from yellow to
li a· on
xtendiog to the third row of scales foclusive, with or w-ithut a ·Laue on the fir trow <listi11guisbing a lateral Rtripe, immaculate.
1 fr m fourth to igbth row ' , inclusive, with tLe keels olivaceous
ll wi, h, .£ rmi11g delicate longitudinal lines. Shades of the same
r ar
H tributed n the ·ales as to give the appeara11ce of in dis- ·
t ·1 t · in two row , an appearance which is increased by a few
t r d y llowi h dot on the margius of some of tlte scales. This
aran e repre nt actual spot in young specimrns. In some of
lar
P imeu tbi a1 p arance i lo t, nothing but the few yellow
P ·k remainiug. Labial plate yellow or oli ve, with or without very
naITow o t rior bla ·k border . Throat and chin always yellow.
Thi
u pecie.' re emble the Eutrenia elegans lineolata, but it ha
alway ' ( ixteen pecimen ) one row of Reale Jess 011 each side, The
( .11

offfl
~
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spots are far less distinct, the dorsal stripe is wide and bt>tter defined,
aU(l the colors are much brighter. In six specimens from San Francisco
the spots are distinct in adults, as in the type of Baird and Girard.
Eutamia infe1·nalis infernalis Blainville.

,
· I Number
Cat~l~~ue of specimens .
11754

From whom reeeived.

Locality.

Nature of specimen.

Fresno, California . . . . . . . . . . G. Eisen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
San Francisco, California... Collins Over laud Telegraph
do.
Co.
1 .... . do....................................................
do.

11

6

16654

U.S.
N.M.
No.

18711
18712

18713

Sex
and
age.

.AJtJ.
tude.

Locality.

"\Vh en From whow
colleetell. received.

Feet.
.Adult. San ,Joaquin River, High Sierra,
8,100 July 29
California.
·
Monterey, California ....... _.. _... . . . . . . . . Oct. 5
Morro, 8an Luis Obispo County, .. , ..... Nov. 10
California.

Remarks.

Nelson .... Near Mammoth
Pass.
Bailey ... .
Nelson .. . .

18714 _••.... . __ ... do ••••••••••••.••••.........••..•... _.. _. . dp ......... do ... .

EUT l:ENIA INFERNALIS VIDUA Cope.

Eutamia infernalis vidua

COPE,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 658.

Body moderately robust, compressed to the base of the tail; bead
moderatel y distinct; muzzle moderately elo11gate. Tail from three and
two-thirds to three and three-fourths times in total le11gth, compressed
for the basa,l half. Scales in nineteen rows graduating in size from
the tirst on each side, which is
as deep as wide and very feebly
keeled. Other scales not very
elongate, feP,bly notched. Superior labial~ eight, all higher than
long. Loreal not longer than
high; oculars 1-3; temporals
1-2-3; one of the second row
larger than the rest. Geneials
narrow, snbeqna l. Fro11tal
Fig. :.!95.
short, twice as wide as the superEUTJENIA INFERNALIS VIDUA COPE.
ciliaries anteriorly. Senta,

-Wl ~

G~

151-1-77.
Color black, without markir-gs

=

I.

San Francisco, California.
Cat. No. 970, U.S.N .M.

excepting- a ye1Jo\V olivaceJus
throat and chin and a yellow dorRal stripe which eovers one and two
half.rows of scales from the parietal viates to the basal third of tile
tail, whe11 ~e it runs on a siugle row to the end of the latter. Muzzle
and labial plates uniform lea d color; throat ye1lowish.
This species is so far known from tbe two original specimens :mly,
which are in excellent preservation. It resembles in geueral characters
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the pecie of the E. sfrta,lis group, but is quite different from any
of the form which I have included in that protean species. The
tail i longer, as I :find out of ninety-seven specimens of tbe latter
which I have measured but five have the tail as long as in the specimen of E. vidua with the shortest tail and none with so long a tail as
tb other. The eight superior labial s distinguishes it from all but
four pecimens of the ninety-seven, and iu some of these tlle additio nal
labial i · an intercalation. Two of tbe four specimens come from tile
ame locality, namely, San Francisco. The compressed body is seen
in a few specimens of the E. sirtalis pickeringii, also from the Paci.fie
regiou, lmt not in any otller forms. In some of these the stripes disappear, but all together, and not the lateral only, leaving a welldeveloped dorsal. The coloratio11 is a curious parallel of the "vidua"
form of the E. leptocephala, which it closely resembles. The superior
labial of the latter are different in being lighter and with black borders,
and the throat is whitish and the muzzle brown.
While thi form bas these points of connection with certain extreme~
of variation of the E. sirtalis, it agrees with none of them_, and may ue
r ganled a· a pecies until more definite points of conuectiou are found.
Eutcenici
ataloJ.,•u1•

o.
070

_umb<•:

of Hpe ·1-

infel'nalis vidua Cope.
Locality.

lUl'llS.

I

Nature of 11pecimen.

'an l<'rancifl o, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.lcoholic.

- --

h abov t.wo pecirnens in the U. S. National Museum are the
hat I haYe eeu. Both are from San Francisco, California.

11Jy Oil .'

EUT .lENIA BRACHYSTOMA Cope.
OPE, American Naturalist, 1892, p. 964,
'at. , nake Brit. ins., I, p. 418 (l!J . .lcptocephala).

Euta·ni<L hrachyHfoma

fig.-BOULENGE·R,

.

,• p cimen of this species bas yet been obtained. It is small,
and it b long to tbe group of which E. sirtalis and E.
l<'pfoceplwla ar member . It re embles both these species, but differs
ill imp r a11t par icular . The labial plate are six above and eight
1 w i11:t a,l of ,·even above and ten below. The head is not distinct
fr m tit 11 ck, r embling in thi respect the Tropidoclonium lineatwn.
'l'h pari tal · uta are convex in outline and not contracted posteriorly.
The h •ad plat .' are therwi e as in tho e pecies, including oculars 1-3,
t mp ral.- 1-J · aud po tg neial longer tha11 pregeneials. Scalesiu ninet n rie all k eled exc pt the inferior row, which has a trace of a
k I.
a tro:t fl"e one hundred and thirty-two; anal, one; urosteges,
n

nt

110

011

:

m1g

1

. ,. nt -two.
' lor l> 1 w allcl npper lip Ii ht oliv , un, pott <l; above <larker olive,
ith l>road, browu baud on each 'ide, which extends from tlle fourth
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to the middle of the ninth row, inchisive, leaving a pale dorsal stripe of
ground color one and two half scales wide. Chin and anal plate yellowish. N o parietal pair of spots visible to the eye, but traces a pp.e ar
under a m[Lgnifier.
Measur ements.-Total length, 286 mm.; tail, 71 mm.
The reduction of the number of iabial plates is not effected by the
fusion of the fifth and sixth of the E. si'rtalis, as I at first suggested,
since the abbreviation of the pla.te, which, though longer than those
adjacent to it, does not equal the two plates in the E. sirta,lis, and the
sutures of the last two labiais in no wise corresponrl with those of
the other species. The normality of the structure is confirmed by the
reduction of the inferior labial series by two scales, all of which are of
perfectly normal form. The gastrosteges are fewer in number than in
any E. sirtalis or E. leptocephcila
known to me, while the number of
urosteges remains as in those species.
TlJe inferior scale of the second row
of temporals is almost obliterated ou
one side. The absence of spots on
the gastrosteges distinguishes it from
Fig. 296.
EUVEN IA BHACHYS'l'OllfA COPE.
most of the subspecies of .E. sirtalis.
= l.
The general form is that of 1'ropiType.
doclonimn, aud tile distinctness of the
l•'ntnklin , Venango County, Pe1111sylvania.
two nasal plates is the only external
Collection of E. D. Cope.'
feature which separates it from that
genus. It is one of the forms-of which several are now knownwhich, while retaining the general features of the water snakes, have
adopted a terrestrial life and more or less burrowing habits.
Dr. Boulenger, in commenting on this species, supposes it to be a
E. leptocephala, questioning the correctness of the locality. There is,
however, no mistake as to this· latter point. It has a superior labial
less and twelve ga trosteges less than the smallest number I have met
with in that species.
l fo twnfo brachysto1na Cope.
Nuni brr of'

s p cinH'm;.
1

Locnlity.
Fra11klin, Ven an g0 Con11! y, P cnnsylva11ia ---- - -·--·-··------·--

From whom roceivecl.
Miss.A..M.Brown.

The t ypical specimen is preserved in my private collection_.
NAT MUS 98--67
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EUT .lENIA LEPTOCEPHALA Baird and Girard.
Eutwnia /eptocephala BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Reptiles, Pt. 1, Serpents,_

1 53, p. 29.-COPE, in Yarrow's Reptilia, Rept. U. S. Geog. Surveys W. of
100th Mer., V, p. 550; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 23.
,
Eutamia cooperii KENNICOTT, U. S. Pac. R.R. Surveys, XII, Pt. 2, p. 296.-COPE, in
Yarrow's Reptilia, Rept. U.S. Geog. Surveys W. of 100th Mer., V, p. 551.
Enlamia atrata KEN ' ICOTT, Rept. U.S. Pac. R.R. Surveys, Xlf, 1859, p. 296.

Head little or not distinct from the body; the latter rather robust;
the tail short, and between one-fourth and one-fifth the total length.
Scales in seventeen or nineteen
longitudinal rows, the inferior
smoolb or fully keeled, as deep as
or deeper than long, the others of
graduated widths to the narrow
middle rows.. Eye rather small;
oculars 2 (1-3); loreal not larger
than high. Frontal not wide, but
Fig. 297.
twice as wide as the superciliaries
Jl:UTA-:N JA LEPTOCEPJlALA IlAIJtD ANU GIRAltD,
in front, not reaching preocu 1ar.
= 1.
None of the superior labials longer
c·,.1, No. soi, u.s.N.M.
than high, seven in number, with
tend II y t tlle fusion of the third and fourth or fourth and fifth, or
11 thre . Preo nlar an<l loreal region grooved. Temporals, l-~-3.
nta rind rnea urements (in inches) according to Baird and Girard .
Gastrosteges . lJrosteges. Length . Tail.

t 'ouud, r gon ..••..... ____ ·__ .. ___ .. _. _.

146.

Jo ... ·--···· ·-·····--··-------· - -- _- --· -···

149.
144.
14-8.

] 0 - - - •• - - •• - ••• - ••• - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - . - - .

J . --- . -- ___ ..••••••• ---- ___ .. __ -··. ___ • ___

59.
66.
63.
( ')

16.
23~.
17t.
20.

31\ •
5.

4!,
4.

li atmrements.-Type: Total length, 590 mm; of tail, 128 mm.
l r varying from light r edd ish brown to black, with dorsal and
lat ral , tripes pre ent or a,bsent. When the lateral spots are present
h y ar mall, are ranged along the borders of the stripes, or their
J) i i u , aud ar 11 t in contact with each other. Belly varying from
I, kt liv wit-h blacki h shades on the bases or more of the gastrot
, nd without d :,finite spots on tbe extremities of tlle latter.
Tbi' variabl pecie may be distinguished from E. sirtalis, its nearall ', by be narrow, care ly distinct bead, more strongly grooved
ul r regi n; the mall ize of the dornal spots when present, and
b u of 1 t on t.be ends of the gastrosteges. There are, bower, me I ecimen in which the head is of much the sha-pe of that of
be E. sirtali, and ome of the latter (E. s. gra,minea) have no spot
n be nd of th ga tro teg . The majority of the specimens of the
l . lepta ·ephala differ further in tlle presence of two preocular scales,
nd about half of the p cimens have but seventeen rows of scales.
of tbe latter kind the JiJ. cooper-ii and E . atrata were
f tweu y-. i · l ecime1h xamined twelve have the scales
~
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in seventeen rmvs, and fourteen in 1iineteen rows. In some of those
with nineteen rows tlie additional row extends but a short distance on
each side, so that for all but a small part of the length there are ~seventeen rows. In thirteen individuals there is but one preocular on each
side; in two there are one on 011e side and two on the other, and in
eleven individuals there are two on each side. Two preoculars prevail
iu the spotted types, for of eight of these but three have a single preocular. Five of the black and well-striped specimens have two preoculars on both sides, an<l two have two on one side and one on the other,
while all of the uniform colored specimens, whether light or dark, have
but one preocular on both sides. The grooving of the preocular region
is generally, but not invariably, present. In several specimens the second or third rows of temporals are represented by a single plate,
-appropriately to the sma11 size of the head.
·
The color varieties are as follows: Brown, with blackish spots, moderately distinct stripes (eleven specimens); blaGk, with the dorsal and
generally the lateral stripe well defined (eight specimens); black, with
stripes and spots very indistinct (five specimens); black with dorsal
stripe only (E. atrata) (one specimen); uniform brownish or olive (three
specimens).
·
These forms have no distinct geographical range, examples of all of
them coming from Puget Sound. As a whole, the species belongs to the
Pacific coast, not south of San Francisco. Bow far east it ranges is not
known, but I have never seen it from central Oregon or Washington.
One specimen (Cat. No. 5208) in the U. S. National Museum collection
is marked as coming from tbe "Rocky Mountains."
A n interesting serie$ of eigllt specimens was obtained by Mr. S. N.
Rhoads-five from Tacoma and three from Victoria, British Columbia.
H e did not obtain it from any lo~ality east of the latter point. In my
paper on the "Characters and variations of the snakes of North America,m I state that of the specimens in the U. S. National Museum
r ather less than half have two preocular plates, and one-half have sevent een and the other half nineteen rows of scales. Of the eight specimens
brought by Mr. Rhoads, Rix have two and two have three preoculars,
one of t he latter coming from 'l'acoma and one from Victoria; six have
seventeen rows of scales and two have nineteen, both the latter from
Tacoma. The distinctive characters of the species are thus confirmed.
The grouud color in two of the Tacoma specimens is black and the
oth ers brow11. All of the Victoria specimens are brown, and two of
th em h ave a red dorsal stripe.
1

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 660.
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Eul!rnia leptocephala Haird and Girard.

,

I

l ala}ogm· of·umber
sp 'CI·
0
·

-

:i!l:I

-~o'i'JO
"051
!JGI
!J5:J
0;;5
901
!li2

8:Hn

JOO '
!J:;7
54!15
761
!161

UH'llil.

:i

I

Lol'ality.

I

From whom recci vt•tl.

INature of specimen.

l'uget Sonnd, Oregon.... .. . Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ...... . A lcoholi c.
do.
2 ..... uo .......... .......•.•....... do .•.. ............ ......
do.
1 Rocky Mountains ....... ... Dr. Tbos. H. Webb . .. . .. ... .
clo.
5 Fort 'stcilacoom, Washing· George Stevens .. .. ....... . .
ton.
do.
2 Tabat Plain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. J. G. Cooper ....... ..... .
do .
:! llumbolclt Bny, California.. ? .. .. .....•.•••• • ••••....••.•
do.
l Shoal water Bay, Washing- ?. .. , . - - - .. .... - .. - ..... - - .. .
ton .
do.
l Huu1bol<lt Ba.;y-, California . . L ..... - - ..... . - ............ .
do.
2 Pacific R. R. Survey .. .. .... Dr. J. G. Cooper. -... - - ... . - .
do.
J Cres ·ent City, Ca.l ifornia .. · 1 P. Schumacher. - - ..... • • • • • •
do.
1 Western0regon ............ H.W.Henshaw ....... . .... .
clo.
1 Shoal water J1av ...... ..•.. - . Dr. J. G . Cooper ... ........ - do.
4 Fort U mpqua, Oregon . . . . . . Dr. Voll um ·... - ....... : -.- .. do.
:1 Puget Sound .....•...•..... , U.S. Explormg Exped1t1011 .
1 Chalabapla .. ............... Dr.J.G.Cooper .... ....... . . Alcoholic (type of

I
I

E.atmta) .

.. .... .... ,anconYer Isla11 1l, British J ob u Macoun . . ....... ..... . Alcoholic.
\ (;oln111l>ia .
do.
2'..!100 ..... .... . . . . do ....... .................. .. do......................
do .
:!:.!40:1 .......... . ... <lo .............. . . ······ ..... ,J o.···· ····· .... .. ·· ····
'..!2-108
do ...
~~_:i- ·_._.._c1_0 _. _·._••_. _·._• •_._••_. _.._ _ _ _c1_0_. _ _ __

-~---· .. ·r ...

==. . -~-.

EUT JENIA SCALARIS Cope .

Proc. Acacl. ·at. ci. Phila., 1886, p . 306.-YARROW, Bull.
l ' . ,· . J· at. Mus., To. 24, 1883, p. 128.-COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat.Mus., No. 32,
1XX7, p. 73.-A. lkoi-:s, atnr., leza, 1888, p . 129, pl. ~rn, :fig.17.-COPE, Proc.
l ' ., ·. 'at. Mus., 18!)2, p. 647.-B COUHT1 Miss. Sci. Mex., 1893, p. 768.
T/i((1111101>lti8 B<'alaris COPE, Proc. Acad. tLt. Sci. Phila. , 1860, p . 369.
fropido11ol1ts sea lir1er JAN, Arch. Zool. Auat. Phys.; IIT, 1865 1 p. 214.
Tro1Jiclonotus scalari!/ no m GER, at. nakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 204.

J-:11/11'11i/l xl'alaris UOP J~,
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angle of the former plate along the occipital suture, represents a confluent pair of occipital spots; nuchal blotches same color as head.
This species was described from a, specimen from Senor R. Moutes
de Oca, from J alapa, Mexico. Boulenger reports it 1 from Oaxaca and
Jalisco.
Eutcenia scalaris Cope.
Number of
specimens.
3

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Orizaba, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Sumichrast _................ Alcoholic.

EUT JENIA PHENAX Cope.

Eutamia phenax CoPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila ., 1868, p. 134.
Tropidonotns ordinatus var. phenax BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
P• 210, r
Eutmnia cyrtopsis var. phenax BocoURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1893, p. 778.

This is a handsome and peculiar species, being the only one of the
genus which is cross-banded.
Scales in nineteen rows; all keeled except the first. General form
much as in E. sirta,lis. Head rather short, muzzle obtuse, eye large,
superciliary plates arched. Diameter of eye equal from same to rostral
plate along the labials. Frontal shortened behind, with straight sides,
equal to .75 of parietal common suture. Parietals truncate behind.
Upper labials, eight; fourth and fifth in orbit. Loreal longer than high,
one preocular, temporals 1-2. Inferior labials nine, sixth largest;
geneials equal. Gastrosteges, one hundred and sixty-one; anal, one;
urosteges, sixty-three.
· Measurements.-Total length, 23 inches · 5 lines; tail, 5 inches; to
rictus oris, 6 lines.
Above, reddish olive, crossed by thirty-six transverse spots, which are
of a bright brownish-red with a narrow black margin. They are separated by transverse intervals of only a scale in width, hence the black
margins appear as paired crossbars. These crossbars extend to the
first row of scales and are as often continuous on the side as not. There
is no lateral stripe, but there are black spots on the corners of tbe ends
of the gastrosteges. The margin of the first brown spot is in form of
two black lines diverging from the parietal plates backward. There is
a brown bar {n front of the frontal, one on the frontal, and superciliaries
behind (imperfect), and a longitudinal on each parietal. No pair of
light parieta,l spots. Labials below eye with tbe last black margined,
otherwise light olive. Below, a strong green, unspotted. Sometimes
the brown spots are interrupted on the middle line, in the position of
the dorsal stripe seen in so many species of Eutcenia, but this is very
exceptional, and the ground color shows no trace of strives.
The E.phenax is one of the smaller species and is, so far as now known,
confined to eastern Mexico.
1

Cat. S1rnkes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 20-1.
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E1ilamia phenaJ.: Uope.

'11mber of
Mpecimcns.
6

Locality.

From whom receive<l.

Orizaba,Vera Crnz .................. F. Sumichrast ............

Naturo of specimen.

···IAlcoholic..

=--=

EUT JENI A PULCHRILA TUS Cope.
Rul<rnia p1ilchrilatus COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1884-, p. 174; Cat. Batr.

Rcpt. Central Amer. and Mex., Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 73; Proc.
U. '. Nn,t. Mns., XIV, 1892, p. 947.-BOCOURT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1893, p. 767.
Tropidonotus ordinatns var. eques BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mns., I, 1893,
p. 209.

Scales in nineteen rows. Lower row of scales smooth; urosteges,
ixty- even; a dorsal stripe; lateral stripe bordered below by a brown
or l>lack stripe; a black nucbal spot; _head brown.
t first sight this species looks like the E. jiavilabris Cope, but it
lrn. character of the B. eques and adds some of its own.
The dor al stripe, as in E. eques, occupies but a single row of scales.
Th lateral tripe occupies the adjaceut edges of· the second and third
r w . Th entire first row is covered by a broad brown band, which
d fin .- th lateral light band very distinctly below. This is not seen
in i ll •r of the . pecies above named. There are two rows of black
, 1 ot: b tween the dorsal and lateral bands, but the keel.s of all the
'·ale involv d in tbem are brown. There are sometimes spots below
11 ' lat ral Ii bt line on the neck, aue to interruptions in the lateral
<lark strip .
large nucha,l black spot, which is notched behind by the
m dian b, 11d and ometime divided. Superior labials black-bordered
)) • l'i rly
pecially the ixtb, where the border is sometimes very
wid . Ue, d above brown; lower surfaces uniform greenish, except
tnil, whi ·hi y 11owi h below. Occipital spots very indistinct.
'Ill he, tl i not very di tinct from the neck. The frontal plate is
w1 l r h, n the upraorbital . Gastrosteges, one hundred and fi:ty<'i()'u · ur t e , sixty- even.
1[, a ·ur ment .-Total length, 465 mm.; length of tail, 105 mm.
hj hand om pecie varie in the intensity of its dark colors, the
round b w n tb dor al spots being sometimes so dark as to give
th pa e b tw n the yellow tripes the appearance of uniform bands.
In . u ·h p ·imen the lateral dark stripe is least interrupted.
B nl II er unit . bi pecie with the EJ. eques. It, however, belongs
liff r nt e ·tion of the genu .
rdin t Durre, , thi pecie is found in the States of Guauajn, to and M xic . I have thre pecimens from the State of Mexico,
ej · fi ur from th
tat of Puebla, from the Exploring
fr m Ir.
1
mmi i n, and n from Z, ·ua1tipan (liidalgo), from Dr. S. Bernad.
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EUT .lENIA SUMICHRASTII Cope.
E11tmnia smniolirastii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat.

ci. Phila., 1866, p. 306; Proc . .A.mer.
Phil.Soc.,XXII, 1884, p.174; Proc. U. . at. Mus., XIV, 1892,p.647.-YARnow, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, p.129.
:fropidonotus (E·utcenia) sirtalis var. infernalis GARMAN, Mcm. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
Cambridge, 1883, p.139.
1'ropidonotus ordinatus var. surniohmsti BouLENGJm, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I,
1893, p. 209.
Eutmnia oy1·topsis var. snniiohrasU BocouRT, Miss. ci. Mex., 1893, p. 775.

Scales in nineteen rows; no longitudinal bands. Olive brown, with
four 8eries of small black spots, and a trace of two exterior anteriorly;
eight superior labials, all higher than long except the seventli, no black
margin on the sixth or posterior margin of eighth, but a strong black
baud from eye across posterior margin of seventh to month. Sides of
head white, extending upward as two areas, margining each occipital;
behind each a black nuchal spot separated by a narrow white line from
its fellow a1JCl extending- over occipital plates aud half of frontal; prefrontals transverse.
The markings of this species are entirely peculiar; it is also distinguished by tbe transverse or narrow prefrontals aud iuternasals.
To tliis description I add some not~s takeu from a tliird specimen.
The frontal plate is ,wider than the supraorbitals. There are eight
Ruperior labials, and the orbit is bouuded l>y tbe fourth and fifth.
Temporals, 1-2; orbital , 1-3. There is a tra e of a dorsal stripe on the
nape, wliich divides the nuchal pot into two.
o postoral crescent.
Below the square lateral pots on the ide of tb neck i · a row of
smaller, alternating square pots, which erve to defiue a lateral tripe
for a sllort distance. Superior labial browni 'h y llow, brown edged.
Inferior surfaces uniform dirty yellow.
The keel of the cale8 are very tron°·, except tho e of the first row,
which are ob olete. Gastro teges, on bundre<.l and forty-eight; uroi-,tege , ixty-five.
Jlfeasnrements.-Tota1 length, 2G5 mm.; l ugtlt of tail, 65 mm., or onefourth of tlle total.
Butrenici s111niohrastii '011e.
:N"11111hcl'Of
SP(' <'illlCllS.

2

Local ity.

.lfrorn whom obtnin!'cl.

al,ureofsp cimen.

ri zaba, Vera 'ru z ................. J<'. ' umi chrast ..............• .. Al oholk.

Bocourt report thi pecie as having been ent from ,oban, era
Paz, to the Museum of Pari
I have it a] from Za ualtipan, in t,be
State of Hidalgo.
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EUT .l-ENIA CHRYSOCEPHALA Cope.

Eiitamia cltrysocephala OOPJ~, Proc. Amer. Pl1il. :--oc., 1884, )Jp. 173,174; Bnll. U.S.
at. Mus., o. 32: l 87, p. 73; Proc. U. S. Nat . Mns.: XIV, 1892, p. 64 7.B COVHT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1893, p. 762.
Tropidono tu s chrysocephali£3 BouLJrnGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p . 203.
~ cale in even teen rows, inferior row heeled ; nrosteges, eighty-one;
no dor al tripe; ahlrge black nuchal spot; head ye11ow; body sleudvr,
with a wide :flat l1ead, with a large eye. Tlle size of the latter coutract the frontal plate, so that it is not wider than the superciliaries
po teriorJy. The scuta are otherwise as usual. Superior labials, eigh t,
11one l1igher than long, fourth and fifth below the orbit. The inferior surface are darker than in E. eques colla,ris, which causes a better definition
of the lateral Jiue than in that species. There are representations of
two rows of lateral black spots, but they are merely black scale borders,
tho e of the inferior row the more distinct. A similar row of black
dge on tbe first row of scales. All of th ese spots become distinct on
th
of tbe Heck.
ncbal spot large, bl ack, and with a shallow
notch behind, no occipital or other spots on the bead. '11 he gastrosteges
hav black ba e , a clrnracter not seen in any of tlie other Rpecies
1· £ rred to.
ro tege , one hundred and fifty-one.
fea urements.-Tota,1 1 ngtb, 430 mm.; length of tail, 135 rnm ., or
n •third the total.
Thi ~ band om pecies wa obtained at Orizaba by Dr. Sumiclirast.
nlen °·er I record jt from Omilteme, in the State of Guerrero, which
at an elevation of ,ooo feet.

JIJ11ta'11ia 'h1·ysocepltala Cope.
'11 111b<•r

-------

or l

Lo alit;y .

11)1 ('illl(llll\,

1

From whom 1·eceivecl.

Orizaha, V ra Crnz .................. F. SumichraRt ................

I

Natm·c of
specimen.

·I Alcoholic. _

EUT .l-ENIA SIRTALIS Linnreus.

si1·tali11 ' PE, lJ k-li st J . Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
811/ainfo sirtali11 BAIR)) and GIRA HD, Cat. r . Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 31.
f 'oluber irlalis L1 'NArn , Syst. at., I, 1766, p. 3 3.-GMELJN, Linmrus, Syst.
1
at., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3 1788, p. 1107.-Fl'J'ZI mm, Nene lasR. Reptilien, J82R,
p. 5 .-IlARLA , Jonrn. A ad. rtt. , ci. l hila., V, 1827, p. 852.-STOH im, Hep.
Ppt. , las.. 1 39, p. 221.
Trnpidonotus sirtalis H LUH OK, 1 • Amer. Herp ., IH, 1 42, p. 41, pL XI.
'fropido11otus bipu11ctalns IILE<D<:L, E s. Phys., 'nr p. , 1 37, p. 3:J0.-DUMJ~HIL aud
Bilrn • rp. n.vn1 ; 1,p.:-2.
Tropidonotus trn,ia El AY ew York Fauna, Rept., 1 42, p. 43, pl. x1n, fig. 27.
'oluber cwdinatus Lm .a;;u , y t. at., I, 1766, p . 379.-~11m1rn:H, 'fentamen, p. 93.
Tropi<lo11otus ordi11at1ts B IE, Isis von ken, 1827 p. 535.-HOLBROOK, , Amer.
H rp. , n, pl. ·1r.- NTmm, 'at. olulir., nakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 73.
Tropidonotufl nrdi11afuF1 •nr. sirtalis Ro LE rRn, Cnt. nak s Brit. Mus., I, 1898,
p.2 ·.
E11fn,11ici

1

1

Cat. , nak

:Brit. lus., I, p. 202,
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Head distinct oval; muzzle and orbit medium. Body moderately
robust ; tail between one-fourth and one-fifth the total length, very
rarely shorter than one-fifth or larger than one•fourth. Superior labial
plates eight, all Ligher than long, except the first and second. Loreal
not longer than Ligh; oculars 1-3; temporals 1-2-3. Frontal much
wider than superciliaries; parietai's rather ·short. Scales in nineteen rows, not very narrow, not ernarginate except the inferior three,
rows; the first as deep as long and feebly keeled. Postgeneials longer
than pregeneials, generally separated to the base by small scales.
Color varying from light green through olivaceous to black, tr:aversed
by three longitudinal stripes, of which the laterals are not well defined
below, and all three may be wanting~ Spaces between them uniform,
or marked by two rows of alternating black or brown spots, of which
those of the superior row may or may not be confluent with each other.
In most of tbe forms there is a round black spot on the anterior part of
each gastrostege about fi mm. from the end. Belly generally light
bluish green, but varying to darker and black.
This species ranges over all North America, being limited to tlle
north by its capacity for enduring cold and extending south to Guatemala. In its essential characters it is quite constant, but it varies in
color so as to include several races or subspecies. Of one hundred and
two specimens examined but three have twenty-one rows of scales, the
rest having nineteen. Of the same number examined but six have
eight superior labials on both sides, and the additional labial is generally smaller than the others so as to be an evident abnormality, though
sometimes it is regular. In nine specimens tbe additional labial appears
on one side only. These abnormalities are distributed as follows:
Number 21 rows Sup~rior Sup~rior
t;xam• of scales. labrnls
labials
m ed.
8-8.
8-7.
- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- 1- - - - - - - - - - - E. a. dorsal is .. ___ .... _... ____ . _. __ ... . . __ ............ _..... .
0
1
4
E. 11 . airtalis .. _..... _.... _.. __ .. _. _. _. _•.... _......... . . .... .
3
4
53
37
2
4
Subspecies.

1 !: :t~i:;r~~~i::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::: :::: :: :;: ::: ::: :: : - -· - -- - - - -1 - - 8

Total.-...... .. . .. ....... -··· ··· -··-···- · '·· ·-· · ···---· ·

102 1

0

3 j

6

9

The subspecies differ as follows:
I. No stripes nor spots above.
Color green; a spot n ear end of each gastrostege _... ___ . __ ... __ . E . ,q , grarninea .
II. No stripes; two rows of square spots on each s i1l e.
Spots all distinct, not separated by reel i nterspacf's; gastrostegal spots __ . - . - - .
E.

8.

ord'irw ta

fII. Both ·stripes and spots.

Spots all distinct, not separated by red interspaces; gastrostegal sp·o ts; dorsal
stripe yellowish, not black bordered; spots from 75 to 80 . . ..... . E . 8. sirtalis.
Spots distinct, not separated by red interspa,ces; the anterior become opposite
and confluent, and extending across the lateral stripe forming half crossbars;
gastrostegal spots .... ___ .. _. _.. ____ ........ _. __ ... _. _.. _. ___ E. 8. 8emifasciata
In ferior row of spots only v isibl e, separ ated b y reel interspaces ; dorsal st,rip e
red, black bordered; gaf:!trm,tega J spots ; lateral spots from 70 to 83 - . - .. - ... .
E . s. do1·salis
0
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uperior row of dor ·a,l pot conUueut into a longitudinal l>and in contact with
the inferior row of pot, which a.re separated by red interspaces; lateral spots
from Oto 90; no ga trostegal spots ..................... . ..... E. s. parietalis
Like the la t, but the inferior spots connected by a black band inclosing the red
pot ; throat and lips red; belly black; spots from 64 to 82 ...... E. 8. concinna
IV. Band , bot no spots.
Three longitudinal lines on the middles of the second and median rows of scales,
mostly blue; 1.Jelly black .............. ~ ....... ......... ...•.. E . 8. pickeringii
Three well•d fined bluish bands of usual width; belly black .... . E. 8 . trilineata
A yellow dor al l>and; the lateral less cl istinct; belly green and with gastro.
t gal spots ..................................................... E . 8. obscura
n each side a red stripe between two of black ........ ........ . E. 8. tetratcenict.

Thes "nb pecies are distributed as follows:
Eastern region.

Austroriparian region.

Central region.

Pacific region.

~:E. ::s. fi<l~~~aa._:::::::::
":ii."s."~~cii~;t~-:::: :: :: ::: :::: :: ::::::::: ::: :::: :::.
si rtal is............ E. s. sirtali s .. . . .... . ............ L ............... .

E. s. dorsalis ........... .
E. a. ob cura ........... E. !!. obscura......... ... E. s. pal'ictali s . . . . . . . . . . E. s. parietalis.
E. s. Remiras iata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . E. s. conCJnna.
E. s. trilineata.
E. s. pickeringii.

Tran itions between these forms are common. The disappearance of
ue spot and stripes of E. s. sirtalis, which culminates in the E. s.
graminea, does not occur abruptly, but transitional specimens are not dif:fi ·ult to :find. Trausitions to the dark form, E. s. obscura, are not rare,
the pots ecoming, a in the corresponding case in E. elegans, confused
an l blended on the posterior part of the body :first. The transition to
th absence of spots also appears first posteriorly, Cat.No. 7798 havfog
ant riorly the color marking of E. e. parietalis, and posteriorly that of
E. e. dorsalis. On tbe other hand, the E. e. parietalis shows every
grallation to the form E . e. obsoura, by confluence of the spots. The
pot are large t and fewest in E. s. sirtalis, where they range from
eveuty- ix to eventy-eight. In E. s. parietalis they are more numerous,
r nging from eighty-three to eigh~y-eight. E. s. dorsa.lis covers both
eri ·, ranging from eventy to eighty-one.
EUTJENIA SIRTALIS GRAMINEA Cope.
/Cuto•nia sirlali8 grmninea COPE, Pro .

ngtb, 4

1 10 •

. . Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, p. 399.

tail, 107 mm.
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Thh, form is the extreme in the direction taken by the E. s. ord,ina,ta,
where the bands are entirely wanting, but the quadrate lateral spots
remain. In the entire absence of black marks on the labial and
abdominal plates, this form _differs also from its immediate
allies. The coloration is that of
Cyclophis cestivus.
In a second specimen (Cat. No.
1464:2) from Tuckermuck, Massaclmsetts, a small spot is to be
seen on a few of the gastrosteges,
Fi~ . 2!:18.
while on two from Columbus,
EUTA,NIA SIRTALIS GRAMINEA COPE.
Ohio, and one from Andros=L
coggin, Maine, the gastrostegal
Tuckermnck, Massachusettf!.
spots are distinct. On one of the
Cat. No. 14642, U .S.N.M.
former, skeletons of black spots
r
are visible behind the bead. In one of them the tail enters four and
one-third times into the total length.
0

Eiitam'ia sfrtalill graminea Cope.
Catalogue! N_umbe_r
No.
I of speCImens.

~I

Locality.

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

Columbus,Ohio ............ . J.M. Wheaton.............. Alcoholic.
do . •
..... do ..................... . 1............ . ..... ..........
, do.
Androscol!.'gin, Maine . ..... . 1. ..... ............ ...... ....
do.
'l'uckermnck, Massachusetts Dr: H ..J. Bigelow . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Maumee River, Grand Rap• U.S. Fish Commission......
I
ids, Ohio.
.
.
do.
21699 .•........ Sugar Creek, Lima, Ohw ......... do ......... . ...•••••....
do.
2l700
8n gar C.reek, Cloverdale, ..... do .... ................. .
Ohio,
clo.
21701 ......... . Sugar Creek, Lima, Ohio ......... do .............•........
1

1004
1
1023
1
14042
1
21098 . . . . . . . . . .

1······ ....

EUT.lENIA SIRTALIS ORDINATA Linnreus.

E-ntrenia sit·talis ordinata COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., No. I, 1875, p. 41; Wheeler's Survey W. 100th Mer., V, Zoology, p. 546.
Torpidonotiis 01'dinatns HOLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., 1842, p. 45, pl. XII.
E1itainia ordinatci BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Reptiles, Pt. 1, Serpents,
1853, p. 32.
Coliibe1· ordinatus LINN.AJ;US, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 379.-GMELIN, Linnreus Syst.
Nat., 13th ed., I, Pt. 3, 1788, p.1097.-HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat Sci. Phila.,
V, 1827, p. 349.
Tropidonotu.s ordinatus HOLilROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 45, pl. xn.
Vipera gmcilis rnaculatus CATESBY, Nat. Hist. Carol., II, 1743, p. 51, pl. LI.
Vipera vi,·idis 1naculatus CATR, nY, Nat. Hist. Carol., II, 1743, p. 53, pl. LIII.
JCiitcl'nia sirtalis melanota SMITH, Higley, Trans. Wisconsin Acad. Sciences, VII,
p. 163.
:I'ropidonotus ordincitus BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I , 1893, p. 206.

General color greenish brown or olive. Vertebral yellowish line more
or less inconspicuous. Lateral strjpe on .the second and third rows of
scales very little evident . In fact, it might be almost said to be want-
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iog, but fi r a faint race.
liree ·erie of ·uut.11 square dark blotches
ou each ide, about eighty-fl e iu numl>er from h ad to anu . The :firt
n the outer r w of <lor al
ale , involving tlie edge of tlie coutiguou ca1 . Th econd 011 th fourth row; the thfr<l on each side of
the d r al tripe both like the first, invol ing the edge of and interal between the contiguous cal es; indeed, on stretching apart the
1 in, the bla ·k 8pots are seen to be converted into a network of black
alo11g the skin. Beneath
greenisl.l white, with spots of
black near eaclJ end of the
abdominal scutellre. Upper
labial plates all prominently
edged vertically with black.

0,

__ -

~

· bl;.h; s:;;~!~:.:~~;~~~~{i~s~:~

- - spotted varieties. It may,
however, be readily distinE ·rMN IA sm-rA r.r s onotNATA LINN.IF.u·.
guished by the three regular
= L
series of tessellated black
w York.
d1ronclnck Mountains,
, pots 011 each side, their promiC•t. o. 1060, U . . . M.
nence, and their number,
igbty-five, not seventy. The lateral stripe is uearly absent, a ud
th d rtal c;uit indi tiuct. The lower row of blotches is below aucl
long tli pla e of the }ateral stripes. The occipital bla,ck patch is
mu ·h Jaro-er than iu JO. sirtali., and the labials more margined.
aird and 'irard give the followi11g scutal formulre, and proportions
Fig. 2a9.

in in ·h , .
Gnstrostegcs. UrosLegeH.

' rgia. ______ ........ ______ . ... ________

1

139
141
152

68
55

79

Scales. Lengtlt. Tail.
19
28
7

19
19

21
14

5¼
3½

.
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Eutmn'ia sil'fal-is ordinata Linnmits.
,
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
m en s.
1
2

1050
1023
7799
476!

1

5222
1038
1047
8991

1
1
1
1

!)96
1049
7808
13330
14732

1
1
1
1

1033

l

1

--L-oc_a_li_t.)_'·_ _ _

,,_""TI:~t:d. /

F,m., whom ,eooived

I ~:~\',;,".,~1

Adirondacks, New York .. ........................................ . Alcoholic.

t~flr~!~:tf!~~·s~ot!~::::: ::::::::::::::: .~~-. ~: ~~~~~~::::: :::::::
Marthas Vineyard, Mas• ... . ........... Dr. Wm. Stimpson ..... .
sachusetts.
A labama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Euta w,Alapama .........................
Tioga County, New York ................
Woods Hole, Massachu• July-, 1875
sett,s.
Center ville, Maryland ........ . ......... .
Grosse Isle, Michigan .................. .
Lebanon, Indiana . ....... . ......... . .... .
Gloucester, Massachusetts .............. .
Montgomer y County, /· ............. .
.
Maryland.
Blount County , T enn essee!.......... . . . ..

W. M. Stewart ......... .
Prof.A. Winchell ...... .
E. E. Howell ........... .
V. N. Edwards ......... .

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.

?. ......•.••............
?. .............•.........
1. ...•................•..
Capt. Cunningham ..... .
C. S. Beachler .......... .

do.

L ...................... .

do.

<lo.
do.

do.

1

- - ~-'-- - - - - - - - -

A specimen closely resembling this form was sent me by Mr. Edward
Wilkinson from Batopilas in the mountains of southern Chihuahua.
EUT.lENIA SIRTALIS SIRTALIS Linnreus.

B n tmnia sirtalis sirtalis COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., No. l, 1875, p. 41.--YARR0W, Rept. U.S. Geog. Exp. Surv. W. lOOthMer.,
V, p. 546.
E ntainia sil'talis BAIRD and G IRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 30.
Tropidonoill 8 urdinallls var. sirtalis BoULENGI<~R, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893,
p.206.

Fig . 300.
0

EUT1ENIA S IR'l'ALIS SIRTALIS LINNJEUS.

= l.

Ularke County, Virginia.
Cat. No. 720, U.S.N .M.

Color above the lateral stripes dark olive, in old specimens dark
brown, l>eneath greenish white. A narrow, rather indistinct vertebral
greenish.yellow line. Three series of small indistinct spots on each
side, of about seventy from bead to anus. The :first series is along the
exterior dorsal row, the spots about two scales apart. This is somet ime entirely wanting. Th e second series i8 on the third, fourth, and
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fifth r w from the abdomen; the third upon the eighth and ninth. In
many •a e · the la t-mentionecl rows have the pots on opposite ides
mor or l
confluent, giving the appearance of a siugle median series.
The e row of ·pot., are ometimes of a. dark che ' tuut-brown, at others
nearly black, an<l often o blended with the olivaceon of the back as
to be scarcely di ceruible.
umerou ' short white lines visible on
tretcbing the kin.
Although tlie first, second, and third exterior dorsal rows of scales
are •olorerl like the abdomen, yet a lighter shade on tlJe second and
third give indication of a lateral stripe.
Tl.le ba es of the abdominal scales on each side 11ear the outer
extrernitie have a black blotch. There is also the usual double spot
on the occiput, not areolated. The dark spot.ting on the sides belongsmore or le s to the skin between the scales, in some cases merely tingin the dges of the latter.
Tb, relative length of the tail to the total, as observed in 38 specimen , i a follow : Five and one-fifth times in total length, 1 specimen;
fLve and one-fifteenth, 1 pecimen; four and eleven-twelfths, 1; four
nd fl. e- ixths, 2; four and four-fifths, 2; four and three-fourths, 5;
four and three-fifths, 1; four and two-fifths 3; foura,ndone-third,1;
four and ne-fourth, 1; four and one-fifth, 1; four and one-eighth, 2; four
mid on - ixtb, 3; four and one-tenth, 1; four and one-twelfth, 2; four,
2; tliree and 11ine-teutlis, 1; three and three-fourths, 2.
Th definition of the ·pots in this subspecies varies, some having
them of maller and other of larger size, thus exposing more or less
f tb ground color.
Tbe l!J . .. ·irtrilis i the most abundant snake of the eastern region,
and it i · ·ommon in tbe Au troriparian, including the Floridan district.
It. curr nee 1n the Texan di trict is uncertain, a· I have not seen it
fr m we t of Dalla, on the north and Galveston on tbe south. From
th fa ·t that it occurs in the wet portions of eastern Mexico and Guatemah1, , ti-·p ct that it will be al ·o found iu southern Texas.
1 'p
·im n · d rivecl from the Central, Pacific, and Sonoran regions,
r f' rr 1 t thi , ul> pecies by variou per ons, I find on examination
t
r fi rabl t other pec1e or sub pecies. No specimen. of the
N. sirtali · sirtalis have come under my ob.'ervation from those region .
'I h m :tw t rn locality from whi ·h the ational Museum possesses a
rt
arney (now Junction City), Kansa , which is at the
p im n i.w t rn limit of th
a tem third of tliat State; Oat. o. 621.
<· lor vari, ti n i. exhibited by at. o. 100 , from Bedford, Long
I I n 1, ew "\' rk, wher • the black spotH of the uperior rows conJI ·t wi h
·h th r aero.
he median dor al stripe, cutting the latt r int
·ti n .
rr p uding pe ·uliarity i. een in some specirdinata. In 'at.
. 9992 the pot approach, but do
no join. '
1

l!Julrrniap11lchrilatu11

1

01w, Proe. rn r.Phil., 'oc.,1

1,pp.173, 174-.
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Scales in nineteen rows; superior labials, seveu. Lower rows of
scales wide, smooth. The head is not yery distinct from the neck.
The frontal plate is wider than the supraorbitals. Gastrosteges, one
hundred and fifty-eight; urosteges, sixty-seven.
Jlfeasurements.-Total length, 465 mm.; · of tail, 105 mm.
The dorsal stripe, as in E. eques, occupies but a single row of
scales. The lateral stripe occupies the adjacent edges of the second
and third rows. The entire first row is covered by a broad brown or
black band~ which defines the lateral light band very distinctly below.
This is not seen in either of the species above named. . There are two
rows of black spots between the dorsal and lateral bands, but the keels
of all the scales involved in them are brown or yellow. There are no
spots below the lateral light line, either on the neck or elsewhere. A
large nuchal black spot, which is notched behind by the median b~nd.
Fifth superior labial yellow; the sixth black, with a yellow spot in the
superior anterior corner. Seventh, black-edged in front; others blackbordered behind. A yeliow postoral spot. . Head above black or
brown; lower surfaces uniform greenish-yellow, except tail, which has
a median dark line below. Occipital spots very inrlistinct.
This handsome species has been sent me from Pueblo and central
Mexico and from Zacualtipan Hidalgo. The typical specimen ,vas
received from Dr. Duges, of Guanajuato, but the exact locality is
unknown. It may enter the N earctic fauna.
Baird and Girard give the following formula;, the length in inches:
Locality.

Gafltrosteges. Urosteges.

St. Lawrence County, New York. _____ ..
W estport, New York ____ .. ________ .....
Adirondack Mountains, New York ......
Adirondack Mountains, New York ......
Do . - ...•••....................... _
.Androscoggin, Maine ......... _..... __ ..
Clarke Uounty, Virginia .......... ______
Do . . . . . . . ___ .................. __ ..
Do ... - - - ...... ---... - - - - -- - --- - .... - .... -..
Centerville, Maryland ..................
Foxb urg, Pennsylvania ..... . _...... ___
Do .. - ....................... . ......
Abbeville, South Carolina ..............
Kemper County, Mississippi. ...........
Do . --- - - - . - ----. ------ . - - . - - .. -- - - -

157
151
146
151
148
155
151
160
145
151 I
150
147
155
139
138

80

Scales. J:,ength.

19
19
19
19

15
21
24½
20½

19

14-t

66

19
19

56

19
19

21½
26
18½
10¾
10¼
24
18
11½
29¼
11½

75
70

60

19
19

19
19
19
19

Tail.

3¼
5¼

4i3¾
2½

2½
5!}
4
3
6

Prof. 0. P. Hay 1 gives the following account of the habits of Eutm-

nia sirtalis sirtalis:
As to E. s. sirtalis, Prof. 1''. W. Putnam 2 states that a female taken July 22 contained
forty-t wo nearly developecl young. Each of these was 5½ inches long. The mother
snak e was 35 inches long. Dr. J. Schneck, of Mount Carmel, Illinois, writes 3 that
seventy-eight were t aken from a female. He implies that he saw this done. C.
1

Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci., 1891, 1), 110.
.American Na,turalist, II, 1869, p. 134.
3
Idem., XVI, 1883, p. 1008.
2
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F w ' i s says I that the !:!exes of this species copulate in early spring and produce
from thirteen to eighty young. That he bas seen the latter from a single snake be
doe not ay. Drs. Cones and Yarrow refer 2 to the habits of Eutmnia sirtalis parietalis a observed by them in Montana during the month of August. "At this season
of they ar all the female individuals observed were gravid with nearly matured
embryo . Like others of the genus, this species is ovoviviparous, the young being
6 inche in length when born. " In a iapecimen of E. s. sirtalis (No.17960, U.S.N.M.),
captnretl near the city of Indianapolis by Dr. Alex. Jameson about August 1, I
find thirty-nine partially developed young. Of these, twenty-five are in the right
uterus. The young measures 6 inches iu length. There is a considerable amount of
yolk . till remaining attached to these young, a fac.t which indicates that they will
increa · in size before birth. ·An examination of the mouth of some of tliese little
snake shows that the egg-tooth is present. The membrane which surrounds each
gg is quite thin. The female bearing this lot of yonng is 33 iuches in length.
Another female (No. 17961, U .S.N.M.), from Paris, Illinois, of nearly the same
siz , containecl about thirty-five young snakes, these being packed together so
densrly in the mother's body that it was difficult to determine the number accurately without removing them. They are each 7 inches long, and are evidently just
ready to bo expelled. An examination of about half a dozen of them failed to .,,eveal
the pre enco of the egg-tooth, which has therefore been shed. Nor could I determin with certainty that any egg-covering was present. The yolk of the egg, also,
is wholly consumed. On opening these young snakes I :find little or none of tho
yolk within the body. In this respect they contrast strongly with the young of tho
rattle nak . The youn(l' garter snakes must from the :first dep end . on tileir own
a tivities for upport. This accords well with the report of Mr. C. Few Seiss, that
til young of a female kept in confinement began to feed shortly after birth, struggling vigorously with one another for the earthworms thrown them. At what time
during tbe s11mmer the Paris, Illinois, specimen was captured I do not know.
ei ' tat ment that the exes of E. s. sirtalis pair in the early spring bas alreally
b •n mentioned.
Prof. ' . W. Putnam :i informs ns that on July 1, in a female 35 inches long he
found forty-two nearly developed young, each of which was 5.5 inches long. Dr. J.
, · hn ck, of Mount Carmel, Illinois, says 4 tilat from a female 35 inches long be took
ev n y- ight young from 3 to 7 inches in length. They were pressed from the vent.
Tb first tw nty were fre , tho others confined within the egg coverings. A female
from Pari , Illin i , contain d thirty-five young, each 7 inches long . The foou-yolk
was all gon and the eO'g-tooth shed. It appears that the young are born late in the
11m111 r or arly in the fa11.
The sexes are saicl to unite in eptember or in October,
but it e m probable that this al o occnrs early in the spring. This is one of the
nak which ha the reputation of swallowing its young when they are in peril.
'ol. ~. Pik , who is an ar urat ol> erver, assured Dr. Gooden that lrn bacl seen the
ar r nake afford it young family temporary protection in its throat, from which
th y w r
on noticed to merge.
n the a ppr ach of cold w ather these snakes seek some opening in th earth ancl
h n b om dormant. In som instances they appear to collect in considerable
numb rs where they pa
their winter lnmb r. We thus occasionally hear of
ban<lle of nake being plow d up. E. L. Ellicott relates r; having seen very early
in th • pring, in Iaryland, a bundle of garter snakes in which some hundreds of
h Ill • uld b countrd. It ia altogeth r probable that such assemblages are determinf'd partly by the .· ual impul r . The garter snake leaves its place of hi b rna tion appar ntly a oon a. the fir t w, rm day com , although they may re1ap e
again into the dormant condition. At Irvington I hav tak n th em a early as the
7th of far h.
rican I,.., -In, p. 10:5.
- Bnll. G., '. ; ol. aucl (;po~., ' nrv., I\' p. 277.
~atnrali t, JI, p. 13L

AmNi ·an atnraliiit, XVI, p. 100 .
Proc .. \mer. A so<·., 'ti., 1 73, :p. 1 2.
,; Anwri<·nn Taturali tJ XIV, 11, 206,
1
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Dr. Be•1jaman Sharp I observed the process of exuviation in the garter snake.
Two specimens were kept in an aquarium . When olJservecl one had just crawled
out ,of the water and then shrugged and shook itself. Finding a narrow place,
it pressed itself in so that the skin parted along the jaws. This ,ms pushe<1 1,ack
1,ehind the head. Then the snake crawled through the opening, escaping from
th e skin n.n<1 leaving it turned inside out. The operation required less than a minute. 0110 of the skins was without rent or loss of a scale. This occnrred on April
13. Some specimens that I kept for a while shed the skin about Juue 1. In case the
snake can not, ha:ve access to water the shedding of the skin is a more prolonged
operation.
Enla:mia s-irtalis sirtalis Linnams.
-,
N umher
Catalog ue of speci•
.No.
men ~.
982
938

1
1
1
1

996
!)88
5491
7788
1791
720
995
1044
88 1
105
8964
8820
\J696
12038
104-2
1049
10187
440

4

4
2

2
1
1
3
1
2
;J

When
collected.

Locality.

1
1

975

2
4

1
1
1
1

7808
893

1

From wl.Jom received.

Nature of
specimen .

1
- - -- - - - - - - -1·- - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - -- 1- - - - -

Florida ........................................................... . Alcoholic.
Indian .R iver. Florida ..... ............... Lieut. R. S. ·wmiamson,
do.
U.S.A.
Centerville, Maryland ............................................ .
tlo.
Tyree Springs, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. R. Owen .......... .
do .
Matamoras, Mexico ............... . ...... LieutemmtCouch, U.S.A.
do.
Charleston, .South Carolina .. .. ... . . ....................... . ........
do.
Lake Superior ........................... Dr. Geo. Suckley, U .S.A.
do.
Clarke County, Virginia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ... .
do.
St. Louis, Missouri. ..... .. ........ . ...... Dr. Geo. Engelmann .... .
do.
Racine, Wisconsin........ - -, 1853 Prof. S. F. Baird ........ . 1
do.
YellowstoneRiver ......... ... .......... Dr . .F. V. Hayden ....... .
do.
Republican River ............................. : ................... .
do.
Kiuston, North Carolina .. ............... J. W. Milner ........... .
clo.
Union County, Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. N. 13. Scarborough ... .
do.
Arlington, Florida........ .A pr. -, 1878 G. Brown Goode ........ .
do.
Mount Carmel, Illinois ... Nov. -, 1881 L. M . Turner ........... .
do.
do.
~~~~. ·1·:.·.·.-.·.·.·_-.·.·_·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_
do.
Fairfax County, Virginia. May -, 1879 J.B. Greene ............ .
do.
(1) ..•....•••.••..•••.••...•••..•••.•••••. Dumeril and Bibron .... . Alcoholiu
type.
do.
K emper County, Missis- ---------·- ···· D. C. Lloyd .. . .......... . .
sippi.
Selkirk Settlement . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. K ennicott .......... . . Alcoholiu.
0
do.
do.
Fort Riley, Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. H. Branrlt .............. .
do.
Neosho Falls, Kansas..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . B. F. Goss .............. .
do.
Port Huron, Michigan .... - - - -, 1853 Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
do .
do.
w ~~~1,ti~1:, District of ............... Coffin ......... _...... . ..

f !~~~sU:fo!~M~~t\;!~j~:::

5378
1008
7791
4775
523 1
1009
7807

.=.~~

i f:~~ s~·;e~fo~ :~~~~~.::::: ::~:::::::::::: .ii.":ii~~~i~~·tt·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.-.

2
1
2
1

1031
984
994
8069
13404
9124
11436
102!)

0

Lebanon, Indiana ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. B. Davis ............. .
San Francisco,California . ........... · ; ... Lieut. R. S. ,villiamson,
U.:5.A.
Eutaw, Alabama .................... . .... Prof. A. ·winchell ...... .
Somerville, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. C. McN air ........... .
Jackson , North Caroli11a . ..... .......... . Fitzgerald ....... .. .... .

l1 ~~:t~~~·it:r:~~~!\'
~~~~~::: ::::: :::::::::: .T."io·~;~~~it ·_-_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.·.·_·_
Havre de Grace, Maryland . ....... -·..... J. W. Milner ......... .. .
} :~~1a~f~a~:rri~l~i~;.~;- ::::::::::::::: i ::::~'.::::::::::::::::::
to Galveston, T exas.
l
1
1

12910
801:3
11995
14558
6301
7789
12034
9992
1:1602
989
621
1040
1~543
12919
13059
i:l072- 83
14707
153Jl-2

I

2

1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
13

New Orlean s, Loui siana .................. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt . . ... .
1.••................. . ... .. ... . ... . ....•.. C.13 . .Adams ....... ..... .
Georgiana, Florida........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. Witttield ......... .
MississippiRiver, Illinois. 1······ · ........
c... B..u.m
.. p..u.s....·.· ·..··..·.·.·.·.·
Fort Jessup, Arkan sas ................. .
Weit!~~\~~~• 1Jh1trict of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L ... _................ .· ..

f....

Mount Uannel, Tilinois .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L . M. Turner .......... . .
Middletown , Connecticut ........... . .... W. H. Barnes .. ......... .
Lucknow, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . J. H. Garnier .......... _.
t. Simons Island, Georgia . .. . . . . ... .. . . . 1 ..• .. ••...•.... _.... _.. .
Fort Kearney, Kan as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. S. Wood ..... .••. ....
Liberty County, Georgia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .......• _..........••.•.
Massachusetts ....... .. ..... . ....... . ... . H. W. H enshaw ........ .
NewOrleans,Louisiana .................. Dr.R. W.Shufeldt . . ... .
. .... do ..... .... . ........ ... ..... . ........ . ... . do .................. .
.... . do ..... .. . ........ ... . . ................... do .................. .
Virgima ... ..... . ..... . ......... . , . . . . . . . W. H. Von Bayer .. ..... .
Foxburg, P enn sylvani a .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. D. W. Prentiss ..... .

' Proc. Acad.
N.A.'l' M

'

98--68

at.

ci. Phila,,, 1890, p. 149,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.

do.
do.
do.
clo.

do .
do.
do.
do.
do.

c1o.
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Eutwnia sirlalis sirtcilis Linnwus-Continued.
' umlJer
'atalog1w of speci•
::So.
mo118.

·w1i en
collecLcd.

LocaliLy.

16'.!65
J6:!liu

I Nat11re~
specimen.

Cra11berry,Nortl1Carol_i11a .............. . P.L.Jouy ............ .. . .Alcul1olic.
do.
North Uaroli11~. .
.
,. .
tlu.
Washington, D1stnct ol .......•. ...•.. J. D. F1ggrus ........... .
C~umW~
I
do.
<lo.
tlo.
1lo.
do.
Eckiugton, District of ............... N. P . Snudder ......•.•..
qol~tmbi~.
.
1 .e Munger ...... .
tlu.
D1str1ct oJ Columbm...... . . . . . .......... Iheoa.?1
,·o.
Jacksoi:iCit,r,Vi~giuia ................... ~.A.lre~l~···· ······ ···
do.
Port Clmton, 01110 ................
E.M. Hasbrouck ...... ..
S,vracuse, New York .......................... do; ................ ..
do.
do.
Kissimee Rh-er, Oscola ........... .... .. \Vm. I almer .......... ..
County, Florida.
du.
Takoma Park, District of .. ....... ...... ' Dr. H.. W. Shnfeldt ..... .
Columbia.
tlo.
Cedar Ureek, \Yaterloo, ............ .. . U.S. l!'ish Commission ..
Indiana.
1
Indian Lake, \YaLerloo, ... ................ . do ................. . .
uo.
India11a.
1
110.
Fii.h Lake, Ilantiltou , In• ...... . ....... . ••••• do ... : ............ . . .
11ia11a.
l\la11mec Hasin , I111liana ..... ........ . ........ . do . ............... .. .
tlu.
Loudon , Ontario, Canada .. ............... H. R. and U.S. Brimley ..
tlo.
S11111111it J{oa11 11ouutam, .................... do .....•.............

17451i

;im . ........ ti11!:!N1tii~~::::

J 040-50 ..... .....

20:J82 ..........
20477 1···--·····
20542 ...... ....
'.!0691
:!'.l3:J4

:><: ,!~:;rrz:::/:
i"

!

l!lu1:i-5 •.........
1

'.!Hi!J:J-01 ..........
'.!1U!J5 ..........

:!Ju!lli

:From w born rccei veil.

1--········

'.llu97 ..........
'.!:!:rno . •. • .. . . ..

·······I

1

EUT.lENIA SIRTALIS OBSCURA Cope.
/~11/1niia 11irtalis obHc11ra 'OPE,
How, R;plil•H . '.Ueog.

Check-list . Amer. Ba.tr. Rept. 1 1875 1 p. 41.-YAH'urveyW. ofl00thMer., 1875, V, p.546.

:p ci111e11 de· ·ril>e<l l>y Baird. and Girard under the bead of Eutce•
nia sirta{i..,, from We tport, ew York, is uniformly blackish between
the lougitudinal stripes, when
the epidermis is removed, and
brown when it is pre8ent, tlle
black spots being entirely
fused. The keels of the scales .
are of a lighter brown. The
belly is grayish green, with
black spots uear the ends oftbe
gastrosteges, extending from
Fig. :io1 .
the baHe, as iu the typical E. s.
J-:1 • 1,1.\L\ blHTAl.lS OIISC'UIIA ( '01'~;.
sfrtalis. In this respect it difI.
fers
from the .FJ. s. trivittata,.
\\' ,.Jport, 'ow York.
In no other specimen have
t. \ 1t, ,..iJ , ••"•\,\I,
the spots di ·appeared by
fo.·i 11. I avi11g tlt .·trip,., intaet,. o perfectly a in this specimen. In
th>.- irrdi,·i lnal. · ( 'at..... o.1010) from the Lac qui Parle Minnesota tlre
' lJe
f ti.-1. n 1,. · mp] t a,· t< th ,•uperior row of pot.· , but the' inferior may
u faiotl utlin d ou tr Jtchin°· the skin, a· in ome of the dark forms
f A,·. pariPtalis. Iu a, :p cim u i11 my private collectio:m. from Mitchells
1a
n ario (Dr. ,J. H. )"arni r ), the spot are nearly obliterated and can
11
b d fin l ,wywh r and th, dor al tripe is very obscure ou the
p .·t rior half h, length· belly uotlllal.
I

1
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l!,'ulcenia sirtalis obscura Cope.
,
Numbor
Catalogue of spociN o.
mens.
974
1019

5
3

Locality.

Wbon
collected.

l!'rom whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

·westport, New York .................... S . .I<'. Baircl ...... - ....... Alcoholic.
Lac qui Parle, Minnesota. -, 1854_ A. L. Riggs..............
do.

The numerous specimens referred to here l;>y Yarrow iu bis Check•
list, pages 126 and 127, uelollg to other subspecie8.
EUT.ffiNIA SIR'f.ALIS SEMIFASCIATA Cope.
Euta;nia sirtalis ~emifasciatus COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 662.

This subspecies or geographical race is represented by a number of
specimens in the national collection from northern Illinois and Wiscon•
sin . It resembles in general the E. s. sirtalis in colors and proportions.
The low('.r surfaces and the stripes are olivaceous, and the lateral and
median stripes are sep·
arated by two rows of
spots, which occupy the
entirewidthofthespace
on the skin, but which
do not touch each other
as scale markings, the
upper row being ranged
Fig. 302.
along the mediau stripe
EUTMNlA SIRTALIS SE11:II1''ASCIA'l'A COPE.
and the lower. along
=1.
the lateral stripe. The
Wisconsin.
peculiarity of the form
Cat. No. 1051, U.S.N.M.
consists in the fact that
on the anterior fifth or sixth of the length of the body the spots of the
inferior row extend across the lateral stripe, breaking it up into sec•
tions. In many of the specimens the spots of the superior row become
opposite to those of the inferior row and join them, and the latter again
join a row wllich is below the lateral stripe. The three rows of spots
thus become confluent from crossbars interrupted only by the median
dorsal stripe, as iu the E1.itcenia scalaris. The bars are much less regu•
lar than in that species, the part that crosses the lateral stripe being
distinctly contracted aud the superior part beirig much widened.
Young specirnells receutly hatched (150 mm.) exhibit the same color
character as the adults.
In four specimens (Oat. No. 8070) of this form the tail measures,
respectively, four and eleven.twelfths, four and two-fifths, four and
three-fifths, four and·. five sixths of the total length. Gastrosteges ill
one of the ~ame, one hundred and fifty.three; anal, one; urosteges,
sixty-one.
llleasurements.-Lengtb of Rame specimen, 520 mm.; length of tail, 104
mm. Length of a larger specimen, 914 mm.; of tail, 196 mm. In sev-
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ral of the p •im n , tl licate black line border the median stripe on
ach id .
Eul<l'nia sirlalis ner.iif asciat(I, Cope.

,atalognr ofT11mb•r1
sprci.1.

O,

T,ol'ality .

From whom rec ivecl.

\ Nature of specimen.

111 UK,

'.H Anx Plaines, Tilinois .. ___ - _ R. Kennicott. -- - - - - -- - - - . - - - .Al coholic.
2 _____ (10 ----- - ----·····-·· · - ·· _____ do----------··········· ·
do.

070
101

105l

1

\Yisconsin --•---------·- ··-· L- -----------------···- · ··-·

In he Jot Oat.

do.

o. 8070 are included three specimens of the E. sirtalis

sirtalis.
EUT .JENIA SIRTALIS DORSALIS Baird and Girard.
E1tl<n1ia clorsalis COPE, Uh eek-list

. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41; Proc. U. S.

Tat. Mus, XIV, 1 92, Tl· 663.
g11,/ainiri dorsalis BAIRD ancl GmA1m, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,

p. 31.
JC11l<mia ornatci YARROW, Reptilia, · . '. Expl. W. of 100th Mer., V, pp. 550, 553;

'be k-list . Am r. Batr. I pt., Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 24, 1883, p.122;
11ot of Baircl and Girard.

'fhi.· ,·nu. p ci , L quite dh,tinct in appearance from the E. s. sirtalis
i11 Ii i' , a,ncl may b al o reatlily di tioguished in spirits after the disap-

pearance of the bright red colors.
It has al o a definite geographical
range.
Form more slender· than in the
E. s. sirtalis/ head quite distinct.
Squamation identical with that of
E. s. sirtalis. Gastrosteges (of
Cat. No. 8738), oue hundred and
sixty-seven; anal, one; urosteges,
Fi~. 303.
eighty-eight. In Cat. No. 8737,
Jt:ur A•;:\'IA Sln'l'Al.l,' DORSAU • 13AIHD A ·n GIRA.HD.
gastrosteges, one hundred and
1.
sixty-two;
anal, one; nrosteges,
Rio Ornmfo Riv r, 'ow Ml'xico, 'an Ildefonso.
eighty-five. Relative length of
(' t. i\o. 7:!ll, U ..'. ' ,\I.
tail in Cat. o. 8378 (2 specimens),
in total length; in Oat. No. 8737, four

ar
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The range of this subspecies is the same as that of tlle E. elegans marciana, namely, the drainage basin of the Rio Grande. The locality,
"Platte River," given by Yarrow, requires confirmation. Other localities given by the same author are erroneous.
Eutmnia sirtalis dorsalis Baird and Gira1·d.
,
aNumber
Catalo.,ue of speci•
No.
mens.

Wh en
collected.

Locality.
San Ildefonso, New Mex•
ico.

1

Aug. -, 1874

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.

8739

1

8423
8738
8740
8737
938
980

i :::J~ ::~::~:~:::::::::::: Hi: =:m;

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

l

do.
do.
do.
do.

977
892
5378
22143- 5

3
1
1
1
3

Cope, Yarrow, and Shedd .
Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... .
Willia1n G. Shedd .... . . .
New Mexico .......... _.... Aug. ·-, 1874 Dr.O.Loew .... .... .... .
Pol'tland, Oregon ....................... . Lien t enant William son ..
Albuquerque, New Mex• ........ . ..... . .A.. Mollhausen ......... .
ico.
San Pedro, Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ............••• _••. . . _•.
Platte River ..................... : ....... 1 . ..•..••• _••••••••••..•••
L .................... . . _.. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . '/ ........... .... ........ .
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
T. D. A. Cocker ell ...... .
Experiment Station.

EUTJENIA SIRTALIS PARIETALIS· Say.

Eutmnia sirtalis parietalis COPE, in Yarrow's Reptilia U.S. Geog. Snrv. W. 100th
Mer., V, 1875, p. 546; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus, XIV, 1892, p. 665.
Colubm· pm·ietalis SAY, Long's Expecl. Rocky Mts., I, 1823, p. 186.-HARLAN, Jour.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 349.
Eiitainia parietalis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1852, p. 28.
Eutamia piclceringii Coru:, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil a., 1883, p. 21; Check-list N.
Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.
Entwnia ornata BAIRD and GIRARD, U. S. Mex. Bound. Survey, II, Reptiles, 1859,
p; 16, pl. IX.

Above light.olive brown; beneath slate color. Longitudinal stripes
greenish. Spaces about and between the dark spots on the sides,
brick red, these colors belonging to the skin, not to the scales.
Above dark olive, beneath light-slate color, except the inferior surface of the head, which is yellowish white. A broad longitudinal
dorsal line of one and two half rows of scales, and an equally distinct
one on each side on the second and third dorsal rows, of a greenish
slate. The sides of the abdomen and the exterior dorsal row are darkslate brown. Wheu the skin is stretched, there are seen on each side,
between the dorsal and lateral rows, two rows of quadrate black
blotches, the first quite distinct, between the third and sixth rows; the
second between the sixth and vertebral line, the spots confluent above
with each other; the blotches about one scale apart. The intervals
between the blotches of a vivid brick red, which color, as well as the
black, is sometimes seen on the bases of the arljoining scales. None of
the short white lines of E. sirtalis are visible. More or less of white
011 the inferior surface of the tail. No spots on end of gastrosteges.
The color when living, as described by Say, is dark-brown above,
beneath bluish green, head beneath white. A vertebral greenish
yellow line, and a lateral pale-yellow 011e; about eighty concealed red
spots or semifascire on the ski11 a11u lateral margin of the scales.
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lu tweuty-two pecimeus iu which t he length of the tail was examined, the following results were obtained. Four and three-q uar ters
time in total length, 4; four and one-half ti mes, 1; four and one-third,
2; four and one-fiftb, 1; four and one-tenth , 4 ; fo ur and one-twelfth, 1;
four and one-fifteenth, l; four, 3; three aIHl seven-eighths, 1; three an d
ix-~ evenths, 1; three and five-sixths, 1; three and six- sevenths, 1.
ariations in color exist which connect the E. s. parietalis with
everal other sub pecies. Thus in Oat. Nos. 954 and 7798 the superior
row of pots is obsolete on the posterior two-thi rds of the length and
the dorsal stripe is bordered by a narrow bl ack line, thus approachin g
the E. s. dorsalis. In Oat. Nos. 664 and 4775, both from Kansas, and a
pecimen in my private collection from Fort Harker, Kansas, the spots
of tlle superior row are distinct, and not confluent into a band. This
form differs from the E. s. sirtalis only in having t he spaces bet ween the
pots red instead of olive brown or green. Cat. No. 8374 has the same

Fig. 301.
HU'J',1ENIA SlR'rALJ,' l'Alt!E'l'ALJS SAY.

= l.

Jrr s no, Californ ia.
'nt. ~o. 12570, U.S.

.M.
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Columbia, aucl oue from Nelson and Vernon, British Oolumbia, respectively. Constant to its cllaracters in the interior, but the three specimens from Hatzic show an approach to the trilineata form. This is
produced by a diminution in the size of the red spots anteriorly, and
their obliteration on the posterior part of the body and on the tail.
Eutamia sirtalis parietalis Say.
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No.
I meus.
_ _ _ _ l _ __

_

Locality.

When
collected.

l- - - - - - - - - -- 1- --

- - - - 1--

From whom received.
- - - - - --

--1 -

Nature of
specim en.
- - --

Yellowstone River ...................... Dr. F. V. Hayden ....... . Alcoholic.
do.
Camp 12, Nevada . ........ July - , 1867 Ro\rnrt JU<lgway .... ... .
do.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash• -,1880 Capt. Chas.Bendire, U.

871
11722
]0636

1
6
1

10635
10916
900

1 ...

~n~~O~·

~:t•....... ······ .... .'.

...•.•.•........•. - - -.1880 ...
8 ..... do .................... June-, 1881 ..•.. do .................. .

California ............................... Lieut. R. S. ·wmiam son,
U.S.A.
Fort Benton, Missouri ............................................ .

2

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
(1) ••••••...•.....•.••••••• •••••• ••••.... - .• . ..••. •••••••••••...•.•.
do.
1 Fresno, California ....................... G. "E isen ................ .
do.
1 ....• do ............ ........ ..... ............. .. do .................. .
do.
1 Lake Tahoe, Nevada . ... ............... . H. W. Henshaw .... .... .
1 El Paso, Texas . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Col. J. D. Graliarn, U. Alcoholic
S.A.
1 California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• • • . . . . . . . . . R. D. Cutts ..... - ....... . A1%fi~iic.
do.
1 Fort Benton, Missouri. .................. Lieut. ·G. Warren, U.
S.A.
do.
Republican Ri~er, Mis• ... : .......... . Lieut. F. 'l'. Bryan. U.
S.A.
souri.
do.
Salt Lake City, Utah .............•...••. J. S. Bowman ........ ... .
do.
38° latitude, Utah .. _. .. ..............••••• Lieut. E. G. Beckwith,
U.:S.A.
rlo.
1 Canoe Creek Valley, Cali. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Governor Stevens ...... .
fornia.
do.
California ... .... ....................... . Lieut. R. S. Williamson,
U.S.A .
do.
1 Tomales Bay, California ........•.•...... E. Samuels ............. .
do.
1 Bitterwood Valley ...... .. ........ : . . . . . . E. E. Rowell ...... ..... .
clo.
2 Shoal water Bay, Oregon ................. Governor Stevens ...... .
,lo.
1 Rinconado, Mexico ........... .. . .. .-..... LieutenantCouch,U.S.A..
do.
1 Fort Dallas, Oregon....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Governor Stevens ...... .
do.
do.
do.
do.
1 Milk River, Montana..... - - -, 1873 Dr. E. Coues, U .S. A . .. .
<lo.
1 ..... do ... . . . . ...... .......
-, 1873 .... do .................. .
do.
2 Lako Tahoe, Nevada......
-, 1878 H. \V. Renshaw ........ .
do.
1 Calit'or11ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-, 1877 ... .. do .................. .
do .
1 Fort Walla Walla, Wash•
-.1880 Capt. Chas. Bendire, U.
2

870
8068
]1752
12576
8588
960

2

898
870

664
954
929
97!)

·goo
8G4
54!J2
955
9:30
940
!)78
527!.l
4662
9503
9504
8585
9564
JOG39

i !~,:en!~!r1•.i~?Jl::?:: :::::::::::::::::::t·:·:·~·~·~--.::::::::::::

l·............_..... .

do.
do.
do.
Adults and
young.
Alcoholic.
do.
J ..... !lo ........................ . do ............ do ........•..........
do.
1 Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. -, 1878 ..... do ..........•...... _.
do.
1 CampBiclwell, California. July -, 1878 .•.. . do ................••.
do.
1 F~rt Walla Walla, Wash• June-, 1881 Ca-pt. Chas. Bemlire, U.
1 rngton.
S. A.
do.
0
5 1·tri~~~~~_l{i~~~-:
~,"
do.
2 Calilorma ................ .......... . .... Uuitetl States Exploring
do.
Expedition .
1 D es Chutes Rh·er, Oregon ................ H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do.
. . . i.~~~o~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..... do . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .

10634
10637
10638
10916

1 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-, l 880 .•• ~:
-, 1880 ..... do ..... ............. .
-, 1880 ..... rlo ..•.....••...•.••..

:l" ~~~~~l~I~~~-~{~~~~·,·~~~~~~: :::t~ :::::~ ·~.·;~~~~·S·~~~:: ~: : :

10839
10841
10842
10851
10909
10010
117:1
902

N~~;ci;::: .j;;1:

is67 .. n:.·R!~g~;y:::::::::: ·. ·. ·.

l ii~iJi¥i1iLL ++i:i~~~~tt

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

15431- 6 .......••. Fort Klamath, Oregon_ .. _ ...... .. ....... Dr. J.C. Merrill ........ .
20985 .....••••• Little Spokane Riv e r , _. . ..... . ...... B. A. Bean_ ........... .

do.
do.

1189:3
J 172J
8370
10810
11774
9102
17566- 7

Swan River, n ear Swan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.S. Fish Comrnissiou . _
Lake, Montana.

Washington.
1
22395 • .. . ...... V~ncouver I sland , Brit• .......... . ... Jolrn Maco11n .......... .
1sh Columbia.
22407 . ......... Donald, Buli s h Col11111hi a . . ........ .. ......... do .................. .
1

1

clo.

<lo.
rlo.

1

I EP

T

ATIO AL M , ·E

1, 1 9 .

EUT.lENIA SIRTALIS TETRATJENIA Cope.

Fig. 305.
J•:1 • t ,HSIA Hllt1'Al,I

'1'1-:TltATJl•:NJA

= I.

l'ilt lti vor, nlifor11i n.
('nl. ,\

11,

Hflti 1

IJ .S. . I.

Um•E.

The scale mentionel1 are black
at their bases a11d on their adjacent edges, arHl in the :first
row of scales the black covers
tlJe a11gular extremity of the
ga tro teges. No regular spots
ou the gastrosteges, as in most
sub pecies of E. sirtalis. There
is no distinct lateral stripe.
The dorsal stripe covers one
aud two llalf rows of scales.
Externally on each side it is
bou11ded by a black stripe,
whiclr also covers one and two
lrnlf rows of scales, and which
Ji.ixterior to t hi on each side is a reel
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Eutwrt'ia 1,i'l'lalis tet-ratwnia Cope.
,
Number
Cata/ogLte of speciN o.
mens.
866
(1)

2
1

Vvlience obtained.

Locality.

Remarks.

Pitt River, Califomia. _..... 1 . • . .. • • . • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • .A.lcoholic.
.Puget Souud, Washington. . 1 -.................. ·. ........
do.

EUTJENIA SIRTALIS CONCINNA Hallowell.

Eutwnia si1·talis concinna COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, p. 664.
E tdmnia concinn'ia COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 23.
Eutainfo concinna BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Am.er. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents, 1853,
p. 146.
Tropidonotus conC'innus HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p.182.

Fig. 806.
E UTJENIA SIRTALIS CONCINNA HALLOWELL.

=1.

Western Oregon.
Cat. No. 10807, U.S.N.M.

Head small; body rather stout. Black, with a dorsal light stripe,
and the u sual two rows of lateral spots and stripe replaced by a single
series of distinct salmon-colored spots.
Above, intense black, with a dorsal greenish white line one and two
half scales wide, aud extending from head to tip of tail. On each side
is a series of vertically elongated distinct spots of a reddish salmon
color, and seventy-five in number between the li.ead and anus. They
occur on the second to the sixth rows of scales, and are half a scale
long, the same color being visible ·on the adjoining skin. The dark
intervals are one scale longer than the spots themselves. Beneath,
greeni::;h black, tinged with white anteriorly. Whole head reddish
yellow, tinged above with brown.
This subspecie:-; carries the fusion of colors further than the E. s.
vrir-ietal-is, since the belly is l>lack. This color joins that of the i11ferior
:series of black spots, and as the superior series are confluent, the
intervals between the former are isolated.
The tail in tbe ouly specimen where it is complete is one-fourth the
total length. Gastrosteges, 163; urosteges, 85.
Measurements.-Length, 6fi0 mm; tail, 187 mm.
I took a specimen of tllis form alive at Eugeue, Oregon. The muzzle,

1 ,'2
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throat, au<l. lip ·, ,v well a:::; the lateral vertical ba,r:-; were of a vermilion re<l..
Entcenia sirtalis concinna Hallowell.
,

uni!Jer
at~logue of 1, ci- j
No.
mens.
1
1

10944
07 1

] 'rom whom received.

Locality.

Natun· of >ipecimeu.

I-----------

Fort Vancouver, Oregon.. . . . L ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Westeru Oregon .. .. ........ R. \'v. Henshaw............
do.

- - - -- -

-

------

Baird and Girard give the number of rows of scales as twenty-one,
but in the tliree specimens at my· disposal they are iu nineteen row:::;.
EUTJENIA SIRTALIS PICKERINGII Baird and Girard.
JC1ttamia sirlalis piclcerinyii Copg in Yarrow's Rept., U . S. Geog. S11rv. W. 100th Mer.

V, p.546.
E1dai11ia piclceringii BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serpents,

1853, p. 27.-C0PE, Check-list N. Amor. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 41.

In this sub pecies melanism is carried further than iu any of the
others. 'r he typical ·peeirneu is of an intense black, tinged with bluish
below. There is a very narrow greenish white vertebral
line, beginning at tbe nape,
where it occupie:s one and
two half scales, and gradually narrows to the carina
of the middle dorsal row,
becoming obsolete at the
auus. The carinm of the
Fig. 307.
second a11d third rows of
};l' T ,1-:NIA SlltTAl.18 1'10Kl£RINO!l ]~AIHD AND GIRARD.
exterior dorsal scales show
= 1.
the faiut line of greenit:,h
Puget ,·01111d, ·wa~hington .
white,
only perceptible on
·n1. '\o. 11:iai;, U.S. '1.:\1.
close obs er vat ion. Tu e
1 r . , 1, ial. , h ek , and head beneath, greenish white, gradually
. uadin°· illt the l>lu •-Llack of the a,l>clomen at or abont the anterior
/if h.
·uta 15 1-73 .
.Mecurnr ments.-L ngtb, 656 mm.; tail, 162 mm. In the specimens
11 tail i · l uger tbau in the average of the E . s. sirtalis, munely: Cat.
6 ( ) thr e and four- even th in the total length; (2) three and
thr, -fi nrth.' ti me .

~~m

~

Entrn1ir1 11irtali11 pi<'ker:ngii Bair<l ancl Girard.

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - -- - - Lotality.
9:i:JG
5l!79

I

l!'rom whom r eceiv1•1l.

Naturo of spt'cimen.

2 Puget. 'onncl, Wa hington .. U . .'. Exploring Expedition . .Al<-oholic.
2 .•• . . do .......•...........•... ••.. do . .• . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . .
,lo.
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In auother :::;pecimen, Cat. No. 5'.2W, with the general color very dark,
the vertebral line occupies one aud two half scales througl10ut. The
blaak on each side appears formed by tlrn confluence above of about
· seventy-six spots from head to anus, each spot from one and one-half
to two scales long. In other words, there is a stripe of black three aud
one-11alf scales wide on each side · of the vertebral liue, confluent with
which is a series of black spots on each side, as indicated. The lateral
stripe is on the second lateral row of scales, of a greenish white color,
and confluent with the intervals of the spots, also of the same color.
The stripe is not well defined, but swells and narrows like a knotted
cord. Exterior row of dorsal scales and sides of abdomen deep blueblack, becoming greenish toward the middle of .the abdomen; anteriorly
the color shows more white. The intervals between the lateral spots
are very narrow, and anteriorly are wanting, producing the coloration
of the E. s. trilineata. Scuta, 170-1-86 .
..Zl1easurements.-Length, 450 mm.; tail, 112 mm.
EUT.lENIA SIRTALIS TRILINEATA Cope.

Eiitamia sirtaUs trilineata COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., XIV, 1892, pp. 662, 665;
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.- Phila., 1893, p. 182.

Color above, black with three light-blue lon~·itudi~al stripes. The
dorsal stripe occupies the median row of scales aud half a row on. each
side of it, and the lateral stripe
occupies the second row with
half of the third, and is accompanied by a row of blue spots,
one on each scale of the first
row. Belly lead colored except
the lateral extremities of the
gastrosteges, which are black.
Fig. 308.
Top of head a11d temporal scales
EU'l'A~1'1A SIRTALI S TRILINEA'J'A Uor1,.
black, without parietal spots.
=l.
Sides of head, except parietal
Washington Stale.
plates, light blue, the superior
Cat. No. 5275, U.S.N.M .
labials with black border above
in front of the eye and behind posteri~r .to the eye. Chin and throat
light yellow, the color passing through greenish to blue to the lead
color of the be1ly. 'fail ligllter lead colored below.
This form has the colors of the E. s. pickeringi·i distributed as in tlte
E. s. obscura. Three specimens are known to me. The scuta are
157-1-68.
Measurements,..:_Total length, 530 mm.; tail, 123 mm.
Four specimens, two from Tacoma, and oue each from Hat~ig and
Sicamoos, British Columbia, were obtained uy Mr. S. N. H,hoads.
The last two specimens are typical E. s. tril'inea,t({,, but in the two from
Tacoma the dorsal stripe marks only a single row of scales, and the
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lateral i principally on one row, and partly on anotber. It is not
unlikely tllat the two sub pecies, E. s. piclceringii and E. s. trilineata,
may have to be united.
E1dcn1ia si1·fctlis trilineala Cope.
1-lumber
Catalogue of speci-

o.

mens.

5275 1

1

54!!3

4

Locality.

From whom received.

Natnre of specimen.

Port Townsend, Washington . Lientenant Wl1ite . . . . . . . . .Alcoholic
Fort Bttnton, Montana........ Lienteuant Mullan . . . . . . .
do.

A fifth specimen (Cat. No. 5493), from Port Benton, Montana, is
olutely black, with throat and edge of upper 'lip yellowish.

au

EUT.lENIA NIGRILATUS Brown.
Eutamia nigrilatus COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mue., XIV, 1892, p. 665.
'(!;utrenia nigrilate1'i8 RnowN, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sl5i. Phil a., 1889, p. 421.

Fig. 309.
EU'l'JP.NlA NIGRILATUS l3ROWN.

= l.

'1'11cson , Arir.ona.
Typ in Mus um A nrl m,v ol'

al,urnl Sciencrf!, Pliilrul Jphia.

Tail short.

Head
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above and behind it is much larger and elongated; the upper one,
so mew hat smaller than the last, is in contact with the occipitals. On
one side in this specimen the large middle temporal is divided into two
portions, the anterior being the smaller. · Two scales in second row on
both sides.
Twenty-one dorsal rows of sc3J]es, the outer one but little larger than
the second, the former smooth anteriorly, faintly carinated toward the
tail ; carime on the remaining rows increasing toward the dorsal line.
A golden yellow stripe occupies the median row of scales from nape
to tip of tail, widening slightly on the edges of the contiguous rows at
the anterior end; a lateral stripe of same color very indistinct anteriorly,
where it is mostly confined to the third row, but better .defined on the
posterior third of the body, where it invades the upper half of the second. Color above the laterals brownish olive with two series of alternating dark spots (sixty-six pairs in this specimen from head to anus),
the lower series on the fourth, fifth, and sixth rows, the · upper on the
seventh, eighth, and ninth; below the l~teral lines, the first a1Hl lower
half of the second rows (anteriorly, occasionally to the lower half of
the third) with the ends of the abdominal scutelloo, are lustrous pitchblack. The upper surface of the head in front of the occipitals is
greenish olive; behind that, to the neck and the sides of the head,
including- the seventh and eighth superior labials, blackish brown,
slightly rnaculated with dull chestnut just behind the occipitals, the
dorsal yellow line being slightly indicated on the dark patch. Beneath ·
white, with a creamy tinge anteriorly, becoming pale greenish on the
subcaudals. The labials are margined with blackish brown; a postoral cream-colored crescent with the concave side forward; a similar
band passing down on the postorbitals widens on the sixth upper labial
and runs into the throat color, and a third light band is indicated on
the anteorbital, becoming lost on the fourth upper labial. Iris bright ~
copper color. Scuta, 156-1-63.
Measitrements .-Total length, 510 mm.; length of tail, 110 mm.
The general affinity of the species is to the E. elegans marciana, since
when the epidermis is removed the spots have much the same character.
It is especially characterized by the large number of temporal scales
of the first row, which are more numerous tbau in auy other spe~ies of
the genus. The contact of the preocular and frontal plates is also
uncommon. The broad black lateral band is characteristic.
The only specimen known was taken near Tucson, Arizona, and was
seut to the zoological garden of Philadelphia by Mr. Herbert Brown.
During life it was of an aggressive disposition, like several other species of the genus. It is now in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.
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EUT.lENIA MELANOGASTER Wiegmann.
Eu/1111i11 mdc1110!/aBlc:r CoJ>E, Pro<'. mer. Phil. , oc·. 1 5, p. 3 6.
'J'ropidouotua 1nelanoaasle1· "\YIIW:\I.\~N, Prois,·erzci ·huiss der ,'~ingoth., Vogel,
Ampllili.,Fi chcn. Krcbsc, vonllerrul epp(IU . .'chicdcinMexicoges., Berlin,
1 30, 'o. 167 (no111en 1111dem).-CABAN1 , Journ. f. Ornithologie, 1 63, p. 51
(uom 11 1111dem).-PET1ms, Monatsb., Berlin. Akad., 1864, p. 389.-B0ULE -

mm, ( 'a t., nakes Brit. In ., I, 1893, p. 225.

Eorm rather rolm t; head little, di tinct from the body. Tail enteriug
t t~l leuo'th four and a quarter times. Scales keeled 7 exeept those of
tll .·e ond and fir trows, wllich a.re about a deep as loug. The scales
ar all ratl.ler wide, graduating from the first and second rows. Scales
of th tail with one or two tubercular serrations of the keels. Frontal
plate ratlt r narrow, but wider than the superciliaries. Parietals rather .
llort. Loreal louger thau high; oculars, 2-3; temporals, 1-2-3 or 2.

:Fig. 310.
ElJT.1ENIA MU:LANOOAS'!'EU vVrnoMANN.

= L

Lako / ochirnilco, Mexico.
'ollection of K D. Cope.

, 'np rior labial Hubquadrate, except anterior three, which are higher
than 1oucr. ' n ial , moderate, subequal. Scuta, 152-1-65. The last
pair of nro t 'g ' form a hoe-like spine at the end of the tail.
olor dark brown above with a trace of a lateral stripe of a paler
brown 011 b .· 'COJ1d and third rows of scales. Tlle first row is darker,
and with h tip, of tlle gastro teges the ba es are black. Below
· llowi'l1- lire brown, darker posteriorly; tlle middles of the scuta a,nd
,• ·nt ll,e bla ·k, thi.· olor narrowing anteriorly and terminating behind
th , hr at. Throa greeni h yellow; ·uperior labials similar but

rrb E. melanogaster i.· on of he few ·pecies of the genus which does
not p
· hand,•. However, in one pecimen I observed ;:t, faint trace
f' a lateral and ou each ide. It i al:o variable as to the number of
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its ocular plates, having them 2-2, 2-3, 1-3, or 2-4, 2-3 being apparently
the most common arrangement. The food of both these species is the
Rana montezurncc Baird, and anotlter :-;pecies allied to R. halecina. The
life of this lake is in otller tlirections exceedingly prolific, especially in
fisheH and in minute Crustacea.
.
I am indebted to my excel1eut frie11<l, Dr. ,Julius Flohr, of the city
of Mexico, for a canoe excursion on the lake :Xochimilco, which is 17
miles from tbe city, in the valley of Mexico. Here I bad an opportunity
of seeing the botany and zoology of the very irregular shores, which
are so curiously constructed by the art of the natives. The shores are
indented in the form of long, narrow docks, and extended in the form
of piers into the waters of tlle Jake. The ends of these piers are sometimes more or less detached below, so as to be readily moved, from
which the later statements regarding the :floating islands have originated. The piers are planted with crops of vegetables or flowers, which
are sold in the adjacent city.
The ends and shores of the piers are the resting place of innumerable water snakes, which can be readily observed from a canoe. The
wife of our Indian boatman was particularly acute in detecting tllese
apimals before either my friend or myself could see them. We caught
a considerable number, and found that they belong to the two species
above named. The habits of the two differ somewhat. The E. m,acrosternma is the more active, sooner seeking the water, where it swims,
keeping close to the shore, and remaining more or less in sight until it
conceals itself in a hole. Tlle E. melanogaster, on the other hand, lies
quietly so as to be more easily taken in the hand; but, if it once takes
to the water, it seeks the depths and is no more seen. It is much less
disposed to bite tha11 the JiJ. 1nacrosteninia; the latter being, like its ally,
the E. sirtalis, a very pugnacious snake.
EUT.lENIA MULTIMACULATA Cope.

Entwnia 11utlt-i1nacnlat1t Cop1,: , Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 28.!; Proe:u. S. Nat.
Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 665.
Atomarchus multimacnlatit-~ COPE, American Naturnfo,t, 1883, p. 1300.
Tropidonotus multimacnlatus BooLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, Jl. 214.

Teeth isodont. Scales iu twenty-one rows, all keeled excepting the
inferior one. Superior labials eight, all low and rather long, the orbit
bounded by the fourth, and cut off from the fiftli by the inferior postocular. Loreal low, much louger than high. Preoculars two, both
subquadrate, the superior tile larger, the inferior resting on the fourth
superior labial. Postoculars three, the median the smallest (the apex
of the inferior cut off to form a fourth on one side). Temporals 1-3,
the anterior large, bounding the sixth and seventh labials above. Rostral not promi11e11t, wider tban deep, truncate above. Internasals
longer than wide, rarely separated in front, and from the rostral by ·a
pentagonal azyg·ous plate. Frontal 11arrow with concave sides, the ante-
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ri r angl touching the superior preoculars. Superciliary plates conex ubtriangular, and nearly acute in front. Parietals elongate,
po teriorly acute·, and much divaricate. Muzzle quite narrow, eyes
dir ctecl latP-rally.
olor above ash gray, with six or seven longitudinal series of brown
pots. Those of the median two or three rows are sometimes united,
formin(Y short crossbars. Those of the .inferior series are on the first
row of . cales and are blacker than the others. Below creamy ashen,
with irregular black blotches on the anterior part of each scutum. Tail
11early uniform ash above and below, excepting a blackish line along
the junction of the scutellm. Throat yellow; inferior labials yellow
with blackish posterior borders; superior labials less bright yellow
with brown posterior and superior borders. Top of head brown, with
darker brown markings as follows: A dark shade in the middle of each
parietal; a narrow X opening forward on the frontal;
a longitudinal line on each
_ -. _ - superciliary, and a transverse waved line across
each prefrontal.
The above description is
taken from the typical
specimen which I caught
in the San Francisco H.iver,
which is one of the head
tributaries of the Gila, in
southwestern New Mexico.
Fig. 311.
Subsequently the National
EUT.IE ' IA MUL'£JMA(;ULATA COPE.
Museum received numer= l.
ous specimens from near
Chihuahua, Mex ico.
the city of Chihuahua,
Cat. o. 14271 U.S.N .M.
Mexico, where it is evi11 ly abundant. The specimens display a remarkable variability in
!oration, and al o prove that the azygous plate which exists between
h prena al plates of the typical specimen, is an abnormality. In one
of th
hihuahua specimens there is an azygous plate between tbe
int rna al , wllich is of shorter form than in the type; while in another
her i an azygou plate between the prefrontals. In all of the others
azy ou plate are wanting. The ocular plates are normally 3-3, but
tu following variations occur: 2-3-2-3 one· 2-3-3--3 one· 2-2-3-3,
' in' one specimen
'
' it is sllort11 • Th loreal i normally quite elongate;
n d. The color varie from uniform brown above to spotted in two
' , spots with paler
tyl . In one of the e there are seven rows of brown
or rufi u ·enters; in the other the brown borders of the spots have
di appeared, and the rusty centers are represented by small rusty
rang p t . The undP-r surfaces are yellow, the gastrosteges with
1
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AKE.

dark hading a.t the ends. In young pecimen the l1ead i more or less
mark d with obscure blacki. l.t mark . This species is distinguished by
its long compressed muzzle, as well as by its peculiarities of squamatiou.
The only specimen of this species which I have seen living was taken
in a seine net with which I was fl.suing near the bank of the San Francisco River. It dove into the 11et, seeking the bottom of the water as
a place of concealment, as is the habit of the E. melanogaster, and contrary to that of the E. saurita and E. macrostemma, which swim preferably on the surface, s~eking concealment under the bauks.
Eutamia multimaculata Cope.
Number
Catalogue of
spcciNo .
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--14271

10

Chihnahua,
Mexico.

Chibuahna,

Edward Wilkinson ......... Alcoholic.

EUTJENIA RUFOPUNCTATA Cope.

Chilopoma rufopiinctatiirn COPJ~ in Yarrow, Rept. U. S. Expl. Snrv. W. of 100th

Mer., V, 1875, p. 544.
Stypocemus 1·nfopimotatus COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 387.
T1·opidonotu,s rufopunctatus BOULENGER, -Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., I, 1893, p. 214.

Fig. 312.
EU'l'MNfA RUl"OPUNC'l'A'J'A COPE.

X 1.5.

Type.
Southern Arizona.
Cut. 'o. 8600, U.S.N.M.

Rostral plate turned over on the superior face of the muzzle, and
wilh a truncate posterior border; the transverse exteut three time the
length. Internasals a little longer than wide; tlle prefrontal decurv d
laterally. Nasal long and rather narrow, slightly recurved on the upp r
face of tlle muzzle iu front. Loreal elongate, and with conve up rior
lJorder, passing partly below the superior part of the preocular. Pr ocnlar higher than wide, in contact with frontal. The latter plate Jongate anu obtu~e lJehincl, wider than superciliarie . Parietal longat .
Temporals 1-4, the anterior large, bounding the ixtll aud ev nth uperior labials. Postocular tl1ree. Superior labial ight, c ll lou o-er than
deep, the last mall; the fourth and fifth boundiug tbe orbit b low· h
sixth and seventh bounded by the anterior t mporal abov .
in ju(' NAT ms 9 --69
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rior labial, ; geneials elongate, the pair subequal. The bead is an elongate oval, :narrowed anteriorly, and quite distinct from the neck. The
tai1 i one-fourth the total length. Scale iu twenty-one longitudinal
rows, all trongly keeled except the first and second on each side; all
poreles . Ga trosteges one hundred and seventy- seven; urosteges
entire, four; divided, thirty-three.
General color above light brown, . olive shaded on the head. The
anterior half of the body is marked with six rows of small alternating.
bright rufous or orange spots, each of which occupies one, and sometime an adjoining scale. They stand on the first and second, the .fifth,
and on the eighth rows, respectively. On the posterior third of the
length they are wanting, and are indistinct posterior to the middle of
the lE>ngth. The lower surfaces are pale brownish gray; the base of
ach ga trostege with blackish markings. Labial plates light; head
without pots. There is an inferior preocular Ligber than long on one
id of thi pecimen.
r hi
pecie i uearly related to the E. rnultirnaculata, and better
pe •im n may prove them to be identical. However, there -is a contant difference in the shape of the rostral plate, which bas the form
n nal in Eiitcenia in the E . m1tltimaculata, while it is so peculiar in the
1 r · nt pccie a to llave given ground for its separation in a distin ·L nu . This plate is obliquely truncated laterally and produced
J> t riorly at the middle of the posterior border, in the E. multimaculata;
whil it i low and truncate posteriorly, having a transversely ovate
form in the E. rufopunctata. Its ·border is slightly free all round in
th la t·r, wllich it i 11ot in the former; but this appearance may be a
r ult of drying, though I do not see exactly how it can have so arisen.
Thi p ·i · further differs from the .E. niultirnacula.ta in the two superior
la ial nt riug the orbit; in the rather more elongate internasals and
pr fr ntal ·; iu the more poster..orly-produced loreal, and in the supe~·ior
l l>ial , f which tlie third nearly enters the orbit.. However, some specim n f th E. wulti11·iaculcita approach it in one or the other of these
r p -t ·, an l the uarrowne s of the labials has been somewhat exagrat d by the partial drying to which the specimen llas been subjected.
th ·ame cau e may be a cribecl some errors in the original figure
, n l l ription. Thu the nasal plates are not confluent, nor does tlle
1 r al plat quite enter the orbit as ha been stated. 1 The figure omits
h Jo t ular plate , which were simply turned into the orbit by dryill . Th ro. tral plate i · accurately represented.
Eiitamia rufopunctata Cope.
Locality .
outbern

I

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

rizona .. ... . ... . 1 rr. W. Ilcnsbaw............. Alcoh oli c .

. Geog. uney, W. ofl00th Mer., Y, p. 5-13, pl. xx, fig.1.
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GLYPHODONTA.
This superfamily presents no such diversity of character as to indicate that it embraces more than one family, the Dipsadidm. The subfamilies of the Dipsadidm correspond quite closely with those of the
Oolubridm. They are defined as follows:
I. Hypapophyses of vertebrre anterior only.

Hemipenis spinous.
Calyculate; sulcus undivided ...•.........................••••. DIPSADIN.2E
Calycula te; sulcus bifurcate . ., ................... .......... . _- . ScYTALIN1E
Not calyculate; an apical disk ... ___ ..........•.... __ .. ERYTI-IR0LAMPRIN.2E
II. Hypapopbyses extending throughout column,
Not calyculate; no basal hook nor apical disk._ .......... - - . H0MAL0PSIN.2E

These subfamilies correspond with those of the Colubridm, as follows:
Colubridre.
Xenodon tin re.
Dromicinre.
Colubrinre.
Lycodontinre.

Dipsadidre.
Erytbrolamprinre.
Scytalinre.
Dipsadin:n.
Homalopsinre.

The distribution of the subfamilies of corresponding pairs is nearly
identical. Thus the first two of both columns are South American, and
the third of both columns is nearly cosmopolitan. The fourth group of
each column is nearly restricted to the African and Oriental regions.
Still closer correspondences will be pointed out in the characters of some
of the genera of corresponding subfamilies. .
ERYTHROLAMPRIN.LE.

In this subfamily the sulcus and hemipenis are bifurcate in the known
genera.
I. Hemipenis generally spinous; disk at the extremity of the sulcus.
Coronelliform; scuta normal .. _..... ___ .... __ ... __ .... ~ __ . Erythrolarnprus Boie

II. Hemipenis with spines in two bands only: disk at one side of the snlcus.
Attenuate; scuta normal; disk papillose; spines joined by a longitudinal membrane ........• __ .... _................ __ ..... ___ ... __ .. Lygophis Tschudi.

Neither of the above genera occur in the Medicolumbiau region.
SOYTALIN.LE . .

I. Hemipenis transversely or obliquely plicate (diYided).

(l?labellati.)
No calyccs; rostral plate normal ...... ___ ... __ .. _. _. __ ......... _.. Jaltris Cope.
Calyces at apex; rostral plate prodµced ......... _. _... _. _.. _.. Conophis Peters.
II. Calyculate and no_t capitate. (Calyculati.)
a. Hemipenis divided.
Rostral recurved ................................ .. .... Rhinosto1na Wagler.
Rostral normal; pupil erect .......... ··---· ......... .... Oxy1·hopus Wagler.
Rostral normal; pupil round .......... ·--·-· ....... .... Philodryas Wagler.
aa. Hemipenis undivided.
Rostral normal. ..... _.. _.•. _......... _... _. __ ..... 1'hamnodynastes Wagler.
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'apitate (also calyculate). (C apitati.)
Ilemipeni undivided; colubriform ............••••••••. Coniophanes Hallo well.
HemipenL undivided; fusiform ............••••.••••....... Hydrocalarnus Cope.
er. pinous to apex (divided). (Spinosi.)
Two nasal plates ............•...............••..... Tachymenis Wiegmann.
One nasal plate .........•............. ~- ..... Tomodon Dumeril and Bibron.
IV. Bands of spines extending to apex. (Calycispinosi.)
pines of bands minute; subcaudalscuta; one-rowed ..... •••••. Scytale Wagler.

III.

The groups into which this subfamily is divided correspond closely
with those which are found in the subfamily Dromicime. Group VI,
including only the genus Heterodon, is the only one of the latter
which is not represented in the former. Apart from penial characters,
the genera of the corresponding groups sometimes resemble each other,
but frequentl y they do not. Thus, .A.lsophis resembles Philodryas, and
R,hadinma resembles Ooniophanes, and Acanthophallus resembles Tomo•
don, in general characters.
This subfamily is exclusively neotropical, with the exception that
four pecies of the Central American subregion wander over the border
iuto the Toltecan subregion, one of them extending to within the political
boundarie of the United States at its extreme southern limit.
MANOLEPIS Cope.
f ano lepis COPE, Proo. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 76.-BOULENGER, Cat . Snakes

Brit. Mus. , III, 1896, p. 120.

M, xillary teeth equal anterior to the grooved teeth, which are
n]arg d; anterior mandibular teeth longer than posterior. H ead distin ·t from neck; pupil vertical. Scales smooth, pitless. Nasal plate
ntir r emidivided. Anal and subcaudals divided.
hi genus is allied to Tomodon Dumeril and Bibron, but the pupil
in that enu i round and the scales have apical pits. A s all my
, p ·im 11 , are females, I have been unable to learn the penial charact 1-.·. J>nt one p~cie of Manolepis is certainly known, but discrepan·h· · in 1t fi gure aml de criptions of authors leave the question some•
what nn · rtai11. The characters are briefly as follows:
, 'cal

in 11inc·tN·u r ows. F r ontal ver y n arrow, three to four times ·as long as wide;

Ii •h hrowu with a. clarker dorsal band .. ..................... ... M.pu tn amii J an.

MANOLEPIS PUTNAMII

Jan.

[anol pill putnantii BOULEN ER, Cat. nakos Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p.120.
/Jromicus p11lna,nii JAN, E lenco istematico, 1863, p. 67; Icon. G6n. Oph id., P t.
21 1 67 pl. YI, fig. 3.-GARMAN, N. A.mer. Rept., 1883, pp. 59, 153.
l 'hilodryas, pufnmnii "NTIIER, Biolog. entr. Amer., Rept., 1895, p.166.
Tomoclo,i 11aB1ttUB OPE, Proo. Acad. at . ,' ci. Phila., 1864, p. 160.-BOCOURT,
..Ji . , i. Iex., Rept., 1 6, p. 641.

lindri ·al tout ; n k but little constricted; head acuminate,
o l · muzzle produ ed beyond the labi al margin, oblique, truncate in
pr fil . Ro tral plate flat, not turned backward above; wider th an
hi 11. Both internasal and prefrontals lon ger than wide, the latter a
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little bent down laterally. Frontal three to four times as long as least
width; lateral outlines not straight. Supraoculars broad; occipitals
rather short; longer than broad, the length equal that of the frontal;
two unequal postoculars in contact with one temporal. One preocular
just touching frontal; one longitudinal foreal, higher behind, frequently
wanting. One elongate nasal, the nostril anterior to its middle and
frequently conn~cted by a suture to the margin below. Superior labials,
eight; third, fourth, and fifth entering orbit; inferior, ten; fiv~ in contact with pregenials, which are longer than postgenials. Anterior
maxillary and mandibular teeth longer than median. Pupil round.
Scales broad, thin, poreless, in nineteen rows. Tail rather slender.
Gastrosteges, 173-9 1 ; one divided anal; urosteges, 69-73.
Measurements.-End of muzzle to rictus oris, 13 mm.; total length,
582 mm.; tail, 112 mm. ·
General color light brown, punctulate with dark brown, especially
thickly on head and sides. A darker brQwn band three and two half
scales wide, from occiput to end of tail, which is nearly broken into
spots on the nape. Ends of scuta and first two rows of scales darker,
especially anteriorly where the band is sooty and spreads over the lips
and chin; a faint longitudinal band above the -shade; a short yellow,
dark bordered streak from postorbitals to penultimate labial. Abdomen
with many short punctulate streaks. With age the bands become more
indistinct, so that nothing remains of the one on the dorsal region but
its external borders.
Of the seven specimens at my disposal three have a loreal plate and
four have none, its place being taken by the decurved prefrontal. In
one specimen there are eight superior labials, the excess appearing in
front of the line of the orbit.
In all of my specimens the frontal plate is relatively narrower than
in the specimens figured by Jan, and described by Boulenger. Its least
width enters the length from three to four times, while those authors
give it as entering two and a half times.
Manolepis p utnarnii Jan.
Catalogue N.nm be!
No.
o~~~~~11341

2
3

L ocality.

From whom r eceived .

Nature of specimen.

Colima, Mexico .. . ..... .'.... .John X ant us . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
do.
T ehuantepec . . .............. F. Sumichrast . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

According to Boulenger, the British Museum has received this species from La Oumbre de los Arrastrados, in the State of J alisco, Mexico,
from an elevation of 8,500 feet. This habitat brings it within the Medi1
My original description gives the gastrosteges as one hundred and eighty-six, but
in none of the :five specimens at my disposal does the number exceed one hundred
and seventy-nine. The former number is probably a misprint for one hundred and
seventy-six.
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columuian region, although the specimens in the U.S. National Museum
are from the Tierra Caliente.
Sumichrast says of this species:
This serpent is peculiar to western Mexico. It is not common and is found
especially in sandy regions, sometimes in the interior of the forest, sometimes on
the borders of streams. Its extreme agility renders its capture difficult. Without
being aquatic, it has the manners of the Tropidonoti, with which one is inclined to
confound it on first sight, if the retrouse muzzle did not give it an entirely peculiar
expressioh.

I would add that the black color round the mouth and chin adds to
its decidedly suspicious physiognomy.
There is some doubt as to the correct name of this species. The
description of Jan in 1863 is scarcely sufficient to sustain his name, and ·
in 1862 I described a species as Liophis putna.mii-a species which
belongs to the genus Dromicus. It was not, however, called Dromicus
putnamii until after 1863.
CONOPHIS Peters.
Conophis PETERS, Monatsber. Berl. Akad. Wiss., 1860, p. 519.-COPE, Jour.

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 137.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
2d ed., III, 1896, p. 122.

Elongated grooved tooth separated from others by an interspacf.
Hemipenis bifurcate, apex with a few c~lyces, between which and the
spinous portion it is flounced. Rostral plate prominent, decurved,
concave below. Scales smooth; anal and subcaudals divided. Nasals
divided, nostril bordering internasal plate.
This genus holds a rather isolated position among American genera,
but it is quite similar to and probably allied to the genus Rhamphiophis
Peters, which inhabits the sandy parts of Africa. Both genera have the
decurved muzzle and claw-like rostral plate, which is designed for
scooping a cavity in the soil by a downward movement, as opposed to
the upward movement usual in other snakes.
I.

even upper labials.
a. Temporals in two rows; loreal higher than long.
Body without bands, but faint traces of them on first, third, and seventh
rows of scales -.• _______ . ___ . ___ ..•. _.. _____ . ____ . __ . _O. lineaticeps Cope.
Body banded on third and eighth rows; dorsal bands distinct. C.vittatus Peters.
II. Eight npper labials.
a. Two row of temporals.
Loreal higher than long ; six longitudinal bands, the lower on the first row
of s ·ale , two dorsal, none on the belly; head, brown, yellow banded.
C. pulcher Cope.
oreal long, or longer than high; no bands except short one from muzzle
thronffh yo .. - - - .. _- - .•... _. ~- ... __ .. ____ ... ___ . _•••••. C. concol01· Cope.
aa. ne row oft mporals in front; large ones behind.
Loreal longer than high; bands on all the scales except those of the fifth
row on each side ...•.... -............... _ . lineatus Dnmeril and Bibron.

Of the above pecie the only one which extends its range to the
-Iexican plateau i the 0. vittatu . The others belong to the Tierra
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Caliente. · 0 . c.oncolor has been found thus far in Yucatan only, and 0.
pulcher in Mexico and Guatemala, while 0. lineatus ranges to Panama.
The habitat of O. lineaticeps ( 0. vittatus 1) isGuatemala(Capt. J.M. Dow).
CONOPHIS VITT A TUS Peters.

Conophis vittatus PETERS, Monatsber. Akad. Wiss:, Berlin, 1860, p. 519, fig. 3.BocounT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 6441 pl. xxxvn1, fig. 7.-GONTHER,
Biol. Centr. Amer. Rept ., 1895, p . 165.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
2d ed., III, 1896, p. 123. •
Conophis sumichrastii COPE, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.137.

Dorsal surface gray, brown, or bluish white; three longitudmal darkbrown stripes or bands originate at the muzzle, of which the two lateral
pass through the eye and along the sides of the body to the end of the
tail. Tbe median stripe divides into two on the nape and continues
separate to the end of the tail. Two nasal shields, one frenal, one
preorbital; two postorbitals; seven supralabials, of which the third
and fourth are in contact with the eye; between the :fifth and ·sixth and
the parietals two long temporals; above the seventh, three; then more
rows of temporal shields. Nine infralabials, of which the first is in
contact, behind the mental, with its fellow of the opposite side, and the
pentagonal :fifth largest; two pairs of submentalia, of which the anterior
is the larger. Dorsal scales rhomboida,J, larger at sides, in nineteen
longitudinal rows. Gastrosteges, according to Boulenger, 147-163;
urosteges, 57-70 pairs,
There are three forms, probably subspecies of the 0. vittatus, which
differ as follows:
Three dorsal stripes; median five scales and lateral four scales wide.
C. v. videns Cope.
Four dorsal stripes, each one and two half~scales wide; frontal plate twice as l~mg
as wide an i equal length of muzzle in front of it; temporals 2-3.
C. v. vittat1ts Peters.
Stripes as in C. v. vittatus; frontal plate 2.5 times· as long as wide and longer than
muzzle in front of it; temporals 3-3 ... .... ................ C. v. sumichrastii Cope.

Of these subspecies the U. S. National Museum possesses one specimen
of the 0. v. videns from Tehuantepec, from F. Sumichrast; four of the
0. v. vittatus from Colina, from J. Xantus, and one from Tehuantepec,
from Sumichrast; and one of the 0. v. sumichrastii from Guadalajara,
from J. J. Major.
CONOPHIS VITTATUS SUMICHRASTII Cope.

Conophis surnichrastii COPE? Jour. Acad: Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p.137.

While this form resembles the typical subspecies in coloration, the
form of the head and of its plates differs considerably. The muzzle is
narrower, so that the prefrontals have a relatively greater anteroposterior extent. The greater relative elongation is seen in the frontal
plate as shown in the diagnosis, an elongation in which the supraocularR
1

Cope, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. (2), VIII, 1875, p. 137; not of Peters.
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Conopltis t'itlalus su1nichrastii Cope.
Locality.
1

1''rom whon: received.

Nature of specimen.

Gundnlujara, fexico ........ J.J.Major . .. .. •...... . ..•.. .Alcoholic.

CONIOPHANES Hallowell.
C'o11iopha11cs HALLOWl<:LL, Proc. Acacl. at. Sd. Phiht., 1 60, p. 484.-Copg, Proc.
Acad. ' at. 'ci. Pbila., 1 60, J). 24 .
f;/aphyrophis .TA , El nco ist. d. Oficli, 1 63, p. 54..
Rrythrolam1n·us ' PR, Holl. . . at. ~Jns., o. 32, 1 87, p. 55.-BOULENGER, part,
'at. oak Brit. Ins., III, 1895, p. 199.
]>

t rior maxillary teeth elongate, grooved; cephalic shield 11orrnal;
11a ·, h;; loreal pr ent. Scales smooth, without fossa. .Anal and

n auclal ·uta (livid d. I upil round.
Thi.
nu j re. tricted to Central .America and the adjacent parts
1
of
olumbian r giou, ince a pecies ( 0. dromioiformis) is found ou
J :1 ·ifi 'lope of the Ande , near the equator. The rema.iui11g uine
p i · b long to 1eutral merica and Mexico, and one of tbem bas
b u tak n in the nited tate , on the lo wer Rio Grande. The typical
p ·i are brown or red, with black tripes, and are of delicate a11d
haucl m tint . Another pattern is seen in the E. lateritius Cope, of
w 't ru fexico, wllich is a red species, with black head and neck.
Th p ci known to me are characterized as follows:
I. 'c-afo. in tw nty-fi.ve longitndiual rows.
up rior lal ials, eight; three broad longitudinal black bands .. C. piceivittis Cope.
II. 'cal . iu twenty-one rows; labials, eight.
id s <lark above; a broad dorsal baud; light lines on the sides of the nape; belly
uu. p tted ....... _............... _..................... C. p1111ct-ignlaris Cope.
icle had d above; no dorsal bands nor abdominal spots; light lines on sides of
uap ............ ···-·· ···-·· ...... ···-·· ............... C.fissidens Giinther.
Line ,,ery incl is tin ,t, none on nape; two rows of brown spots on belly.
0 . bipunctallis Gunther.
III. 'cale in 11inete u row .
L hial , ·even or eigb t; sides dark; a dark vertobral stripe; a ligb t band behind
('ad1 orbit.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . int]Jerialis Baird and Girard.
Lahial, eyeu; frontal plat wide; head black; body red .... . C. lateritius Cope.
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CONIOPHANES IMPERIALIS Baird.

Coniophanes i_m perialis COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 74; Check-list N.
Arner. Batr. Rept., p. 38.
Tceniophis imperialis BAIRD, U.S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., II, 1859, p. 23, pl. xrx,
:fig.1.
·Erythrolatnprus imperialis BoULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mns., III, 1896, p. 206.

Scales in nineteen rows; labials seven or eight. Sides dark; a median
dorsal band of varying width. Belly, red.
There are two well-marked subspecies of this species which are de.fined
as follows:
Superior labials seven (exceptionally eight); median dorsal stripe on one row of
scales .. ___ ... ____ . ___ .... _... _. ..... ........................ C. i. proterops Cope.
Superior labials eight; median dorsal stripe, wide._ C. i. i-rnperialis Ba;ird and Girard.
CONIOPHANES l~PERIALIS PROTEROPS Cope.

Coniophanes proterops COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 249; Jour. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875,"p.183.-BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1886, p. 654.
Glaphyrophis lateralis JAN, Arch. Zool. Anat. Phys. Modena, II, p. 304; Icon. Gen.
Ophid., 1866, p. 18, pl. v, fig. 3.
Coniophanes lateralis F. MULLER, Verh. Nat. Gess. Basel, VI, 1878, p. 598.
Rhadincea proterops COPE (~rror), Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XXII; 1885, p. 381.

Size rather small; scales iu nineteen longitudinal rows, thin, elongate,
obtuse. Head scarcely distinct, short pro.file of muzzle not elevated.
Anterior plates of the head small; loreal a little longer -than high; one
preocular, two postooulars. Superior labials seven, third and fourth entering the orbit. Vertical plate elongate, lateral borders convergent, posterior angle acute. Occipitals long. Inferior labials nine; geneials two
pairs, nearly equal. Gastrosteges 118-130, anal divided; urosteges 82.
Measurements.-Length of tail, 133 mm.; total length, 362 mm. The
stump of the tail appears tetragonal iu section. Coloration above, light
brown, every scale densely punctulated with darker, especially near the
margins. From the first to the fourth row of scales this is deeper, giving
the sides a darker shade. The vertebral row of scales from the occipitals
to the end of the tail is also darker. Top of the head densely and
obscurely vermiculated and punctulated. The dark shade on the fourth
row of scales becomes a band anteriorly, and is bordered above and
below with white on the neck. The lower white border is discontinued
on the neck, but reappears as a spot three scales back of the occipitals.
Inferior half of rostral, upper and lower labials, chin, throat, and belly
light brownish yellow, densely punctulated with brown. Each labial
with a darker spot in the center. Fewer punctulations on the urosteges.
This form differs from the typical 0. imperialis not only in its very
narrow dorsal stripe, but normally has only seven superior labials. This
character is, however, inconstant, and it is probably best to look upon
the form as a subspecies of the 0. imperialis.
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Conio_phanes imperialis protel'ops Cope.

Number
Catalogue of speciNo.
mens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 Orizaba, Mexico ...•........ F. Sumicbrast ...........•.. Alcoholic.
6758

i &~~r::~!~~~-: :::: :: :::::::: ·ii: J~g~e: :: ::: :: :::::::: :::

~~:

The typical specimen in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy
of atural Sciences is from J ala pa, from R. M. De Oca.
CONIOPHANES IMPERIALIS IMPERIALIS Baird.
Treniophis imperialis BAIRD, U. S. and ~'.lex. Bound. Survey, II, 1859, p. 23, pl. XIX,
fig. 1.
Coniophanes inip'erialis COPE, Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sc1. Phila., 1861, p. 74-.
E1·ythrolampms iniperialis COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 77.

Form slender, tail short. Head proportionally narrow posteriorly
and broad on ·the nose; snout rounded. Rostral gibbous, twice as
broad as high, the apex below the
anterior frontals. Loreal as high
as long, and more tban half as
large as the anterior frontals,
which are themselves about onethird tbe size of the postfrontals.
Tbe frontal is pentagonal, narFig. 313.
row, and elongated, scarcely
'ONIOPBA 'E IMPERIALIS IMPERIALIS BAIRD.
wider anteriorly, the acute posX 1.5.
terior
point entering between the
Brownsville, Te:x.as.
Cat. No. 2060, U.S.N.M .
oecipitals; one anteorbital large,
vertically elongated, broader
ve; two postorbitals small, upper largest. Dorsal scales smooth, in
nin t n rows; central scales narrow and acute, outer rows much
r ad r, pecially the first. Body above deep purplish black, with
two d r al tripes of yellowish brown from head to tip of tail, and
, pc r t d by a uarrower vertebral line of the ground color. Head
l ·k above, with two narrow yellow line::; from the nostrils to the
i1
f the oc iput, cros ing the upper angle of the orbit. Upper
la i I.- and und r part of head yellowish, minutely mottled with black.
r un
olor f the bac.:k extending onto the ends of the abdominal
u 11 .
iddle of abdomen uniform light yellowish in the alcoholic
im n · aid t b bright red in life.
uth we t Texa thi 'pecies has been found near Tuxpan
id
i
·nm and at Jicaltepec, Vera Cruz, by the Geographical Comion of Je ico.
&niopha1ies i1n1Jerialis intperialis Baird.
atalogue INumb r of
' o.
specimens.

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

--2060

1

Brownsville, Texas ... . ... Capt;iu Yan Vliet.·-······· Alcoholic.

--
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CONIOPHANES LATERITIUS Cope.

(Joniophanes lateritius COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 524.
Tachym enis lateritfo GARMAN, N. AmE1r. Rept., 1883, p. 61.-GUNTHER, Biol. Centr.
Amer., 1895, p.162.
Erythrolamprus lateritius COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 78.-BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1896, p. 205.
Tachymenis rnelanocephala PETERS, Mon. Berl. Akad., 1869, p. 876.
Erythrolamp1"u8 melanocephalus COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 78.

The whole body is bright vermillion, punctulated with brown, passing
through orange to golden on the belly. The head and neck for ten
scales posteriorly is black, the labials bordered and traversed by yellow lines, and the oecipitals dotted with the same. Throat and chin
yellow; black spotted. The head is broad posteriorly and the outline
converged rapidly to the acute prominent ;muzzle. Loreal square, one
preocular, two postoculars; seven upper labials-; ·eye over third and
fourth; fifth very large. Ten inferior labials; scales in nineteen rows.
Vertical plate nearly as broad as long. Anal divided.
Measurements.-Total length, 606 mm. Of this the tail is 175 mm.
in length.
But one example of this handsome species. has come under my observation. .According to Boulenger the Tachymenis melanocephala is the
same. Peters describes _his specimen as follows:
. It was founded on a young specimen "which possibly belongs to T. bipJ,1,nctatus,
Giintber, wit h which it agrees in respect to its pholidosis, and in the punctulation of
the h ead shields and the markings on the infralabials. The ground color of the
head, including the nape, to the tenth row of scales posteriorly, is blackish brown,
behind which'there is a yellowish collar around the neck four scales wide, while the
remainder of the body is yellowish brown above; the underside yellowish, without
black punctulations."
Coniophanes lateritius Cope.
Number of
specimens.
1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of' specimen.

Guadalaxara, Mexico........... J. J. Major...................... Alcoholfo.

DIPSADIN.21£.

I. Apex of hemipenis :flounced (Ffobellati).
Calyces large, irregular; gastrosteges angulate _. _.•..••••. _. __ Chrysopelea Boie
II. Calicula te, not capitate (Calyculati).
a. Dipsadiform.
/J. No spines.
Calyces numerous; anal entire __ ............ Dipsadomorphus Fitzinger
/3/J. Spines present..
Calyces numerous; anal en tire ....... Triglyphodon Dumeril and Bibron ·
Calyces very few; anal entire .... _... _... _... _. Crotaphopeltis Fitzinger
a a. Attenuate.
/J. No diverticulum. ____ . __ .. _____ ..... Cladophis Dumeril; Oxybelis Wagler
/J/J. Hemipenis with a diverticulum ... _.................. . Dryophis Merrem
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aaa. l!

i£ rm.
{J. A. lor al vlat .
Tail a.bl>r viated rough ..................•............ Prooinura Cope 1
Tail normal. ......................................... Scolecophis Cope
/3/J. :ro loreal.
Tw pairs of genial ......................... Tantilla Baird and Girard
ue pair of g nials .................................... PogonaspiB Cope
ulate and capitat ( apitati) .
alvc num ron · olubriform; anal double ................ ... Sibon Fitzinger
I . pi~ou to apex ( pino i).
l!'u iform; ro tral prominent; anal divided ........................ Ogrnius Cope
p x with longitudinal p1icro; calyces few aud irregular.
pine few; head very distinct; anal double ................ Trintorphodon Cope

Th group of Dip adinre, from I to IV, inclu ive, correspond in penial
charact "r to the groups similarly numbered iu the Dromicinre and
cytalin,~, re ·pectively.
I have not been a,ble to examine the penial tructure of some of the
gen ra of tbi nbfamily which inaabit the Old World, so I give a
ynop i, of the gen bra as otherwise defined:
A. Head horter and moro obtuse; very distinct.

I. 'ub andal scuta entire.
arietal plate repla,ced by scales; other plates normal. Pythonodipsas Gunther
II. ubcaudal scutella divided.
a. o teeth anterior to th grooved maxillary.
Scales smooth ....................................... Opisthoplus Peters
aa. Median maxillary teeth not much shortened.
o tril large, betwe n two na als and the internasal; vertebral scales
larg r ....................................... Rhinobothryum Wagler
Tw nasals inclosing no tril; body elongate, compressed, anal ntire;
vertebr::i,ls generally larger ....................... Dipsas Laureutis 2
Two nasal in losing nostril; body less compressed; anal double; vertebral row uot laro-er ; one loreal ...........•........ Sibon .1!'iti.inger 3
Nona al; vertebra.ls equal .. ................. .... Hemidipsas Giinth er 4
acca. M clian maxillary teeth shortened.
Two nasals and two or more loreals; anal double; vertebrals equal.
Trirnorphodon Cope
il...d. H ad very elongate; muzzle produced.
I. Hddle maxillari s not elongate; posteriors grooved.
cale k eled ............. ......................•.....•. .... . Dryophis Boie
ales smooth ............................... ~ ............. I>ryinus Wagler
II. 1iddle maxillaries elongate; posteriors grooved.
a. An longate nasal appendage.
Pupil horizontal ..........................••....••..... . Passerita Gray
aa. 'o elongate nasal appendage.
lor al plate; prenasals joined on the middle line .... Gephy1·intlB Cope
A. loreal plate; na als not joined ....................... T1·agops Wagler
:ro loreal plate; na als separate .............••.. Tropidococcyx Gunther
Elapomorphus Phalotris, and .J..postolepis probably belong here.
Bo-iga l!itzinger; Triglyphodon and Hinw1ntodes Dumeril and Bibron; Eudipsas
Gtinther; Toxicodryas Hallowell.
3 01'otaphopeltiB Fitzinger.
• Eu1,1esodon Fitzinger.
1

2
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The genera of Dipsadinre are distributed as follows:
Paleotropical.

·Palearctic.

Nearctic.

N eotropical.

Ethiopian.

iri:~~~~:~_s_::::::: :: : :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: bf;~~:odipsas.
Rhinobothryum .........•............
Sibon .... ~ ......... ... .............. . .
Trimorphodon ....................... .

f~it.:t~>:::: :: ::: : :::: :::: ::: :::):/:: }~'.ft::::::::: }'.~[f~~:-: ::: :::
TRIMORPHODON Cope.
Trimorphodon COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 297; Bull. U.S. Nat.
Mus., No. 32; 1887, p. 68.

Posterior maxillary tooth elongate, grooved; anterior teeth of both
jaws elongate; intermediate teeth of tlie maxillary series shorter.
Head plates normal; two nasals; two loreals, one in front of the other.
Pupil vertical. Head very distinct. Scales smooth, subequal. Anal
scutum. divided; subcaudal scuta in two series.
This genus includes species which inhabit Central America, Mexico,
and the adjacent parts of the United States. It is allied to Sibon,
from which the elongate anterior teeth and the divided anal scuta distinguish it. No species of Sibon is known to possess two loreals, one
anterior to the other. The species of Trimorphodon, with their wide
triangular head, narrow neck, and slitlike pupil, considerably resemble
venomous snakes, which their pugnacious disposition does not diminish.
They differ as follows:
I. Scales in 21 (23) rows; superior labials nine.
Head, with brown chevrons above; nape with a browncollar; backwithdiamonp.shaped spots ................................................. T. _lanibda Cope.
Heacl with a lyre-shaped pattern above; na-pe with parallel stripes; dorsal
spots in pairs ................................•....•...... T. lyrophanes Cope.
II. Scales in 23 rows; superfor labials seven.
.
·
Top of head black, with a white T-shaped spot; dorsal spots entire transverse
diamonds .. _..................................... _...... _....... T. tau-·Cope.
III. Scales in 23 (24) rows; superior labials eight.
Top of head brown, with a small Y-shaped mark; dorsal spots transverse diamonds, more or l ess transversely divided by paler; nape with a brown collar.
T. upsilon co·pe.
I V. Scales in 23 (24) rows; superior labials nine.
Top of head brown; dorsal spots numerous transverse more or less divided diamonds - - - - - ... - .. - - - - ... - - .......................... - ........ T. collaris Cope.
Top of bead white, with three round black spots; dorsal spot; few transverse
undivided black rhom bs, with pale edges ....... __ ......... T. villcinsonii Cope.
V. Scales in 25 (27) rows; superior labials nine.
Top of head with chevron bands; dorsal spots formed of four confluent spots
and inclosing a pale center ...............••. T. biscutatus Dumeril and Bibron.
Of the preceding species I have before me one each of the T. larnbda, tau, c.ollaris,
and vilkinsonii. Of the T. ly1·ophanes there are six specimens; of the T. upsilon six,
and of the 11• biscutatus four.

The type of the genus is the T. lyrophanes.
found within the limits of the United States.

It is the only species
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TRIMORPHODON LYROPHANES Cope.
Trimorphodon lyrophanes COPE, Proc . .A.cad. Nat.

ci. Phila., 1 61, p. 297; Proc.
Amer. Pllil. oc., 1885, p. 2 6.-BOULENGER, Cat. nake Brit. Mus., III, 1896,
p.56.
Lycodon lyropha11es COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 343.

cale in twenty-one(in ome specimens,for a short distance, in twentythre ) rows rather broad posteriorly and upon the middle of the body,
n t larger upon the vertebral liue. The body anteriorly is slender,
contracting to a small neck. Tail less than one-sixth of the total length.
Head very di tinct, the temples much swollen, so that the greatest
breadth iu life is just posterior to the eyes, though the length of head
po terior to the angle of the vertical shield is one line gref!,ter than that

Fig. 314.
TRI.MORPJIODON J.YROPHANES COPE.

=1.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.
Cal No. 4680, U.S.N.M.

anteri r. Side of tbe bead constricted at the orbits, the muzzle rather
narr w and truncate. Rostral plate broader thau high, with but four
utnr l borders, the superior very long; the apex apparent upon the
urfa of the head. Prefrontals much broader than long; one-third
th ize of that part of the prefrontals visible from above. Upon a
v rtical view, the po tfrontal appear longer than broad. Occipitals,
up · r ·iliarie and vertical developed; the last presenting a right angle
po t d rly, and having the lateral borders slightly concave aud converging; the fir t not longer, and about as wide as long, in contact with
a large cale in their po terior, common emargination. Nasal plate
di tinctly divided, very small, higher tb an long. Loreal plates two,
the anterior higher bau long, intercalated superiorly between the prefr ntal and po tfrontal, posterior a long a high. Preocculars three, the
up ri r large t, not in contact with the vertical; the inferior bounded
auteriorly by the third upper labial. Postoculars three, the inferior a
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little the largest. Superior labials nine, fourth and :fifth entering the
orbit, sixth largest, higher than broad. Inferior _labials twe~ve, the
third and fourth narrow, and much produced posteriorly. Gene1als two
pairs, the anterior longest. Gastrosteges, 236; one divided anal; urosteges, 70.
. .
.
Measurem ents.-Tota1 length, 696 mm.; tail, 108 mm.
Seven teeth upon tbe superior maxillary bone, of which one posterior
is elongate and grooved, three central, small and recurved, and three
anterior, very long, the first longest and least recurved. The central
three are not separated from those anterior and posterior to them by
spaces wider than those existing between themselves. Palatine teeth
six, the anterior th ree t he longest, all longer than the pterygoids. The
three anterior mandibular t eeth longer and more widely spaced than
the posterior, h avin g an outward direetion as in Hormonotus Hallowell.
The ground color is a light gray. The muzzle is cross~d by an indistinct ashy band, which extends upon the anterior part of the postfrontals. The posterior half of these plates is involved in a deep brown
band, whi ch crosses the head between the eyes, ·a nd whose posterior
border is very concave, extending upon the superciliaries to the vertical
plane of the pupil of the eye. This band is continued posteriorly upon
the inferior postocul ar and sixth upper labial. A pair of broad divergiug ba.nds begi11s one band on either side of the center of the vertical,
crosses t he superciliary and occipital shields, and following the
expanded outline of t he temporal and tyrnpanic regions, contracts and
becomes longitudinal and parallel upon the neck. A brown spot upon
the post erior extremity of the vertical plates. with a posterior .elongatiou, completes the resemblance of this figure to a lyre, or still more to
that musical (') instrument known to children as the "Jew's-harp."
Th e ground color appears upon the vertex as an anchor-shaped :figure,
and on t he cheek as au oblique band. The back, as far as the anus, is
omamented wit h twenty-one pairs of deep brown spots, their geminatio11 only appareut anteriorly by the punctulate character of the scales
in intervals between the pairs. These intervals are always about three
seales wide, t he lesser, two and a half anteriorly, one and a half posteriorly. Dorsal spots seven scales wide; as the scales are broader
posteriorly, the spots are also. There is an irregular series of lateral
spots, one opposite each of the intervals, sometimes confluent with the
dorsal spots ; anteriorly they form a very narrow broken band. Another
series of spots involves the tips of pairs of the gastrosteges, which are
separated by t wo, three, four, . or even :five immaculate ones. Ten confluent pairs of spots on the upper surface of the tail. Whole under
surface whitish.
This species is most nearly allied to the T. lambda Cope. From this
one it will b e always distinguished by the two parallel stripes on the
neck, which extend to the superciliary plates. Sometimes (Oat. No.
8760) t he stripes do uot connect with the supercihary stripes and join
on the pa ri etal plates.

~
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Thi peci pre nt , in everal of the pecimeu examined, the peculiarity of having an even number of rows of scale -twenty.
Trirno1'phodon lyrophanea Cope.

I

I

,. 1ogne Number
When
Natnr of
:ha
Locality
From whom received.
1·
0f
~o.
te_c1_. - , - - - - - - - - - __1:1_p_ec_ii_no_u_.
• 1_ _ _ _ _ _·_ _ _ _ c_o1_1e_c_

m~t~~

1

4080

2

52 3

1

12032
700
19073

Ca~ 't.Lucas,L.Califor- ...•........... John Xantus ....... ..... Alcoholic.
ma.
Fort Buchanan, .Arizona . . ............... Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U .
do.

S.A.

La Paz, L. California...... Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•'ontbern Arizona ........................ lI. W. Renshaw.... .....
Fort lluaclmca, Arizona ................. Dr. T. Wilcox, U.S. N...

do.
clo.
do.

I

TRIMORPHODON LAMBDA Cope.

'frimorphorlon lambda COPE, Proc. Amer. Pbil. Soc., 1885, p. 286.

Muzzle rather elougate, a in the T. biscutatus. Tbere are three
r al , and the oculars are 3-:3; the temporals are 3-4-3-4. The
fi urth and fifth labials enter the orbit, aud the sixth, seveuth, and
irrbth ar higher than long. Pregeneia.ls longer than postgeneials.
Int ma. al.- . mall, wider than long; _parietals rather short. Gas trot o· .· , 2:3.J; anal, 1-1; urosteges, 83.
, 1 r a,bove light gray, cro sed by brown transverse diamond-shaped
p t , ach with a pale transverse center. Three or four of the most
aut rior, pot are ubhexagoual, being truncate at each side. All are
urroun<l cl by a pale ha le. Each end of every secoud or third gastr t e i marked with a small dark.brown spot, which extends
upward on the fir. trow of scales, and sometimes is confluent with the
lat r l ap x of the dor al spot.
1lfeasurements.-Total length, 304 mm.; length of tail, 54 mm. From
u ma·, onora. Pre ented to the U. S. National Museum by Mr.
IT. 1. Emerich. Cat. No. 134:87.
TRIMORPHODON UPSILON Cope.

Trimo111horlr>n upsilon COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., XI, 1869, p. 152; XXIII, 1886,
p. 2 6.- 't:'NTIIEH, Biol. Centr. Amer., Rept., 1895, p.175.-BOULE:N GER, Cat.
, oakes British Mus., III, 1896, p. 54 .
1 ipsas biscutata var. latifaacia PETEH , Mon. Berl. Acacl., 1869, p. 877.
Rteirodipsaa biscnlata JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., 1872, p. 39, pl. 1, fig. 3. ·
Trimorphodon collaris COPE, J ourn. Aca<l. at. ci. Phila. (2), VIII, 1876, p. 131;
Proc. Amer. Phil. 'oc., XXI[I, 18 6, p. 286.
'ibon biscutat1111i 'A IDIAN, vart, . Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 16.
ibon upsilon 0ARi\1AN, r. Amer. Rept., 1883, p.134.

o tral broa<ler than deep, the portion visible from above measuring
-fourth to on -third it distance from the frontal; internasals mueh
hort r than the prefrontal ·, whi ·hare nearly as lon·g as broad; frontal
011 ·e an l a half t one and two.third a long a&, broad, a " long as or
a littl longer than its di tau e from the end of the snout, as long as
11 parietal ·; two or thr e loreal · two preoculars and a ubocular;
l1
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upper preocular in contact with or narrowly separated from the
frontal; two or three postocalars; temporals 2 + 2, _2 + 3, or 3 + 3;
eight or nine upper labials, fourth and fifth entering the eye; five or
six lower labials in contact with the anterior chin-shields, which are
longer than the posterior. Scales in twenty-one or twenty-three rows.
Ventrals, 205-236; anal divided; snbcauda1s, 61-72.
Pale gray-brown above, with dark, black edged crossbars narrowing
on the sides and descending to the ends of
the ventrals; head dark brown above, pale
grayish on the occiput, usually with a, light
crossbar between the eyes; a V-shaped light
marking sometimes present on the parietal
shields, embracing the frontal; whitish beneath, more or less mottlecl with dark, and
with dark spots on the sides. In the young·
the dark bars are much wider, separated by
uarrow whitish interspaces, and they may
form complete annuli.
llleasurements.-Total length, 660mm.; tail,
120 mm.
Fig. 315.
This species has not been found nearer our
TRr:r.10RPaonoN uPsrLoN CoPE.
=1.
political borders than the city of Chihuahua,
Mexico.
where Mr. Edward Wilkinson found it. He
Collection of E. D. Cope.
also found it at Batopilas, in Chihuahua,
and Dr. Duges has sent it from Guanajuato. Further south, Dr.
Bernad sent it from Zacualtipan (Hidalgo) and Mr. Major from near
Guadalajara.
·
TRI_M ORPHODON VILKINSONII Cope.

Triniorphodon villcinsonii

COPE,

Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 285.

Scales in twent,y-three rows. Superior labials nine, of which the
fourth and fifth enter the orbit, and of which all are higher than long,
excepting the fifth and the eighth. Loreals, 2; oculars, 3-3; temporals, 3-3-3. Rostral not promin~nt, but the apex is recurved on the
summit of the snout. Frontal plate rectangular, the lateral and
anterior sides equal. Parietals narrowed posteriorly. Inferior labials
eleven, the fifth in contact with pregeneials, and none in contact with
postgeneials. Postgeneials much shorter than pregeneials. Gastrosteges, 231; anal, 1-1; urosteges, 77. The body is compressed, and the
head is very distinct.
Jl[easiurements.-Total length, 272 mm.; tail; 45 mm.; bead to rictus
oris, 9.2 mm.
General color, gray; the back is crossed by narrow black cross bands
at rather remote mtervals. These bands are pale bordered and narrow
to an apex below, which is above the gastrosteges. They become narrower posteriorly, and on the tail form half-rings. On the extremity of
NAT MUS

98--70

. .
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every third or fourth gastrostege there is a small black spot throughout the length to tlle tail. There is a larger black spot on the sides
between the extremities of a few of the cross bands. The superior border of the ixth and the adjacent part of the fifth superior labial is
black. On the top of the head are three large round black spots; one
i on the center of the frontal and one is on the anterior part of each
parietal.
o cross bands on the muzzle. The dark cross bands are
ouly two scales wide on the posterior part of the body; on the anterior
part they are three or four scales wide. The interspaces vary from
twelve anteriorly to seven posteriorly.
Oue specimen, Oat. No.14268, was sent from near the city of Chihuahua by Mr. Edward Wilkinson to the U.S. National Museum. This
specie is nearest the T. bismitatus Dumeril and Bibron in squamation,
but differs greatly in colorati<,n from this or any other species of the
genu.
SIBON Fitzinger.
ibon FITZINGER, :Neue Class. Reptilien, 1826, p. 29.
1Ieteru1·us DuMf,RIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p.1170.
Leptodira G" THER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 165 (from nornen nudurn
of Fitzinger, 1843) •
.Eteirodipsas JAN, Elenco ist. 0:fidi, 1863, p. 105.

n el ngate grooved tooth on the posterior part of the maxillary
on ; oth r teeth subequal. Head plates normal; one loreal. Preaual
, nd ub audal scuta double; scales smooth, with two apical pits.
upil vertical. Hemipenis undivided with bifurcate sulcus spermaticus,
nd numerous pines below and calyces above. The latter present a
fr me rgin to the superior spinous region, that is, the organ is capitate.
TlJi g nus has near allies among the Dipsadine group, to which it
b 1 ng . ifOm Dipsas it is distinguished by the divided preanal plate;
fr m 1 ·imantodes by the double scale-pits, that genus having but one.
1 r m Trimorphodon it differs in the equality of the ungrooved maxillary t eth and the single loreal plate. The greater number of species
f hi
nu are Mexican and Central American, one species (S. annuxtending its range throughout tropical South America. One
nly ha been found on the Rio Grande River, and extends
within ur border . The species are closely allied and are subject to
m ari tion. One only (S. rhombifernrn Gunther) I have not seen,
< n l I give it characters on the authority of Gunther.
All the spei known have but one temporal plate in the first row.
n me of the forms the head is less distinct posteriorly than is
llaracteri tic of the typical genera of this subfamily, giving a coronelJio form and forming a transition to the more fusiform types.
he . anniilat1.im i the only specie which ranges over Brazil; the
other re all Central American (=Mexican).
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The species differ as follows:
I. , uperior labials eight to nine.
a . Scales in 21-25 rows.
Body slender, compressed; scales in twenty-.one rows; preoculars two; dorsal spots small, no postocular band ______ .. - ___ ... S. annulatum Linmeus. 1
Body robust, cylin<l.ric; scales in twenty-one rows; preoculars two; dorsal
spots large, wide; a conspicuous black postorbital band.
S. yucatanense Cope. 2
Ro bust; scales 23-25 rows ; preoculars three; conspicuous dorsal spots, and
postorbital band .. ___ . _. ___ . _...... _.... __ . ___ S. septentrionale Kennicott.
Robust; scales twenty-one; one preocular; numerous transverse black dorsal rhombs, and no lateral spots; top and sides of head black.
S.personatum Cope. 3
Robust; scales twenty-five; loreal longer than deep; brown with yellow
cross bars and black-edged brown tlorsal rhombs .. S. rhombiferwni Gunther. 4
Robust; scales twenty-three; pre.oculars two; loreal square; black with
narrow gray cross bands; a conspicuous postocular band; labials nine.
S.frenatum Cope. 5
a a. Scales in nineteen rows.
Robust; preoculars two; loreal short; parietal quite or nearly touching
postocular; cross bands much wider th.an interspaces; a postocular stripe.
S. nigrofasciatum Gunther.
II. Superior labials seven.
Robust; scales nineteen rows; preoculars two; pale brown, with several
rows of small blackish spots; a blackish half collar above; head paler;
no postocular band .... ·-···· ...............••••. ···--· S.pacificum Cope.
SIBON SEPTENTRIONALE Kennicott.

Sibon septentrionalis COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1892, p. 678.
Dipsas septentrionaliB KENNIC0TT, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Reptiles by Baird, II,
p. 16, pl. 8, fig. 1.
Sibon annulatum Beptentrionale COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 38;
Cat. Batr. Rept. Centr. Amer. Mex., 1887, p . 67.
Leptodira septentrionalis BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 93.

Body moderately slender, very much tapering anteriorly and posteriorly. Tail slender, about one-fifth the total length. Head ovoid,
somewhat depressed, very large, twice as wide posteriorly as the neck.
Crown :flattened, concave behind the eyes; temporal regions much
swollen. Snout obtusely pointed, scarcely more depressed than the
vertical region. Vertical plate pentagonal elongated, broader in front,
concave on the sides. Occipitals triangular, nearly as broad as long.
Superciliaries small. Rostral broader than high. Nasals much larger
than prefontals, two-thfrds as high as long, emarginate above to receive
the exterior edge of prefontals. Loreal smaller than upper preorbitals,
1
Leptodira annulata Gunther, Dipsas annulata Dumeril and Bibron; South America,
Panama, Costa Rica.
~ Sibon annulatum yucatanense Cope1 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p.127; Yucatan, Belize.
3
Leptodira perBonata Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, p. 310; Mazatlan,
Mexico.
4
Leptodira rhombifera Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1872, p. 32.
5
Sibon frenatiim, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, p. 184; J ala.pa, Mexico.
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as lligh as wide. Three preorbitals; the upper more than three times
a large as either of the two lower, its inner angle produced to the
vertical, separating the superciliary and postfrontal. Two 11ostorbitals;
upper largest. Eight upper labials; sixth and seventh · four times as
large as either of the three anterior ones. Ten lower labials ; fifth
and sixth largest. Dorsal scales in twenty-one to twenty.three rows,
narrow, acute posteriorly; first lateral row much the widest.
Body above, with broad, lustrous, brownish-black half rings on a
light-yellowish ground. The black rings six to eight scales wide in the
middle, narrowing very much, or even rounded off, laterally, sometimes
not extending quite to the abdomen. Light intervals, one or two scales

Fig.316.
SIBON SEPTENTRIONALE KENNICOT'r.

= l.

Matamoras, Tamaulipas, Mexico.
Cat. No. 4267 1 U . . N.111.

wid on the vertebral region, widening· to three or four times as much
u r r th abtlom n.
bdomen and lower surface of bead uniform
light yellowi h.
n irregular light occipital ring. Upper labials and
, nt rior part of head browni h, lighter than the dark ·dorsal band.
h lar :t pe ·ie of the genus, r anging from Pauama to Cameron
ouu ty, Te a , inclu ive.
, ibon septentrionale Kennicott.
Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specim

Matamoras, M xiro......... Li utenant Couch . . . . . . . . . . Alcol1olic.
do.
Brownsvill , Texo,1 ...... . .. Captain Van Vliet..........
-----"----C_a_m_r_o_n_c_ouuty, T xa,; .... C.K. Wortheu .............. ,

1

do.

11 .
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SCOLECOPHIS Cope.
Scolecophis COPE, Proc. Aca<l. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 259; 1861, p. 74.-BocouRT,
Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 577.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., III,
1896, p. 210.
Platycranion JAN, Elenco Sist. Ofid., 1863, p. 40.

Cephalic plates normal; a loreal. Anal plates divided.
Two species of this genus are known from the Central American ·
region of the neotropical realm. These are the S. atrocinctus Schlegel,
of the strictly Central American countries, and the S. miohoacanensis 1
Duges, of Mexico proper. To these Bonlenger adds my species, Procinura remula, which I referred to a distinct genus on account of the
tubercular carination of the robust tail. This is very different from the
characteristic of the other species, where the tail is smooth and slender.
However, the value of this character may be for the present problematical, so I provisionally follow the Catalogue of the British Museum.
SCOLECOPHIS lEMULUS Cope.

Scolecophis omiulus BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 212.
Procinura mrnula COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1879, p. 262.

Scales broad, rounded, in fifteen longitudinal series, the median rows
rather smaller than the lateral, of which three rows are equal. Muzzle
projecting beyond the mandible, rounded, the rostral plate visible from

Fig. 317.
SCOLECOPHIS lEl\1ULUS COPE.

=1,

Type.

Batopilas, Chihuahua.
Coll ection of E. D. Cope.

above, presenting an obtuse angle posteriorly. Top of head flat. Prefrontals much wider than long, their external canthal border equal to
that of the internasals. Frontal wide, sending a long angle backward.
Parietals short, wide; temporals 1-2, the first small, as deep as long.
Superior labials seven, all except the first deeper than long, the third
and fourth entering the orbit. Preorbital vertical, narrow, not reaching frontal; postorbitals two, equal and small. Loreal quadrangular.
Inferior labials eight, fourth largest; pregeneials three times as long as
postgeneials and separated from gastrosteges by six rows of scales.
The dorsal carime first appear on the twenty-second transverse row of
scales anterior to the vent, and occupy the median nine series. All the
1 Having examined the typical specimens through the kindness of Dr. Duges,
I can confirm Boulenger's observation that the posterior teeth are grooved. The
groove is shallow, like that of Ogniills acutus.
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caudal erie are keeled, and as they are wider than long, the free apices
of the keel, projecting, give them a depressed pyramidal form. Gastrostege , 148; urosteges, 41.
In the coloration of the body this species is an almost exact repetition of the Elaps fulvius. It is surrounded by wide black rings, which
are broadly bordered with yellow and separated by red interspaces of
twice their width. The scales of the red spaces have each a central
black spot, which is more distinct than in E. fulvius, on the anterior
part of the body, above the sides; posteriorly they are weaker. The
black annuli pass round the beHy, bu.tare all somewhat broken anteriorly. Between them the gastrosteges have black shades. The coloration of the head differs from that of the E. fulvfos in having merely a
large black spot covering the parietal, superciliary, and frontal plates,
and extending round the eye, but not reaching the edge of the lip.
Muzzle and chin unspotted.
·
Measurements.-Total length, 364 mm.; length of rictus oris, 11 mm.;
length of tail, 61 mm.
lthough this curious and handsome serpent so n;mch resembles the
1 laps fulvius, it is not yet known that the two species inhabit the
am r ion.
Thi pe ie is near to Scolecophis atrocinctus, but the peculiar tubercul r c, rin tion of the tail distinguishes it. It inhabits a rocky, mount inou region, and I have lit.tle doubt that this peculiar character
enable the animal to force itself into the earth or beneath stones. The
t il i u el a a fulcrum in pushing agaiust rough and resistant bodies.
T ANTILLA Baird and Girard.
Tantilla BAIR and IRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 131.-C0PE,
J LU. A ad. at. ci. Phila. (2), VIII, 1875, p.143; Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No.

32, 1 7, p. 52; Proc. U. . at. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 597.
Mf.:RJL and BrnRoN, Mero. Acad. Sci., XXIII, 1853, p . 490.t. Col. nak s Brit. Mus., 1858, p. 18.

Ilomalocraniwm

pre d, c ntinuou with the body. Cephalic plates normal.
and po tfrontals two each. Posterior maxillary tooth
w na 1 , nostrils in the anterior plate. No loreal. .An1 ou · p sterior one or two. Eyes below the medium size.
u ·ylindrica.l; tail hort. Scales smooth. Postabdominal
bificl.
nbcaudal all divided.
uu i di tributed throughout the neotropical realm ex9epting
n ian region, Trinidad excepted. Its species are especially
nt in the utral American district. Three species are fouud
n ar tic r 1m. They differ a follows:
I. , uperior labials, six· orbitals, 1-1.
fuzzle produced; preorbital not in contact with superciliary nor nasal; three
longitudinal bands .. _. ___ . __ .... __ .. .. _. _.. ___ T. calarnarina Cope.
fnzzle less produced; preorbi al in contact with supereiliary and nasal; temporal one; three bands .. __ ._ --. - . _.. ____ . ____ T. birnaciuata Cope.
Temp ral two; no bands ... -- . ___ . . . _____ .... ... . T. gracilis Baird and Girard.
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uperior la bin ls, seYen; orbitals, 1-1.
Coloration nniform .................................. .... T.planiceps Rlainville
III. Superior labials, seven; two postorbitals.
a. P ostnasals in contact with preocular, or nE1arly so.
/3. Posterior labials elevat ed, separated from parietals by one temporal.
Form slender; a yellow, black-bordered collar near parietal plates;
below r ed .. __ ......................... _. _....... T. miniata Cope.
/3/3. Posterior labial s elevated, bountled above by two temporals. ·Labials
big lier; first inferior labials separate; black, with wide yellow
collar....... . ..... _.. ___ ..... _...... _....... T. mmsta Giinther.
Frontal narrower; posterior labials higher, body banded.
T. melanocephala Linmeus.
Frontal wider; posterior labials lower; body uniform red. T. rubra Cope.
/3/3/3. Posterior labials low, bounded above b y two temporals.
y. In fer ior labials of first pair in contact with middle line.
Postnasal very small; collar far behind head; body banded; urosteges, 51 .... _..... _.. _......................... T. armillata Cope.
P ostnasal large; collar crossing parietal scuta; body unicolor.
T. coronata Baird and Girard.
yy. Inferior labials separated by symphyseal.
Urosteges, 67; postnasal large, bounded below by :first l abial; a, yellow collar ........ ..... . ....... _...... _........ T. reticulata Cope.
Urosieges, 57; postnasal chiefly bounded by second labial; head
black; no collar ......... _......... _. _..... T. nigriceps Kennicott.
Urosteges, 39; first labial rising to nost,ril; head and body uniform
T. canula Cope.
Urosteges, 25; nasals not interrupted by first upper labial; head
dark with a pale occipital spot .......... T. vermiforniis Hallowell.
aa. Postnasals separated from preocular by a wide space.
Urosteges, 57; unicolor, pale; top of head and collar black.
T.,pallicla Cope.
Urosteges, 66; last upper labial larger than sixth; body above with
black and white h alf-rings ...... T. semicincta Dumeril and Bibron.

Professor Jan 1 describes a T. (Homalocranium) wagneri said to bave
been taken in Florida. It is described as having an entire anal plate,
and does not therefore belong to this genus. It has not been observed
by American naturalists. It is said to have seven superior labia.ls, and
the scales in 15 series. It is reddbh white above, with a black half
color on the nape. This is separated from the dusky top of the bead by
:a white cross band, and there is a white spot behind the eye.
TA.NTILLA GRACILIS Baird and Girard.

Tantilla gracilis BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. Serp. N. Amer., 1853, p. 132.-COPE,
Check-list N. Arner. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.
Homalocraniurngracile B0C0URT, Mission Scient. Mexique, 1883, p. 579, pl. xxxv1,
fig. 5.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., Pt. 15, 1866, pl. 11, fig. 1.
Tantilla hallowellii COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 77.

Anterior and postorbitals one each. Color uniform greenish brown
above, lighter beneath; head darker.
Vertical plate subhexagona1, much shorter than in T. coronata. Post1

Archivio p er la Zoologia, Modena, December, 1861, p. 51.
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frontal s paratcd from the econd upper labial by the postnasal. Nostril in the postmargin of the prenasal. Eyes very small and circular.
nr erciliaries proportioually smaller and narrower than in T. coronata.
On anteorbital and one postorbital, both angular. Mouth deeply
cleft.
pper labials six; :fifth and sixth equal, larger than the rest ;
third aDfl fourth beneath the eye, entering slightly into the orbit anteriorly and posteriorly. Temporal · shields two, narrow and e.longated.
Body lender and subcylindrical, covered above with subrhomboidal or
lliptical and smooth scales, constituting fifteen rows; outer row but
lightly larger than the three or four succeeding rows. Tail very
1 11der.
Ground color uniform greenish brown, lighter beneath. Head darker.
at. No. 4500; rows of scales, 15; upper labials, 6; gastrosteges, 129
45; total length, 144 mm.; tail, 34 mm.

+ 1; urosteges,

The individual on which was based the T. hallowellii differs from the
u ual form in having a longer muzzle, so that the postnasal and vreocular scuta do· not touch, permitting the contact of the postfrontal
and labial scuta. The :first temporal also separates the fourth and
:fifth superior labials more extensively than usual. To the lat,ter
character I :find approaches in sevFig. 318.
TANTll,LA ORACTl,1S flAIRD .AND GIB.ARD.
eral specimens, but the former is
repeated on one side of one speciI>all::u,, Texas.
men
only, which is from San
f'oll,:cUon of E. D. Cope.
Diego, southwestern Texas. I
d , pecies represents only an extreme iudividual varii JI.
o. 21218 there is a small inferior postocular on one side.
Thi
common in Routh western Texas.
Tantilla graoilis Baird and Girard.
'urnlo~<• .,u111h11_r
- •
uf 11 c10

-~

I

:'.:us.

I
u:~~ } : I
I
1500
4750

11
I

156il I
2057
1
155-56
1
21217 }
2
2121
~
22Gi7 ......... .

1

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Inclia11ola, Texas ..•...•..•.• Jc_apt_.G~10!1snco1>_o_p_e_,_u
__ ._s_._.A_. ·. ·. ·_ ·. Alcoholic.
Gilm r, T xas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M
"
do.
do.
Old ~~rt CoTbb .............. E. Palmer .................. .
do.
• an I go, exa ........... W. Taylor ................. .
Eagle Pa s, T xas . . • • . • . . . . A.. chotl .................. .
do.
Cook ounty, Texas ...... .. G. II. Ragsdale .. ........... .
do.
{ Waabin!rton 'onnty, Ar- }
do.
kamias.
S. E. Meek .......... ....... .
Drake, 't. Thomas County, J. Hurter ....•............. .
do.
Mi souri.
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TANTILLA PLANICEPS Blainville.

Tantilla planiceps COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 74.-Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 597.
Colnber planfoeps BLAINVILLE, Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, III, 1834, p. 62,
pl. XXVII, figs. 3, 3a, 3b.
Hornalocraniwn planiceps DUMERIL and BIBR0N, Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 857.Bocomrr, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1883, p. 581, pl. xxxv1, fig. 7.-JAN, Icon. Gen.
Ophid., Pt. 15, pl. n, fig. 2.

Blain ville describes this species as follows:
Uniform reddish above, of a soiled white beneath, with a black patch on the
occiput and the beginning of the neck.
Body slender, rather elongated, cylindrical; head small, depressed, but little
distinct; snout Rhort and elliptical; tail rather long, slender, and very much tapering, one-fourth of the total length. Nostrils lateral, very small, situated in the
middle of the uasal, which is elongated and single. Eyes of medium size. Mouth
broad, considerably cleft; anus far back. C'e phalic plates: two prefrontals and two
postfrontals. No loral. One anterior and one postorbital. Abdominal scutelhe
one hundred and thirty-four, beginning at some distance from the head. SubcaudaI,
fifty-six. Scales broad, convex, very smooth, opalescent, obliquely imbricated.

It was described from specimens ot>tained in Lower California by
Botta. It has not yet come iuto the hands of .American naturalists.
TANTILLA NIGRICEPS Kennicott.

Tantilla nigriceps KE::N"NIC0TT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil:1., 1860, p. 328.-C0PE,
Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 35.
Scolecophis ftirniceps CoPH, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 371.
Homalocranium prceoculum BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., Rept., 1883, p. 582, pl. xxxvr,
fig. 8.

Form more slender and head narrower than in T. gracilis. Frontal
plate more elongate posteriorly, parietalR narrower.
One anteorbital, two postorbitals, the former in contact with loreal. Seven upper labials, the last largest,
the third and fourth entering orbit. Temporals 1-1,
Fig. 319.
TANTILLA NIGBICEPS KENNICOT'l'.
both longer than wide.
X 2.
Color (in alcohol) uniform
Dallas, Texas.
brownish white above,
Collection of E. D. Cope.
lighter beneath. Crown as
far as bell ind the occipitals black, sometimes dark brown; no indication
of a postoccipital black ring, as in T. coronata.
Cat.Nos.

Scales. Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

2039. ------ ·----- ---- -----· 15.
11766 ........ ······ ---- ..... 15.

7.
7.

157
168

+ 1.
+ 1.

39.
66.

295.
312.

54.
79.

The specimens from Fresno, California (Oat. No.1176), represent a dis-
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tin •t variety. The black of the vertex extends on the sides of the head
aero the angle of tbe mouth to a short distance below it. It is
quar ly truncate behind by a narrow pale collar, which is again
followed by a transverse row of brown specks, representing ~he collar
of the T. coronatci. A specimen from the Wichita River, northern
T xa , tbe most northern locality known, ha.s two preoculars on both
ide.
Tantilla nig1·iceps Kennicott.
Number
Ca~loguo of speci•
0
mens.
·
1
1
6
1

4755
2039
11700

15669
19074
15669
22378-80
22386

Locality.

When
collect ed.

Fort Riley, Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gila Ri ver , New Mexico ..... ....... ... ..
Fresno, California . . . . . . . . -, 1879
San Diego, Texas ........................
Fort Huachuca, Arizona ... ..... .. ..... ..
au Diego, Texas ......... ...............
Me::1illa Valloy, New ...............
Mexico.
8an Autonio, Texas . . ....................

From whom r eceived.

Nature of
specimen.

H. Brandt ....•.•..•..••. Alcoholic.
Dr. Tbos. WelJb ..••.....
do.
Gustav Eisen . ......••..
do.
W. Taylor . .............•
do.
Wilcox ................. .
do.
WHliam Taylor .. ...... .
do.
T. D. A. Cockerell ...... .
do.
H. H. and C. S. Brimley ..

do.

Thi pecies is abundant in western Texas.
ourt ha described, nuder a distinct specific name, a speciMr.
m n f thi specie which has abnormally two preocular plates.
TANTILLA CORONATA Baird and Girard.

Tantilla ooronala BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. R ept. N. Amor., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p.
131.- P1t, .Jour. A ad. Nat. Soi. Phila.., 1875, p. 144.
Jfomalocraniurn co1·onatunt BocOURT, Mission Sci. d Mexiqne, Reptiles, 1883, p.
5 9, pl. xxxvu, fig . 5.
Jlomalocraniurn wagnerii JAN, Icon. G6n . Ophid., Pt.14, pl. II, fig. 3.

an orbital, two postorbita]s. Body uniform reddish brown;
ep ch tnut-brown, with a black band acro::;s tue neck above,in
of which i. a narrow lighter space.
Vertical plate hexagonal, anteriorly and posteriorly acute. Occipitals slender, rounded
~ exteriorly. Postfrontals n11gular, excluded
'[fj_ from the orbit, though extending on the
side of the bead. Prefrontals triangular.
Rostral proportionally broad. Nostrils
situated on the posterior margin of the
prenasa1 plate, and visible from above.
ig. 320.
TA ~TIJ, I.. CO IIONA.TA. BA.lRD A.ND
Po tna al elongated, contiguous anteri, IRA.RD.
orly to tbe anteorbital plate, and above
X Z.
to
the postfrontal. Eye rather small,
Mi . i sippi.
circular. Superciliarie proportionately
o. 1 16, U. . . M.
large, angular. Anteorbital one; poRt- .
o, all angular.
Jarg pretemporal shield and two maller
n
hind. Mouth deeply cl ft. Upp r labial s . even, eventh the
larg t, third an d fourth ben ath lie eye. Inferior labials seven, fourth
1,.
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the largest. Mental scutell::e, one pair. Body slender, tail rather short,
tapering t o a point. Scales subelliptical, considerable broader in
ot1ter r ow.
Ground-color of body uu'iform light-reddish brown; light beneath.
llead d eep chestnut-brown; upper part of neck with a blackish-brown
half-rin g, covering three scales in length, between which and the head
a narrow space of the ground-color exists across the tip of the occipitals.
Cat. No . 1875; rows of scales, 15; upper labials, 7; gastrosteges, 143; urosteges,
35; total length, 205 mm. ; tail, 31 mm.

In its distribution this species extends much farther east than any of
its North American congeners. A specimen is in my collection from
Volusia, Lake George, Florida. It is yet rare in museums.
Tantilla ooronata Bai1·d and Girard.

I

Catalogue 1-Ju mbe_r
Locality .
No.
of specimens.
- - - - -- -- - - - - 1 Liberty County, Georgia ....
4868
1 Mississippi. ....... _... . . . . .
1875
1 Clear Water, Florida ... - . . .
12523
Chuluota, Orange County,
22685
F lorida. - ·

From whom r eceived.

Nature of specimen.

Dr. W. L. Jones .. _.......... Alcoholic.
D. C. Lloyd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
S. F. Walker..... . . . . . . . . . . .
do.
Robt . .A.. Mills . .• . . . . • • . . . . .
do.

HOMALOPSINAD.
I. Sulcus of hemipenis undivided; flounced.
Fusiform; internasals distinct; flounces spinous; subcaudals one-rowed,
Urieohis Peters.
Fusiform; internasals and nasals fused; flounces not spinous; subcaudals two. row ed ....... - - _... __ .... ___ ..........•... Stenorhina Dumeril and Bi bron.
II. Sulcus bifurcate ; :flounced.
Hemipenis bifurcate; spines numerous; one in ternasal. ••... _.. Cantoria Girard.
I II. Sulcus bifurcate; not flounced (Hemipenis bifurcate).
a . No tentacles on muzzle.
Spines numerous; one internasal plate; parietals undivided. Homalopsis Kuhl.
Spines numerous ; two internasal plates; parietals subdivided,
·
Cerberus Cuvier.
aa. T entacles on muzzle.
Spines numerou s ; one internasal; parietals undivided .. Herpeton Lacepede.

The above genera are the only ones which I have been able to examine as to their penial characters. I therefore give the following general
synopsis:
"Muzzle with a p air of t entacnlar processes.
One internasal plate; parietals undivided • _•••.•..•..••. __ . Herpeton Lacep ede.
""No tentacular processes.
a . Scales keel ed.
(3. One internasal plate.
.
P arietal plates undivided . _. __ .......•••..••• _.... _• . Homalopsis Kuhl.
(3(3. Two internasal plates.
Parietal plates subdivided . _. _ .•••.••••••• •••••••• _..• Cerberus Cuvier.
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aa. , cales smooth.
(3. ne internasal plate.
y. Gastrosteges with two keels.
Parietal plates subdivided ..................... ...... Hipistes Gray.
yy. Gastrosteges not keeled.
.
Nasal plates in contact behind rostral; eye resting on labial plates,
Hypsirhina Wagler.
a al places in contact; eye bounded below by scales,
1'achyplotus Reinhardt.
asal plates separate; eye on labials .............. . Fordonia Gray.
asal plates separate; eye bounded with scales below,
·
Cantoria Girard.
/3/3. Two internasal plates.
upraorbital and posterior labial plates subdivided; two anals,
Homalophis Peters.
al:!als in contact behind rostral; parietals entire ......... Ferani<t Gray.
Two pairs of prefrontals; nasal plates separate, undivided; eye on
labials; anal double ... ...... .. ................... Heleophis Mi.iller.

The geographical distribution of these genera is East Indian.
The habit of the subfamily is aquatic, and it embraces the fresh.water
nake of all countries. Many of the East Indian forms are partially
marin , living in tide water or on the coast, as Homalopsis, Cerberus,
t . Ilipistes imitate in its appearance the sea snakes, and is often
t k n with them, and with eels, in their nets by the Malay .fishermen.
ll 11> ton inhabit the Cambodia and other rivers of Farther India, a11d
h
g table diet. Most of the other aquatic genera are piscivorus.

PROTEROGLYPHA.
I h ve b en able to examine a limited number of species of this
up rf mily, and mu t therefore present an imperfect synopsis of the

•n ra.
hav xamined enough of the species to affir:m that they
nt variati n of type similar to those seen among the superfami•
alr ady c n idered. All the forms that I have seen have a bifurcate
ul ·u ud all are pinou .
Th r re tbr e familie , as follows:
A p tfrontal boo ; fang grooved .......... ...........•••..••••...•... .•.• NAJIDlE.
o po tfron t 1 bone; fang grooved ...................................... ELAPID.lE .
A po tfront 1 boo ; fang not grooved in front ...........••.......... DENDRASPID1E.

NAJIDlE.
I. Apex of bemipenis mootb, with circular free margin (disciform).
o olid maxillary teeth; subcaudals one.rowed; hem:ipenis bifurcate,
.A canthophis Dau~in.
U. Ap x with calyce ( alyculate).
a . pinou below calyces.
ubcaudal one•r wed; vertebral row enlarged; hemipenis not divided,
Bungarus Daudin.
'nbcaudal two-rowed; vertebral row not enlarged; poison gland far poste•
rior; h mipeni not divided ...................... . .•... .A.deniophis Meyer.
Hemipenis divided; ·al yce not fringed ........ ..... ...•.. Sepedon Merrem.
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aa. Not spinous below calyces.
Hemipenis bifurcate; calyces fringed; anterior ribs elongate; erectile.
Naja Laurenti.
III. Apex papillose.
Hemipenis simple; urosteges one-rowed; rostral normal. .Hoplocephalus Cuvier.

Oausus and Atractaspis are not referred to here, as I showed in 1860
that they are true Solenoglypha.
I now give a synopsis of the genera of Najidm as defined without
penial characters.
I. Grooved teeth behind two perforated teeth on the os maxillare. Head shields
normal ; no loreal; scales smooth; forru fusiform .. - - - - ... - - - . Ogmodon Peters. 1
II. Solid teeth behind the fang on the os maxillare.
A. Loreal plate present.
Subcaudals entire; scales smooth . ___ • __ - .. _- . - - . - _.• _•.. . Denisonia Krefft.
AA. Loreal plate absent.
a. 'The neck with few scales, not extensible.
/J. Subcaudal scuta one-rowed.
y. Scales of vertebral row equal to others.
Nasals two; scales smooth; anal bifid .. _.... Pseudecliis Wagler .
One nasal; scales smooth; anal single ... Hoplocephalus Cuvier. 2
One nasal; scales keeled; anal single. ____ . Tropidechis Gunther.
aa. Scales of vertebral line enlarged.
Scales smooth; two nasals; anal entire .. ___ . Bunga1·us Daudin.
(J(J. Subcaudal scnta two-rowed. ·
y. Scales of vertebral row equal.
Rostral plate normal; two nasals···- .. __ ______ Diemenia Gray. 3
Rostral plate narrow; produced backward above; two n asals
Pseudonaja Gunther.
Rostral wide, prominent, depressed; one nasal
·
·
Furina Dnmeril and Bibron.-1
Rostral normal; one nasal; anal double .... . Cacophis Giinther. 5
yy. Scales of vertebral line enlarged.
Scales smooth._ ................. _·__ . _....... Megmrophis Gray. 6
aa. Neck extensible, covered with more numerous scales.
(J. Anal en t ire; subcaudals two-rowed.
No postparietal plates .... ····-· ..••...•....... .... Naja Laurenti.7
Postparietals present ......•.••.•.......••••. Ophiophagus Giinther.
III. No solid maxillary teeth.
a. Subcaudal scuta in two rows.
/J. Rostral plate much developed.
Rostral free at the sides; scales keeled ....•.. _........ Cyrtophis Smith.
Rostral not free; scales smooth; anal entire ....... Aspidelaps Fitzinger.
Rostral not free; anal entire; two nasals ....... ____ Rhinelaps Giinther.
(J (J. Ros tr al not enlarged.
Scales keelad ......................................... Sepedon Merrem.
Scales smooth ......... - ......... - ................... Gallop his Gunther.
aa. Subcaritlal scutellre in one row.
One nasal; a spine at end of tail. ..... _.•.............. .Acanthophis Daudin.
Labionaris Brocchi.
.A lecto Wagler.
3
Pseudoelaps Dumeril and Bibron. Elapsoidea Bocage. Hemibiinga1·us Peters;
includes Brachysoma triste Giinther.
4 Brachyurophis Giinther.
6 Xenurelaps Giinther.
5
1 Tomyris Eich wald.
Brachysorna Gtinther. Boulengerina Dollo.
J

2
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Tlle geograpllical
fo11 w

ui ' tributiou

Palearc:tic.

Paleotropical.

-

--

of the

pecie

I Neotropical n e-

Ethiopia11.

arctic.

.

of thi

I

Ogm0<lon ------ ------ ·-·- -------- ·------- ·----· · ·-·· --·-·---· -····- ··---· -·---·

family is as

Australian."

~!~!d~~tis.
Hoploce]Jhalus.
Tropidechis.

Bungarus. _____ --·- ·· ··---- -·-· ·--· -- · --· -··· --·-······ -·-··- ·--- .. -····· -·····

·:oie~"a°~{~.- -.... ·- --.

Pseudonaja.
Jfurina.
Cacophis ..•... _ Cacophis.

::tf:::~::::::::: :~~~:: : : : : : : : :: ::::: ::::: :::-~~tii~ii))~ !!~~ ~ !~ ~)~ ~) ~ ~~ ~ ~~
Sepedon .... ____ Rhinelaps.
Call phis_ .... __ ... _........... _.......••.• ---. --- .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . .A.canth op his.

It i to be observed that much the largeRt number of genera belong
to the u tralian realm. The majority of the species belong also to
u tralia the geuu .Denisonia alone including some nineteen species.
h genu Ogmodon with one species belongs to the Fiji Islands only.
nu r peci occurs in the Western Hemisphere, where they
are r pr ented by the Elapidre.
h
ajid , although of an organization inferior to that of the
1 n glyph , embraces some of the most venomous snakes known to
u
uch are the species of Ophiophagus, Naja, and Bungarus,in India,
11d canthophi and Pseudeohis in Australia. The cobra (N aja tripudians
Linn< 'U ) au e more deaths than any other snake, 11ot only because
f th n r y of it venom, but because of its courage and activity.
n u tralia the P ·eudeohis porphyriaous (the black snake) causes more
f: tc liti · than any other. The death adder (Aoanthophis antarotioa) is
a thmg 'r u p cie , but it is less active in its movements. The Ophioplw.gus ,zap f India is the longest venomous snake, reaching a length
f 12 fe t. t i fortunately rare. Many of the smaller Australian
Jid· r not dangerous.
ELAPID2E.

a. Ioternasa.l plate touching the na al laterally.
ne n al plate ...••... - ••....... _......... __ ...... ___ ..... _.. JTermicella Gray.
T, o nasal plate ......... _........ _............... _.......•• • Elaps Schneider.
aa. Intern al reaching first labial plate.
ne na al; no loreal. ........ _............................... __ . Microsoma Jan.

The g nu
ermioella i Au tralian, Elaps is American, and Microsoma i
.frican. The genus Elaps embrace many species, but the -
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otber two genera are repfesented by not more than two species each .
.t'he species are not dangerous, with the exception of a few of t,he
larger species of Elaps.
ELAPS Schneider.
ElapB SCHNEIDER, HistoriaAmphibiorum, II, 1801, p. 289.-DUMJfRIL and BIBRON,
Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 1191.-GuNTHER, Cat. Col. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858,
p. 229.-COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 1, 1875, p. 34.

Maxillary bone without solid teeth behind the perforated tooth.
Cephalic plates normal; rostral not modified. Two nasal plates; no
loreal; oculars few. Scales not keeled, without fossa. Subcaudal scutelhe in two rows; anal plate divided. Pupil a vertical oval. Head little distinct.
This genus embraces from twenty to thirty species of the neotropical
realm, three of which have their principal habitat in the southern portions of the nearctic. They are of rather elongate body and short tail,
and have small eyes. They approximate in general appearance the
Calamarine Colubridrn, so that their discrimination, except on examination of the dentition, from snakes of this group can only be accomplished by experts in species characters. The scutellation of the head
is exactly that of the genus Tantilla. The coloration is brilliant, consisting of red and black, with less yellow, arranged in rings or parts of
rings. The red is generally the ground color, and ·the black rings are
either single or in sets of three. The latter may be much narrower
than the ground color, or may be so wide as to reduce it to very small
proportions (E. semipartitus, E. irnperator). The epidermis is beautifully iridescent, especially on the black spaces. The colors are much
like those of the mineral labradorite, and are probably due to a similar
physical cause, namely, a microscopic lamination of the surface. On
direct and antero-posterior views the color is peacock purple; on transverse views it passes from brassy yellow through brassy green to
maroon and brown. The colors do not appear if the scales are wet.
The bite of some of the larger species, as E. surinamensis and E.
marcgravii, is said to be dangerous, but that of the smaller ones is
innocuous to man and the larger animals.
Three species are found within the limits of the nearctic realm, which
differ as follows:
.L Temporal scales, 1-1; a black ring immediately behind head; internasals much
swaller than prefrontals.
Tail one-seventh to one-eighth total length; black rings wide, covering from 7
to 20 scales; red spaces above and below black-spotted; three or four black
rings on tail; muzzle and chin black ____________ ·----- ______ ______ E,fulvills .
Tail one-seventh total length; black rings narrow, covering 2-3 scales; red
spaces above and below not black-spotted; tail with seven black rings; nose
and chin red ........ ... ... .. ... ........... _.................... _.. E. distans.
II. Temporal scales, 1-2; internasals equal or nearly equal prefrontals; a red ring
immediately behind h eacl .
Tail very short, one-fourteenth total length; black rings 6 or 7 scales wide, with
very wide yellow borders; mterspaces above and b elow unspotted; tail with
two black rings; nose and chin black .•••••.••••.•••••...••••• E. euryxanthua.
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ELAPS FULVIUS Linnreus.

ElapB fulvittB FITZINGER, N. Class. Rept., 1826, p. 61.-H0LBR00K, N. Amer. Herp.,
1st ed., 183 , p. 87, pl. XVIII; 2d ed., III, 1842, p. 49, pl. x .-BAIRD and GIRARD,
Cat. . Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 21.-DUMERJL and BrnR0N, Erp.
Gen., VII, 1854, p. 1215.-GONTHER, Cat. Colubr. Snakes Brit. Mus., 1858, p.
235.-C0PE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 34.
Coluber fiilvius LINN2EUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 381.-GMELIN, Linn. Syst. Nat.,
13th ed. , I, Pt. 3, 1788, p. 1104.
Vipe1·af1dvia HARLAN, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., V, 1827, p. 364.
Elaps tener BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1., Serp., 1853, p. 22.
E. tristis BAIRD a,nd GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 23.

J!'ig. 321.
ELAPS FULYlUS LINN..EUS.

= 1.

South Carolina.
'nt.

o. 88J:l, U.S.N.M.

in fift en longitudinal rows rather wide, a little narrower about
m lian lin . Ilead oval, a little convex laterally; muzzle short,
, i<l · y v ry mall. Rostral plate not prominent, about as high as
wid ( . ·ln lin not ·h for tongue). Internasals about one-third the
iz f th pr froutal . q·ontals wider than superciliaries, with straight
anteri r b r r, an<l posterior apex considerably produced between
p ri tal .
rietal.· bort but longer than wide. Prenasal deeper in
fr n hau po tna al; po tnasal longer, its superior posterior border
d . c nding. Ocular., 1-2; preocular with prefrontal border descending
forward and meeting prefrontal border of nasal; its superior angle
wid Jy removed from the frontal. Superciliary short, truncate anteriorly and po teriorly, but longer than wide. Temporals, 1-1. Superior
labial e n, all higher than long except the eventb, which is as long
high; the eye ver the third and fourth. Inferior labials seven, the
fourth large t. Po tgeneial hort, longer than progeneials.
The tail varies in length from six and two-thirds to eight and one-
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the following 1mmf·o urth t ime iu total leugth. Baird and Gira~d.give
. h
b r: of cutellre an·d measurements, the latter m me es:
Locality.

Gastros teges.

harl e t on, onth Ca,rolina,.. ........... ---- -----Do . _____ .. ____ . ____ . . _. _ .. ___ ...... ____ .. __ .
Do ___ __ _______ . ... . .......... . ..............
au Pedr o of Rio Grnude. ______ ------ ---- ---· ---Tew Brannfelf,, Texas . .. . ____ . . .. - -· · .... ------··
Do . . ...... ...... . . .. _____ ___ .......... . .....

20~.
20:J.
209.
237 +2.
230 +1.
224 +1.

Uros;t.es.

39.
37.
26.
29.
38.

L ength.

28{.
f2i ,
17-t.
17j .
26 ,
22.

T ail.

3½.
2¾.

JJ.

1¾2·

2 ~.

Tlle r ed may be con sidered as the ground color of the body, though"
the black rin gs occupy nearly a~ much space above as the red, so as:
to give the general appearance of a succession of red and black rings.
The yellow is intermediate. The anterior part of the head from the
posterior point of the vertical plate, embracing the orbits, is black, as
is also t he t ip of' the lower jaw. A yellow ring passes across the
occipital region down to the inferior surface of the head, embracing the
space between th e posterior rim of the eye and the a11gle of the month.
Then comes a black riug, covering eight dorsal scales, margined posteriorly with yellow. From this region to the origin of the tail the

Fig. 322.
ELAPS FULYIUS LINNJEUS.

=1.

black and red rings, from fourteen to nineteen in number each, alternate,
being separated from each other by a narrow band of yellow. The black
rings cover seven entire scaleR and two halves, the intermediate red
space five entire scales and two halves, and the yellow either one and
two half-scales or two halves only. Some red spaces may occasionally
cover nine and ten scales. The tail is a1ternate1y black and yellow;
the first caudal ring is black, and embraces ten scales; the second is
yellow, and covers three scales. Two black and two yellow succeed
and cover the same ground. The tip of the tail is black on :five scales.
The tip may he either black or yPllow, for, according to the size, there
are either three or four black rings. Underneath, the -colors are the
same, but dull; occasionally one or more black rings may not surround
the body. The reddish spaces are irregularly blotched witll deep black,
as also sometimes qn the upper surface.
Specimens from western rrexas (Indianola on the Gulf of Mexico and
the Pecos River on the north) differ somewhat from those from farther
east, and furnished the bases for the supposed species E. tener Baird
and Girard. Generally the frontal plate is not wider than the superciliary, but in one specimen it is as wide as in the typical form (Cat. No.
8574). The red spaces are more closely spotted and blotched with
black, the blotch on tbe belly being especially large. The yellow borN.A.T MUS 98--71
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anrl o and a half' r w of cale , while
o, r but on .
pe ·imen from 'ew
point f o1oration (Cat. :ro.4 04 ), and
in p •im 11 fr m Pen a oln, ( at. o. 7 3) and . John River (Cat.
:r-o. . . ) Fl rida, the yellow bord r. are one and a La1f and. eYen two
, l . wi 1 . I do uot find t,he Texan form tor present a s ub ' pecies.
Th number of black ring on the body and tail varies within ratl.Jer
narr w limiL. I give the following account of them as they occur in
fifte 11 • pe im n . The first number repre euts those on the body; the
con<l that on the tail: 11, 3, Cat . .r o. 8574; 12, 3, Cat. Nos. G045, GOSl,
11, ,., ; L, 4 "'at. No . 1135, 480-1, 8230; 13-3, Cat. No. 7776; 13-4, ·Cat.
· 14 4 Cat. O ' . 1142, 4716; 15, 4, Cat. Nos.1120, 10606, 10674;
1G,
o. 9933; 17, 4, Cat. o. 8813.
In oloration the Elcips fulvi1is represents the type with single rings
in approximation to that with triple riug , s ince the black spots of the
~ound color a.re mo ·t dense next tbe yellow borders, thus foreshad.owin narrow rino- at the ' e point , uch as exist in the Elaps lemm·scatiis.
Th Elap . .fulviii ran es from orth Carolina, (exclusive) to the'
rra TeropL da of the tate of Vera ruz, 1exico. A specimeu is in
ati nc l iu. eum from Jalapa.
Jt7aps .ful1:ius Limums.
Lo<'ality.

•l 01

l<'rom who111 r •ceiYed.

Nature of
specimen.

1
l
1
1

Arlington , J+ londa ........ -, ]818 G. Brown Goode . ....... .
asbville, , orgia... .. . . .
pt. 6, 1880 William J. Taylor •.. - · ..
, outh 'arolioa ............ _.. .. .......... Dr. G. A. Moran .. ...... .

cT

~

1
1

w

rkansas. ......... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jnlnpn, 1 xico ........... ...... ..... ....
Chari . ton, Son th CnroliualI...............
Bnruados ................................
Lib rty ou11ty, Georgia.. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
Eutaw, lnbama ............. ... .... .....
om rvill , ·outh Car li11a ...............

~

Bl11ffs) , Ftorir\n.

:::::::::::::Ji.\v:i:edy;;li ·.·.·.·::.::::

I

~

-~~~lJJf~~:~~~~i.c~~::::::::1
= =: mi .~-.~d~~~~~::::::::::::::
'eorgiaoa, ]'loridn . ...... ...•.. . ...•..... William Witt.field

do.
do.
do.
do.
1!0.

<lo.
'fexa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colonel Jewett . .. : : : : : : :
clo.
1 ~ainesville, Florida._. .. _. .. -, 18 O James Bell .......... ... .
do.
l .o.<'t:11p_r Countl, :M1 1 • I···· · ·········· D.C.Lloycl. ........ .... . Alcoholic
type.
·m~PP;;ocl ................... .. ........ . Gen ral Churr.hil l, Alcoholic.

iO
111!1

1135
113i
i 3
5i4

I

rl an!!, Louisiana ... .......... ..... .A cad. of Sci., New Or• .Alcoholic.
lean.
Colonel Kearney ....... .
<10.
RM. D'Oca ............ .
do.
do.
Dr. C. irard ........... .
Prof. Theo. N. Gill.. .... .
do.
Dr. W. L. Jones . ........ .
do .
Prof. A. Winch ell . ..... .
do.
J.C. Mcl:fair ....... . ... .
do.
do.
11icrop1,F1oric1a .. ···-- l ······ ........ Dr. J. H . Bean .......... .
do.
·ainiJ~I:~- Ri ~~r(f);.;;,"g"
·do.

l
1
l
l
1
1
l
1
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l h.tnd.

4
1
1

1;:!i ::::::::::

1702.>-30 . . . . . . • • • •

~~3~ 1::~~~:::::

22699 . . . . . . . . . .

H mp t ad. T xa11 ........ Dec·. 22, 1876 Kn~fie~·and Bean ..... .
'au l;j~~~ to Rio Grand , .......... . ... . ...•.•........... _....... .
1
.'nnF lip ............... ... ............. Ma,'. \V. H . Emory,
. s. .A.
T
Colonel Jewett ......... .
lli;~,
Capt. John Pope, U. S. A.
P nea ola, Florida.........
ng. -, 1874 F. ::;te\·eoson, 0. . .K .••.
Iodiauola, T xas...... . . . . Sept. -, 1874 Capt. Wm. Holden . ..... .
E.R.Park ...... .... ... .
William Wittfield ...... .
William Taylor ...... .. .
'ameron 'ounty, Texas . .. ....... . ..... . C. K. W ortben . ......... .
C. W. Richmond .. ... .. . .
~~~it½fa;f1,01/:;a·. :: : :: :: : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : : Dr. E. A. Mearns ....... .
Fort Ba. eng r , De Soto ..... ... ... ... . R. Ridgway . ...... .... . .
County, Florida.

I

··,;~.-±°~~;~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::

:1~m~~tf~ct~: : : : :::::::::::::::

do.
do .

do .

do.
do.
,lo.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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Dr. Einar Lamn berg writes of this species as he observed it in Florida
a follows:
1

'

This is the only species of Elaps I have found in south Florida, where it is rather
common. It is known under several names, as "coral snake," ."American cobra,"
"garter snake," and "candy stick." It is perhaps tbe most dangerous snake in
Florida, because it is not so much dreaded as the big rattlesnake or moccasin, though
beiug quite as poisonous. As the last mentioned names show, it is regarded as a
"pretty little snake." Few people know or believe that it is poisonous, it looks so
harmless, and as a consequence they catch it and handle it rather roughly; the snake
gets angry, bites, and a human life is enJ.angered. I know personally of-such a case.
A Swede at Oakland, Orange Couuty, fonnJ. an Elaps, and because of its beautiful
color be caught it and tried to put it into a bottle of alcohol. The snake bit him,
but the wournl was not large, and as it did not swell he did not care much about it
at first. After a while be was taken very sick, went to. becl, asked for a physician,
and drank whisky; but it was then too late. He died the next morning, abont
twelve hours after the snake nad bitten him. During the last hours he was unconcious, bnt before that he suffered most excruciating pains. I ha Ye heard of several
other cases of boys dying from an Elaps bite.
In other cases people h ave been bitten by an Elaps f1tlvi11s without suffering from
it in any way, but I s uppose that in such cases the Elaps had -not been able to inject
any poi son into the wound, as it has a rather small month. However th~t may be,
I can not agree with Cope that the bite "of the smaller ones (meaning smaller spe- .
cies of Elaps) is innocuous to man and the larger animals." It is to be observed that
the Elaps bites differently from the Crotalids and Viperids. The latter snake throws
its head forward in striking, and draws it back ngain immediately. The Elaps
fulz:iu s I have seen and hea rd about have acted in an entirely different manner. The
poor Swede above mentioned had to pull the snake from the wound, and other specimens that I had induced to bite into sti~ks kept the stick in the month for a good
while. This habit probably signifies an intention to press as nincb poison as possible into the wound, which makes the snake tlie more dangerons. Elap s fulvius is,
however, a good-natured snake, and it does not bite unless it is very much provoked.
lf not handled too roughly, an Elaps may be allowed to crawl on one's hands from
on e to the other. I have al1owed it myselt once, but I hardly think I would do it
over again, and woulcl not advise anybod y else to try it.
I have found Elap fulvius nuder logs, and digging in the ground ns well ns crawling about on the surface, but I think it prefers dry land.
The largest Rpecimen I have seen was from Oaklanll, Orange Cou11ty, and measnrecl exactly 1 m. from the tip of the nose to the anus, and the tail was 90 mm. This
big specimen had fourteen black rings on the body an(l three on the tail. Other
specimens have but twelve black rings on the body and three on the tail, but one of
tbese bas four on the tail. The yellow rings cover from one to two rows of scales.
ELAPS DISTANS Kennicott.
Elaps clistans KENNI COTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p . 338.-COPE, Check-

list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 34.

Body slender, with very narrow black rin gs, four or five scales in
w·idtb, separated by intervals, three or four time~ as wide, of browni~h
or reddisb , entirely nnspotted. · No light ring:-- Reparating the red :mrl
black ones. Upper lip and jaw wholly without black, and tbe tip of
nose light.
Body very slender; tHil one-seventh the length (seven a11d on e-third
t

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1 94, p. 334.
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tim · in the total in at. o. 26 ·-). Dor-al cale small. Plates of the
u rally lar · r than in E . euryxantlm ; ro ·tral broad and not as
high c in the ame. Interna al rather 'inall, and lightly elongated
l t rally· pr fr ntal large, pentagonal, a broad a long. Superciliaries
• quadrangular, elongated, narrow. Frontal pentagonal, rather large,
bu narr w, he pointed posterior extremity in erted between the occipital , in E.f1tlvi1.t .
he grouu l color of the body in the alcoholic Rpecimen is reddish
brown, probably brighter reel in life, with twelve to fourteen very narr w bla k ring from head to anu . At the edges of the black rings
th r deli h olor becomes indistinctly lighter for haif a scale, but there
i now 11-defined light ring borderiug the black as in the other species.
Ou th tail are five to even broad black bauds separated. Ly narrow
li ht rino- . The anterior part of tbe head back to the middle of the
o ipital and the upper jaw to the fourth labial is l>lack, but this
lord · n
xtend 011 the lower jaw at all, and the lower edge of the
ro tral and upper labial i light. Ou the posterior part of the head is

Fig. 323.
DI 'TANS RENNICOTT.

ELAP

X 1.5.
at.

o. 265, U . . N.M .
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the black and red ones will form a striking cbaracter. The color of the
light occipital ring aud of the light rings on the tail is probably yellow
or white in life.
·
The characters which distinguish this species from tlle Elaps fuli,ius
are tllose of color only, as in structural characters the two are idei1tical. Many of the species of the genus differ in such characters only,
and they are often very constant. The present species displays equal
constancy in the known individuals.
Elaps distans Kennicott.

I Number
Catn;ogue of speci:No.
I mens. ·
--836!) I

1

Locality.

From whom recei,ed.

Nature of specimen.

Volusia, Florida ............ Prof. F. B. Meek ............ Alcoholic.

The specimen alleged by Dr. Yarrow 1 to have been sent from Chihuahua, Mexico, belougs to the E. euryxanthus. ·
ELA. PS EURYXANTH U S K ennicott.

Elaps euryxanthus KE" "IC01'1', Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 337. -COPE,
Check-list N. Amer . .Batr. Rept., 1875, p . 34; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIY, 1892,
p. 681.

Head very small, not wider than the neck; entirely black as far l>ack
as the angles of the mouth. Body banded alternately-with black a11d
light red, separated by narrow rings of creamy white, all the ba11d s
immaculate. First broad ring behind the occiput red iustead of black
as in the other species.
Body rather stout, but less so thap.
in E. fulvius. Dorsal scales in fif.
teen rows, large. Plates of the head
small, except the rostral, which is
higher than loug, aud extends upward between the prefrontals. Jn.
Fig . .324.
ternas;als elougated laterally; more
:ELAPS EURYXANTHUS KENNIGOTT.
so than i.n E. fulvius. Prefrolitals
X 1.5.
smalJ, elongated laterally; superFort Whipple, Arizona.
ciliary as wide as loug, truucate
Cat. No. 8949, U.S.N.M.
behind. Frontal very small and
narrow, subhexagoual, pointed anteriorly, elongated and tapering
posteriorly. It enters but slightly between the parietals. Parietals
mall, wide, but longer than wide; the anterior edge square, very sliglltly
uotcbed for the vertical. Prenasal deeper tllan long; postnasal with a
border for the preocular. Oculars 1-2; temporals 1-2. Seven labials
above; all higher than loug, the seventh very short. Tail very short,
one fourteenth of total length.
1

Check-list, p. 82.
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" b f r 1 art f tll head i bla k, but the black in tea<l of passing
fi rwar 1 fr m the ant rior part of th occipital to near the eye aud
tliu: 1 ~wing th tllr 1 o teri r Jal.lie l yellow, a in E. fulv'i'tts and E.
di. tan: in oh· · n arly tli whole of tlie o ·cipital' and passes backwar 1 ntirel behind the aui:,·Ie of the mouth, and involves the whole
f th loYr r jaw to bel.li11d the po terior labial, leaving a broad emargiuati 11 iu the ulack ou tlie occiput, in tlle bottom of which emarginati u ar
en the white po terior tips of the occipitals. Behiud this is
a •r amy-wl.iite ring (probably yellow in life) 1 which is situated more
o t riorly than iu E . jit,lviu.-1, and involves only the ro~terior tip of the
o •cipital and uoue of the la,bial ' . .N ex.t behind this white riug, instead
of a black ring a ' in the other :pecies, is a broad light. brick red one
involvin · el ven cale . A creamy-wllite riug three aJHl n, half scales
wi l , I arate, tl1i fir.-t red riug· from u, black one eight scales in width.
B hind tl.i.i arc alternate immaculate black and red riugs seven or eigltt
al wid and :epal'atetl by white rings three to three and a half
'there are eleven black and eleven red rings on the
y twice a. many white one~. The tail is ringed with
with ut auy red. All tlle riugs run entirely around
ame
I r and are wholly without pots above and
1 w.
h plat , f th h ad and peculiar tyle of colorll,t iou in this
tr 11 l · m, rk d r ci can uot l>e mistake11. Tl.te tllree colors, each
i11nu.wul t
I · y, and cl ar, form a, triking contrast, alld the red is
pr bal>ly l>ri ·ht , r111i11 in life, tltu atl'ortli11g ihe most beautiful colra ion p .· .- l lJy any orth merieau :nake.
h' pr p rti 11 of th head plate iu tlli' pecie are very different
frou what is l> rve i in E. fitlvius a11cl otll r speeies, and mark it as
r th m :t \Ii tin t pe ·ie of the genu . It ·· geographic range
l> yond which it ha uot beeu found.
Elaps e111·yxcwlh1t8 J1en 11icott.
Locality.
11:?:?

oil
Wh·t nd.

'

I''rom w I10m r ce1vec
•
1.

···············1Dr. Tbos. Webb.·-······

l

."011orn. :ir xicl) ....... ... .

:ili6

} ' t.ib~~~~ ·r..,a·!;ci: · ·r:.~~~~;.- ·A~·;: 2:i: is1a· ~.~. -~~frst~~ei;: u:s:i:/

OJ~

I

California.
For "hippie,

11:n

tl:fil ::: /

rizona . . .. .............. E. l'alrol'r . . ............ .

5:t;fl1;'ji:~t·:

~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~ ,

g,rt••••:•••:::

ar aw
ill, .:iI xi<'au . .... . .. ....... Dr. E. A.~l earus ....... .
boun,lary Jin , A.rizoua. 1
2".Htlt • • • • • • •.. . Fort Bowi , adzoua...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
. '. Department of
.Agliculture.

I

Nat1.1re of
Ispecimen.

Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

---------'

ent me a pecimen of this speon the Gulf of alifornia. The
River referred to this
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DENDRASPIPID18.
The single geµus of this family is characterized as follows:
t-,u lcus lJifurcate; hemipenis simple, calyculate, becoming spinous at middle; no
teeth behind fang; -attenuate ....._............... ~ ........... Dendraspis Schlegel.

This family includes a h,1 l f dozeu or so of species of the Ethiopian
realm. They are of arboreal habits, of green colors, and of elougate
fo rm. Their bites are dangerous to men.
PLAT'YCERCA.

But one family, the HydrophidIB, is included in this subdivision. I
have been able to examine but two genera, Hydrus and Hytlroplds.
Specimens of Platurus at my disposal are all females. ·
H t-mi penis undivided, spinous to ape:s:, where it is papillose. ___ .. Hydrophis Daudin.
11 emipenis bifurcate, spinous to apex ......................... _.. Hydrus Schneider.

From natural characters the genera are defined as follows. The table
is mostly compiled from Gunther, in the Reptiles of British India:
I. Gastros teges wide, flat.
Two "pairs of frontal shields ........ ____ .... _................ Platttrus Latreille.
II. Gastrosteges wide, with two keels.
·
Scales imbricate; one nasal .................. - ....... _.... .dipysurus Lacepede.
Top of h ead scaly; two nasals __ .. __. ~ ...... .... . . Pelagophis Peters and Doria.
III. Gastrosteges narrow, rudimentary, or absent.
* Nasals separatecl by frontals.
Gastrosteges distinct to vent ........ - ..... _...... ...... .. Distira Lacepetle.
** Nasals contigu_ous.
·
Heall covered with scales b ehind_ ........... ..d.calyptus Durneril an<l Bibron.
Head short, entirely s!Jiel<led; no symphyseal notdL. ~ .. Hydrophis Daudiu.
Head moderate, entirely shielded; a, deep symphyseal notch
Enltyi:trina Gray.
_Snout long, spatulate .......... -....... .. -- ...... ___ . _·_.. .. ,.Hydrus Shaw.

The species of tlJis famiiy are aquatic and marine in habitat, aud
they are fouud in the seas bounding the Paleotropical and Australian
realms. One species-the Hydrus bicolor-extends its range across the
Pacific Ocean and to the coasts of South and Central America, extending as far south as Peru and llortll to Mazatlan, Mexico. It has not
been yet found. on the coasts of the United States. Admiral McCauley,
U. S. N., iuforms me that lie bas sailed through shoals of sea snakes,
probably Bydrus bicolor, off the coast of Peru. The genus Hydrophi;
is represented by a considerable number of species, while those of the
other genera are less numerous. They are mostly dangerous to men
who venture into the water whicll they inhabit. The species of
Platurus are more terrestrial in their habits and are sometimes found
far from tlrn coast. The other species only leave the water to deposit
their eggs.
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OLENOGLYPHA.

Th familie of thi

uborder are defined a follows:

.. !axillary l,on not xcaYated · fang not grooved in front; no postfrontal hone
ATRACTA , PIDIDJE Giinther.
faxillary bone not excavat d; fang grooved in front; a postfrontal bone
'
·
CAUSIDJE Cope.
Maxillary not excavated; fang not grooved in front; n. postfroutal bone
.
YIPERIDJE Gray.
faxillarr bone excavated b~, a deep fossa, which open externally; fang not grooved
in front· a postfrontal bone ... ................................ CROTALIDJE Gray.

The penial characters of thff olenoglypha are like those of the more
I •ialized members of the Colubridm, and va~y iu the same way,
xc pt that the ulcus and the organ are always bifurcate.
TRACTA.SPIDID.LE.
Th , enera of thi family are the following:
r t eg• one-rowed; anal entire .......................... ...... Atractaspis, mith.
r ·t , m r or 1
two-rowed; anal divid cl .................. Clothelaps Cope. 1

Tb ouly 'peci in which the hernipenis i known is the Atractaspis
·orp11l nt1t Hall w 11. Iler_e the sulcu and entire organ are furcate, aud ,
:pi n u t n ar th:. extremity. The latter i furnished with wrinkled
]. min;v which inclo e a fi ,w irregular .calyce at the apex, aud below
h
ar tr n ver' fartbe 't from the ulcus, and longitndiual nearest
t it. Th , 1 iue: ar iu longitudinal serie . The only species examin cl (R . l'orpulentwn Ilallowell) i not deeply bifurcate, and the bifurcation '>f' th
nlcu · rr pond with that of tbe orgau.
• ,,, ·rnl 1 i of Atracla :pis are kuown from Africa. They are
gro11u<l :nak : of mall and medium ize and of dark color.. They
l1a,· h \ ~ rm f om
alamarian genera, with in<li 'tin ct head and tail
a1Hl .·mall y :. Th y ar 11 t reported to be dangerous.
'A SID~ .

1

Typ .dtractaspis ltilrlebrancltii P ter · e ond speci

A. congica Peter .

1129 .
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The characters are _in geueral Jike those of the typica,l Solenoglypha.
The geuera of Causidre are Ethiopian; except A zeniioph-is, which is
Indian, but bas 1fot been found out of 1~artber India. There are three
species of Oausus, · and one each of the other genera. The African ·
genera ar.e Xenodon-Iike in form, and of terrestrial habits, and the species of Oausus are generally distributed in Africa. None of the species
of the fa mily reach a large size.
•

VJPERID.,,E.
I. Urosteges two-rowed.
a. Apex of hemipenis calyculate.
No flounces; calyces d eeply fringed .. ____ - . ____ .. __ ... ____ Vipera Laurenti.
" N ostral between three plates" Gtinther . _.. ______ ........... Daboia Gray.
No flounces, calyces moderately fringed; nostril surrounded by scales and
a supranasal; no eupraocul~r nor nasal horns ..... . ........... Bit-is Gray.
Flounced, spines below flounces; apex with calyces not fringed; nostril surrounded by scales and a supranasal, some of which are produced into
horns ................................. ·...................... Clotho Gray.
a a. Apex of hemipenis spinous .
.Kostril surrounded by scales and a nasal; horn-like supraocular scales
Cerastes Wagler.
II. Urosteges one-rowed.
Body and tail cylindrical ................................ _..... . Echis Merrem.
Body antl tail compressed and prehensile ........................ . .Atheri.s Cope.

I am unacquainted with the penial structure of the last two genera.
The Viperidre are restricted to the Old World; that is, to the Palearctic, Paleotropical, and Ethiopian regions. 'fhe genera are distributed as follows:
Pal earctic.

Paleotropical. -~

Ethiopian.

Vipera .... .............. .. . . : . . . . . . . . . Daboia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cerastes.
Bit.is.
Clotho.
F.chis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Echis.
Atheris .

The genera Yipera and Gerastes approach close to the confines of the
Paleotropical iu western Asia. Africa bas the greatest number and
the most formidable species. Tbe best known are the puff adder, Bitis
arietans, and the rLinoceros vipers, Clotho rhinoceros and 0. nasicornis.
These are large and br_ightly-colored snakes, of most dangerous character. The two Indian species are even better known for the fatalities
they occasion. These are the Daboi~t russellii, or Ticpolonga, and the
Echis car-ina.ta, or Krait. The Daboia is a robust snake of medium
size, handsomely omamented with a pattern of large spots in brown
and yellow. The Krait i a very small snake of a ligb t brown, with pale
_spots and delicate liues marking the keels of the · scales on the back.
By reason of its small size it is easily overlooked, and as it is extremely
venomou~, it causes many deatb.s in I11dia. It makes a scraping or
ru tli11g- 110i~e hy folding itself and rubbing tbe scales of its body
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are terrestrial. Lachesis includes a few species of large size, and the
caudal apex is much produced in anticipation of the rattle of the true
rattlesnakes. In .Ancistrodon we have robust species of the ground,
the .A. piscivorits being, however, largely aquatic in habit. It is one
of the largest of the family. Sistrnrus includes a few rather small
species, which prepare the way for the true rattlesnakes. The latter
are principally abundant in species in North _America and northern Mexico. The heaviest of all venomous snakes is the Orotalus
a.clamante'l{s of the southern regions of North .America, which attains a
length of 8 feet. Its bite is generally fatal. Other large and dangerous species are the 0. molossus of the United States aud Mexican
boundary region, and the 0 . durissits, which inhabits the warmer regions
of the N <.'otropical realm.
Two snbfamilies are readily distingui~hable, namely:
Nojointeu epiuerrual caudal appendix. ___________ _-----···-· · · .. . . ______ Lachesinw.
A jointed epidermal strncture at the extremity of the tail ........... . .. . . Crotalium.
LACHESIN..1:1:Ll.

The genera of this subfamily are as follows:
a. Urostege!:! two-ro,,·ed.
Top ofhea<l. 8caled; urosteges four-rowed at end; a caudal spine . . Lachesis Wagler.
Like Lachesis, but n, spinous scale over the eye ............ __ . _. Ophryacus Cope.
Top of hea<l. with large imbricate shield-like scales ...... __ . Peltopelo1· Gunther.
Top of muzzle scaled; rest of head shielded . ... . __ __.......... _.. Hypnale Cope.
Top of h~ad with nine shieltls; scales carinate. _. _... _... T1·igonocephalus Oppel.
Top of head with nine shields; scales smooth ......... . . _... Calloselasma Cope.t
aa. Urosteges one-rowed.
Body and tail cylintlric, not prehensile; head scaly .......... Botlwiopsis Peters.
Body and tail compressed, prehensile; head scaly; sca,l~s normal,
Bothriechis Peters.
Body and tail compressed, prehensile; head scaly; a row of scales outside the
superciliary shield. __ .. _...... _.... __ . _.. ___ .... _. _.. _... __ . Teleuraspis Cope.
Body and tail not prehensile; nine normal head-shields .. Ancistroclon BeauYois.

The genera of the above series which I have examined are Oophfos,
Ophrycwus, Bothriopsis, Teleitrasp·is, Ancistrodon. In all the hemipenis
is calyculate, excepting iu Ancistrodon, wlJich is flounced, with a, tendeucy to form ealyces opposite tbe sulcus in A. piscivorits.
ANCISTRODON Beauvois.
Ancistrodon BAIRD, Serpents N. Y., 1854, p. 13.-COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ·
18,59, p. 336; . Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Hept., 1875, p. 34.
Agkistrodon; BEAUVOis, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1799, p. 381.-BAIRD and
GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 17.-COPE, Bull. U.S. Nat.
~Jus., No. 32, 1887, p. 63.
Gene/iris DAUDIN, Hi::;t. Nat. Reptiles, V, 1803 p . 358.-WAGLER, Nat. Syst.
Amphib., 1830, p. 175.
'
Toxicophis TROOST, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., III, 1833, p. 180.-BAIRD and
GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p . 19.
1

Leiolepis Dumeril and Bibron, not of Cuvier.
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rattl . Body and tail
of which belong to the
They

... eotropical genus Lachesis.
' .dncistrodonbilinealu s 'ii nther,Ann.Mag. r-at.Hi t., (3) XII1 1863 p.364. TheU. .
r-ati nal 1u um p
. e. w pecim n from Tebuantepec (west side), :Mexico,
from 1'ran i .'umid1ra t. The large i eqnal to au average-sized Ancistroclo11 contorlri.r.
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ANCISTRODON PISCIVORUS Lacepede.

Ancistrodon pisoironts COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1859, p. 336; Check-list
N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 34.
Crotalus piscivorus LACEPEDE, Hist. Serp. 1 II, 1787, p. 424.
Scytalus piscii·orus LATREILLE , Hist. Nat. Reptiles, llI, 1801, p. 163.
Natrix piscirorus .MERREJ\I, T entam en, 1820, p. 131.
Coluber aquaticus SnAw, Gen. Zool. , III, 1802, p. 425, pl. 3 (from Catesl>y's ·wat er
Viper, Carol., II, 1754, pl. XLill).-DAUDIN, Hist. Rept., V, 1803, p. 3-1-4.HARLAN, .Med. Phys. Res .. 1835, p. 129.
Trigo11ocepha l11 s pisci-vorus HOLJ:HWOK, N. Amer. Herp ., III, 1842, p. 33, pl. v 11.DUJ\I:ERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen ., VII, 1854, p. 1'192.
Toxicophis pisci-vorus BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1., Serp., 1853,
p. 19.

No superior loreal. Inferior wall of orbit bounded by third labial;
twenty-ffre dorsal rows of scales. Dark chestnut-brown, with indh,t inct vertical dark bars. Liue from superciliary along- tlrn edge of tlie
bead through the middle of the temporal scales. A second liue, from
the lowest point of the orbit, parallel to the first; across the superior
labial plates.
Scales all wide and stron gly keeled, including those on the sides
and back of head, except tlrn inferior row of temporals, which are
smooth. First row of dorsal scales with weaker keels than other 1 ows.
Two nasal plates with the nostrils uetweeu them, the anterior deeper,
the posterior longer. Internasals two, oue above t.he other; the upper
extending from the eye to the posterior nasal, tlie lower linear and
forming the upper wall of the pit. Lower and posterior wall of pit
constituted by a narrow plate (inferior loreal) resting along the third
labial and terminating on the second. Second superior labial elevated,
forming the anterior border of the maxillary fossa and of its superior
anterior angle, the largest narrowing upward, and third lauial constituting the inferior wall of the orbit, of which three scales form the
posterior wall. Upper labials eight, large and broad; the first and
eighth longer than high, tl.ie others higher than long; lower labials
eleven, fifth largest; seventh to tenth deeper than long. Postgeneials
much shorter than pregeneials, separated by two scales. Parietals suc:
ceeded each by a triangular plate, which is rather ' maller than an internasal. Temporals 6-5, 5-4, 6-5, the inferior row muclt tlte largest.
General color dark chestnut brown, with darker markings. Head
above, purplish black. An obsolete chestnut-brown streak passes from
tile posterior end of the superciliary along· the upper edge of the
bead through the middle of the second row of suprnlabial scales. A
narrow yellowish-white line passes from the third labial, or begins just
below the lowest part of the orbit, and passes backward parallel with
the fir t stripe on the ide of the neck, where it is confluent with the
yellowish white of the throat. On tlie lower labials are three short,
nearly vertical light l>ars on the fourth, sixth, and seventh; the rest of
the jaw itself, as well as the interval betweeu tlrn stripes on the sides
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f tweut or thirty narrow Yertical pnral wide.
f tlrn e . ometirnes two contl1 ,·ame. ide are united above into an arch,
r of wliich i rather du kier tllan the gronnd
color; at othern corre~pon<ling
l>ar from tlie opposite sides unite
and form lialf-ring , eneircli11g tlle
bocly; ometimes tbere is -a lighter
,·lia<le bordering the <lark bars.
Beneatl1 black, blotched with yellowish white.
Baird and Girard record a speci~
men from Prairie Mer Rouge,
Loui ' iana, which had 140 gastrostege , 2± ingle and 2:i.. donble
uro, terres.
Jltea, urements.-Length,
inches; tail, 3~ inches.
(;at.

No . Gnstrost ·ges. Urosteges. Lengt h. Tail.
•m 11i.
mm.

834 ..

6248.

134+1.
132 1.

+

14+ 33.
33+ 13.

1120,

150.

1135.

167.

z

In ome specimen s from western

A

c T xa the superior labial plates

0
0

c::

~

0

z
1

have a light anterior position at
tl1e expen e of tbe second, which
i omewllat 11arrowed, especially
towar(l the labial border. In one
pecimen ( at. o. 822) this plate
i ' a triaugle with tbe apex downward, which does not reach the
labial border. In another it enters
the l>or<l r by ;:i, narrower edge than
in ypical forrrn~. The character i
tbn variable. 'rbe same displacem nt of the labial s bring the
fourth labial into the border of tile
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Austroriparian region, Laving a range about equivalent to tliat of the
Siren lacertinci, au~ thus chai:acterizing the region. It extends from
southeast Virginia to the Rio Grande and throughout Florida. It
ascends the Mississippi to middle Illinois and the Ohio to the Wabash
River. it inhabits swamps and the borders of water courses, and
catches fishes with ease. It generally seeks the water on being disturberl, but will tum on the pursuer if cornered. Its bite is very dangerous. When about tq strike it displays tbe white interior of its
mouth for a, short time; hence the name "cotton mouth." Iu spite of
its size and dangerous character fatalities from its bite are less frequent than those occurriug from the bites of other Crotalid::e which
inhabit places more used by man.
Ancistrodon pisoirorus Lacepede.
Number
Catalo 0er ue of
specimens.
No.
6248

l

833

2

809
817

1

819
824
825
9006
10551
10441
10442
808

1
1
1
1
1
1

9097

l

10679
10734
10702
10~88
4262

2

l

4~i~ I

Locality.

When
collected.

Nature of
spec~men.

From whom received. ·

Newbern, North Caro- -····-·····-··- -···-················ · ···- Alcoholic.
lina.
New Orleans, Louisiana. __ .. __ .. ________ .A.cad. Nat. Sci., New Orclo.
leans.
do.
Charleston, South Caro- ····••··-·-···· ··,··········-··· .... . .. .
Jina.
St. Simon's Island, Geor- .......... _... _ J.P. Postell ............ .
do.
gia.
Fort Smith, Arkansas .................. .- Dr. B. F. ·SJrnmard_ ..... .
do.
Union County, Illinois. - ................. R Kennicott ...... . .... .
do.
do.
····-do······-······ · ·----··-----··-·-·-·· ..... do ............••.....
Montgomery, Alabama . _. May -, 1877 Kum lien and Bean ..... .
do .
Gainesville, Florida ...... A pr. 18, 1881 James Bell ............. .
rlo.
..... do ........ _........... May -, 1880 ..... do .................. .
do.
..•.. do ...... :. _... _..... _. May -, 1880 . _•. -do .................. .
do.
Prairie Mer Ronge, Lonisi•/ · ..... _....... _ J. Fairie .............. _..
do.
ana.
Wilmiugton, North Caro- -···. __ __ .................. _............ .
do.
lina.
·
Clearwater, Florida ....... -, 1879 S. T. Walker ........... .
do. ·
do.
..... do-······ ··· ·········· July 14,1879 -·-·-do-········~········
Gainesville, Florida . ·-. - - - ..... _. -...... James Bell ......... _. __ .
do.
do .
- ···-clo ·-----·--··--·-····· July -,1880 .... . do·-----------·······
Indianola, T exas ..... - _- . _- -... ___ .. _. __ Col. J .D. Graham, U .S.A_
do.
Near oi 0 latitude. __ ·-. __ .. -·· ... ____ _... Capt. John Pope, U.S. A_
do.
1
do.

i
17968. , ......... . ~~t :r1!i~~9i~'~!~!~~:::::: :::::: :: ::::::: t:lct~~:::::: :::::::: ::
19056 .... _.... . MolJjJe, Alabama ........................ Julius Hurter._._ ...... .

rlo

do.

ANCISTRODON CONTORTRIX . Linnreus.
Ancistroclon contortrix BAIRD, Serp. N. Y., 1854, p.13.-COPE, Cl1eck-list N. Amer:

Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 34.
Aglcistrodon co11 tortrix BAIRD a11d GrnA1m, Cat. N. Arner. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853;

p. 17.
11oa co11tortrix LINNiEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, 1'· 373.-GivrnLIN, Linn. Syst. Nat.,

13th ed., I, 1788, Pt. 3, p. 1082.

·

Agkistrodon rnolceson PAL. DE BEAUV01s, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1799, p. 381.
Cench ris mokeson DAUDIN, Rept., V, 1853, p. 358, pl. XL, :fig. 3.-HARLAN, Med.

Phys. Res., 1835, p. 128.

_

cytalils c1ipreus RAFINESQUE, Amer. Journ. Arts. Sc i. , I, 1834, p. 85.-HARLAN,

Med. Phyi:!. Res., 183\ p. 130.

.

Trigonocephalus cencltriR 'cHLEGEL, Ess. Phys. Serpeus, II, 1837, p. 553, pl. xx,

:figs. 10, 11.

-

Trigonocephalii8 contortrix HOLBROOK, N. Arner. Herpt., III, 1842.z p. 39, pl. vm.-

Du;-.r:fanL and

BIBROK,

Erp. Gen., VII, 1854, p. 1494.

·
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Rostral

~ -' ~ - '

Fig.3..:6.
ol\. NCI TRODON CONTO HTRIX LINNJEU ' .

= 1.
nt. No. 13-150, U .. N.)l.

middle preocular above. Third labial subtriP tocular cale three, nbocnlars two, all small. Tempo1. · ;;_n all mo tu.; tho e f the inferior row a little smaller than the
ia1 · th r w u · · cling upward a little maller, the rest quite small.
, l : Jf b cciput aud uape ' mall, the former smooth, the latter
l d. luf ri r labial teu, fourth laro-est; those following
n ial very hort, the po terior borter and sepa-

an ,,u]ar.

n ty-thre.e row .' aud all are keeled, but the
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abdominal scutellm, and suddenly contracting abou t the middle of t he
side, .so as somewhat to resemble an inverted Y. These blotches extend
to the vertebral line, where they may be truncated or end in a rounded
apex. Generally those of opposite sides alternate with each ·o ther, but
frequently they are confluent above, forming continuous bands. They
are so disposed that the fotervals between the successive blotches are
pretty much of the same shape and size, though inverted. The centers
of the blotches are lighter; in some cases so much so as greatly to
increase the Y-shaped rese~blance. Color beneath dull yellowish, with
a series of distinct large dark blotches, 35-45 in number, on each side.
Cltin and throat unspotted. Sides of bead cream color; the line of
demarcation very distinct; this passes along the upper edge of the
head, in front of the eye, and involving the lower three-fourths of the
orbit, intersects the middle of the second postorbital plate (counting
from above), and extends along the first row above the labials to the
posterior edge of the last labial; the line then comes back through the
middle of the lower labial range, where it iR marked by a narrow black
line. Rostral of the same color. A small areolatecl dark spot near the
inner edge of each occipital plate.
Baird and Girard give the following scutal formulrn and dimensions,
the latter in inches:
·
Loc::ility.

Gastrosteges . Urosteges.

Cleveland, 01.iio. __ ..... __ ...•......... ~-Do .. - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foxburg, Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .. - ____ .........•••..•.• _ . • . . . . . • . .
Do .. - •• _. - - - - ... - .••••• -.•••. -. - . -. • .
Carlisle, Pennsylvania---·······-···-····
Do - . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charleston, South Carolina ... _...........
Prairie Mer Rouge, Louisiana .. _. . . . . . . . .
Do ............. - . - . - ..........•.... _.
Between Indianola and San Antonio 1 _ . . . .
Sabinal 1 • -- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -- ---- •••• ••••

153.
152.
152.
152.
150.
154-.
154-.
150.
153.
150.
150.
150.

40 + 10.
42+ 10.
32 + 18.
32 + 18.
48.
4-2.
4-8.
40+8.
40+8.
30 + 18.
31 + 17.

Scales.

Length.

23.
23.
23.
2B.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.
23.

2n.
29.
26i,
32¾.
7.
22i.
28½.
24-£-.
20!,
20£-.

3¾.
2;.
4-t.
3J.
2i.
3.

llt.

1¾.

Tail.

3j.

4J.
3¾.

4-½.

In eleven specimens six have the superior labials 8-8; two have
them 7-8; and three have them 7-7. The reduction to seven may be
regarded as abnormal, since in that case there is generally irregularity.
It arises sometimes from the fusion of the seventh and eighth plates,
and sometimes from the exclusion of the sixth or seventh from the ·
labial border by contraction below. In the latter case the plate becomes subtriangular and resembles a temporal. The modification is of
the same character as that which sometimes affects the second superior
labial in the A. piscivorous.
The "copperhead" is distributed from Massachusetts to the Rio
Grande, throughout the entire eastern and austroriparian regions, fol.
lowinguptbe river valleys into the eastern part of the central region. It
1
Blotches larger and fewer, abont fifteen in number, and running more upon the
abdomen. Vertical plate larger and more acute posteriorly.
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and 1 w-lying ground, and is hence frequently
th dweller in uch ituations. It is a dangerous snake,
·au
eriou injury and frequently death by it bite. Its numb r, '- re however, mu h reduced. It finds concealment in the rocky
part. of th ountry, and till remains in tbe trap ridges of the Conn ti nt all in Mas achu ett and Connecticut. This snake has,
]ik many otb r , th habit of rapid vibration of the end of the tail
wh n alarm d, and the horny pinous apex buzzing among dry leaves
ml>l no littl the warning noi e of the rattle of the Orotalus.
nake. fear it, but some of them devour it. Professor Veral
niver ity, informs me that a black snake (Basoanium
on.·trictor) brought to him from near New Haven, Connecticut,
mit d, w 11-grown copperhead.
Anoi.~trodon oont01·trix Linnams.
Wbon
collected.

Locality.

550

569
7 11

570
5-i03

602
GOG
571
575
17

57 1

From whom received.

· Nature of
1,pecimen.

J. Fairio ........ .... ... . . .Alcoholic
type.
.... . do .....•........... . .Alcoholic.
do.
Dr.L.A. .Edwards U.S.A.
do.
Dr.B.J.D.lrwin, U.S . .A
do.
W. S. Woorl ....... . .... .
do.
St. Charle~ Collego .... . .
do.
Dr. J. G. Cooper ........ .
do.
~rf fj-8:llairct: ..... .. .
do.
1
do·
l
Girait ~~'.~·.~·-~
do.
1 Wnahmgton, "'D1stnct of ............... Dr. E. Coues, U.S . .A .... .
'olumbia.
'harlcston, outh Caro· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. C. Girarcl. ....... .. . .
!lo.
J>rniri MorRou/? ,Louisi- ...............
nna.
..... do .... ................ ...............
l{ <l Riv r, Arkansns . ..•........... .....
Fort Ril v, Kan. a .... ... . ..............
Uig mu .ltiv r , Kansas .. ........... .. ...
Gran.cl <;ot. au,L uit1ia11a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 M1!!!\1ss1pi)1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
} qabl_iijlf, J>ennsylvania . . •. . . . . . . . .• . . . . . .

1
l
l
l
1

i.u1fs~n·,·v1~gi~ia:;:::::: ::::::: ::::: :::

1

D~--~.

Jinn .

do.
do.
do.
do.

..... do .. .... . .......................... .. ........ . ..... ...... ..... .
ugusta,
orgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Phillips ...... . .
Forry Landiog,--Virginia .. May 29, 1875 H. W. Welsher ......... .
N'ilrnington, N ort,h Caro· ........................................ .
lina.
rknnsa'!................. --, 1875
Mc Cow a 11,

l

c:w~-t. ·r.·

I

ho.rl ston, out,li aro• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jina.
l L sl>urg, Virginia....... Sopt. -, 1879
~lorida .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -, 1879
lrgioia .........
May 21,1878
1 ~ <'&l>urg, Viq.,'lnta.;····· , Sept.-,1879
eruadott , Fulton Conn• ...•••..• ..... .
t.r, Illinois.
'ook County, Texas . ...... . .....••......
, t. Loui., Missouri. ....... 1. ..............
"fa!~i~,a~l8, Maryl~nct. .._. 1•••• •••••••••••
Colnm~i~~ • D1str1ct of . ....•.........

I

i

15553
162.io
17280
17 I

19201

22-13
!.'2
670

l~133

··.········I

I

do.

C. S. Carter .............. 1
J. W. Mil11er ........... .
_F.R. Cushing . ...... .. . .
C.S.Ca.rte,1· .. . .. ........ .
Dr. W. S. Strode ........ .

do.
do.

. G. fl. Ra~sdalc ... ...... .

t. Elizab th's .Asylum, ...............
District of Columbia.
Culp .Per Count,y, Vir• .. ..... .. ....•.
g1ma.
range Rammock,De oto . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
I.......... t. • rnzab
unty, ])'Jorida.
tl1's
svlum , .......... ... ..
Di trict of Colum·l>ia.
· ·· · • • • - • • 'tat vlll , .Florld.a . ................... _.
•·········
. ou1a,M1ssour1 . ....... ......... .... ..

1

do.

St. Charles College . .... .

rlo.

do.
clo.
do.
do.
do .
do.

Julin~ llmter .. ........ .
C. W. Richmond ... ..... .
. ... . do . ..... ............ .
Dr. .J. W. Blackburn .... .

do .
i

Albert E. McConnell ... :

do.

William Palmer ........ .

do•

Dr. .J. W. Blackburn . .. .

do.

James .Boll.. .... . .. .. .•.
Julius Hurter ......••• ••

do.
do.
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Only two ger.era of this subfamily are known.
Head with nine normal shields ............................... .... Sistrm·us Garman.
Head scaled above ....•.......................................•.. Grotalus Linn reus.

In Sistrurus the bemipenis is finely :flounced as is Ancistrodon
adding this point of resemblance to the possession of similar head•
shields. In Orotalus the organ is strongly calyculate, the lower rows
becoming flounces in 0. basiliscus and 0. confluentus, but not in 0. hor•
ridus, 0. durissus, nor 0. molossus. My statement that the spines
are not ossified in the 0. durissus, is due to the fact that I examined a ·
specimen not fully grown, although it was not a very small one. 1
This subfamily is characteristically N earctic. There is but one species
( Orotalus terrificus) which is characteristically N eotropic_aJ, and there
are two other Orotali ( 0. lugubris and 0. basiliscus) which may range
into the Neotropical. A Sistrurus (S. ravus) may overlap in the same
way. The greater number of species -belong to the Sonoran region.
The geographical distribution of the Crotalime is _exhibited as fol•
lows-the genus Ancistrodon is added in illustration:
Central
Ameri·
can.

Eastern.

.A.ustroriparian.

Ancis
tro<lon
contor•
trix.

.A.ncist-ro - ........•........... ..........• : ...... .....................•............·....•.
don con•
tortrix .

Crotalus
h orri•
<lus.

C ro talus
horridus.
C. a da •
mante.
us.

Central.

Pacific.

Sonoran.

Cape St.
Lucas.

.A.. pisciv• .........................•...................... .A..bilin• ...........•...•....
orus.
eatus.
Sistru• ........•..................................•••••••............•..•..•........•...........•
ruscat•
cnatus.
S. ruiliari•
us.
Sistrurus
ra•
c:v~~amanteus
scutulatus.
C. adamanteus
atrox.
Crota•
1 u s
Con.
flnentus.

C. con• C. confluentus
fl uen•
rubcr.
tuslu•
cifer.

C. ada•
man.
teus
atrox.

C. c. pulveru• .......•..........•............•••...•..
lentus.

8:C. f1~~~~-r~~~~s:::
:::::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
tigris ............................................... .

8:;fl!bliii:::: ;:;;;~: ::)::::: :::::::) ::::::::::
ellii.
C. ceraH tes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
C. basiliscus ........................................... .
C. molossus .........·.•..................................
C. duris• C. duris• C. duris•
SUS,

SUS.

SUS.

C. ter.
r i :ti.
cus.
1
The structure of the organ is represented on pl. xxxrn, fig. 11, Trans. Amer. Phil.
Soc., XVIII, 1895.
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SISTRURUS Garman.
iBtrnrus GARMAN, N. Amer. Reptiles, 1883, p. 110; Science, XIX, 1892, p. 290. • TEJNEGER, Report u. s. 1: at. Mus., 1893 (1895), p . 410.-W. E . TAYLOR'
Amer. rat., 1895, p. 283.-BouLENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., 2d ed ., III, 1896,
p. 569.
CrotaluB LINN1EUS, part, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766, p. 372.-GMELIN, Linmcns Syst.
rat., I, 178 , p . 1080.-BONNA.TERRE, Ophiologie, 1790, p.1.-MERREM, Tent.
yst. Amphib., 1 20, p.156.-Born, Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 562.
rotalophoruJ GRAY, Ann . Philosophy, 1825, p. 205; not of Linn mus nor Houttuy 11;
Cat. Brit. Mus., 1849, p . 17.-HOLBROOI<, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 25.-·
BAlllD nml GrnARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p.11.
'aiuliBon<i F1TZINGER, one Class. Rept., 1826, p. 63.-WAG LEH, Nat. Syst.
Amphib., 1 30, p .176.-BONAPARTE, Saggio, 1832, p. 24.-GRA.Y, Zool. Misc .,
1 12, p. 51.-FITZI GER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 29.

Tail with a rattle at extremity. Head with nine symmetrical plates
abov .
o tril between two plates. Urosteges undivided. Scales
arioate<l.
, a i immediately perceived, differs from Orotali1s only
in h po , e ion of the nine cephalic scuta common to most harmless
n l ', tbe I roteroglypha, and the genera Trigonocephalus and
n ·istro<1on in Crotalidoo. · The species do not reach so large a size
a tho e of Orotalu , and they are hence less dangerous. Their range
i al, m re re tricted, since no species is known from South America
or M xi ·o uth of Vera Cruz.
'l'hr well-<l lined species are known, which differ as follows:
I o, tml plat wider than high, r curved above; can thus rostralis obscure; loreal
1 para.tin~ na al a ncl preocnlar; head not bamle<l; doTBal spots few, longer than
wicl · mth r meclinm _______ ______ _________________________________ ____ s. rav1is .L

J oi.tral }llu.tc high r than wide, not recurvetl above; canthus rostralis sharp; loreal
para ting na al nnd preocular; rattle minute; h cacl ball(lcd; light stripe comtnl'll 'ing a.t y ; dorsal spots, many .. ·----- ______________________ ____ s, rniliarittB.
l'o. tral pl, t hi rb r than witl , not recurved above; canthus rostralis sharp; nasal
and pr cular in on tact; rattle larger; hea<l banded; light stripe begiuurng at
11.1i;u.l plate· two ligb t stripes below fos11a; dorsal Apots, many ____ . __ . S. catenatns.

'Ih • hr e p cie occupy three di tinct regions. The S. ravus
I 11 ,' to th Tierra Caliente of ea tern Mexico; the S. miliarius to
h .. \u roriparia,n r gion of orth merica, and the S. catenatus to the
xc pt that part of it that lies east of the A lleghany

a.

l'O

n a ·h ·id tb nap .
,lf<Mitrem,ml8.-Length, 567 mm.· tail 45 · rattle, 12 mm., with ·ev

button.

In th types here ar tw nt,y-thr

rows of scales.

11

joints and a
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Mountains. The species do not occur _on the dry plains of the interior,
uor in the Pacific region; a subspecies of the S. catenatus ranges west
to Arizona.
SISTRURUS MILIARIUS Linnreus.

Sistrurus rniliarius GARMAN, N. Amer. Rept., 1883, p. 110.-STEJNEGER, Report U.S.
Nat. Mus. for 1893 (1895), p. 418, pl. vn.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus.,
III, 1896, p. 569.
Crotalus rnilia1·iiis LINN.2EUS, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I, 1766, p. 372.-GMELIN, Linn.
Syst. Nat., I, 1788, p.1080.-LACEPEDE, Hist. Serp., II, 1789, p. 421.-BONNATERRE, Opbiol., 1790, p. i.-RHAw, Gen. Zool., lII, 1802, p. 336.-DAUDIN,
Hist. Rept., V, 1802, p. 328.-CUVIER, Regne Animal, rr, 1817, p. 79.-MERREM,
Syst. Arnpbib., 1820, p. 156.-Born, Isis, 1827, r,. 562.-SCHLEGEL, Essai, II,
1837, p. 569 (exclus. homon. C. tergeminiis Say).-DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp.
Gen., VII, 1854, p.1477.
Crotalophorus rniliarius GRAY, Ann. Philos., 1825, p. 20n.-GRAY, Griffith's Anim.
King., 1830, p. 78.-HOLBROOK, N.' Am. Herp., 1842, p. 25.-GRAY, Cat. Brit.
Mus., 1849, p.17.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt.1, 1853, p.11.BAIRD, U.S. Pac. R.R. Expl. Rep., X, Whipple's Rept., 1859, p. 40.
Caudisona rniliaria FITZINGER, N eue Class., W26, p. 63.-W AGLER, Nat. Syst.
Amph., 1830, p.176.-GRAY, Zool. Misc., 1842, p. 51.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept.,
1843, p. 29.
Figures, CATESBY, Hist. Car., II, pl. XLII.-f BONNATERRE, Ophiologie, I,
fig. 1.-SCHLEGEL, Essai, xv, figs. 17, 18.-HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., III,
pl. lV.-DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., pl. LXXXIV, bis., 1ig. 5; u. s.
Pac. R. R. Surv. Rept., X, Reptiles, pl. xxrv.

Fig. 327:
SISTRURUS MILT.ARIUS LINNJEUS.

= 1.

Volusia, Florida.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

This species has some marked characteristics as compared with other
species of the genus. The body is robust at the middle as compared
with its extremities; it tapers especially posteriorly, so that the tail is
unusually slender. The rattle ts proportionally reduced in size, and is
smaller than that of other species of the same dimensions. Its form
is a.cumin ate· and the segments are so small as to have suggested to
Linnreus the name of the species. ·The body is at its middle parts compressed toward the middle line, or obtusely roof-shaped. The neck is
narrow and compressed, and the head oval in outline.
The canthus rostralis is sharply defined, more so on account of a
shallow groove within it on the superior face of the muzzle. The rostral plate is perpendicular, and is not recurved on the muzzle. Its lat-
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are concave but vertical in adaptation to the prenasal plate;
b 1 w it i, lio·htly expanded; above it slightly truncates the other;\"i, triangular internasal . The prefrontals have a,n open angle at tlte
jun• i n of the supercilfary and frontal cuta. The frontal is but little
wid r than each superciliary and presents an open angle forward.
Io t riorly it has a parabolic and net an angular outline, and its apex
i n a lin with the posterior angle~ of the snperciliaries, with which
it in •lo, a deep notch. Each parietal is !:libout the size of the frontal;
i i , hort and is broadly rounded behind. •
Both na al scuta are higher than long, the postnasal the narrowest.
On lorea.J higher than long, entirely separating the postnasal and preoculars. One or two small scales b.elovr it and in front of the one which
borders the pit. Two preoculars, the inferior sometimes divided into
a hort posterior and a l~mger anterior. Superior labials, ten or generally el veu, eparated from the front of the orbit by one scale, from the
r t of it by two scale . Temporals, except lowest two rows, keeled.
Tbr pairs of geneials separated by a groove; the anterior pair largest.
'ul. r cal smooth. Dorsal scales in twenty-one, sometimes twentyhr lon itudinal row , all carinated, the first and second rows slightly.
On th t rminal fifth of the tail the urosteges are in two rows. The
rat I i, ,t miniature of that of other rattlesnakes, and has a grail ual
a uminati n of form. The gastrosteges are fewer in number than in
th r ,·p' ·i , ranging as low as one hundred and twenty-three.
1· 1rnd ·olor grayi h ash 'Jf various depths, punctuated with dark
br w11.
s rie of from thirty-eight to forty-five subcircular dorsal
bl ·h .· xt .n<ling from head to tail, dark brown, each with a narrow
di in t yellowi h border. Interval rather narrower than the spots
th 111}; 1v .
broad band of purplish red passes from head to tail
ht·on h th blotches. On each ide may be distinguished three series
f blot ·b , th fir t on the fir"t and second lateral rows of scales and
par ly nth abcl minal cutellro. The second, alternating with this, on'
th
· nd third, fourth, and fifth rows of scales, and opposite the
d r al rie . The third, alternating with the second and the dorsal
ri .-, on th fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth rows of scales. The
l tt r
du .. ky and obsolete; the others are uniform and dis-

'enerally subcircular or slightly oblong, they become
a tran ver ely elongated quadrangle, three times as long as
h ir hape varie ', according to the region of the body on which
th y ar fouud. On. the anterior third they are subquadrangular, anterio.rly and po teriorly emarginated; on the middle region they elongate, an toward the po terior third become nearly circular. Backw rd of the anu the five or six blotches of that region extend on the
.id with ut, however, meeting on the lower surface. The blotches
of the :first lateral row are subqua<lrangular and a little smaller
om tim
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than those of the second and third rows; the blotcbes of the second
row being transversely oblong and largest on the middle region of the
body. Sicle of the head purplish brown. A narrow distinct white
line. A deep chestnut-brown vitta, is observed, of the same length, but
broader, an<l. lined above with a narrow, dull yellowish margin. Two
undulated dark-brown vittoo extend from the vertex to the first dorsal
ulotch. and confluent with it. A double crescentic blotch is observed
on the frontal scutelloo, leaving a transversal fulvous band ·across the
head between the orbits. The color underneath is reddish yellow,
marmorated with brownish-black blotches and minute dots.
Scales.

Cat-. Nos.

497 _ . __ - - - - - ••• - - . - - - - - - 500 ___ . ___ •• _. __ ••••• _. __
14092 - - - . - - - - . -- -- .. --- - - - -

21.
23.
21.

Upper labials.

Gastroteges.

11.
10.
11.

123.
129.
127.

Urostnges.

33.
33.
33.

Length.

Tail.

mm.

1nm.

495.

65.

The distribution of this species is throughout the Austroriparian region
of the Nearctic fauna. The distance to which it ascends the Mississippi
is as yet unknown. A color variety occurs in Sonora, according to
the record of the U. S. National Museum (Oat: No. 6067), which is
distinguished by the small size of its dorsal spots. They are two scales
long and three wide anteriorly, and one long and seven wicle posteriorly, becoming thus transverse. They are widely separated.
Sistrurus miliariiis Linncuus.
Number
Cat~i~ 11e of specimens.
4283
7214
494
5460
504
500

2
1
1
3

1
4

497

1

6067
8784
8932

4

9703
0705
10604
10708
9706
10736
]0745
10735
10623
94-78
15552
22337

22338

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Locality.

1

From whom recehed.

Nature of
specimen.

Arkansas . ... __ .·-- ___ . __ ......... _. -· _-· C. Drexler. ....... __ .... . Alcoholic.
Pensacola, Florida ..... __ ............. _-· ............ ·-. __ ...... __ .
do.
lleadwaters Colorado .. _......... _... .... Capt.John Pope, U. S. A.
do.
Grand Cotean, Louisiana .... - - - . . . . . . . . . . St. Charles College ..... .
do.
¥onticello, Mississippi .... _____ . __ .... .. Mi Rs H. Tunnison .. ____ .
do.
Charleston, South Caro• . -- ...... _.. __ . E. B. Andrews._ ..... __ .
do.
Jina.
do.
Sans-bois Creek, Arkan• -·-·-···--··--· Jeffers· ······-·---·----·
sas .
Sonora, Mexico .·-·······-···-··········· Dr.Jarvis,U.S.A .. --·-·
do.
Pensacola, Florida . _...... July 17, 1876 F.V. Stevenson.··-_ .. __ .
do.
do.
Wilruington,NorthCaro. ·-·--···-··--·· ·-·-·· ·········-·-·-····-·
lion,.
Arlington, Florida. - - ... - . - - -, 1878 G. Brown Goode. ___ ._ ...
do.
do.
..... do···-·····-···-······ - - -, 1878 ..... do . . ........ -··----··
Nashville, Georgia. __ ·- - - . Oct. 3, 1880 W. J. Taylor __ . __ .... _..
do.
..... do ... ·-···-.·-.--·.·-. Aug. 10, 1880 ..... do. ___ .... ···-.·-·-·do.
Arlington, Florida. - _.. _- . - - -, 1878 G . .Brown Goode._ ..... _.
do.
Clearwater, Florida ..... _. - - -, 1870 S. J. Walker ...... __ . __ ..
do.
<io.
. . - .. do···-·-··-··--··----· Aug. 26,1879 .... . clo.·---·····-····--·1
do.
.~.~~•.~~'.~. :::::~~:::::::::::::::::::
do.
do .
(1) .·-··--- --·- ·--· ·-··-·-· Sept. l!l, 1862 Dr.Jarvis, U.S. A-··--·do.
Cook County, Texas ... - .. ··--·· ----· ·--· G. H. Rags<lalo .--. ··- ·-·
Morgan Ilole, De Soto . __ .. _.... ____ . ·wmiam Palmer .... _.. _.
do.
County, Florida.
do.
Orange Hammock, De ·-·---····---·· --··-<lo .. _____ ···········Soto County, Florida.

f .{?):~~-:::::::::::::::::::: -~·~

1

.~

When
collected.
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SISTRURUS CATENATUS Rafinesque.
i lntru8

, p.176.-l-IAY, B:L!;r. Rept. Indiana. 1 2, p. 1.,6.- ' Tl~J.:-(E 'EH, I port
at. Iu . for 18V3 (1895), p. 411,
p1. v.-U LEX "E R, at. , oak s Brit. !us., 2(l eel., III, p. 570.
('rolali11us •at natus l A1r1:rn QUE, Am r. !onth. Marraz., 1 V, 1 18, p. 4.1.
rotal118 cal natuB 'AR;'IIAN1 • Amer. Rept., 18 3, p. 11 , pl. IX, fig. 2.
Jrotaloplwrus catenaluB C PE, Proc. . . Nat. fu ., ' IV, 1 92, p. 685.
1·otalu8 tergeminus , AY, Lono-'s Exped. Rocky Mts., I, 1 23, p. 499.-lIAl,LAN,
.Jonrn. Acacl. a.t. ' i. Phila., 1 27, p. 372.-DUMihUL and Brnn.oN, Erp.
't:n., VII, 1 54, p. 1 80.- ' Pl~, in Iitchell's Venom of the Rattlesnake,
, 'mith onian 'ontributions to Knowledg ,
. 135.
'rotalophorus tergerninwr GRAY, 'ynopsis Reptilium, 1830, p. 78.-HOL BROOK,
. Amer. II rpt., III, 1842, p. 29, pl. v.-AGA, s1z, Lake Superior, 1850, p. 381,
pl. v1, fio-s. 6- .-BAIRD and IRARD 1 at. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853,
p. 1<1.-\ rno, Tova Acta Acad. Leop. Car., 1865, o. 8, p. 74.
C'audisona tergeniinci \ AGLER, Nat. yst. Amphib., 1830, p. 176; Check-list N.
Am r. Batr. R pt., 1 75, p. 34.
'1·otal11s ma BaBaugus l(IRTLAND, Mather's 2d Report Geol. Surv. Ohio, 1838, p. 190.
('rotalo1i1toms kil'llanc1ii II Lim K, • Amer. Ilerpt., III, p. 31, pl. vr.-GHAY,
n. 1 ptilinm, 1 30, p. 7 .-BAIRI and 'IRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Hept., Pt. 1,
,'rrp., lL lG.

tr< 1 J>laro hi her than wide, with apex 11ot recurved on summit
ru11cat , id
on ave, , nd ba o Hot expaude<l. Po tular in cont8 t, not parat d by the single loreaJ.
. mall r tllan the up rciJiarie . Scales iu twenty-tliree
r w an k el d, exc pt one inferior on each side. Rattle
rown, with a erie of darker brown transverse spots
, nd a in rrl erie of smaller brown spots on eaclL side,
, ·h dor , 1 ·p t. .A light line extend from the postnasal
1 , h orbit to the angle of the mouth, and two yellow lines
h mouth from the auterior and po terior edge:-; of the maxThirty- ix to forty spot in the median series.
f thi p cie are general1y elegantly wrinkled obliquely
I an 1 tu apex. This i be t marked in the subspecies

f umzzl

r sub ·pecie of the
follows:

r ws;

1
•

catenatus have been

olors palor; dorsal spots narrow er; bf oral spots
S. o. edwarclsii.
olors dark r; <lorsal spots wid r; bt.eral spots larger
S. o. oate11atus .

SISTRURUS CATENATUS EDWARDSII Baird and Girard.
rotaloplt0rn8 dwardsii BAIRD and GrnAHD, at. r . Awer. Rept., PL.1, Serp., 1850,
p. 15.-'IERJL a.ud Burno,·, Erp. Gen., VII, p.14 3.-BArnn, U. . and Mex.
n nn<l. 'urv., ,', p. 1.-.
'audisona eclwar<lsii
PE, heck-Ji t N. Amer. Batr. Rept., p. 34.
. . Pac. R. . E.·pl. Rept., X, R ptil s, pl. xxrv, fig. 8 (loreal plate
in corr ·t); . , . ancl fex. B und. urv., II, pl. v, fig. 1.

au hu ro tral i

harply d fin d; ro tral plate vertical; two pre-
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oculars, the superior longer than the inferior and reaching the postnasal, which is but little smaller than prenasal. Loreal rhomboid with
t wo scales below it.
Frontal plate subpentagonal, gradually tapering posteriorly. Twentythree rows of dorsal scales; .firsfand second lateral row smooth. Lateral rows of blotches proportionally very small.
Tl.le ground color is yellowish brown, with three lateral series of deep
chestnut-brown blotches. Two elongated brown blotches extend from
the superciliaries backward. A narrow band of,chestnut brown from
the posterior frontal plates passes over the eyes to the neck, under
which a yellowish stripe extends from the nostril to the angle of the
mouth. The snout and upper jaw are brown, with two yellow fillets
diverging from the pit. The lower jaw and chin are mottled with

Fig. 328.
SISTRURUS CATEj',A'l'US EDWARDSII BAIRD

and

GIRARD.

= l.

Wichita, Texas.
Coll ection of E. D. Cope.

brown and yellow. There are about forty-two dorsal brown and irregular blotches margined with deep black and encircled with a yellow fillet
from the head to the tip of the tail-the thirty-fourth opposite the
anus-the last three passing to the sides of tlle tail but do not meet
below. Subcircular on the posterior half of the body, the blotches on
the anterior half are longer transversly than longitudinally; emarginated anteriorly only.
The blotches of the two lateral series are proportionally small. The
blotches of the upper series are more or less obsolete and alternate with
the dorsal ones. rrhose of the second lateral series are the smallest
and alternate also, being of as deep a, color as the dorsal ones, but do
not extend beyond the anus, occupying the second, third, and fourth
rows of scales. The first and lower series aff~ct the first and second
rows, and only one scale. The belly is of a light straw color dotted
and sprinkled irregularly with brown.
Cat.Nos.

Scal es.

509 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 23.
5177 .......................... 23.
- - 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• 23.
1

Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
mm. mm.

11.
11-12.
11.

141. ·
136.
147.

28.
29.
31.

635.

l'rom the collection of E. D. Cope, from the Wichita River, northern Tex:as.

91.

114

F

istn,ntH cat natus edwardsii Baird ancl Girard.
tll-~o •n

I

nmh•r

of111wc·i

~

,.o.

Locality.

I

5ro

I

!ill

1

Wh n
collec d.

From whom rC'coivod.

atnro of
specimen.

I:\[

!C'C) •••••• •••••••••••• •• ••••••••• ••• • • Dr. L. A. Eel wards,
.Alcoholic
U.8.A.
type.
Brown. villo, Toxns . .................... . CoLJ. D.Graliam, U.S.A . Alcoholic.
J.Fairi ............... .
do.
~
Col. ,T.D.Gr:iham, U.S.A.
do.
do.
100
2 ."out Ii rn A l'i?,OlllL. .• ·: • • . - - - , 1874 IL. W. llenslmw . ....... .
22130 .....•.... La11 'rt1Ct• , , w Mexico ......... . .... . T. D. A. Cockeroll ....••.
do.

6;~

177 ll

I:·:i':i;,~~c:1:J~~~a·s·::~::::::: :::::::::::::::

J~xp rim nt ."tation.
fount lluachul'a, .Arizona . ....... . ..... . Wilcox .... .... .. .. ..... .

clo.

SISTRURUS CATENATUS CATENATUS Rafinesque.
'ARMA ,
. mer. Rept., 18 3, p.118.
tol<il1111 t rgrminus 'AY, Lon r's E, ped. Rocky Mts., I. p. 499-Born, lt:!is von Oken,
J>. 270-H,rnr,A , .J nm. A ad. a.t. Sci., V, p. 372-Horn, IsiA von Oken,
p. r, ,3-l t•Mf.:m r, and Brnno . Erp. G6o., VII, 1 GI, p. 1479.
'r talophol'u Hll'l'gc111in11s GnA , , ynops. R pt., p. 7 -TIOLBROOK, N . .Am. Herp.,
rrr. p. 2!>-ClaA Y 1 at. Brit. Mus., p. 1 .-BAIRD au<l GmAno, Cat. N. Amer.
1 pt., Pt. l , 1 :> , p. 14.
'rotalop-1,ontB kittlrtndii IJ LllR K, • Am. Ilerp., III, 1 -12, p. 31-GRAY1 Cat.
Brit. fo . Jl· l .-BAIRD a,11d mAnn, ':it. N. Amer.-Rep3., Pt.1, Serp., 1853,
p. l.
( 'rotalophOl'ltH lll{l88{11/auoa BAIRD,
rp. . Y. , p. 11.
( 'l'olalopltor11H Ac;A, s rz, Lake nperior, p. 176.
'a11diso11a lrtgcmi1ms, A LJrn, at. yst. Amph., p. 176.
1' i rnr 8 1 I101.1m oK, . Aw. £ferp., III, 1 42, fif.r . 5, 6-.AGASSiz, Lake Superior,
I, fig. - BAIRD, <'rp . ew York, pl. r, fig. 2; U.S . Pac. R.R. Expl. H.ep.,
, J ept., pl. 'XV, figs. 9, 11; loreal plate iu ·orrect.

iRfruru catenalus

FIG. 329.
ISTRURUS OATENATUS OATENAT 8 R.A.FINESQUE.

= l.

Th chara ters of the squamation of this subspecies have been
already de crib d under the head of the species. It is distinguished
b b re t narrow ro tral plate, which is truncate above, by the well•
defu.t d canthu ro tralis, and especially by the trapezoidal loreal,
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which permits the contact of the postnasal and the superior preocular.
There are two small scales between it a~d the labials, and no scales
between the circumfossal scale and the labials. One row below orbit
in front and two rows behind the fifth superior labial. Parietals
'
broadly rounded, rather la,rger than superciliaries. The frontal is
11c:u rower than the superciliaries, and does not extend so far posteriorly.
lts posterior portion contracts rather abruptly to the median angle.
F our or five rows of temporal scales, which are smooth. Scales of body
iu t wenty-five rows, of which the first is smooth and the second
nearly so.
The ground color above is brown; the blotches are deep chestnutb rown blackish externally, and with a yellowish white margin. The
dorsal blotches are twenty-four in number from the head to the region
opposite the anus, most of which are transversely and irregularly
oblong, anteriorly and posteriorly emarginated, less so, however, posteriorly; eight are subcircular. Five or six exist on the tail from the
anus to its tip, extending on the sides, the last two forming sometimes
a complete ring. The next series on either side is composed of small
blotches, but as intensely colored as in the other series. They alternate
with the dorsal ones. They have no regularity either in outline or positi on. The second lateral row is composed of the largest lateral blotches.
'l'hey are transversely oblong or oval on the second, third, fourth, fifth,
and sfrth rows of scales, and opposite the blotches of the dorsal series;
consequently. alternating with the third series above. The first lateral
series again is composed of blotches intermediate in size between those
of the third and second series; they occupy the first and second rows of
scales, and extend somewhat to the abdominal scutellre, and alternatin g with the adjoining series. Two undulated vittre extend from the
supraorbital plates along the neck to the first dorsal blotch, and often
confluent with the latter. A linear vitta margined 'Yith yellowish
white extends from the posterior edge of the eye to the sides of the
neck; the inferior yellow margin is the broadest, and passes from the pit
close to the angle of the mouth, turning forward to the middle of the
lower jaw, inclosing a semiel1iptical brown patch. Two elongated
yellowish spots may be observed diverging from both sides of the pit
to t he lip. The cephalic plates are deep chestnut brown; a transverse
light-brown band extends across the head from one orbit to the other.
The color underneath is blackish brown, intermingled with yellowish.
.

Cat.Nos.

522 I •• _. __ •••••••• : •••• _- •• •
545. ---- . . ... ------ - --- ---12752 . ..•• _.......... . . .. __

Scales. U pper labials.

25.
25.
25.

12.
11.
11.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tµ.il.
mm.
mm.

143.
135.
137.

28.
27.
28.

810.

106.

The rattle in this species is relatively larger than in the S. miliarius,
and has not the acuminate form seen in- that snake. The largest
1

Rattle with seven joints.
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The Batra ·bian and R ptiles of he tate of Indiana, Indianapolis, 1 93.
med ·an atnralii:it, XXI, 1887, p. 216.
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Sistrurits catenatus catenatus Rajinesque.
Number
1
Cata.ogue
ot' speci·
No.
mens.
435
517
514
5362
54(.l
543
545
7772
4656
525
522
17947
17950
15350

1
1
1
1
l
3

1
1
1
2

-l

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

Savannah, Georgia ................................................. . A lcoholi c.
Delaware County, Iowa............ B. F. Odell ..................... .
do.
Nebraska ......................... M. Warner ..................... .
do.
New Buffalo. Michigan ...... .... .. ............ .. .. ................ .
do.
Columbus, Ohio................... Prof. L. Lesquereux ............ .
do
Warren, Ohio........... . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .................. .... ... .
do.
Trumbull County, Ohio ........... Dr. J.P. Kirt.land .............. .
do.
Indiana ............. ....... ....... . ...... .... . .. ..... .............. .
do.
Utah .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . ... . .. ... . .. Capt. J. H. Simpso11, U.S. A .... .
do.
Racine, Wisconsin.......... . . . . . . Dr. P. R. Ho.v .................. .
do.
do.
do.
do.
Central Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. D. W. Prentiss ............. .
do.

ifi11~~f£::;,:i~i~~~:~:::::::: .?:-JJ~:t:::::::~:::::::::::::
CROTALUS Linnreus.

Crotalus LINN.2EUS, Systema Naturre, 10th ed., 1758, p. 214; 12th etl., 1766, p.
572.-LACEPEDE, Histoire Natnrelle des Serpens; II, 1789, p. 130 (not of ~inn reu8).-DAUDIN, Histoire Naturelle des Reptiles, V, 1802, p. 297.-Cuvrnn,
R egne Animal, II, 1817, p . 77.-WAGLER, Natnrlich. Syst. der Amphiuien,
1830, p. 176.-SCHLEGEL, Essai sur la Physionomie des Serpens, II, 1837, p.
555.-GRAY, Zoological Miscellany, 1842, p. 51.-FITZINGER, ·systema Hep. tilium, 1843, p. 29.-GRAY, Cat. Brit. Mus., 1849, p.19.-BAIRD and GIRARD,
Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 1.-DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp.
G6n., VII, 1854, p. 1453.-COPE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 32, 1887, p. 63.
Caudisona LAURENTI, Spec. Syn. Rept., 1868, p. 92.-COPE, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Researches on the Venom of the Rattlesnake, by S. W.
Mitchell, M. D., 1860, XII, p.119.
Uropsophus WAGLER, Natur. Syst. der Amph., 1830, p.176.-GRAY, Zool. Misc.,
1842, p. 51.-FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 29.-GRAY, Cat. Brit. Mus., .
1849, p. 19.
Urocrotalon FrTZINGER, Systema Reptilium, 1843, p. 29.

U rosteges undivided; tail terminating in a jointed rattle. Top of
head covered with scales. Body cylindric.
The above simple diagnosis embraces the characters which distinguish the genus Orotalus. This type, the most specialized form of the
order Ophidia, is chiefly distributed in North America, to which, if we
regard the Mexican plateau as a part of it, twelve of the fifteen species
are restricted. Two species are found in South America, but none
occur in the West Indies. Within the nearctic region the distribution of species is very unequal. Thus but one species, tbe 0. horridus,
is confined to the eastern district. A second, the 0. adamanteus, exists
in the austroriparian district, but . extends itself from this region
westward aeross and throughout the Sonoran district as far as the
Pacific Ocean, occupying also the Lower California district. This distribution is only imitated by the Zamenis flagellum among North
American reptiles. The Central and Pacific districts _a re occupied by
another species, 0. confluentus, which also extends over the northern
part of the Sonoran. To the Sonoran district we must go for five
species: 0. rnolossus, 0. tigris, 0. cerastes, 0. lepidus, and 0. pyrrhus,
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and -may be performed by the snake's head when severed from the
body. I had a narrow escape from being bitten in this way by the
bead of a 0rotalus molossus, which was attached to the body by skin
only.
Rattlesnakes live in all kinds of ground, but naturally persist longest
in rocky regions, where they have abundant places of concealment.
Some of the species grow to a very large size, particularly the 0. adanu,,nteus of North arid the 0. durissus of South .America. The former
is probably the larger of the two; at least we have information of
larger specimens. I am credibly informed that sp~cimens have been
found on the islands off the Gulf coast of Florida of 8 feet in lPngth.
Some specimens of the western subspecies 0. a. atrox also reach a large
_ size. The third species in dimensions is the 0. horrid'lis, which grows
on the coast of North Carolina to a1ength of 5 feet and proportionate
thickness. The species of the plains, 0. confluentus, rarely reaches so
large a size. Its gray-greenish color readily conceals it in the sparse
vegetation and it is only observed when closely approached. It is very
abundant north of the Missouri River and extends north to the Saskatchewan, beyond the line of distribution of any other species.
From the effective character of their weapons of offense and defense,
rattlesnakes have a great advantage in the struggle for existence
against all animals except man and his domestic companion, the pig.
Bence in unsettled localities in North .America. they are abundant,
especially in the warm regions of the South and West. In many
places they are the most abundant species of snake, as, for instance,
on the plains, where no species is as often seen as the 0rotalus confluentus. That they ~ave been much more abundant in many wild parts
of the East than at present, is indicated by the great quantities of their
boues which are found in the caves of the limestone regions of the
Mississippi Valley. The pig, as is well known, will destroy and eat rattlesnakes with impunity. It is said that the poison is not sufficiently
iHtroduced into the circulation to cause death, owing to the thick adipose layer with which the domesticated pig is covered.
The following synopsis of the clrnracterR of the species of 0rota,lus is
the result of long familiarity with them. Some of the forms originally
regarded as species are treated as subspecies, owing to the evanescence
of their characters. In spite of the subdivision of their head plates,
the homologues of the plates of harmless snakes may be traced. Thus,
there are from two to three preoculars and from one to four loreals.
The na als are never more than two,.and the nostril is always between
tl1em . There is one pair of geneials. The species of Section I display
homologues of interna al and prefrontal plates, while the same, more
divided, are seen species of Section II.
The transitional forms or subspecies in this genus, as is usually the
ca e, furni h fostructive evidence aR to the evolution of the character
of tlie species. It is not improbable, as already remarked, that their
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Lach , ·is, which bad a ·caly head and no

ra tl .
I. T p of mnzzl

pa.ir. of ymm tri ·,Ll shields in ·ontact.

(Scales in

29 row .)

J.,ougitndio. l lmnd n n cl-· four rows of H rL1 s b ,}ow orbit; yellow with black
rhomi., em bra ·iog yellow · nters ........ () . ditrissus Li1rnams
Louiritu!lim l hand on neck; four rows of scales below orbit; brown above with
darker ligh -edgecl rhoml>.· .............. C. terrifious Laurenti
11 u ck; yellow brow 11, with large adjacent chestnnt-red
0 Ion ,jtnclinal lrn. n<l
v llow-bord red dorsal rhoml> , a.lternating with lateral chcst;mt spot ; fabials, 14; two and three scales b elow eye.
() , basilisous Cope.
ngi ndinr1l bands on neck; tail black; browni1:1h yellow above, with small
!,ran verse r t1dish dor al rhombs, the angles procluce<l as
lateral band ; fivo scales below eye.
· C. rnolossus Baird and Girard
IT. Top of 111u7,zl with 11nmerons scales or small plates. Superciliary not produced.
a ttl plat n ts pa.rated from rostral.
11 or two lorcal .
o tra,1 plate hirrher than wide.
y. Tail Jicrht with bla k cro s-bauds.
' al s of can thus rostralis lar<rer than those on top of muzzle ;
cl r tLl pots large, pale-edged rbom bs on rL paler gronnu; no
u cl trip ; scales in 25-29 rows .... C. adamantens Beauvois
yy. Tu,il with lnowu 01· inclistinct baJJd s. Muzzle with the marginal
i;<·alcs l:nrrer than tho median; scales in 23-27; three rows of
browu dorsal spots, them diau large; postocular b11U<l pat:1si11g above cautbus oris ..................... C. oonjluentus Say.
Eight SlllOoth longitndinal plates on top of rnuz:dc; two loreals;
seal •s in 27 rows; a postorbit:~l spot; five rows of dorsal spots.
C. polystfotus Cope.
i smooth square plat s on top of mnzzlo; one loreal; scales in
23 row · ; tllr e rows of dor ·al spots, the median large.
C. triseriatus Wagler
mall; internasal and prefontal plates large; nine snpralab ials;·
a clarJ -brown band from eye to angle of mouth; two rows of
small brown dor al spots ............. C. prioei Van Den burgh
yyy. Tail uniformly black.
cales of canthus rostra.lis larger than
those oft p of muzzle; postocnlar band passing above mouth
angl ; angular spots above uniting into double chevroned
cro s- bands; cal s ii l 25 rows .. __ ........ 0 . ho.r ridus Li nmcus
/J/3. l o tral plate as wide as or wider than high.
o c ntlrns rostralis; post rior cantbal plate smaller than internasals and decurved, r placing a superior lo real; one loreal;
d r al spots indistinct in adult; posto ·ular band striking
mouth; tail whit , with black rings .......... C. rube,· Cope.
cantbn r stra.li ; posterior canthal plate larger than internasals,
n t cl c:urve l; two loreals; head scales keeled; six rows of
body scales smooth on ach side; supraorbitals entire; smalJ,
well-s parated 'lor al rhombs on light ground with lateral
p ts adjacent; postocular band passing above m~rnth.
C. enyo Cope.
' upraorbitals generally inci ed or divided by suture; head scales
smooth ; all body cales keeled; buff, with small, separate,
light-brown d r al rbom s, which become crossbars posteriorly; no bead bands .. ................... 0. tigris Koonicott
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acr. Three or more loreal scales.
Rostral plate as wide as high; several smooth plates on top of muzzle;
scales in 23 rows; greenish, with black rings (sometimes),
interrupted; no postocular banQ. ..... __ - . C. lepidus Kennicott.
AA. Nasal plate separated from rostral by small scales.
Rostral plate as wide as high; loreals 2-5; scales of muzzle or of canthus not
enlarged; tail black-ringed, punctulate with black, forming
indistinct dorsal spots, which become bands posteriorly.
C. mitchell-ii Cope.
III. Top of muzzle with numerous scales; superciliaries produced into a horn like
process.
Rostral wide as high; muzzle scales smooth above; loreals two; scales in 21 rows; .
pale, with small dorsal spots and cross bands on tail.
C. cemstes Hallowell.

The desc.riptions. of the following supposed species do not coincide
with those of any species known to modern naturalists:
Crotalus dryinus LINNAEUS, Syst. Nat., I, 1766, p. 372; quoted by Gmelin, Lacepede,
Bonnaterre, Daudin, and Merrem.
Crotalus Jiorridus BoDDAERT, Nova Acta, VII, 1783, p. 16; quoted by Gmelin and
Le Conte.

The following names refer to species which I can not identify with
or distinguish from known species either on account of want of specimeus, imperfect descriptions, or references·wliich can not be unraveled.
Crotalus adamanteus JAN, Rev. et Mag. Zool., 1859, p. 153.
Crotalus africaudatus MERREM, Syst. Amphib., 1820, p.157.
Crotal·1u1 cumanensis HUMBOLDT, Humboldt and Bonpland, Recueil L'Observ.,
1833, p. 6.
Crotalus durissus BODDAERT, Nova Acta, VII, 1783, p.16.-MERREM, Syst. Amphib.,
p. 157, var. a GMELIN, Syst. Nat., I, 1788, p. 1081.
Crotalus exalbidus BODDAERT, Nova Acta, VII, 1783, p. 16.
Crotalus horridus jAN, Rev. et Mag. Zool., 1859, p. 153.
Crotal'us rhombifm· MERREM 1 Syst. Amphib., p. 157.
Caudisona orientalis LAURENTI, Synops., 1768, p. 94.
Oro talus st?-epitans DAUDIN, V, 1802, p. 318; "Said to be Boa canina. "-GRA y 1
Synops. Rept., p. 78.
Caudisona gronovii LAURENTI, Synops., p. 94?; perhaps Lachesis mutus Daudin.
Uropsophus t1·iseriatus WAGLER, Nat. Syst. Arupb., 1830, p. 176.-GRAY, Cat. Snakes
Brit. Mus., p. 116; perhaps Caudisona lucifer.-JAN, Icon. Gen. Ophid., p. 29, places
this specimen in Crotalus (Sistrurus).

The following supposed species, according to Boie, 1 is Tropidonotus quincunciatus with a crepitaculum of a rattlesnake attached:
Crotalus teaselatus HERMANN, Observat. Zool., 1804, p. 271.

Tl.le following species are not rattlesnakes:
Crolalus mutus LINN.lEUS, Syst. Naturm, 12th ed., 1766, p. 373, and GMELIN Linnams'
Syst. at., 13th ed., 1788, p. 1882, is Lachesis mutus DAUDIN.
Crotalus piscivorus LACEPEDE . Serp., II, 1789, pp. 130, 424 ( = C. aquaticus SHAW,
Gen. Zool., III, 1802, p. 425), is Ancistrodon piscivorus.
1

NAT MUS

Isis von Oken, 1827, p. 562.
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CROTALUS MOLOSSUS Baird and Girard.
rotallls moloB811B B rnr ancl IR HD, Cat. . Amer. R pt. , Pt.1, 'erp., 1853, P·
1 .-B 11m, . '. and :\f x. Bound . . urv., Reptiles, 1859, p. 11.-COI'E, Check-

li t . Am r. llatr. R pt., 1 75, p . 33.- OPE a 11d YARROW, U. , . Geog. Surv.
\ . of 100tll [ r., V, 1 75, p. 533.- OPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. ci. Phila., 1883,
p. 12.- TJ,;,,~E EH, I ep . . at. Mus. for 1 93, 1 95, p. 424.
'rota/11 11 or11atu11 IIALLCJWELL, Proc. A ad. a . ci. Phil,L., VII, 1854, p. 192; U.S.
l a.c·. l. R. .Expl. l opt. X, P:irke' Hept., l 39, Reptiles, p. 23.
.
, . . Pac. R.R. Expl.1 pt., Reptiles, XXIV, fig. 5; Parke's Rept., pl. u;
·. anu .M x. Houu1l. •' ur v., pl. lII.
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MuzzJ br ad; ro tral , man. Scales between superciliaries small,
noifi rm, xc pt the two anterior. Two frontal plates, four postfrontalt\.
w int .r. ·up •.r ·iliary, all inc ntact. Five rows of scales between the
la,bial and uborbital row, Mi<l<lle row not extending beyond tlle
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mi<l.<l.le of the orbit. Labials eighteen above, fifth and sixth largest;
seventeen below. Dorsal rows of scales twenty-nine. Two external
rows small. Tail uniform black. Color roll sulphur, a series of
ch estnut-brown transverse lozenges, with ·exterior corners pi·oduced
to th e abdomen. Centers of lozenges with one or _two Hpots. Each
scale but one color: A brown patch below and behind the eye.
H ead very broad in front; outline uearly rectangular. Rostral small.
'fwo internasal frontals; behind these four plates, the exterior resting
on the superciliary; behind these two other plates, between and in contact with the superciliaries. Anterior nasal subtriangular. Top of
head with numerous smooth subtuberculous scales. ·suborbitals large,
ext ending to the anterior canthus. General aspect smoother tha:o. in
Crotali generally, scales rounded at the posterior apex, carinated but
slightly.
General color above that of roll sulphur, beneath pale yellowish, posteriorly very faintly clouded with brow~ish. Tail black. Anteriorly
the scutellrn are entirely immaculate. Along the back is a series of .
tran sverse reddish or chestnut-brown lozenges embraced in a width of
twelve or fourteen scales and four or :five scales long, and with the
exterior angles produced to the abdomen. 'l'hese lozenges are frames
with the outline generally one scale in width and with the centers of
the ground color; sometimes divided by a median line of brown, so as _
to show two yellowish spots inside of the lozenges. The scales exterior
to the lozenges are rather lighter. SomeUmes the brown rings and the
lozenges widen at ·the abdomen and indicate lateral spots of four scales;
at others, and . especially anteriorly, the rings are obsolete, and the
brown is in a dorsal series. In fact, for the anterior fourth of the body
we have a dorsal patch of brown, showing alternately at successive
intervals one large yellowish spot and then a pair of smaller ones,
owing to the confluence of the successive lozenges. The superciliaries
and scales anterior to them, as well as a broad-patch below·and behind
t he eye, light greenish brown. Tail uniform dark brown above, paler
beueath. Only one button with two necks, no rattle.
A remarkable character of this species js that each individual scale
is of a. uniform tint to its base, and does not show two colors, as in .
other species.
·
Cat. No. 485 ; rows of scales, 29; gastrosteges, 203; urosteges, 24; total length,
1,097 mm.; tail, 79 mm.

This large species is the 011ly one withiu our political limits which
pos::ies es the characters of the head scales found in the N eotropical
specie ·. Among these it approaches nearest the 0. basiliscus Oope. 1
TlJat species has, however, well-defined dorsal rhombs, as in 0. terr'ificus,
0. culumanteus, etc. Its. habitat is southern New Mexico aud Arizoua
and uorthern Sonora and probably Chihuahua. It is the largest and
1

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p.166.
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r rion, wll r, it i ~ kuown a tlle '' black

ll1 :

tail.

'rolalwJ ,nolofJII ILll Haircl and Girard.

Lo ·aliLy.

,v1ie11
collod.ecl.

l •'rom whom received .

Nature of
specimen.

• 011th rn Arizona.........
cL. - , ]87:3 Il. W. Ilo11slrn,w ........ . Alcol1olic .
do.
·onoru, loxi ·o ....•...•................. Uol.J.J).Grnham,U.S.A
do.
P cos Hiv r, 1' xas ........ .. ..... . ...... Dr. A. L . Iloorm a11 ..... .
do.
)fort 1Tuacli11ca, Arizoua ... ... . . .... . .... Dr. 'l'. "Wilcox: ...... . ... .
d.o.
.••. <lo .•.•.•..••••.••...•. . .... .• . . ••••....... do .. ••.•..•...•...•..
1 xi ta n b 1111tlary Jin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. .E. A. Mearns ....... . Skin .
Tue. on Monutnins, Yu111a .................... do .... ..... ......... . A lcoholic.

Couuty,

rizoua.

CROT ALUS BASILISCUS Cope.

'rolalua basiliHcus Ol'lr., r . Am r. bil. c., rxn, 1 5, p.180.-DUG~;s, Naturnl zn. (~) , I, I ' p.13 .- OPE, Proc. U, . at. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 688.
audiHOltl' basilisca ' I'J~, Pro . ca<l.. Nat. ci. Phifa., 1864, p.166; 1~66, p. 308.
w',: , aturaloza, IV, 1 77, p. 22. (Not of Latreille) .
rolalit 11 rhombifer
'ro taill H l 7ri}icu/J U rn 1m, part, at. 'nakos Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 574.
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yellowish line from the small eye to the rictus. No lines on the neck.
Tail dark gray, with five obscure rings.
This is the largest species of the Tierra Templada of Mexico, and it
rauges over the whole of it. Dr. Duges h~s found it near Guanajuato,
and it occurs in the Valley of Mexico~ I desqribed it from a specimen
from Coli ma~ a,n<J_ the Geographical Commission of Mexico found it afterwards in the State of Puebla. It has not yet been found within the
limits of the United States. Boulenger does not distinguish it from
the C. durissus of South Amer_iea, which 9ccurs in the Tierra Caliente of
Mexico.

Fig.331.
C ROTALCS IlASILISCUS COPE .

= 1.
Colima, Mex:ico .

. CROT ALUS ADAMANTEUS Beauvais.
Crotafas aclarnanfeus BEAUV0IS, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1799, p. 368.-C0PE,

. Che
Mus.

·st N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 33.-STEJNEGER. Rept. U. S. Nat.
1893, 1895, p. 433.

Muzzle with small scales between those of the ca.ntl!us rostralis ; rostral plate in contact with the nasals; one or two loreals. Scales in from
twenty-ft veto twenty-nine rows. .Color brown or gray, with large rhombic spots on the back, which extend to the head without being replaced
by longitudinal ~tripes anteriorly. · Tail light colored, with black crossbands. Gastrosteges, from one hundred and sixty-eight to one hundred
and eighty-six. Size large. A broad dark-yellow bordered postocular
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to th ·, edge of the mouth

Entir top of 11 acl c v reel with irr gn]a,r flat scuta larger than the usua,l scales;

hotly •olor1:1 pal rth:m tail bands; clor. al rhombs with truncated angles one; loreal
platt, ............................................................. C. a. scutulatus
op of hl·ad with la,rgo plate on canthns rostralis, but scales elsewhere; two
)or •al 11lal •s · dorsal rhomus complete, not paler than caudal bands; last caudal
lrnud. hroad ring ........................................•..... C. a. adamanteus.
'fop of h n.tl with pln.t 1:1 on cauthu and scales between; generally one loreal plate;
tlon,al rhomlm pn.lcr than uands of tail, which is not black at end ...... C. -a. atrox.
CROTALUS ADAMANTEUS SCUTULATUS Kennicott.

Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rcpt., 1875; p. 33;
l'r ,.. Am r. Phil., oc., 'XIII, 1 6, p. 2 7; Report U.S. Geog. Survey W. of
100th !er., Y, J 75, p. 607.
<a,uli ona. s1·1ttulal<t KE~ !COTT, Pr c. Acad. at. ci. Phila., 1861, p. 207.-COPE,
Pro,· .• ca<1. ·at. ci. lltila., 1866, pp. 307-309.
Crofal11s 11<:11lulatrts H !'LE •a En, at. nak s Brit. Mus., 2d. ed., III, 1896, p. 575.
rota.l111111f1l ·ini i" ·-rmrn, Biol. C. Amor., Rept., 1895, p. 193, pl. LIX, fig. A (accord('rotal1111 ali<imanteus scutulatus 'OPE,

ing to H ul ng r).

; r. 1 trian ul r, nearly a wide as higll. Two rather small interna.-, 1 plat .- in contact; four prefrontals, the external the larger.
i'pa' b
n up rciliarie narrow, nlled with large flat plates.
·al .c ·iput largo and frequently representing parts of parietai
plat .-.
n I r al. Dor al row of scale twenty-five, the external
11 , rl
m th. Labial ·ixteen above, sixteen below. Three rows of
b w n he 1borbital · and labials. Light stripe from angle of
an hu.- ro trali above the labials, and another from before
th labial , as in 0. a. atrox, but the rostral and space in
fr n of th pit and no tril not lighter than the crown. 0
lrn rniddle
tui1
f b b cly a dor al erie of di tinct rhomboids, m gined with
whiti hand wi h th lateral angles acute, much as in 0. a. atrox or ·0. a.
i lrwwnteu.· · he longitudinal angle
ometimes perfect, at others trun·at or m, r rinat .
ineteen brown half rings, posteriorly narrow
nd parat d by wid r light interval than in 0. a. lucifer. Rings on
th t il narro , irregular, and quite black.
Thi nb p ci so clo ly r s rubles 0. atrox that a description of
it must be comparative to some extent. The head i longer and nar-
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rower posteriorlythan in C. liw{fer, and the nose i:::; much more depressed,
the rostral being triangular and a,s wide as high, while in 0. lu-eifer it is
a third higher than wide. There are two small sub~riangular or subcircular internasals in contact, and behind these is a row of four scales,
the outer and largest one lying directly over the nostril;- posterior to
these is a third row of :five or six scales connecting the anterior extremities of the superciliaries, the external scale of which row is a little in
advance of the rest; behind this row two very large scales connect the
superciliaries, behind which the crown is covered with plates much
larger than in 0. lucifer. The space between the superciliaries is narrower than in 0. lucifer, and is occupied in front by but two longitudinal
rows of scales, while there are six to eight in the former species. The
rattle is more slender than in any other species excepting 0. cerastes.
The markings ou the body of this species are much as in 0. atro.v and

Fig. 332.
CROTALUS ADAMAN'J'EUS SCUTULATUS KENNICOTT.

= 1.

Fort Buchanan, (Tucson) .Arizona.
Cat. No. 5021, U.S.N.M.

quite unlike those of 0. lucifer. The ground color is light ye1lowish or
brownish ash; on the middle third of the body there is a donml series
of rhomboidal blotches more or less truncated before and behind; anteriorly they become elongated longitudinally, and 11ot only truncated,
but sometimes emarginate on the lougitudinal angles, while the lateral
angles are rounded, leaving the blotches subcircnlar. Posteriorly the
t1orsal blotches continue to have the lateral angles acute and perfect
till they become confluent with a lateral series, and form nineteen half
rings, six of which are on the tail. In the middle third of the body the
dorsal blotches are included in eleven or twelve dorsal rows and are
four to four and a half scales in longitudinal extent; anteriorly they
become longer longitudinally, and only nine to ten scalei, in transverse
diameter. Tbe dorsal blotches are light brown, bordered for the width
of one scale with darker. They are separated along the backs by a
line of the ground color one and a half to two scales in width, and imme- .
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di t ly bordered by a narrow line lighter than tli ground color, as in 0.
onfiiten'tit
. a. atrox, and O. a. adamanteics, this line being about a half
le iu width. Po teriorly the light intervals between the rings widen
br or thr e and a half ~ cales, while the rings themselves become
mu h narr wer, being only two to three scale wide. On the middle
hird of the body below, and opposite to the dorsal series, is another
r w f mall rhomboidal or ometimes triangular brown blotches ou
b ide. 'Ihey involve four to six scales ,and extend from the second
h fifth lateral row of scales, and are bordered by light lines like
th clor al erie , from which they are separated by a iugle scale.
Tndi ation are seen of another series of small blotches resting directly
ur n the abdominal scutellre, alternating with and a little lower than
th fir lateral series. Tbe abdomen is whitish yellow without distin ·t blotches. .A light line from posterior angle of superciliary and
orbit to angle of jaw above la~ials, and another from before the eye to
fabi 1 . The markings of the head of this species seem to be very
11 , rly the , me a in 0. lucifer. There. is, however, indications of a
li ht b rd r to the external edge of the superciliary, and tlle rostral
nd ntir pace iu front of the no tril and pit, as well as a little post rior t th , i ( dark as the crown, while in 0. lucifer they are distin · 1 1i ht r.

,· ,al

fl.

PP

r labials.

21 ......... ·- ...... 25.
1J~2:i . .......•....••. 25.

14.
15.

11:..1 ··-·····--------

15.

r.

Gastrost-Ogos.

rost-Ogrs.

Length , Tail, Jtattlo,
m1n.

176.
171.
171.

23.
20.
22.

986.

mm.

1n1n.

114.

48.

Orolalus adamanteue scutulatus Kennicott.
'a

IO"II

.•o~

. ~

0

' nml r

;n ~

:i•

Locality.

From whom recoived.

Nature of
specim 11 •

, - -1- Fort :Bu hann,n, Arizona .....••.. Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U. . A ...... . .Alcoholic.

~ 1r~~hrB/t~om~~-~~~:::::::: t· ~ii~ft ~::::::::::::::>:::
lnbunhna 1ty..... .•. . .. ... . . . E. Wilkin 011 .................. .
1427 1.•..•... ~. --;;~~ ·~a;i,.X11~··~;::::::::::: .:ii.'i>~~n·,·~·::::::::::::::::::::::
1675!)
1
2ItJ :::::::::: ...~~~~i1 ~~.~~·
:-J/·.::!~~~~::::::::::::::::
0

li~

1

..

0
1
•••~~. -~~:::::::: .~

clo.
ilo.

tlo.

rlo.
do.
clo.
do.
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CROTALUS ADAMANTEUS ADAMANTEUS Beauvais.

Crotalus adamanteus adamanteus COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 33.
C1·otal·us adarnantllus BEAUVOIS, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc., IV, 1799, p. 368.-HOLBROOK,
N. Am. Herp., III, 1842, p. 17.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1,
Serp., 1853, p. 3.-LE CONTE, Squth. Med. and Surg. Journ., IX, 1853, p. 664.STEJNEGER, Rept. u. s. Nat. Mus. for 1893, 18!l5, p. 433, pl. x.
Crotalus rhombijm· LATREILLE, Hist. Rept., III, 1801, p.197.-DAUIHN, Hist. Rept.,
V, 1802, p. 525.-DUMERIL and BIBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1852, p. 1471.
Crotalus dur·issus SHAw, Gen. Zool., 1802, p. 333.
Crotalus terrificus LE CONTE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1853, p. 419 ( exclus.
bomon. Caudisona terrifica Laurenti, p. 418).-COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1859, p. 337 (exclns. homon. C. terrifica Laurenti).
Crotalus or·egonus HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., III, 1842, p. 21.-BAIRD and GIRARD,
Cat. N. Amer. Rept., Pt. 1, Serp., 1853, p. 145.
Figures, f SHAW, Gen. Zool., IIIl pl. LXXXIX.-DAUDIN, Hist. Rept., v, pl. LX,
figs. 22, 23.-HOLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., III, pl. II; U.S. Pacific R.R. Report,
Reptiles, pl. XXIV.

Head wide posteriorly; muzzle obtuse, not especially elevated. Nasal
plates distinct from each other ai1d separated from the two elongate
preoculars by two loreals, of which the superior is the smaller, being _
sometimes quite small. Two rather small internasal plates which are
connected with the superciliaries by two large plates of the canthus
. r6stralis, the posterior one of these being quite large. Seven or eight
rows of smooth scales between inner edges of superciliaries. Three
rows of scales between orbits and superior labials. The laitter number
fifteen, the inferior eighteen. The scales of the cheek are smooth.
Scales in twenty-seven or twenty-nine rows, the two inferior rows
,
smooth, the third and fourth obsoletely, the rest strongly keeled.
Scales on the back and sides not conspicuously different in size except
· the lower two or three rows. Posteriorly, near the tail, all the scales
are carinated; except the lowest.
General color, yellowish gray, with rhomboidal black blotches, lighter
in the center, and with all the angles perfect. Or rather there is a
series of dull yellowish lines crossing obliquely from one side of the
abdomen to the other over the back, following the oblique series of
scales, and occupying generally the posterior half of each scale, the
basal portion being black. These lines·, of which there are about
thirty-six crossing from each side, from head to tail (11ine on tail),
decussate first on the fifth or sixth lateral row, and tllen on the back,
where they are more or less confluent three or four rows. The rhomboids thus <:mclosed and crossing the back are generally black for one
and one half or two scales within- the yellowish lines, and the most
central portion is dark yellowish brown, mottled with darker. The
intervals on the sides between the lines are mostly dark yellowish
brown, minutely mottled with dark brown. These intervals constitute
a lateral · series of transverse rhomboids, sometimes with the lower
angle truncated. Opposite to the dorsal rhomboids is a series of small
triangles in the angles of the first decussation. The distance between
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The top of the head is light brown, with occasional black scales. A
dull yellowish streak starts at the posterior edge of the superciliary
plate, and passing obliquely backward, through two rows of scales,
extends to the angle of the mouth. A second band sk.rts on the plate
in advance of the superciliary, and crossing the anterior orbitals,
expands till it involves the seventh, eighth, and ninth upper labials.
J nterval between the first two stripes dark brown. There are also
indications of a second verticail light bar in front of the nostril, and
two below the pit.. Rostral dark yellowish, lighter in the margin . .
Scales. Upper labials. Gastrosteges.

Cat. Nos.

250 ······ ...........
252 ...........•.....
4393 ...•............
14139 ...............

28.
27.
28.
29.

15.
14-5.
15.
15.

168.
176.
178.
179.

Urosteges. Length. Tail. Rattle.
mm.
mm.
mm.

31.
16.
26.
22.

1208.

145.

44.

The largest specimen now in the U. S. National Museum is 6 feet in
length, or 2.025 mm.; the tail measures 235 mm., of which the rattle is 70 mm. The latter, though broken, has twelve joints and a button. The rhombs on the posterior part of the body are very obscure,
and the tail bands are not so black as in younger specimens. Professor
Holbrook mentions specimens of 8 feet in length and Admiral E. Y.
McCauley, U.S. N., assures me that he has seen specimens of that size
on the island off Pensacola, Florida. This is, then, the most bulky of
the venomous snakes. The Najid Ophiophagus bungarus exceeds it in
length, but is a slender snake.
Grotalus adamanteus adatnanteus Beauvois.
Catalogue Number
No.
of spec1•
mens.
250
270
252
4293
10550
4393

•

9501
9625
9208
14139
10067
10821
10820
10818
10542
10825
10826
12082
14792
14819
14825
14841

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

·charleston, South Carolina........ ........ Dr. S. B. Barker ...... ·.. .
Saint Augustine, Florida ........•... . _.. ,T. C.H. Snell ........... .
Jackson, North Carolina ...... . •......... Fitzgerald ..•...... , . .. .
Arkansas . .. ........... . ........ ..................... .......... ... .
Gainesville, :Florida .... .. .A.pr. 18, 18,81 James 13ell'...........•...
Arkansas ............... .. . . ............. Colonel Kearney ....... .
Charles.ton, South Carolina ........... .'... Dr. G. E. Manigault .... .
Sanford, Florida ........
Sanford, Florida .......... -, 187_9 D.S. Way .............. .
Brookhaven, Mississippi.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. J. Keenan ........... .
Pilot Town, Florida ..............•....... C. G. Nutting .. ......... .
Gulf Hammock, Florida ... .A.pr. -, 1879 W. J. Caweron . ........ .
Gainesville, Florida ....... Mar. -, 1881 James Bell .... ... .. .... .
..... do .............._.......... do ............ do ................. .
..... do ..................................................... ········
..... do .... . .................................. .. .... ··· ····· ········
..... do ............................................................ .
..... do ...................... :-............ ··············· ···· ... : ..•.

Nature of
specimen.

Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
3
do.
1
do.
1
Skeleton.
Skin.
1
2
Casts.
1
Alcoholic.
1
do.
do.
1
1
do.
1
do.
do.
1
do.
1
do.
1
do.
1
do.
.... .... ~. ~~i·~~;~ii1~·,Fi~;.{«i;::::::: :::: :: :::::::: :· ·j~~~~·:s~Ii·.·.·.·_-_-. :: ::: : ::
do .
do.
······ · · • • Fort Wingate,NewMexico ............... Dr. R. W. Shufeldt ..... .
do.
· · ·· ·· · • • • Gainesville, Florida . . .................... James Bell ............. .
do.
•········· ..... do ..•........••.••.............•.•....... do ....•..••..••......
1
1
1
1

··1····· ....................................
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CROTALUS ADAMANTEUS ATROX Baird and Girard.
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of dorsal scales; on the back, where they cross, the lines are confluent
for a breadth of five or six scales, making a series of transverse lines
across the back, truncating the obtuse angles of the rhomboids, which
would otherwise be ·produced. Sometimes the acute lateral angle of
the rhomboids are also truncated. Laterally, the yellowish lines are
more or less obsolete, leaving a more or · less distinct chain pattern.
The rl10mboids or subrhomboids inclosed have a narrow margin of dark
brown, lighter toward the center. In all cases the interval between
the successive rhomboids is but one or two half scales in width. The
lateral rhomboids and triangles referred to in G. a. adanianteus are indicated by two alternating series of dark brown blotches, the first along
the third and fourth lateral row, opposite the apices of the rhomboids;
the second along the sixth and seventh, .and alternating with the

Fig. 334.
CROTALUS ADAMANTEUS ATROX BAIRD AND GIRARD.

= 1.
Brown County, Texas.
Collection of E. D. Cope.

same; the spots occupy one scale, or part of four contiguous ones. Space
between these rhomboids and the yellowish lines is dull yellowish brown. •
Beneath nearly uniform yellowish, slightly ,clouded on the sides of the
scales. On the tail the blotches are confluent into three or six dark
brown half rings, interrupted on the under surface. General distribution of lines on the bead much as in 0. a. adamanteus; a narrow light line
from the po terior end of the superciliary backward, directly to the
angle of the mouth; a second from the anterior extremity, nearly parallel with the first, the two inclosing au indistinct patch, and separated
on the labial ' by four and one-half scales. There is also a, single narrow
light line aero s the uperciliary obsolete in old specimens.
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r , dily be di tin ui, hed from 0 . a. adamant 'llS by its light color
trun ·ation of th rhomboid , a well a the general ob oleten ·, f th lat ml marking ·. The rhomboid are longer in proportion
and m r rounded. 'Ih two lateral rows of calm-; are smooth, the
wo m r trongly carinated than in 0 . a. adamanteus. The fifth
npp r labial i large ·t, aud tra,n verse; the rest nearly uniform. 'Iue
, rjp . on the b a<l ar le di tinct. The la t black ba11d on the tail
i 11 t · wid and doe not embrace it so as to form a black termination f tbat organ. The ubsp cie atrox has in general the paler
·h r ·t r · whi ·h we tern repre entatives of eastern species so often
pr , 11t ex ·epting in regard to the blac1:r bands of the tail, which are
1nit
l pin olor a· ill the ea tern adamanteits.
. ·ompar d with the Orotalits confluentus, which this subspecies
r ,. inbl . at fir, t ight, the e color characters always distinguish it.
'l h 'H r in th latt r: First, the pas age of the dark postocular l>and
ab • th an°-Ie of the mouth; econd, the ab ence of black rings on
tb ta,il aud third, the nourhombic form of the dorsal spots.
Cut..

Scalo. Upp r labials. Gastrosteges. Urostegos. Length.

011.

Ju7 -·------·-·--·-·- ~1.
<122;; ............................ . 25.
12;!5 ........... ......... ........ 27.
:m ................... .. ..... 27.

m1n.

15.
15 .
16 .
16.

183.
179.
182.

'.l'ail. Rattle.

mm.

28.
27.
18.
670.

170 .

mm.

64.

Crotal1~s ada11ianteus atrox Baird and Girard.
Locality.
GO
467
460
7i00
7701

When
collected.

From whom received.

!:~t~it~~~~~t:~~~~~:: ::::::: ~ ::::: :: :::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::
1

Indianola, T
. exas.·--·-·---,·----·-·----··· Col.J.D. Graham,U.S.A

1 01
273

f ::::.~~ntonio,
:::::::Texas_·----··--·-···------·
::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :Dr
:::.:i~. ·w.::::Woodhouse
::::::::::::.:__::_
fl ,an
:ipngk ~ass, '! ~ ,xi~o .. . ·-· -·-·-·-. __ .. ·-.-•- .. __ .. ___ .. _. . -.- . . __ .
an
hocta" at,on. ·-·--· -·--·---- LJ!'ut. A. w. ,vh1pple,

20.1
471:1

l
1

25;;

4224

4225
476

01s,

l

1

. s. .A.
.'anta 'rnz . _. ___ . __ .. _. _. : . __ .. __ _ ••• _ .. LiP11t<•nanLCouch,U.S.A
Fort Buchanan, Arizona .. 1·---·· · ···-··-· Dr. B. ,J. D. Irwin, U.S. A
Rock) J l1 're •le ....... . _I ·· ·-_ . .. _... __ . L1011t . .A. W. W!Jipple,
U.S.A.
l!'ort. Yuma, California. . . .
R 0 . .Abbott .. : ____ --·-·-

J_____ -·· ...__ .

Natnro of
spMimen.
Alcoholic.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.

do.
do .
do.
clo.

do.
do.
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Crotalus adar11ant1is atrox §aird and Girard-Continued.
Number
Catalogut' of speci•
mens.
No.
521!0
470
8998
9322
9208
474
12645
11781
!;753
14280
269
7212
5184
7765

Locality.

When
collected.

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

1

Cape St. Lucas, L. Cali• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J. Xantus ...•......... •""' AlcohoUc.
fornia.
do.
Gila and Colorado Bottom. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . A. Schott ... •••.•• ...... .
do.
-~ ··:::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::: ·=·~~·i874. :::: ·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.:~:: ·.·.·.:·.·.:: ::
do.
do.
J • Brookhaven, Mississippi.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . T . .J. H. Keenan ....... .
do.
1 Tabac, Sonora ................. ...... : . . . Dr. Th~s. Webb ........ .
do.
4 LaPaz,L.California ...... -, 1882 L.Beldrn~-·-············
do.
1 Fresno, California.... .... -, 1879 Gustav Eisen .......... .
do.
1 I Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. W. Henshaw ........ .
do .
.......... Chihuahua, Mexico ....... -, 1885 E. Wilkinson . .......... .
do.
1 Brazos River, Texas ..................... Dr. B. F. Shumard . ..... .
do.
1 Between San Pedro and ...•.•...................................
Comanche Springs.
do.
1 •Fort Stockton , Texas .....•••••.......... P.Duffy ....•............
do.
I
1 Pacific R.R. survey, 32° ....•••..••••..•.• . Capt. .John Pope,U. S. A.
do.
Texas ................................. -- Dr. U. B. R. Kennerly ... .
do.
Fort Huachuca, Arizona ....... ·......... . Benson ................. .
do.
•••••••••• Pidulingue Bay, Lower ......•........ U. S. Fish Commission ..
California.
do.
\_ •··•••••• San Diego, T exas ......... . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . William Taylor ........ .
do.
j •••••••••• Stanton, Milton County, ............... Dr. .J. R. Vance ......... .
Texas.
Fort Clark, Texas . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Dr. E. A. Mearns ....... .
do.
1. . . . . . . . . .
do.
.•••••..•. Uolorado River, east bank ............... .- .... do ... ............... .
10 miles below U.S. borI
der, Mexico.
I... ,._..... Laguna Statiou,NewRiver ............•...••.. do ..........••.......
do.
San Diego County, California.
1

147!~=~
\........ ~.
15134
15660
19792
20849
21824
22046

I

CROTALUS RUBER Cope.

Crotalus adamanteus ruber COPE, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV, 1892, p. 690.-V AN DENBURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1896, p. 1007.
Crotaltis atrox rnber STRJNEGER, Rept. Nat. Mus. for 1893, 1895, p. 439.

Muzzle shortened. Rostral plate a little wider than high; plates ot
upper side of canthus rostralis smaller than in other species, the pos•
terior especially, being smaller than the anterior, and descend laterally,
obliterating the canthus rostralis and the superior loreal. One loreal.
Five rows of scales between orbit and labials; eight rows between
superciliary plates.
The color is light.red or reddish brown, marked above with deep red or
reddish spots. These are of a longitudinally oval form anteriorly, but
posteriorly they have a diamond-shaped form. They have no distinct
lateral borders, either light or dark; but tlrny are separated on the
median line of the back by a single row of yellow-tipped scales. Traces
of brownish.red indefinite spots opposite their lateral angles as well as
their iuteriorals. Head without marking, except a faint trace of a pale
line from the eye to tbe border of the mouth below it. Inferior sur.
faces, yellow. Tail, w~ite with :five black cross.bands, of which all but
the :first are complete rings.
Cat. o. 9209; scales, 27; upper labials, 17; gastrosteges, 186; urosteges, 26; total
length, 1,245 mm. (with rattle); length of tail, 122 mm. (with rattle); rattle, 44 mm.
( even joints and_a button).

The accession of three specimens besides the type~ since its descrip•
tion, enables me to defiue this form more exactly, aud t<> fqis~ it to the
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ntnk f a p ci s.

11 the baracter a cribed to it turn out to be cou'taut, x · pting tbat probably the red co1or i m ome pecimens
repla d by he tnut brown. Its affinitie are with the 0. c1,damanteus
atrox, but it g neral appearance i more like that of the 0. con.fiuentus
liwif r. Tb cutting off' of the 1abial part of the fir t inferior labial
plate i pre ent in all the pecirnens of the 0. ruber. This is frequently

(
\

me wi h in 0. a. atrox, but does not o ·cur in any other species. The
lir ti n f th o tocu1ar l>and a11d the coloration of the tail is also as
in . a. atro . On the other band, the rever ed relation of size between
b iut rn al and po terior cantbal (or lateral prefrontal) is not found
in h
. a. atrox nor in any of the forms of the 0. adamanteus or
. con.fiuentu , and it lateral decnrvature i only approached by some
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specimens of the 0. c. lucijer. It is in the dorsal coloration that _the
O. ruber resembles the 0. c. lucifer, but the broad, ill-defined postocular
band not passing beyond the canthus of the mouth and the white tail
with black rings easily distinguish it from the common form of the
Pacific coast.
This is a large species; besides Oat. No. 9209 above measured, Oat.
No. 2038 t measures 1,400 mm. and Oat. No. 19269; 1,130 mm.
Dr. Stejneger remarks 1 that the characters L>y which I originally
defined this form " do uot seem to hold in a larger series." I find on
examining the same material that the characters are fully substantiated.
The habitat of the 0. ruber iR southern California as far north as San
Francisco. Mr. Van Denburgh reports a bead from Ensenada, in the
adjacent part of Lower California, but as he remarks that the only
peculiarity it presents is that of color the identification may be for the
preseut regarded as doubtful.
In young specimens the color markings are better defined. This is
the case with Oat.. No. 8856, where the dorsal spot8 are rhombic on the
posterior three-quarters of the body, and are parallelogrammic on the
anterior fourth, and the pale lateral borders are very faintly indicated.
Details as follows:
Cat. No. 8856; rows of scales, 29; upper labials, 15; gastrosteges, 194-; urosteges, 21;
total length, 600 mm. ; length of tail, 52 mm. ; rattle, 22 mm.
Orotalus ruber Cope.
Number
Cata1ogue of
speci•
mens.
No.
8856
9209
19269
20381
22044
22045
20381

Locality.

1 San Francisco, California .
Southern California ........ .
San Diego County, Califor.
nia.
1 .... . do ............. ... .... . .
2 Lower California .......... .
Mount Spring, San Diego
County, California.
,famul Creek, El Nido post•
office, San Diego County,
California.
Witch Creek, San Diego
County, California-.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

A . W. Chase ...•............ Alcoholic.
L ........••................. Type. Alcoholic.
F. W. Koch ................ Alcoholic.
H. W. He.nshaw ............ .
A. W . .Anthony ............ .
Dr. E. A. Mearns ........... .

do.
do.
do.

..... do ..................... .

do.

H. W, Henshaw ............ .

do.

CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS Say.

Crotalus confluentus SAY, Long's Exped. Rocky Mountains, II, 1823, p. -!8.CoPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept. 1 1875, p. 33.-COUES, Report U. S.
Geog. Survey W. of 100th Mer., V, p. 604; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus ., XV, 1892,
p. 691.-BouLENGER, part, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 576.-COPE,
Proc. Aca<l . Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 11.-STEJNEGER, Rept. U.S . Nat. Mus.
for 1893, 1895, p. 4-40, pl. XII.

Top of muzzle with smaller scales between larger ones of the cantlms
ro tralis. Rostral plate elevated., in contact with the prena:-.al. One .
or two loreals; three or four rows between eye· and labial scales. Body
1

NAT MUS
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cal in tw nty-three to twenty-seven row , all keeled except the
e t rnal three n each ide.
olor light brown, with one row of dark brown spots usually paler
edged, on the median line of the back, which are generally longer tba,n
wid anteriorly, but soon become transversely oval, and ultimately
a um the form of cro '-bands. Tail of the same color as the body,
with cro s-band of the color of the dorsal spots. Belly unspotted,
but with dark shades in some forms.
Four well-defined ubspecies are embraced in this species; they are
defined a follows:
Cephalic scales larger; 4 rows between superciliary plates, 4 rows below orbit; doral spots and cephalic bands light edged; few posterior cross bands ... . conjluentus
ephalio scales intermediate; 6 rows between superciliaries; 3 rows below orbit
(probably sometimes 4); dorsal spots square, with the head bands, not light edged;
po t rior cross bands more numerous; color dotted with brown specks .. pulvernlentus
ephalic scales smallest; 8 rows between snperciliaries; 4 rows below orbit; dorsal
pot with light centers and brown borders light-edged or not; head bands obsoletc;
nnm ron post~rior cross band .......... .. ·.. ........................... .. lecontei
H a<l s ·al small as in 0. c. lecontei; colors dark; dorsal spots and bands not pale,
c nt r d • nd closer together than in 0 . c. lecontei; head wide, rounded . . ... l·ucifer

Th di ribution of the e ubspecies is as follows: The typical one
inh bit the plain including western Texas and southern California,
I
1. c. lecontei bel ng ·· to the Great Basin. The 0. e. pulverulentus
a, form f the ouorau di trict; while the 0. c. luoifer inhabits the
ifi di trict to it a tern limit, the northern Rocky .lVIountains.
CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS CONFLUENTUS Say.
'rot<ilus conjluenti,s conjluenlus COPE, Proc. U. s. ·Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 692.
rotaluis conjluentus 'AY1 Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., II, 1823, p. 48.-BAIRD and

at. . Amer. Rept., Pt.1, erp. , 1853, p. 8.-BAIRD, U.S. Pacific R.R.
urv. 1 ept., \ hipple's Rept., p. 40; U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., Reptiles,
1 ~ p. 14.- OOP.ll:R and BUCKLEY, at. Hist. Wash. Ter., 1859, p. 295.-COPE,
Proc. Aca.d. at. ci. Phi.la., 1883, p.11.
_
Fi ur , it•rr av s's Exped. Colorado and Zuni, pl. xvur (poor figure); U. S.
Pac. R. R. , nrv. Rept., Reptiles, pl. xxrv, fig. 4; Williamson's Rept. Reptiles,
pl. m.- 0 Plf.R and U KLEY, Nat. Hist. Wash. Ter., pl. XII.
'tnARD,

on top of bead quamiform, irregular, angulated, and imbrial b twe n ·uperciliaries mall, numerous, uniform. Four
al . between the , uborbital ·eries (which only extends to the
nt r f the r it) and the labial . Labials :fifteen or eighteen, nearly
uiform.
or al eri · twenty- even to twenty-nine. Dorsal blotches
u drat , con ave b for au<l behind; intervals greater behind. Spots
re D r. ly quadrate po teriorly, ultimately becoming ten or twelve
half ring . Two r n ver e line on uperciliaries, in closing about onethlr ~.
trip from uperciliary to angle of jaws, crosse angle of the
m uth n the e ond row above labial. Ro tral margined with lighter.
al on the top of the b ad anterior to the superciliaries nearly
uni.ti rm in ize. Line of cale aero from one nostril to the other
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consists of six, not four as in 0. atrox. Superciliaries more prominent.
Labial series much smaller. Upper anterior orbitals much smaller, as
also is the anterior nasal. Scales on the top of the head less carinated.
Scales between superciliaries smaller and more numerous, five or six in
11umber instead of four. - Two lateral rows of scales smooth, first,
serond, and third gradually increasing in size. Scales more linear than
in a. atrox.
General color yellowish brown with a series of subquadrate dark
blotches, with the corners rounded and the anterior and posterior sides
frequently concave, the exterior convex. These blotches are ten or
eleven scales wide and four or five long, lighter in the center, and
margined for one-third of a scale with light yellowish. The intervals

Fig. 336.
CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS CONFLUENTUS SAY.

= L

Wes tern Texas.
Collection of E . D. Cope.

along the back light brown, darker than the margins of the blotches.
Anteriorly the interval between the dark spots is but a single 1::;cale;
posteriorly it is more, becoming Rometimes two scales, where also the
spots are more rhomboidal or lozenge-shaped; nearer the tail, however,
they become transversely quadrate.· The fundamental theory of coloration might be likened to that of Crotalus adarna.ntmts, namely, of forty
or fifty light lines decussating each other from opposite sides; but the
angles of decussation, instead of being acute, are obtuse, and truncated
or rounded off throughout. Along the third, fourth, and fifth lateral
rows of scales is a series of indistinct brown blotches covering a space
of about four scales and falling opposite to the dorsal blotches; between
the e blotches, and opposite to the intervals of the dorsal blotches, are
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le s di tinct. Along the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth rows
rie of obsolete blotche , each covering a. space of about
f ur , •al , and ju t oppo,tite the intervalR between the dorsal spots.
h lor al and l wer ri are eparated by an interval of three scales,
bi.· inter l li ht brown. Beneath, the color is dull yellowish, and ten
r w I dark r balf ringt> are visible on the taiJ.
In poin f !oration the principal features, as compared with 0. a.
atr .r Ii in th d r al blotche , being disposed in subquadrate spots
in t ad f ubrhomboid ; the intervals thui:. forming bauds across the
ac-1 perp lldicular to the longitudinal axiR. This tendency to assume
th . uh l u dra11gular pattern has broken up the chain-work into
i · h cl p rtio11 , a in Osceola doliata triang1.1,la, or Sistrurits terge'I'h int rval of the dorsal blotches are wide and darker in the
hil in . a. a.trox they are narrow, not linear, and unicolor.
f the head pre ent the usual light stripe from the posterior
f th
uperciliary; it passes, however, to the a,ngle of the
n th n ck, along the second row of scales above the labials. A
· n<l rip p es in front of the eye to the labials, widening there.
~ mall li ht v rtical bar is een below the pit, and another on the
d
On t~e superciliaries are seen two light
r lin inclo ing a 'pace nearly one-third of the whole surface .
. a. atro:r there i a ingle median line. Sometimes, as in 0. a. atrox,
i11 1 bl tch on the nape are replaced by two elongated ones
J r 11 1
·h other.
'al.No .

,· lll88.

27.
25.
27.

211 •...• .. - ... ·- ---·
:fl!) _______ ·······-··

!31

pp r labials.

.... ····-·-···'"'·•

14.
14.
15.

astrosteges.

Urosteges. Length. Tail. Rattle.
mm.
m1n. mm.

185.
175.
173.

24.
23.
24.

895.

114.

50 .

!rotalue conjluentus conjluentue Say.
' umb r

,tn~gu of "P

('i.

Lo ality.

m DI! .

When
collected.

425t
3
145
:J 5

H. W. Henshaw . ....... .
do.
E. Palmer . ...... ...... . .
do.
Dr. C. G. Newberry .. .. . .
clo.
Capt. R. .B.Marcy.U.S . .A Alcobo lic
type.
Dr. H. C. Yarrow ....... . Alcoholic.
H. W.Henshaw ........ .
do.

12
230

7

I

292
2 0
4231
4229
282

2'13

46.
143
!1310
931
59 I

Dr. W . .A..Hammoncl, U.
S. .A..
Dr.
ll. R. Kennerly._ ..
Col. C.
J.D.
Grabam, U.S . .A
0

i ,,!/ ~·t~~i~.·i ·;~s·::::: :.· .·.••_ .· .· .· .••. •..··..·.· ·..·
il Rp~~h~'.
.. ~~'.
tdGu gi;.~~:~~::::::::
pnbli an Hiv r ... . ..... .............. . ............ ·-···· ....... .
0

12

Nature of
specimen.

H . B. Mollhausen .. ..... . Alcoholic.

227

2
2

From whom received.

1
.:::::: :: ::::::

·=-~•. ~~'.~.

1 Rio an P dro, Tcxns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. '. B. R. Kennerly .. . .

·iii,:·~:::: ::: :::::::·:::: .~~·.~: .:: ~~!.~~n
} F1~~~~.".l'.~ ::::::::::::: ·i ;1ii... !i; isso· .~~-.~- v. H~!.~~~: ::: ::::

f

C~~ '1a.tP~1~1ir.
.._·.·.· ::::
Milk Rh- r. Monwna .. .. . ............. _. Governor Steven s ...... .

l
I

Rueb Lnk", l'lr~h ...... .. . - . 1872
lo11tan a ....... .. ..... ... ..... ... . .......
CampTfwr11 ............. July -, 1878
Kern River, Califoruia . . .. · pt. - , 1875

1

1
1

0

Dr. H. C. Yarrow .... ... .
Dr. E. CoueR, . . A. .•• ..
Prof.,J . .A . .Allen . ....•• _.
.ff. ,v. Henshaw .... .... .

clo.
clo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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Crotalus conjluentus confluentus Say-Continued.
,
Number
Catalogue of speci•
No .
mens.

Locality.

When
collected.

9519
9958

1
I

Pyramid Lake, Nevada ... May 27, 1877
Sydney, Nebraska ........ Feb. 10, 1876

11729
284
9094
8564

1

Camp '' 12," Nevada . . . . . . J nly -, 1867

i
1

5021
11765
11781
11565
8755
4232
9318
(618
1293
4962
16351
16352
22i74
22321
22724-27
22729
22730-31

1i'rom whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

H. W. Hflnshaw ......... Alcoholic.
Ltn.l:. E. Crawford, U.
do.

Robert Ridgway . . . . . . . .

do.

Los Coron ados Island, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. H. Streets . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower California.
1 Fort Buchanan, Arizona ................. Dr. J.B. D. Irvin .. . . . . . .
1 Fresno, California ........ .... ...... ... ... G. Eisen.................
1 ..... do .............. . ................... . .... . do...................
1 Truckee Ri,er, Nevada ... July -, 1867 Robert Ridgway.... . . .
1 San Mat.eo, A rizoua....... Oct. -, 1875 H. '\V. Henshaw .·........
4 Near 32° latitude ......................... Capt. John Pope, U.S. A.
1 Yellowstone River ........ July - , 1873 Prof J. A . .Allen.........
1 Fort Kearney ... ......................... C.McCarthy ............
1 Wai;on road to Bridgers ............... W. S. Wood . ...... .... ..
Pass, Wyoming.
1 Pecos River, Texas ...................... Capt.John Pope,U. S. A.
Near Orcutt, San Diego ............... C.R. Orcutt.............
Count,y, California.
Mountain, San Die go ........... . ....... . do...................
County, California.
Banner, 'l,'rego County, . . ............. National Zoological Park
Kan~as.
•
1
Banner. Trego County, .................... do........ . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas .
.......... ...... ......................................... . do.............. .. ....
.......................................................... do...................
.......... . Trego Connty, Kansas ................... · :··· do...................

do.

~r~~~~~.·~~."?~~~!~~.: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::
1

~~:

do.
do.
do.
do.
da.
• do.
• do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

This rattlesnake is a universal companion of the prairie marmot,
Oynomys ludovicianus. I have observed tbem together from near 1he
Canadian border in Montana to the southern extremity of the staked
plains in central western Texas. Not only do the marmots provide
them food, but their burrows furnish them a safe refuge. In some
regions the wild rat Neotoma does the same service. I well remember
a large Crotalus which dwelt in apparent harmony with a rat and her
family near a camp north of Clarendon, in the Panhandle of Texas.
Both the snake and the rat were fat, but no young rats were in sight.
This is the familiar. rattlesnake of the plains. They are frequently
found near the camp of the traveler, and, like others of their genus,
inflict no injury unless provoked or hurt. The bite · is, however, fre.
quently fatal if fairly delivered. When the head is raised in tlie act
of attack the light stripes of the muzzle and lips present a handsome
appeara.11ee.
Dr. H. A. Brons gives his experience of the relations between the
rattlesnake, prairie marmot, and the prairie owls in the following
language: 1
Prairie dogs ( Cynomys ludovicianus) seem to have a most intense dread of rattle.
snakes ( Crolalus conjluentus). '£his little animal dreads not only its venomous bite,
but more the loss of its young, which serve as food for these snakes that enter their
burrows, take possession, and drive them from their homes. Where does one fin<l a
prairie.dog town but that it is teeming with snakes and the strange little owl
(Speotyto cuni,!ularia) that "ducks" to passers in ludicrons solemnityf These do
1

American Naturalist, XVI, 1882, p. 565.
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not onstitnte a happy family. The owls, though they generally occupy an abandon d b.ole or burrow, destroy the young dogs. •or do the egg and nestlings of
the owl far with any better tr atment from the snakes; between these exists much
enmity.
ne afternoon, while pa sing through one of these dog towns in Wallace
ounty, Kaosa , we beard a most nnusual noise ancl stir (in the town ), as though
they were h }ding a bellicose council. They were collected around a hill, into
which they wer craping dirt vigorously. On examming the bnrrow it was found
t ontain a 1arl! rattle nake that the clogs were trying to entomb. I noticed tl1is
s v ra.l times, a c1id otb •r memberR of our party. To leave no donbt upon the subje t, w dug out the nakes after shooting them.
CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS PULVERULENTUS Cope.

rotal1ls conjluentus pulverulentus COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 11;
Pro·. . . at. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 692.

~~-- - .

~

Fig.337.
CROT.ALUB CONFLUll:N'fUB PULVERULENTUB COPE.

= 1.
Type.
Lake Valley, New Mexico.
Collection of E. D. Cope.
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dripped from his fangs and, with llis violent expiration or hisses, wa·s
thrown toward, without reaching me. My ascrip~ion of this habit to
rattlesnakes in my ·synopsis of Snakes of North America 1 brought out
in the pages of Forest and Stream -some vigorous protests and assertions that I was quite in error. Among my critics was Capt. Charles
Bendire, who bas seen a great deal of rattlesnakes in the West. However, the circumstance occurred as I now state it. .A.t the same time
it is the only time that I have observed it. 'fhe habit is probably not
common amougrattlesnakes, but it is ·nevertheless usual among venomous snakes, and the genus Orotalus is not likely to be an exception.
CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS LECONTE! Hallowell.
Crotalus lecontei HALLOWELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p. 80; Sit-

greaves's Rept. Exped. Zuni and Colorado Rivers, 1853, p. 139; U. S. Pac.
R. R. Rept., X, Williamson's Rept., 1859, p. 18.
Crotal'UB confluentus lucifer CoPE; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 11.

Fig. 338.
CRO'f.A.LUS CONFLUENTUS LECONTE! HALLOWELL.

= 1.
Rush Lake, Utah.
Cat. No. 8143, U.S.N.M.

This form is the 0. confluentus of the Great Basin. .Although it is
quite different from the typical 0. confiuentus, I can not distinguish it
as a species. It is indeed more closely allied to the Californian subspecies 0. c. lucifer, and although it is not difficult to distinguish most
indi vicluals of the two, the differences rest largely on color and form of
the head an<l. other features of no great constancy.
Cephalic scales smallest; eight rows between superciliaries; . four
rows below orbit; dorsal spots and headbands light-edged or not;
numerous posterior cross-bands. The general appearance is that of a
1

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XV, 1892, p. 687.
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bleachetl-]ooking 0. c. confluentus, with a _peculiarity in the dorsal
pot . 'rbes con ist of a dark brown circumference only, the center8
diff: ring little from the ground color. The bands and stripes on the
h ad are wanting or ob olete, the postorbital being faintly indicated.
In tead of the e there are irregular blackish splotcbes more or less
couflut111t on the top of the head between the orbits and behind that
re ion. The tail bands are very distinct.
'at.

. 4617; rows of scales, 25; upper labials, 16; gastrosteges, 169; urosteges,

2 • total length, 828 mm. (with rattle); length of tail, 97 mm. (with rattle); rattle,

4 mm.

Thi ub p cies agrees with the 0. c. liwifer in tbe simall size of the
ale which cover the bead, but differs from it greatly in color. While
thi form the palest of the subspecies, the 0. c. lucifer is the mosL
d, ply ol red, in agreement with the general law of Allen, namely,
bat the pale types inhabit dry regions, and the dwellers in moist
clim te are more heavily pigmented.
Crotalits conjf,uentus lecontei Hallowell.
Locality.
1
l

From whom received.

Nature of
specimen.

, lepto Valley, Utah ...,. ........ Captain Simpson ............... Alcoholic.
Rush Lake, Utah.... .. ......... Dr. H. C. Yarrow................
do.

I h, v al o . p cime11s from Pyramid Lake, northwest Nevada, an d
fr m arn r and ilver lakes, Oregon. These localities a.re all in
h clry and barren region of the Great Basin, on the eastern side.
CROTALUS CONFLUENTUS LUCIFER Baird and Girard.

('rotalwt luc1fer B mo and GIRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila. (1853), p. 177, and
'ata) gn 18-2, p. 6.-GIRARD, Herp. u. s. Expl. Exp., 1858, p. 187.-BAIRD,
. •. P, ·ific R.R. Rept., X, Williamson's Report, 1859, p. 10.-COOPER and
KLEY, Tat. Hi t. Wash. Terr., 1859, p. 295.
1' i nr , . , . Pac. R. R. Surv. Rept. Reptiles, Williamson ·s Rept. Reptilee,
pl., 1.- 'IRA HD, Herp. U. . Expl. Exp., pl. xv, figs. 1-6.

a l • b rt. muzzle broad. Scales between the superciliaries numerou. ·m 11 and uniform. Plate on top of bead., four prefronta.J, four
-' front I r el. irregular. Three rows scales between the subor-

i al.' n l labial . Labjal sixteen above, first and fifth largest; fif.
II b low. Dor, al row, twenty-fl ve, exterior smooth, second and third
witlJ b 1 te aritiation. Tail and posterior portion of body with
ixt n or v 11 t en half ring . A succession of brown dorsal hexao. or ta on eparated throughout by a narrow ligllter li11e. Light
, tri from up r ·iliary crosses the angle of the mouth on the third
:od f urtb row abo e labial.
H ad ery br ad anterjorly, outline little tapering. Head above
c v r d w1th many ·mall tuberculiform scales, showing a substelliform
radi ti n. lntel'val between up rciliary plates filled with small scales,
n r] uniform in ize; row bordering tlle uperciliaries very small.

t
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Scales in front of tbe superciliaries variable. In one specimen there are
two rows of four each, of considerable size; in another they are larger
than the rest, but irregular. Scale; on the cheeks large, flat, smooth.
Ground color, ligLt brown above. Along the back a series of subl1exagonal or octagonal blotches, formed by a skeleton of dull yellowish,
co11stituting a dorsal chain . The space thus inelosed of the groundcolor is margined faintly witll dark brown. The width of the interval
between tlie successive blotcbes is from one-half to one and a half
scales. These spots are frequently confluent, two and three running
together. Where most distil1ct the spots are four scales long and
eleven wide. On each side of tLis dorsal series is a second, separated
by a single row of scales, the blotches extending from the abdominal
scutellre to the fifth or sixth row. Tlrnse are smaller than the dorsal

Fig. 339.
CROTALUR CQNFLUENTUS LUCIFER BAIRD AND GIRARD.

= 1.
San Francisco, California,.

an d snbcircular. Opposite the transverse light bands, and in the open
space l>etween four co11tiguous blotches on the Rides, smaller blotches
are indistinctly visible. Posteriorly tbe spots on the back and sides
are confluent and darker, in one specimen forming seventeen half rings,
encircling the back, leaving about twenty-four dorsal blotches. Abdomen greenish yellow, more or less clouded with brown at the bases of
the scales. Head dark brown; a light line from posterior portion of
the Huperciliaries alo11g- the fourth row of supralabial scales back to the
angle of the jaws, on the occiput, where it expands into the color of
the under part. Upper labials of the same light color behind, rapidly
widening anteriorly HO as to include whole front and side of tbe face,
leaving only the top of the heatl dark. The space about the facial pit
darker.
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The th ory of coloration is tbat of decussating lines, which, when
iuter ect, unite o a, to have the angles of intersection truncated.
he p cie has a general resemblance to 0. a. a,trox in the arraugem nt of the blotches, but is darker, and has about seventeen dark
half rings posteriorly instead of four or five. In 0. a. atrox the head
i narrow rand more tria11gular, the space between the superciliaries
narrow, and occupied by angulated larger scales instead of small tuberculou one . In 0. a. atrox the row bordering the superciliaries is much
1 rg r than the rest, and the scales on the top of the head generally more
angulated. In 0 . c. z,u cifer the line on the side of the head, instead of
ing directly from tbe posterior end of the superciliary to the commisure , pa ses back 11early parallel to the mouth, crossing along tbe fourth
row of cales above the labial. The seco]Jd line in front of the eye is
much wider below in 0 . c. lucifer, and the face generally shows more of
white, whHe the dark portions are much darker.
In small pecimeus the colors are much brighter and the pattern
b tter uefi.ned. Such individuals graduate into the 0. c. confluentus of
orr p nding age which are found in southern California. On the
o h r band, tbe large . pecimens become obscure in the pattern of colra i n and lo e variou marks; for instance, the superior border of
th po to •ular baud and the lateral borders of the dorsal spots. This ·
rm i imply the dark-colored phase of 0 . cor1tfluentus, cha,r acteristic
f a r 1 tiv ly w t ·limate.
Jr ady r marked, this subspecie~ is directly connected with the
' Pi· 1 ou '. o. oonjluentits by the intermediate form 0. c. lecontei.
hi rada ion i e pecially evident in spe_cimens from the mountains
f ri.zona , h r the color are apt to be dark; as for instance in speciat. . 397.
'at. • .

'cales.

Upper

labials.

25.
25.

. ·--. -... ·- ---- -- ---·

23.
25.

15.
15.
16-17.
16.

Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail. Rattle.
mm .
mm.
mm.

169.
157.
177.
168.

26.
23 .
23.
25.

1, 034:.

142.

65.

the reptiles of the Death Valley

ub. pecie is given by Dr. 0. Hart Merriam
follow :
ti

Thi ep ci doe uot inhabit th
reat Basin, but was found in a number of localin the we tor costal slope of the ierra, and in the San Joaquin Valley. Speci-
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mens were obtained at Olcl Fort Tejon, in the Canada de las Uvas, and thence northw~rcl on the west slope of the mountains to Tehachapi Pass, Kern Valley, Kaweah
RiveT, Kings River Canyon, the San Joaquin River, and the Merced River (on tlie
latter as high as 2,620 meters, or 8,600 feet).
Crotalus confluentuB lu.cifer Baird and Girard.
,
Number
Cnta?ogue of speci0·
mens.
7762

1

4234
83!)7

1

370
371
373
4254
9959

1
1
2
2

10774

1

10813
10608
10914

1
l
1

876
13799

1
1

1

U.S. Sex and
age.

~f·

Locality.

When
collected.

cJlumbia River, Oregon .. Sept. 19, 1878
Santa Barbara, California. July - , 1875
Fort Walla Walla, Wash - June-, 1881
ington.
Bl~e Mountains, Oregon ..... ............
Baird, Sl1astaCounty, Cal- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ifornia.

Locality.

Adult.
Young
.Ad ult .
Y otmg

m:: ±~~it

.Altitude.

-~~~g~d.~i~~~•.~·a·l~~~~~~~::::::::::::::

H.

w. Henshaw ........ .

do.
do.
do.

..... do .................. .

Capt. Charles Bendire,
U.S . .A.
Dr. Geo. Suckley, U.S.A.
C.H. Townsend ........ .

When From whom
collected. received.

do.
do.

Remarks.

1891.

July 7 Palmer ..•..
July 17 Bailey ..... .
July 10 ..... do ..... .
Aug. 12 ..... do ..... .
July 28 ..•.. do . . . . . . Skin.
Aug. 14 Palmer .... .
July 29 Nelson ..... .

u~~ .~~g~ .~. :::::i~ ::::::

Catalogue
No.

Locality.

15498- 9
20538
22042
22043

California ..••.......•..................................
San Jacinto Mountains, California ................ . ... .
Campo, Sau Diego County, California ................. .
Coas t .Ran,Qe, s ummit :Mexican boundary line, San
Di ego County, California.
Witch Creek, Santa Ysabel, an Diego County, Cali•
fornia.

20207

Nature of
specimen.

Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alcoh o 1i c
type.
FortUmpqua, Oregon .................... Dr. E. P. Vollmn, U.S. A. .Alcoholic.
do.
White Mountains, Ari- ............... H.-W.Henshaw ........ .
zona.
do.
California ............................... Dr. C. B. R. Kennerly ... .
do.
..... do ........................................ do .................. .
do.
San Francisco. California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. D. Cntts ............. .
do.
Fort T ejon, California..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Xantus ............... .
do.
Sant11, Catalina Island, -,1876 P.Schumacher ....•.....
California.
<lo.
Ne~: _camp Harney, Ore• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ca&,\,. ~arles Ben dire,

Feet.
Old Fort Tejon, California, ................... .
Bakers.field, Ualifomia ....... ... ..... .
Kern ville, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400
Soda Springs, North Fork Kern River, ....... .
Califoruia.
18679 Male.. East :Fork Kaweah River, California. 4, 500
18680 .Ad ult. Kings River Canyon, Californi11,. ......
18681 Adult . North Fork ·an Joaquin River, Cali6,600
fornia.

18675
18676
18677
18678

From whom received.

From whom r eceived.
Dr. C. .8. R. Kennerly.
F. Stephens.
Dr. E . .A. Mearns.
do.
H. W. Henshaw.

CROTALUS POLYSTICTUS Cope.
Crotali18 polyBtictuB COPE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 179.-DUGES, Natura-

leza (2), I, 1888, p. 134.-COPE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1892, p. 689.G'"NTIIER, Biol. Centr. Am., Rept., 1895, p. 192.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes
Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 582.
Caudisona polyBticta COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, p. -191; 1866, p. 309.
Orotal1t8 lugubris JAN, part, Rev. and Mag. Zool., 1859, p. 156.
CrotaluB lugubriB var. 'r nultimaculata JAN, Icon. Gen., Pt. 46, 1874, pl. n1, fig. 3.
C1·otalu8 jimenezii DuGE , Jaturaleza, IV, 1876, p. 23, pl. 1, figs. 18-20.

The superciliary plates are normal; the rostral higher than broad,
acuminate; two marginals between them, the anterior pair linear, sepa- ·
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rat <l by a mall plate, the posterior broad oval, Repara,ted by two
r, ther narrow plate . Thre~ between the superciliaries, tl1e outer large.
Two na al , two loreals, one above the other. Superior labial~ fourteen, eparated from the orbit by two rows of smooth scales; infer1or
la iaL· thirteen; temporals smooth. Rows of scales twenty-sevei1, all
keeled, xcept the outer two. · Gastrosteges 123, urosteges 19, the first
n1y divided. Orepitaculum slender, acuminate, delicate for the size
of the animal; joint eleven. The color above is laterally gray brown,
medially ye11owi b brown, marked by seven longitudinal series of
brow11i, h black Rpot'; these alteruate; the inferior involves the tips of
tbe gn~tro tege ; the median embraces the largest spots, eight and
nin ,' ·al wide, which are occasionally subdivided, the halves alterna ing. 'rhe tail is brown, crossed liy thr<'e p3:irs of dark-brown bars.

Fig. 340.
ROTALUS POLYSTICTUS COPE.

= 1.
Gaana,juato, Mexico.
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CROTALUS TIGRIS Kennicott . .

Crotallls tig1·is KEN ICOTT, U.S. and Mex. Bouud. Surv., II, 1859, p. 14.-COPE, in
Yarrow, U. S. Geog. Survey W. 100th Meritl., V, 1875, p. 534.-COPE, Checklist N. Arner. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 33.-SrnJNEGER, Report U. S. Nat. Mus.
for 1893, 1895, p. 449, pl. XIV.
Figur es, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., II, pl. rv.

Size uot large. Head oval, the muzzle short and obtuse with short
and indistinct can thus rostralis. Rostral plate trh111 g-ular, not higher
than wide, in contact with prenasal. Po~tnasal and preorbitals short,
not in contact; oue or two loreals. Two or three rows of scales below
orbit. Top of muzzle and interorbital space with small flat smooth
scales of about equal size, the posterior canthal scale only being larger.
Supraorbital scuta more or less divided uy a transverse suture or groove,

Fig. 341.
CROT.A.LUS TIGRIS KENNICOTT.

= 1.

Sierra Verde, New Mexico.
Cat.

o. 47 1, U.S.N.M.

a hrancb from which cuts off more or less completely a part of the
margiu. Five or six rows between supraorbitals. Scales on cheek
and back of bead keeled. Body scales not narrowed, all keeled, except
the inferior three rows on each side.
The ground color of the alcoholic specimens is a light yellowish gray
above and a dirty white below. The median dorsal line is crossed by
numerous transverse hexagon s of a brown color, which is punctulated
with a darker brown. The iuterspaces of two scales on the middle line
are pigmented probably yellow in life. On the inferior four or five rows
of scales opposite the lateral angles of the hexagons is a series of vertical brown bars or spots. Near the anterior fourth of the length these
fuse with the hexagons, forming cross-bands, which continue to the end
of the tai1. They are wide at the middle and narrow at the sides of the
body, and are separated on the median line above by the pigmented

11 2
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(}a tro te<T
with brown and gray bade at their extremitie
a p int I rn ting with th <l r al and lateral pot ; otherwise withon m rkiog . Tail olor cl like the body, buff with brown cros -bands
e c pt at the tr mi y, where there are two black cro -bands.
h c lor f the bead are rndi 'tinct. There is a brownish-gray
p , nlar band which extend to tbe angle of the mouth, the superior
b rcler no w 11 defin d the inferior one a yellowish band, which is as
wid a the ey and r ache the labial border below it. A large spot
a h icl of th nape above the su pen orium of the lower jaw,
nd forward a bade to the inner border of the superciliary
h icle. Superciliary and nasal plates paler than the

~71 differ. in everal respects from the types (Cat. Nos.
' he dorsal and lateral spots do not unite into cross bands
, n ri r th tail. The lateral spots are represented by traces only on
he nt ri r third of the length. The dor al pots have brown borders,
hil tb int rior · re but little darker than the ground color, and are
n pun ·tulat . Tbe inter I aces are not yellow. The head markings,
. p h po ·t rbital band, are wanting.
'cales. Upper labials. Gas trosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail.
mm.
mm.

271 (rnttl nt ofl) .... ..... 25.
471 ...... ..... .............. 23.

14.
14.

170.
170.

231+.
21.

653.

45+1
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The distribution of this species is commented on by Dr. Stejneger in
bis report on the repti1es of the Death Valley expedition as follows:
The '' tiger rattler/' of which tLe expedition has bronght home quite a series, is one
of the rarest species in collections. Discovered during the survey of the boundary
between the United States and Mexico, and d escribed by Kennicott, the habitat of
tlJe species was given in general terms as "Dei;erts of Gila and Colorado," but I can
find no evidence of specimens recorded from anywhere except from the Sierra del
Pozo Verde,' in Arizona. A specimen was afterwards collected by Dr. Irwin at Fort
Hnchanan, Arizona, and recorded by Dr. Yarrow in his Catalogue of the Reptiles and
Batrachians in the U. S. National Museum (No . 5271). Dr. J. G. Cooper has since
enumerated C. ti.gris from the California side of the "Colorado Valley," but whether
be based bis record upon specimens actually collected (in which case, probably near
Fort Mohave), or only upon the general statement in the report of · the Mexican
Boundary Survey, I do not know.
It does not appear to have been collected by any of the many parties of the Pacific
Railroad Surveys, nor was it brought home by the herpetologists of the Wheeler
expedition west of the one hundredth meridian.
The extension of its known range by the present expedition is therefore very
material, and is the more interesting since it was found almost over the entire desert
area visited. So far from being restricted to the Colorado Valley proper, as surmised by Dr. Cooper, it seems to be chiefly confined to the desert mountain ranges,
in which it ascends to a considerable altitude, as shown by the table below, while ·
horizontally its range has been extended over quite a considerable area of' southern
Nevada.
·
A stndy of the present series convinces me that the nearest affinity of the "tiger
rattler" is with the true Crotalus conjluentus of the plains, in spite of the rather
striking and, in many respects, peculiar aspect of the former.

Dr. Merriam gives the following note in his report on the results of
the Death Valley expedition:
The known range of this exceedingly rare rattlesnake has been greatly extended
by the expedition, specimens having been secured at frequent intervals from Owens
Valley, in California, to the Great Bend of the Colorado, on the boundary between
Nevada and Arizona. It was usually found in rocky places in the desert rangesrarely in the intervening valleys.
When passing through Emigrant Canyon, in the Panamint Mountains, in California,
April 15, two large rattlesnakes of this species were killed at one shot hy Mr.
Stephens, at an altitude of 1,400 meters (4,600 feet). They were on a ledge of rock,
an cl were s tan ding erect with their heads near together, apparently playing. In Indian
Spring Valley, north of the Charleston Mountains, in Nevada, one was found in a
wood rat's nest that was dug open to secure a large scaly lizard (Scelop orus magister)
whith had taken refuge there. Its stomach contained a kangaroo rat (Dipodomys)
and a pocket mouse (Perognathiis), indicating nocturnal habits. Others were killed
in the upper part of Vegas Valley (near Cottonwood Springs) and Vegas Wash,
Nevada, and in Owens Valley (on Independence Creek), Coso Valley, the Argus Range
Slate Range, Panamint Range, and Grapevine Mountains, California. In the Argus
Range nineteen were killed in or near Shepherd Canyon, during the latter part of
April and first week of May, by Dr. Fisher's party.
1
The name is written both , ierra del Pozo Verde and Sierra Verde in the Rept.
U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv. (See I, Pt. 1, p. 121, and Pt. 2, p. 70). This range
is situated on the boundary between Arizona and Sonora, nearly due south of Baboquivari P ak, and abont 50 miles northwest of Nogales. A spring known as Agua .
del Pozo V rde (Green Well) is situated at the foot of the western slope near the '
southern end of the range.
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rotalus ti9ri 1 ennicott.

'atal gu

~

4n

From whom r ceivecl.

Locality .

.. ·o.

I

Nature of spccimeu.

'i rra V rde, N ew Mexico .. A. chott . .......... .•...... Alcoholic .

....
-~~ :::::: ::: :::::~~:::::: :::J~: :~~::::: :~:: :::::::::
.Fo;t Buchanan, Arizona..... D r. B. J. D. Irwin , u. s. A...

473
5271

Altitude

Locality.

When
collected.

~~:

do.

From whom
r eceived.

Rem:trlcs .

- - - - - - -- - - - - -1--- - - - - 1 - - - - - - · f - - - - Feet.
J
1 ' 2
1 Oil3
l ~

01111/!;

ouug
late .Range, California.............. .
Pannmin ,Mountains, Willow Creek,
'alif'ornia.
ouug J'arnuniot Monntains, Johnson Canyon, 'alifornia.
clult Panamint Mountains, Emigrant
tLnyon, California.

dull
dult,
1

7

I

1 ii~

1891.

Ma.v 1
May 2
May 29
Jun 6

Merriam . . .. . .
Bailey ...... ..
Merriam ..... .
Nelson ........ 3 , 000 feet
above salt
wells.
Stephens .... .
Nelson ....... .

3,100
5,500

Apr. 21
May 17

5,000

Mar. 30

Fisbor ....... .

4,600

Apr. 16

Stephens . ....

IA:l:~u .... ~g~~. J{i1"x;ge: .. hepbe~ci. ·c~~;y~~~ . ..~·-~~~ .. Ap~~ 29 ..
0

0

Fi~bde~::::::::
alifornia.
Adult. ..... do ......................... . ....... ...... .A.pr. 27 ..... do . ...... .
Ad111!.
'Ol:IO
all y, Maturango Sprin gs, . . . . . . . . May 11 Palmer ...... .
'nllf'ornia.
dull ...... do ................. . ............ . . . ......... . do . ....... do ....... .
a
74 1"1•malt•i wrns Vall y, Ind p ndence Cre k,
6,500 Jun o 20 Stephens . ... .
dull.
'aUfornia.

: 1170

__I_

CROT ALUS PRICE! Van Den burgh.
rolalltH pri i

A

DE BURGH,

Proc. al. Acad. ci. , 1 95, p. 856.

· pyth f 11 wingde uriptioufrom VauDenburgh,aslhavenotseen
p ·i

rn.l gr und color iHoliv gray so thickly cover ed with minute brown clots
v be animal :~ d cidedly browni h hue. A narrow dark brown band of
nnrn rm width run ha k :Lnd down from the eye just t ou ching the upper angles of
th i h b and nin th labial w ithout involving them . The scales below this b:tnd
a.r vinac u r am. Tber are two small seal brown pots on the occiput. The
o ial and gulars are yellow ting d with vina eons laterally. The rest of the
head is unicolor. Along ea h aide of the back is a aeries of from fifty-four to sixty
mall brown blotch . Anteriorly th s bav a tendency to alterun.te, but pOF1teriorly
th,·y uni with one an o her to form er ,·sbars. There are seven similar brown bars
11 the tail.
The dor al blotches are eal brown, pal est c1.m tral1y, and a re edged
with very pale brown or white. They are about one and one-half scales long-, and
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from two to three rows of scales wide. They are separated from the other blotches
on the same side of the back by about one and one-half scales, and from those ofth~
opposite side by the width of one scale. There are two or three r~ws of smaller
alteruating brown spots on the sides. The gastrosteges, except anter10rly, are dark
slate. The edges of the gastrosteges and of the scales of the first row are whitish~
The tip of the tail is uright salmon or :flesh color.
mm.

~::::: :; ::::1~_::~::::~~::: ~:::~~~:~: :::: :::: :::: :~:::~: :::::: 4!~

mm. mm.

Segments in rattle .... ···-·····-·· ·---- - ...... -·-··- ...... - ---7+
One of the five specimens has ten supralabials on one side of the head.

348 341
29 32
6
3+

Habitat.-The B uachuca Mountains, southeastern Arizona. Museum
of the Leland Stanford University, Palo Alto, California. W.W. Price,
collector.
This interesting species bas relationships with both the C. tigris and
the C. lepidus, judging from the description. It seems to be quite distinct from both in the small number of labial plates and the number
and size of the dorsal spots. The urosteges are more than usually
divided.
CROTALUS HORRIDUS Linnreus.

Crotalus horridus LlNNAms, Syst. Nat. Ed., XII, I, 1766, p. 372 [Prim6. cit. Mus.
Ad. Fr., I, 39, ubi "Frons tecta squamis obtusissimis, palpebrre superiores
planre magnre" legatur. Porro, Catesby Carol. Hist. (A) et Ammnitat. Acad.
(B) citantur. (A." Vipera,caudisona americana," et" V. c. a. minor" describuntu1·,
pp. 41, 42; sed "V. c. a. minor caput scutis magnis instructum habet." 1 ) (B. In •
.Ammn. A.cad., II, p.139. U. du1·issa (hujus enumerationis) (Amren. A.cad., I, 500)
citatu.r! et" Virginianis rattlesnake" denominatur!) Secundo cit. Seba, 95, f. I.,
ubi C. terrifica delineatur! !]-SHAW, Gen. Zool., III, 1802, p. 317.-CuvrnR,
Regne Animal, II, 1817, p. 78.-GRAY, Synopsis Rept., 1830, p. 78.-GU.ERIN,
Iconogr. R. Anim., 1830, pl. xx1n, fig. 2.-GRIFFITH, Cuv. Regne Anirrial, IX,
1831, p. 267.-LE CONTE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1853, p. 417.-CQPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 338; Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875,
p.33.
Crotalus durissus LATREILLE, Hist. Rept., III, 1801, p.190.-DAUDIN, Hist. Rept.,
V, 1802, p. 304 (exclus. cit. Linnreus, Laurenti, Lacepede).-HARLAN, Journ.
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 368 (exclus. cit. Linnreus and Laurenti); Med. et
Phys. Res., 1825, p. 132.-SCHLEGEL, Essai sur le Phys. Serp., II, 1837, p. 365
(exclus. descrip. color., p. 366, and homonyms, U1·opsop hus triseriatus Wagler
and Crotaliis conjlu,entus Say) .-STORER, Report Rept. Mass., 1839, p. 233.HoLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., III, 1842, p. 9 (exclus. cit. Linnreus).-DE KAY,
Zoology of N. Y., Pt. 3, 1842, p; 55 (exclus. cit. Linnreus, Say).-LE CONTE,
Southern Med. and Surg. J ourn., 1853, p. 663.-BAIRD and GIRARD, Cat. N.
Amer. Rept., Pt.1, Serp., 1853, p. 9 (exclus; cit. Linnreus).-BAIRD, Serpents of
N. Y., 1845, p . 9 (exclus. cit. Linnreus).-DUMERIL and BrnRoN, Erp. Gen., VII,
1854, p.1465 (exclus. cit. Linnreus Latreille, and Wagler).-BAIRD, U.S. Pac.
R. R. Expl. Surv., X, Whipple's Rept. Reptiles, 1859, p. 39 (exclus. cit. Linme us).-! JAN Rev. et Mag. de Zool., 1859, p.153.
Crotaliis atricaudatus LATREILLE, Hist. Rept., III, 1801, p. 209.-! Born, Isis von
Oken, 1827, p. 562.-WAGLER, Nat. Syst. Amphib., 1830, p. 177.-GRAY, Zoo].
Miscell., 1842, p. 51.
Urocrotalon durissus FITZINGER, Syst. Rept., 1843, p. 29.
1

NAT MUS

Linn re us Syst. Nat., in C. miliarii diagnosi.

98--75
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ropsopJ111 s d11risstoJ GR y at. nri . )Ius. 1 1_9 p. 1_ (~xcln . _cit. Linnreus antl
hom nym •(Jn.fltt nlUJJ 1c.ry,rho11ibifer La.tr 111 , trt8enatus\ iegmaun, Wagler.
and ray).
.
, rotalus alt'sbcri II mpri h, FITZI ' ER, eue Clas . p. 63, ac ordmg to Gray
, ,rocrotalon cat sbya11u11i 1' itzin r, IE ING, yst. llelminth. , II, 1851, p. 431.
Fi ur , 'ATE BY, Ili t. 'nr., II, pl. XLII.-LA EPimE, erp., II, pl. xv1n , fig .
3.-, HAW Zool., III, pl. LX ·.·vrn.-DA DIN, Hi t. R pt., V, pl. LXYill.{:m . •, I oogr. R. Animal, pl. xxm lig. 2.- HLEGEL, Essai, pl. xx, figs., 15,
1 ; J i . niv. Hi t. n.t . .Atla , H , pl. :xm, fig. 7.-DUMERIL and BmRON, Erp .
• ·n. Atla , pl. LXXXIV bi . fig. 7.-IIOLBROOK, . Am. Herp. , III. pl. 1.-DE
J' Y, Zoo 1. ' w Y rk, Pt. 3, Atlas, fig.19.-BAIRD, erp. . Y., pl. 1, fig . 1; U. S.
P. c. . l. E,·pl. I pt . ..', Reptiles, pl. xx1v, fig.1.
Jltlbitat.-E t rn l 'nited, tate8 to the Plains.

Fig. 842.
CnOTALUS IIORRIDUS LINNAJ:US.

= l.

Kansas.
Cat.

o. 4021, U.S .N.M.
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five longitudinal rows, all keeled, the two rows on each side next the
shields of the abdomen (gastrosteges) faintly.
The ground color above varies from bright yellowish tawny or fulvous to dark brown; beneath from whitish yellow to black ·gray. A
light line extends from the superciliary plate to the angle of the mouth,
behind which is a dark band or blotch. Upon each side of the medial
<.lorsal line there are two series of brown or black spots. The spots of
the upper or medial series are larger, rhomboid, running obliquely
upward and backward. They are frequeutly confluent across the
middle line of the back anteriorly; always upon the posterior half of
the body. The spots of the lower series encroach slightly upon the
gastrosteges, and posteriorly unite with those of the middle series to
form zigzag cross bands. Anteriorly they sometimes alternate with
the central series, or rather become confluent with an iudefinite alternating series, and joining the extremities of · the former inclose the
ground color, which thus forms a series of light spots. Of these transverse bands or rows of spots there are twenty-one, more or less, from
the head to the anus. In Southwestern specimens a narrow rnfous
band frequently extends along the median dorsal line throughout the
whole length. Tail nearly always entirely black.
This species is found from Maine to Kansas and from Louisiana to
Florida.
Cat. Nos.

244 . _..... _____ . _.... . . . .
245 ... .......... _.. . . . . . .
246 .. . _..... __ . . . . . . . . . . .
247 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1299 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9320 (no rattle) ...... ....

Scales.

25.
23.
23.
23.
25.
25.

Upper Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length. Tail. Rattle.
lab ials.
mm.
mm. mm.
13.
168 1.
24.
1,318. 115.
15.

+
+
+

14.

166 + 1.
168 1.
165 1.
165.
178.

25.
18.
25.
25.
25.

1,220.

100.

·The largest individual of this species which I have seen is from near
F ort. Macon, North Carolina. Its length is 5 feet and its diameter
that of the full sleeve of an ordinary house coat.
This species has the widest range of all the species excepting the
tropical 0. clurissus. It was formerly abundant in the eastern district
everywhere, but it bas been exterminated from the well-settled regions
and is only abundant in the wilder regions. It is not uncommon about
Lake George in northern New York and in the Berkshire Hills in western
Massachusetts. Thence it is to be found throughout the Alleghany
Mountains to Georgia and Alabama. I have not seen a specimen from
Florida.
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Crotaltts horridus Linnceus.

,

umb r
of BP i•

talogu

- - •:,, \~

"

I

Wilmington, .,.orth
liua.

When
ollt1ct q.
aro• .......... ... .

I

.

From whom receive d .

Nature of
specimen.

Dr. A. Reuss . . . . . . . . .• . . Alcoholic.

. t. "imonsisland,Georgia ............... . J.P.F()X ················
Kaosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -, 1858 C~\.
H. Simpson,
rkansa .............. • •· •··· •· • • • • • • • • • Colunel Kearney ....... .
Iowa ................ ................ .... . B.F.Odell.. .•... ........
Brazos Riv r, T xa ...... .... . ......... . Dr. B. I!'. huroard . ..... .
, rlisl , P no. ylvania. .................. . Prof. S. F. Baird ........ .
W , t Virginia ..... ..................... . Dr.P.R.Hoy ........... .
Wilmington, North Uaro• .............. .

24
4621

i:_

4394

24
276

1292 1
0~

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.

linn.
Katonab, New York ...... ~ug. 26, 1878

073
1

Locality.

I

I

l

J. D. Miller ... ... ...... .. Alcoholic
cast.
Prairie M r Rouge, Loni • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Fairie........... . . . . . . Alcoholic.

Inna.

. nn Bois, hocta11" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................•.
Jlill11bllro, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. W. Shutt ...........•.
D, r !'ark, Maryland . .... .... .. . . . . . . . . . Chas. Hobbs ... .. . .....•.
Laui.:hl •ust-Own, Penn yl• .. ............. O. P. Ilay . ............. •
vania.
rtappnhnnnock Uounty, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert E. McConnell ..•.
10070
Virgiuin.
Portland, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joo. H. Sa~e .... .. ...... .
r, •nsl>oro, Hale 'ounty, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. W. C. .a very .. ...... .
labnmn.
. .. . . . . . . . Lycoming County, P on - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nat. Zool. Park ......... .
sylvanfa.
• 675 ..•......• .... do ............ .... ...... ...............•.. do .................. .
2~'72 .. ........ ................................................ do .................. .

27!)
1
14755 .... ..... .
U 10
17 5

Pr f.

do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do .

. P. Hay I give the following account of the habits of Orotalus

Jwrrirlu,• :

Th .v b d h ir skins at differ nt tim81:!. If they did not have water, the skin
wonld c m off in patch . . H sn.y: nothing about the relation of the shedding of
b kin and tb acqui ition of news gments of the rattle. It bas been noted by
ob rv rs that a. variabl nmn b r of rmen ts of the rattle is acquired each year,
altb u h tb p pular id a. is that one is the number. As high as four have been
obs rv d to be add d io a ingle year. Th termmal segments, too, are constantly
1 The

Batrachians and Reptiles of Indiana.

Indianapolis, 1893, p. 129.
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being worn off, so that the number of segments present is no indication :>f the age
of the snake.
Holbrook states that Mr. Peale, of the Philadelphia Museum, kept a living female
rattlesnake for fourteen years. She bad eleven rattles when she came into bis possession. Several were lost annually and new ones formed. When she died, there were
still eleven. During this period the snake had grown 4 inches in length.
'r:he number of young appears to be about nine. I found this number of eggs in a
female about 37 inches long, brought from Pennsylvania. The eggs were 1.5 inches
long by an inch in diameter. Of these there were four in the left oviduct. There
were evidences that development had begun.
Where these snakes are numerous, they are inclined to gather in considerable numbers in caverns in rocks and. similar places in order to undergo their winter sleep.
Such places form the rattlesnake dens about which we hear occasionally.
CROTALUS ENYO Cope.

Crotalus enyo COPE, Proc. Aca,d. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 293.·-COPR, Check-list N.
Amer. Batr. and Rept., 1875, p. 33.-VAN DENBURGH 1 Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci.,
1895, p. 157.

]'ig. 343.
CROTALUS ENYO COPE.

=1.

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California.

Head depressed, covered with small keeled scales. Superciliaries
large, prominent, preceded by a small marginal plate; muzzle covered
above with nearly equal polygonal scales, slightly or not keeled. Rostral plate low, in form a nearly equilateral triangle: nasals two, the
anterior in contact with the rostral; numerous s~all scales anterior
to the pit. Thirteen or fourteen superior labials, the pos_terior small;
fourteen and fifteen inferior, the second, third, and fourth in contact with
tlie geneial. · Two rows of smooth scales and the infraorbital circle separate the labials from the orbit; the scales of the former continue smooth
upon the temporal region, and are larger than the labials. Scales of the
body rounded, short upon the Hides, especially those of the first three
rows, which, near the middle of the body, are not at all, or scarcely,

EPO T OF

11

Tl

TAL M

EUM 1 9 .

r pita ·ulnm)J 29 inches 9

rat ·o.

le.

pper labials.

1 .••••.••••••.•••. :&5.

13.

12 23 ................ 25.

lL

as tros teg s.

162.
170.

rosteges. Length. Tail.

26.
20.

mm.

1nm.

74:4.

86.

Rattle.
mm.

41.

Crotalus enyo Cope.

:1

When
collected.

From whom received.

I

Nat~re of
specimen.

Cape t. Lucas, L. Cali for- .............. . J. Xantus .............

··1

Alcoholic.

Locality.

Dia.

1 La l'az, L. California. ..... Feb. -, 1882 L. Belding...............

do.

p i doe not app ar to range to the north of the Cape St.
Luca zoo] gical di trict. Mr. an Denburgh records six specimens
from an Jo e del Oabo.

CROCODILIANS, LiZARDS,

AND

SNAKES.
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CROTALUS LEPIDUS Kennicott.

Crotalus lepidus KENNICOTT, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 206.-QOPE,
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, p. 13.
A.ploaspis lepida COPE, Report U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Mer., 1875, p. 535.COPE, Check-list N. Amer. Batr. Rept., 1875, p. 33.
·

Fig,344.
OROTALUS LEPIDUS KENNICOTT.

=1.

Rio Grande, Texas.

Head ovoid, tapering to the nose, which is narrow, pointed, and
depressed. Nostril small, circular, and placed near the point of the no~e
in about the middle of a nasal plate, which is usually only divided from
the nostril downward. Two elongated internasals iu contact, extending
behind the nostrils. Superciliaries and other · 1arge plates smooth.
Rostral subtriangular, broader than high, the apex turned back slightly
upou the crown. Upper preorbital small and separated from the post- ·
nasal by the width of two larger loreal plates. . Labials rather large,
twelve above, ten to twelve below. Color of head yellowish ash.
The bead is much depressed, the general outline ovoid, tapering
regularly from about opposite the angle of the mouth to the nose. The
crown is remarkably smootb. and the occipital scales are very faintly
carinated. There are two large internasals elongated laterally and
posteriorly, with their inner ends in contact. They are convex on their
external and concave on their internal edges, and extend for nearly
half their length back of the nostril. Behind and fitting into the
emargination forllled by these are two subquadrangular and smaller
plates in contact. Immediately behind these is another · similar pair.
On each side of these last two pairs, at the edge of the crown, between
t,he superciliaries and anterior frontals, is a larger plate. The superciliaries are rather small, and, like the other larg·e r plates, quite smooth;
the space between the superciliaries is quite narrow and filled with
three rows of irregular large scales; the posterior part of the crown is
also covered with rather large and smooth scales. The lower preorbital
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Orotalus lepidus Kennicott.
Number
Catalogue of speciN o.
mens.

21106
19672

Locality.

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

1 Presidio del Norte, Texas. __ . __ ..........••••............. Head, alcoholic.
do.
1 Eao-le Pass, Texas ---·-·-·- ·--···········-------·········
1 Fo;t Huachuca, Arizona.... Dr. Wilcox, U.S. ..A. •••••••• ·. .Alcoholic.
do.
1 ..... do ...................•....... do . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is a peculiarly handsome species and is the only one to which
the term "green rattlesnake" can be correctly applied. In the arrangement of its dark colors it approaches nearer to the 0. horridus of the
East than any other form. In the arrangem,e nt of its head scales it
approaches the 0. polystictus.
CROTALUS MITCHELLII Cope.
Orotal1.1,s mitchelli COPE, Wheeler's Rep. Surv. W. 100th Mer., V (1875), p. 535;
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1392, p. 689.-VAN DE~BURGH, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci.
(2), IV, 1894, p. 450.-STEJNEGER, Rept. U.S. Nat. Mus. for 1893 (1895), p. 454,
pl. XVII.
Oaudisona mitchelli COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 293; 1866, p. 310.
Oaudisona pyrrha COPE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866, p. 308.
Crotalus py1·rhus C0Pl<: 1 Wheeler's Rep., p. 535, pl. xxn; Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XIV, 1892, p. 689.-STEJNEGER, W. Amer. Scient., VII, 1891, p. 165.
Crotalus conjluentu,s var.pyn·hus GARMAN, N. Am. Rept., 1883, p. p3.
Crotalus oregonensis var. mitchelli GARMAN, N. Am. Rept., 1883, p. 173.
Crotali1,s mitchelli BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes in Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 580.

In this species the subdivision of the hl·ad scales is carried further
than in any other. The rostral is separated from the nasal by one or
two series of scales, and there are from two to five loreals, the posterior
two representing the anterior parts of the preoculars of other species.
There is no distinct can thus rostralis, and the scales of its external
border are identical in character with those that separate them on the
median part of the muzzle and front. All of these scales are rather
small and are striate. Six to eight rows separate the superciliaries.
Tbe latter have a strongly convex external border. · The muzzle is
short and wide, and the nostrils are somewhat vertical in position.
Three rows of scales separate the orbit from the labials. Superior and
inferior labials both fifteen, the first inferior divided transversely, so
that the postsympliyseal part is a separate element. Tbe symphyseals
taken together cordiform; rostral a triangle, a little wider than l.Jigh.
Tlie scales of the body are in twenty-three to twenty-fiv·e rows and are
rather obtuse. They differ little in size, except that the median five or
six rows are narrower. All are rather weakly keeled except the two
exterior. They are in addition finely striate ridged toward the base.
The rattle of the type specimeu displays eight joints and a button.
The color above anrl below i grayish yellow. 11he upper surface of
the head is shaded, that of the body coarsely and densely punctulated
with brown. The irregular aggregation and deepness of these punctu-
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]!'ig. 345.
CROTALUS MlTClIELLII CoPJt.

= 1.

La Paz, Lower California.
Cat. No. 12625, U •. N.l\l.

Tb typical p imen from which this species was deRcribed was
tak n ,
ape t. Luca . A specimen from Arizona which subseu ntly ·am to hand differed so widely in squamation and color that
Ir fi rr d jt to a dis in ·t pecies under the name of 0. pyrrhus. Thus,
ap t. Luca 'pecimen had two loreals, the Arizona aniwhil lJ
mal had four. and while tile Cape St. Lucas snake was pale gray, with
care ly di · · rnibl dor al spot , the Arizonian was red, with dark-red
nadrate d r al p t . Dr. Stejneger subsequently observed that specimen from California, in about the latitude of the Arizonian locality,
bad the color of the Cape St. Lucas specimen, and that the number of
loreal wa not con tant. Still later Mr. Van Denburgb, of the California cademy of Sciences, has shown that the number of loreal
1
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ecales, as well as of those separating the prenasal from the rostral, is
very variable, so that the distinction between tbe two supposed species
is purely individual.
Scale and plate formula of typical form:
Cat. Nos.

12625 ....• - - .••••. 5291½... - - - .. ·--·--

Scales. Upper labials. Gastrosteges. Urosteges. Length.
mm.

25.
25.

179.
198.

16.
16.

24.
26.

891.

Tail. Rattle.
min. rnm.

96.

33.

Fig. 346.
CROT.ALUS MITCHELLII COPE.

= l.

Angel Island Bay, Lower California.
Cat.No. 8562, U.S.N.M.

The coloration of tbe type specimen of tbe 0. pyrrhus is as follows:
The general tint of the specimen from which this species was
described is a bright salmon red on the upper surfaces, the scales of
the inferior rows punctulateu with brown. This color is marked by a
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row of large pot of a mahogany red, which are quadrate on tbe
anterior part of the body, become transversely hexagoua.l, then lenicnlar, and finally form cro,s•bands. There are thirty.two such spots
11 he body, and ix anuuli on the tail, which are interrupted by the
nro tege below. The e are of the same color as those of the back,
e 'cept the last three, which are nearly black. Inferior surfaces light
alm 11 color. The end of the ga trosteges are marked with alternate
blot be of yellow and mahogany, each covering the extremity of one or
two cuta. There are no di tinct color marks on the head, but the lips
are li liter. Formula:
Cat. ro. 6606; rows of scales, 23; upper labials, 15; gastrosteges, 174; urosteges, 26;
totn11ength, 770 mm. ; tail, 87 mm.; rattle, 43 mm.

This specie was dedicated to Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia,
author of the well.known researches on the venom of the rattlesnake,
th lleloderma, etc.
C1·otaluB mitchellii Cope.

I

-

tnlo uel amb~r
•0
of pec1·
·
m ns.

I

Locality .

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - -

5291
)21125
8502
0000
9

15 78

163~3
16:-iQl
2:!017

I

1 Cape t.Lucns, L .California.
1 La Paz. Lower California...
1 Angel Island Bay, Lower
California.
1 Fort ,Vbipple, .Arizona.....
1 Mohav DeR rt, rizona ....
1 Ang ' l Islan<l, Lower Cali•
fornia.
2 Colorado D sert, California.
.......... Puerto Refugio, Islanc.l An•
gel de In, Guardia, Gulf of
California.
..... ..... Near Mount prings, Colo•
railo Deeert, California.
.......... 1 Colorado DeRert, 'an Diego
County, California.
.......... Mount 'prings, halfway up
g, slop Coast Rau~e, San
Diego County, California.
C-ilorado Desert ........... .

I

J. Xantus .. ............ ..... Skin in alcohol.
L. Belding. . ................ Alcoholic.
Dr. T. tr. Streets, U.S. N....
do.
Dr. E. Coues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Skin in alcohol.
Dr. 0. Loew................. Alcoholic.
C.H. 'l'ownseQd. ... . . . . .. . . .
do.
C.R. Orcutt.......... . . . . . .
U. S, Fish Commission......

do.
do.

C.R. Orcutt . .•.....•........

do.

..... do ..................... .

do.

Dr. E. A. Mearns ........... .

do.

C.R. Orcutt .... ............ .

do.

id ' the above spe ·imen , Mr. Van Denburgh records specimens
lJ following locahties in Lower California: In the museum of the
lit rnia cademy of Science , Santa Margarita Island, one; Las Hueierra El Taste, one; San Jose del Oabo, seven; total, ten
CROT ALUS CERASTES Hallowell.

rota1us ceraBteB IlALL WELL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. ·Phila., 1854:, p. 95; U. S.
ac. R. R. Expl. R port, Williamson's Rep. Reptiles, 1859, p. 17.-BAIRD,
. . and Iex. Bound. urv. Reptiles, 1~59, p.14.-COPE, Check-list N. Amer.
atr. R pt., 1875, p. 33.- TEJNEGER, Report u. s.
at. Mus. for 1893, 1895,
p. 4~0, pl. xv.-BOULENGER, Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., III, 1896, p. 583.
rotalus (.IEchmophrys) ceraBteB CouEs, Report U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th
Ier., 1 75, p. 609.

ize man and medium. Head wide, the muzzle short and obtuse
and with indi tinct ·anthu ro, trali . Rostral plate in immediate contact with the prenasal, low in form, or wider than high. Postnasal
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only separated from prenasal below the nostril, and from preocular by
a large loreal. Three rows of scales below orbit. Scales on top of
muzzle smooth, fonr on each side larger than the others, two bordering
the nasals above, and two smaller ones bordering the superciliary in
front. Scales between superciliaries small, in five rows. Those behind
them and on the cheek keeled. External border of the superciliary
plate produced, sometimes considerably to an obtuse apex, which is
grooved longitudinally below. Scales of the body strongly keeled,
except the two inferior rows; which are smooth.
General color light yellowish or brownish gray above, dirty white
below. The upper surface is crossed by a median series of transverse
brown hexagons, the .color marked with numerous black punctulations.
Opposite the lateral apices of these, on the fourth row of scales, is a
small spot of the same color, and between these, on the first and second rows, and the end of the adjacent gastrostege is a rather larger

Fig. 347.

I

-

CROTALUS CERASTES HALLOWELL,
Cat. No. 15312, U.S.N.M.

dusky spot. None of these spots have dark or light borders except the
me<lian series, which are narrowly black· edged anteriorly and ·posteriorly on the middle part. The dorsal bands increase in relative transverse diameter on the posterior part of the body, but it is only on the tail,
and a part of the body of equal length anterior to it that they extend,
that they are unitecl with the lateral spots. The extremities of the gastrostege~ are shaded opposite the lateral and median spots, but th(•y
are elsewhere unspotted. The bead is in the specimens in alcohol without markings on the pale ground color, excepting a dusky postorbital
baud, which passes above the rictus of the mouth. The space anterior
to it, and below the eye, as far as the maxillary fossa, is very light
colored, probably yellow in life. The superior border of the postorbital
band is not defined; the inferior border is marked with some small
black spots.
Cat. Jo. 8923 ; rows of scales, 21; upper labials, 12; gastrosteges; 142; urosteges,
!l4; total length, 485 mm.; tail, 57 mm.; rattle, 13 mm.
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We have but few specimens of this specie , five only having come
und r my ob ervation. It is ne~:.est the 0. tigris Kenmcott, but has
even fewer cales on the body, presenting the smallest number known
in the genus. The labial plates are fewer, and the gastrosteges materially le, numerous (28). The partial fusion of the nasal plates is also
chara •teri tic of the 0. cerastes as of the 0. lep-idus.
A mall rattlesnake bas been long known to the Arizonians as the
" idewinder," from its habit of progressing sidewise instead of in
the 11 ual way. It has been ascertained by Dr. J. L. Wortman that the
specie which possesses this peculiarity is the Orotalus cerastes. During an ethnological explorntion of the valley oft.he Salt River, a tributary of the Gila, in Arizona, he frequently observed the snake and its
habits.
In bi ·report on the results of the Death Valley expedition Dr. Merriam gives the distribution and habits of this species as follows:
The horned rattlesnake, or "sidewinder," as it is locally known throughout the
region it inhabits, is the characteristic snake of the Lower Sonoran deserts of the
Great Basin, from southern California easterly across southern Nevada to Arizona
and southwe tern Utah. It inhabits the open deserts, while its congener of the
ame re ion ( C. tigris) lives in the desert ranges. Its local name is derived from its
peculiar mode of progression. When disturbed it moves away sid eways, keeping
it broadside toward the ob erver instead of proceeding in the usual serpentine
manner. Its bite is said to be fatal, whiclJ is probably not the case under ordinary
circum tances. A large number were secured by the expedition, and many others
were kill d, but no one was bitten by it. It wa found on both si<les of Pilot Knob, in
th foba.ve Des rt (April 5 and 6); in Pabrump Valley, where four were caught in a
spac of a mile and a half (April 28 and 29); in Ve~as Valley (May 1) ; in Vegas Wash
(May 3); in Indian pring Valley (May 29), where one was shot containing a kanaroo rat (Dipodornys) and two pocket mi e ( Perognathns); in the Aruargosa Desert
(May 31), and in arcobatus Flat (June 2). It was common in the valley of the
irgin and Low r Muddy (May 6 and 7), and , as said to inhabit Pahranagat
nlley, though we did not find it there.
uri og tb latt r part of April and th early part of May these r attlesnakes were
ft n fonnd in pairs, and w r d uhtle mating. .At such tiu1 s they r emained out
in plain igbt ov r night instead of retreating to hole or sh lter under desert brush,
nod on tw o ca i o bey w r found by u on cold mornings so early that they
o bill cl t m v until con iderably di turbe 1. I tepped on one of these by
u , i<l n n!i it la in a mpact coil with its h acl in the center, but it was held so
firmly h m w i ht tba.t it wa unable t strike.
moment befor , I had killed its
mat . I kill d hre
n the mesa. ea t of t. Joe, in the valley of the Muddy, in
d , May 7.
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C1·otalus cerastes Hallowell.
U.S. Sex and
N. M. age.
No.

Locality.

Alti•
tude.

Date.

Feet.
1891.
18646 Adult. Pabrnmp Valley, Nevada.... . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Apr. 29

m!~
rn~ii !i;lL :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Collector.

Remarks.

Merriam•· ..

i :::J~ ::::::

:{J~
May ~9

18651 Adult ...... do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
18652 Young Ash Meadows (14 miles north ofl ,

Adult . Indian Spring Valley, Nevada.......

Balley ...•..
. ... do .· .. Merriam ... .
Mar. 11 Stephens.••·

18653 Young
18654 Young
18655 Young

.June 2
May 31
Apr. 3

Bailey••·· - •
Merriam .. -·
Bailey .... •·

18656
18657
18658
18659
18660

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
.June

Merriam .... Type locality.
Stephens ... .
Nelson ..... .
Bailey ...•..
Palmer .....

Sa~:ob~1~·s Flat, Nevada............. 4,500
Amargosa Desert, Nevada...........
Death Valley (Bennett WAlls), California.
Young Mohave Desert California .......... .
Young Borax Flat (wat~rstation), California. 2,200
Adult. Panamint Valley, California ........ .
Adu lt ...... do ...................................... .
Adult. Lone Pine, California .......•........

Number
Catalogue of
epeciNo.
mens.
- -482
5022
8923
9ll6
15312
15713
16953-4
20494
21845
22049
22050

Locality.

6
22
2-!
23
7

From whom received.

Nature of specimen.

Colorado River, Colorado ... A. Schott . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Alcoholic.
Fort Buchanan, Arizona .... Dr. B . .J. D. Irwin, U.S. A . . .
do.
Southern Utah ....._.·........ Dr.H.C. Yarrow............
do.
1 Cottonwood Canyon, Nevada .John Kobler................
do.
Valley, Mariposa Dr. .J, L. Wortman..........
do.
----···--· Solado
County, near Tempe, Arizona.
Arizona ........... L. Stejneger ................ .
do.
---··· - ··· Vulture,
..........
Salton, on S. P. R.R., Colo- C.R. Orcutt ................ .
do.
rado Desert, San Diego
County, California.
........... Chrystoval, Yuma County, R . .J. Young ................ .
do.
Arizona.
Desert, monument Dr. E. A. Mearns ........... .
do.
---·-···-· Yuma
200, Arizona.
............ L~una Station, Colorado ..... do ..................... .
do .
esert, San Diego County,
California.
Coyote Wells, Colorado Des- .••.. do .••.............. _..••.
do .
ert, San Diego County,
California.
1
1
1

----------

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.
As is well known, the aggregates of organic beings called faunoo a11d
fiorre correspond in part with the natural land divisions of the earth's
surface, but not exactly. The first classification of the primary faunm
was proposed by Dr. P. L. Sclater in 1858, as follows:
1. Palearctic.-Europe, Northern Africa, Northern and Central Asia.

2.
3.
4.
and
5.
6.

Ethiopian .-Africa south of the Great Desert, and Madagascar.
Indian.-Sontheµ,stern Asia and the Malay Archipelago.
Anstralian.-Australia with New Guinea and the adjacent islands, New Zealand,
Polynesia.
Nearctic.-North America as far south as Mexico.
Neot?-opfoal.-Central and South America and the West Indies.

Subsequently Dr. A. R. Wallace proposed that the name Oriental be
used in place of Indian.
In 1868 Prof. T. H. Huxley proposed that the world's areas be arranged
in two divisions, Arctogooa and Notogma; the former including the
Palearct~, Indian, Ethiopian, and Nearctic of Sclater, and the latter
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including the Australian and Neotropical regions. To tbe last two he
added the .1.: ovo-Zealanian for ew Zealand, and he proposed to change
the name of the eotropical to Austrocolumbian.
In 1871 Dr. J. A. Allen proposed the following faunal divisions:
I. retie Realm; II. North Temperate Realm; lII. American Tropical
Realm; IV. ludo-African Tropical Realm; V. South American Temperate Realm; VI. African Temperate Realm; VIL Antarctic Realm;
III. Australian Realm.
In 1874 Sclater modified bis system as follows: He retained the term
rctogrea in the Huxleyan sense. To the Neotropical region be gave
tbe name of Dendrogrea, and to the Australian be gave the name of
ntarctogrea, omitting New Zealand and Polynesia, which he constitut d a fourth division, Ornithogrea.
In 1 7 Heilprin proposed the name Holarctic to include Sclater's
Pal arctic and earctic regions. He also proposed two transitional
r gion ; that of the Old World be called Mediterranean and that of
th
w World the S<;moran, the latter a term already introduced by
op for a division of the Nearctic of Sclater.
In 1 8! Gill proposed the following primary divisions or realms :
1, Angl g, an ( orth Americau); 2, Euryg~an, or Eurasian; 3, In.do
, an · 4, frogman; 5, Dendrogrean, or Tropical American;· 6, Amphi1?~, n or Temperate South American; 7, Austrogrean, or Australian;
Ornitbog an, or New Zealand; 9, Nesogooan, or Polynesian. Prot ,.' or Gill justly insisted on the importance of fresh-water fishes as
furni hiug definitions of natural faunal realms and regions.
Jn 1 90 Blanford publi hed a system of geographic zoology in which
h <l pt d the primary divisions of Huxley, and divided the Arcto' , 11 r gion into the following: Malagasy, Ethiopian, Oriental, Aquil Hian (= Pal arctic and northern part of Nearctic), and Medioolumbian ( outbern part of earctic).
In 1 !16 Lyd kker propo ed the following divisions: I. N otogreic
alm · r gio11 : 1, ustralian; 2, Polynesian; 3, Hawaiian; 4, Austromal an. II.
ogreic Realm; region, N eotropical. III. Arctogreic
Im· r gion : 1, Malaga y; 2, Ethiopian; 3, Oriental; 4, Holarctic;
:- , norao. Lyd kker make u c of paleontologic evidence in this
nu tion. While thi treatment of the subject is important from the
it i often irrelevant, since the distribut10n of
geologic age wa different from that in each
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8ions of Nearctic, Pa1rearctic, and Indiau into one, for which tbe name
_\rctogrea is appropriate. The inclosure of his Ethiopian division in
it as proposed by Huxley, does not seem to me to be proper, in view
of the important types of fishes and reptiles which characterize it; for
instance, the Crossopterygian, Dipnoan, and Scypbophorons fishes, and
the P1eurodire tortoises. In the fishes, indeed, the Ethiopian region has
as much affinity with the Neotropical fauna as with any other, in its
Uharacinid and Cichlid families, and in the Dipnoan subelass. The presrnce of the Dipnoi and the P1eurodire tortoises allies it to the Australian
fa.u11a as well. It is for these reasons that Professor Gill proposes to
combine the southern hemisphere realms into a single "Eogrean" '
dtvision. The northern affinities of the Ethiopian Realm are, however,
too many to permit us to regard this arrangement as a just expression
of the facts. Thus, it bas Insectivorous Marumal_ia, Firmisternial
Auura, and Cyprinid fishes, none of -which are Australian or Neotropical types. The course that remains under the circumstances is to
regard the Ethiopian Realm as fully distinct from the other three.
The definitions of the four primary divisions are then as follows:
The Australian Realm is peculiar in the absence of uearly all types of
Mammalia, except the Ornithodelphia and the marsupials; in the pres011ce of various Ratite birds, in great development of the Proteroglyph
serpents, and absence of the higher division of both snakes and frogs
(tlrnt is, Solenoglypha and ]~irmisternia); in the existence of Dipnoi
( Oeratodus) and certain Isospondylous families of fishes. On the other
band, many of the lizards and birds are of the higher types that prevail
iu India and Africa,, namely, the Agami<lre and the Oscines.
The Neotropioal Realm only possesses exclusively the Platyrhine
monkeys and the great majority of the humming birds. It shares
with the other southern regions the Edentate and Tapiroid mammals;
Ratite, Pullastrine, and Clamatorial birds; Proteroglyph snakes; Iguanid Sauria, the Agamids being entirely absent; Arciferous frogs; and
Charaeinid, Ohromid, Osteoglossid, and Dipnoan fishes. It has but few
types of the northern regions; these are a few bears, deer, and oscine
birds. Insectivorous Mammalia, Viperid serpents, and Ginglymodous,
Ilalecomorphous, and Cyprinid fishes are wanting, except on the northern border.
The Ethiopian Realm is that one which com bin es tbe prevalent features
of the Arctogrean Realm with the soutllern hemispbere types already
mentioned, together with some found elsewhere only in the Indian region,
and a very few peculiar. The two latter classes not being mentioned
elsewhere, they may be here enumerated. This region shares, with the
Indian alone, the Catarrhine monkeys, the Elephantidm, Rhinocerotid~,
Nomarthrous Edentata, and Chameleons. Its peculiar types are the
Lemuridrn, Hippopotamidre, and Protelidrn, Cryptoproctidre, and Hyracoidea among mammals, and Polypteridm and Mormyridrn among fishes.
It pos e ses in common with the N eotropical Realm Oharacinid, Cich1id,
NA'l' MUS
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hi realm include three regions, namely, tue Indian, the Hola.rctic,
n tb ~fedicolumbian. I have already defined the first two in genr 1 term . The third i the Tran itional of Beilprin, the Sonora11 of
M riam and Lydekker, and the eotemperate of Townsend. It
what i left of the. earctic of Sclater after the subtraction
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of the Holarctic. As the uame Sonoran has been previously given by
me to one of the districts of this region, I have preferred to use for it
the name given by Blanford.
The faunal characteristics of these regions may be enumerated as
follows:
Indian Region.-Presence of Holostomatous fishes. Absence of
Ginglymodous, Halecomorphous, and Salmonid fishes. Presence of
Creciliid Batrachia. Absence of Tracllystomatous, Amphiumid, Cryptobranchid, and Arciforous Batrachia. Presence of Agamid lizards,
and Angiostomatous and Viperid snakes. I >resence of Phasianid,
Eurylremid, Nectariniid, and Pittid birds. Absence of Tyrannid and
of several nine-quilled osci11e families. Presence of Nomarthrous
Edentata, of Viverri.dre, Hyrenidre, TupIBii.dre, and Tarsiidm. Presence
of Rhinocerotiure, Tapiridre, Proboscidia, Oatarrhine (~uadrnmana,
and Anthropomorpha. Absence of Didelphyidre, Procyonidre, and
Scalopidre.
Holarctio Region.-~~bsence of Holostomatous and Halecomorphous
fishes. Presence of Ginglymodous aud Salmonid fishes. Absrnce of
Trachystomatous, Amphiumid, and Cruciliid Batrachia, and absence
of the Arcifera, except the family Discoglossidre (two species of Hyla
excepted). Absence of Angiostomatous and presence of Viperid
snakes. Presence of Phasianid, and absence of Eury lremi<l, N ectal'iniid, Pittid, and Tyrannid birds, and of several nine-quilled oscine
families or subfamilies. Absence of N ornarthrous Eden ta ta, of Viverridre, Hyrenidre, Tupreiidre, Rhinocerotidre, Tapiridre, Proboscidia,
Quadrumana, and Anthropomorpha (except Homo).
Medioolumbian Begion.-Absence of Holostomatous fishes; presence
of Ginglymoclous and Halecomorphous fishes . . Presence of Trachystomatous, Amphiumid, Arciferous, and Ffrmisternial Batrachia,
and absence of Creciliidre. Presence of Iguanid, aud absence of Agamid aud Chamreleonid lizards; absence (except three species) of Angiostomatous and of Viperid snak~s. Absence of the Indian types of
Passeres mentioned, aud presence of Tyrannid Clamatores, and several
groups of nine-quilled Oscines (Icteridre, Mniotiltidre, Tanagridre ).
Absence of all the specially Indian Mammalia, and of the Holarctic
Erinaceidre, and presence of Didelphyidre (one species), Talpidre, and
Procyonidre.
In defining these regions I have restricted myself necessarily to types
of tolerably high rauk, and have not referred to species. This is
because species are not generally characteristic of entire divisions, but
only of parts of them. Oue can not, however, be absolutely exaet in
such major definitions, since a number of the conspicuous types in each
are not universally distributed over these areas.
In comparing the-Holarctic with other realms, I have already referred
to the number of type:-, which it possesses in common with the Ethiopian, not foun<l in the N eotropical. It has also several in common
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,\f:1111111ali11 in I! ·nnal..... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bassarididlc.

Procyonidro.
•
{ . A11til~capra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Megaclermaticlm.
L •·1•1 . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . i\1epb1tls . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . • . . Dicotyles.
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, '.l'ulpidai . • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Didelph;-y:s.
11t •••••••••••••••••• ............. ... ............. . .

Clamatores in general.

Trocbiliclre.
1 M 1 ngridre..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . Odontophoriuro.

Aliiigators.

f~-1;\~~i;!~i~... ::: ::::::: :::::: g~~l;l~~::: ::: :::::::::::: ::

'.l'eiicT and Gerrbonotid lizards.
l~L1anid lizards.

~i~~~je~~~:-ous snakes.

1

Town end, Texas
ad my of , cience, 1895, p . 87.
Bi logical urvey of the an Francisco fountain;
3, 1 90, p. 24.
2
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Differs from Palearctic inAgrees with Ilolarctic iu-

N eotropical forms.

Peculiar forms.

Rani form frogs ....... - ........ - -- - - • • • • • • •: • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arcifera.
Scaphiopo(lidre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plethodonti?ai -- . - - - -. - - - • - - - Engystomid::e.
Amblystom1dm ............ .
Desmognathiclro . .......... . .
Die~yctylus. .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . Trachystomata ... - - - -... . - - Cryptobranchidro. ........... . . N ecturus -. -. - - .. - - - - • - • - - - - ·
Amphiumidre ......... . ... - ..
Aphredoderid::e .. ... . . ... . .. .
P ercicl fishes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Percopsid::e .. -.. . .. - - - - -- - - - - Silnridre.
Cotti cl re .. _.... __ ... .... _...... .
Haplomi ....................... Amblyopsillre . ..... . ........ Acipenseridre .......... .. -... .
~;i~~fd!i~~:::::::::::::: : ::: P lagopterime ........ - . - . - - - •
Catostomiclre ..... . ......... .
Gasterosteidre ............. - . . .
Salmonidre ................ - ... .
Petromyzon _. . _... ...... .... .. Amiiche ............ -....... .

I

Baird 1 divided this region into three districts, which he termed the
Ea,stern, Central, and Western. The Eastern occupied easteru North
America to the central plains, where they exceed 800 feet above sea
level. The Western included the territory between the Cascade and
Sierra Nevada Mountains and the Pacific Ocean. In my paper of 1875 2 I
adopted the Eastern, Central, and Western districts (calling the last the
Pacific), and proposed two other districts, namely, the Austroriparian
for the Louisianian division of the eastern of Verrill 1 and the Sonoran for the southwestern and Mexican Plateau faume. Merriam,3 in
1890, proposed a different arrangement. Using the name Sonoran for
the entire Medicolum.bian Region, he divided it into(1) an A rid or Sonoran subregion proper, occupying the table-land of ~1exico,
reaching north into western Texas, New Mexico_, Arizona, and southern California;
(2) a Californian subregion, occupying the greater part of the State of that name;
(3) a Lower Californian subregion; ( 4) a Great Basin subregion, occupying the area
between the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, extending as far north as t,he
plains of the Columbia; (5) a Great Plains subregion, occupying the plains east of
the Rocky Mountains, and extending north to the plains of the Saskatchewan; and
(6) a Lonisian-ian or Ausfroriparian subregion, occupying the lowlands bordering the
Gulf of Mex ico and the Mississippi, and extending eastward south of the Alleghanies
to the Atlantic seaboard where it reaches as far north as the mouth of ChesapeakeBay.

Accordin g to his arrangement the Eastern region of Baird and myself
is not mentioned.
This classification may be applicable to birds and mammals; but it is
not applicable to the fishes, batrachia, and Teptilia, which are much
more exact indicators of the histories of faun m, owing to their inferior
powers of migration. The eastern district or subregion is more nearly
allied, from this point of view, to the Austroripariau than the latter is
to the Souoran proper, or arid region. This is · due, as Baird pre vi 1

American Journal of Science, XCI, 1866, p. 82.
Bulletin, U.S. National Museum, No. l, 1875, p. 55.
3
North American Fauna, 1890, No. 3, p. 24.
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ou ly p inted out., to tbe great difference in rainfall between the part
f th contine11t lying ea ,tward of the one-hundredth meridian ,wd
that p, rt which lie we t of it. This difference is coincident with a
profound difference iu geologic age between the regious west of that
m ridian and tlle eastern district, the former having a sho-rt contin ntal hi t ry a compar d with the latter.
I, however, agr e with Merriam in the abolition of the "Central" as
a ubr 'ion of Me<licolurnbia.
h relation f the everal zoological divisions to these subregions
are i How : The a tern subregion is the original center of distributi n of all the :fi ll peculiar to the Me<licolumbiau region, except
only lJ. . la opterine 0yprini<l.re. It is the center of distribution of al1
the a rachia, with the following exceptions: The degenerate types of
Trachy mat, and Amphiumidre probably originated in the A.ustroa
ri1, rian, u r 0 ·ion, a11d the pecies of Bufo in tlle Sonoran. The east1'11 Hnbr <riou i · al ·o th
source of tlie _a quatic Testudiuata. On the ·
th r li n l the anria of the eastern and Austroriparian subregions
ar : 11 v rfl v fr m tbe n.bundant lizard life of the Sonoran 1 egion,
.- , JI i11 th family of tlto kink , and the genus Anolis, the latter
l ini-; of
otro i al ori in. The snake· al::-;o are mainly Sonoran
t p : in ·lndin
~pecially the true rattlesnakes. The copperheads
a,1)(1 gr 1rncl 1· ttl nak H are on the contrary indigenous to tbe eastern
ul r1: 1• ion. ' h Pacific ubregion bas close affinities with the Sonoran,
I n ,f a, lar ly different kind a' to it lizards, while tbe Batrachia
It~ v • h ·h~ ra t r of the a tern types as far as they go.
lu di ri uti n of type in<licates six principal subdivisions, which
I ·all h
loridan, A1tstroriparian, Eastern, Sonoran, Western, and
u r i n . The Floridan subregion includes the greater
f h
nin ula of Florida, being bounded approximately on tbe
Riv r. The .Aiistroriparian subregion extends
ulf of Mexico to the isothermal of 77° F. It
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ward on the east side of the Sierra Nevada as .far as, including the arid
region of British Columbia. It occupies the valley of the Rio Grande,
and extends into Texas as far as the Rio Pecos. It extends southward in western Mexico as far as Mazatlan. The Western subregion
extends from the Pacific coast to the Sierra Nevada to au uncertain
distance on the Lower Californian peninsula. At the north it crosses
tl.J.e Sierra Nevada, skips the uarrow strip of the Sonoran in Washington, and extends to the Rocky Mountains, including northern Idaho
and western Montaua. The 1 oltecan subregion includes the States of
Guanajuato, Mexico, aud tbe adjacent elevated regions of Michoacan,
Oaxaca, and Puebla, iu•c]uding- the Alpine regions of the southern Sierra
Madre. It is probable that another subregion should be added, the
Tamaulipan of Townsend. This is a dry region extending from near
the mouth of the Rio Grande to the Rio Soto la Marina, in the State of
Tamaulipas. More informatiou regarding the fauna of this country is
desirable.
The fauual peculiarities of these subregions are well marked. The
three subregions included in eastern North America differ from all the
others in the abundance of their turtles and the small nmnber of their
lizards. Prolific of life, this area is not subdivided by any marked
11atural barriers. He11ct>, though its species present great varieties in
extent of range, it is uot divided into districts which are very sharply
defined. The warmer regious are much richer in birds, reptiles, and
insects than the cooler; an<l as we advance northward many species
disappear, while a few others are added. The natural division of the
eastern part of the continent is then in a measure dependent on the
isothermal lines which traverse it, which accord also quite closely with
its geologic history.
The Floridan subregion is distinguished by the presence of several
peculiar genera of Batrachia and Reptilia, and by a number of peculiar
species. A special feature is the almost total absence of Batrachia
Urodela. The genera are:
·
1

BA'fRACHIA .

.Lithodytes.

Pseudobranchus.
SERPEN'l'ES.

Stilosorna.
Seminatrix.

Rhadinrea.
Liodytes.
SAURI.A.

Rhineura~

Sphreroda,ctylus.

Lithodytes and Sphrerodrr.ctylus are West Indian Neotropical genera
and Rhadinrea, besides being N eotropical, extends into the eastern par~
of the Austroriparian subregion. Five genera are then peen liar. The
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p •nliar specie will be enumerated later. Several species of mammals
a,r •011 (iued to this ~mbregfou. The genera of birds that do not rauge
uorth of it are, accordiug to Alleu:
1

Oerthiola.
Zenaida
Oreopelia
Pigeons.
'tarnmnas
R,ostrhamus
} Raptores.
Polyborus

l

.A.ramus
}
A udubonia
Waders.
Phmnicopterus.
Haliplana }
A.nous
Terns.

Th i, olation of the Floridan subregion is due to tbe fact that the
11ucl u· of the peninsula (which is of Eocene age) was separated from
the continent during the greater part of Neocene time. If at any time
connected with the Antilles, the period was of short duration.
'£h A1"stror-ipciriltn siibregion possesses mauy peeuliar geuera of reptil •s not found e1sewhere, while the region north of it possesses none,
itH
nera being distributed over some or all of the remaiuiug regions.
'l'h 1 umnber of l)ecmliar specie~ iu all <lepartme11ts of animal life is
lal'g '· It pre euts the greatest development of the eastern reptile life.
'ixt n er n ra of Heptiles au<l eigllt of Batrachia do not rauge to the
Hortbwa,rd, wllil 11in ty-ni11e species are restricted in tlle same man11 r. Th. p culiar genera which occur over most of its area are:

1

l I.A. •

TESTUDIN AT.A..

.ilnou~.

Maorochelys.

ERPE

'rEs.

maps.
lfolrlcc".

O •mophora.
'tantilla .

('ompsosoma.
IFarancfo.

LORIO.A.TA.

Alli.c;ator.
Il.A.'fH,.A.OHI.A..

En.c;ystoma.
Manculits.
Amphiuma.
Siren.
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t.;i ilecl forms . The ma1jority of species of the tailless genera are found
here, especially of Hyla (tree toads), Rana, and Ohorophilus.
There are no less than ni11e genera of birds which do not, or only
ac1·identally, range northward of this district. 'fhey are, according to
Al]en:
Oonurus.
Plotus.
Ohamcepelia.
Tantalus.
Oampephilus.
Plata lea,.
Helincea.
Elanus.
lctinia.
A)l these genera, exeeptillg the last, range into South America or
further.
Among mammals, but few species a11d one genus (Sigmodon) are confined to it. Lepus a,quaticus and L. palustris, the cotton rat, etc., and a
few others, are restricted by it. The fish fauna is very similar to that
of the Easter11 region.
Tile Eastern subregion differs from tlrn Austroriparian almost entirely
in what it lacks, and a,grees with it in all those peculiarities by which it
is so widely separated frorn the Sonoran subregion. No genus of mammals is found in it which does Hot ;range into other regions, excepting
the Insectivorous genera Para.sc~lop8 and Oondylura (star-nosed mole);
out numerous species are confined to it, not extending into the Austroriparian. These number from twenty to twenty-fiv(j. Among birds,
the following genera are, according to J. A. Allen, shared with the more
southern region only: Quiscalus, Siuru8, Helmitheru8, Protonotaria,
Parula, Mniotilta. No genus of Reptiles, and but one of Batracbiam;
( Gyrinophilus), is confined to this region; but it shares all it possesses
with the Austrol'iparian. It has but four genera of lizards, namely,
&eloporus, Onemidophorus, .Liolepisma, and Eumeces.
The Sonoran subregion is cllaracterir,ed in the lower vertebrate fauna
by great poverty in fishes, batrachians, and tortoises, and abundance
of lizards and snakes. .Among fishes it lacks the orders Ginglymodi,
llalecomorphi, and Chondrostei, and possesses only one _peculiar group,
tlie P lagopterinoo, a division of the Cyprinidoo. Of usual I-:Iolarctic
types it possesses 011ly Isospondyli (Salmonidre) and Plectospondyli;
Percornorpbi a11d Nematognatbi being absent. The rivers that intersect its central district contain these types, but they must be reckoned
ns belonging with their bottom lauds to the Eastern subregion; the
liig-h plains only belonging to the Sonoran. The true drainage area of
the Sonoran subregion is that of .the Colorado.
No genus of Batrachia is peculiar to it, and the following divisions
are wanting: Proteida, Trachystomata, Amphiumoidea,, and all Urodela, except Amblystomid m (one species). 'l'he genus Bufo is the
only one that is well represented.
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b fi 11 wing

n ra of r ptil

ta.
ma..
ciuromalu .
Galli. aurits.
Dipsosaitr II s.
1

are peculiar to it:

Anota.
Lichanura.
Phyllorhynchus.
Ohionactis.
Ohilomenisma;.

tli . followi11g rre11era with the Toltecan subregi011 awl the
m ric( 11 ubregion of the eotropical Realm only:

t no aitrct.
liJuble-pharis (a,1 o in th~ In<lian region ).
Phyllorla •tyl11s (a1~o in th Columbian Neotropical).
}[ lorl erm.a.
IIypsig lenci.
i ~al1 adorr1.
.
Hhin ·chis (also Tlolarctic of Eurasia).
1
Jl'imu1ctis.
'Primorphndon.
Trmt:illa, (al o i11 Br,- zilian Neotropical).
'ino t rn:u-m (al o in J razilian N eotropical).
h foll wing n ra of the Sonora11 subregion enter th e Texan distri ·t of he
ubregion:
f lolbroolcia.

rotaphytii.r;,
Phrynosoma.
0 rrhonot1l8.

Hypsiglena.
Rhinochilus.
Oinosternurn.
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gion; but several geriera occur in one or the other of its districts which
<lo not occur ob~ewbere. Similarly, uo genus of l>irds or mammals can
ue exclusively assigned to its entire area; but Chamma of the former
class and Haplodontia of the latter are restricted to varticular portions of it.
The Toltecan subregion is characterized by the genera it lacks as well
as those. which it possesses. Thus, it lacks all the genera of Sauria
above cited as characteristic of the Sonoran subregion, includiug tlwse
enumerated as passing over into the Austroriparian except Phrynosoma.
It also lacks the following genera of snakes which are found· in the
Sonoran:
Lichanura.
Ohilomeni.'wUs.
Pityophis.
Zamenis,
Oph-ibol1ts.
Phyllorhynchus.
From the Austroriparian subregion it differs in the lack of all the
numerous genera of fishes and 8;1.trachia Urodela, which characterize
it, excepting only Spelerpes. It lacks also the following genera of
snakes: Cyclpphis, Virginia, Ba,ldea, aiid Oarphophiops; and Natri.r is
very sparsely if at all represented.
In its positive characters the Toltecan subregion combines certaiu
forms of botli the Sonoran and Austroriparian subregions. Of the
f'orm er character are Spea, Phrynosoma, Barissia, Gerrhonatus, Hypsiglena, and Salvadora; of the latter kind, Spelerpes, Liolepisma, Osceola,
Storeria., and Sistrurus. Characteristic of Medicolumbia generally:
Amblystoma, Rana, Sceloporus, Eumeces, Diadophis, Eutmnia, Orotalus.
Peculiar genera.

Siredon.
Thorius.
Malachylodes.

Conopsis.
Epiglottophis.
Ophryacus.

Neotropical genera: CEdipus, Anolis, Celestus, Atractus, Ninia, Drymobius, Bothriechis.
I. THE F.ASTERN SUBRRGION.

The fauna of Batrachia arnl Reptilia of this subregion is characterized
by what it lacks as much as by what it possesses. Tbe number of
species which occupy its entire extent exclusively of other subregions
is small, ~bile a larger number are restricted to parts of it. Verrill
divided it into four districts, namely, the Carolinian, the Alleghenian,
the Canadian, and the Budsonian. These are dh,tinguished by the
ranges of mammals and reptiles, and the breeding-places of birds. The
Carolinian fauna extends in a belt north of the Austroriparian subregion from Long Island, south of the hill region of New Jersey, to the
southeastern corner of Pennsylvania, and thence inland. It embraces
a wide belt in Maryland and Virginia, and all of central North Carolina,
and then narrows very mnch in pa~sing round south of the Alleghenie·s
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11 gli 11y fount, in .
p ·i whi ·h ar found over the entire Eastern subregion, and
I · wht•r ar th f, llowing:
?t bly.<;toma j .ffersonianuui Green.
l'l lltodon cinere11,s Green.
l an<t, sil aticll, e Conte.
Ji uui 7>alu ·tri ·
onte.
s ,, la, rloliatci tricmgula Boie.
atri.x:ji · iata ipedon Linn, us.
liJutc •nia .' ·rtali, grauiinea "ope.
'I h an ulian rli tri ·ti haracterized by tbe following species, which
r r trict 1 it:
Jl?-nbly tom kffer onianwm laterale Hallowell.
Oyrinophilit · porphyriticu
r en.
e m gnatlm. ochrophCi a Cope.
esm gnathus nigra r en.
ufo lentigino u fowlerii utnam.
ana antabrigensi Baird.
anct , eptentrionalis Baird.
The Ii t above given a univer ally distributed in the Eastern subregion ·baracterizes the A.lleghenian district. I know of no species

CROCODILIANS, LIZARDS, AND .S NAKES.

that i:::i restricted to it.
tbe following:

The genera which do not extend north of it are

BA'l'RACHIA.

Chorophilus.
Hyla.
HmniclactyliU1n.
Oryptobranchus.
Necturus.
SAURIA.

Scelopo.rus.
Enmeces.
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SERPENTES.

Carphophiops.
Coluber.
Cyclophis.
Na,t rix.
Ophibvlus.
Heterodon.
A ncistrodon.
Sistr urus.
Crotalu8.
1

The two remaining districts include the large number of species
which are common to the Easter11 aµ<l Austroriparian subregion~
enumerated uuder the latter head. The Oisalleghenian is further
characterized by the following:
Hyla, andersonii Baird.
Rana virgatipes Cope.
Ophibolu8 rhombomaculatus Holbrook.
To these must be added from the Austroriparian list:
Abastor erythrogrammus Daudin.
The following ·species are peculiar to the Transalleghenian district:
Chondrotus microstomus Cope.
Spelerpes maculicandus Cope.
Rana areolatct circulosa Rice and Davis.
Carphophiops vermis Ken11icott.
Colitber vulpinus Baird and Girard.
Ophibolus calligaster Say.
Eutwnia radix Baird and Girard.
Eutmnia butlerii ·oope.
Tropidoclonium li-neatum Hallowell.
Natrix lcirtlandii Kennicott.
Sistrurus ca,tenatus Rafinesque.
Probably Eutrenia brachystoma Cope belongs to this <listrict, but only
one specimen bas been found.
Tile following species enter this district only from the Austroriparian:
N atrix grahamii Baird and Girard.
Eutmnia proxima Say.
Of the specie peculiar to the Tran alleghenian di trict, Ophibolus
calligaster and Tropidoclonium lineatum extend into the northern limits
of the Texan district.
The genera which do not range northward of the Ci alleghenian district are Cnemidophorus, Liolepisma, and A.bastor.
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Th t tal number f pecies of the Eastern subregion is thus:
eoerally di trilmted ........... .... .. - -... . .... - -. - - - - . - - - - - . - - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Peculiar to isall ghenian .......... . ......................................... . 3
P cu liar to Transalleghenian ........... .... . . - ...... - - - .............. - - - .... - . . 9
cnliar t o Canadian--·--· ..... . .... ---··· ........ --·· .... -----·------ ........ 7
om111011 to Austroriparian ... .............. . .......... --·-·· ........ ···-·· .... 34
Tot:11 . . . . . . . .... .. ..... . ................ .. ........... - .... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
II. TUE .A.USTRORIPARIAN SUBREGION.

ubregion i · the range of a large number of species of Batrachia
pti1ia, only a part of whiclt oqcupy it to the exclusion of all other
ubr gi 11 ·, and a11other series of which occupy parts only of its area.
Thr c nter of distribution within its borders may be discerned-the
cn'l/lilgian, the Louisianian, and the .Texan. The Texan is especially
·hara riz cl by the combination of the Austroriparian fauna with a
11 id rabl • number of the s11ecies of the Sonoran subregion. The
hara t ri' ic u troriparian species are the following:
1'R.A.CHYSTOM.A.T.A..

Jir ·n lacert'ina Linnams.
URODELA.

niphimna rnean Garden.
1mblystorna ta,lpo'ideurn Holbrook.

11!anculu qucidridigitatus Holbrook.
SALIEN'.l'IA.
1.1/0 l ntiginosus lentiginos-us Shaw.
hor philits occidentalis Baird and Girard.
Hyla aroUnensis Pennant.
ngy tmna carolinen e Holbrook.

LORICATA.

lligator mis is ippiensi8 Daudin.
I

SA.URI.A..

'Phisauru ventralis Daudin.
n li · c rolinen is Linnreus.
SERPEN'l'ES.

Heter on imits Linn u .
yclophi '8tiv1ts Linnreus.
Z~menis flagellifonnis Catesby.
oluber ,rpiloide Dum ril and Bibron.
Oomp osoma corcii c uperii Holbrook.
Osceola doliata syspila Cope.

CROCODIT,IANS, LIZARDS, AND SNAKES.
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Osceola doliata coccinea Schlegel.
Ophibolus getulus sa,yi Holbrook.
Oemophora coccinea BlurueH bach.
Natrix clarkii Baird and Girard.
Natrix fasciata fasciata Linn&us.
Natrix fasciata erythrogcister Shaw.
Natrix cyclop-ium Dumeril and Bibron.
Virginia valeriw Baird and Girard.
Haldea striatula Linmeus.
Tantilla coronata Baird and Girard.
Elaps fulvius Linmeus.
A.ncistrodon piscivorus Lacepede.
Sistrurus miliarius Linmeus.
Orotalus adamanteus cidamanteus Beauvois.
Thirty-one spe.cies and ~u bspecies.
The Austroriparian shares with the Floridan subregion all of the
above species except Ooluber spiloides, Natrix clarkii, Virginia valeriw,
'ln<l Haldea striatula, so far as yet known. It shares with the Eastern
.subregion the following tliirty-four species:
l~R01'EIDA.

N ecturus maculatus Rafinesq ue.
URODELA.

Oryptobranchus allegheniensis Daudin.
A.mblystoma opacum Gravenhorst.
Amblystomci punctaturn Linnams.
Amblystoma tigrinum Green.
Plethodon glutinosus Green.
Spelerpes guttolineatus Holbrook.
Spelerpes ruber Daudi11.
Desmognathus fusca Rafinesque.
Diemycty lus virid escens Rafi II esq ue.
Bufo americanus americanus Le Conte.
Scaphiopus holbroolcii Harlan.
Acris gryllus Le Conte.
Hyla versicolor J,e Conte.
Rana pipiens pipiens Kal m.
Rana areolata Baird and Girard.
Rana clamata Daudin.
Rana ca,tesbiana Shaw.
SAURIA.

Sceloporus undulatus Latreille.
Onemidophorus sexlineatus Liumeus.
Eumeccs quinqueline"h1s Linmeus.
Liolepisma laterale Say.
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'ERI EN'l'ES.

ba tor erythrograrnrn1ts Dandiu.
arphophiops a11u.enm Say.
Jleterodon 1Jlatyrhinu8 Latreille.
ia£7ophis pwwtat1ts Linnreus.
1/iop lti 11 ernalis Linmeus.
Za·nienis constrictor Linnreu .
ol1.t1Jer ob,.ol~tus Say.
I'ityoph·is m. lanolencus Daudin.
OphiboZ.u: get1.1,lus getulus Li11n reus.
E1.ttc>1i'ia, sirtalis sirtalis Linnreus.
ln ·i>drof1on contortrix Linnreus.
r tcil1.ts h()rrid11 Lin Ile ' US.
Th foll win1J' ., pecie are restricted to the eastern part of the Austrori pa,r ia,n nbr io11, not extending we~t of the Atlantic drainage. To
hi U tri ·t I have given tbe name of the Ocrnulgictn.
1

PRO'l'EID.A..

·tuna; pwnctat11,s Gibbs.
URODEL.A.,

t<•reocltilw, nwrgina,tmn Hallowell.
hondrotw, cingulatus Cope.
A.LIEN'l'I.A..

J 11/0 quer ·i ·us Holbrook.
It rophilw,; ornat11, Iloll>rook.
horophil'lt · oculatus Holbrook.
ERPEN'l'ES.

ba tor erythrograrnrnus Daudin.
Rluuli na•c1, .fla ilatus op .
olitb r quadri ittat1ts Ilolhrook.

~atri,r: ri(lida ay.
1
· h fi 11 wing p ie are re tricted to the Ocmulgian and Louisanian
ri ·t , ith pr ·ent information. Fir.·t, ~tll the Batrachia which tlie
u r riparian uuregion bares with the Ea,tern, excepting Arnblytoma tigrinum, Diemyctylus viridescens, Acris gryllus, Rana areolata.
nd Famncia abaci1,ra Holbrook; Ooliiber guttatus Linnreus.
he foll win p ·i are to be added to the general Austroriparian
(p. L ) to form the li t of the Texan di trict:
PROTEID.A..

Typhlornolge rathbunii tejueger.

CROCODILIANS , LIZARDS, AND SNAKE:s.
URODEL.A..

Diemyctylus meridionalis Cope.
Ohondrotus texanus Matthes.
S.A.LIENTI.A..

Bufo debilis Baird and Girard.
Bufo punctatus Baird and Girard.
Bu:fo valliceps Wiegmann.
Bufo compactilis Wiegmann.
Lithodytes latrans Cope.
Ohorophilus triseriatu.s clarkji Baird and Girard.
S.A.URIA.

Holbrookia texana Troschel.
Holbrookia maculata Baird and Girard.
Orotaphytus collaris Say.
8celoporus spinosi1,s Wiegmann.
Sceloporus consobrinus Baird and Girard.
Phrynosoma cornutum liar Ian.
Eitblepharis variegatus Baird.
Gerrhonotus liocephalus Wiegmann.
EumeceJJ epipleurotus Cope.
Eumeces pachyi1,rus Cope.
Emneces brevilineatus Cope.
Eitmeces tetragrammus Baird.
Eumeces obsoletus Baird and Girard.
SERPEN'l'ES.

Diadophis amabilis docilis Baird and Girard.
Diarlophis amabilis st'ictogenys Cope.
Hypsiglena ochrorhynchus Cope.
Rhinochili1,s lecontei Baird and Girard.
Ooluber emoryi Baird and Girard.
Osceola doliata annulata Kennicott.
Ogmius episcopus episcopus Ke11nicott.
Natrix rhombifera, Hallowell.
Natrix fa,sciata transversa Hallowell.
Virginia elegans Kennicott.
Eutmnia proxima Say.
Eutmnia elegans 1narciana Baird and Girard.
Eutmnia eques ocellata Cope.
Tantilla gracilis Baird and Girard.
Tantilla nigriceps Kennicott.
Sistruri1,s catenatus edwardsii Baird and ~irard.
Orotali1,s cu1a'JJianteus atrox Baird and Girard.
NA'l' MUS 98--77
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ub peci , making a total for the .Austroripa31
34
10
2

38

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115

p ie which nter the Texan territory from the Sonoran exte11d
ari u , cli tance to the north and east. Thus, Orota,p hytits collaris
r, 11
L ,· uth .rn
i ouri, and Holbruokia maculata to .Arkansas.
c ,zp ru • ,IJ.Jino us extend along the Gulf tates to western Florida.
J>hyno1101na ornittum extends eastward to Dallas, Texas. Rh-inochilus
l ont i II th ther haud, bas not been fouud east of Austin. Several
fr m the xtreme southwest of Texas have not been included
li t ', ince 'Orne of them are well known to belong to the
1
•n ral m •1foan fauna, while the range of others is probably similar,
nt i,• 11 t. ufllci utly known. Of the former kind are Dryrnobius margaritij' rus chleg 1, ibon albofuscurn Lacep de, and Ooniophanes imperiali ] aird and Girard, of the latter are Lysoptych1,s lateralis Cope,
Jlolbrookia pr iprinqua aird aud Girard, and Hypopachus cuneus Cope.
1

JII.

nm

FLO RIDAN SU8RE ION.

' a,nd ' Ub p ci · peculiar to this ~ubregion are the following :
BA1'RACIII.A..

urlobranchus str-iatits Le Oonte.
Jyla, urnti sa Le '011te.
Rana, areolata cesopus ,ope.
J>11

A RIA.

PJmn ·es egregi1t Baird.
l hin ura jloridana Baird.
SERPENTES.

CROCODILIANS, LIZARDS, AND SNAKES.
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Species which are wanderers from the West Indian region are:
Lithod ytes ricordii Dumeril and Bibron.
Sphmrodactylus notatus Baird.
Orocodilus cwneriuanus Laurenti.
The Rhadinma flavilat,us Oope ranges throughout both the Floridan
subregion and the Ocmulgian district. One species, Elaps distans
Keunicott, may be characteristic of the Florio.an subregion, but only
oue specimen has been obtained.
Species which the Floridan subregion shares with the Austroriparian
are the following:
TR.ACHYSTOM.A.'.I.'.A.

Siren lacertina Linmeus .
.AMPHIUMOIDE.A.

Amphiuma means Garden.
URODEL.A.

Plethodon glutinosus Green.
S.ALIENTI.A,

Bufo lentiginosus lentiginosus Shaw.
Bufo quercicus Holbrook.
Hyla squirella Bose.
Hyla femoralis Latreille.
H,yla carolinensis Pennant.
Acris gryllus Le Ooute.
Ohorophilus nigritus Le Uonte.
Scaphiopus holbroolcii Harlan.
Rana pipiens sphenocephala Cope.
Rana catesbiana Shaw.
LORIC.AT.A.

Alligator mississippiensis Daudin.
S.AURI.A.

Sceloporus undulatus Latreille.
Onernidophorus sexlineatus Linnreus.
Liolepisma laterale Say.
Eumeces quinquelineatus Linn re us.
SERPENTES,

Heterodon simus Linnreus.
Diadophis piinctatus Linnreus.
Abastor erythrogrammus Daudin.
Farancia abacura Holbrook.
Ooluber guttatus Linn reus.
Ooluber quadrivittat?is Holbrook.
Zamenis constrictor Linrn.eus.
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Zameni flagellum Shaw. .
Comp o oma corais couperii Holbrook.
Pityophis melanowu,cus Daudin.
Ophibolus getulus getulus Linnreus.
O ceola. doliata coccinea Schlegel.
ceola elapsoidea Holbrook.
toreria dekayi Storer.
atrix fa ciata erythrogaster Shaw.
atrix ·cyclopium Dumeril and Bibron.
at-rix taxispilotus Holbrook.
Eutcenia sirtalis sirtalis Linnreus.
Tantilla coronata Baird and Uirard.
Elaps f'U,lvius Linnreus.
Sistrwrus miliarius Linnams.
Orotalus adamanteus adamanteus Linnams.
h t tal number of species of the Floridan subregion is ae follows:
15
1

40
3
2

Total ........ _... __ ..... _....... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
IV. TIIE

ONORAN SUBREGION,

ta nigricCi itda ope.
kyllo actylus tnctus Cope.
neni ·dophoru ma imits Cope.
uchirote · bipori1,s Cope.
· han 1,ra tr · irgata Cope.
Zameni aurigulus Cope.
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Phyllorhynchus decurtcitus Cope.
Pityophis vertebralis Blainville.
Ohilomeniscus stramineus Cope.
Tantilla planiceps Blainville.
Orotalus enyo Cope.
'l'he district shares with the Uhihuahuan the following species:
Bufo punctatus Baird and Girard.
D'ips.osaurus dorsalis Hallowell.
Crotaphytus wislizenii Baird and .Girard.
Oallisaurus draconoides Blainville.
Sauromalus ater Dumeril.
Utci stansburiana Baird and Girard.
Uta ornata Baird and Girard.
Sceloporus zosteromus Cope.
Phrynosoma coronatum Blainville.
PhyllodactJ1l1.1,s tiiberculosus Wiegmann.
Salva.dora grahamim Baird and Girard.
Ophibolus getulus boylii Baird and Girard.
Ohilomeniscus f asciatus Cope.
Hypsiglenci ochrorhynchi1,s Cope.
N atrix valid a Kennicott.
Eutccnia eques Reuss.
Trirnorphodon lyrophanes Cope.
Orotalus adama.nteus atrox Baird and Girard.
Orotalus mitchellii Cope.
Species common to the Lower Californian district and the Western
sn l>region (mostly to the Diegan district) are the following:
Hyla regillci Baird and Girard.
Phrynosoma, coronatum Blainville.
Verticaria hyperythra Cope.
Gerrhonotus multicarinatus Blainville.
Opibulus getulus boylii Baird a.Jl(l Gira!'d.
Opibolus getulus californim Blainville.
Plethodon croceater Cope.
Total species of the Lower Californian district:
Pecnliar to it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
C11111mon to the Chihuahuan district ...................... . .. ; .................. 18
Common to the Western subregion.............................................. 7
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

Thirty-eight species, one being twice enumerated. as cOlllllluu tu the
Cliilmahuan district and Western region.
'l'he Ohihuahuan district possesses the following peculiar species:

Bufo alvarius Girard.
Hyla. arenicolor Cope.
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teno awra 1nultispini op .
rotaphyt'u retioulai'us Baird.
cilli. ·a·ur·u notatus Baird.
alli auriu riifopunotat'us Cope.
alli aurus inornatits Cope.
alli, ·a uru. ooparfos Cope.
ta ymmetri •er, Baird.
[ ta, bi ·arinatci Dumoril.
ta gracio ·a Hallowell.
1 '·eloporit
·larlcii Baird and Girard.
1 • loporw;
ou ·hii Baird and Girard.
A 'c ,zoporw, jarro ii
ope.
'c l 'J>Orus ornahis Baird and Girard.
Phryno ·oma solare Gray.
Anoto mor7 stci 'irard.
Jlnol<t 111a ·callii Ilallowell.
fl doderma .mspectitm Cope.
NrhonotwJ m1tltija ·oiatus Dumeril and Bibron.
1
nr111irlophoru, tes ellatits Say.
C'n mirloJJhor'l.t inornatits Baird.
1
nc111 irlophorus octolineatus Baird.
nnnirlophor1,s {/'ltttatit Baird and. Girard.
Jihwu:c s fl'u,tt'U,latu Ilallowe11.
SERPENTES.

lauf·onia di. seota Uope.
lauconia rlul is Baird and Girard.
Olmwonia h11milis Baird and Girard.
IA ·lutwtu-a, 1weofusca Cope.
/)iadopltis reuali r galis Baird and Girard.
11 l ro<lon nasiou. kennerlyi Kennicott.
Zcim ni. ·emilineati, Uope.
1
oluber moryi Baird and irard.
J hinechis elegan I enuicott.
Pityophi.11 sayi ciyi ·hlegel.
Epiglottophi.· plewrostiotits Dum cril and Bibron.
'Phibol-u · getulus plendidus Baird and Girard.
hionactis o ·oipitalis llallowell.
kilomeni ·us ephippi ·us ope.
Gyalopimn canwm, Cope.
nnicott.
utaenia rnegalops
ti1,tccnia elegans maroianci Baird and Girard.
utc nia elegan dor cilis Ba.ird and Girard.
ut nia a'nf!ustirostris K nuicot.r.
Eittrenia tt1,igrilatus Brown.
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Eutmnia rufopunctata Cope.
Eutmnia multimaculata Cope.
Trimorphodon upsilon Cope.
Trimorphodon lambda Cope.
Trimorphodon willcinsonii Cope.
Scolecophis mmulus Cope.
Elaps euryxanthus Kennicott.
Orotalus molossus Baird and Girard.
Orotalus scutulatus Kennicott.
Orotalus lepidus Kennicott.
Orotalus cerastes Hallowell.
Fifty-eight species, disposed of as follows: Batrachia Salientia, two;
Saurfo, twenty-five; Serpentes, thirty-one. Three species of Testudinata are peculiar to this district, namely, Oinosternum henrici Lecepede;
0. jtavescens Agassiz, and Xerobates agassizii Cooper. This district
possesses a larger number of peculiar species than any other in the
Me<licolumbian Region.
The Basin district bas but few peculiar species. Its southern boundary may be regarde<l as the San Francisco Mountains in northern Arizona. The Orotalus tigris, which is restricted to it, has been shown by
Dr. Merriam to inhabit only the mountains, and its northern limit is
as\ yet unknown. The following are the species of the Great Basin:
BATRA CHIA.

Amblystoma tigrinum Green.
Spea intermontana Cope.*
Rana draJ1tonii onca Cop_e ..JI< Rana pipiens brachycephala Cope.
SAURIA.

Orotaphytus collaris Say.t
Orotaphytus wislizenii Baird and Girard.t
Uta stansburiana Baird and Girard. t
Sceloporus biseriatus Hallow el 1. t
Sceloporus graciosus Baird and Girard. t
Sceloporus consobrinus Baird and Girard. t
Phrynosoma douglassii ornatissimum Girard.*
Anota platyrhina Girard. t
Zamenis treniatus Hallowell.t
Pityophis sayi bellona Baird and Girard.t
Ohionactis episcopa isizonus Cope.*
Eutrenia elegans vagrans Baird and Girard.
Orotalus tigris Baird and Girard.*
Crotalus 1Jonfluentus lecontei Hallowell.*
The species and subspecies peculiar to the Basin district are marked
with a star, and those found also in tµe Chihuahuau with a dagger.
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The
, but few pe uliar specie
These, with
rt" in bihu, lrnan pe i . giv it a di inctive character. There are
wbi h enter it frorn the Ea tern ubregion. The e
dagger while the pe ·uliar form are marked with a
RODELA.

mbly.·tmna ti(lrinmn Green.
S LIENTIA.
J:11.f<> M{J1Ult'll8
1

<

y.*

iJ<•a luwnnondii bom,b1/rons 'ope.*
SERPENTES.

Ilrt rot7o11 nasic11s nasicits Rairc1 and Girard.•
1Jhilwlw, midtistratits J ennicott.•
½((11m1i,'I constrictor Linn, u .t
J,Jut,rnia radi.r aird aud Girard.+
T~ultrnia Nfrlrtli,• parietalis Say.
E11ttrnia ·l ga ns a(Jran.~ ~aird and Girard.
'rolalu ·onjluen/1.ts oonjluentus Say.•
SAURIA.

rotaphytu. cnllari ay.
llolbrookia maoulata. Baird and Gira.rd.
ltryno,·011w clott{Jlassii hernandesii Girard.•
:111m ce, ,yeptentrionalis Baird.*
'1tm c "'multi irgatus Ilallowell.*
Aum .'i obsolet1t · Baird and Girard.
p ·i s not marked with dagger or tar are Ohihuahuan, except
·utt·nia l uan agran , which i al o found in the BaRin district; E.
irta,l'.· jJW'ietali , which extends to the Pacific district, and the Amblytonw t"orinl1Jn which i Medicolumbian throughout.
h t t< 1 numb r of pecie of the onoran ubregiou is as follows:
P ·nlinr t th Arizonian di trict ............... ....... ... .... .................
' mm n to tb Lowrr alifornia an<l Chihuahuan districts .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J • ·11Har t tlw Lo,vcr aliforma di. trict . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P c·uliar to th Ba in di trict . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• mmon to 11Hd3a ·i n and Chihuahuan .. . .. ... .... ... . .... .... ..... .. ... .. . ...
cu liar to th entral di trict.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
eutral and Chihua.huan .. .... .. .. .. .. ...... .... .... ...... ....
bihnahnan :111,l Texau ............... .........................

58
19
14
6
8
8
3
14

130
Conn d twi,·" ........ . .......................... ....... .... ...... ........ _...

4

'l otal ........ ............... .....••.•........ , . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . 126
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V. THE WESTERN SUBREGIO~.

This subregion presents two distinct modifications, a northern and a
southern. Tbe boundary between the ·two has not yet been defined;
it represents the · demarkation between the greater humidity of the
north and the arid conditions of the south. The 11ame Diegan has
been given by Mr. Van Denburgh to the southern region; to the
11orthern I propose to restrict the name Pac(fic, which I formerly used
for the entire subregion, which had been previously named the Western
by Baird. The Pacific district extends farther sou th along the Sierra
Nevada than in the San Joaquin Valley. Some of the forms of the
Diegau district extend north to the latitude of San Francisco, but the
majority of the species are restricted to more southern latitudes. How
far the Diegan district extends on the Lower Californian Peninsula is
uncertain. The separation from tile Obihuahuan district h; also undetermined, and the species of both districts mingle in some degree on
their borders.
Species peculiar to the Diegan district are the following:
B.A.'.l'R.A.CHI.A..

Rufo columbiensis halophila Baird and Girard.
SAURI.A..

Uta repens Van Denburgh .
. Uta mearnsii Stejneger.
Sceloporus orcuttii Stejneger.
Sceloporus vandenbergianits Cope.
Phrynosoma cerroense Stejneger.
Anota goodei St~jneger.
Xantusia vigilis Baird.
Xantusia r-iversiana Cope.
Xantusici picta Cope.
Zablepsis henshavii Stejneger.
Amrebopsis gilbertii Van Den burgh.
Verticaria sericea Van Denburgh.
Onemidophorus tessellatus multiscuta.tus Cope.
Onemidophorus tessel.latus rubidus Cope.
Anniella pulchra Gray.
SERPEN'.l'ES.

Lichanura orcuttii Stejneger.
Diadophis amabilis amabilis Baird and Girard.
Orotalus ruber Cope.
To these must be added the species already enumerated as common
to the Diegan and Lower California districts, and the following list of
species which occur also in the Chihuahuan district:
Orotaphytus wislizenii Baird and Girard.
Oallisaurus draconoides Blain ville.
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ta um buriana aird and Girard.
celoporu bi eriatit Hallowell.
Li hanura ro eofusca Cope.
rotal1, adcinia.nteus atrox Baird and Girard.
' h :£ 11 in pecie are common to the Diegau and Pacific di tricts :
BATRA HIA...

])ieniy tyl1.,s torosus E ch cho1tz.
Hyla regilla Baird and irard.*
SA..URIA...

Phryno. oma blainvilli Gray.
0 rrh notu ?n1i,lticarinat'llS Blainvil1e.•
G rrhonot1u; bwrnettii Gray.
1 mn
8 skiltonianu
aird and Girard.
SERPENTES.

harinci bottm lainville.
Za.meni · lateralis Hallowell.
Zameni t niatu Hallowell.*
Pityophi · atenijer 1ainville.
'Phibnlits getulus boylii Baird and Girard.*
Eutc n'ia legan couchii Kennicott.*
.E1ttmnia infernalis infernalis Blain ville.
rotalu. onfl1tentus lucifer Baird and Girard.
I i .• are then characteristic of the Western subregion as a
x pt ho marked with a star, which occur elsewhere.
a ·ifi · rli8tri ·tis e pecially characterized by certain genera and
f
traeb :a.
o certainly known genus of scaled reptiles
limit d number of pecies and subspecies are peculiar to it. Oonng b e ar the pecies of Eutmnia, which display great
they ar but par ely represented in the Diegan district.
follows:
URODELA...

n bly tmna rna rodactylum Baird.
rnbly ·tomc1, epi anthum Cope.
h nclrot1., p iroticu Baird.
decorticatu.· ' ope.
at rrimu Cope.
t nebro 'u,s Baird and Girard.
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A iitodax iiicanus Cope.
A ittodax Jerreus Cope.
Diemyctyliis torosu,s Eschscholtz.
Bufo columbiensis columbiensis Baird and Girard.
8pea. hammondii ha,mmond.i i Baird.
Rana ternporaria pretiosa Baird.
Rana cantabrigensis latiremis Cope.
Rana agilis aurora Baird and Girard.
Rana draytonii Baird.
Ra,na boylii Baird.
SA.URI.A..

Sceloporiis undulatus occidentalis Baird.
Phrynosoma douglassi-i douglassii Bell.
Gerrhonotus principis Baird and Girard.
Onemidophorus septemvittatus Cope.
SERPENTES.

Diadophis amabilis pulchellus Baird and Girard.
Zamenis constrictor vetustus Baird and Girard.
Oontia mitis Baird and Girard.
JiJ 11tcenia elegans elegans Baird and Girard.
Eutcenia elegans lineolata Uope.
Eutcenia elegans ordinoides Baird and Girard.
Eutcenia infernalis vidua Cope.
Eutcenia sirtalis pa,rietalis Say.
Eutcenia sirtalis trilineata Cope.
Eutcenia sirtalis pickeringii Baird and Girard.
Eutcenia sirtaUs tetratcenia Cope.
Eutcenia sirtalis concinna Ha11owell.
Eutcenia biscutata Cope.
Eutcenia leptocephala Baird and Girard.
There are, therefore, peculiar to the Pacific district, eighteen species
and three subspecies of Batrachia (two species found in the Holarctic
region, represented by subspecies, and one species from the Canadian);
two species and two subspecies of lizards; and three species and eleven
subspecies of snakes.
We have of species and subspecies of the Western subregion the following synopsis:
Peculiar to the Diegan district ............................. _.... ___ .... ___ ..
Common to the Diegan and Chihuahuan...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Common to the Di egan and Pacific . ......................... _...... . . . . . . . . .
Peculiar to the Pacific .......................................... ........... : . .

19

Total ...................••................ _....................... _.. .

75

6
11
39

122
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YI. THE TOLTE A...">\

UBREGION.

ubr gion include three districts which possess characteristic
p ci
and which differ in climate. The .Austroriental is a humid
r i n, wi 11 abundant rain and fogs, and includes the eastern face and
lop f th entral plateau, with the mountain elevations, including
tate of Puebla, Vera Cruz, Hidalgo, and San Luis
p t i. I i cut ff to the north from the Austroripariau subregion by
a,n int rval in the tates of uevo Leon and Tamaulipas. The middle
r Jl t trocentral cli trict includes the valleys of Mexico and Toluca,
, 11d the r gi n northward to the edge of the Sonoran subregion, includiu h
tate of uan~juato, and perhaps farther north. The climate
of thi di trict i much le s humid than that of the Austroriental distri . Tb .A·u troccidentcil district includes the high lands of Oaxaca,
' u rr r , Micboacau, and ,Jalisco. It is the most arid of the three
divi i n cud exteud farthest to the south and west.
h n r hern boundary of the Tolteccin subregion is not yet determina1 · b n it i not po ible to state whether species from the States
f Dure JI<>' aud Za ateca , uch as Eutcenia angustirostris, should be
r ~ rr d t it or not. A small collection made by Wilkinson in southrn bihuahua t Batopila I ha the character of the Ohihualman
fauu , i th the followiug pecies not otherwise found in it:
A nolis n bnlosus Wiegrnann.
tu bi ·arinata Dumcril.
ol' ·ophit1 c'mulu Cope.
hnmid a,nd dry di tri ·t of the Toltecan subregion repeat in petto
h 1lifl' r nc · bet~een the Au 'troriparian and Sonorau subregions.
Th
u tr ri ntal di trict i~ di tinguished by the larger number of
a r ·hia11 , n ra and pec)es and of certain genera of Orotalidre. It
al , i11 ·lnd , ·ome gen ra which may be regarded as 1mmigrants from
n rnl meri a,n regiou of the N eotropical realm.
·haract ri tic specie of the Austroceutral district are: 2
1

URODEL.A.

SALIENTI.A.

iegmann.
,-iinther.
ope.
aird.
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TESTUDIN.A.TA.

Oinosternum pennsilvcmicum.
Onychotria mexicana Gray.
SA.URI.A..

Phrynosoma orbiculare Wiegmann.
Sceloporus scalaris Wiegmann.
Scelopori,s rnicrolepidotus Wiegmann.
Barissia im,bricata Wiegmann.
Onemidophorus guttatus Baird and Girard.
Eumeces brevirostris Gunther.
Sceloporus torquatus Green.
Sceloporus minor Cope.
Sceloporus nielanogaster Uope.
Tantilla ccilamcwina Cope.
Orotalus basiliscus Cope.
Orotalus polystictus Cope.
SERPENTES.

Oonopsis nasus Gunther.
Toluca lineata Kennicott.
Ohionactis varians Jan.
Salvadora bairdii Jan.
Epiglottophis pleurvstictus Dumeril and Bibron.
N atrix storerioides Uope.
Eutcenia macrostemma Kennicott.
Eutcenia eques Reuss . .
Eutmnici pulchrilatus Cope.
Eutmnia, scaliger Jan.
Eutcenia melanogaster Wiegmann.
Tantilla bocourtii Gunther.
Of these species the following occur in the Chihuahuan district:
A11iblystoma tigrinum Green.
Spea ham1nondii Baird.
Hyla arenicolor Cope.
Sceloporw; scalaris Wiegmann.
Sceloporus micro lepidotus Wiegmann.
Onemidophorits guttatiis Baird and Girard.
Epiglottophis pleurostictus Dumeril and Bibron.
Eutcenia macrostemma Kennicott.
Eiitamili eques Reuss.
The Austroriental district includes the mountainous region which
bouuds the Mexican Plateau on the east, from some part of the State
of Puebla to a point to the north not yet ascertained. It is probably .
separated by a considerable interval from the .A.ustroriparian in the
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ates of Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon. Its climate is moist, and vegeta ion i abundant, and of principally Medicolumbian type. Various
pe •uliar p~cie of .Acer, Platanus, Quercus, .Andromeda, and other forn~s
re abundant. The Batracbian and Reptilian species are the followiu4 : I
URODELA.

Spelerpes chiropterus Cope.
pelerpes 7eprosits Cope:
rpelerpes cephalicits Cope.
rpelerpes oriza.bensis Blatchley.
rpelerpes gibbicaudus Blatchley.
f.Edipina lineola Cope.
Thorius pennatul1.ts Cope.
SALIENTI.A,

Hyla gracilipes Cope.
Hyla niiotympanilm Cope.
Hyla bi tincta Cope.
milisca baudinii Dumeril and Bibron.
SAURIA.

· •loporits variabilis Wiegmann.
loporit ameus Wiegmann.
i ·el poru · microlep·idotus Wiegmann.
Phryno ·oma orbiculare 'Wiegmann.
PMyn ·oma ta1,1,rits Duges.
I cwi ia, imbricata Wiegmann.
1 ari ia, antaitges Cope.
(} rrhonot1.,s gramineus Cope.
rrhonot1.a; tceniatus Wiegmann.
rrhonot1.t liocephalus -Wiegmann.
l t1.t nneagram,mils Cope.
Emne ·e · lynxe Wiegmann.
EYm N /'ur irostris Cope.
·ol •111 ,-; ... 1,. lnterale ay.
nelytropsi · papillosus Cope.
1

,

•

1

SERPENTES.
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Epiglottophis lineaticollis Cope.
Osceola doliata polyzona Cope.
Ninia diademata Baird and Girard.
Storeria dekayi Storer . .
Storeria occipitomaculata Holbrook.
Rhadincea vittata Jan.
Rhadincea decora,ta Gunther.
Eutcenia sumichrastii Cope.
Eutmnia chrysocephala, Uope.
Eutmnia pulchrilatus Cope.
Eutmnia scalaris Cope.
Eutcenia phenax Cope.
Sibon frenatum Cope.
Sibon personatum Cope.
Sibon albofuscurn Lacepede.
Bothriechis mexicanus Dumeril and Bibron.
Ophryacus undulatus Jan.
Sistritrus ravus Cope.
Oro talus triseriatus Wagler.
Of all the above species the following are found also in the Austrocentral district:
Barissia imbricata Wiegmann.
Sceloporus variabilis Wiegmann.
Sceloporus microlepidotus Wiegmann.
Phrynosoma orbiculare Wiegmann.
Eutmnia pulchrilatits Cope.
Species found in the Austroriparian subregion.
Liolepisma laterale Say.
Storeria dekayi Storer.
· Storeria occiptomaculata Holbrook.
To the Austroriental list might be added Spelerpes bellii Gray, which
is stated by Sumichrast to inhabit also the Tierra Caliente; and Anolis
nannodes Cope, which the same authority says ranges from the Tierra
Caliente into the Alpine district. The water-snake Natrix rhombifera
Hallowell may occur in the Austroriental district, but this needs confirmation.
The Austroccidental district is inhabited by a number of peculiar
species, togP-ther with some which occur in the other two districts of
tlle •roltecan subregion. One peculiarity of this district is the poverty
in Batrachia and the absence of Urodela. The peculiar species ·are the
following:
SALIENTIA.

Leptodactylus melanonotus Hallowell.
Hypopachus variolosus Cope.
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SAURIA.

celoporit, inifer its Cope.
celoporit · horr·i dus iegmann.
celoporits rubriventris Gunther.
eloporus pyrrhooephalus Cope.
eloporu · omiltemanit, Gunther.
·eloporit. dugesii Bocourt.
c loporit, bullerii Boulenger.
celoporu · heterolepis Boulenger.
n niidophorit cleppei lineatissimus Cope.
Emnece triaspis Cope.
SERPENTES.

eudoflcimia frontalis Cope.
ynipholi,• lippiens Cope.
A tra tit. chalybreus Wagler.
tractit omiltenianits i:intber.
r1 lophi,· copei Dug\ .
hadinrca, lcmr ata, Giinther.

wing:
.A.LIENTIA.

iifi

nipactili Wi gmann.
·i1nia aird.
Ranr1, pipien au tricol 1, Cope.
neniidophoru gu,ttatit , Baird and Girard.
celopor1t calaris iegrnann.
Phryno,·oma oruiculare iegrnann.
noli.'1 nebulo ·u · iegrnann.

Byla
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SA.URIA..

Phyllodactylus tuberculosus W iegmaun.
Uta bfoarinatct .Dumeril.
Bcr,rissfo, imbr·i cata Wiegmann.
Natrix storerioides Cope.
Eutrenia eques Reuss.
Eutcenia melanogaster Wiegmann.
Ep'iglottophis pleurostictus Dmneril aud Bibrou.
SERPEN'l'ES.

Drymob'iu,s 1tnargaritiferu.s Schlegel.
D-ia,doph-is lwtus Cope.
Osceola doliatct polyzona Cope.
Natrix storerioides Cope.
Tantillct calamarina Cope.
Trimorphodon biscutatus Dmneril aud Bibron.
Trimorphodon upsilon Cope.
Orotalus triseriatus Wagler.
Orotalus polystictus Cope.
Orotalus basiliscus Cope.
A number of species in habit the Austroccirlental and Austroriental
,districts, passing to the southward of the .Am;trocentral, at least so far
ai::, preseu t i uformation extends. These are the following:
SALIEN'l'IA..

Smilisca. /Jctudinii Dumeril a11d Bibron
SA.URIA..

Scefoporus torquatus Green .
.Pltrynos01na taurus Duges.
Gerrhonot'Us oaxa,cw Gii.ntlier.
SERPENTES,

Rhcuiinwa vittata Jan.
Eittmnia chrysocephala Cope.
Ooniophanes proterops Cope.
Ophryacus undulatus Jan.
Orotalus triseriatus W:igler.
'£lie species of the Toltecan subregion are a.s follows:
A w,troriental district ........................... ... .......... ..... . .. _......... 44
A nstrocentral district ............................ _.............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
A ustroccidental district .. . _......... _. _................... __ .. _............. _.. 24

Connted twice ...... . ........... . . : .... ______ . ..... ____ .... ________ .... ________

73
2

Tot,Ll ... .... ........ _.... ___ ... ________ . __ .. ___ ... _.............. _. . . . . . . 71
A.'l' MUS

98--78
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Th number of pecie of Reptilia Squamata, of tlte l\Iedicoluml>ian
r o·i1,n i.· a, follow . The species of Batrachia l1ave been already
uum rat d in my book on that clas ·'
FarniliPs .

•'upl'l·fa111ilict!.

I Genera.

~AUIUA.

P:u·hyµlm111tt .. ............ . . . .......... Igu:mi<lm .............................. .
_yeti :u1nt ...... . .. . .................. Ge,·conidre .......................... . .. .
Euhlephariche ........... . .............. .
llc•l111lt•r111aloi<l a . ...... . .... . ......... . lleloder1uatidm ......................... .

]2
2
1
I.

79

4

17

2 '

11
5

1
1

:1
2

rt'~:,::~••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• 111i~1£EL•••••••• ••••••••!••·:•••

22
1

]
j

A 1111ic•lloiclc•a . ......................... . .A.m1iclli<lro ............. .. .. . ....... . .... ,

2

1
1
A111111lal1 .. ............................ Eucliiratirlre ............................ :
I
.A.rn1lhit!boouidro . .................. . ... .
1
I
- - - -·- Tot11l .................. . .............. .......... ............ ... ............ 1
:n
143
!H.HPENTE ·.

l

g::::,~:::ii'.t.;i::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::

1

l~~~r;;'.t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~i~rrt:~::::::::::::::::::::: /:::::::

=

1

1

2G

~;::::•: :,:.:.:.:.;;,: :: :::::•:.: ••••••.:::•• •-·•·•·•·•·•• :-::: :-- :-• :-•· :-:-•: ••• :: •••••• i
--

I

=

t

Colu!Jndro....................... . .......

.'oh•11oglyph,l ..........................

=

I

=

~
13G

Ji

:i

iiI-

::

Tbo Hatrachi.L of rorth Arn rica, Bulletin of tho U.S. National l\luseum, :Ko. :J~,
. , J>· 131. 'J'll i;peci,s of the Toltocau 1:ml>regiou are mostly omitted from this
\\ rk
1
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
It was the iufoution of Professor Cope to have included a much larger number of
plates with this paper, but his death having occurred before the text was put in
type, and as no memoranda were available concernb1g his intentions in the matter,
it has Leen impossible to supply the deficiency. The plates herewith are tho8e of
w ltich copies were included with the text.
PLATE

1.

Ilyoid Bones of Sauria Rhiptoglossa and Acrodouta.
Fig. 1. Sphenodon punctatu·nt Gray; from specimen presented Ly Sir James Hector.
2. Chammleon sp. ; from Cuvier.
3. Gecko rerticillatus Laurenti; from Cuvier.
4. Aristellige1· prcesignis Hallowell; dissected and draw11 Ly Dr. E. E. Galt.
5. Pl1yllndactylus tube1·culatus Wiegmann; dissected aud drawn by Dr. E. E.
Galt.
6. Thecadactylus rapicaudus Houtt.
7. Eublepharis elegans Gray; Dr. Galt.
8. Eublepharis variegatus Bairt1.
9. Calotes cristatellus Kuhl.
10. Phrynocephalus mystaceus Pallas.
11. Urornasti,x hardwiclcii Gray; from the Zoological Garden, Philadelphia.
12. Holbroolcia maculata Girard; from specimen from Otto Lerch, San Angelo,
Texas.
Bh, basihyal; CBI, first ceratobrauchial; CBII, second ceratoLranchial; Clt, ce·ratohyal; EBI, epibranchial; Gh, glossohyal; Hh, hypohyal.
PLATE

2.

H~ oirl Boues of Sauria Iguauia and Diploglossa.
7

Fig. 1:?. Phrynosorna coro natuni Blainville; Dr. E. E. Galt.
14. Sceloporus undiilatus Daudiu.
15 . •Uta stansbu1·iana Baird and Girard.
16. Sauronialus ater Dumcril.
17. Crotaphytits wislizenii Baird and Girard.
18. Anolis carolinensis Dumcril and Bibron.
Hl. Ctenosaura teres Harlan (not adult).
20. Iguana tnberculata Laurenti; from Cuvier.
21. A nguis fragilis Linmeu1:1; from northern Italy.
22. Eracama guianensis Daudin; from specimeu•from ½ciological Garden, Philadelphia.
CJJI, first ceratoLrauchia,l; CBIJ~ second ceratobranchial; Ch, cera.tohyal; Eh,
hypohyal.
PLATE 3.
H yoicl Bones of , auria Diploglossa, Thec~glossa, and Leptoglossa.

Fig. 23. (; en·honotus niulticarinatus Blain ville; Dr. E. E. Galt.
24. Ophisaurns ventralis Daudin; Dr. Galt.
25. Heloderrna suspectimi Cope; Dr. Galt.

1
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X n06alL1'llit yrtmdis Gray.
27. rara1111s 11 iloticus Linn, us ; Dr. Galt.
:., , ' ·ncus o.Di inalis J.,aurenti · from 'uvier.
2 Egcrnili c·11n11inghamii ray· the end of tue ceratobranchial15 are cnt off iu
th p •i111 u.
3 Emnecrs .fasciatus Li1111.eu ; Dr. Galt.
31. Liolcpisma laterale ay; from Hidalgo, Mexico (L. !Je'Yliniingerii ).
32. no119yl11s ocellatus For kal.
.
'Bl fir
ratobrnn •hial; CBII, second ceratobranchia1; Ch, ceratohyal; EBI,
pihrnn<'hial · Gh, glo obya1; Hh, hypobyal.

Fi

r.

J:

J lyoid Bon s of
Fi~.

LATF:

4.

auria Leptoglossa, aud Annulati.

:-1:t ('l'l stus strialus Gray.
:-11. f; errhosaurus 11igrolineatus Hallowell.

:m. Zonurus cordylus Linmen .
:rn. Jfanc1ts 1nac1·olepis Cope.
:r. Xantusia rire1·sfana ope.

a.

L111idophy111a jlavomaculatmn D 1m16ril.

:3. . l'Ha 1n1nodromus algirns Linna,118.

0. lal'lrla ocellcita Dandin.
11. T11pi11a11tbis teguuin Dandin; from 'nvier.
11 1nido1>horus lessellatus 'ay.
A1111i lla 7wlchra Gray; from sp ciw ·n from .J arues S. Lippincott.
ltirot,,H 1'analiculat1111 Bonnaert.
15. Jrnphi/l/1(1'1/a alba Linn· u .
l 6. Rhineu1·<, Jloridana BHfrd.
lilt, ht ihyiil · OUJ fir t c ratobrancltial; CJUI, ·ecoud ceratoLranchial; Ch,
1°1 rutobyal · IW, pibrau ·hial; E t, epi tapet1ial;
Uh, glossohyal; Hh, hypohyal;
, ', 'f npra t p clia,l ; t, tap s.

l'LATJ~

( 'olor V: riations of

5.

nernidophornit tesBellatus au<l of Oneniidophorws gularia .

Youn of . tes1Jellatus ( ·• 9racilis Baird and Girard).
JJ. - r•. t scllatus 1>e1:ple.rus Baircl and Girard.
('.-('. t HHf'lla.tus tessellatus ay.
/J, - f '. t s llal11s t 11sellatus.
H.- <. l<'BBella.llls less llalus.
F.- . leitsellalus rnbidns Cope.
fJ. . gulariB !J1tla ris· yonng; and adol l!!cent (sp. from Rio Grande, Captain Liver• 1.

r ).

'. fJ1ilar·11 g1Claris Baird a11d Girard; adult.
1.- f '. oularis scalaris op .
K. - . gntar·s s ·alaris 'ope.
L.- f '. f/1tlaris 11e1nifa11ciatus 'o p
PLATE

Yi

CA,

6.

ra of 1'yphlops liberiensis Hallowell.

aclip um· Car, .carotid; I!', fontRnell ; GB, gall bladder; H, heart;
tine; K, kiclney; D, liv r; Od, oviduct; Oe, rosophagus; o,,, ovary; R, rectum;
JU,, right lun"'· , .·tomach; ,p, sple n; TL, tracheal lung; ~fr, trachea; U, ureter;
V ' vina avi.
1, in

COfJ)ll
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7.

Viscera of Charina bottm Blainville.
AB, aorta root; C, crecum; CA , corpus adiposum; Om·, carotid; G, gall bladder;
H, heart; I , iutestiue; K, kidney; L, liver; LL, left lung; Oe, resophagus; R,
rectum; RL, right lung; S, stomach; Sp, spleen; 1', testis; Tr, trachea; U, ureter;
VO, vina cavi; VD, va.s deferens.
PLATE 8.

Viscera of Chersydrus granulatus Merrem.

AR, aorta root; Car, carotid; · Cl, cloaca; F, fontanelle; H, heart; T, intestine;
K, kidn ey; LL, left lnng; Ocl, oviclnct ; Oe, resophagus; Ov, ovary; B, r ectum; S,
stomach; TL, tracheal lung; Tr, trachea ; VQ, vina cavi.
PLATE

9.

Viscera of Co l1tber quadrivittatits Holbrook.

AR, aorta root; Ca1·, carotid; GB, gall bladder; H, heart ; I , intestine; K, kidney ;
L, li ver; J,L, left lung; Oe, resoph agus; B, rectum; RL, right lung; S, stomach;
Sp, spleen; T, testis; Tr, trachea; U, ureter; VO, vina cavi; VD, vas defcrens.
PLATE

10.

Viscera of Heterodon platyrhinu.s Latreille.

AR, aorta root; CA, corpus adiposum; Car, carotid; Cl, cloaca; F, fontanelle;
GJ-J, gall bla(lder; H, heart; I, intestine: X, kidney ; !,, _Liver; LL, left lung; Od,
oviduct; Oc, o•sophagus; Or , ovary; R, rectum; RL, right lnng; Sp, spleen; St,
stomach; Tr , trachea; r, 11reter; r, vagina; VO, vina cavi.
PLATE

11.

ViRcer a of Crotalns conflnentus Say.

AR, aorta root; CA, corpus :uliposulll ; Car, <·aroti<l.; F, fontanell e ; UB, gall
l,la.dder; H, heart; I, intestine; X, kidney ; L, liver; LL, loft lnng; Od, oviduct;
Oe, wHophagus; Ov, ovary; H, rectnm; Sp, spleen; St, stomach; TL, trache:Ll lnng;
~fr, trachea; lT, 11reter; V, vngina; re, vina cavi.
PLATE

12.

HemipeneH of representative t ~pes.
The figures on Plates 12 to 31, excepting fig. 9, Plate 22, represent the hemipenis of a side split open so as to show the structures that are exhibited by the
entire circumference. Each figurf> is therefore twice as wi(le aK the oro-an in its
normal conditi on. W-h ere the organ is bifurcate one hran ch only is split~ the other
being r epresented as invaginat6d, and with a portion of the retractor m1rncle coutinuous with its apex.
Fig. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.

Ilysia scytale Linme us; Brazil.
Epicrates angulifer Dumcril and Bihron; Cuba.
Chari11a bottae Blain ville; Oregon.
Holarclms anconis Girard; Philippine Islands.
Oligodon subquadrat-tts Dumeril and Bibron; .Java.
Rascaniu.m constricto1· Linrnens; North America. ·
Oplteorno1·plms a lticolit s Cope;. Pern.

12

R

ORT

F

L

JU, E M

1 9.

frica.

1
11. 'rol<ll1111 co11jlurnt11s, :
hi, hn. al hook; d aly nli or rnch
pl, pmnl . ; , ·,, . ul1·11~ ·p

11 · I lamill:t'; JI, p11.pill;i•;

Pr. TE ,13.

J IPmip n<' of P<•rop ,la A1-roc•ltorc1ic1a•, :rnd 'aln..n111ri11n·.
J. JJoa 1·<1w1trictor Li11nn•11 · Bra.zi1.

l•'i~.

~-

R1111t·<'i 11mritiw1 Linnwu. · Brazil.
r'liilol,o/lir1111 sll'iat,111 Vi l1or; Haiti.
I. Rtiyyr1111 bibronii Dnm ri1 and Bi bron; Fiji lHl:trnls.

:i.
,).

Licha1111ra lril'irgata op ; Low r CnJifornia.

ti. Ery.r j1u•11/us Linna·ns; we tern A ia..

7. l'yllw11 11pilol s L cp1·d ; An tralia.
f 11911alia 111tla1wrtt D11m ril and Ribron; 'nL:i.
H. 'a((wwrirt !Jt-r1·ai11sii I nm ril an<l Ilibrou · JJ11ilippi1w Tslancls.
10. llolart:/11,s clolleyan1111 'op ; ll ainao.
11. /Jil'raula.r p11rp11ra11 e1111 ' hl gel; Mn,lnysi:1.
1:! . J>1ma11 mull ndorflii Bo .th r; !Tainan.
1:t • l1·1·111.Jwrtl11s fJl'anulatus d
i:un.
Pr.ATF. 14.

TT mip 11eHofCol11hrin:n.
I 'i . l. Dr!J111oliin11 11i/1>1111at11s J 1:uldi; Hrn zil.
:t. f'ol11htrjlaw·s1· 1111 a11r nti; Jtn,Jy.
:J. J>ityopltis 11ayi, • hl 1; w t rn ortJ1 Alli rica.
I. Z<111tf'lti11 rcirer9iel'i M 11 truH; J •1·1;ia,.
5, Zam, 11i11 ko1To,~ Linua•ns ·
ti. ( 'y 11ophi11 hl'lnw· ] a111li11;
7. , 'piloti-11 xeba11/1111 ' po·
(T

PLAT••:

rn.

llrmip ne of olnbr inw,
Fi~. 1.

2.
;3.
I.
:;.

7.

'omp11oso11w co1·ai11 'nvier · Brazil.
0111pso11oma riroat11111 ,' bl gel; Allia.
'0111psosoma prrcilostonia \ iedmann; Hmzi1.
r:011ysoma OT!J iphalurn R ima; India.
fftrp todryas cm·inatus Lioni us; Brazil.
'ro1111a11ll1f'rn mf'lrrnotropis ope; 'o. tn, 1 ica.
( '!I /oplii11 111od1•Rf11.~ Jifarten ; w , tern A ia.
('011/iti mi.Lis Ha.iril and Omir,l;
alifornia.
PLAT]~

16.

II mip ne of Colnbrinm.

Fi~.

I. llas<'aniumjlagellifo1'Tn Laurenti; Florida.
2. JJrymubius retic11lat11s P ter ; Peru .
3. JJrymobius /Joddwrtii etz; M xic·o.
l. lh·11mobi11s pule!, 1Tim11s 'ope; ~ ic:m1g1rn.
,1. Z<t111 uis l1ippocn11i11 LintHP11s· Italy.
G. Rnlf'•lti111111111a:for 'iinth ,.. 'bina.

sp, Apin
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Fig.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Salvadora bairrW, Jan; Mexico.
Mac;·op1'otodon c1w 1illatus Dum6ril and Bihron; Algiers.
Oeagras frontalis Cope; Yucatan.
Ficimia olivacea Gray; Mexico.
Chilo-meniscus ephippicus Cope; Califomin..
Stylosoma extenillitnrn Brown; Florida.
Hyps'iglenri ochrorhynchus Cope; Texas.
PLATE

17.

Hemipenes of Colnbrinm.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Drymobius rnargaritijer11s Schlegel; Mexico.
Cacocalyx pm·carinatus Cope; Costa Rica.
Cyclophis cestivns Linnmns; North America.
Phyllorhynchus brownii Stejneger; Arizona.
Leptophis ahaetulla Linnrous; Brazil.
Leptophis prmstans Cope; Central America.
Thrasops flavignlaris Hallowell; West Africa.
Dendrophis picta Linnreus; India. .,.
Biwephalus cape11sis Thunberg; South Africa.
Dasypeltis palniarnrn Leach; West Africa.
Cemopl1om coccineci Blnmenbach; Florida.
PLATE

]8.

I-Iemipenes of Colnhrinm.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Trimetopon pliolepis Cope; Costa Rica.
Conopsis nasus Giinther; Mexico.
Osceola elapsoidea Holbrook; Florida.
08ceola doliata friangulurn Boie; New York.
Ophibol-its rlwmb01naculatiis Holbrook; District of Columbia.
Ophibol1ts calUgastm· Say; Kansas.
·
Ophibolus getulns Linmcns; North America.
Co1·onella girundica Daudin; Italy.
Proterodon tessellat11s Hallowell; Japan.
Dianodo11 mfozonatus Cantor; Chiria.
Syrnphirn1is leiwostomus Cope; Mexico.
RhinochilnH lecontei Baird and Girard; Texas.
PLATE

19.

Hnrnipe11es of Colubrirne
Fig-.

n,ll(l

Natric:inm.

1. Iferpeiodryas melas Cope; Costa Rica.
2. Drymobi11.s rhombifm· Giinther; Ecnador.

3.
4-.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Coluber ern01·yi Baird and Girard; Texas.
J.,iopelfis rer11aliR Harlan; United States.
Acanthocalyx ventrimaculatus Gray; western Asia.
Tylantl1era jlontlenta Geoffroy; western Asia..
Contia episcopa Kennicott; Texas.
Ophibolus califor11i<e De Blainvilt'e; Lower California.
Adelphicus qua<l1'ivirgatns .Jan; Central America.
A blabes baliodirn.s Boie; Malaysia.
/~11/rn1ia m11lti11w1·11./ata Cope; Chilrna.lrna.
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PLA'n: 2.

JI mip<'IIP, of ·atri ·iuw.

Fig .

1. atri.:c r710111b~f',ra Hallowell· T •xa ·.
2. ,\'c,f1'iJ· r11lycris Laurenti; ltalj·.
/Cutwnia airtalis Linnwu ; :forth Am ri ·n.
,J. Rutcrnici1>1ela110,11astt:1·' i gmann·M ex ico.
;;, Natl'ix kirlla11dii K nni cott ; Torth Am rica.
). Hotln-odytes ,. ·!Jl011 nsi Giinther; Ceylon.

7. JJolhrudyteH tigrinus Boie · Japan.
Jlothrodyt pi1walo1· •hneicler; India.
!1. /folltrodytcs spilogaster Boie; .Java..
10. toi·el'ia d kayi ,'torcr; ' orth Am rica.
11. lol'l·ria occipitomaculcita Holbrook; orth Am e rica
I~. '1'ropidoclo11i111n lineat11m Hallowell; Texas .
PLATE

Il mip n

FiJ.!'.

].

:l.

:1.

of

21.

atricina1 and Ho111alopsin a:.

Eula nia pro1·i111a , 'a,,r; T xaH.
'<itdJ' sept •111vittata, 'n,y; Penn ylvania.
J.Y alrir !trahamii Baird and irard; Texns.

•L 'alri.r ltyclrn s J alias; 011tlitm1 Europe.
5. .\'alri.r ript•ri11a ~I rr m; Italy .
Ci. i, 'atri.r 11 /0/a/a Lillu,un ; Hainan, 'hi11a.
7. 'alrfr stor rl'ioidcl/ Cop · M xico.
f,iodyl s nllenii nrman; Florid,L
H. ril'9i11ia 1,al l'i<I' Baird aud Giranl; Tex a·.
10. Hald a atriatula Linn· ns ; T xa .
11. r·1·rolophcill111/ 11ittal11s Linn,t'us; J::i,va.
12. lli rpe/011 le11ta. 11lat1im Lae p i'l d ; iam .
1:3, ffomalop !iiB b11rcata Linnams;
iao1.
Jl. ( ' rb cr1111 1·h!Jncl1ops chn ider; Ind in.
J5. 'a11foria PlnJJ~fon11is Peters; ia.m.
PLATE

22.

flemipene of Lyco 1ontinm.

Fi'· 1. J,.1J<'O <io11 aulious Liunm.us; India.
2. •I11.oplophallus 111aculatus Hallowell.
3. /Joaoclou 1·irgal11s Hallowell; We, t Africa.
J. Boaollon inf,wnalis iin ther; onth Africa.
- Lam1Jrophis inornatus umfril a,n<l Biuron; , 'onl h A frfra..
· Ly ·ophidiu111, lciterale Hallowell; West Africa.
7. Elapops mod. sta tint,h r · \\ e t Africa.
JJromicoclrygas bernie1·ii Dum ril a.n<l Bibron; Madagascar.
9. 1'11 1id.aspisca11a Linnt u ; , outh Africa; th hemipenis i11 11atn ral erect.ion
ancl uot plit, on -half not fnl1y vaginated; frolll the out s ide ; a, fro111
abov .
10. Jfomalosoma l?itri Linn · us· out,h Africa.
11. .111011uiloclon maclagascariensis Dum ril and Bil.Jron · nfadagasca.r.

CRO
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2H.

llemipenel:! of Drom'icium a n<l Leptognatbina•.

Fig.

1. Hypsirlty·11ol11111 ferOJ' Gii11tlier; Haiti.
J)rornicus paHffrons Cope; Haiti.
Ocyophis ater Gosse; J ama.ica.
Alsophis anyul-ifer Dumeril and Bibron; Cnha.
Ftirancia abac1wa Holbrook; Louisiana.
Ca1phophiops amrena Say; North America .
Ecltinanthera cyanopleura, Cope; southern Brazil.
8. Rhadinma decorata Gunther ; Mexico.
9. Plioce1·cus elapoides Cope; Mexico.
10. Ni11ia atrata Hallowell; Mexico.
11. 1'retanorhin11s variabWs Dumeril a11d Bibron; Cnbn.
12. Abastor erythrograrnrnus Daudin; Georgia, Nortl, America.
13. Petalognatltus nebnlata Linmeu s; Costa Ri cn .
2.
3.
I.
5.
6.
7.

PLATE

24.

Hemipen es of Xenodontin m awl Dromi cb~ m.
Fig. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.

.Aporophis anornalus Giintber; Paraguay.
Xenodon almadensis Wagler; Brazil.
Opheomo1·11 hus typh lus Li nnreus; Brazil.
Opheomo1phns cobella Linn mns; Brazil :
Xenodon severus Liunrens; Brazil.
Lysfrophis 01·bignyi Dum6ril and Bibro11; Brazil.
Pseudoeryx plicatilis Linrn:eus; Brazil.
Helicops fumigatus Cope ; Brazil.
Rhabdosoma badiu,ni Boie; Upper Amazon.
Rhabdosorna elapJJ Giinther; Vpper Amazon.
Acanthophallus colubrinus Giinther; Brazil.
Urornacer oxyrliynchus Dumeril and Bibrou; Haiti.
.Amastridiuni re l{fei·uni Cope; Panama.
Diadophis re,qalis Baird and Gira.rd; Arizona.
PLATI•:

25.

Hemipenes of Xenodontinre, Dromieinm, n.nd Scytn,l in:e .
Fig. 1.
2.
3.
4..
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Xm1odon reginm Linnams var.; Venezuela.
Opheomoi'Phus brachyun1 s Cope; Brazil.
Hydrops rnartii Spix; Brazil.
Tmniophallus nicar;us Cope; Brazil.
Monobothris chamissonis Wiegmann; Peru.
Rhadinma jlavilatus Cope; Florida.
Hyd1·ocalamus quinquevittatus Dumeril an<l Billron; Mexico.
Philod1·yas viridissimus Linnreus; Brazi 1.
Tharnnodynastes st1·igatus Giinther; 1wutbern Bra,r,il. .
Thaninodvnastes nattererii Mikau; southern Brazil.
1'achyme11is peruvianus Wiegmann; Peru.
Tornodon ocellatus Dumeril and Bibron; Urugnay.
Rhinostorna nasuitm Wagler; South America.
Scytale coronatunt Schneider; South America.
Langaha nasuta Shaw; Madagasca:r.
Grayia smythii Leach; West Africa.
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PLATE

26.

Hemipene, of Erythrolamprinm and Scytalimr
1. Erythrola11ipr1ts venustissinms Boie; Brazil.
2. 'onphilJ lineatns Dumeril arrd Bi l>ron; Mexieo.
3. Jaltris dorsal-is Giinliber; Hayti.
,L O:ryn·hopus plnmbeus Wiedmann;' Brazil.
;;, Oxyrrl1op11s petalarius Linnrens ; Brazil.
Philodryas 11ctl lel'erii Steinclachner; Paraguay.
7. Philodryas schottii Filizinger; Paraguay.
oniopha11 s fissidens Gunther; Central Ameriea.

Fig.

PLAT!~

27.

If mipon<' of Dromicinre, Leptognatbinro, Erythrolamprin m1 anfl Dipsadinm .

llelerodon nasicus Baird aud Girard; Dakota.

Fi~.

2. lfrl rod on plalyrhinns Latreillc; North America
3. JfeHopi:ltis sannioltlB Cope; Yucatan.
4. /, ptoganlltus anthl'acops Cope; Nicaragua.
:i. 'l'<rnlillci1·11bra Cope; Mexico.

Ii. Rlapomorpltus niichoacanensis Dugcs; Mexico.
7. (ri chis mic1·olepidotM Giinther; Natal.
8.• 't1·11ol"hi11ci rentralis Dnm r ril and Bibron; Mexico.
!I. 1Ji1111ad,n1101 11hus fri9onat11 s Schneider; Malacca.
I • P11ammod!;nasles pufremlentus Boie; Tonquin.
11. Dryophi11 Ju l{Ji<lus Dauclin; Central America.
12. f,!J!J<>Jlhis elegcrnsTscbndi; Peru.
Lui t11r JI, :\pi<·n.l <lis •; 71' , same in profile, enlarged.
PLATE

2K

Hemipenes of Dipsadin ro.
1. 1 i1,aado11io1·plt us f111w11s Gray; Australi:L.
JJilJHrt/J <h1dropliila Reinwardt; Jn,va.

Fi '·

2.
!3.
4.
;;,
,.
7.

l

n.
12.
13.
lJ.
1;;.
'·

llimantodes gemmistl'atus Cope; western Mexico.
J(l1ino1Jothry1t11t lentiginosuni, copoli; J:3razil.
• 'ibon seplenirionale Kennicott; Mexico.
, 'ibo n nigl'ojasciatmn Giinther; icaragua.
1'rimorphodon biscutat1ls Dumeril :t11(l Bibron; Mexico.
'rotaphopellis rufescens Omelin; Africa.
h1·ysop ·lea omata, 'h aw; Inclia.
Prodnura r1:nwla ope; Mexico.
, col rophis atrocinct11s Dnmeril and Bil>ro11; Central America.
Tru1til/a m lanocephala. 'chlegel; Brazil.
l'ogona8pis rnflcrps Uope; Co tn. H.ica.
,
f'ladophis kirtlandii Hallowell; We!it Africa.
1ht{JOp~ l< tus Cope; Further India.
Oryb lis acmninat<i Wiellmann; 'entral Americ·a.

CROCODILIANS, LIZARDS, AND SNAKES.
PLATE
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29.

Hemipenes of Proteroglypha and Platycerca.
Fig-. 1. Dendraspis jarnesonii Traill ( Dinophis harnrnondii Hallowell); West Africa.
2. Acanthophis anta1·ctica Shaw; Australia.
:~. Sepedon licernachates Merrem; South Africa .
.i, B1t11ga1"1t8 sernifasciatas Kuhl; India.
5. Adeniophis bivirgatns Schlegel; Siam.
6. Hoploceplwlus coronat11s Schlegel; Anstralia.
7. Elaps corallinns Linn mus; Central America.
8. Elaps surinarnensis Cuvier; Brazil.
9. Vermi0ella annulata Gra.y; Australia.
10. Hydl'ophis ha1·dwickii Gray; Siam .
. PLATE

30.

HemipeneH of Proteroglypha, Platycerca, and Solenoglypha.
Fig. 1. Dienienia annnlata Buchholtz and Peters; vVest Africa.
2. Ophfophagus benyurus Schlegel; Malacca.
3. Elaps irnperator Cope; Ecuador.
4. Hydrophis stokesii Gray; Singapore.
5. Hydrus bicolo1' Shaw; Pacific Ocean.
6. Brachycraniurn corpulenti,m Hallowell; We8t Africa,
7. Cansns 1·hombeatns Lichtenstein; Celltra,l Africa.
8. Gophias afrox Linnreus; Nicaragua.
9. Rotlwiopsis ajfinis Bocourt; Mexico.
10. Crotalus moloss1is Baird and Girard; Ariwna.
PLATE

31.

Remipenes of Solenoglypha.

Fig. 1. Clotho 1·hi11ocer11s Schlegel; Gaboon.
2. Vipera aspis Linnmus; Italy.
3. Ce.rastes mgyptiacns Linnrous.
,L ..d ncistrodon contortrix Linn::eus; New York.
5. Ancistroclon pisci1:01"us Linn rens; Florida.
6. Cophias alternatus Dumeril and Bibron; Rra7,il.
7. Orphryacus und ulatns Jan; Mexico.
8. Crotalopho1·us catenatus Ratinesqne; Michigan.
9. Crotalus ho1Ticlus Linn::ens; Pennsylvania.
10. Crotal11s basiUscns Cope; Mexico.
11. Crota lns du1·is811s Linn:nus; .Brazil; yo nng.
PLATI~

32.

Variatiomi in marking on Snakes.
Fig-.

1. Ophibolns doliatus triangnlns.
2. Ophiboln.~ doliat/18 cleric11 8.

F

'

't'J .. L :\ft

Elf\£

I 'I,,.,~: :;::.

\ 1u·i11ti1111 i11 111arki11~ 011 . uak
} ii{.

:J. fJp/iibol11 tlolit1llllf rolitlri1.
I . Op/ il,olll, tloliatu lt111JJl>l'111ia.
PI, Tl:

:~I.

Variation. in nrnrking- 011 , ' 11ak<•8.

Fi , .. ,, ,. t 11l1ifinlu tloli11tu cfoliat1111.

Ynri< tious i11 111:u·ki11g' 011 , 'nal PH.
Fii,:.

i

Opltilwlua tlnlia/1111 B!JBjJi/1111.
Ophdmllla lioli"tu parnllelu 11.

\ nri:tti nH i11 1111~l'king- m1 , '111tke:;,

l ig. !J. OphiboluH d liat1111 ann11lal118.

I>. Opl,i/,0111 11 tloliatua

cocui11,·1111.

I !I .

INDEX.
[Italicized figures . as 738, etc., refer to tl1e descriptiou,i of families, genera, and species.J
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751
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751
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620
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